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The ENACT course – Education for Effective Nutrition in Action –
consists of 10.5 units that cover the basic principles and practice of nutrition 
education, including designing and implementing a small nutrition education 
intervention. The course offers direct experience and practice, a large 
element of independent learning, highly interactive tutorials, and application 
to local nutrition needs and activities. Students are actively engaged at all 
stages and organize their own learning and practice.

The face-to-face course has been successfully piloted by seven African 
universities. The online version will be available for use by academic and 
training institutions, development agencies and NGOs worldwide to 
strengthen their staff’s capacities in nutrition education and promotion  
of healthy diets.

Who is the course for?
The course is intended for 
undergraduate students with a basic 
knowledge of nutrition who have, 
or will have, a professional need to 
handle nutrition education. It can 
also be used by agriculturists, district 
nurses, health service managers, 
rural development or community 
workers, IEC specialists, NGO staff or 
teachers.

What are the aims?
The main aim of the course is to 
build the students’ working capacity 
through various kinds of practice, 
some simulated and some real. It 
presents, applies and exercises the 
basic principles and practices of 
effective nutrition education and 
promotion of healthy diets.

What is the role of the tutors?
Tutor involvement is essential to the ENACT course, since the tutorial 
approach is new for many students. The tutors are not expected to deliver 
core content, since the course is largely self-teaching: they are facilitators 
rather than lecturers. In tutorials students do most of the talking, while tutors 
contribute their own professional experience, insights, technical and local 
knowledge and give students the opportunities to clarify, discuss, develop 
opinions and apply what they have learnt.
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What kind of nutrition education is being 
promoted?

In the ENACT course what students learn is how to help people to 
eat better and live more healthy lives. The measure of success in 
this kind of nutrition education is that people are able to improve 
their diets and continue to improve them. At the same time they 
understand what they are doing and can help others.

To prevent all forms of malnutrition, people need not only to have 

access to healthy food, but also to learn what a healthy diet is, what 

nutrition-related threats they face in their communities and how to 

avoid them by eating a good range of locally available foods.

Nutrition education involves helping people gain the knowledge, 

attitudes, conviction, skills and habits needed to improve their own 

diets and the diets of their families and communities. It follows that 

knowing how to promote healthy diets and good dietary practices is 

a competency that all nutritionists and professionals in the health and 

food sectors should acquire. Although a rewarding task, it is not an 

obvious or easy one, and it requires training. Unfortunately, professional 

training for effective nutrition education is almost non-existent in many 

parts of the world. 

As a direct response to the gap in relevant professional training in this 

field, revealed by a needs assessment carried out in 2010 in Africa, FAO 

has developed an undergraduate course that applies the best practices 

in nutrition education. 
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Explaining food, diet 
and healthy eating
Diet, dietary influences and 
dietary change: describing, 
assessing, explaining clearly

The need for nutrition 
education 

The essential role of 
education in preventing 

malnutrition

How nutrition 
education is done

Recognizing and experiencing 
principles, good practices and 

approaches in nutrition education

How good eating 
is learnt

Changing dietary practices 
long-term: the challenges and 

the processes

Nutrition education 
actions

Typical nutrition education in 
different settings: where is it most 

needed 

Objectives, messages, 
motivations

Formulating and improving 
objectives and developing 

motivational messages

Analysing the situation
Finding out who is involved, what 
people do and why, how they see 

it, and what questions to ask in 
nutrition education

Theory
An overview of the main theories 

relating to nutrition education 
and how they can be applied

The wider picture
The need to work for changes in 
the food environment through 
government action, integrated 

initiatives and rights-based 
approaches

Monitoring and 
evaluation

The purpose, value, needs and 
process of evaluation, both 
external and participatory

Implementation
Program design, learning 

activities, learning materials  
and resources (finding and 

creating them)
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Opening the CD-Rom
If your CD does not open automatically, go to Computer 
Resources, and click twice on the Enact.html file to start.
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Welcome to the ENACT course! This manual gives a guide to accessing and using 
the ENACT course files. 

ENACT course files

The face to face version of the ENACT course is available in pdf format. 

The student version of the course contains the following files: 

Introductory files 

Course resources (5 files) 

Introductions (4 files including this  User Manual) 

Project folder (7 pdf files, 1 Powerpoint file and 1 Word document) 

Unit files 

5 files for each of the 10 units, comprising 

 Introduction (slides introducing the units)

 The Student’s Book (the main workbook, containing learning materials
and activities)

 The Unit Resources (documents for study)

 Two versions of the Printable workbook (a shortened version of the
Student’s Book, available both in MS Word and in pdf format.)

 Some units contain additional materials, and Units 7 and 9 have an Extra
Section of the Student’s Book.

To ensure that all links work properly it is important to save the files on your 
computer with the same structure that they have on the CD Rom, as described 
later in this document. You should not try to convert the documents into another 
format. 
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Sources 

The course is available to download from: 

 the fao.org web site,
 the CD-ROMs (if provided),
 the link provided by the teacher of your ENACT course.

Installing the course 

1. Uncompressing (unzipping) files

The course content is delivered in pdf format. It may be contained within zip 
files. Operating systems such as Mac OS, Windows or popular Linux distributions 
already have the required system program to extract files from a zip archive. 
Normally you can just click on the link to unzip and install the files.   

For help with uncompressing files, use these links. 

1.1 For Windows systems 

Windows Vista 

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/compress-uncompress-files-zip-
files#1TC=windows-vista  

Windows 7 

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/compress-uncompress-files-zip-
files#1TC=windows-7 

1.2 For MacOs systems  

Mac OS X 10.9 Mavericks.Mac OS X 10.10 Yosemite 

https://support.apple.com/kb/PH19074?locale=en_US 

ENACT course in nutrition education 
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1.3 For Linux systems 

Ubuntu 

https://help.ubuntu.com/community/FileCompression 

On your computer create a folder that you can easily access and name it “ENACT-
course”. 

Copy the zip files and extract them one per one into the ENACT course directory. 
Once unzipped you can safely remove al the zip files. The files will be extracted 
into folders as in the image. Do not alter this structure as this will mean that links 
between files will be broken. 

2. Downloading and copying files

If you are downloading or copying files make sure you maintain 
the folder structure of the originals, as in the image here. 

IMPORTANT! If you are downloading from a website, you must 
save the file and open it from your Computer Resources, NOT 
from your web browser. When you click on the file and 
download it from the internet, a tab will appear on the bottom 
of your screen. If you open and work on the the file from here, 
you will not be able to save your answers.  See the images on 
the next page. 
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Don’t open from here! 

Open from here! 
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Using the course files 

3. Editable documents 

To read the files and write your answers to the questions you will need the 
Adobe Reader. This is free software which is already installed on many 
computers. To see which version you have, just open any pdf file,  then go to 
Help>About Reader X. It is a good idea to get the latest version of the Reader, 
which is available here: 

https://get.adobe.com 

Most of the pdf files are protected: you cannot write on them or alter them. 
However, the Student’s Book and Printable Workbook files contain answer boxes 
which are not protected. Here you can write your answers directly on the 
computer. These boxes are called “fields” or “form fields”. They normally have a 
white background, as in this image: 

 

You can highlight the fields so that you can see them more easily. When 
highlighted they look like this: 
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You can save your answers directly in the pdf without using other files (see Save 
your work). Remember to save your work regularly and before you close the 
document. 

4. Form field types 

Some of your answers will be assessed by your tutors, while for others you are 
expected to check your answer yourself in the Student’s Key. Assessed questions 
can be recognised by their orange borders. Your answers to these questions will 
appear in dark red text over a white background. 
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Non-assessed forms have no borders (as in the images on the previous pages), 
and your answers appear in dark red text over a white background They are not 
formally assessed, but your tutor will sometimes check them.  

5. Question types 

There are four ways you can answer questions:  by writing the answer, by 
pressing a button, by checking a box or by choosing from a list. These correspond 
to the four types of field used in the course (input text, radio button, checkboxes 
and choice list),  as illustrated below. 
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Table 1: Ways you can answer questions 

Writing  

Pressing a button  

Checking a box  

Choosing from a list 

 

Writing  

You can type your answers in the space provided, or if you are using another 
document, you can copy and paste your notes.  

 

Radio buttons 

You  can choose an answer from several options.  

1.4  
Figure 1 : Single choice options list. No choices have been made in this example 

When you choose you will see a dot inside the button. You can only choose one.  

Check boxes 

In a checkbox you can choose one or more answers, as instructed.   When you 
make your choice it will look like this: 
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.  

 
Figure 2 : Multiple choice options list. No choices have been made in this example 

1.5 Choice List 

In some choice lists you can only choose one answer. In others you can select 
more than one answer. In this case use the Ctrl key to select multiple choices in 
your answer. 

 
Figure 3 : A choice list 

6. Open the course 

When opening a pdf file with Adobe Reader, the software will ask if you want to 
highlight the “form fields”. We suggest that you do this if you want to make them 
clearer. Click on the button as in the following image. 
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When you choose to highlight form fields the background colour will switch from 
white to pale blue. When you edit a field the colour will switch back to white or 
yellow. 

 

 

7. Adobe Reader tools 

1.6 Highlight text 

You can highlight text by using the highlight tool, as below: 
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Figure 4 : Highlighted text 

1.7 Comments 

You can add your own comments using the comment tool (see below). This may 
help you keep track of your ideas. 

 

 
Figure 5: Insert comments 

1.8 Zoom  

If you want to make the text bigger or smaller you can use the Zoom tool. 

 

1.9 Page Fit 

You can manage how the page fits your screen using the page fit tools 

 

or the page display commands under the View menu. 
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1.10 Print 

You can print a document using the printer icon or Ctrl+P or Cmd+P  

 

1.11 Search 

The search (Ctrl+F or Cmd+F) or the advanced search (Ctrl+Shift +F or Cmd +Shift 
+F) tools allow you to search for a keyword in the document. 

 

 
Figure 6: Simple search 

Submitting your work 

There are several ways of submitting your work, and your tutors will tell you 
which one they prefer. 

a. On the computer   

You can write your answers on the computer, in the Student’s Books or the 
Printable Workbooks (pdf or Word version), and save the file. If you use the 
full Student’s Book your files will be very large, and if you print the 
documents there will be a great deal of expensive printing to do. For these 
reasons we suggest you use the Printable Workbooks. However, the 
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Printable Workbooks need to be used together with the complete 
Student’s Book. You can refer to the Student’s Book either on your 
computer or via a printed copy, if the university is able to provide one. 
When you have completed the workbook, deliver it to your tutor in one of 
these ways:. 

i) On a USB stick or similar support 

ii) By e-mail 

iii) By printing it and delivering a hard (paper) copy 

iv) Via the Adobe software system for collecting data from form fields. 
Your tutor will advise you on this.  

b. Writing on hard copy   

If you cannot use a computer you can write your answers in a printed copy 
of the Student’s Book or the Printable Workbook. Before you submit your 
work to your tutor you should make a photocopy of it, as you may be asked 
to refer to your answers in later units. 
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870 million hungry 

Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the 
United Nations



165 million stunted 









We already know a lot about nutrition 



But how can we help people to eat better? 



and give their 
children the 

food they 
need to be 

healthy? 



That’s what this course is for 

Education for Effective  
Nutrition in Action 



Our goal 



healthy  
people 



with good eating habits 



Thanks to training professionals in nutrition 
education at university level 



The course 

• 10 1/2 units, comprising ...

• ... self study and tutorials

• for 11-12 weeks



Main features of the module 
• emphasis on experience and practice 
• links with your own experience and your 

country’s problems 
• “outside activities” which explore aspects of real 

life 
• the “nutrition education mini-project”, a small 

scale education intervention 
• lots of independent learning 
• highly interactive follow-up tutorials 



During the course you will 

• See what’s being done in nutrition education  
• See what works and why 
• Try it out: go through the process, analyze, 

reflect 
• Work out your own approaches and principles 
• Learn where to find out more about nutrition 

education  



during the week 

you will work through the self-study 
materials 



in groups ... 



... in 
pairs 



or on your own; 



complete your student’s book 
activities, by hand ... 

 



 ... or on a 
computer 

 



in the tutorials 

you will 



discuss the questions with your tutor, 



listen to other 
students, 



work as a class, 



and sometimes ... 



practise 
arguing a case, 



or acting 
a role. 



You will 
carry out 

some 
‘outside’ 
activities 

in the 
community 



and a longer project on fruit and 
vegetable consumption. 



Halfway through, and at the end, 
you will do a written test 



Your final assessment will be based on

• your workbooks
• your project work
• your test results



And you will learn how to make the difference 
between sickness and health for thousands of people 
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Course outline 

Unit and main content Outside activity/project work for the unit 

Introductory meeting 

Pre-course briefing and introduction to Unit 1 

Unit 1. ‘The need for nutrition education’ 
The essential role of education in preventing 
malnutrition 

Survey of nutrition knowledge and 
awareness in the community
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 2. ‘Explaining food, diet and healthy
eating’ 
Diet, dietary influences and dietary change: 
describing, assessing, explaining clearly 

Interview with an older person about how 
diet has changed over the decades
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 3. ‘Nutrition education actions’ 
Typical interventions in different sectors: 
where nutrition education is most needed 

Observations/interviews with key 
informants about local nutrition education 
activities (schools, health & food security 
services, public education)  
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 4. ‘How good eating is learnt’ 
Changing practices long-term: the challenges 
and the processes 

Personal experiment in changing own diet 
and analysis of what helped or hindered
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 5. ‘How nutrition education is done’ 
Recognizing and experiencing principles, 
good practices and approaches in nutrition 
education 

Project recruitment 
 Hold a project recruitment session (if

necessary) 
 First chat with recruits.

Unit 5A. ‘Nutrition education theory’ 
(optional - mini Unit) 
An overview of the main theories relating to 
nutrition education and how they can be 
applied. 

Test on units 1 to 5/5A. 
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Unit and main content Outside activity/project work for the unit 

Unit 6. ‘Analysing the situation’ 
Finding out who is involved, what people do 
and why, how they see it, and what 
questions to ask 

Project meeting 1: The situation 
 Project participants discuss dietary

challenges and resources and look at 
own food consumption. 

Unit 7. ‘Objectives, messages and
motivations’ 
Formulating and improving objectives and 
developing motivational messages 

Project meeting 2: Preparing for action 
 Project participants see problems, risks

and benefits, pick up core facts, decide 
to take action and plan what to do in 
the coming week. 

Unit 8. ‘Implementation’ 
Program design, learning activities, finding 
and creating learning materials and 
resources 

Project meeting 3: Trying things out 
 Project participants report on the

experience of changing diet, extend 
knowledge of particular foods and 
discuss how to continue. 

Unit 9. ‘Monitoring and evaluation’ 
The purpose, value, needs and process of 
evaluation, both external and participatory 

Project meeting 4: Looking back and forward 
 Project participants contribute own

knowledge, review progress and 
evaluate the project. 

Unit 10. ‘The wider picture’ 
The need to work for changes in the food 
environment through government action, 
integrated initiatives and rights-based 
approaches 

Advocacy for nutrition education 
 Preparing presentation to outside body
OR exploring situations, problems and 
solutions relating to canteen food or the 
consumption of iodised salt 

Final presentation Test on units 6 to 10 

Time required 

 For the course: 11-12 weeks 

 Coursework: 4-5 hours per unit 

 Outside activities: 2-4 hours per unit 

 Tutorials: 4-5 hours per unit (2-2½ hours per tutorial, 2 tutorials per unit) 

 Tests: 6 hours (2 tests x 3 hours each)
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About the course 

1. Introduction

Malnutrition continues to destroy lives and hold back human development in all 
countries of the world. Investing in human nutrition therefore makes economic 
as well as human sense: it not only improves health but also promotes social and 
economic development. 

There are many global efforts to tackle nutrition problems in a variety of ways, 
for example, through supplying micronutrient supplements, improving food 
supplies, and fortifying staple foods with essential micronutrients. 

These approaches include nutrition education, whose main aim is to improve 
nutrition through daily food and diet. Nutrition education includes many well-
known approaches such as social marketing and behaviour change 
communication. It focuses on all aspects of the food cycle (acquiring food, 
storing, processing, preparing and consuming it), all the factors which influence 
what individuals and communities eat, how health is affected by people’s food 
consumption patterns and habits, and what they do and think about food. 

It is a fact that nutrition education is a key component in improving people’s 
health, an essential support in a comprehensive strategy to prevent malnutrition. 
Yet it is still neglected by important players: governments, donors, ministries, 
agriculturists, health professionals, aid agencies, even nutritionists. 
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2. What is nutrition education?

Nutrition Education has been defined as 

“Any combination of educational strategies, accompanied by environmental

supports, designed to facilitate the voluntary adoption of food choices and other 

food- and nutrition-related behaviours conducive to health and well-being; 

nutrition education is delivered through multiple venues and involves activities at 

the individual, community, and policy levels”. (Contento 2007)1 

This definition implies the need for: 

 raising understanding, awareness and motivation

 facilitating people’s actions to improve diets

 some means of maintaining practices in the long term.

 “environmental” action to make healthy foods more accessible.

It must also involve some preliminary research or enquiry (ranging from informal 
chats to extensive surveys) into people’s nutritional status and nutrition issues, 
their existing knowledge, practices and perceptions of food, diet and health, 
their existing resources and circumstances and the social and environmental 
influences on diet. 

This concept of nutrition education has much in common with approaches and 
models such as “behaviour change communication”, “health promotion”, “social 
marketing”, “social learning” and the “social-ecological model”, although there 
are differences in scope and emphasis. All schools of thought however agree that 
“nutrition education” in this sense is not the same as 

 improving nutrition directly (e.g. providing meals, supplements, fortified
foods or emergency food rations) (although nutrition education may be
essential in support of such interventions)

 the academic study of nutrition

 the simple provision of nutrition information.

1Contento, I.R. 2007. Nutrition education: Linking theory, research, and practice. Sudbury, MA: 
Jones & Bartlett.
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Rather, nutrition education aims to build a life capacity in understanding and 
practising good diet. The criterion of success is a sustained improvement in

dietary practice, in communities as well as in individuals. Other criteria are that 
the changes are well understood and cost-effective and have a “breeder effect”, 
that is, the potential to spread. 

3. Why this course is needed

There is increasing evidence that nutrition education of this kind can be critical to 
the success of nutrition-focused interventions in health, food security and 
emergency situations (FAO 2011a), and that in school curricula it is an important 
preparation for life. Yet effective nutrition education is typically in short supply in 
most sectors and settings (FAO 2011b). 

It is also recognized that effective nutrition education is a skilled undertaking, 
and the lack of professional training is widely acknowledged. Some points often 
made are that 

 nutrition education is often omitted, sidelined or poorly handled in
programs and projects

 nutrition education is a cross-sectoral issue which should involve health,
agriculture, community and education services

 nutrition education which simply imparts information and advice is
usually ineffective

 nutritionists themselves are not trained in action-oriented nutrition
education.

A capacity and needs assessment carried out in Africa in 2010 (FAO 2011b) 
showed that relevant professional training was broadly lacking and that the need 
for capacity development and advocacy in this field was high. (It should be 
emphasized that Africa is not alone in this: the lack of relevant training is 
worldwide.) Expert respondents urged the development of a suite of 
professional training courses at undergraduate, postgraduate and extension 
levels and for in-service training. 

This course has therefore been developed to introduce participants to the 
principles and practice of “effective education for nutrition in action” (ENACT). 
ENACT aims at promoting long-term improvements in diet through an active 
approach based on identified needs, with attention to social and environmental 
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contexts, all relevant sectors and the whole food cycle (production, processing, 
marketing, consumption). 

Course approach 

The course assumes that acquiring the capacity to “do nutrition education” is 
(like nutrition education itself) a question of behaviour change and a learned 
skill. It therefore practises what it preaches, for example pursuing action 
objectives, engaging with learners’ experience and interests, calling on voices of 
experience, offering practice and active application to real situations, and 
ensuring that students find out what is going on around them. Learning is 
activated with practical exercises, observation, outreach activities and 
simulations. There is extensive illustration from real life, including case studies 
and examples of nutrition education practices in a range of settings. Outstanding 
issues are discussed, and time is given to looking at local interventions, strategies 
and issues, and the use of national and local input (e.g. policies, projects, 
interviews). Tutors facilitate these processes and contribute their own 
professional experience. 

In this approach, hands-on experience, enquiry, observation and practice are 
essential. In every unit students make contact with the public to find things out 
or apply what they learn in “outside activities” linked to the content of each unit. 
These activities are students’ main opportunities – apart from personal 
memories and perceptions - to explore real life. 

4. Target audience and entry level

The course materials and cases mostly relate to Africa but the broad principles 
and activities are relevant to any country which needs to upgrade capacity in this 
field. The course is pitched at undergraduate level; however it is relevant to all 
who have or will have the professional need to handle nutrition education in 
some form, such as students of nutrition in universities and medical schools, 
agriculturists, district nurses, health service managers, rural development or 
community workers, IEC specialists, NGO staff and teachers. Some course 
participants will already have a grounding in nutrition science; if not it is 
recommended that they take a basic course in nutrition before starting the 
course. 
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5. Main aims

The course aims to begin to build working capacity through practical activities, 
simulated and real. It presents, applies and exercises the basic principles and 
practices of effective nutrition education, i.e. -  

 seeing nutrition issues and needs in terms of practices and attitudes and
the influences that shape them

 recognizing the processes by which people change their food practices

 becoming familiar with existing nutrition education actions and
interventions: established initiatives, known best practices and current
approaches

 analysing nutrition activities in own countries and seeing what needs
strengthening

 reviewing and practising a range of nutrition education strategies

 planning and implementing nutrition education interventions and
activities both through case studies and by running a mini-project with
members of the public

 practising advocacy for nutrition education and gathering evidence to
make the case

 developing the communication skills needed by competent nutrition
educators.

Throughout the course, students are expected to work independently, consult 
colleagues, carry out their own enquiries, become acquainted with useful 
reference sources and available learning materials, develop their own opinions 
and begin to form their own educational style. By the end of the course 
participants should be able to design and run a small workable nutrition 
education intervention capable of having some measurable effect and avoiding 
some of the main errors. 

Objectives and guiding questions 

The objectives and guiding questions are laid out at the beginning of each unit 
and are presented in the introductory PowerPoint for the unit. The formulation 
of the objectives has been guided by principles laid out in Annex 1 (‘Formulating

objectives/outcomes’). The Guiding Questions reflect the objectives in a simpler 
and more usable form. Students discuss and answer them before the unit begins, 
and again at the end, giving an idea of how their own knowledge and opinions 
have changed or expanded. 
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6. Main content, activities and format

There is an outline of the course at the beginning of this document. 

Main course elements 

This is a “blended learning” course, with a mix of independent work and tutorial 
contact.2 Students work independently, consult with colleagues and carry out 
enquiries. They have a face-to-face tutorial with their tutors in the middle of 
each unit and again at the end. The “outside activities” and project work add the 
third main dimension. 

Thus the course has four main components: 

Independent work using the Student’s Book and the Unit 
Resources: reading, listening, viewing, doing activities and 
checking answers 

4-5 hrs per unit 

“Outside activities” which explore aspects of real life, 
including the project recruitment and project meetings in 
Units 6 to 9 

2-4 hrs per unit 

Tutorials, one in the middle of the unit to check progress, 
and one at the end to follow up the unit, discuss issues and 
prepare for the next 

2-2½ hrs each 

Two written tests, after Units 5/5A and 10 (see Assessment 
below) 

2 x 3 hrs 

Main content and activities 

The first three units of the course deal with general needs: the broad need for 
nutrition education, what needs to be known about food and diet, and where 
nutrition education is most practised and most needed nationally. 

Units 4 and 5 introduce and illustrate the essential elements in the process of 
nutrition education and demonstrate the main prevailing approaches, their 
strengths and limitations. 

2 An online version of the course is planned.
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Unit 5A is an optional unit on nutrition education theory and its application. 

Units 6 to 9 work through the process of developing an intervention, from 
formative research through planning and implementation to evaluation. 

Unit 10 deals with the wider food environment: the “external” factors” which 
affect the success of a nutrition education intervention, and the need for 
advocacy. 

Outside activities and project work 

The “outside activities” and project work, linked to unit content, are organized 
by students themselves. In each unit students interact with the public to explore 
issues or apply their learning and write a short structured report on the activity. 
These activities are listed in the course outline at the beginning of this 
Introduction and also in the project folder (full details are in the units). 

Project work, recruitment and project folder.   The outside activities in Units 6-9 
take the form of a nutrition education mini-project, run by project teams of 
three, which is carried out in four sessions over four units, with recruitment of 
project participants from the general public in Unit 5. The main activities are 
situation analysis, planning, implementation and evaluation.

In order to make sure of having interested participants who are able to meet 
regularly, recruitment planning starts at the very beginning of the course. It may 
involve visiting possible host organizations and carrying out a short promotional 
session. The Project Folder contains some documents which are useful in 
organizing recruitment, which is not always easy. Details are given in each unit. 

Tutorials.   Coursework and outside activities for each unit are followed up in 
two tutorials, one halfway through the unit and one at the end. The tutorials deal 
with problems, prepare for outside activities, review work done so far and 
extend it, and discuss content issues. Students are often called on in their 
coursework to prepare some of the tutorial activities (e.g. presentations, role-
plays). The final tutorial in each unit also prepares for the following unit. 
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Tests.   There are two three-hour assessed tests, one after Unit 5/5A and one at 
the end of the course. These represent 40% of the final course mark (see 
Assessment below). Each test has ten short essay-type questions,3 two from 
each of the preceding five units, with a balance of knowledge-based (academic) 
and functional (practical work-related) questions. Students choose three 
questions, each from a different unit. 

Materials 

There are ten-and-a-half course units,4 each containing: 

(for students) 

 a Student’s Book, with Student’s Key and unit glossary

 a set of Unit Resources, including some audio and video files

The following Course Resources: 

 a course glossary

 the project folder, with materials for recruiting participants for the
project

 the Book of Quotations (African experts speaking about nutrition
education)

 two literature review

 the NEAC capacity analysis report.

(for tutors) 

All the student materials, and also 

 a Powerpoint to introduce each unit

 a tutor’s guide for each unit

 a full answer key for each unit

 some supplementary materials, e.g. optional extra sections in Units 7 and
9 and PowerPoints for the Unit 6 tutorial and the course introduction.

3 There are also two exam questions for Unit 5A, if tutors want to make this compulsory. 
4 Unit 5A is an optional mini-unit on theory relevant to nutrition education.
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Hard copy, soft copy and internet.   The course is available on CD and can also 
be downloaded from the FAO website. Course providers (e.g. universities) will be 
able to make soft copies (on CDs or data sticks) or print out hard (paper) copies.

It should be stressed that students 

 need to hand in their work in some form, while also keeping a copy for
themselves

 need to be able to refer to the unit and their own answers during the
tutorials.

Soft copies are of course cheaper, easier to use, highly portable and essential for 
future reference. Students’ work can be copied easily, submitted quickly by e-
mail and returned in the same way. Every ENACT student should therefore have a

soft copy of the course (CD or data stick). Even if they cannot make use of an 
electronic copy for regular coursework, it may be useful in their future work, and 
can be passed on to others. 

A realistic view of the local IT situation (computer access, internet access and 
electricity supply) may suggest that, in any given delivery of the course, students 
or staff will need to work on paper as well as or instead of on the computer.  In 
particular, students without easy computer access will have to work mainly on 
hard copy and might find the cost of printing or photocopying course materials 
prohibitive. 

Getting around the cost of hard copies.   In this case, ENACT partners advise that 
one solution is for the university to make a limited number of full-colour library 
copies of the Student’s Book and the Unit Resources (separately)5 which can be 
lent out to students for the duration of the course. Students do not write on the 
library copies but record their answers separately in a basic answer book which 
can be copied or printed cheaply. They return the main course materials to the 
library at the end of the course for use by next year’s students. 

Use of the internet.   Occasional use of the internet is expected and links to 
online videos and websites are given in the text. However it is recognized that 
students may not always have internet access, and also that online material may 
be withdrawn or replaced. For these reasons online material is generally used 
illustratively and is not essential to course content. Sometimes transcripts are 

5 Units7 and 9 also have extra sections for the students. 
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given. n.b. At the time of publication all the links given were operative. If they 
should lapse, advise students to try a search engine (e.g. Google). 

Students’ materials.   Students work mainly with the Student’s Book and the 
Student Resources for each unit. The project folder (in the Course Resources) 
gives some documents which can be used for recruiting project participants. 
There is a glossary in each unit but students may want to consult the Course 
Glossary as well, which usually has more information. 

Tutor’s materials.   Tutors have copies of all the students’ materials, a Tutor’s 
Guide, some extra optional materials for some units, and a “full answer key” 
which gives answers and comments on all the activities and guidelines for 
marking assessed questions. Each unit is introduced in the final tutorial of the 
preceding unit with a PowerPoint and a review of content and objectives. Tutors 
may also want to make use of the references given at the end of the Unit 
Resources. 

 The Tutor’s Guide.   Since the course is mainly self-study, the Tutor’s
Guide does not contain course content. Instead it gives a little extra
background, highlights learning or logistic challenges presented by the
unit, suggests how to prepare for and conduct the tutorials, and
introduces students to the following unit.

Contextualisation, adaptation and local materials.   Acquaintance with the local 
situation is one of the course objectives. Although the course is not country-
specific, there is scope in each unit for reviewing national activities, attitudes and 
practices. To increase local relevance, both tutors and students can gather 
documentation on local nutrition education for use in tutorials – e.g. policy 
documents, guidelines, IEC materials and project reports (local documentation 
recommended for each unit is listed in Annex 2: ‘Country data and

documentation’). If tutors or students wish, they can also change names of 
people, places, foods and dishes to fit the local context. 
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How it works 

For a visual presentation of the course, see the PowerPoint which introduces the 
course. 

The course begins with an introductory briefing meeting (see below). At the end 
of this the tutor briefly introduces the first unit, taking students through the 
objectives, guiding questions and outside activity, and discussing timing. A 
PowerPoint covering these points is provided for each unit. 

Each unit is spread over one or two weeks: 

 Students work through the study unit independently in pairs, groups or
individually, completing the activities and consulting their tutor if they
have difficulties. For some activities there are answers or comments in
the Student’s Key at the end of the Student’s Book, others are discussed
in the tutorials, and some are formally assessed by the tutor, following
criteria given in the Full Answer Key.6

 During this period, students also organize and carry out an “outside
activity” in each unit in which they explore some aspect of real life
relating to food and diet. In Unit 5 this consists of recruiting participants
for the mini-project in nutrition education; in Units 6 to 9 the project is
carried out, while in Unit 10 students are expected to prepare for a public
presentation.

 A mid-unit tutorial is held to check on progress and resolve problems.

 At the end of the unit students check their work and prepare for the final
tutorial.

 Before the final tutorial students hand in their work to the tutor for
assessment. They should however keep a copy for themselves. Some
possibilities (to be agreed with tutors) are hand-copying or photocopying,
printing out, e-mailing, or just taking laptops to the tutorial.

6 The Full Answer Key can be made available to those who are studying entirely independently.  
Institutions may also wish to make the Key available to all students so that activities are self-
correcting, and to assess work entirely on the basis of outside activity reports and written tests 
(see Assessment).  In this case, however, tutor support should be available.
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 At the final tutorial the unit’s work is reviewed and reinforced by further
activities, some presented by students. Tutors have the opportunity to
share their knowledge and experience, present local documents and
initiatives and raise discussion of important issues. Finally the tutor briefly
introduces and discusses the next unit.

 The tutor assesses the coursework and returns it to students (see
‘Assessment’).

Tests.   After each five units students do a 3-hour written test, which is 
marked by the tutor (see Assessment below). The course is organized so that 

 the optional half-unit 5A (Theory) can be done in the same week as the
first test, leaving some time for revision

 the final test and the final presentation by students (the outcome of the
last outside activity) can be done in the same week at the end of the
course.

7. Independent work

The balance of tutorial and independent work is not very different from a 
conventional university course. The main difference is that students do more 
independent work before they meet their tutor, giving them more to discuss in 
tutorials. They are also encouraged to work in pairs and groups as well as 
individually, and to check some work themselves. 

Students may not be used to independent work, self-pacing and self-organization 
or may have difficulties in seeing what is required, and may need support. In the 
Introduction to the Student’s Book they are advised to: 

 break up the unit into several work sessions rather than doing it all at
once

 keep an eye on time

 consult their tutors if they have difficulties.

Tutors should therefore be available for consultation during the course. This also 
helps them to understand student difficulties and to give good guidance in 
future. 
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Individual, pair and group work 

Some activities are to be done individually, some in pairs, some in groups, or 
sometimes students have a choice (individual/pair, pair/group). This is shown in 
the bubbles on the right of the activity (see table below). 

Type of activity image 

assessed activity Assessed activity: do this individually 

individual Do this activity individually 

pairs/individual Do this activity individually or in pairs 

pairs Do this activity in pairs 

pair/groups Do this activity in pairs or groups 

groups Do this activity in groups 

Pair and group work are encouraged as well as individual study, but students are 
advised to take note of the advantages and disadvantages of both: the value of 
sharing, the time spent, the danger of imposing opinions or of “coasting” on 
others’ energy or interest. 
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Feedback and the Student’s Answer Key 

Some of the activities have answers or comments in the Key at the end of the 
Student’s Book. This is shown by a Key symbol. 

Key symbol Check your answers in the Student's 
Key 

The Student’s Key contains answers to some of the questions, comments, and 
some examples of answers written by previous ENACT students. Activities 
dealing with personal opinions and experience have no objective answers, but 
there may be comments. 

Why give answers to students? Some reasons are: 

 Not all answers need to be checked by the tutor.

 It is desirable for students to have feedback as soon as possible,
especially if later activities depend on good understanding.

 It frees up tutorial time for more important discussions.

Students should feel free to question the answers in the Student’s Key: 
sometimes they have equally good answers or better ones. 

The Student’s Key however may tempt students to check answers before 
thinking the questions through, especially if they are in a hurry. This avoids real 
mental engagement with the question. Students are therefore advised that 
copying answers given in the Student’s Key will not help them to learn, and are 
asked to write their own answers before consulting the Key. Since many have a 
long history of learning parrot-fashion and sometimes believe that “right 
answers” are to be memorized and repeated in exams, tutors are asked to 
reinforce this advice strongly in every tutorial and to make spot checks when 
reviewing the workbooks to see that students have not just copied or reworded 
the given answers. 

Facebook page.   During the piloting of the ENACT course, students made good 
use of the NESA Facebook page 
(https://www.facebook.com/NutritionEducationStudentsAfricaNesa) to post 
comments on nutrition issues and experiences, and photos and videos of their 
outside activities and project work. Tutors used the page to comment and 
encourage. There were also posts from interested outsiders. 

Tutors and students may wish to continue the practice and extend it, either on 
the NESA page or on their own. They could also invite interested outsiders 
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(health workers, NGOs, ministry officials, nutrition institutions, hospitals) to 
participate by posting comments, discussing needs, being interviewed online, or 
giving information about their own activities. With this kind of reach the page 
can serve as local advocacy for nutrition education and also as an advertisement 
for the ENACT course and its students, and give them an entry to the working 
world. 

Note, however that voluntary contributions by students may need some 
encouragement since students generally do not have a lot of time to spare. The 
page must also be managed so as to exclude irrelevant or inappropriate 
contributions. This can be done by a student, but has also to be monitored by the 
tutor. 

If all students have easy internet access, the page can also serve as a small 
learning platform integral to the course, to make a change from independent 
work and tutorials. For example, it can be used for 

 discussing specific course questions (e.g. assembling students’ responses
to the guiding questions for each unit)

 posting students’ PowerPoint presentations, reports of outside activities,
project work and other assignments so that the class can share insights
and experience

 tutor comments and advice to the whole group about coursework,
references etc.

 news and notices about tutorials, tests, events.
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8. Tutors’ role and tasks

Ideally two tutors should share the course, substituting or alternating as 
necessary. 

Tutors are not expected to deliver core content. The course is largely self-
teaching, hence tutors are not “sages on the stage” but “guides on the side”, i.e. 
facilitators rather than lecturers. In tutorials students should do most of the 
talking, while tutors’ main roles are to contribute their own professional 
experience, insights, technical and local knowledge and to give students the 
opportunities to clarify, discuss, develop opinions and apply what they have 
learnt. For this, tutors need to know the Student’s Book and the Unit Resources 
well. 

Tutors’ tasks 

Tasks for each unit consist of: 

 being available for tutorial consultations during the unit

 holding a mid-unit tutorial to check on progress

 preparing for and facilitating the final tutorial, which also introduces the
next unit

 checking through students’ workbooks, awarding grades to assessed
questions and giving some useful comments and advice.

Other tasks are to 

 mark students’ tests and award final course grades

 check regularly on arrangements for outside activities and project work

 (if possible) make a monitoring visit to each student project.

Tutor support to outside activities and project work 

The outside activities can all be managed by students on their own, with some 
planning and discussion in tutorials. Tutors can however (as suggested in the 
units) provide further support where possible, e.g. 

General 

 making available small supplies of stationery (flipchart paper, coloured
pens, card, glue, scissors, pins or stickers) and storage space for them
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 allowing students to make a few photocopies occasionally (e.g. for the
recruitment session and for the evaluation in Unit 9).

For the project (Units 6-9) and for project recruitment 

 (Unit 1) suggesting organizations suitable for recruiting project
participants

 (Units 2/3) supplying Letters of Introduction to possible host
organizations signed by a university authority (see template in Project
Folder)

 (Unit 8 or 9) making a monitoring visit in the third or fourth session of
each student project

 (Unit 10) suggesting possible audiences for students’ final presentations.

If possible, arrange a tiny budget for refreshments for the project group (e.g. 
enough to pay for two fresh fruits or vegetables per project per session). 

Tutorials 

The tutorials are opportunities for tutors to reinforce learning and share data, 
expertise and experience from the home country. They are also an essential 
motivation for students: an opportunity to showcase their work, hear their 
tutors’ views, voice their own ideas and discuss the issues. Students should only 
be required to prepare tutorial activities if these are definitely going to be used 
at the tutorial, otherwise this powerful motivation will be eroded. 

Notes for tutorial activities are given in the Tutor’s Guide. These may include 
checking through key coursework exercises, discussing issues raised, presenting 
activities prepared and run by students, and preparing for the following unit. 

Find a room for tutorials which will encourage dialogue between tutor and 
students and among students. A small classroom with movable chairs is suitable; 
what is not suitable is a lecture theatre with fixed seats and poor acoustics, 
where groups cannot be formed and where communication is only possible by 
microphone. Facilities for showing PowerPoints are also needed. 
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9. Assessment

Balance and marks.   This course has a practical orientation; the assessment is 
therefore

 60% practical (based on coursework, including tutorial activities and
project work)

 40% theoretical (based on written tests).

The balance and weighting can of course be adjusted to fit specific institutional 
requirements or tutors’ preferences. 

The following marks make up the final course mark 
(n.b. The optional unit 5A is not assessed in the mark scheme below: if tutors 
make it compulsory they may decide to assess it. Test questions are available.) 

Marks Percentage 

1. Coursework 60%

 assessed activities, 30 marks per unit (30 x 10) 300 30% 

 “outside activities” including project work (20 x 10) 200 20% 

 overall mark for workbook (10 x 10)

(completeness, correctness, clarity, honesty, insight)

100 10% 

2. Two written tests 40%

 3 questions in each test

 200 marks for each test x 2 400 40% 

TOTAL 1 000 100% 
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Marking coursework 

In each unit the Full Answer Key for Tutors has an assessment sheet outlining the 
assessed elements. Marks for each unit are recorded on the front of individual 
Student’s Books. 

a. Assessed activities (30 marks per unit).   Three to five individually completed
activities in each unit are selected for marked assessment (tutors may of
course make a different selection). The marks allocated vary according to the
difficulty and complexity of the question. Assessed questions are labelled in
the Student’s Book and in the Keys. The Full Answer Key for Tutors gives
guidelines for assessing each question.

b. Outside activities and project work (20 marks per unit).   All outside activities
result in reports, which are individually or collaboratively produced and
marked. Criteria for assessment are given at the end of each Full Answer Key.

c. Overall mark for workbook (10 marks).   An overall mark is given by the tutor
for each Student’s Book based on the following criteria:

 all activities completed

 clear and comprehensible

 careful reading and comprehension

 honest independent work and thought

 interest and originality.

It is suggested that the tutor checks the whole workbook for completeness, then 
makes spot checks on selected activities. 

Comment and encouragement.   Students should be able to see that the tutor 
has read their work and is interested in what they have to say, and should be 
praised wherever possible. A few general comments and advice on specific 
activities will make a great difference to motivation and performance. Put an 
encouraging comment or constructive suggestion on the front of each workbook 
(e.g. Very thorough / Let’s have more examples!). 
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Marks for the written tests 

The two three-hour written tests each contain ten short essay-type questions, 
two from each of the preceding five units. Students choose three questions to 
answer, each from a different unit. For simplicity, the test keys suggest giving a 
mark out of 10 for each test question. This gives a mark of 30 for each test paper, 
which can be converted to a mark out of 200 by multiplying by 20 and dividing by 
three. Or use any other scoring system you prefer. 

There is an answer key for all the test questions, suggesting criteria for marking. 
Test questions are also available for the optional Mini-Unit 5A ‘Theory’ if tutors 
want to make use of them. 

Question bank 

If the course is offered regularly, it is a good long-term policy to develop new 
questions and establish a question bank so that test questions can be rotated 
each year. 

10. Student course evaluation

In the piloting of this course, students were asked to evaluate each unit as they 
completed it, and to respond to a final course evaluation questionnaire. Their 
comments were of great value in the revision of the course. If you would like to 
do the same for your own courses, the evaluation forms used are available in 
Annex 3 (‘Student evaluation forms’). 
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Annex 1: Formulating objectives/outcomes 

The fields of both education and development are marked by strong opinions, 
even dogmatism, about objectives. How should they be formulated and whose 
objectives are they? Should they be recognized, adopted, formulated by 
participants? What is the difference between a program objective and a learning 
objective? Do we talk about objectives or outcomes? Must objectives always be 
SMART and should they all be quantifiable? What kind of objectives should be 
criterion-referenced? What is the difference between aims, goals, outcomes and

objectives? 

There is no time to go into these controversies here. But for the record, the 
objectives formulated for this course adopt the following principles: 

A. Participant objectives.   All objectives are expressed as things that students 
will do, perceive, find out etc. 

B. Adoption.   The objectives/outcomes at the beginning of each unit should be 
recognized by the participants themselves as valid and achieved, at least by the 
end of the unit. 

C. Receptive objectives.   There are some ‘receptive’ objectives such as 
understand, recognize, be aware of, perceive, appreciate7. These objectives do 
not always say how this understanding can be demonstrated. Reasons are that: 

 Objectives often suggested for “demonstrating” understanding are verbal
(explain, describe, list etc.). Verbalising can of course reflect
understanding, but it may also substitute for it. Asking students to explain
or describe tends to encourage rote-learning, parroting and repetition
(well-known effects in poor education) rather than understanding,
internalizing and application.

7 These have often been rejected on the grounds that they are not demonstrable and should be 
substituted by say/explain/show. The argument is weak, assuming as it does that words are a 
simple and true reflection of thought.
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 There are many ways of seeing/showing that things have been
understood and many of these are not verbal (e.g. sorting, pointing,
noting differences, choosing a suitable response etc.). The way
comprehension is demonstrated in the course activities depends on what
is to  be understood and how the understanding is used in real situations.

 Explaining and describing are professional functions in their own right –
e.g. a health worker or a grandmother should be able to explain the
reasons for exclusive breastfeeding, adapting the explanation to their
audience. Nutrition education demands many such verbal skills, but these
are different from the process of understanding (may even be governed
by a different part of the brain).

D. Process objectives.   In nutrition education training, there must be process 
objectives – e.g. that participants will experience things, try things out, observe 
etc. It is sometimes objected that these cannot be objectives as they describe 
activities and not outcomes. However in any professional training, process 
objectives are essential – e.g. the habit of observation has to be practised. The 
fact that there are multiple or indeterminate outcomes of such processes, often 
personal, suggests that learning is being successfully adapted to individual 
learners’ needs. 

E. Measurable.   Generally the main outcomes are observable and measurable. 
Whether and how they are measured (e.g. very precisely and objectively; by 
applying strict criteria; informally, impressionistically or subjectively) will depend 
on the nature of the outcome and who is involved in the assessment. 

Introduction for Tutors 
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Annex 2: Country data & documentation 

The following local documentation and data are essential or desirable in the 
course units. 

Unit 1: The need for nutrition education 

Statistics on the nutritional status of children and women in your country, if 
possible with data and trends for children (wasting, stunting, overweight and 
obesity, and micronutrient deficiencies) and prevalence of anaemia in women, 
nation or regional. National health and demographic surveys usually include data 
of this kind, but are sometimes out of date. 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 

Data on national/regional diets and their shortcomings, specifically regarding: 

a. staple foods and how prepared / traditional main dishes
b. consumption of fruit and vegetables / meat and legumes
c. meal frequency
d. seasonal effects on diet
e. household food distribution and eating habits
f. recent changes (last ten years).

The following FAO nutrition country profiles may be useful: 
http://www.fao.org/ag/agn/nutrition/profiles_by_country_en.stm#africa 

National dietary guidelines or healthy eating / nutritional guidelines used by 
professionals to advise the public on foods and healthy eating. 

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 

Information on nutrition education activities in your country (local programs/ 
projects) to supplement students’ findings and give a rounded picture of 
common types of nutrition education.  Particularly useful is information on food

security activities that include a nutrition education component, or that have an 
implicit need for nutrition education. 
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Unit 4: How good eating is learnt 

No special local documentation is required. 

Unit 5: How nutrition education is done 

Local nutrition education programs and contacts.   In Unit 5 tutors have the 
option in the final tutorial of presenting local nutrition education programs or 
activities instead of conducting the proposed scenario activity. If this is your 
choice, you will need local examples of nutrition education, nutrition education 
materials, or nutrition education practitioners to talk to the students.

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 

Fruit and vegetable promotion.   Since students’ own projects deal with fruit and 
vegetable promotion, it will be useful for them to hear about any such initiatives 
in their own country. Local leaflets on good nutrition, dietary guidelines, booklets 
on diet and health or national websites may also have something to offer on this 
subject. If possible collect some to show to students and tell them where they 
can get copies. Also very useful for students’ projects are lists of commonly 
available indigenous fruits and vegetables, with translations of local names and 
(if possible) nutritional composition. 

Survey instruments.   The survey instruments below are mentioned in the Unit 6 
Resources, with URLs. Several also have glossary entries. If you have experience 
of any of them, show them and talk about them to students and say where they 
can access them. 

Well-known survey instruments for situation analysis 

The following survey tools deal with dietary practices, resources and constraints 
more than with knowledge and attitudes: 

 Guidelines for measuring household and individual dietary diversity (gloss,
Dietary Diversity Survey)

 Guide to measuring household food security

 Household food insecurity access scale (gloss)

 24-hour recall (gloss)

 Cost of the diet (Save the Children 2009) (gloss)
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Well-known survey instruments for situation analysis (contd.) 

The following survey tools deal to some extent with knowledge, attitudes, 
perceptions and practices (KAPP), as well as with resources and constraints, and 
are more widely relevant to nutrition education: 

 A manual for TIPs trainers and implementers, Checklist for assessing
food household availability/accessibility and family feeding practices,
pp.49-57.

 The FAO nutrition education curriculum planning guide, Vol. 1 (The
Reader): questionnaires for school managers, parents, staff, children
and health workers about children’s diet, ideas of diet, school food
practices, and the school environment situations

 Guidelines for assessing nutrition-related knowledge, attitudes and practices
(Fautsch Macias and Glasauer, FAO 2013). These questionnaires mainly aim
at establishing a baseline for evaluation, dealing with knowledge and
practices relating to the commonest dietary deficiencies.

Unit 7: Objectives, messages, motivations 

Program or project objectives.   Students are asked to distinguish between 
“program objectives” and “learning objectives/outcomes”, to write learning 
objectives and to recognize the need for objectives dealing with knowledge, 
attitude, practices, perceptions and circumstances. If possible, find real examples 
of objectives for nutrition-related initiatives in your country for students to 
analyse. 

Unit 8: Implementation 

Good or poor IEC materials, messages or language.   Collect some examples of 
local nutrition education materials and messages to round out students’ 
experience in Section 4.
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Unit 9: Monitoring and evaluation 

No special local documentation is required. Share your own experience of 
monitoring and evaluation in nutrition education and mention any evaluation 
reports dealing with local initiatives which students can access. 

Unit 10: The wider picture 

No special local documentation is required. However, in order to find an 
audience for their advocacy exercise, students may need to call upon your 
knowledge of local institutions, organizations and projects which deal (or should 
deal) with nutrition education or nutrition education training. 
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Annex 3: Student evaluation forms 

Unit evaluation form 

Unit Name 

Date 

a. Activity liked most and why

Activity Reason 

b. What were the main challenges experienced?

Challenge
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c. What could be improved in the unit?

d. What things in the unit (e.g activities, resources, ideas) would you
recommend for students in other universities?

e. Is there anything important missing in the unit, in your opinion? If so,
what?

f. Indicate if the main objective was, in your view,: a) worth achieving () and
b) well achieved (). You can mark one or both columns.

Learning objective/outcome Worth 
achieving?

Well 
achieved?

Main objective: 
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g. Overall, how do you rate the unit?()











Excellent 

Very good 

Quite good 

Good 

Not very good 

Reasons: 

h. Other comments:
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Final course evaluation form 

A. General value 

i. In your opinion, how valuable is this course for people planning to work in
the field of nutrition education /public health /health promotion?

 Essential 

 Quite important 

 Interesting but not essential 

j. What for you are the three most memorable things in the course? (e.g. a
discussion in a tutorial, a single fact, a story, a comment by a colleague, a
disagreement).

1. 

2. 

3. 

k. What specific knowledge, activities or experiences in the course do you
think would be of practical use in your future work, or valuable to other
undergraduate students?

1. 

2. 

3. 

l. Identify a few things which were not so useful (e.g. because you already
knew them, they were confusing, they didn’t lead anywhere, you didn’t
enjoy them).

1. 

2. 

3. 
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m. Make some general suggestions on how the course could be improved.

1. 

2. 

3. 

B. Aims and objectives 

n. Main aims and content.   The aim of the ENACT course was to build your
working capacity through various kinds of practice, some simulated and
some real. You were expected to become more capable in the general
competences below. Tick () those you think were accomplished well.

Observe and analyze existing nutrition education actions and 
interventions, understand what is going on in your own country 
and have ideas of how to improve it. 

Plan and implement: go through all the steps of carrying out a 
nutrition education project, both through case studies and by 
trying it out on a small scale. 

Talk and advocate for nutrition education: practise your role as a 
messenger, advocate for nutrition education and gather the 
evidence to make your case. 

Communications: practise some of the communication skills 
needed in nutrition education (e.g. interviewing, explaining, 
demonstrating, counselling, facilitating). 

Independent activity: work independently, consult with 
colleagues, carry out your own enquiries, develop own opinions 
and begin to form your own educational style  
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C. Course content 

o. Contextualisation.   The course is intended for Africa but also refers to
international actions and to activities in other parts of the world. Students
and tutors are expected to add extra information about their own national
context and to draw comparisons.

1. Was the content generally relevant to your own country context (text,
discussions, case studies, activities)?

 Very 

 Fairly 

 Not very 

2. Would you like more or less in the course about:

 the world in general 

 other countries 

 Africa 

 your own country 

3. Would you like foreign names of people and places in stories and cases
to be changed to more familiar local ones?

 Yes 

 No 

 Don’t mind 

4. Main content coverage.   Suggestions have been made to include
additional units in the course. Indicate your support.
Add any other topics you feel need more attention

Suggestions for extra units

A unit on nutrition education in national policy 

 yes, definitely 

 possibly 

 probably not
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a unit on the use of the media for nutrition education (e.g. radio, TV, 
the Press, SMS, internet and social networks) 

 yes, definitely 

 possibly 

 probably not 

a unit on individual counseling 

 yes, definitely 

 possibly 

 probably not 

other: 

p. Overnutrition and undernutrition.   All countries are concerned with both
undernutrition (including micronutrient deficiencies) and overnutrition
(overweight, obesity, NCDs and the nutrition transition). In relation to your
own country’s situation, did the course keep an appropriate balance
between these two?

 There should have been more attention to overnutrition & the 
nutrition transition. 

 There should have been more attention to undernutrition. 

 The balance was about right for our country. 

q. Links with other parts of the degree course.   Do you see any close links
with other modules in your degree course (positive or negative) – e.g.
overlapping, duplicating, complementing or extending other modules?
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D. Process: working methods, balance, time 

r. General approach.   The approach in this course is a combination of (a) self
study, (b) tutorials (c) outside activities (including project work) and (d)
final tests.

 Is this different from your normal studies?

 Very 

 Fairly 

 Not very 

 In what ways is it different and how did you feel about these
differences?

Differences Your reactions 
(e.g. confusing, stimulating, tiring, productive) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

s. Independent work methods

1. What percentage of your independent working time did you spend
working

 in a group? 

 alone? 

2. Explain your choice and comment on the advantages and disadvantages
you noticed of group or individual work.
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t. Balance of time on main course activities

1. Approximately what percentage of your time in each unit went on:

2. What balance would you prefer?

% independent work 

% Tutorials 

% outside activities 

u. Time required.

Were the units: 

 too long? 

 about right? 

 rather short? 

Was the whole course 

 too long? 

 about right? 

 rather short? 

E. Outside activities 

v. Value of outside activities

1. How did you value the outside activities in general?

 Essential 

 Quite important 

 Not really essential 

% independent work 

% Tutorials 

% outside activities 

% 
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2. The project work (Units 6-9) is more demanding and time-consuming
than the single outside activities (e.g. Units 1-4). Bearing this in mind,
would you say:

The project is worth doing

 Yes 

 No 

It could be replaced with other single outside activities 

 Yes 

 No 

It is worth doing but could be made less demanding 

Yes 

 No 

F. Materials and resources 

The course materials consist of a workbook, unit resources (mostly reading), 
some powerpoints and audio, and links to online videos (the videos were not 
obligatory because of difficulties with power supply and internet connections in 
some countries). 

1. Would you prefer more or less (write more or less)

Reading 

PowerPoints 

Audio 

video 

G. Assessment 

w. The existing assessment.   The elements of the existing assessment are
shown in the table below.

Indicate () if you think these were: fair and allowed enough time

Fair? Allowed 
enough time? 

an overall assessment for the workbook 
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some assessed questions 

two written tests 

a mark for the outside activity/project work 

x. Improving and simplifying assessment (Tick for yes () and add comments
if you wish).

1. Would you like summary quizzes in each unit tutorial to recap content?

2. If the workbook was not assessed, would you still complete it well?

y. Self-checking in Student’s Key. Some of the answers to activities are self-
checking (in the Student’s Key).

 Was this useful (to get instant
feedback)?

 Did it stop you from working out
your own answers?

 Would you prefer to have more
of the activities marked/
assessed?

 Would you prefer to check all
the answers in the tutorials?
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 Any other comments
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Glossary 

Cost of the Diet (CoD)  A survey instrument developed by Save the Children UK. 
It calculates the cost of the cheapest diet that meets the nutritional 
requirements of families using only local foods. 

Dietary diversity survey (DDS).   A dietary diversity survey measures the access 
to food at household level and the micronutrient adequacy of diets at individual 
level. Information is gathered on all the foods and drinks consumed over the 
previous 24 hours. These are classified into standard food groups, which are 
counted. 

Household Food Insecurity Access Scale.   A household’s level of food insecurity 
is characterized by a set of indicators of conditions, experiences, and behaviour 
patterns. Respondents describe their behaviours and attitudes and their answers 
are summarized to give an indicator of the degree of household food insecurity. 

Twenty-four-hour recall.   An enquiry which involves recalling and listing foods 
and beverages consumed the previous day or in the 24 hours before the recall 
interview, usually with the aid of a trained interviewer. 
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Course outline 

Unit and main content Outside activity/project work for the unit 

Introductory meeting 

Pre-course briefing and introduction to Unit 1 

Unit 1. ‘The need for nutrition education’ 
The essential role of education in preventing 
malnutrition. 

Survey of nutrition knowledge and 
awareness in the community
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 2. ‘Explaining food, diet and healthy
eating’ 
Diet, dietary influences and dietary change: 
describing, assessing, explaining clearly. 

Interview with an older person about how 
diet has changed over the decades
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 3. ‘Nutrition education actions’ 
Typical interventions in different sectors: 
where nutrition education is most needed. 

Observations/interviews with key 
informants about local nutrition education 
activities (schools, health & food security 
services, public education)  
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 4. ‘How good eating is learnt’ 
Changing practices long-term: the challenges 
and the processes. 

Personal experiment in changing own diet 
and analysis of what helped or hindered
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 5. ‘How nutrition education is done’ 
Recognizing and experiencing principles, 
good practices and approaches in nutrition 
education 

Project recruitment 
 Hold a project recruitment session (if

necessary)
 First chat with recruits.

Unit 5A. ‘Nutrition education theory’ 
(optional mini Unit) 
An overview of the main theories relating to 
nutrition education and how they can be 
applied. 

Test on units 1 to 5/5A. 
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Unit and main content Outside activity/project work for the Unit 

Unit 6. ‘Analysing the situation’ 
Finding out who is involved, what people do 
and why, how they see it, and what 
questions to ask. 

Project meeting 1: The situation 
 Project participants discuss dietary

challenges and resources and look at 
own food consumption. 

Unit 7. ‘Objectives, messages and
motivations’ 
Formulating and improving objectives and 
developing motivational messages. 

Project meeting 2: Preparing for action 
 Project participants see problems, risks

and benefits, pick up core facts, decide 
to take action and plan what to do in 
the coming week. 

Unit 8. ‘Implementation’ 
Program design, learning activities, learning 
materials and resources (finding and creating 
them). 

Project meeting 3: Trying things out 
 Project participants report on the

experience of changing diet, extend 
knowledge of particular foods and 
discuss how to continue. 

Unit 9. ‘Monitoring and evaluation’ 
The purpose, value, needs and process of 
evaluation, both external and participatory. 

Project meeting 4: Looking back and forward 
 Project participants contribute own

knowledge, review progress and 
evaluate the project. 

Unit 10. ‘The wider picture’ 
The need to work for changes in the food 
environment through government action, 
integrated initiatives and rights-based 
approaches. 

Advocacy for nutrition education 
 Preparing presentation to outside body.
OR exploring situations, problems and 

solutions relating to canteen food or the 
consumption of iodised salt 

Final presentation Test on units 6 to 10 

Time required 

 For the course: 11-12 weeks 

 Coursework: 4-5 hours per unit 

 Outside activities: 2-4 hours per unit

 Tutorials: 4-5 hours per unit (2-2½ hours per tutorial, 2 tutorials per unit) 

 Tests: 6 hours (2 tests x 3 hours each)
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About the course 

1. Introduction

Malnutrition continues to destroy lives and hold back human development in all 
countries of the world. Investing in human nutrition therefore makes economic 
as well as human sense: it not only improves health but also promotes social and 
economic development. 

There are many global efforts to tackle nutrition problems in a variety of ways, 
for example through supplying micronutrient supplements, improving food 
supplies, and fortifying staple foods with essential micronutrients. 

These approaches include nutrition education, which aims to improve nutrition 
through improving daily food and diet. Nutrition education includes many well-
known approaches such as social marketing and behaviour change 
communication. It focuses on all aspects of the food cycle (acquiring food, 
storing, processing, preparing and consuming it), all the factors which influence 
what individuals and communities eat, how health is affected by people’s food 
consumption patterns and habits, and what they do and think about food. 

It is a fact that nutrition education is a key component in improving people’s 
health, an essential support in a comprehensive strategy to prevent malnutrition. 
Yet it is still neglected by key players: governments, donors, ministries, 
agriculturists, health professionals, aid agencies, even nutritionists. 
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2. What is nutrition education?

Here is a definition of nutrition education. Read it twice! 

Nutrition education is …

“Any combination of educational strategies, accompanied by environmental

supports, designed to facilitate the voluntary adoption of food choices and other 

food- and nutrition-related behaviours conducive to health and well-being; 

nutrition education is delivered through multiple venues and involves activities at 

the individual, community, and policy levels”. (Contento 2007)1 

This kind of nutrition education is not about 

 improving nutrition directly (e.g. providing meals, supplements or fortified
foods)

 studying nutrition as a subject (although clearly you need some nutrition
knowledge).

Instead, it is about learning to help people improve their diets. If we succeed in 
this kind of nutrition education it means that people’s diets improve and 

continue to improve. It also means that people understand what they are 
doing. Examples are: 

 Mothers in Malawi learn to prepare nutritious complementary foods for
their infants (and can see what makes them good).

 Home gardeners in Zambia grow legumes to eat (and know why).

 Retired civil servants in Kenya eat less red meat (permanently).

 Adolescents drink fewer fizzy drinks (across the nation).

1Contento, I.R. 2007. Nutrition education: Linking theory, research, and practice. Sudbury, MA: 
Jones & Bartlett.
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3. Why this course matters

Nutrition education is often neglected, not only in public health and schools but 
also in food security interventions. It is often assumed that providing more food 
will produce a better-nourished population, or that telling people what is good 
for them will make them change. 

If you have ever tried to change what you eat yourself, and to maintain the 
change, you know that it is not always easy and involves much more than food 
availability or knowing what is good for you. In fact there is a lot to know about 
how to achieve such changes: nutrition educators need observation, 
understanding and a great deal of practice. 

At the same time there is an international lack of capacity in nutrition education: 
not many professionals have the ability to make a real change in people’s food 
practices. This is the main reason for this course: it helps you to do something 
practical and effective to enable people to eat better all their lives. 

The second reason is that it helps you to see the need for nutrition education, 
explain it to others, set an example of good professional practice and advocate 
for nutrition education wherever it is needed. 

Finally, nutrition education is a growing field, and there will soon be a demand 
for people with qualifications and experience. At the moment there are few 
people to fill this gap. You will be among the first. Once you have had some work 
experience you should be able to train others. 

4. Who this course is for

This course is for all with a basic knowledge of nutrition who have, or will have, a 
professional need to handle nutrition education: for example, undergraduate 
students in nutrition, health, agriculture or education, and also agriculturists, 
district nurses, health service managers, rural development or community 
workers, IEC specialists, NGO staff or teachers. 
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5. Main aims

The main aim of the course is to build up your working capacity through various 
kinds of practice, some simulated and some real. You will be expected to do 
these things: 

 See nutrition issues and needs in terms of practices and attitudes and the
influences that shape them

 Recognize the processes by which people change their food practices

 Become familiar with existing nutrition education actions and interventions,
established initiatives, known best practices and current approaches

 Analyse nutrition activities in your own country and see what needs
strengthening

 Review and practise a range of nutrition education strategies

 Plan and implement nutrition education interventions and activities both
through case studies and by running a mini-project with members of the
public

 Practise advocacy for nutrition education and gather evidence to make the
case

 Develop the communication skills needed by competent nutrition
educators.

Throughout the course, you are expected to work independently, consult 
colleagues, carry out your own enquiries, get to know useful reference sources 
and learning materials, develop your own opinions and begin to form your own 
educational style. 

By the end of the course you should be able to design and run a small workable 
nutrition education intervention which can have a measurable effect and avoid 
some common errors. 
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6. Main content, activities and format

There is an outline of the course at the beginning of this document. 

Main course elements 

This is a “blended learning” course, with a mix of independent work and tutorial 
contact.2 You are expected to work independently, consult with colleagues, carry 
out your own enquiries, and gradually establish your own outlooks. You have a 
face-to-face tutorial with your tutors in the middle of each unit and again at the 
end. Your “outside activities” and project work add the third main dimension and 
you also do two written tests. 

The course has four main components: 

 Independent work using the Student’s Book and Unit Resources: reading,
listening, viewing, doing activities and checking answers (4-5 hrs per unit)

 “Outside activities” which explore aspects of real life, including project
recruitment and project meetings in Units 6 to 9 (2-4 hrs per unit)

 Tutorials, one in the middle of the unit to check on progress, and one at the
end to follow up the unit and prepare for the next (2-2½ hrs each)

 Two written tests, after units five and ten (see Assessment below) (2 x 3
hrs).

Main content and activities 

The first three units of the course deal with general needs: 

 the need for nutrition education

 what needs to be known about food and diet

 where nutrition education is most practised and most needed nationally

 how to talk about these issues with people.

Units 4 and 5 introduce and illustrate the essential elements in the process of 
nutrition education and demonstrate the main prevailing approaches, their 
strengths and limitations. 

2An online version will be made available after the piloting of the blended learning course.
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Unit 5A is an optional unit on nutrition education theory and its application. 

Units 6 to 9 work through the process of developing a nutrition education 
intervention, from formative research through planning and implementation to 
evaluation. 

Unit 10 deals with strategies and the wider food environment – the “external 
factors” which may affect the success of a nutrition education intervention, and 
the need for advocacy. 

Outside activities and project work 

A large part of your course consists of “outside activities” and project work, 
linked to the content of the units, which you organize yourselves. Take a look at 
the outside activities listed in the course outline at the beginning of this 
Introduction and also in your project folder; full details are in the units. 

In every unit you make some contact with the real world, to find things out or to 
apply what you learn. Some outside activities (e.g. survey, interview, 
observation, dietary experiment) are carried out by individuals or pairs; project 
work (see below) is done in groups of three. At the end of each unit you write a 
short report on your outside activity. 

Project work, recruitment and project folder.   The outside activities in Units 6-9 
take the form of a nutrition education mini-project, run by a project team of 
three, which is carried out in four sessions over four units, with recruitment of 
participants in Unit 5. The main activities are situation analysis, planning, 
implementation and evaluation.

In order to make sure of having a group of interested participants who are able 
to meet regularly (not always easy), recruitment planning starts at the very 
beginning of the course. Recruitment may involve visiting possible host 
organizations and holding a short promotional meeting. In Unit 5 you meet your 
project group individually, get acquainted and gather a little information about 
them. 

The Project Folder contains an outline of all the outside activities and some 
documents which are useful in organizing recruitment of project participants. 
Full details are given in each unit. 

Tutorials.   Your coursework is followed up in two tutorials in each unit, one 
halfway through and one at the end. Here you discuss problems, prepare for 
outside activities, review work done and extend it, talk about content issues and 
prepare for the following unit. You are often asked to prepare some of the 
tutorial activities (e.g. presentations, role-plays). 
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Tests.   There are two three-hour assessed tests (see Assessment), one after Unit 
5 or 5A and one at the end of the course. The tests represent 40% of the final 
course mark (see Assessment below). Each test has ten short essay-type 
questions, two from each of the preceding five units.3 You have to answer three 
questions, each from a different unit. There is a sample test question in the 
Annex at the end of this document. 

Materials 

You should have ten-and-a-half course units,4 each containing: 

 a Student’s Book, with a unit glossary at the end

 a set of Unit Resources, including some audio and video files.

and the following Course Resources: 

 a course glossary including all the items from the unit glossaries

 the Project Folder, with materials for recruiting participants for your own
project

 the Book of Quotations (African experts speaking about nutrition education)

 other course resources.

Hard copy, soft copy and the internet.   You may be working on either hard copy 
(paper) or on soft copy (on computer). This will depend on your access to 
computers. You are sometimes asked to link to the internet, but this is not 
essential to course content. n.b. If you find that a web link is not working, try 
searching for it on the net (e.g. with Google).

How it works 

If possible, view the PowerPoint which introduces the course. 

Each unit is spread over one or two weeks: 

 Your tutor briefly introduces the unit, discussing objectives, timing etc.

 You work through the study unit independently in pairs, groups or
individually, completing the activities. If you have difficulties, consult your

3
 There are also tests for the optional mini-unit on theory, Unit 5A 

4 Unit 5A is an optional mini-unit on theory relevant to nutrition education.
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tutor. For some activities there are answers or comments in the Student’s 
Key at the end of the unit, others are discussed in the tutorials, and some 
are formally assessed by your tutor. 

 During each unit you organize and carry out an “outside activity” in which
you explore some aspect of real life relating to food and diet. In unit 5 this
consists of recruiting participants for the mini-project in nutrition
education; in units 6 to 9 the project is carried out.

 You have a mid-unit tutorial to check on progress and resolve problems.

 At the end of the unit you check your work and prepare for the final
tutorial.

 Before the final tutorial for each unit you hand in your work to your tutor
for assessment. You must however keep a copy for yourself. Some
possibilities (to be agreed with tutors) are to

o copy it by hand or photocopy it

o print it out and hand it in

o e-mail it

o (if you have a laptop) take it with you to the tutorial.

 At the final tutorial you review the unit together as a class, present some of
your work, discuss questions and hear what your tutor has to say. Finally
your tutor introduces and discusses the next unit.

 The tutor assesses your coursework and returns it to you (see Assessment).

 Halfway through the course, and at the end, you do a 3-hour written test,
which is marked by your tutor.

7. Independent work

You can see that you are expected to do a lot of independent work. This may be 
different from the way you are used to studying and you may need to get used to 
it. Here is some advice. 

 Don’t do the whole unit at once. Break it into several sessions, e.g. do an
hour a day.

 Keep an eye on the time. If you are working in a group appoint a
timekeeper.

 Consult your tutor if you have difficulties.
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Marbles and keys 

Some activities are to be done individually, some in pairs, some in groups, or 
sometimes you have a choice (individual/pair, pair/group). This is shown in the 
marbles on the right of the activity (see table below). 

Type of activity Image 

assessed activity Assessed activity: do this individually 

individual Do this activity individually 

pairs/individual Do this activity individually or in pairs 

pairs Do this activity in pairs 

pair/groups Do this activity in pairs or groups 

groups Do this activity in groups 

key symbol Some of the activities have answers or 
comments in the Key at the end of the 
Student’s Book. Check your answers in 
the Student's Key. 

Individual, pair, group work 

Generally it’s good to work in a pair or group: it is more enjoyable and you can 
share insights and experiences. However there are some dangers: 

 Group work often takes longer (people start chatting) so you need to keep
on track. If you are short of time in a unit you may want to go back to
working individually.

 Groups often have “leaders” and “followers”. “Leaders” sometimes do not
learn from others, while “followers” may not have the chance to develop
their own opinions. Both of them can benefit from taking a break from the
group from time to time and doing some individual work.
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Feedback and the Student’s Answer Key 

Most activities are discussed in the tutorials and some are assessed by your 
tutor. The ones about personal opinions and experience have no objective 
answers. Some activities are self-checking: they have answers or comments in 
the Student’s Key at the end of the Student’s Book, so that you can get 
immediate feedback. 

Using the Student’s Key. It can be tempting to read the question and then go 
straight to the Student’s Key, especially if you can’t immediately see the answer. 
You are strongly advised to do the activity before consulting the Key. There are 
many good reasons: 

 As a student, brainwork is your business. Moreover you will do much better
in your tests if you do the thinking now.

 As a professional you need to build up your own ideas, opinions and
experience. You cannot do this by simply swallowing “right answers” from
other people.

 If you disagree with the answers in the Key, it may be that you have
something important to add. This should be discussed with your group and
tutor.

Of course, anyone can swallow the answers in the Key and repeat them “parrot 
fashion”. They will not lose marks for the activities, since the answers in the Keys 
are not assessed, but they will not make any progress in their thinking and 
understanding, they will not do so well in the tests, and they may lose a few 
marks on the workbook. 

Here is the answer word for word out of the book …. 

I don’t understand it, but I can repeat it perfectly! 
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8. The tutor’s role

In this course, you will not be listening to lectures, taking notes or writing essays. 
Your tutors will guide you through all the activities of the course. In particular 
they will: 

 introduce each unit

 hold tutorials to discuss your work and share their knowledge and
experience

 assess your work in the units

 mark your tests

 help with your outside activities and project work

 be available for consultation if you have difficulties.

9. Assessment

The course is assessed as 

 60% practice – all the coursework activities. Including outside activities

 40% theory – the two written tests

All the units are assessed except Unit 5A, which is optional. 

The marks break down like this: 

Marks Percentage 

1. Coursework 60%

 assessed activities, 30 marks per unit (30 x 10) 300 30% 

 “outside activities” including project work (20 x 10) 200 20% 

 overall mark for workbook (10 x 10)
(completeness, correctness, clarity, honesty, insight)

100 10% 

2. Two written tests 40%

 3 questions in each test

 200 marks for each test x 2 400 40% 

TOTAL 1 000 100% 
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Pre-course briefing 90 mins

PREPARATION 

 Find a suitable room for this meeting which will encourage discussion
and dialogue and which has facilities for projecting PowerPoints.

 Assemble course materials for students, either soft copy or hard copy:

o Soft copy.   A copy of all course materials (except ‘Full Answer Keys for
Tutors’ and the ‘Tutor’s Guides’) on CD or data stick, or on their own
personal computers,  for all students. Students may be able to
download the course materials for themselves from the FAO website
or other online sources directly onto their own computers.

o Hard copy.   Those who do not have adequate access to computers
should also receive copies of the Student’s book and Unit Resources
for each unit, including the Introduction. If these materials are
university library resources which cannot be written in, students will
need to record their answers separately rather than on the library
copy.

 Assemble materials for the briefing session

a. Electronic resources. You will need:

o the PowerPoint ‘Introduction to the ENACT course’

o the PowerPoint ‘Introduction to Unit 1’

o a soft copy of the whole ENACT course so that you can display some
parts. 

b. Briefing handout.   During the briefing session and the preparation for
Unit 1, students will need to refer to parts of the Introduction for
Student’s. This will be easy if they have received hard copies, or if the
meeting room is well equipped with computers (at least one for every
three students). If not, they will need a hard copy handout of the
following parts of the Introduction to the Student’s Book:

o the ‘Nutrition education perspectives’ activities in Preliminaries

o the course outline
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o the list of student course materials

o the assessment scheme

o the quiz in the Course Briefing

o the instructions for the outside activity in Unit 1

o the nutrition awareness quiz for the outside activity in Unit 1.

These have been assembled into a handout in Annex 1 (‘Handout for 
briefing session’) at the end of this document. n.b. One copy per pair 
should be enough. 

1. Preliminaries

Aims 

 Meet and learn about other course members

 Establish existing knowledge, outlook, experience and interest

 Establish the scope of the course (ideas of nutrition education)

Meeting and greeting 

a. Welcome students and if necessary introduce yourself.

b. Hand out the course materials or (if not available) the student handout for
this session (Annex 1).

c. Students form groups of 2 or 3, introduce themselves in their groups and
find out about a little about each other.

d. If students are new to you, use this opportunity to collect a little
biographical information. You can use the Student Biography form (Annex
2) for this purpose.
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Nutrition education perspectives 

Some short activities introduce the course and highlight students’ level of 
awareness. 

a. Ask students to

o find the Pre-Course briefing and look at Part 1: Preliminaries:
Nutrition education perspectives

o OR look at Part A of the handout for the briefing session.

b. Students go through the four activities (see notes below). Go quite quickly,
but allow time for whole-class feedback at each stage and for comments
on answers.

Activity 1: You and nutrition education 

In small groups, students complete a table about their attitudes, add up their 
scores and compare with the other members of the group. 

Activity 2: Your experience 

Still in groups, students share their own personal experience of nutrition 
education. 

Activity 3: Definition of nutrition education 

a. Students develop their own definitions of nutrition education.

b. Then dictate the following definition:

“Nutrition education is any combination of educational strategies,

accompanied by environmental supports, designed to facilitate the 

voluntary adoption of food choices and other food- and nutrition-related 

behaviours conducive to health and well-being.” (Contento 2007). 

c. Students compare their own definition with Contento’s.
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Activity 4: What is not nutrition education? 

can definitely 
be called 
nutrition 
education 

definitely 
not 
nutrition 
education 

could 
contribute 
to nutrition 
education 

might need 
the support 
of nutrition 
education 

a. A lecture about
photosynthesis

b. Analysing the sugar
content of commercial
food product

c. Growing and promoting
potatoes rich in vitamin A

d. National legislation for
salt iodisation

e. A school meals program

f. Advice from parents
about healthy snacks

g. An advertisement for soft
drinks*

h. Increasing the production
of staple foods

i. Encouraging rural families
to give infants more
animal-source foods

j. Research into dietary
practices in a tribal region

k. Classes in healthy home
cooking

Food and drink advertising can be considered a kind of nutrition education. 
Social marketing uses marketing techniques for purposes considered useful. 
Of course if the product advertised is unhealthy, the "education" might have a 
negative effect. 

*
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2. Course briefing

Aims 

 Review course outline and materials

 Discuss study requirements

 Understand the assessment scheme

Looking at the course 

Try to break up this session so that upfront presentations alternate with 
independent group work, questions from students and discussions. 

a. Advance organizer.   Give students a quick overview of what is coming in this
course briefing:

 watching a slideshow about the course as a whole

 studying the course outline and list of materials

 looking through other course resources

 doing a quiz to see how much they remember from the above.

They can take notes or they can rely on memory. 

b. Introduction to ENACT.   View the  powerpoint ‘Introduction to ENACT’. Do
not elaborate a great deal (students will look at the course in more depth
later), but answer any questions.

c. Course content and materials.   In groups students look through the course
outline and course materials in the Introduction for Students (on computer or
in the student handout parts B, C and D). Give them 5-10 minutes to go
through it themselves - do not talk them through it. Answer any questions. (If
they have no questions, suggest they look again!)

d. Course Resources.   Show and talk through the Course Resources (computer
or soft copy), and answer any questions. In order of importance for students:

 The Project Folder.   Show the Contents page and read out the preamble.
Students choose one or two of the project documents to look at.

 The Book of Quotations.   Show the title page and explain the origin of
this book – a survey of African experts and practitioners’ perceptions of
nutrition education in their countries. Display one page (e.g. pp.xx about
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poor practices and misconceptions); students pick out one quotation they 
agree with. 

 Main glossary.   Show the front page of the main glossary. Mention that
there is a glossary in each unit and the main glossary combines them all.

 Other course resources.   Show where to find the other resources e.g. the
two literature reviews and the NEAC report. Emphasize that these show
the background to the ENACT project but are not required reading.

e. Quiz.   Student groups have 10 minutes to answer the quiz questions in the
Course Briefing (in the Students’ Pre-course briefing or in part E of the
student handout, Annex 1). The quiz can be done with the whole class,
question by question, but it is more productive and interesting for groups to
do it first, then check in the whole class – either competitively or
collaboratively.

Key to quiz 

1. What is the main aim of the course?

To learn about 
nutrition 

To improve people’s diet 

To learn to teach 
people about nutrition 

To learn how to help people 
improve their diet 

2. How much time is given to tutorials per unit?

3. How much time do you spend on each unit, apart from the tutorials?

4. In the course, do you study education theory?

5. Which sectors does the course deal with?

food security 
 

education health 
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6. What is the project about?

7. In which units do you do the project?

8. What are the documents in the project folder for?

9. When should you start thinking about recruiting project participants?

10. How many written tests do you have?

11. When do you have them?

12. What are the maximum marks per unit for the coursework?

13. What are the maximum marks per unit for the outside activity?

14. Whose quotations are in the Book of Quotations?

15. Where can you find definitions of terms used in the course?
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Discussion about independent study 

Point out that the course involves a lot of independent study, individually and in 
pairs and groups. Facilitate the students’ discussion of the questions below. If 
time permits, this is also best done in small groups, with feedback to the class. 

a. How do you feel about the amount of independent work? Can you manage?
b. Do you prefer to work individually, in pairs or in small groups? What are the

advantages and disadvantages?
c. For the project (Units 6-9) you will need to form a team of three, who can

meet easily. Can this be done? Mention any problems to your tutor.
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Preparation for Unit 1 60 mins

Finally, prepare students for Unit 1. Normally the preparation for the following 
unit lasts only about 15 minutes, but in Unit 1 it requires more time because 
students are not familiar with the course and there is also some ‘outside activity’ 
preparation which needs to be done with the whole class. 

n.b.  A PowerPoint is available containing the guiding questions, unit objectives, 
an outline of the outside activity and other points about Unit 1. For this unit, the 
instructions for the outside activity and the interview questionnaire are in the 
student handout (Annex 1). 

(Use the unit materials for Part A below) 

A. Parts of the unit.   Since this is the first unit, it will help to give some 
attention to the structure of the unit in order to establish the pattern of 
work. If students are working independently (i.e. they have hard copies 
available, or enough computers), they can form pairs or threes, and hunt 
through the unit for the parts listed below.  If they do not have access to the 
unit, display your own copy of Unit 1 + Resources (on hard copy or on the 
screen) and talk through the parts briefly. 

Students find / are shown: 

 the introduction to the Outside Activity

 the preparation for project recruitment

 the sections (how many?)

 one self-checking activity, one assessed and one which is discussed in
the tutorial

 one group activity, one pair activity and one individual activity

 a word that is glossed (look it up in the Unit Glossary at end of
Student’s Book)

 an instruction to consult the Book of Quotations

 the section called Review of work and Preparation for the tutorial

 the detailed instructions for the Outside Activity

 the Student’s Key
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 the references (at the end of the Unit Resources)

 the unit glossary.

(For B to E below, use the PowerPoint or the student handout in Annex 1) 

B. Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 1 and encourage 
students to make some personal notes and suggest some answers. This will 
establish the way they see things at the moment, so do not impose your own 
answers: encourage ideas and ask questions. Point out that they will come 
back to these questions at the end of the unit to see if their answers have 
changed. 

C. Unit objectives.   Look through the objectives for Unit 1. Make sure students 
understand the main aims. Ask them to pick out some objectives which are to 
do with understanding and some which aim at action competences. How do 
the objectives relate to the guiding questions? 

D. Activities.   Point out that there are two major assessed activities in this unit: 

a. The presentation (to be prepared throughout the unit and carried out in
the final tutorial). Students will be briefed on the presentation in Section
3 of the unit.

b. The outside activity survey interviews (to be carried out before the first
tutorial). This activity will be prepared now.

E. Tutorials.   Tell students that before the first tutorial they should have 
completed Sections 1 and 2 (Activities 1-7) and should have looked through 
Section 3 (Activity 8, the briefing for the presentation). 

(For Part F below, use the unit materials or the student handout, Annex 4) 

F. Preparing the Outside Activity 

a. Go through the instructions for the outside activity at the end of Unit 1 to
ensure that students know what to do and when.

b. Review the nutrition awareness quiz:

1. Are the questions appropriate to your context? Discuss. Edit the
questions if necessary.

2. Do the questions need to be translated into a local language? Consider
the various options:
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 No translation needed, but some explanations.

o Decide what needs explaining.

 Translation only needed for a few words and phrases.

o Decide how to translate them.

 Translation can be done orally, on the spot.

o Try this out (one question each) and agree on the oral
translation.

 Get a professional translation done.

o Allow enough time (and money) for this. Also allow time for
checking the translation.

 If the questionnaire is translated, pre-test it. Try out the questions
on friends (not nutrition students!) to see if they are understood. 

c. Briefly rehearse the interviews in groups of three.1

 One group starts the interview (introduction and first three
questions) in front of the class and the class discuss how it goes.

 All groups try out the remaining questions, taking turns as the
interviewee, interviewer and recorder (15 mins).

 The class discuss how to improve their approach.

d. Students estimate the time required for two interviews.

G. Collecting and assessing workbooks.   Make arrangements for collecting 
completed unit coursework and for giving feedback to students (within a 
week of submission). 

H. Summing up.   Ask individual students to sum up all the above points, one by 
one, and clear up any remaining questions. 

I. Good wishes.   Remind students of the time and place of the first tutorial and 
wish them happy working. 

1
 The actual survey is carried out in pairs, but rehearsing requires groups of three (an interviewer, 

a recorder and an interviewee). 
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Annex 1: Handout for briefing session &

Unit 1 introduction

A. Nutrition education perspectives 

Activity 1: You and nutrition education 

Nobody can say exactly what makes a good nutrition educator, but some 
qualities help. 

Tell your group your personal answers to the questions below and give yourself a 
rating in the table. 

Scale Personal 

rating 

a. How serious do you think the

nutrition issues are in your

country? (give an example when
you discuss this)

1 (not very) to 3 (very) 

b. How interested are you in food,

diet, cooking? (give some
evidence when you discuss this)

1 (not very) to 3 (very) 

c. How interested are you in

people? Do you enjoy talking to

them and learning about them?

1 (not very) to 3 (very) 

d. Do you prefer academic study or

practical learning?
academic 1 to practical 3 

 Add up your score. Is it high?

 Report briefly to the class about how your group rate themselves.
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Activity 2: Your experience 

Everybody has had experience of some kind of learning about healthy eating – at 
home as a child, at school, from the media, from friends, at college. It may be 
formal or informal, conscious or unconscious (most nutrition learning is 
unconscious!). 

a. Think of one experience you have had – formal or informal - of nutrition
education or learning about healthy eating.

b. Tell your group about it.

Activity 3: Definition of nutrition education 

a. In your group, try to write a definition of nutrition education as you see it
(this is a difficult job!). Write it down in the left-hand box.

Your definition Well-known definition 

b. Your tutor will read you a well-known definition. Write it in the right-hand
box.

c. Compare the two definitions and comment to the class.
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Activity 4: What is NOT nutrition education? 

Below are several descriptions of actions and initiatives involving food and 
nutrition. 
Using the definition given by your tutor, which of these would you say 

can 
definitely 
be called 
nutrition 
education 

are 

definitely 
not 
nutrition 
education 

could 
contribute 
to nutrition 
education 

might need 
the support 
of nutrition 
education 

a. A lecture about
photosynthesis

b. Analysing the sugar
content of commercial
food product

c. Growing and promoting
potatoes rich in vitamin A

d. National legislation for
salt iodisation

e. A school meals program

f. Advice from parents
about healthy snacks

g. An advertisement for soft
drinks

h. Increasing the production
of staple foods

i. Encouraging rural families
to give infants more
animal-source foods

j. Research into dietary
practices in a tribal region

k. Classes in healthy home
cooking

 Report back to the class.
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B. Course outline 

Unit and main content Outside activity/project work for the unit 

Introductory meeting 

Pre-course briefing and introduction to Unit 1 

Unit 1. ‘The need for nutrition education’ 
The essential role of education in preventing 
malnutrition 

Survey of nutrition knowledge and 
awareness in the community  
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 2. ‘Explaining food, diet and healthy 
eating’ 
Diet, dietary influences and dietary change: 
describing, assessing, explaining clearly 

Interview with an older person about how 
diet has changed over the decades  
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 3. ‘Nutrition education actions’ 
Typical interventions in different sectors: 
where nutrition education is most needed 

Observations/interviews with key 
informants about local nutrition education 
activities (schools, health & food security 
services, public education)  
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 4. ‘How good eating is learnt’ 
Changing practices long-term: the challenges 
and the processes 

Personal experiment in changing own diet 
and analysis of what helped or hindered  
+ preparation for project recruitment (for 
Units 6-9). 

Unit 5. ‘How nutrition education is done’ 
Recognizing and experiencing principles, 
good practices and approaches in nutrition 
education 

Project recruitment 
 Hold a project recruitment session (if

necessary)
 First chat with recruits.

Unit 5A. ‘Nutrition education theory’ 
(optional mini Unit) 
An overview of the main theories relating to 
nutrition education and how they can be 
applied 

Test on units 1 to 5/5A. 
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Unit and main content Outside activity/project work for the unit 

Unit 6. ‘Analysing the situation’ 
Finding out who is involved, what people do 
and why, how they see it, and what 
questions to ask 

Project meeting 1: The situation 
 Project participants discuss dietary

challenges and resources and look at
own food consumption.

Unit 7. ‘Objectives, messages and 
motivations’ 
Formulating and improving objectives and 
developing motivational messages 

Project meeting 2: Preparing for action 
 Project participants see problems, risks

and benefits, pick up core facts, decide
to take action and plan what to do in
the coming week.

Unit 8. ‘Implementation’ 
Program design, learning activities, finding 
and creating learning materials and 
resources  

Project meeting 3: Trying things out 
 Project participants report on the

experience of changing diet, extend
knowledge of particular foods and
discuss how to continue.

Unit 9. ‘Monitoring and evaluation’ 
The purpose, value, needs and process of 
evaluation, both external and participatory 

Project meeting 4: Looking back and forward 
 Project participants contribute own

knowledge, review progress and
evaluate the project.

Unit 10. ‘The wider picture’ 
The need to work for changes in the food 
environment through government action, 
integrated initiatives and rights-based 
approaches 

Advocacy for nutrition education 
 Preparing presentation to outside body.
OR exploring situations, problems and 
solutions relating to canteen food or the 
consumption of iodised salt 

Final presentation Test on units 6 to 10 

Time required 

 For the course: 11-12 weeks 

 Coursework: 4-5 hours per unit 

 Outside activities: 2-4 hours per unit
 Tutorials: 4-5 hours per unit (2-2½ hours per tutorial, 2 tutorials per unit) 

 Tests: 6 hours (2 tests x 3 hours each) 
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C. Students’ course materials 

You should have ten-and-a-half course units,2 each containing: 

 a Student’s Book

 a set of Unit Resources, including some audio and video files

and: 

 a course glossary containing all the items from the unit glossaries

 the Project Folder, with materials for recruiting participants for your own
project on fruit and vegetable consumption

 the Book of Quotations (African experts speaking about nutrition
education)

 other course resources.

D. Assessment 

The course is assessed as 

 60% practice – all the coursework activities, including outside activities

 40% theory – the two written tests

All the units are assessed except Unit 5A, which is optional.The marks break 
down like this: 

Marks Percentage 

1. Coursework 60%

 assessed activities, 30 marks per unit (30 x 10) 300 30% 

 “outside activities” including project work (20 x 10) 200 20% 

 overall mark for workbook (10 x 10)
(completeness, correctness, clarity, honesty, insight)

100 10% 

2. Two written tests 40%

 2 tests, 200 marks each 400 40% 

TOTAL 1 000 100% 

2
 Unit 5A is an optional mini-unit on theory relevant to nutrition education. 
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E. Quiz 

 Divide the questions between you (for example if you are in a group of
three, take four or five questions each).

 Answer the questions in the quiz below.

 Report back to the class.

Quiz questions about the Course 

1. What is the main aim of the course?

To learn about nutrition To improve people’s diet 

To learn to teach people 
about nutrition 

To learn how to help 
people improve their diet 

2. How much time is given to tutorials per unit?

3. How much time do you spend on each unit, apart from the tutorials?

4. In the course, do you study education theory?

Yes No Maybe 

5. Which sectors does the course deal with?

health food security education 

6. What is the project about?
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7. In which units do you do the project?

8. What are the documents in the project folder for?

9. When should you start thinking about recruiting project participants?

10. How many written tests do you have?

11. When do you have them?

12. What are the maximum marks per unit for the coursework?

13. What are the maximum marks per unit for the outside activity?

14. Whose quotations are in the Book of Quotations?

15. Where can you find definitions of terms used in the course?
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F. Instructions for outside activity, Unit 1 

The purpose of this survey is to identify the level of nutrition awareness in the 
general population, focusing on what you feel everyone should know about 
healthy eating. You will need to identify interviewees, rehearse the interview, 
look through the answers and write a short report. You will make use of your 
findings in your presentation at the final tutorial. 

The Preparation 

The questionnaire and the answer sheet are after this section. 

In the Preparation for Unit 1 you should have reviewed the questions as a class 
to see if they are appropriate for your situation and if necessary translated the 
questions into the local language. 

Choose a colleague to work with. In pairs: 

a. Choose your target group, for example:

 women

 adolescent boys

 adolescent girls

 men

 the elderly

 street food vendors

 etc.

Don’t choose other students to interview. Coordinate with the rest of the 
class if possible to ensure that each pair chooses a different target group. 

b. Find at least two people to interview. Make sure that you and they share a
language in which you can communicate easily. Ask their permission to ask
them some questions about food and tell them how long it will take (20
mins?). If necessary, fix a time to meet.

c. Rehearse the interviews. Aim to do these things:

 Create a pleasant interested atmosphere.

 Lead in with general questions (e.g. about price of food, favourite
foods, cooking).
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 For each question, allow time for answers and clarifications. Ask
follow-up questions as necessary. Make sure you get the answer to
the question, but avoid delivering questions like a machine-gun.

 Take notes on any interesting comments.

 Wind up with more general questions.

 Thank the interviewees for their cooperation and their interesting
comments.

The Survey 

a. Interview the two people one by one. One of you should ask the questions

and the other record the answers.

b. Conduct the interview orally, face-to-face (don’t just give people the table

to complete).

c. Write down any particularly interesting answers in the spaces provided.

d. There is an answer sheet after the quiz (in your coursebook). If you wish

you can give it to respondents or tell them the answers.

e. Thank interviewees for their time and for the interesting conversation.
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G. Nutrition awareness quiz for outside activity 

interviews 

Nutrition awareness quiz 

Introduction: Can we talk about food? What was the last food you ate today? 
What do you think is good food? 

(Brief notes) 

Now we have some particular questions, and some answers to choose from. 
Here is the first question, about good food for young children. 

1. Often young children (under two) eat only maize porridge (e.g. posho, ugali,
nsima, sembe). Do you think this is good or is it a problem?

They may grow more slowly but they will not have other problems. 

They may be slow at school and often sick all their life. 

They will not have any particular problems as long as they get enough 
food. 

Don’t know. 

Why do you think that? 

2. What do you think is best for feeding a baby during the first six months of
life?

Infant formula (powdered milk for babies) and breast feeding together 
after 3 months 

Breastfeeding (with no water or other food) 

Breast feeding, and extra water when the child is thirsty 

Don’t know. 
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Nutrition awareness quiz 

Why do you think that? 

3. The head of the family has brought some liver for dinner. Who would you
say should eat it?

only the adult men in the family 

only the adults, not the adolescents or the children 

a young girl who has recently got married and is expecting a baby 

the four-month old baby 

Why do you think that? 

4. Do you know about night blindness (when you can’t see well in dim light)?
Can some foods help to prevent this?

No, diet is not important. 

Don't know. 

Yes, foods like white bread can prevent night blindness. 

Yes, especially liver, orange-coloured fruit and dark green leafy 
vegetables can prevent night blindness. 

Why do you think that? 
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Nutrition awareness quiz 

5. Do you think that one-year-old babies should eat foods from animals, like
eggs, meat, fish and milk?

Yes, all of these are good. 

No, it is too early for all of these foods. 

Only eggs and milk. 

Don’t know. 

Why do you think that? 

6. To have food which is safe to eat, which of these are essential?

Cover leftover foods. 

Wash your hands before cooking. 

Cover the pot when cooking. 

Reheat cooked food. 

Why do you think that? 

7. Which is the most important meal of the day for a schoolchild, in order to
learn well at school?

Breakfast is the most important. 

If a child gets enough food it doesn’t matter. 

The meal in the middle of the day is the most important. 
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Nutrition awareness quiz 

The evening meal is the most important. 

Why do you think that? 

8. Do you think fruits and vegetables are important for good health?

Only vegetables, fruits are not important. 

Some fruits are important, but not vegetables. 

Yes, both are very important. 

Don’t know 

Why do you think that? 

9. I’m going to talk about three children. Which do you think may need more
and better food?

a child who is often tired and plays less than other children 

a child who is often ill with diarrhoea and colds 

a child with a very low height 

all of these children 

Why do you think that? 
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Nutrition awareness quiz 

10. Most children sometimes have diarrhoea. Which of these can cause it?

Playing in dirty areas 

Drinking too much liquid 

Eating food cooked the previous day 

Drinking dirty water 

Why do you think that? 

Conclusion: At the beginning you talked about good food. 

Do you think any foods are not good for people? 

Can you tell us an example? 

Why do you think it’s not good? 

(Brief notes) 

Wrap-up: This has been very interesting. Thank you very much for talking to us. 
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Annex 2: Student biography form 

Student biography (ENACT students) 

Purpose 

We would like to know some background information about you! 

Please complete the questionnaire below and email it or give it to your tutor. 

If you don't wish to answer a question, feel free to skip it. 

Bio data 

Name (optional): Age: 

Gender (male/female): 

University/Institution: 

Course & year of study: 

If you are not a nutrition student, what nutrition study have you done in the 
past? (e.g. introductory module on nutrition/previous degree or diploma etc.). 
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Other information 

Work 

What jobs (if any, including voluntary work) have you had in your life? 

What kind of job do you hope to get in the future? 

Information technology and language skills 

Do you have easy access to a computer 
(your own or other)? 

Do you have easy access to the internet? 

How do you rate your computer skills 

How would you rate your level of English? 

Listening Reading Speaking Writing 

Basic 

Intermediate 

Advanced 
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Other information 

During the academic year where do you live? (e.g. home, campus etc.) 

During term time, where do you generally eat? (e.g. canteen, home, etc.) 

Motivation for doing the course 

Was doing the ENACT course optional, or were you assigned to do it ? 

If it  was optional, why did you decide to do it? 

What are you hoping to learn/gain from doing the ENACT course? (two main 
things) 

Please write any additional information/comments that you would like to 
provide. 

Many thanks for your cooperation and time! 
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Pre-course briefing 90 mins

Your tutor will facilitate this first meeting. 

1. Preliminaries

Meeting and greeting 

 You should have a copy of the ENACT course materials.

 Make a group of two or three.

 If you don’t already know each other, introduce yourselves. Give a little
information about yourself and find out about the other member(s) of your
group.

Nutrition education perspectives 

Activity 1: You and nutrition education 

Nobody can say exactly what makes a good nutrition educator, but some 
qualities help. 
Tell your group your personal answers to the questions below and give yourself a 
rating in the table. 

Scale Personal rating 

a. How serious do you think the
nutrition issues are in your country?
(give an example)

1 (not very) to 3 
(very) 

b. How interested are you personally in
food, diet, cooking? (give some
evidence)

1 (not very) to 3 
(very) 

c. How interested are you in people?
Do you enjoy talking to them and
learning about them?

1 (not very) to 3 
(very) 

d. Do you prefer academic study or
practical learning?

1 (academic) to 3 
(practical) 

 Add up your score. Is it high?

 Report briefly to the class about how your group rate themselves.

Pre-course briefing & introduction to unit 1
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Activity 2: Your experience 

Everybody has had experience of some kind of learning about healthy eating – at 
home as a child, at school, from the media, from friends, at college. It may be 
formal or informal, conscious or unconscious (most nutrition learning is 
unconscious!). 

a. Think of one experience you have had – formal or informal - of nutrition
education or learning about healthy eating.

b. Tell your group about it.

Activity 3: Definition of nutrition education 

a. In your group, try to write a definition of nutrition education as you see it
(this is a difficult job!). Write it down in the left-hand box.

Your definition Well-known definition 

b. Your tutor will read you a well-known definition. Write it in the right-hand
box.

c. Compare the two definitions and comment to the class.

Pre-course briefing & introduction to unit 1
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Activity 4: What is not nutrition education? 

Below are several descriptions of actions and initiatives involving food and 
nutrition. 

Using the definition given by your tutor, which of these would you say 
can 
definitely 
be called 
nutrition 
education 

definitely 
not 
nutrition 
education 

could 
contribute 
to nutrition 
education 

might need 
the support 
of nutrition 
education 

a. A lecture about
photosynthesis

b. Analysing the sugar
content of commercial
food product

c. Growing and promoting
potatoes rich in vitamin A

d. National legislation for
salt iodisation

e. A school meals program

f. Advice from parents
about healthy snacks

g. An advertisement for soft
drinks

h. Increasing the production
of staple foods

i. Encouraging rural families
to give infants more
animal-source foods

j. Research into dietary
practices in a tribal region

k. Classes in healthy home
cooking

 Report back to the class.

Pre-course briefing & introduction to unit 1
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2. Course briefing

You need to know something about the course and how it works. 

a. Your tutor will brief you and take you through the materials.
b. OR you can find out for yourselves by

 looking at the PowerPoint ‘Introduction to ENACT’

 reading the ‘Introduction for Students’

 looking through some of the course resources, in particular

o the project folder

o the main glossary

o the Book of Quotations.

c. Then do the quiz below.

Quiz questions about the Course 

 Divide the questions between you (for example if you are in a group of
three, take four or five questions each).

 Answer the questions in the quiz below.

 Report back to the class.

1. What is the main aim of the course?

To learn about 
nutrition 

To improve people’s diet 

To learn to teach 
people about nutrition 

To learn how to help people 
improve their diet 

2. How much time is given to tutorials per unit?

3. How much time do you spend on each unit, apart from the tutorials?

4. In the course, do you study education theory?

Yes No Maybe 

Pre-course briefing & introduction to unit 1
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5. Which sectors does the course deal with?

health 

6. What is the project about?

7. In which units do you do the project?

8. What are the documents in the project folder for?

9. When should you start thinking about recruiting project participants?

10. How many written tests do you have?

11. When do you have them?

12. What are the maximum marks per unit for the coursework?

13. What are the maximum marks per unit for the outside activity?

14. Whose quotations are in the Book of Quotations?

15. Where can you find definitions of terms used in the course?

education food security 

Pre-course briefing & introduction to unit 1
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Discussion about independent study 

Discuss with your tutor and each other: 

a. How do you feel about the amount of independent work? Can you manage?
b. Do you prefer to work individually, in pairs or in small groups? What are the

advantages and disadvantages?
c. For the project (Units 6-9) you will need to form a team of three, who can

meet easily. Can this be done? Mention any problems to your tutor.

Pre-course briefing & introduction to unit 1
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Preparation for Unit 1 30 mins 

Your tutor will discuss with you what you need to do in Unit 1. You will 

 look briefly through the parts of the unit

 discuss the guiding questions and the learning objectives

 find out about the two main activities

 prepare for the outside activity (survey of nutrition awareness)

You will have a preparatory session like this at the end of the final tutorial for 
each unit. 

Pre-course briefing & introduction to unit 1
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Annex: Sample test question 

Here is a sample test question: 

QUESTION: Opinions about improving diets 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

a. People must eat what’s good for them, not just what they like.
b. Improving diet is an entirely individual responsibility.
c. A nutrition educator’s main job is to explain what good diet means.
d. Some people are unable (for various reasons) to improve their diet.
e. There are many reasons why people do not improve their diets.

Choose two of them, give your opinion, and explain it. 
Support your position with some concrete examples from real life. 

Pre-course briefing & introduction to unit 1
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THE BIG QUESTIONS 

What is a 
bad diet? 

What can a 
bad diet do to 

you? 

What is a 
good diet? 

What can a good 
diet do for you? 

Is it easy to have a 
good diet? 

Can one eat 
well cheaply? 



DISASTERS!!! 

© Piero Fibbi



This is Liza 

Aged 43, mother of four. 
She ate poor food and 
she didn’t move enough. 

She got diabetes (disease 
of the blood) and she  
had to have a foot 
amputated. She will 
probably die quite soon 
from heart failure.   

© Cristina Álvarez



This is Charmaine, 
Liza’s daughter 

She is thin and beautiful, 
but she ate the wrong 
food all her life and was 
always tired. 
She got pregnant a year 
ago. The baby was born 
very small. It is often sick 
and cries all the time. 

©FAO/Ami Vitale



BEATRICE, Charmaine’s friend 

• Beatrice has a baby 18 months
old called CHARITY. Charity
was a happy healthy baby for
the first 6 months.

• Now Beatrice is giving her
plenty of food but it’s not
the right food. Charity is
not growing well and she is
not as bright and happy as
she should be. Her brain is
not developing fully.

©Makerere University



Robert is Grace’s brother 

• He doesn’t know how to
cook. He lives on fizzy drinks,
fried potatoes, street food
and chocolate and doesn’t
eat proper meals.

• He doesn’t sleep well, he is
constipated and he can’t
concentrate. He is thinking of
dropping out of college.

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano



Sam and Solomon 

• They are two gardeners and
don’t eat well.  They have the
same food every day and
cook their own lunch but
they can only cook one or
two things.

• They get a lot of exercise, but
are slow and very tired when
they get home.

• Both are smokers. They have
coughs and get bronchitis
often.

©FAO/Mario Zappacosta



SUCCESS   STORIES!! 

©FAO/Riccardo Gangale



Andrew 

 
• Andrew is a schoolboy: eats good food,

doesn’t fall asleep in class,
and has plenty of extra
energy for housework,
homework and sport.

• He will go on to
secondary school,
pass his exams
and get a good job.

© Cristina Álvarez



MARTHA 

   
   
   
   
  

MARTHA grows food for 
the market and cooks 
food to sell at lunchtime. 
She knows about good 
food and feeds her 
family well, using foods 
she grows herself.  The 
family are not often sick 
and the children help 
with the gardening and 
the business.   

©FAO/Jeanette Van Acker



SIMON 

SIMON is quite young (about 34). 
He plays a lot of games and he  
knows what to eat to keep him  
fit, strong and full of energy.   
He is lucky to have a girlfriend 
and a mother who like  
cooking, but he also likes  
cooking himself. 



Hope 

HOPE is a nice girl, but 
she didn’t eat well when 
she was younger.  She 
had pimples.  She was 
gloomy, shy and slightly 
overweight.   
Then she started to eat 
better and gradually she 
became more lively and 
more beautiful. 

©FAO/Walter Astrada



AND YOU? 

This is you. 

What do you eat? 

Are you a success 
or a disaster? 

Could you eat 
better? 



THE QUESTIONS AGAIN 

What is a 
bad diet? 

What can a 
bad diet do to 

you? 

What is a 
good diet? 

What can a good 
diet do for you? 

Is it easy to have a 
good diet? 

Can one eat 
well cheaply? 



Do you want to know more? 

• We are going to have some sessions about
food and health.

• We can take up to 10 people.



Do you want to come? 

• Dates:

• Time:

• Place:



• Live long and prosper!

• Eat for health!

©Makerere University



OUR CONTACT DETAILS 

• Name:
• Telephone:

• Name:
• Telephone:

• Name:
• Telephone:



MINI-PROJECT 

BETTER HEALTH FROM BETTER DIET 

In this mini-project you will talk about what you and your family eat and why, learn some 

interesting facts about food, do a very small experiment to improve your diet, and tell your 

family and friends about it.  At the end you will be on the road to better health! 

DATE & 
TIME 

FIRST CHAT   (30 mins)
Outlining the project, arranging dates and meeting times, sharing a little 
personal information (interests, skills, food practices, families, jobs etc.).Unit 5 

SESSION 1:   YOUR SITUATION  (90 mins)
Getting to know each other; discussing what we do and think about food and 
diet, challenges and resources;  undertaking a “homework” task looking at 
own food consumption.               Unit 6 

SESSION 2:   KNOWLEDGE AND MOTIVATION   (90 mins)
Seeing the problems, risks and benefits for self and families; looking at some 
core facts;  getting motivated to do something and planning what to do at 
home in the coming week.               Unit 7 

SESSION 3:  ACTION AND FEEDBACK (90 mins)
Reporting on the experience of changing diet and discussing achievements 
and obstacles; talking about the value of particular foods; deciding how to 
continue the experiment;  finding out about other foods. Unit 8

SESSION 4:  LOOKING BACK AND FORWARD (90 mins)
Contributing further knowledge of foods; summing up; reviewing 
progress; evaluating the project; making suggestions for the future. 

   Unit 9 
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Meeting managers and group 

leaders 

If you have decided to approach an organization or group to recruit participants 
for your project, it is recommended that you do this during Unit 4, when you 
have no other outside visits to do. 

If this is what you plan to do, here is some advice. 

You are representing your own institution so you should behave well. Generally,
aim to be clear, pleasant and grateful, to raise interest, and to present the 
project as something that will benefit the members of the organization or group. 

Prepare by looking through the outline of the recruitment session in case the 
leader/manager wants to know about it. 

Go as a team. 

Take with you the signed Letter of Introduction, the poster for the 
recruitment session and the project flier ‘Better health from better diet’.

At the meeting 

 Introduce yourselves.   Present the Letter of Introduction, introduce
yourselves and explain your purpose.

 Explain.   Explain the benefits of the project. Ask if the group’s members
would be interested.

 Request.   Say what you are hoping for:

o an initial half-hour recruitment session to identify those interested

o four 1½-hour sessions, outside working hours, in a quiet, informal
setting.

 Suggest timeframe and discuss dates:

o The recruitment meeting must be during Unit 5 (the following unit).

o There will be one project session a week during the weeks of Units 6 
to 9.

Meeting managers and group leaders
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o Project sessions should take place each week on the same day and at
the same time.
(If possible go for dates towards the end of each unit, as there is work
in the relevant units to prepare for each meeting.).

 Poster.   If all goes well, fill in details of the recruitment session on the
poster and ask where you can display it.

 Invitation.   Invite the manager/leader to the initial recruitment session.

 Leave-taking.   Say thank-you. Put up the poster as you leave.

Meeting managers and group leaders



TEMPLATE OF LETTER OF INTRODUCTION FROM THE UNIVERSITY 

Italics indicate variables 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

The Department of ……………………........... at ……………………........... University would like to 
request your permission for some of our students to hold a short meeting on your premises.  
The purpose is to attract some of your members/staff/congregation/workforce/group to 
participate in a mini-project, BETTER HEALTH FROM BETTER DIET. 

Students in this Department study a module in nutrition education as one unit in their 
degree course in nutrition/home economics/food security/public health.  As part of their 
coursework they are required to carry out a mini-project with members of the public (see 
the attached flier BETTER HEALTH FROM BETTER DIET).  The aims are to improve people’s 
diet and extend their knowledge of healthy food.  At the same time students are expected to 
gain experience in designing and conducting a small hands-on exercise in practical nutrition 
education.  Each project group will have about 10 members, and will be run by a team of 
three students, supervised by a university tutor.  There may be a first public meeting to 
recruit participants, after which the project meets for 1½ hours once a week for four weeks. 

The mini-project has been much appreciated by participants in several countries:  it has not 
only stimulated and interested them but has also had an actual impact on their diets.  

To recruit interested participants and avoid logistical difficulties, it has been found best to 
work through a suitable organization, institution or group where people meet regularly.  
Some places where students have carried out projects successfully are churches, workplaces, 
institutions, schools, restaurants and small communities with community leaders (streets 
and villages). 

The project does not require any input from the organization or the participants 
(unfortunately there are no incentives either, except the benefit of better health!).  The 
project sessions are programmed not to conflict with work or other meetings.  It would of 
course be much appreciated if the group could use a suitable room on the premises or a 
convenient outdoor space. 

We would be very grateful if you would agree to meet one of the student project teams and 
discuss with them what the project involves and how they could organize an initial half-hour 
recruitment session. 

Date ……………….   …………………………………………………..  (signed) 

Dean…………………………………………. 



Eat better Be healthy Live longer! 

Healthy life from healthy diet 

Join Our Project 

• Four free sessions, 
one a week

• Run by nutrition 
students from the 
university

We will tell you all about it. 

Come to this short 

meeting! 

On 

…………………………… 

date 

At 

……………………………. 

time 

In 

………………………… 

place 

We look forward to seeing you! 



Recruitment session & first chat 

If you have already found suitable project participants, go to ‘B. First chat’ below.

If you have decided to approach an existing organization/group and hold a 
recruitment session, go to ‘Recruitment session' and then to ‘B. First chat’.
(n.b. These notes are also in Unit 5 ‘Instructions for outside activity’).

A. Recruitment session 

Preparation 
You will need 

 the flier which outlines the project sessions, several copies if possible

 the PowerPoint ‘Carrot and stick’ OR a printout of the PowerPoint slides,
A4 size.

If you are using printouts, find a way of displaying them (holding up, sticking 
up). 
Share out the parts of the session among the team. 
n.b. It is a good idea to rehearse this event beforehand! 

Introduction 

Introduce yourselves. 

Say you are on a “nutrition rescue mission” and are looking for people who 
want to improve their health. Ask participants if they are concerned about 
health. Ask: 

 Do you want to have a long life? (pause for answer)

 Do you want to be healthy? (pause for answer)

 Do you want to be always full of energy? (pause for answer)

 Do you want to have children who do well at school and get good
jobs? (pause for answer)

You can get all this by just improving what you eat.

Recruitment session & first chat
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Presentation (PowerPoint OR pictures) 

 Present the six questions at the beginning of the PowerPoint. Say we will
answer them later. In the meantime, each person in the audience
chooses one question and memorises it. Allow a minute for this.

 Say you are going to tell some real stories about people and diet and you
want to hear if they know any people like these.

 Either go through the PowerPoint, reading out the words and pausing for
people to answer the question Do you know anyone like this? (n.b. This is
a real question: let people discuss it).
OR read out the words and hold up the slide pictures one by one. As you
go, stick up the Disaster pictures on one side and the Successes on the
other.

 At the end the audience recalls the questions (repeated on the slides) and
answers them. This leads into the discussion below.

Discussion 

Discuss what issues affect them personally. Do not lecture! Let your audience 
make their own points and ask their own questions (Good question, come to

our meetings and find out!). 

Offer the sessions as a favour and privilege (We can only take 10 people, join

now!). 

Arrange to talk 

Arrange to talk to about 12 interested individuals who would like to join the 
project (12 in case some of them drop out). (See ‘B. First chat’ below). 
Divide them  among your team (e.g. three team members chat to three or 
four people each). 

Recruitment session & first chat
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 Find out their jobs.

 Find out their particular interest in food and diet (e.g. good eating on a
limited budget, making healthy meals for families, getting all the vitamins
and minerals you need, keeping healthy).

 Ask if they would mind answering a few other questions:

o What kind of household do you live in? Do you have children? Family?

o What do you do in your spare time? What are your interests?

o What are your main hopes and ambitions? Your main concerns? 1

o Can you/do you cook? Do you do food shopping? Can you grow food?

Thank them and say you look forward to the first meeting. Remind them of 
date, place and time and ask them to set a good example by coming on time. 

1 This question aims to find out people’s main motivations, so that dietary motivations can link to
them. For example, if people are afraid of illness, or want to improve their job prospects, they 
should know that good diet is essential to health and prosperity. Many people don’t make this 
link. 

B. First chat 

Each member of the project team should take half an hour to chat to three or 
four recruits individually or in a small group. Use the flier ‘Better health from

better diet’ if you like. Make a few notes, but do not behave as if you are 
conducting an official survey and write down everything people say! Keep it 
chatty and above all show personal interest. In a group, encourage interaction. 

 Ask if they have any questions about the project; explain if necessary.

 Explain times and dates if necessary, get contact details.

Recruitment session & first chat
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Summary of outside activities 

& project activities 

 All the outside activities, including project activities, relate to the content
of the unit being studied at the time.

 There are separate outside activities in Units 1-4 and 10.  A little time is
also given in Units 1-4 to preparing the recruitment of project
participants in Unit 5.

 The outside activities in units 6-9 involve organizing and running a mini-
project in nutrition education.

Unit Outside activities, project work and preparation 

1. The need for nutrition
education

Outside activity
Survey of nutrition knowledge and awareness in 
community 

Project recruitment (for Units 6-9)
Tutorial discussion of possible project participants 
and recruitment strategy  
Forming project teams and deciding recruitment 
strategy for own project. 

2. Explaining food, diet and
healthy eating

Outside activity
Interview about diet changes with an older person 

Project recruitment (for Units 6-9) 
In tutorial: discussion of suitable host institutions 
(if necessary) 
Arranging to meet with leader/manager; creating 
recruitment poster. 

Documents needed
flier, poster sample or poster template). 

Summary of outside activities and project activities 
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Unit 
Outside activities, project work and preparation 

3. Nutrition education
actions

Outside activity
Interviews with sector representatives about 
nutrition education activities (schools, health and 
food security services, public education) 

Project recruitment (for Units 6-9) 
In tutorial, preparing for meetings with host 
organizations 
Reviewing outline of recruitment session. 

Documents needed
Flier, own prepared recruitment poster and 
guidelines for meeting managers. Ask tutor for 
signed Letter of Introduction from the university 
(template in folder). 

4. How good eating is
learnt

Outside activity
Personal experiment in changing own diet 

Project recruitment (for Units 6-9) 
Visiting possible host institutions to arrange for 
recruitment session 

Documents needed
Flier, prepared recruitment poster, guidelines for 
meeting managers/leaders, signed Letter of 
Introduction from your university. 

5. How nutrition education
is done

5A. Nutrition education 
theory 

Outside activity 
Project recruitment
Half-hour recruitment meeting (if organised) 
First chat with recruits: Arranging dates and 
meeting times; sharing a little personal 
information (interests, skills, food practices, 
families, jobs etc.). 

Documents needed
Presentation (PowerPoint or pictures), flier. 

6. Analysing the situation Outside activity: Project Meeting 1
The situation: Getting to know each other; 
discussing KAPP questions, challenges and 
resources; undertaking a “homework” task looking 
at own food consumption. 

Summary of outside activities and project activities 
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Unit 
Outside activities, project work and preparation 

7. Objectives, messages
and motivations

Outside activity: Project Meeting 2
Preparing for action: Seeing the problems, risks 
and benefits for self and families; learning core 
facts; getting motivated to do something and 
planning what to do in the coming week. 

8. Implementation Outside activity: Project Meeting 3
Trying things out: Reporting on the experience of 
changing diet and discussing achievements and 
obstacles; learning the value of particular foods; 
discussing how to continue the experiment; 
preparing to talk about other foods the following 
week. 

9. Monitoring and
evaluation

Outside activity: Project Meeting 4
Looking back and forward: Contributing further 
knowledge of foods; summing up; reviewing 
progress; evaluating the project; making 
suggestions for the future. 

10. The wider picture Outside activity
Advocacy for nutrition education  
OR exploring situations, problems and solutions 
relating to canteen food or the consumption of 
iodised salt. 

Summary of outside activities and project activities 
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OOvveerrvviieeww  

This short booklet presents quotations from the Food and Agricultural Organization of the 

United Nations (FAO) needs assessment in nutrition education and communication. Over 100 

interviews took place in 7 African countries; Botswana, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, 

Nigeria, Tanzania in March 2011. Further information on the project is available at 

http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation/69725/en/  

 

Through the words of the interviewees, we hope to give a snapshot of the need for nutrition 

education. 

 

 

 

"TELL ME AND I’LL FORGET, SHOW ME AND I MAY REMEMBER, INVOLVE ME 

AND I’LL UNDERSTAND" 

CHINESE PROVERB

http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation/69725/en/
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Nutrition is neglected........ 

In general nutrition has been a neglected issue (corner) in the country (Abuye, Ethiopia 

Health and Nutrition Research Institute, Ethiopia) 

§ 

I still feel like nutrition issues are not taken seriously and in fact there seem to be trends 

towards strengthening the curative instead of preventive wing of health. Preventive nutrition 

issues ... seem to take the backburner hence there is need for advocacy to consider nutrition 

as an important contribution to health  (Maruapula, University of Botswana) 

§ 

Nutrition is one of the skills considered to be scarce in the country (Nnyepi, Senior Lecturer 

and Surveyor, University of Botswana) 

...Why and How 
... .limited funds allocated to nutrition education programs ... poor supervision ...poor 

intersectoral collaboration ... lack of commitment to nutrition leads to under-investment in 

nutrition, which reinforces lack of commitment since government believes nutrition programs 

don’t work ... families and government don’t recognize the human and economic cost of 

malnutrition ... poor community based nutrition programs ...  (Khallaf, Community Medicine 

& Public Health Consultant, NNI, Egypt) 

§ 

....some institutions didn’t separate food and nutrition as well as food security and nutrition 

security. It is dawning on them now   (Lwanda, Ministry of Agriculture and Food Security, 

Malawi) 

 § 

 

 

 

§ 

.........the gap is still that? we don’t have a separate nutrition institution in Ethiopia. There 

should be one to co-ordinate all other sectors (Abuye, Ethiopia Health and Nutrition 

Research Institute, Ethiopia) 

§ 

................ inadequate support from leaders and planners in an effective nutrition education 

programme. Ineffective nutrition education programmes are more likely to be a result of 

ineffective implementation processes, rather than a lack of technical knowledge about what 

 
Having the (National Nutrition Strategy) program alone is not 

sufficient. We need professionals at different capacity to implement the 

program (Abebe, Alive and Thrive, Ethiopia) 
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works in nutrition education to bring about behaviour change (Kinabo, Senior Lecturer and 

Surveyor, Sokoine University, Tanzania) 

... but some progress has been made and 

there is hope for the future. 
We have identified areas where it’s lacking and areas where it can be included and scaled up 

in the NNP. We have brought nutrition high up on the agenda and it’s our time to put our 

words into action (Lemma, Federal Ministry of Health, Ethiopia) 

§ 

................... The existing pro-nutrition and pro-NEAC environment at the national level and 

the presence of an army of Health & Agricultural Extension Workers ...can enable the 

country to advance in the area of nutrition and NEAC (Ersino, Lecturer and Surveyor, 

Hawassa University, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Progress has been made, though not enough (Onimawo, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, 

National Nutrition Institute, Nigeria) 

§ 

There is a need to situate nutrition higher up in national administration as a cross-cutting 

issue’ (Colecraft, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, University of Ghana, reporting a key 

informant) 

 

§ 

Speaking about leaders and planners: Their decisions and commitment to provide appropriate 

support for the work are fundamental (Kinabo, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, Sokoine 

University, Tanzania) 

Nutrition requires inter-sectoral 

collaboration.................... 
There is a lack of appropriate guidelines for coordination and integration, which has led to 

inadequate cooperation among various sectors and lack of harmonization  (Kinabo, Senior 

Lecturer and Surveyor, Sokoine University, Tanzania) 

§ 

Currently, the ministry of health is the only implementer of nutrition activities and less 

priority is accorded to nutrition issues (Kinabo, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, Sokoine 

University, Tanzania) 

§ 

  
The challenges have been as to who is responsible for nutrition; is it MoH 

or Agriculture?  (Orion, Senior Nutrition Expert, Disaster, Prevention & 

Preparedness (DPPC) under MOA, Ethiopia) 
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Collaboration among organisations and sectors, such as local government, social 

organisations, worksites, educational organisations, health centres, and cultural groups, can 

facilitate nutritional improvements. Nutritionists alone or communicators alone are not able 

to deliver nutrition information to all sections of the population: they need to collaborate with 

other stakeholders in providing information on nutrition and other development issues.  

(Kinabo, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, Sokoine University, Tanzania) 

§ 

There weren’t good communications between different sectors dealing with nutritional issues.  

(Aisha Mahboub Gamal Eldin, Ministry of Health, Egypt) 

§ 

Nutrition should be the business of every sector/organisation (Education, Health, Water, 

Agriculture.....) I think building partnerships across these sectors is essential. Which will lead 

to the need for high level management (beyond the FMOH), maybe under the co-ordination of 

the PM office (Abebe, Alive and Thrive, Ethiopia) 

... and especially more presence in 

agriculture and food security 
We really lack nutrition education in our food security intervention programs............and I 

suggest we should improve on that  (Orion, Senior Nutrition Expert, Disaster, Prevention & 

Preparedness (DPPC) under MOA, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Take for instance our farmers, we just concentrate on food production without giving much 

consideration to the nutritional value of the crops. It appears we are for quantity as opposed 

to nutrient-rich crops. We do not engage experts to teach us nutrition and crop diversification  

(Sebi, Agriculturalist (Food Security), Ministry of Agriculture, Botswana) 

§ 

This department concentrates on making people become food secure by way of food 

production – ploughing and planting their own food. The food items that we concentrate on 

mostly are cereals because cereals are our staples in the country ... (Sebi, Agriculturalist 

(Food Security), Ministry of Agriculture, Botswana) 

§ 

............... there is a need for integration, especially integration between the agricultural 

sector, the health sector ....... (Ntshebe, Co-ordinator Nutrition Rehabilitation Programme 

(OVC centre), Botswana) 

§ 

With the Ministry of Food and Agriculture, NEAC is not a priority  (Colecraft, Lecturer and 

Surveyor, University of Ghana, reporting a key informant) 
§ 
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Least effective - agricultural extension advice, because of inadequate capacity to deliver the 

services due to inadequate knowledge on nutrition by staff and low numbers of extension 

workers (Geresomo, Human Nutrition Lecturer, Bunda College of Agriculture Malawi) 

There is a general lack of knowledge and 

awareness of nutrition ...  
We produce good food from our fields and if we ate our foods, we would be well. But we are 

not aware or do not appreciate the value of our wholesome foods and the nutrition they 

provide (Chakalisa, Education Officer, Curriculum Development and Evaluation, Botswana) 

§ 

One of the main causes of malnutrition is inadequate or lack of knowledge of food and health.  

(Mtimuni, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, Bunda College, Malawi) 

§ 

 Poor nutrition and nutritional status in this country has not always been because of lack of 

food but more so due to a lack of awareness which should come from behaviour change 

communications and nutrition education  (Ersino, Lecturer and Surveyor, Hawassa 

University, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Most people don’t know about the scope and depth of nutrition issues  

(Abebe, Lecturer, Ethiopia) 

§ 

You can go to any mother in rural area and ask what she should feed her child; she wouldn’t 

know anything unless she is exposed to health facilities  (Gobezie, retired nutritionist, former 

FAO staff, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Even some physicians have poor and wrong knowledge about nutrition   (Sultan, Clinical 

nutrition consultant and lecturer, NNI, Egypt) 

§ 

Awareness on nutrition is not high compared to other issues such as HIV and contraception.  

(Aryeetey, Lecturer and Head of Department, University of Ghana) 

§ 

Consumer education needs to be supported, it has been weak. People do not know much 

about food labels and how they can use them (Gobotswang, Senior Lecturer, University of 

Botswana) 

§ 

People don’t see nutrition as a development issue; hence they don’t pay much attention to it  
(Alatiah, Tutor, Kimtampo Rural Health Training School, Ghana). 
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and many misperceptions and poor 

practices......... 
Among the general population (and also among health practitioners) there are also a lot of 

misperceptions about nutrition   (Aryeetey, Lecturer and Head of Department, University of 

Ghana) 

§ 

..........of course awareness is different from practice. The awareness could be there 

................but practice is not satisfactory. Mind you, when you go to the rural places 

compared to cities, I’d say the nutrition information and information in general is still very 

limited  (Tiroeng, Program Officer (Food, Nutrition and Livelihoods Security), Project 

Concern International Botswana) 

§ 

 

 

 

 

§ 

Most people think nutrition is only about eating food or being full - which leads to 

overconsumption of the same food over and over (Abebe, Lecturer, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Only men get priority during meal times. Women and children are usually ignored or they 

have to manage on ‘left-over’ foods (Gudisa, Medical Director, Adare Hospital, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Other than the food taboo, there is some perception as to what children should eat or not eat. 

Good nutrition is thought to be eating raw meat, fatty meat ... .being fat/overweight is taken 

as a sign of good nutrition (Abebe, Alive and Thrive, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Children are neglected. They are fed on ‘leftovers’ from parents. The other perception is 

considering ‘shortness’ (stunting) as something passed on from parents (genetic) rather than 

the consequence of malnutrition so people are not alert to seek treatment (Tadele, Pediatric 

Resident, Medical Faculty, Addis Abeba University, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Most of the wrong perceptions centred on the feeding of infants and young children including 

the (perception that) giving of colostrum (first milk) is not good for infants and also meat and 

eggs are not good for young children (Ersino, Lecturer and Surveyor, Hawassa University, 

Ethiopia) 

§ 

 The elderly especially ... resist dietary advice to an extent that they would 

tell you things like ‘I grew up eating this way. Why do you expect me to 

change now?’ (Semele, Nutrition Lecturer, Institute of Health Sciences, 

Gaborone, Botswana) 
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Issues like ‘children shouldn’t eat eggs or meat’, the giving of other drinks (water, tea) than  

breast milk........(the idea that) pregnant mothers should not eat vegetables or should not 

drink milk because there will be some white covering on the child’s head (Lemma, Federal 

Ministry of Health, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Mothers give butter to a newborn child thinking it will soften the intestine of the baby. They 

also give water with sugar and other things ... In urban areas people are getting fat indicating 

poor diet especially copying western diet. We are heading to chronic diseases more than our 

hospitals can support (Gobezie, retired nutritionist, former FAO staff, Ethiopia) 

§ 

People associate being fat with ‘eating well’ and a sign of wealth, which has led to obesity 

especially in towns and cities (Guta, PATH, previous MOH, Malawi) 

§ 

 

 

 

§ 

Agricultural practices- most farmers (are) still growing only staple foods with little or no 

production of legumes and rearing of small ruminants so that they can have balanced diet 
(Chilabade, Ministry of Health, Malawi) 

§ 

(There is) excessive intake of alcohol and pork meat in pubs and general intake/preference for 

high energy foods with minimal level of exercise especially in towns; low recognition of the 

nutritive value/importance of fruits and vegetables in diets partly because of high cost but 

mainly due to ignorance as there is tendency to go for soft drinks and beers (Mugyabuso, 

Save the Children in Tanzania) 

§ 

Local/indigenous foods (are) perceived as low class and (there is) much dependence on exotic 

quick fixes in addressing local problems versus local solution for local problems (Benjamin, 

Helen Keller International, Tanzania) 

§ 

 

 

§ 

 
Food in Malawi means maize meal (Swira, Principal Nutrition & 

HIV/AIDS officer, Ministry of Gender, Children & Community, Malawi) 

 

 
Vegetables are perceived as food for poor people (Shirima, Counseling 

Nutrition & Health, COUNSENUTH, Tanzania) 
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The importance of the amount rather than the quality (Aisha Mahboub Gamal Eldin, Ministry 

of Health, Egypt) 

§ 

Urbanization and globalization (are) leading to a sedentary lifestyle and increasing 

consumption of junk food and sugar among all age groups (is) contributing to increasing 

prevalence of obesity and non communicable diseases among Egyptians (Genena, Medical 

Research Institute, Egypt) 

§ 

The perception (is) that highly refined foods are high class and good (Heri, Muttimbili 

University of Health and Allied Sciences, Tanzania). 

§ 

  

 

 

§ 

... Poor diet may be due to modernization, for example young women feeding children using 

formula instead of breastfeeding because it is the modern thing to do ... people abandon 

traditional foods and instead eat refined foods as this is a sign of being modern (Maruapula, 

Lecturer, Botswana). 

§ 

Banana is thought to promote weight loss......banku (staple food) is considered a promoter of 

overweight.......plantain is considered a good source of iron (Aryeetey, Lecturer and Head of 

Department, University of Ghana) 

§ 

There is a perception that alcohol promotes appetite hence a lot of people drink before eating 

and this would inhibit the absorption of certain nutrients. 

 

 

                (Alatiah, Tutor, Kimtampo Rural Health Training School, Ghana). 

§ 

Some people believe that vitamins and mineral supplementation will lead to obesity......some 

believe that vegetables and fruits have no role in nutrition and that the only nutritious food is 

meat (Sultan, Clinical nutrition consultant, National Nutrition Institute, Egypt). 

§ 

 
Most people in rural areas believe that imported food items are more 

nutritious than our indigenous food (Obiakor, Lecturer, Enan Newerem 

University, Nigeria) 

 
There is the notion that the bigger or fatter you look the wealthier you are 
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.... Someone who has anaemia – people here think that this person has to eat beetroots 

... in our society there are some food items that people say a pregnant woman should not eat. 

For example, eggs – it is said that the baby will be bald. .................... (Moruisi, Principal 

Dietician, Ministry of Health, Botswana) 

§ 

Children would not be allowed to eat a full meal with meat if the breadwinner is not home. 

They would just be given the gravy. When the breadwinner gets home, that is when the meat 

will be dished out and the bulk of the meat still would be given to the breadwinner.  

 

 

 

                            (Sebi, Agriculturalist, Ministry of Agriculture, Botswana) 
§ 

It is very common to be told by caregivers that kids do not eat green vegetables because they 

have not developed a liking to them. Vegetables are regarded as an elective kind of food. 

You’d hear caregivers telling you that ‘vegetables are very expensive, hard to get and labour 

intensive to prepare!’ and because of that, they just don’t eat them..............................The 

other attitude I usually note, is that people prefer to eat and feel full. There is therefore a 

tendency to eat a large meal consisting largely of carbohydrate and meat. Someone would say 

‘if I have phaleche (stiff maize meal porridge) and seswaa (pounded meat), I’ll have energy to 

go on for the whole day.’....................... (Makhanda, Clinical Nutritionist, Botswana-Baylor 

Children’s Clinic) 

§ 

There is a perceived Setswana way of how an infant or child has to be fed.  Caregivers feed 

children soft porridge, since it is soft.  If a single child in a household is malnourished 

amongst several other children in the family, it is almost like it is the child’s fault.....how 

come she is malnourished and all the other ones are okay? (Ntshebe, Co-ordinator- Nutrition 

Rehabilitation Programme (OVC centre), Botswana) 

§ 

Sometimes I’d ask them ‘what did you eat today?’ The response will be something like ‘We 

did not eat today because we were late for the clinic.’ OR I’d ask ‘did you carry any food with 

you to eat in the clinic?’ ‘No we didn’t. We just got up too early and we couldn’t cook 

anything.’  

     That got me thinking that maybe we ought to talk about feeding and meal preparations 

where I can encourage them to prepare something quick or suggest to them to cook the night 

before they come to the clinic and carry the food with them and eat while they are waiting 

their turn to be attended to in the clinic.  

   Even food choices – we asked them ‘What did you eat today?’ ‘Oh, we ate motogo (sorghum 

soft porridge) with sugar.’ Or ‘We ate motogo.’ ‘With what?’ ‘No, we didn’t have anything so 

we diluted it with water.’ ‘And then what else did you eat?’ ‘Nothing other than mabele 

(sorghum porridge), or paleche.’ –Notice, these are all choices from the carbohydrates 

group. From this I could tell it appears they don’t seem to know that different food groups 

exist. (Makhanda, Clinical Nutritionist, Botswana-Baylor Children’s Clinic) 

 
We give our children breadcrumbs.. 
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§ 

People do not want to look thin.........but I suspect that because of the stigma around 

HIV/AIDS, some people might be over-eating to appear ‘normal’ (Gobotswang, Senior 

Lecturer, University of Botswana) 

... and, not surprisingly, a lack of nutrition 

education and of good nutrition 

education.....   
there is a lack of what could be called NEAC in the country.  Respondents (to the case study) 

had to ponder a lot before they could conclude if something is or isn’t nutrition education. 

(Ersino, Lecturer and Surveyor, Hawassa University, Ethiopia)  

§ 

 There are no specific strategies on nutrition education  (Kalimbira, Senior lecturer in Human 

Nutrition, University of Malawi). 

§ 

 It appears that NEAC has until recently not been fully recognized as an important activity in 

its own right. This may be related to the general perception of NEAC as mainly giving 

nutrition information or at best promoting a message (Mtimuni, Senior Lecturer and 

Surveyor, Bunda College, Malawi) 

§ 

Information transfer is the most common method........It doesn’t mean BCC and participatory 

approaches are not in place, but they aren’t emphasised (Abebe, Lecturer, Ethiopia). 

 

§ 

  

 

 

 

§ 

IEC materials on their own are least effective. Materials rarely reach the community (Mwale, 

Ntheu District Agriculture Office, Malawi) 

§ 

What I have seen in Tanzania is IEC- though proving ineffective (Benjamin, Helen Keller 

International, Tanzania) 

§ 

 
Information transfer (is the most common method) We simply tell our 

patients general things and answer their questions (Gudisa, Medical 

Director, Adare Hospital, Ethiopia) 
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IEC and information transfer are most frequently used especially with patients in the 

hospitals and the maternal health children centres (Aisha Mahboub Gamal Eldin, Ministry of 

Health, Egypt) 

§ 

Individual counselling (home visit) had been effective since it helps the mother to reach and 

agree upon actions by clearing her fears and questions  

(Abebe, Lecturer, Ethiopia) 

§ 

 

 

 

§ 

I would not say the activities are ineffective, but rather that they could be improved. For 

example the school feeding program is done on a stand-alone (basis) and is not linked to any 

education efforts for the students. School gardens are done from an agricultural point of view 

and not linking them to nutrition education (Maruapula, Lecturer, Botswana) 

§ 

Hospital counselling is the least effective because the professionals only talk and whether the 

individuals understand and can do what they are being told is not known (Alatiah, Kintampo 

Rural Health Training School, University of Ghana) 

§ 

I cannot say this one is more or less effective than another type of progam. We know that one 

drop cannot make an ocean. They are probably each addressing a section which together 

moves us somewhere  (Moruisi, Principal Dietician, Ministry of Health, Botswana) 

... some reasons why 
Many interventions have been piecemeal and remained in the domain of the nutrition 

discipline without adequate integration of related disciplines/sectors ... frontline staff lack 

technical knowledge, and skills to adequately implement interventions, especially to carry out 

effective nutrition education (Colecraft, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, University of Ghana) 

§ 

NEAC is not well addressed in most of Tanzania policy and if it is there,(there are) no good 

strategies for implementation (Maseta, Teaching and Research Activities , Open University, 

Tanzania) 

§ 

Activities that focus on general nutrition education for all population groups are limited due 

to limited funding and low recognition of the importance of nutrition. (Kinabo, Senior 

Lecturer and Surveyor, Sokoine University, Tanzania) 

 
Speaking about Nutrition Education: If any, there is very little 

(Matsapa Phegelo, Ministry of Health, Botswana) 
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§ 

There is lack of clear coordination and integration of nutrition activities as it should be. This 

is due to failure to fully integrate food and nutrition considerations into development plans at 

all levels from household, village, and district, regional and national level. This poses a great 

challenge to nutrition education and training in the country (Kinabo, Senior Lecturer and 

Surveyor, Sokoine University, Tanzania) 

§ 

Evaluations of NEAC are not done in many interventions (Tawfik, Surveyor, National 

Nutrition Institute, Egypt) 

§ 

NEAC is poorly tackled in the Medical & Nursing undergraduate curriculum ... limited 

number of trained personnel in the NEAC ... poor communication and co-ordination between 

related ministries and authorities on the national and local levels (Khallaf, Community 

Medicine & Public Health Consultant, NNI, Egypt) 

§ 

I think the whole issue of education (health & nutrition) and communication in general is 

lacking from the MOH side (Lemma, Federal Ministry of Health, Ethiopia) 

§ 

There have been a lot of NEAC initiatives by many stakeholders. However, these efforts have 

largely been uncoordinated  (Kalimbira, Senior lecturer in Human Nutrition, University of 

Malawi) 

§ 

 

 

For example community conversation in community based nutrition program ........the ability 

of health extension worker to facilitate participation and reach or agree on actions is not 

sufficient. So there is a need to build their capacity to lead on dialogues (Abebe, Lecturer, 

Ethiopia). 

§ 

I still go back to the issue of capacity building. We need more professionals  

(Abebe, Alive and Thrive, Ethiopia) 

§ 

NE is done by untrained personnel who may have nutrition knowledge but lack 

communication skills (Tawfik, Surveyor, National Nutrition Institute, Egypt) 

§ 

We do lack knowledge of nutrition and NEAC at the national level. It takes political 

commitment to change this. We also need sectoral collaboration  (Tadele, Pediatric Resident, 

Medical Faculty, Addis Abeba University, Ethiopia) 

 It has to be participatory 
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§ 

 

 

§ 

(We need to redesign) the communication package for trainers and educators (to make 

it)more practical to the Ghanaian context (for instance can mothers really do exclusive 

breastfeeding for 6 months in this country given the women’s work outside the home etc?) 

Need specific information on the nutritive value of local foods so that more specific messages 

on food choices can be developed  (Adokiya, Lecturer, University of Development Studies, 

Temale, Ghana) 

§ 

Involve participants more in practice and feedback  

(Odenybo, Lecturer, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Nigeria) 

§ 

There is need for a proper assessment of the community’s understanding of the nutrition 

issues. People are not sure of what to do with the information ... (Galeemelwe, Ministry of 

Health, Botswana) 

§ 

There has to be deliberate funding by government and other partners of nutrition activities. 

Currently, information transfer is the only approach that is mostly funded. (Tiroeng, Program 

Officer (Food, Nutrition and Livelihoods Security), Project Concern International Botswana) 

§ 

Undertake research to know what people know and need to know, focus on behavior change 

instead of just the knowledge domain 

 

(Maruapula, Lecturer, University of Botswana) 

§ 

There is need to also develop a coherent communication strategy for nutrition education. 

(Ntshebe, Co-ordinator Nutrition Rehabilitation Programme (OVC centre), Botswana) 

§ 

Counselling may not help a lot, there should be some way to economically empower them 

(food security) so that they can make good use of the counselling at health facilities  

(Tadele, Pediatric Resident, Medical Faculty, Addis Abeba University, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Challenges are there ... Most of our clients are poor. You may be talking about food and 

nutrition but then they don’t have money to buy good quality food ... some caregivers are 

 
NE shouldn’t be a matter of occasion but needs to be done continuously 

(Lemma, Federal Ministry of Health, Ethiopia) 

 

 
EVALUATE; EVALUATE the effectiveness/impact of the programs  
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grandmothers, are old and do not have the energy ........Sometimes, a grandmother will be the 

one attending the workshops but somebody else is the one preparing meals at home. 

(Makhanda, Clinical Nutritionist, Botswana-Baylor Children’s Clinic) 

§ 

The other lesson is that these programs require a lot of monitoring, coaching and motivation.  

Tiroeng, Program Officer (Food, Nutrition and Livelihoods Security), Project Concern 

International Botswana) 

§ 

..........personal communication and demonstration was the most effective tool with children 

(Sultan, Clinical nutrition consultant, lecturer and trainer, National Nutrition Institute, Egypt). 

Do the media play a role? 
I think the national radio station (Radio Botswana 1) is probably the only one broadcasting to 

remote areas of the country, but how often does it broadcast issues on nutrition? (Makhanda, 

Clinical Nutritionist, Botswana-Baylor Children’s Clinic) 

§ 

(There is a) virtual absence of nutrition items in the national daily news paper (Ersino, 

Lecturer and Surveyor, Hawassa University, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Programs in the Department of Public Health often use the national television station and 

radio stations ... .Since such coverage is sporadic, useful programs ... do not  have as much 

impact on social awareness about NEAC issues  (Nnyepi, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, 

University of Botswana) 

§ 

The nutrition programmes are not routinely aired. They are only aired when there is a free 

slot and the producer is interested in the subject   (Kinabo, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, 

Sokoine University, Tanzania) 

Nutrition Education is needed in the 

family............ 
I know the mothers are the ones caring for children but I believe the education should be 

given to both parents (Lemma, Federal Ministry of Health, Ethiopia) 

§ 

 

 

 

 
We may target the mothers, but mothers have no control over 

resources. So both the mother and the husband should be educated 

(Gobezie, retired nutritionist, former FAO staff, Ethiopia) 
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§ 

Men/Husbands - women usually confer with the men about what to cook. Men are also given 

a greater proportion of the food hence if they understood nutrition issues they would help 

their wives to make better food decisions and also there would be more equitable distribution 

of food in the home (Alatiah, Kintampo Rural Health Training School, University of Ghana) 

§ 

Youth – school-going children up to form five. We should not assume that they are going to 

eat whatever the society feeds them.................... Young children do not understand the value 

of good nutritional foods (Chakalisa, Education Officer, Curriculum Development and 

Evaluation, Botswana) 

§ 

The elderly – they have been neglected (Moruisi, Principal Dietician, Ministry of Health, 

Botswana) 

in the community................. 
If you look at people around, everybody needs help (Matsapa Phegelo, Ministry of Health, 

Botswana) 

§ 

NEAC should be in the community.  We produce good food from our fields and if we ate our 

foods, we would be well. But we are not aware or do not appreciate the value of our 

wholesome foods and the nutrition they provide (Chakalisa, Education Officer, Curriculum 

Development and Evaluation, Botswana) 

.............................and among professionals.. 
Important groups are the HEW (Health Extension Workers) because they have got a direct 

link with the community (Abuye, Ethiopia Health and Nutrition Research Institute, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Health personnel are most influential. We are supposed to guide the community in right 

eating but we ourselves do not have training and we don’t know how to do it effectively 

(Sintayehu, Health Officer, Ethiopia) 

§ 

People tend to accept advice and education better from health professionals. Usually women 

(pregnant mothers) and children come to health facilities either for antenatal care or for 

immunizations. So we have the opportunity to provide NE as part of counselling (Gudisa, 

Medical Director, Adare Hospital, Ethiopia) 

§ 
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§ 

Policymakers need (education) the most. Because policy makers do not understand nutrition 

and so if they understand they will make adequate budgetary allocation for nutrition (Eluaka, 

Federal Ministry of Health, Nigeria) 

§ 

Doctors (need to know about nutrition) – largely, what the doctor says goes and it is 

followed religiously (Chakalisa, Education Officer, Curriculum Development and Evaluation, 

Botswana) 

§ 

For the benefit of patients, I think doctors need nutrition information. Most doctors truly 

speaking are really ignorant in so far as nutrition is concerned (Makhanda, Clinical 

Nutritionist, Botswana-Baylor Children’s Clinic) 

§ 

Agricultural extension workers (need to know about nutrition) – they need to consider 

nutrition as they advise people on what to plant to improve food security and ultimately 

improve nutrition. Policy makers – there is need for them to advocate for funding of nutrition 

and to prioritize nutrition programs. (Ntshebe, Co-ordinator- Nutrition Rehabilitation 

Programme (OVC centre), Botswana) 

This makes for a strong case for nutrition 

educators 
One of the main solutions to solve or combat nutritional problems, must be “educational” 

and if this is to be successful it must result in appropriate behavior change (Mtimuni, Senior 

Lecturer and Surveyor, Bunda College, Malawi) 

§ 

My opinion is that NE at all levels is important and essential. There should be a strong 

department in the Ministries of Agriculture, Education and Health ... NE should start at an 

early age (from grade one). I have even written 4 books for the first 4 grades of the 

elementary schools thought I couldn’t convince the MOE to include this in the curriculum 

(Gobezie, nutritionist, former FAO staff, Ethiopia) 

§ 

We need people with a nutritional background to advise our farmers on what other crops 

should be grown - for example, ground nuts, bambara beans and the like, i.e. foods that are 

nutrient-rich, to help diversify the crop.(Sebi, Agriculturalist (Food Security), Ministry of 

Agriculture, Botswana) 

 
Community level health, agriculture and community development 

extension workers serve as educators - nutrition could benefit from such 

persons (Mugyabuso, Save the Children in Tanzania) 
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§ 

We need more nutrition educators in all settings especially in health facilities because we are 

having more diet related chronic disease. (Abuye, Ethiopia Health and Nutrition Research 

Institute, Ethiopia) 

§ 

The country needs nutrition educators at schools, at all levels of health facilities, in 

agriculture, even in the central and local government  

(Ersino, Lecturer and Surveyor, Hawassa University, Ethiopia) 

§ 

No question that we need more nutrition educators. I suggest (that)using nutrition educators 

in the community (community leaders, religious leaders....) especially in the rural setting, will 

have more positive effect in reaching the community  (Gobezie, retired nutritionist, former 

FAO staff, Ethiopia ) 

§ 

Nigeria needs a lot of nutrition educators ... in schools, hospitals and clinics, agriculture, 

communities, state and federal officers. (Eluaka, Federal Ministry of Health, Nigeria) 

§ 

 

 

 

 

§ 

We especially need those with a strength in communication and advocacy; they need to be 

placed in health facilities, community, schools (by district) and at the ministry of agriculture 

to guide integration of nutrition into food production (Ntshebe, Co-ordinator Nutrition 

Rehabilitation Programme (OVC centre), Botswana) 

§ 

Yes we do need more nutrition educators to monitor, educate and continue to raise awareness 

on nutrition and nutrition related issues and to provide the technical expertise that is needed 

for different programs. We need them in the communities. (Tiroeng, Program Officer (Food, 

Nutrition and Livelihoods Security), Project Concern International Botswana) 

§ 

 

 

 

§ 

 

 

Definitely we need more people passionate about nutrition and not just 

people in health or nutrition professionals ... people in education, and 

agriculture also  

(Aryeetey, Lecturer and Head of Department, University of Ghana School 

of Public Health) 

 

I don’t think we have enough of nutrition educators, because I think by 

now, as a person, I could have interacted with one so far, but I haven’t. 

(Batlhophi, Senior Consultant, Institute of Development Management, 

Botswana) 
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(There is a) need for more nutrition educators in all sectors in order to drastically reduce 

malnutrition in Nigeria .... even the current educators need to be re-trained for quality 

delivery of services (Onimawo, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, National Nutrition Institute, 

Nigeria) 

...........and for nutrition education training 

and trainers 
For a long time nutrition training has been conducted in a rather traditional fashion; face to 

face with limited scope for acquiring skills for critical thinking and practical or action 

orientation ... training is based on description of nutrition problems rather than on action or 

interventions for solving nutrition problems ... there is need to shift emphasis in training from 

assessment or description of problems to action/practically oriented training to solve 

nutrition problems in the country  (Kinabo, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, Sokoine 

University, Tanzania) 

§ 

A careful consideration has to be made as to whom to train as a nutrition educator 

(Makhanda, Clinical Nutritionist, Botswana-Baylor Children’s Clinic) 

§ 

NEAC training should be a strong component of training programs for all level of staff 

involved in delivering nutrition education to mothers.............. 

 (Aryeetey, Lecturer and Head of Department, University of Ghana) 

§ 

A little of NEAC only happens in home economics classes.  

(Chakalisa, Education Officer, Curriculum Development and Evaluation, Botswana) 

§ 

There is not only need for more but also better NEAC training ... current nutrition training 

programs with some NEAC content predominantly emphasize non-participatory and top-

down learning activities which are not preferred by students ... (there is a) need to improve 

course content to have a more practical orientation (Colecraft, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, 

University of Ghana) 

§ 

We need NEAC in the curriculum so that we would get more professionals ... This is what we 

need in our long term development plan (Orion, Senior Nutrition Expert, Disaster, Prevention 

& Preparedness (DPPC) under MOA, Ethiopia) 

§ 

There should be a practical activity with each subject that connects the students with real 

community setting. Only then can we talk of effectiveness (Gobezie, retired nutritionist, former 

FAO staff ) 
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§ 

There is also a need to build capacity, to train NEAC trainers  (Matsapa Phegelo, Ministry of 

Health, Botswana) 

§ 

 

 

 

§ 

Nigeria is having a problem of students knowing all the theories but with little or no practical 

experience (Nkwdala Chaka, Assistant Lecturer, Nigeria) 

§ 

They may have knowledge of NEAC theory but since the program itself is new, they may lack 

field experience and professional training (Ersino, Lecturer and Surveyor, Hawassa 

University, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Nutrition education and communication should be encouraged in schools and universities 

(Eluaka, Federal Ministry of Health, Nigeria) 

§ 

 

 

 

 

§ 

Current NEAC can be improved by including an extension program which would include 

work placement and field work to make students understand the local setting (Alatiah, 

Kintampo Rural Health Training School, University of Ghana) 

§ 

I believe we benefit more if we get some refresher training on basic knowledge nutrition and 

also methods of communication ... knowhow on technical skills of communication is important 

(Tadele, Pediatric Resident, Medical Faculty, Addis Abeba University, Ethiopia) 

§ 

Constant training of educators who are the change agents (is needed)  (Obiakor, Lecturer, 

Enan Newerem University, Nigeria) 

§ 

Selection of people who are interested ... more practice in the field (Sultan, Clinical nutrition 

consultant, lecturer and trainer, National Nutrition Institute, Egypt) 

 
NEAC trainers have adequate knowledge of theories though I can’t say that 

have enough field experience (Abebe, Lecturer, Ethiopia). 

 

 
Most respondents did not distinguish between NEAC training and the 

study of nutrition science (Mtimuni, Senior Lecturer and Surveyor, Bunda 

College, Malawi) 
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§ 

Finding nutrition education material, text books and guidelines specifically tailored for (our) 

context was a big challenge (Ersino, Lecturer and Surveyor, Hawassa University, Ethiopia) 

§ 

NEAC training packages are just what we need in Ghana at this moment to be able to 

position nutrition as a development issue  

(Alatiah, Kintampo Rural Health Training School, University of Ghana) 

§ 

 

 

 

§ 

From curriculum level, a multipronged approach would be great at schools; we would need 

advocacy targeting subjects. NEAC would need to be infused and integrated into career 

subjects (Chakalisa, Education Officer, Curriculum Development and Evaluation, Botswana) 

§ 

Before we start to educate the community we have to educate and get training for ourselves 

(Gudisa, Medical Director, Adare Hospital, Ethiopia) 

 
 

  

 

 
It’s very important to integrate NEAC in the educational curriculum 

starting from elementary level (Sintayehu, Health Officer, Ethiopia) 
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Glossary 

Adult learning 

Some studies suggest that adult learners may need a different approach 
to learning from schoolchildren. Malcolm Knowles (1973) suggested the 
following principles:   

1. Need to know: Adults need to know the reason for learning. 
2. Experience: Adults draw upon their experiences to aid their 

learning. 
3. Self-concept: Adult needs to be responsible for their decisions on 

education, involvement in planning and evaluation of their 
instruction. 

4. Readiness: The learning readiness of adults is closely related to 
the assumption of new social roles. 

5. Orientation: As adults learn new knowledge, they want to apply it 
immediately in problem solving. 

6. Motivation (added later): As people mature, they receive their 
motivation to learn from internal factors. 

These principles are often mentioned as a justification for participatory 
approaches. They are particularly important in nutrition education, where 
some degree of ownership is seen as essential to maintaining and 
spreading good dietary practices.   

African Health Open Educational Resources (OER) Network 

A platform to share educational materials and debate key issues around 
health education in Africa. The OER Network aims to share and circulate 
health-related educational materials by building links to existing 
organisational materials and individual lectures which authors agree to 
make available under one of the various Creative Commons licenses. 
The material is mostly medical, but there are some courses in nutrition, 
and also the SAIDE course in household food security. 
http://www.oerafrica.org/healthoer 

African Medical and Research Foundation (AMREF) 

A large international NGO based in Kenya. AMREF carries out a wide 
variety of activities in the health sector in various African countries, with 
an emphasis on Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa, Uganda, southern Sudan 
and Tanzania. It specialises in education and training, and has extensive 
experience of distance learning and e-learning. It places considerable 
emphasis on community action and community learning, but also on 
developing advocacy skills and persuading governments to scale up 
successful projects and incorporate them into national policy.  
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Amref offers courses, diplomas and degrees in nutrition and community 
health and health education and promotion. 
http://www.amref.org/ 

Africa Nutritional Epidemiology Conference (ANEC) 

A conference hosted jointly by the African Nutrition Society (ANS), the 
Nutrition Society of South Africa (NSSA) and the Association for Dietetics 
in South Africa (ADSA). It is generally held every two years at different 
locations in Africa. 
http://www.nutritionsociety.org/events/5th-african-nutrition-
epidemiology-conference-anec-2012-transforming-nutrition-landscape 

Alignment 

In educational objectives, alignment is the match between objectives, 
activities and assessment - i.e. you aim to do something (objective), you 
practise doing it (activities) and you evaluate to see if you can do it or 
have done it (assessment).  Lack of alignment reveals that one of the 
essential elements does not fit. 

Alive and Thrive (A&T) 

A 6-year initiative (2009-2014) to improve infant and young child 
nutrition by increasing rates of exclusive breastfeeding and improving 
complementary feeding practices. A&T aimed to reach more than 16 
million children under 2 years old in Bangladesh, Ethiopia, and Viet Nam. 
The program was implemented by a consortium of organizations with 
broad experience and expertise in supporting health and nutrition. 
Popular NE resources included TV spots for each of the three countries 
and a music video for Ethiopia. 
http://www.aliveandthrive.org/about-us 

Anaemia 

See iron-deficiency anaemia. 

Animal-source foods (ASFs) 

Any food item that comes from an animal source such as meat, milk, fish, 
eggs, cheese and yogurt. ASFs provide a variety of micronutrients that are 
difficult to obtain from plant foods alone, such as vitamin B12, iron, zinc, 
vitamin A, riboflavin and calcium: the micronutrient content varies 
between different ASFs (e.g. milk and meat differ in their content of some 
important nutrients such as iron, vitamin A and B-12, calcium and zinc). 
Not getting enough of these micronutrients can lead to anaemia, poor 
growth, rickets, poor mental abilities, blindness, poor function of motor 
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nerves and muscles, and eventually, death. Relatively small amounts of 
ASFs added to a vegetarian diet can be of great benefit. As a nutrition 
educator, it is important to encourage ASFs in the diets of women and 
children, as families often keep these foods for the working male family 
members only. (Adapted from Murphy & Allen 2003) 

Antioxidants 

Substances that protect and repair cells from damage caused by unstable 
molecules known as free radicals. Examples of antioxidants are beta-
carotene (e.g. in orange-coloured fruits and vegetables), lycopene (e.g. in 
tomato), vitamins C, E, and A. Antioxidants may prevent chronic diseases 
like heart disease and some cancers, and fight infections and colds. 
Adapted from 
http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/factsheet/prevention/antioxidants 

Baby-Friendly Hospitals (BHF) Initiative (BFHI) 

A global effort launched by WHO and UNICEF in 1991. Hospitals join the 
scheme and undertake to implement practices that protect, promote and 
support breast-feeding. More than 152 countries and thousands of 
hospitals have joined the initiative, which is backed by in-service training 
materials for hospital staff and monitoring and evaluation tools. The 
movement has been successful in increasing the number of babies being 
exclusively breastfed for the first six months. 
http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/bfhi/en/ 

Barrier analysis 

Barrier analysis focuses on the obstacles to changing practices. It is used 
in community health and development projects to identify behavioral 
determinants so that more effective messages and support activities can 
be developed. 

Baseline 

The baseline is the point you start from. In nutrition education it is 
established by collecting specific data about people’s knowledge, 
attitudes, practices or perceptions before the intervention, which can be 
compared with the same kind of data after the intervention or with data 
from control groups (qv). The comparison will show what has changed, 
i.e. whether the intervention has worked. 

Baseline and endline studies  

A baseline study is an analysis of the current situation to identify the 
starting points for a program or project, i.e. what you hope will change. In 
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nutrition education the start points are usually seen in terms of 
knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions, together with aspects of 
the enabling environment and social influences. An endline study looks at 
the same factors to see what has changed as a result of the intervention. 
help. In nutrition education a breeder effect can be seen when women 
start exclusive breastfeeding because their sisters and friends do it. 

Behaviour change communication (BCC) 

“The strategic use of communication to promote positive health 
outcomes, based on proven theories and models of behavior change” 
(AED n.d.). BCC approaches call on behaviour change theory to explain 
the motivations and pressures that influence people to change their 
health behaviour.   
A systematic behaviour change intervention starts with formative 
research and behaviour analysis, defines behavioural objectives and 
“segments” (separates) the target audience into groups. This is followed 
by “communication planning”, pre-testing messages and materials and 
choice of communication channels. Implementation consists of 
disseminating the messages in various ways and monitoring the process, 
followed by evaluation. (For more see Unit 5A.) 

Social behaviour change communication (SBCC)  

SBCC aims at advocacy and social mobilization as well as BCC and is more 
socially oriented: it uses models and demonstrations, group sessions, 
experimentation, problem-solving and peer support, and pays more 
attention to two-way communication (AED/LINKAGES 2003). It is 
described as “an interactive, researched and planned process aimed at 
changing social conditions and individual behaviours, using advocacy, 
social mobilization and behaviour change communication”. 

Brainstorming  

Brainstorming, originally developed to generate original ideas for solving 
problems, is a way of gathering a group’s ideas as a preliminary to sorting 
or evaluating them. In brainstorming all ideas are accepted. It is not a 
test, or a way of finding out what people know. 

Breastfeeding  

Current WHO breastfeeding advice is as follows (WHO 2002): Infants 
should be exclusively breastfed for the first six months of life to achieve 
optimal growth, development and health. After 6 months, to meet their 
evolving nutritional requirements, they should receive nutritionally 
adequate and safe complementary foods while breastfeeding continues 
for up to two years or beyond. "Exclusive breastfeeding" is defined as no 
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other food or drink than breastmilk, not even water, for the first 6 months 
of life, but allows the infant to receive oral rehydration solution (ORS), 
drops and syrups (vitamins, minerals and medicines). 
"Predominant breastfeeding" means that the infant's main source of 
nourishment has been breast milk.   
http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/infantfeeding_recommendation/en/ 

Breeder effect 

The result of a practice becoming widespread of its own accord. If a 
farmer plants a new crop which sells well in the market, other farmers 
may follow her example, and the practice may spread without any other 
help. In nutrition education a breeder effect can be seen when women 
start exclusive breastfeeding because their sisters and friends do it. 

Calorie 

A unit of measurement of energy, often used to describe the energy 
content of a food, a dish or a diet. One kilocalorie (kcal) equals 1 000 
calories. One teaspoon of sugar provides around 16 kcal of energy. For an 
average population, men aged 18-30 need around 2 800 kcal a day while 
women need around 2 400 kcal/day. The energy contribution from 
nutrient groups according to the General Atwater factors is: fat = 
9kcal/100g; protein and carbohydrates = 4kcal/100g; alcohol =7kcal/100g. 
n.b. In the International System of Units (ISU), the universal unit of 
energy is the joule (J). One kilocalorie = 4.184 kilojoules (kJ). 

Care Group 

A group of 10-15 voluntary, community-based health educators who 
regularly meet with NGO project staff for training and supervision. Each 
of these volunteers goes out at least monthly to do health promotion 
with a small cohort of parents of young children.  
http://www.caregroupinfo.org/blog/ 

Change agent 

A change agent is a person who helps organizations or groups to 
transform themselves. 

Child Survival Collaborations and Resources Group (Core Group) 

A membership association of more than 35 U.S. Private Voluntary 
Organizations that work together to promote and improve primary health 
care programs for women and children and the communities in which 
they live. The CORE Group’s mission is to strengthen local capacity on a 
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global scale to measurably improve the health and wellbeing of children 
and women in developing countries through collaborative NGO action 
and learning. Collectively, its member organizations work in over 140 
countries, supporting health and development programs. 
http://www.coregroup.org/ 

Child-To-Child Movement/Trust 

An international network promoting children’s participation in health and 
development. It encourages child-centred, active learning approaches 
that engage children on health and development issues. Children then 
pass on their learning to other children, their families and wider 
communities. The Trust was formally established in 1987 and is based at 
the University of London’s Institute of Education. Over the past 30 years 
Child-to-Child has spread to over 70 countries worldwide and has 
impacted over a million children annually.  
http://www.child-to-child.org/about/index.html 

Chronic and acute malnutrition 

Low or very low weight for height. Chronic malnutrition occurs over time, 
unlike acute malnutrition. For chronic malnutrition see stunting. For 
acute malnutrition see wasting. 

Civil society organizations 

The wide range of citizens’ associations that exists in virtually all countries 
to provide benefits, services, or political influence to specific groups 
within society. Some examples of civil society organizations are: charities, 
voluntary organisations, non-governmental organizations and housing 
associations.  

Cochrane collaboration 

An independent, non-profit, non-governmental organization consisting of 
more than 31,000 volunteers in more than 120 countries. It was formed 
to organize medical research information in a systematic way to enable 
health professionals, patients and policy makers to make evidence-based 
choices. “Cochrane Reviews are systematic reviews of research in human 
health care and health policy, and are internationally recognised as the 
highest standard in evidence-based health care.” They are published 
online in the Cochrane Library.
http://www.cochrane.org/cochrane-reviews 
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Colour coding of fruit and vegetables 

Eating fruits and vegetables of different colours gives a range of valuable 
nutrients and possible health benefits. 

Colour Phytochemical Fruits & Vegetables Possible health benefits 

Red Lycopene 
tomatoes, 
watermelon, beetroot 

 Helps fight types of cancer
 Reduces “bad” LDL cholesterol

Blue/ 

Purple 

Anthocyanins 

Polyphenols 

berries, grapes, dark 
cherries, prunes, 
blackcurrants, red 
apples, figs  

 Antioxidant (gloss)
properties

 Anti-bacterial properties
 Anti-inflammatory properties
 Protects against the effects of

ageing.

Orange 
Alpha & Beta 
Carotene 
Vitamin C 

carrots, mangos, 
pumpkin, oranges,  
apricots, sweet 
potato, rock melon 

 Antioxidant
 Lowers cholesterol level
 Protects skin against free radical

damage
 Repairs damaged DNA
 Improves immune system

Orange/ 
Yellow 

Beta-cryptxanthin 
(Vitamin A-forming 
carotenoid) 

cantaloupe, peaches, 
oranges, papaya, 
persimmons, red 
sweet peppers, 
pumpkin. 

 Essential for eyesight, growth,
development, and immune system

 Protects against some cancers and
other degenerative diseases

 Helps in bone formation and
reduces bone loss with age

Yellow/ 
Green Lutine & Zeaxanthin 

spinach, avocado, 
bananas, honeydew 
melon, yellow 
capsicum 

 Helps maintain healthy eyesight
 Helps prevent heart disease,

stroke, and lung cancer
 Protects against some types of

skin conditions

Green 

Isothiocyanate 
Glucosinolates 
Indoles 
Folic Acid 
Sulforaphane 

broccoli, cabbage, 
spinach, peas, 
artichokes, asparagus 

 Helps prevent cancer, especially
colon cancer

 Helps prevent birth defects such
as spina bifida

White/ 
Green 

Allyl Sulphides 
Flavonoids 
Allicin 

leeks, onion, garlic, 
chives 

 Helps prevent cancer
 Helps prevent heart disease
 Helps in respiratory problems like

asthma
 Reduces effects of colds and flu

 Adapted from: Canoe Network (n.d.), ExRx.net (n.d.), and McGuiness (n.d.) 
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Community growth promoters  

In most community “child survival” programs, it is someone’s job to 
promote good child feeding in some way. This job is mainly education. 
Here for example is the job description of a “community growth 
promoter” employed by an NGO (ACC/SCN 2001): 
 Assist each mother in weighing her child and plotting the weight on 

the growth chart 
 Help the mother to interpret the growth pattern and diagnose 

problems  
 Discuss causes of problems with the mother, and refer her to 

appropriate program activities, including health consultation and 
supplementary food.   

 Counsel her on what she can do at home to help her child 
 Make home visits to children not growing well and provide 

encouragement to the mother.  

Complementary feeding 

When breast milk is no longer enough to meet the infant’s nutritional 
needs, “complementary foods” should be added to the diet. 
Complementary feeding (typically from 6 to 18-24 months), is a very 
vulnerable period, when malnutrition starts in many infants, hence the 
high prevalence of malnutrition in children under five world-wide. WHO 
recommends that infants start receiving complementary foods at 6 
months of age in addition to breast milk, initially 2-3 times a day between 
6-8 months, increasing to 3-4 times daily between 9-11 months and 12-24 
months with additional nutritious snacks offered 1-2 times per day, as 
desired. 
Several courses and manuals on CF have been developed by the WHO, 
see ‘Infant young child feeding counselling: An integrated course’ 
(WHO/UNICEF 2006), and WHO’s page on complementary feeding at 
http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/complementary_feeding/en/index.
html. 

Control group  

In experiments, the aim is to see what effect a particular intervention has. 
The intervention is therefore carried out with a treatment group or 
experimental group, and the results are compared with an equivalent 
control group which does not receive the intervention. For example, a 
group of mothers in one township learn to use more legumes in family 
meals, while a matched group in another similar township do not. At the 
end of the intervention the health of children in the two groups is 
compared to see if the treatment group has benefited from the 
intervention. 
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Copenhagen Consensus 

The Copenhagen Consensus works towards: 
 providing facts on how to do the most good for the world 
 cutting out special interest groups and lobbyists 
 stimulating debate on solving the biggest problems. 

It started in 2004 as an exercise in prioritizing global opportunities. 
Experts gather together to consider the world’s biggest problems and 
their solutions. The basic idea is: “Imagine you had $75bn to donate to 
worthwhile causes. What would you do, and where should we start?” 
Research papers are commissioned on the costs and benefits of solutions 
to different global challenges and a prioritized list of solutions to the 
challenges shows which are the most cost-effective investments. The list 
is utilized by donors, governments and philanthropists. The 2008 list 
recommended a greater focus on battling malnutrition with 
micronutrients. 
http://www.copenhagenconsensus.com/ 

Core Group 

See Child Survival Collaborations and Resources Group. 

Cornell Nutrition Works 

An interactive, web-based continuing professional education program for 
nutrition and health practitioners sponsored by the Division of Nutritional 
Sciences at Cornell University. Topics include food, nutrition and health 
issues in developing countries. Cornell Nutrition Works uses distance 
technology to provide an affordable and convenient way to meet 
professional development needs. 
www.nutritionworks.cornell.edu 

Cost-effectiveness 

Impact per dollar spent, or “value for money”. Cost-effectiveness is the 
relationship between what you spend and what you get. A very cost-
effective intervention would be (for example) a reduction in child 
mortality at a cost of $1 per child per year. Cost-effectiveness is clearly 
related to sustainability: some nutrition education activities, e.g. 
developing big media campaigns or training hundreds of extra temporary 
staff, may be very effective but also very expensive, hence not very cost-
effective or very sustainable.  
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Cost of the Diet 

A survey instrument developed by Save the Children UK. It calculates the 
cost of the cheapest diet that meets the nutritional requirements of 
families using only foods available locally. It can also be used to estimate  
 the proportion of households in a region that are unable to afford a 

nutritious diet 
 the size of the gap between current income and the amount of 

money needed to meet the needs of a household 
 which vitamins and minerals are lacking in the diets of poor families.  

The CoD is intended to help in program design, as part of baseline 
assessments and alongside nutrition/food security surveillance. 
http://www.savethechildren.org.uk/resources/online-library/the-cost-of-
the-diet 

Counterfactual  

A control group is sometimes referred to as the “counterfactual” because 
it is supposed to represent how the experimental group would be if there 
had been no intervention.    

Curriculum planning guide  

School nutrition education seems an obvious thing to do but it is difficult 
to develop approaches that will guarantee impact on practices. For this 
reason the FAO (2005) has developed ‘Nutrition Education in Primary 
Schools: a planning guide for curriculum development’ which embodies 
some of the good practices revealed by years of experimentation: for 
example, a full participatory needs assessment; involvement of the 
family, the community and the whole school environment; hands-on 
approaches and full engagement; outreach activities in the school and 
community; and passing on learning. 

Dietary diversity 

The variety of foods from different food groups consumed. A diet with 
high diversity is thought to have good chances of providing adequate 
nutrients for a healthy, active life. Dietary diversity scores at household or 
individual level are therefore used to measure the nutritional adequacy of 
diet. They can be assessed by a dietary diversity survey (see below). 
See ICN2 Glossary at: 
http://www.fao.org/faoterm/collection/nutrition/en/ 

Dietary diversity survey (DDS) 

The dietary diversity survey is a rapid, easily administered low-cost 
assessment tool. It measures the access to food at household level and 
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micronutrient adequacy of diets at individual level. Information is 
gathered on all the foods and drinks consumed over the previous 24 
hours, which are then classified into standard food groups. The dietary 
diversity scores are the simple count of these food groups. This tool is 
useful for ensuring that nutrition education programs effectively lead to 
more nutritious diets. It can be integrated easily into impact evaluation 
protocols. (Kennedy et al. 2010) 

Donors 

Organizations which provide development aid. 

EFNEP 

See Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program. 

Endline study 

See baseline and endline studies. 

Energisers 

Short games and activities done by a group for breaking up a session, 
changing focus, relaxing, stretching etc. See also icebreakers. Two 
examples: 
 Sevens. Stand in a circle. Start counting round the circle. Counters 

skip any numbers which have a seven in them or are multiples of 
seven – e.g. 7, 14, 17, 21 etc. Anyone who says one of these numbers 
by mistake drops out of the circle until only the winner is left. 

 Fruit basket. Participants mime picking fruits from their garden and 
putting them into a fruit basket. The leader mentions a fruit, 
interchanging fruits plucked from overhead (oranges, guavas) with 
those picked up from the ground or from bushes (watermelon, 
berries). This gives plenty of stretching and bending. When all the 
fruits have been collected, participants arrange their fruit baskets 
and decide who to give them to as a token of appreciation. 

Enumerators 

People who collect data for a census, survey or other research.  

Environmental constraints 

In nutrition and nutrition education, blocks to adopting good food and 
eating practices which come not from knowledge, motivation, habit or 
attitude but from outside influences such as lack of access to the right 
foods, poor health services, or adverse weather for crop production. 
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Essential Nutrition Actions (ENA) 

Developed with the support of USAID, the ENA framework has been 
implemented across Africa and Asia since 1997. It promotes a “nutrition 
through the life cycle” approach, addressing women’s nutrition during 
pregnancy and lactation, optimal IYCF (breastfeeding and complementary 
feeding), nutritional care of sick and malnourished children (including 
zinc, vitamin A and ready-to-use therapeutic foods), and the control of 
anaemia, vitamin A and iodine deficiencies. Using multiple contact points, 
the initiative targets health services and behaviour change 
communication support during the first 1000 days of life when nutrient 
requirements are increased, the risks of undernutrition are great, and the 
consequences of deficiencies most likely to be irreversible. (Guyon & 
Quinn 2011) 

Evaluation 

A purposeful, systematic and careful collection and analysis of 
information used for the purpose of documenting the effectiveness and 
impact of programs, establishing accountability and identifying areas 
needing change and improvement. (Wall n.d.) 

Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP) 

A federally funded educational program conducted through the 
Cooperative Extension Service throughout the United States. EFNEP has 
for many decades run nutrition education classes for low-income families 
across the US. Its regular evaluations show that it achieves significant 
reductions in food insecurity and improvements in dietary and food-
related practices among its participants, for example reading food labels, 
stretching food budgets, following dietary recommendations, handling 
food more safely.  
http://www.csrees.usda.gov/nea/food/efnep/efnep.html 

Family nutrition education 

There has been a reduction in food and nutrition knowledge and skills in 
the general public.  “Home cooking” for example has diminished due to 
women working more and longer, resulting in less time for food 
preparation, less in-home food mentoring (the passing down of cooking 
skills between generations) and the easy availability of ultra-processed 
convenience and fast foods, which has reduced the need for in-home 
food planning and preparation from basic ingredients (Slater 2013).  
Girls (and more recently boys) traditionally received cooking instruction 
from Home Economics courses in school but now there is a gap in 
educational curricula. Successful community education programs like 
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EFNEP are attempting to fill this gap by providing family nutrition 
education. For example, in the EFNEP-Iowa program participants learn 
how to: 
 budget their food dollars
 save time and money by planning meals
 stay healthy by making wise food choices
 keep food safe to eat
 feed their children
 increase physical activity
 prepare healthy snacks.

http://www.extension.iastate.edu/humansciences/nutrition-education 

Farmer Field Schools (FFS) 

An FAO initiative in which groups of farmers meet regularly in their own 
fields to learn about crops and what affects them. These “schools without 
walls” are based on the concepts and principles of people-centred 
learning. They use innovative and participatory methods to create a 
learning environment, including learning networks, in which the farmers 
have the opportunity to learn for themselves about particular crop 
production problems, and ways to address them, through observation, 
discussion and participation in practical learning-by-doing field exercises. 
Many Farmer Field Schools are also building nutrition into their 
curriculum. 
http://www.fao.org/nr/land/sustainable-land-management/farmer-field-
school/en 

Federation of African Nutrition Societies (FANUS) 

The Federation of African Nutrition Societies. FANUS organizes 
conferences that bring together professionals working in or with an 
interest in nutrition in Africa. 
http://www.africanutrition.org/contact.html 

First 1 000 Days 

The 1 000 days from the start of a woman’s pregnancy until her child’s 
second birthday is the “window of opportunity” for shaping healthier and 
more prosperous futures. The right nutrition during this 1 000-day 
window can have an enormous impact on a child’s ability to grow, learn, 
and rise out of poverty. It can also have a profound effect on the long-
term health, stability, and development of entire communities and 
nations.  
http://www.thousanddays.org/ 
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Five A Day 

Programs to encourage the consumption of at least five portions of fruit 
and vegetables each day, prompted by a WHO recommendation that 
individuals should consume at least 400g of vegetables daily. The Five A 
Day message is generally tied to health benefits, specifically that eating 
more fruit and vegetables reduces the risk of heart disease and cancer. 
Five A Day campaigns have been run in many western countries (e.g. the 
USA, the United Kingdom, Germany, Poland and Spain) and in Latin 
American countries (e.g. Chile, Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela). 
Some campaigns have had more success, and longer-term success, than 
others. (Wikipedia 2015b)  

Focus group discussion (FGD) 

A discussion among a small number of participants (6–8), guided by a 
skilled moderator, which aims to discover insights related to a research 
question. They are called “focus groups” because the discussion topic is 
usually narrow (Dickins et al. 1997). This method is often used in planning 
nutrition programs: for example, when designing a program for adults 
with Type 2 diabetes, a focus group with adults with Type 2 diabetes is 
held to find out about their current diets etc. (Cullen n.d.) 

Focusing Resources on Effective School Health (FRESH) 

An initiative by several international agencies which focuses on a package 
of actions for improved school health, such as water supply, sanitation, 
immunization and school feeding.  FRESH has identified a core group of 
activities that capture the best practices from program experiences for 
improved school health. 
http://www.freshschools.org/Pages/default.aspx 

Fome Zero (The Zero Hunger Project) 

Fome Zero is a Brazilian government program introduced by President 
Lula da Silva in 2003 with the aim of eradicating hunger and extreme 
poverty in Brazil. As a result Brazil managed to achieve the first goal of 
the Millennium Development Goals (reducing extreme poverty by half 
between 1990 and 2015) ten years before the deadline.  
http://www.fao.org/docrep/016/ap339e/ap339e.pdf 

Food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGS) 

Food-based dietary guidelines give a set of easily understood food rules 
for the general population, based on local needs and practices. They 
provide information to help people make healthy food choices and thus 
achieve a healthy diet and often also have a visual guide, such as a food 
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pyramid or food plate, which show the foods in each category and the 
recommended proportions of each food group. Nutrition educators need 
to consider how FBDGs can be practically implemented, i.e. how they 
should be used and activated.      
http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation/fbdg/en/ 

Food groups 

Some examples of food groups are cereals, oils and fats, vegetables, 
legumes, fruits, meat and fish, milk and milk products and sugars. 
However foods can be grouped in a variety of ways. Common groupings 
are: 
 botanical (cereals, fruits, leafy vegetables, fruit vegetables, oilseeds,

roots and tubers)
 nutrient-based (all foods high in protein, all high-energy foods etc.)
 consumption-based as customary elements of the diet (e.g. staples

such as grains, roots or tubers; relishes (vegetables etc). In this
system, potatoes, tomatoes and greens can all be seen as
“vegetables”.

 functional e.g. energy-giving foods, foods for growth and
development, health protection foods (Go, Grow, Glow). This popular
classification is an over-simplification, and can also be misleading
because most foods contain a mix of different nutrients, not just one
key nutrient, and therefore have many functions.

In any educational activity, the important thing is to be sure that 
everyone has the same idea in mind when talking about food groups. 

Food insecurity 

A situation that exists when people lack secure access to sufficient 
amounts of safe and nutritious food for normal growth and development 
and an active and healthy life. Food insecurity may be chronic, seasonal 
or transitory. It may be caused by the unavailability of food, insufficient 
purchasing power, inappropriate distribution, or inadequate use of food 
at the household level. Food insecurity, poor conditions of health and 
sanitation, and inappropriate care and feeding practices are the major 
causes of poor nutritional status.  
Examples of situations of food insecurity: 
 food is generally not sufficient
 food is not safe
 food is not adequately nutritious
 particular foods are not available
 people do not have access to food (although it is available)
 sufficient food is not available at certain times of year
 people do not make good use of the foods available
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Food labelling 

Food labelling can provide consumers with the information they need to 
make healthy food choices, provided consumers have learned how to 
interpret them. In general, consumers should try to select foods that are 
low in saturated fats, trans fats, cholesterol, salt and sugar, and high in 
calcium, vitamin A, D and other micronutrients, and dietary fibre. 
Label information is generally given in values per 100 g or 100 ml. Some 
manufacturers may also give values per food portion (e.g. 2 biscuits). 
Information may be given on 
 energy, protein, fat, carbohydrates, fibre, sugar and salt
 micronutrient content, especially where the product has been

fortified
 different types of fat and fatty acids (saturated, polyunsaturated,

mono-unsaturated, cholesterol, hydrogenated fats or trans fats;
omega-3, omega-6, etc.)

 Recommended Nutrient Intakes (RNI) or Recommended Daily
Amounts (RDA). These are estimates of micronutrients that are
needed daily to meet the nutrient requirements of almost all healthy
individuals of an age- and sex-specific population group.

Food security 

Food security exists when all people, at all times, have physical, social and 
economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their 
dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life 
(Committee on World Food Security, see http://www.fao.org/cfs/cfs-
home/it/). If people are “food secure” it means that they have access to 
sufficient safe and nutritious food throughout the year so that all 
members can meet their nutrient needs with foods they like/prefer for an 
active and healthy life. (Burgess & Glasauer 2004) 

Food variety score (FVS) 

The number of different food items consumed over a period (e.g. a day, a 
week, a month, a year). Frequency of consumption and amount of food 
consumed are not taken into account and no judgements are made 
whether the foods are “healthy” or “unhealthy”. Different food intake 
instruments (e.g. food frequency questionnaires, dietary recall and 
dietary record) can be used to calculate food variety scores. See also 
dietary diversity. (Hodgson et al. 1991, 1994) 
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Formative research 

Investigations conducted for program design and planning before or 
during a program. Methods may be quantitative or qualitative. Formative 
research looks at the community in which a program is situated and helps 
program planners understand the interests, attributes and needs of 
different populations and persons in their community. (CAPS 1998; see 
also Dickins et al. 1997) 

Goal 

A long-term aim. In projects, a goal is usually a broad aim which the 
project contributes to but cannot achieve by itself in the time frame. For 
example, a nutrition education project may try to improve diet with the 
long-term goal of preventing NCDs or improving national health.  

Hard data 

See quantitative data. 

Health-Promoting Schools Movement 

Started by WHO, regional networks for the development of Health-
Promoting Schools have been initiated in Europe, Western Pacific and 
Latin America. A “health-promoting school” is one that is constantly 
strengthening its capacity as a healthy setting for living, learning and 
working, focusing on: 
 caring for oneself and others  
 making healthy decisions and taking control over circumstances  
 creating conditions that are conducive to health (through policies, 

services, physical/social conditions)  
 building capacities for peace, shelter, education, food, income, a 

stable ecosystem, equity, social justice, sustainable development 
 preventing leading causes of death, disease and disability (e.g. 

parasitic worms, tobacco use, HIV/AIDS/STDs, sedentary lifestyle, 
drugs and alcohol, violence and injuries, unhealthy nutrition) 

 influencing health-related behaviours: knowledge, beliefs, skills, 
attitudes, values, support.  

http://www.who.int/school_youth_health/gshi/hps/en/index.html 

Health promotion 

Health Promotion has been defined in the Ottawa Charter (WHO 1986) as 
“the process of enabling people to increase control over and to improve 
their health”. It follows a set of principles which centre on how people 
live and what they decide to do. Self-determination and participation are 
central: “health promotion is not something that is done on or to people; 
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it is done by, with and for people”. Its main strategies are advocacy for 
health; enabling all people to achieve their full health potential; and 
mediating between different interests in the pursuit of health. It gives 
particular attention to the environment of behaviour change and the 
context of public action: building health policies, creating supportive 
environments, strengthening community action, and reorienting health 
services. In this “ecological” perspective nutrition education is not a 
purely individual matter, but is influenced by social policies and 
institutional actions (McLeroy et al. 1988). Health promotion approaches 
also emphasize skills development and practice, including life skills, and 
learning from and with others. 

Health promotion glossary 

The "WHO health promotion glossary" is available on the WHO website. It 
was written to facilitate understanding, communication and cooperation 
among those engaged in health promotion at the local, regional, national 
and global levels (e.g. between United Nations and other agencies and 
the growing numbers of practitioners and organizations working in the 
field of health promotion). Two editions of the Glossary have been 
released, the first in 1986 and the second in 1998. 
http://www.who.int/healthpromotion/about/HPG/en/ 

Hearth Model 

See Positive Deviance. 

Hidden hunger 

A chronic lack of vitamin(s) and/or mineral(s) often with no visible signs, 
so that those affected, or those who observe them, may not be aware of 
it (Adapted from FAO Nutrition Division, 2013) (see ICN2 Glossary at: 
http://www.fao.org/faoterm/collection/nutrition/en/). In other words, 
hunger is “hidden” when the diet is sufficient in quantity but not in 
quality (e.g. deficient in essential micronutrients), and the effects are not 
immediately seen or felt. 
See UNICEF audio clip on hidden hunger:  
http://www.unicef.org/nutrition/index_hidden_hunger.html 

Home economics 

See family nutrition education. 

Home-grown school feeding (HGSF) 

School feeding programs that provide food produced and purchased 
within a country. WFP has collaborated with the Bill and Melinda Gates 
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Foundation, the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) and 
other partners to develop an approach to HGSF which focuses on linking 
school feeding programs with production by local small-scale farmers. In-
depth case studies are available for HGSF Programs in Brazil, Ghana, India 
and Thailand. 
http://www.wfp.org/content/home-grown-school-feeding 

Homestead food production (HFP) 

Production of food by small farmers around their homes for both sale and 
home consumption. HFP programs help improve communities’ local food 
production systems by creating year-round gardens with micronutrient-
rich fruits and vegetables and small farms for raising poultry and 
livestock. There is evidence that such gardens, coupled with nutrition 
education, are a good entry point for enriching family diet. They also 
empower women, who organize most home gardens. Helen Keller 
International has been implementing homestead food production 
programs in several countries such as Bangladesh, Cambodia, Nepal and 
the Philippines. 
http://www.hki.org/reducing-malnutrition/homestead-food-production/ 

Household food security 

Household food security refers to the ability of a household to secure, 
either from its own production or through purchases, adequate food for 
meeting the dietary needs of all members of the household. The food 
available to the household must be shared according to individual needs; 
the food must be of sufficient variety, quality and safety; and each family 
member must have good health status in order to benefit from the food 
consumed.  
An index for assessing national household food security may be made up 
of individual indicators such as 
 food production per head 
 export earnings per head 
 the percentage of national income received by the lower 40 percent 

of the population 
 budget allocation for targeted income transfers and food subsidies 
 food price inflation for low-income households. 

http://www.fao.org/ag/agn/nutrition/household_en.stm 

Household food insecurity access scale (HFIAS) 

A household’s level of food insecurity is characterized by a set of 
indicators of conditions, experiences, and behaviour patterns. The HFIAS 
questionnaire asks respondents to describe their behaviours and 
attitudes towards the experience of food insecurity. Responses to the 
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questions are summarized on a scale to give an indicator of the degree of 
a household’s food insecurity. These data are used to monitor food 
assistance programs and to report on national prevalence of household 
food insecurity. (Coates et al. 2007) 
http://www.fantaproject.org/monitoring-and-evaluation/household-
food-insecurity-access-scale-hfias 

Hunger 

An uncomfortable or painful sensation caused by insufficient food 
consumption. It is also used to refer to conditions resulting from food 
deprivation and famine (See ICN2 Glossary at: 
http://www.fao.org/faoterm/collection/nutrition/en/). In food security 
discussions and in Millennium Development Goal 1, hunger is estimated 
in energy intake only (kcal), without particular reference to physical 
effects or dietary quality. It is one of the tasks of nutritionists to make 
sure that dietary quality is assessed as well as simple energy intake. 

Hydrogenated fat 

A form of fat made by adding hydrogen to vegetable oil through a process 
called hydrogenation. This makes the oil less likely to spoil, giving 
processed foods a longer shelf life. Hydrogenated fat is found in 
margarine, biscuits, cakes, frozen meals, fried foods, sweets, crisps, fish 
fingers and many dairy products. The process causes several chemical 
changes, including the creation of trans fats. Hydrogenated fats raise the 
levels of "bad" cholesterol, which increases the risk of heart attack and 
stroke.  

Icebreakers 

Icebreakers are short activities intended to help people to get to know 
each other at the beginning of a meeting or course. They are also used in 
online environments. See also energisers. An example: 

 Who am I?  People form groups of 3 or 4. They introduces themselves 
one by one with descriptions of food items, such as a vegetable or fruit. 
The others try to guess the food being introduced. For example: “I am 
edible. I am actually a fruit but I am often eaten as a vegetable. Some 
people think I am an unhealthy food. Health workers sometimes 
compare my shape with another fruit to describe people’s risk for certain 
diseases. Who am I?” (Answer: Avocado pear) 

IFAVA 

See International Fruit and Vegetable Alliance. 
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I-LIFE Malawi 

The Improving Livelihoods through Increasing Food Security (I-LIFE) 
Program in Malawi was a large food security project with a number of 
activities including agricultural training, reforestation, irrigation, village 
savings and loan, growing and marketing legumes and oilseeds, rearing 
poultry and infrastructure construction. It also had a social welfare 
component including community nutrition education and home-based 
care. The nutrition education focused on breastfeeding and 
complementary feeding, reaching nearly 10 000 children in 109 care 
groups.  
http://www.ei-malawi.org/programs/ilife.html 

Impact assessment 

The systematic analysis of lasting or significant change in people’s lives – 
positive or negative, intended or not – brought about by an intervention. 
(Roche 1999, O’Flynn 2010).  Impact assessment is often done some time 
after the end of an intervention: for example, the impact of a breast-
feeding campaign might be assessed five years after the campaign. 
Impact assessments may show that the effects have been maintained, 
have diminished, or have increased, or that there have been unintended 
side-effects. For example, an income generating project for women in 
Tanzania was successful in providing women with money to use for 
feeding and educating their children. However, the impact assessment 
showed that an unintended and negative impact of the project was that 
some women were forced to hand over their earnings to their husbands 
who used the money as they saw fit.  

Implementing agency 

Any organization which carries out an intervention. 

Indicator 

A characteristic of an individual, population, or environment which can be 
measured (directly or indirectly). Health indicators can be used to define 
public health problems at a particular point in time, to indicate changes in 
people’s health, to compare the health of different populations, and to 
assess how far the aims and objectives of an initiative are being reached. 
For example, growth in young children is an indicator of health. In a 
nutrition education intervention an outcome indicator could be a 20% 
rise in market sales of dark-green leafy vegetables, which would indicate 
a change in dietary practices. High attendance at community group 
meetings could be a process indicator which shows that the program is 
going as planned.  
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Indicators are often required to be “SMART”, i.e. specific, measurable, 
attainable, relevant and timebound. 

Infant and young child feeding (IYCF) 

Interventions that focus on the impact that feeding practices have on the 
nutritional status, growth and development, health, and hence the 
survival, of infants and young children.  

Information, education, communication (IEC)  

The term IEC was originally supposed to cover all kinds of communication 
in the field of public education  But it has come to be associated with 
putting out printed information material (e.g. leaflets, posters) because 
that is mostly what has been done under this name.  

International Fruit and Vegetable Alliance (IFAVA) 

IFAVA aims to encourage the consumption of food and vegetables 
globally for better health. It is an association of national and international 
groups involved in research, fundraising and promotion of fruit and 
vegetables. IFAVA supports its members by supplying scientific 
information, resources, forums, communication tools and a “5 A Day” 
starter toolkit in collaboration with the World Health Organization.  
http://www.ifava.org/about-ifava/ 

International non-governmental organizations (NGOs) 

See non-governmental organizations. 

International Union of Nutrition Sciences (IUNS) 

The main interest of IUNS is nutrition science and research. Its mission is 
"to promote advancement in nutrition science, research and 
development through international cooperation at the global level”, and 
it aims “to encourage communication and collaboration among nutrition 
scientists as well as to disseminate information in nutritional sciences 
through modern communication technology". Unfortunately its several 
task forces do not yet include one on nutrition education or health 
promotion.   

Iodine deficiency 

A lack of sufficient iodine in the body. Goitre is usually the earliest clinical 
sign of iodine deficiency. Iodine deficiency has many adverse effects on 
growth and development and is the most common cause of preventable 
mental retardation in the world. In pregnant women, severe chronic 
iodine deficiency can cause major damage to the development and 
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growth of the foetus, as well as miscarriage, stillbirth and mental defects. 
In infants and children, less severe iodine deficiency can reduce IQ. In 
adults, mild-to-moderate iodine deficiency can cause goitre as well as 
impaired mental function and work productivity. 
Iodine is found mainly in seafood. Many countries adopt a policy of 
promoting or providing iodised salt. Awareness of the need for iodised 
salt is often an important element in the nutrition education agenda. 

Iron deficiency anaemia (IDA) 

A low level of iron in the blood. Women of childbearing age, pregnant 
women, preterm and low birth weight infants, older infants and toddlers, 
and teenage girls are at greatest risk of IDA because they have the 
greatest need for iron.  
Signs of iron deficiency anaemia include feeling tired and weak, poor 
work and school performance, slow cognitive and social development 
during childhood, difficulty maintaining body temperature, and decreased 
immune function, which increases the risk of infection.  
Nutrition education is needed to enable people to recognize the 
symptoms of anaemia, know how to prevent it with an iron-rich diet and 
often to understand the value of iron tablets and to complete the course.  

J-PAL 

The Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab. J-PAL was established in 2003 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It is a global network of 
researchers who use randomized evaluations to answer critical policy 
questions in development. Its mission is to reduce poverty by ensuring 
that policy is informed by scientific evidence.  
http://www.povertyactionlab.org/ 

Junior farmer field and life schools (JFFLS) 

To address youth unemployment, Junior Farmer Field and Life Schools 
have been established in 15 African countries. Here young people (15-18) 
learn to grow healthy crops in the field while making informed decisions 
for leading healthy lives. For a whole school year, they study agriculture 
and life skills in the field or in the classroom two or three times a week 
after regular school hours.  Activities include growing crops and medicinal 
plants and income generation; local theatre, art, dance or song; and 
discussion of issues such as gender sensitivity, child protection, psycho-
social support, health, hygiene, sanitation and business skills. There is also 
a nutrition education component dealing with food composition and the 
importance of good diet, although this component is not as extensive or 
as hands-on as the agricultural element. 
http://www.fao-ilo.org/fao-ilo-youth/fao-ilo-jffls/en/ 
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Knowledge, Attitudes, Practices (Perceptions) (KAP(P)) 

KAP stands for Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices. Sometimes an extra P 
is added for Perceptions, making KAPP. (Attitudes generally involve 
emotions or values - e.g. vegetables are low-class food - while 
perceptions are about how people see facts - e.g. fruit is not really a food 
- but there is some overlap.)  
Before planning action in nutrition or health education, it is important to 
find out what people know, feel, do and think. KAP(P) surveys are 
therefore a basic early step in assessing the outlook and practices of the 
target population of an intervention, and help to determine appropriate 
intervention strategies to address specific needs. Practical survey tools: 
 ‘Guidelines for assessing nutrition-related Knowledge, Attitudes and 

Practices’ (Fautsch-Macías & Glasauer 2014), a reference guide and 
practical tool for conducting high-quality surveys of nutrition- and 
health-related knowledge, attitudes and practices at the community 
level  

 informal KAPP questionnaires for assessing school situations, in the 
‘Nutrition Education Curriculum Planning Guide’. (FAO 2005) 

Lancet Series 

The Lancet Commissions Series aim to highlight clinically important topics 
and areas of health and medicine often overlooked by mainstream 
research programs and other medical publications. Many of the Series 
have the specific aim of raising the profile of these neglected areas as an 
advocacy tool to inform health policy and improve human development. 
A groundbreaking Series in 2008 highlighted the urgency and gravity of 
maternal and child undernutrition worldwide. "Nutrition is a desperately 
neglected aspect of maternal, newborn, and child health. The reasons for 
this neglect are understandable but not justifiable." 
(http://www.thelancet.com/series/maternal-and-child-undernutrition) 
The 2008 series proposed a set of evidence-based cost-effective 
prevention measures, including nutrition education, which inspired many 
current global nutrition actions.  

Learning outcomes 

Often used in educational contexts as a substitute for “objectives”. This is 
done to ensure that the objective represents an actual end-result (e.g. 
people eat more eggs) and not just an intention or a communicative 
activity (e.g. to inform people about eggs through talks and 
demonstrations). 
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Life skills 

Life skills are the capacities that enable people to manage their lives – for 
example dealing with other people, coping with problems, making 
decisions, weighing up situations (see WHO table below). In nutrition 
education they are particularly important because food and diet involve a 
lot of decisions, self-management and social influences.  

Communication and 
interpersonal skills 

Decision-making and 
critical thinking skills 

Coping and 
self-management skills 

Interpersonal communication skills 

- verbal/nonverbal 
communication 

- active listening 
- expressing feelings 
- giving feedback (without 

blaming) 
and receiving feedback 

Negotiation/refusal skills 

- negotiation and conflict 
- management 
- assertiveness skills 
- refusal skills 

Empathy building 

- ability to listen, understand 
others’ needs and circumstances, 
and express that understanding 

Cooperation and teamwork 

- expressing respect for others’ 
contributions and different styles 

- assessing one’s own abilities and 
contributing to the group 

Advocacy skills 

- influencing skills and persuasion 
- networking and motivation skills 

Decision-making/ problem-

solving skills 

- information-gathering 
skills 

- evaluating future 
consequences of 
present actions for self 
and others 

- determining alternative 
solutions to problems 

- analysing the influence 
on motivation of values 
and attitudes about self 
and others  

Critical thinking skills 

- analysing peer and 
media 
influences 

- analysing attitudes, 
values, 
social norms, beliefs, 
and 
factors affecting them 

- identifying relevant 
information 
and sources of 
information 

Skills for increasing personal 

confidence and ability to 

assume control, take 

responsibility, make a 

difference, or bring about 

change 

- building self-esteem/ 
confidence 

- creating self-awareness skills, 
including awareness of 
rights, influences, values, 
attitudes, strengths and 
weaknesses 

- setting goals 
- self-evaluation/self-

assessment/self- monitoring 

Skills for managing feelings 

- managing anger 
- dealing with grief and anxiety 
- coping with loss, abuse and 

trauma 

Skills for managing stress 

- time management 
- positive thinking 
- relaxation techniques 

(WHO 2003) 
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Likert scale 

A rating scale used in surveys to measure opinion, knowledge or 
attitudes. It consists of a statement with (usually) five possible responses 
ranging from very negative to very positive. Young children may choose 
faces with smiles or frowns instead of words. Example: 
 
 Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree Neither 

agree nor 
disagree 

Agree Strongly 
agree 

Pumpkin 
is a very 
good food 

     

 

Literature review 

In a literature review, researchers make a systematic search for books/ 
articles/reports produced over a certain period on a given subject, read 
them and summarize the findings, to draw some conclusions about what 
is known and what has been done before. 

Logical framework (LogFrame)     

Program logic sets out what a project will do and how it will do it. It 
represents a theory of how things change, a set of assumptions about 
what will happen. These are reflected in a matrix called a LogFrame 
(Logical Framework) which is used as a design methodology for 
development projects. 
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The LogFrame spells out the assumptions that have been made about 
how results will be achieved. It says: 
 If these activities are implemented and these assumptions are true, 

then these outputs will be delivered. 
 If these outputs are delivered and these assumptions are true, then 

this purpose will be achieved. 
 If this purpose is achieved and these assumptions are true, then this 

goal will be achieved. 

Mentoring 

A relationship in which a more experienced or more knowledgeable 
person guides a less experienced or less knowledgeable person to do 
something. Mentoring can be short-term or long-term, informal or 
organized. In nutrition education it is an important way of building good 
practices:  for example older schoolchildren can be assigned to mentor 
younger children in handwashing; trainee facilitators act as assistants to 
more experienced ones before taking over themselves; senior women in 
the community act as mentors to new young mothers about good feeding 
practices. 

Micronutrients 

The vitamins, minerals and other substances (e.g. amino acids, fatty acids 
or other biological compounds) that are required by the body in small 
amounts and are essential to its proper functioning. They are measured in 
milligrams or micrograms. They are found in a wide range of foods, which 
is one of the reasons why variety in the diet is so important. See ICN2 
Glossary at: http://www.fao.org/faoterm/collection/nutrition/en/. 

Microcredit 

Small loans for the poor. Microcredit schemes aim to help the rural poor 
escape poverty by investing in their own small businesses and farms. To 
overcome some of the problems of delivering rural credit to the poor 
they offer collateral-free loans at near-market interest rates through 
community-based programs operated by financing institutions or non-
governmental organizations (NGOs). Several programs and projects have 
linked microcredit for women with nutrition education (e.g. the ENAM 
project in Ghana).  

Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)  

Eight goals that United Nations member states agreed to try to achieve by 
the year 2015. They were officially established at the Millennium Summit 
in 2000. New goals were established in 2015. 
http://www.fao.org/mdg/goalone/en/. 
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Goal 1: Eradicate extreme 
poverty and hunger            

Goal 5: Improve 
maternal health  
 

Goal 2: Achieve universal 
primary education               

Goal 6: Combat 
HIV/AIDS, malaria and 
other diseases  

Goal 3: Promote gender 
equality and empower 
women  

Goal 7: Ensure 
environmental 
sustainability  

Goal 4: Reduce child 
mortality  

Goal 8: Develop a 
global partnership for 
Development  

 
Nutrition activities (including nutrition education) have an essential role 
to play in efforts to achieve the MDGs. Good nutrition contributes 
enormously to the fight against poverty. It protects and promotes health; 
reduces mortality, especially among mothers and children; and 
encourages and enables children to attend and benefit from school. In 
addition, by indirectly strengthening communities and local economies, 
good nutrition contributes to the achievement of other development 
objectives which in turn impact upon the MDGs. (Adapted from FAO n.d.)  

Mnemonic 

A way of remembering something. E.g. “Go, Grow, Glow” is a mnemonic 
for remembering the three main functions of food (energy, growth and 
health). 

Moderate acute malnutrition (MAM) 

Defined as low weight-for-height compared to the average established by 
WHO. (In children it is defined as a weight-for-height between -3 and -2 z-
scores of the median of the WHO child growth standards.) 
See ICN2 Glossary at: 
http://www.fao.org/faoterm/collection/nutrition/en/. 

Monitoring 

A check on the progress of implementation in line with established 
indicators . Careful regular monitoring can show (for example) if activities 
have been carried out as planned and on time, if the products are up to 
standard, or if the allocated budget has been spent as planned. Reasons 
for shortfall can then be analysed and decisions can be made about how 
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to bring the activities back on track. (Adapted from Wikipedia 2015d on 
‘Project management’) 

Mother-to-Mother Support Groups (MTMSGs) 

Self-supporting groups of women (of any age) who meet regularly to 
learn about and discuss infant and young child nutrition (IYCN), and to 
support each other in caring for young children. These are essentially 
nutrition education groups. One member of each group is trained on IYCN 
and on basic group facilitation techniques and is responsible for engaging 
group members in discussion and providing basic health education in an 
interactive, participatory manner. Groups are often recruited using 
existing community groups instead of forming entirely new ones. 
(LINKAGES 2003) 

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs)    

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are defined as "private 
organizations that pursue activities to relieve suffering, promote the 
interests of the poor, protect the environment, provide basic social 
services, or undertake community development". NGOs may be national, 
regional or international. Some well-known international NGOs in the 
field of nutrition are Oxfam, Helen Keller International, Save the Children, 
Concern and Action against Hunger.  

North Karelia Project 

A Finnish project, begun in 1972, which carried out a successful 
comprehensive intervention to improve diet and prevent obesity and 
heart disease through community organizations and the actions of the 
people. Dietary and lifestyle changes targeted included cutting down on 
butter, salt and smoking. Activities involved health services, schools, 
NGOs, media campaigns, supermarkets, the food industry, agriculture etc. 
Education was key, and there was also a strong regulatory component 
(e.g. food labelling, control of food in schools). The North Karelia project 
has been seen internationally as a “major demonstration program” of 
multi-component nutrition education and public action.  
http://www.who.int/chp/about/integrated_cd/index2.html 

Nutrition counselling cards for PLWHA 

Good diet can help to delay the onset of AIDS and make life easier for 
people living with HIV and AIDS (PLWHA). Communication materials with 
a focus on Uganda have been developed by the Regional Centre for 
Quality of Health Care for use by counsellors with people living with 
HIV/AIDS. They consist of display flipcharts with clear pictures on the 
front and notes on the back. Apart from diet, they deal with loss of 
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appetite, diarrhoea, mouth sores and keyhole gardening for fresh 
vegetables. Each session sets up a useful discussion with plenty of 
questions, exchange of information and explanations. (RCQHC 2005) 

Nutrition-Friendly Schools Initiative (NFSI) 

An initiative aiming to provide a framework for integrated school-based 
programs to address nutrition-related ill health. The NFSI was set up by 
WHO in partnership with other UN agencies and international 
organizations and is modelled on the Health-Promoting Schools initiative. 
As in the Baby Friendly Hospital Initiative, a school can be accredited as 
“nutrition friendly” if it fulfils essential criteria such as “developing a 
nutrition and health-promoting school curriculum” and “creating a 
supportive school environment”. Even where the scheme cannot be 
implemented in full, it provides an agenda for raising awareness of 
schools, children, parents and community about the importance of good 
nutrition and suggests appropriate actions. (WHO n.d.-a) 

Nutrition literacy 

Knowing about nutrition and being able to apply the knowledge to one’s 
own and others’ food practices. Individuals are more easily influenced if 
people around them are well-informed about nutrition and share good 
dietary outlooks and habits. This is the long-term social goal of “nutrition 
literacy” (FAO 2005). Nutrition-literate people have the capacity and 
experience to:   
 apply nutrition principles to their own situation and make informed 

and critical decisions about food and eating habits (e.g. choose 
healthy foods, resist social pressures, adapt to changes in food supply 
and prices, evaluate food advertising)  

 influence others (e.g. siblings, peers and own children), explain diet 
and set an example  

 see the implications of their food choices and eating habits for the 
environment  

 protect and change the environment.   
A nutrition-literate culture may be seen in school curricula and school 
policy; in the media; in government policy and practice; and in consensus 
and debate among individuals.    

Nutrition Rehabilitation Centres (NRCs) 

Centres for treating malnourished children. Many countries have set up 
NRCs where malnourished children build up their strength before 
returning home. Apart from correcting children’s weight deficits, NRCs 
are also “schools for parents”, teaching mothers to feed and care for 
children better. 
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http://www.oxfordjournals.org/our_journals/tropej/online/chapter1.pdf 
Mothers may live in with their children or attend daily, help to grow 
garden foods, prepare meals and learn about nutrition, mixed meals, 
child care, farming, poultry-raising and environmental sanitation. Results 
of NRCs are excellent, but costs are high. (Ashworth 2001) 

Obesity and overweight 

Abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that may impair health. The 
WHO definition uses the body mass index (BMI) (weight in kilograms 
divided by the square of height in meters (kg/m2):  
 a BMI greater than or equal to 25 is overweight  
 a BMI greater than or equal to 30 is obesity. 

The fundamental cause of obesity and overweight is an energy imbalance 
between calories absorbed and calories expended. Globally, there has 
been: 
 an increased intake of energy-dense foods that are high in fat 
 an increase in physical inactivity due to the increasingly sedentary 

nature of many forms of work, changing modes of transportation, 
and increasing urbanization.  

Overweight and obesity are linked to more deaths worldwide than 
underweight. Raised BMI is a major risk factor for non-communicable 
diseases such as heart disease and stroke, diabetes, musculoskeletal 
disorders and some cancers. 
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs311/en/ 

Objective 

An aim which can be achieved by specific planned activities. There are 
many schools of thought about how objectives should be formulated and 
how they relate to activities, indicators and outputs. Distinctions are 
made between SMART objectives, aligned objectives, program objectives, 
learner objectives, performance objectives and outcomes.  

Omega-3 fatty acids (n-3 fatty acids) 

Omega-3 fatty acids are a group of fats which are essential for healthy 
body functions and development. They are found mainly in fish oils, eggs 
and some oilseeds and nuts. They are important in everyone’s diet but 
especially for pregnant women for the development of the child’s brain 
and nervous system. (FAO/WHO 2010) 

Orange-fleshed sweet potato (OSP/OFSP) 

A sweet potato with orange-coloured flesh which has been bred for 
increased vitamin A and C. It is being promoted by aid agencies and NGOs 
in several African countries (e.g. Mozambique, Burkina Faso, Uganda, 
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South Africa, Tanzania) as a substitute for the native white-fleshed sweet 
potato. OSP promotion involves agricultural inputs, training, market 
development, and nutrition education as an essential part of the package. 
OSPs also have commercial appeal, as they can be made into chips, 
chapatis, biscuits and cakes and can be marketed through the usual 
outlets. (See the Helen Keller video http://www.hki.org/our-
impact/photos-and-videos#.VPXW4XzF9f1) 

Outcome 

A result which reflects objectives – e.g. increased capacity in staff, clean 
water available and being used, improved child feeding practices or 
attitudes (see Logical Framework). Outcomes can relate to knowledge, 
skills, attitudes, values, behaviour, condition or status, and can be short-
term, medium-term or long-term. Many educators prefer to talk in terms 
of outcomes (expressing results) rather than in terms of objectives 
(expressing intentions). 

Outcome evaluation 

Outcome evaluation, or summative evaluation, assesses the effectiveness 
of an intervention in producing the desired beliefs, skills, and behavioural 
outcomes within a target population.  For example an outcome 
evaluation would try to find out if a breastfeeding campaign had actually 
increased the number of mothers adopting exclusive breastfeeding as a 
result of the campaign. (Adapted from CDC 2013)  

Output 

A product of an activity, e.g. learning materials, installation of equipment, 
number of people trained (see logical framework). 

Overweight 

See obesity and overweight. 

Participatory action research (PAR) 

A form of research in which participants explore their own situation in an 
organized way, using their own experience and observations to identify 
problems and try out solutions. “Communities of inquiry and action 
evolve and address questions and issues that are significant for those who 
participate as co-researchers" (Wikipedia 2015a). This approach may not 
be as objective as scientific research but often achieves more in terms of 
the education and satisfaction of the participants and can result in direct 
and immediate improvements in practices.  
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Peer education  

“An approach to health promotion in which community members are 
supported to promote health-enhancing change among their peers. 
Rather than health professionals educating members of the public, the 
idea behind peer education is that ordinary ... people are in the best 
position to encourage healthy behaviour in each other.” (Wikipedia 
2015c)  Peer education has been practised for many years in the Child-to-
Child Movement and in Mother-to-Mother Groups.  

People living with HIV and AIDS (PLWHAs) 

The vast majority of people living with HIV are in low- and middle-income 
countries. Sub-Saharan Africa is the region most affected, with nearly one 
in every 20 adults affected: 69% of all people living with HIV in the world. 
Nutrition education is important for PLWHAs as diet can make a big 
difference to the onset of the disease and its progress.  

Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) 

The “good fats” which decrease the risk of heart disease. It is 
recommended to replace SATURATED FATS in the diet with PUFA 
(FAO/WHO 2010). Fish, meat, poultry, and eggs are good sources of these 
fatty acids.  

“Positive Deviance” Hearth Model (PD Hearth) 

A successful approach to improving infant and young child feeding (IYCF), 
based on the idea that some solutions to dietary problems already exist 
within the community and only need to be discovered and shared for the 
community to educate itself. The Hearth Model focuses on people in poor 
communities who are raising healthier children by practising more 
successful feeding practices than the rest of the community, although 
with the same resources as everyone else. Mothers’ groups meet to 
prepare nutrition food and feed infants and share these “positive 
deviances”. 
n.b. A “hearth” is a home fireplace. The word suggests feelings of 
warmth, food, home, and family. (The PD Initiative (2005), The CORE 
Group (2003)) 

Private sector 

Firms and companies run by private individuals or groups, usually for 
profit.   
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Problem trees 

A tool in situation analysis. In discussion a group builds up a picture of a 
problem, its causes and its effects in the form of a tree. The problem is 
the trunk, the causes are the roots and the effects are the branches, 
which produce other effects (the leaves). Groups add components to the 
tree until they are satisfied that they have fully represented the problem. 
They are then ready to consider solutions and actions. 

Process evaluation   

Evaluation of program activities to assess if they were carried out as 
planned, how well they worked and whether they had the intended 
effects. Monitoring during an intervention is one form of process 
evaluation, but the process can also be examined in retrospect, telling the 
story of what happened and analysing strengths and weaknesses. Some 
of the questions are Who was involved? How did they react/behave? Did 
it go as planned? Were there unexpected obstacles or outcomes? Were 
changes made in the program? Should changes have been made? How 
could it be done more effectively? 

Program evaluation 

The systematic collection, analysis and use of information to answer 
questions about projects, policies and programs, particularly about their 
effectiveness and efficiency. It covers all other forms of evaluation, and 
can also assess the quality of formative research, program design, 
planning, cost effectiveness and sustainability. (Rossi et al. 2004) 

Program logic 

See logical framework. 

Qualitative data (soft data)   

Non-numerical data reflecting attitudes, opinions, reasons, motives and 
behaviour, which are difficult to quantify. Methods for collecting such 
data are observations, case studies, focus groups etc. Example: In 
community meetings women explained that they spend a lot of time 
collecting drinking water and so have little time for personal and 
household hygiene.  

Quantitative data (hard data) 

Numerical data (e.g. counts, proportions, averages) which can be 
statistically analysed. Example:  40% of households spend more than 2 
hours a day collecting water. Methods for collecting hard data are 
observations, records, structured interviews and questionnaires.  
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Randomized controlled trial 

An experimental research intervention carried out (a) with a control 
group and an experimental group and (b) by selecting people randomly 
from a large population in order to have a representative sample. For 
example, a large number of households eligible for food grants are 
randomly divided into four groups: one group receives food, one receives 
vouchers to be spent on food, a third receives cash, and the last (the 
control group) receives nothing. Diets and health in all four groups are 
studied to see how they are affected by the different interventions. Trials 
like these are considered the “gold standard” of research in health 
education. 
http://www.povertyactionlab.org/methodology/what-randomization 

Rapid rural appraisal (RRA) 

RRA explores the knowledge and opinions of rural people with group 
animation and direct observation, trying to arrive at insights and 
information in several different ways. Enquiries do not usually involve 
reading and writing but are physical, oral, visual and dramatic. 

Ready-to-use therapeutic foods (RUTFs) 

Energy-dense, micronutrient-enriched pastes, often made of peanuts, oil, 
sugar and milk powder. RUTFs play an important role in emergency 
feeding of malnourished children.  However, sometimes they are also 
used (and even sold) for feeding normal healthy infants - a controversial 
practice which may prevent children and families from developing normal 
healthy diets, eating patterns and feeding practices. 

Realia 

These are real objects used in education, usually as visual aids in a 
classroom context - e.g. real fruits, actual advertisements or labels, 
cooked dishes. 

Real-life resources  

Real things, real people, real places, real actions in the real environment 
which can be used for educational purposes. For example, there is no 
need to use a picture of handwashing if there is a real tap nearby. Real-
life learning resources have great impact, but are not always available. 

Right to Food (RtF) 

The right to be able to feed oneself and one’s family with dignity. This 
means that people must be able to acquire the food they need:  that is, 
there must be both economic and physical accessibility. Victims of natural 
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or human-made disasters, armed conflicts and wars, indigenous peoples 
and ethnic groups, people in remote areas and other disadvantaged 
groups may need special attention with respect to accessibility of food. 
 The need for nutrition education is strongly reinforced by the concept of 
the Right to Food. The public requires information and training to 
recognize their food rights and to learn how to participate in decisions 
that affect their diet. States are under an obligation to provide 
information and education on good diet, food safety, food-borne 
diseases, food labelling and processing, production and preparation. In 
the school curriculum, integrating agriculture, food safety, environment, 
nutrition and health education builds citizens’ capacity to achieve and 
maintain their own food security. Hence nutrition education is an 
essential vehicle for establishing food rights.     
http://www.fao.org/righttofood/right-to-food-home/en/ 

Role-play 

Free dialogue which explores what is normally said, or what might be 
said, in a problematic situation. For example, parents concerned about 
the food sold in the school playground might “rehearse” how to approach 
the headmaster about it. Unlike scripted drama, role-play has to be tried 
out by those concerned and does not have a pre-determined outcome. 

Saturated fats, saturated fatty acids (SFA) 

Saturated fat intake increases blood cholesterol levels and the risk of 
heart disease. Saturated fats are found in animal fats, including fatty dairy 
products like butter and cheese; in some vegetable oils (e.g. coconut oil), 
in chocolate and many processed/prepared foods. It is recommended to 
replace SFA in the diet with polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA). 
(FAO/WHO 2010). 

Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) 

A country-led movement which unites national and international 
organizations and groups in working to improve health through better 
nutrition. SUN supports national priorities, aligns resources and fosters 
broad ownership and commitment to evidence-based nutrition 
interventions and integrating nutrition goals across sectors. The main 
focus has been on reducing stunting and on maternal and child health. 
Nutrition-sensitive programs in SUN countries include investing in early 
childhood care and development (pre-school age); empowering school 
pupils as agents for positive health and nutrition behaviour changes; and 
maximizing the efficiency and sustainability of school feeding with 
fortified staples and fresh foods from local markets. 
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 In each country which takes part in SUN a focal point is identified and a 
stakeholder platform is established involving donors, government, 
business, civil society, technical expertise and the UN, which helps to 
coordinate action across the sectors, develop policy, increase resources 
and monitor implementation.  
http://scalingupnutrition.org/ 

Scenario 

An imagined setting with characters and events: “a situation that could 
possibly happen”. 
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/scenario 

School gardens 

School gardens can improve the quality of nutrition and education of 
children and their families, if they are well integrated with agricultural, 
nutrition and education programs. The main benefit is that children learn 
how to grow healthy food and use it for healthier eating.  Fresh garden 
produce (e.g. fruits and vegetables) cannot feed the whole school but can 
contribute to an existing school meal program. School gardens also serve 
for personal and social development, and add a practical dimension to 
environmental education and biology. 
http://www.fao.org/newsroom/en/news/2005/104116/index.html 

School nutrition education 

International websites 
 Feeding Minds, Fighting Hunger

http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation/49742/en/ 

 School nutrition education
http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation 

 Society for Nutrition Education http://www.sneb.org/
Organizations and initiatives 
 The FRESH initiative -  Focusing Resources on Effective School Health
 The Nutrition-Friendly Schools initiative
 The Society for Nutrition Education & Behaviour www.sneb.org

Self-efficacy 

People’s belief that they can succeed in specific situations, which 
determines whether they will undertake change, how much effort they 
will make and how long they will keep trying (Bandura 1977). This may be 
important in nutrition education, when people who are changing their 
diet or their families’ diet may need encouragement, support and 
experience of success. 
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Severe acute malnutrition (SAM) 

Very low weight for height compared to the average established by WHO. 
(Below -3z scores of the median WHO growth standards) 
See ICN2 Glossary at: 
http://www.fao.org/faoterm/collection/nutrition/en/ 

Service provider (SP) 

An organization that provides various kinds of service. In the context of 
nutrition education, service providers are generally the health services 
and community services.   

SMART indicators 

See indicator. 

Social capital  

The tendency of a society or a group to cooperate for the common good. 
Countries with high levels of social capital tend to be more prosperous 
and successful.   

Social and behaviour change communication 

See behaviour change communication. 

Social marketing (SM) 

Social marketing is “the application of marketing principles to the design 
and management of social programs” (Griffiths 1993. It is a form of 
behaviour change approach which aims to “sell” a practice by getting the 
right action message to the right people through the right medium. It 
focuses on audience research, targeting specific groups and building 
client profiles; crafting convincing messages and selecting media; 
promoting actions which offer people real advantages and are easy to 
adopt; and studying the “competition”, that is, all the other actions that 
people may find more attractive. Andreasen (2002) gives six defining 
characteristics of SM:  
 Behaviour change as the measure of success 
 Audience research for needs assessment, pre-testing promotional 

ideas and monitoring 
 Segmenting the audience into specific groups 
 Attractive motivations  
 The four P’s of marketing: produce, price, place and promotion 

(others include a fifth. “people”) 
 Careful attention to the “competition”, i.e. the attractions of other 

behaviours and advertising pressures (e.g. the convenience of 
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cooking known dishes, the pleasure of sugary and fatty snacks, the 
appeal of food advertising).  

Society for Nutrition Education and Behavior (SNEB) 

An international networking organization for nutrition education 
professionals. SNEB represents the professional interests of nutrition 
educators in the United States and worldwide. It aims to promote 
effective nutrition education and communication to support and improve 
healthful behaviours and food systems. SNEB provides forums for sharing 
innovative strategies for nutrition education, expressing a range of views 
on important issues, and disseminating research findings. SNEB publishes 
the Journal for Nutrition Education and Behavior. 
http://www.sneb.org/, http://www.jneb.org/ 

Soft data 

See qualitative data. 

Soils, food and healthy communities 

A project in northern Malawi which helps farmers to improve soil fertility, 
food security and nutrition by cultivating perennial legumes for food and 
as green manure. Seed distribution and training are project activities in 
common with other agricultural projects, but the project has also 
integrated several activities to promote agricultural, nutritional and social 
practices which differ from other agricultural programs. Nutrition 
education takes the form of  
 field days with field visits, speeches, drama, dances and food 
 recipe days where villagers (men too) cook, learn about and eat 

different meals 
 agricultural discussion groups for solving problems relating to 

agriculture and nutrition. 
http://soilandfood.org/ 

Stakeholders 

People, groups, organizations or institutionss with an interest in the 
situation, the intervention and its targeted outcomes.  

Stunting 

Very low height for age (having a height or length for age more than 2 SD 
below the median of the NCHS/WHO international reference) reflecting a 
sustained past episode(s) of undernutrition. It is calculated by taking body 
measurements of height or length, age and gender. Stunting is a well-
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established indicator for chronic child malnutrition and is one of the key 
measures of country nutrition status and overall standard of living.  
(WHO n.d.-b)  

Sustainability 

“The capacity to endure” (Wikipedia 2014a). Sustainability is a key 
indicator of success in nutrition education, which aims at long-term 
changes in practice. However, there are several kinds of sustainability: 
 A sustainable nutritional improvement is one which will last. E.g. 

restoring malnourished infants to health involves not only treating 
them when they are malnourished but also making sure that they do 
not become malnourished again (for example by educating mothers). 

 A sustainable intervention can maintain itself from normal budgets. 
E.g. if an intervention depends on daily visits to villages by health 
worker, then funds must be available to continue such visits in 
future.  

 Sustainable behaviour change.   Often people change their dietary 
behaviour for short periods but later go back to what they did before. 
Long-term impact assessment is needed to see if change is sustained. 

 Sustainable nutrition education interventions.   Often good-quality 
nutrition education talks, activities or media shows are not captured 
and made available to others. This is a waste of resources. 

Sustainable development 

“Development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” 
(Brundtland Report 1987, https://www.iisd.org/sd/). It particularly 
applies for example to maintaining and renewing natural and mineral 
resources (e.g. forests, fertile soil) instead of using them up (e.g. trees for 
cooking fuel). This wide concept is related to the concept of sustainable 
diet.  

Sustainable diet 

A diet that can endure or be continued over a long period of time. A 
sustainable diet not only promotes good health throughout life, but also 
conserves and regenerates natural resources, reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions, preserves biodiversity and promotes access to healthy food 
and clean water for all. 
http://sustainablediets.com/what-is-a-sustainable-diet/ 

Tertiary institutions 

Institutions providing education beyond secondary school level. Tertiary 
institutions include colleges and universities, professional schools and 
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colleges, medical schools, teacher-training schools, community colleges, 
institutes of technology etc. 

TOPS training course on behaviour change  

A six-day training course on designing for behaviour change, targeting 
community development managers, program planners and behaviour 
change officers. The curriculum includes case studies, stories and 
examples; clarification of determinants of behaviour change and key 
factors; Barrier Analysis (a rapid formative research approach); a half day 
of field work using formative research; guidelines for selecting 
appropriate behaviour change activities, etc. Food Security and Nutrition 
Network Social and Behavioral Change Task Force (2013) 

Trans fats 

When vegetable oils are processed to make them "harder" (e.g. for use in 
margarines), some of the unsaturated fatty acids are changed into trans-
fatty acids as the oils become partially hydrogenated. These trans-fatty 
acids are harmful to health (increasing the risk of heart disease) as they 
reduce the ‘good’ cholesterol and increase the ‘bad’ cholesterol in the 
body. Industrial trans fats are found in deep-fried and baked foods. 
Naturally occurring trans fats are found in small amounts in dairy 
products, beef, veal, lamb and mutton, but these are not thought to 
increase the risk of heart disease. (Adapted from FAO/WHO 2010) 

Trials of Improved Practices (TIPs) 

A formative research process which aims to identify feasible, acceptable 
and effective strategies to improve feeding practices. TIPs projects 
research the practices and perceptions of the community and its food 
resources and identify locally available nutrient-dense foods. Families try 
out complementary feeding dishes and their responses are used to design 
acceptable recipes.  The TIPs field work consists of several home visits. In 
the initial visit the family food security situation, feeding behaviours and 
dietary intake are analyzed. In following visits the current feeding 
practices are evaluated, and changes in behaviour and feeding practices 
are discussed and negotiated with the family, who then try out one or 
two new practices.  Successful messages and practices are then 
disseminated throughout the community. 
http://www.manoffgroup.com/approach_developing.html 
A manual for TIPs trainers and implementers (FAO 2011b): 
http://www.fao.org/docrep/014/am869e/am869e00.htm 
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Triangulation 

To increase the reliability of data, it is recommended to get information 
from more than one source, or in more than one way (e.g. information 
about home cooking could come separately from observation and from 
different members of the household). This is called “triangulation”. 

Twenty-four-hour recall 

A method of collecting detailed information about diets. The 24-hour 
dietary recall consists of listing foods and beverages consumed the 
previous day or in the 24 hours before the recall interview. Foods and 
amounts are recalled from memory with the aid of a trained interviewer. 
Sometimes the recall is self-administered, but this approach may not yield 
reliable data. Before-and-after diet recalls can be used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of nutrition education and other interventions. 
 ‘24-Hour Food Recall Introduction’ on 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqRwO-wl3Hg 
 ’Procedures for Collecting 24-Hour Food Recalls’ at 

http://www.csrees.usda.gov/nea/food/efnep/ers/documentation/24
hour-recall.pdf 

Underweight 

Low weight for age in children and BMI <18.5 in adults, resulting from 
inadequate food intake, past episodes of undernutrition or poor health 
conditions. 

United Nations agencies (UN agencies) 

Autonomous organizations working with the United Nations and each 
other through the United Nations Economic and Social Council and Chief 
Executives Board (CEB). Some UN agencies are WHO, UNICEF, FAO, UNDP. 

Vitamin A deficiency (VAD) 

A lack of vitamin A in the body. VAD is common in many developing 
countries and is one of the main indicators of nutrition status in a 
population. It is often due to limited access to animal-source foods 
(containing retinol) or plant foods containing beta-carotene (e.g. carrot, 
pumpkin, green leafy vegetables). It particularly threatens women and 
young children. It can begin when infants do not receive adequate 
colostrum or breast milk. Chronic diarrhoea also leads to loss of vitamin A 
in young children. Night blindness is one of the first signs of VAD and in 
severe cases children become blind. Even mild VAD increases the risk of 
infections (particularly diarrhoea and measles). VAD is high among 
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pregnant women in developing countries and contributes to maternal 
mortality.   

Wasting 

Very low weight for height, generally due to a recent period of acute food 
deprivation, starvation or disease (Mwangome et al. 2012). (Prevalence of 
wasting: proportion of under-fives <-2 standard deviations from the 
median weight-for-height of the WHO reference population.) The main 
visible effect of wasting is thinness.  

Western diseases  

“Western diseases” include heart disease, Type 2 diabetes, hypertension 
(high blood pressure) and certain cancers. The term was coined in the 
1960s by Denis Burkitt (Wikipedia 2014b) who argued that modern 
Western dietary habits, in particular, reduced fibre intake and a high 
consumption of energy, sugar, refined grains and fat, contributed to these 
diseases. The term has remained to describe the changing pattern of 
disease due to the nutrition transition. 

WHO Complementary Feeding Training course 

A course providing knowledge and skills on complementary feeding for 
health workers who work with caregivers of young children from 6 to 24 
months of age. It is suitable for those in primary health care services in 
the community or attached to hospital health services (community health 
nurses, paediatric nurses, health care assistants, community workers, 
supervisors, counsellors and doctors). (WHO 2004)  

WHO/UNICEF Community and young child feeding counselling package 

A set of generic tools for programming and capacity development which 
aims to guide all aspects of community based IYCF counselling. It contains 
training tools to equip community workers, using an interactive and 
experiential adult learning approach, with relevant knowledge and skills 
on recommended breastfeeding and complementary feeding practices. 
To date, some 30 countries are at various stages of adapting the materials 
to the local context, building capacity and rolling out community based 
IYCF counseling and communication using the package. 
http://www.unicef.org/nutrition/index_58362.html 

Women’s land rights 

Land is one the keys to building better lives and equality for poor rural 
women in the developing world. Yet in many places, women’s rights to 
land tenure are still not recognized or respected. Frequently, for example, 
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husbands control land that legally belongs to their wives, or women are 
blocked from access to land they inherit from relatives. Where a family’s 
food is partly home grown or family income depends on cash crop sales, 
land ownership can strongly affect the quality of diet. 
For further information about the importance of women’s land rights in 
rural development and nutrition see: 
 The Rural Development Institute (RDI), now known as LANDESA  

http://www.landesa.org/ 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rural_Development_Institute 

 Land is Hope, the story of Landesa  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5QohIC6gaMo 

 The Global Centre for Women’s Land Rights, Brandon University, 
Canada 

 Women feed the world about women’s land rights 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIdhkyvnkKg 

 Women and Agriculture SOFA Report 2010-2011 (FAO 2011a) 
http://www.fao.org/docrep/013/i2050e/i2050e.pdf 

 IFAD: Since 2008, the Women’s Land Rights Project  
http://www.ifad.org/english/land/women_land/index.htm 

World Food Program (WFP) 

Food assistance branch of the United Nations. Its five objectives are to:  
 save lives and protect livelihoods in emergencies 
 prepare for emergencies 
 restore and rebuild lives after emergencies 
 reduce chronic hunger and undernutrition everywhere 
 strengthen the capacity of countries to reduce hunger.  

School feeding is among WFP’s many activities: it is the main provider of 
school meals in low-income countries. WFP is now aiming to promote 
nutrition education through school feeding; it is also encouraging 
homegrown school feeding, which offers good opportunities for nutrition 
education among schools, families and local farmers.   

Zero Hunger Challenge 

A UN initiative launched by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon at the Rio 
Summit in 2012.  The five objectives of the campaign are:  
1. 100% access to adequate food all year round  
2. Zero stunted children in less than 2 years  
3. All food systems sustainable  
4. 100% increase in smallholder productivity and income   
5. Zero loss or waste of food. 

http://www.un.org/en/zerohunger/#&panel1-1 
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Zinc deficiency 

An essential mineral that is naturally present in some foods, added to 
others, and available as a dietary supplement. Zinc has many roles in 
metabolism, supports normal growth and development during pregnancy, 
childhood and adolescence, and is required for a proper sense of taste 
and smell. A daily intake of zinc is required to maintain a steady state 
because the body has no specialized zinc storage system. Some foods rich 
in zinc are pumpkin seeds, groundnuts, liver, beef – and dark chocolate. 
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This document explores the needs expressed in the literature for NEAC and for more effective NEAC, 
in order to generate a generally approved process model or template of effective NEAC.  The 
following document is therefore more functional than a pure literature review, aiming to pursue one 
main question (What is needed?) and come to a working conclusion.   

N.B.  “Need” is interpreted as a combination of demonstrated value and demonstrated lack.   

1 THE NEED FOR NUTRITION IN THE DEVELOPMENT 

FRAMEWORK 

Recognition of the need for NEAC and NEAC training depends first of all on recognizing the priority 
need for improved nutrition and dietary practices.  The need is emphasized in the African Regional 
Strategy 2005-2015 (African Union), which outlines the deteriorating state of nutrition in the region 
and the need to “re-emphasize nutrition as a basic input in poverty alleviation strategies and the 
achievement of the MDGs”.  DfID and the EC have recognized that chronic malnutrition must be a 
priority (Sumner et al. 2007).  The World Bank sees nutrition as “absolute ground zero for any 

serious discussion of economic and human development” and spending on nutrition as highly cost-
effective (World Bank 2009).  At the same time the general complaint has been that nutrition is 
conspicuous by its absence in the framework of development aid.  Nutrition is the “forgotten MDG” 

– “often unrecognized, rarely acted upon and grossly underfunded” (World Bank 2009).  It is “an 

afterthought in development priorities”, “one of the world’s most serious but least addressed health 

problems”, and “largely preventable” (SUN 2010).  From 2004 to 2007 only about 1.7% of 
development and emergency food aid was dedicated specifically to improving nutrition (MSF 2009), 
while nutrition represents only 3% of the total given for health (SUN 2010). Of these dispensations of 
course only a fragment has been devoted to nutrition education and NEAC training.  

Nutrition is also thinly represented in public health courses and qualifications offered 
internationally. In health promotion and health education many organizations (for example the 
Health Action Partnership HAPI) do not specifically mention nutrition or nutrition education; the 
London International Development Centre (LIDC) offers one course on nutrition but nothing on 
nutrition education, although there are three courses on health promotion. A highly reputed 
Masters degree in the education of health professionals (Maastricht University) does not touch on 
nutrition in its course outline, perhaps reflecting the content of the standard medical curriculum,1 
nor does its related publication, Education for Health, often deal with nutrition. 

In developing countries the low profile of nutrition in government policy, strategy and national 
capacity has frequently been noted.  In the words of “an authoritative respondent” quoted by 

                                                           

1 Another general complaint is the low level or absence of nutrition in the training of health professionals and 
the resulting ignorance of doctors and nurses. 
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Ashworth and Ferguson (2009), “we are facing a capacity crisis in nutrition as nutrition programmes 
are not given priority at policy and implementation level.”  Hence the supportive environment seen 
as essential by the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (1986) is lacking. In Malawi, for example, a 
capacity analysis identified an extensive need for nutrition activity and capacity building:  
implementation of national policy down to district level; nutrition interventions (including N 
surveillance); coordination of scattered initiatives; training at several levels; staffing, career structure 
and professional associations; and monitoring and evaluation (Malawi Dept. of Nutrition, HIV and 
AIDS 2009).  Even where policy is in place there may not be implementation or interest, as our case 
studies have shown.  These deficits are certainly maintained by lack of awareness at community 
level, where nutrition may not be directly seen as a concern and community action for nutrition is 
therefore lacking.    Health services tend to see nutrition action from the curative point of view, i.e. 
identifying and treating malnutrition, rather than as preventive measures.  

Important links across sectors and disciplines are seldom made (Smith 1997), as was noted by many 
of the respondents in our survey. Particularly relevant to rural economies is the fact that 
connections are not made between nutrition and agriculture.  The need for a holistic approach to 
food security was clearly brought out in the FAO symposium “Food and nutrition security:  food-
based approaches for improving diets and raising levels of nutrition” (FAO 2010), where Prof. 
Pinstrup-Andersen deplored the separation of health, education and agriculture in “separate silos”.2  
The symposium also noted that these links were rarely made in policies, strategies and interventions 
and that food security was usually interpreted as improved food supply rather than improved diet.  
Examples were given of major multi-faceted projects where parallel agriculture and nutrition 
interventions had no point of active contact.  “Agriculture doesn’t see the weakness – you have to 
make them see it, you have to insist,” said one participant, nutrition advisor to the Malawi 
government (Butao 2010).   

2 THE NEED FOR NUTRITION EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION 

The value of nutrition education and communication (NEAC) in tackling nutrition issues is strongly 
supported by the literature, both as a complement to other nutrition, health and food security 
interventions, and independently, as a stand-alone alternative to other ways of improving nutrition. 

2.1 THE NEED FOR NEAC IN FOOD SECURITY INTERVENTIONS 

There is substantial evidence, including a number of authoritative reviews, that in agricultural and 
homestead food production behaviour-oriented nutrition education is critical to achieving 
nutritional outcomes (World Bank 2007; Ruel 2001; Laurie and Faber 2008, HKI 2004; Allan and 
Gillespie 2001);  and conversely  that increasing food production alone may have little or no effect 
on nutritional status.  According to Helen Keller International (2004), “nutrition education is an 

                                                           

2 See also http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsno4HRFo8w 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsno4HRFo8w
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essential component of successful homestead food production ... critical for improving the 
consumption of micronutrient-rich foods”.  It is a strategy that can be successfully carried out by 

agricultural extension workers (e.g. Andrien et al. 1998) and there has long been a movement to 
promote nutrition elements, and even communication training, in agriculture extension training (e.g. 
FAO 1995).   

Nevertheless, the nutrition education element is often lacking in food security interventions, as also 
noted by the World Bank report (2007).  For example, a major aid program dealing with agriculture 
in Africa outlines a multi-faceted approach to food security covering “crop diversification and 
improved techniques, farmer’s associations, development and micro-credit, to support in conflict 
resolution, civic education, gender equality and basic adult literacy” – but not nutrition or nutrition 
education (Africare 2011).   

2.2 THE NEED FOR NEAC IN DIRECT NUTRITION INTERVENTIONS  

In direct nutrition interventions such as food supplementation and food fortification, nutrition 
education of some kind has frequently been found essential to raise awareness, ensure compliance 
or guide dietary choices (see e.g. Schüth et al. 2007; Cordero et al. 2008), especially of course when 
consumers have a choice (see e.g. Chen 2003). Thus nutrition education was selected as an essential 
success factor in successful community nutrition programs in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda (Linkages 
2002) and the need for supporting education is brought out repeatedly by the UNSCN Policy Paper 
19 (Allen and Gillespie 2001).   Correspondingly, many nutrition interventions, when evaluated, are 
shown to need more education input. For example, the assessment of the first large-scale 
implementation of the UNICEF Essential Nutrition Actions in India revealed that counselling on infant 
feeding needed strengthening (UNICEF 1993). The approach in the later model of ENA application 
(Guyon et al. 2009) is largely educational:  a mix of training, communication, mass media and 
negotiation.  The trend towards reinforcing the educational element is echoed in other recent 
reports.  In the World Bank’s proposed package for tackling nutrition needs (2009) “behaviour 

change intervention” is the largest component. Scherbaum et al. (2009) recommend nutrition 
education to accompany provision of emergency RUTFs.  The World Food Programme has 
recognized the importance of “synergies between school meals and school health and nutrition 

education” (WFP 2009) - an important step since school meals are generally not “constructed” 
educationally within the school or community. 

Challenges come from medical or emergency agendas which tend to regard the educational 
component as an optional extra or as too long-term for project accountability, and “put their faith in 

the tablets” (Crompton et al. 2003) or “prefer quick-fix solutions” (Ashworth and Ferguson 2009). 

2.3 THE NEED FOR INDEPENDENT NUTRITION EDUCATION  

There is considerable evidence too of the efficacy of stand-alone nutrition education in both reviews 
and individual project reports.  Social marketing, which is purely educational, has had some 
remarkable results (Griffiths, 1994; Parlato et al. 1994).   A review of articles (Yeong Pui Chuan 2011) 
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has shown that nutrition education alone can have a significant impact on complementary feeding 
practices.  Parlato and Seidel (eds) (1998), describing large-scale projects in three African countries 
in the 1990s, demonstrate that “comprehensive long-term communicative approaches can produce 
significant improvements in a broad range of household-based nutrition behaviour, even in 
impoverished communities”.  Projects across the world continue to substantiate such findings:  

o In India Roy et al. (2007) found that “education without … food supplements in an 
impoverished society can improve the dietary intake of young children and lead to better 
growth”, and sustain the impact.   

o A later Indian study (Palwala et al. 2009) demonstrated significant effects on complementary 
feeding of intensive nutrition education for mothers in slums.   

o In a Chinese nutrition education program (Guldan et al 2000) infants grew more and there 
were higher breastfeeding rates and lower anaemia rates.  

o A program in Indonesia significantly improved the nutritional status of children through 
education alone (Webb and Block 2004). 

o An intervention in Madagascar consisting of “training, interpersonal communication, 
community mobilization, and mass media” made huge improvements in breastfeeding and 
complementary feeding practices (Guyon et al. 2009). 

o A clinical trial in Venezuela (Garcia-Casal et al. 2011) showed that stand-alone nutrition 
education could reduce anaemia.   

o One UK website has claimed success in getting children to eat fruit and vegetables through a 
mix of educational activities (Food Dudes 2010).  

o In Kyrgysztan, consumption of iodised salt increased dramatically through education alone 
(Schϋth et al. 2005). 

Nutrition education embedded in normal health care routines has produced solid results.  For Africa, 
Parlato and Seidel (1998) show that “the nutrition status of young children can improve without 
increase in household income and they can improve with low-cost communication activities added 
to child survival programmes”.  In a review of dietary counselling programs Ashworth and Ferguson 

(2009) concluded that counselling caregivers about family foods can achieve good rates of weight 
gain in wasted children.  The US EFNEP community programme, which has been regularly evaluated 
over decades, shows remarkable results in dietary and food-related practices among its participants 
– reading food labels, stretching food dollars further, following dietary recommendations more 
closely, handling food more safely - and a significant reduction in food insecurity (EFNEP website; 
Dollahite et al. 2003).  Penny et al. (2005) describe a program which reduced stunting by two-thirds 
in a poor shanty town in Peru through making improvements in the nutrition service delivery in 
normal health services.  NB Penny et al. also refer to other similar successful interventions. 

There have been particular successes when nutrition education is accompanied by hands-on related 
activities (e.g. meal preparation, food gardening, feeding babies, growth monitoring), when it is a 
main element in a multi-component package (Knai et al. 2006) or when it involves highly 
participatory formative research (TIPs 2011; Dickins et al 1997).  A well-known example in the North 
is the Finnish experience in reducing obesity and heart disease through government campaigns, 
cooperation from the food industry, control of food in schools and food labelling (Finnish National 
Public Health Institute).   
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There is however a tension between short- and long-term strategies. Nutrition learning has 
demonstrable long-term effects: for example, parents with nutrition knowledge are more likely to 
have well-nourished children (regardless of how much they spend on diet), and mothers’ nutrition 

knowledge correlates well with children’s height for age (Webb and Block 2004).  Formal education 
of women results in improved infant nutrition (the odds of having a stunted child decrease 4-5% for 
every additional year of schooling (WFP/FAO, 2010)).   However it is difficult in practice to adopt 
long-term effects as the goals of limited-duration projects.  Thus the current focus on the 1000-day 
survival “window”, explicitly formulated on an emergency basis (SUN 2010), tends to bypass general 

nutrition education and capacity building. 

2.4 THE LACK OF NUTRITION EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The paucity of nutrition education and communication activities worldwide was felt to be self-
evident and was not researched in depth.  For the countries of interest to our project it will emerge 
clearly from the country case studies.  Some points made in the literature are mentioned below.     

In aid projects there is a dearth of special funding (see Section 1), while in normative education, 
health and agriculture programs the lack in both quantity and quality is also evident.  In schools, the 
main focus is on direct health and nutrition interventions rather than on education.  For example in a 
survey of donor and agency support for school-based health and nutrition programs (Maier 2000) 
seven of the 45 programs mentioned nutrition education in passing, while only three described 
specific initiatives in nutrition education.  School curriculum coverage of nutrition is thin. In 1998 a 
FAO survey of primary school nutrition education in 50 countries world wide revealed that nutrition 
education was generally not a mandatory school subject, that it was lacking from teacher training 
curricula and that the classroom methods were conventional and focused more on knowledge and 
awareness than on changing practices (Olivares et al. 1998).  (Unfortunately it has not been possible 
to find a more recent survey.)  In general public nutrition education, the emphasis in the 
development of FBDGs is more technical than educational: scanning the reports of the FAO/WHO 
technical consultation in Cairo (FAO/WHO 2004) and the European meeting in Budapest (FAO/EUFIC 
200) reveals little discussion on educational use and implementation, very little consumer research, 
and promotion largely limited to one-way communication.  In the health services, nutrition 
education is often ineffective. According to an on-the-ground survey of nutrition services by HKI 
(Hampshire et al. 2004), routine dietary counselling and screening for pregnant and post-partum 
women and for young children is often not done or poorly done in that most of the women do not 
understand the purpose of supplements and nearly half are unlikely to comply with unfamiliar 
advice on breastfeeding.  Ashworth and Ferguson (2009) conclude from an extensive review of 
community dietary counselling prescriptions that “dietary recommendations were mostly vague and 

unlikely to be effective”, that it was “often weak or absent and should be strengthened”. 
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3 THE NEED FOR MORE EFFECTIVE NEAC:  PREVAILING MODELS 

AND HOW THEY WORK    

Given the demonstrable need for education which will improve dietary practices, the question is 
what kind of nutrition education has greatest impact.  Three broad models or approaches are 
discussed in the literature:   

 knowledge-based, aiming to achieve knowledge and understanding;   
 behaviour-change approaches (mostly “front-end” focusing on appraisal, analysis, message 

formulation and delivery);  
 behaviour-oriented health promotion (emphasizing participation and ownership, and an 

active learning process).  

We have generally restricted our interest to food-based approaches (see e.g. Ashworth and 
Ferguson 2009), rather than those which aim to persuade people to incorporate food supplements 
in existing diets.   

3.1 KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACHES 

The most rudimentary knowledge-based approach in nutrition education is “information delivery”:  
that is, supplying nutrition information (for example in lectures, talks, text, posters, leaflets, labels or 
one-way advice) as the only or main element in an education program.  It is associated with the 
language of transmission and reception rather than of construction, exploration and dialogue.  
Although information delivery remains a pervasive instructional strategy, its effectiveness even in 
establishing and maintaining knowledge is assumed by education theory to be low in comparison 
with more active, experiential and dialogic approaches (Dewey 1938; Vygotsky 1978; Schön 1987; 
Kolb 1984).  Brieger (2006) of the Bloomberg School of Public Health, Johns Hopkins, summarising 
the principles of effective health education, notes that “for effective learning, giving information is 

not enough” and illustrates with findings about the low retention of learning from (for example) 
lectures or read texts in comparison with learning by practice; this is reinforced by Knowles (1973).3  
Information delivery has also been objected to at a transactional level by the proponents of 
communication for social change (Figueroa et al. 2002) as one-way, asymmetrical and top-down 
rather than “convergent” and dialogic.    

Rich, elaborated, active and interactive instructional approaches, supported by examples, visual aids, 
discussions, questioning etc., are more likely to enhance and maintain knowledge.  However it has 
been recognized for some decades that even these more engaging approaches will generally be 
ineffective in affecting dietary practices as long as they aim mainly at knowledge. Cerquiera (1991) 

                                                           

3 Palojoki (1996) shows a weak relationship between healthy food behaviour and factual knowledge, at least 
among Finnish homemakers.   
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noted that “sender-oriented” information dissemination improved knowledge and attitudes but not 

behaviour, and that “changing behaviour rather than disseminating information must be the clear 

intention of a programme if nutrition education is to be effective”.  In a seminal review of school- 
and community-based nutrition education interventions, Contento et al. (1995) spell out the 
assumptions of what they named the KAB approach: that knowledge will lead to attitude change, 
which, in turn, will lead to behaviour change (that is, that knowledge is enough in itself to change 
dietary habits) and demonstrated, that while KAB could be successful in improving knowledge and 
attitudes it generally failed to push them into action.  This finding is fully endorsed by education 
theory:  it exemplifies Bandura’s “learning without performance” (Bandura 1977) and is in line with 

the established distinction between declarative and procedural learning (Anderson 1982). 

Nevertheless, knowledge-based approaches remain the default mode of nutrition education: 
“transmission and persuasive models still continue to dominate the design of strategic 

communication, at least in the field of health” (Figueroa et al. 2002).  Many projects remain within 

the knowledge loop, first aiming at knowledge and understanding and then evaluating (if evaluation 
is done) entirely or mainly on the basis of knowledge and understanding gained (e.g. Shah 2010; 
Walsh 2002).   

3.2 BEHAVIOUR CHANGE APPROACHES  

Conversely, “nutrition education ...  is a significant factor in improving dietary practices when 
behavioural change is set as the goal and the educational strategies employed are designed with 
that as a purpose” Contento et al. (1995). Stimulated by this finding, behaviour change approaches 
have reacted against ineffective knowledge-based strategies. They aim to develop practical 
behavioural messages about what to do and to spread them wide, concentrating more on the 
“motivational stage” of behaviour change than on the “action stage” (Contento 2008). The 

movement draws on a range of educational theories (for summaries see Contento 2007;  Boyle and 
Holben 2006; Stuart and Achterberg 1997; Rodrigo and Aranceta 2001).  It has been extensively 
operationalised and evaluated, and hence is in a constant state of principled evolution (early and 
later examples of lessons being learnt in this way are Parlato and Seidel (1998) and the I-Life Malawi 
evaluation (Robins and Best 2008)).  

Social marketing 

First in fashion for nutrition education in the 80’s is social marketing “the application of marketing 

principles to the design and management of social programs” (Griffiths 1994).  It aims to “sell” a 

practice by getting the right message to the right people through the right medium.  As with 
commercial advertising, it concentrates on the supply side.  Griffiths (1994), Favin and Griffiths 
(1999) and Parlato et al. (1994) set out some social marketing principles and practices for nutrition 
education: carrying out formative audience research (situation analysis, segmentation of audience); 
aiming at small manageable (and measurable) behavioural objectives; crafting comprehensible, 
convincing and consistent messages; selecting appropriate media; and evaluating the reach of the 
message.        
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Social marketing has achieved some striking results in nutrition (see Griffiths 1994) but its limitations 
for health promotion have been noted from the start (e.g. Birkinshaw 1988): for example, the 
isolated targets and individual orientation, the contextual obstacles to change.  It has also been 
challenged on the grounds that it needs a stronger sustainability framework to maintain new 
behaviours, which “are fragile and can rapidly disappear” (Parlato et al. 1994) and which rely on “a 

complex mix of motivation, ability to continue performing and ability to perceive rewards” (WHO 

2007).   It has been said that even in the US public health programs cannot afford social marketing 
because it is costly, requires considerable expensive expertise and needs sustained promotional 
effort (Ling, quoted by Minnesota Dept of Health 2001).  Moreover, if not mediated by interactive 
web access or other social contact, communication in social marketing campaigns remains very one-
way or (if government-led) top-down, and in this sense it remains an elaboration of the information 
delivery paradigm.  Current social marketing initiatives (e.g. Alive and Thrive) tend to be included in 
a package of interventions with more interactive and community elements.  

Behaviour change communication (BCC) 

BCC has the same emphasis as social marketing on formative audience research, message 
development and mutually reinforcing media channels.  Some documents which set out behaviour 
change principles and practices are Parlato and Seidel 1998, Linkages 2003 and USAID 2010.  BCC has 
a strong and explicit theoretical base in theories of the internal and external motivations, pressures 
and inducements that lead individuals to decide to change their health behaviour, for example the 
stages of change model (Prochaska and Di Clemente 1986); the Health Belief Model  (Janz et al. 
2002); and the theory of planned behaviour/reasoned action (Fishbein 2000): all act as useful 
checklists for exploring motivation and deciding how to target educational efforts.  It has however 
been objected (Figueroa et al. 2002) that they are best at explaining the motivation for individual 
actions, whereas much nutrition action is intrinsically social.  

BCC has increasingly opened up the social and participatory dimensions, shifting from individual to 
social behaviour change with a greater emphasis on two-way communication.  The current AED 
definition of BCC (AED 2010) advocates “interpersonal channels” as well as mass media approaches. 

USAID (2010), recognizing the range of social and contextual influences on behaviour, adopts the 
title “social and behavioural change interventions”, and recommends community participation, 

consultation and mobilization. The developing model (e.g. Linkages 2003) incorporates many 
features of skills learning and social learning such as demonstrations, role-modelling, discussing 
obstacles and how to overcome them, experimentation, group feedback, mutual support over a 
period, personal monitoring of progress. Some operational examples are “negotiated change 
through group counselling sessions” (Linkages 2003) and the Care Group approach (e.g. Food for the 
Hungry Annual Results Report 2009).  More radically, it has been proposed that “social cohesion ...  

is now recognized to be essential for maintaining a healthy population” and that changes in nutrition 

status can be brought about by social marketing with participatory learning and action to develop 
social cohesion (Havemann and Pridmore 2005). 
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3.3 HEALTH PROMOTION 

Health promotion, while it does not represent a distinct procedural school like BCC, has provided 
some defining principles for a parallel evolution in nutrition education which centres on how people 
live and what they decide to do, and hence has given more attention to the environment of 
behaviour change and the “action stage” of the process (Contento 2008).  

The Ottawa Charter (1986) on health promotion places nutrition education in a context of public 
action.  It identifies five independent (but mutually supportive) domains for action: 

 build healthy public policy 
 create supportive environments 
 strengthen community action 
 develop personal skills (education) 
 reorient health services (e.g. from curative to preventive).  

In this way nutrition education is not dealt with in isolation or as a purely individual matter, but as 
one dependent on and influenced by social policies and institutional actions.  Smith (1997) gives the 
example of rapid urbanisation which “turns knowledgeable food producers into naive food 

consumers”.  In such a case a situation analysis might show a great need for various kinds of 
nutrition education but also for improving markets or setting up food programs: in this way nutrition 
education works as part of an effective package. 

As regards approach, the Ottawa Charter defines health promotion as “the process of enabling 

people to increase control over and to improve their health” (WHO 1986).  Self-determination and 
participation are therefore central: “health promotion is not something that is done on or to people; 
it is done by, with and for people” (WHO 1997a); it “builds the capacity of individuals and 
communities to make their own good decisions relating to their nutrition” (Kent 2010).  This stance 
is in tune with the learner-centred approach in education, which has grown from theories of 
constructivism and experiential learning (Dewey 1938; Vygotsky 1978; Schön 1987; Kolb 1984) and 
from direct experience of the limitations of teacher-centred approaches, and which has been widely 
endorsed for health education (e.g. Dixey et al. 1999).  In nutrition education it explains the interest 
in life skills (e.g. UNICEF, lifeskills) and the participatory approaches that have been constantly 
recommended over the years (e.g. Stuart and Achtenberg 1998; Anderson 1988; Smith 1997 (citing 
three other recommendations); Figueroa et al. 2002).   

Skills acquisition has been proposed as the underlying learning process in health and nutrition 
promotion (WHO 2003; Hawes 2003; SNE et al. 1995; UNICEF skills site) in the recognition that most 
health learning involves building routines, practical skills, cognitive skills and life skills.  The literature 
on skills acquisition (e.g. Anderson 1982; Bandura 1997; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1980) emphasizes 
activities which develop procedural knowledge:  observing and imitating practices, examples and 
models; repeated practice, feedback, reinforcement and re-trial; reflection on performance; 
real/realistic context; incremental learning; passing on learning.   

 Under the influence of social learning theory (Bandura 1977), this powerful but narrow process has 
expanded to take more account of the actors themselves and the social and physical contexts that 
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affect them: their experience, existing knowledge and knowhow; their outlooks, concerns and 
motivations; the other players in the social scene, the effects of social interaction and social norms, 
and contextual constraints.  In schools, for example, many nutrition education initiatives advise 
socialising activities and embedding them in context (Health-Promoting Schools (WHO 1997b), the 
FRESH initiative (UNESCO 2000a), the FAO manual for nutrition education curriculum development 
(FAO 2006b)).  In the context of training health workers, the approach has been well summarised by 
Brieger et al. (2006).  Some successful interventions have built on particular aspects of the social 
learning model:  for example, positive deviance approaches and the Hearth Model (Sternin et al. 
1998) emphasize several kinds of modelling; the Child-to-Child movement works with peer teaching; 
barrier analysis and Trials of Improved Practices (Dickins et al., 1997; TIPS) systematize the 
participatory exploration of contextual constraints.    

 

General long-term nutrition education    

With its holistic emphasis on the life-cycle and wider society, health promotion also covers activities 
which aim to build long-term nutrition understanding among the general public, for example, the 
development of food-based dietary guidelines (FAO FBDGs), nutrition education in schools (e.g. FAO 
2006), colleges and extension training (see e.g. Colecraft et al. 2008), general adult education (e.g. 
EFNEP) and “nutrition literacy” (FAO 2006).  Such initiatives suffer from a number of handicaps.  
Institutionalised social programs find it hard to attract either public or donor funding.  Moreover, 
although (as mentioned above) there is evidence that parents’ nutrition knowledge and general 

education have an effect on the health of their children, the difficulty of attributing specific 
outcomes to such programs is a particular disadvantage in an evidence-based development 
atmosphere (see e.g. the Lancet articles on nutrition priorities (e.g. Cesar 2009)). Public nutrition 
education is also in danger of defaulting to information delivery approaches, as pointed out above 
with respect to dietary guidelines.  Nevertheless, it may be that these wider educational approaches 
are neglected to society’s loss.  

4 GENERIC FEATURES AND CORE PROCESSES OF 

EFFECTIVE NEAC  

The main behaviour-oriented contemporary movements in nutrition education have different 
emphases and origins but strong clusters of common interest:  tackling priority needs; focusing on 
practices; audience research; content and activities socialised and embedded in situation and 
context. They are also showing signs of convergent interests in community involvement, 
participation and follow-through. There have been several attempts to gather best practices and 
integrate workable processes. 

4.1 PROCESS MODEL  
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One simple attempt at integrating the model can be found in Temple and Steyn (forthcoming).  Its 
main advantage is its flexibility, allowing for participatory and controlled activities, formal and 
informal. The central process is presented as the actions of the learner/ participant, not of the 
educator, so that it can act as a checklist of learning actions.  Otherwise the model does not indicate 
who does what or when: the areas of new learning in knowledge, attitudes and life skills could be 
identified by anyone at any point in the learning process; steps taken to tackle them could be 
integrated at any point.  “Influences” on the core process are the broad areas about which questions 

need to be asked, whether as self-questions of groups or individuals or in formal research. The 
diagram touches on the learning design process (analysing needs, monitoring, evaluation) but does 
not develop it systematically.  

    The diagram can act as a checklist of points to be covered in assessing nutrition education 
activities:  the background which has been explored, the curriculum and learning objectives 
identified, and the learning process in place. 
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NEW LEARNING BEHAVIOUR CHANGE PROCESS INFLUENCES 

 

DEVELOP ESSENTIAL 
NEW KNOWLEDGE/ 
UNDERSTANDING/ 

PRACTICES 

 

 

DEVELOP & CHANGE 
ATTITUDES/VALUES/ 
MOTIVATIONS 

 

 

EXERCISE & DEVELOP 
LIFE SKILLS 

1  Explore existing practices and beliefs  (own and 
others’) and express own concerns 

 

INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL 
AND ECONOMIC 
CIRCUMSTANCES  

 

 

INFLUENCE OF NORMS 
AND SOCIAL CONTEXT  

 

 

INTERACTIONS WITH 
OTHER PARTICIPANTS, 
PEERS, MENTORS & 
OTHER PLAYERS 

 

 

POLICY & INSTITUTIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

2   See models (what others do) 

3   Take on new learning/understanding. 

4   Take on new hands-on experience 

5   Perceive shortfall & causes (see what  

needs to be done and why) 

6   Develop intent (decide to do something) 

7   Explore ways, means & obstacles  

(how to go about it, plans, problems) 

8  Practise and monitor (try-outs, mutual support) 

9  Get feedback on performance (encouragement, 
discussion, reflection) 

10  Take real-life action (+ relapses, re-starts) 

Evaluate, discuss, reflect 

11  Pass it on (tell the world) 

12  Maintain it  

 

 

4.2  BEST PRACTICES AND STRATEGIES 

 Some reviews of nutrition education activities (e.g. Smith 1997; Knai et al.2006; Parlato et al. 1994) 
have compiled lists of empirical “meta-strategies” for success, which can also be used as checklists 

for informal assessment of interventions. These are summarised below, together with 
recommendations from Contento et al. 1995, DfID 2008; Hosmer et al. 1997; Pratt and Pratt 2003; 
Rodrigo and Aranceta 2001; Ashworth and Ferguson 2009 and World Bank 2005.  Most of the 
strategies are embodied in the models described above, but some which have attracted more 
empirical weight are the power of hands-on experience; the value of trial and error; the usefulness 
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of various kinds of modelling, including fictional stories and cases; the need for practice and learning 
by experience; the importance of maintaining activities over a long period; and the need for dialogue 
and discussion.   
Design:  
Strategies    Multi-component, multi-strategy interventions  
Objectives Focus on specific behaviours, simple and practical 
ToT Train educators 
Duration Maintain activities over a long period; a long follow-up is essential to 

sustain changes  
Overall: 
Needs analysis Involve participants in their own needs analysis 
KAPP    Explore existing knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions.  
Determinants Understand the factors affecting practices. 
Obstacles Identify barriers to good nutrition. 
Whole person Look at all aspects of life and lifestyle which affect choices 
Players    Consult all the core players (e.g. whole family, community groups etc.) and 

actively involve those directly concerned 
Community   Promote participation and action in communities and families   

  Use social networks  
Initiate and maintain word-of-mouth communication locally.   

Start where people are   Integrate new learning with existing practices and build up incrementally. 
Aim for behaviour   Carry through a behaviour learning process   
Participation   Put the process in the hands of the actors 
 Build in personalized self-monitoring and self-evaluation 

  Use peer leaders 
Interest and attention Ensure that someone is interested in what participants do 
 
Activities: 
Relevance and realism    Go for reality or a reality feel (illustrations, anecdotes, try-outs, stories) 
Show as well as tell Do practical demonstrations, use models, discuss cases, use visuals 
Modalities   Use several modalities (e.g. hearing, writing, talking) 
Hands-on Increase hands-on experience (e.g. cooking, shopping, gardening)  
Communication Discuss all ideas and actions 
Information Give accurate information about what and how 
Motivation &     Generate status, pride, social recognition and enjoyment 
  ownership Promote choice, independence, personal control and problem-solving 
Technologies   Use available economical technologies (e.g. mobile phone photos, SMS) 
Practice Experiment with and practise target activities, feedback and re-trials 
 Follow practical demonstrations with practice sessions 
Role-models Use local role-models with high social value 
 
Sustainability: 
Costs    Keep costs down. 
Exit strategy    For projects, plan the exit strategy from the beginning. 
Maintenance    Make maintenance and maintenance planning part of the program 
Passing it on    Create breeder effects: e.g. actors act as messengers, start new groups, 

teach peers   
Sustainability    Work for sustainability of learning programs as well as of learning 
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4.3  THE NEED FOR AN APPROPRIATE DESIGN PROCESS FOR NUTRITION EDUCATION 

INTERVENTIONS 

In NEAC’s state of evolution, it is important both to target interventions and to assess outcomes 
effectively, hence the need regularly expressed in the literature for a comprehensive logical 
framework in the design process, covering needs, aims, objectives (and baseline data); methodology, 
implementation and monitoring; and evaluation.  Rogers and Schlossman (1997) indicate that the 
effectiveness of NE interventions is limited by inadequate situation analysis, lack of impact 
evaluation and failure to incorporate feedback into the intervention design. 

What’s lacking and what’s needed in formative research? 

Situation and needs analysis is particularly emphasized in behaviour-oriented approaches which 
respond to causes, conditions and motivations.  A basic procedure is outlined in FAO 2002.  We 
found no general estimates of absent or weak formative research:  the lacks in this area are mainly 
indicated by the amount of advice available on the growing battery of enquiries required to make 
the intervention fit the recipient and the circumstances.   The main issues to be tackled must first be 
identified (Calderon 2001), exploring their causes and establishing a baseline for evaluation. Here 
the danger of slipping into the “knowledge loop” rather than dealing directly with practices has 

already been mentioned.  Some established approaches to knowing the target population and their 
practices are KAP studies of knowledge, attitudes, perceptions and practices (e.g. Mahr et al. 2004; 
UNICEF 2010), sometimes enlarged to KAPP to include “perceptions”; target population descriptions 

which may look at culture, values, aspirations, problems, role-models and persons of respect, 
interests, social activities and groups; even task analysis, which is generally applied to work-related 
learning, can be called on to look at relevant routines and practices (who is involved, what is done 
and why, how it is done, how it is perceived, obstacles to change) (see NEAC project website 
MODELS OF FORMATIVE RESEARCH). 

The social context must be explored (Calderon 2001, WHO 2001), including relevant groups 
(secondary and tertiary targets) and their communications and influence (“patterns of access and 

control”), communication resources, information sources, preferred community activities.  Parlato 
and Seidel (1998) list other contextual factors affecting dietary practices such as market conditions, 
economic constraints, cultural preferences, intra-household food distribution practices, beliefs 
about food appropriacy, traditional cooking practices and tastes.  HKI 2004 points out the span of 
practices affecting nutrition (e.g. home gardening, cooking methods, food preservation, small animal 
husbandry), suggesting a food-cycle approach.  Other front-end analyses specifically explore 
constraints and opportunities such as the cost of adequate diets (Chastre et al. 2007), while barrier 
analysis (see Barrier Analysis website) looks systematically at what may impede targeted practices.  
On the other hand, positive deviance approaches (e.g. the Hearth Model) and TIPS (Dickins et al. 
1997) identify and promote feasible solutions already in practice or readily available in communities 
(Sternin et al. 1998; Allen and Gillespie 2001; Ashworth and Ferguson (2009).  Also stressed by social 
marketing and BCC is the segmentation of the target audience, the crafting of the message and the 
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selection of appropriate media. For example the Essential Nutrition Actions (UNICEF 1993) are the 
basis for many nutrition education programs. 

The practical and technical problems with formative research are making sure that it is done, done 
well and used effectively. The educational questions are about who should do it and when. The 
movement for participatory research is growing, linking front-end enquiries with summative 
evaluation and PLA (participatory learning and action). There are manuals setting out the process, 
especially in TIPS but also more generally (Dickin and Griffiths1997; AED/Linkages India 2003; 
Anyaegbunam et al. 2004; Altarum Institute 2009) and a growing number of successful participatory 
projects (e.g. Havemann and Pridmore 2005; Green 2005).  These also allow for recursive enquiries 
which are not crammed upfront but deal with new questions as they arise; for parallel enquiries in 
which formal research is matched with informal discussion; and for building a “research outlook” in 

participants.  This development is in line with the principles of health promotion and educationally is 
an extension of the concept of action research (see Action Research, wikipedia), with its emphasis on 
enhancing the awareness, learning and satisfaction of the participants.   

What’s lacking and needed in evaluation 

Since the efficacy of nutrition education is not guaranteed, some form of effective evaluation is 
essential to light the way to improvement.  However, the lack of systematic evaluation is noted by 
many:  for example, Barbara Smith (1997) found patchy evaluations in nine case studies of nutrition 
education interventions; a survey of counselling techniques established that mothers’ understanding 

of advice given was not checked by health counsellors (Hampshire et al. 2004); while Allen and 
Gillespie’s concluded in 2001 that most nutrition and nutrition education interventions were not 

evaluated at all.  Possibly the situation has now improved.    

Many shortcomings in actual evaluations are identified.  There may be limitations in the process, 
level of assessment, choice of evaluation instrument or integration of objectives, practice and 
assessment.  A group of health service workers (Joynes 2010) pointed out that evaluation is often 
added as an afterthought rather than integrated into the program from the beginning, and 
sometimes does not feed back into decisions about future interventions. Of the four popular levels 
of summative evaluation in functional education (Kirkpatrick 1975) many nutrition education 
interventions look only at consumer satisfaction or learning and not at behavioural changes or long-
term impact on health.  An exception is the excellent all-round evaluation of the Irish Cook it! 
program (Health Promotion Agency 2009) which assessed impact, process and the perceptions of 
both learners and tutors.  A frequent lapse in validity is to assume that changes in practice can be 
assessed purely by tests of declarative knowledge or attitude.  Another mismatch is that objectives, 
implementation and evaluation are not aligned (Biggs 1999):  for example, de facto targets (what is 
actually practised and prioritised) such as intersectoral collaboration or collecting professional 
experiences are not expressed as objectives or assessed.  Alternatively, the objectives may be valid 
(e.g. design and carry out a nutrition education intervention) but may not be realisable within the 
intervention framework and therefore cannot be assessed. 

Advice on carrying out evaluations is plentiful, although several different outlooks are in evidence.  
The classic scientific approach which aims to weigh measurable outcomes objectively and avoid data 
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contamination is exemplified by Oshaug (1997), who also notes its high cost and the expertise 
required.  An example is Dollahite et al.’s (2003) solid evaluation of EFNEP’s contribution to food 

security. Hersey and Daugherty’s 1999 manual spells out the limitations of social marketing 
evaluations, which often lack the resources to look at long-term health outcomes or biomedical 
indicators and focus instead on strategy and reach. The FNS evaluation guidelines for nutrition 
education (2005) stress general principles, purposes and practicality (e.g. fair treatment of the 
participants, sharing the results).  General participatory evaluation processes are laid out by Aubel 
1999, Stephens and Putnam 1988, Estrella and Gaventa 1988 and Mefalopulos and Kamlongera 2004 
(we have not found guidelines specifically for participatory evaluation of nutrition education).  A 
range of evaluation measures was reviewed by Contento et al. 2002. 

All these evaluation procedures are long; some are complex and technical and may be beyond the 
means of many programs:  they tend to be one-off, externally funded or at least led by outsiders.  It 
is to be hoped that it is possible to develop an “evaluation outlook”, with a few easily handled 

commonsense procedures which would enable participants to assure themselves that they have 
made progress towards their aims.  

Further criteria for assessing NEAC initiatives 

Our criteria do not therefore depend upon the scientific credentials or the comprehensiveness of the 
learning design, but are interested in 

 the presence and focus of the formative research 
 the presence/strength/quality of an evaluation framework (M&E, baseline) 
 the level of participation in and ownership of these activities. 

 
(Revised May 2012) 
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NUTRITION EDUCATION TRAINING NEEDS IN 

THE LITERATURE 

WHAT DOES THE LITERATURE HAVE TO SAY ABOUT PROFESSIONAL 

TRAINING IN NUTRITION EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION? 

A major need for more and better nutrition education indicates a major need for more and better 
nutrition educators.  This need is clearly voiced in the project’s case studies and is not demonstrated 

here. Instead we concentrate on what kind of nutrition education training is needed to ensure that 
nutrition education will be effective and sustainable, and attempt to produce an outline template of 
these requirements. 

1 WHAT ARE THE FEATURES OF GOOD NUTRITION EDUCATION 

TRAINING? 

This review calls on both theoretical and practical observations in the literature to develop some 
yardsticks by which communities, institutions and projects can assess the likely or actual success of 
professional NUTRITION EDUCATION training. Since much of the literature focuses on in-service 
training for professional managers and has a western orientation, we have tried to pull out broad 
general principles which will apply equally to undergraduate and extension courses and to 
developing country situations.   

The criteria developed here do not conform to a single ideology (e.g. behaviour change 
communication (BCC), problem-based learning (PBL), mastery learning).  They aim to construct a 
loose-fit garment for the professional preparation of nutrition educators in developing countries, 
drawing eclectically on approaches, good practices and recommendations from a variety of sources.  

1.1 FRAMEWORK/CONTEXT OF NUTRITION EDUCATION 

Rogers and Schlossman (1997) locate training in the field of “public nutrition” in which nutrition “is 

not a discipline to be studied but a problem to be solved”.  They see it as falling under the umbrella 

of the social sciences, with professional capacity as its main aim and associated in curricula with 
management, economics, planning and programming, field practice and application.  Nutrition 
education training is therefore in line with other learning where the outcome is professional 
practice, such as social work, medicine, counselling, nursing, agriculture and education, and most 
continuing professional development (CPD) and work-related learning. This applied orientation, 
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“learning to do”, seems unavoidable, and must influence our ideas about the proper content and 
features of a nutrition education training course.  

1.2 RELEVANT EDUCATIONAL THEORIES/PARADIGMS    

This study calls on theory, research and experience in a number of fields. Since there are few 
systematic reviews of best practices in nutrition education training itself, we also draw on related 
fields, e.g. counselling courses, teacher education, training of health professionals, university 
education and CPD in general. 

Education theory relevant to developing professional nutrition education capacity includes many 
areas which also apply to nutrition education: for example, behaviour change theory, skills learning, 
participatory approaches, the experiential learning cycle, and some tenets of both behaviourism and 
constructivism. Bearing in mind that our potential audiences are both pre-service and in-service, 
with a range of motivations, experience and study habits, we may also draw on: 

- ideas of learning associated with workplace capacity such as 
o situated learning 
o task-based learning 
o work-related learning 
o competency-based learning and mastery learning 
o problem-based learning; 

- ideas of learning associated with related fields and disciplines, for example 
o medical education 
o counselling 
o teacher education 

- ideas associated with improving academic learning, e.g.  
o study skills and preferences 
o the taxonomy of cognitive objectives  
o learner-centredness; 

- general principles proposed for course development and implementation, e.g. 
o participatory approaches 
o instructional design. 

 

“Loop input”    

Loop input, a term coined for teacher education (Woodward 1988), entails mirroring the advice 
given in training sessions in the actual practice of those sessions. For example, trainers who 
advocate hands-on experience should not only talk about, but also provide hands-on experience: i.e. 
practise what they preach.  In this way learning is achieved by example and more economically than 
by telling. Educators are often unaware of the irony of (for example) advocating active experiential 
participatory approaches exclusively through formal lectures delivered from a podium, or 
recommending SMART objectives without adopting them in their own activities.  
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Loop input is particularly applicable to nutrition education training, which deals with the behaviour 
needed to change others’ behaviour.  “Doing nutrition education” is a practice just as good diet, 
cooking and breastfeeding are practices and just as much governed by habit, acquired perceptions 
and previous experience.  Many of the principles of nutrition education therefore apply to nutrition 
education training:  for example, not relying on knowledge alone; using models; ensuring practice 
and feedback; calling on social support.   

2 PRESCRIPTIONS AND PROSCRIPTIONS FOR NUTRITION EDUCATION 

TRAINING 

2.1 WHAT IS THE PROCESS OF COURSE DESIGN?  WHAT ELEMENTS / STAGES ARE 

NECESSARY?   

The course design process   

Rogers and Schlossman (1997) indicate that the effectiveness of nutrition education interventions is 
limited by inadequate situation analysis, lack of impact evaluation and failure to incorporate 
feedback into the intervention design – all attributable to poor nutrition education training.  The 
proponents of instructional design lay out a process for developing courses (see for example 
Instructional Design website) leading from situation analysis through the identification of aims and 
objectives, selection of baseline data and indicators, choice of strategies/methods, design and 
development, implementation, monitoring and course evaluation. Popular acronyms for this logical 
framework are ADDIE (analysis, design, development, implementation, evaluation) (Instructional 
Design 2010) and NAOMIE (needs, aims, objectives, method, implementation, evaluation) and the 
first two As of the Triple A process (Assessment, Analysis and Action) (UNICEF 1990).  Other 
important process elements are course revision (in line with feedback) and devising student 
assessments (see e.g. COL 2005).  Most frequently stressed are the need for formative assessment 
(including profiling and needs analysis) and evaluation. Linkages (2010), for example, includes a 
training module on formative research for infant feeding programmes and there are many manuals 
on the conduct of impact evaluations. For open and distance learning (ODL), where students are 
expected to work independently and are in greater need of support, needs assessment is one of the 
cardinal principles.  This was emphasized by Dr Hilary Perraton at a LIDC workshop on open and 
distance-learning in low-income countries (Joynes 2010) and is also stressed by the People’s 

University, a distance-learning organization for capacity building in public health. 

Aligned objectives    

A refinement of the logical framework is the proposal to align objectives, activities and assessment/ 
evaluation so that the both the course activities and the final assessment map onto the proposed 
learning outcomes. This building block of mastery learning (e.g. Mager and Pipe 1983) has been 
renewed by Biggs (2003) for university education and has been adopted in some spheres of work-
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related learning: for example the HACCP food safety training system (see HACCP website; Whitehead 
and Orris 1995) is based on precise matching of problem/objective, action and verification.  This 
alignment improves course coherence, facilitates evaluation, and is in sympathy with the logical 
framework approach in development projects (e.g. AUSGuideline 3.3 2005), which calls for rational 
coherence/dependency between objectives, activities and the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) 
framework.   Even more important, it ensures that some attempt is made to actually practise action 
objectives and to evaluate their performance on site. 

Challenges   

There are challenges to the use of the logical framework from many sources (traditional scholastic 
practices, education theory and intuition) and on various grounds.  Different voices say, for example, 
that criteria for evaluating university courses comparatively are inoperable (Quaquarelli 2010;  Grant 
2010);  that specifying learning objectives limits academic freedom (Guilbert 2001); that learning 
objectives are mechanistic and cannot represent the learning process (Eisner 1967); that objectives 
must develop in consultation with the learners; that the instructional design framework is a linear 
one-shot model rather than recursive or cyclical (Smith, 2002); and that precise “SMART” objectives 

cannot represent workplace functionality.  Other objections are voiced in criticisms of the 
movement for outcomes-based education (Wikipedia 2011).   

Nevertheless most agree on the value of this process framework as a planning tool and a means of 
ensuring relevant practice, or at least on its institutional value for accountability, assessment and 
face validity.  While allowing that it should not be comprehensive or exclusive, we would expect to 
see some such course planning framework applied to developing a nutrition education training 
course, preferably in consultation with the learners. 

2.2 WHAT SHOULD THE SITUATION ANALYSIS COVER? 

A situation analysis for work-related training, according to the literature, may explore: 
a) national policy, commitment and resources 
b) national capacity needs 
c) institutional structures and capacity 
d) existing educational programmes and curricula and their strengths and weaknesses  
e) the main stakeholders and their interests 
f) the job market 
g) professional tasks and job profiles 
h) knowledge, attitudes, perceptions and practices (KAPP) in the target population 
i) general learner profiles (motivations, capacities interests etc.) 

Some of these (a, c, d, e, f) help to establish the need for the course and its viability, while others (b, 
g, h, i) should visibly affect the content and approach of the course.   
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Capacity needs    

Organizations dealing with capacity development in nutrition, for example the UN SCN Working 
Group on Capacity Development (UNSCN 2011) take it for granted that education and training 
provision should reflect national/regional capacity needs. Country capacity analyses invariably 
specify education and training need: for example, in-service training of government staff and other 
agencies, improving nutrition curricula and materials and extending training for health workers in 
rural areas (e.g. Malawi 2009).  In this light, a nutrition education course curriculum should visibly 
take account of the capacity needs of the country or region, based on a systematic analysis, a 
stakeholder consultation, personal experience and intuition, or all three. This might mean, for 
example, recognizing the role of nutrition education in national food security, the need for nutrition 
education training in a variety of settings, the need for capacities in programme design and 
management, advocacy skills and so on. 

Focus on the job:  work demands and the problem syllabus 

How far should the course focus on the job itself?  The trend is towards making academic learning 
more relevant to the working environment. This is supported in the Bologna Process for higher 
education in Europe (see Bologna Process website; Haug and Tauch 2005). In the US a movement “to 

improve the relevance of public health education to practice” is spearheaded by the American 

Council of Linkages (2010), for example by ensuring that academic accreditation criteria include 
practice, that all courses have a practicum and that core competences are continuously revised and 
reviewed by professionals.  The US Council for Education in Public Health proposes that curricula 
should be built upon competencies related to workplace performance (CEPH 2010) and not on “what 

academics believe graduates need to know”.  The UN SCN working group on capacity development 

has indicated that universities in developing countries should play a key role in addressing local 
public health needs, through training among other things (UNSCN website). The Network: 
Community Partnerships for Health through Innovative Education, Service and Research (Guilbert 
2001) promotes a “community-based, population-oriented approach” to the education of health 

professionals, based on problem-based learning (PBL) and continuing professional development 
(CPD).  Two of our interviewees (Oluchi 2010 and Mbabazi 2010) endorsed the need for a greater 
public health emphasis in their Masters degrees, insisting that studies should be “applied in a fruitful 

way” and that internships were needed to make this possible. 

The message is that a nutrition education training course should reveal full appreciation of the 
nature of the work on the ground, its settings, its clienteles and its specific tasks, based on 
observation, experience and input from the field.  The net should be cast wide to include jobs in all 
relevant sectors and organizations “to maximise convergence with other relevant programs” 

(Linkages 2002), and the demands of collaboration and integration.  Many task demands will then 
contribute to the course curriculum.  An analysis by Conklin (1995) identified 10 “areas of 
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competence”1 which “should be the foundation of basic and continuing professional education for 

nutrition educators”, while the USDA, planning to move to a more participatory model of NEAC 
training, proposed a list of skills in which nutrition educators need to be trained (Deehy et al. 2010).  
While each country’s particular experience may be different, the process of exploring real-life 
working needs must be relevant everywhere.  For example the DELPHI procedure has been used for 
developing expert consensus on core competences for South African community nursing (Strasser et 
al 2005).   

The requisite competences may be elaborated in a task analysis as recommended generally for 
work-related learning (e.g. Kluge 2006) and specifically for nutrition education training in developing 
countries by Hosmer et al. (1997): “Making a complete list of tasks with information about what the 

worker will do, how the worker does it, to whom or to what, and why, will help determine what 
needs to be done in terms of specific skills, knowledge and attitudes required to perform the job”.   

The critical word is “help”, since it is unlikely that a task analysis can ever capture the full complexity 
of a job (especially an educator’s job) or fully prescribe how it should be carried out (see objections 

in Strasser et al. 2005).  Such frameworks are however on the path to redemption if they are 
generated by practitioners rather than imposed by course designers. In Cameroon, for example,  
health district managers have participated in their own course development by drawing up their 
own professional profiles and job descriptions and deriving their learning objectives from them (Le 
Vigouroux 2002).  Both local and global experience need to be called on.  

This analysis should also explore the particular difficulties of carrying out the job, for example in 
communications, attitudes, interpersonal relationships, circumstances, lack of institutional support. 
It requires the same attention to barriers as is recommended for defining behaviour change 
programmes at community level (e.g. Linkages 2003; Davis 2004) or for changing strategy at policy 
level (e.g. Sumner et al. 2007) or for assessing the operational potential of projects (e.g. 
Anyaegbunam et al. 2004).   

Some barriers are unawareness of nutrition issues in the population, poor approaches in counselling 
etc.  For example, some mothers receiving counselling on breastfeeding were incredulous about the 
practices recommended but did not reveal this to their counsellors (Hampshire et al. 2004); in 
another case a health worker complained: “Since I moved to this village, I have applied myself to 

teaching the people ... but very quickly, my initiative was interpreted in a nasty way and caused a 
psychological barrier to be formed that prevents people seeking treatment at the centre” (WHO 

2008).  Such accounts need to be heard:  in both cases nutrition education training might respond by 
requiring more emphasis on listening, probing reactions, reducing prescriptiveness and following up 
on practice.   

                                                           

1  Needs assessment, program planning and implementation, curriculum/program development, delivery of 
educational programs/instructional activities, development of partnerships/strategic alliances, community 
outreach/marketing, program evaluation, technical assistance, fiscal management, and program 
management/administration (Conklin 1995). 
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KAPP (knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions) 

The existing mindset and practices of the participants, including personal and cultural blocks and 
obstacles, should also be taken into consideration. Behaviour change theory and practice, as 
described in the document NEAC needs in the literature in relation to nutrition education learning, 
apply equally to those who learn to do nutrition education, since they also have habits, 
preconceptions, expectations, attitudes and circumstances which should affect course content and 
approach: previous practices and experience; study habits, preferences and difficulties; long-term 
goals, interests and motivations.  For example, in relation to an extension course in food security and 
nutrition in Malawi it was recommended that the formative research should look into participants’: 

 understanding/perception of good diet, how dietary practices contribute to malnutrition  
 current work practices such as existing approaches to education/ promotional activities 
 understanding of nutrition education and how it works (Sherman 2011). 

Existing practices may require a paradigm shift. It is a commonplace, for example, that most 
educators teach in the same way as they were taught themselves, which is often the “knowledge 

transmission” mode.  By contrast nutrition education puts a special emphasis on behaviour change, 
which requires a different outlook, and will therefore need practice and support in implementation. 
Equally many undergraduate students (as well as their lecturers) prefer conventional academic 
courses based on theory to practical approaches (Kabahenda 2010; Biggs 1999). NEAC training 
course designers may choose to accommodate such preferences or to make a special effort to 
persuade students to adopt the new approach.  In any case they must know where the learners are, 
so that they can start from this point.  Courses should show signs of tailoring to the clientele and 
provision for making use of course members’ outside experience.  

2.3 OBJECTIVES  

Hosmer et al. (1997) propose that nutrition education training should adopt direct impact on 
nutrition status as a terminal objective, and it is sometimes possible to make this direct cause-and-
effect connection.  Intermediate learning objectives, however, should be clearly seen to include 
competent working practices.  Just as with nutrition education itself, “public nutrition education 
training” objectives need to be closely related to the new behaviours targeted. Visibility can be 
raised, as CEPH (2010) suggests by describing learning aims as “action outcomes” or as “working 

competences”, with contributory actions, attitudes, knowledge and understanding described as 

“objectives”.2   

The balance of stated learning objectives in nutrition education training should favour action and 
practice, and not be purely receptive or conceptual.  A quick review of what calls itself “nutrition 

                                                           

2An important distinction is between course objectives, teacher objectives, topics and learning outcomes. 
There is an ongoing terminology battle between objectives, outcomes, competencies and results.  For an 
overview of the “educational outcomes” movement, with arguments for and against, see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outcome-based_education. It can be argued that what is important is that course 
designer, educators and learners agree on what the learning objectives mean. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outcome-based_education
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education training” reveals courses and manuals with no learning objectives; many with no action 
objectives; some dealing exclusively with nutrition science; and many which emphasize purely 
receptive understanding, such as understand, state, appreciate, be aware of, list, describe: 
formulations which may mask action aims, but often simply license traditional lectures and note-
taking.  Nutrition education training targets need to come closer to work-related-learning or BCC 
approaches, with clear professional actions in mind - for example: 

 Assess your current work in terms of behaviour change communication 
 Describe examples of advocacy, social mobilisation and behaviour change 
 Organise what you already know 
 Plan a strategy 

(C-Change training modules 2010). 

 
2.4 COURSE CONTENT/CURRICULUM 

The literature reviewed produced few systematic reviews or evaluations of NEAC training course 
content, but it is possible to hear the voices of experience suggesting what it might mean for a 
nutrition education curriculum to attempt to reflect capacity needs. 

What practitioners recommend    

Rogers and Schlossman (1997), on the basis of an extensive survey of nutrition professionals, 
outlined a core curriculum for a “public nutrition” course (postgraduate and in-service).  Although 
nutrition education represents only one thread in the curriculum, all the proposed elements appear 
to be relevant to “public nutrition education training” and can open this discussion on course 

content:  

1. Applied research skills 

2. Communication skills, including the ability to 
o translate technical data into lay language 
o do community education 
o carry out advocacy at administrative and policy levels 
o train others 
o work in a multidisciplinary/multisectoral team. 

3. Programme design, management and administration, including planning, monitoring and 
evaluation, and the ability to write proposals. (The value of these skills was strongly 
endorsed by those who had had this kind of training.) 

4. Nutrition science “Opinions varied widely on the question of what level of training in 
nutrition science is needed” but the majority agreed on “a basic but thorough understanding 
of human nutrition and the nutritional aspects of food”. 

5. Nutrition and food policies and programmes (e.g. cases of success and failure, selecting 
interventions from a range of policy options) (This applies equally to NE policies and 
programmes.) 

6. Social science concepts, particularly household economics and behavioural science. 
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7. Fieldwork, internships and practicums  “There was 100% agreement that classroom learning 
must be complemented by field application”, even from those participants who had already 
worked in the field. 

8. Personal qualities – e.g. commitment, entrepreneurial spirit.   

These learning areas have been endorsed or expanded by others.  Hosmer et al. (1997), focusing 
specifically on nutrition education training in developing countries, suggest that learners should also 
be acquainted with the principles of adult learning.  They support the need for training in 
communication and “behaviourally oriented techniques” (points 2 and 6 above), and particularly 

emphasize the need for skills in project management (point 3), saying that nutrition educators must 
learn  

“...  all aspects of the training cycle: the needs assessment of the audience and the 
endeavour, developing clear, measurable goals and objectives consistent with the desired 
approach, strategies for implementation and development of the training curriculum and 
teaching methodologies, and delivering and evaluating the training.” 

Programme and curriculum planning and development, management and fiscal management, 
delivery of educational programmes and instructional activities (points 2 and 3) emerge with high 
importance ratings in the 1995 US survey by Conklin, who asserts that the knowledge and skills 
required in these tasks “should be the foundation of basic and continuing professional education for 
nutrition educators”.  Managing education interventions is given prominence in the Masters in 

Health Professions Education at Maastricht (see Maastricht website). The American Public Health 
Foundation’s Council on linkages between academia and public health practice (PHF 2010) has 
produced an outline of core competences for public health professionals, grouped into eight areas: 
analytical/assessment skills, policy development and program planning, communication, cultural 
competency, community practice, public health sciences, financial planning and management, 
leadership and systems thinking.  Appraising and evaluating existing interventions, programmes and 
policies should probably be included as an ongoing thread.   

The special need for training in nutrition education (point 2), and/or training community counsellors 
(point 2), is increasingly emphasized in recommendations, manuals and materials (e.g. Calderon 
2001; Hampshire et al. 2004; Linkages 2003; World Bank 2005). The Network: Community 
partnerships for health (Guilbert 2001) insists on the value of ongoing field experience mediated 
with technical knowledge and academic discussion.  A majority of working graduate nutritionists 
canvassed in Ethiopia (Abebe and Regassa 2006) had found that their work involved nutrition 
training or education, work in extension and community nutrition programmes or health care; their 
top demand for a proposed MA curriculum was “nutrition education and training”.  

The SNE website (SNE 2010) also includes “public policy education” alongside professional 

development among its actions to support healthful eating. This need was particularly stressed by Dr 
Hilary Perraton in a presentation to the LIDC workshop on open and distance learning in health 
education in low-income countries (Joynes 2010).  “Get political support and teach your learners 

how to pursue it”, he said. “We need to include politics in our health curriculum”.  This must be even 
more true for nutrition and nutrition education, which are relatively neglected (see NEAC NEEDS IN 
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THE LITERATURE).  Indeed a workshop in Malawi to develop a nutrition education and 
communication strategy emphasized that advocacy at all levels was essential (Malawi 2010).    

Introducing participants to the professional community and the professional field  

Through studying, practising and becoming qualified in nutrition education, students become eligible 
to join national and international communities of practice or at least discourse communities. Such 
communities foster and maintain professional expertise in knowledge, participation and practices, 
and are held to be more successful at this than (for example) refresher courses or further reading 
(Wenger et al. 2002). They are maintained and reinforced partly by their own products and activities 
and partly by “storytelling” between members, that is, exchange of experiences, cases and chat.  The 
websites of the SNE and Cornell NutritionWorks exemplify their many goals and activities.  

In countries where communications are poor, government is not very accessible and IT connectivity 
is still limited, professional training can help to enhance the entry to the professional community. At 
international level there are forums, associations, events, organizations, funding bodies and 
encyclopaedic sources of information. Participants need to become familiar with important 
reference sources and to learn what sources to trust.  At the local level, this might mean hearing 
from expert local practitioners and “old hands”, learning about national associations, becoming 
familiar with local initiatives and getting access to national information sources.  In the course itself, 
current controversies, issues and policies need to be introduced and debated.  Rogers and 
Schlossman (1997) maintain that one of the three essentials for achieving training impact is “building 
in follow-up through networking, info exchange and dissemination, and periodic reunions of 
participants and faculty”.    

The course should introduce members to their communities of practice, local and international, and 
help them to become familiar with their resources and activities.  This professional socialization is 
often a course subtext but can be raised to the status of an explicit objective, for extension and 
maintenance of both academic and operational knowledge.  

Knowledge of the field   Even if course members are not able to participate actively in the 
community of practice, there are advantages to having an overview of the professional field of 
“nutrition education in development”.  Knowledge of its history, changing concepts and models, 
achievements, successes and failures, controversies and issues, major actors and their agendas 
makes it easier to assess nutrition education initiatives, recognize particular rhetorics and agendas, 
choose models and approaches, write project proposals and so on.  “Knowledge of the nutrition 

education field” should therefore be a conscious aim of a nutrition education training course.  It can 
also be a fruitful source of course exercises in locating, describing and assessing past and present 
nutrition education activities.   

On the local level a nutrition education training course must be a gateway to exploring course 
members’ own context and its challenges.  Participants should be expected to find out about, share 
knowledge of, assess and plan for their own environment/country’s nutrition issues, policies, 
strategies and practices in nutrition education and NE training.  All the main settings of nutrition 
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education should be illustrated (e.g. community counselling, schools, national campaigns, 
workplaces).  Again, this is seldom an explicit course objective except in problem-based learning 
(PBL) and some BCC initiatives (see Guilbert 2001), but is implicit in the roles and responsibilities 
envisaged for nutrition educators (e.g. Conklin 1995; Rogers & Schlossman 1997). “Place matters” is 

one of two main tenets shared by nine “good schools” selected for their mastery of good practices in 

educating health professionals (Richards 2001).  It helps if the course itself is seen as a community, 
with the possibility of exchanging experiences, perceptions and discoveries, collaborating in tasks 
and managing work, and building shared principles. 

The role of knowledge in the NEAC training curriculum 

The justifiable backlash against knowledge-driven approaches led by the behaviour change 
movement is reflected among other things in a spate of HOW-TO manuals such as the PRCA 
Handbook (Anyaegbunam at al. 2004), Linkages (2003), the CORE PD/Hearth Guide (Core 2007), the 
Practitioners Guide to NE (GTZ undated) which lay out action programmes step by step but do not 
make much reference to theory.  Likewise in behaviour-oriented nutrition education there is a focus 
on action messages (e.g. in posters, radio jingles or on counselling cards) which do not necessarily 
explain or justify themselves.  This raises a question of babies and bathwater: what is the proper role 
of knowledge in nutrition education training (as in nutrition education itself), and what knowledge?   

Nutrition knowledge   There remains a tendency to confuse learning about nutrition (subject study) 
with learning to do nutrition education (professional training). This is evident in the course curricula 
and in our own case study responses.  In fact it is debatable how much nutrition knowledge is 
needed by those who have to do with nutrition education, especially in management roles.  The 
majority of Rogers and Schlossman’s respondents agreed on “a basic but thorough understanding of 

human nutrition and the nutritional aspects of food”.  Embedding nutrition education training 
courses in degrees which already have technical nutrition coverage resolves the problem, but where 
a nutrition education training course is open to other sectors, as is frequently recommended (e.g. 
Sumner et al. 2007), thought must be given to the essential nutrition knowledge required for entry.  
The FAO Planning Guide for curriculum development in nutrition education, for example (FAO 2006), 
has two preliminary modules on basic nutrition which course members are expected to work 
through if they have no grounding in nutrition science.    

The FAO Guide also adopts “nutrition literacy”3 as a capacity goal for individuals and communities, 
which validates building a general practical understanding at all levels of society over the long term.  
It would certainly seem to be an ethical requirement that nutrition educators should as far as 

                                                           
3 Nutrition-literate people are those who can 

o apply nutrition principles to their own situation and make informed and critical decisions about food 
and eating habits (e.g. choose healthy foods, resist social pressures, adapt to change in food supply 
and prices, evaluate advertising) 

o influence others (e.g. siblings, peers and own children), explain diet and set an example 
o see the implications of their food choices and eating habits for the environment  
o protect and change the environment (FAO 2006).) 
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possible understand what they are being exhorted to teach – or manage - and pass on their 
understanding to others. Broad nutrition literacy should be fostered by the course.  

2.5 METHODOLOGY AND STRATEGIES 

“Success in nutrition interventions requires more than just the achievement of certain desirable 

outcomes... it requires that these outcomes be achieved by way of a good process” (Linkages 2002).  
It is a great strength of BCC approaches that they are explicit and detailed about their approaches, 
which are often invisible in published course outlines, reports of programs with nutrition education 
training elements, school curricula, policy statements and project documents.  

Successful educational practices are complex and do not line up one-to-one with theory:  each one 
(e.g. e-learning, video, case studies, simulations, group work, problem-based learning) has a range of 
forms and uses, supports and is supported by several schools and theories, and has its own empirical 
validity, history and fashions.  Some of the trends which support appropriate learning strategies for 
NEAC training are given below. 

Learner-centredness, learner engagement  

In circles interested in the quality of university education (e.g. the Bologna Process) it is proposed to 
“change the focus from teaching to learning”.  Biggs (2003) advocates a move away from the “deficit 

model” of university learning which depends on “transmission pedagogy” (often represented by 

lectures) and the commitment to “covering the curriculum”, towards an alternative model which 

encourages deeper understanding, a more active role for students and more interaction and 
socialisation of learning. This is in line with the principles of adult learning which see the learner as 
responsible, self-directed, motivated and critical (Knowles 1990). A complementary initiative is 
“problem-based learning”, strongly recommended for education for the health professions by the 
journal Education for Health (e.g. Guilbert 2001), which claims to result in more profound activation 
of understanding, long-term learning capacity and greater professional competence. 

Current education philosophy is almost unanimously in favour of embracing learner activity, 
independence and engagement, direct experience, participation and ownership (to mention a few 
buzzwords), while “transmission pedagogy” has few declared apologists and the evidence against it 
continues to grow.  For example, Powell (2003) demonstrates that lectures are not an effective 
means of generating understanding in undergraduate science degrees; in on-line learning, the “tell-
and-test” approach which converts lectures and texts into learning objects, is strongly dispreferred 
by the COL handbook on instructional design for ODL (2005) as generating only superficial 
understanding; Knowles (1990) illustrates the retention levels generated by different levels of 
learner engagement ranging from lectures (very low) to teaching others (very high).  

Nevertheless, one-way top-down information-delivery approaches remain the default standard in 
many courses for health professionals (see Guilbert 2001); there is some evidence that students as 
well as teachers and institutions often prefer not to leave their traditional comfort zones to engage 
deeply or embark on independent thinking and action (Guilbert 2001; Powell 2003); and near-violent 
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resistance has been reported to in some health professionals’ education (Richards 2002). This “old 

war song” (Guilbert 2001) is a debate rediscovered (and renamed) in every generation.  As Dewey 

said nearly a century ago: “That education is not an affair of telling and being told, but an active and 

constructive process is a principle almost as generally violated in practice as conceded in theory”  

(Dewey 1916). // 

Strategies for shifting the paradigm vary. Training may engage learners directly or indirectly (through 
exercises, simulations etc.) in the recommended activities and processes (see Practice and Action 
below). Educators may make a major bid to break the mould:  for example, Cornell University’s 
course on food policy takes a case-study approach to food policy education for developing countries, 
involves a considerable suite of materials, induction for college lecturers, networking and extensive 
trialling (Lang 2008; Cornell University). Or they may dedicate time for building mutual 
understanding and training of trainers.  Le Vigouroux (2002), describing an innovative PBL approach 
for district health managers in Cameroon, insists that a “latent period of mutual understanding 

between trainees and trainers” is an “absolute necessity”, as is a “critical mass of competent and 

motivated trainers”.  Principle 5 of the Johns Hopkins powerpoint on learning principles for health 
workers is that “behaviour change requires time and patience” (Brieger 2006). 

Signs of health in a nutrition education training course would be proper attention given to 
establishing and agreeing on the process, and some indication of a move towards involving learners 
in their own education, for example consultation, adaptation to learners’ styles and needs, relevant 

activities, discussions/sharing and use of learners’ input; at a deeper level, some negotiation of 
objectives, content, choice and self-direction.  More radically, instruction may merge into action 
research, with largely autonomous structured projects, auto-analysis, self-developed curricula and 
self-evaluation.   

Realism and reality  

Work-related learning approaches (e.g. competency-based learning, experiential learning, task-
based learning, PBL), put a premium on real-life experience and realism. A review of experiential 
learning in US higher education (Cantor 1995) concluded that it was most popular in education, 
health careers and social work, and that it produced more competent practitioners, improved 
graduates’ career prospects, inspired more students to further study, and brought the university and 

the community together. Appreciation of real-life experience is echoed by the workers themselves. 
In food safety training, for example, people at work felt that training courses and qualifications were 
less effective than activities associated with the work itself – “being shown things, engaging in self-
reflection and keeping one’s eyes and ears open” (Felstead 2007).  Trainee health professionals in 
community service insisted: “You have to walk the walk ... with real problems, not textbook 

scenarios.  True situations cannot be encased in the classroom, and this is where the experiences are 
needed before practising on your own.” “A course in community health is best taught in the 

community rather than in the classroom” (Oneha et al. 2001).   

Training may engage with reality in a range of ways.  Some frequently mentioned in the literature or 
deployed in training materials are: 
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 Step-by-step manuals which set out procedures for immediate implementation 

 Illustrations and examples drawn from real life  
 Authentic documents  
 Field visits / Study tours 
 Interventions by working experts and old hands 
 Use of course members’ own experience 
 Real-life case studies  
 Simulations and role-rehearsals of realistic situations and interactions 
 Observation of real-life practices and conditions; interviews; surveys of the situation on the 

ground 
 Practicum of some kind / hands-on experience with reflection and feedback 
 Curriculum developed by learners around real field problems. 

There is no intrinsic merit in any of these; what matters is their purpose and use. Such elements are 
sometimes included for cosmetic purposes or even (in the case of study tours) to mop up funds or 
reward staff.  Nevertheless one of the hallmarks of a promising NEAC training course is a recognition 
of the value of real-life experience and a readiness to make good use of its educational potential.   

Practice and action 

From the model of skills learning (see NEAC NEEDS IN THE LITERATURE), essential elements in 
engaging learners are motivation, close observation of good practice, support from peers and plenty 
of opportunity to try things out and get and give feedback. Theoretical justification of practice for 
professional preparation can be found in all the historical phases of behavioural learning theory, not 
to mention the long history of working apprenticeships (educational theory of apprenticeship, 
Wikipedia).  Bandura (1977) for example makes “performance enactment” the first of the modalities 

which influence behavioural learning, enabling participants to apply concepts in practice situations 
(e.g. case studies, simulations, application exercises) and to carry them over into real-life activity to 
the point of conviction and self-confidence.  The need is generally unquestioned in related 
professional fields, which recognize that declarative and procedural knowledge are two different 
capacities (Anderson 1982), although it is not always recognized in practice. In teacher education, 
the practicum is a standard bridge between study and qualification; medical internships are the 
norm.  In PBL, longitudinal community placements are taken as a criterion of effective programmes 
(Richards 2001). Many nursing courses are divided 50-50 between instruction and practice, some 
with on-the-job mentoring built in. Counselling courses typically include realistic classroom practice 
and a supervised placement.4 The US Council for Education in Public Health insists that all accredited 
degree programmes in public health must have a relevant “practice experience” (CEPH 2010).  
Rogers and Schlossman (1997) see fieldwork, internship or practicals as an essential part of “public 

nutrition” courses. For nutrition education itself, Contento (2008) identifies three components:  the 

                                                           
4  A standard UK counselling course (RELATE) makes skilled counselling practice its main objective, with 
theoretical understanding contributory to it. Various kinds of practicum are built in.  There are practice 
activities in the 9 days of instruction, and 40 hours of supervised clinical practice, running concurrently with 
instruction in theory. http://www.relateinstitute.ac.uk/courses/working_with_couples_cc.aspx. 

http://www.relateinstitute.ac.uk/courses/working_with_couples_cc.aspx
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motivational, the environmental, and “an action component, where the goal is to facilitate people’s 

ability to take action” and the emphasis is all on “how”.  In nutrition education training, course time 
must be given to practice, and the costs of this need to be taken into account.  

It would be unnecessary to insist on this point if it were not that, as emerges from our case studies, 
so much nutrition education training appears to lack practice and opportunities for application. The 
same is true in the field of food safety training, where the failure of information to transfer into 
practice has had to be repeatedly asserted and demonstrated in the face of prevailing training 
practices (Egan et al. 2007).   

The strategy of unmediated “learning by doing” can of course also lead to bad practice, hence 

professional practice needs to be well managed.  Variations in quality have to do with the objectives 
set, the time allowed, whether practice is integrated with the course or done as a separate 
internship, whether it is mentored, supervised or monitored and how well, and what outputs are 
expected.  

Reflective practice (Schön 1987) is a popular concept in professional education (see reflective 
education website), especially in education, social work and the health professions and falls naturally 
into place in the practicum. The practitioner who learns well from experience is said to go through a 
cycle of experience, practice and experimentation, followed by conscious self-educational “reflection 

and abstract conceptualisation”, followed by further experience, practice and experimentation (Kolb 

1984).  (These stages have been labelled DO IT → WHAT? → SO WHAT? → NOW WHAT? → DO IT → 

etc.) (Infed 2010). It should be added that practical hands-on learning comes so naturally that it is 
often unnoticed by learners unless they take time out to consider how far they have come:  
reflection can therefore enhance motivation. 

Reflective activity can be spontaneous, unstructured and open-ended (a natural learning response) 
or can be managed as an instructional strategy taking the form of, for example, group discussions, 
practical assignments, conversations with mentors, portfolios, work diaries or blogs.  Many of these 
also have potential for assessment, hence course managers may find it difficult to avoid encouraging 
“right answers” rather than real ones. The value of reflective activity when handled in this way is 
hard to assess, nevertheless we would agree that as a minimum requirement time should be allowed 
in a nutrition education training course for talking non-judgmentally about direct experience.   

Stories and models 

“Vicarious learning”, after “performance enactment”, is the second major behaviour change 

modality proposed by Bandura (1977).  Models and stories are two forms of vicarious learning which 
are potent in nutrition education and should also figure in nutrition education training.   

Models can be both positive and negative. For nutrition educators, models may be peers, fictional 
figures or the actors in case studies, real-life mentors or experienced professionals who can show or 
describe what to do.  
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Stories are constructed by “reflection” from raw experience, hence they have action messages.  They 
call on a distinct and powerful form of memory and are easier to remember than other forms of 
information.  All case studies and purposeful activities are stories; PBL problems are stories; 
nutrition itself is a physiological and social story; the media are a constant source of stories about 
public nutrition.  

Nutrition educators need to learn to use models and stories, so they should also learn through them.  
A course should expose nutrition educators to multiple models, help them to build a collection of 
good stories and to learn to use both models and stories.  

Social and personal dimensions 

There are few discussions of this aspect of nutrition education training, but some points can be 
extrapolated from other elements.  The social learning dimension has already been mentioned, and 
the need to develop personal understanding through personal activity, exploration and application. 
Self-reference is also a powerful tool in relation to eating practices: one of the commonalities in 
health professional learning programmes rated “excellent” was the connection made between 
personal health issues and the health of the population (Richards 2001). 

2.6 ASSESSMENT AND COURSE EVALUATION 

Learning assessment and course evaluation are part of the design framework discussed in 2.1 above.  
Like other design elements they have to be budgeted from the start. 

Learning assessment   

Knowledge of being assessed is known to depress intrinsic motivation and performance (Ormrod 
1990).  However, course providers are often bound by statute to give grades and issue certification 
based on some form of formal assessment.   

For work-related learning, Kirkpatrick (1994) proposes four levels of learning evaluation, in 
increasing order of validity: 

 consumer satisfaction (what students thought about content, comfort, method etc.) 
 learning (what knowledge, attitudes, skills were learnt) 
 application (what changed in learners’ behaviour as a result) 
 impact (what the long-term effects were). 

Some assessments must be regarded as inadequate, including by the trainees.  For example some 
courses ignore all except the first level; others concentrate on the second, often focusing on testing 
acquired knowledge. Neither goes very far towards establishing real-life learning outcomes.   

The third and fourth levels attract more discussion, but particularly with regard to the training of 
health professionals, which is more standardised and institutionalised than NEAC training.  Courses 
which aim at the ability to apply learning in the real world (the third level) generally require as an 
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end-assessment real or realistic projects such as planning interventions, conducting surveys, doing 
needs analyses, carrying out research.  Performance in a practicum may be assessed through 
mentors’ reports, records kept, quality of reflection, client satisfaction (see e.g. Carrasco et al. 2003).  

A schema for evaluation of community placement is set out in Kalishman 2002.   

Real-world impact (the fourth level) is hard to assess except where the timeframe is adequate and 
learning is focused on one practice (e.g. counselling on breastfeeding practices over three years).  It 
is also difficult in real-world contexts to achieve parity of conditions for individual performance:  this 
kind of evaluation is more valid for group behaviour, for self-assessment (for example, trainees 
returning to work may be called on to complete a questionnaire a year later evaluating their use of 
learning) or for informal evaluations at periodic reunions of participants and faculty, in newsletters 
etc. (Rogers and Schlossman 1997). Nevertheless, trainees who have learnt to evaluate the success 
of their own training activities should be able to establish some direct evidence of their own 
competence. 

General conclusions which can be drawn are that assessment should have some face validity, i.e. a 
convincing relationship to real-world outcomes, and that the assessment should relate to the 
objectives in a systematic way, with proxy indicators as close to their real-life referents as is 
comfortable and practicable (for example, the capacity to evaluate policy documents cannot 
legitimately be assessed with multiple-choice questions). Real-life activities can have built-in criteria 
for success, which makes self- and peer-evaluation simpler and more rewarding. 

Course evaluation 

Course evaluation can be carried out by supervisors/teachers, by course members and by other 
stakeholders (e.g. the community, the faculty).  The purpose must be to improve the course: 
institutional course providers have the advantage that they deliver their courses year after year, 
allowing plenty of scope for feedback and revision.  A secondary purpose might be to publish the 
outcomes for advocacy purposes if nutrition education needs promotion in the institution or with 
the public at large.   

Course evaluation should be done in line with agreed course objectives, but should also evaluate the 
objectives themselves.  Coles and Grant’s model for curriculum evaluation, for example, juxtaposes 
the paper curriculum with the “curriculum in action” and the curriculum as experienced and 

perceived by the students, and picks up discrepancies and inconsistencies (see e.g. Kristina et al. 
2005), using documentary evidence, observation, focus groups and interviews.   

3 SUMMARY OF CRITERIA FOR GOOD NEAC TRAINING 

From the above review of the literature, we have developed the following summary outline of 
criteria for good NEAC training: design, content and methodology.   

The course design process should: 
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 follow a framework which includes needs analysis, objectives and evaluation 
 align the objectives, the activities and the assessment/evaluation 

The situation analysis should: 
 take account of the NEAC capacity needs of the country or region in all sectors 
 explore the nature of the work in the field, its settings, its clienteles, its specific tasks and its 

particular challenges, with a view to building these into the course curriculum 
 look into the habits, capacity, experience attitudes, circumstances and expectations of the 

target group and take them into account in the course design 
 describe the target audience (with their help) 

Objectives should: 
 reflect capacity needs including those of other sectors  
 aim at working competences, i.e. expert practice  
 reflect the challenges of the working situation 

 respond to existing professional knowledge, attitudes and practices 

 favour action and practice and not be purely receptive 
 include communication objectives (e.g. counselling skills, advocacy)  
 be discussed and agreed at the beginning of the course 

 

Course content/curriculum should include a number of the following competences (depending on 
level, length, audience and the content of other parts of the programme). 

Prerequisites  
 have a basic but thorough technical understanding of human nutrition and the nutritional 

aspects of food 

Research     

 carry out applied research, case studies, KAP studies, evaluations  

Doing NEAC   

 do community education / counselling / carry out successful NE interventions & activities 
 know how to tackle prevailing nutrition misconceptions 
 train others    

NEAC interventions  

 recognize the need for nutrition education in all relevant settings and interventions 
 design and manage nutrition education programmes and projects, including formative 

research, developing objectives, selecting strategies, designing activities and creating 
messages and materials, carrying out evaluations, writing proposals, adopting participatory 
approaches 

 assess and evaluate existing nutrition education interventions; suggest improvements 
 develop NEAC curriculum 
 work in a multidisciplinary team 
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Policy    

 develop nutrition education policy at all levels 

 advocate effectively for nutrition education at all levels 

Concepts   Understand, recognize and apply: 
 social science concepts e.g. household economics 
 principles of behavioural learning and learning principles specific to nutrition education 
 principles of adult learning 
 broad understanding of nutrition issues in society and how they can be tackled 

Professional communities  

 be familiar with the field of nutrition education, its history, models, concepts, issues and 
controversies, best practices etc. 

 participate in national international communities of practice 

 be familiar with own nutrition education context and its challenges  
 participate in the course community through sharing, collaborating etc. 

Methodology   The course approach should  
 involve learners in their own education 
 recognize the educational value of real-life experience and make full use of its potential, 

through examples, cases,  direct observation, practitioners etc.  
 ensure that learning is practised and applied in real or realistic situations 
 give an appropriate proportion of course time to supervised/mentored practice  
 allow for reflection on and discussion of direct experience 
 make use of stories and models 

 

Course activities should aim to practise the learning objectives and should be related to the 
evaluation.  The mix should include these broad activity types: 

 contributing to course input, discussion and sharing experience 
 observations, research, finding out 
 exercises to practise concepts 
 the continuous active application of learning to own context  
 practising major professional tasks (real or simulated) 
 reflecting on and discussing direct experience. 

Assessment and evaluation 

 Course feedback should result in course revisions and improvements 
 The course evaluation should be in line with agreed course objectives 
 Student assessments should bear a strong relationship to real world outcomes 
 As far as possible, final evaluation should extend to assessing working practices 

(Revised June 2012) 
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documenTs relaTing To fuTure course developmenT:
•  Course outlines (also used in the case studies)
•  Project proposal

Other project output documents and outputs mentioned in this report are to be found on 
the project website (www.nutritionlearning.net) and are linked to the website’s front page 
at http://www.nutritionlearning.net/moodle1/course/view.php?id=5&username=guest 

ACRONYMS

ADA  American Dietetic Association
AGND  Nutrition education and consumer awareness group, FAO
AMREF  African Medical and Research Foundation
BCC  Behaviour change communication
CBC  Communication for behaviour change
IEC  Information, education and communication
IT  Information technology
IYCF  Infant and young child feeding
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LIDC  London International Development Centre
LMS  Learning management system
MCH  Mother and child health
MoA  Ministry of Agriculture
MoE  Ministry of Education
MoH  Ministry of Health
NEAC  Nutrition education and communication
NGO  Non-governmental organization
PLWHA Persons living with HIV/AIDS
SAIDE  South African Institute for Distance Education

A NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY

In the course of the activities it became clear that existing nomenclature was confusing. 
One difficulty is that education activities in nutrition go by many different names (e.g. 
health promotion, awareness-raising, social marketing, information, education and 
communication (IEC), communication for behaviour change (CBC), demonstrations, 
behaviour change communication (BCC), community counselling and even, occasionally, 
nutrition education),  each 
associated with different 
educational models, 
formats, processes, settings, 
ideologies and institutional 
loyalties.  Another difficulty 
is that “nutrition education” 
is often taken to mean 
“learning about nutrition” 
rather than learning better 
dietary practices or helping 
people to improve their diets.

The project adopted 
“nutrition education and 
communication” (NEAC) to 
refer to this kind of nutrition 
education, in line with a 
well-known definition of 
functional nutrition education 

“Nutrition education and communication” 
(NEAC) here means whatever gets people to improve 
their own health and others’ by eating better, through 
discussion, demonstration and practice. NB In NEAC 
we do not include technical training in nutrition 
science.

Nutrition educators are those who “do” NEAC:   
teachers, counsellors or facilitators who get people to 
improve their own health and others’ through eating 
better.  

Nutrition education training (NEAC training) is 
the professional skills education needed to become a 
good nutrition educator, i.e. training in what effective 
NEAC is and how to do it (plan, promote, implement 
and evaluate).  
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as “any set of learning experiences designed to facilitate the voluntary adoption of eating 
and other nutrition-related behaviours conducive to health and well-being” (ADA 1996).  

The definitions and expla-nations in the box below were developed for the project and 
used throughout the project activities.  Nevertheless, there remained some confusion 
among project participants, not to mention in the world at large, between direct NEAC, 
NEAC training, and academic instruction in nutrition science. 1

1 An alternative for the future is to replace these terms with the acronym EN-ACT: Education for effective Nutrition in ACTion.  
This makes clear the distinction between learning about nutrition and acting to improve dietary practice, and can embrace 
any form of action, at any level, which is effective in producing results.  It includes activities in three spheres: political, 
academic and community, bringing together  under one umbrella advocacy, education and in-service training, as well as 
direct community action.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Effective education is a key factor in improving nutrition and health, yet nutrition 
education continues to be overlooked in health and food security interventions, and is 
often weak or absent in professional training.  In response to this gap, the “Nutrition 
Education and Communication” (NEAC) project was initiated by FAO’s Nutrition Education 
and Consumer Awareness Group (AGNDE), Nutrition and Consumer Protection Division 
(AGND) in September 2010 to assess the need for professional training in NEAC, with 
a focus on Africa.  This assessment is seen as a preliminary to developing one or more 
learning modules in nutrition education and communication to be made available both 
locally and internationally. 

The main assumptions underpinning FAO’s initiative are that, first, there is a demonstrable 
need for more NEAC to improve diet and dietary practices; second, there is a need for 
more effective NEAC, based on empirical evidence; and finally, there is therefore a need 
for more, and more effective, NEAC training in how best to promote healthy diets and 
good eating habits.

The needs assessment aimed to:
•  review the literature and develop (a) models of effective NEAC and NEAC training 

content, approaches and best practices, (b) course outlines;  
•  review the NEAC training available both nationally and internationally; 
•  explore the need and demand for effective NEAC and NEAC training in Africa through 

a set of country case studies, looking at existing practices, attitudes, achievements 
and constraints in Botswana, Ghana, Egypt, Ethiopia, Malawi, Nigeria and Tanzania;

•  prioritise target groups and settings for NEAC training, national and international;
•  identify suitable delivery methods and platforms (online, face-to-face or blended);
•  identify suitable future partners in course development and trialling of materials;
•  develop a proposal for course development;

The literature review summed up the evidence of the functional value of NEAC 
and NEAC training in two review documents. Each included guidelines for design and 
implementation: 
•  for “good NEAC”, a process diagram integrating the essential features of current 

models; lists of attested strategies for successful NEAC; and appropriate processes in 
formative research, learning design and evaluation;

•  for “good NEAC training”, a checklist of recommended features, covering the design 
process, learning outcomes, curriculum and methodology. 
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These guidelines were used in developing the course outlines proposed in the case study 
surveys.

The course search and analysis focused on obtaining information about NEAC training 
available in Africa and internationally, to show accessibility and prevalent learning models.  
Although much interesting material was found and catalogued, there were difficulties in 
finding directly relevant courses or enough key information on courses to assess whether 
they met the criteria for “good NEAC training”.  One conclusion is that if it is difficult for 
a dedicated team to track down relevant and accessible training it must be even more 
difficult for a student.  The analysis is continuing.  

The country case studies   In each country a “surveyor” interviewed 14 to 20 national 
experts in universities, training institutions, ministries and projects, most of whom were 
themselves NEAC educators or trainers.  They also gathered data from NEAC trainees 
and briefly surveyed national media coverage of nutrition issues. Each produced a report 
collated from the responses.

The reports consistently endorsed a strong need for NEAC and NEAC training, noting that:
•  NEAC has a very low profile in national consciousness, the media, national policy and 

strategy, institutions, capacity building, agriculture, food security interventions, school 
curricula and the education of health professionals.  Apart from normative MCH and 
IYCF counselling in the health service, NEAC activities are largely uncoordinated and 
there is little inter-sectoral collaboration. However there are signs of growing interest 
at all levels;

•  standard NEAC approaches are largely top-down and one-way, and effectiveness is 
rarely assessed. A few innovative programs were reported involving demonstration, 
community mobilization, participatory needs analysis, and passing on learning; 

•  NEAC training is rare, sometimes non-existent. In university degrees it may be a small 
element (often elective), almost always with an academic lecture-based approach; 
in-service NEAC training is mostly occasional or ad hoc, designed for specific 
interventions. There are almost no qualified instructors and the design framework 
generally lacks formative research and evaluation. In some places, however, NEAC 
training for extension workers is under way;

•  groups most in need of NEAC were said to be (in order) pregnant women and mothers, 
schoolchildren and the general population. Those most in need of NEAC training 
were health professionals, school teachers and extension workers in agriculture and 
community health.

The reports indicated a general consensus on desirable curriculum content, on the need for 
a practical work-oriented skills-based approach and on the importance of cross-sectoral 
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participation.   Three proposed courses attracted almost equal support:  an undergraduate/ 
basic NEAC course; a postgraduate/in-service course with a management emphasis; and 
an extension course.  Several suggested that capacity needs might best be met through a 
framework of all three, which would extend and reinforce each other. 

Target groups, platforms and partners    All case study respondents preferred a blended 
learning format: some distance-learning (on CD) and some face-to-face instruction.  
The project also found a developing international market in online learning for health 
professionals at all levels.  To meet both needs, course provision needs to be adaptable to 
most formats: online or face-to-face; self-study, group study or formal courses.  Guidelines 
and training on the adaptation of materials to different contexts should be available.
  
Possible future partners, national, regional and international, were identified for trialling 
course materials and eventual adoption of courses, and for developing and permanently 
hosting a related training of trainers course.  

Discussion and conclusions   The threads of the needs assessment came together 
to demonstrate that NEAC is of critical value in improving nutrition status, that NEAC 
training is needed to make it effective, and that both are lacking.  Professional skills 
training resources are needed which will produce competent practitioners capable of 
handling NEAC effectively in all local settings. These resources should be comprehensive, 
adaptable, action-oriented, skills-based, economical, accessible and widely available.

Although capacity building evidently requires training at several levels, the least 
problematic entry point was felt to be the undergraduate-level module, which can also 
be offered independently as a course in BASIC NEAC.  In addition, the essential cross-
sectoral orientation will mean making some training in basic nutrition available to non-
nutritionists, and there will also need to be some training of trainers to enrich existing 
“information transmission” approaches.  A project proposal incorporating these and 
other elements has been made.
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CHAPTER  1. 

introduction

Effective education is an important factor in improving nutrition and health; however, 
nutrition education continues to be overlooked in health and food security interventions, 
and is often weak or absent in professional training.  In response to this gap, the 
“Nutrition Education and Communication” (NEAC) project was initiated by FAO’s Nutrition 
Education and Consumer Awareness Group (AGND)  in September 2010 to assess the 
need for professional training in NEAC, with a focus on Africa.  This assessment is seen 
as a preliminary to developing one or more learning modules in nutrition education and 
communication to be made available both locally and internationally. 

1.1 The assumptions

The main assumptions underpinning FAO’s initiative are that:

• There is a great need for more NEAC   Nutrition education enhances the impact of 
nutrition and food security interventions and is often critical to their success. Long-
term nutrition education develops popular capacity to make good dietary choices and 
builds self-reliance. 

•  There is a need for more effective NEAC  Much “education” in healthy eating, based 
on inadequate concepts of how practices change, has failed. These concepts remain 
widespread in the related professions, while inadequate evaluation and impact assessments 
perpetuate failure. At the same time, a growing body of research and practical experience 
is demonstrating the factors that make for long-term success in improving dietary habits. 
Organized nutrition learning needs to take account of this in its design and methodology.

•  There is therefore a need for more, and more effective, NEAC training  Many of 
those who are charged with promoting healthy eating have no training as “nutrition 
educators” and often their induction consists mainly of learning about nutrition, or 
sometimes about communication theory. To build countries’ capacity for tackling 
nutrition issues, there is a need for professional training in how to promote healthy 
diets and eating habits. 

 (See also Rationale on the project website.1)

1 http://www.nutritionlearning.net/moodle1/course/view.php?id=5&username=guest
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1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of the needs assessment were to:
•  explore the need and demand for effective NEAC and NEAC training in Africa, looking 

at existing practices, attitudes, achievements and constraints;
•  develop models of effective NEAC and NEAC training content, approaches and best 

practices to act as assessment yardsticks and as a basis for eventual curriculum and 
course development;

•  review the NEAC training available both nationally and internationally, its accessibility, 
probable effectiveness, and applicability to learners in developing countries;

•  identify and prioritise target groups and settings for NEAC training, national and 
international;

•  identify suitable delivery methods and platforms (online, face-to-face or blended);
•  identify suitable partners in course development and trialling of materials;
•  develop a project proposal for course development, with (a) provisional course 

outline(s).

1.3 Activities  

The needs assessment was carried out from September 2010 to June 2011 by a team of 
five consisting of the FAO team leader, three part-time consultants and an intern.  

The main activities were:
•  conducting exploratory interviews with experts and possible partners;
•  carrying out a literature review;
•  collecting and analysing available courses and learning materials;
•  developing course outlines;
•  carrying out case studies in African countries;
•  drafting a project proposal for course development.

Supporting activities were:
•  setting up a work sharing and promotion website, using Moodle software, which has 

the potential to be developed into a learning platform;
•  establishing databases for the literature and course information/materials; 
•  writing reports and support documents.
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CHAPTER  2. 

THE QUESTIONS TO BE EXPLORED

The specific questions to be explored in the needs assessment were:

2.1 The need for nutrition education and communication 
(NEAC)

General

a)  Is there a demonstrable need for NEAC?   
•  as a complement/support to other nutrition, health and food security interventions;
•  independently, as opposed to other ways of improving nutrition.

local   

b) What importance/value is given to NEAC within countries? - as evidenced by:
• the profile of NEAC in national food security, health and education policy;
• the importance given to NE by national movers and shakers; 
• its presence in projects/programmes of different kinds (nutrition, food security, health 

promotion);
• its presence in school and teacher education curricula;
• its presence in professional training for various groups;
• its profile in undergraduate and postgraduate education (health, agriculture, nutrition, 

education);
c) In which groups and settings is NEAC mainly focused?
d) What are the problems?

2.2 The need for more effective NEAC

General    

• what is effective NEAC? – i.e. what is the yardstick?  
•  what are the criteria for assessing effectiveness of NEAC interventions? (e.g. biological 

effects, knowledge gain, changes in practice, long-term understanding/nutrition 
literacy, sustainability of these effects)?

•  what are the prevailing models of NEAC and how well do they work in terms of these criteria? 
•  what are the generic features and the core processes of effective NEAC? 
•  what is the essential design process?
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local  

a) How effective is current NEAC?
•  what NEAC approaches are prevailing in the countries surveyed? Are they likely to be effective?
•  what evaluation has been carried out?
•  how are prevailing NEAC approaches perceived by planners/educators/targets?
•  is there a need for paradigm change?
b) what are the problems?

2.3 The need for more and more effective training in NEAC

General  

(a) What are the generic features and the essential design of effective NEAC training? 
(models, best practices)

local   

(a) What NEAC training is being done, where, by whom and for whom?  
(b) What is the quality of existing NEAC training?  How fit to purpose? What needs 

strengthening?
(c) Who should be trained? Which professional groups have most influence on the 

nutritional behaviour and outlook of the population?
(d) What demand is there for more and better NEAC training?

2.4 The need for new courses

General  

(a) What NEAC training is available nationally and internationally?  
•  how does it measure up to the criteria and best practices?
•  how suitable is it for developing country professionals? (fit to context, accessible)
•  is there a general need for new NEAC training courses?

local  

(a) What NEAC training courses are most needed within the countries? 
(b) What kind of support is needed? (e.g. attitudes, policy, funding) What advocacy is 

needed?
(c) What are the problems?

Both General and local

(a) What partnership arrangements can be set up?
(b) What format/platform/delivery systems will work best?  
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CHAPTER  3. 

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Some considerations which shaped the project’s approach were: 2

•  a focus on university courses, including modules in undergraduate and postgraduate 
degrees, and professional in-service training at management and extension levels; 

•  a hierarchy of needs:  for better nutrition; for more effective nutrition education 
(NEAC); and for effective NEAC training (educating the educators);

•  the need to address multi-sectoral settings  (health, education, agriculture);
•  the importance of focusing on working practices, looking at what is done and what 

is recommended;
•  the effect of national awareness, policy, strategy and capacity on NEAC provision;
•  allowing for both national and international provision and delivery possibilities.

The main activities are described below.  For more detailed information see the project 
website3 and the Supplementary Documents linked to this report.  The findings are 
outlined in Section D.

3.1 Preliminary questionnaires and interviews 

A short preliminary questionnaire was devised as a general probe (see project website: 
INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE)4 and circulated to several events and associations. Although 
few replies were received, they helped to establish further contacts and the answers 
confirmed that NEAC training was not widespread.   Telephone interviews were carried 
out with academics and course providers to get background orientation and details of 
existing courses, identify suitable countries for case studies and possible surveyors, and 
explore partnership possibilities (see SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS on the project website).  

3.2 The literature review and course outlines

The literature review aimed to explore global needs for NEAC and NEAC training, identify best 
practices and develop templates of recommended NEAC approaches and NEAC training. It 
was also useful for identifying potential course resources and relevant organizations.

2 For some models and terms of formative research, see MODELS OF FORMATIVE RESEARCH in REFERENCE DOCUMENTS on 
the project website http://www.nutritionlearning.net/moodle1/course/view.php?id=5&username=guest

3 http://www.nutritionlearning.net/moodle1/course/view.php?id=5&username=guest

4 http://www.nutritionlearning.net/moodle1/course/view.php?id=5&username=guest
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A search was carried out (for details see project website: Questions, search terms, databases 
and journals).  Important points were gathered into five summaries (see website: Summary 
reports on the literature).  This literature and other relevant materials were then reviewed 
in order to produce:
•  a review of NEAC theory and practice, with a template of generally approved processes 

and features (see Supplementary Document NEAC NEEDS IN THE LITERATURE in this 
folder);  

•  a review of “ideal” NEAC training, with a checklist of desirable features (see 
Supplementary Document NEAC TRAINING NEEDS IN THE LITERATURE in this folder);

•  four course outlines, based on the principles and practices identified, to be proposed 
to the case study respondents (an undergraduate-level module, a postgraduate/in-
service course with a management orientation, an extension course and an advocacy 
workshop) (see Supplementary Document Course Outlines in this folder).

By-products of the review (information about course resources, organizations active in the 
field, important websites etc.) were collected in the website glossary for future reference. 

3.3 The course search 

The course search focused on obtaining information about available NEAC training in 
Africa and internationally, to show what is typically available and accessible, what learning 
models are most prevalent and (hence) how effective such training is likely to be.   

A web search was carried out to find university degrees in nutrition or allied subjects (Home 
Economics, Health Promotion, Community Health) with NEAC elements.  Internationally 
the search was limited to courses targeting developing countries, including those developed 
by major NGOs and aid agencies.  Follow-up e-mail and telephone contacts were made 
to obtain further information on resources (see Review of literature and training courses: 
Methodology on the project website).  

The materials gathered were entered in a database and then analysed.  This process is not 
yet complete, but some general findings have emerged (see Chapter 4).

3.4 The country case studies 

Case studies were carried out in seven African countries (Botswana, Egypt, Ethiopia, 
Ghana, Malawi, Nigeria and Tanzania) during February-April 2011.    The studies aimed to 
explore the need for NEAC and NEAC training, looking at nutrition interventions, ongoing 
NEAC activities, NEAC training and perceptions of needs (see Country case studies on the 
project website).  
 
Choice of format, surveyors and countries   For reasons of cost and coverage, the 
format chosen was a “dispersed expert consultation”: a surveyor in each country carried 
out interviews with local experts, gave a questionnaire to NEAC trainees, reviewed one 
week’s media coverage for nutrition issues, and produced a report. Surveyors were selected 
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on the basis of their wide knowledge of their country’s nutrition issues and activities, their 
reliability in communications and their personal interest in developing NEAC training (a list 
can be found in Country Surveyors in this folder). With supplementary funds from FAO, 
the number of countries was extended from three to seven to get a more representative 
picture, with a good spread in terms of size, relative wealth and geographical distribution.  

The survey protocol   The survey documents developed were an interview questionnaire, 
including four notional course outlines; a questionnaire for students; a Surveyor’s Guide; 
a briefing sheet for informants; and a report form to guide surveyors (see COUNTRY 
CASE STUDY SURVEY DOCUMENTS on the project website). It is hoped to revise these 
documents and make them available for use in other countries which wish to carry out a 
relatively inexpensive needs analysis. 

Interviews   Each country surveyor selected for interview: 
•  two key informants with an overview of national nutrition issues
•  relevant officials from the ministries of health, agriculture and education
•  as far as possible, four “nutrition educators” and four “NEAC trainers” for information 

about specific learning activities (not all countries could find enough of either group). 

The interviews covered the following ground:
A Background and overview: nutrition issues and interventions; history of NEAC
B The need for nutrition education
C/D How NEAC is being done:  common processes and approaches; specific programs 
E The need for NEAC training
F/G How NEAC training is being done:  general perceptions of processes and approaches; 

specific programs
H NEAC training:  desirable content and approach  
J NEAC training needed
L Further participation: interest in participating in course development.

Piloting, monitoring and troubleshooting   The draft questionnaires were piloted on 
a small sample at FAO HQ and were circulated to prospective surveyors for comments. 
The first interview by each surveyor was posted on site as a model for others. The website 
forum and e-mail was used for monitoring and troubleshooting, with each member of the 
NEAC team responsible for two or more of the surveyors.

Country backgrounds and NEAC issues   The project team contributed by researching 
nutrition and NEAC activities in the survey countries (see Country Background on the 
project website).   A number of NEAC issues were also posted on the project website 
forum.  Surveyors were asked to initiate a forum discussion and to encourage interviewees 
and students to take part.  

Revision of reports; extra documentation; summary of findings   Surveyors’ final 
reports were read and commented by the project team, revised by surveyors, edited and 
posted on the website.  The completed questionnaires were returned to the project team, 
who entered the data in a database.  A conflation of all the case study reports was produced 
(see Supplementary Document NEAC Country Case Studies Report( in this folder).
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3.5 Search for partners   

The needs assessment looked for possible future “piloting partners”, both national and 
international, for trialling materials and eventual adoption of courses.  At national level, 
questions were included in the survey interviews about which proposed courses would be 
most valuable to the respondent’s institution, and what participation respondents were 
interested in.  Potential international partners were sought among online course providers 
dealing with work-oriented, practice-based training for health professionals in developing 
countries, especially those with modular programs which could accommodate an extra or 
alternative module.  Other criteria considered were:
•  good contacts with appropriate markets;
•  an established reputation in health education for developing countries;
•  IT expertise;
•  experience in materials development for effective professional skills training;
•  efficient administration for organizing piloting and feedback;
•  willingness to discuss and experiment.

A well-known regional partner was also sought for developing and permanently hosting 
a related training of trainers course during the next phase of the project, and generally to 
act as a regional centre for NEAC capacity development once the project is over, through 
providing courses, training trainers, running curriculum development workshops or 
advocacy events, and possibly developing further courses for other target groups.   

The partners identified are discussed in 4.4.

3.6 Research into course delivery platforms   

Recognizing the attractions and the obstacles of distance-learning (DL), the needs analysis 
looked into its feasibility and effectiveness in the African context.  The study considered 
several forms of DL:  
•  paper-based, as in traditional correspondence courses, still in use in Africa
•  offline e-learning, similar to paper-based, with learning materials on CD-ROM or USB 

drive
•  online learning with internet, in Africa often through an internet point, in a student 

resource centre, or through mobile devices (“m-learning”)

Distance learning and face-to-face learning are seen not as alternative modalities but as 
lying on a continuum of various forms of “blended learning” (SAIDE 2000).  

Questions explored were the state of connectivity, the level of internet use, the reliability 
and coverage of electricity supply, the level of computer literacy of teachers and learners, DL 
formats in current use in Africa, and the acceptability/attraction of distance learning.  Also 
explored was the existing international market in on-line education for health professionals.
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Approaches adopted were:
•  assistance learning materials currently in use in Africa were collected: for example, 

AMREF provided Units 6 (Health Education, Promotion & Counselling) and 7 (Nutrition) 
of their Child Health Course. Other courses reviewed are listed on the project website;

•  in all preliminary interviews, informants were asked to give their personal opinions 
and experience of distance learning in Africa;

•  a section of the country case studies questionnaire gathered informants’ views on the 
feasibility of different forms of face-to-face and distance learning, including capacity 
and preferences.

3.7 Development of project website 

A project website (www.nutritionlearning.net) using the Moodle open-
source LMS software was created in September 2010 as a work-sharing site 
for the NEAC team.  The site was made public in January 2011 with the 
working discussions hidden and linked to the official FAO website on 24 March 
 (HTTP://WWW.FAO.ORG/AG/HUMANNUTRITION/NUTRITIONEDUCATION/69725/EN/). 
     
The website supported the project activities in a variety of ways.  It was used in particular 
for group working, via the use of the wiki facility for collaborative document writing, 
for communication with country surveyors via the forums, as an archive for minutes 
of meetings and working records and to display information and advocacy materials.   
Moodle, which is designed for educational use, is particularly rich, flexible and easy to 
handle, and has further potential for advocacy, delivering courses and supporting course 
development work.   For some data on public access to the website see 4.6.
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CHAPTER  4. 

MAIN FINDINGS

Some of the data from the questionnaires can be found in Graphs from Questionnaires 
(in this folder).

4.1 Literature review:  What does the literature say?  

neac needs in the literature

The evidence of the need for nutrition education and communication, as represented in 
the literature, is presented in the Supplementary Document NEAC Needs in the Literature 
(in this folder), of which the following is a summary.

The need for nutrition   It is increasingly recognized that good nutrition is essential to 
development, yet nutrition has been poorly funded, thinly represented in public health 
courses and qualifications, and has had a low profile in government policy, strategy and 
national capacity, and in food security interventions.  

The need for NEAC   The value of education in tackling nutrition issues is strongly 
supported by the literature, both as a complement to other interventions and as a 
stand-alone alternative to other ways of improving nutrition status.  NEAC has been 
found critical in food security initiatives, in direct nutrition interventions such as food 
supplementation and food fortification, while well-conducted NEAC is effective both on 
its own and embedded in normal health care routines.  Yet there is a paucity of NEAC 
activities worldwide in all sectors (health, education, agriculture).

The need for more effective NEAC   Broadly, the literature discusses three models or 
approaches:  
• Knowledge-based approaches  Pure information delivery, which is the least effective 

instructional strategy for promoting dietary change, remains the most common 
approach in nutrition education. 

•  Behaviour change approaches aim to develop practical behavioural messages and to 
spread them wide. Social marketing focuses on formative research, development and 
dissemination of appropriate messages for a segmented audience. Behaviour change 
communication (BCC) has been extensively operationalised and evaluated and has 
opened up social and participatory dimensions.

•  Health promotion has provided some defining principles for a parallel evolution 
in nutrition education, emphasising self-determination, life skills, participatory 
approaches, the need for a conducive policy environment and supportive networks to 
encourage and sustain behavioural changes.
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Generic features and core processes of effective NEAC   Since the main behaviour-
oriented movements in NEAC have strong shared interests, it is possible to assemble a 
common core.  The following three protocols were developed from the literature review 
and were used to determine questions asked in the country case studies.  They can also be 
used in curriculum development and as checklists for assessment of NEAC interventions:  
•  a process diagram integrating the main essential features of current models;
•  lists of empirical “meta-strategies” for success in NEAC; 
•  appropriate economical and user-friendly design processes in formative research, 

learning design and evaluation. 

neac traininG needs in the literature:  a checklist

The separate document NEAC training needs in the literature (in this folder) reports on 
opinions in the literature on what kind of NEAC training is needed to ensure that NEAC 
will be effective and sustainable. The main findings were assembled into a summary 
checklist of recommended features of NEAC training, summarized below. The checklist 
formed the basis for some of the questions in the country case study questionnaires 
and for the evaluation of available NEAC training courses and materials, and will be a 
formative element in curriculum design.  

4.1.1   SUMMARY CHECKLIST FOR GOOD NEAC TRAINING

General framework    The course should have an applied orientation, draw on theories 
and experiences of work-related learning and be seen as a behaviour change intervention.

The course design process should include needs assessment, objectives, evaluation and 
revision and should align learning objectives and activities. The situation analysis should 
explore aspects of audience, work and context. These enquiries should also be pursued 
by the learners, so that the analysis is ongoing and participatory.

Objectives/learning outcomes should:
•  reflect capacity needs across several sectors;
•  reflect the challenges of the working situation;
•  respond to existing professional knowledge, attitudes and practices, with special 

attention to misconceptions and unproductive practices;
•  aim at working competence, i.e. expert practice, and express action/practice targets
•  include communication objectives (e.g. counselling skills, advocacy);
•  be discussed, understood and agreed at the beginning of the course and during it.

Course content/curriculum    Target competences may include these capacities:
•  understanding nutrition issues and own nutrition context; recognizing challenges and 

ways of tackling them;
•  recognizing the need for NEAC in relevant settings;  evaluating NEAC activities;
•  developing curriculum; designing and managing NEAC programs and training others 

to do so;
•  developing NEAC policy and advocating for NEAC;
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•  being familiar with the field of nutrition education and its best practices;
•  understanding and applying social concepts, principles of behavioural learning, and 

principles of adult learning;
•  participating in communities of practice.

4.2 Country case studies: what is the situation on the 
ground?  

BackGround

The country case studies took place in Botswana, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, Nigeria, 
Tanzania, over a two-month period in early 2011. These studies formed an integral part 
of the complete NEAC needs assessment project and surveyors were carefully selected to 
carry out the assignment (see Supplementary Document Country Surveyors in this folder). 

Seven country case study reports were produced along with a final report which provides 
a unified account of the seven countries. Findings are fully reported in the individual 
country reports on the website and the NEAC Country Case Studies Report (in this folder).  
Tables from some of the data gathered from the questionnaires can be found in Graphs 
from Questionnaires (in this folder). The following summary outlines the objectives, the 
main findings and the associated challenges.

oBjectives

The objectives of the country case studies were to understand better who needs NEAC 
training and by whom it could and should be done; and how, specifically, to explore needs 
relating to NEAC and NEAC training in order to:
•  assess the need for more and better NEAC, and hence the need for more and better 

NEAC training;
•  gather opinions on what kind of training is most needed and for whom;
•  collect suggestions for course content and approach;
•  collect perceptions of desirable format and delivery;
•  identify institutions interested in using some of the possible products; 
•  identify experts interested in helping to develop the course by providing information, 

experience and case material, reviewing the materials and (possibly) piloting them. 

Main findinGs 

Surveyors and respondents endorsed a strong need for nutrition education, nutrition 
educators and nutrition education training. The main findings include:

The nutrition picture
•  malnutrition persists with alarmingly high rates of under-nutrition in the surveyed 

countries, particularly in the under-five age group, with increasing prevalence of 
overnutrition; 

•  national strategies tend to prioritise direct nutrition interventions such as food 
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fortification and supplementation. Health sector activities commonly focus on IYCF 
and growth monitoring but also on clinical rehabilitation of malnourished children 
and support for PLWHA.  A nutrition emphasis in food security interventions is rare.

The situation of NEAC and NEAC training

•  NEAC has had and continues to have a weak presence, even sometimes apparently a 
declining one.  It remains largely uncoordinated between initiatives and sectors, and 
seldom validated;

•  NEAC and NEAC training approaches are largely top-down and based on information 
transfer.  Learning approaches, especially in universities, are largely academic:  all 
respondents expressed preferences for more active and interactive approaches with a 
more practical orientation;  

•  NEAC training is reportedly difficult to find, partly because it is rare (some said non-
existent) and partly because it is embedded in a variety of curricula and settings 
under a variety of names. In academia it can be found as elements of nutrition and 
dietetics degrees, Home Economics degrees or health promotion training.  In-service 
NEAC training is largely occasional or ad hoc, designed for specific interventions, 
although in several countries some NEAC training for extension workers and teachers 
is institutionalized, or about to be;  

•  almost no NEAC trainers/lecturers have specific NEAC qualifications and some 
universities are having to import instructors;  

•  respondents agreed that the process framework in existing NEAC training typically 
lacks preliminary formative research and follow-up evaluation. 

Need for NEAC and NEAC training
•  the overwhelming perception is however that more and better NEAC training can 

play a valuable role in addressing malnutrition issues;
• groups most frequently said to be in need of NEAC are (in order) pregnant women 

and mothers, schoolchildren and the general population, while professionals who 
most need nutrition understanding and NEAC skills in order to be effective nutrition 
educators are health professionals, school teachers, agricultural extension workers 
and community health workers (see data analysis from Questionnaires on the project 
website);5

•  it was stressed that NEAC must be implemented clearly and constructively in national 
nutrition policies, programmes, institutions and curricula.

Course choices and participation
•  interest was spread almost equally between three of the four course choices presented 

(an undergraduate/basic NEAC course; a postgraduate/in-service course with a 
management emphasis; a cross-sectoral extension course), with considerable interest 
also in the fourth, an advocacy training course,6 suggesting that capacity needs can 
best be met through a framework or suite of training courses which extend and 
reinforce each other; 

5 http://www.nutritionlearning.net/moodle1/course/view.php?id=5&username=guest
6 Outlines of these courses can be found in the annex to the Interview Form used in the survey, on the project website under 

COUNTRY CASE STUDY SURVEY DOCUMENTS.
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•  overwhelmingly, respondents opted for a blended learning approach with some 
distance-learning materials mixed with face-to-face sessions: interest was expressed 
in e-learning but the practical difficulties were seen as decisive for the moment; 

 •  most respondents were interested in participating in the development of one or more of 
the courses in some way, for example in supplying learning resources and stories, reviewing 
materials etc.  Considerable numbers expressed the desire to be involved in piloting.

challenGes

In line with the findings, respondents mentioned a number of recurring challenges:

National
•  lack of nutrition and NEAC awareness at policy level;
•  inadequate funding for nutrition and NEAC interventions;
•  poor institutional presence of NEAC and lack of prioritisation from professional 

associations;
•  poor employment opportunities for nutritionists;
•  thin coverage in school curricula;
•  lack of distinction made between food security and nutrition security;
•  lack of a multi-sectoral approach: for example, absence of nutrition posts or policy in the 

MoA and MoE; nutrition-insensitive agriculture interventions; nutrition interventions 
which do not integrate related sectors/disciplines. Co-ordinating nutrition-related 
activities between the ministries, governmental organizations and NGOs is critical 
to economy of effort, spreading good strategies and gauging how the country is 
tackling malnutrition. 

National context
•  poor social awareness of nutrition and the lack of appreciation of its importance 

among all groups and all levels of society;
•  competition from commercial marketing products and services that allegedly improve health.

Capacity
•  lack of professional nutrition educators; lack of competence in NEAC; 
•  lack of professional nutrition education trainers  with competence in NEAC;
•  traditional training e.g. information delivery (talks, lectures) rather than participatory 

and skills-based. 

General fragmentation/lack of coordination
•  fragmentation of nutrition activities at community level due to lack of co-ordination 

between NGOs, International organisations and local government

Management/Logistics/Funding/Resources
•  challenges in coverage, particularly in rural communities, or limited channels such as 

health clinics;
•  lack of resources, e.g. for scale up of successful project interventions, for program 

development at community level;
•  duplication of efforts, misuse of resources and underutilised human resources.
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4.3 Course search:  what’s available?  

Since the materials database and analysis are not yet complete, the following findings are 
provisional, although they are generally upheld by the findings of the case studies:

•  NEAC training is generally lacking Many major international course providers dealing 
with health issues for developing countries do not cover nutrition, and many which deal 
with nutrition do not touch on NEAC.  A large proportion of university Departments 
of Public Health, both international and African, have no nutrition or NEAC courses; 
many nutrition degrees have no NEAC or “community nutrition” component, while 
in most others it is an elective module.

•  There is very little purpose-built NEAC training  The “relevance to NEAC” column of 
the database produced a small number of “spot-on” entries, a few “very relevant” 
and many “fairly relevant”, including, for example, reference materials; manuals and 
guidelines; materials targeted at very specific countries, issues and settings; manuals 
focusing on specific parts of the educational process;  and programs with a wider 
brief (e.g. health education).

•  Information is lacking   For the  vast majority of course outlines and learning materials 
collected, there was not enough information to make it possible to assess whether 
they fulfilled the main criteria for “good NEAC training” in respect of course 
development, content and approach (see Summary Checklist for good NEAC training 
in 4.1.1 above).  Some met one criterion, but not others; some sounded promising 
but did not give enough detail; some were excellent but had a very specific focus and 
target group.  The vast majority were thin on practice and real-life application.

The tentative conclusion is that the gaps in nutrition educator training cannot easily be 
filled with existing resources, even if they were cheap and easily accessible.  The search 
was unable to track down comprehensive, action-oriented, skills-based, economical, 
available, professional skills training which will produce a competent practitioner capable 
of handling NEAC effectively in all local settings.

4.4 Search for partners: who can we work with, and how?

At national level the case study questionnaires identified a good number of potential 
partners interested in both adopting a course and piloting it:  for example 18 institutions 
expressed a need for undergraduate-level course and said they would be willing to pilot 
learning materials.  Of these ten were universities, with some special pleading on behalf 
of particular universities in Nigeria, Ethiopia, and Botswana.  
    
Three international partners were found who were interested in participating in piloting 
NEAC course materials:  The People’s University,7 AMREF (the African Medical and Research 
Foundation) and McGill University (Grace Marquis, professor of  International Nutrition), 
all concerned with health education, all aiming at developing countries and all interested 

7 The People’s University is an international internet-based online learning organization using Open Education resources and 
dealing with public health capacity building in low- to middle-income countries. It already offers a module in Public Health 
Nutrition.
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in professional training.  It is also planned to invite interested international organizations 
and NGOs to nominate individual guinea pigs to try out the course individually on the 
project’s own platform.  This should excite some international interest, provide expert 
feedback and test the course for the wider market.

    
As potential regional partners, both AMREF and SAIDE (the South African Institute for 
Distance Education) were well qualified to develop a training of trainers course and both 
were interested in collaboration.  AMREF, which is concerned with the education of health 
professionals, is particularly well placed also to act as a permanent regional centre for 
NEAC activities. 

4.5 Platform: how should the course be delivered?

In general, internet access is poor and costly in Africa.  In many countries electricity supply 
is unreliable and intermittent, with the consequence that the internet cannot be accessed 
even where a good broadband connection is available. However, the situation is likely 
to improve dramatically over the next few years, with the opening of large undersea 
cables to East, West and Southern Africa.8  The improved supply and the strong demand 
for more competitive prices (particularly for smart phones) is expected to drive the cost 
of internet access gradually down.  These developments have already had an impact on 
education. One informant reported that for graduate students in Nigeria, “having a PC 
is more important than getting admission”,9 especially for accessing online information. 
Various organizations, notably AMREF have experimented large scale e-learning programs 
with success (Accenture 2011).  

    
There is also a growing international market in online health professional training targeted 
at developing countries: some examples of online course providers are AMREF, the People’s 
University, Maastricht University, LIDC (London), Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 
Health, UNISA/SAIDE and the HEAT distance-learning program for extension workers in 
Ethiopia.

Levels of IT use vary dramatically from country to country, however, standing at over 
10% in Nigeria and under 1% in Ethiopia,10  with low levels of IT literacy among some 
teachers and many students.  Personal computer ownership is low, and access is often 
available only through expensive internet cafes, which restrict user time and limit skills 
development.  (AMREF’s large program for online training of nurses in Kenya relies on 
substantial input of IT resources and skills by Accenture, their partner in this project.)

Format preferences   Partly for these reasons, and partly out of an appreciation of 
the value of face-to-face interaction, most respondents in the case studies (44 out of 
82, or 54%) indicated that some form of blended learning would be most suited to 
their institutions.  The second most popular option (30/82) was a traditional face-to-face 

8 See map (updated May 2011) at http://manypossibilities.net/african-undersea-cables/

9 Juliet Oluchi, University of Ibadan, telephone interview in October 2011

10 See Africa Connectivity Map reproduced at http://www.nutritionlearning.net/moodle1/course/view.php?id=5 
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format. The remaining eight respondents chose pure distance learning, whether paper 
or electronic based, online or offline.  Demand for online learning was considered “low” 
by 50% of respondents and “medium” by 37%, while technical and human capacity 
(in terms of internet coverage, bandwidth and cost, electricity supply, availability and 
distribution of computers, learner and teacher computer skills) was considered “low” by 
75%. Many respondents felt that the advantages of blended learning outweighed the 
risks, but that a course based entirely on distance learning materials would not have a 
good chance of success. 

4.6 Statistics on the project website

In mid-March 2011 the project site was registered with Google Analytics, which began to 
collect data on visitors. In the following 3 ½ months, 626 visits to the site and 4,699 page 
views by a total of 150 unique visitors were recorded, with an average of 7.5 pages viewed 
per visit. Visitors came from a total of 33 different countries in all parts of the world, 
including five African countries not involved in the survey (Cameroon, Kenya, Namibia, 
South Africa and Uganda). Excluding the FAO NEAC team, the highest numbers came from 
Egypt, Ethiopia, Germany, Tanzania and Brazil, in that order. With the exception of direct 
access to the URL by members of the FAO NEAC team, the most frequent route to the 
site (244 visitors) was via the FAO nutrition web pages. A breakdown of this information 
is available on the home page of the website  itself (“Statistics on website access”).
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CHAPTER  5. 

LIMITATIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED

A built-in limitation of the needs assessment was the restriction of the enquiry to 
courses which could be offered by universities.  It was clear from the country case 
studies that other sectors also had high-priority needs, in particular education (schools 
and teacher education) and professional training for health professionals (doctors and 
nurses). 

5.1 Literature review and course search

Limitations of the literature review   A great deal of nutrition education is below the 
search radar, covered under other terms or not acknowledged in article titles or abstracts.  
It is probable that much slipped through the net of search terms; moreover the search by 
keyword did not easily uncover negative evidence of nutrition education missing where it 
might have been expected.  The literature needed also to be supplemented by information 
on educational models and trends. 

Limitations of the course search The search encountered several challenges 
due to various locations of NEAC in the curriculum, varied terminology and poor 
communications.  It produced a large number of courses and training materials but 
seldom enough key documentation to allow courses to be assessed.  It is possible to 
draw some general conclusions, and it will be useful to collect valuable elements into 
an archive for use as models and references in course development.  This process is 
still ongoing.  

5.2 Case studies:  limitations and strengths

Strengths  It was illuminating to look at the representative work of national professionals 
on the ground rather than at published articles. The study brought out individual 
perceptions well and the small sample allowed for individual attention to problems.  

Drawbacks and remedies   There were some delays in completion.  One survey was 
interrupted by a revolution (viz. Egypt) and finished late. Some countries had very little 
NEAC or NEAC training activity to report.  Although there was a common report format, 
some reports had a statistical approach and some were more subjective.  The qualitative 
orientation of the survey invited some impressionistic and unsupported statements, 
omissions and distortions.  However, all the questionnaire responses were analysed to 
support the general conclusions of the survey reports. 
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In spite of our best efforts the main terms used created confusion, which mingled with 
a confusing picture on the ground; however, it was generally possible to identify and 
classify the activities described.
   
These points will all be in borne in mind in the revision of the survey documents.
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CHAPTER  6. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Some of the key questions which should determine future action are discussed below.

6.1 Is NEAC training a high priority need?

The profiles of NEAC and NEAC training were conspicuously low in the countries sampled.  
However, “need” is a compound of not only lack but also value.  Is this where development 
efforts should be made?  Existing policies, strategies and activities often appear to work 
on the implicit assumptions (a) that there are quicker, more effective and cheaper ways of 
improving nutrition status than NEAC (for example, food fortification, supplementation); 
(b) that NEAC often does not work; and (c) that the most important capacity need is for 
more nutritionists rather than nutrition educators.  

Well-substantiated counter-arguments are that NEAC is often critical to the success of 
nutrition and food security interventions, is economical and has sustainable effects; (b) that 
NEAC works if it is done properly and hence that training is needed; (c) that more nutritionists 
will not lead to more and better NEAC unless nutritionists understand education and 
communication with a focus on behaviour change, and that many who are not nutritionists 
can benefit from NEAC training.  Our needs analysis strongly supports these views.    

6.2 What exactly is needed?

Multisectoral participation

Many have argued in favour of multi-sectoral participation in NEAC training on the grounds that:
• qualified nutritionists are too few to provide an adequate base;
•  most NEAC work is actually done by non-nutritionists;
•  NEAC depends on competent practitioners at all levels;
•  NEAC depends on the food cycle (from plot to pot); hence it is multi-sectoral by 

nature and an essential catalyst in food security interventions;
•  NEAC needs a many-sided approach.  

However, broadening the base demands some corollary precautions:  

•  non-nutritionists will need some nutrition knowledge and understanding;
•  advocacy is required to reach other sectors and to affect national policy;
•  institutionally the course must be both owned and shared, so that it will be neither 

marginalized nor dominated by a specific discipline.   
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national and international tarGet Groups and course platforM

It is likely that demand and capacity for online learning will continue to increase in Africa, 
that prices will gradually fall and that more educational institutions will come to adopt 
blended, online and distance learning provision.  With this experience, teachers and 
students will come to appreciate that online learning, as well as facilitating academic tasks 
and magnifying the resource base, can also enhance the social dimension of learning.     
Moreover, online resources, which can easily be adapted, modified and updated, are 
more sustainable.  There is therefore a strong case to be made for developing both online 
and locally situated courses (blended or face-to-face) to meet the range of present and 
future situations from limited (or no) access to sophisticated IT use.

In terms of platform, there are also compelling arguments in favour of open-source 
software, among them low cost and constant upgrades. Large open-source learning 
management systems like Moodle can provide a wide range of add-ons, customisation 
options and extensive online support. For these reasons, it was decided to create a 
Moodle e-learning platform, which could be used both for pure online courses and also 
to contribute to blended learning in a variety of ways. 

The aim is to produce generic training materials which can be used in and adapted to most 
contexts and formats, with guidelines and training on adaptation made available. For face-
to-face or blended learning, a basic course can be downloaded and delivered in a traditional 
format, while offering options (further reading, extra assignments, online quizzes, forum 
discussions, databases and resource banks, glossaries, links to web resources, templates) which 
can be incorporated according to the needs and capacities of a specific group of learners. 
    
At the same time a range of online options can be offered, from independent individual 
learning to a full tutored course with assignments, group work and forum discussion.  Care 
should be taken to ensure that online participants are adequately supported, especially in 
the initial phases, for users with limited IT skills or for those who need to learn their way 
around the Moodle. 

In the development and piloting of course materials it is also envisaged that web tools 
will be invaluable because of their potential for managing feedback and recording 
interactions; course developers and teachers should also be able to benefit by interacting 
with a worldwide community with shared interests.

Which course?

Interest in the seven case study countries was spread almost equally between three of the 
course choices proposed (an undergraduate/basic NEAC course, a postgraduate/in-service 
course with a management emphasis, and an extension course), with fewer opting for the 
fourth choice, the advocacy workshop.11  Institutional interest in developing and hosting 
the courses was considerable.

11 Outlines of these courses can be found on the project website, in the annex to the Interview Form, under COUNTRY CASE 
STUDY SURVEY DOCUMENTS.
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There was thus no clear basis for choice.  Several respondents made the compelling 
argument that interlocking capacity needs could best be met through a suite of training 
experiences which extend and reinforce each other. This still left the question of where to 
start.  Some considerations were:

•  Extension training could have immediate impact on communities, and is most open 
to recognizing the value of aiming at changes in practice. Scale-up costs would be 
considerable.  Such training, with its strong local dimension, should be designed in 
the country:  the best way to ensure this might be to incorporate extension course 
design into the postgraduate/in-service curriculum, or to run extension and in-service 
professional courses in parallel to the benefit of both trainee groups.  

•  An undergraduate module would be a very small component in a degree, and 
would not have an immediate effect in the working world.  However, it reaches more 
students and instructors than a Masters-level course; it can establish basic principles 
and practices and prepare the ground for higher-level training; it does not require a 
lengthy supervised practicum. It is relatively cheap to run and if it is a core subject it 
is not affected by demand or fluctuating funds.  A drawback is the time required for 
institutional approval; however it can also stand alone, certificated independently.  
This choice seemed to have most to offer in terms of feasibility and institutional 
impact.

•  A postgraduate module / in-service course   An in-service course for working 
professionals offers great scope for effective learning, since it can be understood 
from existing experience and applied immediately.  It can be instrumental in rapidly 
improving extension training, if the appropriate institutions are able to collaborate. 
Drawbacks are that the pool of professionals is small; instructors with field experience 
may be hard to find; in-service courses require special funding and time off from 
work. A module incorporated in a Masters has many of the same difficulties. This 
course/module should be seen as an essential target, but not necessarily the place to 
start.

•  Advocacy workshops   The need for nutrition advocacy is often signaled, both 
for developing national nutrition policy and strategy and for ensuring that policy 
trickles down into action.  Unfortunately NEAC advocacy, which should surely partner 
nutrition advocacy, is rarely mentioned. Findings from the case studies and the 
literature indicate the need for NEAC advocacy at all levels and in all sectors.  Separate 
workshops may however be a luxury, since advocacy activities can and should be built 
into other training.  

curriculuM and approach  

There appears to be a foundation for consensus on outline NEAC curriculum and on the 
need for a practical, work-oriented, skills-based approach.  However the process by which 
curriculum and approach are developed needs to be owned (that is, worked through) 
by key stakeholders (in the first instance prospective piloting institutions) and also made 
available to others.  
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At the same time, the dominance of traditional information transfer in all spheres of NEAC 
activity suggests that a paradigm shift in approach is called for.  Some induction training for 
tutors/instructors may be necessary, and extensive field-testing with continuous feedback 
from tutors and students is advisable.

6.3 Can it be done?  Is this the time?

With the Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) initiative, nutrition has recently acquired new status 
in development activities, and NEAC is also more appreciated. There are also independent 
signs of progress in all the countries surveyed - in policy, strategy, capacity development 
and methodology, and in the enthusiasm for change and perceptions of the directions in 
which it should move. The development of NEAC training courses would not only address 
a strongly felt need but would also be a timely intervention at a moment when education 
is being re-valued as a key factor in improving dietary practices.

6.4 Conclusions

Some specific conclusions were:

General needs
•  NEAC training can play a significant role in improving nutrition practices, yet effective 

NEAC training is generally lacking or inaccessible;
•  what is needed are permanently available, adaptable, free training resources in 

practical, work-oriented nutrition education and communication;
•  these should be based on the principles and approaches established by experience 

and research, and adaptable to local contexts and practices;
•  advocacy for NEAC is essential: practice and production of advocacy activities should 

be included in all relevant courses and meetings.

Target groups and course choice
•  a suite of training materials is required at undergraduate, postgraduate and extension 

levels, pre- and in-service, to create a mutually reinforcing capacity-building framework;  
•  the least problematic entry point is probably the undergraduate-level module, which 

can also be offered independently as a course in BASIC NEAC; 
•  if the BASIC NEAC course is successful it can be followed by the more demanding 

postgraduate/in-service module (ADVANCED NEAC).  Extension courses could be 
developed in parallel with this; 

•  in the longer term, consideration should be given to the NEAC training needs of 
health professionals and schoolteachers.

Re multisectoral participation
•  multisectoral participation is essential to eventual impact, should be supported by 

advocacy and built into nutrition and NEAC interventions;  
•  provision must be made for the nutrition knowledge/understanding required by non-

nutritionists;
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•  institutional responsibility must be ensured while at the same time retaining broad 
ownership.

Re formats and certification
•  course provision should be as flexible as possible:  online and face-to-face/blended; 

both national and international; suitable for self-study, group study and assessed 
formal courses;  

•  training materials are therefore needed which can be adapted to most contexts and 
formats;

•  guidelines and training on adaptation should be available;
•  courses can be certificated by course providers but can also be available as an FAO 

“own brand”.

Curriculum development and approach
•  the process of curriculum development should be owned by stakeholders and passed 

on to others;  
•  training should be offered for prospective tutors in active skills-based learning 

approaches.

Course development process
•  extensive piloting/field-testing is advisable;
•  piloting institutions should represent the spread of target audiences and delivery 

formats;
•  course materials should be developed in line with established principles and best 

practices, in particular referring to real-life experiences and applying learning to real 
contexts;

•  interested international organizations should be engaged in the piloting process. 
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CHAPTER  7. 

OUTLINE PROPOSAL: COURSE DEVELOPMENT

Nutrition education and communication (NEAC) has proved to be an essential catalyst 
in nutrition, health and food security interventions. Yet its effectiveness depends on the 
approach adopted (as outlined in 4.1.1 above), which in turn depends on relevant and 
effective professional training. The present needs assessment has found that relevant 
training is lacking or irregularly available in most sectors and settings, and that the felt 
need for capacity development is high.  
    
We would therefore like to develop a “BASIC NEAC certificate” at undergraduate level, as 
the first in a possible suite of learning materials which will implement the best practices of 
professional NEAC training and also satisfy local demand.  The materials will be available 
for online, face-to-face or blended use and will be piloted in all these formats with both 
national and international partners, in order to adapt them to local context and consumer 
need and to establish adaptation processes. 
     
The module will be accompanied by an optional course in basic nutrition for those who 
lack the essential entry knowledge; a training of trainers course will be developed by a 
regional partner and hosted permanently by them; and a further by-product will be a 
curriculum development package for use by others who wish to develop NEAC training.  
The project products will be disseminated on the project website.
    
A project proposal has been developed and can be found as a supplementary document 
in this folder. 
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SLIDES TO INTRODUCE UNIT 1 

The importance of nutrition education 
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UNIT 1 

• As a person developing  
expertise in nutrition  
education, you will need  
to see the need for  
nutrition education yourself. 

• You will explore the nutrition problems in your 
country (and how people around you perceive 
them), analyse their causes and learn how to 
advocate effectively for nutrition and nutrition 
education.  
 

 

2 



THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• What are the main nutrition problems in 

your country? 
• What are their causes? 
• How can nutrition education contribute to 

preventing malnutrition? 
• How important is nutrition education in 

preventing malnutrition? 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:  
See the urgency of the need for more and better nutrition education in 
your country  
 
This unit will help you to: 
• appreciate how serious the nutrition problems are in your country, 

and the urgent need to do something about them 
• understand the causes of malnutrition 
• see that malnutrition is not only caused by lack of resources or 

lack of access to the right foods, but is linked to practices, 
knowledge, attitudes, perceptions and social influences 

• see the need for nutrition education in response to the problems 
• develop a coherent position of your own on the relevance of 

nutrition education, and express it clearly and convincingly 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

and will give you practice in: 
• exploring nutrition awareness in your own 

country 
• tracing nutrition problems to practices, 

knowledge, attitudes, perceptions and social 
influences 

• arguing for the integration of nutrition education 
into interventions 

• accurately and confidently discussing the current 
nutrition situation in your own country and the 
level of awareness of the problems 
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Further instructions at the end of the Student’s Book. 

OUTSIDE ACTIVITY   
SURVEY OF NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS  

• It explores popular perceptions through a small 
survey of nutrition knowledge and awareness in 
the general population. 

• It should be completed by the time you reach 
Section 7, so that you can mention your 
findings when preparing your presentation. 

• You will have to interview  
two people with another  
colleague (one each). 

• You write up a final report  
about how the interviews went. 
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF THIS 
UNIT 

 
Yellow sticky notes point out information that 
you could use in your presentation. Don’t miss 
them! 
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TUTORIALS 

• For the mid-unit tutorial you 
need to complete Activities 1 
to 6 (up to Section 3).  

• At the final tutorial you will 
make a presentation on the 
malnutrition problems in your 
country and advocate for 
nutrition education as one of 
the solutions to prevent those 
problems.  
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Enjoy your work! 
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Abbreviations 

ARI Acute respiratory infection 

BMI Body mass index 

IDD Iodine deficiency disease 

UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund 

VAD Vitamin A deficiency 

WHO World Health Organization 

Organization 

In this course, some activities are to be done individually, some in pairs, some in 
groups, or sometimes you have a choice (individual/pair, pair/group). This is 
shown by the marbles on the right of the activity (see table below). 

Type of activity image 

assessed activity Assessed activity: do this individually 

individual Do this activity individually 

pairs/individual Do this activity individually or in pairs 

pairs Do this activity in pairs 

pair/groups Do this activity in pairs or groups 

groups Do this activity in groups 

key symbol Some of the activities have answers or 
comments in the Key at the end of the 
Student’s Book. Check your answers 
in the Student's Key. 



Unit overview 

alnutrition takes a heavy toll on the lives of millions of people, and 
very high rates of chronic and acute malnutrition (gloss) persist in 
developing countries, especially in sub-Saharan Africa. At the same 

time, deaths from diet-related non-communicable diseases are rising worldwide, 
especially in low- and middle-income regions. This is the "double burden" of 
malnutrition: the persistence of undernutrition, especially among children, along 
with a rapid rise in overweight, obesity and diet-related chronic diseases, which 
together put an unsustainable strain on the resources of many countries, and 
seriously threaten their potential for development.

Inadequate diets are at the root of the problem. 

Families living in poverty have poorer quality diets and less knowledge about 
nutrition and ways to improve their diets than families who are better off. Food 
access and availability are essential to good diet, but they are not enough. Action 
is needed to help people make the best use of the available resources and 
influence consumer awareness, attitudes, skills, preferences, and behaviour 
around food, diet and nutrition. 

The change in dietary and physical activity patterns that many African countries 
are experiencing is altering the nutrition landscape of the continent. This is seen 
especially when people move from the country to the city, shift from eating 
their own produce to consuming bought energy-dense foods, and exercise less. 
High-calorie and low-nutritional diets are directly linked to overweight, obesity 
and various types of non-communicable diseases. 

M 

4
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Nutrition education aims to improve the nutritional wellbeing of people through 
information, experiences, skills and perceptions that will help them to change 
their patterns of food behaviour. A growing body of evidence confirms that well- 
designed behaviour-focused nutrition education improves diets and eating 
behaviours among families with limited resources. The costs associated with 
feeding people in poverty, combined with the costs of treating people with 
malnutrition or non-communicable diseases, speak strongly of the need for 
nutrition education, which can make an essential contribution to preventing 
malnutrition as well as overweight and obesity, by assisting and enabling people 
to adopt healthier eating behaviours and by maintaining change. 

As a person developing expertise in nutrition education, you will need to see the 
need for nutrition education yourself, and understand how it can improve diets. 
In many cases nutrition education will not be a stand-alone solution, but will 
need to be integrated into other approaches. This means that you will need an 
understanding of the causes of malnutrition, in order to see how nutrition 
education can be most effective and appropriate. 

As a nutrition educator you will have a special role in advocating for nutrition 
and nutrition education in various initiatives, perhaps with colleagues from other 
sectors who may know little about nutrition, or with fellow-nutritionists who do 
not believe that nutrition education is an important part of the solution. This unit 
will help develop these capacities. 

UNIT SUMMARY 

Your main activities in this unit consist of conducting a survey about nutrition 
knowledge and awareness, analysing specific problems and their causes, 
collecting data on malnutrition in your own country and making a presentation 
about the need for good nutrition and nutrition education in your country. 

During the unit you will create a presentation using data collected throughout 
the unit, following the instructions in Section 3, and at the final tutorial you will 
deliver the presentation to your colleagues and other students and respond to 
their questions and comments. 

 Section 1 ‘Introduction’ gathers your first opinions on some of the big
questions about nutrition issues and the role of education.

 In Section 2 ‘Stories’ you look at four real-life examples of nutrition
problems and analyse them to see why they occurred and how they might
have been prevented.
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 In Section 3 ‘Argue for nutrition education’ you are briefed on how to
prepare your presentation for the final tutorial. (You continue to gather
material for this as you go through the unit.)

 You learn about the global epidemic of malnutrition in Section 4 ‘Global
and national malnutrition’, and gather data on the nutritional situation of
your country.

 In Section 5 ‘The causes’ you study a diagram summarising the causes of
malnutrition, see where nutrition education fits, and use the diagram to
analyse the causes of a nutritional problem.

 In Section 6 ‘Summarising the arguments’ you draw together the
arguments made so far and summarise the role of nutrition education.

 In Section 7 ‘Review & preparation for tutorial’ you review what you have
learnt and prepare your presentations.

Meanwhile, in your outside activity you use a ”nutrition awareness quiz” 
to interview two members of the public to assess their nutrition knowledge 
and awareness. 

The ‘Student’s Key’ 

Some answers to activities are given in the ‘Student’s Key’ at the end of this unit.  

Many of them are not “right answers” but are simply advisory. 

You may be tempted to read the question and go straight to the Key, but it is 
essential that you take a little time to think of your own answers and write them 
down before you check the Key. This is something your tutor will look for when 
checking your workbooks. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What are the main nutrition problems in your country?

 What are their causes?

 How can nutrition education contribute to preventing malnutrition?

 How important is nutrition education in preventing malnutrition?
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: See the urgency of the need for more and better 

nutrition education in your country 

This unit will help you to 

 appreciate how serious the nutrition problems are in your country, and
the urgent need to do something about them

 understand the causes of malnutrition

 see that malnutrition is not only caused by lack of resources or lack of
access to the right foods, but is linked to practices, knowledge, attitudes,
perceptions and social influences

 see the need for nutrition education in response to the problems

 develop a coherent position of your own on the relevance of nutrition
education, and express it clearly and convincingly

and will give you practice in 

 exploring nutrition awareness in your own country

 tracing nutrition problems to practices, knowledge, attitudes, perceptions
and social influences

 arguing for the integration of nutrition education into interventions

 accurately and confidently discussing the current nutrition situation in
your own country and the level of awareness of the problems.

OUTSIDE ACTIVITY: SURVEY OF NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE 

AND AWARENESS 

Since the visibility of nutrition issues is a theme of this unit, your outside activity 
will explore popular perceptions through a small survey of nutrition knowledge 
and awareness in the general population. Your findings will be too few for 
statistical validity, but they will help you to make some points in your 
presentation about nutrition awareness in your country. 

Instructions.   During the pre-course briefing for Unit 1, you have reviewed (and 
possibly translated) the survey questions for this activity. Using these questions, 
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you will work in pairs and interview two people, asking ten questions about 
things you think everyone should know about healthy eating. 

You will need to use your findings when preparing your presentation for the final 
tutorial (see briefing in Activity 8). You should share and exchange your results 
with other students so that you can present a richer set of examples. 

You should carry out this activity before the first tutorial. Look now at the 
detailed 'Instructions for the outside activity' at the end of the unit on pp. 53-4. 

PROJECT RECRUITMENT (FOR UNITS 6-9) 

As you know, you will be organizing and running a small nutrition education 
project in Units 6 to 9. You do not have to start work on this yet, but it is a good 
idea to think ahead. 

In the mid-unit tutorial of this unit, you will discuss the recruitment of project 
participants and suitable host institutions or groups, and before Unit 2 you will 
decide on your project teams. 

8
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Main text and study activities 

Section 1. Introduction 
The aim of this unit is to explore how important nutrition education is in 
preventing malnutrition. In order to do this we will look at some cases of 
malnutrition and try to understand the causes, both immediate and underlying. 

In the final tutorial you will make the case for nutrition education yourselves, 
using arguments, evidence and data you have collected during the unit. 

To do this you will need to make a group presentation (in a poster or 
PowerPoint) about the nutritional situation of your country, causes of 
malnutrition and level of awareness and visibility of the problems. You will 
collect the information that you need as you work through the unit. 

Next to some activities, you will see some post-it notes like this  
which indicate information which can be used for the presentation, so pay 
special attention to them. Detailed instructions about how to prepare the 
presentation can be found in Section 3 ‘Argue for nutrition education’ and 
Section 7 ‘Review & preparation for the tutorial’. 

But first, find out what you and your colleagues think about some of the big 
questions in nutrition and nutrition education today. 

What do you think? in groups Activity 1

Discuss the questions below and complete the survey of opinion. It is about your 
opinions and perceptions as well as about knowledge. Most of the questions do 
not have a single, correct answer. For each of the statements in the table, decide 
whether you agree, and how much. You can add a comment below the answer if 
you want. 

You will use 

this 

information 

in your 

presentation 
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Beliefs Your view 

1. Hunger and malnutrition will be solved when
the world produces enough food to feed everyone. 

Strongly agree 
Agree 
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 

2. The world already produces enough food but for
the poor it is often too expensive or inaccessible. 

Strongly agree 
Agree 
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 

3. The real solution to malnutrition is not nutrition
education but government action to ensure people 
have access to nutritious foods, enforce food 
fortification, tax or regulate unhealthy foods, 
provide clean water, and so on. 

Strongly agree 
Agree 
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 
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Beliefs Your view 

4. Nutrition education is not an effective solution
to nutrition problems: in rich countries, people 
continue to eat unhealthy diets even though they 
know the health risks. 

5. Nutrition education is important to tackle
problems of overweight and obesity, because 
these are the consequence of personal choices, 
but not so important in cases of undernutrition, 
which is caused by lack of access to nutritious 
food. 

6. Farmers should learn to produce varied and
nutritious foods, not just the most profitable 
crops. 

Click on the key 

symbol to go to 

the Student’s Key. 

This activity will 

also be discussed 

in the tutorial. 
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Section 2. Stories 

2.1 Four people 

In the Unit 1 Resources, pp. 3-7, you will find four real stories about common 
nutritional problems in Africa. Through them you will be able to analyse some 
causes of the problems and consider how they could have been prevented. 

Analyse the stories assessed Activity 2

A. Understand the stories 

 Find a partner.

 Read the four stories, choose two each and answer the questions
individually.

 Then tell each other your stories.

n.b.   Important! Although you answer the questions individually, it is essential 
that you share your two stories with your partner and make sure s/he 
understands them well. You all need to be familiar with all four stories in order 
to do the other activities in this section, and also for other assessed questions. 

Mwende’s story 

a. What is wrong with Mwende’s diet?

b. What are the health consequences of this problem for Mwende?

12
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c. What advice was given to her mother?

d. Do you think this advice will be effective?

 

Henintsoa’s story 

a. What’s wrong with Henintsoa's diet?

b. What are the health consequences of this problem for Henintsoa?

c. What advice was given to his mother?

d. Do you think this advice will be effective?
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Amarech’s story 

a. What’s wrong with Amarech’s diet?

b. What are the health consequences of this problem for Amarech?

c. What advice was given to her?

14
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d. Why was it not effective?

 

Kagiso’s story 

a. What is wrong with Kagiso’s diet?

b. What are the health consequences of this problem for Kagiso?

c. What advice was given to her by the doctor?

d. Do you think this advice will be effective? Explain why.
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B. Compare the stories 

Now discuss what the stories have in common. Find at least three points and 
write them here: 

2.2 What’s the problem? 

These stories represent some of the most prevalent nutrition problems in the 

world: 

 Stunting (gloss)

 Vitamin A deficiency (gloss)

 Anaemia (gloss)

 Overweight and obesity (gloss).

16
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Each story is an extreme case, yet it could have been prevented relatively simply, 
with a change in dietary practices. Each story also represents – in part – a lack of 
knowledge and understanding. The people in the stories were not aware of these 
problems. But is awareness enough? 

What went wrong? in pairs Activity 3

Two nutritionists, Martha and Joyce, are discussing the problems and solutions. 

Read the dialogue below aloud (take one part each) and see if you agree more 
with Martha or with Joyce. 

Martha: Why are there so many people who don’t eat properly or take 

proper care of their health? 

Joyce: It’s often because they don’t see the link between diet and health. 

They don’t realize that the results of eating badly may be serious. 

Martha: Nutritionists must try to make them see this link and give them 

the knowledge they need. 

Joyce: Just telling people is usually not enough: they may not be 

convinced, or they may listen to someone they trust more, or go 

back to old habits, or follow what everyone else does, rather than 

trust expert advice. 

Martha: But if people know that a bad diet can have serious consequences, 

they will change their way of eating. 

Joyce: Sometimes it is very hard for them to follow the 

advice, and they give up. So one way or another, 

the message doesn’t get across. 
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Illustrate the dialogue by adding examples from the stories in the answer boxes 
below. There is an example in each box. Try to find at least one other example 
for each box. 

a. “Why are there so many people who don’t eat properly or take proper care
of their health?” What do people in the stories actually do, or fail to do?

For example, Mwende doesn’t eat breakfast in the morning and in the evening 

has only maize porridge. Although she is often sick, her mother doesn’t take her 

to the clinic. 

b. “They don’t see the link between diet and health.”

For example, Kagiso’s family says she is tired because she worries too much: they 

do not see that she is ill because of her diet. Kagiso herself does not see that the 

root of her problem is eating too much of the wrong foods. 

c. “Nutritionists must try to make them see this link and give them the
knowledge they need.”

For example, the nurse gave Amarech nutrition advice. 
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d. “Just telling people is usually not enough: they may not be convinced, or they
may listen to someone they trust more, or go back to old habits, or follow
what everyone else does, rather than trust expert advice.”

For example, Mwende’s mother listened to her friends, not to the foreign 

researcher. 

e. “Sometimes it is very hard for them to follow the advice, and they give up.”

For example, in Kagiso’s culture, women are not expected to take exercise just to 

lose weight. In any case Kagiso  is not rich enough to join a gym or a tennis club, 

and the streets are too dangerous for jogging. 

2.3 KAPP: the core of nutrition education 

In all these stories you can see that some of the problems relate to 

 external factors (money, time, access etc.)  Circumstances 

and all of them relate to 

 what people know (or don’t know)  Knowledge 

 people’s feelings (e.g. trust, values, social reactions)   Attitudes

 what people do (or don’t do)  Practices 

 how people see things (or don’t see them).  Perceptions 

These are some of the first things you look at when you think about how people 
can change their practices. 

The last four are often abbreviated to KAPP. People’s Knowledge, Attitudes, 
Practices and Perceptions, and how they interact with circumstances, are at the 
heart of nutrition education. 
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Knowledge, attitudes, perceptions, practices in pairs 
 Activity 4

Look again at the examples below (taken from the last activity) and find a good 
label for each one (knowledge, attitudes, perceptions, practices). 

You may think of more than one label: choose the best in your opinion. 

 Mwende doesn’t eat breakfast in the morning and in the evening has only
maize porridge. Although she is often sick, her mother doesn’t take her to
the clinic.

 Kagiso’s family says she is tired because she worries too much: they do not
see that she is ill because of her diet.

 The nurse gave Amarech nutrition advice.

 In Henintsoa’s story, the mothers follow the advice of the health workers,
but then go back to their own ways.

 In Kagiso’s culture, women are not expected to take exercise just to lose
weight.

Perceptions and attitudes individually or in pairs Activity 5

Many of the problems in the stories derive from perceptions and attitudes 
(including social attitudes), rather than lack of knowledge. It’s not easy always to 
see the difference, and indeed they do overlap. Perceptions can influence 
attitudes, and attitudes can influence perceptions. 

Perceptions relate to facts and what people believe to be true (like thinking that 
vegetables are good for you), while attitudes include feelings, impressions and 
values (like hating the taste of vegetables or seeing vegetables as poor man’s 
food). 

This activity 

will also be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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a. Some of the statements in the table below express facts, others reflect
perceptions or attitudes. Match the sentence with the category. Remember
that the distinction is not always black and white. Three examples are given.

Attitudes are influenced by perceptions and vice versa, and often they
overlap. So don’t worry too much if the difference is not completely clear!

Statement Perception/

attitude/fact 

Pumpkin seeds have no food value: throw them away. Perception 

Children should not be forced to eat food they don’t like. Attitude 

Beer is not as strong as whisky. Fact 

Red meat is a food for men. Perception 

Attitude 

Fact 

Women should not drink beer. Perception 

Attitude 

Fact 

Red meat is a good source of iron. Perception 

Attitude 

Fact 

This beer is quite strong. Perception 

Attitude 

Fact 

Beer is less alcoholic than whisky. Perception 

Attitude 

Fact 

Chicken is more expensive than fish. Perception 

Attitude 

Fact 
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b. Would you say these have to do with knowledge, attitudes or perceptions?

 Amarech doesn’t know the danger
of anaemia in pregnancy.

Knowledge 

Attitude 

Perceptions 

 People think that white rice is
better than brown rice.

Attitude 

Perceptions 

 Overweight women are seen as
beautiful.

Knowledge 

Attitude 

Perceptions

 Mwende’s mother was not aware
that diarrhoea and bad sight can
mean vitamin A deficiency.

Knowledge 

Attitude 

Perceptions

 Mwende’s mother did not trust
advice from a foreigner.

Knowledge 

Attitude 

Perceptions 
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2.4 Gender attitudes and 

practices 

Gender in the stories 

Women are responsible for 

growing, buying, handling and 

cooking most of the food.  

Women often eat least and eat 

last. If you don’t take care of 

the woman, you cannot ensure 

that she will have healthy 

children. 

If women have control of 

money, they will spend it on 

food, healthcare and education 

for their children. 

In these stories you’ve seen that nutrition problems affect women and children 
more than men.  One reason is that they are often physically more vulnerable.  
But a large part of the picture is also social attitudes to women and children:  the 
gender issue. n.b. This activity is assessed: do it individually. 

Gender and malnutrition assessed Activity 6

The sentences (1-5) below illustrate some gender attitudes and practices in these 
stories. What was the attitude? How could it or did it affect nutrition and health? 
What could be done about it – can you see a realistic solution? 
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Mwende, Kenya 

1. “In the tribe of Fatma (Mwende’s mother), men don’t like women to know
how much money they have, so Fatma never asks how much money her
husband makes or where he spends it.”

a. What is expected of women?

b. How could this attitude affect the health of the children in the community?

c. Can you see a practical solution?

n.b. Gender attitudes are slow to change and are usually a sensitive issue.
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Henintsoa, Madagascar 

2. “During the day, the mothers are busy working in the field.”

a. What is expected of women?

b. How can this attitude affect the health of the young children?

c. Can you see a practical solution?

n.b. Gender attitudes are slow to change and are usually a sensitive issue.

Amarech, Ethiopia 

3. “She had been married at the age of 15 and became pregnant at 16.”

a. What is expected of women?

b. How does this affect their health, and the health of the babies?

c. Can you see a practical solution?

n.b. Gender attitudes are slow to change and are usually a sensitive issue.
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4. “Whenever the family could afford meat it went to the men.”

a. What is the attitude here?

b. How does this affect the nutrition/health of children and women?

c. Can you see a practical solution?

n.b. Gender attitudes are slow to change and are usually a sensitive issue. 
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Kagiso, Lesotho 

5. Her husband says, “The bigger you are, the more attractive you are. A man
likes a woman with flesh on her bones.”

a. What is the attitude?

b. How does it affect the nutrition/health of women and children?

c. Can you see a practical solution?

n.b. Gender attitudes are slow to change and are usually a sensitive issue.

In your country 

6. Reflect on the role of gender issues in your country/region/community. Are
these issues linked to malnutrition problems among women and children?

This part of 

the activity 

(Q.6) will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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2.5 Analysing causes in the stories 

In any given case, like the four you have seen, there will be a mix of causes and 
explanations for what happened, some obvious and immediate and some more 
deep-rooted. 

Poverty is a basic factor which contributes to all the problems. Poor people 
are likely to lack both education and resources, and are also more likely to be 
ill often, due to the lack of clean water, sanitation and access to health 
services. But what other factors contribute most?

Find the best explanation in groups 
 Activity 7

 Work in a pair or a small group.

 Choose one of the stories

a. Which of the following explanations fit your story best? Discuss. Number the
three most important factors from 1 (most important) to 3.

Name of story: 

The causes of the problem in this story were: 

the lack of knowledge and information about nutrition and health 

mistaken perceptions and attitudes 

cultural attitudes and traditions which lead to poor nutrition 
practices 

gender attitudes and the unequal power of men and women in 
family and society 

social influences from friends, family, community 

failure in communications through misunderstanding, mistrust of 
sources of information and advice, conflicts with other sources, 
inadequate motivation and involvement, lack of explanation and 
examples, one-off counselling (without practice) etc. 

circumstances which did not allow people to improve their practices 
or which led them into poor dietary habits 
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b. Explain the choices you made in your answer to question a.

SUMMARY OF SECTION 2: STORIES 

In general the stories show the complexity of the problems of malnutrition and 
the difficulty of changing dietary behaviour when this is determined by 
predominant cultural attitudes and established habits. Malnutrition may be 
invisible: people do not see the link between diet and health, so the health risks 
of a poor diet are underestimated. There is often a lack of institutional capacity 
to address the problem seriously: health services are inadequate, so people rely 
on friends and neighbours for advice. Doctors, nurses and other health workers 
may be too busy to intervene effectively, or inadequately trained. 

The assumption that women and children should eat a poorer diet than boys and 
men can be dangerous. 

Giving information about diet and health is often not enough: people are not 
convinced, or they find it hard to follow the advice, or they listen to someone 
else whom they trust more. So the message doesn’t get across. To change 
dietary behaviour we have to consider not just what people know and 
understand, but how their practices are determined by their attitudes and 
perceptions. 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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Section 3. Argue for nutrition education 

In the final tutorial of this unit you will make a presentation arguing for more 
attention to nutrition education in your country. You may have to deal with this 
situation quite often in your career, so this is an opportunity to prepare a 
resource you will be able to use again. This section is a briefing on how to 
prepare the presentation. 

The aim of the presentation is to convince a group of people who do not know 
much about nutrition issues or understand why they are urgent, or who are 
aware of the issues but do not think that nutrition education can help much to 
tackle them. Your imaginary audience (represented by the rest of the class) is a 
parliamentary group of politicians concerned with Food and Nutrition Security 
Policy. You have 15 minutes to convince them that nutrition education should be 
included in national policy and that funding for it is a priority. You will need to 
present a convincing case. 

Your presentation will be followed by 5 minutes of question time. Your class 
(representing the parliamentary group) will ask questions, make comments and 
raise doubts and challenges. They may want to show that nutrition education is a 
waste of time, or that the money would be better spent on other kinds of 
intervention. You will need to respond to them. 
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Briefing for the presentation assessed 
 Activity 8

a. Form teams of 3-4.   All teams will prepare a presentation based on the same
outline, using material from this unit.

b. Review the structure of the presentation (below).   Decide how to distribute
the parts of the presentation among your team.

c. Decide how to make the presentation.   Discuss and decide

 whether to use large sheets of paper, or a poster, or make a PowerPoint;
discuss the basic layout for slides or sheets

 how much time to give to each part (keep it short!)

 what general resources to use and where to find them – e.g.

o pictures
o quotations (see Book of Quotations at the end of this

section)
o model presentation (see simulated video presentation by

Paul Amuna of Greenwich University on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFCWRH4BTVA).

d. Decide when to meet again before the final tutorial to

 review the presentation (cut, edit, coordinate, reduce overlap)

 check the tips for the presentation (in Section 7.3)

 rehearse (especially with a view to time limits).

n.b. You may have to submit your prepared material to your tutor for 
assessment. 

e. Work through the rest of the unit, gathering points, evidence, arguments,
and examples. n.b. Look for points which will grab the attention and remain
in the memory. You do not have time for hundreds of facts.

Pay special attention to points marked with this label.

You will use 

this 

information 

in your 

presentation 
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Structure of the presentation 

Start with the four questions below, then expand them one by one. 

1. What’s the nature of the problem?

Highlight the serious nutrition problems that exist in the country (e.g. We have a
big problem; our nutrition situation is not improving fast ...). 

Give four or five striking examples and make a strong point. Use as sources:  

 the stories you analysed in Section 2

 the article ‘A damning record’ (coming up in Activity 9)

 your table on the local nutrition situation (Activity 10)

 your own knowledge of nutrition problems

 the findings of the outside activity (the survey of nutrition awareness).

2. What are the causes?

Distinguish between immediate, basic and underlying causes of the above 
problems (Activity 12). 

Indicate how the lack of nutrition education influences all problems. 

3. Are people aware?

Demonstrate the lack of awareness of nutrition problems, both among the public 
and in the professions. Say why this is important. Use as sources: 

 the results of your outside activity (although this is not scientific evidence,
as you only interviewed a few people, it can illustrate your argument)

 the stories in Section 2

 the article ‘A damning record’ (in the Unit 1 Resources and Activity 9).

4. What can nutrition education do?

Indicate how nutrition education could contribute to preventing these problems, 
both on its own and in combination with other kinds of intervention. Use: 

 the stories in Section 2

 your own knowledge

 the arguments given all through the unit.

Conclusion 

Sum up by answering your own four questions very briefly. 

Finish by asking your audience what they can do. 
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The Book of Quotations (in the Course Resources) 

This is a collection of quotations from African 
experts discussing the state of nutrition education in 
their countries. They are gathered under these 
headings: 

Nutrition is neglected 

 Why and how

 Some progress

Intersectoral collaboration is needed – 
 - in particular, more presence in

agriculture and food security

Lack of awareness of nutrition 
 Misconceptions & poor practices

Lack of good nutrition education 

 Some reasons why

The role of the media 

Nutrition is needed  
 in the family
 in the community
 among professionals

Need for nutrition educators and 
nutrition education training 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 3: ARGUE FOR NUTRITION 

EDUCATION 

Nutrition education is essential in improving nutrition status, but is also 
neglected in projects and programs. Hence advocacy is essential. Programmers 
and policy-makers need to be aware of the nutrition problems, their causes and 
the role of nutrition education in resolving them. 

Mothers give butter to a new-born 
child thinking it will soften the baby’s 
intestine... 

Hospital counselling is the least 
effective because the professionals 
only talk and whether the individuals 
understand … is not known. 
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Section 4. Global and national malnutrition 
The stories have shown the individual effects of malnutrition and the complexity 
of their causes. Now let’s look at the global and national situations and collect a 
little solid data on the scale of the problems. 

4.1 Global nutrition issues 

The article ‘A damning record’ in the Unit 1 Resources, pp. 8-9 (The 
Economist 2012) gives an overview of the global malnutrition situation and 
raises the question of why it is not causing more concern. 

Analyse the article ‘A damning record’ in pairs 
 Activity 9

Read the article with a colleague. 

a. Look for two things you already knew, and two things that you didn’t know.
Write them here.

b. In the first paragraph the three main categories of nutrition problem are
mentioned. What are they?

c. The article talks about the causes of one of them. Which?
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d. The article talks about the effects of another one. Which?

e. As you read, note what these numbers refer to.

 18m

 60 000

 70%

 1/3

f. How does the article support the argument for more nutrition education?

g. “Television is more important than food.” Have you experienced similar
attitudes? Is it common? How can it be explained?

h. According to the article, “there is no pressure for change”. Why not?
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4.2 Country nutrition issues: data 

According to the article, “in many countries the problem of ‘hidden hunger’ is 
hidden from victims themselves, so there is no pressure for change”. 

One of your tasks as a nutrition educator is to create pressure for change, both 
among individuals and at an institutional level. Educating decision-makers so that 
they make good decisions for nutrition is another kind of “nutrition education” 
that you will have to do. 

In your presentation you will be practising for this. To do this you need to know 
the basic facts and some convincing statistics about your own country’s situation. 

You will find them in data sources (the internet or printed publications, such as 
up-to-date reports from your Ministry of Health). Your tutor will advise you on 
good sources, local, regional or international. Some international websites are 

 WHO country nutrition profiles
http://apps.who.int/nutrition/landscape/report.aspx

 UNICEF 'State of the World’s Children 2012'
http://www.unicef.org/sowc2012/index.php

Statistical tables
http://www.unicef.org/sowc2012/statistics.php

 'Countdown to 2015' (http://www.countdown2015mnch.org) tracks
coverage levels for health interventions proven to reduce maternal, new-
born and child mortality, with a summary of each country’s status.

 The IASO click-on map of world obesity
http://www.worldobesity.org/

 Global overweight and obesity table
http://www.iaso.org/site_media/library/resource_images/Global_prevale
nce_of_Adult_Obesity_25th_October_2012_v2.pdf

Research on malnutrition figures in your country in groups Activity 10

 Work in the presentation groups you set up in Activity 8. Each group
member explores one source.

 Search for information about malnutrition in your country and make notes
on the table ‘Nutrition issues in our country: data and observations’.
Look for answers to some of the questions below.

 Do not spend more than one hour on the activity. Don’t worry if you can’t
find all the information.

You will use 

this 

information 

in your 

presentation 
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Important! Include the source and the date of the data. If data are unavailable, 
out of date, or contradict each other, make a note that they are unreliable. 

Questions 

a. What are the figures? (Find some statistics e.g. “42% of children under five

are stunted.”)

b. Which groups are most affected? (E.g. total population, all adults, under-
fives, pregnant women, teenagers etc.)

c. Is the situation getting better or worse, or is it stationary?

d. If possible, compare one statistic with that of a neighbouring country.

e. Make one or two comparisons with the global situation described in the
article from 'The Economist'.

Nutrition issues in our country: data and observations 

Stunting 

Wasting (gloss) 

Overweight and obesity 

Vitamin A deficiency 

Iron deficiency anaemia (gloss) 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the final 

tutorial 
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Iodine deficiency (gloss) 

Zinc deficiency (gloss) 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 4: GLOBAL AND NATIONAL 

MALNUTRITION 

Roughly, we can say that malnutrition can be the result of eating too little, eating 
too much, or eating poorly, without the range of nutrients needed for health (a 
common factor in most forms of malnutrition). The nutrition status of 
populations is tracked by indicators of these conditions: in particular measures of 
stunting, wasting and overweight/obesity; and deficiencies of the specific 
micronutrients vitamin A, iron, iodine and sometimes zinc. Such data are 
essential for assessing the problems, deciding strategies and evaluating progress. 
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Section 5. The causes 
How people see the roots of the problem determines what they do about it and 
whether they succeed. In this section you will discuss the main causes of 
malnutrition in your country, explore a well-known framework of the causes of 
malnutrition, and finally apply the framework to analysing one of the case-
stories. 

5.1 Causes of malnutrition in your country 

What are the top causes? in pairs or groups Activity 11

a. Make a list of the three top causes of malnutrition in your country (or in your
area) in order of importance as you see it. In the box are some causes (not in
any particular order).

Possible causes 

poor health 

poor health services (e.g. advice and follow-up) 

cost of food 

attitudes and beliefs about food and health, individual and social 

poor eating and feeding practices 

poor quality and variety of food 

lack of food 

lack of knowledge & awareness about food and diet 

influence of the food industry 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the final 

tutorial 

You will use 

this 

information 

in your 

presentation 
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Your list: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Justify your choices and their order. Give some evidence from your own 

experience, or from other sources. 

5.2 The UNICEF diagram 

You may have found that it is quite hard to decide on priorities, as there are 
multiple interrelated causes of malnutrition, as we have seen in the stories. If 
you ask what the causes are you will get different answers from different people. 
Let’s look at the overall picture. 

The most well-known analysis of the causes of malnutrition is the UNICEF 
diagram on the next page. (Note that it deals only with undernutrition and only 
with child undernutrition, which explains the emphasis on care and feeding 
practices.)  

It divides the causes of child undernutrition into three levels: immediate, 
underlying and basic. 

(The arrows at the right show that the consequences of undernutrition can feed 
back to the underlying and basic causes of undernutrition, perpetuating the cycle 
of undernutrition, poverty and inequities.) 
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Conceptual framework of the determinants of child undernutrition 

Intergenerational 
consequences 

Short-term 
consequences: 

mortality, morbidity, 
disability 

Long-term consequences: 
adult height, cognitive 

ability, economic 
productivity, reproductive 
performance, metabolic 

and cardiovascular disease 





MATERNAL AND CHILD 
UNDER  NUTRITION





IMMEDIATE 
causes 

Inadequate dietary 
intake Disease 

 

UNDERLYING 
causes 

Household food 
insecurity 

Inadequate care and 
feeding practices 

Unhealthy household 
environment and 

inadequate 
health services 

  

Household access to inadequate quantity and quality of resources: 
Land, education, employment, income, technology 



BASIC 
causes Inadequate financial, human, physical and social capital 



Sociocultural, economic and political context 

Adapted from UNICEF, 2013  
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About the diagram 

Immediate causes (red) 

The most immediate causes of child undernutrition are shown as poor diet and 
disease, which interact. 

Underlying causes (orange) 

Food insecurity affects dietary intake in several ways. The four “pillars” 
(components) of food security are 

 Availability: there is enough food for all, of sufficient variety and
nutritional value.

 Accessibility: this food is accessible locally, and is not too expensive.

 Stability: the food is continuously available – not subject to seasonal
fluctuations, or price changes, or other factors like bad weather.

 Utilization: the food is produced, prepared and used in a safe, healthy
way, is culturally acceptable and distributed fairly.

Nutritionists need to recognize the full meaning of ‘food security’, as it is still 
often used simply to mean adequate supplies of staple foods, without any regard 
to nutrition and quality of diet. 

Care for children and women includes feeding practices such as breastfeeding 
and complementary feeding (gloss), safe preparation of foods, and the 
interaction between the mother and the child that helps children develop 
emotionally and physically. (This overlaps with the “utilization” component of 
food security.) 

Unhealthy environment and poor health services interact with poor diet and 
inadequate care. 

Basic causes (blue) 

The basic causes of child undernutrition are poverty/lack of resources. There 
are several levels: 

 Resources which may be lacking in the immediate situation can be
tangible (e.g. land, tools, credit for women,) or intangible (e.g.
information and all kinds of education (knowledge, skills etc.) relevant to
the situation).

 The longer-term resources such as property, skills and education in the
population, good health, habits of social collaboration are seen as
different kinds of capital (financial, human, physical and social).

 All these are part of the “sociocultural, economic and political context.”
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The framework of undernutrition in pairs 
 Activity 12

A. Unpack the framework 

Look at the diagram, read the notes and explain the diagram to each other. 

Then answer the questions about the diagram.  

a. Immediate causes.   The arrow connecting “inadequate dietary intake” (a
poor diet) and disease points in both directions. Why is this?

b. Underlying causes.   According to the diagram, inadequate care and feeding
practices for young children contribute both to inadequate dietary intake and
to disease. Can you give an example?

c. Basic causes.   The diagram shows the causes of undernutrition. Would the
basic causes be the same for overweight and obesity? (Think!)

B. Nutrition education in the framework 

The framework does not give much detail about how the basic educational 
factors (knowledge, attitudes and perceptions, social and cultural influences, 
established habits and practices) affect the underlying causes. 

Here are the “underlying causes” again (with numbers): 

1. food insecurity (and hence poor diet)
access (1a)      availability (1b)       stability (1c)       utilization (1d)

You will use 

this 

information 

in your 

presentation 
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2. poor care of young children (2a) and mothers (2b)

3. poor health practices and services (3a) and poor hygiene practices (3b)
(and hence disease and poor health).

Below are a few well-known nutrition education activities. Which underlying 
causes do they tackle? You may find more than one answer for some of them. 

a. A national breastfeeding campaign

b. A campaign to promote consumption of iodised
salt

c. Establishing handwashing routines at school

d. Group counselling on good diet for people living
with HIV/AIDS

e. Training for communities in food preserving and
nutrition

f. Developing home gardens for better nutrition

g. National dietary guidelines for the public

h. Community groups learn to prepare richer
complementary foods

i. Training in food-handling for food vendors

j. School lessons on junk food

Use the framework assessed Activity 13

Using the framework, the causes of Mwende’s problem could be described like 
this: 

If you don’t 

agree with the 

Key, mention 

this in the 

tutorial 
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The immediate cause of Mwende’s illness is poor diet: she has not been getting 

the kind of food which she needs. Disease is also a factor: diarrhoea makes her 

weaker, and so she has difficulty absorbing the micronutrients she does get. 

The underlying cause is not related to food availability (vitamin A rich foods are 

available), but to lack of care (the mother’s decision, based on bad advice, not to 

take her illness more seriously). There may be a problem of economic access: can 

the family afford to give mangoes to their daughter rather than sell them? 

Another underlying cause is the lack of health services: there is not a trained 

health worker in the school or community who might have detected the problem 

in time or given the mother the right advice. 

These are symptoms of a basic cause: the lack of resources and mismanagement 

of public resources (why does the local school or health authority not devote 

more attention to this problem?). Another cause which could be seen as part of 

the socio-cultural context is the unequal status of men and women in the family. 

On your own, choose one of the other stories, or a personal experience, and 
write a paragraph similar to the above example. Show how lack of knowledge 
and awareness, misconceptions, poor practices and social influences influenced 
the events. 

The story: 

The immediate cause 

The underlying cause 
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The basic cause 

The UNICEF framework has changed over time and, as you can see, education is 
now recognized as one of the basic factors in the malnutrition picture, along with 
income and other resources. Educational factors such as knowledge, awareness, 
skills, knowhow, confidence, shared convictions, social influences and 
community development, along with literacy, general knowledge and knowing 
where to go for information, help to build the human and social capital (gloss) 
which make change possible. 

However, the diagram only gives a very broad analysis. It tells us that education 
can contribute to reducing food insecurity, improving care and preventing ill 
health. But what is meant by “education”? How much does it matter in any given 
situation? Where is it needed? How can it build the human and social capital that 
help to prevent malnutrition? All this is still open to discussion and 
experimentation. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 5: NUTRITION EDUCATION AND 

MALNUTRITION 

The causes of malnutrition are many and complex. There is a real danger of 
seeing only part of the picture and proposing solutions which are too narrow. 
The best-known overview of causes is the UNICEF framework of the 
determinants of child undernutrition. This shows causes on three levels: 
immediate (poor diet and poor health), underlying (food insecurity, poor care 
and poor health practices and services) and basic (poverty and lack of resources, 
inadequate education and lack of technology). These basic causes are outcomes 
of the financial, human, physical and social capital of the social group, and the 
wider economic, socio-cultural and political context. In any one situation, all 
these forces may be at work and may point the way to remedies, including 
education. 
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Section 6. Summarising the arguments 
Many people still need convincing that nutrition education has a major role to 
play in preventing malnutrition. 

Nutrition education and complementary feeding Activity 14

Read (or watch) ‘Nutrition education and complementary feeding 
practices’ in the Unit 1 Resources, 3. 

Look for evidence that education is important to ensure healthy feeding 
practices. Write your answer in the box. 

n.b. The stories you have read in Section 2 will also supply some evidence of the 
need for nutrition education; you may be able to add your own stories. In each of 
the stories the immediate problem is not just poverty or lack of access to food 
(indeed in Henintsoa’s story the very poor actually have a better diet than the 
middle class). There were solutions. But in these cases they were not recognized 
or implemented. 

Why is nutrition education needed? in pairs or groups 
 Activity 15

Here is a list of some reasons why nutrition education is needed. Fill in some of 
the empty boxes in the table with more examples from the stories and articles 
you have read. 

individual or 
in pairs 
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Nutrition education is needed 
so people will… 

Example 

…understand the importance of
good diet to health and growth, 
recognize the risks of poor diet, 
and take action 

Kagiso and her family didn’t see the 

relationship between her “new” dietary 

habits and the health problems she had. 

…make better use of the
resources available 

…recognize a poor diet and
know how to improve it (e.g. 
value dietary variety and take 
action to get it) 

…learn to feed their families
well ( frequent meals for 
infants, breakfast for children, 
balanced meals, extra protein 
and iron for pregnant women) 

…recognize food myths and
misconceptions and the health 
risks 

In Henintsoa’s story vegetables were seen as 

food for the poor. 

You will use 

this 

information 

in your 

presentation 
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Nutrition education is needed 
so people will… 

Example 

…identify foods that provide
essential nutrients 

…be able to start new habits
and keep them up 

…know enough to be able to
recognize good advice. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 6: SUMMARISING THE 

ARGUMENTS 

Nutrition education is needed in many contexts, for many groups, and for many 
general and specific purposes. It helps people to recognize the different values of 
foods, improve their diets and feed their families better, make better use of 
available foods, establish good practices and maintain them, deal with dangerous 
influences and overcome obstacles, increase confidence and, broadly, build up a 
mental framework into which they can integrate new knowledge and practices. 
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Section 7. Review & preparation for the tutorial 
The main activity at the tutorial will be to give a presentation in groups about the 
need for nutrition education in your country. 

In preparation for the tutorial you should review your completed work and 
create the presentation. 

7.1 Review of work 

 Review completed work.

 Check that you have completed all the activities in the unit.

 Review your answers to the Guiding Questions at the beginning of the unit
and change them as necessary.

 Make sure that your outside survey is finalized and that you have shown
your results to other students.

 Make sure that your presentation is ready.

7.2 Preparing for the tutorial
In the final tutorial you will  

 follow up your work on the unit

 get ready to make the presentation you have prepared

 make your presentation

 prepare for the next unit.

7.3 Preparing the presentation 

Tips for good presentations 

 Keep your slides simple.   Present only one idea per slide and use as little
text as possible. If you are using a font like Ariel or Times, use at least
32pt type for text and 40pt for titles, otherwise it will be too small. Only
one of the two slides on the next page is legible.
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 Start strongly to catch the audience’s attention.   Begin with an
interesting opening point, like a striking statistic or a 10-second story.

 Make clear the purpose.   Explain the aim of the presentation and raise
the questions you are going to discuss (maximum 4!). Follow the
questions through one by one during the presentation.

 Create the need.    Convince your audience that there is a problem that
requires urgent action and explain how it affects them.

 Present your solution.   Explain what you think needs to be done.

 Visualize the future.   Describe what the situation will be like if action is
(or is not) taken. Stimulate emotions and motivate your audience to agree
with you.

 Make your presentation entertaining.   Use examples, stories, quotations
and metaphors to liven things up and to make your points memorable.

 End by summing up your main point in one or two sentences (refer back
to your opening questions).

 Ask the audience how they think they could contribute to the solution.

Rehearse your presentation a few times until you can speak comfortably. Get 
feedback from friends. Test your timing while you do so. 

During the presentation 

 Smile and make eye contact with your audience.

 Try to speak easily, without a lot of hesitations or rushing through too
fast.

 Show that you enjoy being there.

 Don’t read your presentation straight from the slide or poster! Use the key
information to support your presentation.
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 Emphasize and repeat key points.   People are more likely to remember
something if they hear it several times, so repeat the things you’d like
them to remember. This is better than bringing in new points.

 Stay on time.   Keep your presentation to the time limit. This shows
respect for the organizers and for the audience.

7.4 Make the Presentation 

Make the presentation as agreed with your tutor (with posters, PowerPoint etc.). 

The class will take the part of the parliamentary group.  After your presentation 
they will ask questions and make comments which you should respond to. Allow 
max 5 minutes for this. 

After all the presentations there will be a plenary discussion (15 minutes) on how 
nutrition education could contribute to preventing the malnutrition problems in 
your country. 

This is the end of unit 1. 
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Instructions for outside activity 

The purpose of this survey is to identify the level of nutrition awareness in the 
general population, focusing on what you feel everyone should know about 
healthy eating. You will need to identify interviewees, rehearse the interview, 
look through the answers and write a short report. You will make use of your 
findings in your presentation at the final tutorial. 

A. The Preparation 

The questionnaire and the answer sheet are after this section. 

In the Preparation for Unit 1 you should have reviewed the questions as a class 
to see if they are appropriate for your situation and if necessary translated the 
questions into the local language.  
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Choose a colleague to work with. In pairs: 

a. Choose your target group, for example:

 women  adolescent boys  adolescent girls

 men  the elderly  street food vendors

 etc.

(Don’t interview other students. Coordinate with the rest of the class if 
possible to ensure that each pair chooses a different target group.) 

b. Find at least two people to interview. Make sure that you and they share a
language in which you can communicate easily. Ask them for permission to
ask them some questions about food and tell them how long it will take (20
minutes?). If necessary, fix a time to meet.

c. Rehearse the interviews. Aim to do these things:

 Create a pleasant interested atmosphere.

 Lead in with general questions (e.g. about price of food, favourite foods,
cooking, etc.).

 For each question, allow time for answers and clarifications. Ask follow-up
questions as necessary. Make sure you get the answer to the question, but
avoid delivering questions like a machine-gun.

 Take notes on any interesting comments.

 Wind up with more general questions.

 Thank the interviewees for their cooperation and their interesting
comments.

B. The Survey 

a. Interview the two people one by one. One of you should ask the questions
and the other record the answers.

b. Conduct the interview orally, face-to-face (don’t just give people the table to
complete).

c. Write down any particularly interesting answers in the spaces provided.

d. There is an answer sheet after the quiz. If you wish you can give it to
respondents or tell them the answers.

e. Thank interviewees for their time and for the interesting conversation.
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NUTRITION AWARENESS QUIZ 

Nutrition awareness quiz 

Introduction: Can we talk about food? What was the last food you ate today?
What do you think is good food? 

(Brief notes) 

Now we have some particular questions, and some answers to choose from. 
Here is the first question, about good food for young children.

1. Often young children (under two) eat only maize porridge (e.g. posho, ugali,
nsima, sembe). Do you think this is good or is it a problem?

They may grow more slowly but they will not have other problems. 

They may be slow at school and often sick all their life. 

They will not have any particular problems as long as they get enough 
food. 

Don’t know. 

Why do you think that? 

2. What do you think is best for feeding a baby during the first six months of
life?

Infant formula (powdered milk for babies) and breast feeding together 
after 3 months 
Breastfeeding (with no water or other food) 

Breast feeding, and extra water when the child is thirsty 

Don’t know.

Why do you think that?
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Nutrition awareness quiz 

3. The head of the family has brought some liver for dinner. Who would you
say should eat it?

only the adult men in the family 

only the adults, not the adolescents or the children 

a young girl who has recently got married and is expecting a baby 

the four-month old baby 

Why do you think that? 

4. Do you know about night blindness (when you can’t see well in dim light)?
Can some foods help to prevent this?

No, diet is not important. 

Don't know. 

Yes, foods like white bread can prevent night blindness. 

Yes, especially liver, orange-coloured fruit and dark green leafy 
vegetables can prevent night blindness. 

Why do you think that? 

5. Do you think that one-year-old babies should eat foods from animals, like
eggs, meat, fish and milk?

Yes, all of these are good. 

No, it is too early for all of these foods. 

Only eggs and milk. 
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Nutrition awareness quiz 

Don’t know. 

Why do you think that? 

6. To have food which is safe to eat, which of these are essential?

Cover leftover foods. 

Wash your hands before cooking. 

Cover the pot when cooking. 

Reheat cooked food. 

Why do you think that? 

7. Which is the most important meal of the day for a schoolchild, in order to
learn well at school?

Breakfast is the most important. 

If a child gets enough food it doesn’t matter. 

The meal in the middle of the day is the most important. 

The evening meal is the most important. 

Why do you think that? 
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Nutrition awareness quiz 

9.

I’m going to talk about three children. Which do you think may need more
and better food?

a child who is often tired and plays less than other children 

a child who is often ill with diarrhoea and colds 

a child with a very low height 

all of these children 

Why do you think that? 

10. Most children sometimes have diarrhoea. Which of these can cause it?

Playing in dirty areas 

Drinking too much liquid 

Eating food cooked the previous day 

Drinking dirty water 
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9.

Some fruits are important, but not vegetables. 

Yes, both are very important. 

Don’t know 

Why do you think that? 

8. Do you think fruits and vegetables are important for good health?

Only vegetables, fruits are not important. 
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Conclusion: At the beginning you talked about good food. 

Do you think any foods are not good for people? 

Can you tell us an example? 

Why do you think it’s not good? 

(Brief notes) 

Wrap-up: This has been very interesting. Thank you very much for talking to us. 
(n.b. The answer sheet is below if interviewees want to know answers or discuss 
them.) 
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Why do you think that? 

Nutrition awareness quiz 
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NUTRITION AWARENESS QUIZ: ANSWER SHEET 

Nutrition awareness quiz (Answer sheet) 

Introduction: Can we talk about food? What was the last food you ate today?

What do you think is good food? 

1. Often young children (under two) eat only maize porridge (e.g. posho, ugali,
nsima, sembe). Do you think this is good or is it a problem?

They may grow more slowly but they will not have other problems. 

They may be slow at school and often sick all their life. 

They will not have any particular problems as long as they get enough 
food. 

Don’t know. 

Why do you think that? 

Children under the age of two who eat a monotonous diet without 
animal foods or fruits and vegetables could be physically and mentally 

2. What do you think is best for feeding a baby during the first six months of
life?

Infant formula (powdered milk for babies) and breast feeding together 
after 3 months 

Breastfeeding (with no water or other food) 

Breast feeding, and extra water when the child is thirsty 

Don’t know. 

Why do you think that? 

Exclusive breastfeeding for the first six months of life (no other food or 
drink) is the best way of feeding new-born babies because breast milk is 

 

3. The head of the family has brought some liver for dinner. Who would you
say should eat it?

only the adult men in the family 
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Nutrition awareness quiz (Answer sheet) 

only the adults, not the adolescents or the children 

a young girl who has recently got married and is expecting a baby 

the four-month old baby 

Why do you think that? 

than other people. Babies under six months should have b

4. Do you know about night blindness (when you can’t see well in dim light)?
Can some foods help to prevent this?

No, diet is not important. 

Don't know. 

Yes, foods like white bread can prevent night blindness. 

Yes, especially liver, orange-coloured fruit and dark green leafy 
vegetables can prevent night blindness. 

Why do you think that? 

Night blindness is caused by a lack of vitamin A and can be prevented by 
regularly eating foods which have a lot of vitamin A, e.g. red and orange 
fruit and vegetables, green leafy vegetables, egg yolk, liver, fish oil and 

 

5. Do you think that one-year-old babies should eat foods from animals, like
eggs, meat, fish and milk?

Yes, all of these are good. 

No, it is too early for all of these foods. 

Only eggs and milk. 

Don’t know. 

Why do you think that? 

-year-olds, if they are mashed up to 
make them easy to swallow and digest. They have a lot of what babies 
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Nutrition awareness quiz (Answer sheet) 

6. To have food which is safe to eat, which of these are essential?

Cover leftover foods. 

Wash your hands before cooking. 

Cover the pot when cooking. 

Reheat cooked food. 

Why do you think that? 

Most of these things help to keep foods clean and safe.  It is not essential 
for food safety to cover the pot while cooking – although it does keep the 

 

7. Which is the most important meal of the day for a schoolchild, in order to
learn well at school?

Breakfast is the most important. 

If a child gets enough food it doesn’t matter. 

The meal in the middle of the day is the most important. 

The evening meal is the most important. 

Why do you think that? 

important meal of the day. People need more 

 

8. Do you think fruits and vegetables are important for good health?

Only vegetables, fruits are not important. 

Some fruits are important, but not vegetables. 

Yes, both are very important. 

Don’t know 

Why do you think that? 
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Nutrition awareness quiz (Answer sheet) 

 
 

9. I’m going to talk about four children. Which do you think may need more
and better food?

a child who is often tired and plays less than other children 

a child who is often ill with diarrhoea and colds 

a child with a very low height 

all of these children 

Why do you think that? 

plays less than other children may not be getting the right food. A child 
who is often sick with diarrhoea and colds may not have enough 
protection against illness; and a child that is shorter than normal might 
be stunted (not growing well) because of a poor diet with not enough 

10. Most children sometimes have diarrhoea. Which of these can cause it?

Playing in dirty areas 

Drinking too much liquid 

Eating food cooked the previous day 

Drinking dirty water 

Why do you think that? 
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Name of the colleague who carried out the survey with you: 

Process 

How did you choose the persons to interview, where did the interviews take 
place, how long did they take? 

Challenges 

Was it difficult to find somebody? Were the questions hard to understand? Were 
there any other problems? 
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C. Write the report 

You and your colleague should write a brief report on the process and challenges 
of making this survey. 
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Nutrition awareness 

What did the interviews show about the nutrition awareness of the 
respondents? Were you surprised by any of the answers? 

Reactions and outcomes 

Was your subject happy to be interviewed? Was he/she interested in the 
questions? Did he/she learn something? 
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Student’s Key 

 Key to Activity 1 What do you think? 

You will also discuss this activity in the tutorial. 

Beliefs 

1. Hunger and malnutrition will be solved when the world produces enough food
to feed everyone. 

If you believe this you will not attach much importance to nutrition education but 

focus on increasing agricultural production. In fact, the statement is not accurate: 

‘2014 World Hunger and Poverty Facts and Statistics’ (World Hunger 2014) says: 

“The world produces enough food to feed everyone. World agriculture produces 

17 percent more calories per person today than it did 30 years ago, despite a 70 

percent population increase. This is enough to provide everyone in the world with 

at least 2,720 kilocalories (kcal) per person per day according to the most recent 

estimate that we could find. The principal problem is that many people in the 

world do not have sufficient land to grow, or income to purchase, enough food.” 

However, note the general assumption that what people need is quantity 

(calories), not quality (healthy, varied diet). 

2. The world already produces enough food but for the poor it is often too
expensive or inaccessible. 

This is true, but it is not a complete answer, and it is not an argument against 

nutrition education. In many cases better awareness of nutrition can lead to 

healthier diets, better child feeding practices etc. without a change in income or 

access. Moreover, increases in income often do not lead to improvements in diet. 

The most effective approach is often to combine improved access with education. 

3. The real solution to malnutrition is not nutrition education but government
action to ensure people have access to nutritious foods, enforce food 
fortification, tax or regulate unhealthy foods, provide clean water, and so on. 

This is often the case, but it is not an argument against nutrition education: 

rather, it suggests nutrition education should always consider the food 

environment and work hand in hand with other initiatives. Moreover, 
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Beliefs 

environmental actions do not produce the knowledge to control the environment 

and the capacity to adapt to it:  nutrition education can do that. 

4. Nutrition education is not an effective solution to nutrition problems: in rich
countries, people continue to eat unhealthy diets even though they know the 
health risks. 

This argument is often used by people who do not think nutrition education is 

important. It assumes that people in rich countries all receive nutrition education 

(which is not the case), that this education is done properly, and that it has less 

effect than other approaches. It is easy to argue against nutrition education if it is 

understood to mean giving out information or telling people what to do (which 

are usually ineffective), or if it is presented as a strategy which must always work 

on its own rather than as part of an integrated approach. 

5. Nutrition education is important to tackle problems of overweight and obesity,
because these are the consequence of personal choices, but not so important in 
cases of undernutrition, which is caused by lack of access to nutritious food. 

Access to a healthy diet is of course essential, but it is not enough. We will see 

some examples of bad food choices in situations of undernutrition in this unit. 

6. Farmers should learn to produce varied and nutritious foods, not just the most
profitable crops 

Farmers are businessmen: they will grow the crops that are most profitable. In 

order for them to produce nutritious foods, they need to have an economic 

incentive, which generally means that there must be market demand. Small 

farmers who use their own production to feed their family have a more direct 

interest in nutrition. In both cases, nutrition education has a big role to play. 

 Key to Activity 2 Analyse the stories 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 3 What went wrong? 

a. “Why are there so many people who don’t eat properly or take proper care
of their health?” What do people in the stories actually do, or fail to do?
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For example, Mwende doesn’t eat breakfast in the morning and in the

evening has only maize porridge. Although she is often sick, her mother 

doesn’t take her to the clinic. 

Henintsoa only eats white rice and cassava and has not got the habit of 

eating fruit and vegetables. Women in the area often don’t breastfeed 

exclusively and give their babies tea or coffee as a supplement. Many of the 

young children don’t eat enough or frequently enough. 

Amarech married and became pregnant very young (15-16). The clinic failed 

to test her blood although she felt very weak. She was given tablets but gave 

up taking them. Her diet was very poor. When she became really sick she 

went to the hospital too late. 

Kagiso does not walk and exercise very much. She cooks and eats a lot of 

fried food and sweet food and so does her family. 

b. “They don’t see the link between diet and health.”

For example, Kagiso’s family says she is tired because she worries too

much: they do not see that she is ill because of her diet. Kagiso herself does

not see that the root of her problem is eating too much of the wrong foods.

Mwende’s mother thought her illness was normal in children.

Henintsoa’s mother did not realise that her child’s diet was the reason why

he was not growing.

Amarech’s whole family did not realize that pregnant girls need a good diet

to avoid health risks.

c. “Nutritionists must try to make them see this link and give them the
knowledge they need.”

For example, the nurse gave Amarech nutrition advice.

Mwende: The researcher talked about vitamin A.

Henintsoa: The health workers talked about the different food groups.

Kagiso: The doctor warned of the danger of diabetes.

d. “Just telling people is usually not enough: they may not be convinced, or they
may listen to someone they trust more, or go back to old habits, or follow
what everyone else does, rather than trust expert advice.”
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For example, Mwende’s mother listened to her friends, not to the foreign

researcher. 

In Henintsoa’s story, the mothers followed the advice of the health workers, 

but then went back to their own ways. 

Amarech believed her friends rather than the nurse. 

Kagiso believed her family and friends rather than the doctor. 

e. “Sometimes it is very hard for them to follow the advice, and they give up.”

For example, in Kagiso’s culture, women are not expected to take exercise

just to lose weight. In any case Kagiso is not rich enough to join a gym or a

tennis club, and the streets are too dangerous for jogging.

In Mwende’s case, giving the child better food would involve some sacrifice of

the income from selling eggs, chickens and fruit.

In Henintsoa’s case, the mothers were busy all day working in the fields, so it

was hard to give the infants sufficient care.

In Amarech’s case, cultural tradition dictated that meat should be given to

men. Young wives were not expected to challenge the tradition.

 Key to Activity 4 Knowledge, attitudes, perceptions, practices 

 Mwende doesn’t eat breakfast in the morning and in the evening has only
maize porridge. Although she is often sick, her mother doesn’t take her to
the clinic.

Practices

 Kagiso’s family says she is tired because she worries too much:  they do
not see that she is ill because of her diet.

Perceptions

 The nurse gives Amarech nutritional advice.

Knowledge

 In Henintsoa’s story, the mothers follow the advice of the health workers,
but then go back to their own ways.

Attitudes, practices

 In Kagiso’s culture, women are not expected to take exercise just to lose
weight.
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 Key to Activity 5 Perceptions and attitudes 

a. Some of the statements in the table below express facts, others reflect
perceptions or attitudes. Match the sentence with the category. Remember
that the distinction is not always black and white. Three examples are given.

Statement Perception/ 
attitude/fact 

Pumpkin seeds have no food value: throw them away. Perception 

Children should not be forced to eat food they don’t like. Attitude 

Beer is not as strong as whisky. Fact 

Red meat is a food for men. Attitude

As nutritionists know, women and girls may need iron-rich foods like red meat as 

much as or more than men. So this is not a fact: it expresses a cultural attitude. 

Women should not drink beer. Attitude 

This is mostly a cultural attitude. Excessive alcohol is dangerous to both men and 

women, and in many cultures it is perfectly acceptable for women to drink beer 

(and also to brew it). However, pregnant women are often advised to drink less 

than men, because alcohol may damage the foetus during pregnancy. Even small 

amounts of alcohol also increase the risk of breast cancer in women. 

Red meat is a good source of iron. Fact 

Although this is not a very scientific statement ("good" compared to what?) most 

people would consider it a fact that red meat is a good source of iron compared 

to most common foods. 

This beer is quite strong. Perception or 

fact 

We don't know what the speaker means by "quite strong", and what s/he is 

comparing the beer with. Others might disagree. So this may be a personal 

perception, a way of seeing. It’s not an attitude because we don't know if the 

speaker thinks that strong beer is good or bad. It could however be a fact if the 

speaker knows the alcohol content. "Most beers have an alcoholic content of 

between 2 and 12%, but Struise Black Damnation is quite strong: 22%." 
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Statement Perception/ 
attitude/fact 

Beer is less alcoholic than whisky. Fact

This is almost always true, so broadly speaking we can consider it a fact. 

Chicken is more expensive than fish. Perception 

This sounds like a fact, like saying "Whisky is more alcoholic than beer". But 

chicken is not always more expensive than fish. It depends on the fish, on the 

chicken, on the shop or the restaurant, and so on. So this is a way of seeing things 

(a perception) but not really a fact. 

b. Examples from the stories.

 Amarech doesn’t know the danger of anaemia in pregnancy. Knowledge

 People think that white rice is better than brown rice. Perception

 Overweight women are seen as beautiful. Perception/attitude

 Mwende’s mother was not aware that diarrhoea and
bad sight can mean vitamin A deficiency. Knowledge 

 Mwende’s mother did not trust advice from a foreigner. Attitude

 Key to Activity 6 Gender and malnutrition 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 7 Find the best explanation 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 8 Briefing for the presentation 

The briefing will be discussed in the mid-unit tutorial. 

Your presentation in the final tutorial is assessed; feedback will be provided by 
your tutor. 
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 Key to Activity 9 Analyse the article ‘A damning record’ 

a. Look for two things you already knew, and two things that you didn’t know.
Write them here.

This answer depends upon your own prior knowledge. 

b. In the first paragraph the three main categories of nutrition problem are
mentioned. What are they?

 undernutrition/eating too little

 hidden hunger/eating too unhealthily

 overweight & obesity/eating too much.

c. The article talks about the causes of one of them. Which?

Obesity 

d. The article talks about the effects of another one. Which?

Hidden hunger 

e. As you read, note what these numbers refer to.

18m babies each year are born with mental damage. 

60,000 women die each year in pregnancy as a result of iron deficiency 

anaemia. 

70% of adult Mexicans are overweight. 

1/3 of all children in the world are underweight or stunted. 

f. How does the article support the argument for more nutrition education?

It underlines the gravity of the nutrition problems, and the fact that one of 

the main causes is the invisibility of malnutrition and the need for more 

awareness. 

g. “Television is more important than food.” Have you experienced similar
attitudes? Is it common? How can it be explained?
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This attitude is only possible if you believe that a poor diet does not do long-

term damage OR if you are genuinely willing to sacrifice long-term health to 

present stimulus, entertainment or status. 

Some good student answers 

“People said that television is more important than food because they think 
that television is a property you acquire but food is something you will eat 
and it will go out without adding any value to your life.” 

“I have experienced an attitude where individuals view having a television set 
as more important than having food. It is more common in the urban slums 
in Kenya. This can be explained by the current high levels of unemployment 
that exist where the individuals with no employment prefer to stay at home 
and thus need a source of entertainment to pass the hours of the day.”

“Poor people attach “prestige” to owning electrical gadgets such as 
television. They will prefer to suffer from hunger silently and be seen by 
society as “wealthy”.” 

h. According to the article, “there is no pressure for change”. Why not?

Because a lot of malnutrition is invisible. 

 Key to Activity 10 Research on malnutrition figures in your country 

This activity will be discussed in the final tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 11 What are the top causes? 

This activity will be discussed in the final tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 12 The framework of undernutrition 

A. Unpack the framework  

Look at the diagram, read the notes and explain the diagram to each other. Then 
answer the questions about the diagram.  

a. Immediate causes.   The arrow connecting “inadequate dietary intake” (a
poor diet) and disease points in both directions. Why is this?
The relationship is two-way. A poor diet can lead to weight loss, a weakened

immune system, and increased susceptibility to infection. During illness more
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nutrients are needed for the immune response, but some illnesses such as 

diarrhoea reduce the absorption of nutrients and lead to a loss in appetite. 

This can lead to further weight loss and weakened immune response, further 

aggravating the initial problem. 

a. Underlying causes.   According to the diagram, inadequate care and feeding
practices for young children contribute both to inadequate dietary intake and
to disease.  Can you give an example?
For example, poor hygiene or bottle-feeding with dirty water can lead to

infant diarrhoea, which in itself means a loss of food intake.  Infrequent

feeding or lack of dietary variety can weaken young children and make them

vulnerable to disease. Not using bednets may lead to malaria, which can

cause anaemia.

b. Basic causes.   The diagram shows the causes of undernutrition. Would the
basic causes be the same for overweight and obesity? (think!)
Obesity appears also to be a disease of poverty, depending at least in part on

poor maternal diet, the need for cheap food and ignorance of its dangers.

B. Nutrition education in the framework 

The framework does not give much detail about how the basic educational 
factors (knowledge, attitudes and perceptions, social and cultural influences, 
established habits and practices) affect the underlying causes. 

Here are the “underlying causes” again (with numbers): 

1. food insecurity (and hence poor diet)
access (1a)    availability (1b)    stability (1c)     utilization (1d)

2. poor care of young children (2a) and mothers (2b)
3. poor health practices and services (3a) and poor hygiene practices (3b)

(and hence disease and poor health).
Below are a few well-known nutrition education activities. Which underlying 
causes do they tackle? You may find more than one answer for some of them. 

a. A national breastfeeding campaign 2a

b. A campaign to promote consumption of iodised salt 1b/d

c. Establishing handwashing routines at school 3b

d. Group counselling on good diet for people living with HIV/AIDS 1d

e. Training for communities in food preserving and nutrition 1c

f. Developing home gardens for better nutrition 1a/b

g. National dietary guidelines for the public 1d

h. Community groups learn to prepare richer complementary foods 2a, 1d
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i. Training in food-handling for food vendors 3b, 1a/b?

j. School lessons on junk food 1d

If you don’t agree with the Key, mention this in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 13 Use the framework 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 14 Nutrition education and complementary feeding 

Evidence from the complementary feeding video that education is important to 
ensure healthy feeding practices: 

The article says that “villagers know how to cook but they can learn how to 

cook more nutritious meals for their families. There is no lack of food but 

diversity of food supply is critical”. In other words, the problem is not access 

and availability, but utilization. The important thing is learning about 

children’s needs and how to prepare healthy meals for them. 

 Key to Activity 15 Why is nutrition education needed? 

Here is a list of some reasons why nutrition education is needed. Fill in some of 
the empty boxes in the table with more examples from the stories and articles 
you have read. 

Nutrition education is needed so 
people will … 

Example 

… understand the importance of
good diet to health and growth, 
recognize the risks of poor diet, 
and take action. 

Kagiso and her family didn’t see the 
relationship between her “new” dietary 
habits and the health problems she had. 

… make better use of the
resources available 

In Henintsoa’s story vegetables and other 

staples were available but people didn’t use 

them. 
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Nutrition education is needed so 
people will … 

Example 

Mangoes could have helped Mwende, but 

she didn’t eat them. 

The story “Healthy food, healthy child” 

(Resource 3) is a positive case: parents and 

caretakers were trained to prepare 

nutritious meals for children with foods that 

were already available. 

… recognize a poor diet and know
how to improve it (e.g. value 
dietary variety and take action to 
get it) 

The mothers in Henintsoa’s story did not 

take advice about using all the food groups. 

Amarech and Mwende both ate very 

monotonous diets. 

… learn to feed their families well
(e.g. frequent meals for infants, 
breakfast for children, balanced 
meals for all, extra protein and 
iron for pregnant women) 

In the story “Healthy food, healthy child” 

(Resource 3) parents learned to cook more 

nutritious meals for their children and saw 

their children’s health improve. 

Malagasy mothers in Henintsoa’s story 

were unable to feed their babies frequently. 

Mwende had no breakfast before school. 

… recognize food myths and
misconceptions and the health 
risks 

In Henintsoa’s story vegetables were seen 
as food for the poor. 

Amarech didn’t take the iron tablets 

because her friends told her that they 

would make the baby grow too big and 

cause her problems during delivery. 

Malagassy families (Henintsoa’s story) 

value white rice and lose the valuable 

nutrients in whole rice. 

Kagiso and her husband believed that fat is 

beautiful and didn’t recognize its danger to 

health. 

… identify foods that provide
essential nutrients 

Mwende’s mother did not know that her 

daughter needed better food to avoid going 
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Nutrition education is needed so 
people will … 

Example 

blind, otherwise she would probably have 

kept back some eggs, meat or fruit from the 

produce sold in the market. 

… be able to start new habits and
keep them up 

The mothers In Henintsoa’s story went back 

to their old ways. The advice they got was 

not sufficient. 

Amarech’s belief wasn’t strong enough to 

keep her taking the tablets. 

… know enough to be able to
recognize good advice 

In most of the stories people rejected good 

advice. One reason was that they didn’t 

know enough to be able to recognize what 

else was important. 
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Glossary 

These are brief definitions. See the Course Glossary for more complete 
explanations. 

Anaemia.   See iron-deficiency anaemia. 

Chronic and acute malnutrition.   Low or very low weight for height. Chronic 
malnutrition occurs over time, unlike acute malnutrition. For chronic 
malnutrition see Stunting. For acute malnutrition see Wasting. 

Complementary feeding.   When breast milk is no longer enough to meet the 
nutritional needs of the infant, complementary foods should be added to the 
child’s diet. WHO recommends that infants start receiving complementary foods 
at 6 months of age in addition to breast milk. 

Iodine deficiency.   Iodine deficiency can reduce intellectual capacity at home, in 
school and at work. It can cause major damage to the development and growth 
of the foetus, as well as miscarriage, stillbirth and irreversible mental 
retardation. 

Iron deficiency anaemia.   Iron deficiency anaemia is a low level of iron in the 
blood, which generally implies that the diet cannot cover the iron requirements 
of the body. It is the most common and widespread nutritional disorder in the 
world.  

Overweight and obesity.   Abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that may 
impair health. According to the WHO 

 a BMI greater than or equal to 25 indicates overweight

 a BMI greater than or equal to 30 indicates obesity.
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Social capital.   The tendency of a society or a group to cooperate for the 
common good. This is determined by, among other things, the level of education 
and the strength of institutions. Countries with high levels of social capital tend 
to be more prosperous and successful. 
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Stunting.   Low height for age, caused by long-term insufficient energy and 
nutrient intake due to poor quality diets. Effects of stunting include delayed 
motor development, impaired cognitive function and poor school performance. 

Vitamin A deficiency.   Vitamin A deficiency is the leading cause of preventable 
blindness in children and increases the risk of disease and death from measles, 
malaria or diarrhoea. In pregnant women VAD causes night blindness and may 
increase the risk of maternal mortality. Night blindness is one of the first signs of 
vitamin A deficiency. 

Wasting.   Wasting, or low weight for height, is the result of acute significant 
food shortage, starvation and/or infectious disease, especially diarrhoea and 
acute respiratory infections (ARI). 

Zinc deficiency.   Zinc supports normal growth and development during 
pregnancy, childhood, and adolescence. A daily intake of zinc is required because 
the body has no specialized zinc storage system. 
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1. Stories of common malnutrition problems in

Africa

Mwende, Kenya 
It is the rainy season in Kibwezi, a town in 
South-Eastern Kenya. The landscape is 
dotted with mangoes trees heavy with 
ripening fruit. Fatma, a mother of four 
children, has lived here since she got 
married, growing maize and beans on her 
one-acre farm. She also has four chickens: 
she sells eggs, meat, beans and mangos at 
the market and uses the money to buy things 
like soap, shoes and books for her children. 
She did not go to school herself, so she would 
like all her kids to get education and good 
jobs in the future. 

Her husband Christopher does some temporary jobs but does not bring much 
money home. Men in her tribe don’t like women to know how much money they 
have, so she never asks how much money he makes or where he spends it. 

The family struggles to make ends meet, but Fatma is content that through the 
grace of God she has a man as the head of her family. “A woman should always 
respect her husband and will always compromise. That way, nothing will lead 
him to harm her,” she would often say to herself. 

Today Fatma has been asked to go to her daughter Mwende’s school to 
participate in a university research project. The project is about the relationship 
between consumption of vitamin-A rich foods and diseases among children. 

Mwende is 5. Today, like any other day, she has gone to school on an empty 
stomach, with the hope that the school meal of ‘githeri’ (maize, beans, oil and 
salt) will satisfy her hunger. She is happy that today she is going to see ‘wazungu’ 
(white foreigners) for the first time in her life. 

The university researchers ask Fatma about Mwende’s diet for the previous 
week. She tells them that it consisted of the school lunch plus some maize 
porridge in the evening. “No,” she says, “Mwende doesn´t usually eat eggs or 
chicken, they are to be sold in the market.” She also mentions that Mwende 
has had diarrhoea often recently, and is having trouble with her eyes. But she is 
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not too worried, and she has not taken her to the clinic because her mother says 
that it is common for children to fall sick when they are small and that it will get 
better with time. 

Then one of the researchers has a close look at Mwende’s eyes. They seem to 
have “clouds growing on them”: to her dismay she realizes that the child is going 
blind. 

She explains to Fatma the importance of giving the child vitamin A rich foods, 
and gets a bottle of fish liver oil for Mwende at the nearest chemist. But when 
Fatma gets home her friends say she shouldn’t take advice from a foreigner. 

Henintsoa, Madagascar 

At the age of four, Henintsoa weighs just 10kg and, at a height of 84cm, is not 
much larger than a baby. Fed on rice and cassava since he was born, he is now 
receiving treatment for malnutrition at Maharodaza Nutrition Centre in 
Manjakandriana. 

Part of this treatment involves training his mother, Juliette, on how to prepare 
the right foods for her child. "Henintsoa does not like to eat fruit and 
vegetables,” she says. “But I will try to make the yams into soup, so it's softer. 
Maybe that will help him to gain weight." 

"We teach these mothers that children need to eat from the different food 
groups, but it's difficult to change their habits," says an instructor at the centre. 
"Sometimes, they'll follow our instructions for a while, but then they go back to 
their own ways. So we have to repeat the same message over and over." 

Stunting affects half of all Malagasy children under five, the sixth highest rate of 
stunting in the world. Poverty is a major factor: four-fifths of Madagascar's 
population now lives on less than US$1 a day and poor households spend most 
of their income on food. 

©Cristina Álvarez 
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But the country's high rates of stunting also have much to do with the Malagasy 
obsession with rice. Although many children consume enough calories, they 
don’t grow because their diet consists almost exclusively of rice, to which 
cassava or a salty soup may be added and, if the family has enough money, some 
fatty meat. "We found that the highest occurrence of stunting is not among the 
very poor, as they eat the vegetables that they grow instead of selling them, and 
these are rich in nutrients. The worst cases are those who can afford white rice," 
says UNICEF nutrition expert Amal Bennaim. 

Rice is not the only problem. At a nearby Nutrition Centre, community workers 
battle all kinds of harmful feeding practices. "We tell women to breastfeed 
exclusively for the first six months, but they often feel they don't have enough 
breast milk. So then they give the babies tea or coffee as a supplement," one of 
them says. 

Some mothers simply do not feed their children enough. "During the day, the 
mothers are busy working in the field. The children just play around the village. 
Sometimes the mothers will leave some yams with a caretaker to feed the 
children at noon, but often they get no food at all until night time. This is 
especially a problem with breastfed babies – they need to drink eight times a 
day, but often only get fed two or three times." (IRIN 2012) 
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Amarech, Ethiopia 

When Amarech died of congestive heart failure due to severe anaemia in 2010, 
she was just 17. She had been married at the age of 15 and became pregnant at 
16. 

During her pregnancy, she went to the antenatal clinic for the first 6 months. 
During the visits, Amarech appeared weak, but the nurse did not get her blood 
tested and therefore did not identify any risk. However, she was given nutritional 
advice and iron-folic acid tablets, like all pregnant women. At home, she found 
the tablets had an unpleasant smell and they made her nauseous. She asked her 
friends with children and most said they didn´t take the tablets either: they also 
thought that the tablets could make the baby too big and cause problems during 
delivery. Amarech continued eating her usual diet of cereals, with a few 
vegetables. Whenever the family could afford meat it went to the men. 

During her seventh month, Amarech often felt breathless.  She had a bad cough 
and her hands and feet were very swollen.  Soon her whole body was swollen 
and breathing became harder. Her family decided to take her to the hospital, but 
she died within minutes of reaching there, before any action could be taken. 

©Antonio Cetraro 
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Kagiso, Lesotho 

When she was younger, Kagiso lived in the country in Lesotho and worked in the 
fields. But after her children grew up, she and her husband moved to town to live 
with her son, who works as a driver, and to help their daughter-in-law run a 
small all-purpose shop. 

Since she moved to town, Kagiso has changed her lifestyle. In the country she 
walked a lot and often worked all day in the fields, and her family often ate what 
they grew. Now they buy most of their food from supermarkets and street 
vendors. All the family love sweet and high-fat fried foods, and she feels she has 
a duty to provide them with what they want, and then to eat it with them. She 
has put on a lot of weight. She is proud that she can feed her family well, and she 
likes to see her grandchildren eat a lot. She does not think they are overweight. 
“Our family are all big, so they need a lot to eat,” she says. 

Recently Kagiso has been feeling unwell, and she is always thirsty. She has also 
started having trouble with her sight, which is getting very blurry. She feels tired 
and irritable most of the time. When she talked to a doctor he told her she might 
have diabetes: she should lose weight and do some tests. “With diabetes,” he 
said, “you run a serious risk of blindness and even amputation of a leg or arm.”  

Her friends tell her not to bother: it is just the doctor’s way of frightening her to 
get money out of her. They insist that being “meaty” does not constitute a health 
risk. Her husband says, “The bigger you are, the more attractive you are. A man 
likes a woman with flesh on her bones,” and “Being big is a part of our culture”. 

She has not done the tests yet. She would like to lose weight but is worried 
because if she became thin people would assume she had tuberculosis or AIDS 
and she would be stigmatised and isolated. She has never thought of taking 
regular exercise: she is not rich enough to join a gym or a tennis club, and the 
streets are too dangerous for jogging. In any case, in her culture, women are not 
expected to take exercise to lose weight. She has worked hard all her life: what 
she wants is a rest! Her children say she is tired because she worries too much 
and it is this – not her diet or weight – that is causing her problems. 
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2. ‘A damning record’

The world is bad at fighting hunger. Experts argue about exactly how many 
people are affected, but it has been close to one billion since 1990. Even where 
there is enough food, people do not seem healthier. One billion do not have 
enough calories, another one billion are malnourished in the sense that they lack 
micro-nutrients (this is often called “hidden hunger”). And a further one billion 
are malnourished in the sense that they eat too much and are obese. Out of the 
world population of seven billion, three billion eat too little, too unhealthily, or 
too much. 

Malnutrition is associated with over a third of children's deaths and is the single 
most important risk factor in many diseases (see chart). A third of all children in 
the world are underweight or stunted (too short for their age), the classic 
symptoms of malnourishment. 

The damage malnutrition does in the first 1,000 days of life is also irreversible. 
According to research published in The Lancet, a medical journal, malnourished 
children are less likely (all things being equal) to go to school, less likely to stay 
there, and more likely to struggle academically. They earn less than their better-
fed peers over their lifetimes, marry poorer people and die earlier. 

Paradoxically, malnutrition can also cause obesity later in life. In the womb and 
during the first couple of years, the malnourished body learns to save as much 
fat as possible, as an energy reserve.  It never loses this habit. This explains the 
very high obesity rates in countries that have moved from poor to middle-
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income status. In Mexico, for instance, obesity was almost unknown in 1980. 
Now 30% of Mexican adults are clinically obese and 70% are overweight. These 
are among the highest rates in the world, almost as bad as in America. India has 
an obesity epidemic in cities, as people eat more processed food and adopt more 
sedentary lifestyles. And with obesity will come new diseases such as diabetes 
and heart disease—as if India did not have enough diseases to worry about.  

It is easy to identify the victims of famine, as well as the disastrous effects of 
obesity. By contrast, the effects of malnutrition are more difficult to see, but no 
less dreadful. More than 160m children in developing countries suffer from a 
lack of vitamin A; 1m die because they have weak immune systems and 500,000 
go blind each year. Iron deficiency causes anaemia, which affects almost half of 
poor country children and over 500m women, killing more than 60,000 of them 
each year in pregnancy. Iodine deficiency— easily cured by adding the stuff to 
salt—causes 18m babies each year to be born with mental damage. 

But in many countries the problem of “hidden hunger” is hidden from victims 
themselves, so there is no pressure for change. If everyone in a village is 
undernourished, poor nutrition becomes the norm and everyone accepts it. This 
may also explain why poor, hungry people prefer to buy such things as 
televisions or a fancy wedding, rather than extra food. When asked about his 
spending choices, an ill-fed Moroccan farmer told Abhijit Banerjee and Esther 
Duflo of the Poverty Action Laboratory: “Oh, but television is more important 
than food”. (The Economist 2012) 

3. Nutrition education and complementary feeding

practices

If internet is available, watch this video: 'Healthy food, healthy child' (5 mins) 
about a FAO/European Union project to improve dietary diversity and family 
feeding practices, starting with infant and young children, in Cambodia. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rUX6F7ieVY 

Otherwise, read the transcription on the next pages. 
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Transcript

“In rural Cambodia, villagers know how to cook but they can learn how to cook 
more nutritious meals for their families. There is no lack of food but diversity of 
food supply is critical. Villagers are given nutrition lessons and cooking lessons 
with traditional foods, which are particularly relevant to parents of young 
children. 

Indeed, a nutritious porridge can help a child grow and stay healthy. Villagers 
used to feed their babies with a watery rice soup which didn’t contain all the 
ingredients they needed to thrive. 

Adding vegetable, oil and a little bit of protein like fish, nuts or eggs, makes 
bigger and stronger children. 

This is what they say: 
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In the past we didn’t know how to cook complementary foods, 

because we didn’t have health workers teaching us nutrition, but now 

that we cook this nutritious complementary porridge, we see the 

children grow quicker and they are healthier. 

Before receiving the nutrition training I gave my granddaughter rice 

but not porridge; she often had diarrhoea and stomach problems and 

became very thin. Now that I prepare the nutritious porridge she has 

improved a lot and is healthier. 

©FAO/Theresa Jeremias
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Links – Student’s Book 

 WHO country nutrition profiles
http://apps.who.int/nutrition/landscape/report.aspx

 UNICEF State of the World’s Children 2012
http://www.unicef.org/sowc2012/

Statistical tables
http://www.unicef.org/sowc2012/statistics.php

 Maternal, newborn and child survival – Countdown to 2015
http://www.countdown2015mnch.org/

 The IASO click-on map of world obesity
http://www.worldobesity.org/

 Global overweight and obesity table
http://www.iaso.org/site_media/library/resource_images/Global_preval
ence_of_Adult_Obesity_25th_October_2012_v2.pdf

 Model presentation 'The need for nutrition education: the case of
Ethiopia'
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFCWRH4BTVA
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Section 1. Introduction 

 Activity 1 What do you think? in groups 

Follow the instructions on p. 9 of the Student's Book and complete the survey of opinion. 

Beliefs Your view 

1. Hunger and malnutrition will be solved when the world produces enough food to feed everyone.

Strongly agree/Agree/Neither agree nor disagree/Disagree/Strongly disagree 

Comment 

2. The world already produces enough food but for the poor it is often too expensive or inaccessible.

Strongly agree/Agree/Neither agree nor disagree/Disagree/Strongly disagree 

Comment 

3. The real solution to malnutrition is not nutrition education but government action to ensure people have access to
nutritious foods, enforce food fortification, tax or regulate unhealthy foods, provide clean water, and so on. 

Strongly agree/Agree/Neither agree nor disagree/Disagree/Strongly disagree 

Comment 
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4. Nutrition education is not an effective solution to nutrition problems: in rich countries, people continue to eat
unhealthy diets even though they know the health risks. 

Strongly agree/Agree/Neither agree nor disagree/Disagree/Strongly disagree 

Comment 

5. Nutrition education is important to tackle problems of overweight and obesity, because these are the
consequence of personal choices, but not so important in cases of undernutrition, which is caused by lack of access 
to nutritious food. 

Strongly agree/Agree/Neither agree nor disagree/Disagree/Strongly disagree 

Comment 

6. Farmers should learn to produce varied and nutritious foods, not just the most profitable crops.

Strongly agree/Agree/Neither agree nor disagree/Disagree/Strongly disagree 

Comment 
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Section 2. Stories 

 Activity 2 Analyse the stories assessed1 

A. Understand the stories 

Mwende’s story 

a. What is wrong with Mwende’s diet?

b. What are the health consequences of this problem for Mwende?

c. What advice was given to her mother?

d. Do you think this advice will be effective?

(Personal answer) 

Henintsoa’s story 

e. What’s wrong with Henintsoa's diet?

f. What are the health consequences of this problem for Henintsoa?

1Answer boxes for assessed questions have a double border. 
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g. What advice was given to his mother?

h. Do you think this advice will be effective?

(Personal answer) 

Amarech’s story 

a. What’s wrong with Amarech’s diet?

b. What are the health consequences of this problem for Amarech?

c. What advice was given to her?

d. Why was it not effective?

(Personal answer) 
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Kagiso’s story 

a. What is wrong with Kagiso’s diet?

b. What are the health consequences of this problem for Kagiso?

c. What advice was given to her by the doctor?

d. Do you think this advice will be effective? Explain why.

(Personal answer) 

B. Compare the stories 

Now discuss what the stories have in common. Find at least three points and write them here: 

2.2 What’s the problem? 

 Activity 3 What went wrong? in pairs 

Illustrate the dialogue on p. 17 of the Student's Book by adding examples from the stories in the answer boxes 
below. There is an example in each box. Try to find at least one other example for each box. 

a. “Why are there so many people who don’t eat properly or take proper care of their health?” What do people
in the stories actually do, or fail to do?

For example, Mwende doesn’t eat breakfast in the morning and in the evening has only maize porridge. Although 
she is often sick, her mother doesn’t take her to the clinic. 
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b. “They don’t see the link between diet and health.”

For example, Kagiso’s family says she is tired because she worries too much: they do not see that she is ill because 
of her diet. Kagiso herself does not see that the root of her problem is eating too much of the wrong foods. 

c. “Nutritionists must try to make them see this link and give them the knowledge they need.”

For example, the nurse gave Amarech nutrition advice. 

d. “Just telling people is usually not enough: they may not be convinced, or they may listen to someone they
trust more, or go back to old habits, or follow what everyone else does, rather than trust expert advice.”

For example, Mwende’s mother listened to her friends, not to the foreign researcher. 

e. “Sometimes it is very hard for them to follow the advice, and they give up.”

For example, in Kagiso’s culture, women are not expected to take exercise just to lose weight. In any case Kagiso  
is not rich enough to join a gym or a tennis club, and the streets are too dangerous for jogging. 
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2.3 KAPP: the core of nutrition education 

 Activity 4 Knowledge, attitudes, perceptions, practices in pairs 

Look again at the examples below (taken from the last activity) and find a good label for each one (knowledge, 
attitudes, perceptions, practices). 

You may think of more than one label: choose the best in your opinion. 

Mwende doesn’t eat breakfast in the morning and in the evening has only maize porridge. 
Although she is often sick, her mother doesn’t take her to the clinic. 

Kagiso’s family says she is tired because she worries too much: they do not see that she is ill 
because of her diet. 

The nurse gave Amarech nutrition advice. 

In Henintsoa’s story, the mothers follow the advice of the health workers, but then go back to 
their own ways. 

In Kagiso’s culture, women are not expected to take exercise just to lose weight. 

 Activity 5 Perceptions and attitudes individually or in pairs 

a. Some of the statements in the table below express facts, others reflect perceptions or attitudes. Match the
sentence with the category.

Statement Perception/ 

attitude/fact 

Pumpkin seeds have no food value: throw them away. Perception 

Children should not be forced to eat food they don’t like. Attitude 

Beer is not as strong as whisky. Fact 

• Red meat is a food for men

• Women should not drink beer

• Red meat is a good source of iron

• This beer is quite strong

• Beer is less alcoholic than whisky

• Chicken is more expensive than fish
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b. Would you say these have to do with knowledge, attitudes or perceptions?

• Amarech doesn’t know the danger of anaemia in pregnancy.

• People think that white rice is better than brown rice.

• Overweight women are seen as beautiful.

• Mwende’s mother was not aware that diarrhoea and bad sight can mean vitamin A
deficiency.

• Mwende’s mother did not trust advice from a foreigner.

2.4 Gender attitudes and practices 

 Activity 6 Gender and malnutrition assessed 

Mwende, Kenya 

1. “In the tribe of Fatma (Mwende’s mother), men don’t like women to know how much money they have, so
Fatma never asks how much money her husband makes or where he spends it.” 

a. What is expected of women?

b. How could this attitude affect the health of the children in the community?

c. Can you see a practical solution?

• n.b. Gender attitudes are slow to change and are usually a sensitive issue.

Henintsoa, Madagascar 

2. “During the day, the mothers are busy working in the field.”

a. What is expected of women?
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b. How can this attitude affect the health of the young children?

c. Can you see a practical solution?

• n.b. Gender attitudes are slow to change and are usually a sensitive issue.

Amarech, Ethiopia 

3. “She had been married at the age of 15 and became pregnant at 16.”

a. What is expected of women?

b. How does this affect their health, and the health of the babies?

c. Can you see a practical solution?

• n.b. Gender attitudes are slow to change and are usually a sensitive issue.

4. “Whenever the family could afford meat it went to the men.”

a. What is the attitude here?

b. How does this affect the nutrition/health of children and women?

c. Can you see a practical solution?

• n.b. Gender attitudes are slow to change and are usually a sensitive issue.
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Kagiso, Lesotho 

5. Her husband says, “The bigger you are, the more attractive you are. A man likes a woman with flesh on her
bones.” 

a. What is the attitude?

b. How does it affect the nutrition/health of women and children?

c. Can you see a practical solution?

• n.b. Gender attitudes are slow to change and are usually a sensitive issue.

In your country 

6. Reflect on the role of gender issues in your country/region/community. Are these issues linked to malnutrition
problems among women and children? 
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2.5 Analysing causes in the stories 

 Activity 7 Find the best explanation in groups 

• Choose one of the stories

a. Which of the following explanations fit your story best? Discuss. Number the three most important factors
from 1 (most important) to 3.

Name of story: 

The causes of the problem in this story were: 

☐ the lack of knowledge and information about nutrition and health 

☐ mistaken perceptions and attitudes 

☐ cultural attitudes and traditions which lead to poor nutrition practices 

☐ gender attitudes and the unequal power of men and women in family and society 

☐ social influences from friends, family, community 

☐ 
failure in communications through misunderstanding, mistrust of sources of information and advice, 
conflicts with other sources, inadequate motivation and involvement, lack of explanation and examples, 
one-off counselling (without practice) etc. 

☐ circumstances which did not allow people to improve their practices or which led them into poor dietary 
habits 

☐ institutional failings: the absence of assistance, advice and support from health and agricultural services, 
schools, social services etc. 

b. Explain the choices you made in your answer to question a.
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Section 3. Argue for nutrition education 

 Activity 8 Briefing for the presentation (no writing required) 

Section 4. Global and national malnutrition 

 Activity 9 Analyse the article ‘A damning record’ in pairs 

Read the article ‘A damning record’ on p. 8 of the Unit 1 Resources with a colleague. 

a. Look for two things you already knew, and two things that you didn’t know. Write them here.

b. In the first paragraph the three main categories of nutrition problem are mentioned. What are they?

c. The article talks about the causes of one of them. Which?

d. The article talks about the effects of another one. Which?

e. As you read, note what these numbers refer to.

• 18m

• 60 000

• 70%

• 1/3

f. How does the article support the argument for more nutrition education?
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g. “Television is more important than food.” Have you experienced similar attitudes? Is it common? How can it
be explained?

(Personal answers) 

h. According to the article, “there is no pressure for change”. Why not?

 Activity 10 Research on malnutrition figures in your country in groups 

Search for information about malnutrition in your country and make notes below. 

Stunting  

Wasting 

Overweight and obesity 

Vitamin A deficiency 

Iron deficiency anaemia 
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Iodine deficiency 

Zinc deficiency 

Section 5. The causes 

5.1 Causes of malnutrition in your country 

 Activity 11 What are the top causes? in pairs or groups 

a. Make a list of the three top causes of malnutrition in your country (or in your area) in order of importance as
you see it. The box on p. 39 of the Student's Book gives some causes (not in any particular order).

Your list: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

b. Justify your choices and their order. Give some evidence from your own experience, or from other sources.

5.2 The UNICEF diagram 

 Activity 12 The framework of undernutrition in pairs 

A.  Unpack the framework 

Follow the instructions on p. 43 of the Student's Book. 
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a. Immediate causes.   The arrow connecting “inadequate dietary intake” (a poor diet) and disease points in both
directions. Why is this?

b. Underlying causes.   According to the diagram, inadequate care and feeding practices for young children
contribute both to inadequate dietary intake and to disease. Can you give an example?

c. Basic causes.   The diagram shows the causes of undernutrition. Would the basic causes be the same for
overweight and obesity? (Think!)

B.  Nutrition education in the framework 

Below are a few well-known nutrition education activities. Which underlying causes do they tackle? You may find 
more than one answer for some of them. 

a. A national breastfeeding campaign

b. A campaign to promote consumption of iodised salt

c. Establishing handwashing routines at school

d. Group counselling on good diet for people living with HIV/AIDS

e. Training for communities in food preserving and nutrition

f. Developing home gardens for better nutrition

g. National dietary guidelines for the public

h. Community groups learn to prepare richer complementary foods

i. Training in food-handling for food vendors

j. School lessons on junk food
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 Activity 13 Use the framework assessed 

On your own, choose one of the other stories, or a personal experience, and write a paragraph similar to the 
example on p. 45 of the Student's Book. Show how lack of knowledge and awareness, misconceptions, poor 
practices and social influences influenced the events. 

The story: 

The immediate cause 

The underlying cause 

The basic cause 

Section 6. Summarising the arguments 

 Activity 14 Nutrition education and complementary feeding individually or in pairs 

Read (or watch) in the Unit 1 Resources, 3 ‘Nutrition education and complementary feeding practices’. Look for 
evidence that education is important to ensure healthy feeding practices. Write your answer in the box. 
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 Activity 15 Why is nutrition education needed? in pairs or group 

Here is a list of some reasons why nutrition education is needed. Fill in some of the empty boxes in the table with 
more examples from the stories and articles you have read. 

Nutrition education is 
needed so people will… 

Example 

…understand the
importance of good diet to 
health and growth, 
recognize the risks of poor 
diet, and take action 

Kagiso and her family didn’t see the relationship between her “new” dietary habits 
and the health problems she had. 

…make better use of the
resources available 

…recognize a poor diet and
know how to improve it 
(e.g. value dietary variety 
and take action to get it) 

…learn to feed their
families well (frequent 
meals for infants, 
breakfast for children, 
balanced meals, extra 
protein and iron for 
pregnant women) 

…recognize food myths
and misconceptions and 
the health risks 

In Henintsoa’s story vegetables were seen as food for the poor. 

…identify foods that
provide essential nutrients 
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…be able to start new
habits and keep them up 

…know enough to be able
to recognize good advice. 
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The purpose of the Tutor’s guide 

The main content of the ENACT course is covered by the Student’s Book and the 
Unit Resources, which are available to both tutors and students. The purposes of 
the Tutor’s Guide are to: 

 present the objectives and guiding questions of Unit 1

 highlight any learning or logistic challenges presented by the unit

 suggest how to prepare for and conduct the tutorials

 suggest how to introduce students to the following unit (Unit 2).

The Full Answer Key for Tutors contains answers and comments for all activities. 
It can be used for discussing questions in tutorials, for counselling students who 
are having difficulties, or for individual self-study. 
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Unit overview 

his unit aims to make the case for nutrition education as an essential 
component in the promotion of healthy diets and the prevention of 
malnutrition, and to highlight the need for advocacy. 

It is important that students perceive these needs before going ahead with the 
course. Later units will give many more examples and arguments that reinforce 
the case for nutrition education, and students will be involved in practical tasks 
which raise their awareness through personal experience. This unit sets the 
direction of the course and provides an opening framework and rationale for 
these inputs and experiences. 

The unit aims to bring home the urgency of the need by focusing on the 
devastating consequences of malnutrition, first on an individual level through a 
selection of case studies, then on a national and global scale. 

Single solutions are often proposed for nutritional problems, as a result of an 
incomplete understanding of the causes. The unit therefore provides a little 
practice in analysing the complex and interrelated causes and seeing the links 
between them. 

This highlights the essential role of education in preventing malnutrition, 
whether we are concerned with hidden hunger or with more visible problems. It 
also reveals that this role is often undervalued or ignored. The invisibility of 
many malnutrition issues, and hence of the need for nutrition education, may be 
one reason why governments and other institutions have not made it a priority 
until now. Hence the need for able, persuasive and informed professional 
advocacy in many quarters. 

With urgency, invisibility, education and advocacy in the frame, students should 
be ready to follow the course with a better appreciation of its aims and its 
function in developing their essential professional skills. 

T 
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UNIT SUMMARY 

The focus in this unit is on areas where more effective nutrition education could 
make an important contribution to health. Students will conduct a small survey 
about nutrition knowledge and awareness, analyse specific problems and their 
causes, collect data on malnutrition in their own country and (in groups) prepare 
and make a presentation about the need for nutrition and nutrition education in 
the country, using data and examples collected throughout the unit. 

 Section 1 ‘Introduction’ gathers students’ first opinions on some of the
big questions about nutrition issues and the role of education.

 In Section 2 ‘Stories’ they look at four examples of nutritional problems
and analyse them to see why they occurred and how they might have
been prevented.

 In Section 3 ‘Argue for nutrition education’ students are briefed on how
to prepare their presentation for the final tutorial. (They continue to
gather material for this as they go through the unit.)

 They learn about the global epidemic of malnutrition in Section 4 ‘Global
and national malnutrition’, and gather data on the nutritional situation
of their country.

 In Section 5 ‘The causes’ they study a diagram summarising the causes of
malnutrition, and use this diagram to analyse the origins of a nutritional
problem.

 In Section 6 ‘Summarising the arguments’ they draw together the
arguments made so far and summarise the role of nutrition education.

 In Section 7 ‘Review & preparation for tutorial’ they review what they
have learnt and prepare their presentations.

Meanwhile, in their outside activity they use a “nutrition awareness quiz” to 
interview two members of the public to assess their nutrition knowledge and 
awareness. 

Project recruitment (for Units 6-9).   In Units 6-9 students carry out a small 
project with members of the public. It is not always easy to put together a group 
of willing participants which can meet in the same place at the same time for 
four weeks running, without serious problems of attendance and timekeeping. 
Some student project teams have been able to set up such groups through their 
own contacts. Otherwise they can try to work through an existing organization or 
group: project teams identify a willing host organization, meet the leader/
manager to discuss the possibilities, and follow up with a recruitment 
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session. Some support documents for this recruitment process are provided in 
the Project Folder in case of need. 

If recruitment looks like a challenge, it will require some forward planning in 
Units 1-4. In the first tutorial of this unit students start the process by briefly 
discussing the kind of participants they need and how to recruit them. Before the 
following Unit 2 they make up their project teams and make a decision about 
recruitment strategies. They do not take any outside action as yet, so this 
planning does not interfere with the outside activities of this unit. An extra 20 
minutes is allowed in the first tutorial for this discussion.

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What are the main nutrition problems in your country?

 What are their causes?

 How can nutrition education contribute to preventing malnutrition?

 How important is nutrition education in preventing malnutrition?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: see the urgency of the need for more and better 

nutrition education in your country 

This unit will help students to 

 appreciate how serious the nutrition problems are in their country, and
the urgent need to do something about them

 understand the causes of malnutrition

 see that malnutrition is not only caused by lack of resources or lack of
access to the right foods, but is linked to practices, knowledge, attitudes,
perceptions, circumstances and social influences

 see the need for nutrition education in response to the problems

 develop a coherent position of their own on the relevance of nutrition
education, and express it clearly and convincingly.
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and will give them practice in 

 exploring nutrition awareness in their own country

 tracing nutrition problems to practices, knowledge, attitudes,
perceptions and social influences

 arguing for the integration of nutrition education into interventions

 accurately and confidently discussing the current nutrition situation in
their own country and the level of awareness of the problems.

Cross-cutting elements 

Special dietary needs Needs of pregnant women and young children are 
illustrated in the stories in Section 2. 

Gender issues The connection between gender and malnutrition is 
discussed in Section 2.4. 

Communications 

skills 

Students carry out interviews with the public and make a 
presentation advocating nutrition education using 
supporting data. 

Study skills Students gather and amalgamate accurate data; analyse 
a problem in terms of immediate, basic and underlying 
causes; and make generalizations from survey data. 

Group work, individual work, assessed questions and answer keys 

The activities are colour-coded as explained in the Introduction to the Tutor’s 
Guide with bubbles showing if the activity is to be done individually in a pair or 
in a group. Assessed questions (individual work) are labelled 'assessed'.

Some activities are self-checking (in the ‘Student’s Key’ at the end of the Student’s 
Book), others are assessed and others are designed primarily for discussion in the 
tutorials. Suggested answers and comments for most of the activities are provided 
in the Full Answer Key for Tutors which includes the self-checking answers 
provided to students in their own Key. Some questions which are personal 
opinion-based or context-specific do not have answers or comments in the Keys. 
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Preparation for the tutorials 

Students will need to hear their tutors’ opinions and experiences in the tutorial 
discussions. Before any tutorials are held, review the activities, form your own 
conclusions and recall any useful experience you can contribute. 

Check the answers to questions given in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. Activities 
which students have checked themselves sometimes need only a quick review in 
the tutorial, but often it is valuable to reiterate points and expand them: 
discussion with class and tutor gives an extra dimension and consolidates 
learning. Give a lot of attention to questions which are flagged for tutorial 
discussion, and to student feedback, productions and presentations. 

For assessed questions it is enough to ask for a few sample answers and see if 
there have been any difficulties. 

n.b. It is important to hold tutorials in a room where students can hear each 
other and engage in discussion. 

For the mid-unit tutorial 

In the mid-unit tutorial you will talk about activities done, follow up on the 
outside activity, start preparation for the project work in Units 6-9, point 
students to good sources of national nutrition data and discuss the options for 
organizing presentations in the final tutorial. You will need: 

 A prepared table (drawn on the board, projector, or flipchart paper)
for students to record the results of their outside activity interviews
(see table in‘Follow-up on outside activity’ in the mid-unit tutorial
notes below).

n.b. The table must remain available in some form for students to refer to
again. The most labour-saving way may be a flipchart sheet left on display
in the classroom; alternatively the findings can be saved on computer and
shared electronically.

 If necessary, slips of paper and something to stick them up with.

 The document ‘Summary of outside activities ’ (in Project Folder) for
discussing recruitment for the project work later in the course.

 A list of the most complete, reliable and up-to-date sources of
malnutrition data in your country (e.g. a Health and Demographic
Survey). Check through Activity 10 to see what data students need to
gather so that you can advise them where to do their research.
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For the final tutorial 

For Activity 10 

 You will need the malnutrition figures for your country: the best available
data for stunting, wasting, overweight and obesity, vitamin A deficiency,
and zinc deficiency if possible.

 It will be necessary to display the collected data from students on a chart
visible to the class. Decide how this can be done (flipchart? projector?
blackboard?) and prepare for it.

For the presentations 

Student presentations on the need for nutrition education are one of the main 
activities in the final tutorial. For these you will need: 

 poster paper and masking tape/pins to stick the posters up

 a projector if students will be showing PowerPoints.
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The mid-unit tutorial 2hrs 20 mins

The aims of the mid-unit tutorial are to review progress, compare answers, air 
opinions and give guidance. It also helps to familiarize tutors with the activities 
and with student problems, and reduces time pressure on the final tutorial. 

Students should have completed Sections 1-2, Activities 1-7 and looked through 
Section 3 (Activity 8) before this tutorial. 

You will find suggested answers and comments in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

Assessed answers 

 With regard to questions which are not assessed, it is not a problem if
students improve their answers in the course of the mid-unit tutorial.

 For the assessed activities covered in this tutorial (2, 6 and 8), collect a
few partial answers from individuals, find out if students are working on
the right lines and give guidance if necessary (see notes below).

1. Introduction 15 mins 

Stress that this tutorial is mainly to see how they are doing. It is not a marking 
session and you cannot give full correct answers to all the questions. 

Students give their general reactions to this first unit and report on progress. 
Discuss any problems with activities, workload, group work etc. 

Go straight on to talking about the outside activity. 

2. Follow-up on outside activity 45 mins 

Students should have completed their outside activity (survey of nutrition 
awareness) by now. (It can be done later, but they will find it harder to complete 
the unit on time.) This is the moment to pull together impressions and findings. 

Report on process 

Students report briefly on who they interviewed and any difficulties they had. 
Point out that they have collected both quantitative data (in the multiple-choice 
questions) and qualitative data (in the open ‘Why do you think that?’ questions). 
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Collating the data 

Students put together the data they have collected. In their presentations in the 
final tutorial students will use some of the data and impressions they have 
gathered. Remind them to make a note of anything significant as the data are 
collated and discussed. 

Multiple-choice questions (quantitative).   Students write down the scores for 
their own interviewees on a slip of paper (e.g. 2/10, 8/10). Two students collect 
the slips, enter the scores on the data table below and display the table. 

Open questions (qualitative).   Students look through the answers to their open 
questions (‘Why do you think that?’), pick out two particularly interesting short 
comments and write them on slips of paper with the number of the question. 
Two more students collect these slips and pin them up them on the table in the 
third column (n.b. no time for re-copying). 

Survey of nutrition awareness: data table 

Answers to multiple-
choice questions

Interesting comments from interviewees on the 
questions 

Scores How many 
people got 
these scores? 

1/10 

2/10 

3/10 

4/10 

5/10 

etc. up to 

10/10 

n.b. This table is the simplest possible. If desired, students can produce averages, 
graphs, breakdown by gender etc., depending on time available and students’ 
competence and speed in basic statistics. 
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Discussion 

 When the table is complete, students review it and comment on

o the general level of nutrition awareness revealed by the survey

o the most conspicuous gaps in knowledge and awareness

o any frequent wrong answers.

 Taking the questions one by one, students report interesting comments
by interviewees and note any misconceptions or perceptions they reveal.
(n.b. They may also reveal that the question was not understood!)

 Students draw some tentative conclusions about priority needs for
nutrition education. (Point out that these particular questions are only a
tiny sample of the broad field of nutrition knowledge and awareness.)

3. Discussing the coursework 45 mins 

(Section 1 Sb. Introduction to the unit) 

Activity 1: What do you think? (self-checking & tutorial discussion)
These are questions which experts argue about, so definitive or detailed answers 
are not possible. The main aim is to identify and discuss any major 
misconceptions or strong opinions the students may have about fundamental 
questions which affect attitudes to nutrition education 

Find out who agrees and disagrees with each statement, and discuss why. Pick 
up one or two questions that interest you and give your opinion. Also make one 
or two connections with the effect of these positions on nutrition education. 

Students briefly sum up the ‘opinion of the meeting’ on each question. 

(Section 2 Sb. Stories) 

Activity 2: Analyse the stories (assessed) 

These four real-life stories represent major nutrition issues and some of their 
causes. Students should have read two stories and answered questions about 
them, and heard about the other two in detail from their friends. 

Part A. Students say if they are now familiar with all four stories. 

Part B. They mention some of the things the cases had in common and say if 
they personally have come across any similar cases. 
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Activities 3-5: These follow-up activities analyse the stories in terms of 
immediate causes, and introduce the concepts of KAPP and gender issues. All are 
self-checking but are worth discussing a little to reinforce the ideas.

Activity 3: What went wrong? (self-checking)
Students have found examples of typical actions and attitudes in the stories to 
support the points of view in the dialogue. 

 Students give any examples they found which were not in the ‘Student’s
Key’.

 Students say if they saw a difference in attitude between the two
speakers and who they agreed with more. (Martha and Joyce represent
different attitudes to nutrition education. Martha sees it mainly as giving
advice and information; Joyce is more enquiring and sees people’s
difficulties, recognizing that knowledge alone is not enough to change
practices.)

Activities 4 & 5: Knowledge, attitudes, perceptions and practices (self-checking)
These two activities introduce and practise the idea of KAPP which, together with 
circumstances and influences, is basic to situation analysis in nutrition education. 
It is worth reinforcing this – for example: 

 Write up K-A-P-P. Students say what the letters stand for.

 Write up What People Do, Feel, Know, Think, Believe, Perceive. Students
discuss how each of these matches up with the acronym KAPP.

Stress that we can only think about education once we know what people 
already do, think, know, feel, believe and perceive. This is the starting point. 

Activity 6: Gender and malnutrition (assessed & tutorial discussion [Q6])
Gender is a major factor in nutrition problems and their solutions. It is good for 
students to hear tutors’ opinions and experience on this, and is an opportunity to 
stress the difficulty of changing gender attitudes. Although the question is 
assessed, there is no harm in discussing a few of the solutions students have 
proposed, and also their perceptions of gender issues in their own country (Q6). 

 The class considers all the solutions they proposed for one of the stories
and how likely they are to succeed, and draws conclusions about the
difficulties.

 Students say what gender issues they perceive in their own communities
which can affect nutrition. Add your own experience.
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Activity 7: Find the best explanation (tutorial discussion) 
Students were asked to choose one of the four stories and identify the three 
main causal factors. Allow a little time for them to report on this analysis. 

 Taking each story in turn, call for the main causal factors.

 Students comment on the complexity of the causes and the role of
knowledge, practices, attitudes, social influences and circumstances.

(Section 3 Sb.  Preparing the presentation) 

Activity 8: Briefing for the presentation (assessed)
In the final tutorial, the students will make presentations on the importance of 
nutrition education. The instructions are given in Section 3 so as to allow time for 
students to gather the information they need during the activities that follow. 
Students should have looked through Section 3 before the tutorial, but in any 
case go through the briefing again now to make sure that it is clear. 

a. Students answer the questions:

 What is the purpose of the presentation? (to advocate for nutrition
education)

 Who are the audience supposed to be? (a parliamentary committee)

 What is the timing? (15 mins + 5 mins question time).

Stress that the presentations are a rehearsal for talking to professional 
colleagues, which they will certainly have to do in their working lives. 

b. Discuss the options for organizing the presentations (see box below).
Students need to know what they are to produce and what materials they
will need. The decision on presentation options will depend on the number of
students, the equipment available, and the time available (allow an hour of
the final tutorial for other follow-up activities).

c. Students form ‘presentation teams’ of 3-4 and go into groups in order to

 look at the proposed structure of the presentation (Activity 8) and see
where to get their information and ideas

 divide up the parts of the presentation among themselves

 decide when to meet again to review and rehearse the presentation
before the final tutorial.

As they do this, circulate among the groups answering questions,
advising and finding out how they are organizing themselves.
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Options for organizing the presentation 

 Each team presents to the whole class.

 One team gives their presentation to all the students (however this
means that most students do not get practice in making presentations).

 All teams give presentations simultaneously to smaller audiences - e.g.
pairs of teams present to each other.

 Some teams present to the whole group, while others display posters and
answer questions from participants after the presentations.

 All teams display posters (no presentations) and leave one team member
in charge to explain them while the others circulate and hear about
other’s posters.

n.b. Some of the above options are more demanding and threatening than 
others (the last is the least stressful). However students seem to prefer upfront 
presentations. 

A further option is for students to invite colleagues from other disciplines to 
participate (one guest each). 

4. Project recruitment (for Units 6-9) 20 mins 

Remind students that they will be starting a small nutrition education project in 
Unit 6 and ask them to look ahead. They will run the project in teams of three 
and will need to find 9 or 10 participants to form a group (3 or 4 each). 

They do not have to take action yet. However, since recruiting participants takes 
a little time and preparation, it is a good idea to start thinking about it early. 

Show the document ‘Project work and project preparation’, which maps out the 
preparation required, and remind students that this document is in their project 
folder. 

a. Discuss ideal project participants. Students briefly brainstorm:

 Should they be interested in health and diet, or sceptical/uninterested?
(For this first attempt it’s a good idea to get people who are already
interested: it’s much better if they opt in than if they are co-opted).

 Should they be typical members of the public, or could they (e.g.) be all
university students? (Best to go for “ordinary people”- secretaries,
security guards, shopkeepers, housewives, old people, fishermen etc.)
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 What kind of availability should they have? (They must be able to attend
four 1½ -hour group meetings for four consecutive weeks, same time,
same place).

b. How to achieve a stable group with good attendance? Two possibilities:

Either: Each member of the project team individually finds three or four
participants who can come together to form a group. This is possible if the
team is in touch with a village or other local community which they are able
to visit regularly.

Or: The team finds an existing group/organization/association whose
members meet regularly, where they can recruit volunteers and which can
host the project – e.g. a church congregation, a youth club, a workplace, a
school, an institution, a bank, a restaurant, a women’s group, a street
committee etc.

Students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the two options.

c. Before the next unit, students should

 create their project team (it can be different from other outside activities)

 decide which recruitment approach to adopt and where to look for
participants.

n.b. Stress that no immediate action is required. Students should not
approach any possible host organizations at this point, unless they know
them personally.

5. Looking forward 15 mins 

Check that students will be able to complete the unit before the final tutorial. 

 Draw students’ attention to Activity 10, where they are required to
gather nutrition data for their own countries, and point out that they will
do this task in their “presentation groups”. Make some recommendations
for the most accurate and up-to-date sources of country nutrition data.

 If there is time, take the opportunity to look through other remaining
activities, in particular:

o The article on global nutrition issues (Activity 9)

o The UNICEF diagram of the determinants of child malnutrition
(Activity 12).

Wish students happy working.
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The final tutorial 

Make sure you have the country nutrition data for Activity 10, and the means to 
display the Activity 10 data table for completion in class. 

Check that the necessary equipment is available for presentations (flipcharts, 
projectors, computers, posters, pins for posting etc.). 

1. Introduction 10 mins 

Students comment on the unit as a whole, and report on whether they have 
completed the coursework and prepared their presentations. 

They mention any difficulties that they had with finding country nutrition data 
(for Activity 10). 

2. Discussing the activities 50 mins 

Assessed activities are Activity 13 and the final presentation, Activity 8.

(Section 4 Sb. Global malnutrition) 

Activity 9: Analyse the article ‘A damning record’ (self-checking) 
The article ‘A damning record’ gives some basic global statistics, and introduces 
the question of the (in)visibility of malnutrition. 

Pick up briefly on a few points: 

 (Qe) Can they remember any of the statistics from the article?

 (Qa) Students say what was interesting in the article and what in
particular they learnt from it. (e.g. A striking point is the physiological
predisposition to obesity resulting from poor diet.)

 (Qg) ‘For some people television is more important than food.’ Have they
come across this attitude? Do they understand it?
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c. 2hrs

Guiding questions.   A few students say briefly if they have changed their 
minds about their first answers to the guiding questions.  Do not spend 
too much time on this.
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 Gather students’ answers (and your own) on the table and display them
for all the class to see (board/flip chart/projector). For speed and
simplicity, give only the top and bottom of the range for each box.

 Comment from your own knowledge on the quality of the data: recency,
completeness, reliability, coverage (e.g. of regions, demographic groups).

 Discuss the findings and the trends. What are the most revealing
statistics?

(Section 5 Sb. The causes) 

This section introduces the UNICEF framework of determinants of child 
undernutrition. Education is absent from some earlier versions of the 
Framework, but in this version it is given as a basic cause which contributes to 
food security, care practices, and health – although what education, for whom, 
how, when and where are not indicated. 

Activity 11: What are the top causes? (tutorial discussion) 
This activity called on students to give their impressions of the main causes of 
malnutrition in their countries. 

 Point out that these are subjective impressions (it would indeed be
difficult to give a definitive answer) but it will be interesting to see if
there is a consensus in the class.

 Get a quick show of hands to establish what the class see as top causes
and why.

 Students draw some quick conclusions - Do they perceive

o a single root cause?

o a lot of interconnections?

o a role for nutrition education?
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Activity 10: Research on malnutrition figures in your country (tutorial discussion)
Feedback from this activity should be fairly thorough but do not aim for statistical 
accuracy or completeness. It is enough if students get a grasp of the facts and a 
little experience in the difficulties of finding good data.
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 It does not claim (for example) that malnutrition can only be resolved by
doing away with poverty, or that diet can only be improved by dealing
with all aspects of food security.

Activity 13: Use the framework (assessed) 
Students have analysed one of the stories, identifying KAPP determinants in the 
case, and social influences. This is their first attempt to integrate specific 
education-oriented factors into the wider framework. 

Ask which stories they chose, and why, then pass on. 

(Section 6 Sb. Summarising the arguments) 

Activity 14: Nutrition education and complementary feeding (self-checking) 
Check briefly: Were students able to watch the video? Did they have any 
difficulty finding the evidence of the influence of nutrition education? 

Activity 15: Why is nutrition education needed? (self-checking) 
The final activity looks at specific entry points for nutrition education. Check that 
students found examples for all the boxes. 

Follow up the activity: Take the first example given (Kagiso does not see the 
connection between her dietary habits and her health problems). Seeing the link 
and really believing that “diet matters” is one of the biggest steps forward. 

Discuss how this can be achieved and why Kagiso ignored her doctor’s advice. 
Students need to see that this is not a superficial problem which can be solved by 
occasional advice. 
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Activity 12: The framework of undernutrition (self-checking) 
The UNICEF diagram is the most well-known presentation of the causes of 
malnutrition. Check whether students were already familiar with it and if they 
had used it in any way. 

Remind them that it does not aim to be comprehensive, or final, or prescriptive. 
Some points to stress (the diagram has often been over-interpreted): 

 It deals only with child undernutrition (not, for example, adult obesity).

 It has often been modified and will probably continue to develop.
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b. prepare to ask questions and make comments (remember there are many
other claims on the budget – e.g. more training for nurses, more clinics to
establish, more subsidies for farmers)

c. be ready to say what the presentation has convinced them to actually do

d. make a note of a few good aspects of the presentation (recalling the ‘Tips for
good presentations’ in Section 7.3 of the Student’s Book).

Assessment and evaluation of presentations 

 Assessment is done on the presentation itself and/or on the prepared
material (poster, PowerPoint). If presentations are made simultaneously
in small groups, tutors must circulate to catch representative portions of
the performances.

 Checklist.   You may like to use the checklist below for your assessment. It
covers the same points as the ‘Tips for good presentations’ in the
Student’s Book (7.3).

 Peer evaluations.   Use your judgement about asking students to
evaluate each other.

o If students are new to making presentations, it is enough to ask the
audience to note a few positive points about each presentation, then
do a round-up at the end of the tutorial.

o If you think students can benefit from peer evaluation, appoint pairs
of evaluation teams to evaluate each other and give each team a copy
of the checklist. Time should then be allowed for the pairs of teams to
meet and exchange comments. But note that if they are completing a
checklist they will not be able to spare much attention to acting as a
real-life audience.
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a. pick out a few significant facts and points made by each presenter, which they
could re-use themselves (remember they are politicians)

3. Presentations 60 mins (+?) 

Unless they have chosen one of the other options for presentation, groups have 
15 mins each to make their presentations + 5 mins follow-up for questions and 
comments. 

Remind the audience that they represent a parliamentary committee. While they 
listen they should 
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Check list for evaluating presentation skills 

Did the presenter… yes 

1. … keep the slides simple, presenting only one idea per slide and 
using as little text as possible? 

2. … start and end strongly to catch the audience’s attention, using 
an interesting opening point? 

3. … make clear the purpose and raise the questions to be covered? 

4. … “create the need”: convince the audience that there is a 
problem that requires urgent action and explain how it affects 
them?  

5. … present a solution: show what needs to be done and how the 
audience could contribute? 

6. … visualize the future: describe what the situation will be like if 
action is (or it is not) taken? 

7. … make the presentation entertaining, with examples, stories, 
quotes and metaphors to liven things up? 

8. … speak comfortably, without a lot of hesitations, not saying 
“ummm...” and “errrr … “ a lot, not rushing to cover all the points? 

9. … smile and make eye contact with the audience? 

10. … speak “off the cuff”, not reading the presentation straight from 
the slide but using the information in the slide as a support to the 
argument? 

11. … emphasize and repeat key points? (People are more likely to 
remember something if they hear it several times). 

12. … keep to the time limit? (This shows respect for the organizers and 
for the audience). 

13. … end by summing up the main points in one or two sentences? 
(refer back to the main questions) 

14. … ask the audience how they think they could contribute to the 
solution? 
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4. Preparation for Unit 2 15 mins 

A PowerPoint is available containing the guiding questions, unit objectives, an 
outline of the outside activity and other questions to be discussed for Unit 2. 

Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 2 and ask students to 
make some personal notes and suggest some answers. Look for different 
answers and points of view. Remind students that they will come back to the 
guiding questions at the end of the unit to see if their answers have changed. 

Unit objectives.   Look through the objectives for Unit 2. 

Outside activity.   Go through the outside activity for Unit 2 and make sure that 
students know exactly what to do and in what timeframe. The students can pick 
partners to work with. Check if students will be able to find an older lady (50 
years of age or more) (e.g. a family member/ someone from the community) to 
interview. 

Date and time of next tutorial.   Arrange or confirm the time of the next tutorial. 
For the mid-unit tutorial, students should have completed Activities 1-11 (up to 
end of Section 5). 
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SLIDES TO INTRODUCE UNIT 2 

Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 

1 

Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the 
United Nations



UNIT 2 

• One of the roles of  
nutrition educators is  
to change some of  
people’s (wrong) ideas  
of diet and food.  

• You will learn how to describe and assess 
diets, and practise explaining food, diet and 
healthy eating to the general public.  
 
 2 



THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• Why is diet so important?  
• What do people need to understand about  

– the health benefits of healthy eating and the  
health risks of unhealthy eating? 

– healthy diets and poor diets? 
– healthy foods and unhealthy foods? 

• How do we describe and assess a diet in order to see 
what is needed?  

• How can food-based dietary guidelines help us to have a 
better diet? 

• Why do we eat the way we do?  What influences us? 
• Why and how are diets changing and what are the 

effects? 
3 



LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:  
Recognize and explain the need for a healthy diet in all its 
aspects; describe and analyse diets and suggest areas for 
improvement  
 
This unit will help you to: 
• recognize healthy/unhealthy diets and what they 

mean for people’s health 
• explore the influences on diet 
• observe changes in food consumption patterns 

(globally and nationally) and recognize their health 
and educational implications 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

and will give you practice in: 

• explaining the need for healthy foods and 
diets 

• describing and assessing diets in terms of 
adequacy, variety, proportions, meal 
frequency etc. 

• making suggestions for improving diets 

5 



Further instructions at the end of the Student’s Book. 

OUTSIDE ACTIVITY  
INTERVIEW  

The outside activity must be completed by the 
time you reach Section 7.   
It will help you to compare what people eat with 
what they used to eat to see if the diet has 
changed over the last 10-20 years.  
• In pairs, you have to interview an older lady (50 

years of age or more). 
• You monitor how the interview is done. 
• You write up a final report about your 

interviewee. 
 Further instructions at the end of the Student’s Book. 6 



SPECIAL FEATURES OF THIS 
UNIT 

You will see how the unit contents relate to your 
own context/environment with the help of: 
• flagged questions (      ) 
• questions where you are asked “What would 

you say?” in response to questions from the 
public.  These will give you practice in giving 
good explanations. Write down the exact 
words you would use in your reply.  
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TUTORIALS 

• For the mid-unit tutorial you need to 
complete Activities 1 to 11 (up to end of 
Section 5) . 

• At the final tutorial you will be: 
– describing and assessing the regional/national 

diet 
– deciding on suitable dietary messages for your 

country 
– acting out your role plays 
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Enjoy your work! 
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Unit overview 

UNIT SUMMARY 

ne of your roles in nutrition education will be to change some of 
people’s ideas of diet and food. You may need to reply to questions 
and comments like 

“Why should I change the way I eat?” 

“What's so special about this food/food group?” 

“What’s wrong with being fat?” 

When you do try to give advice or make suggestions, you may be told 

“You are just a young person. We know better.” 

This unit will give you the knowledge and practice you need to deal with such 
situations. You will also sometimes be asked to make links with your own 
environment or your own food habits, and to answer flagged questions 
(indicated by the flag icon         ). Make sure you write down the answers, as 
some of these will be discussed at the tutorials. 

 Section 1 ‘Introduction’ explains why you need to be able to make good
explanations to people regarding food, diet and nutrition. You will briefly
think about common misconceptions/wrong beliefs about diet: mistaken
food beliefs and practices are part of the ground on which new
perceptions have to be built, which is a large part of the task of nutrition
education.

 Section 2 ‘Does diet really matter?’ briefly recaps the benefits of healthy
diets and the risks of unhealthy diets. You receive various tips to keep in
mind when giving explanations to the general public.

 Section 3 ‘What is a healthy diet?’ looks at the common features of a
healthy diet, how to recognize healthy diets and explain the concepts to
others.

 In Section 4 ‘Dietary requirements’ you will think about the different
nutritional requirements people have, with a focus on IYCF.

O 
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 Section 5 ‘Healthy and unhealthy foods’ looks in more detail at specific
foods, to see if we can say that some foods are particularly unhealthy or
healthy, in particular considering the dangers of eating highly processed
foods too often.

 In Section 6 ‘Describing and assessing diet’ you will practise describing
the diet of a population you are familiar with, and assessing this diet
based on simple criteria provided. You also practise giving some advice to
help improve people’s diets. You look at three sets of national food-based
dietary guidelines, to see how diet-related messages can be used.

 To be able to give good explanations that can help people to improve
their diets, it is important to understand people’s food choices and to
recognize what influences them. Thus in Section 7 ‘Influences and
change’ you look at factors that influence diets. You consider how
changing diets have led to the nutrition transition, and consider the role
global food advertising plays as one of the drivers of this transition.

At the final tutorial, you and your colleagues will discuss the national/
regional diet, assess it, and agree on suitable dietary messages for
improving this diet. At the end of the tutorial, you perform short role
plays you have prepared. The role plays will help you to practise what
you have learned regarding giving good explanations.

Keys to many of the activities are given in the ‘Student’s Key’ at the end of this 
workbook. Many of them are not “right answers” but are simply advisory. 

You may be tempted to read the question and go straight to the Key, but it is 
essential that you take a little time to think of your own answers and write
them down before you check the Key. This is something your tutor will look for 
when checking your workbooks. 

In your outside activity you interview an older lady to find out about changes to 
diet and food patterns in the last 10-20 years. 
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 Why is diet so important?

 What do people need to understand about:

o The health benefits of healthy eating and the health risks of unhealthy
eating?

o healthy diets and unhealthy diets?

o healthy foods and unhealthy foods?

 How do we describe and assess a diet in order to see what is needed?

 How can food-based dietary guidelines help us to have a better diet?

 Why do we eat the way we do? What influences us?

 Why and how are diets changing and what are the effects?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Recognize and explain the need for a healthy diet 
in all its aspects; describe and analyse diets and suggest areas for 
improvement 
This unit will help you to 

 recognize healthy/unhealthy diets and what they mean for people’s
health

 explore the influences on diet

 observe changes in food consumption patterns (globally and nationally),
and recognize their health and educational implications

and will give you practice in 

 explaining the need for healthy foods and diets

 describing and assessing diets in terms of adequacy, variety, proportions,
meal frequency etc.

 making suggestions for improving diets.

6
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OUTSIDE ACTIVITY: INTERVIEW 

The purpose of the ‘Outside activity’ is to find out what people eat and compare 
it with what people used to eat, to see if and how the diet has changed over the 
last 10-20 years in your country. 

To do this, you have to interview a lady of your mother’s age (it can be a family 
member or someone from the community). At the tutorial you will compare 
what you find out with what other students find out. You will find further details 
in the section ‘Instructions for outside activity’ at the end of this document. You 
may carry out this activity at any time, but it should be completed by the time 
you reach Section 7 ‘Influences and change’. 

PROJECT RECRUITMENT (FOR UNITS 6-9) 

You may have found a simple way of recruiting project participants through your 
own contacts. Alternatively you should have identified suitable host institutions 
to approach. At your tutorial you will discuss how to approach them and plan a 
poster advertising a recruitment session. Before the next unit you should make 
an appointment (to take place during Unit 4) to meet the manager/leader of the 
potential host, explain the project and ask permission to run a recruitment 
session. 

7
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Main text and study activities 

Section 1. Introduction 
In Unit 1 you learned about 
the main nutrition problems 
in your country and you saw 
that diet is one of the main 
determinants of a person’s 
nutritional status and overall 
health. 

Yet there are many mis-
conceptions and gaps in 
knowledge about diet across 
the world, and most likely in 
your country as well. A few 
have been listed in the box. 
Put a tick next to those that 
are common in your own 
country. 

The important thing about 
such beliefs is that they are 
where people start from. 
You need to understand how 
people think of food and 
diet before you can explain 
and illustrate the health 
benefits of healthy diets and 
the risks of poor ones. 

Read pp. 6-9 “…and many misperceptions and poor practices” of the Book of 
Quotations in the Course Resources. Select one quote, which you think is 
particularly relevant to your country and write it on the next page: 

Wrong ideas/beliefs about diet 

Do you see this belief in your country? Tick if yes. 

What matters is quantity, not quality. Food 
should make you feel full. 

A healthy diet means one food from each 
food group every day 

Fruit and vegetables are not essential to the 
diet 

A healthy diet has a lot of animal source 
foods 

Vitamin supplements are always the best 
way to improve the diet 

Fatness is a sign of wealth 

All food is good food 

Fruit is nice but it is not really food; it 
doesn’t fill you up. 

Insects were eaten long ago, because 
people were poor. They are not good food. 
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Also copy the quotation in big letters onto a half-sheet of paper to show to your 
colleagues at the tutorial. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

Mistaken food beliefs and practices are part of the ground on which new 
perceptions have to be built, which is a large part of the task of nutrition 
education. In Section 7 ‘Influences and change’, you will be looking at other 
factors that affect what people eat. Understanding people’s eating patterns and 
what drives them will help you to enable people to improve their diets. 

Section 2. Does diet really matter? 
Local healthy diets play a key role in the prevention of undernutrition and diet-
related chronic disease. 

2.1 What are the benefits of healthy diets? 

See what these people have to say: 

Understanding people, their behaviour, and 

the context of their behavior is one of the keys 

to effective nutrition education 

programs” (Isobel R. Contento 2007)
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b) I eat a good breakfast every day before

going to school. I pay attention in class, and I 

am studying so well that my parents are 

letting me stay on and finish school. 

c) My 5 month old baby gets only my milk.

Up to now she hasn’t had any diarrhoea 

or infections... 

d) We grow our own food. We have a very

healthy diet, with plenty of fresh fruits and 

vegetables. We hardly ever get sick; no colds at 

all. We don’t spend too much 

e) I eat well and eat extra food. Some meat or

milk, tomatoes, green leaves, oranges... I don’t 

drink tea with meals. I also take my (iron-folic 

acid) tablets. I don’t get tired much, and still 

have enough energy to care for my older child 

and do my work. 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 

©FAO/Rodger Bosch 

a) I give my little girl porridge mixed with

eggs, greens, groundnuts and a little oil. I feed 

her 4-5 times a day. She still gets my milk as

well. My neighbours have noticed what a 

bouncy, happy child she is. She’s tall for her 

age… 

©
FAO

/Ivan Grifi 

©
FAO

/Florence Tonnoir
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 Activity 1 Benefits 

Can you identify five health benefits of healthy eating mentioned by the people 
you just saw? You can add some more of your own if you like. 

People who eat well… 

2.2 What are the risks of unhealthy diets?

 Activity 2 Risks! 

Unfortunately, many people do not understand what a healthy diet is, and how 
much it contributes to their health and their children’s growth and development. 

In the table below are four cases. Match them with these risks: 
Risks: Stunting Anaemia Diabetes Death 

Case Health risks 

a. An infant is being fed on infant formula (mixed with dirty water) and is
living in unsanitary conditions where diarrhoea is common.

b. A 20-month-old baby has a very limited diet of cassava and watery soup
from a fish stew.

c. An adolescent girl is eating a diet of maize and a little vegetable relish
daily, and has a history of malaria and worm infections.

d. An overweight, middle-aged man (who works in an office all day long)
has been told by his doctor to eat less sugar, red meat and processed
meats.
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2.3 Giving good explanations: what would you say? 

People are very often completely unaware of health risks linked to food they eat. 
How do you explain these risks to them? 

Explaining things to members of the public is different from explaining to your 
teachers at university. Yet many nutritionists talk to ordinary people as if they 
were reciting from a textbook. 

You need to adapt your explanations to different audiences. There are some tips 
in the box. 

Some tips on explaining 

Before you explain, check to see what people know and do already. Or how they 

feel about it. 

In your explanation: 

a. Be correct.   Give accurate information.
b. Keep it short.   Give only a little information at a time, specific and concrete.
c. Be simple and clear.   Use words that people can understand. Find other

ways of talking about technical things like nutrients, proteins or malnutrition.
d. Be natural.   Sound friendly and easy. Avoid “lecturing”.
e. Give examples and stories (see the box below).
f. Point to results.   Show the benefits and the risks: e.g.

“If your child eats a lot of these fruits and vegetables she
will be healthy and grow well and will do well at school –
If she doesn’t she’ll be thin and sick and cry a lot.”

g. Be enthusiastic about the benefits.
h. Show respect.   Treat people with respect.
i. Check understanding.   Check people understand and

agree. Take as much time as needed.
j. Discuss.   Encourage questions and share

experience/ideas.

©
FAO

/Cristina Álvarez 
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Give examples and stories 

In this unit, to give you practice in explaining to people, you will regularly be 
asked “What would you say?” in response to questions/comments from the 
public. The public will be represented by a shadow and you will be asked to fill 
the speech bubble with a suitable reply from the nutrition educator. 

“Eat lots of green leafy vegetables, like 

amaranthus, pumpkin leaves, spinach.” 

“My friend Maria has three chickens and 

gives her children eggs most days.” 

“Fruit is expensive but I know it’s important, 

so what I’ve done myself is to plant bananas, 

guava, pawpaw and mango around my 

house.” 

[A question from the public will be given here] 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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 Activity 3 Saying it right 

Two adult labourers are asking this question: 

Some students wrote replies for the nutrition educator to give.  Here are some of 
them. 

We are lucky. We can afford to eat 

three meals of maize a day. Why 

should we change the way we eat? 

1. “Do you want to be healthy or to risk your health?”

2. “If you eat like this, you will have low immunity that will

lead to opportunistic infections.” 

3. “Eating like that will give you kwashiorkor.”

4. “Do you want to have adequate physical and mental

growth, adequate energy and weight, and a strong immune 

system, or risk poor health, poor mental  and physical growth , 

illness and death?” 

©FAO/Rik Moors 
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a. What do you think of these replies? Some of them give information that is
inaccurate or incomplete, have technical language or are hard to understand.
Some are very general or are not very motivating – do not connect with
people’s experience.

Say what is wrong with each of the students’ replies by writing one or more
of the following labels next to each reply. You may put more than one label.
Labels are:

 Misleading (inaccurate, incomplete information)

 Hard to understand/over-technical

 Very general

 Not very motivating

Reply Why inappropriate 

1. “Do you want to be healthy or to risk your health?”

2. “If you eat like this, you will have low immunity that
will lead to opportunistic infections.”

3. “Eating like that will give you kwashiorkor!”

4. “Do you want to have adequate physical and mental
growth, adequate energy and weight, and a strong
immune system, or risk poor health, poor mental and
physical growth, illness and death?”

b. As nutrition educators, we need to take particular care to avoid using terms
that people may not understand. What can we say in place of specific words?
Your words must have the same meaning as the original or be very close to it.
Try to build up your own “nutrition dictionary” as you go through this unit.
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Technical term Easy term 

Example: Nutrients Things that you get from food, which keep you 

healthy and strong 

Example: Suffer from disease Get sick 

Monotony in meals 

Inhibit nutrient absorption 

Vitamins and minerals 

Adequate physical and 
mental growth 

Dehydration 

(Add your own as you go through the unit.) 
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c. What would your own answer be to the two labourers? Write it here. (Try to
avoid the mistakes made by the students in their replies above!)

SUMMARY OF SECTION 2: DOES DIET REALLY MATTER? 

A healthy diet is essential to achieve adequate physical and mental growth, 
provide adequate energy, maintain adequate weight and build a strong immune 
system as protection from infectious diseases. A healthy diet helps prevent short 
and long-term illnesses. The risks of unhealthy diets are poor health, poor mental 
and physical growth for children, illness, and in some cases death. 

Many people simply do not see these connections. When explaining things to 
people, you need to be able to adapt your answers so that your audience 
understands and remembers what you say. 
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Section 3. What is a healthy diet? 
You know how diet affects our health, i.e. the benefits of healthy diets and the 
risks of unhealthy diets, and how important it is that people are able to see this. 

But how can people know if their diet is healthy? What do they need to know? 

They need to have some guidelines for a healthy diet. 

In the following section, we will look at what a healthy diet means in simple 
terms. This will include looking at the various foods and proportions of foods 
needed for a healthy diet. 

Diet, meals, snacks and foods defined 

It is not easy to find definitions for these terms that everyone agrees on. 

Diet: “Diet” in this unit refers to everything you consume (food, drink, snacks). 
Diet here does not refer to special-purpose diets for weight loss or particular 
conditions like diabetes. 

Meals: A “meal” has many meanings. Meals may be defined in terms of what 
food is eaten, how much is eaten, when it is eaten, how it is prepared, how 
regular it is, and who is present. The important thing when working with people 
is to find out what is their "typical" meal, i.e. the food that is usually eaten for 
breakfast (morning), lunch (midday), and dinner (evening). Frequency and 
regularity are important because of the need to maintain energy and nutrient 
supply throughout the day. Infants and young children for example have small 
stomachs and can only digest small quantities at a time, while schoolchildren 
need breakfast in order to be able to study in the morning, as brainwork 
demands a lot of energy. 

Snacks: Snacks are usually defined relative to meals, that is, as a smaller, less 
structured meal that is not eaten during regular meal times. 

Foods: Foods can be defined as consumable substances including drinks, which 
contain nutrients. They can be raw, semi-processed, processed or highly 
processed. 
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3.1 Food groups
Most dietary descriptions, recommendations and guidelines are based on “food 
groups” (gloss), so first of all we should be clear what we are talking about. 

In fact there are several ways of grouping foods — potatoes, for example, are a 
staple in one system, a tuber in another and a vegetable in another! 

In many countries, “vegetables” means green leaves and only green leaves; in 
others it includes all the “fruit vegetables” (tomatoes, pumpkin, eggplant) and 
others (carrots, onions). What does “vegetable” mean to people in your 
country? 

In your own context, and in any educational activity, the important thing is to be 
sure that everyone has the same thing in mind when talking about food groups. 

 Activity 4 Your ideas of food groups 

a. List the food groups as you see them, with a few food examples for each. If
there is a standard grouping in your country, use it.

Do this individually, then compare with a colleague to see if you agree.

Food group Examples 
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b. Did your colleague have the same groups? Comment on similarities and
differences.

Similarities Differences 

In this course we are using the following grouping: 

 starchy staples (including all cereals,
bread, cassava, plantains, taro, sweet
potatoes and potatoes)

 legumes and nuts; and animal source
foods (such as fish, meat, liver, egg, milk)

 fruits

 vegetables (including greens, onions,
tomatoes,  carrots, mushrooms,
pumpkin, eggplant)

 sugars

 fats and oils

 water

c. Are the food groups in ‘Food groups for a healthy diet’ (FAO 2004) the same
as your own grouping in Activity 4? Identify anything that is different.

20
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Food groups in dietary guidelines 

One way that food groups are used is in food-based 
dietary guidelines (FBDGs) (gloss). These give a set of 
easily understood food rules for the general 
population, based on local needs and practices. Food 
groups are generally used in order to make it easier for 
people to understand and apply the guidance. 

FBDGs often also have a visual guide, such as a food pyramid or food plate, 
which shows the foods in each category and the recommended proportions of 
each food group. 

The document ‘Food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs)’ (Unit 2 Resources, pp. 3-5)
shows three sets of dietary guidelines.

Many countries have such guidelines, but currently (2013) only a few African 
countries do so. Check if your country has national FBDGs. 

http://www.fao.org/nutrition/nutrition-education/food-dietary-guidelines/en/ 

 Activity 5 Brief look at dietary guidelines 

Take a look at the visual guide for Namibian FBDGs (Food-based dietary 
guidelines (FBDGs), Unit 2 Resources, pp. 3-5). Compare it with the ‘Food 
groups for a healthy diet’ (FAO 2004) (pp. 25 below). Can you find one thing 
that is similar in the two diagrams and one thing that is different? 

Similar: 

Different: 
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3.2 Healthy diets: general characteristics 

In Section 6.2, you will be doing a brief assessment of diets. In order to 
evaluate people’s diets for nutrition and health value, we first need to 
recognize a healthy diet. 

We can describe a healthy diet in several ways. 

 It is a diet that contains all the nutrients we need in the right quantity.

 It contains foods from all the food groups in the right proportions,
prepared with healthy cooking methods.1

 It contains foods that are safe to eat and that do not have harmful
substances.

 It resembles a diet which in practice has made people healthy (e.g. the
Mediterranean diet, see box).

Features of healthy diets 
Around the world, many traditional 
eating patterns are known to provide 
health benefits. Their variety shows that 
there is not just one way to eat 
healthily (USDA/HHS 2010). 

But it’s also true that healthy diets have a 
lot in common. 

For example, most of them have: 

 plenty of vegetables and fruits

 wholegrain cereals

 legumes, pulses, nuts and seeds

 fatty fish rich in omega-3 fatty
acids (gloss)

1 See Box “When cooking...” in Section 5.
For example, a healthy way of cooking sweet  
potatoes is to boil/steam them, while a less  
healthy way is deep fried sweet potato chips.

The Mediterranean diet 

The Mediterranean Diet, now on the UNESCO “List 
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity”, is 
an example of a healthy diet. 

It consists mainly of cereals, fresh or dried fruit 
and vegetables, a moderate amount of fish, dairy 
and meat, olive oil and many condiments and 
spices, all accompanied by wine, always respecting 
beliefs of each community. 

Apart from its nutritional reputation, it promotes 
social interaction: communal meals play a key role 
in social customs and festive events (UNESCO 
2010). 
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 small amounts of red meat and no processed meat (e.g. sausages)

 very limited amounts of foods high in added sugars

 more oils than solid fats (solid fats are beef fat, butter etc.)

 few full-fat milk and fatty milk products (e.g. butter, cream, cheese,
ghee).

On top of this a healthy diet needs: 

 food that is safe to eat

 the right proportions of each food group, to achieve a good balance of
nutrients

 a wide variety of foods from each food group

 enough food in general, and enough from each food group on a daily
basis (but not too much of foods high in salt, fat and sugar)

 adequate meal frequency throughout the day, right through the year

 constant quality through the seasons.

This raises a lot of important questions. 

Here are a few of these important questions. 

The public’s questions 

Most of the public do not know the answers. 

You will practise answering these questions as you go through this section. 

Why food variety? 

What is “adequate” meal frequency? 

So what is a “good balance”? 
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3.3 Variety, balance/proportion and frequency 

Principle 1: Eat a wide variety of foods 
The first principle of a balanced diet is that it should contain 

 food from all the food groups daily

 several different foods from within each food group daily.

This makes the diet more varied and interesting, and helps to ensure that over 
time it provides a mix of nutrients that will meet the body’s needs. 

Ways to increase food variety in a diet are to eat several kinds of legume, 
several different cereals, more than one staple food, many different vegetables 
and fruits, various animal source foods etc. 

Traditional underutilised foods, especially local vegetables and fruits, are a great 
source of food variety. One question you can ask in any rural community is “Do

any foods grow here that people used to eat, but don’t eat any more?” 

This is also true for animal-source foods. Edible insects have been a part of some 
African diets for centuries and are culturally accepted in many African societies 
as food, sometimes as a delicacy (Mbabzi 2012). However, they are sometimes 
considered a “primitive” food (DeFoliart 1999). Other less common animal 
source foods are rodents (e.g. mice, squirrels, guinea pigs, porcupines); offal such 
as heart and kidney, soft fat, bone marrow and blood; and small fish. Some of 
these foods are a more affordable source of concentrated nutrition (especially 
micronutrients). 

 Do you know of any traditional underutilised foods in your country? What
are they? (If you don’t know any, write “don’t know”).

Why do you think they are underutilised?
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Principle 2: Balance/proportion 

The second principle is balance or proportion. All food groups 
are important, but we need more of some than of others.  

The diagram on the right shows what a balanced diet means. 

 Activity 6 A balanced diet 

What does “balance” mean? Study the diagram and answer the questions below. 

a. Why are some circles big and some small?

b. What techniques are used in the diagram to show the importance of the
staple food?

c. What do you think happens if there is too much staple and very little of other
food groups in the diet?

d. Approximately how much animal food is required compared with the staple
food? (choose one answer)

1. Half the amount of staple

2. A quarter of the amount of staple

3. The same amount
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e. Why is such a large proportion of vegetables and fruit recommended?

f. Which food groups provide a lot of different micronutrients?

g. Which food groups provide very few micronutrients?

h. Do we actually need oil or fat in our diet? Explain your answer.

i. What would you say? Practising explanations (1)

This person has picked up one idea of healthy diet, but it’s not enough. 

Make your message motivational e.g. Point to results. 

Show the health benefits, relating them to improved growth for children, energy 

to work etc.  

Very god. But to get all the kinds of food you need, you should…

I eat the same five foods every day, but they 

are from five different food groups.  

I have a very healthy diet, don’t I? 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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3.4 Meal frequency, seasonality 

Does it matter how often you eat? 

“Three meals a day” is the general recommendation.  

But why? 

The energy cycle 

 We need to eat regularly to ensure we get sufficient energy and nutrients
to keep going through the day. If we don’t get them we feel tired and
inattentive.

 Children who are growing and learning (processes which take up a lot of
energy) need food frequently.

 On top of this, children have small stomachs which can only process small
amounts of food at one time. This is why they need food more often
through the day.

This means: 

 Children should eat three times a day.

 Schoolchildren should have breakfast before school.

 Children should have snacks between meals.

 Infants and young children should be fed frequently.

Did your parents think like this? Do most parents think like this? Ask around! 
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 Activity 7 Making comparisons assessed 

It is important for parents to 
understand that children need 
frequent small meals. One way to 
explain it is with a good comparison, 
like the comparisons in the box. 

What would you say? 

Practising explanations (2) 

Look at the questions and comments 
below. 

Growing children need food 
frequently: choose your comparison! 

Children are like: 

 cars with small fuel tanks that
need filling often

 paraffin lamps with small
reservoirs which need to be re-
filled

 torches with small batteries that
have to be replaced frequently

 fires which you keep going by
adding wood when needed.

Choose one and respond to it. Use a good comparison to explain. Think about 
your audience, what they will be familiar with, before choosing the comparison. 
n.b. The purpose of this exercise is to learn how to choose comparisons which 
make sense to the audience. 

The parents say: 

 "Why does my child fall asleep in class? The lessons are not so boring!"

 "Why do they tell me to breastfeed so often? I haven’t got time."

 "When my children ask for a snack, I tell them to wait for the next
meal. It’s bad to eat between meals."

 "My son gets two good meals a day. He should be grateful."

You reply: 
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Seasonality 

Seasonality is also a critical issue because 

 meals can go down from three to two a day in the hungry season, or even
down to  one  in case of serious food shortages

 fresh vegetables aren’t available in some seasons, or those that are
grown are all sold for cash and are not preserved

 dried vegetables (e.g. green leaves) have a much lower content of some
essential micronutrients (e.g. vitamin A)

 women’s workload is especially high in some seasons, and the mother
does not have time to prepare three meals a day or to prepare special
complementary foods for her young child.

We need to ask and think about these issues and discuss ways to get round them 
when trying to help people eat better. 

3.5 Food safety 

Food must be free of contamination, so food safety is obviously an aspect of 

healthy diet. 

Protecting food and water 
Poor sanitation means that germs are never 
far from food and water. Flies, dust, vermin, 
unsafe water, and above all hands, are the 
carriers. 

Most food poisoning can be prevented by: 

 preventing germs from reaching food
and drinks

 preventing germs from multiplying in
foods and reaching dangerous levels.

The best preventive measures are 
handwashing, cleaning and covering. 

WHO Five keys to safer food 

(http://www.who.int/foodsafety/publications/consumer/e
) n/5keys_en.pdf

1. Keep clean

2. Separate raw and cooked

3. Cook thoroughly

4. Keep food at safe temperature

5. Use safe water and raw materials
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Preventing diarrhoea 

Poor sanitation and dirty hands can contaminate food:  one of the most common 
results is diarrhoea.  

For young children, diarrhoea is one of the biggest dangers. Diarrhoeal disease is 
the second main cause of death in young children, and is responsible for killing 
760 000 children under five every year (WHO 2013). 

Many people do not fully understand 

 how dangerous diarrhoea is for young children

 what causes or contributes to it

 the practices that will prevent it.

Here is some more of what people need to understand about children’s 
diarrhoea. 

The vicious cycle 

Vitamin A deficiency in children makes 
them more likely to have diarrhoea. 
Diarrhoea means that the body does 
not absorb nutrients from food. This 
leads to further undernutrition. In this 
vicious cycle, poor food hygiene can 
play a big part. 

Handwashing 

Washing hands with soap can reduce 
the risk of diarrhoeal diseases by up to 

Diarrhoea 

Poor 
nutrient 

absorption 

Undernutrition 
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 Activity 8 Food safety for families 

a. What advice can you give to families about rules to follow during food
preparation, storage and feeding of children, to make sure food is safe?
Suggest three things.

(Areas to consider are personal hygiene, clean and safe water, buying and
storing food, preparing food, hygiene around the home and toxins and
chemicals).

Make your advice practical, specific and easy to understand.

b. What would you say? Practising explanations (3)

This is what one member of the public had to say… 

Try to give a real idea of the risks, but in a way that everyone can understand. 

All kids get diarrhoea. It’s normal, nothing to worry about! 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 3: WHAT IS A HEALTHY DIET? 

We need to be able to recognize a healthy diet, as evaluating people’s diets for 
their nutritional and health value will be part of our work as nutrition educators. 

A healthy diet needs: 

 food that is safe to eat

 the right proportions of each food group, to achieve a good balance of
nutrients

 a wide variety of foods from each food group

 enough food in general, and enough from each food group on a daily
basis (but not too much of foods that are high in salt, fat and sugar)

 adequate meal frequency throughout the day, right through the year

 constant quality through the seasons.

We need to be able to explain all of these by using language that the general 
public can understand. 
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Section 4. Dietary requirements 
Different people have different food needs because they have different 
nutrition needs (depending on sex, age, activity levels and physiological status 
such as pregnancy). 

Feeding children 

Infants below 6 months 

 Infants should be exclusively breastfed (gloss) for the first six months of
life to achieve optimal growth, development and health.

 Virtually all mothers can breastfeed, provided they have accurate
information and support.

 Breastfeeding should begin within one hour of birth.

 Breastfeeding should be "on demand", as often as the child wants day
and night.

 Colostrum, the yellowish, sticky breast milk produced at the end of
pregnancy, is the perfect food for the newborn (WHO 2014).

Why not infant formula? 

 Infant formula does not contain the antibodies found in breast milk.

 There are risks from unsafe water and unsterilized equipment or
(sometimes) bacteria in powdered formula.

 Diluting formula too much to "stretch" supplies can result in malnutrition,
as the diluted milk won’t be nutritious enough.

 If formula is used but becomes unavailable, a return to breastfeeding may
not be possible because the mother’s body makes less milk (WHO 2014).

©
FAO

/Giulio N
apolitano 
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Infants over 6 months and young children 

Infants should receive nutritionally adequate and safe complementary foods 
while breastfeeding continues for up to two years of age or beyond. 

Children starting on solid foods need foods that contain a lot of both nutrients 
and energy because they have small stomachs and can eat only small amounts of 
food at each meal. This means they need thick porridge, enriched with 
vegetables, legumes or animal foods and some oil. 

However, mothers often give them a thin watery porridge, which does not 
contain many nutrients, and doesn’t provide much energy either. 

How much fat do children need? 

Infants below 6 months should get 40-60% of their energy from fat (which 
breast milk provides). Children 6-24 months can receive 35% of their energy 
from fat, and children older than 2 years should receive 25-35% of their energy 
from fat (FAO/WHO 2010). Good sources of fat for children are vegetable oils, 
groundnut, avocado and small fish. 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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 Activity 9 Different people, different needs 

a. What sort of diet do the people below need? Match the statements with the
pictures. Write in the letters below the pictures. (You may write more than
one letter.)

A. frequent feeding 

C. breastmilk only 

E. foods rich in iron, folate and vitamin 

G. not too many fats and carbohydrates 

B. frequent meals and snacks for energy 

D. plenty of animal source foods  

F. soft, easily digested foods  

H. more food than usual 
1. School-aged children need ...

2. Infants below 6 months need... 3. Old people (who may also be
sick) need…

4. Pregnant women need... 5. People doing sedentary
jobs need…

©FAO/Truls Brekke ©FAO/K. Pratt 

©Ivano Grasso 

©FAO/Jose Cendon ©Ivano Grasso 
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b. From your own experience, are people generally aware of these special
nutritional needs?

c. Who do you think needs educating most? Pick one group and justify why.

 Pregnant women?  Families of old people?

 Lactating mothers?  Old people themselves?

 Husbands and families of
pregnant women?

 Health workers?

 Parents of growing children?

 Teachers?

d. What would you say? Practising explanations (4)

Complete this warning for parents. Make sure they will understand it. “If

children regularly eat only thin cereal porridge they will probably...

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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Household food distribution 

How is food shared among the members of the household? 

Family meals should be shared according to energy and nutrient needs. In some 
cultures, the head of the family and/or working male members are given the 
best food. Women and children are given what is left over.  

People need to be reminded of the specific needs of especially women and 
children. For example, older girls, women and children need iron-rich foods, 
young children need plenty of fat-rich foods (e.g. milk, groundnuts, oils and fats). 
Everyone needs plenty of vegetables and fruit.  

What are the household food distribution practices in your country? 

Do you think they present a problem? Explain your answer. 

Give young children their own bowl or 

plate, so they can get their fair share 

of food (FAO 2004).
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 4: DIETARY REQUIREMENTS 

People’s food needs differ because they have different nutritional requirements. 
Needs can differ due to age, gender, body type, activity levels and physiological 
needs (e.g. during pregnancy, sickness etc.). For mothers and young children in 
particular, the right foods are essential for life and health.  It is important to 
emphasise that whilst cultural hierarchies (e.g. household food distribution 
patterns) are to be respected, the nutritional needs of mothers and young 
children must be given priority. 

Many people are unaware of these special nutritional needs. 

Section 5. Healthy and unhealthy foods 
Do we need to eat more or less of specific foods in order to have a healthy diet? 
We know that food provides us with energy. But it also provides us with 
nutrients, both macronutrients (protein, fat and carbohydrates) and 
micronutrients (vitamins and minerals) that are essential to health. Many 
people’s diets are lacking in micronutrients.  

The food groups that provide a lot of micronutrients are animal foods, fruit, 
vegetables, legumes and nuts. 

A lot of people are not aware of, or do not appreciate, the need for fruit, 
vegetables, legumes and nuts for a healthy diet. 

 One thing everyone should know is the colour code (gloss).

We know that eating vegetables of different colours gives us a wide range of 
valuable nutrients. So we look in particular for dark green, orange, purple and 
red fruits and vegetables.  

To get a healthy variety, get colour! Orange, dark green, purple and red. 

©FAO 
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Is this common knowledge in your country? 

 Sometimes, fortified foods, especially fortified cereals and iodised salt,
may be needed to provide particular micronutrients that are lacking in
the diet.

 How the food is prepared and cooked also determines if a food is healthy
or not, or if it is more healthy or less healthy (see Box).

When cooking... 

 Buy or pick vegetables and fruits on the day you use them and store them
in a cool place.

 Clean and cut vegetables and fresh starchy roots immediately before
cooking.

 Cook vegetables in a little water or with a stew until just tender; other
cooking methods for vegetables that preserve nutrients are steaming,
stir-frying (i.e. frying very quickly over high heat), sautéing (i.e. cooking in
fat or oil in a pan or on a griddle); or blanching (dipping briefly in boiling
water).

 Eat food soon after cooking. Vitamins B and C are lost if food is kept
warm for too long.

 Vitamin A in plant foods is absorbed better when the food is cooked (but
not overcooked), and when it is eaten with fat.

Try to avoid... 

 undercooking meat, eggs and beans

 overcooking, especially vegetables

 adding too much salt or sugar

 leaving food to get cold before eating it

 reheating food that has been cooked before.

(Adapted from FAO 2004, and Food and Nutrition Council of 
Zimbabwe/FAO/UNICEF n.d.) 
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"Healthy foods” 
Is it possible to say that any particular food is “very healthy”?
Decide after you do the next activity. You may be surprised by the nutritional 
content (or lack of nutrients) in some of your favourite foods! Knowing which 
foods are particularly healthy will be useful for your work as a nutrition educator, 
as it will help you decide which foods to promote. 

 Activity 10 Top foods 

Look at ‘Information sheet: vegetables, fruits and other plant foods’, Unit 2 
Resources (pp. 10-18), which gives information on the nutritional content, 
benefits and ways of processing and eating some commonly grown plant foods in 
Africa. 

a. From the list of foods, pick one that is found in your country (n.b. A food not
a dish!) which you think is rich in nutrients. n.b. You don’t have to read

through all the foods, just make a quick choice!

b. Read through the nutritional data for your selected food. Collect information
about it to complete the table below.

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano 
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Name of food 
Give both local name(s) and English 
name

Food group
Give food group as in the diagram 
“Food groups for a healthy diet” (FAO 
2004)

Which macronutrients and 
micronutrients is it rich in? 

What dishes are made with it in your 
country? 

What do people think of this food? 
The value that people give to this food 
may or may not reflect its nutritional 
value.2

c. Compare the information you find with that of a colleague. Together decide if
we can say that some foods are “particularly healthy”. Justify your answer.

If you are interested, you can find more food composition information (including 
national food composition tables) at http://www.fao.org/infoods/infoods/tables-
and-databases/en/. If you wish to learn more about food composition, you could 
take the ten-hour FAO/INFOODS e-Learning Course on Food Composition Data, 
which covers all important issues 
(http://www.fao.org/infoods/infoods/training/en/). 

2 For example, people may simply like it or value it (or not) because it is expensive, traditional,

high-class/low-class; because it is used for special dishes or belongs to their own region; because 

they are not used to it; or because they have a false (or true) idea of its nutrition value. Try to 

give an idea of this here.

There is a model 

answer in the 

‘Student’s Key’. 

Answers will be 

discussed in the 

tutorial 
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“Unhealthy foods” 

Are some foods unhealthy? 

Obviously, food which is 
contaminated or rotten is not 
good for you.

Sometimes, foods are healthy or 
unhealthy for particular 
consumers: for example, 
although children need to eat 
red meat and eggs regularly, too 
much of these foods for adults 
can increase the risk of heart 
disease, especially for people 
with sedentary lifestyles. 

What we mean here by 
“unhealthy foods” are foods 
that have too much salt, sugar 
or fat (particularly industrial 
trans fat (gloss) and saturated 
fats (gloss), and foods which fill 
you up without providing many 
of the nutrients you need (such 
foods have only “empty 
calories”). 

Many of these foods are highly 
processed commercial food 
products (see box), e.g. fizzy 
(soft) drinks, sweet drinks, 
biscuits, cakes,  sweets and 
candies, ice cream, crisps, chips,  
fried chicken, hamburgers and 
processed meats. 
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“Highly processed foods” 

In this unit, “highly processed foods” refers 
to foods that are commercially processed 
or packaged, with salt, sugar or fat added 
during the processing, and often other 
additives. They are often created to make 
the food more appealing to the consumer. 

Some examples of highly processed foods 
are: 

 deep-fried foods

 high calorie snack foods, such as
potato chips

 cakes and cookies that contain trans
fats

 sugary breakfast cereals

 processed meats (e.g. sausage, bacon)

 convenience foods like pizza,
precooked food and instant noodles

 fizzy drinks

 commercial sweets and snacks, candy
bars.

Although cooking stew, or peeling and 
boiling yam can be described as a process, 
this is not what we mean by processed 
foods! Neither do we mean foods like 
frozen vegetables or UHT milk, where 
nothing extra has been added to the 
original food. Dry pasta and polished rice is 
also excluded from this category (although 
ready-to-eat fried rice dishes would be 
included). 
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They often have additives such as preservatives, sweeteners, colourings, flavours 
and flavour enhancers, some of which are harmful when taken in excess.  

This is why food labelling (gloss), and helping consumers interpret food labels, is 
important, so that they know what is inside the food they eat. 

It’s easy to eat too much of them because they often taste good. Some feel that 
people can almost become “addicted” to them. 

Eating too much of such foods can lead to overweight, obesity and related 
chronic non-communicable diseases (some types of cancer, heart diseases, type 
2 diabetes). They also reduce the quality of the diet by replacing healthier foods. 

 Activity 11 Highly processed foods 

a. Look around you. Identify the three most commonly available unhealthy
foods and drinks that should not be eaten in excess. (Be sure to list specific
foods or drinks, not food groups.) Rank your choices from 1-3
(1= most unhealthy of the three foods.)

b. Compare your three items with a friend’s. Are they the same/different? (e.g.
choice of foods, order). Explain.

c. Name a highly processed food product that you ate during the last week.
Answers will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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d. How popular are highly processed foods? How important are they now to
people’s lifestyles?

SUMMARY OF SECTION 5: HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY 
FOODS 

You need food to satisfy your hunger. However, a feeling of hunger does not tell 
you what to eat. That’s why basic knowledge about nutrition and having the skills 
to grow, select and prepare a healthy diet are essential for good health and 
development. 

 Animal foods, fruit, vegetables, legumes and nuts provide a lot of
micronutrients. Many people are not aware of the need to eat a good
variety of vegetables, fruit, legumes and nuts.

 Sometimes fortified foods, especially fortified cereals and iodised salt,
may be needed to provide particular micronutrients lacking in the diet.

 We should avoid eating too many unhealthy foods that fill us up but don’t
provide many nutrients, and often contain a lot of trans fat, saturated fat,
salt and sugar.

Section 6. Describing and assessing diets 
A fundamental part of the job of nutritionists and nutrition educators is to 
describe and assess diets in order to see how they can be improved, to counsel 
people about them and generally to make people aware of the importance of 
what they eat. In this section we look at how to describe a diet and how to get 
others to talk about their diets. 

n.b. Important.   In this short course you are not expected to produce accurate, 
complete descriptions or assessments of diets. You are only aiming at expressing 
some impressions informed by personal observation, which you can discuss with 
your tutor. 
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6.1 Describing diets 
A description of a diet should normally cover the following points: 

 What is eaten (food groups)

 How much is eaten

 How often (number of meals per day, snack frequency)

 What balance there is between the different food groups

 How much food variety there is

 How constant it is (seasonal effects).

All the foods consumed (including snacks, drinks and “food products”) need to be 
included. 

 Activity 12 Describing the regional diet assessed 

n.b. You may discuss with a friend, but make sure to write the 
answer individually, as this activity is assessed. 

It is not easy to describe a national diet as it may vary according to region and 
economic status. 

Read the following description of the national diet of Mozambique, adapted 
from the FAO nutrition country profile for the country. You may like to see if the 
nutrition country profile for your own country is available: if so go to
http://www.fao.org/ag/agn/nutrition/profiles_en.stm. 

Mozambique 

The main staple foods are cassava, maize, millet, sorghum and rice. Maize, 
cassava, sorghum and millet are prepared as a porridge, and normally eaten with 
different stews made of green leafy vegetables, enriched with groundnut and/or 
coconut milk, beans, fish (fresh and dry, from sea or river) or other seafood 
when available. Meat (chicken and bush meat) is eaten only on festive occasions. 
Matapa (green leafy vegetables, coconut milk and groundnut flour), bean stew 
and mucapata (rice, mung beans and coconut milk) are among the traditional 
dishes. 
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With the exception of green leafy vegetables, onion and tomatoes, consumption 
of vegetables and fruit is low. The majority of households have on average two 
meals a day (both adults and children). Normally all children eat from a common 
pot; younger children eat with their mother. 

In the capital Maputo, fast foods (hamburgers, hot dogs, snacks, etc.) have 
become more common. In other cities, common street foods are fried cookies, 
peanut/cashew nut sweets or coconut with sugar. 

Following the example above for Mozambique, write a short one-paragraph 
description of the typical diet of a region, community or demographic group you 
know well. Make sure to include at least 4 of the following topics: 

 staple foods/how prepared/traditional main dishes/snacks

 consumption of fruit and vegetables/ meat and legumes, including
balance of food groups and variety of foods within food groups

 meal frequency

 seasonal effects on diet

 household food distribution and eating habits

 recent changes (last ten years).

Check in the 

‘Student’s Key’ 

for a model 

answer. 

Remember, this 

activity will be 

assessed 
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 Activity 13 Asking the questions 

Suppose you have five minutes to get a rough picture of a person’s diet, with 
information on: 

 common foods consumed

 quantity of different foods

 balance of different food groups

 food variety

 meal frequency

 seasonal effects.

Write the questions you would ask to find out the information to two of the 
points above. 

Your questions should be simple and easy for anyone to understand. You may 
need to ask more than one question (i.e. ask follow up questions) for each point 
you want to explore. (n.b. Avoid leading questions, which can influence your 
interviewee’s answer, e.g. don’t ask Do you eat vegetables and fruits with your

main dishes?) 

To find out about… Question(s) you would ask: 
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6.2 Assessing diets 

You now have a general description of what people eat in your region/country. 

You also know the criteria for a healthy diet. So you are ready to make a rough 
assessment of the regional diet you described in Activity 12. 

 Activity 14 What’s adequate, what’s needed? Assessed 

a. Look at your description of the regional/national diet (Activity 12). Make a
rough assessment of how healthy this diet is. Use the questions below.

Questions (assessment criteria) Rough assessment 

Example: Is the food generally

fresh, and not highly processed

Explain. 

E.g. Yes, generally fresh - most foods are 

obtained from home gardens. 

1. Is there too little/too much of
any food groups in particular? 
(specify which groups) 

2. Is there enough food variety
from day to day? Give an 
example. 

3. What can you say about the
meal frequency (number of 
meals per day) throughout the 
year? 
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b. Suggest two specific and realistic ways of improving this diet referring to the
type, amount and frequency of food intake.

e.g. include a small amount of animal source foods such as offal or small 

fish at least twice a week 

 

Dietary guidelines 

You have seen some of the Food-based dietary guidelines which help 

people make healthy food choices. 

 Activity 15 Using Guidelines 

Look through the three sets of guidelines again: ‘Food-based dietary guidelines 
(FBDGs)’ (Unit 2 Resources, pp. 3-5). In the light of the dietary assessment you 
made for your region, and your observations through the unit so far, choose 
three messages which you think are particularly suitable for the general 
population of your country, and should be promoted there. Indicate the country 
from which the guideline is taken. 
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Suitable dietary messages for our country 

Example: Eat fats sparingly (South African FBDGs) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

 Activity 16 Give dietary advice assessed 

Here are four groups of people with four different sorts of diet. Pick one of the 
groups. 

Ministry staff in 
city 

Farming people Urban primary 
school children 

Village infants 

+ beer 

They eat one big 
cooked meal 
every day 

+ lots of sweets, 
biscuits, buns, 
fritters, ice cream 
which they buy 
themselves. 

They eat thin rice 
porridge every 
day OR baby 
formula mixed 
with water. 

a. Give the group you have chosen some advice to help improve their diet.
Make sure your advice is easy to understand. (Advice)

Your choices will 

be discussed in 

the tutorial. 

Be ready to say 

why you chose 

these three as 

your priorities 
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+ chips, rice                  
or maize 

They eat big 
meat meals 
every day with 
a little sauce 

+ groundnut 
sauce 

+ occasionally 
fish 

+ greens 

They eat a lot of 
staple food every 
day 
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b. Explain (for your tutor/colleagues) why you gave these people this particular
advice. (Reason)

Group 

Advice 

Reason for the advice 
(refer to each item in 
your advice) 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 6: DESCRIBING AND ASSESSING 
DIETS 

A diet description should include details of all foods consumed (including snacks 
and drinks). Diets can be assessed in terms of general freshness (not highly 
processed); balance/ proportionality of food groups; food variety; and meal 
frequency and constancy (seasonality). FBDGs provide information to help 
people make healthy food choices and thus achieve a healthy diet. 

Many countries do not have FBDGs: nutrition workers and educators need to 
agree on what particular messages are most needed for the general 
population.3

3 Guidelines for specific groups such as infants and children are available (PAHO/WHO 2003,
2005). See also Essential Nutrition Actions (gloss).
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Section 7. Influences and change 

7.1 What shapes people’s diets? 

Even if we know what a healthy diet is, it may not be easy to achieve it, or to 
help others achieve it. In Section 1 you came across wrong ideas/beliefs about 
diet that people often have. Now we will look at additional influences on diet. 

We need to understand better people’s eating patterns, their personal 
preferences, habits and traditions, attitudes and beliefs, as well as the socio-
economic factors that influence diet. Changes in food production and global 
trade, and the spread of supermarkets and modern methods of marketing and 
advertising of food, may help or hinder people’s ability to access and consume a 
healthy diet. This understanding will help us advocate for good policies and 
develop programmes and interventions that motivate and enable people to 
improve their diets. People themselves also need to become aware of what they 
do, think and believe in order to make steps towards change. 

Here, for example, is a piece of advice which has no hope of succeeding with this 
particular audience because it ignores what they think, do and feel and the 
influences on them: 

You must eat more 

fruit! 

Mr 1 thinks: “How can I 

afford fruit?” 

Mrs 2 thinks: “I don’t like 

fruit!” 

©Cristina Álvarez 
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Mrs 3 thinks: “Rubbish! 

Fruit isn’t real food.” 
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Food choices 
Why do people eat the foods they eat? Here are three categories of influence 
(adapted from Contento 2007). 

Categories of influence 

1. Preferences and sensory factors (e.g. taste, pleasure)

“I like their taste.”

“My family won’t eat cassava, they say it’s slimy.”

2. Perceptions, habits, attitudes, beliefs, social norms, ignorance (e.g.
familiarity, established practices, cultural norms, ideas of food status etc.)

“All my friends eat lunch in the canteen too.”

“I feed my husband and my two sons first, then the women eat.”

3. Food availability and environmental influences/external influences (e.g.
price, availability, public policy, advertising etc.)

“I had to eat from the canteen, and this was the cheapest thing on the

menu.”

“Of course we would eat more meat if we could afford it. But meat is

expensive…”

Nutrition education can influence all these categories, but some of them will 
need more time and effort than others: 

 Taste or preference is shaped by repeated experience with food and
eating. If people adopt diets that are low in salt for a long time, then they
will get used to such a diet, and may come to like it. So preferences can
be influenced by forming different habits and getting used to other
tastes, over time.

 Although habits and perceptions may be most open to nutrition
education, it won’t always be easy to change, for example, if the social
norm is to feed the men and boys first and give them the best food.

 Although external influences are usually out of people’s hands (i.e. no
choice), individuals can contribute to changing external influences and
the environment over time, for example, by demanding healthier foods in
schools and by growing a wider variety of food in home gardens.
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 Activity 17 Did they have a choice? 

You came across some of the people below in Unit 1. Choose two of them and 
fill in the tables on the next page. You can indicate more than one influence: the 
reality is that often multiple factors determine our food choices and intake. 

1. My daughter eats the school lunch (maize, beans, oil and salt) plus 
some maize porridge in the evening. We grow mangoes but they are 
sold to bring money for the family. Those that fall are left to rot. 
(Mother of 5-year-old Mwende, who risks going blind due to vitamin A 

deficiency) 

2. I didn’t have enough milk, and my neighbours told me to feed my 
baby other foods and give him water. Then he got sick and stopped 
eating altogether. 
(Mother of 4-month-old infant with severe acute malnutrition) 

3. I have fed him rice and cassava since he was born. This is what my 
mother fed me, and her mother fed her. This is what we eat. 
(Mother of 4-year-old Henintsoa, who is stunted) 

4. My family loves sweet and fried foods. As the mother, it’s my duty 
to provide them with what they want, and to eat it with them. 
(Kagiso, a middle-aged lady who has diabetes)

5. She couldn’t afford to eat meat. It’s too expensive for 
people like us. (Meseret, talking about a friend who had

anaemia and died giving birth).
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A woman comforting her malnourished child 
at a Stabilization Centre in Wajir, Kenya.
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Case Number: 

What food do/did they eat (or not)? 

What influences their food choice? 
(Choose from the three categories of 
influence above: preferences/habits 
and perceptions/external influences). 
You may indicate more than one 
influence. 

Case Number: 

What food do/did they eat (or not)? 

What influences their food choice? 
(Choose from the three categories of 
influence above: preferences/habits 
and perceptions/external influences). 
You may indicate more than one 
influence. 

7.2 Changing diets: the nutrition transition
Unit 1 briefly talked about changing diets, how people especially in cities are 
eating more highly processed foods and leading sedentary lives, leading to 
obesity and its associated chronic disease risk (e.g. diabetes, heart disease and 
high blood pressure). Perhaps you see this happening in your country. 

This process has a name. It is called the “nutrition transition”. All over the world, 
traditional diets are being increasingly replaced by the “Western diet”, which 
leads to “Western diseases” (gloss) that are new to these countries. 

We will now look in more detail at how diets and ways of eating are changing, 
and some of the reasons for these changes. We will also be looking at one of the 
agents of this change: commercial advertising. 

Together they will show a picture of powerful influences which may present new 
challenges to nutrition educators. 
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 Activity 18 Things are changing… 

Read the document ‘Changing diets’ (Unit 2 Resources, pp. 6-9). This gives a 
collection of observations on the nutrition transition. Find facts to complete 
the questions below on how diets and dietary habits have changed: 

a. People used to eat... OR How things used to be… (foods and ways of

producing, sourcing and eating foods)

n.b. Look for 3 points.

b. People now eat... OR How things are now... (foods and ways of eating)

n.b. Find at least 4 points.
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 Activity 19 In my country… 

Is the nutrition transition happening in your country? Refer to your findings 

from the outside activity, and look around you in the town/village where you 

live.  

a. Is it common to see very fat/overweight people?

b. Approximately how many fast food outlets are there? (estimate)

c. Are sweets available in most food shops?

d. What proportion of street foods would you say are unhealthy (e.g. very fatty
or full of sugar/salt)? (estimate a percentage)

e. How are these changes generally perceived by people? For example, what
did your interviewee think of these changes?

f. Write a few lines to sum up the situation in your country based on your
answers above.

Check in the 

‘Student’s Key’ 

for a model 

answer to Qf. 

Answers will be 

discussed in the 

tutorial 
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Global food advertising and 

promotion 

As globalization increases, food 
advertising by multinationals is 
increasingly found in developing 
countries, including Africa (WHO 
2007). 

Nestlé eyes big food industry opportunities in Africa 

“We believe that in the next 10 years there will be 500 million Africans who can 
afford packaged foods… This is an opportunity not just for Africa but also for 
Europe.” 

(Dr Serigne Diop, director of Nestlé’s R&D centre in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, 2012.) 
http://www.foodnavigator.com/Business/Nestle-eyes-big-food-industry-
opportunities-in-Africa 

 Activity 20 Food advertisements 

a. In your country is it common to see food advertisements?

Yes No 

“Advertising is one of the factors that 

drive the nutrition transition.” 

“The objective of food advertising 

and promotion is to encourage more 

types of people to consume a 

product, more frequent consumption 

of that product, and more of the 

product at one time.” (WHO 2007) 
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b. Identify an item of commercial food advertising in your own country/
community, which you think can influence people’s choice of foods.

Product 
advertised 

Where did 
you see it? 

Angle 

Example: 

Coca Cola soft 
drinks

TV and billboards 

on the road 

Everyone, 

especially 

children and 

young people 

They claim you become 

"cool" if you drink 

them, as their slogan is 

"open happiness" 

c. Is this advertisement likely to have a positive or negative effect on health?
Explain.

d. Do you think advertisements influence your own choice of food? Explain.

Your answers 

will discussed 

in the final 

tutorial 
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Main target 
group (how the item  is 

presented so as to 
appeal to buyers) 

(e.g. TV, shop 
walls, etc.)
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 7: INFLUENCES AND CHANGE 

Many factors influence our diet. Changing diets have led to the nutrition 
transition, which has negative health implications for people all over the world. 
Global food advertising and promotion are among the drivers of this transition. 

People are likely to be attracted to cheap tasty foods which are strongly 
marketed. They need to know why these foods may be bad for them. 

Section 8. Review & preparation for the tutorial 
Some of the tutorial activities will involve new information, but some will consist 
of checking what you have done, and some will be based on your own input. 

You therefore need to do some preparation – reviewing some of your 
completed work, completing your 'Outside activity' and preparing a short role 
play with a partner. 

Review work 

 Check that all your activities have been completed as far as possible.
Make sure that you have not left any answer boxes blank.

 Make sure your 'Outside activity' is finalized.

 Look through the Guiding Questions and see if you have changed your
mind since the beginning of the unit.

 Look through the flagged questions (        ), and fill in table below for
Activity 21. You may be called on to discuss your answers at the tutorial.

 Activity 21 Flagged questions summary 

a. Wrong ideas/beliefs about diet: Quote from the 'Book of Quotations'
particularly relevant for your country

b. Traditional underutilised foods in your country: What are they? Why do you
think they are underutilised?
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c. Household food distribution practices in your country: Description and what
you think of them.

 Activity 22 Preparation for role play assessed 

Learning to give good explanations was one of the main goals of this unit. In the 
kind of role-play used here, you are asked to imagine that you are either yourself 
or another person in a particular situation. You then behave exactly as you feel 
that person would behave. As a result of doing this you or your audience will 
learn something about the person and/or situation (adapted from Nestel & 
Tierney 2007). 

The role plays will help you to practise what you have learned about giving good 
explanations. You may be asked to perform your role play during the final 
tutorial. The role-play itself should not take more than two minutes, and the 
preparation not more than 10. 

Prepare the role-play now. 

a. Form pairs or groups. One of you is a nutrition educator. The other(s) is/are
members of the public.

b. Choose one of the role-cards below, or make up your own.

Your 

answers will 

discussed in 

the final 

tutorial 
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1. “I’m lucky. I can afford to eat
three meals a day. I eat nsima4

for all my meals”

2. “It’s easy for them to say ‘add
some meat and fish to my
baby’s porridge’. Where do I find
the money to buy such food?”

3. “But what exactly do you mean
by saying I need to eat a ‘good
balance’ of foods?”

4. “What do you mean by saying
my health will improve if I eat a
healthy diet? I thought food only
gives me the energy to do my
work.”

5. “Why food variety? I thought if I
eat one food from each group,
that’s a healthy diet?”

6. “What do you mean, I need to
feed my 6-month-old 8 or 9
times a day? And how about my
5-year-old?''

7. “Their father works all day in the
field. He needs to be given all
the meat to eat.”

8. “When my child asks for
something to eat, I tell her to
wait for the next meal. I’ve
heard it’s bad to get used to
eating between meals.”

9. “What matters is quantity, not
quality. Food should make you
feel full.”

10. “Fruit is nice but it is not really
food, it doesn’t fill you up.”

11. “Where I come from fatness is a
sign of wealth.”

12. “All my friends are eating
samozas and chips. How can I eat
soup and beans when we go out
together…?”

c. Try out the role-play orally first. You need to experience the situation
directly, so it is essential to talk it through before writing anything down. Pay
particular attention to the nutrition educator’s replies to the member(s) of
the public. Refer back to the ‘Tips on explaining’ in Section 2 (subsection 2.3).

d. Write out your “act” (script), or make some notes, so that if you don’t have
time to act it out at the tutorial your tutor can still give you marks.
Remember to give the number of the role card you chose.

4 Or the staple food in your country
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Rehearse a little. n.b. Do not memorise your script or read it aloud – just say 
what comes naturally. 

The script or performance will be judged according to (a) accurate and complete 
information, (b) simple clear explanation, (c) realism (remember convincing 
people is not an easy task!) and (d) interaction. 

This is the end of unit 2 

See the 

‘Student’s 

Key’ for a 

model script 
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Instructions for outside activity 

Purpose

The purpose of the outside activity is to find out what people eat and compare it 
with what they used to eat, to see if and how the diet has changed over the last 
10-20 years in your country. At the tutorial you will compare what you find out 
with what other students find out. 

Timing 

You may carry out this activity at any time, but it should be completed by the 
time you reach Section 7 ‘Influences and change’. 

Instructions 

Interview an older lady (50 years of age or more). It can be a family member, or 
someone from the community. Ask her about her family’s current diet and any 
changes in recent years. 

 Follow the guidelines in the box on the next page.

 Both partners explain the purpose of the interview.

 Partner 1 asks the questions.

 Partner 2 records the answers on the table given below. (Partner 1 copies
the answers later.)

 Both monitor how the interview is done.

 Afterwards make a note of any improvements needed,
misunderstandings, difficulties or interesting points.

 Individually write a short report on the form at the end of this section.
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Sit comfortably on the same level as the person being interviewed 

Maintain eye contact 

Don’t talk too much yourself 

Listen carefully without interrupting 

Repeat what’s said to make sure you’ve got it right 

Thank the interviewee 

The interview 

Recording sheet 

Questions about current diet 

“Miss/Mrs X, thank you for letting us talk to you. We would like to ask you some 
questions about what you eat every day (your “diet”) and what you used to eat 
when you were younger. 

Are you ready to start?” 

(n.b. First ask a few general questions to get your interviewee comfortable and

talking. Don’t ask all the questions all at once, leave time for answers!)

1. Can you tell us a bit about yourself first? How long have you lived here?
Where did you live 10 years ago? Do/did you work? What type of work?
Have you seen any big changes in the last 10 years? Tell us…
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Guidelines for the interview (After the interview, you will come back to 
these Guidelines and check () the points that you followed.) 

Explain the purpose of the interview 

Be polite 

Ask follow-up questions and ask for examples, to get 
interviewee to expand on answers (where needed) 

Show interest 
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2. What is your main (staple) food? (e.g. rice, nsima, injera, ugali/pap, banku,

kenkey, pumpkins, yams etc.)

3. How many meals do you usually eat in a day?

4. Do you eat any snacks in between meals? If yes, what are they?

5. How often do you eat vegetables? (Clarify: Do you mean green leaves, or
also other vegetables?)

6. How often do you eat fruits?

7. How often do you eat nuts or beans (legumes)?

8. How often do you eat meat/fish/eggs?

9. How often do you eat outside the home (e.g. street food, food from a
restaurant or café etc.)?
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(Note down where your interviewee lives, and where she used to live, and 
any general comments on changes observed. You will be probing for specific 
details on changes in food patterns later.)
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10. Is there any way you would like to improve what you eat? What do you think
would be a better diet?

11. Do you sometimes have to stop eating certain kinds of food (e.g. because
you can’t find them/they cost too much)? (If yes, give an example.)

Changes in the past 10-20 years 

12. Do you eat the same food now that you used to eat 10-20 years ago? Are
there any foods/drinks you used to consume often, which you now don’t?
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13. Compared with 10-20 years ago, are there new foods/drinks you consume
now?

14. Is there anything you used to do to get your food (e.g. grow it, buy it etc.)
OR to prepare food (methods of cooking/preserving) that you don’t do any
more?

15. Do you think any changes have been for the better or for the worse? Why?

“Miss/Mrs X, thank you so much for this interview.  It has been very interesting 

for us.” 
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B. After the interview 

Complete the following: 

Self-evaluation 

Go back and read the points in the Guidelines for the interview. Did you and your 
partner follow them all? Tick () the ones you feel you followed well. Give an 
example here of how you followed them. 

How did the interview go? General comments on the interview 

Suggestions for how you can improve the interview next time: 

C. Write the report (individual) 

a. Briefly describe the current diet of the interviewee. Try to include differences
in quantities and frequency of intake of foods from different food groups;
methods of cooking; meal frequency and any seasonal effects on
consumption; snacking habits/eating outside the home etc.
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b. What are the main changes in your interviewee’s diet in the last 10 years?
What are the reasons for the changes? Give examples to illustrate your
points.
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Student’s Key 

 Key to Activity 1 Benefits 

1. Energy to lead an active life (“bouncy, happy child”)

2. Physical growth (“tall for his age”)

3. Mental growth (“I pay attention in class, I’m learning so well…”)

4. General good health (keeping immune system strong) plus faster recovery if

ill (“we hardly ever get ill, no colds at all…”)

5. Energy and health during pregnancy (“I don’t get tired much, and still have

enough energy…”)

Other benefits 

1. Keeping adequate body weight

2. Keeping heart and other organs healthy

3. Reduced risks during pregnancies

 Key to Activity 2 Risks! 

a. Death b. Stunting c. Anaemia d. Diabetes

 Key to Activity 3 Saying it right 

a. Replies

Reply Why inappropriate 

1. “Do you want to be healthy or to
risk your health?”

Very general 

Not very motivating 
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Reply Why inappropriate 

2. “If you eat like this, you will have
low immunity that will lead to
opportunistic infections.”

Hard to understand/over-technical 

Not very motivating 

3. “Eating like that will give you
kwashiorkor!”

Misleading (inaccurate, incomplete 

information) 

Hard to understand/over-technical 

Not very motivating 

4. “Do you want to have adequate
physical and mental growth,
adequate energy and weight, and
a strong immune system, or risk
poor health, poor mental and
physical growth, illness and
death?”

Hard to understand/over-technical 

Not very motivating 

b. “Nutrition dictionary”

Technical term Easy term 

Nutrients Things that you get from food, which keep you 

healthy and strong 

Suffer from disease Get sick 

Monotony in meals Eating the same foods all the time, for example, 

eating rice and the same vegetable for all your 

meals  

Inhibit nutrient absorption Stop the body from getting the full value from 

the food – for example, if you drink tea or coffee 

when eating iron-rich foods, the body won’t be 

able to absorb the iron properly.  

Vitamins and minerals Healthy things in foods that your body needs to 

work properly, grow and keep you healthy. An 

example is Vitamin A from orange foods like 

carrot and orange sweet potato, which helps 

protect your eyesight. 
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Technical term Easy term 

Adequate physical and mental 
growth 

Body and mind developing properly (strong, 

healthy, bright, full of energy) 

Dehydration Not having the water your body needs. This 

happens if you don’t drink enough water, or

if you have bad diarrhoea, and your body 

dries out. 

Add your own as you go 
along… 

c. What would your own answer be to the two labourers? Write it here. (Try to
avoid the mistakes made by the students in their replies above!)

A model answer from a student: 
Do you want a healthy life, not falling ill often with coughs and colds, and 
living to a ripe old age? Or do you want to risk being ill often?For example, 
you can get an illness like anaemia by not eating enough foods like liver that 
have iron. If you have anaemia, you will feel so tired you won’t be able to 
work. So you are lucky you can afford three meals a day, but eating maize 
alone is not enough to live a healthy life.

 Key to Activity 4 Your ideas of food groups 

a. At this stage any grouping is acceptable provided the grouping is complete
(covers all kinds of food) and the examples are valid. Some possible
groupings are given below.

Botanical 

Food group Examples 

Starchy roots and tubers Cassava, yam 

Cereals and grains Maize, rice sorghum 

Fruits and vegetables (some people may 

separate this into two groups, some may 

separate vegetables further into green leafy 

vegetables and other vegetables, etc.) 

Banana, spinach 
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Legumes, nuts and seeds (some may separate 

these into individual groups) 

Groundnut, cowpea, soya, 

pumpkin seeds  

Animal source foods Egg, fish, meat, milk 

Oilseeds Groundnut, soybean, shea nut 

Sugar crops and sweeteners and derived 

products 

Sugar palm, sugar beet, 

sugar, treacle 

Nutrient-based (putting together all foods high in protein or all high-energy 
foods) 

Functional e.g. energy-giving foods, foods for growth and development, health 
protection foods (GO, GROW, GLOW). This classification, though popular, is an 
over-simplification and can also be misleading because most foods contain a 
mixture of different nutrients, not just one key nutrient. 

Food group Examples 

GO foods Cassava, potatoes, millet, sorghum, rice 

GROW foods Meat, fish, beans, soya, peas, eggs, milk 

GLOW foods Mangoes, papaya, carrots, spinach, amaranth leaves 

Consumption-based with the groups presented as customary elements of the 
diet (e.g. staples such as grains, roots or tubers; relishes, vegetables etc.) In this 
system, potatoes, tomatoes, greens could all be under “vegetables”.  

Food group Examples 

High-energy foods Maize, cassava, yams 

Protein-rich foods Meat, fish, nuts, beans, soya, eggs, milk, 

cheese 

Vitamin and mineral-rich foods Eggs, liver, carrot, spinach 
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millet, sorghum, rice 

Vegetables Potatoes, tomatoes, greens 

Meat Meat, fish, seafood 

Answers to Questions (b) and (c) will vary. 

 Key to Activity 5 Brief look at dietary guidelines 

Comparing the visual guide for Namibian FBDGs (‘Food-based dietary 
guidelines, Unit 2 Resources, pp. 3-5) with the “Food groups for a healthy 
diet” (FAO 2004): 

Similar: 

 Legumes, nuts, animal foods (i.e. all rich in protein) are grouped together.

 The four food groups in the Namibian FBDGs are approximately in the

same proportion as the corresponding groups in the FAO diagram.

Different: In the Namibian FBDGs: 

 There are only four food groups.

 Vegetables and fruits are included as one group.

 Sugars and water are not included.

 Key to Activity 6 A balanced diet 

a. Why are some circles big and some small?
To show the different quantities required of different food groups

b. What techniques are used in the diagram to show the importance of the
staple food?
It is the biggest circle, and has centre position.

c. What do you think happens if there is too much staple and very little of other
food groups in the diet?
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Staples provide energy, but having too few fruits, vegetables, animal 

foods, legumes and nuts results in micronutrient deficiencies (“hidden 

hunger”) (gloss).

d. Approximately how much animal food is required compared with the staple
food? (choose one answer)
Approximately a quarter of the amount of staple should be animal foods.

e. Why is such a large proportion of vegetables and fruit recommended?
Because they provide micronutrients that the body needs, and many people’s

diets lack these.

f. Which food groups provide a lot of different micronutrients?
Animal foods, fruit, vegetables, legumes and nuts

g. Which food groups provide very few micronutrients?
Sugars, fats

h. Do we actually need oil or fat in our diet?  Explain your answer.
Yes, fats help absorb fat-soluble vitamins and give energy.

i. What would you say?  Practising explanations (1)

Model answer from a student: 
Very good. But to get all the kinds of food you need, you should…
...eat different foods from different food groups as well, every day. Different 
foods contain different things that the body needs (nutrients) and give you 
energy. This is not so difficult to do, for example, you can try different types 
of green leaves, such as amaranthus, cassava… The food groups that are 
especially important are vegetables, fruits, legumes, and a small amount of 
animal foods. 

A good answer given by an ENACT student from Uganda 

“Include a variety of foods from the different food groups every day. For 
example, if you had pesho, beans, amarathus, avocado and water for lunch, 
if you can, try to make a change and have sweet potatoes, peanuts, cabbage 
and carrots with a little oil, and paw paw for the next meal. That way, you 
won’t miss out on anything the body needs (nutrients).” 
OR
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some help us maintain our weight, some help us think well, others prevent 
us from falling sick. So in order to get these different nutrients we have to 
eat different foods.” 

A poor answer from a student 

“You should vary the foods from these food groups to get all the nutrients.”

This is a poor answer because it is bare, technical (nutrients), no examples, 
no personalisation, no reason given as to why the diet should be varied. 

 Key to Activity 7 Making comparisons 

Practising explanations (2). This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by 

your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 8 Food safety for families 

a. What advice can you give to families about rules to follow during food
preparation, storage and feeding of children, to make sure food is safe?
Suggest three things.

Some possible answers:

1. Always wash your hands with soap and running water before preparing

food or feeding your child.

2. Always wash your child’s hands with soap and water immediately before

and after feeding.

3. Make sure the child doesn’t play with or touch dirt during feeding.

4. Store food and water in covered containers to protect them from dust and

pests which carry germs.

5. Use clean pots and pans to prepare and serve food.

6. Use fresh food, don’t use food that is old or rotten.

7. Cover cooked food to stop flies from getting onto it.

8. Serve the food shortly after preparation.
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9. Never put food into containers that have been used for chemicals such as

fertilizer, rat poison and insecticide.

10. Wash foods that have been sprayed with chemicals such as fertilizer.

b. What would you say? Practising explanations (3)

Model answer: 
Well.... it’s true that diarrhoea is common, but it can be very dangerous for a 
young child. A lot of children die from it. You know that food gives us the 
healthy things that our bodies need? When a child has diarrhoea, his body 
can’t take in these things from food. So the child becomes weak. When he’s 
weak he can get other illnesses also more easily. In some cases, if the body 
doesn’t get enough water, the child can even die. And it is so easy to 
prevent, for example, your family can follow a few simple rules at home, like 
washing your hands with soap and water... 

A good answer given by an ENACT student from Ghana 

“Well, that is not the truth. Children do get diarrhoea easily, however, it is 
not normal if it happens and it is a problem. If a child gets diarrhoea, it 
becomes difficult for the child’s body to get what it needs (nutrients) from 
food when he/ she eats. When this continues, the child loses so much energy 
and cannot grow healthier and stronger as required.” 
OR 

“Well, not all children get diarrhoea. Diarrhoea occurs when you allow your 
child to play in a dirty environment. Feeding children with unclean hands and 
dirty bowls causes diarrhoea. Diarrhoea will cause a loss of appetite. It will 
make children lose weight and water and die as well.”

A poor answer from a student 

“All kids get diarrhoea but it should not be taken as normal. Diarrhoea caused 
by infections indicates the immune system is weak plus other opportunistic 
infections can come in like pneumonia, then it can also result in dehydration 
and death if not managed.”  

n.b. This is a poor answer because it is very technical (infections, immune 
system, opportunistic infections, and dehydration), there are no examples and 
no personalisation. This student has the facts right, but tells them poorly. 
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 Key to Activity 9 Different people, different needs 

a. What sort of diet do the people need?

1. B, D

2. A, C

3. F

4. D, E, H.  In addition, supplements may also be needed.

5. G

b. From your own experience, are people generally aware of these special
nutritional needs?
Answers are subjective or personal.

c. Who do you think needs educating most? Pick one group and justify why.
Answers are subjective or personal.

Good answer from Kenyan student 

“Who needs educating most? Parents of growing children. 

Reason: The children have increased nutrient requirements for growth 
and thus need nutritious foods to provide energy and nutrients. Parents 
generally decide what children eat at home.” 

d. What would you say? Practising explanations (4)

Model answer: 
If children regularly eat only thin cereal porridge they will probably… be 
small for their age, and weak. They won’t have enough energy to play. They 
will also get ill often. Thin porridge alone can’t give children what they need 
to grow properly.
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A good answer given by an ENACT student 

“If children regularly eat only thin cereal porridge they will probably grow at 
a slower pace than other children, and also will not be strong. This is 
because the porridge will not provide the child with energy and things 
(nutrients) the child needs for better growth and strength.” 

Poor answers from students

“If children regularly eat only thin cereal porridge they will probably become 
stunted.” 

“If children regularly eat only thin cereal porridge they will probably suffer 
from nutrient deficiencies. They may also suffer from protein energy 
malnutrition like marasmus and kwashiorkor.” 

n.b. These are poor answers because, first, the facts are incomplete; second, 
they use technical language, and last, there are no examples and no 
personalization. 

 Key to Activity 10 Top foods 

Model answer:

Name of food  Baobab (monkey-bread tree, dead-rat tree) 

Food group Fruit 

Which macronutrients and 
micronutrients is it rich in? 

High in energy and carbohydrates. Very high 

in vitamin C, high in calcium 
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Model answer: 

What dishes are made with it 

in your country? 
The fruit can be used as a "thickener” in jams 

and gravies, a sweetener for fruit drinks, or a 

tangy flavour addition to hot sauces. The dry 

fruit pulp, separated from seeds and fibres, is 

eaten directly or mixed into porridge or milk, 

and is also known as "monkey bread". The 

fruit can also be dissolved in water to make a 

drink. 

What do people think of this 
food? 

It is eaten and drunk frequently in the 

villages. City people don’t like it because they 

think it is for poor people. 

 Key to Activity 11 Highly processed foods 

Answers will be subjective/personal and will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 12 Describing the regional diet  

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

Good answer from a Ghanaian student 

Demographic group in Ghana

“The main staple foods are cassava, plantain, yam, maize and rice. 
Porridges are made from the maize, with roasted groundnut added to it, 
and also from the rice. Bush meat is easily accessible since it is a forest 
area; however seafood like fish and crabs are rarely eaten. The traditional 
dishes are fufu (pounded plantain and cassava with soup containing dried 
herrings, dried mudfish and “prekese”) and etor (mashed ripe plantain, red 
palm oil and groundnut). With the exception of cocoyam leaves (leafy 
vegetables), onions, tomatoes, oranges and garden eggs, fruits and 
vegetables are rarely consumed. On average, meals are taken twice a day 
at home, and this is for both adults and children. 
In recent years, fried chicken, fried rice, fried yam, soft (fizzy) and alcoholic 
drinks have become very common on the streets and in shops.”
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Good answer from a Nigerian student 

“The main staple foods available are rice, cassava, maize millet and sorghum. 
Cassava (garri) with soup made with palm oil, egusi, okra and pumpkin leaf 
may be taken almost daily. Tapioca (nsisa) made with palm oil, crayfish or 
sometimes fish, is taken mostly as a snack. People eat legumes like 
groundnuts and beans separately, not with the staple foods. Fruit and 
vegetables are also taken separately from other foods. Consumption of fruit 
and vegetables is very low, and is according to what's available each season.  
Animal foods such as snails and flying ants are taken when in season, while 
seafood and chicken are eaten mostly for special occasions. Only very few 
homes can afford to eat these foods more regularly. 

The majority of people eat three times a day. The males eat first and take the 
biggest portion while the children eat last and get the smallest portion. 
Generally parents eat together separately, while children eat together from 
one bowl. 

Nowadays, fast foods such as pastries, ice creams and indomie are fast 
becoming an everyday snack for both adults and kids.”

 Key to Activity 13 Asking the questions 

Tips: 

Avoid asking closed questions e.g. do not ask “Is the food you eat adequate?” or 
“Do you eat fruit and vegetables?” as the respondent can just say yes or no. Such 
questions often provide only incomplete answers.  

Try not to ask leading questions such as “Do you sometimes skip breakfast?” or  
“You eat 3 meals a day, don’t you?” as such questions will  direct the respondent 
towards one answer. Instead try to ask neutral questions, e.g. “How many meals 
do you eat per day? What are they?” 

To find out about… Question(s) you would ask: 

Common foods consumed  Tell me what foods you eat often, both for

meals and between meals.

 What do you usually drink?

Quantity of different foods  When you eat vegetables, do you eat a lot,

or just a little in a sauce?

 How about other foods (meat, fish etc…)?
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To find out about… Question(s) you would ask: 

Balance of different food 
groups 

 Compared with the amount of (give name

of staple food), how much vegetables and

fruit do you eat each day?

 How about foods like meat, fish, eggs,

insects…? How much of these do you eat

each day, compared with the (staple

name)?

 In a week, how often do you eat meat or

fish? Fruit? Groundnuts, cowpeas, other

beans or peas?

Food variety  Tell me what fruit and vegetables you eat

daily.

 Which vegetables do you normally eat?

(ask for names, to get an idea of variety)

Meal frequency  How many meals do you have each day?

Seasonal effects  Are certain foods hard to find at certain

times of the year?

 What do you eat at those times?

 What if the season for (pumpkins) finished.

What vegetable would you replace it with?

 Key to Activity 14 What’s adequate, what’s needed? 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 15 Using guidelines 

Answers will be subjective or personal, and will be discussed in the tutorial. 
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 Key to Activity 16 Give dietary advice 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

Some examples of poor answers are given below. Make sure to write a better 
answer! 

For ministry staff in the city 

“Reduce the intake of such foods.” 

n.b. This is a poor answer because it is incomplete, the ministry staff are not told 
what they need to eat (with specific examples). Furthermore, they may not be 
familiar with the term “intake”. 

For farming people 

“Increase the intake of animal proteins” 

n.b. This is a poor answer because the facts are not correct/complete. How 
about fruit and vegetables? “Greens” alone don’t equal vegetables. And why 
not say “Eat more meat and fish” instead of “Increase the intake of animal 
proteins”? 

For urban children 

“Avoid refined sugars.” 

n.b. This is a poor answer because it uses technical language that the children 
won’t understand. It doesn’t give any specific examples of foods they should be 
eating, or mention ideal meal frequency. 

For village infants 

“Stop giving formula mixed with water and the porridge to infants.” 

n.b. This is a poor answer because it is incomplete. No alternatives are given! 
Specific foods and ideas for enriching the porridge should have been mentioned. 
Exclusive breast feeding should be promoted. 
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 Key to Activity 17 Did they have a choice? 

You choose two to answer. 

Case 1: 5-year-old Mwende, who suffers from night blindness due to vitamin A
deficiency

What food do/did they eat (OR not)? School lunch (maize, beans, oil and 

salt) plus some maize porridge in the 

evening. The family grows mangoes, 

but don’t eat them. 

What influences their food choice? External influences, and either 

preferences or habits and 

perceptions for why they don’t eat 

the mangoes that fall down. 

Case 2: 4-month-old baby with severe acute malnutrition 

What food do/did they eat (OR not)? Other foods than milk, and water 

(the mother said she didn’t have 

enough milk). 

What influences their food choice? Habits and perceptions (she followed 

the neighbours’ wrong advice); 

ignorance/lack of knowledge.  

Case 3: 4-year-old Henintsoa, who is stunted

What food do/did they eat (or not)? Rice and cassava. 

What influences their food choice? Habits and perceptions (habit, 

established practices, cultural 

norms). 
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Case 4: Kagiso, a middle-aged lady who has diabetes

What food do/did they eat (or not)? Sweet and high-fat fried foods. 

What influences their food choice? Preferences, probably habits and 

perceptions as well, since she cooks 

them to make her family happy. 

Case 5: Meseret’s friend, who had anaemia and died giving birth

What food do/did they eat (or not)? (We don’t know, but we know she 

was too poor to be able to afford 

animal foods.) 

What influences their food choice? External influences but possibly 

habits and perceptions as well, since 

they are probably unaware of how to 

make the best use of available foods. 

 Key to Activity 18 Things are changing 

a. People used to eat... OR How things used to be… (foods and ways

of producing, sourcing and eating foods)

n.b. Look for three points

 Buying food from small farmers’ markets, small shops, fresh food

 Most calories were from food directly, not from food products

 Simpler food, for example beans and vegetables (Mexico)

b. People now eat... OR How things are now... (foods and ways of eating)
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n.b. Find at least 4 points

 Changes in food systems (from small farmer’s markets and small shops to

huge supermarket chains)

 Snacking has taken over (encouraged by the food industry, which

produces snacks)

 Sometimes good foods are not available, but bad foods are (no drinking

water in schools but fizzy drinks)

 Wrong/harmful food values: "oils, fats and meat are prized above all"

 Large portion sizes

 Fast food such as the ‘quarter’, which consists of a quarter-loaf of white

bread, fried chips, a slice of cheese and any number of processed meats

and sauces, bought from fast food chains or small food vendors.

 Key to Activity 19 In my country... 

Answers to Questions (a-e) will be personal opinions. 

f. Write a few lines to sum up the situation in your country based on your
answers above.

A good answer from Botswana 

“Botswana has a lot of fat people. Many people in Botswana choose 
fast food and processed foods because of busy lifestyles. Choices are 
also influenced by status – people think that to eat out in restaurants 
and fast food outlets shows others that you have money and can 
afford it. Most of these fast foods are unhealthy because they are too 
fatty, sugary and salty.”

Answers will be discussed in the tutorial. 
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A good answer adapted from Tanzania 

“Most of the advertisements have a negative effect on health because 
they don’t tell people the reality of the product. For example, telling a 
person that if you drink one bottle of soda you will become more 
energetic and feel refreshed (true) but not telling them the side 
effects of it if you drink too much over a long period of time (risk of 
obesity, dental caries, diabetes).”

 Key to Activity 21 Flagged questions summary 

Answers are personal, and will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 22 Preparation for role play 

The following has been adapted from a role play by Ethiopian students. It 
demonstrates the importance of accurate information being communicated in a 
clear, practical and motivating manner, yet without being too patronising. It is 
also entertaining. The same role-play, if addressed to the mother, could have 
helped her consider other economical foods available locally in the area. 
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“It’s easy for them to say ‘add some meat and fish to my baby’s 
porridge’. Where do I find the money to buy such food?” 

Context: the nutrition educator meets Tolosa at a bus stop. 

Nutrition educator (NE): Good evening Tolosa! 

Tolosa: Hey you, how are you? 

NE:  I am good. What are you doing? 

Tolosa: I am waiting for a bus to go down town. 

NE: Is it not late? 

Tolosa: Well, I’ve got to do what a man’s got to do. Hang out with friends 
and have some drinks… 

NE: Hmmmm... How is your family? Are you following the advice I gave 
you last time? 

Tolosa: What advice? 

NE: I told you to feed your baby a good diet by adding fish, meat and 
vegetables in the porridge, to make it thicker. 

Tolosa: Easy for you to say that! Meat, fish?! Now how can I afford that 
with my income? 

NE: I know it’s hard but it is very important if you want your baby to grow 
well and stay healthy. If you want your child to be strong and bright, then 
you have to make some sacrifices. For example, limit your own need for 
unnecessary pleasure like what you are about to do now. 

Tolosa: You are right, but I can't just go back now. I will make today my 
last day. 

NE: No no no... change starts right now. Buy some meat or liver tomorrow 
morning using the money you were about to spend on booze. Go back to 
your family now. Your wife will be so happy to see you. 

Tolosa: Maybe you are right. If the bus doesn’t come soon I will go home! 
Thanks a lot for your advice. 

NE: Don't thank me, it’s my duty! 
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Glossary 

You can find further information about many of these terms in the main 
glossary. 

Breastfeeding.   "Exclusive breastfeeding" is defined as no other food or drink, 
not even water, except breast milk, but allows oral rehydration solution (ORS), 
drops and syrups (vitamins, minerals and medicines). Infants should be 
exclusively breastfed for the first six months of life to achieve optimal growth, 
development and health. After 6 months, they should receive nutritionally 
adequate and safe complementary foods while breastfeeding continues up to 
age two years or beyond. 

Colour coding of fruit and vegetables.   Eating fruits and vegetables of different 
colours gives a range of valuable nutrients and possible health benefits. 

Essential Nutrition Actions.   The ENAs are a package of preventive nutrition 
actions aimed mainly at women and young children during the first 1000 days.  
The ENA framework promotes a “nutrition through the life cycle” approach. 

Food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs).   FBDGs give a set of easily understood 
food rules for the general population, based on local needs and practices. 

Food groups.   There is no standard, accepted way of grouping foods. They can 
be grouped according to nutrient content, use by consumers, origin (e.g. animal 
source foods), botanical class etc. Some examples of food groups are cereals, oils 
and fats, fruit and vegetables, legumes, meat and fish, milk and milk products 
and sugars. What is important to remember is that most foods contain a mixture 
of different nutrients, not just one key nutrient. 

Food labelling.   Food labelling on packaged foods can provide consumers with 
the information they need to make healthy food choices, provided consumers 
are taught how to interpret them. 
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Hidden hunger.   Hunger is “hidden” when the diet is sufficient in quantity but 
not in quality (e.g. deficient in essential vitamins and minerals), and the effects 
are not immediately seen or felt by those affected or by those around them. 

Omega-3 fatty acids.   Omega-3 fatty acids are a group of fats which are essential 
for healthy body functions and development. They are found mainly in fish oils, 
eggs and some oilseeds and nuts. They are important in everyone’s diet but 
especially for pregnant women and for young children. 

Saturated fats.   Saturated fat intake increases blood cholesterol levels and the 
risk of heart disease. Saturated fats are found in animal fats, including fatty dairy 
products like butter and cheese; in some vegetable oils (e.g. coconut oil), in 
chocolate and many processed/prepared foods.  

Trans fats.   When vegetable oils are processed to make them "harder" (e.g. for 
use in margarine and other solid fats), some of the unsaturated fatty acids are 
changed into trans-fatty acids. These are also found in deep-fried and baked 
foods. These trans-fatty acids increase the risk of heart disease.  

Western diseases.   Certain diseases such as heart disease, diabetes, cancer etc. 
are thought to be associated with a Western diet (a dietary pattern with a high 
consumption of energy, sugar, refined grains and fat). The term is often used to 
describe the changing pattern of disease due to the nutrition transition. 
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1. Food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs)

Namibia 

Source: Food & Nutrition Guidelines for Namibia: food choices for a healthy life 
(Namibia Ministry of Health and Social Services 2000) 
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Thailand 

Source: Manual Nutrition Flag - Healthy Eating For Thais (Thai Ministry of Public 
Health, Nutrition Division 2001) 
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South Africa 

 Enjoy a variety of foods

 Be active

 Drinks lots of clean, safe water

 Make starchy foods the basis of most meals

 Eat plenty of vegetables and fruits every day

 Eat dry beans, peas, lentils and soya regularly

 Chicken, fish, milk or eggs can be eaten daily

 Eat fats sparingly

 Use salt sparingly

 Use food and drinks containing sugar sparingly and not between meals

 If you drink alcohol, drink sensibly

Source: South African guidelines for healthy eating for adults and children over 
the age of 7 years (South African Department of Health, Directorate Nutrition 
2004) 
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2. Changing diets

It’s happening everywhere 

All over the world traditional diets are being replaced by Western diets. This is 

the nutrition transition. 

The following comments have been taken from “Globesity - Fat's New Frontier” 
(Altman & Leitch 2012). If you like you can watch the whole video at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGL3iT5MMdQ 

“...the food system has changed from small farmers’ markets, fresh 

food and little tiny stores to these supermarkets ... and it’s been a 

boon to those selling what we might call junk foods – the soft 

drinks, the savoury snacks ... It’s accelerated the change of the diet 

across the globe to more and more processed, packaged, high 

sodium, high fat, high sugar foods.”  Prof. Barry Popkin

“Most calories people now get don’t come from 

food directly. They come from food products.”

Prof. Carlos Montiero 

“So we are essentially exporting our processed food industry 

into countries that have never seen it before. The foods … are 

extremely high in calories relative to their nutritional value 

and we are essentially making the world fat.”

Prof. Marion Nestle 

©PAHO-edited  

©Marion Nestle 
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Mexico, where diabetes is already the number one killer, is the biggest consumer 
of soft drinks in the world. The average Mexican drinks half a litre of carbonated 
beverage each day, equal to 14 cubes of sugar. 

Petrona, a poor Mexican mother says... 

“(The food industry) have essentially created a 

new set of meals called snacks or eating all the 

time - and they’ve moved that across the globe.” 

Prof. Barry Popkin 

“The children do not have drinking water 

in the schools so they drink soft drinks. 

Babies have (fizzy drinks) in their bottles.” 

DR Abelardo Avila  

(Altman & Leitch 2012.) 

“Ten years ago, the food was simpler - just beans and 

vegetables - but now it’s more varied. I think the children eat 

too many sweets…and when they don’t have breakfast they 

eat chips… fried bacon rind… everything. They want to buy 

everything in the shops. They drink all kinds of soft drinks …” 

(Altman & Leitch, 2012.)

©FAO/Giuseppe Bizzarri 

©Mike Desmond 
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And that includes Africa... 

The following image is taken from the photo-essay “Obesity amidst poverty” 
(Webb & Prentice 2006). You can see the whole photo essay if you like at: 
http://ije.oxfordjournals.org/content/35/1/24.full.pdf. 

A snapshot of urban Gambia 

Bintou’s ‘fastfood’ stall in Banjul market has vast bowls of benechin (rice and 
meat cooked in oil), plassas (a palm oil stew), domoda (an oily groundnut sauce), 
chicken yassa, and the like. 

Oils, fats, and meat are prized above all, and portion sizes are large. 

In South Africa there is more overweight and obesity than underweight, even in 
rural areas (WHO 2007). According to this report: 

 Most food is now sold in supermarkets and some supermarkets are also
expanding into neighbouring countries.

 South Africa is the only sub-Saharan African country with multinational
fast food chains. It has the seventh largest Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC)
market with 414 outlets. McDonald’s opened its first outlet in 1995. By

©Felicia Webb 
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2005 there were 95 in all parts of the country. Coca Cola spent US$21 
million on advertising and promotion in South Africa from 1997-2000. 

Another study of teenagers in Johannesburg found 
that more than 50% of males and 38% of females 
ate more than eight fast-food items per week. 

The most popular fast food item was a ‘quarter’, 
which consists of a quarter loaf of white bread, 
fried chips, a slice of cheese and any number of 
processed meats and sauces. The three most 
visited fast-food outlets included KFCs, McDonald’s 
and other small food vendors (both commercial 
outlets and informal street vendors/tuck shops) 
(Feeley et al. 2009). 

Important messages 

Changes have occurred 

 in the kind of foods sold and eaten, e.g. “food products”, “processed
food”, “packaged food”, “junk food”, foods high in sugar, fat and salt;
savoury snacks, soft drinks

 in how they are distributed and promoted (supermarkets, advertising,
promotion)

 in how they are consumed, how much, how often.

The result is rising obesity. This is not limited to rich countries or rich people in 
poor countries. It’s spreading everywhere. 

Example of an average ‘quarter’ (Feeley et al. 2009) 
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The recommended intake is a minimum of 
400g (or five portions) of fruit and 
vegetables per day (excluding potatoes and 
other starchy tubers) for the prevention of 
chronic diseases such as heart disease, 
cancer, diabetes and obesity, as well as for 
the prevention and alleviation of several 
micronutrient deficiencies, especially in less 
developed countries (FAO/WHO 2003). 

Things to watch out for 

Some plant foods contain anti-nutrients 
such as phytates in wholegrain cereals, 
nuts, seeds and pulses; polyphenols in 
legumes, coffee and tea; and oxalates in 
spinach, almonds and sesame seeds.  

These anti-nutrients affect the human body’s ability to make use of protein and 
amino acids (Boye et al. 2012), and of minerals such as iron, zinc and calcium 
(Gibson et al. 2010). In addition, iron from plant foods is found in a chemical 
form that is less easy to absorb than iron found in animal source foods, and 
dietary fibre can also reduce its bioavailability (Péneau et al. 2008). 

What can we do to increase the intake of micronutrients from fruits and 
vegetables? 

 Use traditional techniques of food processing/preparation such as
soaking, germination, fermentation and pounding that can help to reduce
the phytate content of cereals and legumes (Gibson et al. 2010).

 Combine foods from different food groups (e.g. adding a little animal
source food, especially meat; eating iron-rich foods with vitamin C-rich
foods; eating legumes with grains, avoiding coffee and tea with meals).

 Eat cereals or legumes fortified with micronutrients.

©FAO/Ami Vitale 
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Other things to remember: 

 Although legumes, nuts and seeds and some cereals contain a lot of
protein, often not all the amino acids that the body needs are found in
these proteins. By eating combinations of foods (e.g. beans with grains,
or with a little animal source food), the protein quality can be improved.

 Cassava roots and leaves contain naturally occurring cyanides, and can be
poisonous if not prepared properly. Traditional preparation methods such
as sun-drying, peeling, fermentation, grating the roots or blanching and
then pounding the leaves, get rid of the cyanide (Hahn 1988). Cassava is a
poor source of protein and should be complemented in each meal with
legumes or animal source foods.

The following tables give some information on the nutritional content of selected 
commonly grown staples, legumes, nuts and seeds, vegetables and fruits in 
Africa. The food composition data1 are taken from the West Africa Food 
Composition Table (FCT) (http://www.fao.org/docrep/015/i2698b/i2698b00.pdf) 
and show per 100 g edible portion (food as eaten). For calcium, iron, zinc, 
vitamin A2 and vitamin C, the nutrient content in 100 g food has been compared 
with recommended nutrient intake values (RNI)/day for children 4-6 yr for 
selected micronutrients (FAO/WHO, 2002). 

xxx= 100 percent of RNI can be supplied by 100g of food 

xx = 70–99 percent of RNI can be supplied by 100g of food 

x = 35–69 percent of RNI can be supplied by 100 g of food 

1
 If you wish to learn more about food composition, take the FAO/INFOODS e-Learning Course on

Food Composition Data (http://www.fao.org/infoods/infoods/training/en/). It covers all 
important issues in 10 hours.

2 Vitamin A (RE) RNI/day for children 4-6 yrs is 450 RE (retinol equivalents). As the FCT gives
values in retinol activity equivalents (RAE), these values were multiplied by two to obtain values 
in RE, since vitamin A from plant sources do not contain any retinol and the vitamin activity in 
RAE from carotenoids is just half of that of RE. See equation: 

RE= retinol equivalents in μg = μg retinol + 1/6 μg β-carotene + 1/12 μg other provitamin A 
carotenoids. 
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Staples: Cereals, roots and tubers 

Food name in FCT Scientific 
name 

Energy 
(kcal) 

kJ 

Protein 
(g) 

Fat 
(g) 

Carbohydrate 
available (g) 

Calcium Iron Zinc Vit 
A 

Vit 
C 

Fonio, black, 
whole grain, raw 

Digitaria 
iburua 

(353) 
1490 

8.9 3.0 69.4 xxx xx 

Fonio, husked 
grains, raw (bran 
removed) 

Digitaria 
exilis 

(347) 
1470 

6.9 1.2 76.1 x x 

Fonio, white, 
whole grain, raw 

Digitaria 
exilis 

(348) 
1470 

7.0 3.1 69.3 xxx 

Maize, yellow, 
whole kernel, 
dried, raw 

Zea mays (353) 
1490 

9.0 4.5 64.3 xx 

Maize, white, 
whole kernel, 
dried, raw 

Zea mays (349) 
1470 

9.2 4.1 63.9 x 

Millet, whole 
grain, raw 

Pennisetum 
typhoideum 

(348) 
1470 

10.9 4.1 62.6 xxx 

Pearl millet, 
whole grain, raw 
(with bran) 

Pennisetum 
glaucum 

(364) 
1540 

8.8 5.8 64.8 xxx x 

Rice, brown, raw Oryza sativa (352) 
1490 

7.8 2.2 73.8 x x 

Rice, white, raw Oryza sativa (349) 
1480 

6.9 0.6 78.3 

Sorghum, whole 
grain, raw  

Sorghum 
bicolor 

(344) 
1450 

10.5 3.3 63.1 xx x 

Wheat, whole 
grains, raw 

Triticum spp. (326) 
1380 

12.4 2.2 58.7 xx 

Cassava, tuber, 
raw 

Manihot 
esculenta/ 
Manihot 
utilissima 

(153) 
648 

1.2 0.3 35.6 xxx 

Plantain, ripe, 
raw 

Musa 
paradisica 

(140) 
593 

1.2 0.3 32.0 x 

Potato, raw Solanum 
tuberosum 

(80) 
338 

1.9 0.1 16.9 x 

Sweet potato, 
pale yellow, raw 

Ipomoea 
batatas 

(115) 
486 

1.5 0.2 25.3 xx 

Sweet potato, 
deep yellow, raw 

Ipomea 
batatas 

(112) 
475 

1.5 0.3 24.5 xxx xxx 

Taro, tuber, raw Colocasia 
esculenta 

(92) 
389 

1.7 0.1 19.0 

Yam tuber, raw Dioscorea 
spp. 

(128) 
540 

1.9 0.2 27.5 x 
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Legumes 

Food name in 
FCT 

Scientific 
name 

Energy 
(kcal) 

kJ 

Protein 
(g) 

Fat 
(g) 

Carbohydrate 
available g) 

Calcium Iron Zinc Vit 
A 

Vit 
C 

African locust 
bean, seeds, 
dried 

Parkia 
biglobosa 

(445) 
1860 

32.3 19.5 33.0 x 

African yam 
bean, dried, 
raw 

Sphenostylis 
stenocarpa 

(311) 
1310 

18.9 1.5 47.1 xx x 

Bambara 
groundnut, 
dried, raw 

Voandezia 
subterranea 

(376) 
1590 

20.1 5.9 58.9 x x 

Beans, white, 
dried 

Phaseolus 
spp. 

(335) 
1420 

22.1 1.5 53.2 xxx xx 

Broad beans, 
dried, raw 

Vicia faba (300) 
1260 

26.1 1.8 31.7 xxx x 

Cowpea, dried, 
raw 

Vigna 
unguiculata 

(316) 
1340 

21.2 1.3 47.2 xxx xx 

Groundnut, 
combined 
varieties, 
shelled, dried, 
raw (Ghana) 

Arachis 
hypogaea 

(566) 
2350 

22.4 44.5 14.8 xxx x 

Lentils, dried, 
raw 

Lens 
culinaris 

(297) 
1240 

25.4 1.8 29.4 xxx xx 

Pigeon pea, 
dried, raw 

Cajanus 
cajan 

(301) 
1270 

18.4 1.5 43.2 xx x 

Soya bean, 
dried, raw 

Glycine max (410) 
1720 

32.0 17.0 27.6 x xxx xx 
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Nuts and seeds3 

Food name in 
FCT 

Scientific 
name 

Energy 
(kcal) kJ 

Protein 
(g) 

Fat 
(g) 

Carbohydrate 
available (g) 

Calcium Iron Zinc Vit 
A 

Vit 
C 

Cashew nut, 
raw 

Anacardium 
occidentale 

(585) 
2430 

17.7 44.4 27.0 xxx xx 

Coconut, 
mature 
kernel, fresh, 
raw 

Cocos 
nucifera 

(389) 
1600 

3.6 36.9 6.2 x 

Colanut, 
dried, raw 

Cola nitida (342) 
1450 

5.8 1.5 74.3 xxx 

Dikanut, 
kernel, dried, 
raw 

Irvingia 
gabonensis 

(704) 
2910 

7.9 66.9 16.4 x 

Melon seeds, 
slightly salted, 
raw 

Cucumerops
is edulis 

(593) 
2460 

27.5 47.9 11.3 xxx xxx 

Palm nut 
kernel, 
shelled, raw 

Elaeis 
guineensis 

(609) 
2520 

6.1 55.3 19.6 xxx x 

Sesame seeds, 
whole, dried, 
raw 

Sesame spp. (577) 
2380 

18.2 48.9 10.0 xxx xxx xxx 

3 Some of these are classified as “oil-bearing crops” in the FAO commodity list 
(http://www.fao.org/waicent/faoinfo/economic/faodef/faodefe.htm#COMG).
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Vegetables 

Food name in 
FCT 

Scientific 
name 

Energy 
(kcal) 

kJ 

Protein 
(g) 

Fat 
(g) 

Carbohydrate 
available (g) 

Calcium Iron Zinc Vit 
A 

Vit 
C 

Green leafy vegetables 

Amaranth 
leaves, raw 

Amaranthus 
spp. 

(39) 
164 

3.8 0.3 4.6 x xxx xxx xxx 

Baobab, leaves,  
raw 

Adansonia 
digitata 

(70) 
300 

3.5 0.5 9.2 x xx xx xxx 

Cabbage, raw Brassica 
oleracea var. 
capitata 

(28) 
115 

1.6 0.1 3.8 xxx 

Cassava, 
leaves, raw 

Manihot 
esculenta/utili
ssima 

(97) 
411 

7.5 0.9 12.9 x xxx xxx xxx 

Cocoyam, 
leaves, raw 

Xanthosoma 
spp. 

(35) 
145 

3.2 0.7 3.1 x xxx xxx 

Cowpea, 
leaves, raw 

Vigna 
unguiculata 

(42) 
174 

4.6 0.3 3.3 x xxx x xxx 

Drumstick 
leaves, raw 

Moringa 
oleifera 

(86) 
364 

8.3 1.2 9.6 xx xxx xxx xxx 

Eggplant 
leaves, raw 

Solanum 
melongena 

(45) 
188 

4.4 0.7 4.2 x xx xxx xxx 

Jute (bush-
okra) leaves, 
raw 

Corchorus 
olitorius 

(59) 
248 

3.9 0.3 9.1 x xx xxx xxx 

Lettuce, raw Lactura sativa (18) 
75 

1.0 0.2 2.3 x 

Okra leaves, 
raw 

Abelmoschus 
esculentus/Hib
iscus 
esculentus 

(40) 
169 

2.7 0.3 4.3 x xxx 

Pumpkin 
leaves, raw 

Cucurbita 
pepo 

(27) 
115 

3.7 0.3 1.3 x xx x 

Spinach, raw Spinacia 
oleracea 

(28) 
115 

2.8 0.6 1.7 x xxx xxx 

Sweet potato, 
leaves, raw 

Ipomoea 
batatas 

(51) 
215 

4.4 0.2 6.7 xx xxx x 

Taro, leaves, 
raw 

Colocasia 
esculenta 

(46) 
191 

4.7 0.7 3.3 x xxx xxx 

Vernonia, 
leaves, raw 

Vernonia 
amygdalina 

(55) 
231 

4.4 0.6 5.5 x xxx xx 

Other vegetables 

Beans, green 
raw 

Phaseolus 
vulgaris 

(40) 
167 

3.1 0.2 5.0 x 

Carrot, raw Daucus carota (35) 
149 

1.0 0.3 5.7 xxx 

Cucumber, raw Cucumis 
sativus 

(15) 
63 

0.7 0.1 2.5 x 

Eggplant, raw Solanum (30) 1.1 0.2 4.6 
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Food name in 
FCT 

Scientific 
name 

Energy 
(kcal) 

kJ 

Protein 
(g) 

Fat 
(g) 

Carbohydrate 
available (g) 

Calcium Iron Zinc Vit 
A 

Vit 
C 

melongena 125 
Garlic, raw Allium sativum (135) 

572 
6.8 0.4 25.0 x 

Okra fruit, raw Abelmoschus 
esculentus/ 
Hibiscus 
esculentus 

(33) 
138 

1.7 0.2 4.4 xx 

Onions, dried Allium cepa (354) 
1500 

9.6 1.1 71.1 x x x xxx 

Pepper, sweet, 
red, raw 

Capsicum 
annuum 

(33) 
140 

1.3 0.3 5.2 xx xxx 

Pepper, sweet, 
green, raw 

Capsicum 
annuum 

(26) 
109 

0.9 0.2 4.1 xxx 

Pumpkin, raw
4
 Cucurbita spp. (26) 

109 
1.0 0.1 6.0 xxx 

Summer 
squash, raw 

Cucurbita 
pepo 

(29) 
121 

1.0 0.1 5.6 x 

Tomato, red, 
ripe, raw 

Lycopersicon 
esculentum 

(22) 
91 

1.0 0.2 3.3 xx 

4 Taken from the USDA SR27 food composition database (http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/). 
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Fruits 

Food name in 
FCT 

Scientific name Energy 
(kcal) 

kJ 

Protein 
(g) 

Fat 
(g) 

Carbohydrate 
available (g) 

Calcium Iron Zinc Vit 
A 

Vit 
C 

African locust 
bean, fruit, 
pulp, raw 

Parkia spp. (303) 
1280 

3.3 0.9 64.0 xx xx xxx 

Apple, with 
skin, raw 

Malus 
domestica 

(53) 
224 

0.3 0.2 11.4 

Avocado, pulp, 
raw 

Persea 
americana/Pers
ea gratissima 

(154) 
634 

1.7 14.7 1.4 x 

Banana, white 
flesh, raw 

Musa spp. (99) 
421 

1.2 0.2 22.1 x 

Banana, yellow 
flesh, raw 

Musa spp. (106) 
448 

1.4 0.2 23.6 x x 

Baobab, 
fruit/Monkey 
bread, pulp, 
raw 

Adansonia 
digitata 

(302) 
1280 

2.4 0.6 68.2 x xxx xx xxx 

Cashew apple, 
pulp, raw 

Anacardium 
occidentale 

(56) 
235 

1.0 0.7 10.7 xxx 

Dattock, pulp, 
raw 

Detarium 
senegalense 

(125) 
530 

1.9 0.4 27.3 xxx 

Dattock, dried 
pulp, raw 

Detarium 
senegalense 

(322) 
1360 

3.4 1.0 71.2 xxx 

Dates, raw Phoenix 
dactylifera 

(149) 
632 

1.5 0.1 34.2 x 

Dates, dried Phoenix 
dactylifera 

(307) 
1300 

2.3 0.3 70.1 

Fig, dried Ficusa carica (276) 
1170 

3.4 1.1 58.4 x 

Grapefruit, 
pulp, raw 

Citrus paradisi (33) 
141 

0.7 0.1 6.8 xxx 

Guava, fruit, 
raw 

Psidium 
guayava 

(57) 
238 

1.0 0.4 9.5 xxx 

Jujube, raw Ziziphus spp. (91) 
387 

1.5 0.3 20.0 xxx 

Mango, deep 
orange flesh 

Mangifera spp. (76) 
323 

0.4 0.2 17.3 xxx xxx 

Mango, pale 
flesh, raw 

Mangifera spp. (52) 
221 

0.5 0.2 11.1 

Melon, 
honeydew, raw 

Cucumis melo (29) 
123 

0.6 0.1 6.0 x 

Melon, 
cantaloup, raw 

Cucumis melo (33) 
140 

0.6 0.1 6.0 xx xxx 

Orange, raw Citrus sinensis (45) 
189 

0.7 0.3 9.0 xxx 

Papaya, fruit, 
ripe, raw 

Carica papaya (36) 
151 

0.5 0.1 7.3 x xxx 
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Food name in 
FCT 

Scientific name Energy 
(kcal) 

kJ 

Protein 
(g) 

Fat 
(g) 

Carbohydrate 
available (g) 

Calcium Iron Zinc Vit 
A 

Vit 
C 

Pineapple, 
pulp, raw 

Ananas 
comosus 

(54) 
228 

0.4 0.2 12.0 xx 

Pomegranate, 
raw 

Punica 
granatum 

(78) 
330 

1.4 0.6 14.8 x 

Sweet apple, 
fruit, raw 

Annona spp. (91) 
387 

1.4 0.2 20.2 xxx 

Tamarind, fruit, 
dried, raw 

Tamarindus 
indica 

(249) 
1050 

4.2 0.6 47.6 x 

Watermelon, 
fruit, raw 

Citrullus lanatus (29) 
124 

0.5 0.2 6.2 
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 FAO/INFOODS e-Learning Course on Food Composition Data
http://www.fao.org/infoods/infoods/training/en/

 FAO nutrition country profile – Mozambique
http://www.fao.org/ag/agn/nutrition/profiles_en.stm

 Nestlé eyes big food industry opportunities in Africa
http://www.foodnavigator.com/Business/Nestle-eyes-big-food-industry-
opportunities-in-Africa

 WHO Five Keys to safer food
http://www.who.int/foodsafety/publications/consumer/en/5keys_en.pdf

Links – Resources 

 “Globesity - Fat's New Frontier” (see Altman & Leitch 2012)
http://www.abc.net.au/foreign/content/2012/s3547707.htm

 Photoessay “Obesity amidst poverty” (see Webb & Prentice 2006)
http://ije.oxfordjournals.org/content/35/1/24.full.pdf

 FAO commodity list -  “oil-bearing crops”
http://www.fao.org/waicent/faoinfo/economic/faodef/faodefe.htm#CO
MG

 USDA SR27 food composition database
http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/

 FAO/INFOODS e-Learning Course on Food Composition Data
http://www.fao.org/infoods/infoods/training/en/

Links – Tutor’s guide 

 FAO nutrition country profiles
http://www.fao.org/ag/agn/nutrition/profiles_by_country_en.stm#africa

 National nutritional guidelines for Malawi
http://www.unicef.org/malawi/MLW_resources_nutritionguidelines.pdf
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Section 1. Introduction 
Wrong ideas/beliefs about diet 

Do you see this belief in your country? Tick if yes. 

What matters is quantity, not quality. Food should make you feel full. 

A healthy diet means one food from each food group every day 

Fruit and vegetables are not essential to the diet 

A healthy diet has a lot of animal source foods 

Vitamin supplements are always the best way to improve the diet 

Fatness is a sign of wealth 

All food is good food 

Fruit is nice but it is not really food; it doesn’t fill you up. 

Insects were eaten long ago, because people were poor. They are not good food. 

Section 2. Does diet really matter? 

2.1 What are the benefits of healthy diets? 

 Activity 1 Benefits 

Read the instructions for Activity 1 on page 11 of the Student's book. 

People who eat well… 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.

Follow the instructions on p. 8 of the Student's book and select a quotation. Write it here.
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2.2 What are the risks of unhealthy diets? 

 Activity 2 Risks! 

In the table below are four cases. Match them with these risks: 

Risks: Stunting, Anaemia, Diabetes, Death 

Case Health risks 

a. An infant is being fed on infant formula (mixed with dirty water) and is living in
unsanitary conditions where diarrhoea is common.

b. A 20-month-old baby has a very limited diet of cassava and watery soup from a
fish stew.

c. An adolescent girl is eating a diet of maize and a little vegetable relish daily, and
has a history of malaria and worm infections.

d. An overweight, middle-aged man (who works in an office all day long) has been
told by his doctor to eat less sugar, red meat and processed meats.

2.3 Giving good explanations: what would you say? 

 Activity 3 Saying it right 

a. Say what is wrong with each of the students’ replies by writing one or more of the following labels next to
each reply. You may put more than one label. Labels are:

 Misleading (inaccurate, incomplete information)

 Hard to understand/over-technical

 Very general

 Not very motivating

Reply Why inappropriate 

1. “Do you want to be healthy or to risk your health?”

2. “If you eat like this, you will have low immunity that will lead to
opportunistic infections.”

3. “Eating like that will give you kwashiorkor!”

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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4. “Do you want to have adequate physical and mental growth, adequate
energy and weight, and a strong immune system, or risk poor health,
poor mental and physical growth, illness and death?”

b. As nutrition educators, we need to take particular care to avoid using terms that people may not understand.
What can we say in place of specific words? Your words must have the same meaning as the original or be
very close to it. Try to build up your own “nutrition dictionary” as you go through this unit.

Technical term Easy term 

Example: Nutrients Things that you get from food, which keep you healthy 
and strong 

Example: Suffer from disease Get sick 

Monotony in meals 

Inhibit nutrient absorption 

Vitamins and minerals

Adequate physical and mental growth 

Dehydration 

(Add your own as you go through the unit.) 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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c. What would your own answer be to the two labourers? Write it here. (Try to avoid the mistakes made by the
students in their replies above!)

Section 3. What is a healthy diet? 

3.1 Food groups 

 Activity 4 Your ideas of food groups 

a. List the food groups as you see them, with a few food examples for each. If there is a standard grouping in
your country, use it.

Do this individually, then compare with a colleague to see if you agree. 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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Food group Examples 

b. Did your colleague have the same groups? Comment on similarities and differences.

Similarities Differences 

c. Look at the picture on p. 20 of the Student's book. Are the food groups in ‘Food groups for a healthy diet’ (FAO
2004) the same as your own grouping in Activity 4? Identify anything that is different.

 Activity 5 Brief look at dietary guidelines 

Take a look at the visual guide for Namibian FBDGs (Food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs), Unit 2 Resources 1, p. 3). 
Compare it with the ‘Food groups for a healthy diet’ (FAO 2004) (pp. 25 of the Student's book). Can you find one 
thing that is similar in the two diagrams and one thing that is different? 

Similar: 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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Different: 

3.3 Variety, balance/proportion and frequency 

Principle 1: Eat a wide variety of foods 

Do you know of any traditional underutilised foods in your country? What are they? (If you don’t know any, write 
“don’t know”).  

Why do you think they are underutilized? 

Principle 2: Balance/proportion 

 Activity 6 A balanced diet 

What does “balance” mean? Study the diagram on p. 25 of the Student's book and answer the questions below. 

a. Why are some circles big and some small?

b. What techniques are used in the diagram to show the importance of the staple food?

c. What do you think happens if there is too much staple and very little of other food groups in the diet?

d. Approximately how much animal food is required compared with the staple food? (choose one answer)

1. Half the amount of staple 2. A quarter of the amount
of staple 

3. The same amount

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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e. Why is such a large proportion of vegetables and fruit recommended?

f. Which food groups provide a lot of different micronutrients?

g. Which food groups provide very few micronutrients?

h. Do we actually need oil or fat in our diet? Explain your answer.

i. What would you say? Practising explanations (1)

This person has picked up one idea of healthy diet, but it’s not enough. 

Make your message motivational. e.g. - Point to results. 

Show the health benefits, relating them to improved growth for children, energy to work etc. 

… Very good. But to get all the kinds of food you need, you should…

3.4 Meal frequency, seasonality 

The energy cycle 

 Activity 7 Making comparisons assessed 

The parents say: 

 Why does my child fall asleep in class? The lessons are not so boring!

 Why do they tell me to breastfeed so often? I haven’t got time.

I eat the same five foods every day, but they are from five 

different food groups. I have a very healthy diet, don’t I? 

I have a very healthy diet, don’t I?

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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 When my children ask for a snack, I tell them to wait for the next meal. It’s bad to eat between meals.

 My son gets two good meals a day. He should be grateful.

You reply: 

3.5 Food safety 

 Activity 8 Food safety for families 

a. What advice can you give to families about rules to follow during food preparation, storage and feeding of
children, to make sure food is safe? Suggest three things.

(Areas to consider are personal hygiene, clean and safe water, buying and storing food, preparing food, hygiene 
around the home and toxins and chemicals). 

Make your advice practical, specific and easy to understand. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

b. What would you say? Practising explanations (3)

This is what one member of the public had to say… 

All kids get diarrhoea. It’s normal, nothing to worry about! 

Try to give a real idea of the risks, but in a way that everyone can understand. 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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Section 4. Dietary requirements 

 Activity 9 Different people, different needs 

a. What sort of diet do the people below need? Match the groups with their needs by writing the relevant letters
(A-H) at the end of each phrase in the left hand column. (You may write more than one letter per group.)

1. School-aged children need … A. frequent feeding  

B. frequent meals and snacks for energy 

C. breastmilk only 

D. plenty of animal source foods 

E. foods rich in iron, folate and vitamin 

F. soft, easily digested foods 

G. not too many fats and carbohydrates 

H. more food than usual 

2. Infants below 6 months need…

3. Old people (who may also be sick) need…

4. Pregnant women need…

5. People doing sedentary jobs need…

b. From your own experience, are people generally aware of these special nutritional needs?

c. Who do you think needs educating most? Pick one group and justify why.

 Pregnant women?  Families of old people?

 Lactating mothers?  Old people themselves?

 Husbands and families of pregnant women?  Health workers?

 Parents of growing children?  Teachers?

 Mothers of infants and young children?

Group: 

Reason: 

d. What would you say? Practising explanations

Complete this warning for parents. Make sure they will understand it. 

“If children regularly eat only thin cereal porridge they will probably … 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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Household food distribution 

How is food shared among the members of the household? 

What are the household food distribution practices in your country? 

Do you think they present a problem? Explain your answer. 

Section 5. Healthy and unhealthy foods 
We know that eating vegetables of different colours gives us a wide range of valuable nutrients. So we look in 
particular for dark green, orange, purple and red fruits and vegetables.  

Is this common knowledge in your country? 

 Activity 10 Top foods 

Look at ‘Information sheet: vegetables, fruits and other plant foods’, Unit 2 Resources (p 9), which gives information 
on the nutritional content, benefits and ways of processing and eating some commonly grown plant foods in Africa. 

a. From the list of foods, pick one that is found in your country (n.b. A food not a dish!) which you think is rich in
nutrients. n.b. You don’t have to read through all the foods, just make a quick choice!

b. Read through the nutritional data for your selected food. Collect information about it to complete the table
below.

Name of food
Give both local name(s) and English name

Food group
Give food group as in the diagram “Food groups 
for a healthy diet” (FAO 2004) 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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Which macronutrients and micronutrients is it rich 
in? 

What dishes are made with it in your country? 

What do people think of this food? The value that
people give to this food may or may not reflect its 
nutritional value. 

c. Compare the information you find with that of a colleague. Together decide if we can say that some foods are
“particularly healthy”. Justify your answer.

 Activity 11 Highly processed foods 

a. Look around you. Identify the three most commonly available unhealthy foods and drinks that should not be
eaten in excess. (Be sure to list specific foods or drinks not food groups.) Rank your choices from 1-3 (1= most
unhealthy of the three foods.)

1. 

2. 

3. 

b. Compare your three items with a friend’s. Are they the same/different? (e.g. choice of foods, order). Explain.

c. Name a highly processed food product that you ate during the last week.

d. How popular are highly processed foods? How important are they now to people’s lifestyles?

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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Section 6. Describing and assessing diets 

6.1 Describing diets 

 Activity 12 Describing the regional diet assessed 

n.b. You may discuss with a friend, but make sure to write the answer individually, as this activity is assessed. 

It is not easy to describe a national diet as it may vary according to region and economic status. 

Read the description of the national diet of Mozambique on p. 45 of the Student's Book. 

Follow the instructions on p. 45 of the Student's Book, and write a short one-paragraph description of the typical 

diet of a region, community or demographic group you know well.  

 Activity 13 Asking the questions 

Suppose you have five minutes to get a rough picture of a person’s diet, with information on: 

 common foods consumed

 quantity of different foods

 balance of different food groups

 food variety

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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 meal frequency

 seasonal effects

Write the questions you would ask to find out the information to two of the points above. 

Your questions should be simple and easy for anyone to understand. You may need to ask more than one question 
(i.e. ask follow up questions) for each point you want to explore. (n.b. Avoid leading questions, which can influence 
your interviewee’s answer, e.g. don’t ask Do you eat vegetables and fruits with your main dishes?) 

To find out about… Question(s) you would ask: 

6.2 Assessing diets 

 Activity 14 What’s adequate, what’s needed? Assessed 

a. Look at your description of the regional/national diet (Activity 12). Make a rough assessment of how healthy
this diet is. Use the questions below.

Questions (assessment criteria) Rough assessment 

Example: Is the food generally fresh, and
not highly processed? Explain. 

E.g. Yes, generally fresh - most foods are obtained from home 
gardens. 

1. Is there too little/too much of any food groups
in particular? (specify which groups) 

2. Is there enough food variety from day to day?
Give an example. 

3. What can you say about the meal frequency
(number of meals per day) throughout the year? 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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b. Suggest two specific and realistic ways of improving this diet referring to the type, amount and frequency of
food intake.

e.g. include a small amount of animal source foods such as offal or small fish at least twice a week 

1. 

2. 

 Activity 15 Using Guidelines 

Look through the three sets of guidelines again: ‘Food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs)’ (Unit 2 Resources, pp. 3-5). 
In the light of the dietary assessment you made for your region, and your observations through the unit so far, 
choose three messages which you think are particularly suitable for the general population of your country, and 
should be promoted there. Indicate the country from which the guideline is taken. 

Suitable dietary messages for our country 

Example: Eat fats sparingly (South African FBDGs) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

 Activity 16 Give dietary advice assessed 

On p. 50 of the Student's Book there are descriptions of four groups of people with four different sorts of diet. Pick 
one of the groups. 

a. Give the group you have chosen some advice to help improve their diet. Make sure your advice is easy to
understand. (Advice)

b. Explain (for your tutor/colleagues) why you gave these people this particular advice. (Reason)
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Group 

Advice 

Reason for the advice (refer to 
each item in your advice) 

Section 7. Influences and change 

7.1 What shapes people’s diets? 

 Activity 17 Did they have a choice? 

Choose two of the people described on p. 54 of the Student's Book, and fill in the tables below. You can indicate 
more than one influence: the reality is that often multiple factors determine our food choices and intake. 

Case Number: 

What food do/did they eat (or not)? 

What influences their food choice? (Choose from the 
three categories of influence above: preferences/habits 
and perceptions/external influences). You may indicate 
more than one influence. 

Case Number: 

What food do/did they eat (or not)? 

What influences their food choice? (Choose from the 
three categories of influence above: preferences/habits 
and perceptions/external influences). You may indicate 
more than one influence. 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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7.2 Changing diets: the nutrition transition 

 Activity 18 Things are changing… 

Read the document ‘Changing diets’ (Unit 2 Resources, pp. 6-9). This gives a collection of observations on the 
nutrition transition. Find facts to complete the questions below, on how diets and dietary habits have changed: 

a. People used to eat...OR How things used to be… (foods and ways of producing, sourcing and eating foods)

n.b. Look for 3 points 

1. 

2. 

3. 

b. People now eat... OR How things are now... (foods and ways of eating)

n.b. Find at least 4 points 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

 Activity 19 In my country… 

Is the nutrition transition happening in your country? Refer to your findings from the ‘Outside activity’, and look 
around you in the town/village where you live.  

a. Is it common to see very fat/overweight people?

b. Approximately how many fast food outlets are there? (estimate)

c. Are sweets available in most food shops?

d. What proportion of street foods would you say are unhealthy (e.g. very fatty or full of sugar/salt)? (estimate a
percentage)
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e. How are these changes generally perceived by people? For example, what did your interviewee think of these
changes?

f. Write a few lines to sum up the situation in your country based on your answers above.

Global food advertising and promotion 

 Activity 20 Food advertisements 

a. In your country is it common to see food advertisements? Yes/No 

b. Identify an item of commercial food advertising in your own country/ community, which you think can
influence people’s choice of foods.

Product advertised Where did you see it? 

(E.g. TV, shop walls etc.) 

Main target 

group 

Angle 

(how the item is presented so as 
to appeal to buyers) 

Example: Coca 
Cola soft drinks 

TV and billboards on the 
road 

Everyone, 
especially children 
and young people 

They claim you become "cool" if 
you drink them, as their slogan 
is "open happiness" 

c. Is this advertisement likely to have a positive or negative effect on health? Explain.
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d. Do you think advertisements influence your own choice of food? Explain.

Section 8. Review & preparation for the tutorial 

 Activity 21 Flagged questions summary 

a. Wrong ideas/beliefs about diet: Quote from the “Book of Quotations” particularly relevant for your country.

b. Traditional underutilized foods in your country: What are they? Why do you think they are underutilized?

c. Household food distribution practices in your country: Description and what you think of them.

 Activity 22 Preparation for role play assessed 

d. Write out your “act” (script), or make some notes, so that if you don’t have time to act it out at the tutorial
your tutor can still give you marks. Remember to give the number of the role card you chose.
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Instructions for outside activity 

Guidelines for the interview (After the interview, come back to these Guidelines and check () the points that you 
followed.) 

Explain the purpose of the interview 

Be polite 

Sit comfortably on the same level as the person being interviewed 

Maintain eye contact 

Don’t talk too much yourself 

Listen carefully without interrupting 

Ask follow-up questions and ask for examples, to get interviewee to expand on answers (where needed) 

Show interest 

Repeat what’s said to make sure you’ve got it right 

Thank the interviewee 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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A. The interview 

Recording sheet 

Questions about current diet 

1. Can you tell us a bit about yourself first? How long have you lived here? Where did you live 10 years ago?
Do/did you work? What type of work? Have you seen any big changes in the last 10 years? Tell us…

(Note down where your interviewee lives, and where she used to live, and any general comments on changes
observed. You will be probing for specific details on changes in food patterns later.)

2. What is your main (staple) food? (e.g. rice, nsima, injera, ugali/pap, banku, kenkey, pumpkins, yams etc.)

3. How many meals do you usually eat in a day?

4. Do you eat any snacks in between meals? If yes, what are they?

5. How often do you eat vegetables? (Clarify: Do you mean green leaves, or also other vegetables?)

6. How often do you eat fruits?

7. How often do you eat nuts or beans (legumes)?

8. How often do you eat meat/fish/eggs?

9. How often do you eat outside the home (e.g. street food, food from a restaurant or café etc.)?

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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10. Is there any way you would like to improve what you eat? What do you think would be a better diet?

11. Do you sometimes have to stop eating certain kinds of food (e.g. because you can’t find them/they cost too
much)? (If yes, give an example)

Changes in the past 10-20 years 

12. Do you eat the same food now that you used to eat 10-20 years ago? Are there any foods/drinks you used to
consume often, which you now don’t?

Which foods? 

Why? 

13. Compared with 10-20 years ago, are there new foods/drinks you consume now?

Which foods/drinks? 

Why? 

14. Is there anything you used to do to get your food (e.g. grow it, buy it etc.) or to prepare (methods of
cooking/preserving) food that you don’t do any more?

What has changed? 

Why? 

15. Do you think any changes have been for the better or for the worse? Why?

“Miss/Mrs X, thank you so much for this interview.  It has been very interesting for us.” 

B. After the interview 

Self-evaluation 
Go back and read the points in the Guidelines for the interview. Did you and your partner follow them all? Tick () 
the ones you feel you followed well. Give an example of how you followed them. 

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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How did the interview go? General comments on the interview. 

Suggestions for how you can improve the interview next time: 

C. Write the report (individual) 
a. Briefly describe the current diet of the interviewee. Try to include differences in quantities and frequency of

intake of foods from different food groups; methods of cooking; meal frequency and any seasonal effects on
consumption; snacking habits/eating outside the home etc.

Unit 2: Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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b. What are the main changes in your interviewee’s diet in the last 10 years? What are the reasons for the
changes? Give examples to illustrate your points.
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The purpose of the Tutor’s guide 

The main content of the ENACT course is covered by the Student’s book and the 
Unit resources, which are available to both tutors and students. The purposes of 
the Tutor’s guide are to: 

 present the objectives and guiding questions of Unit 2

 highlight any learning or logistic challenges presented by the unit

 suggest how to prepare for and conduct the tutorials

 suggest how to introduce students to the following unit (Unit 3).

The Full Answer Key for Tutors contains answers and comments for all activities. 
It can be used for discussing questions in tutorials, for counselling students who 
are having difficulties, or for individual self-study. 
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Unit overview 

ne of the roles of nutrition educators is to change some of people’s 
(wrong) ideas of diet and food. 

Students need to be able to 

 explain why healthy eating is so important for growth, good health and
intellectual development, both for the general population and for groups
with special nutritional needs (pregnant women, young children etc.)

 show the key role of diet in preventing nutrition-related diseases and
conditions

 describe diets (what people are currently eating)

 recognize a healthy or unhealthy diet and what to do to improve diets.

This unit will help them to give good explanations, which is a very important part 
of nutrition education. Students are asked what they would say in response to 
various questions/comments from the public and have to reflect on how to 
phrase a good, clear explanation. 

The unit also presents relevant nutritional concepts, such as the link between 
food and health and the components of a healthy diet etc. Students may also 
refer to a standard nutrition text book if they need further information. 

Students are also asked to reflect on their own dietary habits, to make links with 
themselves and their own environment and to answer flagged questions 
requiring some reflection (indicated by the flag icon ). 

O 
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UNIT SUMMARY 

 The ‘Introduction’ in Section 1 asks why students need to be able to make
good explanations to people regarding food, diet and nutrition. Students
briefly think about common misconceptions/wrong beliefs about diet:
mistaken food beliefs and practices are part of the ground on which new
perceptions have to be built, which is a large part of the task of nutrition
education.

 Section 2 ‘Does diet really matter?’ briefly recaps the benefits of healthy
diets and the risks of unhealthy diets. Students receive various tips to keep in
mind when giving explanations to the general public.

 Section 3 ‘What is a healthy diet?’ looks at the common features of a healthy
diet, how to recognize healthy diets and how to explain the concepts to
others.

 In Section 4 ‘Dietary requirements‘ students consider the different
nutritional requirements people have, with a focus on IYCF.

 Section 5 ‘Healthy and unhealthy food’ looks in more detail at specific foods,
to see if we can say that some foods are particularly unhealthy/healthy, in
particular considering the dangers of eating a lot of highly processed foods
too often.

 In Section 6 ‘Describing and assessing diet’ students practise describing the
diet of a population they are familiar with, and assessing this diet based on
simple criteria provided. They also practise giving some advice to help
improve people’s diets. They look at three national food-based dietary
guidelines, to see how diet-related messages can be used.

 To be able to give good explanations that can help people to improve their
diets, it is important to understand people’s food choices and to recognize
what influences them. Thus in Section 7 ‘Influences and change’ students
look at factors that influence diets. Students consider how changing diets
have led to the nutrition transition, and consider the role global food
advertising plays as one of the drivers of this transition.

 At the final tutorial, the whole class works together to discuss the
national/regional diet, assess it, and agree on suitable dietary messages for
improving this diet. At the end of the tutorial, students perform short role
plays they have prepared. The role plays will help them to practise what they
have learned regarding giving good explanations.

 In their outside activity students interview an older lady to find out about
changes to diet and food patterns in the last 10-20 years.
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Project recruitment (for Units 6-9).   In the mid-unit tutorial, project teams 
discuss their planned recruitment strategies for the project in Units 6-9 and 
decide whether they want to approach possible host organizations. If so, they 
plan and rehearse a meeting with a manager/leader to ask for permission to hold 
a recruitment session. For the following unit, they make an appointment to see a 
manager/leader and prepare a recruitment poster. Tutors should provide a 
Letter of Introduction if necessary (see Project Folder). Students should not
meet the manager/leader yet. 

The ‘Student’s Key’ 

n.b. This is different from the Full Answer Key for Tutors, which gives 
answers/comments for all activities, for use by the tutors. 

This unit involves some student self-correction, i.e. students have the answers to 
some of the activities in their own workbooks (at the end). Positive and negative 
model answers are given for the “Practising explanations” questions. 

The rationale for a student key is the following: 

 Students should have feedback as soon as is feasible after doing an activity.
Many activities introduce information or guidelines which are used later in
the unit, so if students get them wrong, they continue to get things wrong
later.

 Students should be able to read answers to activities as well as hearing them
from the tutor, since a lot may be lost in the hearing.

 There is a need to reduce the time taken for tutorials. Most activities in the
unit are not supposed to get detailed attention from the tutor at the tutorial.
The answers to such activities are included in the ‘Student’s Key’. They do not
need to be checked in the tutorial, although students may raise questions
about them. This leaves more time in the tutorial for discussion.

Tutors are asked to strongly advise students to work out what they think
the answer should be before consulting the ‘Student’s Key’ and to
reiterate this point in every tutorial.

Due to the provision of the ‘Student’s Key’, tutors need only correct the
assessed activities and check two or three of the self-answering questions to
make sure they are not copied, rather than carefully reading through the
entire Student’s Book. Activities where answers are subjective/personal
opinions will need to be discussed at the tutorials.
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 Why is diet so important?

 What do people need to understand about:

o the health benefits of healthy eating and the health risks of unhealthy
eating?

o healthy diets and unhealthy diets?

o healthy foods and unhealthy foods?

 How do we describe and assess a diet in order to see what is needed?

 How can food-based dietary guidelines help us to have a better diet?

 Why do we eat the way we do? What influences us?

 Why and how are diets changing and what are the effects?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Recognize and explain the need for a healthy diet 

in all its aspects; describe and analyse diets and suggest areas for 

improvement 

This unit will help students to 

 recognize healthy/unhealthy diets and what they mean for people’s health

 explore the influences on diet

 observe changes in food consumption patterns (globally and nationally), and
recognize their health and educational implications

and will give them practice in 

 explaining the need for healthy foods and diets

 describing and assessing diets in terms of adequacy, variety, proportions,
meal frequency etc.

 making suggestions for improving diets.
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Cross-cutting elements 

Special dietary needs Diets for children, infants, old people and pregnant 
women are briefly touched on, and there is 
continuing reference to maternal and young child 
feeding. 

Gender issues Gender is considered in the context of household 
food distribution patterns. 

Communication skills For developing communication skills, students 
practise giving good explanations and asking 
questions. Interview skills are also practised in the 
outside activity. 

Study skills Students practise recording answers to interviews 
and searching for information (reading skills). 
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Preparation for the tutorials 

Students will need to hear their tutors’ opinions and experience in the tutorial 
discussions. 

Before any tutorials are held 

Review Activities 11 ‘Highly processed foods’, 12 ‘Describing the regional diet’, 
14 ‘What’s adequate, what’s needed?’, 15 ‘Using Guidelines’, 19 ‘In my 
country…’, 20 ‘Food advertisements’ and Activity 21 ‘Flagged questions 
summary’. 
Form your own conclusions and recall any useful experience you can contribute. 
Read through the Resources document. 

Look through and find the flagged ( ) Answers for these are not provided in 
the Key as they are specific to the local context. Suggested answers and 
comments for most of the other activities are in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

n.b. It is important that tutorials are held in a room where students can hear 
each other and engage in discussion. 

Flipcharts and poster paper are needed. 

For the mid-unit tutorial 

Project recruitment (for Units 6-9) 

 If necessary, allow a little extra time in the mid-unit tutorial for preparing
project recruitment.

 Finalise students’ Letters of Introduction (template in the Project Folder), one
for each project team, and get them approved and signed by the appropriate
authority.

 Take to the tutorial the following documents (from the Project Folder)

o a sample signed Letter of Introduction to show students

o the flier for the project ‘Better health from better diet’

o the draft poster

n.b.  Students can finalise and print out the PowerPoint or design 
their own poster using the basic text. 
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Before the final tutorial 

Find the following information for discussion and assessment of the 
national diet.

A. Gather existing data on national/regional diets and their shortcomings, 
specifically with regard to: 

 staple foods/how prepared/traditional main dishes

 consumption of fruit and vegetables/meat and legumes, including balance of
food groups and variety of foods within food groups

 meal frequency

 seasonal effects on diet

 household food distribution and eating habits

 recent changes (last ten years).

Prepare a short description in note form. Print out copies to give the students. 
The following FAO nutrition country profiles may be useful: 
http://www.fao.org/ag/agn/nutrition/profiles_by_country_en.stm#africa 

B. Currently (2013) only three African countries (Nigeria, Namibia and South 
Africa) have national food-based dietary guidelines, but several countries have 
healthy eating/nutritional guidelines used to advise the public on foods and 
healthy eating, e.g. National nutritional guidelines for Malawi: 

http://www.unicef.org/malawi/MLW_resources_nutritionguidelines.pdf) 

If your country has any such guidelines, try to make them available to students at 
the tutorial. 
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The mid-unit tutorial 

As mentioned in the Introduction for the Tutors, tutors should be available for 
consultation for at least two hours during each unit. Rather than giving 
individual counselling, it is recommended to hold a “mid-unit tutorial” to review 
progress, compare answers, air opinions and give guidance. A mid-unit tutorial 
also helps to familiarize tutors with the activities and with student problems, 
and reduces time pressure on the final tutorial. 

Students should have completed Activities 1 to 11 (up to end of Section 5) before 
this tutorial. 

You will find suggested answers and comments in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

 Assessed answers

 With regard to questions which are not assessed, it is no problem if students
improve their answers in the course of the mid-unit tutorial.

 For the assessed activity covered in this tutorial (Activity 7) give guidance if
students are not working on the right lines (see notes below).

1. Introduction 10 mins 

Stress that this tutorial is only to see how they are doing. It is not a marking 
session and you cannot discuss answers to all the questions. 

Students report on progress so far: 

 Have they found someone to interview? If they are really unable to find a
woman, tell them they can interview a man instead.

 Have they so far had any problems with activities, workload etc.?

Project recruitment (for Units 6-9) 

a. Follow up on the discussion in Unit 1.

 Agree on project teams (n.b. These can be different in other outside
activities).
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 Teams explain their recruitment strategies (existing contacts or
contacting possible host organizations) (each team can have more than
one possibility).

b. Remind students about dates:

 Project meetings will take place during Units 6-9, one a week, preferably
towards the end of the unit work and before the final tutorial.

 If a recruitment session is needed it should take place during Units 5/5A.

c. Students decide if it is necessary/desirable to contact a possible host
organization to arrange a recruitment session. If so, go through (d-f) below.

d. Discuss setting up a meeting with the manager/leader of a host organization
in order to arrange a recruitment session. Stress that students are
representing the university, so their behaviour must be correct and they
should make a favourable impression.

Students brainstorm points to raise with the manager/leader, for example:

 Present a Letter of Introduction from the University.

 Explain the purpose and value of the project and the project actions
(present the flier in the Project Folder, or the contents of it).

 Ask if the manager/leader thinks members will be interested.

 Discuss the possibility of holding four sessions on the premises.

 Ask about holding a short recruitment session (place, time and date).
Ask if there is electricity and a projector for a PowerPoint.

 Ask permission to display a poster advertising the recruitment session
(see sample poster in Project Folder).

 Say thank-you and invite the manager/leader to the recruitment
session.

e. If there is time, one project team rehearses the meeting with
manager/leader in class, with the tutor taking the role of the manager/
leader; the class comment. If not enough time, keep this activity for the
following unit.

f. Before the next tutorial, teams who are hoping to recruit through a host
should:

 prepare a simple poster advertising the recruitment session to display in
the host organization: they may copy the one in the project folder or
design their own

 arrange to meet the manager/leader of the group/organization they are
interested in sometime during Unit 4, to arrange for a recruitment
session to take place during Unit 5/5A.
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2. Discussing the coursework 90 mins 

The main purpose is to hear how students are doing rather than to assess their 
work. Wrong answers may therefore be more interesting than right ones, and 
will demand more interest and attention from the tutor. Generally, follow this 
procedure: 

Go through the questions as suggested below.

 Individual students suggest answers and the class and tutor comment.

 “Practising explanations” questions: Individual students suggest answers, and
the class comments. Alternatively, the class can take the role of members of
the public: individual students attempt explanations and the “public” give
stock responses, e.g. So? What does that mean? For example? Why? or OK, I
understand, as appropriate.

 If there is real disagreement, discuss it and make a note: it may be that the
question is ambiguous or confusing, or there is not enough information in the
text, or there are genuine misconceptions – all of which are important.

 Encourage students to answer each other (some polite disagreement is
desirable). One way to do this is to ask anyone who has a strong opinion to
come forward, talk to the class for one minute, and field comments from the
floor.

 At the end of each section, check if there are activities where students
disagreed with the ‘Student’s Key’, or other comments. Discuss as needed.

n.b. The section numbers (below) refer to numbering in the Student’s Book. Only 
those sections and activities that particularly require follow up are mentioned, so 
the section and activity numbers are not always sequential. 

(Section 1 Sb. Introduction) 

Wrong ideas/beliefs about diet.   Which of these are common in your own 
country? (Flagged exercise        , in small groups students share their selected 
quotations then tell the class what they particularly appreciated. 

(Section 2 Sb. Does diet really matter?) 

Activity 1 & 2: Benefits & Risks! (self-checking)

Activity 3: Saying it right (self-checking)

 Students call out some features of good answers (see box ‘Some tips on
explaining’).
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 Check if anyone has added any words to the “nutrition dictionary”. Tutors
could have a large sheet where technical terms and substitutes are written
down during the tutorial.

 A few individual students read out their own replies. Class and tutor
comment.

(Section 3 Sb. What is a healthy diet?) 

Activities 4 & 5: Your ideas of food groups & Brief look at dietary guidelines

(self-checking)

(Section 3.2 Sb. Healthy diets: general characteristics) 

Students mention some common features of good diets (plenty of vegetables 
and fruits etc.). 

Activity 6: A balanced diet (self-checking & tutorial discussion)
You may wish to check answers to (f) & (g). (The answers are given in the 
‘Student’s Key’, but it is important that students are able to answer these 
questions correctly.) 
“Practising explanations (1)”: one student reads out his/her answer to the 
question from a member of the public. Class and tutor comment. 

Activity 7: Making comparisons (assessed)
Check if anything was unclear, then move on. 

Activity 8: Food safety for families (self-checking & tutorial discussion)
a. Self-checking.
b. “Practising explanations (3)”: One student reads out an answer. The class and

(Section 4 Sb. Dietary requirements) 

Activity 9: Different people, different needs (self-checking & tutorial 

discussion) 
a. Self-checking.
b. Discuss briefly. Students explain their answers.
c. Call on a few students to answer and justify their choices.
d. “Practising explanations (4)”: One student reads out an answer. The class

and tutor comment. 

tutor comment. 
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(Section 5 Sb. Healthy and unhealthy foods) 

Briefly check opinions for flagged question       Is this common knowledge in your 
country? (with regard to health benefits of dark green, orange and red fruits and 
vegetables). 

Activity 10: Top foods (personal response)
One or two pairs promote their Top Foods to the class, referring to the tables 
they prepared. Establish that is possible to say that some foods are “particularly 
healthy”; students give examples. 

Point out to students that: 

 The code given for micronutrient content (XXX, XX etc.) is relative to the
%RNI for children 4-6 yrs; if the needs of a different category of people (e.g.
pregnant women) are considered, these may change.

 Values given refer to raw foods. Point out that food composition of raw foods
is very different compared to cooked foods and that different cooking
methods lead to different values of food components. Suggest they look up
the West Africa Food Composition Table (URL in Student’s Book, pp. 41), to
see how values for cooked rice and raw rice differ.

Activity 11: Highly processed foods (personal response)
Does the class agree on the three most commonly available unhealthy foods? 
They say how they feel about the questions How popular are highly processed 
foods? How important are they now to people’s lifestyles? 

3. Looking forward 10 mins 

Check with students that they will be able to complete the unit before the final 
tutorial, including the outside activity with the interview and the report. Take the 
opportunity if necessary to look through the remaining activities. 

To save time, it is recommended that the tutor prepares a short description 
of/notes on the regional diet (Activity 12 ‘Describing the regional diet’). 
Alternatively ask one group or pair to type up their answer to Activity 12 and 
bring it to the final tutorial on a data stick (if a data projector is available), or 
print out a few copies for the class. 

Wish them happy working. 
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The final tutorial 

1. Check on completed work 15 mins 

a. Students report if they have successfully completed

 the coursework

 the outside activity and the outside activity report.

b. Ask for a few comments on the unit as a whole – problems, interesting
activities, weak points.

c. Check that students are prepared to do their role play
d. Guiding questions: a few students say briefly if they have changed their

minds about their first answers to the ‘Guiding Questions’. Do not spend
much time on this.

2. Follow up on coursework 80 mins 

Throughout the activities below, let students have their say first, then add your 
own comments. 

(Section 6 Sb. Describing and assessing diets) 

Activity 12: Describing the regional diet (assessed)
Tutor shares description/notes prepared on the national/regional diet. 
Alternatively a member of a group/pair reads out a description of the regional 
diet, passes round printouts, or shows on an overhead projector. The class 
comments and suggests additions and changes. 
n.b. If different groups have described the diets of various different regions, 
groups can point out similarities/differences in their descriptions, or note what is 
missing. 

Activity 13: Asking the questions (self-checking) 

Activity 14: What’s adequate, what’s needed? (assessed) 
Assessing diets: remind students that at the moment we are only aiming at 
impressions informed by personal observation. This is not a scientific study. 
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 Students say what they identified as the main dietary problems in the
region/country in Activity 12. One student writes them up on a flipchart. Add
your own comments.

 They say if these impressions are confirmed by their findings from the
interviews they conducted.

Some of the following may come up: 

 Not enough staple food at some times of the year

 Too much staple food in the diet in relation to other food groups

 Too little variety generally

 Too few fruits and vegetables

 Too little animal source foods, legumes and nuts

 Too much animal source food

 No breakfast

 Only two meals/day in some seasons

 Particular foods are not available in certain seasons

 Too many empty calories from snacks and street food

Activity 15: Using Guidelines (personal choices)

Guidelines: A few students share the dietary messages they selected. One 
student records them on a flipchart, amalgamating and amending them as they 
come up (this is easier if working with a data projector). After recording the main 
messages, discuss controversial ones if necessary. Students agree on the top 
three recommendations. 
Remind students that creating actual national food-based dietary guidelines 
(FBDGs) is a long and complicated process usually led by government ministries. 
Also remind them that messages/guidelines are only useful if they are activated 
in some way, and this requires educational activity. 

If your country has national FBDGs or other healthy eating/nutritional guidelines, 
you can briefly compare the three dietary messages with the actual guidelines. 

Activity 16: Give dietary advice (assessed) 

Check if anything was unclear, then move on. 

Unit 2:  Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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(Section 7 Sb. Influences and change) 

(Section 7.1 Sb. What shapes people’s diets?) 

Students recall the “categories of influence” and say briefly what influences they 
have noticed on their own diets and food choices. 

Activity 17: Did they have a choice? (self-checking)
Students say if they fully agreed with the Key. 

(Section 7.2 Sb. Changing diets: the nutrition transition) 

Students briefly explain what the “nutrition transition” is and who the players 
are (e.g. food processors, urban populations, advertisers). 

Activity 18: Things are changing (self-checking)

Activity 19: In my country…  (personal response)
How prevalent is the nutrition transition in the country? 

Students give their opinions on each question in this activity, and try to decide on 
appropriate answers to the last question. 

Activity 20: Food advertisements (personal observations)
Students share findings and conclusions in groups of three or four.

(Section 8 Sb. Review & preparation for the tutorial) 

Activity 21: Flagged questions summary (personal response)

Answers to (a) would have been discussed during the first tutorial. One or two 
students can share their answers to (b) and (c). Class and tutor comment. 

3. Follow-up on outside activity 20 mins 

a. One or two students summarize what they did, and comment on the process
(don’t discuss what they found out yet). Ask a few questions such as “Did you
find it difficult to ask the person these questions?”, “Were the questions easy
for the person to understand?”, “Was the person happy/willing to talk?” etc.

b. “Have there been many changes in the last 10 years?” Students describe
their actual findings. Briefly discuss if these changes are mainly to do with

 ways food is obtained (grown or bought)

 ways food is prepared/preserved

Unit 2:  Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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 availability/accessibility of certain foods

 ways/habits of eating.

c. What did their interviewees think of these changes?

4. Role play: Explaining  (assessed) 30 min

One of the main goals of this unit is that students learn to give some good 
explanations. The idea of role-play, as used here, is that of asking someone to 
imagine that they are either themselves or another person in a particular 
situation. They are then asked to behave exactly as they feel that person would. 
As a result of doing this, they or their audience learn something about the person 
and/or situation (adapted from Nestle & Tierney 2007). 

n.b. Students should recognize that explaining is only a small part of advising, but 
nevertheless very important. 
Students have chosen a role-play card (Activity 22) and rehearsed a mini role-
play in which a nutrition educator responds to a question or comment from a 
member of the public. Criteria for good role plays are: (a) accurate and complete 
information, (b) simple clear explanation, (c) realism, and (d) interaction. 

 Pairs perform to the whole class (2 mins each).

 If they wish, the class may vote on the best performance.

 Time permitting, the tutor comments on messages and effectiveness of
explanations.

5. Preparation for Unit 3 15 mins 

A power point is available containing the Guiding Questions, unit objectives, an 
outline of the outside activity and other questions to be discussed for Unit 3. 

Guiding questions.   Ask the Guiding Questions for Unit 3 and ask students to 
make some personal notes and suggest some answers. Look for different 
answers and points of view. Remind students that they will come back to the 
‘Guiding Questions’ at the end of the unit to see if their answers have changed. 

Unit objectives.   Look through the unit objectives. Make sure students 
understand them. 

Unit 2:  Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
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Outside activity.   Go through the outside activity for Unit 3 and make sure that 
students know exactly what to do and in what timeframe. The students can pick 
partners to work with. They have to choose one of the four activities. Make sure 
that all four options have been covered by the class. Students doing outside 
activity options 1, 2 or 3 – they can refer back to the interview guidelines they 
were given in Unit 2. Stress that students selecting Option 1 should either try to 
find someone to interview or do an observation. 

Date and time of next tutorial(s).   Arrange or confirm the time of the next 
tutorial(s). For the mid-unit tutorial, students should have completed Activities 1-
9. 

Further documents for tutor to collect.   Gather information on nutrition 
education activities in the country to supplement students’ findings and give a 
comprehensive picture. In particular, collect information on food security 
activities that include a nutrition education component. If none are available, 
find food security interventions that have an implicit need for nutrition 
education. 

Make sure you yourself are familiar with the following for Activity 13 
‘Information about your country’: 

a. What are the most widespread/common nutrition education activities in your
country?

b. What are the main nutrition IEC materials available in the country?
c. Is there a national nutrition institute? What are its main activities?
d. Is there a national growth monitoring and promotion program? What are the

main activities carried out under this program?
e. Is there a school garden programme/farm or agriculture programme in

schools? If yes, what are the main activities carried out? Do they involve
nutrition education?

f. Are there any agriculture extension programs (e.g. Farmer Field Schools) in
the country?

Unit 2:  Explaining food, diet and healthy eating 
Tutor's guide 
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SLIDES TO INTRODUCE UNIT 3 

Nutrition education actions 

1 

Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the 
United Nations



UNIT 3 

• You will be looking at various different types
of nutrition education actions that cover any
planned action aimed at nutrition education
or with a nutrition education component.

• You will also explore the local context, and
looking to see where nutrition education is
missing and the opportunities for including it.
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• What are typical nutrition education actions?

In what sectors?
• What are the main nutrition education actions

in your own country?
• Where is nutrition education most needed

and why?
• What do you think are the priority areas for

action?
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:  
Review the need for nutrition education actions in different contexts  
 
This unit will help you to: 
• become familiar with different types of nutrition education action 

and some well-known examples  
• recognize the different roles of nutrition education in national 

programs  
• identify the main nutrition education actions in your own country  
• determine where nutrition education is needed in given 

interventions and why 
• suggest and justify priorities for national nutrition education 

programs 
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Further instructions at the end of the Student’s Book. 

OUTSIDE ACTIVITY  
NUTRITION EDUCATION ACTIONS IN YOUR COUNTRY  

The outside activity can be done at any time with 
your partner, but it should be completed before 
you and your friends reach Section 5.  
The purpose of the outside activity is to find out 
what nutrition education activities are going on in 
your country or community. Make sure they do 
actually involve nutrition education and are not 
purely nutrition or food security initiatives. 
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Further instructions at the end of the Student’s Book. 

OUTSIDE ACTIVITY 
(cont.) 

Choose one of the following options (from 1-4) 
1. Nutrition education activities - find and describe some

nutrition education activities in the country (interview or
observation. If you are really unable to do an
interview/observation, you need to find out about two
activities, rather than just one). OR

2. Local maternity services (interview a new mother). OR
3. Nutrition education at school – experience and opinion

(interview a school student). OR
4. Public nutrition education & influences – observe the

environment.
After the activity, individually write a short report on the 
form at the end of your selected activity.  
NB for options 1 and 4 partners must NOT write about the 
same activity. 
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TUTORIALS 

• For the mid-unit tutorial you need to 
complete Activities 1 to 9 

• At the final tutorial you will be: 
– sharing your findings from the outside activity in 

small groups, discussing the extent and settings of 
nutrition education activities in your country, and 
identifying gaps 

– in groups, you will be discussing and selecting 
your own national priority for nutrition education 
action 
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Enjoy your work! 
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Abbreviations 

BCC Behaviour change communication 

ENAs Essential Nutrition Actions 

FBDGs Food-based dietary guidelines 

IEC  Information, education and communication 

IYCF Infant and young child feeding 

NRC Nutrition rehabilitation centre 

PLWHA  People living with HIV and AIDS 

SUN  Scaling Up Nutrition 

TIPs Trials of Improved Practices 

WFP World Food Programme  
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International Children's Emergency Fund) 
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What are nutrition education actions? 

The title of this unit, ‘Nutrition education 
actions’, covers any planned action aimed 
at nutrition education or with a nutrition 
education component. This can include 

 initiatives such as the SUN (gloss),
the development of training
curricula, the creation of new
professional associations

 ongoing programs such as Nutrition
Rehabilitation Centres (gloss), Junior
Farmer Field and Life schools (gloss),
Essential Nutrition Actions (gloss)

 specific projects (e.g. food security
projects, promotions of particular
foods, breastfeeding campaigns,
school curriculum development)

 specific nutrition education activities
and materials such as school lessons,
counselling cards, TV spots, FBDGs
(gloss).

You will learn about some of these as you 
go through the unit. 

Unit overview 

UNIT SUMMARY 

n this unit, the main focus is on the different kinds of nutrition education 
actions, their importance as integral parts of local or national food, nutrition 
and health programs and the priority they are given. 

The ability to appreciate the range of different types of nutrition education actions, 
and when and where they can be successfully used, will be useful for you in your 
future professional life. 

 Section 1 ‘Introduction’
introduces the main questions we
need to ask ourselves with regard
to nutrition education actions.

 In Section 2 ‘Typical nutrition
education actions’ you get an idea
of what nutrition education
activities are currently going on in
your country, and are introduced
to some well-known international
activities. You will formulate your
own initial ideas about priorities
for national action.

 Section 3 ‘Where is nutrition
education needed?’ looks in more
detail at nutrition education
actions in the four areas: food
security initiatives, maternal and
child health and nutrition, school-
based health and nutrition, and
nutrition education actions for the
general public.

I 
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 In Section 4 ‘Identifying where nutrition education is missing’, you practise
identifying where nutrition education is missing in common health, food
and/or nutrition initiatives. You will suggest what nutrition education
activities could be done. (n.b. This unit does not require you to carry out an
actual needs analysis; you will get the chance to do so as part of your project
in Unit 6.)

 In your outside activity, you will explore nutrition education activities locally,
finding out about an activity in the local maternity services, in schools, in
food security initiatives or public education.

 In Section 5 ‘Review & preparation for the tutorial’ you discuss with your
friends what they have found out in their outside activity so that you can
have a complete picture of activities that are going on in your country. You
refine, change or strengthen your ideas about priorities for national action,
which you identified in Section 2.

Knowledge and opinions will come together in the final tutorial, where you will 
discuss what nutrition education activities should head the national agenda.

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What are typical nutrition education actions? In what sectors?

 What are the main nutrition education actions in your own country?

 Where is nutrition education most needed and why?

 What do you think are the priority areas for action?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Review the need for nutrition education actions in 

different contexts 
This unit will help you to 

 become familiar with different types of nutrition education action and some
well-known examples

 recognize the different roles of nutrition education in national programs

 identify the main nutrition education actions in your own country

5
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 determine where nutrition education is needed in given interventions and
why

 suggest and justify priorities for national nutrition education programs.

OUTSIDE ACTIVITY: NUTRITION EDUCATION ACTIONS 

IN YOUR COUNTRY  

The purpose of the outside activity is to find out what nutrition education actions 
are going on in your country or community or in a country or community that you 
know well. Make sure they do actually involve nutrition education and are not 
purely nutrition or food security interventions. Eventually your whole group’s 
knowledge will be brought together to create a picture of local nutrition education 
activity. You may carry out your chosen activity at any time with your partner, but it 
should be completed before you and your friends reach Section 5. 

You will find further instructions in the section ‘Instructions for the outside activity’ 
at the end of this document. 

PROJECT RECRUITMENT (FOR UNITS 6-9) 

If you are planning to approach a potential host institution or group you should 
have prepared a poster advertising a recruitment session. In the mid-unit tutorial 
you will show your poster and prepare for meeting the manager/leader. Ask your 
tutor for a Letter of Introduction to take with you. 

n.b. Managers/leaders may want to know what the recruitment session will consist 
of. Before meeting them, look through the outline of the proposed recruitment 
session (the PowerPoint ‘Carrot and stick ‘and the notes for the session in the 
Project Folder). 

6
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Main text and study activities 

 Introduction Section 1.
Unlike other kinds of nutrition intervention (food aid, food supplements, fortified 
foods) nutrition education is something that goes through the head and heart on its 
way to the body. Although it may be more difficult initially, it is a more sustainable 
way of implementing lasting change. Nutrition education aims to affect people’s 
health and wellbeing through their attitudes, ideas, practices and lifestyles. 

Nutrition education is generally lacking worldwide. Is this neglect justified? To 
answer this question we first need to ask: 

 Is it worth doing?

 Where is it most needed and why?

By the end of the unit you should be able to give some well-supported answers to 
these questions and be able to argue strongly for including nutrition education in 
many more national activities. 

 Typical nutrition education actions Section 2.
What does nutrition education mean on the ground? We will look at some typical 
nutrition education initiatives: world movements, specific projects, and whatever is 
taking place in your own context. 

7
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 Activity 1 Snapshot of typical nutrition education actions 

Look at the examples below. They all involve nutrition education. 

1. Growth monitoring & promotion (infant and young child feeding [IYCF, gloss],
advice in clinics, hospitals, communities)

2. Dietary counselling for groups with special needs

3. Regular community nutrition education (e.g. cooking demos, health talks and
discussions)

4. Nutrition education in food and nutrition security projects

5. School nutrition education (curricular or extra-curricular)

6. School gardens (gloss) focusing on learning about nutrition

7. Information, education and communication (IEC) materials (posters, books,
brochures, guidelines, websites) issued by institutions

8. Public media messages, media programs, articles and single-issue campaigns

9. Multi-component interventions with nutritional objectives, e.g. combining
microfinance, agriculture and education to add animal-source foods to
children’s diet.

8
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Write the numbers of those you are familiar with. This will give you an idea of what 

is currently going on in your country.  

n.b. Spend no more than five minutes on this activity!  

The document ‘Nutrition education actions’ (Unit 3 Resources, pp. 3-8) presents 
well-known activities involving nutrition education. Some are specific initiatives 
while others are general program types. 

 Activity 2 Nutrition education actions: more details 

a. Skim-read (quickly read) ‘Nutrition education actions’ in the Unit 3 Resources,
pp. 3-8.

b. Find one example of each of the activity types below and put its number in the
box. n.b. Some of the activities can belong under more than one activity type.

Activity type Number 

Infant and young child health in the community 

Food and nutrition security interventions 

School activities 

IEC materials and campaigns for the general public

Specific health initiatives (e.g. HIV/AIDs, diarrhoea) 

Multi-component activities with social, economic and 
technical dimensions 

c. Get to know some of the common acronyms that you may meet in your work.
Some are given in the table below. Say what they stand for. Give one piece of
information for each, just to remind yourself what it is about. Refer back to the
document ‘Nutrition education actions’ (Unit 3 Resources, pp. 3-8) if needed.

You will 

discuss this in 

the tutorial 
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You may need to look some up in the Glossary found in the Course Resources. 
The first one has been done for you. 

Stands for Information 

FBDGs Example: Food-

based dietary 

guidelines 

It is a set of easily understood food rules for 

the general population, based on local needs 

and practices 

IYCF 

BCC 

ENAs 

TIPs 

WFP 

10
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 Activity 3 Selecting initial priorities 

Parts a. and c. are assessed and should be done on your own.

a. Look again at the ‘Nutrition Education Actions’ document in the Unit 3
Resources, pp. 3-8. Think back to Unit 1, and the nutrition problems in your
country that you identified. On your own, choose the two nutrition education
actions which you think are most needed or valuable for your country, and say
why in the table below. An example is provided.

Most needed/valuable Why? 

Example: Five A day “Most people in my country are ignorant about the 

importance of fruits and vegetables, they see them 

as a waste of money. Therefore, this will help them 

to know their value as well as the right quantities to 

eat each day.” (Nigeria) 

1. 

2.

b. Compare your choices (given above) with those of your partner. Explain to each
other why you selected them. What similarities or differences are there
between your answers?

11
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Similarities Differences 

c. Find out a little more about one of the two activities that you selected above.
You can use the internet, ask your tutor or another expert. Remember, you
must add to the information already given in the Unit 3 Resources.

This will give you a first idea of your own priorities, to be developed during the unit. 

Initial priority 

Activity name 

More information 

Source of information 

How to work: 

while you go 

through the next 

sections, think 

about the priority 

you have chosen 

here. You will 

reconsider your 

answer later 

12
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SUMMARY OF SECTIONS 1 & 2: INTRODUCTION & TYPICAL 

NUTRITION EDUCATION ACTIONS 

Nutrition education is indeed worth doing, and necessary for the success of food 
and nutrition interventions in all of the areas we have looked at, i.e. food security 
initiatives, maternal and child health and nutrition, school-based health and 
nutrition, and nutrition education actions for the general public. National priorities 
will depend on what is needed most in your country, and what has most likely 
chance of succeeding. 

 Where is nutrition education needed? Section 3.
Now we will look in more detail at nutrition education actions in the four areas we 
mentioned before: food security initiatives, maternal and child health, schools, and 
nutrition education for the general public. There is a brief about each of them in the 
Unit 3 Resources. 

Nutrition education is especially needed when there is a choice of actions, for 
example, the choice to: 

 grow fruit trees instead of cash crops

 eat orange sweet potatoes instead of white ones

 breastfeed exclusively instead of giving formula milk.

13
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For each brief, you need to take a few notes while you read the brief or do an 
introductory activity, and then apply what you have read in a follow-up activity. 

3.1 Food security initiatives: where is nutrition education 

needed? 

 Activity 4 Food security initiatives 

Read Brief 1: ‘Nutrition education in food security initiatives’ in the Unit 
3 Resources, pp. 9-11. 

Often nutrition status and diet are not improved by interventions which aim at 
increased food supplies or income generation.  

Explain: 

a. Why is nutrition education needed in food security interventions?

Nutrition education is needed wherever 

people need to change what they do, what

they understand and what they feel about 

diet.

14
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b. Why is it important to target women?

What you have read in the brief will help you do the next activity. 

 Activity 5 Learning from mistakes assessed 

The following case study shows how perceptions of the causes of malnutrition 
changed as a result of evaluating outcomes, and how nutrition education became 
part of the package. It sums up the history of many projects which only found out 
the right routes when they were already on their way. Read the case and answer 
the questions below. 

Case: Learning from mistakes 

 A food security program was started to reduce high levels of child
malnutrition. The program logic was that by increasing food production,
poor households would have more food available and be able to better
feed their children.

 As the program proceeded, malnutrition rates remained high. After a
quick review, management concluded that production levels had not
gone up sufficiently and therefore household food supplies were still too
low to make a clear difference to child nutrition. The decision was made
to increase the distribution of seeds and fertilizers in the hope that this
would increase supplies and improve nutrition.
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 A mid-term review of the program noted that in spite of increased food
production, malnutrition rates were still as high as before. It was decided
that existing child feeding practices were an important factor: i.e. children
were not benefiting from the increased production of food. To overcome
this problem the program introduced a nutrition education component
focusing on improving child feeding practices.

 At the end of the program, the impact assessment showed that food
supplies had gone up significantly, child feeding practices had improved
and child nutrition status was significantly higher, but malnutrition rates
were still higher than the target set.

 A further assessment established that the water and sanitation situation
in the area was the cause of frequent illness among young children,
contributing to malnutrition. The next phase of the program planned to
build in this factor.

Modified from the FAO Impact Assessment e-learning course Unit 1.4 (FAO 
2012). 

Program component 
(strategies adopted) 

What were the outcomes in each case? 

Initial efforts to increase 
food production 

Adding a nutrition education 
component on infant feeding 
(while still increasing food 
supplies). 

a. At the end of the program, what was still needed?
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b. Identify two things we can learn from this story

3.2 Maternal and child health actions: where is nutrition 

education needed? 

 Activity 6 Maternal and child health 

Look at the Essential Nutrition Actions (ENAs) on Brief 2: ‘Nutrition education 
for maternal and child health’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 12-16.   

Choose one of the ENAs and say what nutrition education is needed: what do 
people need to know, understand and do, in order for the ENA to be successful? 

Now read the rest of brief. What you have read in the brief will help you do the next 
activity. 

17
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 Activity 7 The educational impact of growth monitoring 

As you know, the first 1 000 days (gloss) from pregnancy to age two are critical to 
development, and are a vital period for effective nutrition education for parents. 

Below are some comments about growth monitoring from a review of community 
nutrition projects in Uganda, Tanzania and Kenya (LINKAGES et al. 2002). These 
observations still hold true for many places in the world.  

Read the comments and answer the questions. 

“Growth monitoring and promotion is still linked in people’s minds 

with immunization. Few mothers appreciate its value and most stop 

with it after the age of six months.” 

“It seems that the failure of the community-based growth 

monitoring and promotion is due more to the way it is conducted 

than to lack of interest from the parents.”  

“Attendance varied from 10% to 60% of total children under five 

years ...” 

18
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“The team did not observe any feedback being given to the mother, 

even when the child had a health card and was found to be 

malnourished. There was a lack of follow up, and inadequate 

nutrition education and counselling.” 

a. What is going wrong with this program and why? (Identify three things)

b. What nutrition education is needed, for whom, about what? Think about what
people need to know and do.

c. The following recommendation was made by a student: “To get a high level of
attendance, those that participate each day should be given some form of
positive reinforcement in the form of gift”. Do you agree or disagree with this
statement? Why?

Check in the 

Student’s Key 

for answers to 

Q (a) and Q 

(b). Q (c) will 

be discussed in 

the tutorial 
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3.3 School education: where is nutrition education 

needed? 

 “I remember a certain poem in Swahili that we used 

to recite about Kwashiorkor. It encouraged us to tell 

our parents to prepare eggs for us because we were 

tired of eating ugali and cabbage every day. By 

reciting this poem to my mother, I got her to vary 

my diet, so that I would be given a fruit to eat during 

break time. Our consumption of animal source foods 

also increased.” (ENACT student, Kenya)

“Even though I learnt (at school) 

that what we eat has an effect on 

our bodies, it did not shake me in 

any way.”  

(ENACT student, Botswana) 

20
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 Activity 8 Nutrition education in schools 

a. What do you personally remember learning about good/bad eating at either
primary or secondary school?

b. What effect did it have on what you ate in later life? (Explain, giving an example
if possible.)

c. What do you think? Does school nutrition education work:

 in the short term?
 in the long term? Why?

Now read Brief 3: ‘Nutrition education in schools’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 
17-20. What you have read in the brief will help you do the next activity. 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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 Activity 9 Bee, Dee and nutrition education at school assessed 

Think back to the brief you just read, and see how the school can best help Bee and 
Dee. 

Bee and Dee are sister and brother. Bee loves dancing; Dee is passionate about 
football. They are both struggling a bit at school. 

They both need more variety in their diet, a good breakfast to avoid short-term 
hunger during the school morning, and some way of getting a meal at midday 
rather than spending their few coins on the sweets and buns sold by the vendors at 
the school gates. In the longer term, they need to be able to look after themselves 
and their families when they grow up: plan, shop, cook, bring up children. 

They have never thought much about what they eat, or tried to change it. They 
expect to go on eating the same way when they grow up, and feed their children 
the same - except that they hope they will be able to afford more chicken, meat and 
soft drinks. 

The school too has not given much thought to the question. Since there are no 
school meals, it does not have any particular policy on food in school (vendors, 
lunchboxes, snacks etc.) and the subject does not come up at PTA meetings. The 
school garden is mostly given over to maize, which is sold for school funds. 
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a. Who are the people who directly or indirectly affect what Bee and Dee eat?

b. Suggest two ways in which the children’s parents/families can help them in
order to improve their diet.

c. What school lessons/activities could support the children’s and families’ efforts
in (b)? (Make two suggestions). Refer to Brief 3: ‘Nutrition education in schools’
in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 17-20, for practical ideas.

3.4 The public: where is nutrition education needed? 

 Activity 10 Public nutrition education 

Read Brief 4: ‘Public nutrition education’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 21-25. 

While reading the brief, find one kind of public nutrition education that you think 
would be particularly useful in your country. Read the suggested reasons (given 
under ‘Is it worth doing?’) and say why you think this is needed (you may find other 
reasons).  
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n.b. Your answer should be specific, e.g. Information campaigns about ..., or 
National health campaigns to promote ..., Local discussion groups for… etc.  

a. What?

b. Why?

 Activity 11 Soft drinks and nutrition education 

On the next page are a few facts about soft drinks. 
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a. Why is it bad for the health to drink too many soft drinks?

"A child's chances of 

becoming obese increase 

by 60% with each 

additional daily serving of 

sugar-sweetened drinks ... 

” (Ludwig, D. S., 

Peterson, K. E., & 

Gortmaker, S. L. (2001)

Studies have shown that: 

 People who consume sugary drinks regularly-

one to two cans a day or more-have a 26%

greater risk of developing type 2 diabetes than

people who rarely have such drinks.

 Those who averaged one can of a sugary

beverage per day had a 20% higher risk of

having a heart attack or dying from a heart

attack than those who rarely consumed sugary

drinks.

 Those who averaged one can of a sugary

beverage per day had a 20% higher risk of

having a heart attack than those who rarely

consumed sugary drinks.

(Harvard School of Public Health 2012)

“Sales growth of manufactured snacks, soft drinks 

and processed foods is fastest in lower and middle 

income countries. Reasons are rising incomes, 

greater market integration (more foreign 

investment), extensive advertising and clever 

marketing.” (Stuckler et al. 2012) 

“Soft drinks are directly 

driving the obesity epidemic 

in the developing world.” 

(Cullinan 2005, citing Van 

der Merwe) 

“Age-related increases in 

dental erosion have been shown 

to be greater in those with the 

highest intake of soft drinks.” 

(FAO/WHO 2003)
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The following headline was adapted from a Business Monitor website 
(http://www.businessmonitor.com/news-and-views/coca-cola-to-double-africa-
investment-as-soft-drinks-demand-sizzles): 

b. What kind of soft drink advertising is common in your country?

c. Do you think counter-education is needed? If not, say why not. If yes, say what
message you would give the public.

SUMMARY OF SECTION 3: WHERE IS NUTRITION 

EDUCATION NEEDED? 

 Food security interventions are most effective at improving people’s
nutritional status when they are accompanied by nutrition education. It may
not be enough to grow more food, or better food, or increase income.
People need to know what to eat and why, believe that it matters and have
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social support. It makes sense especially to target women, who grow 
food, cook it, preserve it, consume it and feed the family.

 Most programs aiming at women and children’s health and nutrition need
nutrition education to be successful. Some factors for successful IYCF are
community involvement, institutionalization of programs within existing
public services, and parental involvement.

 School nutrition education can be very successful if the aim is action and
learning. The curriculum should cover all “food activities”, including
shopping, preparing food, food advertising, food safety etc. Links are needed
between classroom teaching, families and communities and the school
environment, as school staff and parents also need nutrition education.

Public nutrition education initiatives are important because: they reach a large 
number of people; people are dangerously unaware of nutrition issues; society 
and circumstances are changing rapidly; people are encouraged by social 
support; and (above all) people need to be able to take care of themselves. 
Education about what to eat is not enough: people also need to learn what to 
avoid, how to recognize food myths and how to respond to food advertising.  

Identifying where nutrition education is Section 4.
missing 

You have seen some of the key areas in which nutrition education can make 
a difference: food security initiatives, maternal and child health, schools, and 
education for the general public.  

Sadly, nutrition education is often not included or made best use of in some of 
these areas, even though the evidence shows that nutrition education is essential 
for success. In the exercise below, you will try to see if you can spot the missing 
nutrition education components, and suggest what can be done. 
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 Activity 12  Filling the gap 

Three cases are given below (Case 2 is assessed). In all of them nutrition education 
is not mentioned. In fact, without nutrition education, some of these projects might 
fail.  

Can you see where nutrition education may be needed and for whom? 

Case 1: Rabbitries 

Problem.   Animal-source foods are scarce in the local 
diet. Goats and chickens are generally kept to sell for 
cash, and are only eaten on special occasions. No 
animal foods are fed to young children (under two 
years). Rabbits are not a well-known meat in the area. 

Aims.   The project aims to promote backyard rabbit-
breeding through micro-projects among small farmers 
and to improve the household diet through access to 
fresh rabbit meat. 

Approach.   The project will provide “starter rabbits” 
to farmers and will train them in housing, raising, feeding and protecting the 
rabbits, recycling the manure and marketing the meat. Farmers will be expected 
to pass on  their expertise and experience, together with their own “starter  
rabbits”, to others. 

The project designers say: 
You think we need  

nutrition education  

in this project? What 

nutrition education? 

For whom? 
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What’s your reply? (Try to justify the need for nutrition education). 

Example: People need to know that it’s good food and tastes good or they won’t buy 

it. 

Case 2: Micronutrient supplementation in Vietnam 

Look at the pictures and guess what the action is about and who it targets. 

(From a WHO video on ELENA, a database which provides evidence, guidance, 
case studies, successes and failures showing which nutrition interventions work 
best: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jBsLsJvu80&feature=youtu.be) 

 Either view the video paying attention to minutes 4:12-4:20,

 OR read the script of the video given below.
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Script: One example of a proven effective action is the weekly iron and folic acid 
supplementation program that's been running since 2005 in the northern 
mountainous regions of Yen Bai in Vietnam. Designed to combat high levels of 
anaemia that result in smaller babies and lower levels of productivity, the 
program provides weekly iron folic acid supplements through a network of 
community health workers with the support with the Vietnamese government. 

The president of the Women’s Union, Yen Bai, says “As promoters for the 
project, we ourselves started taking these tablets, and mobilizing our friends and 
colleagues to do the same, according to the schedule. And since then the health 
workers have been providing us with these tablets on a regular basis.” 

The health services say: 

What’s your reply? (Name two things that nutrition education should aim to cover 
(and for whom), trying to justify the need for nutrition education). 

You think we need nutrition education in this 

project? What nutrition education? For whom? 
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Case 3: School meals 

You can see this case presented in the WFP promotional video ‘The happiest 
children in Malawi’: http://www.wfp.org/videos/happiest-children-malawi.

Problem.   School attendance and drop-out figures need improving. One reason is 
that many children do not have a good diet. They come to school without breakfast 
and find it hard to study. 

Aims.   The plan is to give schoolchildren one good nourishing meal a day during 
term, with the hope of increasing attendance by providing an incentive to come to 
school. The program is hoping especially to improve girls’ attendance, and to raise 
children’s academic performance. 

Approach.   WFP delivers rations to selected schools. A thick porridge is prepared by 
school cooks and given out to all the children at break time. Girls who have high 
attendance are all given take-home rations. 

The school is hoping that this program will actually improve students’ nutrition in 

the long run.  

The schools say: 

You think we might need 

nutrition education in this 

project? What nutrition 

education? For whom?
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What’s your reply? (Try to justify the need for nutrition education). 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 4: IDENTIFYING WHERE 

NUTRITION EDUCATION IS MISSING 

Nutrition education is an essential element for the success of food security initiatives, 
maternal and child health initiatives and school food and nutrition programs. In each of 
these areas, it is necessary first to consider the groups of people who will be affected by 
the program or who can influence the program, and target these groups accordingly. 
For example, in schools, this will include: children, parents, school staff (including head 
teacher, teachers, school cooks and serving staff). 
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 Review & preparation for tutorial Section 5.
Some of the tutorial activities will involve new information, but some will consist of 
checking what you have done, and some will be based on your own input. 

You therefore need to do some preparation: reviewing some of your completed 
work, completing your outside activity, and finding out what your classmates found 
out from their outside activities. 

Review work 

 Check that all your activities have been completed as far as possible. Make
sure that you have not left any answer boxes blank.

 Make sure your outside activity is finalized.

 Look through the Guiding Questions and see if you have changed your mind
since the beginning of the unit.

 Activity 13 Information about your country 

In your outside activity, you found out what nutrition education activities are going 
on in your country or community. Discuss your findings with those of your friends, 
and see if you can find the answers to the questions below.  

a. What are the most widespread/common nutrition education activities in your
country?

b. What are the main nutrition IEC materials available in the country?
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c. Is there a national nutrition institute? What are its main activities?

d. Is there a national growth monitoring and promotion program? What are the
main activities carried out under this program?

e. Is there a school garden program/farm or agriculture program in schools? If yes,
what are the main activities carried out? Do they involve nutrition education?

f. Are there any agriculture extension programs (e.g. Farmer Field Schools) in the
country?

Your 

answers will 

be shared 

and 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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 Activity 14 Choose your top priority assessed 

These are some of the areas of nutrition education activity the unit has discussed: 

A. Nutrition education complementing food security initiatives, including 

 home gardens and homestead food production

 targeting women

B. Nutrition education for maternal and young child nutrition (counselling on 
essential nutrition actions), including 

 growth monitoring

 dietary counselling on breastfeeding and complementary feeding

C. School nutrition education 

 involving family, community and school environment

 using school gardens for nutrition education

 taking an educational approach to food consumed in school

D. Public nutrition education (PNE) 

 various kinds of PNE, such as FBDGs, national campaigns, discussion
groups etc. to build wider public understanding and help people obtain
the knowledge and skills they need to make wise food choices

 nutrition education in social protection programs

 the need for counter-education to combat dangerous influences

You have also looked at a number of well-known specific actions involving nutrition 
education (‘Nutrition Education Actions’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 3-8), and you 
have explored one area of activity in your own country. 
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a. Choose your top priority for investment or government action in nutrition
education.

b. Give a reason for your choice.

Examples: Neglect, immediate impact, long-term impact, urgency.

c. Make a realistic suggestion for increasing activity in this area.

In the tutorial, you will be asked to work as a group to decide what your country’s 
priorities should be. 

This is the end of unit 3. 

You will 

discuss this 

in the 

tutorial 
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Instructions for outside activity 

Purpose 

The purpose of the outside activity is to find out what nutrition education activities 
are going on in your country or community. Make sure they do actually involve 
nutrition education and are not purely nutrition or food security initiatives. 
Eventually the whole group’s knowledge will be brought together to create a 
picture of local nutrition education activity. 

Timing 

You may carry out your chosen activity at any time, but it should be completed by

the time you come to the final tutorial. 

Instructions 

With a partner, choose one of the four activities below. Your choice will probably 
depend on what is most convenient: 

1. Nutrition education activities: find and describe a nutrition education
activity in the country, interviewing someone involved/observing the
activity, OR

2. Local maternity services: interview a new mother, OR
3. Nutrition education at school: interview a school student, OR
4. Public nutrition education and influences: observe the environment.

After you have carried out the activity with your partner, individually write a short 
report on the form at the end of your selected activity. 

Tips for interviews and observations 

You will see that some of the options (1, 2 and 3) involve carrying out an interview, 
and some involve making observations (1 and 4). Option 1 offers a choice.  

 For interviews, refer to the interview guidelines in Unit 2 (see box
‘Guidelines’ in ‘Instructions for outside activity’ Unit 2, p 65) and check
through the tips in the ‘Probing’ box below.

 For observations, see the box on ‘Observation tips’ below.

Then read the detailed instructions for your task. 
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Probing responses 

By “probing”, you can clarify what your interviewee says or get more information 
from them. The main technique is just to show that you are interested and ready 
to hear more. Probing should always be non-threatening, non-judgemental, and 
non-directive/suggestive, to avoid leading people to specific answers. 

a. When you want more detail, try one of the following:

 “Can you tell me more about that?”

 “What did you do next?”

 “Please explain a little more about …”

 Summarise what has been said as a question, e.g. “You say you enjoy
working in the school garden?”

b. To clarify vague answers:

 “I don’t think I quite understand …”

 “Could you explain again what you meant by …”

 “So what you are saying is ...” (repeat or reword or summarize)

c. To break a silence: repeat the last phrase or sentence the person has said, as
a question. For example,

 “I enjoy working in the school garden.”

- “You enjoy working in the school garden?”

d. Other common probes

 “Go on - ”

 “Oh?”

 “I see.”

 “Really?”

 “I understand, Mrs X. Please continue.”

 “That’s interesting!”

Or nod, lean forward, or give a questioning look.

(Adapted from “Communication and Education Skills for Dietetics 
Professionals” 5th Edition, by Holli et al. 2008). 
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Observation tips 

Before the observation session: 

 Get a brief description of the whole program and its aims and what has
happened so far.

 Find out the objectives of this particular session.

 Become familiar with the setting beforehand, either by going early or
going the day before to see the setting.

 Divide up the things to look for between you and your partner.

 Make sure you have a pen plus extra paper to record on.

At the observation session: 

 Explain briefly to participants what you are doing.

 Don't bring attention to yourself in the way you dress or behave.

 Don’t intervene in the session unless directly asked (i.e. you play the
invisible observer).

 Keep the observations short at first to keep from becoming
overwhelmed.
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Option 1: Nutrition education activities in the country 

Find out about a nutrition education activity in your country or community. Consult 
the internet, your tutor or another expert, your family and friends. Try to find 
someone who is involved in the activity (either as a participant or as an organizer) 
to get their direct views on how useful the activity is, how successful they think it is, 
and what challenges it is grappling with. Also, try to go and observe the activity 
happening. 

Selected activities can be: 

 local activities that involve nutrition education

 regular educational activities carried out by your country’s nutrition agency
or institute, if there is one

 activities involving professional training in nutrition education (not in
nutrition alone) for health workers, nutritionists, agriculturists, teachers,
managers, university teachers etc.

For this option, you may either: 

A. Look at one activity and do one interview/observation OR 

B. Look at two activities, deskwork only (if it is really impossible to find someone to 
interview or to observe the activity). 

If you choose A, continue reading. 

If you choose B, go to B on p.45 below. 
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A. Look at one activity and do one interview/observation 

1. Background information

Find out about your selected activity and fill in the table below: 

Name of intervention 
and where it’s located 

The sector (health 
services, community, 
food security, schools 
etc.) 

The main aim 

Who it’s aimed at and 
how many people (i.e. 
the target group) 

Type of activities 
carried out 
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2. Interview OR observation

Do either the interview (a) OR the observation (b). 

a. Interview with a person with first-hand knowledge of the nutrition education
activity (participant or organizer)

Role of the interviewee: 

How long they have been involved: 

In their opinion: 

 How useful is the nutrition education activity in question?

 How successful is it? (Possible criteria: Lively and engaging? Likely to
improve diet? Focused? Relevant?)
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 What challenges (if any) are there?

b. Observation

Observe (see what’s happening), record (take notes) and review (read 
through your notes). 

Activity observed: 

Date of observation: 

Number of 
participants: 

Setting (where the 
activity was held): 

Notes on the activity: 

n.b. Divide these observation tasks with your partner beforehand. 

Include some of the following: 

 Brief description of target audience and needs or problems

 Targets/objectives/expected outcomes

 Brief description of content/focus

 Brief description of activities
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How successful was the activity in your opinion and why? (Possible criteria: Lively 
and engaging? Likely to improve diet? Focused? Relevant?) 

3. Write the report

To write the report, go to Part C on p. 47 below. Do not do Part B. 
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B. Look at two activities, deskwork only (if it is really impossible to find 

someone to interview or to observe the activity). 

1. Gather information on nutrition education activities

Activity 1 

Name of intervention 
and where it’s located 

The sector (health 
services, community, 
food security, schools 
etc.) 

The main aim 

Who it’s aimed at and 
how many people (i.e. 
the target group) 

Type of activities 
carried out 
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The sector (health 
services, community, 
food security, schools 
etc.) 

The main aim 

Who it’s aimed at and 
how many people (i.e. 
the target group) 

Type of activities 
carried out 

2. Write the report

Write the report in Part C below. 

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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C. Write the report (individual) 
Write a short report. n.b. The report must be written on your own. If you did two 
activities instead of an interview/observation, partners must not write about the 
same activity. 

 Give a summary description of the activity, following the model given by the
examples in the document ‘Nutrition education actions’ in the Unit 3
Resources, pp. 3-8. Say what the activity is, who it targets, and specific
activities carried out under the activity.

 Explain why this activity is relevant to your country’s needs.
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Option 2: Local maternity services 

Interview a young mother with an infant/young child to find out 

a. what information, advice and support mothers get from the local health services
in the critical 1000 days

b. what guidance on diet and nutrition is given.

 Refer to the interview guidelines in Unit 2 as your preparation for the
interview (see box ‘Guidelines’ in ‘Instructions for outside activity’ Unit 2).

 Explain the purpose of the interview.

 Partner 1 asks the questions.

 Partner 2 records the answers on the questionnaire below.

n.b. All the answers recorded need to be those given by the mother, and
not your own opinions!

 Individually write a short report on the form at the end of this section.

1. The interview

Recording sheet 

Start off by asking the mother to tell you something about her family (e.g. how

old her children are). 

As a mother, what information and support do you think new mothers need the 
most? 

Is there a government or private clinic where you go regularly to have your baby 
weighed? (i.e. a national growth monitoring and promotion program?) 

If so, do you receive advice on what to feed your baby and what to eat yourself? 
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Can you remember what you were advised to eat while you were pregnant? 

What advice and help have your received about breastfeeding your baby? 

What information/advice have you received about introducing solid food to your 
baby? 

As a mother, how do you think the information/advice and support given to new 
mothers can be improved? 

2. Write the report (individual)

Write a short report describing your findings on: 

 the information, advice and support mothers get from the local health
services

 the guidance they receive on diet and nutrition.

 Also answer these questions: 

 What is your opinion about the current provision to young mothers?

 Can you make a suggestion as to how the provision could be improved?
How could the provision be improved??
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Option 3: Nutrition education at school – experience and 

opinion 

Interview a child who is either in the final year of primary school or at secondary 
school.  

Fill in the questionnaire below. 

 Refer to the interview guidelines you received in Unit 2 as preparation for the
interview (see box ‘Guidelines’ in ‘Instructions for outside activity’ Unit 2.

 Partner 1 asks the questions.

 Partner 2 records the answers on the questionnaire spaces given below.

 Individually write a short report on the form at the end of this section.

1. The interview

Explain the purpose of the interview.        
Information about the student: 

Age  

Grade 

Do you eat or drink when you are at school? 

Yes 

No 

If yes, where do you get/buy this? 

food? Example: Lunchbox from home, school meals, snacks, food bought from the

tuckshop, street vendors etc. 
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What is the food? 

Examples:  School lunch of maize and beans, sandwiches, sweets,

soft drinks, water etc. 

Are there any rules (or policies) about food at school? What are they? 

Example: Some foods such as sweets and soft drinks cannot be brought to 

school, vendors can sell only certain foods etc. 

Tell us three things you have learned about food, healthy eating or nutrition at 
school. 

Is there a school garden? If yes, what is grown there? 

Are you involved with the garden? If so, in which way? 

Is the school garden used to teach you about eating healthily? How? 
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Have you ever changed what you eat at home or at school because of something 
you learnt at school? (If yes, please explain). 

2. Write the report (individual)

Summarize your findings from the interview. Include: 

 How much does the school appear to be concerned with food, eating and
good nutrition?

 What is the extent of nutrition education?

 Are the school gardens (if any) used for nutrition education?

 Suggest how the provision could be improved.
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Option 4: Public nutrition education & influences 

Identify two specific examples of public nutrition education in your own 
country/community (see Brief 4: ‘Public nutrition education’ in the Unit 
3 Resources, pp. 21-25). An example is given in the table below. 

Tip: Try walking around your city, examining current newspapers or magazines, or 
watching TV/listening to the radio, to see if any you can identify some information 
campaigns or national health campaigns. 

Example 

Name of campaign/
activity/product and brief 
description 

“If you feel tired now, wait ‘til the baby arrives ”- Iron 

supplementation program for pregnant women 

How is it being promoted? 
(e.g. posters, lessons etc.) Posters at health centres and hospitals

Who is it aimed at (i.e. the 
target group)? Pregnant women and women of child-bearing age 

How widespread/ 
frequent/long-term is it? Countrywide. Part of 5-year national campaign 

1. Finding out

Find out the information requested in the following tables. 

Activity 1 

Name of campaign/
activity/product and brief 
description 

How is it being promoted? 
(e.g. posters, lessons etc.) 
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Activity 1 

Who is it aimed at (i.e. the 
target group)? 

How widespread/ 
frequent/long-term is it? 

Activity 2 

Name of campaign/
activity/product and brief 
description 

How is it being promoted? 
(e.g. posters, lessons etc.) 

Who is it aimed at (i.e. the 
target group)? 
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Activity 2 

How widespread/ 
frequent/long-term is it? 

2. Write the report (individual)

Choose one of the two activities above.  

n.b. Partners must not write about the same activity. 

Summarize your findings: 

 Describe the activity briefly, following the format given in Brief 4: ‘Public 
nutrition education’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 21-25.

 Do you think the issue being tackled is a priority area for your country?
Explain.

 In your opinion, has this activity had (or is it likely to have) the desired
effect? Explain your answer.
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Student’s Key 

 Key to Activity 1 Snapshot of typical nutrition education actions 

All of the above are nutrition education actions, but not all may be happening in 

your country.  

You will discuss this in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 2 Nutrition education actions: more details 

a. Reading task.

b. See table below.

Activity type Number 

Infant and young child health in the community 1,2,5,6,12,13 

Food and nutrition security interventions (9),10 

School activities 3,4 

IEC materials and campaigns for the general public (1),7,8 

Specific health initiatives (e.g. HIV/AIDs, diarrhoea) 11 

Multi-component activities with social, economic and 
technical dimensions 

9, (10) 

   n.b. The activity number within brackets indicates an alternative classification, 
which would also be correct. 

c. See table below.
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Stands for Information 

FBDGs Food-based 

dietary guidelines 

It is a set of easily understood food rules for the 

general population, based on local needs and 

practices. 

IYCF Infant and Young

Child Feeding

IYCF focuses on the impact that feeding 

practices have on the nutritional status, growth 

and development, health (and thus the survival) 

of infants and young children. 

BCC Behaviour 

Change 

Communication 

BCC uses communication to promote and 

support positive health outcomes, which often 

requires changes in behavior. This includes 

changes in individual behaviors of (for example) 

women, their family members, and health 

providers; changes in related socio-cultural 

practices; and creating a supportive 

environment.  

ENAs Essential 

Nutrition Actions 

The ENAs are a package of preventive nutrition 

actions aimed mainly at women and young 

children during the first 1000 days. They promote

a “nutrition through the life cycle” approach.  

TIPs Trials of Improved 

Practices 

TIPs is a formative research process. It aims to 

identify do-able, acceptable and effective 

strategies to improve child feeding practices. 

WFP World Food 

Programme 

WFP is the food assistance branch of the United 

Nations. School feeding is among its many 

activities. 

 Key to Activity 3 Selecting initial priorities 

Answers to questions a. and  b. will be subjective or personal. Questions a. and c. 
are assessed. 

a. This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. Make sure
the reasons given are specific, as in the example below, and not general.
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Good answer from a student 

“I-Life program: Agriculture is highly practised in Ghana. If farmers are 
educated in planting crops, how to incorporate what they plant into their diet 
and they know the benefits of the crops they are growing, they will be able to 
appreciate and continue making healthy food choices. This can increase 
healthy eating practices in various communities.” 

Poor answer from a student 
“Essential Nutrition Actions: to reduce maternal deaths due to micronutrient 
deficiencies”. 

b. Personal/subjective answer.
c. This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor.

 Key to Activity 4 Food security initiatives 

a. Why is nutrition education needed in food security interventions?

Evidence shows that just producing food, producing more nutritious foods or

increasing income (through FS initiatives) does not necessarily lead to improved

diets or reduced malnutrition. The following conditions can ensure that

nutrition education in food security interventions is successful:

 the change is small, for example if the food promoted substitutes easily for

one which is already there

 it is something which people already value (such as meat and fish)

 it does not mean changing the eating patterns that people are used to

 it does not mean changing the staple food, which everyone associates with

being well-fed.

b. Why is it important to target women? Possible reasons:

 Women produce most of the food eaten in Africa.

 Women farmers grow food, consume, cook, preserve and feed the family.

 Women can influence their husbands and children.

See FAO 2011 and Meinzen-Dick et al. 2011, for more information. 
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 Key to Activity 5 Learning from mistakes 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 6 Maternal and child health 

Answers are subjective or personal but try to be specific, identify various groups 
and what they need to learn. 

 Key to Activity 7 The educational impact of growth monitoring 

a. What is going wrong with this program and why?

 Attendance is low although parents are interested. The problem appears to

be with the way the sessions are conducted.

 Parents stop coming, because they seem to assume that only very young

babies need the service, and bring children only while they need

immunisations.

 Parents don’t understand and appreciate the value of growth monitoring.

 Health workers are not well trained:  they are not giving proper feedback to

parents.

 Health workers are not taking remedial action even when they find a child is

malnourished, i.e. there is no follow up, and no counselling and nutrition

education to parents.

b. What nutrition education is needed, for whom, about what? Think about what
people need to know and do.

 Parents/caregivers should:

o know the need for/importance of growth monitoring after six months

o understand the process, the purpose and the growth card

o know how to feed the child a nutritious diet, using family foods that

are available to them

o understand the need for variety in the diet, and how to prepare

complementary food with the right consistency (i.e. not watery)
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o know and use hygienic practices, like handwashing.

 Health workers need to themselves value the growth monitoring sessions

and know how to get the maximum benefit out of the sessions. They must:

o learn ways in which to involve the parents and caregivers more to

ensure greater participation

o be able to analyse the causes of poor growth

o know what to do when they find a child is malnourished (e.g. refer

them on to health services and/or supplementary feeding programs;

negotiate with families about the options for action)

o know how to give good explanations so that parents understand.

c. This question will be discussed in the tutorial.

 Key to Activity 8 Nutrition education in schools 

Answers are personal and will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 9 Bee, Dee and nutrition education at school 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 10 Public nutrition education 

Answers are subjective or personal but try to be specific e.g. Information campaigns

about …, or National health campaigns to promote …, Local discussion groups for … 
etc. 
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A good answer from an ENACT student 

“What: Local classes or discussion groups and social programs for adults (both 
men and women) on care and feeding practices for infants and young children, 
combined with cooking lessons/testing recipes. Why: This is because some 
homes are headed by women while others are headed by men. So both men and 
women need to be equipped with knowledge/skills on good nutritional habits 
and the content of good meals, how to cook and what to feed infants and 
children. They need to learn what to avoid and how to recognize myths 
surrounding food, and how to respond to food advertising. Only then will there 
be a positive impact.” 

A poor answer 

“What: The public should be educated on good eating habits. Why: This will 
change their attitudes and perceptions of food. They now eat to be full; they 
don’t realize that what they eat affects their health.” 

 Key to Activity 11 Soft drinks and nutrition education 

a. Why is it bad for the health to drink too many soft drinks?

 They are high in sugar, and one serving a day increases the chances of a child

becoming obese by 60%. They are said to be directly involved in driving the

obesity epidemic in the developing world.

 Sugary drinks increase the risk of diabetes, heart disease and gout.

 They cause tooth decay.

 They contain empty calories (i.e. provide energy only and no other nutrients).

In addition, they may take the place of more nutritious foods, and may

stimulate the appetite for other sweet, high-carbohydrate foods. (Not

mentioned here, but students may know this from their other courses.)

b. What kind of soft drink advertising is common in your country?
Answers will vary.
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c. Do you think counter-education is needed? If not, say why not. If yes, say what
message you would give the public.

Answers will be subjective or personal. 

If you think counter-education is not needed, make sure a good justification is 

provided. Messages to the public could involve making them more aware of the 

facts i.e. why it is bad for your health to drink too many soft drinks (see 

answers to question a.) or how much sugar is present in soft drinks. For an 

example of the latter, see the “How sweet is it?” nutrition education factsheet 

from The Nutrition Source, Harvard University, which tries to make consumers 

aware of how many teaspoons of sugar there are in soft drinks and other 

beverages. The traffic light colour code (red, yellow, green) shows which drinks 

should or shouldn’t be drunk in excess. http://cdn1.sph.harvard.edu/wp-
content/uploads/sites/30/2012/10/how-sweet-is-it-color.pdf 

 Key to Activity 12 Filling the gap 

Case 1: Rabbitries 

You think we might need nutrition education in this project? For whom? What 
nutrition education? 

We need nutrition education in this project because people are not used to eating 

rabbit meat. Complementary feeding of young children does not include any animal 

foods at all. Without nutrition education, there is a good chance that keeping 

rabbits won’t lead to any improvements in nutritional status of the people. 

 (Possibly) Families need to be convinced that animal-source foods are a valuable

addition to the diet.

 (Possibly) They may need to get used to the taste of rabbit meat.

 Mothers/senior women may need to be convinced that young children need

animal-source foods and that rabbit meat (or eggs or goat’s milk) will do.

 Family cooks may need to learn how to cook rabbit meat and how to incorporate

it into complementary foods.
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A good reply from a student (which looks at the case at a slightly different angle) 

“It is important to first identify what the needs of the community are, prioritize 
them and to promote what the community values. For the project to succeed, you 
need to first establish whether the beneficiaries accept the rabbit meat in their 
diets. YES, you do need nutrition education, but it may be better to promote what 
the community already has. Goat and chicken meat are very rich in nutrients like 
iron and vitamin B12 and goat milk is a good source of calcium and protein. These 
are resources that already exist amongst the people, which if utilized, would help 
to make meals more nutritious. Since rabbit meat is not well known in the area, 
the project might not succeed. The nutrition education is important to all members 
of the community as they should be able to recognize the healthy foods within 
their reach, appreciate their value, know how to prepare them and also how to 
feed others (infants and young children, elderly etc.).” 

Case 2: Micronutrient supplementation in Vietnam 

Case 2 is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

Case 3: School meals 

We know that the program will probably succeed in increasing student attendance 

and improving study capacity in the short term. The questions are whether this 

program will improve students’ nutrition in the long run, whether it’s worth the price 

and whether the food is actually “a good nourishing meal” (often it isn’t). As it 

currently stands, there is no education element at all.  Nothing is learnt by anyone, 

except how to organize school meals, and the great educational potential is lost. 

However, we are told that the school hopes this program will lead to improved 

students’ nutrition in the long run. For this to happen, nutrition education is 

definitely needed. 

The school curriculum, environment and school food all need to play a role in 

encouraging healthy eating. Strong links are needed between school food and 

nutrition education so that children and their families can begin to improve their 

diets themselves. Nutrition education is needed by the children, parents, and school 
staff (including head teacher, teachers, school cooks and serving staff). 
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 Key to Activity 13 Information about your country 

Your answers will be shared and discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 14 Choose your top priority 

Answers will be subjective or personal. Make sure suggestions given are specific 
like in the example below, and not general. This is an assessed activity; however, a 
model answer is given to guide you.  

Model answer from a student: 

a. Priority activity b. Reasons for choice c. Suggestion

“Nutrition education 
complementing food 
security initiatives, 
including home gardens 
and homestead food 
production, targeting 
women.” 

“The women folk in Nigeria 
handle food from the 
planting through to the 
consumption stages, and 
they determine to a large 
extent the quality of food to 
be consumed in the family. 
However, when programs on 
agriculture come up they are 
not allowed to participate. 
Nutrition education should 
be added to the agricultural 
development projects, and 
the women targeted.” 

“These women can be 
reached through their 
various community 
associations and 
meetings, for example, 
the annual August 
meeting in Nigeria, 
where they come 
together to discuss 
matters that affect 
them.” 

Be prepared to discuss your answers in the tutorial.
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Glossary 

You will find longer explanations of many of these items in the main course 
glossary. 

Essential Nutrition Actions (ENAs).   The ENAs are a package of preventive nutrition 
actions aimed mainly at women and young children during the first 1000 days. The 
ENA framework promotes a “nutrition through the life cycle” approach.  

Food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs).   FBDGs give a set of easily understood 
food rules for the general population, based on local needs and practices.  

Infant and young child feeding (IYCF).   IYCF interventions focus on the impact that 
feeding practices have on the nutritional status, growth and development, health, 
and thus the survival, of infants and young children. 

Junior Farmer Field and Life schools.   These have been set up to address youth 
unemployment. Here young people (15-18) learn to grow healthy crops in the field 
while making informed decisions for leading healthy lives. There is also a nutrition 
education component, although this component is not as extensive or as hands-on 
as the agricultural one. 

Nutrition rehabilitation centres.   Centres where malnourished children convalesce 
and build their strength before returning home. Their two aims are to correct 
children’s weight deficits and to teach mothers to feed and care for children better. 

Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN).   SUN is a country-led movement with hundreds of 
national and international organizations and groups working to improve health 
through better nutrition. SUN’s main focus has been on reducing stunting and on 
maternal and child health. 
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School gardens.   School gardens can be a powerful tool to improve the quality of 
nutrition and education of children and their families in rural and urban areas, if 
they are well integrated with agricultural, nutrition and education programs. The 
main benefit of school gardens is that children learn how to grow healthy food and 
how to use it for better nutrition. 

The 1 000 days.   The 1 000 days from the start of pregnancy, until the child’s 
second birthday is known as the window of opportunity to shape healthier and 
more prosperous futures. The right nutrition during this 1 000 day window can have 
an enormous impact on a child’s ability to grow, learn, and rise out of poverty. It 
can also have a profound effect on the long-term health, stability, and development 
of entire communities and nations. 
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Nutrition education actions 

1. Alive and Thrive: Ethiopian TV spots on complementary

feeding 

For Ethiopia, Alive and Thrive has developed social marketing TV spots aimed at 
men, to promote good complementary feeding for young children. In one 
television spot an extension worker explains to a group of farmers that crops 
need rotating, just like children need variety in their diet. As he walks home, one 
farmer says: “I knew about crop rotation but I thought that a child grows up no 
matter what you feed it”.  

The extension worker explains why young children need a variety of foods and, 
once home, shows what his wife is preparing for their child (egg, vegetables etc.). 
The farmer is impressed. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AR_07ZbeDPw&feature=bf_next&list=UUjxN
XgEFmwcVib2nOeXimxQ 

2. Baby-Friendly Hospitals

The Baby-Friendly Hospitals ( gloss) initiative was launched by 
 WHO and UNICEF in 1991 and mainly aims to promote exclusive 
breastfeeding. More than 152 countries and thousands of  

Estate of Pablo Picasso.  

Artists Rights Society (ARS), NY 

Still from Alive and Thrive Ethiopia TV spot 

©
Alive and Thrive 
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hospitals are implementing the initiative. The initiative is backed by in-service 
training materials for hospital staff and monitoring and evaluation tools. 
For more information see the WHO site 
http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/bfhi/en/. 

3. Children learn by doing: Sligoville School action

“Children learn by doing” is the motto of Sligoville School, which has been called 
the “most environmentally aware” school in Jamaica. Most of the staff are 
experienced gardeners and there is an active parent-teacher association. Each 
grade manages a plot with a few crops such as carrots, corn and thyme. The 
older children have an acre with a variety of vegetables and rows of plantain, 
banana and cocoa. There are chickens, rabbits and goats. The children eat the 
garden food and take some home; some food is cooked in the canteen and some 
sold in the community.  

Each year a cross-curricular project focuses on one food. One year they 
researched corn, grew samples, and produced songs, puppets and poems. Their 
book “Corn in the Classroom” was translated into 84 languages and featured on 
the radio (Power 2003 & Bruce 1998, cited in FAO 2009). 

See http://www.farmradio.org/radio-resource-packs/package-48/corn-in-the-
classroom/. 

4. Curriculum planning guide

School nutrition education seems an obvious thing 
to do but it is difficult to do it well and to develop 
approaches that will guarantee impact and show 
results in action. For this reason the FAO has 
developed ‘Nutrition Education in Primary 
Schools: a planning guide for curriculum 
development’, which makes use of some of the 
secrets of success: for example, a full participatory 
needs assessment; involvement of the family, the 
community and the whole school environment; 
hands-on approaches and full engagement; 
outreach activities in the school and community; 
passing on learning (FAO 2005). 
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5. The “positive deviance” Hearth Model

PD Hearth is a successful approach to decreasing malnutrition. It is based on the 
idea that some solutions to community problems already exist within the 
community and just need to be discovered (The CORE Group 2003). Thus it 
focuses on the people in poor communities who are raising healthier children by 
practising more successful behaviours than the rest of the community, although 
with the same resources as everyone else. The idea is that by sharing these 
“positive deviance” behaviours the community can educate itself.  

“A hearth is a home fireplace / kitchen suggesting feelings of warmth, cosiness, 
home, and family.” www.positivedeviance.org/pdf/hearth_book.pdf 

6. Essential Nutrition Actions (ENAs)

The ENA framework is an operational framework for advocating, planning and 
delivering a package of preventive nutrition actions for infant and young child 
feeding (IYCF) (gloss), micronutrients and women's nutrition (Guyon & Quinn 
2011). Using multiple contact points, it targets health services and behaviour 
change communication support (BCC, gloss) to women and young children 
during the first 1 000 days of life. This is the time when nutrient requirements 
are increased, the risks of undernutrition are great, and the consequences of 
deficiencies most likely to be irreversible. The ENA framework promotes a 
“nutrition through the life cycle” approach and has been implemented across 
Africa and Asia since 1997.  

http://www.coregroup.org/storage/Nutrition/ENA/Booklet_of_Key_ENA_Messa
ges_complete_for_web.pdf 

7. Five A Day

Five A Day is the name of a number of programs in  
countries such as the USA, the UK and Germany, to  
encourage the consumption of at least five portions 
of fruit and vegetables each day, following a  
recommendation by the FAO/WHO (2005) that  
individuals consume at least 400g of fruit and  
vegetables daily.  
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Some Five a Day campaigns have had good results, but others have not had 
much success in increasing the consumption of fruit and vegetables.  

8. Food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs)

Food-based dietary guidelines take the form of a set of simple behaviour 
messages, often accompanied by a visual showing the food groups, in the 
appropriate proportions. You looked at some of these in Unit 2. For more 
information, see: 
http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation/49741/en/ 

9. I-Life

The I-Life program in Malawi was a large food security project with a mix of 
activities including agricultural training, reforestation, irrigation, village savings 
and loan, growing and marketing legumes and oilseeds, rearing poultry and 
infrastructure construction, and with a social welfare component including 
community nutrition education and home-based care. The nutrition education 
focused on breastfeeding and complementary feeding, reaching nearly 10 000 
children in 109 care groups. 

http://www.care.org/careswork/projects/mwi017.asp 
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10. Junior Farmer Field and Life Schools

To address youth unemployment, Junior Farmer Field and Life Schools (JFFLS) 
have been established in 15 African countries. Here young people (15-18) learn 
to grow healthy crops in the field while making informed decisions for leading 
healthy lives. For a whole school year, they study agriculture and life skills in the 
field or classroom two or three times a week after school. Activities include 
growing crops and medicinal plants to generate income; local theatre, art, dance 
or song; and discussion of issues such as gender sensitivity, child protection, 
health, hygiene, sanitation and business skills. There is also a nutrition education 
component dealing with food composition and the importance of  good diet.  
ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/012/i1208e/i1208e00.pdf 

©FAO/Filipe Branquinho
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Uganda have been developed by the Regional Centre for Quality of Health Care 
for use by counsellors to support nutrition care for people living with HIV/AIDS. 
They consist of a set of display flipcharts, with clear pictures on the front and 
notes on the back, for use with groups or individuals. Aside from nutrition, the 
materials also deal with health related issues such as loss of appetite, diarrhoea 
and mouth sores as well as providing practical tips on keyhole gardening for 
fresh vegetable production. Each session sets up a useful discussion with 
questions, exchange of information and explanations. 
http://www.ennonline.net/fex/25/local 

12. Nutrition Rehabilitation Centres

Many countries have set up Nutrition Rehabilitation Centres (NRCs) where 
malnourished children convalesce and build their strength before returning 
home. NRCs are also “schools for parents”. Mothers stay there with their 
children or attend daily, help to grow foods in the garden, prepare meals and 
learn about nutrition, mixed meals, child care, farming, poultry-raising and 
sanitation and/or good hygiene practices. On their return to the community they 
sometimes take on the role of community advisers on child feeding. Results of 
NRCs are excellent, but costs are high. 

8

11. Nutrition Counselling Cards for people living with

HIV/AIDS 

Good diet can help to delay the onset of AIDS and make life easier for people 
living with HIV and AIDS (PLWHA). Communication materials with a focus on 

TIPs is a formative research process where families learn how to enrich young 
children’s diets using locally available nutrient-dense foods. The TIPs field work 
consists of several home visits. The family food security situation, feeding 
behaviours and dietary intake are analysed in the first visit. In later visits the 
current feeding practices are evaluated, and targeted changes in behaviour and 
feeding practices are discussed and negotiated with the family, who then try out 
one or two new practices. Community cooking demonstrations are also carried 
out. TIPs follow a repeated process of trial and evaluation within the family 
setting, the goal being to identify feasible, acceptable and effective strategies to 
improve feeding practices. These messages and practices are then disseminated 
throughout the community. 
http://www.manoffgroup.com/approach_developing.html 
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Brief 1: Nutrition education in food security 
initiatives 
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The big questions 

Can food security interventions alone improve nutrition outcomes? Many people 
believe this, and act on the belief. 

But will people’s diets really improve if they  

 produce more food?

 produce more nutritious foods?

The answer is all of them. Nutrition education may be needed in any part of the 
food cycle – people need to know what foods to grow or buy, how to process 
foods, how to cook, and how to eat or feed others.  

Do they also need nutrition education? 

Which of the people in the picture below could benefit from nutrition education? 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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Missing the target 

In fact, increasing food production, producing more nutritious food, or even 
increasing income, may not actually improve people’s diet or reduce 
malnutrition (World Bank 2007) - even when improved nutrition is the intention. 

It is not enough to aim at improved nutrition: we still need to know how to 
achieve it – how to make sure that foods which improve the diet are  

 produced

 made accessible, affordable and available to people

 actually eaten by those who need them.

Several strategies may be needed. Nutrition education is one of the most 
important.  

“While increased production of nutritious foods may have some independent 
impact on dietary consumption and micronutrient status in theory, the evidence 
shows that nutrition education around those foods strongly enhances the 
effect”(World Bank 2013). 

To spell it out: 

If we want to improve people’s diets, it may not be enough to 

grow more food, or better food, or increase income. We need to 

educate people. 
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How can nutrition education help? 

Nutrition education can make sure that: 

 people see the need for better food at home – they
will then keep that extra produce for family
consumption instead of selling it all for cash (ACC/SCN
2001), and any extra income will be spent on good
food. It is especially important to empower and
educate women, as they usually decide what food is
eaten, cooked, preserved and fed. Women are more
likely than men to invest in their children’s health,
nutrition and well-being. Hence, enabling women to
have some control in the family income (or at least in
what to grow) is very important.

 people start to demand nutritious foods, which
farmers will then want to grow more of.

Egg production in Bangladesh 

A homestead food production project which increased egg production in 
Bangladesh led to increased egg consumption by children and women.  

This was mainly because poultry-producing families were counselled that it was 
important for children and women to eat more eggs (USAID 2011). 

Some successes 

One of the best places to begin to improve diet with agriculture and nutrition 
education is through home food gardens (or homestead food production). This is 
because they are traditionally kitchen gardens, producing food for home 
consumption, and because they are run by the women who cook and feed and 
care for the family. 

See the Helen Keller video (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMLLbfq5V64) 
to learn about programs that help families grow vitamin A-rich orange-fleshed 
sweet potato (gloss) at home. 

Increased income = better food??? 

People usually assume that with 
increased income, nutrition 
improves, but people with more 
income may buy other luxury items 
instead of better foods for the 
family.  

Adapted from The CORE Group (2003) 
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Women are important! 

“Targeting women through a combination of nutrition education and agricultural 
support is an effective strategy for reducing malnutrition in the most vulnerable 
communities, with the impact most pronounced among the lowest income 
groups.” (Save the Children 2012) 

Brief 2: Nutrition education for maternal and child 
health 

The first thousand days 

The first 1 000 days of life are the critical “window of opportunity” in a child’s 
mental and physical growth (1,000 Days 2014). In this period it is essential 
that the messages for infant and young child feeding (IYCF) and child health 
which reach parents and health workers are correct and consistent. This is the 
purpose of the Essential Nutrition Actions (Guyon & Quinn 2011). 

©Hellen Keller International 
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Seven action areas for ENAs 

Breastfeeding Complementary feeding Feeding of sick children 

Women’s nutrition Vitamin A Anaemia 

Community nutrition and health programs 
therefore focus on these areas, together with 
growth monitoring, hygiene and disease 
prevention. 

Iodine 

 AED/LIN
KAGES 
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Where is nutrition education needed? 

Nutrition education is needed for the success of all of the ENA areas mentioned 
above. 

Breastfeeding and complementary feeding are priorities for education. Exclusive 
breastfeeding up to six months, and complementary feeding which contains 
legumes, some animal foods and vegetables are the basis for growth, 
development and diet through life. Millions of children are not getting these 
benefits, even in places where these foods are readily available. Nutrition 
education – for mothers, for communities and for health workers – is essential 
for bringing this about. 

Education is needed even in more direct nutrition actions. For example, women 
need to take some important micronutrient supplements during pregnancy, such 
as iron and folate. Supply and delivery of the supplements have to work well, but 
making sure that women take them also depends on education: training of 
health workers and counselling of mothers so that they are aware of benefits, 
motivation, challenges and barriers (ACC/SCN 2001, Cordero et al. 2008,  
Schϋth et al. 2005). 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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Improving IYCF programs 

Some ways to improve child feeding are to involve the family and 
community more closely and to make sure that health services  
become more competent in nutrition and nutrition education. 

A. Community involvement 

 fits solutions to problems

 reaches more people

 gives people more control

 establishes sustainable changes

 establishes new social norms (values, beliefs, attitudes and
behaviours of society), so that families feel supported.

Ways to Involve the community more deeply 

Community groups 

 “Care groups” (gloss) can be formed for self-help and mutual support.
Groups of households elect “lead mothers” or “lead fathers” who meet
regularly with a “promoter” and then themselves meet with the parent
groups.

 Mother-to-mother support groups (gloss) follow the same model.

 Initiatives can use the influence of community leaders and community
groups, facilitators from the community and outreach from local hospitals.

Participatory research  

Some programs try to find solutions from within the community. For example: 

 In Trials of Improved Practices (TIPs) (gloss) parents try out
recommended complementary feeding recipes and report on their
success. These tested recipes are then used more widely.

 In the “positive deviance” Hearth Model (PD Hearth) (gloss) the best
feeding practices of the community are researched and spread more
widely.

Child health is largely a matter of education, 

particularly of nutrition education 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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B. Institutionalizing education 

Short-term independent projects can show success but in the end it is the 
national services that have to make IYCF work well to produce healthy children. 
Since nutrition education has such an important role to play, educational 
activities must be integrated into existing public services. This may mean dealing 
with problems like lack of staff, low morale, lack of knowhow/capacity, 
resources and coordination.  

Capacity development in health and nutrition education is one of the answers. 
Some of the courses which are coming into the field are the WHO
Complementary Feeding Training course (gloss), the TOPS training course on
behaviour change (gloss), the Baby-Friendly Hospital in-service training – and the 
ENACT course too. 

C. Parental involvement 

Parents have a natural interest in how well their children are developing. Routine 
weighing and measuring do not always rouse parents’ interest. But growth 
monitoring can be a great opportunity for learning if parents understand what it 
means and how to help their children grow better (LINKAGES et al. 2002). Care 
groups and Mother-to-mother support groups are also ways of involving parents.  

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano 
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Brief 3: Nutrition education in schools 

Why is school nutrition education important? 

It is often said that schools are the perfect place for nutrition education (Brown 
& Summerbell 2009, FAO 2005). Many reasons are given (see box). 

Why do nutrition education in school? 

 Schools reach the greatest number of children, for a number of years and
on a regular basis

 Positive effects can spread to families and the community

 Schools deal in food, through school meals, snacks, vendors and food
gardens

 Schools can prevent nutritional problems, e.g. overeating and lazy
lifestyles

 Schoolchildren are at a crucial age when eating habits are being
developed.

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano
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What kind of nutrition education is needed? 

To change schoolchildren’s dietary behaviour needs a many-sided approach: 
aiming for action, linking up with health education, involving families and the 
community, involving the whole school and all its food events. 

A. The first requirement is a good methodology. 

B. Then the circumstances need to be right: 

 children must have control over food

 they need access to the right foods

 they should not have easy access to the wrong foods

 social and commercial influences should be supportive.

The school environment in particular must encourage healthy eating through its 
policy on school meals, snacks, school garden, water supply etc. 

C. The curriculum itself must help children not only with nutrients and meal 
planning, but to become aware of and deal with all their “food activities” in the 
community (see box). 

Did you learn any of these at school? 

 studying food advertising

 observing hygiene in food
outlets

 evaluating diets

 getting the habit of
experimenting with food

 knowing local foods and their
values

 looking at how people feed
their children

 practising nutrition-sensitive
shopping (within a budget)

 growing micronutrient-rich
foods at home

 learning to change your own
practices

 discussing food with your family

D. And finally, it is essential to involve families and the community – as they also 
need to learn. 

Classroom 
curriculum 

Links with family and 
community School environment 
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Involving families and the community through homework 

Parents need nutrition education too: facts about food and nutrition and ideas 
about good meals. They need to get into the habit of observing what their 
children eat and talking about food at home. 

Ordinary homework is a simple way to involve families in nutrition questions. 
Here are two homework exercises at three levels. 

Grade 2: Kinds of food 

Choose two foods you eat. What kind of food are they? (e.g. fruit, vegetable). Ask 
your family. Tell the class at the next lesson. 

Grade 4: Diet messages 

Choose two of the diet messages you have studied. At home, write them out in 
big letters and stick them on the house walls. See what your family says. Explain 
them to your friends. Report at the next lesson. 

(Zambia Ministry of Education & FAO 2005) 

“Children learn eating habits, practices 

and attitudes outside the school. To change 

them, we need to involve the families and 

the community.” 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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Opportunities around schools 

School curriculum development needs a special intersectoral effort, involving 
education, health, agriculture and community services. Problems are that the 
education service is overburdened, feels that children’s health and diet are not 
their business, and often does not know much about good nutrition.  

School gardens (gloss) can teach children to grow nutritious food and provide 
healthy food for the school. They should include educational goals to help 
students, school staff and families make the connection between growing food 
and good diets. They need to be strongly linked to nutrition education so that 
children learn to plan, grow, prepare, enjoy and expect a good diet (FAO 2009). 
Model projects (e.g. El Salvador, Belize) are leading the way (FAO 2010). 

School food (e.g. meals, lunchboxes, snacks, tuck shops, hospitality food) 
Children, parents, school staff, even school cooks often do not think much 
about what the children are eating at school. Stronger links are needed 
between school food and nutrition education so that children and their families 
can begin to improve their diets themselves (WFP 2009). The movement for 
home-grown school feeding (gloss) can also educate food producers and 
schools as well as children and their families. 

Peer education.   There has been long experience of promoting health 
education between children and between children and their families (e.g. 
Child-to-Child Movement gloss). Much of this could be applied to nutrition 
education. 

Talking about food.   There is not enough talk about food and good eating! 
Schools can, at no cost, raise the topic of good eating regularly in school 
assemblies, classrooms, PTAs and Open Days. 

For organizations and initiatives, manuals and websites that support school 
nutrition education please see course glossary items School Nutrition Education 
International Websites and School Nutrition Education Organizations and 
Initiatives. 
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Brief 4: Public nutrition education 

What is public nutrition education? 

Public nutrition education activities aim to reach a large proportion of the 
population and are usually carried out by or with the support of the government. 

 Many focus on particular issues (e.g.
information campaigns about food labelling
or iodized salt, media programs or TV spots
about child feeding, websites on traditional
food).

 Some are dietary guidelines for the nation,
based on extensive research.

 Some are national health campaigns, for
example to promote breastfeeding or fruit
and vegetable consumption.

 Some are information, education and
communication (IEC) (gloss) materials which
supply essential information (e.g. recipes or
food tables).

 Some are local classes or discussion groups
and social programs for adults and old
people.

Social protection and nutrition education 

Many governments have “social protection” programs, in which very poor or 
deprived households are given regular cash handouts or food handouts to help 
them cope. These are proving very effective in building livelihoods and 
supporting communities and are becoming more common in Africa 
(http://www.fao.org/economic/ptop/home/en/). 

One of the things that people do with this extra money is to buy better food for 
their children. But if they do not know about good diet, the extra food they buy 
may not do the children much good. In social protection programs, therefore, 
nutrition education is often included to make sure the money goes in the right 
direction (see for example the US SNAP-ED program http://snap.nal.usda.gov/). 
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Is it worth doing? 

We often do not know how much nutrition education actually reaches the public 
and what effect it has. In fact, as with other nutrition education, 

 some public nutrition education does not show much impact

 some public nutrition education is both successful and cost-effective (Joy
et al. 2006).

Most countries have limited resources for nutrition and nutrition education, so 
the urgent political question is whether public nutrition education is worth 
spending money on. 
What are the reasons for providing nutrition education for the public? 

Reason 1: public nutrition awareness is low 

There are many misconceptions about good 
diet. The most serious is that good diet only 
means enough food: that it is quantity, not 
quality, that counts. 
These food perceptions are constantly 
reinforced by families and friends.  
Some of these mistaken food beliefs can have 
serious consequences (see box). Great 
numbers of young children die because their 
parents do not realize that feeding them 
maize-based porridge alone (without other 
micronutrient-rich foods) is inadequate. 
Adults too are at risk: for example the belief 
that obesity is something to be proud of, or at 
least not a problem, is endangering the lives 
of millions of Africans. 

“The real secret is not just to hand out information. 

Information needs to be activated with some kind of 

educational activity.” 

Some examples of wrong food 
beliefs 

 Good eating means feeling
full, OR eating a lot of
meat, OR eating imported
foods

 Vegetables are food for the
poor, OR disliked by
children, OR not for
pregnant women

 Eggs are bad for children
and pregnant women, OR
eating eggs will turn
children into thieves.

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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Mariama says: 

Reason 2: people should be able to control their own 

health 

As far as possible, people should be able to control their own health. In the case 
of food and diet, there is a great deal that people can do for themselves.  
But many skills needed to manage a good diet are lacking.  

 

 

 

These are all public education needs. 

Some skills needed for a good 
diet 

Recognizing 

 the values of foods

 the content of good meals

 nutritional value for money at
the market

Knowing 

 how to cook

 what to feed infants and
children

Recognizing which foods are 

good nutritional value for money 

“Day after day if there’s food I’ll eat it. I want to 

maintain my weight because it doesn’t disturb me. I feel 

better than thin women, I feel sorry for them. My 

babies have always been big and healthy.” 

(Webb & Prentice 2006)

NESA Sokoine University of Agriculture 
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Reason 3: life is changing 

In Africa, with increasing urbanization, 
people 

 are cut off from traditional food
sources

 lose traditional knowhow

 become more dependent on shops
and street food

 are misled by food advertising.

They need to know how to adapt. 

These days, education about good eating is not enough! We also need counter-
education so that people learn: 

 what to avoid

 how to question food myths

 where to get reliable information

 how to interpret food advertising.

Reason 4: The Right to Food 

Countries are actually under an obligation to provide 
public education on all aspects of good diet and food 
safety. This is one meaning of the Right-to-Food  
framework (gloss). 

Reason 5: creating a supporting social context 

Changes can only be maintained in a nutrition-literate society. Individuals are 
more easily influenced if people around them are well-informed about nutrition 
and share good dietary outlooks and habits. This is the long-term social goal of 
“nutrition literacy” (gloss) (FAO 2005). Public nutrition education can help to 
bring this about. 

The meeting of two worlds: how 

to adapt? 
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Opportunities in public nutrition education 

Web Two.   The internet space for discussing good eating (blogs and chat 
groups) is already very busy. People who want to speak up for good diet need to 
enter these discussions.  

The workplace and institutions.   
These have high potential for 
improving nutrition. Employers have 
generally found that their workers are 
more productive and less often 
absent if they feed them well or help 
them to improve their diet 
(Wanjek 2005). 

Local radio.   This can be a good means of community outreach, and has been 
used successfully in many countries. For example, in Luapula, Zambia, radio 
programmes (with accompanying leaflets) have been used to promote good 
dietary practices, health and sanitation at household and community level and 
schools (FAO 2007). 

©FAO/Jane Sherman 
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Baby-Friendly Hospitals.   This is a global effort launched by WHO and UNICEF in 
1991. Hospitals join the scheme and undertake to implement practices that 
protect, promote and support breast-feeding. The initiative is backed by in-
service training materials for hospital staff and monitoring and evaluation tools. 

Behaviour change communication (BCC).   BCC uses communication to promote 
and support positive health outcomes, which often requires changes in 
behaviour. It calls on behaviour change theory (see Unit 5A) to explain the 
motivations and pressures that influence people to change their health 
behaviour. 

Care groups.   A care group is a group of 10-15 volunteer, community-based 
health educators who regularly meet together with NGO project staff for training 
and supervision. Each of these volunteers then goes out at least monthly to do 
health promotion with a small cohort of parents of young children. 

Child-To-Child Movement.   “Children changing their lives”. The Child-To-Child 
Movement is an international network which encourages child-centred, active 
learning approaches that engage children on health and development issues. 
Children then disseminate their learning to other children, their families and 
their wider communities.  

Home-grown school feeding.   This is a program that links school feeding 
programmes with local small-scale farmer production, thereby creating an 
ongoing market for small landholders, while at the same time providing locally 
produced fresh food for school meals.  

Glossary 
You will find longer explanations of many of these items in the main course 
glossary. 
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Information, education and communication (IEC).   The term IEC was originally 
supposed to cover all kinds of communication in the field of public education. 
But it has come to be associated with putting out printed information material 
(e.g. leaflets, posters), because that is what is mostly done under this heading. 

Infant and young child feeding (IYCF).   IYCF interventions focus on the impact 
that feeding practices have on the nutritional status, growth and development, 
health, and thus the survival, of infants and young children. 

Mother-to-Mother Support Groups.   These are groups of women (of any age) 
who meet regularly to learn about and discuss infant and young child nutrition 
(IYCN), and also to support each other by caring for young children (0-5 years). 
These are essentially self-supporting, nutrition education groups. 

Nutrition literacy.   The ability to: apply nutrition principles to one-self; influence 
others; and act to protect the environment. 

Orange-fleshed sweet potato (OSP).   OSP, rich in vitamin A and vitamin C, is 
being promoted by aid agencies and NGOs in several African countries as a 
substitute for the native white-fleshed sweet potato. OSP promotion involves 
various agricultural inputs and training, market development, and nutrition 
education. 

“Positive Deviance” Hearth Model (PD Hearth).   PD Hearth is an approach to 
improving IYCF. It is based on the idea that some solutions to dietary problems 
already exist within the community and only need to be discovered and shared 
for the community to educate itself. (A “hearth” is a home fireplace. The word 
suggests feelings of warmth, food, home, and family). 

Right to food (RtF).   The right to food (RtF) means that all people have the right 
to feed themselves and their families with dignity. The need for nutrition 
education has been strongly reinforced by the RtF concept. The public requires 
information and training to recognize their food rights and to learn how to 
participate in decisions that affect them. States are under an obligation to 
provide information and education on good diet etc. 
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School gardens.   School gardens can be a powerful tool to improve the quality of 
nutrition and education of children and their families in rural and urban areas, if 
they are well integrated with agricultural, nutrition and education programs. The 
main benefit of school gardens is that children learn how to grow healthy food 
and how to use it for better nutrition. 

TOPS training course on behaviour change.   A 6-day training curriculum on 
designing for behaviour change, targeting community development managers, 
program planners and behaviour change officers. 

Trials of Improved Practices (TIPs).   TIPs is a formative research process with 
the aim of identifying feasible, acceptable and effective strategies to improve 
child feeding practices. The TIPs facilitator visits the home, evaluates current 
feeding practices, and discusses changes in behaviour and feeding practices with 
the family, who then try out one or two new practices. Successful messages and 
practices thus identified are then disseminated throughout the community. 

WHO Complementary Feeding Training course.   This course aims to provide 
knowledge and skills for health workers who work with caregivers of young 
children from 6-24 months of age. 
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Links - Student’s book 

 Business monitor website
http://www.businessmonitor.com/news-and-views/coca-cola-to-double-
africa-investment-as-soft-drinks-demand-sizzles

 WHO video on ELENA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jBsLsJvu80&feature=youtu.be

 WFP promotional video ‘The happiest children in Malawi’
http://www.wfp.org/videos/happiest-children-malawi

 Harvard fact sheet: How sweet is it?
http://cdn1.sph.harvard.edu/wp-
content/uploads/sites/30/2012/10/how-sweet-is-it-color.pdf

Links – Unit resources 

 Alive and Thrive: Ethiopian TV spots on complementary feeding
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AR_07ZbeDPw&feature=bf_next&list
=UUjxNXgEFmwcVib2nOeXimxQ

 Baby-Friendly Hospitals
http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/bfhi/en/
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 Children learn by doing:  Sligoville School action
http://www.farmradio.org/radio-resource-packs/package-48/corn-in-the-
classroom/

 The “positive deviance” Hearth Model
www.positivedeviance.org/pdf/hearth_book.pdf

 Essential Nutrition Actions (ENAs)
http://www.coregroup.org/storage/Nutrition/ENA/Booklet_of_Key_ENA
_Messages_complete_for_web.pdf

 Five A Day
http://www.fao.org/ag/magazine/FAO-WHO-FV.pdf

 Food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs)
http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation/49741/en/

 I-Life
http://www.care.org/careswork/projects/mwi017.asp

 Junior Farmer Field and Life Schools
ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/012/i1208e/i1208e00.pdf

 Nutrition Counselling Cards for people living with HIV/AIDS
http://www.ennonline.net/fex/25/local

 Trials of Improved Practices (TIPs)
http://www.manoffgroup.com/approach_developing.html

 Hellen Keller video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMLLbfq5V64

 Social protection and nutrition education
http://www.fao.org/economic/ptop/home/en/

 Social protection and nutrition education
http://snap.nal.usda.gov/
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Section 2. Typical nutrition education actions 

 Activity 1 Snapshot of typical nutrition education actions 

Look at the examples on p. 8 of the Student’s Book. They all involve nutrition education. 

Write the numbers of those you are familiar with. This will give you an idea of what is currently going on in your 
country.  

 Activity 2 Nutrition education actions: more details 

a. Skim-read (quickly read) ‘Nutrition education actions’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 3-8.
b. Find one example of each of the activity types below and put its number in the box. n.b. Some of the activities

can belong under more than one activity type.

Activity type Number 

Infant and young child health in the community 

Food and nutrition security interventions

School activities

IEC materials and campaigns for the general public

Specific health initiatives (e.g. HIV/AIDs, diarrhoea)

Multi-component activities with social, economic and technical dimensions

c. Get to know some of the common acronyms that you may meet in your work. Some are given in the table below.
Say what they stand for. Give one piece of information for each, just to remind yourself what it is about. Refer
back to the document ‘Nutrition education actions’ (Unit 3 Resources, pp. 3-8) if needed. You may need to look
some up in the ‘Glossary’, found in the Course Resources. The first one has been done for you.
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Stands for Information 

FBDGs Example: Food-based 

dietary guidelines 

It is a set of easily understood food rules for the general 

population, based on local needs and practices 

IYCF 

BCC 

ENAs 

TIPs 

WFP 

 Activity 3 Selecting initial priorities 

Parts (a) and (c) are assessed and should be done on your own. 

a. Look again at the ‘Nutrition Education Actions’ document in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 3-8. Think back to Unit 1,
and the nutrition problems in your country that you identified. On your own, choose the two nutrition education
actions which you think are most needed or valuable for your country, and say why in the table below. An
example is provided.

Most needed/valuable Why? 

Example: Five A day “Most people in my country are ignorant about the importance of fruits 

and vegetables, they see them as a waste of money. Therefore, this will 

help them to know their value as well as the right quantities to eat each 

day.” (Nigeria) 
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Most needed/valuable Why? 

1. 

2. 

b. Compare your choices (given above) with those of your partner. Explain to each other why you selected them.
What similarities or differences are there between your answers?

Similarities Differences 

c. Find out a little more about one of the two activities that you selected above. You can use the internet, ask your
tutor or another expert. Remember, you must add to the information already given in the Unit 3 Resources.

This will give you a first idea of your own priorities, to be developed during the unit. 

Initial priority 

Activity name 

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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Initial priority 

More information 

Source of information 

Section 3. Where is nutrition education needed? 

3.1 Food security initiatives: where is nutrition education needed? 

 Activity 4 Food security initiatives 

Read Brief 1: ‘Nutrition education in food security initiatives’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 9-11. 

Often nutrition status and diet are not improved by interventions which aim at increased food supplies or income 
generation.  

Explain: 

a. Why is nutrition education needed in food security interventions?
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 Activity 5 Learning from mistakes assessed 

Read the case on p. 15 of the Student's Book and answer the questions below. 

Program component (strategies adopted) What were the outcomes in each case? 

Initial efforts to increase food production 

Adding a nutrition education component 
on infant feeding (while still increasing 
food supplies) 

a. At the end of the program, what was still needed?

b. Identify two things we can learn from this story.

1. 

2.

b. Why is it important to target women?
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3.2 Maternal and child health actions: where is nutrition education 
needed? 

 Activity 6 Maternal and child health 

Look at the Essential Nutrition Actions (ENAs) on Brief 2: ‘Nutrition education for maternal and child health’ in the 
Unit 3 Resources, pp. 12-13.  

Choose one of the ENAs and say what nutrition education is needed: what do people need to know, understand and 
do, in order for the ENA to be successful?  

 Activity 7 The educational impact of growth monitoring 

Read the comments on pp. 18 and 19 of the Student's Book and answer the questions. 

a. What is going wrong with this program and why? (Identify three things)

1. 

2. 

3. 

b. What nutrition education is needed, for whom, about what? Think about what people need to know and do.

c. The following recommendation was made by a student: “To get a high level of attendance, those that participate
each day should be given some form of positive reinforcement in the form of a gift”. Do you agree or disagree
with this statement? Why?
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3.3 School education: where is nutrition education needed? 

 Activity 8 Nutrition education in schools 

a. What do you personally remember learning about good/bad eating at either primary or secondary school?

b. What effect did it have on what you ate in later life? (Explain, giving an example if possible).

c. What do you think? Does school nutrition education work:

 in the short-term?
 in the long-term? Why?

Short term 

Long term 

 Activity 9 Bee, Dee and nutrition education at school assessed 

a. Who are the people who directly or indirectly affect what Bee and Dee eat?
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b. Suggest two ways in which the children’s parents/families can help them in order to improve their diet.

1. 

2. 

c. What school lessons/activities could support the children’s and families’ efforts in (b)? (Make two suggestions).
Refer to Brief 3: ‘Nutrition education in schools’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 17-20, for practical ideas.

3.4 The public: where is nutrition education needed? 

 Activity 10 Public nutrition education 

Read Brief 4: ‘Public nutrition education’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 21-25. 

While reading the brief, find one kind of public nutrition education that you think would be particularly useful in your 
country. Read the suggested reasons (given under ‘Is it worth doing?’) and say why you think this is needed (you may 
find other reasons).  

n.b. Your answer should be specific, e.g. Information campaigns about ..., or National health campaigns to promote
..., Local discussion groups for… etc.  

a. What?

b. Why?
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 Activity 11 Soft drinks and nutrition education 

Read the facts about soft drinks on p. 25 of the Student's Book. 

a. Why is it bad for the health to drink too many soft drinks?

b. What kind of soft drink advertising is common in your country?

c. Do you think counter-education is needed? If not, say why not. If yes, say what message you would give the
public.

Section 4. Identifying where nutrition education is missing 

 Activity 12 Filling the gap 

Look at Case 1 on p. 28 of the Student's Book.  

The project designers say: 

“You think we need nutrition education in this project? What nutrition education? For whom?” 

What’s your reply? (Try to justify the need for nutrition education).  

Example: People need to know that it’s good food and tastes good or they won’t buy it. 
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Look at Case 2 on p. 29 of the Student's Book. 

The health services say: 

 “You think we need nutrition education in this project? What nutrition education? For whom?” 

What’s your reply? (Name two things that nutrition education should aim to cover (and for whom), trying to justify 
the need for nutrition education). 

Look at Case 3 on p. 31 of the Student's book. 

The schools say:  

 “You think we need nutrition education in this project? What nutrition education? For whom?” 

What’s your reply? (Try to justify the need for nutrition education).  

Section 5. Review & preparation for tutorial 

 Activity 13 Information about your country 

a. What are the most widespread/common nutrition education activities in your country?

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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b. What are the main nutrition IEC materials available in the country?

c. Is there a national nutrition institute? What are its main activities?

d. Is there a national growth monitoring and promotion program? What are the main activities carried out under
this program?

e. Is there a school garden program/farm or agriculture program in schools? If yes, what are the main activities
carried out? Do they involve nutrition education?

f. Are there any agriculture extension programs (e.g. Farmer Field Schools) in the country?
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 Activity 14 Choose your top priority  assessed 

Look at the areas of nutrition education activity described on p. 35 of the Student's Book.  

You have also looked at a number of well-known specific actions involving nutrition education (‘Nutrition Education 
Actions’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 3-8), and you have explored one area of activity in your own country. 

a. Choose your top priority for investment or government action in nutrition education.

b. Give a reason for your choice.

Examples: Neglect, immediate impact, long-term impact, urgency. 

c. Make a realistic suggestion for increasing activity in this area.
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Outside activity 

Option 1: Nutrition education activities in the country 

A. LOOK AT ONE ACTIVITY AND DO ONE INTERVIEW/OBSERVATION 

1. Background information

Find out about your selected activity and fill in the table below: 

Activity 

Name of intervention and where 
it’s located 

The sector (health services, 
community, food security, 
schools etc.) 

The main aim 

Who it’s aimed at and how many 
people (i.e. the target group) 

Type of activities carried out 

Source of information (e.g. 
internet site/lecturer/program 
organizer etc.) 

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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2. Interview OR observation

Do EITHER the interview (a) OR the observation (b). 

a. Interview with a person with first-hand knowledge of the nutrition education activity (participant or
organizer).

Role of the interviewee: 

How long they have been involved: 

In their opinion: 

 How useful is the nutrition education activity in question?

 How successful is it? (Possible criteria: Lively and engaging? Likely to improve diet? Focused? Relevant?)

 What challenges (if any) are there?
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b. Observation

Observe (see what’s happening), record (take notes) and review (read through your notes). 

Activity observed: 

Date of observation: 

Number of participants: 

Setting (where the activity 
was held): 

Notes on the activity: 

n.b. Divide these observation tasks with your partner beforehand. 

Include some of the following: 

 Brief description of target audience and needs or problems

 Targets/objectives/expected outcomes

 Brief description of content/focus

 Brief description of activities

 Who speaks most? (Facilitator? Participants?)

 Any interesting reactions/attitudes/perceptions observed?
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How successful was the activity in your opinion and why? (Possible criteria: Lively and engaging? Likely to improve 
diet? Focused? Relevant?) 

3. Write the report

To write the report, go to Part C on p. 19 below. Do not do Part B. 

B LOOK AT TWO ACTIVITIES 

DESKWORK ONLY (if it is really impossible to find someone to interview or to observe the activity). 

1. Gather information on nutrition education activities

Activity 1 

Name of intervention and where 
it’s located 

The sector (health services, 
community, food security, 
schools etc.) 

The main aim 

Who it’s aimed at and how many 
people (i.e. the target group) 

Type of activities carried out 
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Chances of success 

Source of information (e.g. 
internet site/lecturer/program 
organizer etc.) 

Activity 2 

Name of intervention and where 
it’s located 

The sector (health services, 
community, food security, 
schools etc.) 

The main aim 

Who it’s aimed at and how many 
people (i.e. the target group) 

Type of activities carried out 

Chances of success 

Source of information (e.g. 
internet site/lecturer/program 
organizer etc.) 
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C  Follow the instructions on p. 47 of the Student's book. 
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Option 2: Local maternity services 

Interview a young mother with an infant/young child to find out 

a. what information, advice and support mothers get from the local health services in the critical 1000 days
b. what guidance on diet and nutrition is given.

 Refer to the interview guidelines in Unit 2 as your preparation for the interview (see box ‘Guidelines’ in
‘Instructions for outside activity’ Unit 2).

 Explain the purpose of the interview.

 Partner 1 asks the questions.

 Partner 2 records the answers on the questionnaire below.

n.b. All the answers recorded need to be those given by the mother, and not your own opinions!

 Individually write a short report on the form at the end of this section.

A. The interview 

Recording sheet 

Start off by asking the mother to tell you something about her family (e.g. how old her children are).

As a mother, what information and support do you think new mothers need the most? 

Is there a government or private clinic where you go regularly to have your baby weighed? (i.e. a national growth 
monitoring and promotion program?) 

If so, do you receive advice on what to feed your baby and what to eat yourself? 

Can you remember what you were advised to eat while you were pregnant? 

What advice and help have your received about breastfeeding your baby? 
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What information/advice have you received about introducing solid food to your baby? 

As a mother, how do you think the information/advice and support given to new mothers can be improved? 

B. Write the report (individual) 

Write a short report describing your findings on: 

 the information, advice and support mothers get from the local health services

 the guidance they receive on diet and nutrition.

 Also answer these questions:

 What is your opinion about the current provision to young mothers?

 Can you make a suggestion as to how the provision could be improved? How?
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Option 3: Nutrition education at school – experience and opinion 

Interview a child who is either in the final year of primary school or at secondary school. 

Fill in the questionnaire below. 

 Refer to the interview guidelines you received in Unit 2 as preparation for the interview (see box ‘Guidelines’
in ‘Instructions for outside activity’ Unit 2).

 Partner 1 asks the questions.

 Partner 2 records the answers on the questionnaire spaces given below.

 Individually write a short report on the form at the end of this section.

A. The interview 

Explain the purpose of the interview. 

Information about the student: 

Age and grade

Do you eat or drink when you are at school? 

Yes/No

If yes, where do you get/buy this food? 

Examples: Lunchbox from home, school meals, snacks, food bought from the tuckshop, street vendors etc. 

What is the food? 

Examples: School lunch of maize and beans, sandwiches, sweets, soft drinks, water etc. 

Are there any rules (or policies) about food at school? What are they? 

Example: Some foods such as sweets and soft drinks cannot be brought to school, vendors can sell only certain 

foods etc. 
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Tell us three things you have learned about food, healthy eating or nutrition at school. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Is there a school garden? If yes, what is grown there? 

Are you involved with the garden? If so, in which way? 

Is the school garden used to teach you about eating healthily? How? 

Have you ever changed what you eat at home or at school because of something you learnt at school? (If yes, please 
explain). 

B. Write the report (individual) 

Summarize your findings from the interview. Include: 

 How much does the school appear to be concerned with food, eating and good nutrition?

 What is the extent of nutrition education?

 Are the school gardens (if any) used for nutrition education?

 Suggest how the provision could be improved?
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Option 4: Public nutrition education & influences 

Identify two specific examples of public nutrition education in your own country/community (see Brief 4: ‘Public 
nutrition education’ in the Unit 3 Resources, pp. 21-25. An example is given in the table below. 

Tip: Try walking around your city, examining current newspapers or magazines, or watching TV/listening to the radio, 
to see if any you can identify some information campaigns or national health campaigns. 

Example 

Name of campaign/activity/product 

and brief description 
“If you feel tired now, wait ‘til the baby arrives ”- Iron supplementation 

program for pregnant women 

How is it being promoted? 

(e.g. posters, lessons etc.) 
Posters at health centres and hospitals. 

Who is it aimed at (i.e. the target 

group)? 
Pregnant women and women of child-bearing age 

How widespread/ frequent/long-term 

is it? 
Countrywide. Part of 5-year national campaign 

A. Finding out 

Find out the information requested in the following tables. 

Activity 1 

Name of campaign/activity/product 

and brief description 

How is it being promoted? 
(e.g. posters, lessons etc.) 

Who is it aimed at (i.e. the target 

group)? 

How widespread/ frequent/long-term 

is it? 
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Activity 2 

Name of campaign/activity/product 

and brief description 

How is it being promoted? 
(e.g. posters, lessons etc.) 

Who is it aimed at (i.e. the target 

group)? 

How widespread/ frequent/long-term 

is it? 
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B. Write the report (individual) 

Choose one of the two activities above.  

n.b. Partners must not write about the same activity. 

Summarize your findings: 

 Describe the activity briefly, following the format given in Brief 4: ‘Public nutrition education’ in the Unit 3
Resources, pp. 21-25

 Do you think the issue being tackled is a priority area for your country? Explain.

 In your opinion, has this activity had (or is it likely to have) the desired effect? Explain your answer.
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Unit overview 

n this unit, the main focus is on the different kinds of nutrition education
actions, their importance as integral parts of local or national food, nutrition
and health programs and the priority they are given. The emphasis will be on 

actions relating to 

 food security

 maternal and child health and nutrition

 school-based health and nutrition

 and general nutrition education actions for the public.

What are nutrition education actions? 

The title of this unit 'Nutrition education actions' covers any planned action 
aimed at nutrition education or with a nutrition education component. This can 
include: 

 initiatives such as the SUN, the development of training curricula, the
creation of new professional associations

 ongoing programs (such as Nutrition Rehabilitation Centres, Junior
Farmer Field and Life schools, Essential Nutrition Actions)

 specific projects (e.g. food security projects, promotions of particular
foods, breastfeeding campaigns, school curriculum development)

 specific nutrition education activities and materials (e.g. school lessons,
counselling cards, TV spots, FBDGs).

Tutors are advised not to spend time on definitions for the various terms 
encountered (e.g. interventions, initiatives, programs, projects, activities etc.), 
but to refer students to the above if questions arise. The students will be 
introduced to some well-known international nutrition education actions that 
include all these different program types. 

I 
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In their outside activity students will explore local nutrition education actions, 
selecting from a choice of four options covering food security, the health 
services, schools or public education. Two of these options involve interviewing 
people (a young mother or a student). The purpose of these interviews is only to 
find out what sort of nutrition education actions are available in the country, so 
personal data about the interviewees are not collected. The other two outside 
activity choices involve either observations or an interview (interviewing 
someone involved in a nutrition education activity/observing the activity in 
Option 1; examining current newspapers or magazines/watching TV/listening to 
the radio to identify some information campaigns or national health campaigns 
in Option 4). Students are expected to share their findings in Activity 13 
‘Information about your country’, so that they can get a broader picture of what 
nutrition education is going on in the country. Findings from the students’ 
outside activities can be supplemented by information collected by tutors, and 
discussed at the final tutorial. 

Nutrition education should play an important part in most programs that relate 
to good diet, that is, health, agriculture or direct nutrition interventions. 
However its role is often not recognized. Students will look to see where 
nutrition education is missing and the opportunities for including it. They will 
formulate their own ideas about priorities for national action, and refine, change 
or strengthen them as they proceed through the unit. Knowledge and opinions 
will come together in the final tutorial, where you will discuss what nutrition 
education activities should head the national agenda. A needs analysis is not 
expected at this stage, as students are introduced to it in Unit 6. 

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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UNIT SUMMARY 

In this unit, the main focus is on the different kinds of nutrition education 
actions, their importance as integral parts of local or national food, nutrition and 
health programs and the priority they are given. 

The ability to appreciate the range of different types of nutrition education 
actions, and when and where they can be successfully used, will be useful for 
students in their future professional life. 

 The ‘Introduction’ (Section 1) introduces the main questions we need to
ask ourselves with regard to nutrition education actions.

 In Section 2 ‘Typical nutrition education actions’ students get an idea of
what nutrition education activities are currently going on in the country,
and are introduced to some well-known international activities. Students
will formulate their own initial ideas about priorities for national action.

 Section 3 ‘Where is nutrition education needed?’ looks in more detail at
nutrition education actions in the four areas: food security initiatives,
maternal and child health and nutrition, school-based health and
nutrition, and nutrition education actions for the general public.

 In Section 4 ‘Identifying where nutrition education is missing’, students
practise identifying where nutrition education is missing in common
health, food and/or nutrition initiatives. Students suggest what nutrition
education activities could be done. (n.b. This unit does not require
students to carry out an actual needs analysis; they will get the chance to
do so as part of their project in Unit 6.)

 In Section 5 ‘Review & preparation for the tutorial’ students discuss with
friends to discover what they have found out in their outside activity so
that all students can have a complete picture of activities that are going
on in the country. Students refine, change or strengthen their ideas about
priorities for national action, which they identified in Section 2.

Knowledge and opinions will come together in the final tutorial, where students 
will discuss what nutrition education activities should head the national agenda. 

In their outside activity, students will explore nutrition education activities locally 
(in their community/country), finding out about an activity in the local maternity 
services, in schools, in food security initiatives or public education. 

Project recruitment (for units 6-9).   In the mid-unit tutorial, students report on 
recruitment strategies. Those who have decided to approach possible host 
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organizations/ groups present their recruitment posters and (if time permits) 
rehearse their meeting with the manager/leader. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What are typical nutrition education actions? In what sectors?

 What are the main nutrition education actions in the country?

 Where is nutrition education most needed and why?

 What do you think are the priority areas for action?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: review the need for nutrition education actions 

in different contexts 

This unit will help students to 

 become familiar with different types of nutrition education action and
some well-known examples

 recognize the different roles of nutrition education in national programs

 identify the main nutrition education actions in their own country

 determine where nutrition education is needed in given interventions
and why

 suggest and justify priorities for national nutrition education programs.

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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Cross-cutting elements 

Special dietary needs Mothers and young children are given particular 
attention in the IYCF section. 

Gender issues Gender issues are covered in relation to food 
security initiatives. 

Communications skills Three outside activity options involve using interview 
skills; one option includes basic observation 
techniques (note taking). 

Study skills  Developing an argument with supporting
evidence

 Skim reading.

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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Preparation for the tutorials 

Students will need to hear their tutors’ opinions and experience in the tutorial 
discussions. Before any tutorials are held, review the five documents in the 
Unit 3 Resources and Activities 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13 and 14, form your own 
conclusions and recall any useful information or experience you can contribute. 

A.  Country information needed for the second tutorial

 Gather information on nutrition education activities in the country to
supplement students’ findings and give a rounded picture. In particular,
collect information on food security activities that include a nutrition
education component or that have an implicit need for nutrition
education.

Make sure you are familiar with the following for Activity 13 ‘Information about

your country’: 

a. What are the most widespread/common nutrition education activities in your
country?

b. What are the main nutrition IEC materials available in the country?
c. Is there a national nutrition institute? What are its main activities?
d. Is there a national growth monitoring and promotion program? What are the

main activities carried out under this program?
e. Is there a school garden program/farm or agriculture program in schools? If

yes, what are the main activities carried out? Do they involve nutrition
education?

f. Are there any agriculture extension programs (e.g. Farmer Field Schools) in
the country?

B.  Flipcharts and poster paper are needed. Tutors could write the following 
headings on one page, in order to save time (this will be covered at the final 
tutorial): 

 The extent of nutrition education activity identified

 The settings and activities where it is most concentrated

 The most conspicuous gaps.

n.b. It is important that tutorials are held in a room where students can hear 
each other and engage in discussion. 

C. Project recruitment (for Units 6-9) 

 For students who are approaching host institutions in order to organize
recruitment sessions, Letters of Introduction from the University should
be ready to collect.

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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 If necessary, allow a little extra time in the mid-unit tutorial session for
discussing project recruitment at the start of the session.

The mid-unit tutorial 

As mentioned in the Introduction to the Tutor’s Guide, tutors should be available 
for consultation for at least two hours during each unit. Rather than giving 
individual counselling, it is recommended to hold a “mid-unit tutorial” to review 
progress, compare answers, air opinions and give guidance.  A mid-unit tutorial 
also helps to familiarize tutors with the activities and with student problems, 
and reduces time pressure on the final tutorial. 

Students should have completed Activities 1 to 9 before this tutorial. 

You will find suggested answers and comments in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

Assessed answers 

 With regard to questions which are not assessed, it is no problem if
students improve their answers in the course of the mid-unit tutorial.

 For the assessed activities covered in this tutorial (3, 5 and 9), collect a
few partial answers from individuals, and give guidance if students are
not working on the right lines (see notes below).

1. Introduction 10-30 mins 

Stress that this tutorial is only to see how they are doing. It is not a marking 

session and you cannot give full correct answers to all the questions. Students 

report on progress so far: 

 whether they have all started their chosen outside activity (from ‘Outside
Activity Options’ 1-4) and have found someone to interview if necessary.

 if they have so far had any problems with activities, workload etc.

Project recruitment (for Units 6-9) 

Project teams report on the progress made with recruitment. Those who are 
planning to approach potential host organizations display their recruitment 

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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session posters and practise their meetings with managers/leaders, as outlined 
in the previous unit. 

n.b. In case managers/leaders want to know what the recruitment session will 
consist of, remind project teams to look through the outline of the proposed 
recruitment session to be carried during unit 5/5A (the PowerPoint ‘Carrot and

stick’ and the notes for the session in the Project Folder). 

2. Discussing the coursework 1 hr 

The main purpose is to hear how students are doing rather than to assess their 
work. Wrong answers may therefore be more interesting than right ones, and 
will demand more interest and attention from the tutor. Generally, follow this 
procedure: 

 Sum up the argument of the text and say what each activity is for.

 Individual students suggest answers and the class and tutor comment.

 If there is real disagreement, discuss it and make a note: it may be that
the question is ambiguous or confusing, or there is not enough
information in the text, or there are genuine misconceptions – all of
which are important.

 Encourage students to answer each other (some polite disagreement is
desirable). One way to do this is to ask anyone who has a strong opinion
to come forward, talk to the class for one minute, and field comments
from the floor.

n.b. The section numbers (below) refer to numbering in the Student’s 
Book. Only those sections and activities that particularly require follow 
up are mentioned  so not all section and activity numbers are given.

(Section 2 Sb. Typical nutrition education actions) 

Activity 1: Snapshot of typical nutrition education actions (self-checking) 
Students are introduced to the main nutrition education actions they will be 
encountering in the unit. Briefly discuss if any were unexpected (i.e. students 
were not aware that they were considered nutrition education actions). Say 
which ones are common in your country. Students say which ones they are 
familiar with.

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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Activity 2: Nutrition education actions: more details (self-checking) 
Ask students if they agreed with the Student’s Key. 

Activity 3: Selecting initial priorities (assessed)
Ask one or two students to explain the similarities and differences they found 
between their choices and those of their partner in question (b). Ask students 
to share sources of additional information (but not the actual information). 
n.b. Students are provided with a model answer in the Student’s Key. 

Answers to parts (a) and (b) will be subjective or personal. Questions (a) and (c) 
are assessed. 

(Section 3 Sb. Where is nutrition education needed?) 

We concentrate on four main areas: nutrition education actions in food security 
initiatives, maternal and child health, schools, and nutrition education for the 
general public. 

Activity 4: Food security initiatives (self-checking)
See if students agree with the Student’s Key, or have managed to come up with 
any alternative answers. 

Activity 5: Learning from mistakes (assessed)
A student summarizes the case. Check if anything was unclear, then move on. 

Activity 6: Maternal and child health (personal response)
Answers are subjective or personal. Ask one or two students to read out their 
answers. Check that answers are specific, i.e. students have identified various 
groups and what they need to learn. 

Activity 7: The educational impact of growth monitoring (self-checking & 
tutorial discussion)
This activity follows from Brief 2. See if students have any answers that 
are different to those given in the Student’s Key for Qa. and Qb. Discuss 
Qc, asking for opinions (see  comments in the Full Answer Key for Tutors).

Activity 8: Nutrition education in schools (self-checking)
Questions a and b are subjective or personal.  Students share some 
interesting/amusing memories or experiences with the class. 
Qc. One or two students explain why they think nutrition education in schools 
works (or does not work) - in the short term and in the long term.

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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Activity 9: Bee, Dee and nutrition education at school (assessed)
This activity follows from Brief 3. A student summarizes the case. Check if 
anything was unclear, then move on. 

3. Looking forward 10 mins 

Check with students that they will be able to complete the unit before the final 
tutorial, including the outside activity and the report. Take the opportunity if 
necessary to look through the remaining activities. 

Wish them happy working. 

The final tutorial 

1. Check on completed work 15 mins 

 Students report if they have successfully completed

o the coursework

o the outside activity and the outside activity report

o their monitoring document.

 Ask for a few comments on the unit as a whole – problems, interesting
activities, weak points.

 Guiding questions.   A few students say briefly if they have changed their
minds about their first answers to the Guiding Questions 3 and 4. Since
these are discussed in the rest of the tutorial, do not spend much time on
this.

2. Follow up on coursework 35 mins 

Activity 10: Public nutrition education (self-checking)
Ask one or two students for answers. Make sure they are not too general. 

Activity 11: Soft drinks and nutrition education (self-checking) 
Briefly run through answers, in particular for Qb and Qc. 

(Section 3.4 Sb. The public: where is nutrition education needed?) 
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Activity 12 : Filling the gap (assessed & self-checking)
Case 1 and Case 3 are self-checking; Case 2 assessed. Run through the 
first and third cases, asking one student to briefly explain each case, and 
asking other students why nutrition education is needed in these cases. 
One student summarizes Case 2. 

3. Follow-up on outside activity and

discussion of country situation
45 mins 

(Section 5 Sb. Review & preparation for tutorial) 

a. For each of the four outside activity options, have a student briefly
summarize what they did, and comment on how they found the process
(but don’t discuss findings yet).

b. Ask the students about their actual findings. Don't go through all the
answers to each of the four options, but ask a few students to call out
one thing new they learned/found out. (Students will share their findings
in e. below.)

c. Run through students’ answers to Activity 13 ’Information about your

country’. Students will have found out some answers directly and were
advised to obtain other answers where possible by asking other students.
Provide them with any missing information.

d. Pairs who have worked together make groups of four with other pairs
who have explored a different setting.

e. Students share findings from the outside activity and discuss them
under the following headings (10 mins):

 The extent of nutrition education activity identified

 The settings and activities where it is most concentrated

 The most conspicuous gaps.

f. Groups report back on their conclusions.
g. Comment, correct and add to the picture yourself.  Present your

own findings on nutrition education in the country, or comment on
the lack of it.

(Section 4 Sb.  Identifying where nutrition education is missing) 

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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4. Nutrition education priorities 40 mins 

n.b. Flipchart paper would help. 

This activity calls on students’ responses to Activity 14 ‘Choose your top

priority’, where students select their own national priority for nutrition 
education action. 

a. Briefly discuss personal opinions. Find out if their opinions changed a lot
from the start of the unit (when they chose an initial priority in Activity 3

‘Selecting initial priorities’).
b. Students work in groups. Each member briefly puts the case for his/her

chosen priority (15 mins). They should aim for good arguments, fresh
viewpoints and convincing examples. Circulate, listen and take notes
but do not interrupt or take part.

c. Groups decide their priorities in rank order.
d. Groups report back briefly. The tutor comments, corrects and adds. The

whole class decides if the arguments would convince a donor or a
government.

5. Preparation for unit 4 15 mins 

An introductory PowerPoint is available containing the guiding questions, unit 
objectives, an outline of the outside activity and other questions to be discussed 
for Unit 4. It covers the same ground as the notes below. 

Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 4 and encourage students 
to suggest some answers, to establish the way they see things at the moment. It 
is good if there are different answers and some different points of view. Remind 
them that they will come back to the guiding questions in the final tutorial. 

Prepare outside activity.   With the students, look through the outline of the 
Outside Activity at the beginning of the unit. Remind students that this dietary 
experiment will be their main personal experience of changing dietary practices. 
They should aim at recognizing what helps and hinders the process. 
Discuss any problems of implementation. In particular, discuss whether they will 
carry out the experiment for 5 days only or carry on for another week. 

Date and time of next tutorials.   Arrange or confirm the time of the next 
tutorial(s). For the mid-unit tutorial, students should have completed Activities 1-
9. 

Unit 3: Nutrition education actions 
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SLIDES TO INTRODUCE UNIT 4 

How good eating is learnt 
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UNIT 4 

Professional nutrition educators need to 
have a picture of the whole process by 
which people improve their diets  
and to recognize some of the  
elements which are critical to success. 
You will explore this picture through 
description, observation, analysis and the 
experiences of yourself and others.  
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• What does it take to change dietary 

practices? 
• What is it like to do it? 
• What are the essential elements in adopting 

new practices? 
• How do different kinds of nutrition 

education intervention use these elements? 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:  
Identify the essential elements in improving dietary practices  
 
This unit will help you to: 
• experience the challenge of changing habits and practices 
• recognize some of the elements of success in nutrition education 
• show your understanding of the process of changing dietary 

practices 
• form an opinion about the relative importance of parts of the 

process 
• see the balance of different kinds of communication in the role of 

nutrition educators 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

and will give you practice in: 

• observing behaviour change on an individual 
level and describing the experience 

• analysing nutrition education cases and 
communicative activities 

• identifying change barriers in self and others 
• interviewing others to understand their 

experience 
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Further instructions at the end of the Student’s Book. 

OUTSIDE ACTIVITY:   
EXPERIMENT WITH DIET  

The outside activity can be done any time during the unit.   
It has three parts: 
• First you make a small attempt at improving your own 

diet, and document it in your experimental diary.  The 
trial will last at least five days. 

• At the end of this, you and another student will interview 
each other about your experiments and make notes. 

• At the tutorial you will explain what helped and hindered 
you, and formulate a few short, practical DOs and DON’Ts 
for dietary change. 

You need five days for trying out this change. 
YOU SHOULD START RIGHT AWAY! 
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OPTIONS 

Continuing the dietary experiment 

• You will find that 5 days are not enough to 
experience properly the challenges of 
changing diet. 

• At the end of this unit you can  
discuss with your tutor if you  
want to continue the experiment  
for another week.   
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TUTORIALS 

• For the mid-unit tutorial you need to 
complete Activities 1 to 9. 

• At the final tutorial you will discuss the 
questions: 
– What matters most in  

adopting or changing  
dietary practices? 

– What helps and hinders  
the process? 
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Unit overview 

uccess in nutrition education involves many essential activities, some of 
which are neglected in typical interventions. Professional nutrition 
educators need to have a picture of the whole process by which people 

improve their diets and to recognize some elements which are critical to success: 
a mental checklist for seeing if anything important has been forgotten. 

UNIT SUMMARY 

Your main activities in this unit will consist of experimenting with behaviour 
change on a small scale, analysing nutrition education cases and applying a 
model of the change process. 

 To recognize the challenges (Section 2, ‘The challenge of changing
practices’) you will look at what makes for success in nutrition education
and briefly analyse some conditions on which success depends.

 In ‘The learning process’ (Section 3) you look at the main elements in the
process of acquiring dietary habits, then see these in action in a story of
community nutrition education (Section 4, ‘Preventing stunting (gloss) in
a rural community’).

 This is followed by studying an outline of the behaviour change process
‘Looking at the process’(Section 5) and analysing the balance of the
elements in different nutrition education interventions (Section 6,
‘Keeping the balance’).

 Successful nutrition education requires many kinds of communication by
many people. In Section 7 ‘Communications in nutrition education’
traditional nutrition education is compared with more communicative
and participatory approaches, with special emphasis on the role of
nutrition educators in facilitating action and communication.

 Before the tutorial (Section 8, ‘Review & preparation for the tutorial’)
you draw conclusions about what contributes most to success in nutrition
education and practise explaining your views to others.

S 
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In your outside activity you will try changing your own dietary behaviour in a 
small way, keeping a diary about the process. You will share the experience by 
interviewing each other and then you will come up with some recommendations. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What does it take to change dietary practices?

 What is it like to do it?

 What are the essential elements in adopting new practices?

 How do different nutrition education interventions use these elements?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Identify the essential elements in improving 

dietary practices 

This unit will help you to 

 experience the challenge of changing habits and practices

 recognize some of the elements of success in nutrition education

 show your understanding of the process of changing dietary practices

 form an opinion about the relative importance of parts of the process

 see the balance of different kinds of communication in the role of
nutrition educators

and will give you practice in 

 observing behaviour change on an individual level and describing the
experience

 analysing nutrition education cases and communicative activities

 identifying change barriers in self and others

 interviewing others to understand their experience.

5
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OUTSIDE ACTIVITY: EXPERIMENT WITH DIET 

The outside activity is to be done during the unit. It has three parts. 

A. First you make a small attempt at improving your own diet, and 
document it in your experimental diary. The trial will last at least five 
days. 

B. At the end of this, you and another student will interview each other 
about your experiments and make notes. 

C. At the tutorial you will explain what helped and hindered you, and 
formulate a few short practical recommendations for dietary change. 

You will find further instructions in the section ‘Outside activity’ on p. 47. You 
need five days for trying out this change, so you should start right away.  

n.b. Success or failure of the trial is not an issue! The idea is to look at the 
process at an individual level and get an idea of what is involved in changing 
what you eat. 

PROJECT RECRUITMENT (FOR UNITS 6-9) 

Your dietary experiment in this unit does not involve outside visits. If you have 
decided to try to recruit participants for your project from an organization or 
group, this is therefore a good time to go and meet the manager/leader of an 
organization/group to ask about holding a recruitment session. You will find 
some suggestions for this meeting in the Project Folder ‘Meeting group 
managers and leaders’. 

NESA
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Main text and study activities 

 Introduction Section 1.

Why and how do people improve their diets? Here we look at the main elements 
of the process: what influences people, how long it takes, who is involved, what 
the essential actions are, the difficulties that arise and what is most important in 
the process. 

We start by asking what exactly we are aiming for. 

 The challenge of changing practices Section 2.

2.1 Successful changes in practice 

These are all successful changes in practice: 

 Mothers in Malawi start to mix vegetables into babies’ porridge (and
show others how).

 Home gardeners in Zambia grow more legumes to eat (and know why).

 Retired civil servants in Kenya choose to eat less red meat (for life).

 Overweight adolescents in Egypt choose to drink fewer fizzy drinks
(across the nation).

You can see from these examples that we are not talking about improving

nutrition directly or studying nutrition academically, but about learning to eat

better. The measure of success is 

a conscious, long-term improvement in dietary practices. 

We are hoping that people - individuals, groups, the whole population – will 

 make dietary changes

 maintain them over time

 understand them well, and

 pass them on to others.

If these things do not happen, 

then nutrition education has 

failed. 

©
 FAO

/ Cristina Álvarez
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2.2 What works and what doesn’t work 

You need to be able to see whether nutrition education works. 

The questions you will be asking are: 

 Have people made changes in their diet?

 Have they maintained the changes?

 Do they know/understand more about diet?

 Have they influenced others to make changes?

Judging by these criteria, you will find that 

 some nutrition education works very well   
 some works fairly well 

 some hardly works at all – and 

 mostly, we don’t know if it works or not. ??? 

 Activity 1 Successes, partial successes and unknowns 

Below are some real examples of well-organised nutrition education 
interventions. 

 Divide them between you.

 Discuss and decide how successful each one is or was - or say if it’s
impossible to tell.

 Explain to each other how you decided.

Look for the results, keep the criteria in mind, ask the right questions.

©
FAO

/ Cristina Álvarez
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A. Nigerian schools 

An experiment was carried out in schools in the Niger Delta to see if the 
nutrition knowledge and eating habits of 10-11-year-old children could be 
improved through nutrition education. Three days a week for three weeks, an 
“experimental group” received 40 minutes of nutrition education, based on 
national dietary guidelines, while a “control group” (gloss) received no nutrition 
education. Both groups did a nutrition knowledge test and kept three-day “food 
records” at the beginning, and again at the end. 

After the experiment, the experimental group did much better on the 
knowledge test and were also (they said) eating more cereals, less fats, and 
slightly more fruit and vegetables than the control group. (Eboh & Boye 2006) 

B. Girl Guides Anaemia Merit Badge 

In some African countries, Girl Guides (aged 12-16) earn an 
“anaemia merit badge” by 

 (individually) showing knowledge of anaemia and how it is tackled

 (in a group) doing practical exercises (e.g. choosing iron-rich foods)

 (as a patrol) carrying out outreach activities (e.g. producing a play,
visiting a health facility)

There are manuals, support materials and training for guide leaders. Local 
health services and schools are involved. The scheme is popular and has strong 
community support. 

(Cashin 2006; USAID 2007; WAGGGS 2007) 

A report commented that it is hard to 
assess the impact of this scheme on iron  
deficiency in the community, but that this 
doesn’t seem so important compared to 
“sensitizing and educating young women 
and girls about their own health and 
nutrition”. 

Pierre Holtz CC BY 2.0 via 
Wikimedia Commons, modified
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C. Vitamin A and Agriculture 

Can agriculture really contribute to good nutrition? In South Africa a research 
project aimed to see if the health of young children could be improved by 
increasing consumption of home-grown vitamin-A rich vegetables. The project 
included nutrition education, community-based growth monitoring and 
agricultural technology, and mobilized the support of local organizations. At the 
end of three years, project households were compared with a control group 
which had not taken part. They found that: 

 the project households knew much more about vitamin A rich foods
 the children were eating far more home-grown vegetables rich in

vitamin A
 the project children had about half as many common illnesses (sores,

diarrhoea etc.) as the control group children.
(Laurie & Faber 2008) 

D. Five A Day 

Five A Day programs (gloss) encourage the public to eat at 
least five portions of fruit and vegetables each day, in line 
with the daily 400 grams recommended by WHO/FAO 
(2003).  

©FAO/Rocco Rorandelli
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One national campaign has put out this message through television, posters, 
websites, news stories etc. The result is increased knowledge but very little 
change in practices. It is also hard to say what is the result of the campaign and 
what would have happened anyway. 

Many ways of reinforcing the campaign have been discussed, e.g. giving more 
access to fresh fruit and vegetables, reducing prices, tackling competition from 
the food industry, taking account of social attitudes to fruit and vegetables, 
taking the campaign to community level.  

(Truhe 2006, Moore 2012, Bremner et al. 2006, and see reviews of Five A Day 
programs by Pomerleau et al. 2005, Knai et al. 2006, and Delgado-Noguera et al. 
2011) 

How successful were these interventions? Fill in the table and explain your 
assessment. 

How successful? 

(very/fairly/not 

very/don’t know?) 

Explain your assessment 

A. Nigeria 

B. Girl Guides 
and Anaemia 

C. Vitamin A 
and Agriculture 

D. Five A Day 
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2.3 What needs to happen to improve the situation? 

So why does nutrition education succeed or fail? 

One reason is that there are so many factors in every situation: different groups, 
conditions, attitudes, resources, support etc. Take the case of anaemic women in 
India. 

Anaemic women in India 

According to a study published in 2012 (CHETNA 2011), 87% of pregnant women 
in India are anaemic. Anaemia causes about 1 in 3 maternal deaths - about half 
of the world figure. 

 Prevention mainly involves improving diet and iron supplementation, but
also reducing hookworm, malaria and multiple pregnancies.

 Treatment is iron tablets and/or an iron-rich diet.

In one district, everyone could recognize the signs and symptoms of anaemia. 

However, 

 women didn’t know all the causes of anaemia

 many said they couldn’t afford iron-rich foods

 only about half the pregnant women had received iron tablets

 only half of those who had received the tablets had completed the course
- some forgot, some didn’t like them

 they did not receive advice about how to deal with anaemia.

Suppose the women were asked this question: 

What has to happen so that you and 

your child will not die in childbirth 

because of anaemia? ©
 FAO

/ Cristina Álvarez
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They might answer: 

 

 

 Activity 2 Anaemia in India 

All these needs play a part in nutrition education. 

a. What kinds of needs are they? Classify them. Some belong in more than one
class.

A. We need to know more - 

about causes of anaemia, 

tablets, the right foods to eat. 

B. The right foods (including 

iron-fortified foods) must be 

available and affordable. 

C. The health services need to 

work better (maybe we have 

to demand this). 

D. Pregnant 

women need to 

take their tablets. 

demand this).

E. The community should all 

know the risks of anaemia, feel 

the danger, tell others about it. 

F. We have to use more of these 

foods in our diet and know how to 

make good dishes that people enjoy. 

G. We need more support and 

understanding from our 

families. 

McKay Savage CC BY 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons, modified
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Write a letter or letters 
(A/B/C/D/E/F/G) 

Circumstances and resources (including better 
services) 

Knowledge, different attitudes, perceptions, beliefs 

Practices and skills 

Physical preferences 

Social support 

b. Which of the needs mentioned by the women involve nutrition education?
(for anyone, not only the women)

Needs mentioned 

A Knowing more about anaemia. 

B “The right foods must be available and affordable.” 

C “The health services need to work better.” 

D “Pregnant women need to take their tablets.” 

E “The community should all know the risks…” 

F “Use foods in the diet and know how to cook good dishes.” 

G “Support and understanding from families” 
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What has to happen to improve nutrition? 

 Various people need to know things, do things, feel things, know how to
do things - i.e. preferences and tastes, skills, beliefs, knowledge, practices
and habits, and social attitudes need to be in place, or to be developed.

 Various circumstances have to be favourable.

When we know what these needs are, then we can see where nutrition 
education is needed, for whom and what kind. 

 Activity 3 Fish powder: what has to happen? assessed 

Look at the example of fish powder. 

A consultant nutritionist has doubts that the school project can succeed. She 
thinks about children’s and parents’ attitudes, knowledge and skills, taste 
preferences, and the conditions required. 

 Give some answers to her
question.

 Make a list, one point for each
line.

Take an all-round view, like the Indian women. 

Put yourself in the position of the children and their parents. They may have 
feelings about fish powder, just as you may! 

Fish powder 

Nutritionists agree that some nutrition problems could be 
tackled at low cost if people ate more small fish. A food 
security project is aiming to promote locally-produced fish 
powder. 

One strategy will be school-based nutrition education. The 
hope is that children will eat more dishes made with fish 
powder. 

Can this work? What would 

be needed to make it work? 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi

© Cristina Álvarez
© Cristina Álvarez

©
FAO

/ Cristina Álvarez
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Example: Fish powder has to be available and cheap. 

SUMMARY OF SECTIONS 1 & 2: INTRODUCTION & THE 

CHALLENGE OF CHANGING PRACTICES 

What do we know about success in nutrition education? The main criterion is 
conscious long-term improvement in dietary practices. We must keep an eye on 
this main goal, since very often nutrition education interventions do not achieve 
it, or do not show that it has been achieved. 

This kind of success depends on a range of factors: the right circumstances and 
resources; access to the right foods; knowledge, attitudes, perceptions and 
beliefs; social support for new practices and sufficient practice to establish them; 
easy, attractive solutions and (not least) taste and appearance. Knowledge alone 
is not enough. 

 The learning process Section 3.

3.1 What we learn and how 

Many things are needed for good food 
practices to develop. But then, how do 
food practices develop? How will this 
child learn good food habits? 

You will discuss 

your answers 

in the tutorial 

©
FAO

/Ivan Grifi
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 Activity 4 Good food habits 

Below are a few good food habits that people learn as they grow up. 

Most of them involve understanding at some level. 

Most are habits.  

Some involve practical skills or “life skills” (see box). Some are a mix. 

a. Divide them into habits, skills and life skills.

Good food habits Habits Skills Life 
skills 

Life skills 

– -

Life skills are the 
psychological and social 
talents that help you to cope 
with life - for example, self 
confidence, dealing with 
difficulties, setting an 
example, time management, 
making decisions, etc. They 
are not: 

 professional skills that
help you to earn a living
(e.g. accountancy,
farming)

 practical or physical
skills (e.g. cooking,
playing games).

Resisting junk food 

Preparing food well 

Washing hands well before preparing 
food, eating, or feeding children 

Feeding infants and young children 
correctly 

Shopping well for good nutrition 
value 

Being prepared to try something 
new 

Recognizing misleading information or 
persuasion about food and food 
products 

Starting a new habit and sticking to it 

Recognizing good food 
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b. Choose two of the good food habits listed above which you have learnt
yourself. Say how you learnt them and from whom. If you can remember,
describe the process. Write your answers in the table below.

Food habit How was it learnt and from whom? 

c. How do people mostly learn these things? (Tick one of the boxes)

informally from family, friends and society? OR 

formally through lessons, counselling, mass media, reading etc.? 

d. Which of the following are particularly important in the process?

observing & imitating habit-building & repetition 

rules action and practice 

talk experience 

encouragement teaching 

enjoyment explicit advice 

3.2 Elements in the process 

You probably decided that informal learning and social influences, and picking up 
habits through imitation, observation, repetition, all play a large part in shaping 
people’s food behaviour. These habits often develop over a long period. 
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When people establish new food habits or change old ones, it’s also a long 
process, and there are some new elements. 

Below are some parts of the process. 

These elements are the skeleton of the process. They give professionals a 
checklist for looking at and developing interventions. In this unit you will be 
putting some real-life flesh on this skeleton. 

1. Recognize the problem (+ its effects & causes)
2. Explore the situation (what do we know, think, do? Why?  What

influences us?)
3. See possible solutions (get new information, see demos etc.)
4. Decide to act (motivations, objectives)
5. Try out new practices, get experience & skills (e.g. cook, grow, shop)
6. Explore ways, means & obstacles (+ find easy ways, get round problems)
7. Practise, get the habit, check progress (monitor and self-monitor)
8. Get & give feedback (discuss, encourage, evaluate, support)
9. Maintain the practice
10. Share it/pass it on to others

 Activity 5 A first look at the elements 

a. Your own dietary experiment

Think about how these elements turn up in the dietary experiment you are
doing. Give examples (number and name).

 You are nutritionists and you know your own situation, so you do not
need to go through some of the above steps in depth. For example?
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 Some actions are still to come. For example?

 Some parts of the process are still in the future. For example?

b. Ordering the elements

The elements are not a rigid sequence of steps (that is why they are scattered
around the page). They may not always happen in the same order. Many of
them come up again and again.

The numbers indicate one possible order for these elements.

 What order would you put them in?

c. Which parts of the process are most important?

“Recognizing a problem” (1) and “Deciding to act” (4) are usually part of the
process. What other two elements of the process do you see as particularly
important? Your choice will show your understanding of what matters in
nutrition education.

 Make your choice individually and give your reasons.

 Remember which elements you have chosen!

Essential part of the process Reason why it is essential 

20
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Essential part of the process Reason why it is essential 

Section 4. Preventing stunting in a rural community 
The story ‘Preventing stunting in a rural community’ (in the Unit 4 Resources pp. 

3-13) illustrates most of the process. 

 Activity 6 The case of Ess, Ay, Bee and Dee 

With a partner, read through the first part of the story (Scenes 1-6). Then discuss 
and answer the questions on the next page. 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi
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a. What is the dietary problem and who identified it?

b. By the end of Scene 6, how far has the process gone? What stage have they
reached? (name and number)

c. What important feelings, attitudes, perceptions or motivations have come
out? Find two.

Example: The community worker feels that she needs a change.

d. In Scene 5 some unsolved problems are mentioned. Suggest two practical
solutions.

e. Can Ess’s suggestions for tracking progress succeed? What would help?
(Remember that “tracking progress” may not be a familiar activity in the
community.)
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 Activity 7 Following through 

Read Scenes 7 to 10 with a partner. Discuss and answer the questions below: 

a. Would this story be the same in your country? What would be different?

b. Which parts of the process are most apparent in these scenes? – that is, what
are the main activities of the community women? (give names and numbers)

c. Choose two of the main actors. Describe their roles and say how important
they are (whether positively or negatively).

Example: The Chief has a ceremonial role but is also important in voicing 

the community’s concerns and interests and in giving approval to initiatives. 

His role is fairly important. 

d. What are the chances that the changes will be maintained in future, after the
project is over? Will they spread? (process elements 9 & 10)
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e. What would be the best way to help it along in future? (Remember there will
be no more money for special meetings, visits, demonstrations, there is a
new health worker, and Ay wants to give up being a community worker.)

SUMMARY OF SECTIONS 3 & 4: THE LEARNING PROCESS & 

PREVENTING STUNTING IN A RURAL COMMUNITY 

The most widespread “nutrition education” (right or wrong) is informal and 
social and has very little to do with school, health workers or professional 
nutritionists. People learn food behaviour mainly from family, friends and 
society, and through physical experience, over long periods. The process of 
changing food practices is also a long one and involves the same elements and 
some new ones: recognizing problems and their causes, seeing solutions, 
developing motivations, trying things out and getting support, overcoming 
obstacles, developing habits and maintaining them, and passing on the idea to 
others. The process also needs to be supported by the same influences that 
shaped it - social behaviour and direct physical experience. 

This case will 

be discussed in 

the first 

tutorial. 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi
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 Looking at the process Section 5.

5.1 The diagram 

The diagram ‘The Learning Process in Nutrition Education’ (Unit 4 Resources, 
2, pp. 14) is a schematic way of showing the essential elements of the learning 
process. It has been put together from best practices and professional 
experience and is backed by education theory (as you will see later in the 
course). 

Although the process is experienced as a whole, it is useful to break it into parts 
because: 

 in your own project (Units 6-10) you will be going through some parts as
separate stages

 many nutrition interventions focus on only a few parts of the process:
you need to be able to measure them up to the whole picture and see if
the balance is right.

 Activity 8 Unpacking the process 

Work with a colleague to make sense of the diagram. 

Elements.   What do the three columns represent?a.

b. Motivational phase and action phase.   One authority (Contento 2008) has
divided these elements into two broad phases, the “motivational phase” and
the “action phase”. Where would you say the action phase begins?

c. Step 2.   Why do we need Step 2? Why not go straight from Step 1 to Step 3
(problem to solution)? (There are two good answers to this.)
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d. The action phase and practice.   How many parts of the action phase
mention practice?

Why are there so many? Are they different kinds of practice?

e. Participation and roles.   The diagram does not say who is taking the action -
the participants or the educators/ managers.

 All the actions in the process can be taken by people when they change
their diets, as you are doing in your own dietary experiment.

 In some of the actions people can be helped, guided or supported (e.g. by
friends, family, experts).

But are there any actions which you think are best left entirely to the experts, 
because participants really do not need to do them? 

 If so, give one or two examples, and say why.

 If not, choose “None” and say why.

Action Reasons 
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Action Reasons 

5.2 Influences and new learning 

The two side columns of the diagram show influences and new learning required. 
As we have seen, an intervention has to take into account all these needs and 
circumstances.   

 Activity 9 Influences and new learning 

a. The Indian women who were worried about anaemia (Section 2.3) were
aware of all these needs for new learning. Select an example for each from
that case.

A. We need to know more - about causes of anaemia, tablets, the right foods to 
eat.  

B. The rieht foods (including iron-fortified foods) must be available 
and affordable. 

C. The health services need to work better (maybe we have to demand this). 

D. Pregnant women need to take their tablets. 

E. The community should all know the risks of anaemia, feel the danger, tell 
others about it. 

F. We have to use more of these foods in our diet and know how to make good 
dishes that people enjoy.  

G. We need more support and understanding from our families. 

McKay Savage CC BY 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons, modified
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New learning requiring 

input & practice

Example 

Essential new 
knowledge/understanding 

New habits and practices 

Attitudes/values/ 
motivations 

Skills, life skills, self-
confidence 

b. The women were also aware that many influences needed to be taken into
account. Give an example of each of these from their case.

Influences to be taken 

into account 

Physical/economic 
circumstances 

Social norms 

Other players (peers, 
mentors, family) 

Policy, regulatory and 
institutional environments 
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c. Your own dietary experiment.   What needs and influences apply in your
own dietary experiment? Think about this and make a few notes.

SUMMARY OF SECTION 5: LOOKING AT THE PROCESS 

A picture of the process of dietary change should highlight the two main phases 
(the preparation and motivation phase, and the action and follow-up phase), and 
should give full weight to each. It should also show the various kinds of new 
learning involved (knowledge and understanding, skills, life skills, practices and 
habits) and all the influences on the process (resources, circumstances, access, 
the social environment and the policy/regulatory /institutional environment). 

You will discuss 

your answers 

in the tutorial 

Nick Hobgood CC BY 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons, modified
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 Motivation and action: keeping the Section 6.

balance 

6.1 Balance 

Nutrition education interventions often give more attention to some parts of the 
process, and some of the inputs and influences, than to others. These 
interventions may be unbalanced. 

This imbalance is sometimes justified. 

For example, when you personally decided to change what you eat in your 
outside activity you did not spend much time identifying the problem, exploring 
your own knowledge and resources or reviewing various solutions. You probably 
knew what you needed and what to do about it so you skipped some of the first 
elements of the process. Most people can’t do this. 

In other cases, an unbalanced approach may greatly reduce the chances of 
success. Can you see the dangers? 

 Activity 10 Unbalanced 

Recall the four interventions at the beginning of this unit (Nigerian Schools, Girl 
Guides, Vitamin A and Agriculture and Five A Day). 

a. Which one gave a lot of attention to learning input but did not put the
learning to real-life use (the action phase)?

©FAO/Prakash Singh
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What was the result? 

b. Which one gave a lot of attention to the motivational phase (knowledge and
persuasion) but neglected many of the influences?

What was the result? 

6.2 Heads and tails 

The biggest imbalance is often between the “motivational phase” and the 
“action phase”, or the front end and the tail end of the process.  

The front end (Contento’s “motivational phase”). A lot of time and attention is 
often given to researching problems and causes, attitudes and motivations, and 
developing and disseminating motivational messages to raise awareness and 
start the change. 
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The tail end (Contento’s “action phase”) generally gets relatively little attention: 
this is practice, feedback, support, troubleshooting, maintenance and passing on, 
which moves the action forward and “embeds” the practice in people’s daily 
lives.  

To illustrate, here are two interventions you already know: 

Food-based dietary guidelines 

The Guidelines are developed from known 
data on the country’s nutrition issues, in 
consultation with experts. A set of simple 
recommendations for healthy nutrition 
practices is developed and disseminated to 
the public, the health services and other 
stakeholders. 

Growth monitoring & promotion 

A good GMP program makes sure 
that infants are regularly weighed 
and measured. It checks on 
individual progress and follows up 
critical cases. It gives regular 
information and advice about child 
feeding, makes sure that parents 
understand the growth chart and 
checks that they are feeding the 
child well. 

 Activity 11 Keeping the balance assessed 

What would you say about the interventions on the next page? 

a. Decide if they give a lot of attention to one end of the process, or if they keep
a good balance between motivation and action/practice.
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b. Comment on their chances of achieving long-term changes in practice and
suggest why.

Intervention (a) Balance (b) Chance of achieving 
long-term change + 
reason 

A week-long national campaign 
promotes the message of exclusive 
breastfeeding through posters and the 
media.  

A four-year food security project 
promotes the cultivation and 
consumption of legumes. The opening 
campaign focuses on how legumes 
improve both the soil and the diet. 
Farmers grow beans, market them and 
include beans in family meals. They 
meet regularly to discuss progress.  

Four lessons are developed for the 
primary school curriculum and delivered 
in schools: one lesson each on the 
importance of mixed meals, the need for 
handwashing, the value of animal-source 
foods and the causes and risks of 
obesity. 

A college canteen introduces a new 
range of healthy dishes, with labels 
describing their contents and nutritional 
value, and puts them at the front of the 
line-up in the canteen.  

Some answers 

will be 

discussed in the 

final tutorial 
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 Activity 12 Essential parts of the process: personal opinions 

a. Look back at Activity 5 c, where you picked out two essential elements of the
process. What were they?

b. Did you give priority to the motivation phase or to the action phase?

c. Are there any other elements that you would like to add to your priority list?

SUMMARY OF SECTION 6: MOTIVATION & ACTION: 

KEEPING THE BALANCE 

A major challenge in nutrition education is getting the right balance of activities. 
In general, the practical action phase is neglected: sometimes interventions go 
only as far as “getting the message out”, and there is no plan or program for 
practice, follow-up, social support, ownership, monitoring and maintenance. On 
the other hand, motivation and understanding may also be neglected: people are 
often asked to follow instructions and procedures (e.g. about taking supplements 
or giving children more vegetables) without proper understanding of the reasons 
and benefits. 

Your choices

may contribute 

to Activity 18 
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 Communications in nutrition education Section 7.

You have already done some practice in communications for nutrition education: 
for example, in Unit 1 you made presentations and in Unit 2 you practised giving 
simple clear nutrition explanations. Later in this course you will practise other 
communicative activities. You may also have studied communications in other 
courses. 

This section does not practise specific communication skills. It discusses what 
people mean by communication in nutrition education (often very narrow) and 
opens up a broad view of what is needed. The questions are about who needs to 
communicate, for what purpose, to whom and how, and what kinds of 
communication are most important. 

7.1 Terminology 

To start with, here are four questions about terms: 

1. What is meant by one-way communication and two-way communication?
2. What is top-down communication?
3. What are verbal and non-verbal communication?
4. What is an implicit message?

 Activity 13 The vocabulary of communications: Terminology 

Here is an example of each.  

Match them by putting the right terms at the top of each box. 

Schoolchildren learn in class that they 
should eat more fruit and vegetables. 
They then have a school meal of 
porridge made with cereal, soya flour, 
water and a little oil. What idea of 
good meals are these children getting? 

A health worker who wants to 
introduce the idea of food groups has 
several options: explaining the idea, 
showing the foods, showing pictures. 
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The radio has a health program every 
week, and sometimes it’s about food 
or food hygiene. Usually it’s a short 
talk, but sometimes there are phone-
in programs where people ring in with 
questions. 

Messages about child feeding have 
been developed by the Ministry of 
Health and are on all mothers’ health 
cards. The nurse at the clinic uses the 
messages to tell women how to feed 
their babies. The women say Yes to 
everything, but they don’t always do 
it. 

7.2 Ideas of nutrition education communication: the sage 

on the stage 

In traditional education, a teacher or speaker is generally seen as a source of 
knowledge (often the only source), who  

 stands in front of an audience (usually seated), and

 talks - and talks - and talks

 while the audience listens and absorbs information.

This kind of communicator is often described, jokingly, as “the sage on  
the stage”, an expert delivering knowledge to a respectful audience. For  
many people (audiences as well as educators) it is the only kind of education 
they know, so they feel it is the right thing to do.  

 Activity 14 What kind of communication is it? 

Here is an example for nutrition education: a health talk in a hospital. 
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a. Is this communication one-way, two-way or a group exchange?

b. What are the relationships? Is it top-down communication (from an
authority), or equal (from a peer)?

c. What is the purpose? Mostly telling/facilitating/showing/enquiring/
interacting?

d. If this is the only nutrition education available, can you see some of its
limitations?

The knowledge football 

Do you remember a good talk, lecture, article, leaflet or poster which made a big 
impression and opened your eyes. This kind of one-way communication can 
contribute a lot to nutrition education and is sometimes the only way to reach a 
lot of people. 

Many “nutrition education and communication” courses, policies and strategies 
focus on improving this form of communication - for example by making 
messages clearer, illustrating, dramatizing, organizing and sequencing them, 
finding the best channels etc.  

The problem 

The problem arises if this is the only or main kind of communication. 

Think of it as a football thrown onto the field: it’s essential to the game, but is no 
use without some players. Nutrition education needs many other kinds of action 
and communication. 
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7.3 Other communication activities 

You have seen many other kinds of communication in operation in nutrition 
education - for example, in the case study in the rural community. Some are laid 
out in the table below.  

Read through the table carefully and think about which kinds are most important 
in nutrition education and why. You will need to keep them in mind as you look 
at the case of Abba School. 

Communications in nutrition education 

Kind of 

communication 

Examples On the receiving 

end 

Enquiry/ 
finding out 

Asking questions, observing what 
people do, interviews, focus group 
discussions (for gathering 
information), surveys, questionnaires, 
checking, reading 

Listening, 
answering 
questions, being 
interviewed 

 Grifi

Pixabay, modified
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Kind of 

communication 

Examples On the receiving 

end 

Telling/informing/ 
encouraging/ 
explaining 

Talking about what you do, describing 
experiences, saying what you know, 
giving talks, PowerPoints, producing 
leaflets, posters, websites, guidelines, 
songs 

Listening, looking, 
reading 

Showing/ 
demonstrating 

Showing foods and dishes, pictures, 
videos, showing what you do yourself, 
demonstrating new things to do, 
touring food gardens/fields/forests, 
pointing things out, dramatizing, 
drawing (e.g. maps, food calendars)  

Looking, watching, 
imitating 

Interacting Chats and conversations, discussing 
(face to face or online in forums and 
blogs), sharing experience, 
negotiating, commenting, objecting, 
passing on information 

Reacting, 
responding 

Facilitating/ 
getting people to 
talk 

Setting up, organizing, managing 
discussions, comments, observations, 
drama, stories of experiences, 
brainstorming solutions to problems 

Opportunities to 
make your own 
contribution. 

 Activity 15 Who says what to whom? 

Look at the mini-case ‘Eating bananas at Abba School’ (Unit 4 Resources, 3, pp. 
15-17). The questions are whether this intervention will work, and what it 
shows about the range of communications in nutrition education. 

a. Complete this “communicative picture” of the intervention:

 The people who do the most talking are

 The people who do the most organizing and facilitating are
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 The new knowledge and perceptions come from

 Parents’ roles are

b. Put yourself in the role of the children.

 List your communicative activities briefly - all of them. This includes
listening to others. Be very specific (there are at least 9!)

Example: saying what you spend your money on & why

 What was your main communicative activity? (e.g. talking, discussing,
enquiring, listening?)

c. Put yourself in the role of the teacher.
Say what kinds of communication you did most - talking, organizing,
demonstrating, listening, questioning, etc.
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d. Do you think this scheme might work? The criterion of success is “a
conscious, long-term improvement in dietary practices”. Will children come
out of this experience:

 able to recognize good snacks and prepare them? yes no 

 willing to eat them? yes no 

 knowing that teacher, school and parents approve? yes no 

What are the strengths of the scheme? 

What risks do you see? 

 Activity 16 The guide on the side 

The teacher at Abba School was more of a “guide on the side” than a “sage on 
the stage”. She got the process going and then helped it to unroll and get its own 
momentum. 

Suppose you go to a nutrition education meeting for adults and you find one of 
the following activities going on. Is the facilitator more like a “sage on the stage” 
or more like a “guide on the side”? Label them “guide” or “sage”. 

Example Sage Guide 

1. The facilitator is giving a talk, and working hard to
make it interesting with pictures.

2. The participants are talking in groups about what they
have been cooking at home.

3. The facilitator is organizing two members to do a
demonstration at the next session.
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Example Sage Guide 

4. Participants are discussing their food shopping plans
for next week.

5. Some participants are reading out recipes for others
to comment on and choose.

6. The facilitator is exhorting the group to eat less sugar.
S/he has brought in a lot of sugary products to
demonstrate.

7. The facilitator is asking the group what they do when
infants refuse particular foods.

8. Everyone is watching a video about breastfeeding.

7.4 The balance 

So what kinds of communication activity should a nutrition educator do most? 

Some Ugandan nutrition students decided they would prioritize them like this: 

They put interaction and enquiry in first place. Would you agree? 

Communication activities for nutrition educators 

Interacting 43%

Enquiry 32%

Facilitating 27%

Informing 25%

Showing 23%
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 Activity 17 Striking the balance 

Make your own choice. Decide which kinds of communication would be most 
frequent in the activities of a good nutrition educator. Put 5 for most frequent 
and 1 for least frequent.  

enquiry interacting 

informing facilitating 

showing 

Then justify your two top choices (the ones which scored 5 & 4). 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 7: COMMUNICATIONS IN 

NUTRITION EDUCATION 

The traditional concept of education as top-down, one-way, information-based 
and prescriptive is still widespread and has governed much communication in 
nutrition education. An approach which focuses on what participants need has to 
call on a wider range of communicative activities, involving participants in finding 
out, exchanging experience and information, discussion and talk about their own 
practices and experiences. In this approach the educator’s role will be more 
often as a facilitator, a “guide on the side” than as an authoritative “sage on the 
stage”. 

You will discuss 

your answers 

in the tutorial 
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 Review & preparation for the tutorial Section 8.

In the final tutorial you will 

 follow up your work on the unit

 discuss your conclusions.

Some of the tutorial activities will involve new information, but some will consist 
of checking what you have done, and some will be based on your own input.  

You therefore need to do some preparation - reviewing your work, completing 
the report on your outside activity and drawing some personal conclusions about 
what matters in nutrition education. 

Review  of work 

 Make sure that all your activities have been completed as far as possible,
including the outside activity, and there are no gaps in your workbook.

 Look through the Guiding Questions (p. 5) and extend the notes you 
made at the beginning.

 Activity 18 Draw conclusions 

In this unit you have 

 carried out a mini-study of a dietary experiment (your outside activity)
and described your own experience of dietary learning and dietary
change

 explored the parts of the learning process

 looked at several more or less successful nutrition education
interventions

 looked at the range of communication needed in nutrition education
activities.

Now draw some conclusions about what matters most in successful nutrition 
education. Do this individually.  

 Give two personal ideas.

 Support each one with specific reasons and examples, to show how they
contribute to achieving a “conscious long-term improvement in dietary
practices”.

Write them in the table on the next page. 

Your 

conclusions will 

be discussed in 

the tutorial 
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Particularly important for 
effective nutrition education

Reasons and examples

 Activity 19 Viewpoints assessed 

On the next page are some common reactions about nutrition education which 
you may hear from co-workers. All the viewpoints are limited in some way.  

a. In a pair, practise replying to them. Use your experience and knowledge to
support your answer.

b. Choose two each and write your own individual replies in the space. Make
sure you support your answers well.

Your 

conclusions will 

be discussed in 

the tutorial 

 Grifi

©FAO/ Cristina Álvarez
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A.  “All people need is 

complete, clear, accurate 

information about dietary 

choices.” 

B. “Dietary change depends entirely on

motivation and personal willpower. We 

just have to go on pushing and pushing.” 

C. “Why should

we do nutrition 

education in the 

community?  

What’s wrong 

with doing 

counseling at the 

GMP sessions at 

the clinic?” 

D. “We plan to meet

the target group, show 

them a video about 

good diet and give out 

some leaflets. You say 

we will need more 

meetings – why?” 

E. “Our campaign has

posters and banners, 

songs, free T-shirts, 

rock-star endorsements, 

TV spots and radio 

shows. You can see that 

the impact is huge 

because everyone is 

talking about it.” 

This is the end of unit 4. 

F. “Our campaign aims to give children the 
food they need, so they learn to eat better.”
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Instructions for outside activity

The outside activity for this unit has three parts. 

A. The experiment.   First you make a small attempt at improving your own diet, 
and document it in your experimental diary (see below). The trial will last at 
least 5 days. 

B. The follow-up interview.   At the end of this, you and another student 
interview each other about your experiments, make notes and draw some 
brief conclusions. Find your interview partner before you start, and make a 
date to meet. 

C. Discussion.   At the tutorial you will bring together the factors which helped 
and hindered you all, and reduce them to a few short practical suggestions. 

You will find some examples of dietary records, interviews and interview 
reports in Unit 4 Resources, 4, pp. 17-22. 

n.b. Success or failure of the experiment is not an issue! The idea is to look at 
the process at an individual level and get an idea of what is involved in changing 
what you eat. 

You need five days for trying out this change, so you should start right away. 

A. The experiment 

Before you start 

1. Personal history

Before now, did you ever try to improve your diet? (Yes/No) 

What did you try to do? (what, when why, how long) 
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Did the change(s) last? 

If so, for how long? 

2. Target

Decide on one thing you’d like to change for this experiment, and say why. 

Choose only one small thing - e.g. drinking more water or regular meals or no 
alcohol, and not something large and general like eating a healthy diet. 

Make sure it is feasible - for example 

 Eating only whole grains. If these are not available in the shops, you are
doomed to failure!

 Eating three pieces of fruit every day is not feasible in the long term
if fruit is very expensive: go for vegetables instead.

Check with your tutor that it is small and doable and will actually improve your 
diet. 

What do you want to change? (one small thing) 

Why do you want to change? 

3. Decide your strategy

Your strategy is about how you will implement this one change. 

Find a strategy which is feasible, enjoyable and very specific, e.g. 

 Very specific: One piece of fruit each day at breakfast.

 Too general: Eat fibre several times a day.

Think how you will manage difficulties with buying, preparing, establishing 
routines etc. 
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During the week 

4. Keep a diary

Keep a diary of what you did (or didn’t do) about this one change, how you felt 
about it, if it was easy, if there were any problems etc. Make sure your record is 
clear and brings out your success or failure in implementing the change. Give 
details and explanations if necessary. 

What you did each day (or didn’t do) Comments 

Day 1 

Day 2 

Day 3 
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5. Tell two people

Tell two people who know you (apart from your interviewer) what you are doing 
and ask what they think about it. Write down what they say. 

n.b. If they give very general comments (I’m sure it’s a good idea! You’ll never

keep it up!), ask for something more specific as well (e.g. Why do you think that?) 

Day 4 

Day 5 

Their comments 
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After the experiment 

6. Did your experiment succeed?

n.b. Failure is as interesting as success.

 Did you manage to change your diet?  (Yes/No/Not sure)

 Why?/Why not? Some factors are cost, access, time, convenience;
support and encouragement; taste; motivation; trying to do too much.

 Be very specific about what mainly helped or hindered you in your own
experiment (e.g. the cost of pumpkins; a supportive sister who cooked
good meals).

7. What are the chances that you will keep it up (%)?

Why do you think you will (or will not) keep it up? 

Yes No Not Sure
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 B. The follow-up interview 

Interview and be interviewed 

Pair up with another student and
interview each other in turn about 
the experiment. The interview aims 
to 

 get the basic factual
information quickly

 find out what influenced the
experiment - e.g. social
attitudes, tastes, practical
difficulties, resources,
convenience etc. This
requires a little probing (see
box).

The easiest way to do this interview 
is to go through your interviewee’s 
own notes together, asking him/her 
to explain them, and asking further 
questions as you go along. At the 
end, recap what you have 
understood from your notes and ask 
your interviewee to confirm. 

Interview questions 

On the next page you will find the questions to ask, with some possible 
supplementary questions in italics. 

Make some clear notes: you may have to report in the tutorial. 

Probing

Good interviewers open the way for 
their interviewees to say what they feel 
and think. 
They listen carefully, follow up openings 
and see where they lead. 

So do these things: 

 Use open questions - Can you tell
me more about that?

 Show interest - Really? Go on!
What happened then?

 Ask for reasons - Why was that?

 Prompt - And so you thought … ?

 Ask for examples and details -
What exactly did they say?

 Repeat back what the
interviewee has said - You say
you forgot?

And don’t do these things: 

 Ask a battery of questions

 Start talking a lot yourself

 Express strong personal opinions
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Changing your diet: interview 

Name of interviewee

1. Have you previously tried to change your diet? How? If so, did the change
last?

2. What did you decide to change this time, for this experiment? Who/What
kept it going? (e.g. habit, taste, social habits, convenience, cost)

3. Why did you want to change this?

4. What strategy did you adopt? Was it small and easy?  Did it work well?

5. Take me through your diary day by day. Was it easy? What difficulties? Did
you have help or support?

6. What did people say? Were they encouraging or discouraging?

7. Did your experiment succeed? Why/Why not?
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8. Do you think you will keep it up? Why/Why not?

9. What changes in the environment would have helped you?

10. What would you like to tell the world about this experience?

Now I’m going to recap what I have understood. Please correct any mistakes. 
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Student’s key 

 Key to Activity 1 Successes, partial successes and unknowns 

It is good if people learnt a lot or enjoyed the program, but did they change what 
they did? Remember that the main criterion is  

a conscious, long-term improvement in dietary practices. 

How successful? Explain your assessment 

A. Nigeria Fairly The children certainly increased their 

knowledge. We don’t know for sure how 

much they changed their practices, since 

we only have self-reports (what the 

children said) and not observations. We 

also don’t know if the reported changes 

lasted. 

B. Girl Guides 
and Anaemia

Don’t know/ 

fairly 

The girls acquired knowledge and the 

program was socially successful (practical, 

relevant, community-supported and 

popular). But the impact on community 

practices is unknown. 

C. Vitamin A 
and 
agriculture

Very The program ensured access to Vit A-rich 

foods through home gardening, increased 

knowledge, and over three years had a 

measurable impact on practices and on 

health, which was sustained. 

D. Five A Day Not very Knowledge and awareness changed but 

behaviour did not change so much. 
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Some good comments in other students’ answers 

Nigeria

“It was fairly successful… It helped to assess the knowledge they were imparting. 
However just writing tests and "claiming" to be eating well does not necessarily 
mean the children are actually eating better. There was no way for researchers 
to check or assess if the children were actually eating the foods; there was 
nothing to show the difference in eating habits.” 

Girl Guides 
“Popular, with strong community support but can’t assess impact.”

Vitamin A
“It increased access to Vit A rich foods and produced measurable 
improvements in practices, knowledge and health, which were sustained.” 

 Key to Activity 2 Anaemia in India 

What kind of need? (A/B/C/D/E/F/G) 

Circumstances and resources (including better services) B, C

Knowledge, different attitudes, perceptions, beliefs A, E, G (for community) 

Practices and skills D, F 

Physical preferences F 

Social support E, G (for families) 
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a. Classify the different needs

b. Which of the needs mentioned by the women involve nutrition education
(for anyone, not only the women)?

“Not very successful: the changes were mainly in knowledge, not in practice, 
perhaps because they did not put down measures to make the environment 
more friendly to the knowledge they were preaching.”

Five A Day 
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B “The right foods must 
be available and 
affordable.” 

This could involve consumer nutrition education, 

which helps the whole community to know what 

they want and to ask for it in shops and markets. 

This demand creates supply, and brings prices 

down. 

C “The health services 
need to work better.” 

This is about circumstances, but is also 

educational. Communities get better services if 

they know what kind of nutrition advice and 

support they are entitled to and have the 

confidence to demand it (Björkman & Svensson 

2009). This confidence, which can be learned 

and practised, is a life skill (gloss).

D “Pregnant women 
need to take their 
tablets.” 

A lot of education is involved in taking tablets: 

people must know what they are for, what can 

happen if they don’t take them, how often to take 

them and that it’s important to complete the 

whole course. They must also really feel how 

important it is. 

E “The community 
should all know the 
risks…” 

People need to know what pregnant women 

should do, support them, remind them, help to 

make things easy for them. 

F “Use foods in the diet 
and know how to 
cook good dishes.” 

This is skills education for cooks and dietary 

education for families. 

G “Support and 
understanding from 
families.” 

(see E) 

 Key to Activity 3 Fish powder: what has to happen? 

This is an assessed activity; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 
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A Knowing more about 
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This is the classic view of what nutrition education 

consists of. 
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 Key to Activity 4 Good food habits 

a. Divide the good food habits into habits, skills and life skills.

Good food habits Habits Skills Life 
skills 

Resisting junk food X X 

Preparing food well X X 

Washing hands well before preparing food, 
eating, or feeding children 

X 

Feeding infants and young children correctly X X 

Shopping well for good nutrition value X X 

Being prepared to try something new X 

Recognizing misleading information or 
persuasion about food and food products 

X X 

Starting a new habit and sticking to it X X 

Recognizing good food X X 

n.b. The other questions (b, c, d) are subjective or personal. 

 Key to Activity 5 A first look at the elements 

a. Your own dietary experiment

 You are nutritionists and you know your own situation, so you may not
need to go through some of the steps. For example?

E.g. 1, 2, 3 (recognize problem, explore situation, identify solutions).

However, even nutritionists may not recognize all aspects of the problem

and the situation, and often come up with solutions which don’t work.

 You have already taken some actions, For example?

E.g. 4 (decide to act)

 Some actions are still to come. For example?

E.g. 5, 6, 7, 8 (try out, explore ways and means, practise, get and give 
feedback).
Your answer depends how far you have gone with your experiment.
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Even if you are well-informed on nutrition, the process of changing your 

own practices calls for a lot more than knowledge. Understanding the 

problem and putting it right are completely different things. 

 Some parts of the process are still in the future. For example?

For the future, there are the long-term actions 9 and 10 (maintenance and

passing it on).

b. Ordering the elements

 The numbers indicate one possible order for these elements. What order
would you put them in?

There are several ways of ordering the elements. Compare your order with

your colleagues.

c. Which parts are most important?

All the parts are important, but your reasons should be good, for example

6. Explore ways, means and obstacles

People need to think about how to tackle change and what can be done 

about the difficulties. It is also good to share experiences and hear what 

others have done. 

7. Practise & check progress

Practise is needed to develop skills and habits. Checking progress is good for

motivation, as people can see that they have moved forward. A lot of people 

don’t have this habit of looking at their own progress. 

 Key to Activity 6 The case of Ess, Ay, Bee and Dee 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 7 Following through 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 8 Unpacking the process 

a. Elements    What do the three columns represent?
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 The middle one shows the behaviour change process.

 The left-hand one shows the kinds of new learning it involves.

 The right-hand one shows the factors influencing the process.

b. The motivational phase and the action phase

You may have divided it at 4 or 5. You could even start it at 3.

c. Step 2.   Why do we need step 2? Why not go straight from 1 to 3 (problem
to solution?)

 We need to find out what people do, think and perceive because this is the

starting point for change, the “baseline”.

 We need to find out what influences people (resources, circumstances,

other people) because these influences will help or hinder the process.

A good reply from a student 

“The second step is very important because it is the point where the 
educator or the individual himself/herself tries to explore the attitudes, 
perceptions, circumstances on the ground which may be used as a stepping 
stone for effecting a change. One needs to understand what people think and 
know already, and what influences them, to make an informed decision 
about what solutions to try. This may be done through interaction, 
observation, experiences.” (Ghana) 

d. The action phase and practice

How many parts of the action phase mention practice? 

Three 

Why are there so many? Are they different?  

There are several kinds of practice: 

 experimentation (trying new practices)

 building the habit over time until it comes naturally (practising and

monitoring)

 maintaining the practices (keeping going).

All three are needed.
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e. Participation and roles

Are there any actions which you think are best left to experts alone because
participants really do not need to do them? If so, give one or two examples,
and say why.

Your answer to this question will show how “participatory” your outlook is.

A. The research point of view.   In many interventions, some activities are

carried out only by researchers – e.g. researching existing practices (2),

finding solutions (3), and evaluating outcomes (8). Participants may be

involved only through answering questions and are often not informed of the

findings. The reason is the need for care and expertise in producing

statistically reliable results.

B. The educational point of view is that participants should carry out all the

actions so that they fully understand what they are doing. For example, they

should look at their own practices at the start, identify solutions and look

back at changes they have made. They may need help in these activities, and

they will not be able to do them at the research level, but they need to be

involved in the process so that they fully understand what they are doing.

 Key to Activity 9 Influences and new learning 

The Indian women who were worried about anaemia (Section 2.3) were aware 

of all these needs for new learning. Select an example for each from that case.

a. New learning requiring input and practice

 Essential new knowledge/understanding

Knowing the causes of anaemia

Knowing how to take the tablets

Knowing good foods for anaemia

 New habits and practices

Taking the whole course of tablets

Incorporating iron-rich foods into the diet

Asking the clinic for tablets and advice

 Attitudes/values/motivations

Understanding/feeling the importance of anaemia to the whole family
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 Skills, life skills, self-confidence/self-efficacy (gloss)

Getting better service from the health services

Getting better understanding from families

The women were also aware that many influences needed to be taken into 

account. Give an example of each of these. 

b. Influences to be taken into account

 Physical/economic circumstances

Families can’t afford some foods.

 Social norms

The community doesn’t recognize this issue.

 Other players (peers, mentors, family)

Family, clinic staff, community: they all need to be more aware and more

supportive.

 Policy, regulatory and institutional environments  

The health services are not working properly.

 Key to Activity 10 Unbalanced 

Nigerian schools, Girl Guides, Vitamin A and agriculture, Five A Day 

a. Which one gave a lot of attention to learning input but did not put the
learning to real-life use (the action phase)?

(B) The Girl Guides badge. It did not actually aim at improving people’s diets –

although it probably hoped for some spin-off.

What was the result? 

As a result, it is unlikely that anyone became less anaemic as an immediate 

result of this learning. 

b. Which one gave a lot of attention to the motivational phase (knowledge and
persuasion) but neglected many of the influences?

(D) The Five A Day program. It did a lot of campaigning but did not take much

account of access, competition, social attitudes etc.
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What was the result? 

As a result a lot of people became more aware of the value of fruit and 

vegetables, but very few actually started to eat more F&V.  

 Key to Activity 11 Keeping the balance 

This is an assessed activity; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 12 Essential parts of the process: personal opinions 

Personal opinion. Your choices may contribute to Activity 18. 

 Key to Activity 13 The vocabulary of communications 

An implicit message (4)

Schoolchildren learn in class that they 
should eat more fruit and vegetables. 
They then have a school meal of 
porridge made with cereal, soya flour, 
water and a little oil. What idea of 
good meals are these children getting? 
The explicit message is that children 

should eat more F&V; the implicit 

message is that it is OK to have no 
F&V.

Verbal and non-verbal communication 

(3)

A health worker who wants to 
introduce the idea of food groups has 
several options: explaining the idea, 
showing the foods, showing pictures. 

Explaining is verbal, showing foods or 

pictures is non-verbal. Often the two 

go together. 

One-way and two-way communication 

(1)

The radio has a health program every 
week, sometimes about food or food 
hygiene. Usually it’s a short talk, but 
sometimes there are phone-in 
programs where people ring in with 
questions. 

Top-down communication (2)

Messages about child feeding have 
been developed by the Ministry of 
Health and are on all mothers’ health 
cards. The nurse at the clinic uses the 
messages to tell women how to feed 
their babies. The women say Yes to 
everything, but they don’t always do 
it. 
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The radio show itself is one-way 

communication, but the phone-in is 

two-way (dialogue). 

The messages come down from the top 

– first from the Ministry, then from the

nurse. People may react to this kind of 

information as they react to other 

authorities, possibly with interest and 
trust, but also possibly with suspicion.

 Key to Activity 14 What kind of communication is it? 

This is top-down, one-way monologue, with a passive audience, mainly aiming to 

inform or persuade. You will often find this kind of communication in health talks 

or counselling. 

Limitations: If this is our only way of communicating, we cannot find out:

 what people know or need to know, what they do, or how they feel about

it, so we cannot meet their needs

 how people understand what is said, so we cannot know if they have

caught the meaning

 how people react to what is said, so we cannot know if they are receptive

to the message

 what people will do as a result, so we cannot tell how effective the

communication is.

 Key to Activity 15 Who says what to whom? 

a. General picture of the intervention:

 The people who do the most talking are the children.

 The people who do the most organizing and facilitating are the teachers &
school.

The new knowledge and perceptions come from  older children, teacher,
parents.

Parents’ roles are  to discuss the program, listen to children, make
suggestions, give support.

b. Put yourself in the role of the children.
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 saying what foods are available and what you like

 discussing action possibilities

 listening to instructions (and carrying them out)

 asking the older children questions

 describing what you observed in the playground

 talking to your parents and listening to what they say

 reporting back

 passing on ideas to younger children

 What was your main communicative activity? (E.g. talking, discussing,
enquiring, listening?)

Your main communicative activity was talking about your own actions,

experiences and feelings. (You also discussed action, made some enquiries

and followed instructions.)

c. Put yourself in the role of the teacher. Your main roles were:

 planning and organizing

 discussing action and progress with parents

 facilitating what children say and do, commenting etc.

 giving a little information and motivation.

d. Do you think this scheme might work?
This question will be discussed in the tutorial.

 Key to Activity 16 Guide on the side 

Some activities (1, possibly 7, and 8 if there is no follow-up discussion) are more

typical of directive, one-way communicative approaches (SS); the rest are more 

consultative and interactive (GS). You are looking for a good mix. 
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 Key to Activity 17 Striking the balance  

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 18 Draw conclusions 

Answers are personal but should  

 relate to the contents of the unit

 be supported with valid examples or experiences.

For example, one student wrote: 

“Recognizing a problem is an important step to changing dietary practices. In the 
story about stunting in a rural community, when mothers became aware that 
there was a problem, they were willing to listen to advice on how to improve 
their infants’ diet.” 

 Key to Activity 19 Viewpoints 

This is an assessed activity; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 
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Glossary 

You will find longer explanations of many of these items in the main course 
glossary. 

Control group.   In experiments, the aim is to see what effect a particular 
intervention has. This is done by carrying out the intervention with a treatment 
group or experimental group, and comparing the results with an equivalent 
control group which does not benefit from the intervention. 

Five A Day.   The name of several programs which aim to encourage the 
consumption of at least five portions of fruit and vegetables each day. 

Life skills.   The capacities that enable people to manage their lives – for example 
dealing with other people, coping with problems, making decisions, weighing up 
situations. 

Self-efficacy.   A person’s belief that s/he can succeed in specific situations. 

Stunting.   Low height for age, caused by long-term insufficient energy and 
nutrient intake due to poor quality diets. Effects of stunting include 
delayed motor development, impaired cognitive function and poor school 
performance.
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1. Preventing stunting in a rural community

Introduction 

Better eating is one of the main roads to health, wealth and long 
life. Taking the wrong road can lead to tragedy: personal, social 
and economic. 

This story is about the steps which take people onto the right 
road and keep them going. 

Stunting  

It can be measured easily but it is often unnoticed by parents and communities. 

It is not difficult or costly to prevent and parents are very motivated to have 
healthy children. 

However - Stunting has been very hard to reduce. 

Health 

Wealth 

Long life 

Stunting: public advertisement

3

First, let’s recap what we know about stunting: 

It makes children small, sickly and slow. It can handicap them for life. It is the 
result of poor maternal nutrition, poor child feeding and related sickness. 
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The people involved 

To tell this story we have to follow the people involved to see what influences 
them and how they see things. 

Here they are. 

Ess, the health worker Ay, the community worker 

Jay and 
Kay, 

grandmothers 

Bee & Dee, young 
mothers 

Em, the Chief 

Zee, the rich woman 

Images ©FAO/Ivan Grifi
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The story: stunting in a rural community 

Part A: What’s the problem? 

Scene 1 

The young mothers Bee and Dee are friends from the same village. Here they are at the 
clinic with their 7- and 8-month-old infants for their monthly visit. 

Ess, the health worker, does her job well. She asks if the babies have been sick, if they 
seem happy, if they are walking or talking. She weighs and measures them and records 
date, weight and height.  

Together they look at the lines on the growth chart. Both infants are growing but rather 
slowly. She asks about what food they are getting. 

Bee and Dee are silent.  
They haven’t heard this advice before 

How are you feeding them now? 

What are they eating? 

They should have thicker richer 

porridge. Mash and mix in some 

vegetables, groundnut powder, a little 

fish, chicken or liver whenever you 

can. 

We are still breastfeeding. We are also 

giving them thin porridge. 

Can you really feed 

a baby like that? 

Images ©FAO/Ivan Grifi
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Scene 2 

Back home, Bee and Dee talk to friends and relatives about food for infants. 
People are interested but not convinced. 

Other opinions 

Zee, the rich lady, strongly disagrees with Ess. She buys baby food 
from the shop and also biscuits and sweets. She says her child loves 
them and it saves trouble. 

Ay, the community worker, strongly agrees with Ess. She 
mostly gives her own infant the same food as the rest of the 
family. She is poor, but her children are all big, strong and 
healthy. 

Infants need soft, thin food. 

What matters is that they get 

enough. 

You can’t give meat to babies! 

They can’t chew! 

We can’t afford that kind of 

food. Porridge is good enough. 

©Jane Sherman 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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The village grandmothers are divided. Jay thinks that 
children’s growth is a sign of health; Kay thinks that it is 
decided by God. Everyone agrees that the grandmothers 
should be consulted. 

Bee and Dee don’t know what to think. They envy Zee but 
they respect Ay. They would like to have a decided opinion 
from their mothers and mothers-in-law. 

They are not convinced that it matters. No-one else is 
changing, so they do nothing. 

Part B: Getting going 

Scene 3 

A week later, Ess comes to Bee and Dee’s village to do a cooking 
demonstration. This is one part of a national movement for 
reducing stunting, so the Chief welcomes Ess officially. 

All the mothers of young children come to the demonstration. 

Ess and Ay explain stunting with a poster. They show the foods 
that infants and young children should eat and say why. 

These foods will make children 

strong, healthy and bright. 

With only thin porridge 

they will grow small, sickly 

and slow. 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi
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The demonstration 

Everyone prepares some good foods. The adults taste them and the infants and 
young children eat them up. 

Unfortunately there’s not enough food for 
everyone, so the older children are taken 
away to the other side of the village. The 
grandmothers go with them to keep them 
quiet. The children can smell the food and 
are not very happy. The grandmothers miss 
the demonstration and feel excluded. 

Scene 4 

Bee and Dee and several other mothers are now convinced that the new foods 
are worth trying on their children - and they have an idea of what to do. They 
decide to help each other with the cooking. 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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Part C: Ups and downs 

Scene 5 

Mothers try out the new foods at home. There are some problems: 

 The cooking takes longer because all foods have to be mashed
up.

 The children like some of the foods but not all. Should they
persist?

 Dee leaves her baby with her mother when she goes to work,
but her mother won’t cook the new dishes: she says it’s a lot
of fuss about nothing and she doesn’t have the time. She
points out that she didn’t come to the demonstration.

 Everyone is cooking the same thing every day. There just
aren’t very many foods to choose from.

 No-one has used the recipe book. They forgot it was there
and they are not in the habit of getting ideas from books.

 The husbands are the ones who buy the meat. They often
don’t remember to bring back a little liver for the baby.

 Zee is saying that mothers are wasting their time cooking and
should buy baby food instead. It is discouraging to hear Zee
talk.

Scene 6 

Ay invites Ess for another visit and asks the Chief to introduce the discussion. All 
the mothers come, and some husbands too. There is also a special invitation to 
the older women. 

The chief welcomes Ess. 

Welcome back. Our families have been trying out 

these ideas and we like them, but there have been 

some problems. We are happy to learn from you, 

but now we would like you to listen to us. 

Images ©FAO/Ivan Grifi
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Ay facilitates the meeting. There is a long discussion and several solutions are 
suggested. 

At the end, Ess congratulates everyone. She says that they are going the right 
way. If they continue their children will grow well, not get sick so often and be 
bright, happy and full of energy. 

She also makes some suggestions about how to see that this is happening. 

Keeping track of progress: Ess’s suggestions. 

Fathers: try to understand the children’s growth charts. 

Families: keep note of how often the children fall sick. 

Women: come together once a month to discuss progress and problems. 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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Part D: Establishing the habit 

Scene 7 

It’s four months later. There’s been some progress. Ay takes stock. 

 The community is now more in favour of the new dishes and they know
why.

 Several older women and husbands are supporting the innovation in their
own households.

 Some families have started growing more types of vegetable and legume.
They are giving them to the children but also eating them themselves.

 Ay displays the stunting poster regularly (although it is getting torn and
dirty).

 She is holding monthly meetings to keep people interested.

 She has also been stressing handwashing in preparing food and
feeding.

 Some mothers are trying out the recipes in the book.

But this is the danger time. The stimulus of the first meetings is long gone. 

Some of the problems don’t go away. Participation at meetings is falling: people 
are more stuck in their habits (old or new) and they have heard it all before. Ay 
herself, who is a volunteer, feels like doing something different. 

Scene 8 

Ess would really like the community to keep track of its own progress. This is a 
new idea to them. They don’t seem very interested in counting and measuring. 

But parents are interested in following their own children. 

I need a change! 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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 Mothers understand growth charts better. Some husbands are checking
them too.

 Mothers are more aware that the children’s diet affects how often they
get ill.

Bee tells Ess how she is keeping track of her baby’s health. 

 

 

 

 

Part E: Carrying on 

Scene 9 

Life goes on. 

 Dee’s younger sister Tee is pregnant for the first time. Dee advises her
how to feed her baby, but Tee is getting different advice from someone
else: Tee’s mother-in-law is Zee’s sister.

 Ess moves on. She is going to work in the district centre. Bee doesn’t like
the new health worker, who doesn’t seem to know much about feeding
babies.

Ay decides to hold her last meeting. Questions for discussion are: 

 What are the children eating now?

 Have their health and growth improved?

When the baby is sick, I put a bean in an old cup: a big bean if it’s 

serious. So far there are only two small beans. I am satisfied! 

The other children think it’s a game and want to play. Yesterday my 

little boy cut his knee and told me to “put a big bean in the cup”! 

I’ll pass on your idea! 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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 Can we make things better?

 How will new mothers learn what we know?

There will be fruit drinks for refreshment. 

Scene 10 

At the meeting the mothers say they think the experiment has been a success. 

 They often now add vegetables and beans or fish to babies’ porridge.

 There is a lot more handwashing.

 The children are growing well and there have been few serious illnesses.

 One mother is learning to raise rabbits so as to have more meat.

hy, but there 

Everyone agrees that new mothers need to learn what to do and why, but  
there is no funding. The government campaign is over. Some ideas are: 

 each experienced mother can counsel one new mother

 experienced mothers and grandmothers can become official volunteers
and do cooking demonstrations

 new mothers will pick things up naturally

 husbands can insist on proper feeding for babies.

However there are objections to all these ideas. No decision is made. 

In any case it is time to prepare lunch, so the meeting breaks up. 

My baby plays happily and quietly for 

hours. I can get on with my work We have a big surplus of pumpkins 

and pumpkin leaves! We all got free 

seeds. 

My baby has been sick for 

only one day. 

New mothers must learn 

how to feed babies properly.

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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2. The learning process in nutrition education

Below is a simplified model of the main learning processes to be taken into 
account when developing nutrition education interventions. The central column 
shows recognized steps in the behaviour change process. On the right are the 
main outside influences on this learning process and on the left are the kinds of 
new learning which may require input of some kind. 

NEW LEARNING 

REQUIRING INPUT 

AND PRACTICE 

Develop 
essential new 

knowledge and 
understanding/ 

Develop 
and change 

attitudes, values, 
and motivations 

Develop new 
habits and 

practices 

BEHAVIOUR CHANGE PROCESS 

1. Recognize a problem
+ its effects 
+ its causes 

2. Explore knowledge, attitudes, practices, circumstances

Explore what people do and think (main actors and 
others) (through research, observation, stories, 
experience, discussion) 

+ reasons/influences + who’s involved 
+ circumstances and resources 
+ concerns 

3. See possible solutions
+ demonstrations, models, experiences, guidelines 
+ new information 
+  recognize what needs to be done and who can do it 

4. Decide to act
+ know and feel the benefits and motivations
+ involve all those concerned 
+ decide on objectives (+indicators + messages) 

5. Try new practice(s) (real or simulated)
(e.g. cooking, tasting, growing, reading labels) + 
discuss.  Turn information into action. 

6. Explore ways, means & obstacles
(how to go about it, plans, problems) 
+ make it easy (e.g. get support, take it step by step)

7. Practise and self-monitor
+ build habits over time 
+ get and give support 
+ check progress 

8. Get/give feedback
(discuss, reflect, evaluate, reward, celebrate)

9. Maintain the practice
+ accommodate relapses and re-starts
+ discuss, reflect, evaluate impact

10. Share it
(pass it on, tell the world, help others)

INFLUENCES TO BE 

TAKEN INTO 

ACCOUNT 

 Physical and 
economic 
circumstances 

Norms and social 
context  

Social environment: 
other players, peers,  
mentors, family 

Policy, regulatory and 
institutional 
environments 
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3. Eating bananas at Abba School: a mini-case

There are no school meals at Abba School. Children spend their tiny sums of 
money on sweets from the vendors at the gates. 

The school is trying to encourage healthy snacks. They have already had a 
meeting with parents and got their support. Many older children are already 
bringing their own snacks – roast maize, plantain, cassava, groundnuts or fruit. 

It is time for the junior classes to join the program. 

Scene 1: The classroom 

In class the children talk about what snacks they spend their money on. 

The teacher says that she personally likes bananas (she shows the bananas). 
They are healthy, filling and cheap. Also, she says, sugar is bad for the teeth, and 
she wants to keep her teeth.  

Scene 2: The playground 

At break the teacher sends the children out to find other children eating healthy 
snacks and to ask them why.  

©FAO/Cristina Ávarez
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Scene 3: The classroom 

Back in class, the children report what fruit and vegetables they have seen 
people eating. They make a list of what is in season and discuss which they 
personally prefer. They talk about the possibility of bringing such snacks to 
school, like the older children, and promise to discuss it with their parents. 

Scene 4: At home 

Back at home in the afternoon, children talk to their parents about taking 
healthy snacks to school.  

©FAO/Cristina Ávarez
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Scene 5: School and classroom 

The next day some children bring healthy snacks, show them, share them and 
explain why they are good. They also show the money they have saved. They 
pick out “best snacks” (healthy, cheap, available, easy to prepare). Some draw 
pictures of good snacks to display on the wall. 

This continues for several weeks. At break, the children are approached by the 
next class (younger than them), who are now starting the program. 

At the next PTA meeting, teachers and parents discuss progress and problems. 

4. Dietary diaries, interview notes, interview

reports

Dietary diary 1: Joan, a strong-minded planner 

Joan wanted to increase her consumption of fruits and vegetables “for health 
and to experience change”. Her strategy was to eat at home or to choose places 
which serve fruit and vegetables. 

©FAO/Cristina Ávarez
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Day 1 I managed to eat three varieties 
of fruits and vegetables through 
buying some, and eating at 
cafeterias which serve them. 

I was happy to accomplish my 
objective. 

Day 2 I had to go to a place where I 
couldn’t buy food, so I took a 
lunch box with oranges, 
mangoes, watermelon and ripe 
banana. 

I accomplished my task. I found an 
alternative (the lunch box) for the 
fruits, and I ate the vegetables at 
home. 

Day 3 I managed to eat jute mallow, 
cassava leaves and amaranth. 
The fruits (which I bought 
myself) were grapes, bananas & 
jackfruit. 

I managed, but I realised that I must 
be prepared for the extra costs of 
the change. Fruit is expensive. 

Day 4 I ate three kinds of fruit and 
vegetables. Some friends tried 
to persuade me to have junk 
food but I told them I had to 
stick to the plan. 

It worked, although my friends 
laughed at me. You have to stick to 
your plan despite the influences 
around you. 

Day 5 I ate four kinds of vegetables in 
one meal (my mom prepared 
vegetable soup). She also made 
a fruit salad, so I had a variety of 
fruits. 

Home meals prepared by your 
mother taste good. So I managed to 
achieve my objective. 

Joan says: 
“I will keep it up, now that I have 

worked out how to overcome the 

hurdles – cost, places which don’t 

have fruit and vegetables, and friends 

who laugh at me.” 

©FAO/Riccardo Gangale 

What you did each day 

(or didn’t do) 

Comments 
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Dietary diary 2: Albert, a big sleeper 

Albert had the habit of eating only one or two proper meals a day and filling up 
the corners with fizzy drinks, biscuits, buns and sweets. His plan was to eat three 
proper healthy meals a day. His strategy was to plan his meals and do some food 
preparation the night before. 

What you did each day 

(or didn’t do) 

Comments 

Day 1 I didn’t eat breakfast and 
lunch. Instead I ate snacks: 
plantain chips, banana and 
roasted groundnut. I had 
beans and plantain for 
supper. 

It was difficult to follow my plan as I woke 
up late and was busy all day. I could not 
spare time to cook or buy food, so I could 
not eat as planned. 

Day 2 I didn’t manage to have 
breakfast but I ate a good 
lunch and supper. 

It was a weekend and some chores kept 
me occupied all the morning. So it boils 
down to planning and time management. 

Day 3 I took only breakfast and 
supper and missed lunch. 

I slept the whole afternoon so I skipped 
lunch but I ate a lot for supper. 

Day 4 I had breakfast and lunch 
but not supper. 

I was not feeling well so I slept through 
the evening and skipped supper. 

Day 5 I had breakfast, lunch and 
supper, with fruits at 
lunch. 

I learnt from past unsuccessful attempts 
and devised a new strategy: I restructured 
my afternoon activities to make time for 
lunch.

Albert says: “Now that I have succeeded once, I know I am capable 

of keeping it up and working around the obstacles. But 

though I can plan for it, things might come up to 

prevent me from carrying out my new schedule. 55% 

chance of maintenance, I’d say.” 

©FAO/Paballo Thekiso 
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An example of interview notes 

Sama interviews Mr N, who had decided to cut down on soda drinks and fatty 

foods. 

1. Have you previously tried to change

your diet? How? If so, did the change 

last? 

It lasted three months, it was hard to 
maintain due to the availability of food 
in the cafeteria. 

2. What did you decide to change this
time? What were you doing before? 
Who/What kept it going? (e.g. habit, 

taste, social habits, convenience, cost) 

I decided to stop drinking carbonated 
soft drinks and eating very fatty foods. I 
used to drink three bottles of coca cola 
per day, one bottle at every meal. It 
was due to influence from friends, who 
did the same. 

3. Why did you want to change? To have good health. I got advice from 
my classmates about the outcomes of 
poor eating practices, then I saw some 
signs in my body, for example 
increasing body weight, and I was 
feeling tired when I walked even a very 
short distance, so then I decided to 
change immediately. 

4. What strategy did you adopt for the
change? 

Was it a good strategy? Easy? Small? 

Did it work well? 

To eat more vegetables and fruits in my 
diet and drink more water instead of 
carbonated soft drinks. 

It was a good strategy but difficult since 
I was addicted to coca cola. 

5. Can you take me through your diary
of the change day by day? 
Was it easy? Any difficulties? 
Did you have help or support? 

I did it myself alone without any 
support. It was not easy. Getting large 
amount of fruits and vegetables was 
difficult in terms of price and 
availability. 
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Sama interviews Mr N, who had decided to cut down on soda drinks and fatty 

foods. 

6. Who did you talk to about it? One of my classmates. I was surprised 
because I did not know the effects of 
carbonated drinks. 

7. Did your experiment succeed? Yes it did. 

8. Do you think you will keep it up? I am planning to maintain it since it’s 
good behaviour and will improve my 
health status. 

9. What changes in the environment
would have helped you? 

Cheaper fruit and vegetables and not 
so many soda drinks available 
everywhere. 

10. Is there anything you would like to
pass on /tell others about this 
experience? 

Your health can be created with what 
you eat. 
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An example of an interview report 

Some students also wrote reports of their interviews. 

Changing a dietary habit: report 

Interviewee: Beatrice 

Interviewer: Nikolas 

1. The story of the experiment (the problem, the existing practice, the
proposed change & why, what was done, how successful, prospects for 
maintenance) 

Beatrice used to consume at least 300mls of alcohol every two days. Now she is 

changing to taking a glass of yoghurt instead of an alcoholic drink. She is doing 

this because she is planning to get pregnant. She knows that alcohol would 

endanger her anticipated baby, so she thought this was the ideal time to stop. 

She is keeping it up well but her friends don’t want her to give up her social 

drinking. 

a. 2. Other aspects of the experience (obstacles, motivations, reactions etc.). 
b. Beatrice is missing some the friends she used to drink with. However the motive

to have a healthy baby is strong. The reactions she is getting from her friends

might create some inconveniences.

3. Conclusions (important points about changing diet)

Beatrice’s new behaviour is very important because drinking alcohol could affect 

the child’s health or even cause its premature death. So she has promised to 

keep it up. 
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Section 2. The challenge of changing practices 

2.2 What works and what doesn’t work 

 Activity 1 Successes, partial successes and unknowns 

On pp. 9-11 of the Student's Book are some real examples of well-organised nutrition education interventions. 

How successful were these interventions? Fill in the table and explain your assessment. 

How successful? 

(very/fairly/not very/don’t 

know?) 

Explain your assessment 

A. Nigeria 

B. Girl Guides and 
Anaemia 

C. Vitamin A and 
Agriculture 

D. Five A Day 

2.3 What needs to happen to improve the situation? 

 Activity 2 Anaemia in India 

Read about the needs of the women in India on p. 12 of the Student's Book. 

a. What kinds of needs are they? Classify them. Some belong in more than one class.
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Write a letter or letters 
(A/B/C/D/E/F/G) 

Circumstances and resources (including better services) 

Knowledge, different attitudes, perceptions, beliefs 

Practices and skills 

Physical preferences 

Social support 

b. Which of the needs mentioned by the women involve nutrition education? (for anyone, not only the women)

Needs mentioned 

A Knowing more about anaemia. 

B “The right foods must be available and affordable.” 

C “The health services need to work better.” 

D “Pregnant women need to take their tablets.” 

E “The community should all know the risks…” 

F “Use foods in the diet and know how to cook good dishes.” 

G “Support and understanding from families” 

 Activity 3 Fish powder: what has to happen? assessed 

Look at the example of fish powder on p. 15 of the Student's Book. 

Put yourself in the position of the children and their parents. They may have feelings about fish powder, just as you 
may! 

Example: Fish powder has to be available and cheap. 
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Section 3. The learning process 

3.1 What we learn and how 

 Activity 4 Good food habits 

Below are a few good food habits that people learn as they grow up. 

a. Divide them into habits, skills and life skills.

Good food habits Habits Skills Life skills 

Resisting junk food 

Preparing food well 

Washing hands well before preparing food, eating, or feeding 
children 

Feeding infants and young children correctly 

Shopping well for good nutrition 
value 

Being prepared to try something 
new 

Recognizing misleading information or persuasion about food and 
food products 

Starting a new habit and sticking to it 

Recognizing good food 

Choose two of the good food habits listed above which you have learnt yourself. Say how you learnt them and 
from whom. If you can remember, describe the process. Write your answers in the table below. 

b.
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Food habit How was it learnt and from whom? 

c. How do people mostly learn these things? (Tick one of the boxes)

informally from family, friends and society? OR 

formally through lessons, counselling, mass media, reading etc.? 

d. Which of the following are particularly important in the process?

observing & imitating habit-building & repetition 

rules action and practice 

talk experience 

encouragement teaching 

enjoyment explicit advice 

3.2 Elements in the process 

Look at the list of elements in the learning process on p. 19 of the Student's Book. 

 Activity 5 A first look at the elements 

a. Your own dietary experiment
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Think about how these elements turn up in the dietary experiment you are doing. Give examples (number and 
name). 

 You are nutritionists and you know your own situation, so you do not need to go through some of the above
steps in depth. For example?

 You have already taken some of these steps. For example?

 Some actions are still to come. For example?

 Some parts of the process are still in the future. For example?

b. Ordering the elements

The numbers indicate one possible order for these elements.

 What order would you put them in?

c. Which parts of the process are most important?

Essential part of the process Reason why it is essential 
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Section 4. Preventing stunting in a rural community 
The story ‘Preventing stunting in a rural community’ (in the Unit 4 Resources pp. 3-13) illustrates most of the 
process. 

 Activity 6 The case of Ess, Ay, Bee and Dee 

With a partner, read through the first part of the story on pp. 3-10 of the Unit Resources (Scenes 1-6). Then discuss 
and answer the questions. 

a. What is the dietary problem and who identified it?

b. By the end of Scene 6, how far has the process gone? What stage have they reached? (name and number)

c. What important feelings, attitudes, perceptions or motivations have come out? Find two.

Example: The community worker feels that she needs a change. 

1. 

2. 

d. In Scene 5 some unsolved problems are mentioned. Suggest two practical solutions.

1. Problem:

1. solution

2. Problem:

2. Solution
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e. Can Ess’s suggestions for tracking progress succeed? What would help?
(Remember that “tracking progress” may not be a familiar activity in the community.)

 Activity 7 Following through 

Read Scenes 7 to 10 with a partner. Discuss and answer the questions below: 

a. Would this story be the same in your country? What would be different?

b. Which parts of the process are most apparent in these scenes? – that is, what are the main activities of the
community women? (give names and numbers)

c. Choose two of the main actors. Describe their roles and say how important they are (whether positively or
negatively).

Example: The Chief has a ceremonial role but is also important in voicing the community’s concerns and interests 

and in giving approval to initiatives. His role is fairly important. 

Actor A: 

Actor B:

d. What are the chances that the changes will be maintained in future, after the project is over? Will they spread?
(process elements 9 & 10)
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e. What would be the best way to help it along in future? (Remember there will be no more money for special
meetings, visits, demonstrations, there is a new health worker, and Ay wants to give up being a community
worker.)

Section 5. Looking at the process 

5.1 The diagram 

 Activity 8 Unpacking the process 

Look at the diagram ‘The Learning Process in Nutrition Education’ (Unit 4 Resources, 2, pp. 14) 

a. Elements.   What do the three columns represent?

The middle one… 

The left-hand one… 

The right-hand 
one… 

b. Motivational phase and action phase.   One authority (Contento 2008) has divided these elements into two
broad phases, the “motivational phase” and the “action phase”. Where would you say the action phase
begins?

c. Step 2.   Why do we need Step 2? Why not go straight from Step 1 to Step 3 (problem to solution)? (There are
two good answers to this.)

1. 

2.
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d. The action phase and practice.   How many parts of the action phase mention practice?

Why are there so many? Are they different kinds of practice? 

e. Participation and roles. Are there any actions which you think are best left entirely to the experts, because
participants really do not need to do them?

 If so, give one or two examples, and say why.

 If not, choose “None” and say why.

Action Reasons 

5.2 Influences and new learning 

 Activity 9 Influences and new learning 

a. The Indian women who were worried about anaemia (Section 2.3 SB) were aware of all these needs for new
learning. Select an example for each from this list.

A. We need to know more - about causes of anaemia, tablets, the right foods to eat.

B. The right foods (including iron-fortified foods) must be available and affordable.

C. The health services need to work better (maybe we have to demand this).

D. Pregnant women need to take their tablets.

E. The community should all know the risks of anaemia, feel the danger, tell others about it.

F. We have to use more of these foods in our diet and know how to make good dishes that people enjoy.

G. We need more support and understanding from our families.
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New learning requiring 

input & practice 

Example 

Essential new 
knowledge/understanding 

New habits and practices 

Attitudes/values/motivations 

Skills, life skills, self-confidence 

b. The women were also aware that many influences needed to be taken into account. Give an example of each of
these from their case.

Influences to be taken into account 

Physical/economic circumstances 

Social norms 

Other players (peers, mentors, family) 

Policy, regulatory and institutional 
environments 

c. Your own dietary experiment.   What needs and influences apply in your own dietary experiment? Think about
this and make a few notes.
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Section 6. Motivation and action: keeping the balance 

6.1 Balance 

 Activity 10 Unbalanced 

Recall the four interventions at the beginning of this unit (Nigerian Schools, Girl Guides, Vitamin A and Agriculture 
and Five A Day). 

a. Which one gave a lot of attention to learning input but did not put the learning to real-life use (the action
phase)?

What was the result? 

b. Which one gave a lot of attention to the motivational phase (knowledge and persuasion) but neglected many of
the influences?

What was the result? 

6.2 Heads and tails 

 Activity 11 Keeping the balance assessed 

What would you say about the interventions in the table below? 

a. Decide if they give a lot of attention to one end of the process, or if they keep a good balance between
motivation and action/practice.

b. Comment on their chances of achieving long-term changes in practice and suggest why.
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Intervention (a) Balance (b) Chance of achieving long-term 
change + reason 

A week-long national campaign promotes the message of 
exclusive breastfeeding through posters and the media.  

A four-year food security project promotes the cultivation 
and consumption of legumes. The opening campaign 
focuses on how legumes improve both the soil and the 
diet. Farmers grow beans, market them and include beans 
in family meals. They meet regularly to discuss progress.  

Four lessons are developed for the primary school 
curriculum and delivered in schools: one lesson each on 
the importance of mixed meals, the need for 
handwashing, the value of animal-source foods and the 
causes and risks of obesity. 

A college canteen introduces a new range of healthy 
dishes, with labels describing their contents and nutritional 
value, and puts them at the front of the line-up in the 
canteen.  

Activity 12 Essential parts of the process: personal opinions

a. Look back at Activity 5 c, where you picked out two essential elements of the process. What were they?

b. Did you give priority to the motivation phase or to the action phase?

c. Are there any other elements that you would like to add to your priority list?
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Section 7. Communications in nutrition education 

7.1 Terminology 

Look at the four questions about terms on p. 35 of the Student's Book. 

Activity 13 The vocabulary of communications: Terminology

Put the right terms at the top of each box. 

Schoolchildren learn in class that they should eat more 
fruit and vegetables. They then have a school meal of 
porridge made with cereal, soya flour, water and a little 
oil. What idea of good meals are these children getting? 

A health worker who wants to introduce the idea of food 
groups has several options: explaining the idea, showing 
the foods, showing pictures. 

The radio has a health program every week, and 
sometimes it’s about food or food hygiene. Usually it’s a 
short talk, but sometimes there are phone-in programs 
where people ring in with questions. 

Messages about child feeding have been developed by 
the Ministry of Health and are on all mothers’ health 
cards. The nurse at the clinic uses the messages to tell 
women how to feed their babies. The women say Yes to 
everything, but they don’t always do it. 

7.2 Ideas of nutrition education communication: the sage on the stage 

Activity 14 What kind of communication is it?

On p. 36 of the Student's Book there is an example for nutrition education: a health talk in a hospital. 

a. Is this communication one-way, two-way or a group exchange?

b. What are the relationships? Is it top-down communication (from an authority), or equal (from a peer)?
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c. What is the purpose? Mostly telling/facilitating/showing/enquiring/interacting?

d. If this is the only nutrition education available, can you see some of its limitations?

7.3 Other communication activities 

Communications in nutrition education 

Activity 15 Who says what to whom?

Look at the mini-case ‘Eating bananas at Abba School’ (Unit 4 Resources, 3, pp. 15-17. 

a. Complete this “communicative picture” of the intervention:

 The people who do the most talking are

 The people who do the most organizing and facilitating are

 The new knowledge and perceptions come from

 Parents’ roles are

b. Put yourself in the role of the children.

 List your communicative activities briefly - all of them. This includes listening to others. Be very specific
(there are at least 9!)

Example: saying what you spend your money on & why 
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 What was your main communicative activity? (e.g. talking, discussing, enquiring, listening?)

c. Put yourself in the role of the teacher.

Say what kinds of communication you did most - talking, organizing, demonstrating, listening, questioning, etc.

d. Do you think this scheme might work? The criterion of success is “a conscious, long-term improvement in dietary
practices”. Will children come out of this experience:

 able to recognize good snacks and prepare them? yes  no 

 willing to eat them? yes  no 

 knowing that teacher, school and parents approve? yes  no 

What are the strengths of the scheme? 

What risks do you see? 

Activity 16 The guide on the side

Suppose you go to a nutrition education meeting for adults and you find one of the following activities going on. Is 
the facilitator more like a “sage on the stage” or more like a “guide on the side”? Label them “guide” or “sage”. 
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Example Sage Guide 

1. The facilitator is giving a talk, and working hard to make it interesting with
pictures.

2. The participants are talking in groups about what they have been cooking at
home.

3. The facilitator is organizing two members to do a demonstration at the next
session.

4. Participants are discussing their food shopping plans for next week.

5. Some participants are reading out recipes for others to comment on and
choose.

6. The facilitator is exhorting the group to eat less sugar. S/he has brought in a lot
of sugary products to demonstrate.

7. The facilitator is asking the group what they do when infants refuse particular
foods.

8. Everyone is watching a video about breastfeeding.

7.4 The balance 

Activity 17 Striking the balance

Make your own choice. Decide which kinds of communication would be most frequent in the activities of a good 
nutrition educator. Put 5 for most frequent and 1 for least frequent.  

Enquiry interacting 

Informing facilitating 

Showing 
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Then justify your two top choices (the ones which scored 5 & 4). 

Section 8. Review & preparation for the tutorial 

Activity 18 Draw conclusions

Read the instruction on p. 44 of the Student’s Book. Write two conclusions about what matters most in successful 
nutrition education in the table on the next page. 

Particularly important for effective nutrition education Reasons and examples 

Activity 19 Viewpoints assessed

On p. 46 of the Student's Book  are some common reactions about nutrition education which you may hear from co-
workers.  

a. In a pair, practise replying to them.
b. Choose two each and write your own individual replies in the space. Make sure you support your answers well.
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Instructions for outside activity

A. The experiment 

1. Personal history

Before now, did you ever try to improve your diet? (Yes/No) 

What did you try to do? (what, when, why, how long) 

Did the change(s) last? 

If so, for how long? 

2. Target

What do you want to change? (one small thing) 
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Why do you want to change? 

3. Decide your strategy

During the week 

4. Keep a diary

What you did each day (or didn’t do) Comments 

Day 1 

Day 2 

Day 3 
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5. Tell two people

Tell two people who know you (apart from your interviewer) what you are doing and ask what they think about it. 
Write down what they say. 

After the experiment 

6. Did your experiment succeed?

 Did you manage to change your diet?  Yes  No Not sure 

 Why?/Why not?

 Be very specific about what mainly helped or hindered you in your own experiment (e.g. the cost of
pumpkins; a supportive sister who cooked good meals)

Day 4 

Day 5 

Their comments 

1st person 

2nd person 
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Helps 

Hindrances 

7. What are the chances that you will keep it up (%)?

Why do you think you will (or will not) keep it up? 

 B. The follow-up interview 

Interview and be interviewed 

Changing your diet: interview 

Name of interviewee

1. Have you previously tried to change your diet? How? If so, did the change last?

2. What did you decide to change this time, for this experiment? Who/What kept it going? (e.g. habit, taste, social
habits, convenience, cost)

3. Why did you want to change this?
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4. What strategy did you adopt? Was it small and easy?  Did it work well?

5. Take me through your diary day by day. Was it easy? What difficulties? Did you have help or support?

6. What did people say? Were they encouraging or discouraging?

7. Did your experiment succeed? Why/Why not?

8. Do you think you will keep it up? Why/Why not?

9. What changes in the environment would have helped you?

10. What would you like to tell the world about this experience?
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Unit overview 

This unit and the next one deal mainly with the “how” of nutrition
education. Students may well believe (like many others) that
transmitting accurate information is the main element of the job of an 

educator. This unit expands the concept of nutrition education by helping 
students to observe and identify all the main elements of the learning process 
and the associated communicative activities. Social context, support, action/
practice and participation are explored through description, observation, 
analysis and experience of self and others. Listening, enquiring, interacting and 
facilitating, as well as telling and showing, are shown in action. 

UNIT SUMMARY 

Students’ main activities in this unit consist of experimenting with behaviour 
change on a small scale, analysing nutrition education cases and applying a 
model of the change process. 

 To recognize the challenges (Section 2, ‘The challenge of changing
practices’), students will look at what makes for success in nutrition
education and briefly analyse some conditions on which success depends.

 In ‘The learning process’ (Section 3) they look at the main elements in the
process of acquiring dietary habits, then see these in action in a story of
community nutrition education (Section 4, ‘Preventing stunting in a rural
community’).

 This is followed by studying an outline of the behaviour change process
‘Looking at the process’ (Section 5) and analysing the balance of the
elements in different nutrition education interventions (Section 6,
‘Keeping the balance’).

 Successful nutrition education requires many kinds of communication by
many people. In Section 7 ‘Communications in nutrition education’,
traditional nutrition education is compared with more communicative
and participatory approaches, with special emphasis on the role of
nutrition educators in facilitating action and communication.

T 
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 Before the tutorial (Section 8) ‘Review & preparation for the tutorial’
students draw conclusions about what contributes most to success in
nutrition education and practise explaining their views to others.

In their outside activity they will try changing their own dietary behaviour in a 
small way, keeping a diary about the process. They will share the experience by 
interviewing each other and then they will come up with some 
recommendations. 

All these experiences contribute to the final tutorial discussion of what 
contributes to success in nutrition education, based on both evidence and 
experience. 

Project recruitment (for Units 6-9).   Students who are planning to visit potential 
host organizations for project recruitment should make an approach to the 
manager/leader, as discussed in previous units, at some time during this unit. 
There should be time for this as their personal dietary experiment does not 
entail outside visits. In the tutorials they report back on their success in arranging 
recruitment sessions. Actual recruitment sessions should be carried out during 
Unit 5. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What does it take to change dietary practices?

 What is it like to do it?

 What are the essential elements in adopting new practices?

 How do different kinds of nutrition education intervention use these
elements?
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Identify the essential elements in improving 

dietary practices 

This unit will help students to 

 experience the challenge of changing habits and practices

 recognize some of the elements of success in nutrition education

 show their understanding of the process of changing dietary practices

 form an opinion about the relative importance of parts of the process

 see the balance of different kinds of communication in the role of
nutrition educators

and will give them practice in 

 observing behaviour change on an individual level and describing the
experience

 analysing nutrition education cases and communicative activities

 identifying barriers to change in selves and others

 interviewing others to understand their experience.

Cross-cutting elements 

Special dietary needs The main case study in this unit deals with nutrition 
education needs associated with complementary 
feeding. 

Gender issues The empowerment of rural women is reflected in 
Activities 6 and 7. 

Communications skills The range of communication skills involved in nutrition 
education activities, and practice in one-to-one 
interviewing 

Study skills Analysing and categorising. 
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Preparation for the tutorials 

Students will need to hear their tutors’ opinions and experience in the tutorial 
discussions. Before holding any tutorials, review all activities and resource 
documents, form your own conclusions and recall any useful experience you can 
contribute. Some points to look at: 

 The review of the case study in Section 4 involves a limited class
simulation of the community situation, with students adopting roles,
presenting themselves and then discussing problems and solutions in the
community meeting (see pp. 10-12 below).

 The last part of the final tutorial proposes three activities, in order of
priority. Do as much as you can in the time available.

 In the final tutorial, discussions about the dietary experiment should
result in some advice about changing diet and some recommendations for
changes in the students' own environment. It would be excellent if some
use could be made of this document institutionally – for example for
informing and motivating student associations, college authorities and
canteen managers through meetings, blogs, newsletters etc.

Suggested answers and comments are in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

Continuing the outside activity.   In preparing students for Unit 4, you may have 
discussed the possibility of students continuing the dietary experiment for 
another week. If so, the subject can be raised again at the end of the final 
tutorial. 

For and against.   It is generally agreed that 5 days is not long enough to get a 
real feeling for the challenges of deliberately changing diet. It would certainly be 
valuable for students to continue to keep records, carry out interviews and 
discuss strategies and challenges. However you and they may feel that their 
upcoming workload (which includes the outside activity for Unit 5) will not allow 
it. 
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The mid-unit tutorial 

The purpose of the mid-unit tutorial is to review progress, compare answers, air 
opinions and give guidance. It also helps to familiarize tutors with the activities 
and with student problems, and reduces time pressure on the final tutorial. 

Students should have completed Activities 1-9 before this tutorial. 

Suggested answers and comments are in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

Assessed answers 

For the assessed activity covered in this tutorial (Activity 3 ‘Fish Powder’), collect 
a few partial answers from individuals, and give guidance if students have not 
understood the instructions. 

1. Introduction 10 mins 

Students report on progress so far: 

 They say if they have had any
problems with activities, workload etc.

 They report how the dietary
experiment is going – What targets
have they chosen? Do they think they
have the right strategy? Are they
succeeding? What is blocking them?
Several individuals report briefly.

Project recruitment (for Units 6-9) 

Check that visits to possible host organizations are about to take place (or have 
taken place). If students have arranged a recruitment session remind them about 
the documents in the project folder and check that they have copies of fliers etc. 
If organizations are not interested, suggest trying others or collaborating with 
project teams who have had more success. 
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Strong and weak strategies
for changing diet

Jon linked his new actions to 
specific times and places (fruit 
at breakfast, more vegetables 
at lunchtime). 

Doreen aimed to eat more 
wholemeal foods but didn’t 
consider that they weren’t 
available in her local shops. 
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2. Discussing the coursework 100 mins 

Sum up the argument of the text (as outlined below), reviewing the point of 
each activity. For self-correcting activities, students may like to comment and 
say if they agree with the answers suggested. 

For other activities, students suggest answers and the class and tutor comment. 

Encourage students to answer each other (some polite disagreement is 
desirable). One way to do this is to ask anyone who has a strong opinion to 
come forward, talk to the class for one minute, and field comments from the 
floor. 

(Section 2 Sb. The challenge of changing practices) 

The main questions in this section are: 

 What kind of nutrition education are we talking about? (Learning to eat
well, not academic study or nutrition knowledge)

 What does it mean to say that nutrition education works? What is the
sign of success? (“A conscious long-term improvement in dietary
practices”)

 Does nutrition education usually work? (We often don’t know.)

Activity 1: Successes, Failures (self-checking)
This activity looks at what is meant by success and failure. Do students agree 
with the answers? Emphasize the importance of changes in practice: increased 
knowledge/awareness are quite easy to achieve, but don’t usually translate into 
action. 

Activity 2: Anaemia in India (self-checking)
This activity aims to show the range of factors which contribute to change – i.e. 
it’s not just knowledge and understanding.

Activity 3: Fish powder: what has to happen? (assessed)
Call on a few individual answers. Remind students of the range of needs which 
have to be met – attitudes, circumstances, skills, preferences, perceptions, 
beliefs. Ask if they themselves know/like fish powder – would this affect their 
choice of the food? 
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(Section 3 Sb. The learning process) 

The question for this section is: 

 How do people learn to eat well?

Life skills – check that students have got the meaning (not the same as livelihood

skills). 

Activity 4: Good food habits 

a. (self-checking)
b. (personal): learning good food habits

 Which of the “good food habits” have students themselves learned /not
learned?

 Do they have any memories of learning them?

c. (opinion question)
d. (opinion question): Of all the ways of learning, which did they think were the

most powerful, frequent and long-lasting? Which of these were social? (e.g.
imitation, talk).

Activity 5: A first look at the elements (self-checking)
a. What elements did students recognize in their own dietary experiment?
b. Did they want to make any changes in the order?

Re (c), which parts of the process did students see as most important, and why? 
Collect a few answers and mention that they will review their choice later. 

(Section 4 Sb. Preventing stunting in a rural community) 

Come back to Section 4 later, and jump now to Section 5. 

(Section 5 Sb. Looking at the process) 

This section explores the process in a little more detail. 

Activity 8: Unpacking the process (self-checking)
All the elements of the diagram (Unit 4 Resources, 2, p. 14) - the process, 
influences and types of learning - have been seen in the cases studied so far. 
Check that students noticed the two main phases (motivation and action) and 
the need for formative research (step 2).

Re (e), ask students’ opinion briefly about whether participants should be 
involved in all parts of the process. For example, in the stunting case the 
community was not involved at the start in identifying the problems or exploring 
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their own situations (knowledge, resources etc.): the intervention started by 
offering dietary solutions. Does this matter? 

Activity 9: Influences and new learning (self-checking)

 Indian women. Ask if students have any comments on the answers.

 Own experiment. Referring to the table, students briefly mention some
needs and influences they have noticed in their own dietary experiment
(some suggestions are in the Student’s Key). This will be explored in
more depth in the final tutorial.

(Section 4 Sb. Preventing stunting in a rural community) 

Activities 6 & 7: The case of Ess, Ay, Bee and Dee & Following through (tutorial 
discussion)
n.b. The characters in the community are named after the letters of the 
alphabet. Students can substitute local names if they wish. 

A. Recap of the case 

For a quick recap, go quite quickly through some of the questions in Activities 6 
& 7 (see Full Answer Key for Tutors), in particular: 

Act 6, Qa What was the problem and who identified it? 

Act 6, Qb How far does the process go in the first part of the story? 

Act 6, Qe Can Ess’s suggestions for tracking progress succeed? What would 
help? 

Act 7, Qa Would you say the situation is similar in this country? 

Act 7, Qb What parts of the process are most apparent in the second part 
of the story? i.e. what do the community women do most? If 
many students are focusing entirely on what the educators do, 
and do not see that problem-solving, practising, checking etc. are 
the main activities of the women involved, spend a little extra 
time on this question. 
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B. Characters 

1. Say that you will represent the health worker, Ess, and choose a capable
student as your colleague, the community worker Ay. 

2. Students volunteer to represent the other characters/players:

The chief Em The community 
worker Ay 

The other mothers 

The rich woman 
Zee

The two workers 
Jay & Kay 

The health worker 
Ess

The government The young mothers 
Bee & Dee 

The fathers & 
other men 

3. After a minute’s preparation, each “character” stands up in turn and gives a
little information about his/her 

 roles and importance in the story (Act 7, Qc).

 attitudes, motivations, beliefs, feelings, perceptions (Act 6, Qc).

C. Troubleshooting meeting 

Prepare to run through the community 
meeting in Scene 6, to discuss problems that 
have arisen with the new feeding practices. 
(This should not take long, since students 
have already prepared the answers in 
Activity 6, Qd. Outline to the class what will 
happen in the meeting: 

 The Chief Em will introduce the
meeting and Ay will facilitate.

 Participants will raise the problems in
Scene 5.

 Everyone will discuss them and
suggest solutions (already prepared
by students).

 Ay will sum up and the chief Em will wrap up the meeting.

Suggest a time-limit. 

Let the meeting go ahead. 

Implementation problems

 Extra cooking time

 Babies’ preferences

 Grandmother’s
resistance

 Lack of food variety

 Use of the recipe book

 Husbands not buying
meat

 Propaganda in favour of
commercial baby foods

11
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D. The future of the project 

If time allows, other possibilities are: 

 Allow the class to question some of the “characters” about the future –
e.g.

o Ay, you are a volunteer – how long can you keep going, with Ess
gone?

o Ess, what would you say to mothers about commercial baby foods?

o Grandmothers – have you changed your outlook?

 Discuss (Qd) and (Qe) of Activity 7 about sustainability:

o Will the change be maintained? Will it spread? What are the chances?

o What would be the best way to help it along, given that there is no
more money?

3. Looking forward 10 mins 

Check with students that they will be able to complete the unit before the final 
tutorial, including the outside activity with the interview and the report. Wish 
them happy working. 

12
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The final tutorial 

1. Check on completed work 15 mins 

 Students report if they have successfully completed

o the coursework

o the outside activity and the related interview.

 If any project recruitment meetings were scheduled, check briefly how
they went.

 Ask for a few comments on the unit as a whole – interesting activities,
problems.

 The Guiding Questions are discussed in the rest of the tutorial, so no need
to deal with them here.

2. Follow-up on coursework 45 mins 

Check through the answers to the more important activities in the second part of 
the unit. 

(Section 6 Sb. Keeping the balance) 

Questions in this section are: 

 Do we need to go through the whole process? (e.g. the students
themselves did not)

 What is the right balance between the “motivation phase” and the
“action phase” (the front end and the tail end)?

Activity 10: Unbalanced (self-checking)
Did students agree about the balance in these activities?

Did they also agree with what the crocodile says about FBDGLs and GMP 
programs? 

Activity 11: Keeping the balance (assessed)
Collect one answer for each of the four cases and let the class comment on the 
answers. 
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Activity 12: Essential parts of the process: personal opinions (self-checking) 
Students say which end of the process they favoured in their first choices (Qa & 
Qb), if they would like to add other elements to their priority list (Qc) and if so, 
why. Stress that good arguments will be very useful in improving nutrition 
education design. 

(Section 7 Sb. Communications in nutrition education) 

Questions here are: 

 What are the communication limitations in traditional education?

 What kinds of communication are most required in nutrition education?

Activity 13: Terminology (self-checking)
Were students familiar with these terms? (Top-down, one-way, verbal and non-

verbal, implicit and explicit messages) Any problems?

Activity 14: What kind of communication is it? (self-checking)  
Have students experienced the “sage on the stage”, or have they been sages 
themselves? 

Activity 15: Who says what to whom? (self-checking)  
At Abba School, the main strategy was to encourage children to follow the lead 
of older children. Discuss students’ answers to (Qd) about the strengths and the 
risks of the scheme? (Some ideas are in the Full Answer Key for Tutors). 

Activity 16: The guide on the side (self-checking)  
This activity distinguishes between the directive, one-way approach and the 
more consultative and interactive kind. Do students have any comments on the 
answers? Bring out the point that what is required is a mix (probably in the 
proportion 1 to 10). 

Activity 17: Striking the balance (opinion question) 
What kinds of communication did students prioritise, and why? Did they agree 
with the Ugandan students who put interaction and enquiry first? 
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3. Discussions, presentations etc. 45 mins 

The rest of the tutorial time should be devoted to follow-up on the outside 
activity (A) and one or two round-up activities based on Activities 18 (discussing 
and defending personal conclusions about what is most important in nutrition 
education) and Activities 19 (responding to viewpoints about strategies for 
nutrition education) (see below). If there is not enough time, students may 
choose between B and C. 

A. Follow-up on outside activity: problems and solutions 

Students sit with their interview partners. 

1. Telling the world

The last question in the interview is What would you like to tell the world 
about the experience of changing diet? As an introduction, interviewers tell 
the class what their interviewees said. The tutor sums up. 

2. Recording helps and hindrances

Prepare two spaces on the wall labelled helps and hindrances. 

 To record the helps and hindrances in their own experiment, students
write their main help on one piece of paper and main hindrance on
another.

 They post their cards on the wall and classify them under headings (e.g.
motivation, support, access/opportunity, resources (incl. time), taste
etc.).

3. Good advice and recommendations

 The class suggest general strategies for dietary change (e.g. small
changes, cheap, easy, good taste, attractive, getting support, making it
enjoyable, linking it to existing routines, getting changes in the
environment) and draw up a list of good advice (dos and don’ts).

 Environmental support.   What changes in the environment would have
helped? Students think of ways to improve access or lighten the load (e.g.
better canteen food, subsidized fruit, healthy snack stalls, taking turns to
cook or shop, recommended vendors) and make one or two
recommendations for their own environment to add to the list above.

 Using the document.   Discuss whether it would be possible to publicise
this advice and these recommendations in the institutional environment.

4. Others’ situations (if time permits)
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Students need to recognize that their own personal experience is not 
universal. They choose one of the people below (whose situation they are 
familiar with) and compare his/her situation with their own in terms of time 
available/resources/access/starting knowledge/motivation/social influences: 

 a teenage boy in a village who hangs out at a local bar after work

 an older lady who has moved to the town and doesn’t “dig” any more,
still cooks for the family but now gets all the food from the shops

 a busy working mother who has to leave her infant with grandma during
the day.

Continuing the experiment 

It has been pointed out that five days is not long enough to get an idea of the 
real challenges of changing diet. If students want to continue (for bonus marks?), 
and if their work schedule will allow it, discuss this now. Possible tasks would be 

 continuing the diary for five more days

 repeating the interview with another classmate

 writing up the interview as a report.

B. Viewpoints 

Students have prepared answers to comments voiced by others (Activity 19). The 
main purpose is to recognize the range of activities needed to accomplish dietary 
change. 

n.b. This is an assessed question. You may wish to evaluate some of the answers 
given in the class, or to evaluate them only in the workbook. Either way, 
improving answers in response to class comments can be regarded as part of the 
learning process. 

 Look together at Activity 19 and discuss what kind of answer will be most
convincing (good points, clear facts, examples, personal experience).

 Either ask for one response to each viewpoint, or ask students to prepare
and perform very short role-plays in pairs.

 The class pick out good points and say what they would add or change.
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C. Drawing conclusions: group and 

plenary discussion 

30 mins 

What matters most in successful nutrition education? Emphasize the importance 
of drawing personal conclusions from experience and supporting them with 
examples. Students should have some firm ideas of what they think is important 
after working through the unit, doing their own dietary experiment, and 
completing Activity 18 ‘Draw conclusions’. 

n.b. There are no right or wrong answers: all elements are important. What 
matters is that students are able to show how particular activities or inputs 
contribute to the main aim. 

 Students make groups of four (no need for rapporteurs). They refer to
their personal conclusions in Activity 18.

 Each member speaks in turn about the conclusions s/he has drawn (1-2
mins each).

 The group discusses all the points, select the two they consider most
important, write them out on cards and post them up for the class to see.

 Groups feed back to plenary. The class identifies the top three points. The
tutor comments.

4. Preparation for Unit 5 15 mins 

A PowerPoint is available containing the guiding questions, unit objectives, an 
outline of the outside activity and other questions to be discussed for Unit 5. 

Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 5 and ask students to 
make some personal notes and suggest some answers. Look for different points 
of view. Remind students that they will come back to the guiding questions at 
the end of the unit to see if their answers have changed. 

Unit objectives.   Look through the objectives for Unit 5. The last point, about 
starting the nutrition education project, will introduce the outside activity. 

Outside activity.   Go through the aims of the student project and the 
instructions and make sure that students know what to do. Emphasize that they 
must set up their project team and recruit project participants this week. Discuss 
problems and approaches. 

Mid-unit tutorial. If you are planning a mid-unit tutorial 
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 organize a time and place

 inform students that they should have covered Sections 1-3, Activities 1-7
in preparation for this tutorial

Preparing the scenario for the final tutorial.   In preparation for the final tutorial 
students should make up groups of 4-5 to prepare an urban family scenario. 
Check that they can all form a suitable group and can fix to meet each other. 

Alternative to the main tutorial activity (scenario): local interventions.   If you 
would like a more local focus, you may wish to replace the scenario activity with 
information about local NE activities. Present local examples of nutrition 
education, project documents or learning materials, or invite local nutrition 
education practitioners to talk to the group.1 Students should be able to 
comment on the approaches by looking at the interventions’ aims, activities and 
outputs. If you adopt this alternative, notify students not to prepare the scenario 
activity for the tutorial. 

1 School nutrition education materials are often a good example of information delivery or
aiming at knowledge rather than at practice. International NGOs may have behaviour change 
approaches in place, while some community programs are genuinely participatory.
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UNIT 5 

• In nutrition education the approach adopted can
make the difference between success and
failure.  Developing your approach will be a main
part of your professional development.

• In this unit you will distinguish between some
widespread approaches to nutrition education,
analyse and experience some of their strengths
and limitations and make your
own choice of specific principles
and practices.
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• How is nutrition education being done?   
• What are some successful activities?  
• What are the underlying principles?   
• What do expert practitioners have to tell us? 
• What are the main approaches?   
• What kind of approach is needed? 
• What is it like to receive nutrition education and what does 

this tell us about effective approaches? 
• How can we  strengthen weak approaches?  
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:  
Distinguish between some widespread nutrition 
education approaches  
 
This unit will help you to: 
• recognize some guiding principles of nutrition 

education and how they are realized in practice 
• become familiar with some current approaches in 

nutrition education and recognize them in 
intervention designs 

• recognize some of their strengths and limitations  
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

and will give you practice in: 

• reviewing best practices and selecting and 
justifying personal preferences 

• suggesting improvements in handling 
information inputs  
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OUTSIDE ACTIVITY 
FORMING THE PROJECT GROUP  

In Unit 5 you also start your nutrition education 
mini-project, which continues through Units 6-9 
• You form a project team of three  
• You recruit three/four project participants each 

to form a small group 
• You find out a little about them individually and 

record some basic facts 
• Together with your team, you write a profile of 

the whole participant group. 
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TUTORIALS 

• For the mid-unit tutorial  
you need to complete  
sections 1-3, activities 1-7.   

• To prepare for the final  
tutorial you will need to  
meet in a group of four or  
five to create an imaginary   
urban household which will respond to different 
kinds of nutrition education intervention.   
(Instructions in the Student’s Book, Section 6) 
Will this be possible? 
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Enjoy your work! 
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Unit overview 

UNIT SUMMARY 

n this unit you become familiar with some main principles of nutrition 
education and the practical activities that reflect them, and with some of 
the main approaches in use, their strengths and limitations. In the process 

you build up your ideas of the most important principles and the most effective 
approaches. Finally you look specifically at how to activate knowledge. 

 In Section 2 ‘Principles and good practices’ you hear from some
experienced practitioners and review nutrition education activities in
different settings to see how principles are realized in practice.

 You look at three approaches in general use (Section 3, ‘Nutrition
education approaches’), the differences between them and the
assumptions they make about how behaviour and attitudes change. You
make your own choice of principles and discuss and defend them.

 This leads into Section 4 ‘Experiencing the approaches’, where you
experience the three approaches, imagining your own reactions and
those of your fellow-students to three interventions in your own
institution. This experience helps you to see how far each approach
promotes communication and action in the target group and what its
likely impact will be.

 In Section 5 ‘From information to action’, you look briefly at how
information material, knowledge and participants’ experience can be
activated for greater impact.

 Throughout the unit you build up your own ideas about important
nutrition education principles, effective approaches and practicable
activities. In Section 6 ‘Review & preparation for the tutorial’ you invent
a typical urban household which can respond to nutrition education
interventions proposed by your tutor in the final tutorial.

Meanwhile, you start your nutrition education project by recruiting 
participants and drawing up a learner profile. 

I 
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 How is nutrition education being done?

 What are some successful activities?

 What are the underlying principles?

 What do expert practitioners have to tell us?

 What are the main approaches?

 What kind of approach is needed?

 What it is like to receive nutrition education and what does this tell us
about effective approaches?

 How can we strengthen weak approaches?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Distinguish between some widespread nutrition 

education approaches 

This unit will help you to 

 recognize some guiding principles of nutrition education and how they
are realized in practice

 become familiar with some current approaches in nutrition education
and recognize them in intervention designs

 recognize some of their strengths and limitations

and will give you practice in 

 reviewing best practices and selecting and justifying personal preferences

 suggesting improvements in handling information inputs.

You will also start your nutrition education project by selecting a target group 
and doing a learner profile. 

5
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OUTSIDE ACTIVITY: FORMING THE PROJECT GROUP 

In this unit you start your nutrition education project. All the outside activities in 
Units 5-9 relate to this project.  

Aims.   The project aims to raise awareness and change practices in a small group 
of participants through 

 finding out about their situation and needs: their knowledge, attitudes,
dietary practices and circumstances (Unit 6, the ‘’research phase”)

 establishing objectives, raising motivation, discussing action possibilities
and planning approaches (Unit 7, the “motivation and planning phase”)

 trying out some new actions (Unit 8, the “implementation phase”)

 assessing progress (Unit 9, “monitoring and evaluation”).

Project team.   You should work in a project team of three (or two if necessary). 

The nutrition focus.   The name of the project will be ‘Better health from better

diet’. The focus will be on something that most people need: increasing the 
variety of foods in the daily diet, in particular fruit and vegetables. For the 
participants, achieving this involves: 

 knowing more about the value of fruits and vegetables

 valuing fruits and vegetables more

 knowing what is available and good value for money

 consuming more fruits and vegetables

 consuming more kinds of fruit and vegetable.

Records and assessment.   Project work carries a total of 20 marks (for each 
unit). 

 Project dossiers.   For each unit there is a report on project actions and
findings, to be written on a form at the end of the Student’s Book for the
unit. Other project documents (e.g. questionnaires, photos) may be
attached. Usually some of the report is marked individually and some is
marked collectively.

This unit.   In this unit you recruit your project participants and write a group 
profile. For full instructions, see ‘Instructions for outside activity’ at the end of 
this document. The instructions are also in your Project Folder. 

6
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Main text and study activities 

Section 1. Introduction 
We have looked at the essential steps in the learning process and some of the 
ingredients of success. You have also had some experience of taking dietary 
action for yourself. 

In this unit we move on to professional approaches: 

 actions to help others eat better and make healthier food choices

 helping others to take action for themselves.

We will look at the kinds of nutrition education you may be involved with –
community activities, service programs, projects in various sectors, counselling 
etc. 

©FAO/H. Wagner
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Section 2. Principles and good practices in NE 

2.1 Nutrition education:  the black box
What goes on in nutrition education? 

Reports often say that nutrition education was “done” – but do not say how it 
was done. Perhaps the writers do not know, or are not interested, or perhaps 
they assume that everyone knows. Whatever the reason – 

It is essential to ask how nutrition education is done. 

In fact a lot is known about what works in practice, and also about what does 
not work. 1 The purpose of this section is for you to establish your own ideas of 
what works, by looking at examples of good practice and hearing from some 
experienced practitioners. Your ideas will change as you get more experience, 
but it is good to see where you stand now. 

Some of the answers you will write are starred  in the text. Your starred 
answers will build up a picture of your own present outlook. 

1
 Some reviews of successful practices are Contento et al. 1995, Knai et al. 2006, Pomerleau et al.

2005, Rogers & Schlossman 1997, Smith 1997,  and WHO 2007. Many are summarized in ‘NEAC 

needs in the literature’ (Sherman 2011).   

How is it done? 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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The parts of the process 

Nutrition Education principles and practices all relate to the ten parts of the 
learning process discussed in Unit 4. These are summarised below for easy 
reference in this unit. 

The learning process: What people do when they improve their diets 

1. Recognize a problem, its effects and causes

2. Explore attitudes, practices, circumstances (what people do and think and
why) 

3. See possible solutions (through new information, demonstrations,
experiences) 

4. Decide to act, be motivated, see aims

5. Try new practices, turn information into action

6. Explore ways, means, obstacles, plan, make it easy

7. Practise and self-monitor, build habits, get support

8. Get/give feedback, discuss, improve

9. Maintain the practice

10. Share it, pass it on, help others

 Activity 1 First impressions 

Below are six nutrition education activities. 

a. Individually, each pick a different activity that you like.
b. Identify the most important parts of the process represented in this activity.
c. In the table below, write down why you chose this activity.
d. Describe your chosen activity to your partner and share your conclusions.

1. Buying local vegetables

What are the shoppers doing? 

A project is focusing on the production and marketing of indigenous vegetables. 
It has helped to create demand for local vegetables through cooking 
demonstrations in large supermarkets, using the foods sold in the shop. 

9
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2. Reading about healthy diets

What is the community group doing? 

Adult literacy groups, who meet to improve their reading skills, try to choose 
subjects that interest them. 

One group has decided that healthy diet and healthy recipes should be one of 
the main subjects in their practice reading materials. 

3. Mobilising the message

What are the health workers doing? 

Food-based dietary guidelines are circulated to health workers with these 
instructions: 

 Use the guidelines to assess your own diet.

 Try to make an improvement in your diet.

 When you explain to others how to use the guidelines, mention your own
experience.

10
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4. Washing hands

What are the schoolchildren doing? 

In children’s first term at elementary school, older pupils go with them to make 
sure they wash their hands properly. The older pupils discuss progress with the 
teacher each week. 

5. Photos for breastfeeding

What are the mothers doing? 

Exclusive breastfeeding for the first six months is being promoted at regular 
women’s group meetings and reinforced by health care providers at local health 
centres. Mothers who try this practice are given certificates and snapshots of 
their own healthy infants. 

6. Home makeover

What are the viewers doing? (n.b. Not the family on TV!)

A TV show is proving popular in rural communities. The TV team goes to a chosen 
home, explores the family’s needs, problems and dreams, then proposes and 
implements small cost-effective improvements, including some changes in food 
and diet. When shown on TV, the family becomes famous locally and many 
neighbours imitate the improvements. The team re-visits some months later to 
see the effects. (Inspired by Shamba ShakeUp, a Kenyan reality TV show
http://www.shambashakeup.com/). 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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a. Choice of activity (name and number)

b. Part(s) of the process

c. Why you chose this activity

2.2 The principles behind the activities 

Why did you choose that activity? 

Here are some of the reasons that other students have given for their choices: 

“It’s practical” “It reaches a lot of people” 

“It makes things easy” “It sets a good example” 

“It’s very motivating” “The message comes from experience” 

“It increases participation” “It spreads the message” 

“It’s very hands-on” “It’s stimulating and dramatic” 

You can see that their answers reveal the principles they see – ideas of what 
works and why. 

Now look at some of the principles and practices which are valued by 
professional nutrition educators and see which you think are most important. 

12
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 Activity 2 Voices of experience 

In the document ‘Voices of 
experience’ (Unit 5 Resources, 
pp. 3-8), five expert practitioners 
talk about aspects of nutrition 
education that they think are 
particularly important.  

Read or listen to the five experts 
(the audio files are on your  
CD/data stick). 

a. Whose point of view interests you most personally?

b. Why?

 Activity 3 Principles and good practices 

Below are some principles which have been strongly recommended by the 
professionals. Divide them between you (four or five each). 

a. Which practitioners would probably agree with each principle? Put the numbers
next to the faces.

Sometimes two or more experts agree.

Five principles 

Charles      Consultation and involvement 

Nathan      Direct experience and  action; 
Fiction and imagination 

Maria Practising communication 

Esther Building on experience 

Sabrina      Ownership and control 
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Some principles of nutrition education 

1. Nutrition education works best through real direct observation, experience and
action. Fiction (drama, stories) extends real experience. 

2. Everyone has knowledge, experience, skills and feelings about food. These are the
basis for learning and should be expressed and shared. In adult learning, the main 
resources are the learners, their knowledge, experience and perceptions (Knowles 
1973). 

3. Most dietary change is influenced by several players; several groups need to be
involved.  

4. Health promotion (gloss) (including NE) is the process of enabling people to
increase control over and to improve their health (WHO 1986). “Generally ... 
strategies which foster community ownership and control of projects are much 
more sustainable” (Smith 1997). 

5. Health education and nutrition education often require life skills such as decision-
making, problem-solving and critical thinking (WHO 2003). 

6. For social change to be successful, communication must be bottom-up and
sideways, not only top-down. Continuing discussion among participants is a good 
route to sustainable change (CFSC). Social learning involves social interactions and 
communication (Bandura 1977). 

7. The priority is to increase the involvement of communities in the design and
implementation of nutrition interventions (Berg et al. 2008, citing a survey of 
nutrition practitioners in international development). 

8. Everyone should have access to healthy and affordable food, but also access to
knowledge, information, and opportunities to learn about food and nutrition (Just 
Food 2014). (This includes recognizing wrong information, e.g. misleading 
advertising, food myths and taboos.) 

9. Options for action should be small, easy, attractive and rewarding (McDermott et
al. 2006, on social marketing). 
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Principles and practices 

You can see that one principle (e.g. community involvement) can be applied in 
many different practices, and one practice (e.g. children organizing younger 
children to wash their hands) can involve a lot of different principles. There is no 
one-to-one relationship between principles and practices. 

 Activity 4 Principles in action assessed 

In the document ‘Nutrition Education principles in action’ (Unit 5 Resources, 2, 
pp. 8-9) there are more examples of nutrition education activities. Use these to 
practise recognizing principles in action, and to build up your awareness of your 
own working principles. 

Choose two which appeal to you and which you would like to run yourself. 

a. What nutrition education principles do you see in these activities?
b. Why would you choose to do this activity?
c. Would you adapt it in any way?

Important.   This is an individual choice. 

Activity (name, number) Activity (name, number) 

a. What principles
do you see in
this activity?

b. Why would you
choose to run
this activity?

c. Would you
adapt it in any
way?
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 Activity 5 Your provisional choice of principles 

a. Look back at your starred answers  in Activities 1 to 4, in particular the 
expert you chose in Activity 2 and the activities you chose in Activity 4.
These should give some idea of what you think is important in nutrition
education.
Your ideas will change as you get more experience, but you need to know
where you stand at the moment.

b. Look back at the box of principles in Activity 3.
Choose four of the principles that you support strongly.
Give the numbers in the table below, and explain why you think they are
important.

Priority principles 
(give the number) 

Reason 

c. Now look at the principles and practices you did not prioritise:

 The practitioners you did not choose in Activity 2.

 The principles which were not reflected in your choices in Activity 4.

Make sure you can defend your choice of principles! 

You will 

discuss and 

defend your 

principles in 

the tutorial 
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 2: PRINCIPLES & GOOD 

PRACTICES IN NE 

In Unit 4 we saw the essential parts of the learning process. In this section we 
have considered the value of some important principles in nutrition education 
and have seen how they are realised in practice: access to accurate information, 
the social picture, direct experience, talk, the sense of ownership, building on 
people’s existing experience, and making difficult choices easy and attractive. 

Section 3. Nutrition Education approaches 
Although there are many good practices in nutrition education, they are not yet 
widespread. Nutrition education still often consists simply of handing out 
information, for example in leaflets or talks. People assume that this will have an 
effect but often do not wait to see if anything happens as a result. Or if they see 
it has no effect, they may do it again – and again – and again – and never wonder 
why it doesn’t work. 

The message is that  

the approach matters. 

In this section you will recognize some of the main approaches in nutrition 
education, the assumptions behind them and the differences between them. In 
Section 4 you will experience them from the “receiving end”. 

“Sometimes mothers will follow our instructions for a while, but 

then they go back to their own ways. So we have to repeat the 

same message over and over." 

(From the story of Henintsoa, Unit 1) 
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3.1 What is an approach? 

An approach to nutrition education is the whole way you go about it: it is a set of 
practices based on some principles, i.e. ideas of what people should do and how 
they will react. 

The principles are the same at any level. For example, at a domestic level parents 
have different approaches to bringing up their children to eat well. Some are 
more effective than others. 

 Activity 6 Parental approaches 

Some parents …

1. insist on children eating the right food and make them do it, OR
2. always give children exactly what they ask for, OR
3. make meals with good food delicious and enjoyable, OR
4. explain at length why certain foods are good for you or not, OR
5. make sure the men get good food, while children take what they can, OR
6. involve children in food shopping and preparing food, talk about food a

lot, OR
7. show their own enjoyment and appreciation of good food, OR
8. offer sweets as treats and rewards for good behaviour.

19
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a. Which of these have you experienced yourself or seen in action?

b. Which ones would you recommend or adopt yourself as a parent?

c. What do your choices say about you
as an educator?

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

©FAO/Jon Spaull 
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3.2 The main approaches 

Like nutrition education in the home, public nutrition education has many 
approaches. Most aim to change attitudes and behaviour but they have different 
ideas about how to achieve this and they all call on different assumptions and 
theories. You will explore these more deeply in Unit 5A: in this unit we are taking 
an empirical, experiential view. 

In practice, approaches mix and overlap, but often the main focus is on one of 
these: 

A. Information and knowledge (e.g. food-based dietary guidelines, talks) 
B. Motivation and messages  (e.g. social marketing campaigns) 
C. Action and practice (e.g. community programs and local services such 
as maternal counselling and Essential Nutrition Actions) (gloss). 

You can see that these relate roughly to different parts of the nutrition education 
process. 

 Information and knowledge are important in part 3 of the process,
where people learn new ideas and see different ways of doing things.

 Motivation and messages are about the whole “motivational end” of the
process, what convinces people to act.

 Action and practice are about developing new practices and maintaining
them with support, involvement, problem-solving and building on existing
experience.

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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 Activity 7 Approaches and assumptions 

Here are some simple examples of Nutrition Education activities. 

a. Approaches.   Which of the approaches above do these examples represent?
Write in A, B or C for approach.

Campaign for indigenous foods 

People’s knowledge, habits and preferences about indigenous 
foods are researched. Messages are developed for particular 
groups’ diets, situations and needs. The messages are pre-
tested to assess their impact, and are disseminated through 
several channels (e.g. mass media, face-to-face talks, games, 
drama, songs, T- shirts etc.). 

Public health actions  

A public health campaign has three main activities: 

 National dietary guidelines are displayed on a Health
Ministry website.

 Labels on drinks are obliged by law to show the amount
of sugar per 100 ml.

 Health workers deliver talks about micronutrients to
community groups.

A community project for infant feeding 

Group discussions about good child feeding are held in the 
community through the year. At these meetings, all members 
give their ideas and discuss the national guidelines. They call on 
the expert advice of a trained health worker.  

They decide what should and can be done, try it out at home 
and discuss the results. 

Approach 

Assumption 

Approach 

Assumption 

Approach 

Assumption 
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b. Assumptions.   What assumptions do the above interventions make? Write
A, B or C for assumption.

A. Sustainable changes in attitude and behaviour will be achieved by
supporting communities to improve their own health.

B. Words and pictures can deliver full knowledge and understanding. Giving
information and examples will lead to changes in behaviour and attitudes.

C. Specific action messages, carefully researched, targeted at particular
groups and presenting small doable activities, will lead to changes in
behaviour and attitudes.

Section 4. Experiencing the approaches 
One principle of nutrition education is that experience and practice are the best 
teachers. 

You yourself need experience not only of doing nutrition education but also of 
receiving it, being the target audience and feeling what it is like. “The proof of 
the pudding is in the eating,” says the proverb. For an educator, there is nothing 
so educational. 

This course cannot supply you with much direct experience of being “at the 
receiving end”, so here we will create three imaginary scenarios (gloss) for you to 
try out. Each has a different approach. The setting is student life. 

4.1 The situation 

The nutrition issue is low consumption of fruits and vegetables and the 
resulting health effects. This is a widespread problem which affects most age 
groups, rural and urban. 

The student scene

Here’s the situation: 

 Many students do a lot of sitting and don’t get enough exercise. Some are
already getting overweight and may be heading towards obesity and
related health dangers.
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 Some are not very healthy, catch cold easily, or have digestive problems
and can’t study well. Many complain of constipation.

 Many don’t eat well: they have a lot of snacks instead of well-balanced
meals. They prefer soda drinks and some drink a lot of beer. They eat
very little fruit. They consume large quantities of staple foods, fried foods
and fast foods, but not a lot of vegetables. Their favourite meal is chicken
and chips but they can’t afford it often.

 Price is a big factor: most choose to eat cheaply, which often means not
well.

 Some cook for themselves, some eat at home, some eat in the canteen
and some live on street food. In many cases the food provided lacks
variety and sufficient micronutrients.

 Some have an irregular lifestyle, staying up late, missing breakfast,
waking up at midday and often eating meals very late in the day. Some
girls who want to stay slim skip meals and have snacks instead.

 Many don’t drink enough water.

 ©FAO/Giuseppe Bizzarri 
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 Activity 8 Edit the situation description 

Suppose the above is a description of your own student population. Is it true for 
them? 

a. Is there anything above that is very true of your own student population?

b. Is there anything you would like to add to the above?

4.2 Background 

The institution (it could be yours) has decided to improve students’ eating habits 
in the hope that this will have an effect on their academic results. It is planning 
to start by increasing consumption of fruit, vegetables and legumes. 

Material interventions.   To promote this they will improve the eating facilities in 
two ways: 

 There will be subsidised fruit stalls in all parts of the campus, sponsored
by local growers and supermarkets.

 Cafés, canteens and cafeterias on campus will offer healthy dishes, drinks
and snacks, labelled with their main ingredients and a little nutritional
information.

Nutrition Education interventions.   As well as these material supports, each 
faculty will be encouraged to carry out its own nutrition education intervention 
to promote fruit and vegetables. The impact of the education will be measured 
through purchases from the fruit stalls and consumption of healthy dishes and 
snacks in the canteens. Some parts of the university are quite distant from each 
other, so it should be possible to compare results. 
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4.3 The Nutrition Education interventions
Three of these nutrition education interventions are described in the document 
‘Three nutrition education interventions in a university’ (Unit 5 Resources, pp. 
10-17). 

Prepare to do three things: 

1. react yourself to the three interventions described
2. imagine your fellow-students’ reactions
3. think about the cost (materials, equipment, paid manpower).

All through the experience, ask yourself how this intervention will affect your 
own eating habits and those of your fellow-students in the long term. 

First intervention: Eat more fruit and vegetables! 
Read about the first intervention ‘Eat more fruit and vegetables’. 

Then answer the questions below. Read and discuss together if you wish, but 
answer individually. 

 Activity 9 Reactions to the first intervention 

a. Imagine the situation.
Where could the posters be displayed in your institution?

Where would the leaflets be available? 

b. How would you personally react to this intervention? Would you

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 
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c. How do you think most other students would react?

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 

d. How long would the posters and leaflets have an effect? About:

a month a year 

3 months 2 years 

6 months more than 2 years 

Would they be likely to affect future students? 
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e. In this intervention, what would cost money? (Think of materials,
equipment, paid manpower).

f. Would the cost be relatively high, medium or low?

Second intervention: Do you want to be fit and healthy? 

Read about the second intervention ‘Do you want to be fit and healthy?’ 

Then answer the questions below. 

Read and discuss together if you wish, but answer individually. 

High Medium Low
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 Activity 10 Reactions to the second intervention 

a. Which of the campaign activities would most appeal to you personally, and
why?

b. Which activity would in your opinion most appeal to other students?

c. How would you personally react to this intervention? Would you

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 
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d. How do you think most other students would react? Would they

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 

e. How long would the campaign have an effect? About:

a month a year 

3 months 2 years 

6 months more than 2 years 

Would it be likely to affect future students? 

f. In this intervention, what would cost money? (Think of materials, equipment,
paid manpower.)

Would the cost be relatively high, medium or low? 

Third intervention: Come to the party! 
Read about the third intervention ‘Come to the party!’ 

n.b. Also look through the descriptions of the students’ activities in 
this intervention in the Unit 5 Resources, pp. 13-17. These are just a 
few ideas, many other activities are possible. 

Then answer the questions below. Read and discuss together if you wish, but 
answer individually. 
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 Activity 11 Reactions to the third intervention 

a. Which of the students’ activities in this intervention (Unit 5 Resources, pp. 13-
17)would appeal to you personally, and why?

Which of these activities would in your opinion most appeal to other 
students? 

Which do you think you could undertake yourself? 

b. How would you personally react to this intervention? Would you

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 

c. How do you think most other students would react? Would they

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 

d. How long would this intervention have an effect? About:

a month a year 

3 months 2 years 

6 months more than 2 years 
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Would it be likely to affect future students? 

e. In this intervention, what would cost money? (Think of materials, equipment,
paid manpower).

f. Would the cost be relatively high, medium or low?

4.4 Impressions and conclusions 

In effective nutrition education, the people who are trying to improve their diets 
need to be actively communicating and acting: talking about what they do 
already and why, finding out what others do, observing practices, discussing 
what can be done, trying it out, developing habits through practice, and passing 
on their experience. 

In the three university scenarios, what opportunities did students get to do these 
things?

 Activity 12 Communication and action profiles 

a. Communication profiles
How were the students communicating in the three scenarios? Put 2 if they
did a lot of any kind of communication and 1 if they did just a little. (Think
about it carefully!)

This gives a rough “communication profile” of each intervention.

High Medium Low
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Communications 1st Fruit & 
vegetables 

2nd Fit and 
healthy 

3rd Come to 
the party 

Listening, reading, 
watching/viewing 

Asking questions, finding things out 

Discussing, sharing experience, 
commenting, interacting 

Presenting, doing drama, passing 
on information 

Conclusion: Did students get plenty 
of opportunities to communicate 
their experiences, concerns, 
achievements? 

 

b. Action profiles
In the three scenarios what kinds of action were the students involved in?
Put 2 if there was a lot of one kind of action and 1 if there was only a little.
This gives a rough “action profile” of each intervention.

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez
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Actions 1st Fruit & 
vegetables 

2nd Fit and 
healthy 

3rd Come to 
the party 

Observing practices and 
demonstrations  

Trying out and practising the target 
actions (e.g. buying, preparing, 
eating fruit and vegetables)  

Conclusion: Did the students get 
enough opportunities to try 
out/practise new habits? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Activity 13 Impressions & conclusions assessed 

Remember the criterion of successful nutrition education: 

A conscious long-term improvement in dietary practices. 

From your subjective experience of these scenarios, draw personal conclusions. 

 Compare the approaches in these three interventions. In each area, look
at what all three approaches have to offer.

 Explain your answers where necessary.

 Answer individually.

a. Interest and attraction of the activities – compare the three approaches

You will review 

these answers 

when you 

prepare for the 

tutorial 
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b. Active involvement of the participants – compare the three approaches

c. Probable impact on behaviour – compare the three approaches

d. Sustainability/long-term effect – compare the three approaches
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e. Cost-effectiveness2 – compare the three approaches

f. An intervention in your own institution

Which intervention would you recommend in your own institution?

Give the main reasons for your choice, mentioning some of the principles
involved.

2 “Cost-effectiveness” means value for money. We always want high cost-effectiveness,
i.e. very good value for the money spent. Roughly: 

 If an initiative costs a lot but has very little effect, its cost-effectiveness is very low.

 If it costs very little and has a large effect, its cost-effectiveness is very high.
 If it costs a lot and has a lot of effect, then its cost-effectiveness is not high.
 If it costs very little and has very little effect, its cost-effectiveness is not high.
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SUMMARY OF SECTIONS 3 & 4: NUTRITION EDUCATION 

APPROACHES & EXPERIENCING THE APPROACHES 

Three of the main current approaches in nutrition education focus respectively 
on: 

 information dissemination

 message and motivation

 action, practice and community involvement.

Educators need to recognize the strengths, weaknesses and relative costs of 
different approaches. Subjective experience is a good entry point to 
understanding the educational effects. 

©FAO/Daniel Hayduk 
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Section 5. From information to action 
Part of the role of a nutrition educator is to make information available to people 
through books, videos, TV ads, leaflets, posters, pictures, guidelines, radio talks 
and so on. Another source is people’s own experience and expertise. 

This section takes a brief look at how information and knowledge can be 
activated. 

One of the biggest mistakes in nutrition education is to think that 

 giving information must lead to knowledge

 knowledge must lead to action.

We all know this is often not true. 

Telling doesn’t work. 

Knowing and doing are far apart 

- especially in nutrition education. 

It just doesn’t sink in. 

Not again! 

In one ear and out 

the other! If I’ve told him once, 

I’ve told him a 

thousand times! 
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 Activity 14 Deaf to reason 

Knowledge is not enough. For example, do you know anyone who: 

knows smoking is bad for him but can’t quit? 

knows she needs more exercise 

knows s/he should eat less fried food but can’t resist chips? 

a. Can you suggest a reason for this?

Assumptions about information

There are a lot of dangerous assumptions about information. Many people think 
like this: 

1. “If we spread the information, people
will receive it.” 

2. “If people receive the information, they
will understand it.” 

3. “If they understand it, they will see its
importance.” 

4. “If they see its importance, they
will take action.” 
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b. Can you see the weak links in this chain? Give a real example of one of them.

5.1 From information to knowledge 

Some information materials are very useful and well used (see box). 

Books in villages 

Recipes and messages about good infant feeding, with pictures and words, were 
developed, pre-tested and made into a picture book. In community meetings, 
village women interpreted and discussed the messages and pictures, then tried 
out the recipes in the meetings and at home. 

Unlike normal flipbooks, which usually stay with the facilitator, five copies of the 
book remained in each village, so that anyone could look at them again or show 
them to others. 

©
FAO

/Ivan Grifi
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On the other hand, a lot of information materials are a waste of money and time: 
neglected, not understood, lost, forgotten, or just not used. 

Case 1: IEC materials in an Indian state
A non-governmental organization (NGO) did a survey of the use of nutrition 
information materials in an Indian state. Below are some of the main findings. 

Skim through them (read them quickly) to see what was wrong. 

Review of available information material 

 There was almost no information material on PEM/IYCF/child growth and
control of anaemia.

 Only one of 27 centres used the growth chart on the wall to explain child
growth.

 There were large numbers of posters on Vitamin A deficiency but they
were not used for counselling or for informing waiting groups.

 Posters were sometimes displayed in corners or too high on the wall.

 The messages on child feeding on the growth chart card were not
referred to for counselling.

 Health officers handed out information material mainly during mass
awareness programs like exhibitions, rallies, Nutrition Week, and specific
campaigns.

 Regular, consistent use of information material for ongoing counselling
was missing (on e.g. anaemia, PEM, child growth promotion, IYCF,
postnatal care).

 Adequate storage space was not available at Health Centres. Materials
covered with dust and in bad condition were seen in many places.

(Adapted from Kanani 2008). 

Information is like food, or 

medicine, or fertilizer. It’s not 

enough to have it around, it 

has to be used! 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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 Activity 15 Handling IEC materials 

You are working in the Ministry producing IEC materials (leaflets, posters etc.). 
You have read the above report on the use of the materials and you are quite 
annoyed. Write a (polite) letter to health posts explaining briefly how they 
should handle the materials. 

Dear Health Post Supervisor,

It is important that the information in IEC materials reaches the public and that it 

is understood and applied. In view of this, please make sure that: 

The use of IEC materials will be checked during our regular tours of inspection. 

With best regards, 

5.2 From knowledge to action 

Information does not always become knowledge. 

Knowledge very often does not become action. 

Turning knowledge into action is like 

 planting a seed in a field. There are other things growing there already
which don’t want to be replaced. In people’s minds too, other habits,
ideas and attitudes are already well established.

 learning to ride a bicycle. You may understand all about balance, but you
will only learn to ride if you get on the bike and try it out. You need
experience and practice.
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Case 2: Ousman learns food hygiene 

Here is an interesting case of knowledge which did not become behaviour. 

The following dialogue on food hygiene was written by a teacher for a school 
textbook. She felt it was a good example of ‘nutrition learning’. 

Read it aloud with a partner, taking the parts. 

Ousman has lunch at home 

(Ousman has just finished his lunch at home.) 

Ousman: 

Mum: 

Hello mum, it was nice at school today, we 
learned about food hygiene. 

Oh I’m happy, son, tell me what you 
learned.

Ousman: It is important to cover food to keep it away from flies. Wash hands 
before preparing food. If food is not properly handled it can cause 
sickness. 

Mum: Tell me more; I have been doing all these. 

Ousman: Fruits and vegetables should be washed before cooking or eating. 
Prepare food on a clean work surface with clean utensils. Throw away 
chipped things. 

Mum: Good boy, please keep on telling us what you learn at school. 

homework. 

(Fatou comes to wash up Ousman’s lunch dishes.

Could this happen in your country? Is it normal? 
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Ousman: OK mum, thank you. Now I am going to do my 

I will tell your sister Fatou to be mindful of these 
important rules. 
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 Activity 16 From knowledge to action assessed 

a. What is your first response to this scene?

b. What has Ousman learnt at school?

1. knowledge of food hygiene?

2. skills in food hygiene practices?

3. good food hygiene practices?

c. Which of the above do his mother and his sister Fatou have? (Write 1, 2, 3)

Mother Fatou 

d. Who is praised for his/her capacities?

Ousman Fatou 

e. Why is Ousman not putting his knowledge into practice?

f. How could Ousman learn to practise food safety in reality? What would you
recommend to supplement the school lesson?
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 Activity 17 From the people themselves 

When educators start learning the job, they think that they have to do all the 
work and provide all the input. After some time they learn how to hand over 
more to participants. They bring things out of people just as much as they put 
things in. It comes with practice. 

You can make a start by finding out a group’s motivations, concerns, experience 
and expertise and thinking about what they can do for each other. For example: 

a. Experience and expertise

In your group there are: 
Which of them could do these things 
for the others? (write the letter to 
match them up) 

A three people who are keen on 
swimming, hiking and playing 
football could … 

…quickly find out accurate
information on food 
and nutrition

B two people who work in a 
restaurant as a chef and waiter 
could … 

…demonstrate good cooking
techniques 

C a woman who has a market 
garden and keeps chickens 
could … 

…plan a weekly household food
budget – if they knew 
about nutritional content

D a couple who have a computer at 
home could … 

…talk about prices of fresh
foods in the market and 
value for money

E a trainee accountant and a bank 
clerk 

…encourage people with
sedentary jobs to exercise, and 
show them how & where

b. What do they have to share?

Here is a description of a group of project participants. Find two ways the 
participants could benefit from each other’s experience and expertise. 
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There are five men and four women in this group. They are ethnically diverse:  
Akans, Ewes, Yoruba, Dagombas and others. They are a gardener, three working 
mothers (a cleaner, a teacher and a supermarket checker), two security guards, a 
truck driver and two students. For leisure they watch TV and movies, listen to 
music, hang-out with friends or sleep. One is passionate about singing, and one 
has a talent for story-telling. Some would like to go back to school to get better 
qualifications; others want to have their own businesses. 

Most can and do cook for themselves and their families. The two security guards 
can’t cook and eat mostly snacks and street food. Some are very concerned with 
food prices, and some with the quality of food sold by vendors, while some are 
just concerned about eating enough to fill them up. The three mothers are very 
motivated to feed their children well. 

One participant wants to stop smoking. Most do plenty of walking; the students 
exercise a lot; the driver says his job is too sedentary and he is worried about 
getting fat. 
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Unit 5 web-spot:  Alive and Thrive 

www.aliveandthrive.org 

Alive and Thrive is an international program which aims to promote good infant 
and young child feeding (IYCF) in several countries. Their approach is a good 
example of a broad mix of strategies. Take a look at their website. 

 Look under “Our Approach” to see how they tackle the problem at the
levels of policy, institutions and community, as well as with educational
strategies (in community outreach, interpersonal communication, mass
media, capacity building).

 Look under “Mass Media” (Ethiopia) for a series of interesting TV spots
aimed to raise awareness of infant feeding in husbands and fathers.

SUMMARY OF SECTION 5: FROM INFORMATION TO 

ACTION 

Clear and accurate information is essential to good nutrition education. However 
it is often assumed that giving information results in knowledge, and that 
knowledge results in action. These assumptions are frequently mistaken, leading 
to a great waste of time and effort. Nutrition educators need to ensure that 
information and knowledge play an active part in a wider program of 
observation, understanding, motivation, action and support, and that 
participants’ own relevant knowledge, experience and expertise is expressed and 
shared. 

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano 
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Section 6. Review & preparation for the tutorial 
In the tutorial you will 

 follow up your work on the unit

 hear and react to three nutrition education interventions proposed by
your tutor.

Review of work 

 Check that all your activities have been completed as far as possible.

 Make sure that your outside activity is completed.

 Look through the Guiding Questions and extend the notes you made at
the beginning.

Scenarios 

In the tutorial you will react to three different kinds of Nutrition Education 
intervention. The pictures below illustrate the three interventions: 

Intervention A: National dietary guidelines 
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Intervention B: Recipes and messages 

Intervention C: Good home cooking 

©FAO/Roberto Faidutti 
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 Activity 18 Prepare scenario 

In the tutorial activity you will act in “family 

groups” of 4 or 5. You should create a family 

group now and do a little preparation before 

the tutorial. 

Meet in your family group to brief yourself 

and create your household. 

Do not spend more than 20 minutes on this! You can add details later. 

First read aloud the briefing below and discuss it. 

Briefing (5 mins) 

The aims 

In the tutorial you will hear about some interventions to promote good home 
cooking in low-income urban areas. Some of the practical aims are to get families 
to 

 cook more at home

 enjoy and value good home cooking

 improve cooking skills and range of recipes

 prepare healthy drinks and snacks

 use more fresh foods

 recognize junk food and eat less

 shop wisely for good nutrition value

 see links between diet and health.

Background 

The setting The target group is families in lower-income urban compounds.

Diet People are eating a lot of street food, not all of it safe, cheap fast 
foods such as burgers, deep-fried chips, fritters and doughnuts, and 
sugary, fatty and salty snacks and soda drinks, which are even given 
to infants. Not many fruits and vegetables are consumed and there 
is little variety.
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Attitudes Working people think home cooking is time-consuming. It is not 
seen as an important skill and not much appreciated. Many young 
people don’t learn to cook. Most people, especially men, are 
conservative about what they eat. People do not make a connection 
between their health and their diet.

Circumstances Some households do not have food storage space or even a place to 
cook.

Create your household (15 mins) 

Your own imaginary family group lives in this area. It consists of 

 one person who cooks

 two to four other people who normally eat together (e.g. older person,
husband or wife, schoolchild, young person at work, older brother/sister,
orphan cousin)

Other family members may exist, but remain unseen.

Naming, creating and adopting 

 You are these people.

 Give yourselves names, ages and genders.

 Decide a little more about yourselves – for example personality,
occupation, interests, relationships with the rest of the family; health
history, eating habits, favourite foods, contribution to the family diet (e.g.
shopping, cooking, paying).

More details

Agree on some details: 

 In the compound, is there a TV? A computer? A radio?

 What kind of cooking facilities do you have?

 Where does most of your food come from? (market, supermarket, farm)

 Anything else of interest?

This is the end of unit 5. 
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Instructions for outside activity 

In this unit you will 

 recruit your project participants

 write a profile of the project participants.

The project group and group activities.   The project will have 6 or 9 participants, 
three for each team member. 
(n.b. if you want to be sure of finishing the project with three, you would be wise 
to start with four each!)

Building the group.   You have already discussed the kind of participants you are 
looking for. 

 If you have already found suitable people, go straight to part B ‘First chat’
below.

 If you have decided to approach an existing organization/group and hold
a recruitment session, go to part A ‘Recruitment session’ below, and then
to part B ‘First chat’.

A. Recruitment session

Preparation

You will need 

 the flier which outlines the project sessions, several copies if possible

 the PowerPoint ‘Carrot and stick’ in the project folder OR a printout
of the PowerPoint slides, A4 size.

If you are using printouts, find a way of displaying them (holding up, 
sticking up). 

Share out the parts of the session among the team. 
n.b. It is a good idea to rehearse this event beforehand! 
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Introduction 

Introduce yourselves. 

Say you are on a “nutrition rescue mission” and are looking for people 
who want to improve their health. Ask participants if they are concerned 
about health. Ask: 

 Do you want to have a long life? (pause for answer)

 Do you want to be healthy? (pause for answer)

 Do you want to be always full of energy? (pause for answer)

 Do you want to have children who do well at school and get good
jobs? (pause)

You can get all this by just improving what you eat. 

Presentation (PowerPoint OR pictures) 

 Present the six questions at the beginning. Say we will answer them
later. In the meantime, each person in the audience chooses one
question and memorises it. Allow a minute for this.

 Say you are going to tell some real stories about people and diet and
you want to hear if they know any people like these.

 Either go through the PowerPoint, reading out the words and
pausing for people to answer the question Do you know anyone like
this? (n.b. This is a real question, let people discuss it.)

OR read out the words, hold up the slide pictures one by one and
discuss the question  Do you know anyone like this?  As you go, stick
up the disaster pictures on one side and the successes on the other.

 At  the end the audience recalls the questions (repeated on the slides)
and answers them. This leads into the discussion below.

Discussion 

Discuss what issues affect them personally. Do not lecture! Let your 
audience make their own points and ask their own questions (Good

question, come to our meetings and find out!). 

Offer the sessions as a favour and privilege (We can only take 10 people, 
join now!). 
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Arrange a conversation 

Talk to interested individuals who would like to join the project (see part B ‘First 
chat’ below), about 12 (in case some drop out). Divide them among your team 
(e.g. three team members chat to three or four people each). 

B. First chat 

Each member of the project team should take half an hour to chat to three or 
four recruits individually or in a small group. Use the flier ‘Better health from
better diet’ (in the Project Folder). Make a few notes, but do not behave as if you 
are conducting an official survey and write down everything people say! Keep it 
chatty and above all show interest. In a group, encourage interaction. 

 Ask if they have any questions about the project; explain if necessary

 Explain times and dates if necessary, get contact details.

 Find out their jobs.

 Find out their particular interest in food and diet (e.g. good eating on a
limited budget, making healthy meals for families, getting all the vitamins
and minerals you need, keeping healthy).

 Ask if they would mind answering a few other questions:

o What kind of household do you live in? Do you have children? Family?
o What do you do in your spare time? What are your interests?
o What are your main ambitions? Your main concerns?
o Can you/do you cook? Do you do food shopping? Can you grow food?

 Thank them and say you look forward to the first meeting. Remind them
of date, place and time and ask them to set a good example by coming on
time.

C. Report: Group profile
 Come together with your team and share what you have discovered.

 Write a brief profile below of the participant group (not more than one
page). It should contain:
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o an analysis of the group in terms of their interest in food, diet
and health; other main interests, hopes, concerns and
motivations; what the participants have in common; particular
experience and talents that could be useful in the project (see
Activity 17).

This part should be signed “The Project Team”.

n.b.   Do this right away! Catch your impressions fresh, while you remember 
them. 

Compiling the report 

 If you are writing on computer, complete Part 1 for yourself and sign
it. Cut and paste Part 2 into your report and sign it “The Project
Team”.

 If you are writing on hard copy, hand-copy Part 2 into your report, or
photocopy it and paste it in. Sign it “The Project Team”.

Marking 

The marking is organized like this:

 10 marks individually for Part 1 of the report

 10 marks each for Part 2 of the report, written by the team.
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Project dossier (1): Group profile 

Part 1.   Individual group members  
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Part 2.   The group as a whole (35 lines). 
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Student’s Key 

 Key to Activity 1 First impressions 

b. Identify the most important parts of the process represented in these
activities.

1. Buying local vegetables: what are shoppers doing?

3, 4
They are seeing possible solutions (3): cooking demonstrations are a good 
way of showing what to do. Having the demonstrations in a public place 
gives them importance and doing them at the point of sale makes it more 
likely that shoppers will decide to act (4) by buying the foods. We don’t 
know what they do after that!

2. Reading about healthy diets: what is the community group doing?

3, 4

The group is already motivated (4) and has decided to find out more (3).

This motivation is linked to the very strong motivation to learn to read.

3. Mobilising the message: what are the health workers doing?

2, 3, 4, 5, 10

The health workers are going through a lot of the process. They are

looking at their own practices (2), seeing what to do (3), deciding to act

(4), trying out new practices (5), and then sharing the experience with

their clients (10).

4. Washing hands: what are the schoolchildren doing?

3, 5, 7, 8, 10

The younger children don’t themselves decide to act. But they are seeing

what to do (3), trying it out (5) and practising it (7). The older children are

showing them how (10) and giving feedback (8).

5. Photos for breastfeeding: what are the mothers doing?

5, 7

We can see that the mothers are trying out the practice (5) and getting

support (7) in the form of certificates and photographs.
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6. Home makeover: what are the viewers doing?

2, 3

The viewers are seeing what people do and think (2) and (we hope)

applying this to themselves. They are also seeing what can be done (3), a

kind of demonstration on a national scale, with real actors and real

reactions. We don’t know if this is enough to inspire them to imitate the

family in the show and adopt the same solutions, but with good

presenters and economical practical suggestions it could have a lot of

impact.

 Key to Activity 2 Voices of experience 

This appears to be a pure question of opinion, but it is important for you to 
identify what you see as priority attitudes and activities in your work. Your 
opinions will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 3 Principles and good practices 

a. Who would agree?

Expert Principles 

Charles 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 

Nathan 1, 9 

Maria 5, 6, 8 

Esther 2, 5, 8 

Sabrina 4, 8, 9 

 Key to Activity 4 Principles in action 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 
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 Key to Activity 5 Your provisional choice of principles 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 6 Parental approaches 

Some parents … 

1. insist on children eating the right food and make them do it, OR

2. always give children exactly what they ask for, OR

3. make meals with good food delicious and enjoyable, OR

4. explain at length why certain foods are good for you or not, OR

5. make sure the men get good food, while children take what they can, OR

6. involve children in food shopping and preparing food, talk about food a

lot, OR

7. show their own enjoyment and appreciation of good food, OR

8. offer sweets as treats and rewards for good behaviour.

You have probably rejected some dangerous or irresponsible approaches such as 

gender favouritism (5), indulgence (2) and bribery (8). “Eat up your vegetables 

and I’ll give you a chocolate” sends entirely the wrong message! 

As in public nutrition education, most responsible parental approaches are a mix, 

but most also incline more to one approach than to another. 

 Some parents think mainly of motivation (e.g. 3, 7).

 Some are more disciplinarian: they try to enforce good behaviour (1) or

promote it with knowledge (4).

 Some go for experience and action (6).
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 Key to Activity 7 Approaches and assumptions 

Approach Assumption 

Campaign for indigenous foods B C 

Public health actions A B 

A community project for infant feeding C A 

 Key to Activity 8 Edit the situation description 

You will be assessing the three interventions in relation to your own context, so 
edit the description to make sure that it fits your own institution. 

 Key to Activity 9 Reactions to the first intervention 

All the answers are subjective, but some are better than others. You can for 
example see approximately how much things would cost. 

f. In this intervention, what would cost money? Would the cost be relatively
high/medium/low?

The cost of the first intervention is very low. The leaflets and posters come

free from the Ministry of Health. Distribution would not cost anything, since it

is all on campus and can be done by existing staff. So expenses would only be

printing. (n.b. Colour printing costs more than black and white).

 Key to Activity 10 Reactions to the second intervention 

All the answers are subjective, but some are better than others. You can for 
example see approximately how much things would cost. 

f. In this intervention, what would cost money? Would the cost be relatively
high/medium/low?

The cost of the second intervention is high. Expenses could be:

 a team of outside experts to carry out the needs analysis survey before

the project
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 a project team to run the one-year project

 professionals to design and perform drama, songs and raps

 artists to design T-shirts, logo etc.

 IEC: printing of leaflets, creation of PowerPoint, creation of video

(expensive), website

 ingredients for cooking demonstrations.

You may identify others.

 Key to Activity 11 Reactions to the third intervention 

All the answers are subjective, but some are better than others. You can for 
example see approximately how much things would cost. 

f. In this intervention, what would cost money? Would the cost be relatively
high/medium/low?

The cost of the third intervention is relatively low, but not as low as the first

intervention. The main saving is on labour costs: the student workforce and

the expertise of the faculty members are free, since this is part of their course

provision.

Expenses could be:

 staff costs for developing the PowerPoint and website

 very small expenses for student activities

 (possibly) a payment for hiring a venue for the final public meeting.

You may identify others. 

 Key to Activity 12 Communication and action profiles 

Communication profiles 

In the first intervention ‘Eat more fruit and vegetables’ students’ activities are 

entirely receptive (reading and looking at pictures). All the communication is 

done by the educators who designed the materials.  

In the second intervention ‘Do you want to be fit and healthy?’ students are still 

mainly receptive, but their experience is more interesting, dramatic and varied 
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(listening, reading, watching, viewing) and it is more carefully tailored to their 

needs and attitudes. They may have the opportunity for some question-and-

answer and discussion. There is no way to know how much spontaneous 

communication with friends and family is inspired by the drama, T-shirts, video 

etc. 

In the third intervention ‘Come to the party!’ students are involved in many kinds 

of communication, since there are many one-to-one and small-group 

interactions. Students also make their own contributions (e.g. providing recipes, 

interviews, passing on information, debates). Of course some of the 

communicators will be better than others: these are not professionals. 

Action profiles 

For all three interventions, there is the opportunity to put new dietary 

understanding into practice by buying fresh fruit at the subsidised stall and 

choosing healthy meals in the canteen/cafeterias. All three interventions should 

have some effect on consumption. The effects will depend also on how far 

students are ready to change. 

In the 1st intervention, direct experience and practice are not considered. It is 

assumed that people will act on the information contained in the leaflets.  

In the 2nd intervention, not a lot of practice and experience is set up, although the 

activities are more stimulating than in the first Intervention. 

In the 3rd intervention, there is quite a lot of direct practice of target actions 

(there could be more) but not a lot of follow-up and feedback. 

 Key to Activity 13 Impressions and conclusions 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 14 Deaf to reason 

a. Why do people not take action to change harmful habits?

Your approach often depends on how you perceive people’s reasons. 

Some put the blame on people, e.g.: 

 (Willpower): They are lazy. They keep putting it off.
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Others have more sympathy for the difficulties and obstacles: 

 (Physiological): They are addicted. They like/don’t like the taste. 

 (Reason): They see no reason. They don’t think it’s important. 

 (Barriers): They find it difficult. They get no social support. 

b. What are the weak links in the chain?

Some examples are: 

 It is no good giving out leaflets if people can’t read.

 Mothers receive technical information in a health talk but do not

understand it and cannot apply it.

 People understand that overweight is harmful, but do not really feel the

personal risk.

 People eat too many sweets even though they know they are bad for

them.

You may have other ones. 

 Key to Activity 15 Handling IEC materials 

Check that you have given advice about 

 storing materials properly so they are in good condition

 displaying them where they can be seen by the public and waiting groups

 making sure they are regularly used in counselling

 using them on other occasions, not only for large meetings.

 Key to Activity 16 From knowledge to action 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 
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 Key to Activity 17 From the people themselves 

b. What have they got to share?

Some ways the project participants could benefit from each other: 

 The students could encourage the truck driver to take more exercise and

show him how.

 People could share their own regional dishes and explain how they are

made.

 The singer and the story-teller could contribute to a drama sketch or role-

play.

 Everyone could teach the security guards how to cook a few simple meals.

 They could all (probably) observe and comment on TV food advertising.

 The supermarket checker could keep the group informed about products

and prices.

 Key to Activity 18 Prepare scenario 

The household scenario you prepare will be used in the final tutorial. 
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Glossary 

You will find longer explanations of many of these items in the main course 
glossary. 

Essential Nutrition Actions (ENAs).   A package of preventive nutrition actions 
aimed mainly at women and young children during the first 1000 days of life.  
They include Infant and young Child Feeding (IYCF), micronutrients and women's 
nutrition.   

Health promotion.   “The process of enabling people to increase control over 
and to improve their health” (Ottawa Charter, WHO 1986). Its main strategies 
are advocacy for health and enabling all people to achieve their full health 
potential.  It gives particular attention to the environment of behaviour change 
and the actions needed for health. 

Scenario.   An imagined setting with characters and events, “a situation 
that could possibly happen” (Macmillan dictionary). 
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1. Voices of experience in nutrition education

Five professionals speak about principles of nutrition education which they think 

are important. 

Charles: Consultation and involvement 1.
Nathan: Direct experience and action; Fiction and imagination2.
Maria: Practising communication3.
Esther: Building on experience4.
Sabrina: Ownership and control5.

Read what these five voices have to say. 
You can also listen to them. The audio files are on your data-stick/CD in the Unit 5 
Resources, and can be played on your computer 

1.1 Charles: Consultation and involvement 

“My work is in communities. What I have discovered is that nutrition education is 
not just in communities, it is actually community education. 

Diet seems to be a personal thing. But as I see it, when we give dietary advice we 
are not talking to one person but to a whole society. 

When people decide what to eat, they are not alone. Food is social. People’s 
ideas about what to grow or buy, how to prepare it, how and when to eat it: 
these are all shared, just as food is shared. 

In my experience, what matters is that all the people concerned have a voice – 
all age groups, men and women – and that many are involved directly in 
promoting change: for example, community leaders, senior women, community 
groups, families. The change should belong to the community.” 

“… Adult education encompasses the 

whole of life, and must build upon 

what already exists.” 

(Julius Nyerere 1978) 

3
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Aisé, a Mauritanian grandmother: 

Who’s involved? 

 Family cooks don’t change what they buy, grow or cook without thinking
about whether their families will eat it.

 When women think how to feed their infants, they listen to and imitate
their mothers, friends, health workers, aunts, husbands. They do what
others do.

 Children eat what they are given by their parents, and buy snacks from
vendors at the school gates.

1.2 Nathan: Direct experience and action 

“In our school nutrition education is extra-curricular, so it’s more real than other 
school subjects. It’s very hands-on: children grow foods and eat them; they talk 
to shopkeepers; everyone learns to cook a bit (boys too) – we have no kitchen, 
but the children practise cooking at home. 

We use imagination to build on real experience. We role-play conversations 
about food, talk about the children’s “food day”, make up stories, do drama 
about how bacteria get into food. The kids have a good time and parents often 
come along. 

The children need knowledge but they also need to have real experience 
and to bring knowledge and experience together. In our class, they are  
learning to do everyday things well but to do them with nutrition

understanding. That’s the secret.” 

“Before, when the NGOs came to our community, they 

didn’t involve us. When you have knowledge on a 

subject and others do not involve you in discussions of 

that subject, you feel hurt in your heart. Today, as 

grandmothers, we have a great feeling of satisfaction in 

our hearts. You have recognized our role, you have 

given us new knowledge, and we are going to renew 

our efforts to guide younger people.”  

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 

4
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What stories can do 

 Stories about people who eat poorly or well illustrate food practices
memorably.

 Drama, video, radio, soap operas bring situations to life.

 Unfinished stories  can start discussion and problem-solving.

 News stories are convincing and topical.

 Stories of famous people give food an extra dimension – for example –

o Oprah Winfrey’s diet struggles
o The Mandela Sandwich
o Michelle Obama’s kitchen garden at the White House
o Kwame Nkrumah’s diet : “simple and vigorous, very little meat and a

lot of juice and vegetables”
o Mandela growing vegetables on Robben Island (he even improved the

diet of the guards!).

1.3 Maria: Practising communication 

“In my clinic one day we received some Ministry leaflets on breast-feeding. The 
first mother to arrive picked one up,  but she couldn’t read well so I explained it. 

I was thinking “How can I do this for everyone? There just isn’t time.” 

Later I heard her voice outside the door: she was explaining the leaflet to her 
friends. I realized this was the answer: the mothers are the messengers. 

So now every month we practise “explaining”. I explain to the mothers, then 
they explain back to me and to each other. When I give out a leaflet I ask them to 
explain it to someone else at home and then pass it on. They all have an 
audience back home. 

I think this is more than just spreading the word. The real education  
is not only having the knowledge but being able to educate your own  
friends and children. 

To be an educated woman, a person who knows what to do, 
that’s something important.” 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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Nutrition wordpower 

People may need to practise: 

 talking about food and diet – describing, comparing and asking about
diets, particular foods, nutritional “best buys”

 dealing with the health services – for example, asking for understandable
explanations

 dealing with their own families – e.g. discussing children’s share of meat
in meals

 checking or counteracting myths, misconceptions, or misleading
advertising

 passing on advice and information – to own family, to others

 getting information from good sources.

1.4 Esther: Building on experience 

“I’m in a multi-sectoral team. I work in one rural area and one semi-urban. I go 
with the health workers and agricultural officers to talk to communities and visit 
markets and schools and so on. 

It’s not easy to bring in the nutrition focus! The big challenge is variety: people 
think that food is maize and maize is food, they don’t value fruit and vegetables. 
This includes my own colleagues! They call me DeeDee because I’m always 
talking about dietary diversity. 

On the other hand, ordinary people have a lot of experience. Farmers know 
about the local foods and how to grow them. Old people remember foods  
they used to eat. To be honest, I don’t know the nutritional value of  
many traditional foods. I have to find out. 

In the town the mothers know prices and how to tell the quality of foods 
in the market. What they don’t know is how to judge new foods in the 
supermarket: they have no rules or experience. I can’t always help them. 
Even if there are labels it’s difficult to translate them into  
practical advice. 

©Florence Tonnoir 
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They all ask good questions about the economics and the practicalities. As they 
say, if we feed all the eggs to the babies, where will the new chickens come 
from? And what’s the answer to that? 

We all need new knowledge, but we all also have knowledge and experience to 
give each other, if we can only work out how to do it.” 

What do people already know? 

 how to cook

 what foods people will eat

 how and where to shop

 how to grow food

 how to sell it

 what to grow in order to increase
income

 what food plants are available locally

 what street food is available

 what foods are available in the wild

1.5 Sabrina: Ownership 

“I’m a dietician, a partner in a consulting firm. I am also an activist. I write 
newspaper articles and a weekly blog to raise nutrition issues and inform people. 
For example I am pushing for labelling on several food products which can be 
dangerous to health if people eat too much of them. 

I believe that people should do what they can to take charge of their 
own health and fix their own problems. But they need a lot of 
support: information, good laws, reasonable prices, better health 
services. 

However I’m disappointed with progress. People’s lack of education 
and literacy really hold things back. My articles and blog are mostly 
reaching educated middle-class people. Poorer people are not 
getting the chance to help themselves. 

I think that we need to talk to communities as much as to 
individuals. I am now thinking of more popular initiatives 
such as local radio with phone-ins and SMS messages. Until 
everyone has access to the internet this may be the best way 
to reach people. ” 

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano 
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How people can take care of themselves 

People can, without great expense or effort: 

 reduce children’s illness with hygiene and handwashing

 improve breastfeeding and complementary feeding

 supplement their diet with some homegrown food
and vegetables rich in vitamin A

 use iodised salt

 do more home cooking with fresh ingredients

 avoid unhealthy foods.

All these actions need belief, popularity and support. 

2. Nutrition education principles in action

8
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Radio soap 

1. A national radio station has a soap drama
with twice-weekly episodes about a problem 
family and its neighbours. The family’s four 
children are struggling to grow up through a 
comic background of chaos, drink, poor diet 
and unemployment. Neighbours, cousins, the 
church and the school all try to intervene. 

Fathers’ day 

2. A church group for mothers has had several
sessions practising preparing good meals for 
infants. They have decided to offer a special 
invitation to fathers and other menfolk to 
show what they are doing, explain its value 
and suggest how men can help. To give the 
occasion importance they are also inviting the 
pastor and other local VIPs. 

School gardens 

3. Children grow fruit, vegetables and herbs
in the school garden all year. The produce is 
used to make healthy snacks which are sold 
by senior children at break time at the school 
tuck shop. 

Homework for parents 

4. A nutrition education program for schools
has a component for parents, with 
newsletters, homework to be done with 
children, suggestions for good meals, “point 
of purchase” education in parents’ usual 
grocery stores, and videos to watch at home 
(Gimme 5, Dixey & Wordley 2010). 

Newlyweds learn traditional cooking 

5. A government, trying to resist the influence
of Western diets, offers courses to newly 
married women in the preparation of 
traditional dishes. 

Home consultants 

6. Schoolchildren observe how foods are
stored at home. They ask parents why, and 
report back to class, where they have a lesson 
on how to store foods and why. 

Talk the talk 

7. Project staff give community
demonstrations of cooking healthy family 
meals. As they add the ingredients they 
explain their value (“And now we put in the

green vegetables which protect your 

health!”). 

Community members help in the 
demonstrations. After several meetings 
community members do the demonstrations 
themselves. They work in pairs: one to show, 
one to tell.

Local radio

8. A radio station in the local language is run
by local people, adopts local issues and fights 
legal battles for them. People call the station 
to report problems and news and use the 
station to keep in touch with relatives.  

The radio’s health and nutrition program has 
a wide following and many families have 
followed the advice given about sanitation, 
handwashing, diet, horticulture and child 
feeding. (Jallov n.d.)
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3. Three interventions in a

university 

Here are three nutrition education 
interventions using different approaches. 
They are all set in a university/college and 
they all aim at improving students’ diet, 
mainly through increasing the consumption 
of fruits and vegetables. The interventions 
are all invented, but are composed of 
elements from real projects and programs. 

As you read them through, it is a good idea 
to underline or highlight the important 
elements. 

3.1 Eat more fruit and vegetables! 

The Ministry of Health, with the help of IFAVA (The International Fruit and 
Vegetable Alliance), has developed posters and leaflets to encourage people to 
eat a healthier diet, in particular more fruits and vegetables. They have done 
research into what is needed. The leaflets give full and accurate information. 

All study institutions have been asked to display the posters and the leaflets. 

In your institution the person responsible for doing this is the 
Administrator.

©FAO/Daniel Hayduk 

©FAO/Amos Gumulira 
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Extract from a leaflet 

Eat 5 A Day 

Eat five portions of different fruits and 

vegetables each day. Fruit and vegetables 

contain vitamins and other nutrients 

which are required in small amounts to 

control chemical reactions in the body. 

We call them micronutrients. Vitamin A, 

C and E are also called anti-oxidants 

because they remove dangerous 

chemicals which can damage our cells 

and cause cancer. Research has shown 

that eating five portions of fruits and 

vegetables a day reduces the incidence of 

some cancers, heart disease, diabetes, 

hypertension and stroke. Fruits and 

vegetables also contain potassium and 

improve our blood pressure, and a lot of 

fibre, which reduces constipation and the 

risk of bowel cancer. 

One portion for an adult is a medium-

sized orange, apple or banana, one small 

bowl of salad or two tablespoons of raw, 

cooked, canned or frozen vegetables, a 

slice of melon, pawpaw, pineapple, two 

slices of mango or half an avocado pear 

or grapefruit. One glass of unsweetened 

100% fruit or vegetable juice counts as 

one of your daily portions. Beans and 

pulses count as only one portion, 

however much you eat. Potatoes are 

vegetables but do not count as portions. 

For children, a rough guide is the 

amount which can fit into the palm of 

the child. 

(Adapted from a leaflet produced for 

distribution in hospitals) 

3.2 Do you want to be fit and healthy? 
An international NGO is asked to do a pilot campaign in one of the big faculties. 

Research phase.   The research team arrives in town. They carry out focus group 
discussions, surveys and interviews with lecturers, students, canteen staff and 
food outlets. 

They look into students’ practices, attitudes, knowledge, concerns and 
motivations and find that students are mostly interested in passing exams, 
getting jobs, getting married, football and music.  

Students agree that health is important but do not see it as a priority 
for action except when they fall sick. 

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano 
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Students and fruit 

The team’s survey finds that students are very positive about fruit, but that most 
of them eat well below the recommended number of daily servings. About 6% do 
not eat fruits at all, and only about one-fifth take fruit twice in a day. Major 
factors that hinder their consumption of fruits are the high price and the fact 
that fruits do not make them feel full. 

(Adapted and summarized from Mintah et al. 2012) 

Message development 

After the research phase above, the team develops ideas for motivational 
messages (see box). 

They pre-test them on a sample group and select a few messages for use. 

Which message will get across? 

Message 1 

Message 2 

Message 3 

©FAO/Marco Salustro 
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Campaign activities 

The strategy is multi-modal. 

 The messages are put on the college website, on posters and leaflets and
are circulated by SMS.

 There are cooking demonstrations, tasting sessions, and a leaflet of
recipes.

 A drama group performs sketches promoting local fruit and vegetables,
live and on the university radio.

 A music group creates and performs raps.

 A PowerPoint presentation is available for talks to groups and sports
clubs.

 A video is made, and shown frequently.

 There is a logo, a slogan and T-shirts.

Duration 

The campaign lasts a year and creates a lot of interest. 

3.3 Come to the party! 

The campaign does not reach another campus of the university, which houses 
the Faculties of Agriculture, Nutrition, Medicine and Education. 

The Dean is convinced that with all this expertise, his faculty can do just as much 
as the NGO campaign to create a culture of health and good eating, even with a 
very small budget. He decides on (a) an institutional strategy and (b) a peer 
education strategy. 

The institutional strategy 

The Dean sets up a committee to develop a nutrition policy and to 
oversee the faculty’s actions for better nutrition: canteen meals, snack 
bars,  refreshments, university website notices, talks with food  
producers, markets etc. 

A PowerPoint presentation is given to staff and students, to be 
repeated every year. 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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The PowerPoint: 

The peer education strategy 

Students in all faculties are asked to carry out, as part of their second-year 
coursework, a self-designed project to improve the diets of their fellow students. 
The activities should: 

 be cost-free or very low-cost (tiny budgets are available)

 aim at action as well as at awareness

 interest students and attract them to “buy in” to the activity

 spread of their own accord and have a “breeder effect” so that others will
carry on

 be documented and evaluated.

Publicity 

All activities are publicized and reported on a Facebook page run by students as 
part of their project. Tutors monitor this page and correct inaccuracies and false 
impressions. A team of third-year students follow all the projects and take turns 
to write a blog. Successful activities are picked up and developed by next year’s 
students in their own projects. Finally, students’ best work is presented at an 
end-of-year faculty event open to the public and the rest of the university. 

Student-led activities 

On the next pages are some of the activities undertaken by second-year 
Nutrition Faculty students as part of their coursework. 

What    does 
Nutrition 

Educati
 
on mean 

for our country? 

DO WE HAVE A 
CHOICE? 

On the one hand -     
stunted child 
development or 
premature adult death 

On the other hand -     
the hope of a longer life 
and a more successful 
one 
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EATING WELL

Activities undertaken by nutrition faculty students 

1. Cooking on a budget

Students put out a call for recipes for a budget 
recipe book, interview respondents about their 
recipes and discuss what makes the recipes 
good. 

They select three people to give 
demonstrations of how to cook the dish, with a 
follow-up tasting session. The audience 
comment on cost, ease, taste and food value 
and copy down the recipe from a poster. The 
recipes are posted on a noticeboard or website 
and the public is invited to comment after 
trying them out. 

2. Are you eating well?

In consultation with tutors, students devise four basic questions about personal 
diet (e.g. about F&V, fatty foods, fizzy drinks and processed foods). They then 
offer very short dietary counselling sessions to fellow-students twice a week. 

At the end of the session they hand out a card with the questions on one side 
and advice on the other. In return the “clients” promise to report on progress. 
They also promise to ask a friend the same questions and to pass on the card. 

3. Potluck party

Second-year students organize three “potluck parties” where everyone brings 
homemade food and shares it around. Each party has a theme (e.g. legumes, 
regional dishes, spices) and every dish has a label listing all the ingredients but 
one: guests have to guess the mystery ingredient. First-year students are invited 
in the hope that they will carry on the activity next year. 
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4. Are you the right weight?

(online or face to face) Students offer three group sessions to show fellow-
students how to calculate their ideal weight. They then make suggestions about 
what can be done to reduce or build up weight, discuss what is feasible and 
agree on a first step. They give out all the information on cards and ask the 
audience to help their friends to do the same. 

5. Shop and cook

Over three consecutive weekends, a student team organizes a shopping trip to 
the market to buy ingredients for lunch. In the market they point out the best 
quality food and good nutritional value for money and answer questions. The 
group make their purchases, take them home, cook lunch and eat together. 

6. Best snack competition

Students often live on snacks and street food. Students are invited to gather 
information about their best snack, then describe it (taste, nutritional value for 
money, availability), say where to get it and what it costs. Entries are displayed 
on cards on a central notice board (or a blog). Other students try out the 
recommended snacks, then vote. The winner is published in Student News.

©FAO/Daniel Hayduk 
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7. Discussion of canteen food

Students review the canteen menu, talk to the manager and survey consumer 
opinion. 

A public discussion is held, chaired by a lecturer, with speeches by the canteen 
manager and a nutritionist. Students present their findings. Proposals are 
debated and one healthy change is agreed. Members of the audience volunteer 
to monitor the change and to display comments. The canteen staff agree to add 
a comment on whether the change was a success with the consumers. (The 
discussion can also be held online.) 

8. Fruit and vegetable debates

This is the silly side of the program. Four lunch-time debates are organized. The 
opponents in the first debate are two cereals (maize and cassava). In later 
debates two vegetables argue (potato vs pumpkin), two fruits (mango vs guava) 
and two animal foods (fish vs chicken). Each food has two supporters who make 
5-minute speeches praising the food and its virtues (food value, taste,  
versatility, recipes, price, storage, ease of cultivation). The debate is  
opened to the floor for 15 minutes, then a vote is taken. 

9. Mini interviews on You Tube

Students conduct three-minute interviews with other 
students who have tried interesting new foods (e.g. exotic 
cuisine,  regional dishes). The interviews are filmed on mobile 
phones  and displayed on YouTube. Viewers are invited to 
comment. 

10. Sports diet and drinks

Sportsmen are invited to a session on good diet for 
players, two for each sport. A handout is given on the 
composition of sports drinks and their potential 
dangers. Before leaving, the sportsmen discuss what 
they might pass on to their own clubs or teams, and 
how.  ©

FAO
/Thony Belizaire
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Section 2. Principles and good practices in NE 

2.1 Nutrition education:  the black box 

 Activity 1 First impressions 

Look at pp. 9-11 of the Student's Book and follow the instructions. 

a. Choice of activity (name and number)

b. Part(s) of the process

c. Why you chose this activity

2.2 The principles behind the activities 

 Activity 2 Voices of experience 

Read or listen to the five ‘Voices of experience’ (Unit 5 Resources, pp. 3-7).  (The audio files are on your CD/data 
stick). 

a. Whose point of view interests you most personally?

b. Why?

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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 Activity 3 Principles and good practices 

Look at pp. 13-15 of the Student's Book. Match the experts with the principles of nutrition education (1-9) on p. 14 
of the Student's Book. Sometimes two or more experts agree. 

Expert Principle (1-9) 

Nathan 

Esther 

Charles 

Sabrina 

Maria 

 Activity 4 Principles in action assessed 

In the document ‘Nutrition Education principles in action’ (Unit 5 Resources, 2, pp. 8-9) there are more examples of 
nutrition education activities. Use these to practise recognizing principles in action, and to build up your awareness 
of your own working principles. 

Choose two which appeal to you and which you would like to run yourself. 

a. What nutrition education principles do you see in these activities?
b. Why would you choose to do this activity?
c. Would you adapt it in any way?

Important.   This is an individual choice. 

Activity (name, number) Activity (name, number) 

a. What principles
do you see in
this activity?

b. Why would you
choose to run
this activity?

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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c. Would you
adapt it in any
way?

 Activity 5 Your provisional choice of principles 

b. Look back at the box of principles in Activity 3. Choose four of the principles that you support strongly.
Give the numbers in the table below, and explain why you think they are important.

Priority principles (give the 

number) 

Reason 

Section 3. Nutrition Education approaches 

3.1 What is an approach? 

 Activity 6 Parental approaches 

Look at the “parental approaches” on p. 19 of the Student's Book. 

a. Which of these have you experienced yourself or seen in action? (give numbers).

b. Which ones would you recommend or adopt yourself as a parent? (give numbers).
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c. What do your choices say about you as an educator?

3.2 The main approaches 

 Activity 7 Approaches and assumptions 

Look at p. 21 of the Student's Book. Here are some simple examples of Nutrition Education activities. 

a. Approaches.   Which of the approaches given on p. 20of the Student's Book do these examples represent? Write
in A, B or C for approach.

Intervention Approach (A-C) Assumption (A-C) 

Campaign for indigenous foods

Public health actions.

A community project for infant feeding

b. Assumptions.   What assumptions on p. 22 of the Student's Book do the above interventions make? Write A, B or
C for assumption.

Section 4. Experiencing the approaches 

4.1 The situation 

 Activity 8 Edit the situation description 

a. Is there anything in the description on pp. 22-23 of the Student's Book that is very true of your own student
population?
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b. Is there anything you would like to add to the description?

4.2 Background 

4.3 The Nutrition Education interventions 

First intervention: Eat more fruit and vegetables! 

Read about the first intervention ‘Eat more fruit and vegetables’ on p. 10-11 of the Unit Resources. 

Then answer the questions below. Read and discuss together if you wish, but answer individually. 

 Activity 9 Reactions to the first intervention 

a. Imagine the situation.
Where could the posters be displayed in your institution?

Where would the leaflets be available? 

b. How would you personally react to this intervention? Would you

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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c. How do you think most other students would react?

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 

d. How long would the posters and leaflets have an effect? About:

a month a year 

3 months 2 years 

6 months more than 2 years 

Would they be likely to affect future students? 

e. In this intervention, what would cost money? (Think of materials, equipment, paid manpower).

f. Would the cost be relatively high, medium or low?

Second intervention: Do you want to be fit and healthy? 

Read about the second intervention ‘Do you want to be fit and healthy?’ on pp. 11-13 of the Student's Book. 

Then answer the questions below. Read and discuss together if you wish, but answer individually. 
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 Activity 10 Reactions to the second intervention 

a. Which of the campaign activities would most appeal to you personally, and why?

b. Which activity would in your opinion most appeal to other students?

c. How would you personally react to this intervention? Would you

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 

d. How do you think most other students would react? Would they

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 

e. How long would the campaign have an effect? About:

a month a year 

3 months 2 years 

6 months more than 2 years 

Would it be likely to affect future students? 

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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f. In this intervention, what would cost money? (Think of materials, equipment, paid manpower.)

Would the cost be relatively high, medium or low? 

Third intervention: Come to the party! 

Read about the third intervention ‘Come to the party!’ on pp. 13-14 of the Unit 5 Resources. 

n.b. Also look through the descriptions of the students’ activities in this intervention in the Unit 5 Resources, pp. 15-
17. These are just a few ideas, many other activities are possible.

Then answer the questions below. Read and discuss together if you wish, but answer individually. 

 Activity 11 Reactions to the third intervention 

a. Which of the students’ activities in this intervention (Unit 5 Resources, pp. 15-17) would appeal to you
personally, and why?

Which of these activities would in your opinion most appeal to other students? 

Which do you think you could undertake yourself? 

b. How would you personally react to this intervention? Would you

take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 

c. How do you think most other students would react? Would they
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take very little notice? 

actually eat more F&V? 

be interested? 

eat more F&V and go on doing so? 

be motivated to eat more fruit and vegetables? 

d. How long would this intervention have an effect? About:

a month a year 

3 months 2 years 

6 months more than 2 years 

Would it be likely to affect future students? 

e. In this intervention, what would cost money? (Think of materials, equipment, paid manpower).

f. Would the cost be relatively high, medium or low?

4.4 Impressions and conclusions 

 Activity 12 Communication and action profiles 

a. Communication profiles

How were the students communicating in the three scenarios? Put 2 if they did a lot of any kind of
communication and 1 if they did just a little. (Think about it carefully!)

This gives a rough “communication profile” of each intervention.
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Communications 1st Fruit & 
vegetables 

2nd Fit and 
healthy 

3rd Come to the 
party 

Listening, reading, watching/viewing 

Asking questions, finding things out 

Discussing, sharing experience, commenting, 
interacting 

Presenting, doing drama, passing on information 

Conclusion: Did students get plenty of opportunities 
to communicate their experiences, concerns, 
achievements? (not much/some/ 
a lot) 

b. Action profiles
In the three scenarios what kinds of action were the students involved in? Put 2 if there was a lot of one kind of
action and 1 if there was only a little.

This gives a rough “action profile” of each intervention.

Actions 1st Fruit & 
vegetables 

2nd Fit and healthy 3rd Come to the 
party 

Observing practices and demonstrations 

Trying out and practising the target actions (e.g. 
buying, preparing, eating fruit and vegetables)  

Conclusion: Did the students get enough 
opportunities to try out/practise new habits? (not 
much/some/a lot) 

 Activity 13 Impressions & conclusions assessed 

a. Interest and attraction of the activities – compare the three approaches

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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b. Active involvement of the participants – compare the three approaches

c. Probable impact on behaviour – compare the three approaches

d. Sustainability/long-term effect – compare the three approaches

e. Cost-effectiveness – compare the three approaches

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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f. An intervention in your own institution

Which intervention would you recommend in your own institution?

Give the main reasons for your choice, mentioning some of the principles involved.

Section 5. From information to action 

 Activity 14 Deaf to reason 

Knowledge is not enough. For example, do you know anyone who: 

knows smoking is bad for him but can’t quit? 

knows she needs more exercise 

knows s/he should eat less fried food but can’t resist chips? 

a. Can you suggest a reason for this?

Assumptions about information

Look at the diagram on p. 37 of the Student's Book. 

b. Can you see the weak links in this chain? Give a real example of one of them.

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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5.1 From information to knowledge 

Case 1: IEC materials in an Indian state

Read the “Review of available information material” on p. 39 of the Student's Book.

 Activity 15 Handling IEC materials 

You are working in the Ministry producing IEC materials (leaflets, posters etc.). You have read the report on the use 
of the materials and you are quite annoyed. Write a (polite) letter to health posts explaining briefly how they should 
handle the materials. 

Dear Health Post Supervisor, 

It is important that the information in IEC materials reaches the public and that it is understood and applied. In view 
of this, please make sure that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The use of IEC materials will be checked during our regular tours of inspection. 

With best regards, 

5.2 From knowledge to action 

Case 2: Ousman learns food hygiene 

Read “Ousman has lunch at home” on p. 41 of the Student's Book. 

Could this happen in your country? Is it normal? 

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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 Activity 16 From knowledge to action assessed 

a. What is your first response to this scene?

b. What has Ousman learnt at school?

1. knowledge of food hygiene?

2. skills in food hygiene practices?

3. good food hygiene practices?

c. Which of the above do his mother and his sister Fatou have? (Write 1, 2, 3)

Mother Fatou 

d. Who is praised for his/her capacities?

Ousman Fatou 

e. Why is Ousman not putting his knowledge into practice?

f. How could Ousman learn to practise food safety in reality? What would you recommend to supplement the
school lesson?

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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 Activity 17 From the people themselves 

a. Experience and expertise

In your group there are: Which of them could do these things for the others? 
(write the letter to match them up) 

A three people who are keen on swimming, hiking 
and playing football could … 

…quickly find out accurate information on food
and nutrition? 

B two people who work in a restaurant as a chef 
and waiter could … 

…demonstrate good cooking techniques?

C a woman who has a market garden and keeps 
chickens could … 

…plan a weekly household food budget – if they
knew about nutritional content? 

D a couple who have a computer at home could … …talk about prices of fresh foods in the market
and value for money? 

E a trainee accountant and a bank clerk …encourage people with sedentary jobs to
exercise, and show them how & where? 

b. What do they have to share?

On p. 44 of the Student's Book there is a description of a group of project participants. Find two ways the 
participants could benefit from each other’s experience and expertise. 

1. 

2. 

Section 6. Review & preparation for the tutorial 

 Activity 18 Prepare scenario 

No writing required. 

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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Outside activity 

Project dossier (1): Group profile 

Part 1.   Individual group members 

Signature __________________________________ 

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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Part 2.   The group as a whole (35 lines). 

Signature __________________________________ 

(the project team) 

Unit 5:  How nutrition education is done 
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Unit overview 

tudents need to try out specific activities themselves when they come to
try their own hands at nutrition education. In their working lives they will
meet various approaches; they therefore need to recognize them and 

know some of their strengths and weaknesses. This unit helps them to do this 
through real examples and imagined experiences. 

Hands-on experience is offered by the mini-project students undertake. In this 
unit students establish the project group with which they will carry out their own 
nutrition education experiment, aiming at improving the diet through eating 
more, and more varied, fruit and vegetables. This theme is reflected in the 
various scenarios in the rest of the unit. 

UNIT SUMMARY 

 In Section 2 ‘Principles and good practices’ students hear from some
experienced practitioners and review nutrition education activities in
different settings to see how principles are realized in practice.

 They look at three approaches in general use (Section 3 ‘Nutrition
education approaches’), the differences between them and the
assumptions they make about how behaviour and attitudes change. They
make their own choice of principles and discuss and defend them.

 This leads into Section 4 ‘Experiencing the approaches’, where students
experience the three approaches, imagining their own reactions and
those of their fellow-students to three interventions in their own
institution. This experience helps them to see how far each approach
promotes communication and action in the target group and what its
likely impact will be. Throughout the unit they build up their own ideas
about important nutrition education principles, effective approaches and
practicable activities.

 In Section 5 ‘From information to action’ they look briefly at how
information materials, knowledge and participants’ experience can be
activated for greater impact.

S 

3
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 In preparation for the final tutorial (Section 6 ‘Review & preparation for
the tutorial’) students invent a typical urban household which can
respond to nutrition education interventions proposed by the tutor.

Meanwhile, they start their nutrition education project by recruiting participants 
and drawing up a learner profile. 

Project recruitment (for units 6-9).   In this unit, students recruit participants for 
the project which begins in the next unit. They may already have put together a 
suitable group or they may be holding a recruitment session to find interested 
participants (an outline is given in the Project Folder). Once they have gathered a 
group they interview them to get a little background information and write a 
profile of the individual members and the group as a whole. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 How is nutrition education being done?

 What are the underlying principles?

 What are the main approaches?

 What kind of approach is needed?

 What it is like to receive nutrition education and what does this tell us
about effective approaches?

 How can we strengthen weak approaches?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Distinguish between some widespread nutrition 

education approaches 

This unit will help students to 

 recognize some guiding principles of nutrition education and how they
are realized in practice

4

 What do expert practitioners have to tell us?

 What are some successful activities?
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 become familiar with some current approaches in nutrition education
and recognize them in intervention designs

 recognize some of their strengths and limitations

and will give them practice in 

 reviewing best practices and selecting and justifying personal preferences

 suggesting improvements in handling information inputs.

They will also start their nutrition education project by recruiting participants 
and doing a learner profile. 

Cross-cutting elements

Special dietary needs Touching on the needs of the urban poor in the 
nutrition transition (tutorial scenario). 

Gender issues Noting gender issues in Activity 16 From knowledge 
to action, where a boy learns at school about 
household food hygiene while his sister does the 
actual housework. 

Communications skills Recognizing the range of communications in different 
approaches and the need to bridge the gaps between 
information, knowledge and action. 

Study skills Linking principles and practices; drawing conclusions 
from experience; skim-reading. 

5
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A note on nutrition education approaches 

Nutrition education interventions on the ground usually reflect one of three 
approaches, which all overlap and cross-fertilize and which are all in constant 
evolution. 

 The default approach, which remains the most widespread, is the
conventional dissemination of information or advice about nutrition and
diet. Although new information is an essential component of all
approaches, information delivery on its own generally fails to affect
dietary practices.

 In reaction to this approach, behaviour change and social marketing
programs aim explicitly to change practices and have developed
systematic approaches involving formative research, message and choice
of medium. These approaches also have limitations but are constantly
evolving: they are often well-financed and they take care to evaluate
impact and learn from experience.

 A third “socio-ecological” approach is associated with health promotion,
communication for social change and participation. This movement is
more diffuse and varied but also a growth area. It emphasizes ownership,
discussion, involvement of the community and attention to the wider
social context, including factors such as gender, land ownership, food
security and commercial pressures.

The theories which support these approaches are dealt with in greater depth in 
Unit 5A. This unit prepares for looking at theory by providing some “felt” 
experience of what the approaches mean in practice. 

Preparation for the tutorials 

Alternatives to the tutorial scenario 

As mentioned in Tutor’s Guide Unit 4 (Preparation for the next unit) you may 
have decided to substitute the final tutorial scenario activity with local examples 
of nutrition education programs or activities - for example project documents or 
learning materials, or local nutrition education practitioners who can talk to the 
group, answer questions and discuss approaches. If so, notify the students that 
they do not need to do the preparation in Activity 18. 

6
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Reviewing materials 

Before holding any tutorials, review the Student’s Book activities and Unit 5 
Resources, form your own conclusions and think of any useful experience you 
can contribute. In particular, make your own choice of priority principles and 
practices (Activity 5) to contribute to the discussion in the mid-unit tutorial. 

Suggested answers and comments are in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

Resources 

You will need flipchart paper and pens, OR a computer and screen, to display 
students’ opinions and conclusions in discussion. 

The mid-unit tutorial (80 mins)

The purpose of the mid-unit tutorial is to review progress, compare answers, air 
opinions and give guidance. A mid-unit tutorial also helps to familiarize tutors 
with the activities and with student problems, and reduces time pressure on 
the final tutorial. 

For this tutorial, students should have completed Sections 1-3, Activities 1-7. 

You will find suggested answers and comments in the Full Answer Key for Tutors 
and some notes below which put the activities to be reviewed into the context of 
the argument. 

Assessed answers 

Students do not know which answers in the coursework will be assessed. 

 With regard to questions which are not assessed, it is no problem if
students improve some of their answers in the course of the mid-unit
tutorial.

 For the assessed activities covered in this tutorial, collect a few partial
answers from individuals, and give guidance if students are not working
on the right lines.

7
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1. Introduction 10 mins 

Stress that this tutorial is mainly to see how students are doing. Students report 
on progress so far and any problems they have had with activities, workload etc. 

Outside activity: Project recruitment 

Discuss progress in forming the group of project participants – for example, 
organizing and holding recruitment sessions, getting basic data from project 
recruits, arranging meeting times and places. 

 “Buy-in” is important: since attendance is voluntary, participants should
be interested to start with. If possible, project participants should feel
that they are getting something special, rather than doing the students a
favour. Discuss how to create this impression.

 Brainstorm ideal meeting places: quiet and uninterrupted; the possibility
of sitting on the same level, facing each other; something to write or
draw on; some means of boiling water for tea?

2. Discussing the coursework 1 hour 

 Sum up the argument (as outlined below), bringing out the purpose of
each activity.

 Individual students suggest answers and the class and tutor comment.

 Discuss wrong answers rather than dismissing them. The reasons may be
important: the question may be ambiguous, or there may not be enough
information in the text, or there may be genuine misconceptions.

 Encourage students to answer each other (some polite disagreement is
desirable). Ask anyone who has a strong opinion to come forward, talk to
the class for a minute, and field comments from the floor.

(Section 2 Sb. Principles and good practices) 

 This unit is about nutrition education approaches. What is the essential
question to ask about approaches? (How is it done?)

 In any approach there is more or less emphasis on the research, the
motivation, the messages and the action. Remember the ten parts of the
process?

8
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Activity 1: First impressions (self-checking) 
This activity is about the activities which most appeal and the parts of the 
process that they represent. Discuss a few choices and the reasons for them. 

Activity 2: Voices of experience (personal response)
In the Resource document, experienced practitioners pick out the aspects they 
think are most important. Students say who they agree with and why.

Activity 3: Principles and good practices (self-checking) 
Who would agree with these principles? Run through the answers quite quickly. 
See if everyone agrees. 

Activity 4: Principles in action (assessed) 
Two or three students give one example each, which are discussed by the whole 
class. 

Activity 5: Provisional choice of principles (tutorial discussion) 
Give some time to this activity. 

 (If time permits) Students make groups of four.  They share the principles
they have selected and identify points of agreement.

 Students vote on their choice of principles

 Volunteers defend the less unanimous choices

 In line with their personal choices, students decide if they are the kind of
educator who

o above all, makes sure people get the right information and advice

o tries to involve the community but keeps firm control of what is done

o helps people to find their own solutions.

 Give your own choice of priority principles.

(Section 3 Sb. Nutrition education approaches) 

Why does “approach” matter? (It can make the difference between failure and 
success.) 

Activity 6: Parental approaches (self-checking) 

This activity calls on students’ own experience. What is the class’s general 
consensus about which parental approaches are desirable and why, and what 
does this say about their approach to children’s nutrition education? 

Activity 7: Approaches and assumptions (self-checking) 
Students check that they have classified the three examples correctly. 
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3. Looking forward 10 mins 

Check that students will be able to complete the unit before the final tutorial, 
including the outside activity with the interview and the report. If there is time, 
take the opportunity to look through the remaining activities, in particular: 

Activities 8-13.   A scenario set in a university – a vicarious experience – an 
important activity from which students should draw conclusions in Activity 13. 

Activities 14-17.   (Communications) – How to get from information to action – 
make sure they do Activity 17 before writing their final report. 

Activity 18 – Preparing a scenario about an urban family for the tutorial. 

Wish students happy working. 

The final tutorial (1 hr 40 mins)

1. Check on completed work 10 mins 

Students report if they have successfully completed 

 the workbook

 the outside activity – recruiting project participants and writing a profile
of the group

Guiding questions.   Review the Guiding Questions which were discussed at the 
beginning of the unit. A few students say briefly if they have any new answers. 

2. Follow up on coursework 30 mins
Activity 8: Edit the situation description (personal response) 
Local information about own setting. Students say if and how their own situation 
reflects or differs from the given situation description. 
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Activities 9-13: Reactions to the interventions, Communication and action 

profiles, Impressions and conclusions (self-checking, tutorial discussion & 
assessed) 
Students give impressions and conclusions from the three university scenarios. 
Give some time to this. In particular, discuss 

 what will make for sustainable effects, taking each intervention in turn

 the costs of each intervention (the last question in each of Activities 9-11)

 which intervention they have chosen to recommend and why (Activity
13). 

Activity 13: Impressions and conclusions (assessed)
This is an assessed question, so do not indicate very specific rights and wrongs!

Activity 14: Deaf to reason (personal answers & self-checking) 
Students give their own reasons for why people don’t act rationally and 
comment on the assumptions about information. 

Activity 15: Handling IEC materials (self-checking) 
A few students say what messages they put in their letter. If there is time, discuss 
whether a letter like this can really have an effect on practices in the health 
service, and what else could be done to stimulate health workers to use IEC 
materials better. 

Activity 16:  Knowledge to action (assessed) 
Students read or act out the dialogue to each other in threes (the silent sister 
Fatou should be present even though she does not speak), and discuss how 
each character feels and how they relate to each other. Students describe their 
first reactions to the story (question a.); one or two students mention good 
ideas they had for getting Ousman to learn to practise food hygiene (question 
b.). If time, discuss the gender roles in the story and whether they could (or 
should) change. 

Activity 17: From the people themselves (self-checking) 
Students suggest ways that the project participants in the activity could benefit 
from each other, and mention any talents, experience or expertise among the 
project participants they have just recruited. 
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three nutrition education interventions which the tutor proposes in the tutorial. 
The three interventions A, B and C are set out below. 

Presentations of households.   The senior member of each household briefly 
introduces his/her “family” to the class and comments on their dietary habits 
(max 5 mins per family). 

Learning needs.   The tutor sums up the learning needs (5 mins). Students should 
agree that everyone needs to 
a. understand the importance of good diet for protecting health

 b. understand the value of home cooking for balanced meals made with good
fresh food

 c. recognize unhealthy food and poor dietary habits
 d. know how to improve their diet – for example by  increasing variety, eating

 more fruit and vegetables, reducing unhealthy food, finding good nutritional
value for money

 e. actually take steps to improve their diet through home cooking.

Propose the interventions.   Allow about 10 minutes per intervention1. 

a. The tutor proposes each intervention in turn, reading it out slowly and clearly
and elaborating if necessary. S/he may also comment on the costs.

 b. After each intervention has been read out, each “household” says how they
think their “family” will be affected by this intervention (interest, effect on
practices).

Conclusions.   At the end, the class discusses the likely impact and sustainability 
of each intervention, and its cost-effectiveness. 

1All the interventions are addressed directly to the “households”. i.e. “you” refers to the students 
in their adopted roles. The pictures are in the students’ books but are not essential.
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Intervention A: Campaign for national dietary guidelines 

Aims.   This national campaign aims to give you all the information 
you need about good family meals and how to improve them. The 
information is clear, attractive and interesting and there are visuals 
to clarify the words. 

The campaign is launching the national food-based dietary 
guidelines: a set of dietary messages with a visual showing the food 
groups in the recommended proportions for daily consumption 
(point out the picture in the Students Book).  

The guidelines are based on extensive research into the common dietary 
problems in the country. 

This is what happens in the campaign: 

 Large, clear, attractive posters showing the guidelines are displayed in
public places. The poster stresses the importance of eating all these kinds
of food every day. Your family may see a poster when they go out to
work.

 If you go to a clinic, school, church or market, you may see an illustrated
leaflet containing the guidelines. The guidelines themselves are short and
very simple to read. There is also a detailed explanation in smaller print.

 In schools, two lessons are given to promote the guidelines.

 At clinics, health workers have the leaflet, and have been briefed on how
to advise people about good eating for health.

 For those who watch TV there are three TV advertisements to introduce
and explain the guidelines. These appear twice a week over three
months.

Households 

Will your “family” notice this campaign? How will you respond to it? 

What is the level of your engagement, the likely impact, the sustainability? 

Please discuss briefly and report. 

Intervention B: Recipes and messages 

This is a pilot NGO intervention in the district. It is planned to last two years. 

Aims.   The intervention aims to improve home cooking (and therefore your 
family diet) by presenting small ideas for action which are attractive and easy to 
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do and by trying to reach a large number of people. The project has carried out 
detailed research into what families like yours know, think and do, and has 
talked particularly to the people who do the cooking. It has thought about your 
needs and problems, for example how people feel about cooking and junk foods. 

This is what happens 

Some short messages are posted up, with pictures and a logo. They are on 
stickers on buses, boards, windows, cars, doors etc. There are ten in all. 

 Some are about motivation, e.g. Home cooking for a healthy family!

(Picture: family eating a good meal together)

 Some are action messages, e.g. Give them fresh fruit snacks

The same messages and pictures come up in TV advertisements which show 
women (and some men) cooking healthy meals for happy families. Some are 
well-known media personalities but there are also some ordinary people talking 
about how they manage to cook well on a budget. In all the advertisements, 
other members of the family appear and show how they appreciate the good 
cooking. 

Booklets of recipes for these healthy meals are available in markets and 
supermarkets, near to the foods used in the recipes, with photos of the media 
stars. 

In some organized groups (e.g. faith-based, sports, cultural) there are talks and 
demonstrations about good home cooking, based on the recipes. 
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A Facebook page is set up to promote healthy home cooking with videos of good 
meals and how to prepare them. Facebook fans contribute more recipes, stories 
of food in the past, memories of childhood foods.  

In hospitals, the recipes and leaflets are handed out to visiting parents of sick 
children. 

Households 

How will your “family” respond to this campaign? 

Consider the level of engagement, the impact and the sustainability. 

Please discuss and report. 

Intervention C: Good home cooking 

This is a low-cost local initiative. 

The aim is to get families to “buy in” to improving family diet, to involve the 
community, call on people’s experience and enable them to make their own 
decisions. This program is expected to develop slowly but to have a long-term 
effect. 

This is what happens 

 A local person calls on your household to ask if it would be possible to
have a discussion in the compound one evening about good home
cooking.

 The discussion takes place. People talk about their experiences and give
their opinions about good cooking: what it is, whether it is important,
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gender roles (Is this what makes a good wife? Should boys cook?), how 
children learn to cook, home cooking vs shop-bought food, cooking 
stoves, the price of fuel and so on.   

 At the end the visitor mentions that there will be some sessions on good
home cooking in the neighbourhood and hopes that one or two people
from this compound can attend. Participants must be people who are
already respected as good cooks so that they can share expertise with
others who will listen to them.

 Six short weekly sessions follow, each with one main focus (e.g. iodised
salt, vegetables, ways to cook pumpkin, recognizing junk food,
homemade snacks, lunchboxes). There is a walk around the market to
discuss prices and good foods. In each session participants’ own expertise
is shared, one new practice is demonstrated and tried out, and a hand-
out is presented and discussed, which participants take home.
Participants are asked to tell others about the session, to explain the
hand-out, pin it up in their street, and show others what they have tried
out. At each session they compare notes on what they have done at
home.

 At the end, participants produce a homemade leaflet of tips and recipes
they have collected. It is distributed around the district by children, who
also hand them out at school. Participants plan the design (e.g. a photo of
all members on the cover, a drawing by an artistic member).

 Capable and interested participants are invited to team up with
facilitators to run future sessions.

Households 

How will your “family” respond to this intervention?

Consider the level of engagement, the impact and the sustainability. 

Please discuss and report. 

3. Preparation for the next unit 20mins 

You may have decided to go on to Unit 5A ‘Theory’, the optional mini-unit 
on theory, or to continue straight to Unit 6. 

Preparation for Unit 5A 

A power point is available containing the guiding questions, unit objectives, an 
outline of the outside activity and other questions to be discussed for Unit 5A. 
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Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 5A and ask students to 
make some personal notes and suggest some answers. Look for different 
answers and points of view. Remind students that they will come back to the 
guiding questions at the end of the unit to see if their answers have changed.
Unit objectives.   Look through the objectives for Unit 5A. The project objectives 
will introduce the discussion of project activities. 
Mini-unit.   Remind students that there is no outside activity in this unit, and only 
one tutorial, so they should have time to catch up with project work and revise 
for the mid-unit test.
Tutorial.   For the final tutorial, organize a time and place.

Preparation for Unit 6 

A PowerPoint is available containing the guiding questions, unit objectives, an 
outline of the outside activity and other questions to be discussed for Unit 6. 

Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 6 and ask students to 
make some personal notes and suggest some answers. Look for different 
answers and points of view. Remind students that they will come back to the 
guiding questions at the end of the unit to see if their answers have changed. 

Unit objectives.   Look through the objectives for Unit 6. The project objectives 
will introduce the discussion of project activities. 

Project work (outside activity).   Go through the project activities to be carried 
out in Unit 6, including the reading and the report. Point out that strict timing is 
required. 

 Meeting with project participants.   Can students organize a comfortable
place, enough chairs, room to make a circle, refreshments? Timing:
towards the end of the unit but before the tutorial, allowing time to write
up the report.

 Questions for discussion.   Part of students’ work in this unit is to prepare
the questions for the discussion with the project group. Students should
present their questions to you before their meetings for your review
and approval. This will not take much time, but may make all the
difference to the success of the group discussion.

Mid-unit tutorial.   For the mid-unit tutorial 

 organize a time and place

 inform students that they should have covered Sections 1-3 in
preparation.
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UNIT 5A 

• This mini-unit reviews some of the main 
theories which apply to behaviour-oriented 
nutrition education and gives a little practice 
in applying them. 

• Looking at the theory helps you to make 
sense of what you have done already and 
supports your activities in the rest of the 
course. 
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• What kind of theory is nutrition education 

theory? 
• What are the main theories that apply to 

nutrition education? 
• How can we use the theory professionally? 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:  
Recognize, understand and apply nutrition 
education theories 
 
This short unit will help you to:   

• recognize some of the theories which are 
applied to nutrition education 

• explain the main points of a theory and some 
of its strengths and limitations 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

• identify the theoretical basis of some well-
known nutrition interventions 

• show how theories can explain the events 
and outcomes in given cases 

• identify assumptions in project proposals, 
suggest improvements and support them 
with reference to theory 

• develop a personal position in relation to 
theory 
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OUTSIDE ACTIVITY & TUTORIAL 

There is no outside activity in this unit, and...  
• .... there is only ONE  

tutorial for this unit. 
• This is to give time for  

Test 1, the mid-course  
test. 
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CHOICES 

Discuss and decide with your tutor if you will 
have time for the two extra tutorial activities  
(at the end of your workbook). 

 
Project improvement activities: 
• food vendors at the gates 
• TV for children 
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Enjoy your work! 
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Unit overview 

UNIT SUMMARY 

he unit aims to review some of the main theories which apply to 
behaviour-oriented nutrition education and to give a little practice in 
applying them. 

 Section 1 ‘Introduction’ looks at the nature of nutrition education theory
and its main uses.

 In Section 2 ‘Orientation’ you review the core assumptions of some theories
and make your own preliminary decisions about what seems most relevant.

 You then work with a partner or a small group (Section 3: ‘Familiarisation’)
to get acquainted with these theories and how they might work in practice.
At the end of this you review the position you took up in Section 2.

 Section 4 ‘What is theory good for?’ is about the value and limitations of
theory in actual practice. You recognize that applying theory is valuable but
not infallible.

 In Section 5 ‘Application’ the models are applied in three ways:

a. identifying the theoretical basis for some widespread nutrition
education programs

b. explaining a case with reference to theory
c. making suggestions for improving an intervention, supported with

reference to theory.

 Finally, in Section 6 you review your work and prepare for the tutorial.

Outside activity: there is no specific outside activity for this unit. Instead, you 
continue your project work and prepare for your first test. 

T 
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What kind of theory is nutrition education theory?

 What are the main theories that apply to nutrition education?

 How can we use the theory professionally?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Recognize, understand and apply nutrition 

education theories 

This short unit will help you to 

 recognize some of the theories which are applied to nutrition education

 explain the main points of a theory and some of its strengths and
limitations

 identify the theoretical basis of some well-known nutrition interventions

 show how theories can explain the events and outcomes in given cases

 identify assumptions in project proposals, suggest improvements and
support them with reference to theory

 develop a personal position in relation to theory.

Children:  
Can theory 
explain the 
foods they 
like?
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Talking about theory 

After doing this unit you should be able to talk like this: 

0 

Explanations 

“Briefly, this theory 

says ...........“

Analysis 

“Many well-known interventions

have a basis in theory.  

For example, ……… ”

Suggestions 

“This proposal is mainly based on ABC 

assumptions.  We would suggest balancing 

the activities in line with X theory ...“ 
Overview 

“Some theories are mostly about

motivation and decision. Some deal 

more with practising and 

developing skills. For example ....“

Examples 

“This real-life case illustrates 

the theory well“ 
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Main text and study activities 

Section 1. Introduction 

What kind of theory? 

Nutrition education theories belong to social science. They deal with complex, 
changing situations at many social levels in many contexts. This makes them 
more difficult to test than (for example) the theory that underlies nutrition 
science. Social science theories cannot be tested in all contexts or against all 
other models. At the same time, there is a great deal of good practice in social 
science which works well but has not always been integrated into particular 
theories - for example, the value of passing on one’s knowledge and experience 
to others, or the capacity to listen to what people have to say. 

Why study theory halfway through the course? 

Nutrition education is about on-the-job competence (like gardening or cooking), 
and should be based mainly on experience and practice. This is “experiential 
learning”. 

So where does theory fit in? According to experiential learning theory (e.g. Kolb 
1984), theory and practice follow a continuous cycle, not a straight line. Theory 
can therefore come in at any time, before, during and after practice. 

In your case, you have already had some experience of nutrition education and 
are about to have more in your own mini-project. That is why theory comes in 
the middle of this course. In this way, it helps to make sense of both your past 
and your future experience. 

©
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Section 2. Orientation 

Assumptions, theories and models 

All theories are based on 
assumptions - for example, one 
assumption is that people are 
more ready to act if they are 
afraid for their health. 

Some unfounded assumptions, 
without much basis in fact, are 
still widespread in nutrition 
education (see box). 

Theories test assumptions, aiming to explain behaviour, predict outcomes and 
design effective interventions. For example, the Social-Cognitive Theory has 
demonstrated that much behaviour is learnt by imitation: this supports the use 
of demonstrations, drama and role-models in nutrition education, and explains 
(partly) why people follow food fashions, are influenced by clever advertising, or 
go on doing what their parents did. 

A model is a picture of a real-life process or situation, the important elements 
and how they relate to each other. It can integrate a number of assumptions. For 
example, in the Health Belief Model, which you will study later, several different 
beliefs are thought to contribute to decisions to change behaviour. 

Nutrition education theories  

The questions.   Nutrition education theories are sets of assumptions about 

 why we eat what we eat

 what helps people to eat better

 how and why people change their behaviour.

They deal with all the influences on people’s diet and eating practices - personal 
knowledge and attitudes, influence of other people, external factors, and the mix 
of all these (Carson 2013). 

Functions.   A good nutrition education theory 

Unfounded assumptions in NE 

 Telling people what is good for them
will make them do it.

 If people have access to better food,
they will always eat it.

 Knowledge can be poured into
people’s minds like water into a glass.

Unit 5A:  Theory 
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 explains a lot of what happens

 predicts a lot of what will happen (more difficult)

 helps to design successful nutrition education (even more difficult).

Some models and assumptions 

Activity 1 shows some assumptions made by theories and models, in italics. 

Each one is followed by some logical conclusions about the strategies which 
follow if these assumptions are correct. 

Many of the assumptions overlap, and you can see that all appear to be true in 
some way.  

The question is: how true are they? - how important in improving dietary 
practices? 

 Activity 1 Assumptions and models 

a. Mark your own preferred assumptions in the small boxes - not more than

ten. (If you are working on paper, do this in pencil, so you can change it
later.)

b. On the basis of your choices, choose two models you prefer (mark the big

boxes).

n.b. They are not in any particular order!

Explain    Predict    Design 

Remember these three functions. 

You will be looking at all of them 

in this unit. 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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-1. Information-based approaches

Good knowledge is essential to improving nutrition practices. 

Assumptions: 

People will make sustainable changes in diet if they 

 get clear, accurate, relevant information and know the facts
 have positive attitudes to change.

Conclusion: We should therefore inform people well. 

2. “Behaviour change” theory

The decision to change is the most important part in the process. 

Assumptions: 

People will make sustainable changes in diet if they 

 strongly believe there is a risk to their health
 think it is the normal thing to do
 are ready to change.

Conclusion: In order to help people to make decisions, we should 
therefore know what influences them and whether they are ready to 
change. 

3. Skills development

Experience, practice and encouragement are essential. 

Assumptions: 

People will make sustainable changes in diet if they 

 start from what they already do
 are able to try things out and overcome obstacles
 are able to get hands-on experience
 get into the habit through practice
 get plenty of “positive reinforcement” (e.g. support, good

meals, savings).

Conclusion: We should therefore start from existing practices, 
build up little by little, give sufficient opportunities for hands-on 
practice and make sure that the process is rewarding. 
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4. Social-Cognitive Theory

Social, environmental and personal factors are all important in 
change. 

Assumptions: 

People will make sustainable changes in diet if they 

 can learn by imitation
 get a lot of positive experience
 have a lot of social support
 have the necessary skills
 feel they are capable of taking charge of their lives.

Conclusion: We should therefore explore the whole situation 
(social, environmental and personal), including motivations and 
people’s confidence in themselves. We should open the way for 
people to observe, imitate, get experience, practise and build 
confidence. 

5. Learner-centred education

For sustainability, change must be owned, not imposed. 

Assumptions: 

People will make sustainable changes in diet if they  

 see the relevance to their own felt needs
 start from where they are
 have ownership and control and can tackle problems
 find through experience that the change suits them
 think about what they do and put it into practice.

Conclusion: To help people take their health into their own hands, 
we need to raise awareness, facilitate action and experience, give 
long-term support and help to solve problems rather than 
imposing solutions or simply telling people what to do.

©
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6. The change environment

Education is not enough: it must be supported by changes in the 
environment. 

Assumptions: 

People will make sustainable changes in diet if 

 their personal circumstances are right (e.g. price, access,
opportunities)

 there is support from every level (e.g. family, government,
media)

 they are surrounded by informed people who have adopted
good practices

 they themselves can have an effect on their environment.

Conclusion: We must therefore consider conditions and actions at 
all levels of society, and frame policies which are conducive to 
healthy eating. We must create a well-informed public which can 
take action for health at all levels. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 2: ORIENTATION 

Nutrition education theories and models are based on assumptions about what 
influences people’s dietary behaviour. They aim to explain what people do or 
predict what they will do, and they help to design interventions. Some of the 
most influential theories in nutrition education are behaviour change models, 
skills development theory, Social-Cognitive Theory, learner-centred education 
and the Social-Ecological Model. 

Section 3. Familiarisation 
In the Unit 5A Resources, 1, pp. 3-20, there are several theories/models 
grouped into four sections. They all relate to the elements in the diagram of 
the nutrition education process which you studied in Unit 4, which brings 
together many elements of theory. (The diagram is in the Unit 4 Resources, 2, 
pp. 14). 

Each theory/model has a short description and some notes on the applications of 
the model and its development. Each section also has a story which illustrates 
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how the theory/ies might work. The idea is to explain the story in terms of the 
theory. n.b. The story is invented. It is up to you to say if it would happen like this 
in real life. 

The work is divided between pairs (if you wish you can make a group of four with 
two pairs). You have to collaborate well in order to make sure that your partner 
is properly briefed. 

Your interpretations of all the stories will be discussed in the tutorial. 

3.1 Information-based models

 Activity 2 Information delivery and KAB 

Look at Unit 5A Resources 1.1 (pp. 3-6) on Information-based models. 

 Read the whole section.

 Say how ‘The farmer’s story’ below illustrates the theory.

 Discuss if the story is convincing. Would it work like this? If so, why? If
not, why not?

Write your conclusions in the box below the story. The farmers’ story 

This made-up story gives an idea of how information approaches are supposed to 

work. 

Small farmers are informed at an agricultural extension meeting that they should 
grow more beans and use them to feed their families. The officer explains that 
beans are a good substitute when animal-source foods are lacking or too costly. 

The farmers reply that beans are nice to eat but are not worth the effort and 
require a lot of water. Moreover there is no market demand for them. 

The officer tells them how to grow beans with less water, harvest them and store 
them, and points out that they are also good for the soil. 

The farmers are convinced:  the following season they plant beans, and add them 
to the family diet. They continue to do this in the following years. As a result, 
community health improves. 

Unit 5A:  Theory 
Student's book
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a. How does the story illustrate the theory? How is it supposed to work?
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Women farmers:  Can theory predict 
what they will do when they receive 
professional advice?
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b. Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?

3.2 "Behaviour change”
It has been shown repeatedly in nutrition education (e.g. Contento et al. 1995), 
that to change behaviour we must actually aim at changing behaviour, not just 
at increasing knowledge. 

Theories therefore need to explain how, why, where and when people change 
their practices. Several educational theories try to do this. 

One group of models is known as “behaviour change theory” - although you 
should bear in mind that all the theories in this section are about behaviour 
change, not only the ones which use this name! 

 Activity 3 “Behaviour change” theories 

Work first individually: 

 Partner 1.   Study both part A on ‘The Health Belief Model’ and part B on
‘The Theory of Planned Behaviour’ (Unit 5A Resources, 1.2, pp. 7-9). Also
read ‘Importance of behaviour change theories for nutrition
education’ (pp. 11). Then read ‘The students’ story’ below and prepare to
explain it in terms of the theories you have studied.

 Partner 2.   Study part C on ‘The Stages of Change Model/The Trans-
Theoretical Model’ (Unit 5A Resources, 1.2, pp. 9-10). Also read
‘Importance of behaviour change theories for nutrition education’ (pp.
11). Then read ‘The students’ story’ below and prepare to explain it in
terms of the theory you have studied.

Come together as a pair to explain the theories to each other and complete the 
box below the story. 
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The students’ story 

This made-up story gives an idea of how behaviour change theories might explain 

how people act. 

Grace, Anna and Ben are fellow-students whose eating habits have gone 
downhill since they left home for college. They generally skip breakfast, and 
catch up by snacking; they seldom have proper meals; they eat a lot of junk food, 
always “on the wing” because they have no time. However the three have very 
different outlooks. 

Anna (centre) is aware that this is not a good lifestyle and wants to do something 
about it. She has support from her friends and from her family in the holidays. 
She also knows how to shop and cook. But cooking meals every day for one 
person is time-consuming. She is looking for practical advice and support, and 
something to push her into action and keep her going. 

Ben (behind) lives mostly on street food; it’s convenient, tasty and cheap. He has 
heard people say that he is eating rubbish but he doesn’t really believe that what 
he eats can affect him, and his friends agree. In any case, Ben wouldn’t know 
how to change: he doesn’t know what to eat or how to prepare it, and he 
doesn’t think men should have to cook.

Grace (up front) Ben’s girlfriend, is also aware of the problem, but is not as 
strong-minded as Anna. She tends to go with the flow. Her strongest motivation 
is to look beautiful, but she is also interested in her budget; she spends too much 
on snacks. She usually eats out with Ben. 

Some students in the hostel decide to pool their resources and take turns to cook 
a good meal in the evening for each other. Anna joins the cooking club and 
persuades Grace to join too. Grace asks Ben to come along, but when Ben 
understands that he would have to cook and would be the only man in the 
group, he says no. To keep him company, Grace withdraws too. 
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a. How does the story illustrate the theories? How are they supposed to work?

 The Health Belief Model

 The Theory of Planned Behaviour

 The Trans-Theoretical Model

b. Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?

c. Is there anything important in the story which is not covered by the theories?

3.3 Skills learning and the social context 
The decision to take action is not the end of the story (often not even the 
beginning). 

If you remember the diagram of nutrition education in Unit 4 (Unit 4 Resources, 
2), you will see that the models you have reviewed so far mainly focus on the 
early part of the process, the “motivation end”. 

Be prepared to 

present your 

conclusions at 

the tutorial 
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The next two models give more attention to the “action end”. 

 Activity 4 Skills development and Social-Cognitive Theory 

Work first individually: 

 Partner 1.   Study part A on ‘Skills development’ (Unit 5A Resources, 1.3,
pp. 12-13). Then read ‘Joseph’s story’ below and prepare to explain it in
terms of the theory you have studied.

 Partner 2.   Study part B on ‘The Social-Cognitive Theory’ (Unit 5A
Resources, 1.3, pp. 13-16). Then read ‘Joseph’s story’ below and
prepare to explain it in terms of the theory you have studied.

Come together as a pair to 

 explain the theories to each other

 analyse ‘Joseph’s story’ and complete the answers below the story.

Joseph’s story 

Joseph’s story gives an idea of how basic skills development and Social-Cognitive 

Theory could work in practice. It is about natural rather than planned 

developments. 

Joseph is in an orphanage, a good one. He used to be a street kid. In fact, he 
didn’t really want to leave the street. In the orphanage, at first, he missed his 
friends, and he didn’t enjoy washing so often and going to school every day.  
On the street he had quite a lot of throwaway food and spent pennies on 
sweets, and he missed the freedom to eat what he liked when he liked. 

He was also surprised at having to work in the vegetable garden and cook  
food at weekends for the younger boys in his house. But he got used to it. 
There were advantages: cooking meant he could prepare food he liked,  
and it made him popular. He began to copy dishes and to add garden  
foods. He made friends with the regular cooks, who suggested 
ingredients and showed him what to do. 

When an old street friend turned up, Joseph invited him to supper. He 
pointed out that one way to get good food was to cook it yourself. Most 
famous chefs, he said, were men and he was planning to 
become a famous chef himself. 
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When Joseph began to get nutrition education at school, he felt on home 
ground. He started explaining good diet to the other children. They listened to 
him because he was popular and a good cook (and also good at football). By 
the time he left the orphanage he was fit and healthy, and he could grow 
food, prepare it and teach others. 

a. (Partner 1) What elements of basic skills learning are there in the story?

b. (Partner 2) What elements of Social-Cognitive Theory are there in the story?

c. (Both partners) Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?

3.4 The individual and the change environment 
The last two sets of theories are to be studied individually. These are the last 

theories in this unit, but not by any means the least important. They introduce 

 learner-centred education, the educational basis for participatory
approaches

 ideas about the kind of social environment needed to promote changes
for health.

Each has its own story. 

Be prepared to 

present your 

conclusions at 

the tutorial 
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 Activity 5 Learner-centredness and the Social-Ecological Model 

This time you are working alone to do the analysis and the writing, so it is really 
essential that you exchange what you learn and explain it well. 

 Partner 1.   Study part A on ‘Learner-centred education’ (Unit 5A
Resources, 1.4, pp. 16-18) and analyse ‘The tea workers‘ story’ below
in terms of the theory you have studied.

 Partner 2.   Study part B on ‘The change environment’ (Unit 5A
Resources, 1.4, pp. 18-20) and analyse ‘Jerry’s story’ below in terms of
the theory you have studied.

Individually, complete the box below the story you have studied.

Meet your partner. 

 Explain the theory to him/her.

 Tell your story and show how the story illustrates the theory.

The tea workers’ story 

This made-up story gives an idea of how “Learner-centredness” could work in 

practice. 

An NGO called The Health Foundation offered three counselling sessions on 
“eating well” to any group who could organize themselves and find a place to 
meet. 

A group of tea workers responded. At their first meeting they talked about what 
they ate and what it cost. They said they worked long hours for low pay and 
didn’t have time or money to spare. They wanted three things: more strength 
and energy, quicker ways to prepare food, and the knowledge to feed their 
children well. 

The facilitator briefly mentioned some answers (more different foods every day, 
more legumes and vegetables for infants, new cooking methods). The group 
decided to start by trying out a few improvements in baby food. 
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At the second session the women discussed successes and problems with infant 
feeding. Then they tackled their next priority - more and different foods in family 
meals. The facilitator had some picture charts to show (local foods, recipes). The 
women decided that they could easily use more kinds of green leaf and whole 
grains, and plant beans and pumpkin in the next growing season. They reported 
that other tea workers wanted to start a group. 

At the last session the facilitator demonstrated some time-saving cooking 
methods. Then there was a discussion about the future. They felt that they had 
started well but that it all took time and it was hard to see benefits. Moreover 
families didn’t like some changes - for example they thought that whole “brown” 
grains were inferior food. 

Some of the group agreed to join the next group as co-facilitators. They also 
thought they could get better facilities at work (e.g. a place to cook and eat in 
the lunch break). The facilitator agreed to go with them to discuss this with the 
plantation managers. 

©FAO/Ami Vitale
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a. How were the tea workers’ sessions “learner-centred”? Find at least three
ways. n.b. Don’t just copy sentences from the story!

b. Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?

c. What does future success depend on?

Jerry’s story 

This made-up story gives an idea of how the Social-Ecological Model would work 

in practice. 

Jerry is obese, has always eaten huge meals, and sits all day at a desk. He is 
aware of the health risks and wants to lose weight but finds it hard. 

But gradually his environment is changing. Packaged foods (even some foods in 
restaurants) now have labels which dramatically highlight sugar and salt content; 
there are public messages about the dangers of overeating and TV shows about 
healthy diet. 
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Jerry’s company has removed vending machines from the premises and the 
canteen has started to provide healthy mixed meals; the government has banned 
some food advertising. 

People are becoming interested in healthy eating and starting to talk about it; 
shops are selling healthy foods and promoting them as healthy. Slimness is in 
fashion. Jerry’s wife starts to nag him about his weight. 

All this encourages Jerry. He starts to become a discriminating consumer 
and decides to boycott fast-food outlets. Slowly he begins to eat a 
healthier diet, take more exercise, lose weight. 

a. How did Jerry’s environment support him in his intention to
change? (Find at least three ways) n.b. Don’t just copy sentences
from the story!

b. Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?

c. Could it happen anywhere?

Your 

conclusions 

will be 

discussed at 

the tutorial 
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3.5 Pause for thought 
Swallowing a lot of theory quickly may lead to superficial understanding. 

 Activity 6 Theory and you 

a. Could your work on theory have an impact on your own work? Has it

 expanded your assumptions - i.e. was there anything new?

 helped to make sense of what you have already observed and
experienced?

 given you a framework for assessing the situation, designing, evaluating?

 given you more chance of success in your nutrition education activities or
more confidence about how to do nutrition education?

Can you give a specific example of any of these? (Be honest, there is no
right answer here).

b. Some people enjoy thinking about theories and discussing them. Others find
them boring and cannot make the connection with real life. Some come to
appreciate them gradually as they gain experience.

Which kind of person are you?

c. Activity 1 revisited.   Changing your mind can be a sign of learning.

Go back to Section 2 (Orientation), Activity 1, and review your responses. Do
you agree with your first choices? If not, make some changes.

You should be 

prepared to 

explain your 

choices in the 

tutorial 
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You now have a picture of your personal response to the theories you have 
studied. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 3: FAMILIARISATION 

Different models focus on different aspects of change, internal and external: 
knowledge input, health beliefs and motivations, experience and practice, social 
influences, ownership and participation and action at all social and institutional 
levels. 

Section 4. What is theory good for? 

One model is not enough 

A “robust” theory works well in 
many different contexts and with a 
range of groups (e.g. for people 
who grow their own food as well as 
for those who buy it in 
supermarkets, for illiterates as well 
as for educated people). 

In this light, most nutrition 
education theories are not actually 
wrong: they are just more or less 
complete. They need to improve 
through experience and research in 
a variety of conditions, so that they 
can advise better on 
“operationalization”, i.e. how to put 
the theory into practice in particular 
contexts (see box). 

Operationalizing social influences 

Several theories suggest that some 
community groups (e.g. senior women) 
have a strong influence on practices 
(e.g. infant feeding). 

If we believe this is true, what do we 
do? How do we “operationalize” the 
theory? For example, do we 

 ask young mothers to role-play
conversations with mothers-in-
law? OR

 mobilise and train senior
women to act as advisers on
infant feeding? OR

 ask husbands to hold family
discussions?

Can theories guide us in deciding what 
to do? 
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Because of the complexity and the multiplicity of contexts, many authorities 
believe that there is no one magic formula for nutrition education (see e.g. 
Contento 2007, Lefebvre 2013, NICE 2007, Wikipedia 2015 ‘Behavioural change 
theories’). 

No one theory will ever be enough. 

So how should we use theory? 

For this reason, successful approaches are often “eclectic”, i.e. they call on 
several theories, mixed with known best practices, and experience of the local 
context. 

Here is some general advice from professional practitioners about using theory: 

Rules of thumb for using theory 

a. Take a strong but cautious interest in theory - follow the research.
b. Have a clear theoretical base when planning, but don’t be afraid to mix

models.
c. Test your assumptions and modify them in the light of experience.
d. Remember that every theory can be put into practice in a hundred different

ways. Try several approaches. Call on best practices, previous experience and
common sense.

e. Follow the essential processes that several theories agree on, for example:

1. listen to what people say and look at what they do
2. find out what is influencing people or blocking change
3. pay attention to attitudes, beliefs and social influences
4. give people access to information
5. make it clear what to do and how to do it
6. make things easy
7. put participants in charge
8. find out what works and what lasts - evaluate!
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 Activity 7 Learning from experience 

The three experiments below all tried to put theory into practice. Two failed and 
one succeeded, but they all made progress. Review what they did, using the 
checklist above.  

Then congratulate them on what they did well. Think of what you would say 
before you check in the Key. You will be called on for some original answers in 
the tutorial. 

Congratulations! You … 

Congratulations! You … 

When training doesn’t work … 

“Our assumptions were that participatory approaches are essential in 

health education, and that facilitators of community groups needed to 

know how to manage such approaches. We therefore produced materials 

and trained the facilitators. Four months later, we discovered that about 

half of the facilitators had not used the materials at all. They said that 

they were reluctant to give up their usual approach because (they said) 

they felt comfortable with it.” (Adapted from Laverack et al. 1997). 

Just show me the way…… 

“We wanted to suggest to our firm’s workers that they try out the new 

healthy food stall in the market. We found that the best way was not to 

explain the advantages or put up advertisements, but just to hand out a 

picture map showing how to get there.”
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Congratulations! You … 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 4: WHAT IS THEORY GOOD FOR? 

Nutrition education models cannot account for all possible events in all possible 
contexts or prescribe perfect solutions to every situation. They need to be 
constantly tested and refined in new settings and reinforced with local 
knowledge, good practice and common sense. 

Check the 

suggestions in 

the Student’s 

Key. See if you 

agree 

Will they listen to us?………. 

“As a student of nutrition, I was convinced that we must 

always give people the right information. But one day I was 

explaining to some friends that aflatoxins in foods can give 

you liver cancer. I said they should be careful where they 

bought groundnuts or maize flour, or should pound them 

themselves. They all rejected the information! They said 

“Anna, whatever you’re studying is driving you mad!” 

If we can’t convince our own friends, what will happen 

when we give serious advice to people in the community? 

Will they listen?” (ENACT student). 

©Michael Opkara University 
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Section 5. Application 

Now that you have some acquaintance with the main theories, you should be 
able to 

 recognize theoretical assumptions in particular interventions (the
“theoretical grounding“)

 call on theories to explain events

 make suggestions to improve nutrition interventions and support them
with theory.

5.1 Theoretical grounding of interventions 
Many of the nutrition education interventions you have looked at in this course 
(e.g. in Unit 3) have a basis in theory or make strong assumptions about how and 
why people change their diet. 

 Activity 8 Theoretical grounding 

Below are six well-known interventions which you have met before. 

 Choose two that interest you personally.

 Find the detailed descriptions of these two in the Unit 5A Resources, 2,
‘Well-known nutrition education interventions’ (pp. 21-26).

 Analyse them.

a. Which theories or models do they reflect? (Probably more than one). Do
you notice any obvious strengths or limitations?

(You may find it useful to look back at the summaries in Activity 1.) 

 Fill in the boxes for your two items. You will discuss them all in the
tutorial.

©
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Nutrition Education interventions What models/theories do they 
reflect? 

What strengths/limitations do 
you see? 

A. Positive deviance (PD) 

Good food practices in the community which 
are not widespread are identified. They are 
shared by other community members who 
meet to try out these “positive deviances”.  In 
this way the community learns from itself and 
uses available resources.

B. Family nutrition education 

In schools and communities, people learn 
through practical training how to cook, plan 
meals, choose what to eat away from home, 
budget and shop for good family nutrition. 

C. Baby friendly hospitals 

This WHO/UNICEF movement to promote 
breastfeeding works at several levels, from 
staff training in hospitals to promoting 
national legislation and developing inter-
national codes on breastmilk substitutes. 

D. Food-based dietary guidelines 

Many countries have researched national 
dietary needs and developed guidelines for 
improving diet, with an accompanying visual 
food guide showing the proportions of food 
groups.

E. Social marketing(SM) 

A way of “selling” good food practices using 
commercial marketing techniques.  It focuses 
on audience research, getting the message 
right, choosing the media channels, making 
actions easy to do, and studying the 
“competition”. 
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Nutrition Education interventions What models/theories do they 
reflect? 

What strengths/limitations do 
you see? 

F. Behaviour change communication (BCC) 
and social behaviour change communication 
(SBCC) 

BCC, like SM, focuses on single behaviours 
and specific target audiences and researches 
behaviour and motivation extensively. It 
devises messages, selects channels, 
disseminates them and evaluates impact. In 
SBCC, wider social and institutional actions 
contribute to the intervention. 

5.2 Explaining events 
Agatha is an older auntie in a large family compound. She has lost her husband 
and her own children are grown up. She does a lot of the housework and cooking 
and also looks after and feeds three infant nieces and nephews when their two 
mothers are at work. The whole household relies on her and respects her and 
the children adore her. 

Part 1.   Last week the two young mothers came back from the clinic with stories 
about better infant feeding and asked Agatha’s opinion. She was not pleased. “I 
have brought up five children,” she said, “and I have always fed them like this. 
Everyone does it this way. Your parents were brought up this way. These nurses 
from the city don’t know what is good for our children. I haven’t got time to 
pound up fish and beans and liver for the babies, and cook little pots of fresh 
vegetables. And who is going to pay for fish and liver? Anyway, babies won’t eat 
fish - try it and see.” 

The mothers appealed to their husbands, but the men said Agatha knew best. 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial
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Part 2.   But secretly, Agatha’s confidence was shaken. Did she really 
know best? she asked herself. She talked about it to her 
neighbour and best friend, Doris. Doris said the 
food ideas were good; she herself was feeding 
her infant fish, eggs, beans and vegetables, not 
just thin porridge. She simply took a little food 
from the family pot and mashed it into the 
children’s food. 

Agatha tried it out that evening. It was easy 
and the children ate it happily. However, 
she was still not really convinced that it 
was important, and she said nothing to 
anyone. 

 Activity 9 Explaining Agatha 

Consider this case individually and answer the questions below. 

a. How do the theories explain Agatha’s reactions? Most of the theories have
something to say: give at least three.

©Ivano Grasso 
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Theory/model How does it explain Agatha’s reactions? 

Part 1 Part 2 

Example: 

Information-based 

models 

She was not well informed 

about good infant feeding. 

She learned a little more 

from her friend (although 

not much that was new). 

b. You are a health service nutritionist and you realize that Agatha’s case is
quite common.

 What would you do about the “senior women” in the community?

 What theory/ies would you draw on to support your proposal? Your analysis 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial
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5.3 Improving an intervention with reference to theory 

As you have already seen in this course, both experience and theory suggest that 
there are a number of important things that nutrition education interventions 
should do. Some of these are given in the checklist below (some were also 
mentioned in the advice from practitioners in Section 4). 

Checklist of intervention elements 

1. Start from people’s existing outlook and understanding, utilise what people
already know and feel and link to their “felt needs“ as well as their real
needs. In order to do this, explore fully:

 existing practices

 knowledge and experience

 health beliefs, self-beliefs, attitudes, motivations and counter-
motivations.

2. Fully explore material circumstances, resources and constraints and consider
the power of “environmental” action and several levels of intervention.

3. Take into account social influences and important participants in the
situation.

4. Aim explicitly at sustainable changes in practice; monitor and evaluate them.
5. Do not assume that action will result from information or messages alone.
6. Appreciate the power of existing habits and the need to establish new habits

through hands-on experience, frequent practice and reinforcement.
7. Make use of “vicarious learning” (e.g. drama, imitation, demonstration,

stories, role-models).
8. Build motivation; take account of “counter-motivations” and practical

problems.
9. Try to make change easy and attractive, and go ahead one step at a time.
10. Allow for full participation, dialogue and self-determination.
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 Activity 10 Food vendors at the gates 

This project idea was put forward by an enthusiastic student from Tanzania in the 

ENACT course. 

This scheme aims to improve the diet of workers in a company through nutrition 
education for food vendors, workers and management. 

Food vendors.   Food vendors need to recognize the key areas for improving 
their food both hygienically and nutritionally. 

 Strategy: get food vendors’ phone numbers and send them text messages
about good practices to improve food safety and nutritional content.

Workers.   Workers at the company need nutrition education to make them 
aware of suitable diet which will keep them healthy and productive. 

 Strategy: develop simple messages for workers (SMS) to help them make
good dietary choices and to recognize safe food properly prepared and
served.

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano 
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Discuss the questions below with reference to the checklist. Explain your 
answers and give numbers from the checklist. 

a. What are the strengths of this scheme?

b. What are the weaknesses? Can you see anything which might not work as
intended?

c. Make a practical suggestion to improve the proposal, and support it from the
checklist or from theory.

SUMMARY OF SECTION 5: APPLICATION 

It is usual to find that several models can account for real-life events, and are 
called on to design or improve nutrition education interventions. 

Be prepared 

to present and 

discuss your 

analysis in the 

tutorial 

 Strategy: discuss with management.

Management.   Since productivity of workers at a company is good for profits, 
the management should have a system to monitor the food offered by food 
vendors around the company and to promote nutritious, safe food.
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Section 6. Review & preparation for the tutorial 

 Check that all your coursework activities have been completed as far as
possible.

 Look through the Guiding Questions and extend the notes you made at
the beginning.

 Look briefly through the two activities A and B below, which you may
work on in the tutorial, and get some first impressions

n.b. Don’t discuss or answer the questions now! 

A. Project idea: TV for children 

A media company is planning a weekly TV show for children in an African 
country, with songs, games, jokes and animated cartoon characters. Each 15-
minute episode shows two children learning about one healthy dish and one 
common national food: these two TV role-models visit farm and factory to see 
how the food grows and is processed, and prepare a dish on-screen. 

The objectives are to improve diet and food practices, especially in vulnerable 
groups, inform the public, promote local foods, and draw attention to farmers’ 
work. The hope is that children and families will be sensitized to the importance 
of foods for health, will learn how to prepare balanced meals and how to grow 
foods in their own environments, and will take pride in national dietary diversity. 

The project will last for two years. The first year will be spent in planning and 
shooting. The program itself will be shown for a year (52 episodes) on a TV 
channel, and will tour the country on mobile cinema. There will also be a website 
where families and children can interact with a nutritionist. 

To be discussed in the tutorial: 

a. What theories would support this initiative?
b. What assumptions does this proposal make?
c. How could the proposal be strengthened? Make some suggestions

and support them from theory.

"Enfants et télé au Mali". Licensed under CC BY 2.5 via Wikimedia Commons 
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B. Counselling Miss Fisher https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3T6D2JQDdbM

This video shows a (made-up) example of poor (but entertaining) nutrition 
counselling. 

 Either view it on YouTube,
 or read the script in Unit 5A Resources, 3, pp. 27 and act it out with a

friend.

To be discussed in the tutorial: 

a. The nutrition counsellor is making some very obvious mistakes. What does he
do wrong? (Consult the checklist in 5.3 if necessary).

b. What is the main assumption behind his approach?
c. How could you improve the counsellor‘s approach? Role-play an improved

version with a friend.

n.b. The above interview aims to show how not to do “motivational 
interviewing” (MI). The recommended MI approach instead aims to hand over to 
the client by using: 

 open-ended non-judgmental questions

 affirmations (stating what the client is doing well)

 reflective listening: repeating back what the client says and asking for
more

 summarizing what the client says.

The “correct” version of the interview is more effective, but not such fun to 
watch! See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24NV35rKl5I 

This is the end of unit 5A.

©Mark Smith 
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Student’s key 

 Key to Activity 1 Assumptions and models 

This is a personal response. This activity gathers starting impressions which you 
will come back to later. 

 Key to Activity 2 Information delivery and KAB 

Comments on ‘The Farmers’ story’: 

a. How does the story illustrate the theory? How is it supposed to work?

The farmers are informed about (a) the nutritional value of beans as an

addition to the diet, and (b) how to grow and store them. It is assumed that

this information will be enough to motivate the farmers to grow beans and

consume them.

b. Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?

If we put ourselves in the farmers’ place, it looks as if this input will not be

enough to make them change their ways:

 As the farmers said, there is no market demand, so there is no

financial incentive.

 Farmers may not perceive a dietary lack, or its effects, or see beans as

important food.

 There are no demonstrations or models (e.g. other people to lead or

show the way).

 There is no help, support or follow-up (e.g. irrigation, labour, or just

encouragement).
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 Key to Activity 3 “Behaviour change” theories 

You will discuss your answers to the questions about ‘The students’ story’ in the 
tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 4 Skills development and Social-Cognitive Theory 

You will discuss your answers to the questions about ‘Joseph’s story’ in the 
tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 5 Learner-centredness and the Social-Ecological Model 

You will discuss your answers to the questions about ‘The tea workers’ story’ and 
‘Jerry’s story’ in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 6 Theory and you 

In this activity you reflect on what theory means to you (all or nothing?). You also 
go back to Activity 1 to review your starting impressions and refine them. 

 Key to Activity 7 Learning from experience 

Some possible replies (but you should have your own). 
A. Training in participatory approaches.   “Congratulations! You had a clear 

theoretical base (b), you tested your assumptions (c) and you found that there 

were some factors you had not taken into account.”

B. The way to the market stalls.   “Congratulations! You tried out several

approaches (d), and you found one that made things easy (e6) by showing people 

what to do.” 

C. Liver damage.   “Congratulations! You started with a strong conviction (a) and 

then you tested your assumption (c). You gave people information (e4) and told 

them clearly what to do (e5). However it didn’t work out perfectly (e7). Perhaps

you could try some new ways – get some community leaders to speak for you, 

start a blog, link to a website, send out tweets on Twitter – or ask your friends to 

find out for themselves?” 
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 Key to Activity 8 Theoretical grounding 

You will discuss in the tutorial what models/theories/assumptions underlie the 
interventions. 

 Key to Activity 9 Explaining Agatha 

Your analysis will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 10 Food vendors at the gates 

You will discuss the answers to this question in the tutorial. 
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1. Educational theories and nutrition education

What helps people to take control of their own health and eat better? This 
document looks at some relevant educational theories or models and their 
assumptions2 which try to explain how and why people change their dietary 
practices. 

1.1 Information-based models 

 

2
 There are summaries in various reviews

(Boyle & Holben 2006, Stuart & Achterberg 
1997, Pérez-Rodrigo & Aranceta 2001) and in 
the document ‘NEAC needs in the literature’ 
in Course Resources. Full summaries in 
Contento 2010 are available online at 
http://books.google.it/books/about/Nutritio
n_Education_Linking_Research_The.html?id
=eBZI_hwHrZQC&redir_esc=y

ESAYAS: If individuals will only adopt knowledge of 

nutrition and implement it, there will be a change in 

our health and that of the public. 

ANDREW: Once people understand 

that what they are doing can harm 

them, they will change their ways. 

It’s as simple as that. 

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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A. Information delivery 

Andrew says that once people understand, they will change their ways. 

Is it as simple as that? Are people so rational? 

The most widespread form of nutrition education is traditional “information 
delivery”. This consists of simply providing information (e.g. in lectures, leaflets, 
food labels or talks). The assumption is that “putting the information out there” 
will change what people do. Many nutritionists believe this: in fact the 
quotations on the previous page are from real people: Andrew (not his real 
name) is a well-known professor of nutrition and Esayas is one of his students. 

B. The KAB approach (knowledge-attitude–behaviour) 

The “KAB” approach goes a little further than just giving out information. It 
focuses on changing attitudes as well as increasing knowledge. The assumption 
is that “new knowledge (K) leads to attitude change (A), which in turn leads to 
behaviour change (B)” (K - A - B). The KAB acronym was suggested by Contento 
et al. 1995. 

© FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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KAB nutrition education activities therefore work to improve knowledge and 
attitudes in the belief that action will follow: for example, they assume that if 
people come to recognize the importance of fruit and vegetables, they will eat 
more of them. 

It is quite easy to improve knowledge and attitudes but turning them into action 
is the real challenge: again and again we find that awareness improves while 
practices are not affected at all. 

Assuming that information alone will do the job can therefore result in wasted 
time and effort. It is an assumption that nutrition educators need to challenge. 

By now you probably know this from your own experience. 

Application 

People who do not have experience of trying to change behaviour tend to 
believe in “information delivery” and KAB. 

Information-based approaches are 
often found in leaflets, food-based 
dietary guidelines, school nutrition 
lessons, policy documents and 
projects. 

They are easy to recognize from the 
words used to describe them (see 
box), which imply 

 that it is easy to “convey”
information

 that doing this will lead to
action.

Yes, of course we know vegetables 

are good for children, but … 

I realize I should cut down on sugar, 

but …

5
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Developments 

Great advances have been made in making information more accessible, 
interesting and attractive, with visuals, animations, stories, multi-media 
approaches, multiple channels and social media. Messages are tested to see if 
they work and IEC materials are often “activated” by putting them to use and 
making sure they are used frequently. 

Although knowledge may not be sufficient to change dietary behaviour, it 
certainly has an important role to play. Moreover people have a right to clear, 
correct, relevant information. Most approaches make use of it. 

1.2    Behaviour change theories 

Isobel Contento 

All the theories in this document deal with 
various ways in which behaviour change. But 
“behaviour change theories” have adopted 
the name. This group of theories assumes 
that when people make decisions about 
health they are influenced by subjective 
beliefs and perceptions (how they see things), 
and that it is possible to build a model of 
these outlooks which can predict and explain 
what people do. 

Some of the best-known “behaviour change” 
theories are the Health Belief Model, the 
Theory of Planned Behaviour, and the Stages 
of Change or Trans-Theoretical Model (TTM). 

Questions about health beliefs 

When people take health 
actions, they (consciously or 
unconsciously) ask themselves 
questions like these: 

 What’s the danger for us?

 What’s the benefit/payoff?

 Can we do something
about this?

 Do we know how to go
about it?

“It is very important for nutrition educators to 

understand the various forces that influence an 

individual's or a community’s decision to eat in a

particular way.” (Contento 2007) 

© Columbia University 
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A. The Health Belief Model (Janz et al. 2002) 

Health beliefs are the ideas about health that influence people in their personal 
health behaviour. The Health Belief Model was developed when it became clear 
that it was not enough just to remind people to take sensible health actions such 
as screening or inoculations. To come to the point of taking action, people need 
much more than a reminder. They have to 

 believe they are seriously at risk (perceived susceptibility and perceived
severity)

 think they will be much better off if they take this action (perceived
benefits)

 see that the action is easy to do (perceived barriers)

 be reminded to do the action in various ways (cues to action)

 be sure they can manage to do it (confidence in ability to act).

According to this model, therefore, 
much more is involved than just 
giving information. We need to 
explore how people see the risks, 
benefits, barriers and possibilities 
for action before we start giving 
advice or planning interventions. 

Application 

The Health Belief Model has often 
been used to design surveys and as 
a basis for planning interventions. 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 7
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Applying the Health Belief Model 

Why not lose weight? - A survey 

A survey of a group of obese women 
showed that they all knew the dangers 
of obesity and the benefits of losing 
weight. They were constantly 
reminded through advertising, 
clothing sizes, physical discomfort and 
their own self-image. 

It also appeared that many of them 
had a “frustrated history of dieting” – 
they had tried to change their diet 
before and had failed. As a result they 
simply did not believe they could be 
successful, and this was the biggest 
obstacle to trying again. Knowing the 
dangers was not enough.  

(James et al. 2012) 

Whole grains - An intervention 

A project based on the Health Belief 
Model aimed to persuade old people 
to eat more whole grains. It showed 
them the risks and benefits, 
discussed how to overcome barriers 
and increase confidence, and gave 
cues to action (e.g. tips, recipes). 

The old people did increase their 
consumption of whole grain foods - 
although the increase in awareness 
was much greater than the increase in 
practice. 

(Ellis et al. 2005 cited by Contento 
2010) 

B. The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen 1991) 

The Theory of Planned Behaviour is also about what makes people act to protect 
their health. It proposes that three main factors contribute to the intention to 
change: 

 beliefs and attitudes about an action (e.g. Taking iron and folic acid is
necessary in pregnancy, and I want to do it.)

 ideas of what is acceptable and normal (e.g. Everyone I know thinks
pregnant women should take iron and folic acid.)

 ideas of one’s own capacity and the possibility of effective action (control
beliefs) (e.g. I know where to get the tablets and of course I will take them
as recommended.) Availability, access, feasibility, available time, all
contribute to “control”.

This model expands on the Health Belief Model. It gives more attention to social 
influences (you are more likely to do something if you believe everyone thinks 
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it’s normal). It also sees that there may be a lot of obstacles to carrying out the 
action. 

According to this model, then, we must look not only at how people see the 
particular action to be taken and their own capacity, but also at the outlook of 
the social groups which influence their actions, and at all the possible obstacles 
to action. 

Application 

The TPB is particularly popular in surveys. Questionnaires usually consist of 
statements which people tick to show what they think of the action. 

Items from a TPB survey 

(adapted from Conner et al. 2003)

Attitudes I think that taking dietary supplements would 

be good. 


Subjective norms  People who are important to me would

approve of my taking dietary supplements. 


Control beliefs 
If I wanted to, I could easily take dietary 

supplements. 
x

C. The “Stages of Change Model” or the “Trans-Theoretical 

Model” (TTM) (Prochaska & Di Clemente1986) 

The TTM aims to assess if a person is “ready to act”. It assumes that people 
move through several stages:3 

 Pre-contemplation (not ready): people are not yet aware that they need
to change and have no idea of taking action. They need examples,
experience and information to open their eyes.

 Contemplation (getting ready): people begin to see the problem. They
learn from others through conversations, examples and demonstrations
and build up a mental “balance-sheet” of pros and cons.

3 There are several versions of the model: this version gives only the basics.
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 Preparation (ready): people intend to take action soon and start taking
small steps towards change. They may involve others and get their
support and help. Their self-confidence (“self-efficacy”) grows.

 Action: people make changes in their existing behaviour or adopt a new
behaviour.

 Maintenance: people keep it up for some time. They are aware of 
temptations and they work to prevent relapse/backsliding.

According to this model, it should be possible to find out what stage a person is 
in and fit the approach to this stage. People who are not ready for change will 
have a long way to go. People who are vaguely aware of their needs need more 
information and stories about risks and benefits. Since changing is a long 
process, people are unlikely to jump from ignorance to action in one bound (as 
health workers and nutritionists often expect them to do). 

From ignorance to action in one bound 

Doctor: Mr Spots, you don’t eat enough fruit. 

Mr Spots: Why should I eat fruit? 

Doctor: Fruit is essential for your health.  
You should have 2 or 3 every day. 

Mr Spots: Oh, doctor, of course you are right! I will 
start tomorrow! 

Application 

The TTM is used by counsellors to determine if individual clients are ready to 
move forward to the next step (e.g. Carson 2013), and in surveys to assess if 
groups are ready to change. Some parts of the TTM are widely applied – e.g. 
many campaigns start with “awareness-raising” on the assumption that people 
need to understand the issues before they will act. 

The model seems to make sense and has been very popular. However there is 
much debate over how valid it is and how successfully it can be applied. Do 
people always understand the situation fully before they act? Are there really 
separate stages? Do they lead into each other? Can they be clearly diagnosed? 
Can change be speeded up, and if so how? What if circumstances change 
people’s habits for them? 
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Importance of “behaviour change” theories for nutrition education 

Behaviour change theories have had great influence by insisting on aiming for 
changes in practice and showing how beliefs and perceptions motivate change. 
Some practical outcomes are: 

 more preliminary research into people’s perceptions and practices

 focusing on the needs and concerns of specific target groups

 developing specific behavioural or motivational “messages” based on the
research.

In nutrition education these are particularly important for several reasons. For 
example: 

 Nutrition education needs to aim explicitly at changing practices.

 Many people do not see the link between diet and health, or the value of
dietary quality (rather than quantity). It is therefore important to find out
people’s “health beliefs”.

 Beliefs and attitudes are the medium of food advertising. To recognize
and resist unhealthy foods, people need to build new perceptions and
attitudes.

Developments 

Behaviour change models have been criticized for being too centred on 
individual choices, neglecting social and environmental influences, and not giving 
enough attention to the “action phase” (see e.g. Wikipedia 2015 ‘Behavioural 
change theories’). 

However, over the years behaviour change interventions have incorporated 
other outlooks. In particular they have paid more attention to social influences 
and built in more community-oriented practice, discussion and follow-up. 

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano 
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1.3 Skills development and the social context 

How do one-off actions become established practices?  

Is full understanding essential to establishing good practices? 

Other theories of human behaviour have more to say. 

A. Skills development 

Ideas of how behaviour patterns are established have evolved greatly, but some 
basic assumptions are still accepted and applied in everyday life. The early theory 
of “operant conditioning” (Skinner 1938) had nothing to do with belief or 
decision-making:4 it proposed that a habit becomes well-established when an 
action is built up bit by bit and frequently “reinforced” in some way – for 
example, a child who is praised for washing hands will get into the habit of 
handwashing more easily. 

If this “conditioning” is long and deep, these habits are very durable and hard to 
“unlearn”. When people are asked to change familiar habits, they often resist. 

If this model applies to nutrition, then it follows that good (and bad) food 
practices are also learned in this way. Children will gradually develop food habits 
and will resist change. New routines will take time to get established and will 
need plenty of hands-on practice, repetition and encouragement. It will also be 
essential to proceed in slow stages, bit by bit.  

4 This was a deliberate attempt to adopt a scientific approach with observable experimental
conditions.  

MAGDA: “Often it is easier to act your way 

into a new way of thinking than to think 

your way into a new way of acting.” 

©FAO/Jon Spaull 
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Application 

The principles of habit formation are applied in most areas of nutrition 
education, and especially in “lifestyle learning” (WHO 2003, Hawes 2003), which 
includes: 

 routines, habitual practices (e.g. handwashing, consuming fruit daily)

 practical skills (e.g. cooking, shopping)

 cognitive skills (e.g. analysing diet, classifying foods, interpreting food
advertising)

 life skills (e.g. planning, making decisions, communicating).

All these start from existing capacities and build up slowly through practice, 
repetition, “positive feedback” and support. Many interventions organise such 
practice (e.g. in preparing meals for infants, nutrition-conscious food shopping, 
training in hygiene practices). However, others neglect practice, and many do not 
recognize that cognitive skills and life skills also need to be developed in this way 
– by practice and repetition, not just through understanding.

B. Social-Cognitive Theory (SCT) 

Early behaviourist theory (1.3, A) gave no attention to how people think and feel, 
or the social influences on them, and only dealt with learning by direct 
experience.5  

However, we know from our own experience that perceptions, thoughts and 
feelings play a large part in shaping practices, and that dietary behaviour and 
attitudes are often picked up from other people through observation and 
imitation.  Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura 1986), which developed in reaction 
to earlier behaviourist theory, takes account of these influences and the 
interactions between them (see diagram below). It particularly emphasizes: 

 all kinds of “model”: real or fictional examples which people imitate or
reject, e.g. stories, demonstrations, role-models, drama 6

5
 This was a deliberate attempt to adopt a scientific approach with observable experimental

conditions.

6 In fact, “enthusiastic role-modelling” is said to be more effective than insistence, rewards or
giving choices (POST 2003).
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 the interaction between different influences, which determines what
people actually do

 the importance of “self-efficacy”(believing that you can achieve
something, or generally take control of life) – a concept adopted by many
other models

 the interaction between doing things (action, experience) and thinking
about what you do (reflection) - also highlighted in experiential learning
theory (Kolb 1984).

If this model applies to nutrition education, then it follows that we will be more 
successful in changing dietary behaviour if we take account of all kinds of 
influence on practice (personal, social and environmental) and how they interact, 
and look into people’s motivations and their confidence about taking action. In 
planning action we should allow for practice and feedback, enable people to 
observe and imitate, develop skills and build their confidence through seeing 
what is possible and trying things out for themselves.  

Application 

SCT is quite a comprehensive theory, which makes it good for identifying 
influences on behaviour. SCT can explain for example the resistance to change in 

Cognitive/ personal factors 

knowledge 
expectations 
attitudes 

Behavioural factors 

skills 
practice 
self-efficacy 

Environmental factors 

social norms 
access in community 
influence on others 

Determines 
human 

behaviour 

Bandura’s “reciprocal determinism” triangle 

(https://miacsullivan.wordpress.com/) 
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cases of long-term poverty, where people feel that they are at the mercy of 
circumstances and do not believe that they can do much to help themselves. 

SCT deals not only with motivations and influences, but also with the process of 
establishing new behaviour, including formative enquiry, observation and 
imitation, practice, reinforcement and experience of success, self-management 
and self-evaluation. It has been successfully used in designing nutrition and 
health interventions such as EatFit (see box). 

The EatFit program 

This award-winning program aimed to encourage healthy diet and lifestyle in 
adolescents aged 11-15. It was based on three SCT concepts: self-efficacy, 
outcome expectations (motivation) and self-regulation. Nine “experiential 
lessons” included food preparation, tasting sessions, and simulations of 
choosing dishes in fast-food restaurants. 

Students kept food diaries in personal notebooks, and tracked their personal 
progress.  

The course aimed at students’ declared motivations, 
such as better appearance or more energy. “Self-
regulation” was practised through goal-setting, self-
monitoring and self-assessment. 

The evaluation showed positive outcomes in behaviour 
and self-efficacy. Most of the students made at least one 
lasting improvement in their behaviour. (Horowitz et al. 
2004) 

Developments 

An expanded skills model has been adopted by major organizations dealing with 
nutrition and health promotion (e.g. Society for Nutrition Education 1995, WHO 
2003, WHO 2015 ‘The Health Promoting Schools movement’). It calls on skills 
learning, behaviour change models and social cognitive theory to give a more 
rounded picture of the reasons for action and change – or lack of them. It looks 
into: 

 people’s existing knowledge, understanding and attitudes

 their interests, aspirations, fears, concerns, role-models
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 their motivation, readiness, intention to act, belief in their success

 the other players in the picture (e.g. grandmothers, peer group,
employers, vendors)

 the effects of social interaction, social challenges and social norms (e.g.
peer pressure, advertising influence, gender expectations)

 obstacles in the environment (e.g. poverty, lack of safe water) and other
blocks to new practices.

1.4 Learner-Centered Education (LCE) and the change 
environment

A. Learner-centred education 

All behaviour change theory puts the “main actors” at the centre of the picture, 
rather than the managers, teachers and organisers. In practice, however, this can 
result in different approaches.  

On the one hand it may mean doing in-depth research into people’s 
circumstances and what they think and feel - and then supplying what appears to 
be needed.  

On the other hand it can mean engaging people in the whole process themselves 
and eventually leaving them in charge. This is the principle behind 

RACHEL: Health promotion is not something 

that is done on or to people; it is done by, 

with and for people. (WHO 1986) 

©Makerere University 
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 health promotion, “the process of enabling people to increase control
over and improve their health” (Ottawa Charter, WHO 1986)

 participatory approaches, which are seen as the key to sustainable
behaviour change in health and nutrition (e.g. Dixey et al. 1999).7

The principle has theoretical backing. The movement for “learner-centred 
education” is supported by progressive education theory (Dewey 1938), 
constructivism (Vygotsky 1978); experiential learning theory (Schön 1987, Kolb 
1984) and adult learning approaches (Knowles 1973). The assumptions are that 
people will make real long-term efforts if they 

 see relevance to their own needs

 start from their existing practices and attitudes

 have ownership and control, and work out their own problems

 think about what they do.

If this model applies to nutrition education, it means that people need to 
become fully aware of the risks and benefits of what they eat, and make their 
own decisions, as they do with other major life choices. They will often need help 
and support, including access to good foods, and opportunities for experience, 
practice and discussion. The educator’s role is to raise awareness and facilitate 
action (Contento 2007) more than giving traditional instruction. 

Learner-centred school materials 

In school lessons produced for Zambian 
elementary schools, pupils do all kinds of 
“nutrition homework”. For example they 
interview community members about their 
diet, observe infant feeding and food vendors, 
learn to cook, discuss breakfast with parents 
and try to improve it. (FAO 2007) 

7
 Participatory approaches are discussed in Units 4, 6, 7 and 9 and are practised in the project

work. 
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Application 

Learner-centred education (LCE) is an increasing trend in nutrition education for 
both communities and individuals. It is the basis for family-centred nutrition 
education in WIC, the US state program for women, infants and young children 
(Crawford et al. 2008, Altarum Institute n.d.). It is favoured in one-to-one 
counselling (e.g. Vidourek & King 2008), and by technologies such as web 
programs, texting (Hingle et al. 2013) and interactive DVDs, which help people to 
create their own plans of action. Independent activity and personal application 
have been incorporated into many school educational materials (see box above). 

Developments 

In practice, learner-centred education (LCE) and participation may mean 
anything from a chat about personal experience to empowering a whole 
community (Ismail et al. 2003). 

“Handing over” to participants often presents problems for professionals: some 
find the turnaround difficult even if suitable materials are provided (Laverack et 
al. 1997). In this sense, learner-centred education is a goal rather than  
a starting-point or a simple technique.  

B. The change environment 

All kinds of personal circumstances (e.g. resources, access, available time) can 
create good conditions for change, or obstacles to change, which have to be 
explored.  

The wider social, institutional and political environment can also facilitate or 
block change, and has often been left out of the picture. How important is it? 

Some models of health and nutrition behavior give their attention to the 
interaction between individuals and actions in this broader setting. 

JERRY: It is easier to change 

if society is with you. 

© Photographerlondon 
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The Social-Ecological Model of health promotion 

“Social-ecological” models of health promotion (e.g. McLeroy et al. 1988)8 go 

beyond the personal and household level. They suggest that 

 many social and institutional dimensions affect individual behaviour

 in turn, the social environment needs the support of many individuals in
order to change (Contento 2007).

Applied to nutrition, this means that institutions and organizations (e.g. 
workplaces, community groups, PTAs), local government, the food industry, and 
government policy, regulations and services) all influence what people eat: 
through canteens and school meals, vending machines, food subsidies, food 
standards, food fortification, agricultural policy, medical services, prices and 
subsidies, food labelling, import taxes, advertising standards, the media etc. Any 
of these can help to create a favourable climate for good eating, or a poor one.  

The model implies that we cannot fully explain individual behaviour, predict it, 
plan for it or promote it successfully unless we consider all these areas and levels 
of action and influence. At the same time, it means that there is a need for a 
well-educated consumer movement which is able to influence policy at all levels 
from local schools to national legislation. The social-ecological model depends 
upon a participatory approach, but also on an informed population. 

Nutrition literacy 

The long-term social goal of “nutrition literacy” (FAO 2005) therefore supports 
social-ecological models. It assumes that both private individuals and policy-
makers are more easily influenced if people are well-informed about nutrition 
and share good dietary outlooks and habits. “Nutrition-literate” people have the 
capacity and experience to: 

 apply nutrition principles to their own situation and make informed and
critical decisions about food and eating habits (e.g. choose healthy foods,
resist social pressures, adapt to changes in food supply and prices,
evaluate advertising)

8 There are several “ecological models”, of which McLeroy’s is the most well-known. n.b.

“ecological” here means multi-level. 
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 influence others (e.g. siblings, peers and own children), explain diet and
set an example

 see the implications of their food choices and eating habits for the
environment

 protect and change the environment.

If this assumption is correct, then it will never be enough to target only those 
most in need (a trend in recent years), and talk only to policy-makers or project 
planners, while neglecting the wider general population, the professionals, civil 
society, commerce, families and children at school. A society needs a “nutrition-
literate” culture at all levels.  

Application 

Social-ecological models can be used for analysing, describing and planning 
interventions in situations where there are strong social and institutional factors. 
For example, to improve fruit and vegetable consumption the choice might be 
between intensive one-to-one-counselling, working through families or through 
community or faith-based groups, improving access by persuading more 
shopkeepers to sell fresh F&V, influencing policy on prices, or a mix of these 
(Robinson 2008 shows that all these are real options for action). Such 
interventions are likely to be most successful if there is strong representation 
from consumers and civil society organizations. 

Developments 

The model for understanding and influencing dietary behaviour is becoming 
complex. We need to understand the nutrition issues, people’s practices, 
attitudes and beliefs, their immediate circumstances and resources, the 
influences of their social environment, and how to manage the process of 
change. Finally we need to see how all this fits into the bigger picture of how the 
social and institutional environments help or hinder and how consumers can be 
involved in the process. As a result, the program that is developed may need to 
involve many actors at many levels in many different kinds of activity. 
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2. Well-known nutrition education interventions

A. Positive deviance (PD)  

http://www.positivedeviance.org/pdf/presentations/Nutrition/PD_Hearth.pdf 

In any community there are people who find better solutions to a problem than 
their peers, even though they have no extra resources or knowledge. These 
individuals are “positive deviants”. 

“Positive deviance” (PD) is an approach to behavioural and social change based 
on this observation. It has been used in over 40 countries. 

Some PD assumptions are: 

 Communities already have solutions. They are the best experts to solve
their problems.

 The solutions are sustainable because they are already practised in the
community.

 Intelligence and know-how are not concentrated in the leadership of a
community or in external experts but are distributed throughout the
community.

 It is easier to change behaviour by practising it than by just knowing
about it.

Example: The PD pilot project 

64% of children in the area were malnourished. However, some poor families 
had well-nourished children. They fed them three to four times a day instead of 
the typical twice. They collected foods which others thought were wrong for 
young children (sweet potato greens, shrimps, crabs). Without knowing it, they 
were providing protein, iron and calcium. They also washed their hands more 
often. These were the “positive deviants” whose practices could be used as 
models. 

A nutrition program was created to help participants “act their way into a new 
way of thinking”. To attend a feeding session, parents were required to bring one 
of the newly identified foods. They brought their children, learned to cook the 
new foods and shared the nutritious meals. At the end of two years, infant 
malnutrition fell by 85%. Results were sustained, and practices were transferred 
to the younger sisters of participants. (Adapted from Wikipedia 2015 ‘Positive 
deviance’) 
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B. Family nutrition education 

Traditionally, one of the most practical forms of nutrition education has been 
found in “Home Economics” or “Domestic Science” programs in schools. Many of 
these programs have disappeared, and many feel that they should be revived 
and updated (e.g. Slater 2013). In some countries, community programs have 
taken up the same task. 

Example: EFNEP (Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program) 

EFNEP is a federally funded US program which runs nutrition education classes 
and other activities for low-income families in all parts of the United States as 
part of a coordinated program for improving nutrition. In the regular sessions 
participants learn about the risks and benefits of particular foods and diets; and 
practise preparing meals and snacks, shopping, budgeting and choosing foods 
when eating away from home. 

Regular evaluations show that EFNEP programs achieve significant reductions in 
food insecurity and improvements in food practices among their participants – 
reading food labels, stretching the food budget further, following dietary 
recommendations more closely, handling food more safely. Many tutors are 
from the same background as the participants (Pulver 2008) and many 
“graduates” of EFNEP become EFNEP tutors. 
http://nifa.usda.gov/program/expanded-food-and-nutrition-education-
program-efnep 

C. Baby-friendly hospitals (BFHs) 

http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/bfhi/en/ 

The Baby-Friendly Hospitals global initiative was launched by WHO and UNICEF 
in 1991. Hospitals join the scheme and undertake to implement practices that 
protect, promote and support breast-feeding. More than 152 countries and 
thousands of hospitals are now involved. The scheme has staff training materials 
and monitoring and evaluation tools. It has measurable, proven impact. 

2003 Estate of Pablo 
Picasso/Artists Rights 
Society (ARS), New York 
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Operational areas Ten steps to successful breastfeeding 

Some of the steps taken at 
national level in the BFH 
hospital strategy: 

1. Appoint a national
breastfeeding co-
ordinator and establish a
breastfeeding committee.

2. Ensure that every
maternity facility practises
the Ten Steps to
Successful Breastfeeding.

3. Take action to give effect
to the International Code
of Marketing of Breast-
milk Substitutes…

4. Enact imaginative
legislation protecting the
breastfeeding rights of
working women.

5. Develop, implement,
monitor and evaluate a
comprehensive policy
covering all aspects of
infant and young child
feeding.

Every facility providing maternity services 
should … 

1. Have a written breastfeeding policy
that is routinely communicated to all
health care staff.

2. Train all health care staff in skills
necessary to implement this policy.

3. Inform all pregnant women about the
benefits and management of
breastfeeding.

4. Help mothers start breastfeeding
within 30 mins of birth.

5. Show mothers how to breastfeed and
maintain lactation even when
separated from their infants.

6. Give newborn infants no food or drink
other than breastmilk unless medically
indicated.

7. Practise “rooming-in” (allowing
mothers and infants to remain
together) 24 hours a day.

8. Encourage breastfeeding on demand.
9. Give no artificial teats or pacifiers

(dummies or soothers) to breastfeeding
infants.

10. Foster breastfeeding support groups
and refer mothers to them on
discharge from the hospital or clinic.

D. Food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs) 

National food-based dietary guidelines provide information to help people make 
healthy food choices. To develop them, countries go through a long process of 
needs analysis, consultation, formulation and pre-testing of messages. The result 
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is a short set of easily understood food rules which set priority behaviours for the 
general population. 

There is usually a back-up information leaflet or booklet and a visual guide which 
shows the foods in each category and the recommended proportions of each 
food group. These documents are disseminated by educators, social workers, 
extension agents, nurses, websites and other media; however there is not much 
study of how they are used and what impact they have (Hawes 2013). 

Example: African food-based dietary guidelines 

http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation/fbdg/en/ 

Namibia has 10 guidelines (e.g. Eat a variety of foods. Eat vegetables  
and fruit every day); South Africa has eleven. These are explained and  
expanded in illustrated booklets (16 pages for Namibia and 40 for South 
Africa). Both booklets include a visual Food Guide showing the food  
groups in the recommended proportions; the South African booklet  
also has a dietary self-evaluation questionnaire and a glossary of terms. 

E. Social marketing (SM) 

Social marketing is “the application of marketing principles to the design and 
management of social programs” (Griffiths 1994). It aims to achieve behaviour 
change in the same way as selling a commercial product, by getting the right 
action message to the right people through the right medium.  

Social marketing is structured on the “marketing mix” of “five Ps”: people, price, 
product, place, promotion. It focuses on specific groups of people with needs in 
common, and explores what they see as important, desirable and practicable. 
The idea is that change has a price for them which they “pay” in time, 
inconvenience, extra effort etc. In order for people to “buy” the change, it must 
offer a product they want – e.g. health, beauty, pleasure, status. Actions must be 
accessible, easy to do, enjoyable if possible and more attractive than the 
competition (i.e. all the other things people could do instead). This is the 
“exchange” which is at the heart of social marketing. The place where the 
change happens or where people hear about it also matters (e.g. familiar, social, 
convenient). The product is promoted with motivating messages and appealing 
scenarios through channels that are attractive and accessible. 

Social marketing has shown good results in changing nutrition behaviour 
(Griffiths 1994, McDermott et al. 2006). Limitations are the single behavioural 
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targets (although they are easy to measure), the cost and expertise required, the 
difficulties of maintaining change and the question of long-term impact. 

Example: Exclusive breastfeeding “Loving Support” 

www.lovingsupport.org/home/ 

The American WIC program for women, infants and children has a long-running 
national campaign which uses social marketing strategies to encourage exclusive 
breastfeeding. The program aims to make breastfeeding attractive and reduce 
difficulties. It recognizes that people need to - 

 feel comfortable with breastfeeding and not be embarrassed about it

 fit in breastfeeding around a busy schedule

 get support from family and friends, community and the healthcare
system.

It supports and motivates participants with media campaigns, websites, and 
training and materials for community organizers. It constantly updates its 
approach, for example with peer counselling and social media for com-
munication. It believes that social marketing in this field must draw on the socio-
ecological model, in order to target the many social influences which affect 
women’s decisions and ability to breastfeed exclusively (family, friends, health-
care providers, employers, food industry, legislators) (Pérez-Escamilla 2012). 

F. Behaviour change communication (BCC) and social 

behaviour change communication 

Behaviour change communication is described as “the strategic use of 
communication to promote positive health outcomes” (AED n.d.). Developing a 
BCC intervention, like social marketing, is very systematic. It starts with audience 
research and analysis, defining behavioural objectives and “segmenting” the 
target audience into specific groups. This is followed by “communication 
planning”, pre-testing messages and materials and choosing communication 
channels. Implementation consists of disseminating the messages in various 
ways and monitoring the process, followed by evaluation.  

Some BCC interventions concentrate on motivation and messages and go for 
“diffusion” through websites and mass media more than for participation, 
practice and follow-up. Others have more community contact and dialogue: 
group counselling, regular meetings, role-plays and training for health workers 
(see Parlato & Seidel 1988 on large-scale BC interventions in Africa in the 1980s). 
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These are closer to “social behaviour change communication”(SBCC) which has 
been described as “an interactive, researched and planned process aimed at  
changing social conditions and individual behaviours, using advocacy, social 
mobilization and behaviour change communication” (AED/LINKAGES 2003, 
USAID/GH/HIDN 2010). SBCC uses models and demonstrations, group sessions, 
experimentation, problem-solving and peer support and gives a lot of attention 
to two-way communication. 

Examples: Mali and Vietnam 

Community activities.   In Mali a large project started by analysing practices and 
attitudes to maternal and infant feeding and established behavioural objectives. 
The approach was mainly through village counselling and extensive training of 
health workers. Home visits and meetings were supported with flipcharts, 
counselling cards, literacy booklets, family health cards and a village storybook. 
The main national back-up was ‘The 
Elephant of the Desert’, a popular radio 
serial about a difficult father who keeps 
his family on the road to health only 
through the help of a health worker and 
some interfering villagers  
(Fishman et al. 1998). 

Evaluating the mass media.   In Vietnam, 
where television viewing is almost 
universal, Alive and Thrive (gloss) carried 
out an analysis to explore attitudes, self-
confidence and perceptions of social 
norms, and developed TV spots to 
promote breastfeeding. The funders, the 
Gates Foundation, have posed a question 
which is not often asked: To what extent 
can a national mass media campaign 
alone change breastfeeding behaviours? 
As a result the project is planning to 
evaluate not only people’s exposure to 
the campaign but also how it affects their 
actual practices (Alayón et al. 2013). 

©
FAO

/K. Pratt 
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3. Counselling Miss Fisher: script

Counsellor: Miss Fisher, I’m looking at your chart and it says you’ve picked up 
25 pounds in 2 months! That is morbid obesity! 

You need to start losing weight right now! (He bangs the table). 

OK?  You gonna start losing weight, right? 

(Miss Fisher shrugs) 

And you’re gonna start exercising, right? 

Miss Fisher:  (sceptically) Yeah…. 

Counsellor: So as soon as you leave here, what you gonna do? 

Miss Fisher:  I haven’t eaten today….. 

Counsellor: No!!!!! (He bangs the table and shouts) 
Don’t eat!!! You need to lose weight!! You need to lose weight!!! 

(Miss Fisher grins)  

Ok? 

(She nods) 

You need to go exercise as soon as you leave, Ok? 

You need vegetables, all right? 

(She nods) 

And we’ll see you next time, Ok? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3T6D2JQDdbM 

n.b. The above interview aims to show how not to do “motivational 
interviewing” (MI). The recommended MI approach instead aims to hand over to

the client by using: 

 open-ended non-judgmental questions

 affirmations (stating what the client is doing well)

 reflective listening – repeating back what the client says and asking for
more

 summarizing what the client says.

The “correct” version of the interview is more effective, but not so entertaining! 
See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24NV35rKl5I 
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Links - Student’s book 

 Counselling Miss Fisher
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3T6D2JQDdbM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24NV35rKl5I

Links - Unit resources 

 Positive deviance
http://www.positivedeviance.org/pdf/presentations/Nutrition/PD_Heart
h.pdf

 EFNEP (Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program) (Pulver 2008)
http://nifa.usda.gov/program/expanded-food-and-nutrition-education-
program-efnep
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 Baby-Friendly Hospitals (BFHs)
http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/bfhi/en/

 African food-based dietary guidelines
http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation/fbdg/en/

 Exclusive breastfeeding “Loving Support”
www.lovingsupport.org/home/

 Counselling Miss Fisher (also in Unit resources)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3T6D2JQDdbM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24NV35rKl5I

 Bandura’s “reciprocal determinism” triangle
https://miacsullivan.wordpress.com/
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Section 2. Orientation 

Assumptions, theories and models 

 Activity 1 Assumptions and models 

a. Mark your own preferred assumptions in the small boxes - not more than ten. (If you are working on paper, do
this in pencil, so you can change it later.)

b. On the basis of your choices, choose two models you prefer (mark the big boxes).

n.b. They are not in any particular order!

1 Information-based approaches 

Good knowledge is essential to improving nutrition practices. 

Assumptions: People will make sustainable changes in diet if they 

 get clear, accurate, relevant information and know the facts
have positive attitudes to change.

Conclusion: We should therefore inform people well. 

2 “Behaviour change” theory 

The decision to change is the most important part in the process. 

Assumptions: People will make sustainable changes in diet if they 

strongly believe there is a risk to their health 
think it is the normal thing to do  
are ready to change.

Conclusion: In order to help people to make decisions, we should therefore know what influences them 

and whether they are ready to change. 
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3 Skills development 

Experience, practice and encouragement are essential. 

Assumptions: People will make sustainable changes in diet if they 

 start from what they already do 

 are able to try things out and overcome obstacles 

 are able to get hands-on experience 

 get into the habit through practice 

 get plenty of “positive reinforcement” (e.g. support, good meals, savings). 

Conclusion: We should therefore start from existing practices, build up little by little, give sufficient 
opportunities for hands-on practice and make sure that the process is rewarding. 

4 Social-Cognitive theory  

Social, environmental and personal factors are all important in change. 

Assumptions: People will make sustainable changes in diet if they 

 can learn by imitation 

 get a lot of positive experience 

 have a lot of social support 

 have the necessary skills  

 feel they are capable of taking charge of their lives. 

Conclusion: We should therefore explore the whole situation (social, environmental and personal), 
including motivations and people’s confidence in themselves. We should open the way for people to 
observe, imitate, get experience, practise and build confidence. 

5 Learner-centred education 

For sustainability, change must be owned, not imposed. 

Assumptions: People will make sustainable changes in diet if they 

 see the relevance to their own felt needs 

 start from where they are 

 have ownership and control and can tackle problems 

 find through experience that the change suits them 

 think about what they do and put it into practice. 

Conclusion: To help people take their health into their own hands, we need to raise awareness, 
facilitate action and experience, give long-term support and help to solve problems rather than 
imposing solutions or simply telling people what to do.
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6 The change environment 

Education is not enough: it must be supported by changes in the environment. 

Assumptions: 

People will make sustainable changes in diet if 

 their personal circumstances are right (e.g. price, access, opportunities) 

 there is support from every level (e.g. family, government, media)  

 they are surrounded by informed people who have adopted good practices 

 they themselves can have an effect on their environment. 

Conclusion: We must therefore consider conditions and actions at all levels of society, and frame 
policies which are conducive to healthy eating. We must create a well-informed public which can take 
action for health at all levels. 

Section 3. Familiarisation 

3.1 Information-based models 

 Activity 2 Information delivery and KAB 

Look at Unit 5A Resources, 1.1 (pp. 3-6) on Information-based models. 

a. How does the story illustrate the theory? How is it supposed to work?

b. Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?
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3.2 “Behaviour change” 

 Activity 3  “Behaviour change” theories 

Read the students’ story on p. 16 of the Student's Book. 

a. How does the story illustrate the theories? How are they supposed to work?

 The Health Belief Model

 The Theory of Planned Behaviour

 The Trans-Theoretical Model

b. Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?

c. Is there anything important in the story which is not covered by the theories?

3.3 Skills learning and the social context 

 Activity 4 Skills development and Social-Cognitive Theory 

Read ‘Joseph’s story’ on p. 18 of the Student's Book. 

a. (Partner 1) What elements of basic skills learning are there in the story?
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b. (Partner 2) What elements of Social-Cognitive Theory are there in the story?

c. (Both partners) Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?

3.4 The individual and the change environment 

 Activity 5 Learner-centredness and the Social-Ecological Model 

Read  ‘The tea workers’ story’ on p.  20-21 of the Student's Book. 

a. How were the tea workers’ sessions “learner-centred”? Find at least three ways. n.b. Don’t just copy sentences
from the story!

1. 

2. 

3. 

b. Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?

Unit 5A: Theory 
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c. What does future success depend on?

Read ‘Jerry’s story’ on p. 22-23 of the Student's Book. 

a. How did Jerry’s environment support him in his intention to change? (Find at least three ways) n.b. Don’t just
copy sentences from the story!

1. 

2. 

3. 

b. Is the story convincing? Would it happen like this in real life?

c. Could it happen anywhere?

3.5 Pause for thought 

 Activity 6 Theory and you 

a. Could your work on theory have an impact on your own work? Has it

 expanded your assumptions - i.e. was there anything new?

 helped to make sense of what you have already observed and experienced?

 given you a framework for assessing the situation, designing, evaluating?

 given you more chance of success in your nutrition education activities or more confidence about how to do
nutrition education?

Unit 5A: Theory 
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Can you give a specific example of any of these? (Be honest, there is no right answer here). 

b. Some people enjoy thinking about theories and discussing them. Others find them boring and cannot make the
connection with real life. Some come to appreciate them gradually as they gain experience.

Which kind of person are you?

c. Activity 1 revisited.   Changing your mind can be a sign of learning.

Go back to Section 2 (Orientation), Activity 1, and review your responses. Do you agree with your first choices? If
not, make some changes.

Section 4. What is theory good for? 

 Activity 7 Learning from experience 

Read the three experiments on p. 27-28 of the Student's Book. Then congratulate them on what they did well. 

When training doesn’t work … 

Congratulations! You … 

Just show me the way…… 

Congratulations! You … 

Unit 5A: Theory 
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Will they listen to us?………. 

Congratulations! You … 

Section 5. Application 

5.1 Theoretical grounding of interventions 

 Activity 8 Theoretical grounding 

Below are six well-known interventions which you have met before. 

 Choose two that interest you personally.

 Find the detailed descriptions of these two in the Unit 5A Resources, 2, ‘Well-known nutrition education
interventions’ (pp. 21-26).

a. Which theories or models do they reflect? (Probably more than one). Do you notice any obvious strengths or
limitations? Fill in the boxes for your two items.

Nutrition Education interventions What models/theories do they reflect? 

What strengths/limitations do you see? 

A. Positive deviance (PD) 

Good food practices in the community which are not widespread 
are identified. They are shared by other community members who 
meet to try out these “positive deviances”.  In this way the 
community learns from itself and uses available resources.

B. Family nutrition education 

In schools and communities, people learn through practical 
training how to cook, plan meals, choose what to eat away from 
home, budget and shop for good family nutrition.

Unit 5A: Theory 
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Nutrition Education interventions What models/theories do they reflect? 

What strengths/limitations do you see? 

C. Baby friendly hospitals 

This WHO/UNICEF movement to promote breastfeeding works at 
several levels, from staff training in hospitals to promoting 
national legislation and developing international codes on 
breastmilk substitutes. 

D. Food-based dietary guidelines 

Many countries have researched national dietary needs and 
developed guidelines for improving diet, with an accompanying 
visual food guide showing the proportions of food groups.

E. Social marketing (SM) 

A way of “selling” good food practices using commercial 
marketing techniques.  It focuses on audience research, getting 
the message right, choosing the media channels, making actions 
easy to do, and studying the “competition”. 

F. Behaviour change communication (BCC) and social behaviour 
change communication (SBCC) 

BCC, like SM, focuses on single behaviours and specific target 
audiences and researches behaviour and motivation extensively. It 
devises messages, selects channels, disseminates them and 
evaluates impact. In SBCC, wider social and institutional actions 
contribute to the intervention. 

Unit 5A: Theory 
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5.2 Explaining events 

 Activity 9 Explaining Agatha 

Read about Agatha on p. 31-32 of the Student's Book and answer the questions below. 

a. How do the theories explain Agatha’s reactions? Most of the theories have something to say: give at least three.

Theory/model How does it explain Agatha’s reactions? 

Part 1 Part 2 

Example: Information-

based models 

She was not well informed about 

good infant feeding. 

She learned a little more from her 

friend (although not much that was 

new). 

b. You are a health service nutritionist and you realize that Agatha’s case is quite common.

 What would you do about the “senior women” in the community?

 What theory/ies would you draw on to support your proposal?

Unit 5A: Theory 
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5.3 Improving an intervention with reference to theory 

 Activity 10 Food vendors at the gates 

Read the project idea on p. 35 of the Student's Book. 

Discuss the following questions  with reference to the checklist on p. 34 of the Student's Book. Explain your answers 
and give numbers from the checklist. 

a. What are the strengths of this scheme?

b. What are the weaknesses? Can you see anything which might not work as intended?

c. Make a practical suggestion to improve the proposal, and support it from the checklist or from theory.

Section 6. Review & preparation for the tutorial 
(No writing required.) 

Unit 5A: Theory 
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Unit overview 

he unit aims to review some of the main theories which apply to 
behaviour-oriented nutrition education and to give a little practice in 
applying them. 

UNIT SUMMARY 

 Section 1 ‘Introduction’ looks at the nature of nutrition education theory
and its main uses.

 In Section 2 ‘Orientation’ students review the core assumptions of some
of the main theories and make their own preliminary decisions on what
seems most relevant.

 They then work with a partner or small group (Section 3,
‘Familiarisation’) to get acquainted with these theories and how they
might work in practice. At the end of this they review the position they
took up in Section 2.

 Section 4 ‘What is theory good for?’ is about the value and limitations of
theory in actual practice. Students recognize that applying theory is
valuable but not infallible.

 In Section 5 ‘Application’ the models are applied in three ways:

o identifying the theoretical basis for some widespread nutrition
education programs

o explaining a case with reference to theory

o making suggestions for improving an intervention, supported with
reference to theory.

 Finally, in Section 6 students review their work and prepare for the
tutorial.

n.b. There is no specific outside activity for this unit. Instead, students
continue their project work and prepare for the first test.

T 
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What kind of theory is nutrition education theory?

 What are the main theories that apply to nutrition education?

 How can we use the theory professionally?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Recognize, understand and apply nutrition 

education theories 

This short unit helps students to 

 recognize some of the theories which are applied to nutrition education

 explain the main points of a theory and some of its strengths and
limitations

 identify the theoretical basis of some well-known nutrition interventions

 show how theories can explain the events and outcomes in given cases

 identify assumptions in project proposals, suggest improvements and
support them with reference to theory

 develop a personal position in relation to theory.
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Cross-cutting elements 

Special dietary needs Numerous examples and cases relating to dietary 
needs of adolescents, old people, infants and young 
children, OVC, and dealing with obesity, 
breastfeeding and several different working 
environments

Gender issues The role of senior women in child feeding is 
analysed in a case study

Communications skills Using case-stories to illustrate theories 
and assumptions 

Study skills Recognizing theory in practice and applying it 

Unit 5A: Theory
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Nutrition education theory in this course 

Why is the theory unit optional? 

Nutrition education theory originally occupied a smallish section of one unit. In 
the piloting of this course, opinions were divided about the importance given to 
it. Most of the tutors felt that theory was not getting enough attention and 
wanted it considerably extended. Others felt that the unit should focus mainly 
more on best practices than on theory. Some of the students (mostly the 
graduates) felt that theory it was important and interesting but quite a large 
number of the undergraduates complained that it was heavy going, even though 
there was not much of it. The outcome of this discussion was a compromise: a 
more in-depth treatment of theory, but optional. 

Why deal with theory half way through the course? 

This mini-unit on theory comes half-way through the course, sandwiched 
between the first five units of familiarisation and a further five units of 
experience and hands-on application. 

Some reasons for introducing theory explicitly half way through the course (also 
explained in the Student’s Book) are: 

 Most students come to this course with very little direct experience of
managing dietary behaviour change. It is therefore important for them to
start by finding their way around the nutrition education “territory”,
recognizing landmarks and getting a little vicarious and direct experience.
A lot of professional competence can be acquired without reference to
theory: for example, by the end of Unit 5 students have already
established empirical criteria of nutrition education success, recognized
that different approaches have different effects, and understood the
need to evaluate outcomes.

 At this point, theory can help to make sense of both previous and future
experience. This is in line with experiential learning theory (Kolb 1984),
which sees learning not as a one-way linear movement from theory to
practice (or vice versa) but as a continuing cycle of concrete experience,
observation and reflection, abstract generalisation and active
experimentation. In this view, theory and practice run side by side: theory
can be most useful if there has already been experience and reflection,
and if it is followed by further experience and reflection.

 Since nutrition education theory belongs to the social sciences, it is
looser, broader, more multi-faceted, and more context-dependent than
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“hard science” theory and much easier to misapply. Moreover most 
theoretical models do not tackle the whole process of behaviour change, 
while most successful applications of theory draw freely on several 
models. If students are introduced to theory before they have any 
practical experience they may be tempted to apply it narrowly, without 
fully understanding its limitations. 

Why study theory at all? 

A basis in theory is generally a positive factor in intervention design. We still 
cannot fully explain why people change their behaviour or predict what they will 
do, and we are still experimenting to find approaches that work. Theories and 
models aim to tackle these issues and lay a reliable foundation for action, based 
on evidence. Since a great deal of nutrition education remains ineffective or 
unassessed, these are good reasons for studying theory and putting it to the test. 

What theory? 

It is claimed by many authorities (e.g. Contento 2007, Lefebvre 2013, NICE 2007) 
that it is hard for any one theory to capture the reasons for and the diversity of 
dietary behaviour and we cannot therefore hold up a single model as a “recipe” 
for a predictable outcome. Instead there is a call for the use of multiple theories 
to reflect the whole picture. 

In general this course agrees with NICE (see below) that students should 
focus, as they do in the rest of the course, on core professional competences 
supported by established good practice. The final activities on assessing 
interventions refer equally to theory and checklists of best practices. 

Unit 5A: Theory
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No one theory 

The UK National Institute for Health Care and Excellence (NICE) reviewed some 
of the more commonly used models of health behaviour and concluded that the 
evidence did not support any particular model above others. For this reason, it 
believes training should focus on generic competences and skills rather than on 
specific models. These competences include: 

 critically evaluating the evidence for different approaches to behaviour
change

 designing valid and reliable interventions and programs that take account
of the social, environmental and economic context of behaviours

 identifying and using clear and appropriate outcome measures to assess
changes in behaviour

 employing a range of behaviour change methods and approaches,
according to the best available evidence

 regularly reviewing the allocation of resources to interventions and
programs in light of current evidence.

(National Institute for Health Care and Excellence (NICE) 2007).

What objectives? 

The question is therefore what students should be able to do with theory at 

this point in their careers - i.e. what working competences are we aiming at? 

We felt that students should not 

 rush to apply particular models, since they may be narrow or incomplete,
or inappropriate to local conditions, and can easily be misunderstood or
poorly applied (and not only by novices!)

 be wedded to a single theory, since experts recommend an eclectic
approach reinforced with empirically demonstrated best practices

 be encouraged to regard themselves as experts without reading the
original sources

 try designing a full nutrition education intervention on a theoretical basis:
students are not ready for this (possibly the theories are not ready
either!).
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On the other hand, students should be able to 

 recognize some well-known models and some of their strengths and
weaknesses

 perceive the theoretical basis of an intervention or proposal

 explain real-life events with reference to theory

 suggest improvements to proposed projects and support them with
reference to theory

 hold their own in professional discourse: i.e. have their own working
ideas of what is important, be able to refer to alternative outlooks or
neglected elements, recognize if colleagues know what they are talking
about, and not be over-impressed by “theory-based approaches”.2

These competences are reflected in the unit objectives. 

2 Students should be primed to ask some searching questions, e.g. What is your evidence base?

Have you read the theory? Which assumptions have you adopted? What are your criteria of 

success? How will you evaluate the outcomes? How do the outcomes measure up to your criteria? 
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The danger of misapplying theory: examples 

Social cognitive theory suggests that much health behaviour is learnt by 

imitation. This is quite true, but is easily misapplied, not only by novices but also 

by professionals. You may find it interesting to discuss these examples with your 

students. 

The novices The professionals 

Nutrition students were inspired by 
the idea that people learn by 
imitation. They concluded that they 
themselves must become role-models 
in their food practices, and they made 
real efforts to set an example.

They were disappointed to find that 
many people (including their peers) 
did not follow their lead. Some older 
people even told them that they were 
not fit to show the way because they 
were young and unmarried. 

Health Service Staff were convinced of 
the value of showing (as well as telling), 
and planned community demonstrations 
on preparing infant foods. They 
recruited and trained facilitators and 
launched the program. 

They were disappointed when mothers 
stopped attending the sessions. The 
mothers objected that most of the group 
facilitators were young men who didn’t 
know anything about cooking or feeding 
infants. 
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Review & preparation for the tutorial 

This half-unit has only one tutorial, the final one. 

Before the tutorial, review all activities and resource documents, form your own 
conclusions and recall any useful experience you can contribute. 

If tutorial time is limited, decide whether you will have time to do one or both of 
the extra activities outlined for the tutorial ‘TV for Children’ and ‘Counselling 
Miss Fisher’. 

Suggested answers and comments are in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

The tutorial 

1. Introduction 10 mins 

Students report 

 if they have successfully completed the coursework

 their progress on the project

 if they have started preparing for Test 1.

Open the tutorial with questions (a) and (b) in Section 3.5 ‘Pause for Thought’, 
Activity 6 ‘Theory and You’. Students say 

 what they picked up that was new or useful

 how they felt about studying the theory.

2. Discussing the coursework 60 mins 

 Sum up the argument of the text (as outlined below), reviewing the point
of each activity.

 Students suggest answers to the activities and the class and tutor
comment.

Unit 5A: Theory
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(Section 1 Sb. Introduction) 

Individual students briefly answer the questions raised in the Introduction: 

Are there different kinds of theory?   NE theory is not a body of tested knowledge 
but a set of assumptions about human behaviour. They can be tested but results 
depend on context. 

Why does theory come in the middle of this course?   Because it is assumed - in 
line with learning theory – that it is good to have some experience before 
tackling abstract theory. 

(Section 2 Sb. Orientation) 

This section deals with the terminology and the functions of theory, and 
introduces the assumptions of some of the main models. 

Ask checking questions: 

What is the difference between theories, models and assumptions?   In NE there 
is not much difference; both models and theories consist of assumptions about 
how people behave.) 

What should a good nutrition education theory be able to do?   Explain, predict 
and help in design. 

Activity 1: Assumptions and models (personal response)
In this activity students give their personal starting views, which they later revise 
in the light of their study of the theory. Say that we will come back to this later, 
after looking at the stories. 

(Section 3 Sb. Familiarisation) 

The main questions in this section are: 

 What do the theories say?

 What are their particular strengths?

n.b. There are some brief notes in the box below ‘Notes on the evidence’ 
about the support for the various theories. Share this information with 
students at your discretion; what matters is that students realize that 
theories are not infallible or complete. 

Activity 2: Information delivery and KAB (self-checking) 
This activity, which has a Student Key, sets the pattern for the following Activities 
(3-5), which all analyse stories representing the main models and theories. 
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Recap on information-based models: 

 Students give some real examples of information-based NE approaches.

 Regarding ‘The Farmers’ Story’, students say if they agree with the Key
that the information supplied by the extension officer was not enough to
inspire farmers to grow beans and add them to their diet. (Ask students
to weigh up the question seriously - it is not a question of repeating the
comments in the Key!)

Activities 3, 4 & 5: “Behaviour change” theories, Skills development and Social-

Cognitive Theory & Learner-centredness and the Social-Ecological Model 

In these three major activities, students read about different nutrition education 
and health promotion models in the Unit 5A Resources, and analyse four more 
stories in terms of the models. The result of this exercise is that all the students 
know some of the stories and theories better than others, so the tutorial is a 
good opportunity to fill individual gaps. Comments are given in the Full Answer 
Key for Tutors. Here is one suggested procedure: 

 A volunteer reads out ‘The students’ story’ (Activity 3). Three students
explain how the story reflects the three ‘behaviour change’ theories: the
Health Belief Model, the Theory of Planned Behaviour, and the Trans-
Theoretical Model (Stages of Change). Other students add observations
and discuss if the story is convincing.

 Do the same with ‘Joseph’s story’ (Activity 4). After the reading, students
show how the story reflects skills development and Social-Cognitive
Theory and discuss how feasible the story is.

n.b. This story is important, as much of Joseph’s "education" is
unconscious, shaped by outside forces; his conscious choices only come
into play as he grows older. It is worth stressing that the kind of
education which establishes good practices from the start is more
effective than trying to change established bad habits later in life.

 The last two stories (Activity 5) are ‘The tea workers’ story’ (Learner-
centred education) and ‘Jerry’s story’ (the Social-Ecological Model). Deal
with them in the same way.

Optional assessment.   Since students have completed this activity individually it 
can be individually assessed (for 10 marks) if the tutor wishes. Notes on 
assessment are given in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 
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Notes on the evidence 

1.1 A & B Information delivery & KAB 

Generally the evidence is strong that knowledge and awareness alone are not

enough to change dietary practices (e.g. Contento et al. 1995). 

1.2 A Health Belief Model (HBM) 

This model has established the need to look at how people see the benefits, 
barriers and risks of changing and has demonstrated that some of the most 
powerful influences on behaviour are perceived barriers to action and perceived 
benefits from the action (Janz & Becker 1984, cited by Contento 2010). However 
the model has been criticized for having “weak predictive capacity” (Armitage & 
Conner 2000) – that is, it can explain some of what happens but it is not so good 
at telling us how people will behave. 

1.2. B Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) 

It is estimated that the TPB can explain about 20% of differences in behaviour, 
and also that it is better at predicting people’s behaviour than the Health Belief 
Model (Taylor et al. 2007). For example, one TPB survey revealed that a group of 
urban youths chose food mainly because it was tasty and available and not 
because they saw it as healthy or unhealthy (Fila & Smith 2006). On the web, 
some interventions based on the TPB have had good effects on dietary behaviour 
(Webb et al. 2010). However, according to a review of research (Taylor et al. 
2007), TPB is not often used to design interventions and when it is, it does not 
bring many additional benefits compared to other approaches. 

1.2. C Trans-Theoretical model or Stages of Change (TTM) 

In nutrition education, the TTM has claimed some success, for example in 
changing behaviour in a large weight control program (Johnson et al. 2008). 
However, several have said that the TTM needs to be clearer and more detailed 
(e.g. Horwath 1999); some reviews of evidence (e.g. Taylor et al. 2007, Spencer 
et al. 2007) have concluded that TTM is not more effective than other models in 
achieving behaviour change and does not have “any marked advantages over 
alternative (appropriate) health improvement interventions” (e.g. personal 
advice from a doctor followed up with home support). 
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1.3 A Skills development

There is plenty of experimental evidence that behavioural conditioning works 
(e.g. pigeons have been taught to play table tennis!). For nutrition education the 
main evidence is our everyday experience of establishing food habits through 
repeated action and reinforcement. 

1.3 B Social-Cognitive Theory (SCT) 

Surveys based on SCT have found that the model seems to fit the facts (Anderson 
et al. 2000), in particular showing that “self-efficacy” is a key factor (Armitage & 
Conner 2000).  

Success in interventions depends on how the theory is interpreted in practice. 
Like other models, SCT cannot guarantee the right operational choices or answer 
“domain-specific” questions – e.g. How do we develop self-efficacy in children?

For teenagers, are cartoon characters better role-models than parents?

1.4 A Learner-centred education 

There is evidence that learner-centred approaches can improve dietary and 
health practices as well as increasing the satisfaction and enjoyment of 
participants and facilitators (Crawford et al. 2008). There is also general 
agreement that participatory approaches are essential to long-term dietary 
change (e.g. Ismail et al. 2003, Contento 2010, Laverack et al. 1997). However it 
is difficult to find cut-and-dried evidence – for instance, there are not many 
comparisons of “diffusion” approaches (such as national awareness campaigns) 
with highly participatory approaches to see which are more effective (Morris 
2005). 

1.4 B Change environment (Social-Ecological Model)

There is strong evidence that acting at several levels can produce results, 
especially if it is a comprehensive coordinated approach with a behaviour-change 
orientation (Ockene et al. 2007). In nutrition, the evidence also seems to show 
that a mix of interventions at several levels has most effect – i.e. that “nutrition 
education actions are more likely to give positive results when … actions are 
implemented as part of large multi-component interventions” including for 
example policies to change the food environment (Hawkes 2013, citing Contento 
2008). 
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Activity 6: Theory and you 

Questions (a) and (b) have already been discussed at the beginning of the 
tutorial. 

Activity 1 revisited 

Students briefly present their choices of “top model” from Activity 1 (i.e. from 
the six main models presented) and say if they revised their first opinions. They 
then argue the case for their final preferences. n.b. Do not give too much time to 
this. It is easy to get passionate in defence of a theory, but at this point neither 
students nor theories are fully formed! 

Emphasize at some point in the discussion that all the models have some truth: it 
is a question of finding the most valid and comprehensive. Students should be 
able to defend their preferred models to their peers, but should also be ready to 
change their minds as they get more experience. 

(Section 4 Sb. What is theory good for?) 

The section discusses how we can use the theory and gives some practical advice 
in the form of a checklist. 

Students recall two main difficulties in applying theory: 

 Most theories are not complete and do not apply equally to all contexts

 Theories do not guide us well in deciding what to do

 No one theory is enough to explain, predict and design changes in dietary
practice.

Activity 7: Learning from experience (self-checking)
Original answers are expected! 

This activity shows some people following the experts’ advice, while still making 
mistakes. For each case, a few students read out their replies (insist that they 
are their own answers, not just repetitions of the Student’s Key: the class say if 
the mistakes are understandable, if they agreed with the Key, and if they found 
the checklist easy to apply.

If time is available, students can continue one or more of the dialogues. 
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(Section 5 Sb. Application) 

This section applies the theory in three ways – analysing well-known nutrition 
interventions (Activity 8), trying to understand an old lady’s bitter feelings 
(Activity 9), and improving a proposal for changes in a working environment 
(Activity 10). Students should say which activity was most interesting. 

Activity 8: Theoretical grounding (tutorial discussion)
The most striking point about these well-known interventions is that most draw 
on several models/theories. In the activity students each chose to study two of 
the six interventions, so they should all have something to say about some of 
them. Go through the interventions one by one, asking for comments from the 
class “experts”. 

Comments are in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. Students may have noticed 
other strengths/limitations. 

Activity 9: Explaining Agatha (tutorial discussion)
Several models and theories can help to explain Agatha’s case. Students suggest 
answers to each part and comment on each other’s answers. The class make 
suggestions about how to handle the “Agatha issue” and comment on each 
other’s ideas.  

Optional assessment.   Students have completed this activity individually so it 
can be assessed if the tutor wishes. Notes on assessment are given in the Full 
Answer Key for Tutors. 

Activity 10: Food vendors at the gates (tutorial discussion)
This proposal was put forward by an enthusiastic ENACT student. He had picked 
up several good ideas (e.g. aiming at practice, involving all parties, focusing on 
benefits for the company, using SMS), but gave less attention to questions of 
motivation, the effectiveness of messages, and the difficulty of producing 
demonstrable effects. There are more detailed notes in the Full Answer Key for 
Tutors. 

A volunteer reads out the proposal. Students comment on (a) its strengths and 
(b) its weaknesses, and then (c) make suggestions for improving the proposal. At 
all points they should as far as possible refer to the checklist and/or the theories 
they have studied. This is an important exercise in pinning down discussion to 
theories and best practices. 
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3. Discussions, presentations, extra activities 30 mins 

If there is enough tutorial time, two activities on improving interventions (TV for 
Children and Counselling Miss Fisher) are outlined at the end of the Students’ 
Book, with related questions. There are comments to assist the tutor in the Full 
Answer Key for Tutors. 
n.b. For ‘Counselling Miss Fisher’ you can either link to YouTube or use the script 
in the Unit 5A Resources, 3. 

 Either students break into groups to discuss one or both project ideas,
while the tutor circulates and listens in. Groups then report back to the
whole class,

 Or one activity is done by the whole class together.

Some ideas and comments are given in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

4. Preparation for Unit 6 20 mins 

A PowerPoint is available containing the guiding questions, unit objectives, an 
outline of the outside activity and other questions to be discussed for Unit 6. 

Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 6 and ask students to 
make some personal notes and suggest some answers. Look for different 
answers and points of view. Remind students that they will come back to the 
guiding questions at the end of the unit to see if their answers have changed. 

Unit objectives.   Look through the objectives for Unit 6. The project objectives 
will introduce the discussion of project activities. 

Project (outside activity).   Go through the project activities to be carried out in 
Unit 6, including the reading and the report. Point out that strict timing is 
required. 

 Meeting with project participants.   Can students organize a comfortable
place, enough chairs, room to make a circle, refreshments? Timing:
towards the end of the unit but before the tutorial, allowing time to write
up the report.

 Questions for discussion.   Part of students’ work in this unit is to prepare
the questions for the discussion with the project group. Students should
present their questions to you before their meetings for your review

Unit 5A: Theory
Tutor's Guide
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and approval. This will not take much time, but may make all the 
difference to the success of the group discussion. 

Mid-unit tutorial.  For the mid-unit tutorial 

 organize a time and place

 inform students that they should have covered Sections 1-3 in
preparation.

Unit 5A: Theory
Tutor's Guide
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SLIDES TO INTRODUCE UNIT 6 

Situation analysis 
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UNIT 6 

• Units 6 to 9 go through five stages of designing 
and carrying out a nutrition education 
intervention. This unit deals with the first one:  
the situation analysis.  

• In the unit you will find evidence of the need for 
situation analysis, examples to follow and the 
elements to be covered.  

• For your project you do some background 
reading, prepare questions for discussion , carry 
out the enquiry and write a short report on your 
findings. 
 
 

 

2 



THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• What is situation analysis?
• Why does situation analysis matter?
• What do we need to find out, and why?
• Who do we need to talk to, and why?
• What kind of situation analysis should we do

and who should do it?

3 



LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:  
Carry out a small-scale informal situation analysis  
 
This unit will help you to: 
• recognize the overall framework of the project design process 
• recognize the importance of exploring the situation before 

planning what to do 
• identify the aspects to be explored:  existing knowledge, attitudes, 

perceptions, practices, influences, resources and constraints 
• identify the main players to be consulted in various contexts 
• recognize a range of approaches from formal research to full 

participation 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

For your own project, you will carry out an informal 
exploration of the situation through: 
• reading relevant literature on fruit and vegetable 

consumption and drawing conclusions 
• deciding what questions to explore and formulating 

suitable questions 
• preparing and facilitating a discussion with your 

project group on these questions 
• writing a short report with conclusions from the 

literature and the group discussion 
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TUTORIALS 

For the first tutorial you need to complete  
• sections 1-3,  
• activities 1-6 .   

– NB  In the first tutorial  
you will do a case study  
of a situation analysis  
in Niger. 
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PROJECT 

You will need to 
• prepare questions for discussion  

(this is done during the unit) 
• meet your group of project participants to 

discuss the questions 
• write a report on your findings 
Timing is tight! Discuss with your tutor  how to 
get all this done within one unit.   

 7 



PROJECT MEETING: 
QUESTIONS 

Important! 
• Get your discussion questions checked by 

your tutor before you meet your project 
group. 

8 



Enjoy your work! 
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Overview of units 6 to 9 

In Unit 5 you started a nutrition education intervention by recruiting a group of 
participants. Units 6 to 9 go through the process of designing and carrying out 
the intervention. The process has five main stages: 

A. Problem identification.   Identifying the problem and its extent (Unit 5).1 

B. Formative research.   Researching information needed for designing the 
intervention (Unit 6). 

C. Strategy and planning.   Deciding how to tackle the intervention: 
objectives, messages, approach, activities & materials (Units 7 and 8). 

1 As explained in Unit 5, we have identified your project’s nutrition problem on your behalf. This
is because, first, you haven’t the time to do it, and second, because adequate fruit and vegetable 
consumption is an almost universal issue. 

©Sokoine University of Agriculture 
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D. Implementation.   Carrying out the intervention and monitoring it (Unit 8). 

E. Evaluation & dissemination.   Looking back and deciding if it has worked (Unit 9). 

These steps are all standard in project design, but it is rare to find them all in 
nutrition education. Some common problems are in the box below. Take good 
note! You will certainly come across some of them in your work. 

Some weaknesses in intervention design 

 Starting blind.   There is often no time or money for formative research
(B). This means that educators start without really knowing about
people’s problems, the reasons for them and how they perceive them.
Good educators find out as they go along; poor ones never find out.

 “All theory”.   Even if the aim is to improve actions and behaviour (C, D),
there may be no actual practice, or very little, or the practice may be
irrelevant to the aim.

 No follow-up.   There may be no evaluation to see if the intervention has
worked (E). Or educators may only evaluate knowledge, not practice –
which is not the same.

 No buy-in.   All the push for change may come from the organizers. If
people do not decide what they want to do for themselves, they may just
stop when the intervention is over.

Through your experience in these units you will 

 begin to see what is needed and why
 be able to explain it to others
 push for it if necessary
 help to design it.

UNIT SUMMARY 

ll the work of Unit 6 helps you with your own project. 

 ‘The Preliminaries’ (Section 1) discusses some important
terms–what do we call the people who participate, and what
is the meaning of “participation”?

A 

5
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 In Section 2 ‘Formative Enquiry’ you look at some elements of formative
enquiry and what you will be doing for your own project, and do some
preliminary reading on your project topic.

 Section 3 ‘Why do a situation analysis?’ explores the need for situation
analysis and its various purposes. Around this point you should have your
first tutorial, where you will work through a real (though simplified)
situation analysis carried out in Niger.

 You then focus (Section 4, ‘What do we need to find out’) on KAPP
surveys (of knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions), looking at
what questions could be asked in a particular setting (a youth club), what
information the questions might gather, and how this information can be
used to define needs and suggest strategies.

 At this point you will be planning your first meeting with your project
group, so the following Section 5 ‘Asking good questions’ gives you the
chance to practise developing good survey questions, in general and also
for your own group.

 Section 6 ‘Who is involved?’ considers who is involved in the situation,
why the “other players” matter, and how participatory a situation
analysis can or should be.

 Section 7 ‘Review of formative enquiry‘ reviews the process and
methodology of formative enquiry.

 As usual, Section 8 reviews the work of the unit and prepares for
the final tutorial.

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What is a situation analysis?

 Why does situation analysis matter?

 What do we need to find out, and why?

 Who do we need to talk to, and why?

 What kind of questions should we ask?

 What kind of situation analysis is needed and who should do it?

6

Towards the end of the unit you hold a meeting with your project 
participants and write up your report.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Carry out a small-scale informal situation 

analysis 

This unit will help you to 

 recognize the overall framework of the project design process

 recognize the importance of exploring the situation before planning what
to do

 identify the aspects to be explored:  existing knowledge, attitudes,
perceptions, practices, influences, resources and constraints

 identify the main players to be consulted in various contexts

 recognize a range of approaches from formal research to full
participation.

D. Minkoh
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For your own project, you will carry out an informal exploration of the situation 
through 

 reading relevant literature on fruit and vegetable consumption and
drawing conclusions

 deciding what questions to explore and formulating suitable questions

 preparing and facilitating a discussion with your project group on these
questions

 writing a short report with conclusions from the literature and the group
discussion.

OUTSIDE ACTIVITY FOR PROJECT WORK 

This first meeting with the group explores the situation. You find out more about 
your project participants and help them to find out more about themselves. In 
this unit you have a first discussion with the participants as a group. 

Aims.   The aims of the first meeting are 

 to get to know each other

 to map out the sessions

 to find out more about the situation

 to raise the group’s interest and awareness

 to set up an observation task for the next meeting.

Another purpose is to get experience of managing a group discussion. 

Important! 

 Later in this unit you will prepare a list of questions to discuss with the
group. It is important to get these questions right and they should be
approved by your tutor before you hold your meeting.

 You must therefore arrange to meet your project group towards the end
of this unit (after Section 5.2), after your questions have been approved.

Complete instructions are at the end of this unit in ‘Instructions for project 
work’. 

n.b. The timing is tight, so get started! 

8
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Main text and study activities 

Section 1. Preliminaries 

1.1 What do we call the people who participate? 

The people who benefit are usually referred to as: 

 Beneficiaries  Recipients  The target group

 The target audience  The target population

These names make people sound passive and receptive, as if they are waiting for 
help. This course prefers to see people as active, independent and productive, 
taking charge of their lives. We therefore talk instead about: 

 Participants – people taking part in any intervention, course or meeting
 Main actors – the people who need to take action to improve diet, for

themselves or for their families
 Other players – the other people or groups who may affect what is done.

 Activity 1 Actors and players 

Do you remember these people? 

Which ones are “Main Actors” (MA) and which ones are “Other Players” (OP)? 

Unit 4 MA/OP Unit 5 MA/OP 

The rich woman Zee in 
the village. 

The anaemic women in 
India 

The grandmothers in the 
same village. 

The health workers 
who didn’t explain 
about iron tablets 

The mothers who need 
to improve their 
children’s meals. 

9
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1.2 And what is “participation”? 

There are different levels of “participation”. We need to be clear what we are 
talking about. 

For example, here are two levels: 

 A pregnant woman finds out about the dangers of anaemia and decides
to eat a little liver every week just in case. How “participatory” is this?

 A pregnant woman is given iron/folate tablets at the clinic and takes
them as instructed without asking questions. How “participatory” is this?

Here is a scale developed to describe community participation: 

1. Non-participatory.   People are observed or documented, or data are
collected about them from records. This can be done without their
knowledge.

2. Passive.   People may participate by answering questions, although they do
not know the purpose of the questions. Or they may be told what is going to
happen or what to do, but have no say in it.

3. Consultative.   People are asked to express their views because they have in-
depth knowledge of the issue. They know that what they say will be taken
into account, and may influence the action taken, but they do not themselves
take action.

4. Informative.   People receive information or advice, and have the
opportunity to clarify it. There is no check on what they do as a result.2

5. Functional.   People carry out activities to meet the objectives of the
program/project, but are not involved in choosing the objectives or activities.
If they receive material incentives (e.g. food, cash) they may stop when the
incentives end.

6. Interactive.   People collaborate equally with the project staff/managers/
health services in planning, decision-making and implementation.

7. Self-mobilizing/independent.   People take independent initiatives. They
may collaborate with institutions for technical help or funding, but they keep
control over decision-making. (Adapted from Ismail et al. 2003)

2 This level has been added because it is one of the commonest ideas of participation.

10
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We can see that even interviews, meetings and focus group discussions are not 
very “participatory“ if the participants do not know the purpose, do not learn 
about the findings, take no action, and never hear about the subject again. 

©Aubel 1995 

 Activity 2 How participatory? 

Find an example of each kind of participation. 

1. A stakeholder meeting is held to advise on the
development of a training course in nutrition counselling. 
There are participants from hospitals, clinics, communities, 
universities, NGOs and commercial interests. 

2. A student checks the nutritional value of some of her daily
foods on the internet. 

3. Tea workers consult with a nutrition counsellor and
together develop plans for improving the family diet. 

4. Data are gathered from hospitals about admissions,
treatment and mortality for infant malnutrition. 

5. In a focus-group discussion, parents answer questions
about how they feed their children. The information gathered 
is used to develop a project. 

6. As part of a project, home gardeners attend a meeting
about the value of legumes and are given beans to plant. 

7. There are weekly talks on good nutrition at the hospital.
Patients who attend can ask questions. 

This is a 

participatory 

meeting! 

..

11
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 1: PRELIMINARIES 

In many situations, participation is essential for sustainable effects. In others it 
may not be desirable, necessary or possible. Sometimes we need to hand things 
over to the experts. Data often have to be collected for statistical purposes, or 
actions may need to be carried out without consulting those directly involved – 
for example, if adulterated cooking oil comes onto the market, it is necessary to 
withdraw the product immediately: there is no time to consult. Participation 
can also be time-consuming and expensive (e.g. bringing together 30 people for 
a day has a high cost). Participation really matters where people need to “own” 
the change, take their own decisions and keep going on their own initiative. 

Section 2. Formative enquiry 
Formative research or formative enquiry is all the research carried out in order 
to develop an intervention. You will certainly be involved in some kind of 
“formative enquiry” in your professional work, whether it is organized research 
or just informal chats. 

2.1 Aims of formative enquiry 

Some of the things formative enquiry aims to do are: 

a. Find out what is already known and has already been done about the
problem, in order to build on other people’s experience.
For example, you may talk to stakeholders (gloss), interview local experts or
do study tours to see what is done elsewhere. Usually it is essential to do a
literature review (gloss). This consists of finding, reading and summarizing
the findings of the main reports and articles on the subject (e.g. breast-
feeding in Upper Volta, snacking habits in Ghana). A literature review may
also contribute to the analysis of the local situation (see b).

b. Analyse the existing situation and the scope for change, in order to identify
needs, see where people are starting from and what will help or hinder
change.

12
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There are many kinds of situation analysis (e.g. barrier analysis (gloss) and 
stakeholder analysis. In nutrition education (and other kinds of health 
education), what is particularly recommended is a KAPP survey (gloss) which 
looks at people’s knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions, as well as 
influences, resources and constraints. Interviews, discussions and 
observations can all contribute. 

2.2 How formative enquiry is done: your perspective 

There is a lot to know about process and methods for formative enquiry. We will 
introduce them here and raise some questions, then come back to them in 
Section 7. 

 Activity 3 Your perspective 

A. The process 

The process involves identifying the problem, establishing what is already known 
about it, deciding what else we want to know, setting up the research, carrying it 
out, analysing the data, and using the findings to identify needs and decide on 
strategies. This sounds like a big job, but it can be anything from a short chat to a 
full-scale research project. 

13
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Individual question: what do you think is essential to effective formative 
enquiry? Mark your top three.

It is objective and scientific. 
Participants are fully involved in 
the process. 

It collects opinions, 
perceptions. 

It collects hard data (facts and 
figures). 

It is done once, before the 
intervention. 

It is carried out by an expert 
team. 

It is large-scale. 
The findings are valid, useful and 
used. 

B. The methods 

The main ways of getting information are reading, observing, asking questions 
and discussing. Some of the best-known methods are below. 

a. Mark any you have personally used in preparing an intervention.

Literature reviews Questionnaires 

Getting data from records 
(e.g. hospital admissions, 
school registers) 

Observation (e.g. sanitation, 
sales, crops, hygiene practices, 
cooking methods) 

Interviews Focus group discussions 

Stakeholder consultations (participatory) Rapid rural 
appraisal (gloss)  

b. Which do you personally think is most reliable (i.e. most likely to get at the
truth)?

14
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“Survey instruments” (e.g. questionnaires, observation schedules) are often used 
in large-scale enquiries for exploring particular nutrition needs, resources or 
practices. Some are standardised, i.e. they have been tested and revised so they 
can be used to compare results at different times or from different groups. For 
example you may have seen or used the Household Food Security Access Scale or 
the FAO KAP Manual. There is a list of some well-known survey tools in the Unit 
6 Resources, 4, C, pp. 15-20. 

2.3 Formative enquiry in your project 

In your own project you use three methods of formative enquiry: 

 the group discussion (the meeting you are going to have)

 observation of practices (the task given to group members for the
following meeting)

 the literature review (a small part of one).

Gathering KAPP information 

For your situation analysis, you will be carrying out a small ‘KAPP’ enquiry with 
your project participants: deciding on the questions, discussing them with your 
project participants and writing up your findings. To prepare for this, the next 
two sections look at the purposes and functions of situation analysis in general 
and ‘KAPP’ enquiries in particular. 

Observing practices 

At the end of your first group meeting, participants will be asked to note all the 
fruits and vegetables they eat over a few days and report back at the following 
meeting. This record will act as a baseline (gloss) so that they and you can see if 
anything changes. 

Reading around the subject 

You do not have time for a full literature review; instead you should do a little 
background reading on fruit and vegetable consumption and interventions and 
will include the main points of this information in your project report. This is a 
good place to start!  

15
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Project action A: Looking at the literature assessed

You will find three readings on fruit and vegetables in the Unit 6 Resources, 
1, pp. 3-8. 

 Share out the three documents among your project team.
 Read one each and answer the checking questions for your own

document.
 Read the ‘Tips on summary’ (box below).
 Write up the important points for your project in one coherent summary

paragraph in the box below. Do not use more than 120 words.
 At the end of your paragraph, give the reference in the proper form.

Share the information with your colleagues in your project team.

Document: 

Summary paragraph (max 120 words) 

16
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Tips on summary

Drafting Do a rough draft first. 

Focus Select main points (it’s helpful to underline them in the text). 
Report all and only the main points. 

Brevity Cut unnecessary details, data, figures, examples, wording (e.g. 
the writer says that…). 

Fidelity Report content faithfully: don’t add to the content, or change it 
or comment on it. 

Rephrasing Reword as necessary: don’t cut and paste. 

Coherence Make it hang together and read well. 

Editing Make final cuts. Check punctuation. Check and record number 
of words 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 2: FORMATIVE ENQUIRY 

Formative enquiries involve analyzing the existing situation and the scope for 
change to establish needs, outlooks, opportunities and barriers, and finding out 
what is already known and has already been done about the problem.  The 
process of formative enquiry can be extensive and formal, making use of 
standardized survey instruments, or can be informal and small-scale, such as a 
chat or discussion.

Section 3. Why do a situation analysis? 
Very often, unfortunately, there is no analysis of the situation at all. Educators 
proceed by instinct and jump in at the deep end. They may be experienced and 
sensitive and get it right, or they may be ignorant or uninterested and get it very 
wrong. 

You need to be able to persuade project managers to allow time (and sometimes 
money) for situation analysis. Start thinking what you will say and gathering 
arguments and evidence so that you can make your case. 

17
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3.1 Why a situation analysis matters 

Why is it important to start by asking questions?  

Why not just go ahead and tell people what to do? 

Here are three cases: 

 Activity 4 Helping or hindering 

Case 1: Advice for consumers 

Suppose you have an electric fan which has stopped working, or a car which 
won’t start, or your arm hurts.  

You don’t know what the problem is. 

What would you expect from an expert? 

Your fan isn’t working?  
YOU NEED A NEW BATTERY. 

Your car doesn’t start? 
IT MUST NEED GAS.

Your arm hurts?  
YOU OBVIOUSLY HAVE ARTHRITIS. 

Does he know 
what he’s doing? 

© Jane Sherm an 

Gambian 
shop-front art 
2010
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b. How is this like doing nutrition education without a situation analysis?

Case 2: Teach a man to fish? 

A tribe of cattle herders live in East Africa. They are nomads and live mainly on 
meat and milk from their cattle, which they value highly. However there have 
been many droughts; raising cattle has become difficult and there has been less 
food to eat. 

A large lake nearby is full of fish, which the herders do not eat. One development 
agency thought that encouraging herders to catch and consume more fish would 
improve their diets and also protect their livelihoods. They set up a project, built 
a fish-processing factory, trained the herders and hired them as fishers and 
factory workers. 

However the herders did not value fish: for them, the sign of wealth was not fish 
but cattle. Moreover regular factory hours did not suit their nomadic lifestyle. 

The expected changes in diet and practice did not take place. The factory is now 
largely unused. (Adapted from Cocks 2006) 

©FAO/Thomas Hug
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What went wrong?a.

What do you think might be a solution to the herders’ problem?b.

Case 3: Hill people 

Martha was a university student of nutrition. For her work experience she went 
to work with women’s groups in hill villages. At the district health centre she 
learnt that the children suffered from several micronutrient deficiencies. She 
prepared her talk. In the villages, Martha explained to the women: 

 what supplements they should give their children

 what foods they could grow to improve children’s diets.

She was satisfied that she had covered the essentials. However the feedback 
from the villages was negative. The women said her advice was not realistic.  

20
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They said: 

 They couldn’t afford some of the foods she mentioned.

 Some of the foods wouldn’t grow at this altitude.

 The clinic was in the town and the bus went only once a week.

 They didn’t see the problem: they thought their children looked quite
normal.

 They didn’t know what the benefits were.

 They were not sure that it was worth the extra work.

 She was too young to give advice to older women.

Martha was disappointed. She felt the people were ungrateful and couldn’t look 
after their own children. She gave up community nutrition and went in for 
private practice. 

a. What do you think of the seating arrangements at the group meeting?

b. Apart from the seating, how could Martha have improved what she did at the
meeting? What advice would you give her?

21
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We need to analyse the 

situation first. It will 

help us to………….. 

Project organizer: “We have no 

more time to plan this project. 

It has to start right away” 

©FAO/Giuseppe Carotenuto ©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 

 Activity 5 The importance of analysing the situation assessed 

Considering all three cases and any other experience you have, find 
some good reasons why it is important to analyse the situation. 

 

Then, compose a persuasive answer for the project organizer. 
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3.2 Functions of a situation analysis 

A situation analysis looks at the situation and what influences it. The findings 
(what it finds out) should be taken into account in the strategies adopted. 
Situation analysis helps with the design of an intervention (to make sure that it 
works) and with the evaluation (to see if it has worked). It can focus on any or all 
of these things: 

A. The dietary needs.   To see what action is called for to improve the diet. 

B. The influences on current behaviour.   Understanding peoples’ knowledge, 
attitudes, resources, circumstances, cultural practices and who else is involved 
helps to find acceptable, practical ways of making changes. These are mainly 
educational needs. Sometimes the analysis focuses only on what may prevent 
change from taking place – barriers/ obstacles/constraints such as attitudes, 
prices, or circumstances. 

C. The baseline.   The baseline is the point you start from once you have 
identified the changes needed. A baseline is established by collecting specific 
data at the beginning about the situation which you hope to change – for 
example children’s weight for height, cooking practices, ideas about good food. 
Later this can be compared with the same kind of data (or with data from other 
groups) in order to see what has changed, i.e. whether the intervention has 
worked. 

 Activity 6 What can a situation analysis do? 

What was the situation analysis used for in the cases below? Referring to the 
categories above, mark each case with A, B, C or more than one. 

1. Why don’t they breastfeed exclusively?

A situation analysis explored why mothers did not breastfeed exclusively. The 
reasons ranged from traditional beliefs and ignorance to convenience and 
commercial influences. When the researchers understood all the barriers, they 
were able to make suggestions for better counselling. 
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2. What’s in the lunchboxes?

Miners on the Copper Belt can eat in the canteen but many prefer to bring their 
own packed lunches. A survey investigated a random sample of lunchbox 
contents to assess (a) the calorific value, (b) the overall dietary balance, and (c) 
the average cost. As a result, an advisory leaflet was issued by the miners’ union. 

3. Do they know about vitamin A deficiency?

The situation analysis showed that about 70% of the local population were not 
aware of VAD as a problem or of how to prevent it. Hence there was a real need 
for education to make the link between diet and disease.  

4. Will more children eat breakfast?

The analysis collected figures on the number of children having breakfast at 
home before school so that after the intervention they could see if more children 
were getting home breakfasts. 

 Activity 7 Three situation analyses assessed 

Individual + group share  

Different analyses focus on different aspects of the situation. 

 In the document ‘Situation analyses’ (Unit 6 Resources, 2, pp. 9-12)
there are three descriptions of situation analyses: two article abstracts
(A & B) and one article summary (C).

 Choose one each, read it quickly and fill in the essential information in
one column.

 Share your information with your colleagues.
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n.b. If the information 
is not given, put XXX 

A. Animal-source 
foods in Ghana 

B. Children’s 
snacks in 
Mauritius 

C. Malawi 
counselling 

The target audience Pre-school children Upper primary Infants 6-15 
months 

The problem: 

 nutrition
status?

 nutrition
practices?

 knowledge,
attitudes,
perceptions?

Purpose of the analysis 
(A, B, C) 

Methodology of the 
analysis (not of the 
intervention!) 

The main findings 

How the findings will 
be used 
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Project action B: Aims of your situation analysis 

Purposes: Your first meeting with your group is part of your situation analysis. 
What will be the purpose(s) of your situation analysis? A, B or C? (See Section 
3.2 above.) Explain briefly: 

Participation: Are you interested in 

finding out about the group for your own purposes? 

the group becoming aware of their own situation? 

both? 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 3: WHY DO A SITUATION 

ANALYSIS? 

In order to tackle a dietary problem it is important to understand as far as 
possible people’s mental and material situation and behaviour as well as their 
nutrition status: their existing knowledge and beliefs, awareness, attitudes, 
values and readiness to change, their existing habits and practices, their 
circumstances and difficulties. This helps to establish the starting point, the 
objectives and the strategy for intervention. 
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Section 4. What do we need to find out? 
We have seen how different analyses look for different kinds of information. 

Let’s see what we might want to find out in a particular case. 

4.1 The youth club 

You have been invited to give five sessions on good diet 
to a youth club (ages 12 to 25). 

The club leader says they are good boys: they are all  
doing some kind of skills training and they have sports 
and other sessions every week.  

Most are not yet married. 

You can do what you like in the sessions but the club  
leader hopes it will have a real effect on what the boys eat. 

You will find out a lot when you meet the club members, but it would 
be useful to have some information beforehand. 

It would be a good idea to talk to the club leader. 
What questions will you ask him? 

They seem to live on Fanta 

and fritters. And they eat like 

they’re fuelling a motor-bike: 

they tank up and drive on. 

© Det Danske Filminstitut 

Still from 
Christmas 
turkey, short 
movie from 
Uganda 
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 Activity 8 Need to know 

Either read the interview with the club leader in ‘All about the boys’ (Unit 
6 Resources, 3, pp. 12-15), 
or listen to the interview on the audio file ‘Boys club’. 

The interview questions are on the next page. Read them first. 

As you listen, decide which questions you think are very important or not so 
important.  

a. Which three questions would you put at the top of your list? (give numbers)

b. Which other three questions would come next? (give numbers)

c. Are there any other important questions you would want to ask?

©FAO/Paballo Thekiso 

You will discuss this 

activity also in the 

tutorial 
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Need to know? 

1. What are their main
hopes, fears and 
motivations? 

2. What are their
leisure activities and 
interests? 

3. How interested are
they in health and 
fitness? 

Motivations Interests Attitudes 

4. What do they know
about good & poor 
diet, risks, benefits? 

5. What foods and
drinks do they like 
most? 

6. What do they eat,
how often, when, 
where, who with? 

Knowledge Preferences Practices 

7. What food/drink is
available at the club? 

8. How much do they
have to spend on food? 

9. Do they all have
much the same diet? 

Facilities Resources Influences 

10. Can they cook? 11. Where do they get
information and 
advice? 

12. Who are their role-
models? Who do they 
admire? 

Skills Influences Influences 

(These are only a sample of the “mediating factors” which influence people in 
their food choices. For a full checklist see 
http://samples.jbpub.com/9780763775087/Contento2e_wksheet_CH08.pdf) 
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How to use the information 

When choosing the questions, think about what can be done with the 
information in the answers. For example, look at Question 4 on good diet: 

Question: What do the boys know about good and poor diets and their effects? 

Answer: The boys like junk food and have very little idea of good/poor diets 
and their effects. 

Why is this answer important?   It gives an idea of the challenges: the boys need 
to recognize a good diet, believe that it matters, learn to enjoy it, know how to 
find it or create it, and get into the habit of choosing healthy food. That’s a long 
way to go.

How could this information be useful?   It suggests a lot of actions and activities, 
that is, it is the foundation of an action syllabus. For example:

 Boys can start by describing their own diet and others’, comparing home
foods with street foods, recognizing junk food, finding out the value of
healthy foods they like.

 They need to hear real stories about illness, poor performance, medical
expenses and loss of income due to poor diet, so they see the link
between diet and health.

 They can start to look at costs and then discuss how to get better food
value for money in their own lives.

 Activity 9 How can we use the information? assessed 

All kinds of information help in dietary education. Educators often start out with 
a very narrow view, looking only at dietary practices and knowledge. Think about 
expanding your own focus. 

From the questions you selected in Activity 8, pick one of your second choices 
(the “b” questions), i.e. not one of your top priorities. 

Ask yourself: How could the answers to this question help with the intervention? 

 Give the question and (in short) the answer provided by the Club Leader.

 Say briefly why we need to know the answer to this question.

 Say how you could make use of this information in the NE program.

 Bring out any ways you could get the boys to take the initiative for
themselves.
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Question 

Answer 

Why does this 
information matter? 

How could this 
information be useful 
in developing the 
program?  

How could the boys 
start to take the 
initiative for 
themselves? 

 Activity 10 First meeting with the boys 

The nutrition educators are going to meet the youth club boys for the first time. 
This is a friendly informal meeting, not a formal survey. They have agreed that: 

 what matters is to get the boys’ attention and interest, get them talking
and establish a good atmosphere

 they themselves need to listen well and learn about their clients

 they should not tackle too much at once

 questions should be natural and easy to understand

 it’s a good idea to go from the particular to the general

 what matters is engagement, so they must be ready to abandon planned
questions and “go with the flow” of the conversation.

The Student’s  

Key gives some ideas 

about how to use the 

answers. But do this 

activity before 

consulting it: the 

ideas must be your 

own. You will talk 

about them in the 

tutorial 
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They think of starting like this: 

 What do you want from life? Do you want to be healthy? Happy?
Successful? Long-lived? Share some of your ideas.

 Let’s tell you our secret! It’s all a question of good food. Are you eating
the right food for long life and health?

a. How should they continue? What could be the next questions? Choose
three from the questions below, in a good order. Give the numbers.

1. Where do you eat? Who do you eat with?
2. What do you normally eat in a day? Can you think of all the foods you

normally eat and drink?
3. Do you think what you eat makes a real difference to your health, strength,

energy?
4. Who gives you dietary advice?
5. What should a sportsman eat? Anything special?
6. What do you know about the benefits and risks of good or poor diets?
7. What do you think are very good foods, i.e. good for your health?
8. Who cooks in your household? Can you/do you cook?
9. Out of all the foods you eat, which are your favourites?
10. How much do you spend on food?

b. Which of the above questions would you definitely not ask? Why?
Discuss your 

choices in the 

tutorial 

© Det Danske Filminstitut 
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4.2 Knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions (KAPP) 

You have been looking at some of the elements of situation analysis, in particular 
those which relate directly to the behaviour, outlook and situation of the main 
actors. These are often explored in “KAPP surveys” which aim to understand 
people’s existing knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions and other 
influences on them. 

©
 Scott N

elson/W
PN

 for FAO
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Some elements of a KAPP enquiry 

Dietary and food practices.   What people eat, when and how often, where, who 
with; where the food comes from, who prepares it, what people buy regularly; 
particular foods eaten (e.g. ASFs, legumes, fruit and vegetables); food 
distribution in the household, what people’s social group eats and what the 
community eats; food hygiene practices. 

Skills and capacities.   Cooking, storing and preserving food; recognizing safe, 
fresh food; recognizing junk food; growing food, nutrition-conscious shopping 
and recognizing nutritional value for money; the habit of change, “self-efficacy” 
(the confidence that you can do something). 

Knowledge and awareness of good or poor diets, their risks and benefits; 
knowledge of foods, food groups and their functions; dangers of junk food; 
understanding food hygiene; 

Attitudes and perceptions.   Food preferences; ideas of good food and the value 
of different foods; understanding the links between diet and health; interest in 
cooking and eating; desire for conformity, interest in trying new things, respect 
for authority. 

Influences on practices and attitudes from peers, social groups, families, 
circumstances, media, commercial influences; constraints/obstacles/barriers 
which make change difficult. 

Resources and facilities.   Food budget, access to good food; cooking and storage 
facilities; human resources (people who can help and support); prices. 

General motivations.   Hopes, fears, ambitions, concerns in life. 

Information sources.   Contact with health services, access to media, access to 
informed people, internet etc. 

These should lead to 

 an understanding of the situation and the needs

 some ideas for strategies: what needs to be done by whom e.g. the main
actors, governments/authorities, service providers, the public, the food
industry

 ideas for tackling the problem at any of these levels.
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 Activity 11 Become familiar with KAPP elements 

In the box below, highlight (see margin) those elements which have come up in 
the youth club case. 

Some elements of a KAPP enquiry 

 Dietary and food practices.   What people eat, when and how often, where,
who with; where the food comes from, who prepares it, what people buy
regularly; particular foods eaten (e.g. ASFs, legumes, fruit and vegetables);
food distribution in the household, what people’s social group eats and what
the community eats; food hygiene practices.

 Skills and capacities.   Cooking, storing and preserving food; recognizing safe,
fresh food; recognizing junk food; growing food, nutrition-conscious shopping
and recognizing nutritional value for money; the habit of change, “self-
efficacy” (the confidence that you can do something).

 Knowledge and awareness of good or poor diets, their risks and benefits;
knowledge of foods, food groups and their functions; dangers of junk food;
understanding food hygiene.

 Attitudes and perceptions.   Food preferences; ideas of good food and the
value of different foods; understanding the links between diet and health;
interest in cooking and eating; desire for conformity, interest in trying new
things, respect for authority.

 Influences on practices and attitudes from peers, social groups, families,
circumstances, media, commercial influences; constraints/obstacles/barriers
which make change difficult.

 Resources and facilities.   Food budget, access to good food; cooking and
storage facilities; human resources (people who can help and support); prices.

 General motivations.   Hopes, fears, ambitions, concerns in life.

 Information sources.   Contact with health services, access to media, access to
informed people, internet etc.
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Project action C: What would you like to know? 

Your own project aims at improving diet through 

 consuming more fruits and vegetables

 consuming more kinds of fruit and vegetables

 valuing and enjoying fruit and vegetables more.

What would you like to know about your group? 
What could the group learn about themselves? 

Look at the KAPP elements in Activity 11 and underline (see margin) those 
which will be of particular interest in your own project. 

You will be developing questions for your own group soon. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 4: WHAT DO WE NEED TO FIND 

OUT? 

A preliminary enquiry may look at food habits, practices and preferences; social 
norms, influences and sources of information; knowledge and perceptions of 
dietary quality, benefits and risks; interest in food and food preparation; access 
and availability of foods and facilities; resources etc.  
Collecting such information should be purposeful, not mechanical, always 
bearing in mind its use and significance. 

©FAO/Paballo Thekiso
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Section 5. Asking good questions 
Producing good questions for surveys, questionnaires and focus groups is not an 
easy job. The questions always need to be pre-tested and revised to make sure 
that (a) they are clear and (b) they actually gather the kind of information that is 
required. It is amazing how many questions fail these two tests! 

5.1 Questions in group discussions 

We are not going to practise writing survey questions here, but look instead at 
questions for informal group discussions. These are a little easier because you 
can be more flexible, and change or add to the questions as you go. But there is 
still an art to formulating questions which will get useful information and also 
open up the conversation. Everyone must know what the questions mean and be 
able to answer them easily. The questions must also not embarrass or confuse 
people, or hint that some answers are “better” than others. 

 Activity 12 A good question 

Here are some general tips for good questions and some examples. 

Purpose.   Think about what you want to know. a.

Have a clear idea of the information that’s needed, and think about how 
people will answer the question. Ask questions in a way which will encourage 
useful and relevant answers. 

Vague Purposeful 

Why do people eat fruit? 

(This question might be about any of 
the reasons – they like it, it is cheap, it 
is available, they think it is healthy). 

Suppose the question is about health 
reasons. 

A suitable question could be: 

Why is eating fruit good for our health? 

What kind of diet do you have? 

(Answers could be “fattening”, 
“boring”, “extravagant”, “unhealthy” 
or about the content of the diet). 

Suppose the question is about the 
dietary content. 

A suitable question could be: 

Describe what you eat on a typical day. 
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Vague Purposeful 

What are your eating habits? 

(This question could be about meal 
frequency, cooking, snacking, eating 
out, household food distribution etc.) 

Suppose the question is about eating 
out. 

Then a suitable question would be: 

One thing at a time.   Ask single questions.b.

Multiple Single 

How often do you eat fruit and 
vegetables?  

(People see fruit and vegetables as 
different, so there are two questions 
here.) 

Q1. How often do you eat fruit? Never? 
Once a day? About once a week? 

Q2. How often do you eat vegetables? 
etc. 

Do you have any skills in growing, 
cooking and preserving food? 

(Several questions: also needs to be 
more specific) 

Q1. Do you know how to grow food? 
What foods? 

Q2. Can you cook? What can you cook? 

Q3. Do you know how to preserve 
foods? Which foods? 

Can you tell me about the different 
food groups and how they should be 
combined? 
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Pin it down. Ask specific questions.c.

n.b. Avoid the words regularly, often, normally, adequately: everyone 
interprets them differently. Instead, spell out what you mean. 

General Specific 

What are your food preferences? What three foods do you like best? 

Is fruit adequately available in the 
market? 

How many kinds of fruit can you usually 
see at the market? Two or three? Five or 
six? 

Do you have access to the media? Do you listen to the radio? Do you watch 
TV? Do you read a newspaper? 

Do you eat meat regularly? 

Probe KAPP.   Probe knowledge, attitudes and feelings with specificd.
questions. People are often not very aware of what they know or feel.

General Specific 

How do you feel about your present 
diet? 

Would you like to change what you eat, 
generally? 

(probe) How? Why? 

What do you know about the effects 
of diet on health? 

Can what we eat make us healthy or 
unhealthy? 

(probe) Can you give an example? 

What is your attitude to vegetables? Question 

(probe) 

© Det Danske Filminstitut 
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Leading questions.   Avoid “leading questions” which suggest “right e.
answers”.

Leading question Alternative 

Do you ever eat unhealthy food?
(Many people would say No 
automatically). 

Do you eat sweets? How often? Once a 
day? And cakes? Fizzy drinks? Chips?  

How can wives and mothers improve 
their cooking skills? (Implies that 
cooking is only done by women). 

How can people improve their cooking 
skills? 

What do you have for breakfast?
(Implies that having breakfast is 
normal). 

Intrusive questions.   If questions could embarrass people, make themf.
impersonal.

Embarrassing Impersonal 

How did you get so fat? How do people put on weight? 

How much do you spend on food? Approximately what proportion of your 
income do you think you spend on food? 
Half? A third? A quarter? 

Does anyone here have digestive 
problems related to diet? 

(Reword the question) 
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“Loaded” questions.   Don’t reveal your own opinion when asking the g.
question. If people think a certain answer is expected or approved, it may 
influence what they say.

Loaded Neutral 

Are your children eating a lot of junk 
food? 

Are your children eating a lot of chips, 
fizzy drinks, sweets, cakes, etc.? 

Do you really think that women 
should do all the cooking as well as all 
the housework?  

Do you think men and women should 
share the cooking and the housework? 

Of course it’s possible to get good 
cheap food in the market! You don’t 
think so? 

Clear simple vocabulary.   Choose language which is easily understoodh.

Use everyday words – e.g. talk more about food, meals, cooking, eating than
about nutrients, micronutrients, nutrition. Even diet is a difficult concept,
with various meanings. If people are to have plenty to say they must
understand the question.

Obscure 
(difficult terms are underlined) 

Clear 

What constitutes a balanced diet? What should you eat every day in order 
to stay healthy? 

Do you think these children are 
getting enough micronutrients? 

Do you think these children are getting 
all the foods they need to keep them 
healthy and help them grow? 

Do you like to vary your dietary 
intake? 

Do you like to eat something different 
for a change? 

Who are your role-models? (Reword 
the question)  

Check in the 

Student’s Key. 

If you have 

doubts about 

your answers, 

raise them in 

the tutorial 
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Questions not to ask! 

 

 

 

Do you have 

plenty of 

pocket money 

to spend on 

sweets?

Now whose child has 

the best diet? 

Look at the 

pictures! You 

will discuss 

these questions 

in the tutorial.

©FAO
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5.2 Questions for your project group  

As we have seen, some of the general criteria for good discussion questions are: 

 Purposeful and relevant

 One thing at a time

 Specific – to pin down general points

 Not embarrassing or intrusive

 Open and neutral – not implying that there is a “right answer”

 Simple, clear and natural, relating directly to people’s lives

 Clear terms – e.g. what do you mean by “vegetable”?

 Opening up the conversation so that participants have something to say
(e.g. yes/no questions or short-answer questions do not)

 Genuinely exploratory, i.e. not “test questions” (facilitators should really
want to know the answers, not know them already!)

 A natural sequence which “flows” well.

Your own questions should ask about fruit and vegetable consumption, attitudes 
and preferences, ideas of good food, sources of food, price considerations etc. 

Project action D1: Questions to discuss 

In ‘Project action C’ you decided what you wanted to find out about your group 
when you meet them. Now write six questions which will open up the discussion 
and provide useful information about the situation.  
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Project action D2: Check the questions 

 Check through the questions in line with the general criteria. Get them in
a natural sequence.

 Pre-test them. Find someone (not a participant) and ask them the
questions to see if they are easy to understand and get the right
information.

 Get the questions approved by your tutor. S/he will use the criteria above
to evaluate your questions and suggest improvements.

From now on, you can hold your first project group meeting.

SUMMARY OF SECTION 5: ASKING GOOD QUESTIONS 

Questions for discussion need to be carefully worded: clear, simple and easily 
understood; purposeful and specific, not vague and general; single, not multiple; 
neutral and open, not “loaded”; and not over-personal or embarrassing. 

Section 6. Who is involved? 
Many people are involved in influencing and improving the diet of the “main 
actors”. (In your own project, family and friends are the most immediate 
influences.) In a situation analysis we may need to talk to these people, or at 
least be aware of their roles. 

Nutrition education is in 

the business of educating 

the whole community. 

©FAO/ Cristina Álvarez 
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6.1 Who is or should be involved?  

A whole network of individuals and groups contributes to maintaining or 

changing a practice. The WHO identifies three core groups: 

1. The main actors.   Those who need to improve their dietary practices (for
selves or families).

2. Family and social networks.   Those who influence and give support (or not).

3. Official support networks.

Examples: Service providers, community groups/leaders. 

©FAO/Desmond Kwande 
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To these we can add: 

4. Planners and implementers.

Example: Education officials, health promoters, writers, teachers, trainers. 

5. The media.

Example: The press, internet, TV and radio. 

6. Others.   Those who can help or hinder.

Example: Food producers, vendors. 
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 Activity 13 Where do they belong? 

Where would you put the groups in the diagram below?  Add them as “more 

examples” above.

Farmers 

Supermarkets 

Local clinic staff 

Agricultural 
extension 
services 

(advice on 
food crops)     

Husbands 

School 
management 

Curriculum 
developers  Websites 

Food 
advertisers 

 The food 
industry 

Grandmothers 

Faith-based 
groups 

Social media 
e.g. 

Facebook, 
Twitter 
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 Activity 14 The college canteen 

Take a small example. Suppose that the plan is to introduce new healthy meals in 
the college canteen. A situation analysis is being carried out. There are focus 
groups and questionnaires for the students (the “main actors”) to find out what 
foods they would like to have, and what they would be prepared to pay. 

Who else would you want to talk to in analysing this situation, and why? 

6.2 How should they be involved? Informal and 

participatory processes 

If you are designing any kind of nutrition education, you need to think about how 
far the participants will be involved in the action (see section 1.2 on 
participation). This also applies to the situation analysis. 

There are different ways of approaching it. 

 On the one hand there is extensive scientific research, which can provide
reliable data on which to base planning decisions.

 On the other hand there are informal and participatory approaches,
which build educators’ and participants’ understanding, capacities and
involvement.

The approaches differ in who asks the questions and who learns from the 
answers. Both approaches, if handled well, can bring out the needs and 
circumstances, but they will have different effects on the interventions. Here are 
some of the variations. 

Analysing one’s own situation 
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Classic formative research 

An in-depth enquiry is carried out by a professional team before the 
intervention. It is formal and extensive, objective and largely non-participatory: 
the “main actors” may not learn about, discuss or act on the findings. 

Participatory approaches 

There are different levels of participation (see Section 1.2). In a fully participatory 
situation analysis, groups do not simply answer questions: they review their 
problems, consult experts if necessary and decide on action, usually with the 
help of a facilitator (Haviland 2004). 

Informal enquiry 

Educators do their own small-scale research beforehand by questioning the 
groups they are working with and people who know them well. There is no 
professional team from outside. 

Ongoing informal enquiry 

Educators explore the situation continuously throughout the program, either in a 
planned, systematic way, or as occasion arises. 

 Activity 15 Examples of different approaches 

Below are some examples of situation analysis which you have met before. In 
each box: 

 Classify the example: Participatory, Formal etc. – sometimes more than
one.

 Add some phrases from the list below to describe each one (economical,
involving etc.).

o Economical (i.e. in money and human resources)

o Involving (keeps people interested and motivated)

o Objective (not influenced by personal reactions)
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o Easy to do (not requiring a lot of people, preparation or resources)

o Gives reliable data (accurately reflects reality)*

 Decide who learns most from each one – educators, experts or main
actors?

*A note on reliability.   “Reliable data” are difficult to gather. They usually
require a large and representative sample, a rigorous approach (e.g. everyone 
must be asked exactly the same questions in the same circumstances), 
“cleaning” of the data, reduction of bias and subjective interpretation, and 
careful statistical analysis. 

1. The boys club

Classification: 

Nutrition educators are invited to hold some sessions in a boys’ club. They start 
by thinking about what they would like to know about the boys and their diet, 
and they consult the group leader. This way they get some ideas of what might 
work in their sessions. 

Strengths: 

Who learns most? 

Educators Experts Main actors

2. Food storage at home

Classification: 

For homework, schoolchildren observe and discuss at home how foods are stored 
and why, and then talk about this in their lessons. In this way pupils become 
aware of their own household practices, while teachers can see for themselves 
what needs to be learnt. The next lesson (on iodised salt) works in the same way, 
and so on. 

Strengths: 

Who learns most? 

Educators Experts Main actors
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3. School snacks

Classification: 

Snacking habits of secondary schoolchildren are studied in ten schools to find 
out preferences and influences on choices. Researchers observe what children 
buy and interview vendors and children. A report is prepared for the Ministry of 
Education. 

Strengths: 

Who learns most? 

Educators Experts Main actors

4. Community consultant

Classification: 

A local health service offers three sessions with a nutrition consultant to any 
community group which can organize itself to meet. The consultant answers 
questions, advises, supplies information and helps participants to plan and 
monitor their own changes. Conclusions and findings are discussed at each 
meeting. 

Strengths: 

Who learns most? 

Educators Experts Main actors

Can you imagine yourself carrying out any of the above? Which and why? 
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Note on participatory approaches 

Nutrition education usually has long-term success only when participants can 
take care of their own health and want to do so. Participation and ownership are 
therefore widely recommended for nutrition education in community 
development.4 

From what you know so far, how interested are you in participatory approaches? 

Not very Quite a lot Fairly Very 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 6: WHO IS INVOLVED? 

Many groups influence how people eat: family and social networks, official 
support networks (e.g. health services), planners, the media etc. They need to be 
identified and involved in some way when changes are being discussed. The main 
actors themselves (those who participate directly) also need to be involved in 
analysing and understanding their own situation so that they can make their own 
decisions. 

Section 7. Review of formative enquiry 
In Section 1 you gave your first reactions to some questions about the process 
and methods of formative enquiry. You have now had a little more experience of 
some aspects of situation analysis. In the document ‘Formative enquiry: process, 
methods and tools’ (Unit 6 Resources, 4, pp. 15-20) you will find more details. 

The document is mainly for future reference but it is a good idea to get to know 
the contents. The quiz in Activity 16 below gives you a little more familiarity with 
the processes and methods of formative enquiry and also reviews some of the 
work in this unit. 

4 For example, it is recommended by international agencies (e.g. FAO, World Bank, USAID, SIDA,
DANIDA) and endorsed by a standard handbook on programme evaluation (Royse et al. 2010). 
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 Activity 16 Process, methods and tools 

Divide up the questions between a team of three, one section each (A, B, C). The 
questions will be answered in the tutorial. 

A. The process 

1. In your own project

Here is an account of the formative enquiries you are carrying out for
your project in this unit. Refer to ‘The process’ in Unit 6 Resources, 4,
Part A, pp. 15-16.

Where do your actions fit in? Fill in the numbers of the steps of the
process.

Your own project, although very small-scale and informal, reflects many
parts of the process of formative enquiry.

You have already identified the problem (in Unit 5). 

You have done a little background reading, which would normally be 
part of a literature review. 

You are preparing the main questions for your group meeting. 

Your meeting is an informal focus group discussion, which is often 
part of field research. 

You will produce a report of your findings from the meeting and the 
literature. 

2. Hill people

Remember Martha, Section 3.1, Case 3, who
went to talk to the women in the hill villages?

She was making a very small intervention, but
she still needed to get to know the whole
picture. How good was her situation analysis?

Which parts of the process did she go through
(give the numbers)?
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B. The methods

Look through the methods in the Unit 6 Resources, 4, part B, pp. 16-19 and 

answer the questions. 

1. Three situation analyses   Do you remember the situation analyses in
Activity 6? What methods were used?

What did they use in Ghana to identify the blocks to ASFs in children’s
diet?

What did they use in Mauritius to study schoolchildren’s snack 
consumption? 

What did they use in Malawi to establish children’s diets? 

2. Niger

Do you remember the situation analysis about VAD in Niger? What three
methods of enquiry did they use?

©FAO/Roberto Faidutti 
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C. Tools/instruments 

Look through the section on tools/instruments in Unit 6 Resources, 4, part C and 
answer the questions. You probably know some of the nutrition research tools in 
Group 1, so focus on those in Group 2, which are more closely related to 
nutrition education. 

1. What do they look at?

Say if the tools deal with these essential educational aspects. Put Y for YES,
N for NO, or ??  if you are not sure.

TIPS 
Manual 

Curriculum 
Planning 
Guide 

FAO KAP 
Survey 

a. people’s dietary practices

b. the influences on their diet,
including resources 

c. their ideas of diet, dietary
knowledge and motivations 

d. attitudes to food and diet

e. “other players” as well as the main
actors 

2. Online check

Choose one of the above three instruments and look at it online. Say if
you think it could be useful to you and your colleagues and give a reason
why, referring to what you have seen.

Discuss your 

answers in the 

tutorial 
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Unit 6 webspot: Contento on Nutrition 
Education 

Professor Isobel Contento is one of the main 
American experts on 
nutrition education and 
has carried out some of 
the most significant 
research on what works 
in nutrition education 
and why.   

Her book ‘Nutrition education: linking research, 
theory and practice’* is a standard text, full of 
information (see Chapter 8 on formative research 
methods). It is quite expensive, but some of the 
text is available at 

http://books.google.it/books/about/Nutrition_Ed
ucation_Linking_Research_The.html?id=eBZI_hw
HrZQC&redir_esc=y. 

If you can persuade your faculty to buy it, you 
can order it from Amazon.com. 

*Contento, Isobel R. 2011. Nutrition education:
linking research, theory and practice (2nd ed.). 
Sudbury, Mass: Jones and Bartlett. 
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Section 8. Review & preparation for the tutorial 
It is time to check what you have done, prepare for the tutorial, and write up 
your project report. 

Review of work 

Individual 

 Check that all your activities have been completed as far as possible.

 Look through the Guiding Questions and add to the notes you made at
the beginning.

Project team 

 With your project team, write your situation analysis report (see
‘Instructions for project work: analysis and report’ at the end of this
document).

Preparation for the tutorial 

In the tutorial you will follow up your work on the unit and progress in your own 
project. 

n.b. If you missed the mid-unit tutorial and the Niger VAD case study, ask your 
tutor if you can look through the PowerPoint on your own.  

This is the end of unit 6. 

©Michael Opkara University 
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Instructions for project work 

Aims 

The aims of the first project meeting are to

 get to know each other

 map out the sessions

 find out more about the situation

 raise everybody’s awareness

 set up a task for the next meeting.

You need to 

A. arrange the meeting (1½ hours) 

B. prepare questions for the group discussion 

C. hold the meeting 

D. write up the report. 

A. Arranging the meeting 

Organize the meeting for a time near to the end 
of the unit, so you will have time to prepare the  
questions (see B below). 

B. Preparing the questions 

Before the meeting, you need to 

 prepare a short list of questions for group
discussion (Section 5.2)

 get the questions approved by your tutor

 roughly rehearse the meeting to see how long
it will take.

n.b. The task which participants take away at the end 
is essential, so leave enough time to talk about this! 
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Managing the discussion 

Some tips on encouraging people to talk 
and to clarify what they say: 

 Open up, e.g. Give us an example!
Tell us more! Do you speak from
experience?

 Clarify e.g. So are we saying that…?

 Summarise long and complex
answers – So what we’re saying
is...? You feel that...?

 Divert attention from big talkers –
e.g. Thanks. Any other comments on
this?

 Cut rambling speakers short – e.g.
Perhaps we could ask the others?
Let’s come back to that.

 Bring in people who haven’t
contributed.

 Ask quiet speakers to repeat.
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C. Holding the meeting 

Although you want to gather information, it is even more important to create 
good group feeling. It is no good having plenty of facts if all the people 
disappear! Participants must feel that the whole group are friendly and 
interested, that they themselves have something to contribute and that it will be 
interesting to come back next time. You have to manage these two different 
aims. 

C.1. Roles 

All your team should show support and 
interest, listen attentively, participate and 
contribute. But each should also have a 
role:

 One is the recorder, who takes notes
on points of interest and sums up at
the end.

 One is the observer, who keeps an eye
on the time (essential), is responsible
for refreshments (desirable) and
observes how the discussion goes –
who contributes, how interested
everyone is, which questions are well
answered etc.

 One is the facilitator, who manages
the discussion, makes sure everyone
has a chance to talk, asks
supplementary questions and follows
up interesting comments.

C.2. Preparation 

 Find a quiet comfortable place to meet.
 Arrange to sit in a circle, all on the same level.
 Prepare refreshments if possible (set a good example with tea/water/

juice, not soda drinks).

Nutrition Education icebreaker 

In groups of three discuss these 
questions: 

 If you could eat only three
foods in a whole week,
what would they be?

 If we could get all the
nutrition we need from
one food, would we eat
just that food?

 Why can’t we eat only ice-
cream OR only rice OR only
meat all the time?

Tell the whole group what you 
thought.  

(From Contento 2007)
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C.3. Running the meeting 

Beginning (15 mins) 

 Greetings.   Welcome everyone and thank them for coming.

 Set the time frame (1½ hours).

 Introductions.   Participants introduce themselves to the group and find
out what they have in common. (If you wish, try the icebreaker in the
box).

Course map (10 mins) 

Explain the four sessions to participants 

 to talk about what we eat

 to discuss making a small change

 to try things out & discuss ways and means

 to look back and see if we have made progress.

If there is time, one of your team can draw a sketch map as you outline
this short journey.

Aims 

Explain the purposes of this meeting 

 to get to know each other

 to share observations, experiences and ideas on food and good diet

 to set up a task for the next meeting: looking at own diet.

Explain that one of you will take notes and at the end will sum up.

Questions and discussion (40 mins) 

Introduce each of your questions and discuss. Allow about 6 minutes per 
question. Keep an eye on the time, but try to follow up interesting leads. 

If the group is literate, write up or display each question as it comes up. 
Move on smoothly from one question to the next. 

Ending (20 mins) 

Final recap.   The recorder recaps the main points briefly and asks for the 
group’s approval. Can we all agree about what we discussed? 

Take-away question.   Participants choose one of the questions to take away 
to ask others. They should say who they will ask. 
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Task.   Important! Group members agree to do a task before the next 
meeting: to write down or remember all the fruits and vegetables they eat
for three days. The project team will do this too, so that all can compare 
notes. 

 If you have not already agreed on the meaning of “fruit and vegetables”,
brainstorm examples, especially for vegetables. If participants only
mention green leaves, ask them also to include tomatoes, onions,
eggplant, carrots, squash, pumpkin, cabbage and any other popular plant
foods you can think of.5

 Say that we need a visible record: just remembering is not enough. Ask
participants to say how they will keep this record (they should make their
own proposals and choices). Some possibilities are (a) completing a table
(see below), (b) putting small stones or rice grains in a cup, (c) making a
mark on the wall, (d) getting their children to draw a picture each time.

Goodbyes.   Say thank you and arrange to meet again. 

Fruit and vegetable record 

Fruits and vegetables eaten 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

How many 
kinds of fruit & 
vegetable all 
together? 

D. Analysis and report 

After you have done the reading and held the meeting, together produce a 
report on the report form ‘Project dossier (2)’ below.

5 Except cereals or legumes.
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Contents 

The report should 

 clearly outline the relevant information from the literature

 show that you have competently carried out the required activities (or
explain why they have not been carried out)

 clearly report and evaluate the meeting’s events, information gathered,
and attitudes

 make recommendations for the future.

The report should have three parts: 

1. A brief account of the literature summarising the main points from all
three articles which are relevant to your project. Include a list of the
three documents read.

2. A report on how the meeting was organized, prepared and carried out
(how the questions were decided, where the meeting was held, what
roles were taken, how the meeting went) (e.g. attendance, lateness,
duration), how far the meeting followed the recommended outline. Add a
list of those present.

3. An account of what happened during the meeting: what was said in
response to the questions, the mix of personalities and interactions,
readiness to contribute, interest and motivation, willingness to do the
“homework” tasks. Add comments on strengths and weaknesses and
recommendations for the future.

Division of work 

 Divide the parts of the report between the members of the team.

 Put your name on your part.

 Check the other parts to make sure that there are no important gaps and
no overlap.

Marking 

Each of the project team is responsible for one part. But all are responsible for 
the quality and completeness of the whole report. The marking is organized like 
this: 

 10 marks individually for your part of the report

 10 marks each for the report as a whole.
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Compiling the report 

 If you are writing on computer, cut and paste the other parts into your
own report.

 If you are writing on hard copy, first produce one copy of the whole
report to give your tutor (so you do not have to write out your own part
three times). Ideally, you should photocopy this copy so that you can
keep a record of the whole report.

Project dossier (2): The situation 

Part 1: Literature review 

Name  
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Part 2: Meeting organization and conduct 

Name  
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Part 3: Meeting content and attitudes 

Name  
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Student’s Key 

 Key to Activity 1 Actors and players 

Unit 4 Unit 5 

The rich woman Zee in the 
village. 

OP The anaemic women in India MA 

The grandmothers in the same 
village. 

OP The health workers who didn’t 
explain about iron tablets. 

OP 

The mothers who need to 
improve their children’s meals. 

MA 

 Key to Activity 2 How participatory? 

Find an example of each kind of participation. 

1. A stakeholder meeting is held to advise on the
development of a training course in nutrition counselling. 
There are participants from hospitals, clinics, communities, 
universities, NGOs and commercial interests. 

3, consultative 

2. A student checks the nutritional value of some of her daily
foods on the internet. 

7, self-
mobilization 

3. Tea workers consult with a nutrition counsellor and
together develop plans for improving the family diet. 

6, interactive 

4. Data are gathered from hospitals about admissions,
treatment and mortality for infant malnutrition. 

1, non-
participatory 

5. In a focus-group discussion, parents answer questions
about how they feed their children. The information 
gathered is used to develop a project. 

2, passive 

6. As part of a project, home gardeners attend a meeting
about the value of legumes and are given beans to plant. 

5, functional 
(beans are a 
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material 
incentive) 

7. There are weekly talks on good nutrition at the hospital.
Patients who attend can ask questions. 

4, informative 

 Key to Activity 3 Your perspective 

A. The process.   ''Scientific” formative research (aiming at hard quantitative data, 
usually carried out by experts before an intervention, often on a large scale) is 
often contrasted with informal or participatory research (usually small-scale and 
ongoing, collecting soft qualitative data on people’s attitudes and perceptions). 
Both have advantages and disadvantages. 

 If you chose both scientific/objective and fully participatory, note that these
are sometimes incompatible: involving participants fully makes it difficult to
be very objective or to work on a large scale. On the other hand, not involving
them can sacrifice awareness, commitment and engagement.

 It is generally agreed that both “hard” quantitative data and “soft”
qualitative data are needed, especially in learning situations. In fact, hard and
soft are not good terms: on the one hand, numerical data can be inaccurate;
on the other hand, mental outlooks are just as real as measurable physical
facts, only more difficult to assess.

 One of the most important criteria is that findings should be valid, useful and

used. There are real dangers of talking to the wrong people, collecting too
much information, gathering data for no purpose, or producing findings
which no-one wants or plans to use. Remember this if you ever have to do
research for an academic degree.

B. The most reliable methods.   Questionnaires, interviews and focus group 

discussions are some of the most popular methods, and are generally essential, 

but they are not always the easiest way to get at the truth. It is hard to ask the 

right questions (in some questionnaires all the best-informed people get the 

wrong answer!), so all questions have to be pre-tested. In focus groups people 

are easily influenced. In interviews, people do not remember accurately, and all        

people tend to present themselves in a favourable way. This is why it is important 

to get information from more than one source (this is called triangulation, gloss) 

and to include some direct observation and some objective records. 
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Project action A: Looking at the literature 

This project action is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 4 Helping or hindering 

Case 1: Advice for consumers 

a. What is wrong with this advice?

 The advice is given without finding out the real problems or their sources.

 As a result, the solutions are wrong. The electrical fan uses power supply,

not batteries; the gas is put into the battery of the car; and the arm is

bandaged even though the doctor suspects arthritis!

b. How is this like doing nutrition education without a situation analysis?

 If we do not find the roots of people’s dietary problems, it is harder to find
solutions which work.

Case 2: Teach a man to fish? 

a. What went wrong?

The project did not look at the attitudes, values and lifestyle of the herders:
they thought only in terms of food supply and job opportunities.

b. What do you think might be a solution to the herders’ problem?

The answer depends on the situation analysis and how powerfully the herders
value their cattle and their lifestyles. However, opinions tend to divide into:

Some good answers from students 

 “The experts needed to dig deep down in the problem and its causes.
Instead they just rushed to suggesting solutions.”

 “The advice is a hasty conclusion drawn without any investigation into
the problem and its causes.”

 “No discussion was done, no observation, no interview. It looks more
like guesswork.”
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Adaptive solutions – e.g. helping the herders to make their existing practices 
more sustainable through 
improving their resources, their 
cattle-raising or their income 
generation activities 

Transformative solutions – e.g. 
convincing herders to take up 
different lifestyles, habits and 
attitudes (e.g. recognizing the 
nutritional value of fish, work 
training). 

Both solutions would involve 
some kind of education. 

Which did you choose? 

Discuss this in the tutorial. 

Case 3: Hill people 

What do you think of the seating arrangements at the group meeting? a.

There are several problems about the seating arrangements. 

 Having the speaker alone at the front leads to speech-making and
monologue, not dialogue and discussion. It doesn’t encourage free
speech.

 Sitting in rows does not allow the participants to talk to each other,
discuss and share experience.

 Martha’s position makes her seem like an authority, whereas in fact she is
still a student.

 The participants appear to be separated into age groups.  This makes it
difficult for the younger members to have a voice, or even to get an older
person to speak for them.

The alternative is to arrange the meeting in a circle, with everyone on the 
same level, so that everyone can see each other and talk to each other. 

Some good student answers

 “The development agency failed
to do situation analysis to find out
the people’s perceptions and their
readiness to modify them. They
could have built on the knowledge
people already had and found a
better approach to solving the
problem.”

 “The experts came up with an
inappropriate solution for these
herders. It would have been
better to analyse their situation
and look for their preferences,
attitudes, practices and lifestyle as
well.”
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Apart from the seating, how could Martha have improved what she did at the b.
meeting? What advice would you give her? 

Martha should not start by 

 telling the women what is going wrong and explaining the problem, or

 suggesting what to do, e.g. presenting specific foods, doing
demonstrations.

Instead, she should start by finding out, asking and listening. She could do these 
things: 

 First make contact with village leaders and enlist their help, so that she is
not seen as an outsider and a single voice. It might also be good to invite
some of the village men.

 Find out how the women see things: how they think about diet and health
in general, and about child feeding in particular, how they feed their
children and why, what problems they perceive.  All the group need to
have their say, and Martha needs to listen.

 Start to help the women distinguish between a poor diet and a healthy
one, and to begin to see the benefits of improving their children’s diet.
This can’t be done all at once, but she could choose one or two points to
focus on.

 Then get the group to talk about a few easy improvements, and what can
actually be done.

Some good student answers 

 “The seating did not allow the women to participate. It looked like they
were being dictated to.”

 ”Looked too formal. They could have formed a circle to create a more
relaxed and friendly atmosphere, making the group more interactive and
interesting.”

 “Martha was seen as a teacher and the mothers as pupils in a class, which
gave them lower status.”
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 Key to Activity 5 The importance of analysing the situation 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

Key to Activity 6 What can a situation analysis do?

What was the situation analysis used for in the cases below? (A, B, C or more 
than one)

1. Why don’t they breastfeed exclusively? B 

2. What’s in the lunchboxes?
 

A (possibly C)

3. Do they know about vitamin A deficiency? B

 

or C

 

4. Will more children have breakfast?
 

C
 

Key to Activity 7 Three situation analyses

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor.  

Project action B: Aims of your situation analysis 

Check that you have filled the main box and answered the questions about 
participation. 

 Key to Activity 8 Need to know 

The questions can be loosely grouped into these categories: 

A.  Basic knowledge, practices and attitudes    

 Q4    what they know
 Q6    what they eat and how
 Q3    general interest in health

B.  Personal factors 

 Q1    general hopes & fears
 Q2    interests
 Q5    food preferences
 Q10  skills
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C.  Social influences 

 Q9    shared diet
 Q11  sources of information & advice
 Q12  role-models

D.  Circumstances 

 Q7    club food and facilities
 Q8    spending money

You probably selected several from Group A as your first choices. 

Where were your second choices? Did you give priority to personal, social or 
“environmental” factors, or did you have a mix? 

 Key to Activity 9 How can we use the information? 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

Consult the comments on the questions you have selected. 

n.b. In bold are some ways in which the boys can start to take their own 
initiatives. 

1. What are their main hopes, fears and motivations?

All the boys’ hopes depend on good health. This makes it possible to talk
about future chances of poor health and poor earnings, and to reinforce the
boys’ well-founded fears with stories of men who have done well or badly
because of good/poor health. Boys can easily find their own real stories and

report to the group. The hope of marriage and family is also an incentive,
although more remote. Those boys who have steady girlfriends may be

interested to discuss with them what kind of diet is necessary to bring up
healthy successful children.

2. What are their main leisure activities and interests?

Sports, social eating, TV can all have a role in dietary education. An interest in
sports performance can be linked to good diet. If boys are used to acting in
groups, they might be motivated to pool their resources in finding better

food to eat at the market. A TV addiction is a powerful aid if access can be
organized to good food videos through computers or DVD players. This
broadens the range of influences and information sources.

3. How interested are they in health and fitness?
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Sports are a motivation for good nutrition. Coaches and trainers can give 
good advice on how diet contributes to performance, and their advice is likely 
to be taken. The boys can find out about good sports diet and inform their 

friends. If boys get a lot of colds, they will want to know about micronutrients 
that protect health and foods that are rich in them. 

4. What do they know about good and poor diet, risks and benefits?

This information gives an idea of the size of the challenge. Where to start? By
understanding the long-term dangers? By promoting the value of vegetables?
By cooking and eating low-cost meals? This question should be a theme in all
the sessions. Once the group begins to show interest and motivation, they

can discuss these questions themselves.

5. What foods and drinks do they like most?

Personal preference plays a big part in boys’ food choices. Boys are not likely
to eat foods just because they are “good for them” (it’s hard to persuade
people to eat a good diet as a duty!). It is important that the boys actually
get to like some healthy dishes so that they will go on choosing them.
It is a good idea to find out what flavours appeal to them, e.g. spicy food?
garlic? tomato paste?

6. What do they eat, how often, where and with?

Everything about the boys’ eating habits is important to know.

 Home cooking is an important part of their diet and must be a point of
entry. Boys could talk to home cooks about meals and costs and could
describe and discuss the home-cooked meals they most appreciate. Once
they are convinced of the value of improving diet, they may be able to
influence home cooking simply by demand or persuasion.

 Outside the home, the boys don’t recognize what food is healthy, or
perceive the need for it. They have to get the habit of evaluating what is

on offer and telling others about it.
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7. What food/drink is available at the club?

The bar is an obvious place to introduce some alternative foods and snacks.
Simply providing them will not make them popular; instead, the boys

themselves should recommend some alternatives each week and continue
to do this in future.

8. How much do they have to spend on food?

The boys do not have much to spend and probably feel the need to get value
for money. First they need to have some ideas about food value, then they
can begin to look at food value for money in specific foods and dishes. If they
see that they are being driven to poor food because it is cheap, they can take
up the challenge of how to eat well for very little and find some of their own

answers. Also, if any are thinking of their future role as fathers or heads of
families, they may like to practise giving good advice to household food

providers.

9. Do they all have much the same diet?

The boys’ diet is a social norm. This makes it difficult for an individual to
change on his own, he would have to find other resources, and he would be
different from his peers, which most adolescents don’t enjoy. Getting
consensus and doing things together could be important. It might be possible
to build on the small healthy variations that already exist in the group (as in
the Hearth Model, gloss). Boys could review their own habits and try to find

some good habits to promote.

10. Can they cook?

Knowing how to do something makes it easier to start. Educators should have
in reserve two or three very simple recipes which are cheap, tasty, nutritious
and easy to make. Facilitators could prepare these as refreshments for the
sessions, with the boys’ help. Boys could ask family cooks to suggest other

ideas, try them out and demonstrate to each other. Ideally they could

prepare their own snacks at the club.

11. Where do they usually get information and advice?

The boys do not have many sources of information and advice. Sessions
should build up a list of simple concrete questions about diet ( e.g. “Are green
leaves important? What are the best vegetables for good eyesight? What do
energy drinks contain?”) As far as possible the boys themselves should find
and share the answers. To do this they need independent access to several
sources of information and to develop the habit of finding out for
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themselves (this is one reason why facilitators should not give all the 
answers). For example: 

 Boys should meet the local doctor and hear stories of diet-related health
disorders.

 One clear simple leaflet on good diet should be studied in depth; all the
boys should have a copy and should be able to explain it to others,

including their own families.

 If some have internet access, they can find their own answers and find
some user-friendly websites (this is more effective and sustainable than
handing out information).

 The boys’ should explore their own “advice network” to see how
supportive and well-informed it is: they can consult their “advisers” on

specific questions and report back.

12. Who are their role-models? Who do they admire?

Imitation can be a powerful voice in improving eating habits and attitudes,
but first you have to find good role-models. Certainly the club leader should
be involved in the sessions: he and the boys together should eventually work

out a long-term plan for improving the club’s health and diet image.
Negative role-models are easy to find. In the boys’ own experience there
should be a number of people who eat poorly and are evidently not well.

 Key to Activity 10 First meeting with the boys 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 11 Become familiar with KAPP elements 

KAPP elements which featured in the case of the ‘youth club’ are highlighted 
in bold below. 

 Dietary and food practices
What people eat, when and how often, where, who with; where the food
comes from, who prepares it, what people buy regularly; particular foods

eaten (e.g. ASFs, legumes, fruit and vegetables); food distribution in the
household, what people’s social group eats and what the community eats;
food hygiene practices.
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 Skills and capacities
Cooking, storing and preserving food; recognizing safe fresh food;
recognizing junk food; growing food, nutrition-conscious shopping and
recognizing nutritional value for money; the habit of change, “self-efficacy”
(the confidence that you can do something).

Knowledge and awareness of good or poor diets, their risks and benefits;
knowledge of particular foods and food groups and their functions; the

dangers of junk food; understanding food hygiene.

 Attitudes and perceptions
Food preferences; ideas of good food and the value of different foods;
understanding the links between diet and health; interest in cooking and
eating; desire for conformity, interest in trying new things, respect for
authority.

Influences on practices and attitudes from peers, social groups, families,
circumstances, media, commercial influences; constraints/obstacles/barriers
which make change difficult.

 Resources and facilities
Food budget, access to good food; cooking and storage facilities; human

resources (people who can help and support).

 General motivations
Hopes, fears, ambitions, concerns in life.

 Information sources
Contact with health services, access to media, access to informed people,
internet etc.

Project action C: What would you like to know? 

Decide on the main things you want to know about your group and the main 
things they should know about themselves. 

Check that you have identified those elements which will be of particular interest 
for your group: 

 Dietary and food practices:

o what people eat; where the food comes from; what people buy
regularly; particular foods eaten; fruit and vegetables.

 Skills and capacities:

o nutrition-conscious shopping; the habit of change; “self-efficacy”.
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 Knowledge and awareness:

o knowledge of good or poor diets, their risks and benefits; knowledge of
particular foods and food groups and their functions.

 Attitudes and perceptions:

o food preferences; ideas of good food and the value of different foods;
perceptions of the links between diet and health; interest in cooking and
eating; interest in trying new things.

 Influences on practices and attitudes:

o families; circumstances; constraints/obstacles/barriers.

 Resources and facilities:

o food budget; access to good food.

 General motivations:

Information sources:

o internet.

 Key to Activity 12 A good question 

Purpose.   Think about what you want to know.a.

Vague Purposeful 

What are your eating habits? 

(This question could be about meal 
frequency, cooking, snacking, eating 
out, household food distribution etc.) 

Suppose the question is about eating 
out. 

Then a suitable question would be: 

How often do you eat away from 
home? 
Once a day? All the time? 
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 One thing at a time.   Ask single questions. b.

Multiple Single

Can you tell me about the different 
food groups and how they should be 
combined?

 
Q1. What are the different food 
groups?

 

Q2. How should they be combined in a 
meal?

 

Pin it down.   Ask specific questions.c.

General Specific 

Do you eat meat regularly? How often do you eat meat?  
Once a day? Once a week? 

Probe KAPP.   Probe knowledge, attitudes and feelings with specificd.
questions.

General Specific 

What is your attitude to vegetables? (question) Is it important to eat 
 vegetables?

(probe)  Why/Why not?

Leading questions.   Avoid “leading questions” which suggest “righte.
answers”.

Leading question Alternative 

What do you have for breakfast? 
(implies that having breakfast is 
normal) 

Do you eat something when you get up 
in the morning?  
If so, what do you eat? And drink? 
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 Intrusive questions.   If questions could embarrass people, make them f.
impersonal. 

Embarrassing Impersonal 

Does anyone here have digestive 
problems related to diet? 

(Reword the question) 

 Can diet have an effect on digestion?

“Loaded” questions.   Don’t reveal your own opinion when asking theg.
question.

Loaded Neutral 

Of course it’s possible to get good 
cheap food in the market! You don’t 
think so? 

Is it possible to get good cheap food in 
the market? 

Clear simple vocabulary.   Choose language which is easily understood.h.

Obscure Clear 

Who are your role-models? 

(Reword the question) 

Which well-known people do you 
admire? 

If you have doubts about any of your questions, raise them in the tutorial. 

Project action D1: Questions to discuss 

Check that you have phrased six questions which will open up the discussion and 
provide useful information about the situation. 

Project action D2: Check the questions 

Check that you have pre-tested your questions and that they are approved by 
your tutor. 
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 Key to Activity 13 Where do they belong? 

2. Family and social networks

 husbands
 grandmothers
 faith-based groups

3. Official support networks

 clinic staff
 school management
 agricultural extension

4. Planners and implementers

 curriculum developers
 school management

5. The media

 food advertisers
 websites
 social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter)

6. Others

 farmers
 supermarkets
 food advertisers
 the food industry

 Key to Activity 14 The college canteen 

Very important “other players” are: 

The canteen manager(s) 

They know what the students like and are prepared to eat, and therefore what 
will sell. They plan meals, order ingredients and decide prices. It is therefore 
important to know how able they are to provide healthy meals economically. 
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The cooks 

They will have ideas about what meals can be produced in the time available, and 
what ingredients are available in the markets in different seasons. They may need 
to know more about nutritional value. 

The ladies who serve the food 

They are the only people in direct contact with the students. They should 
therefore know what they are serving and be able to explain its value. 

You may have found others. Discuss this in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 15 Examples of different approaches 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 16 Process, methods and tools 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 
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Glossary 

You will find longer explanations of many of these items in the main course 
glossary. 

Barrier analysis.   Barrier analysis focuses on the obstacles to changing practices. 
It is used in community health and development projects to identify behavioral 
determinants so that more effective messages and support activities can be 
developed. 

Baseline.   The baseline is the point you start from. In nutrition education it is 
established by collecting specific data about people’s knowledge, attitudes, 
practices or perceptions before the intervention, which can be compared with 
the same kind of data after the intervention or with data from control groups 
(qv). The comparison will show what has changed, i.e. whether the intervention 
has worked. 

Cost of the diet.   Cost of the Diet (CoD) survey instrument was developed by 
Save the Children UK. It calculates the cost of the cheapest diet that meets the 
nutritional requirements of families using only local foods. 

Dietary diversity survey.   A dietary diversity survey measures the access to food 
at household level and the micronutrient adequacy of diets at individual level.  
Information is gathered on all the foods and drinks consumed over the previous 
24 hours. These are classified into standard food groups, which are counted. 

Focus group discussion (FGD).   A discussion among a small number of similar 
participants (6–8) guided by a skilled moderator with the purpose of exploring 
knowledge and attitudes on a limited number of research topics. 
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Hearth Model (positive deviance).   The “positive deviance” Hearth Model (PD 
Hearth) is a successful approach to improving infant and young child feeding 
(IYCF) based on the idea that some solutions to dietary problems already exist 
within the community and only need to be discovered and shared. 

Household food insecurity questionnaires.   A household’s level of food 
insecurity is characterized by a set of indicators of conditions, experiences, and 
behaviour patterns. Respondents describe their behaviours and attitudes and 
their answers are summarized to give an indicator of the degree of household 
food insecurity. 

KAPP.   KAPP stands for Knowledge, Attitudes, Perceptions and Practices. Before 
planning action in nutrition or health education, it is important to find out what 
people know, feel, do and think already. KAPP surveys are therefore a 
fundamental first step to assess the knowledge, attitudes and practices of the 
target population. They should include or be supplemented by enquiries into 
circumstances, resources and influences. 

Literature review.   In a literature review, researchers make a systematic search 
for books/articles/reports produced over a certain period on a given subject, 
read them and summarize the findings, to draw some conclusions about what is 
known and what has been done before. 

Rapid rural appraisal (RRA).   RRA explores the knowledge and opinions of rural 
people with group animation and direct observation, trying to arrive at insights 
and information in several different ways. Enquiries do not usually involve 
reading and writing but are physical, oral, visual and dramatic. 

Stakeholders.   People, groups, organizations or institutions with an interest in 
the target situation. They can affect or be affected by the intervention’s actions, 
objectives and policies. 

Triangulation.   To increase the reliability of data, it is recommended to get 
information from more than one source, or in more than one way (e.g. 
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information about home cooking could come separately from observation and 
from different members of the household). This is called “triangulation”. 

Twenty-four-hour recall.   The 24-hour dietary recall consists of recalling and 
listing foods and beverages consumed the previous day or in the 24 hours before 
the recall interview, usually with the aid of a trained interviewer. 
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1. Fruit and vegetables: readings

Reading A 

(Abbreviated and adapted from Ruel et al. 2005) 

Patterns and determinants of fruit and vegetable demand in developing 
countries: a multi-country comparison 

Low fruit and vegetable consumption is a main contributor to micronutrient 
deficiencies in the developing world, especially in populations with low intakes of 
other nutrient-dense foods such as meat and dairy products. Data from ten sub-
Saharan African countries were used to document fruit and vegetable 
consumption patterns in this region and examine their determinants. 

The main goal of the analysis was to provide information to help guide future 
policy on increasing consumption of fruit and vegetables in sub-Saharan Africa. 
Promotion of fruit and vegetables is urgently needed but its success will depend 
on how effectively it addresses the main constraints to consumption. 

The results of the research show that fruit and vegetable consumption is very 
low in sub-Saharan Africa (27–114 kg per person per year), far below the 
WHO/FAO recommendation of 146 kg per person per year. Vegetable 
consumption is almost universal in the countries studied, but fruit consumption 
is much less common and is more variable across countries. Overall, the 
percentage of the food budget allocated to fruit and vegetables is generally low 
(4–16%). 

The household-level demand for fruit and vegetables rises with increasing 
income. A female head of household spends a greater share of her budget on 
fruit and vegetables than male peers, particularly for vegetables. Fruit and 
vegetable consumption is higher in urban than in rural areas, but this seems to 

©FAO/Marco Salustro 
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be related to income rather than to the location itself. Surprisingly, secondary 
education is associated with less of the budget spent on fruit and vegetables: this 
may be related to women working outside the home and increased consumption 
of convenience foods. 

Clearly, economic factors are important constraints to fruit and vegetable 
consumption; income growth should therefore contribute to greater fruit and 
vegetable consumption, although at a slow pace. Some other ways of promoting 
increased consumption are: 

 extending the duration of harvest and reducing post-harvest losses to
reduce prices and increase availability

 making fruit and vegetable marketing less risky for small farmers

 processing fruit and vegetables to make them available for longer

 reducing important tariffs

 removing unnecessary sanitary and phytosanitary restrictions

 offering effective education based on sound knowledge of consumption
constraints.

Points raised in discussions 

Constraints on fruit and vegetable consumption appear to be different in 
different areas of the world and there are many determinants. For example: 

 In rural areas differences may be due to cultural practices, the
environment, and lack of knowledge and skills to prepare fruit and
vegetables.

 Consumption is affected by season.

 Where women have jobs outside the home, F&V consumption is lower.

 In the Middle East, in some of the richest countries in the world, fruit and
vegetable consumption is insufficient; children eat a lot of fast food and
there are high rates of NCDs.

©FAO/Daniel Hayduk 
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Checking questions for ‘Reading A’ 

In sub-Saharan Africa -  

a. Why is F&V consumption important nutritionally?
b. What is the WHO/FAO recommended consumption?
c. In relation to this recommendation, is F&V consumption very high / about

right / very low?
d. Which is higher: vegetable consumption or fruit consumption?
e. The percentage of the household food budget spent on F&V ranges from

............ to ............ 
f. Who consumes more F&V:

 the rich or the poor?

 urban or rural populations?

 those with secondary education or those with only basic education?

g. What is the main constraint on F&V consumption?
h. What other constraints on F&V consumption are suggested?
i. What agricultural actions might help to increase F&V consumption?
j. What should education take into account?

When you have answered the questions, write up the important points for your 

project in a coherent paragraph in your book and share the information with 

your colleagues.  

Reading B 

(Abbreviated and adapted from Lock 2005) 

Effectiveness of interventions and programmes promoting fruit and vegetable 
intake 

In some developed countries, including Australia, the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of America, fruit and 
vegetable promotion initiatives have been established for some time. A review of 
the literature on such initiatives was carried out to examine their effectiveness. 
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A number of databases were searched.1 Papers published in Danish, English, 
French, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Swedish were considered. 
Reference lists of articles found were examined and experts in all regions of the 
world were contacted. All interventions and promotion programs which 
encouraged consumption of a diet rich in fruit and/or vegetables were included 
in the study, providing that (a) participants were not acutely ill, (b) individuals 
were followed for at least three months and (c) changes in consumption were 
estimated. 

The results of this review showed that a wide range of interventions and 
programs promoting fruit and vegetable intake around the world have already 
been carried out and assessed. Interventions aimed at children achieved an 
increased intake of 0.14–0.9 servings of fruit and vegetables per day, and in 
adults intake increased by up to 1.2 servings per day. None of the studies 
showed a detrimental effect of the interventions on fruit and vegetable 
consumption. 

Points raised in discussions 

What’s needed? 

 There is a need for policies to promote
fruit and vegetable consumption.

 It is better to consider fruit and vegetables
as a broad food group rather than splitting
them into individual fruits or vegetables
because it is not known which components
in fruit and vegetables are beneficial.

 An adult requires at least 400g of fruit and
vegetables per day. The consensus of the
meeting was that 400g should be the goal
for all countries, but that each country
could set intermediate objectives
according to their own situation.

 Along with the 400g minimum goal the
idea that “variety is important” should be
incorporated into promotional messages.

©FAO/Ivo Balderi 
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1 PUBMED, CAB Abstracts, the Cochrane Library , Web 
of Knowledge, IBSS, Psychinfo (BIDS), Embase, 
Agricola, Lilacs, ID21,  Eric, Sigle and Ingenta
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Checking questions for ‘Reading B’ 

a. Where have F&V promotions mainly taken place?
b. Has the effectiveness of these programs been assessed?
c. Were they shown to be effective on the whole?
d. How much effect did they have? (a lot, some, a little)
e. Who increased their F&V consumption more: adults or

children?
f. Should we consider F&V as a group or focus on particular

F&V?
g. Why?
h. What is the minimum weight of F&V recommended per day

per person?
i. What if a country is unable to achieve this minimum target

for most of the population?
j. What are the two goals recommended?

What are the important points for your project? 

When you have answered the questions, write up the important 

points for your project in a coherent paragraph in your book and 

share the information with your colleagues. 

Reading C 

(Abbreviated and adapted from Mintah et al. 2012) 

Consumption of fruits among students: a case of a public 
university in Ghana 

Consuming fruit brings great health and nutritional benefits. Studies 
have shown fruits’ positive effects in providing dietary fibre and in 
reducing the risks of cancer, cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer’s, 
cataracts, kidney stones, bone loss, and type-2 diabetes. 

The recommended daily intake is 2 - 4 servings of fruits per day 
(some have recommended five or six). A serving is half a grapefruit 
or avocado or a slice of large fruit (e.g. melon or pineapple). 

Studies show that in Ghana most adolescents and adults do not 
consume the amount of fruits recommended. Amongst Ghanaian 
students at the tertiary level, poor eating habits pose long-term 
health threats. Research reports students’ preference for fizzy 
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drinks, cakes and biscuits rather than fruits as snacks, in contrast 
with students in higher education in Europe. 

Fruit consumption among Ghanaian students and the factors that influence it 
have not been much studied. This study sought (1) to investigate the factors that 
affect the consumption of fruits among university students in Ghana. 
Educational, personal/religious values, food habits, health, time involved in 
eating fruits and economic factors were some possible factors considered. The 
study also sought answers to the questions: (2) Do students eat the required 
quantity of fruits each day? (3) What is students’ perception of fruits? (4) What 
kinds of fruits are available on the market for students? (5) What type of fruit(s) 
do students normally like? 

Four hundred and fifty-six (n = 456) out of a total population of nine thousand
(n = 9000) undergraduate students were considered for the study. A pre-tested 
structured questionnaire was used to solicit answers to questions. 

Major findings were that students (65%) do not eat the recommended number 
of servings of fruits in a day. Approximately 6% do not eat fruits at all, while only 
21.9% have two servings in a day. This was in spite of the fact that students’ 
perception of fruits was very positive: most believed fruits had a high nutritional 
value. 

Out of nine fruit types that were readily available on the market, pears (Pyrus

communis) were the most preferred, whereas oranges (Citrus sinensis) were the 
least preferred. 

As regards influences, variables such as taste, time-wasting, religious belief, 
knowledge, ill-health, and proximity did not significantly influence students’ 
intake. The main factors that hindered fruit consumption were the high price and 
the fact that fruits do not give satiety.2 Most respondents (84%) felt that fruits 
are expensive in relation to their daily food allowance and most (87.5%) also 
attributed their low fruit intake to the fact that they do not feel full when they 
eat fruit. 

It was noted that students could have afforded more fruits, hence satiety must 
be a more powerful factor than price. Taken together, these influences must also 
be more powerful than the students’ conviction that fruits have nutritional value. 
Strategies to increase intake of fruits should therefore give more attention to 
both the price and satiety variables. 

2 Satiety = the feeling of having eaten enough, of being full 8
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Checking questions for ‘Reading C’ 

a. What are some of the health benefits claimed for fruits?
b. How many servings of fruits are recommended per day?
c. What is the difference between a fruit and a serving of fruit?
d. What students took part in the study?
e. What was the method used for gathering information?
f. What proportion of the respondents eat the recommended amount of fruit

per day?
g. Do the students generally believe that fruit is good for them?
h. What stopped the students eating more fruit?
i. Which of these two influences was said to be more powerful?
j. What were the recommendations of the writers?

What are the important points for your project? 

When you have answered the questions, write up the important points for your 

project in a coherent paragraph in your book and share the information with your 

colleagues.

2. Situation analyses: two abstracts and a short
report

A. Animal-source foods in Ghana 

Abstract (adapted from Colecraft et al. 2006) 

Micronutrient deficiencies limit children’s health and development. Although 
animal-source foods (ASFs) provide highly bioavailable micronutrients, Ghanaian 
preschool children consume very little of them. The study explored the reasons 
why. It used participatory rapid appraisal methods to consult stakeholders in six 
communities in three agro-ecological zones. The findings showed that there 
were constraints to (a) the availability, (b) the accessibility, and (c) the utilization 
of ASF. The constraints included low income, lack of access to technology and 
markets, inequitable household food distribution, inadequate knowledge, and 
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beliefs. The least expensive animal-source food was fish, which was easy to 
preserve and consumed by all communities. Since animal-source foods are 
mainly purchased rather than reared or caught, interventions that increase 
income may be the most successful strategy for improving Ghanaian children’s 
diet with ASFs. 

B. Children’s consumption of snacks at school in 

Mauritius. 
Abstract (adapted from Oogarah-Pratap & Heerah-Booluck 2005)

Purpose.   The snacking habits of children can be cause for concern. Little 
research has been undertaken on the snacking habits of Mauritian 
schoolchildren. This study aimed to identify the popular snacks which are bought 
at school by upper primary schoolchildren (8-12 years old) and the factors that 
influenced children’s purchase of snacks. 

Design/methodology/approach.   Twelve primary schools were selected by 
random sampling. Thirty children from each school were involved. Researchers 
collected data (a) by interviewing children with a questionnaire, and (b) by 
observing schoolchildren’s snacking habits at lunch-time. They also interviewed 
canteen sellers about the most popular snacks and their cost. 

Findings.   Findings showed that most of the popular snacks were high in sugar, 
fat, energy or salt. Snacking habits of schoolchildren were significantly associated 
with age and gender (ρ <0.05). Children’s snacking habits seemed to be largely 
influenced by the cost of snacks, their taste and availability, and the amount of 
pocket money they had to spend. 

Originality/value.   Previous studies on snacking habits have focused on lower 
primary schoolchildren (5-7 years old) and adolescents, while this study has 
focused on the upper primary schoolchildren (8-12 years old). The findings 
provide a sound basis for health and education authorities to develop a national 
policy on the sale of nutrition foods in primary school canteens. 
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C. Effectiveness of one-to-one nutrition counselling in two 

Malawi districts  

Extract from a short report (adapted from Phiri et al. 2012) 

The situation.   Infant malnutrition remains high in Malawi in spite of 
interventions to improve breastfeeding and complementary feeding practices. 
Poor breastfeeding practices include delaying the start of breastfeeding and 
introducing solid foods before six months; inappropriate complementary feeding 
practices include infrequent feeding and providing thin porridge with low 
nutrient quality. In addition, child illnesses are highly prevalent, which 
contributes to malnutrition.  

The study.   The study looked at changes in complementary feeding resulting 
from Trials of Improved Practices (TIPs) formative research undertaken in 
Kasungu and Mzimba districts in Malawi within the FAO/FICA food security 
project. The study was based on a subsample (n=57) of TIPs households, with 
children aged 6-15 months. One section in each of six Extension Planning Areas 
(EPAs) was selected for the study, with ten households per section. 

Baseline survey.   Baseline data were collected before the first TIPs counselling 
visit using a 24-hour recall. Data were collected on 

 diversity in children’s diets

 the proportion of children receiving pieces of vegetable, fish or meat
from the family pot

 intake of thin plain porridge (vs. thick enriched porridge)

 use of wholemeal maize flour (high in energy and nutrients).

11

(That is the end of the situation analysis element of the report. The paper goes 

on to report the findings of the follow-up survey, after two months of home visits

and counselling). 

Follow-up survey.   After two months of home visits and counselling, data were 
collected again. Dietary diversity had increased significantly (see table). The 
proportion of children receiving pieces of vegetable, meat or fish from the 
family pot had increased from 26% at baseline to 98%. Intake of thin plain 
porridge decreased from 42% to 8%. Use of wholemeal maize flour increased. 
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The results of the study show that 
one-to one nutrition counselling 
was effective to change behaviour 
on infant feeding, at least in the 
short term. There are also 
indications that it was possible for 
households to make modest 
changes to increase dietary 
diversity and energy and nutrient 
intake based on their own food 
supplies. 

3. All about the boys

Interview with a Youth Club leader 

Julia: (1) Hi Morris, nice to meet you. Tell me about the boys in your Club. 
What do they want most in life? 

Morris: Hello Julia. Most of them are studying, or working, sometimes both. 
They are ambitious, but they are quite realistic. For example, they 
want to get a job as an electrician or to join the army. What they 
want most in life is a secure job and a family. Of course, they are 
very afraid of ill health, and that’s based on real experiences of 
friends and relatives. 

Table: Malawi dietary scores at baseline 
and after counselling 

Malawi dietary 
diversity score* 

Baseline After 
counselling 

High 10% 44% 

Medium 38% 24% 

Low 52% 32% 

* based on 6 food groups; High MDDS =
4-6, Medium MDDS = 3, Low MDDS = 1-2. 

©FAO/ Amélie Baillargeon ©FAO/Amélie Baillargeon 
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Julia: (2) So do they have time for anything other than work and study? 
Do they have any leisure activities?

Morris: Well of course they’re into football, it’s the national passion. They 
follow the local football league. Apart from that, most of their 
leisure time goes in listening to music and hanging out with friends. 
Sometimes they watch TV. A few are interested in politics or 
religion. I know they’re interested in girls, but they don’t talk about 
them much. 

Julia: (3) Wow, so they must be keen on health and fitness? 

Morris: Yes, most of them play games. Some do weight training. Some are 
in the football team. They all drink those energy drinks which are 
meant to be good for sport. 

Julia: So, are the boys generally healthy? 

Morris: They are quite fit, they get a lot of exercise. But if one of them 
catches a cold they all get it – they seem to be very vulnerable. 

Julia: (4) So what’s the idea of a good diet to the boys? 

Morris: Oh, they don’t have any real idea. For them a good meal is fried 
chicken, pot noodles and chips, washed down with Coke. They can’t 
often afford it, so they think it’s special. The only way they want to 
change is to eat more of the same. I don’t think they are really 
aware of the dangers of a poor diet, even what a poor diet means. 

Julia: (5) So what they like most and their idea of a good diet are roughly 
the same? 

Morris: They want to eat what they like. It’s natural preference. It’s also 
their idea of freedom and I suppose of being an adult. 

Julia: (6) So tell me about their normal everyday diet. What do they eat, 
how often, where, and who do they eat with? 

Morris: What do they eat? That depends where they eat. The younger ones 
eat at home more, the older ones eat at home in the evening and in 
town at lunchtime, with their friends. I suppose at home, it’s usually 
starch and green vegetables, beans and sometimes meat or fish. In 
town there’s a range of street foods, which are filling but not very 
nutritious, I think. Those who have money take fizzy drinks - which 
are envied.  

Julia: Right. So two meals a day is normal? 
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Morris: Yes, very few eat breakfast. It’s the norm round here. But they 
often have a snack mid-morning, to keep going. 

Julia: (7) You serve food here at the Club? I see there’s a bar. 

Morris: Yes, there’s a bar, with the usual snacks and drinks. They’re a bit 
cheaper here so it probably provides quite a lot of what the boys 
eat during the week. There are cooking facilities but they are not 
very much used. 

Julia: (8) So the boys don’t have much to spend? 

Morris: That’s right. They don’t have full-time jobs, remember. Some of 
them don’t have any jobs at all, so they can’t afford to spend much 
on food. 

Julia: (9) And they all eat much the same, you seem to be saying? 

Morris: Well, yes, there’s not much of a difference - they’re used to it, it’s 
what’s available, and what’s normal in their group. They also eat 
together quite a lot. There are small individual variations. Yes I can 
say that. Those who have more money can afford a few more 
luxuries. 

Julia: (10) Can any of the boys cook? 

Morris: I don’t really know, ask them! I think a few of them can cook basic 
dishes when they are away from home, but they prefer someone 
else to do it. They probably think cooking is a woman’s job. 

Julia: (11) Wow! So where do they get their ideas about food and health? 
Did they learn anything at school? 

Morris: I don’t think they are exposed to much health information. They 
don’t often visit the clinic and there is very little in the media. As far 
as I remember, myself, I didn’t learn much at school about food. 

Julia: Where would they go if they needed advice? 

Morris: Most of them rely on parents and “uncle figures”, maybe some 
older men in the family, and sometimes community leaders.  

Julia: (12) I can imagine they see you as a leader, and imitate you, what 
you do? Right? 

Morris: (laughs) Well, in some things. 

Julia: I’m wondering who else they admire and who they don’t. 
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Morris: Well, they really listen to their trainer or coach. They have some 
local heroes and a few international ones, like Mandela, Obama or 
some sportsmen and some media stars. There are some people 
they don’t admire. They are rather hard on failures and alcoholics! 

Julia: Interesting. Morris, thank you very much, that was really useful. 
Hope to be back to talk to the boys tomorrow. 

4. Formative enquiry: process, methods and tools
This reference document should be useful in your future career. There is no need 
to remember it all now, but you should know what it contains and some of the 
questions it raises. 

A. How are formative enquiries carried out? 

A process of formative enquiry is outlined below, with some typical activities. 
Most of these can be done, at different levels and in different ways, by an 
external team, by educators, by participants themselves, or by a mix. 

The nature and extent of the enquiry depends on the approach and on the time 
or money available. It can range from a simple chat to a major research project. 
It can be done before the intervention, or during it, or both, and it can be one-off 
or continuous. 

What matters most is that the right questions are asked, the answers are valid 
and representative, the right people learn from them and the information is well 
used.

©Anthony Jennings 
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Process Activities 

1. Identify the problem, the extent
and the groups at risk (this part of the 
process is usually preliminary to 
educational activities). 

Look at reports and surveys, clinical 
data, make anthropometric 
measurements, do dietary diversity 
surveys etc. 

2. Establish what is already known and
has already been done about the 
problem, especially through education. 

Do literature reviews, organize study 
tours, consult stakeholders and 
experts. 

3. Identify the main questions to be
explored (e.g. practices, knowledge, 
circumstances), including the other 
players involved, their roles, interests 
and influences. 

Identify key questions, decide on 
baselines and possible indicators of 
progress. 

4. Set up the research - e.g. deciding
on the methodology, preparing for 
field work. 

Standard research methods (1): select 
samples, establish control groups, 
develop instruments (e.g. questions), 
train interviewers. 

5. Do field research - e.g. looking at
practices, perceptions, attitudes, 
influences, resources, institutions, 
circumstances. 

Do KAPP surveys, including 
interviewing, administering 
questionnaires, conducting focus group 
discussions, making observations. 

6. Process the data. Standard research methods (2): Clean 
data, enter, analyse. 

7. Report, disseminate and use. Sum up findings, identify needs, 
present and discuss findings, design 
strategies. 

B. What are the methods and what are they good for? 

A range of enquiry methods suitable for different situations are set out below. 
They all have strengths and limitations in time, cost, quality of information and 
expertise required. 

There is much discussion about the value of data collection methods and about 
participatory approaches compared to more objective “scientific” approaches. 
Nutrition educators must ask who needs the information and for what. There are 
cases where objective data is the goal (e.g. collecting national birth weight 
statistics), and others where the engagement and interest of the community is 
what matters most (e.g. growth monitoring and infant feeding). 
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Q&A = Question and answer 

Method Strengths Limitations 

1. Literature review Quite inexpensive

Builds on others’ 
experience 

Not specific to the target 
group 

Cannot answer all the 
questions 

2. Observation (e.g.
of handwashing, 
food storage, food 
distribution in 
household)

Objective, quantifiable 

Can capture behaviour, 
resources, facilities 

If people think they are 
being observed, they often 
behave differently 

May give too little or too 
much information 

Time-consuming 

3. Data from records
(e.g. attendance at 
clinics, health data, )

Quite quick and 
inexpensive 

Objective, usually accurate 

May be incomplete or may 
not give all the information 
needed 

4. Questionnaires Can reach a wide 
population 

Produce quantifiable data 

Can be very specific 

No good for illiterates 

Must be pre-tested (easy to 
ask the wrong questions) 

Not easy to get rich detail 

Possible low response rate 

Written answers are not 
the same as spoken 
answers 

5. Interviews

Q&A, usually 1-to-1, 
with practitioners or 
experts (e.g. health 
workers, farmers) 

Specific 

Open-ended, can follow up 
leads, get rich detail  

Educates the interviewers 

Engages the interviewee 

Expensive and time-
consuming 

Interviewers need training 
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Method Strengths Limitations 

6. Focus group
discussions (gloss)

Structured Q&A 
consultations with 
selected groups 
representative of 
main players/actors 

Capture detailed 
information 

Good way to pre-test 
questions for 
questionnaires 

Can arouse a lot of interest 
in participants 

Not cheap 

Very vocal participants may 
dominate 

Groups must be 
representative, need 
careful selection 

Facilitators need training 

Questions need pre-testing 

Often do not build on 
participant interest or 
share findings with them 

7. Stakeholder
consultations 

Meetings and 
discussions with all 
interested parties, 
often in a workshop 

Can bring in all interested 
parties, build networks 

Can benefit from 
stakeholders’ experience 

Recognize interests and 
interest groups 

May attract various kinds of 
stakeholder support 

Quite expensive 

May stir up factions and 
conflicting interests if not 
well handled 

8. Informal chats
and discussions 

Can develop good relations; 
allows flexible coverage; 
can be an ongoing part of 
the intervention; can 
explore individual concerns 
and experiences 

Produce limited data and 
subjective responses 

9. (Participatory)
Rapid rural 
appraisal 
(RRA, PRRA, 
gloss) (see also 
note below)

Engages participants 

Generates new insights 

Can build ownership 

Educates both facilitators 
and participants 

Lacks apparent objectivity 

May not produce 
quantifiable data 

If not participatory, may be 
purely “extractive, 
externally driven”  

(Table expanded from Contento 2011 Chapter 8) 
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Notes 

Rapid rural appraisal (RRA) uses a range of group animation techniques and 
direct observation to explore the knowledge and opinions of rural people. It tries 
to “triangulate” enquiries, i.e. to arrive at the same information in several 
different ways (Wikipedia 2013). 

Enquiry activities generally do not involve writing, but are 

 physical (e.g. transect walks)

 oral (e.g. focus group discussions and interviews)

 visual (e.g. mapping, timelines, seasonal food calendars, problem trees)

 dramatic (storylines, role-plays).

Participatory rapid rural appraisal (PRRA) uses the same approaches but with 
the aim of serving participants’ interests and ownership. “If the community 
draws a map because you ask them to, it's RRA. If they realize that the map 
belongs to them, and want to keep it for their own use, then it's PRA.” 
(http://www.iisd.org/casl/caslguide/rapidruralappraisal.htm) 

C. What survey tools/instruments are available? 

There are several useful survey instruments designed to capture information 
about nutrition status and dietary habits. There are also a few which look at 
people’s understanding, perceptions and attitudes about food and nutrition, and 
which show that people’s outlooks are just as much “hard data” as their 
nutritional status, and can also be measured. 

Guidelines for measuring household and individual dietary diversity
(gloss: see Dietary Diversity Survey)

http://www.fao.org/docrep/014/i1983e/i1983e00.pdf

 Guide to measuring household food security
http://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/food-nutrition-assistance/food-security-
in-the-us/survey-tools.aspx

Group 1 

The following survey tools deal with dietary practices, resources and constraints: 
they are more about nutrition than about nutrition education. 
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 Twenty-four-hour recall (gloss)
https://www2.ag.purdue.edu/programs/hhs/efnep/Resource/24%20Hour
%20Food%20Recall.pdf

 Cost of the Diet (Chastre et al. 2009) (gloss)

http://www.savethechildren.org.uk/resources/online-library/the-
minimum-cost-of-a-healthy-diet

Group 2 

The following survey tools deal to some extent with knowledge, attitudes, 
perceptions and practices (KAPP) as well as with resources and constraints and 
are more relevant to nutrition education: 

 'A manual for TIPs trainers and implementers', Checklist for assessing
food household availability/ accessibility and family feeding practices,
pp.49-57. This checklist looks at what people eat, the food they grow etc.
but not so much at knowledge, motivations, perceptions and attitudes.

http://www.fao.org/docrep/014/am869e/am869e.pdf

 'The FAO Nutrition Education Curriculum Planning Guide', Volume 1 (the
Reader), pp.197-239: Questionnaires for school managers, parents, staff,
children and health workers about nutrition, children’s diet, people’s
ideas of diet, school food practices, and the school environment

http://www.fao.org/docrep/009/a0333e/a0333e00.htm

 'Guidelines for assessing nutrition-related knowledge', attitudes and
practices, FAO 2013. These questionnaires mainly aim at establishing a
baseline for evaluation, dealing with knowledge and practices relating to
the commonest dietary deficiencies (Fautsch-Macías & Glasauer 2014).

http://www.fao.org/docrep/019/i3545e/i3545e00.htm

 Household Food Insecurity Access Scale (gloss)

http://www.fantaproject.org/monitoring-and-evaluation/household-
food-insecurity-access-scale-hfias
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       Glossary 
You will find longer explanations of many of these items in the main course 

glossary. 

Cost of the diet.   Cost of the Diet (CoD) survey instrument was developed by 
Save the Children UK. It calculates the cost of the cheapest diet that meets the 
nutritional requirements of families using only local foods. 

Dietary diversity survey.   A dietary diversity survey measures the access to food 
at household level and the micronutrient adequacy of diets at individual level.  
Information is gathered on all the foods and drinks consumed over the previous 
24 hours. These are classified into standard food groups, which are counted. 

Focus group discussion (FGD).   A discussion among a small number of similar 
participants (6–8) guided by a skilled moderator with the purpose of exploring 
knowledge and attitudes on a limited number of research topics. 

Household food insecurity.   A household’s level of food insecurity is 
characterized by a set of indicators of conditions, experiences, and behaviour 
patterns. Respondents describe their behaviours and attitudes and their 
answers are summarized to give an indicator of the degree of household food 
insecurity. 

Rapid rural appraisal (RRA).   RRA explores the knowledge and opinions of rural 
people with group animation and direct observation, trying to arrive at insights 
and information in several different ways. Enquiries do not usually involve 
reading and writing but are physical, oral, visual and dramatic. 

Twenty-four-hour recall.   The 24-hour dietary recall consists of recalling and 
listing foods and beverages consumed the previous day or in the 24 hours before 
the recall interview, usually with the aid of a trained interviewer. 

5.
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VAD IN NIGER  
situation analysis 

1 



Follow the process of the situation 
analysis 

 

RED -    Steps in the process 
BLUE -   Class action: Stop,   

    think, discuss what to do 
GREEN – See what the project  

    actually did 
2 

TUTOR PRESENTATION 



CLASS ACTION 1 

AS A PRELIMINARY, 

DISCUSS THESE QUESTIONS IN CLASS 

1. What are the dangers of vitamin A 
deficiency?  

2. Who are the usual high-risk groups for VAD?    
3. What foods might help to remedy or prevent 

VAD?  

3 

QUICK CLASS DISCUSSION 



 
1: THE SETTING 

4 
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THE SETTING 

 

 

Six  rural villages 
o  Most with gardens 
o  Two with health posts 
o  All have a butcher’s shop 
o  All have a small market 
Main occupation 
o  Agriculture (both men & women) 
o  Men are also “businessmen”  
 Socio-economic status (not too bad) 
o  More than half eat meat once a week 
o   About half the households have a donkey. 
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2.   THE AIMS 
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Aims of the situation analysis 
The team aimed to explore: 
• the extent of the problem of VAD 
• the knowledge, attitudes and practices of the 

population re general diet & vitamin A-rich foods  
• the resources and possibilities (foods available, 

possibilities of increasing supply) 
• the constraints (cost, acceptability, seasonality) 
 
and to discuss the best  ways forward 
 
We will go through the same process, comparing our 

plans with those of the project. 
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CLASS ACTION 2 

 

STOP AND DISCUSS 

WHAT IS THE FIRST STEP  
IN THE PROCESS? 
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QUICK CLASS DISCUSSION 



 
 

3:   LITERATURE REVIEW 
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The first step:  literature review 
What the team did: 
 

• They read the available reports, consulted 
national experts and commissioned some 
food composition studies. 

• On the basis of what they discovered, they 
made some preliminary recommendations.  

What did they discover?  (Continue) 
(Teams please take note) 
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Preliminary findings 1: 
 
HIGH-RISK CATEGORIES FOR VAD  
 
 
These groups were seen to be at risk : 
• three quarters of the pregnant women 
• two thirds of the nursing women 
• nearly half of children aged 13-16 months 
• 62% of children aged 37-72 months 
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Preliminary findings 2 
FOODS AVAILABLE TO FILL THE GAP 
 What is eaten: 

 

• Fresh green leaves, freshly cooked:  available only in 
the rainy season.  Dried leaves not a good source of VA. 

• Red peppers are hot, so the amount  consumed cannot 
increase much. 

• Mangoes are seasonal and expensive 
• Liver is easily absorbed, available all year, also gives 

folate and iron.  Most villages have good supplies. 
• Pumpkin and squash:  little information on availability. 
NB   To absorb VA from plant foods, some oil or fat is 

needed.  However there is little fat in villagers’ meals. 
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Preliminary findings 3: 
EXTENDING PRODUCTION OF DGLVS    
 Production of fresh DGLVs could be extended by  
• growing leaves for home consumption in dry-

season gardens as well as cash crops * 
• growing a second sowing of squash, bean leaves 

and red sorrel ** 
• growing moringa and harvesting every 2 weeks 

(but needs year-round watering) ** 
• gathering wild leaf seeds (e.g. amaranth) and 

sowing broadcast in the dry season.* 
  * existing practice       ** new practice 
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CLASS ACTION 3 

DISCUSS IN A TEAM 

o What foods look most promising? 
o What foods need more research? 
o What crops look most promising? 

 

REPORT your preliminary recommendations. 
 

Go on and compare with the project’s  
preliminary recommendations (next). 
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PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS 
The project decided: 
1.  To promote the consumption of: 

– liver 
– dark green leafy vegetables, with added oil 

2.  To explore pumpkin production 
3.  To promote increased production of green 

leaves using existing practices (dry-season 
gardens & wild seeds) 
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CLASS ACTION 4 

 

STOP AND DISCUSS  

WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP   
in the situation analysis? 
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QUICK CLASS DISCUSSION 



 
  4: DECIDE WHAT WE  

NEED TO FIND OUT 
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Next step:  preparing field research: 
What do we want to find out? 

    The team decided to find out about the 
knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions 
of the main players regarding three things: 
1. Diet:  general diet, VAD, diet of at-risk groups 
2. Foods:  the two VA-rich foods  of interest 
3. Resources and constraints (e.g. availability, 

price) 
(Teams please note these three) 
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CLASS ACTION 5 

BRAINSTORM  IN  TEAMS 

 a detailed need-to-know list for one of these: 
o Diet and VAD ) For each, consider knowledge,  
o Liver   ) practices, attitudes, resources,  
o DGLVs  )  constraints 
 

REPORT BACK to the class 
 

• THEN COMPARE  your list with the project’s list 
(next) 
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NEED-TO-KNOW POINTS (1) 
The project planned to investigate: 

1. Diet and VAD  
• Ideas of good eating   
• Diets of pregnant and lactating women 
• Diets of children under three 
• What people know about VAD and associated 

illnesses – cause and effect 
Do you agree? 
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NEED-TO-KNOW POINTS (2&3) 
The project planned to investigate: 
2. Vitamin A-rich foods: liver & DGLVs   
• Present consumption + seasonal variations, if any 
• What people know and feel about them   
• How the household acquires them 
• How they are prepared and eaten 
• How much they cost      
• How much is available and when    
• How present production could be increased  
Do you agree? 
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5:  WHO WE NEED  
TO TALK TO 

Preparing for field research: who to talk to in 
order to find out what we need to know 
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CLASS ACTION 6 

Together,  

BRAINSTORM a list of people to talk to
 Say what you would find out from each.

THEN 
Compare your list with the project’s (next).
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CLASS BRAINSTORMING 



 

INTERVIEWEES & FOCUS GROUPS 
 

In the field, the team planned to talk to: 
 

o Men     (focus group) 
o Women/mothers   (focus group) 
o Village butchers  (interviews) 
o Gardeners    (focus group) 
o Vendors of leaves (interviews) 
 
Did you have the same list? 
 
NB  The project also talked to service providers (health, agriculture, 

education) about implementation strategy and capacity development. 
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CLASS ACTION 7 

 
 

STOP AND DISCUSS   

WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP? 
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QUICK CLASS DISCUSSION 



 

6:  PREPARING QUESTIONS 
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PREPARING QUESTIONS 

   The project produced questions for the five 
groups, to be used in one-to-one interviews 
and focus groups.   
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CLASS ACTION 8 

 TEAMWORK   Each team 
o Take ONE area (diet/VAD, liver or DGLVs) 
o Formulate 4 questions which will get some of the 

information needed.  
o Say who each question is for.  
o Make the questions short, clear and neutral . 
And then.... 
... CLASSWORK   
o Each team:  invite someone from another team 

to answer your questions in front of the class.   
o The class comments on the questions. 
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CLASS ACTION 9 

 
STOP AND DISCUSS   

WHAT OTHER STEPS ARE THERE 
BEFORE going to the field? 
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6.  OTHER STEPS 
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Other steps 
• Deciding on baseline measurements   What 

particular practices or attitudes should be 
measured and monitored?  

• Deciding on the sample   How representative? 
How big? How will it be randomized?   

• Control group   If there is to be a control group, 
set it up and prepare to assess the baseline. 

• Training for interviewers and facilitators. 
• Organization  Scheduling, logistics, transport, 

accommodation. 
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CLASS ACTION 10 

 
Discuss with your tutor what would be an 

appropriate baseline in this project. 
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CARRYING OUT FIELD RESEARCH 
 

What the team did in the field 
• Trained interviewers and facilitators 
• Selected a representative sample of villages and a 

representative sample of men, pregnant women and 
women with children of different ages 

• Held focus group discussions with the men and women 
• Interviewed all butchers, all leaf vendors and all 

gardeners in all the villages 
• Produced results and came to conclusions about needs 

and approaches. 
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CLASS ACTION 11 
On the next slides are the findings of the 

enquiry (3 slides), the identified needs (1 
slide) and the targets established (1 slide).   

IF YOU HAVE THE TIME  - 

Compare the findings with your own country – 
do you think they would be the same? 

Suggest how the needs could be quantified 
Suggest how the targets might be verified. 
IF NO TIME, STOP HERE!  
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7:  FINDINGS 
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FINDINGS (1):  DIET AND VAD 
The project found that:  
• Men and women place a high value on getting full rather 

than on eating foods for their nutritional value. 
• Both men and women have little knowledge of nutrition 

needs of high-risk groups. 
• No special diet is followed during pregnancy and 

lactation except that women eat more beans to 
encourage milk production 

• No special diet is followed for children under three:  
they are expected to feed themselves and eat adult food 
as soon as they are able. 

• Diarrhoea, night blindness and low birth weight are 
associated with poor diet, but not with specific lacks. 

Is this the same in your country? 
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FINDINGS (2):  LIVER 
The project found that: 
• Liver is usually purchased by men as a snack for 

women and children.  Very small quantities are 
bought.  It is seen as expensive. 

• Liver is seen as a “special” food, associated with 
curing illness, night blindness and various rituals. 
To “cure” night blindness a small piece is held 
between the teeth for a while, then either 
swallowed or thrown away. 

• Plenty of liver is available in the village. 
 

Is this the same in your country? 
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FINDINGS (3):  GREEN LEAVES 
 The project found that: 

• Everyone likes  dark green leaves.  They are 
associated with good health. 

• They are eaten often, fresh in the rainy season, 
cooked and served cold with oil and spices, and 
dried in sauces the rest of the year. 

• About half the greens are bought and half are 
home-grown or gathered. 

• Extending the growing season would mean 
displacing cash crops from dry-season gardens. 
 

Is this the same in your country? 
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8.   NEEDS 
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NEEDS  
The project formulated the needs in two ways: 
 

a) The changes that should happen in the community – e.g. 
o   Women & young children should eat more liver & DGLVs 
o   Both men & women should see VA’s importance for MYCF  
o   They should all know that eating liver and green leaves   

regularly protects their health. 
 

b) Other actions that could contribute to the outcomes, e.g. 
o Gardeners should grow more green leaves  
o    Men should buy liver regularly and take it home OR   
o    Women should buy liver to share with young children  
 

Can you suggest how to quantify some of these?   
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Quantified targets 
The analysis produced these quantified targets 
Knowledge and attitudes 
• 1.  Men and women associate VAD with diarrhoea, measles, 

respiratory illness, infant death and night blindness, and can say 
what foods protect health by being rich in vitamin A. 

Practices  
• 2.  Women buy and consume 50 francs worth of liver per week, to 

be shared with children under six.  
• 3.  Men buy 50 francs worth of liver per week to be shared by wife 

and children under six. 
• 4.  Women and children eat fresh green leaves with oil twice a day. 
Resources 
• 5.  Fresh green leaves are available at all times (in homes and 

markets) two more months in the year.  
 

Can you suggest how some of these might be verified? 
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CLASS ACTION 12 

   

STOP AND DISCUSS 

WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS  
IN THE SITUATION ANALYSIS? 
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Next steps 

• Clean the data 
• Write the report 
• Disseminate and discuss the findings 
 
And then – 
• Plan the intervention 
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TIME TO STOP! 
THE END 
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Section 1. Preliminaries 

1.1 What do we call the people who participate? 

 Activity 1 Actors and players 

Do you remember these people? 

Which ones are “Main Actors” (MA) and which ones are “Other Players” (OP)? 

Unit 4 MA/OP Unit 5 MA/OP 

The rich woman Zee in the village The anaemic women in India 

The grandmothers in the same village The health workers who didn’t explain about iron 
tablets 

The mothers who need to improve 
their children’s meals 

1.2 And what is “participation”? 

 Activity 2 How participatory? 

Look at p. 10 of the Student's Book. Find an example of each kind of participation. 

1. A stakeholder meeting is held to advise on the development of a training course in
nutrition counselling. There are participants from hospitals, clinics, communities, 
universities, NGOs and commercial interests. 

2. A student checks the nutritional value of some of her daily foods on the internet.

3. Tea workers consult with a nutrition counsellor and together develop plans for
improving the family diet. 

4. Data are gathered from hospitals about admissions, treatment and mortality for
infant malnutrition. 

5. In a focus-group discussion, parents answer questions about how they feed their
children. The information gathered is used to develop a project. 

6. As part of a project, home gardeners attend a meeting about the value of legumes
and are given beans to plant. 

7. There are weekly talks on good nutrition at the hospital. Patients who attend can
ask questions. 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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Section 2. Formative enquiry 

1.2 How formative enquiry is done: your perspective 

 Activity 3 Your perspective 

A. The process 

Individual question: what do you think is essential to effective formative enquiry? Mark your top three. 

B. The methods 
The main ways of getting information are reading, observing, asking questions and discussing. Some of the best-
known methods are below. 

a. Mark any you have personally used in preparing an intervention.

b. Which do you personally think is most reliable (i.e. most likely to get at the truth)?

 It is objective and scientific. 

 It collects opinions, perceptions. 

 It is done once, before the intervention. 

 It is large-scale. 

 Participants are fully involved in the process. 

 It collects hard data (facts and figures). 

 It is carried out by an expert team. 

 The findings are valid, useful and used. 

 Literature reviews 

 Getting data from records (e.g. hospital 
admissions, school registers) 

 Interviews 

 Stakeholder consultations 

 Questionnaires 

 Observation (e.g. sanitation, sales, crops, hygiene 
practices, cooking methods) 

 Focus group discussions 

 (participatory) Rapid rural appraisal 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
Student's book: printable version for student’s answers 
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2.1 Formative enquiry in your project 

Project action A: Looking at the literature assessed 

You will find three readings on fruit and vegetables in the Unit 6 Resources, 1, pp. 3-8 Follow the instructions on p. 
16 of the Student's Book. 

Document: 

Summary paragraph (max 120 words) 

Section 3. Why do a situation analysis? 

3.1 Why a situation analysis matters 

 Activity 4 Helping or hindering 

Case 1: Advice for consumers 
Look at Case 1 on pp. 18-19 of the Student's Book. 

a. Taking these scenes together, what is wrong with all this advice?

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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b. How is this like doing nutrition education without a situation analysis?

Case 2: Teach a man to fish? 

Look at Case 2 on pp. 19-20 of the Student's Book. 

What went wrong?a.

What do you think might be a solution to the herders’ problem?b.

Case 3: Hill people 
Look at Case 3 on pp. 20-21of the Student's Book. 

a. What do you think of the seating arrangements at the group meeting?

b. Apart from the seating, how could Martha have improved what she did at the meeting? What advice would you
give her?

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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 Activity 5 The importance of analysing the situation assessed 

Considering all three cases and any other experience you have, find some good reasons why it is important to 
analyse the situation. Then, compose a persuasive answer for the project organizer. 

3.2 Functions of a situation analysis 

 Activity 6 What can a situation analysis do? 

Referring to the categories and cases on pp. 23-24 of the Student's Book, mark each case with A, B, C or more than 
one. 

1. Why don’t they breastfeed exclusively?

2. What’s in the lunchboxes?

3. Do they know about vitamin A deficiency?

4. Will more children eat breakfast?

 Activity 7 Three situation analyses assessed 

Individual + group share  

Different analyses focus on different aspects of the situation. 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
Student's book: printable version for student’s answers 
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 In the document ‘Situation analyses’ (Unit 6 Resources, 2, p. 9) there are three descriptions of situation 
analyses: two article abstracts (A & B) and one article summary (C).

 Choose one each, read it quickly and fill in the essential information in one column.

n.b. If the information is not 
given, put XXX 

A. Animal-source foods in 
Ghana 

B. Children’s snacks in 
Mauritius 

C. Malawi counselling 

The target audience Pre-school children Upper primary Infants 6-15 months 

The problem: 

 nutrition status?

 nutrition practices?

 knowledge, attitudes,
perceptions?

Purpose of the analysis (A, B, C) 

Methodology of the analysis (not 
of the intervention!) 

The main findings 

How the findings will be used 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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Project action B: Aims of your situation analysis 
What will be the purpose(s) of your situation analysis? A, B or C? (See Section 3.2 above.) Explain briefly: 

Participation: Are you interested in 

 finding out about the group for your own purposes? 

 the group becoming aware of their own situation? 

 both? 

Section 4. What do we need to find out? 

4.1 The youth club 

 Activity 8 Need to know 

Read or listen to the interview with the club leader in ‘All about the boys’ (Unit 6 Resources, 3, pp. 12-15), and the 
questions on p. 28 of the Student's Book. 

As you listen, decide which questions you think are very important or not so important.  

a. Which three questions would you put at the top of your list? (give numbers)

b. Which other three questions would come next? (give numbers)

c. Are there any other important questions you would want to ask?

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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How to use the information 

 Activity 9 How can we use the information? assessed 

From the questions you selected in Activity 8, pick one of your second choices (the “b” questions), i.e. not one of 
your top priorities.  

Ask yourself: How could the answers to this question help with the intervention? 

 Give the question and (in short) the answer provided by the Club Leader.

 Say briefly why we need to know the answer to this question.

 Say how you could make use of this information in the NE program.

 Bring out any ways you could get the boys to take the initiative for themselves.

Question 

Answer 

Why does this information 
matter? 

How could this information be 
useful in developing the 
program?  

How could the boys start to 
take the initiative for 
themselves? 

 Activity 10 First meeting with the boys 

Read the instructions on pp. 31-32 of the Student's Book. 

a. How should the nutrition educators continue? What could be the next questions? Choose three from the
questions on p. 32 of the Student's Book, in a good order. Give the numbers.

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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b. Which of the questions would you definitely not ask? Why?

4.2 Knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions (KAPP) 

 Activity 11 Become familiar with KAPP elements 

Look at the box on p. 35 of the Student's Book. Copy below those elements which have come up in the youth club 
case. 

Project action C: What would you like to know? 

(No writing required.) 

Section 5. Asking good questions 

5.1 Questions in group discussions 

 Activity 12 A good question 

a. Purpose.   Think about what you want to know.

Vague Purposeful 

Why do people eat fruit? 

(This question might be about any of the reasons – they 
like it, it is cheap, it is available, they think it is healthy). 

Suppose the question is about health reasons. 

A suitable question could be: 

Why is eating fruit good for our health? 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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Vague Purposeful 

What kind of diet do you have? 

(Answers could be “fattening”, “boring”, “extravagant”, 
“unhealthy” or about the content of the diet). 

Suppose the question is about the dietary content. 

A suitable question could be: 

Describe what you eat on a typical day. 

What are your eating habits? 

(This question could be about meal frequency, cooking, 
snacking, eating out, household food distribution etc.) 

Suppose the question is about eating out. 

Then a suitable question would be: 

b. One thing at a time.   Ask single questions.

Multiple Single 

How often do you eat fruit and vegetables?  

(People see fruit and vegetables as different, so there are 
two questions here.) 

Q1. How often do you eat fruit? Never? Once a day? 

About once a week? 

Q2. How often do you eat vegetables? etc. 

Do you have any skills in growing, cooking and preserving 
food? 

(Several questions: also needs to be more specific) 

Q1. Do you know how to grow food? What foods? 

Q2. Can you cook? What can you cook? 

Q3. Do you know how to preserve foods? Which 

foods? 

Can you tell me about the different food groups and how 
they should be combined? 

Q1. 

Q2. 

Pin it down.   Ask specific questions.c.

General Specific 

What are your food preferences? What three foods do you like best? 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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General Specific 

Is fruit adequately available in the market? How many kinds of fruit can you usually see at the 

market? Two or three? Five or six? 

Do you have access to the media? Do you listen to the radio? Do you watch TV? Do you 

read a newspaper? 

Do you eat meat regularly? 

Probe KAPP.   Probe knowledge, attitudes and feelings with specific questions. People are often not very aware d.
of what they know or feel. 

General Specific 

How do you feel about your present diet? Would you like to change what you eat, generally? 

(probe) How? Why? 

What do you know about the effects of diet on health? Can what we eat make us healthy or unhealthy? 

(probe) Can you give an example? 

What is your attitude to vegetables? Question 

(probe) 

Leading questions.   Avoid “leading questions” which suggest “right answers”.e.

Leading question Alternative 

Do you ever eat unhealthy food? (Many people would 
say No automatically.) 

Do you eat sweets? How often? Once a day? And cakes? 

Fizzy drinks? Chips?  

How can wives and mothers improve their cooking 
skills? (Implies that cooking is only done by women.) 

How can people improve their cooking skills? 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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What do you have for breakfast? (Implies that having 
breakfast is normal.) 

Intrusive questions.   If questions could embarrass people, make them impersonal. f.

Embarrassing Impersonal 

How did you get so fat? How do people put on weight? 

How much do you spend on food? Approximately what proportion of your income do you 

think you spend on food? Half? A third? A quarter? 

Does anyone here have digestive problems related to 
diet? 

(Reword the question) 

“Loaded” questions.   Don’t reveal your own opinion when asking the question. If people think a certain answerg.
is expected or approved, it may influence what they say.

Loaded Neutral 

Are your children eating a lot of junk food? Are your children eating a lot of chips, fizzy drinks, 

sweets, cakes, etc.? 

Do you really think that women should do all the 
cooking as well as all the housework?  

Do you think men and women should share the cooking 

and the housework? 

Of course it’s possible to get good cheap food in the 
market! You don’t think so? 

Clear simple vocabulary.   Choose language which is easily understoodh.

Obscure 

(difficult terms are underlined) 

Clear 

What constitutes a balanced diet? What should you eat every day in order to stay healthy? 

Do you think these children are getting enough 
micronutrients? 

Do you think these children are getting all the foods they 

need to keep them healthy and help them grow? 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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Do you like to vary your dietary intake? Do you like to eat something different for a change? 

Who are your role-models? (Reword the question) 

5.2 Questions for your project group 

Project action D1: Questions to discuss 

In ‘Project action C’ you decided what you wanted to find out about your group when you meet them. Now write six 
questions which will open up the discussion and provide useful information about the situation.  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Project action D2: Check the questions 

(No writing required.) 

Section 6. Who is involved?

6.1 Who is or should be involved?  
A whole network of individuals and groups contributes to maintaining or changing a practice. The WHO identifies 
three core groups: 

1. The main actors.   Those who need to improve their dietary practices (for selves or families).
2. Family and social networks.   Those who influence and give support (or not).

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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Examples: 

3. Official support networks.

Examples: Service providers, community groups/leaders. 

More examples: 

To these we can add: 

4. Planners and implementers.

Examples: Education officials, health promoters, writers, teachers, trainers. 

More examples: 

5. The media.

Examples: The press, internet, TV and radio. 

More examples: 

6. Others.   Those who can help or hinder.

Examples: Food producers, vendors. 

More examples: 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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 Activity 13 Where do they belong? 

Where would you put the groups in the diagram on p. 47 of the Student's Book?  Add them as “more examples” 
above. 

 Activity 14 The college canteen 

Who else would you want to talk to in analysing this situation, and why? 

6.2 How should they be involved? Informal and participatory 

processes 

 Activity 15 Examples of different approaches 

Read the instructions on pp. 49-50 of the Student's Book, and fill in the tables. 

1. The boys club

Classification: 

Nutrition educators are invited to hold some sessions in a boys’ club. They start by thinking about what they would 
like to know about the boys and their diet, and they consult the group leader. This way they get some ideas of what 
might work in their sessions. 

Strengths: 

Who learns most? Educators, experts or main actors? 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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2. Food storage at home

Classification: 

For homework, schoolchildren observe and discuss at home how foods are stored and why, and then talk about this 
in their lessons. In this way pupils become aware of their own household practices, while teachers can see for 
themselves what needs to be learnt. The next lesson (on iodised salt) works in the same way, and so on. 

Strengths: 

Who learns most? Educators, experts or main actors? 

3. School snacks

Classification: 

Snacking habits of secondary schoolchildren are studied in ten schools to find out preferences and influences on 
choices. Researchers observe what children buy and interview vendors and children. A report is prepared for the 
Ministry of Education. 

Strengths: 

Who learns most? Educators, experts or main actors? 

4. Community consultant

Classification: 

A local health service offers three sessions with a nutrition consultant to any community group which can organize 
itself to meet. The consultant answers questions, advises, supplies information and helps participants to plan and 
monitor their own changes. Conclusions and findings are discussed at each meeting. 

Strengths: 

Who learns most? Educators, experts or main actors? 

Can you imagine yourself carrying out any of the above? Which and why? 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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Note on participatory approaches 

From what you know so far, how interested are you in participatory approaches? 

Not very  Quite a lot  Fairly Very 

Section 7. Review of formative enquiry

 Activity 16 Process, methods and tools 

Refer to p. 53 of the Student's Book. 

A. The process 

1. In your own project

You have already identified the problem (in Unit 5). 

You have done a little background reading, which would normally be part of a literature review. 

You are preparing the main questions for your group meeting. 

Your meeting is an informal focus group discussion, which is often part of field research. 

You will produce a report of your findings from the meeting and the literature. 

2. Hill people
Look at p. 53 of the Student's Book. Which parts of the process did Martha go through (give the numbers)?

B. The methods 

Look through the methods in the Unit 6 Resources, 4, part B, pp. 16 and answer the questions. 

1. Three situation analyses   Do you remember the situation analyses in Activity 6? What methods were used?

What did they use in Ghana to identify the blocks to ASFs in children’s diet?

What did they use in Mauritius to study schoolchildren’s snack consumption? 

What did they use in Malawi to establish children’s diets? 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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2. Niger

Do you remember the situation analysis about VAD in Niger? What three methods of enquiry did they use?

1. 

2. 

3. 

C. Tools/instruments 

Look through the section on tools/instruments in Unit 6 Resources, 4, part C and answer the questions. 

1. What do they look at?

Say if the tools deal with these essential educational aspects Put Y for YES, N for NO, or ?? if you are not sure.

TIPS 

Manual 

Curriculum 

Planning 

Guide 

FAO KAP 

Survey 

a. people’s dietary practices

b. the influences on their diet, including resources

c. their ideas of diet, dietary knowledge and motivations

d. attitudes to food and diet

e. “other players” as well as the main actors

2. Online check

Choose one of the above three instruments and look at it online. Say if you think it could be useful to you and
your colleagues and give a reason why, referring to what you have seen.

Section 8. Review & preparation for the tutorial
(No writing required.) 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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Instructions for project work 

Follow the instructions on pp. 58-63 of the Student’s Book. 

Fruit and vegetable record 

Fruits and vegetables eaten 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

How many kinds of fruit 
& vegetable all 
together? 

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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D. Analysis and report 

Project dossier (2): The situation 

Part 1: Literature review 

Name  

Unit 6: Analysing the situation 
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Part 2: Meeting organization and conduct 

Name  
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Part 3: Meeting content and attitudes 

Name  
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Unit overview 

Background 

arge nutrition interventions may fund extensive formative research to
establish and explore practices, resources and constraints. If the
interventions have a strong education element, there may be an enquiry 

into knowledge, attitudes and perceptions and other influences on practices. 

Frequently, however, in nutrition education neither time nor money is set aside 
for this kind of exploration. This does not mean that nothing can be done. 
Educators who want to affect behaviour and attitudes need to know where their 
clients are starting from and what affects them, to make a habit of raising the 
right questions and discussing the answers. This can be done informally as well 
as with formal enquiries. Such informal approaches can raise awareness in the 
target population, set up a baseline for all participants to look back on, and 
educate everyone involved – including the educators. 

Whether funded or free, formal or informal, what is most needed is a “situation 
analysis mindset” which is curious to ask the questions What is happening here? 
Why? How do we feel about it? This goes hand in hand with the “evaluation 
outlook” that asks Do you remember how it was before? Has anything

improved? How do we know? 

This unit aims mainly at developing this mindset, and the habit of asking the right 
questions. These are reinforced with information on how situation analysis is 
done professionally, and with some simulated and real practice. Students carry 
out a micro-analysis of their own clients’ situations: they set up a meeting with 
their project participants, devise KAPP questions and conduct a discussion. The 
other work of the unit supports this project work, helping students to recognize 
what needs to be covered, prepare questions, conduct the meeting and write the 
report. 

L 
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UNIT SUMMARY 

Section 1 ‘Preliminaries’ discusses some essential terms – what we call the 
people who participate, and the meaning of “participation”. Section 2 ‘Formative 
enquiry’ looks briefly at the process of formative research and shows how this 
process is followed in students’ own projects; while students do a little reading 
around the project topic to simulate a minimal literature review. In Section 3 
‘Why do a situation analysis?’ they explore the need for situation analysis and its 
purposes (e.g. setting a baseline, defining needs, looking at influences) and 
briefly look at research methodologies and survey instruments. 

At this point it is appropriate to hold the first tutorial, where students work 
through a real (though simplified) situation analysis carried out in Niger, using 
a PowerPoint presented by the tutor. 

In Section 4 ‘What do we need to find out?’ students focus on the kind of 
information gathered by a KAPP survey (knowledge, attitudes, practices and 
perceptions), looking at what questions could be asked in a particular setting (a 
youth club), what information the questions might gather, and how the 
information could be used to define needs and suggest strategies. At this point 
students should be working out the questions for their own group discussion, so 
the following Section 5 ‘Asking good questions’ practises devising good survey 
questions (a skilled task). n.b. Questions must be approved by the tutor before 
the project groups meet. 

Section 6 ‘Who is involved’ considers who is involved in the situation apart from 
the main participants, why their roles and interests matter, and how participatory 
a situation analysis can or should be. A short Section 7 ‘Review of formative

enquiry’ summarises and reviews information on processes, methods and 
instruments used in formative enquiry1. As usual the last section (8) is a review of 
work and preparation for the final tutorial. 

Towards the end of the unit students hold their meeting with their project 
participants and write up their reports. 

1 This and other sections have been moved to the end of the unit so that students can manage
the sequence of work for their own project (preparing the questions, getting them approved and 
carrying out the meeting) before the end of the unit.
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What is a situation analysis?

 Why does situation analysis matter?

 What do we need to find out, and why?

 Who do we need to talk to, and why?

 What kind of questions should we ask?

 What kind of situation analysis should we do and who should do it?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Carry out a small-scale informal situation 

analysis 

Students will 

 recognize the importance of exploring the situation before planning what
to do

 identify the aspects to be explored in nutrition education: existing
knowledge, attitudes, perceptions, practices; influences, resources and
constraints

 identify the main players to be consulted in various contexts

 recognize a range of approaches from formal research to full
participation.

For their own project, they will carry out an informal exploration of the situation 
through 

 reading relevant literature on fruit and vegetable consumption and
drawing conclusions

 deciding what questions to explore and formulating suitable questions

 preparing and facilitating a discussion with their project group on these
questions

 writing a short report with conclusions from the literature and the group
discussion.
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Cross-cutting elements 

Special dietary needs Dietary needs of urban adolescents and schoolchildren. 

Gender issues Gender differences in household spending, fruit and 
vegetable consumption and snacking habits are 
touched on in the literature. 

Communications skills Formulating questions for focus group discussions; 
encouraging participation in discussion. 

Study skills Report-writing; selecting relevant points; synthesizing; 
conflating points from several documents in one 
summary. 
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Supporting project work 

Materials and resources 

If possible, help students with their project sessions by providing flipchart paper 
and marker pens, and some storage space for them. 

Refreshments 

Most students feel that they cannot afford refreshments for their project groups, 
and most universities will not budget for them. However, a refreshment break is 
an important element in a group session, because it allows people to unwind 
and speak freely. Almost any food or drink, however little, can symbolize 
hospitality and sometimes provide a topic for conversation. If the university can 
provide paper and pens, it may also be able to provide a few paper plates (one 
plate per session is enough). Discuss with students what token refreshments 
could be provided by the project team or by the participants e.g. a plate of sliced 
cucumber/carrot/banana, a pot of tea, two quartered oranges, one packet of 
groundnuts, a head of celery, even just a bottle of water. Presentation is 
important: the food should be on a plate, nicely displayed, and handed round 
politely! 

Preparation for the tutorials 

n.b. The first tutorial introduces the students to situation analysis by working 
through a complete case study 'VAD in Niger'. Time spent on checking activities 
is therefore reduced.

Fruit and vegetable promotion in your country.   Since students’ own projects 
are dealing with fruit and vegetable promotion, it will be useful for them to know 
of any initiatives promoting fruit and vegetables in their own country. General 
leaflets, dietary guidelines, booklets on diet and health or national websites may 
also have something to offer about fruit and vegetables. If possible gather a 
small collection to show to students and advise them where they can get copies.

Review the whole unit, the Unit Resources and the Full Answer Key for Tutors 

 Check Section 2.2 ‘How formative enquiry is done’ and the Student’s Key
to this section. See if you personally agree with the Key comments and
what you can add from your own experience.
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 Check through the PowerPoint ‘VAD Project in Niger’ which introduces
and practises the situation analysis for the first tutorial.

 Section 7 ‘Review of formative enquiry’. If students are pushed for time,
you may want to suggest that they skip this section for the time being.
But in any case look through it and through the related Unit 6 Resources,
4 ‘Formative enquiry’ to see if there is anything you would like to draw to
their attention. If you are familiar with some of the well-known survey
instruments, you may wish to share information on how and where they
have been used in your country.

 Look at the longer activities proposed for the final tutorial (the role-play
for Activity 10, the discussion of questions in Activity 12 and (if students
have done Section 7) the quiz in Activity 16) and decide what you will
have time for.

Important.   Note that after Section 5.2 student project teams will be presenting 
their project discussion questions for your approval. Make yourself available for 
this, as there is some time pressure to get the project meeting done before the 
end of the unit. 
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The mid-unit tutorial               2 hrs

Before the first tutorial students should have completed Section 3 (Activities 1-7).

1. Introduction 10 mins 

a. Progress so far.   Students report on progress and problems so far.

Skipping Section 7.   If students are pushed for time, you may want to tell
them that Section 7 can be optional (it is mainly a recap and review of
elements in the unit).

b. Project work.   Discuss whether students have all

 organized the meeting with project participants

 prepared the questions for discussion at the meeting

 given thought to the question of refreshments.

Remind students that once they have formulated their questions (Section 
5.2) they must get them approved by you before they hold their project 
meeting. 

n.b. Some criteria for assessing questions are in the Student’s Book, along 
with the students’ table of questions. (Do not be too critical! – what matters 
most is that the questions cover the ground and are not offensive or likely 
to be ineffective.)

2. Discussing the coursework 30 mins 

Explain that most of this tutorial is dedicated to working through a case study 
‘VAD in Niger’ which illustrates situation analysis in action. Only a short time is 
therefore given to discussing activities 1-7 (most of which in any case are self-
assessed). 
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(Section 1 Sb. Preliminaries) 

Activity 1: 'Actors' and 'players' (self-checking)
Discuss briefly what to call project participants. You may agree on better names 
than actors and players.

Activity 2: How participatory? (self-checking)
Students say if they had trouble classifying the examples.

(Section 2 Sb. Formative enquiry) 

Discuss briefly why we talk about 'formative' research and 'formative' enquiry 
(because it helps to form or shape the approaches and actions). 

Activity 3: Your perspective (self-checking)
A. The process.   Students say briefly what they chose as priorities for “effective 
formative enquiry” and if they understand the spectrum which runs from the 
scientific stance focusing on hard data to the participatory approach aiming 
mainly at soft qualitative data and increased awareness.2

B. The methods.   Comment on any enquiry methods which students have used, 
or which you have used yourself. Students say what methods they regard as 
most 'reliable', i.e. likely to reflect reality. If possible, give an example of reliable 
or unreliable data from your own experience. 

Project action A: Looking at the literature (assessed) 

Teams report briefly on what important points they discovered from the 
readings. 

Point out that they should 

 answer the questions for their own articles

 write their own individual summaries of important points

 bring together the main points of the three summaries in their final
project report.

Each part of this process requires selection and summary. 

2 This is of course an over-simplification and a distortion. Both approaches can gather

quantitative and qualitative data, and qualitative responses may indicate attitudes which are just 

as 'hard' as hard data.
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(Section 3 Sb. Why do a situation analysis?) 

Activity 4: Helping or hindering (self-checking)
Examples of the need for situation analysis. Spend a few minutes on Case 2. 
(Teach a man to fish) discussing whether students opted for major change or 
adaptive solutions – they may need to recognize how difficult it is to change 
lifestyles, values and attitudes overnight!

Activity 5: The importance of analysing the situation (assessed) 
A few students mention reasons for doing a situation analysis. Say that you look 
forward to reading their arguments. 

Activity 6: What can a situation analysis do? (self-checking)
Students recall the three main functions and purposes of a situation analysis (to 
identify dietary needs, recognize influences, establish a baseline) and say if they 
had any problems with the four cases in the activity.

Activity 7: Three situation analyses (assessed) 
Check that students have analysed one situation each and not all three! Ask 
them to recall (without referring to their books) what points are normally 
covered in a situation analysis report (target group, problem, 
purpose/objectives, methods, findings, proposed use of findings). 

Project action B: Aims of your situation analysis 

Students name their main aims in their own situation analysis (probably all three, 
with the main focus on influences on behaviour (B)). 

3. Formative research case study: VAD in Niger 70 mins 

Background for the tutor 

This activity is based on a situation analysis for a social marketing project carried 
out by AED in Birni’n Konni in Niger (Keith et al. 1991), chosen mainly for its 
thoroughness and the interesting detail in the report. It has been considerably 
shortened and simplified (e.g. parts about Ramadan, communications, and 
capacity building in the services have been removed) and for this reason the 
source is not named in the PowerPoint or the Students’ Book. 

n.b. The overall aim of the project was to “incorporate the vitamin A intervention 
into a comprehensive nutrition strategy with a focus on improving child feeding 
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practices overall”. Thus there was no suggestion that VAD should be tackled 
alone. 

The PowerPoint is in the Tutor’s folder. 

In class 

a. Explain the procedure to the class: to work through the process of formative
research carried out in a project which aimed at tackling VAD in rural
communities in Niger. In the exercise students will at each stage

 hear about the situation from the tutor

 discuss in class/groups what they would do themselves, and then

 see what the project actually did.

On the PowerPoint there are 

 (black) short tutor presentations, including

 (green) reports of project actions, presented by the tutor, and

 (blue) class discussions and team discussions in class.

b. Divide the class into teams of three or four (or into existing project teams).
As slides are presented, teams can designate individual members to pay
special attention to the content, so that the group will be well briefed when
they come to each discussion question.

c. Start the PowerPoint presentation: the procedure is self-explanatory.
Break at stated intervals for class or group discussion.

Survey questions.   In Section 6 (slide 28) student teams prepare possible survey 
questions and then try out the questions in class. There are some suggestions for 
these questions below for you to consult (students may find others or better 
ones). 
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Topic Possible questions and respondents 

Diet and vitamin A M-Men, W-Women, B-Butchers, G-Gardeners, 
V-Vendors 

a. Ideas of good
eating

 What is a good meal? What is
important in a meal?

 When do you feel you have had a good
meal?

MW 

b. Diets of pregnant
and lactating
women

 Do you eat differently when you are
pregnant?

 Should women eat anything special
when pregnant?

 Should women eat anything special
when breastfeeding?

MW 

W 

MW 

c. Diets of children
under three

 Do you give young children (under 3)
any special foods?

 Should young children (under 3) eat
anything special to help them grow?

W 

MW 

d. What people know
about VAD and
associated illness

 Do you know any children who always
have diarrhoea or are always ill? In
your opinion, what is the reason?

 Do you know any people who have
night blindness? What is the reason, do
you think?

 Do you know any women who have
had very small babies? What do you
think is the reason?

MW 

(GV) 

MW 

(GV) 

MW 

(GV) 
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Topic Possible questions and respondents 

Liver M-Men, W-Women, B-Butchers, G-Gardeners, 
V-Vendors 

a. Present
consumption

 How often do you eat liver in a week?
How much do you eat? Do young
children eat it?

MW 

b. What people
know and feel
about liver

 Do you like liver? Is liver a good food?
What is liver good for? (This should bring
out ideas of liver’s health value).

MWB 

c. How liver is
acquired and by
whom

 Who buys liver? (Men? Women?)
Where?

 Do they buy it for themselves or for the
family?

 How much do they buy at a time?

MWB 

d. How it is prepared
and eaten

 Who prepares it? How is it prepared?
How is it eaten? (E.g. as a meal, as a
snack, for celebrations).

MWB 

e. Cost and
perception of cost

 How much does it cost?

 Do you think this is an expensive food?

MWB 

MW 

f. Availability

 Is it always available?

 Would it be possible to supply more if
people wanted it?

MW 

B 
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Topic Possible questions and respondents 

Dark green leafy 
vegetables (DGLVs) 

M-Men, W-Women, B-Butchers, G-Gardeners, 
V-Vendors 

a. Present
consumption

 How often do you eat leaves in a
week? Do young children eat them
too? What kinds do you prefer?

MW 

b. What people
know and feel
about DGLVs

 Do you like leaves? Are they a
good food? What are they good
for? (brings out ideas of health
value)

MWV 

MWV 

c. How DGLVs are
acquired and by
whom

 How do you get your green
leaves? Do you mostly buy them,
grow them or gather them from
the wild?

 How much do you/they buy at a
time?

MW 

MWV 

d. How they are
prepared and
eaten

 Who prepares the leaves? How
are they prepared and eaten? (e.g.
as a meal, as a snack, as a sauce)

MW 

e. Cost

 The quantity bought – how much
does it cost?

 Do you think this is an expensive
food?

MWG 

MW 

f. Availability

 What kinds of leaves do you grow?

 When are fresh leaves available?

 Would it be possible to grow more
if people wanted them?

 Would it be possible to grow them
throughout the year?

G 

MWG 
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4. Looking forward 10 mins 

Check with students that they will be able to complete the unit before the final 
tutorial, including the meeting and the report. If there is time, take the 
opportunity to look through the remaining activities. 

Remind them to get their discussion questions checked by you. 

Wish them happy working! 
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The final tutorial 2hrs

1. Check on completed work 30 mins 

a. Workbook.   Students report if they have successfully completed the
workbook.

b. Guiding questions.   Look again through the guiding questions. Students
recall their answers at the beginning of the unit and say if they have anything
to add.

c. Project work.   The timing is tight. Students have had to read the literature,
get the discussion questions formulated and approved, hold the discussion
meeting and write up the report. They may not all have managed to
complete all this. Project teams report briefly on progress made. Teams
describe briefly how the meeting went:

 how they handled the questions and discussion

 how they managed the time

 some of the main findings that emerged.

Teams say if the participants seem interested in understanding their own 
situation and motivated to take action for their own benefit. If students 
show anxiety, give encouragement and make positive suggestions: they 
may need to feel supported. 

d. Fruit and vegetable promotion in your country.   With reference to the
students’ own projects, give information about any fruit and vegetable
promotion activities in your country, show any relevant IEC materials and tell
students where they can get hold of copies for their own project.

2. Follow-up on coursework 70 mins 

The most time-consuming activities are the role-play suggested for Activity 10, 
the discussion of questions in Activity 12 and (if students have done Section 7) 
the quiz in Activity 16, which makes a good finale to the tutorial. 
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(Section 4 Sb. What do we need to find out?) 

Activity 8: Need to know (self-checking & tutorial discussion) 
Students have listened to or read an interview with the youth club manager and 
decided which of the questions asked were most important. A few students say 
what questions they put on their “priority need-to-know” lists. These are 
subjective choices, but it’s good to discuss what is really important and why. 
Have they included questions on attitudes, interests, motivations and influences 
as well as on knowledge, practices and circumstances? Do they recognize that 
these are just as resistant and durable as material factors? Were there other 
questions they would like to have asked?

Activity 9: How can we use the information? (assessed) 
This question has scope for creative thinking. Students have chosen one of the 
interview questions, looked at the response and decided how the information 
could be used. There are suggestions in the Full Answer Key for Tutors, but 
students were asked to have their own ideas. Find out the most popular 
questions and answers, so that ideas for use can be compared. A few students 
volunteer to report. 

Activity 10: First meeting with the boys (opinion question; tutorial discussion)
Role-play: Students have all decided what three questions to ask (or not to ask) 
on first meeting the youth club boys.

 The class agrees which questions are unsuitable.

 The class discusses and agrees on a good sequence of questions to start
with.

 Three students agree to role-play the boys and two students act as the
facilitators. The “boys” should try to give realistic answers which ring true
in their own context. The “facilitators” should try to be flexible and follow
up interesting answers.

 The rest of the class follow the discussion and at the end suggest
improvements in the approach to the discussion and anything
interesting in the answers.

Activity 11: Become familiar with KAPP elements (self-checking) 
Pick out a few KAPP elements that you think are particularly worth exploring. 

Project action C: What would you like to know? (personal 
choice)

A few students mention KAPP points they think are worth exploring with 
their own groups.
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(Section 5 Sb. Asking good questions) 

Activity 12: A good question (self-checking & tutorial discussion)  
Students say how they managed this activity. Since the wording of the eight 
answers is open, they may have alternative versions that they would like to 
check. 

The question is followed by two pictures labelled ''Questions not to ask'. 
Students describe the pictures and explain what is wrong with these questions. 

a. Do you have plenty of money to spend on sweets? Several schoolchildren
responding to the question and looking pleased and happy. The question
seems to indicate approval of spending a lot of money on sweets. It also
makes richer children feel proud of their money (and sweet-buying habits).

b. Whose child has the best diet? The facilitator is addressing this question to a
group of women and children. Lots of problems! 1) It may not be clear what a
good diet is. 2) It is probably impossible to answer. 3) It is divisive, presenting
good diet as a competition. 4) It can create anxiety and shame.

Project action D: Questions to discuss (personal choice) 

These questions should already have been approved by the tutor and used in the 
project group meeting: no need for further discussion.

(Section 6 Sb. Who is involved?) 

Activity 13: Where do they belong? (self-checking)
Students recall the various groups of 'other players'.

Activity 14: The college canteen (self-checking)
Students say if they thought of other possible players who might have an 
important influence on dishes to be sold, prices, sources etc. If there is a canteen 
in their own college, ask them to think seriously about their own situation 
(getting a significant change in college food in their own institution would be a 
real nutrition education triumph!). 

Activity 15: Examples of different approaches (tutorial discussion) 

 Go through the four examples and discuss the answers – see Full Answer
Key for Tutors.
nb. Students do not have the answers to this question.
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 Students say which they themselves would like to implement. This gives
an indication of the kind of approach that attracts them – scientific
detachment or participatory engagement.

 Students say how interested they are in participatory approaches.
Emphasize that even if they are not personally interested, they should
know how to establish an element of participation and assess if it is
working.

(Section 7 Sb. Review of formative enquiry) 

Activity 16: Process, methods and tools (quiz) 
Treat this activity as a quiz. It can even be competitive: students can form 
teams to call out the answers and give their teams points for right answers. 
You will find the answers in the Full Answer Key for Tutors.

3. Preparation for Unit 7 20 mins 

A PowerPoint is available in the Tutor’s Folder for Unit 7 containing the guiding 
questions, unit objectives, an outline of the outside activity and other questions 
to be discussed for Unit 7. It covers the same ground as the notes below. 

Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 7 and encourage students 
to suggest some answers, to establish the way they see things at the moment. It 
is good if there are different answers and some different points of view. Remind 
them that they will come back to the guiding questions in the final tutorial. 

Unit objectives.   Look through the objectives for Unit 7. The project objectives 
will introduce the discussion of project activities. 

Project activities.   Go through the project activities to be carried out for Unit 7. 
The main activity is the meeting which will gather feedback from participants, 
discuss the value of fruit and vegetables and prepare for home action. Point out 
that all the essential elements of the meeting are prepared in the course of the 
unit and that rehearsal is essential! 

n.b. Photos and videos. Suggest asking if project participants would like to take 
a photo of their group activities. Do not press the point if they are reluctant. 

Optional sections.   An extra section giving further practice on objectives is 
available for students who are interested. 

Tutorials.   Confirm times and dates of tutorials for Unit 7. Mention that 
students should have completed sections 1-4 before the mid-unit tutorial. 
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UNIT 7 

Unit 7 deals with the first stages of planning and 
intervention: developing objectives and messages 
from situation analysis in line with motivations. 
It prepares you for your own project meeting by 
helping you to: 
• develop objectives  
• create messages 
• gather key information 
• identify motivating elements 
• prepare visual aids 
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• Why do objectives matter? 
• What are good nutrition education objectives? 
• Whose objectives are they? 
• How are nutrition messages developed? 
• What essential information do people need on 

key issues? 
• How are people motivated to improve their 

diet? 
• Why does nutrition education need visual aids? 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:  

Establish objectives, develop and promot e messages, raise awareness, 
and build motivation and commitment to act  

This unit will help you to: 
• follow a recognized framework for developing an intervention
• recognize some purposes and uses of objectives
• establish what makes nutrition education objectives valid and workable
• try out the process of developing behavioural and motivational messages

• recognize different kinds of motivation, and how they work in context
• recognize the value of visual aids in nutrition education and use some aids
• understand how to promote ownership in project participants

You can also choose individually to do an extra section on assessing, 
improving and writing nutrition education objectives. 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

For your own project, you will: 
• draft objectives and messages and gather key information 
• plan for building motivation and commitment to action 
• conduct your second meeting with your project participants in 

order to 
– agree on goals 
– gather information on fruit and vegetable  

consumption 
– build understanding, conviction and  

motivation for improving diet 
– help participants to assess own readiness  

to act 
– facilitate planning of first steps and use of  

informal monitoring 
– prepare for the following meeting 
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PREPARATION FOR 
PROJECT 

During the unit you prepare for your project 
session by: 
• developing objectives and messages 
• preparing to present core information 
• preparing a few visual aids. 
You also rehearse so that you can get through 
the session on time without fuss – and appear 
to know what you are doing! 
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PROJECT SESSION 

In the project session you will:   
• discuss links between diet and health 
• gather feedback on participants’ fruit and vegetable 

consumption 
• discuss the importance of fruit and vegetables:  

essential facts, risks, benefits and action messages   
• plan for small individual actions in the coming week 
• prepare for the following session 
Finally you write a report about the meeting 
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PHOTOS AND VIDEOS 

• If you have a camera or a good mobile phone 
camera, you can ask participants if they would 
like to take a photo of the project session.  

• Participants can play back video sequences later 
for example to recall their ideas and opinions. 

• Photos can be used to support your project 
report. 
– NB: be cautious. Not everyone likes being 

photographed. You may wish to leave this idea to a 
later session when you know each other better.  
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OPTIONAL SECTIONS 

• The extra section contains more advanced 
work on nutrition education objectives 
(assessing, improving and writing them). 

• Those who are interested should ask their 
tutor for a copy. 
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TUTORIALS 

For the mid-unit tutorial you need to complete: 
• Sections 1-4  
• Activities 1-11   
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Enjoy your work! 
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Unit overview 

UNIT SUMMARY 

lanning and strategy are spread over Units 7 and 8. Unit 7 deals mostly 
with planning: the objectives that come out of the situation analysis, the 
“input” (messages and essential information) and how it is presented, 

and the motivations that move people to action. 

 After the Introduction, Section 2 ‘Goals and objectives’ looks at the
difference between goals and objectives, establishes their purposes, and
shows how they can be organized in a hierarchy. It also launches the story
of Jomo, who has bright ideas about planting fruit trees but some trouble
in getting his objectives right.

 Section 3 ‘Nutrition education objectives’ looks at what makes good
nutrition education objectives and how to assess them, and touches on
quantified objectives and indicators. Meanwhile Jomo revises the
objectives for his fruit tree project.

 In Section 4 ‘Messages and core information’ you see how messages are
used in nutrition education, look briefly at developing strategies in social
marketing and try your hand at developing messages. You also practise
selecting and presenting essential core information on important
nutrition issues.

 ‘Motivations’ (Section 5): you explore extrinsic and intrinsic motivations
in changing food habits and the potential for motivation in Jomo’s project
and your own, and discuss what approaches a nutrition educator should
take.

 Nutrition education has particular need of visual support. In Section 6
‘Visualisation’ you look at why, and think about how visual aids work
best. You also pick up some easy economical ways of making facts, ideas
and processes visible and memorable. In your own project you try out a
few visual aids.

 Section 7 ‘Handover’ highlights the issue of ownership, which is essential
to sustainability, and suggests how project participants can take the
initiative. In the meantime Jomo finally discovers a solution to his project
implementation problems.

P 
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The unit prepares you for your own project meeting by helping you to develop 
objectives and messages, gather key information, identify motivating elements 
and prepare visual aids. 

Extra section.   If you are interested in having more practice with nutrition 
education objectives you may ask your tutor for an extra section which practises 
assessing and writing objectives, adding targets and indicators and identifying 
problems. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 Why do objectives matter?

 What are good nutrition education objectives?

 Whose objectives are they?

 How are nutrition messages developed?

 What essential information do people need on key issues?

 How are people motivated to improve their diet?

 Why does nutrition education need visual aids?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Establish objectives, develop and promote 

messages, raise awareness, and build motivation and commitment 

to act 

This unit will help you to 

 follow a recognized framework for developing an intervention

 recognize some purposes and uses of objectives

 establish what makes nutrition education objectives valid and workable

 try out the process of developing behavioural and motivational messages

 select and rehearse core information on given nutrition issues

 recognize different kinds of motivation, and how they work in context

 recognize the value of visual aids in nutrition education and use some aids

understand how to promote ownership in project participants.
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For your own project, you will 

 draft objectives and messages and gather key information

 plan for building motivation and commitment to action

 conduct your second meeting with your project participants in order to

o agree on goals

o gather information on fruit and vegetable consumption

o build understanding, conviction and motivation for improving diet

o help participants to assess own readiness to act

o facilitate planning of first steps and use of informal monitoring

o prepare for the following meeting.

OUTSIDE ACTIVITY FOR PROJECT WORK 

The next stage in your own project is preparing for action: here your participants 
come to see the extent of the problem, learn some core facts, get motivated to 
do something and plan what to do right away for themselves. 

The meeting consists of a series of short interesting activities which will touch 
participants’ basic interests; call on their perceptions, experience and expertise; 
raise awareness and expand knowledge; offer a personal choice of immediate 
action; and create the possibility of promoting healthy eating to others outside 
the meeting. 

Aims.   The specific aims of the meeting are to: 

 discuss links between diet and health

 gather information on participants’ fruit and vegetable consumption

 discuss the importance of fruit and vegetables: essential facts, risks,
benefits and action messages (n.b. the following meeting will focus on
particular foods)

 plan for small individual actions in the coming week

 prepare for the following session.

Resources.   You will need some small inputs and visual aids: 
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 a sketch of the Road to Health (see Unit 7 resources ‘Visual approaches 
Set’ 3, pp. 10)

 one paper sheet or cut-out figure for each participant (Unit 7 resources 
‘Visual approaches’, Set 2, pp. 8)

 three short inputs:

o world recommendations on F&V consumption (Unit 6 Resources)

o the importance of fruit and vegetables (Project action C, Section 4.2)

o the messages for action (Project action B, Section 4.1).

The work in the unit will prepare you for these. 

Preparation and rehearsal.   All of this will need preparation and advance 
rehearsal, if it is to fit comfortably into the time and make the participants feel 
that they are moving ahead, with your competent facilitation. 

Timing.   Your meeting should take place near the end of the unit, preferably 
after you have completed Section 6 on visualization. You also need to leave 
enough time to write up your report, so timing (as usual) is tight! 

Complete instructions are at the end of this unit in ‘Instructions for project 
work’.  

Look at them now. 

7
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Main text and study activities 

Section 1. Introduction 

This framework of project actions was outlined in Unit 6: 

1. Problem identification.   Identifying the problem & its extent (Units 5 and 6)

2. Formative research.   Researching information needed for designing the
intervention (Unit 6)

3. Planning & strategy.   Deciding how to handle the intervention: objectives,
messages, approach, activities and materials (Units 7 and 8)

4. Implementation.   Carrying out the intervention and monitoring it (Unit 8)
5. Evaluation& dissemination.   Looking back and deciding if it has worked, and

publicising the results (Unit 9).

Do you remember the three university projects in Unit 5? They had different 
levels of research and planning, different strategies and means of 
implementation. But they all followed the first four parts of this framework. 

For all of them you also discussed the evaluation question (5 above): how the 
intervention was likely to affect the participants, and how long the effects would 
last. 

This course is going through these same stages. In Unit 6 we went briefly through 
the process of formative research (2), in order to get a picture of the knowledge, 
attitudes, ideas and (above all) practices that need improving and to suggest 
what to do about them. 

We now move on to planning and strategy (3), starting with setting objectives 
and developing messages. 
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Section 2. Goals and objectives 

2.1 Introduction 

One of the first tasks in planning an intervention is to establish goals and 
objectives. This follows from an understanding of the situation and the needs. 

For example, the Niger VAD project in rural communities (Unit 6) identified 
specific needs for knowledge, attitudes and action, and also for increasing access 
to the foods required to improve vitamin A status. 

Meeting these needs became the project’s objectives. They are a good example 

of workable objectives in a nutrition/nutrition education project. 

Take another look at them now (Unit 7 Resources, 1, pp. 3-4). 

©FAO/Roberto Faidutti 
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 Activity 1 KAPP needs in Niger 

Do the Niger objectives show: 

a general objective which the specific objectives support? 

aims for improving knowledge, attitudes, actions and practices? 

non-educational needs (e.g. resources)? 

2.2 Goals and objectives 

Goals and objectives are what we hope to achieve. What is the 

difference between them? 

 Goals are long-term and often quite
vague (e.g. good health, reduced
micronutrient deficiencies, improved
diet). Some national nutrition goals, for
example, are to end stunting and to
ensure year-round access to food for all
(‘Zero Hunger Challenge’ UNO 2012).
Goals are typically large-scale aims which
can’t be achieved by single interventions.

 Objectives lead to or contribute to goals.
They are more specific and usually more
short term (e.g. eating 10% more fresh
fruit and vegetables) - although there may
also be objectives which contribute to
long-term sustainability. Objectives are
meant to be achieved by specific
interventions.

Which way? 

Health 

Wealth 

Fortune 
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Hierarchies 

Some objectives lead to other objectives, which lead to goals. They can therefore 
be arranged in a pyramid or hierarchy, with the biggest and most important at 
the top, e.g.:

The need for objectives 

Objectives will certainly be an essential part of your professional life. Why do 
they matter? 

 Aims (psychological value).   Declared aims give a sense of shared
purpose, being “on the same page”, with the possibility of consensus and
collaboration. In this sense, any shared aim is better than no aim at all!

 Anchors (operational value).   Objectives have a real value for those who
are doing the work: they are a flag to keep the work on track, and stop it
from wandering off (a natural tendency). This is particularly important if
funds are limited (as always). Good project managers keep coming back
to the objectives.

 Accountability (institutional requirements).   Objectives are needed for all
kinds of undertaking. They are a public statement of what should be
achieved, to compare with what is actually achieved - that is, they are for
accountability and measuring progress. They often have to be approved
by donors, institutions, governments and stakeholders, who may demand
that they are written in a particular way.

OBJECTIVES 

GOAL Healthy diets 

Food security 

A variety of 
healthy foods is 

available and 
accessible all year 

Nutrition education 

People want to improve diet 
People know how to improve diet  
People take action to improve diet 
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 Alignment (gloss) and evaluation (need for assessment).   Activities
practise objectives (This is what we want to do, let’s try doing it). That is
what is meant by “aligning” objectives and activities. Objectives are also
“aligned” with evaluation (This is what we wanted to do - have we done
it?). Without evaluation you cannot see what works. This is especially
important for nutrition education, where explicit objectives and
evaluation are often missing (e.g. Children are taught about food groups -
but what’s the objective? And was it achieved?).

The first message is: In nutrition education, insist on objectives which are about 
nutrition education! 

The second message is: Be prepared to change the 
objectives if they turn out to be mistaken, or limited, 
or impossible to achieve. 

Now follow the fortunes of Jomo, who is 
grappling with real-life objectives for the first 
time. 

Jomo’s fruit trees 1: The project 

proposal 

Jomo is an enthusiastic young nutritionist who works at the 
national nutrition institute. He is convinced that increasing fruit 
consumption could make a big difference to the nation’s health. 

He has the support of the country’s president (who thinks it will be 
politically popular) and of the Institute’s director (who thinks it could 
attract international funding). 

Jomo’s team puts forward a detailed proposal for consideration. It 
proposes getting the collaboration of the Ministry of Health, the 
Education Ministry and the Ministry of Agriculture. The team decide 
that the main objective is: 

To increase fruit tree cultivation in home gardens and schools 
with a view to improving national nutrition status by raising 
consumption of micronutrient-rich fruits. 
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 Activity 2 Jomo’s goals and objectives 

a. What are the goals and objectives here?
b. How would you arrange them in a hierarchy?

 First, choose the most suitable diagram below, A or B.

 Then fill in Jomo’s goals and objectives in the right diagram.

Diagram A 

Diagram B 

Goal 

Objective Objective 

Goal 

Objective 

Objective 
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c. Is anything important missing from Jomo’s main objectives?

SUMMARY OF SECTION 2: GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

Goals are large and long-term, while objectives are the smaller aims which an 
intervention should achieve. A hierarchy of objectives shows how the various 
objectives contribute to each other and lead to the main result. Objectives are 
essential to creating shared purpose, focusing effort, accounting for work done 
and evaluating achievements. 

Discuss your 

answers in 

the tutorial 

©FAO/Daniel Hayduk 
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Section 3. Nutrition education objectives 

As you have seen all through this course, nutrition education actions have two 
kinds of aim. 

 Creating a supportive environment: resources, regulations, supplies,
services etc. These aims are non-educational. They open the path to
action.

 Changing practices and outlook (KAPP).   These aims are educational.
They enable people to see the path and travel it successfully.

Generally, both educational and environmental actions are essential but not 
sufficient in themselves. A good situation analysis shows both kinds of need, as 
you saw in the Niger VAD project. 

This unit is talking only about the educational aims. 

At the end of this section you will formulate your own project’s educational aims, 
so here is some advice on what nutrition education objectives should look like. 

3.1 Nutrition education objectives 

Essential aspects of nutrition education objectives are the KAPP focus and the 
emphasis on learning outcomes (gloss) and the practices of the main actors, the 
participants. 

The KAPP focus 

Nutrition education objectives are different from more concrete objectives 
because of their mental, behavioural and social focus. 

They deal with head, heart and hands -  

 knowledge and understanding

 feelings, beliefs, attitudes and motivations

 practices, skills, habits, social behaviour.

They also deal with maintaining and renewing all of these. 
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 Activity 3 Head, heart and hands 

Here are two aims which are linked to nutrition. 

Are they directly concerned with nutrition education? 

To increase production & consumption of legumes in the 
community 

No

To raise people’s appreciation of the food value of legumes Yes 

Here are some more. Decide if they relate directly to nutrition education. 

Yes No 

To install handwashing facilities in all Alpha District schools 

To convince people that good sanitation reduces disease in 
infants 

To supply well-balanced school meals in poor districts 

To get good food value for money when shopping 

To recognize and reject junk food 

To reduce stunting

To get children into the handwashing habit 

To ensure continuing supplies of high-quality seeds and seedlings 
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Who does what 

Nutrition education objectives are about the actions and outlook of the main 
actors. 

The objectives therefore state  

 who will do what as a result of the intervention

 who will know, perceive, feel, or believe something.

Each objective is a sentence (subject, verb, object), which describes a future 
outcome. For example:  

Food shopping objectives 

a. Householders know the value of dietary variety.

b. Consumers shop wisely for nutritional value.

c. Shoppers recognize junk food.

d. People are aware of the dangers of food contamination in markets.

The hierarchy 

There is a natural hierarchy in nutrition education objectives. 

If we want changes in practice, we have to aim at changes in practice: 
knowledge, understanding, belief, awareness are important but are not enough 
in themselves. 
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The main nutrition education objective should therefore be an action

outcome, e.g. - 

School cooks plan and make appetising balanced meals. 

It can be supported by other actions and skills, knowledge, attitudes, 
awareness etc., e.g. -

 School cooks have cooking skills.

 School cooks can follow given recipes.

 School cooks are interested in learning about diet.

 Education authorities, parents, children expect appetising balanced

meals.

There will also be non-educational objectives and sustainability objectives, e.g. - 

 A variety of healthy foods is available and accessible to the school.

 Local farmers supply fresh foods for school meals.

 There is an adequate budget for the future.

 Activity 4 Hierarchy 

a. Which of the food shopping objectives (a) to (d) above would you put at the
top of the hierarchy as the main objective?

b. Below are sets of objectives for two different projects.

Good eating 

People: 

1. believe that good diet matters
2. recognize food groups
3. know how to cook
4. value fruits and vegetables
5. prepare and eat balanced meals
6. teach their children to cook

Complementary feeding 

Caregivers:  

1. practise good handwashing
routines

2. feed infants well for growth &
health

3. know how to prepare baby foods
4. believe that infants need variety
5. recognize the right consistency for

complementary foods
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Program objectives and learning outcomes 

Nutrition education objectives apply to two different sets of actors: 

 One set consists of the main actors, the participants: families, mothers,
teenagers, schoolchildren, old people etc.

 The others are the planners, government staff, educators etc. who are
organizing and running the scheme. They are the change agents (gloss)
who carry out the aims of the project or program.

Although they are working towards the same goal, they have different 
objectives. 

Take an example: a scheme to promote iodised salt (objectives are bold). 

 The program is aiming to legislate for labelling the salt, to raise public
awareness of its importance and to show people how to identify it.
These are “program objectives” or “project objectives”.

 For the main actors, what matters is to know that iodised salt is
important, to recognize it in the shops, to use it and consume it, and to
tell others about it. These are “participant objectives”, in education often
called “learning outcomes”. If they are actions (e.g. consuming salt) they
are “action outcomes”.

It is essential to distinguish between project/program objectives which aim to do

things for people, and objectives which look at what people themselves will do 
as a result. 

 In each case, which objective would you put first, as the main action outcome to 
which the others contribute?
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Many projects involving nutrition education only have program objectives. This is 
dangerous because it makes us look at what the project does (not what the main 
actors do), and at the means (not at the end-results). You can see the dangers in 
the box below. 

Program objectives and action outcomes 

Suppose the “program objective” is to encourage exclusive breastfeeding. In the 
initiative, program managers make great efforts:  they make movies, produce 
cartoons, give talks, and distribute T-shirts with slogans. They feel they have 
done a lot of “encouraging”, so they think they have carried out their objective. 
However in the end they may not know if they have succeeded, i.e. if more 
mothers are actually practising exclusive breastfeeding.  

Suppose instead that the objective is mothers breastfeed babies exclusively, 
with the focus on the “action outcome”. It sounds like the same objective. But 
this objective is about results, not strategies. It is about what mothers will do, 
not what program staff do. Since the aim is actually to make sure that more 
mothers practise exclusive breastfeeding, this is what will be evaluated. 

The message: 

The way the objective is formulated affects what is done and how successful it is. 
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 Activity 5 Action outcomes 

Get into the habit of converting “program objectives” into “action outcomes”: 

The program aims to … The action outcome is that … 

Example:…explain to school cooks 

how to make balanced meals 

… school cooks plan and make balanced

meals 

… demonstrate fruit preservation
techniques to small farmers. 

… 

… promote food variety in
complementary feeding. 

… 

… disseminate clear correct
information about food safety to 
households. 

… 

… encourage urban teenagers to
consume healthy snacks. 

… 

… show families how to cook orange
sweet potatoes. 

… 

3.2 Assessing nutrition education objectives 

Here are eight questions which should be asked about any nutrition-related 

project: 

1. Does this intervention need nutrition education? - i.e. are there people who
need to change what they do and think?

2. If so, do the objectives explicitly aim at nutrition education, i.e. KAPP?
3. Are actions (practices, skills etc.) the main educational objective?
4. Do other objectives deal with (e.g.) attitudes, beliefs, knowledge, life skills,

etc.?

Discuss your 

answers in 

the tutorial 
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5. Do the objectives state what people will do as a result?
6. Do the objectives consider all the main players?
7. Do the objectives take into account other non-educational needs?
8. Do the objectives include sustainability?

 Activity 6 Niger objectives 

a. Check the Niger objectives again (Unit 7 Resources, 1, pp.3).

Ask the eight questions (above).

For which question(s) would the answer be No?

b. If you are going to ask these questions, you should be able to explain what
they mean and why you are asking them.

You will  

explain some of 

these questions 

in the tutorial 

Are there explicit 

educational objectives? 

What do you mean? 

Why are you asking 

this? 
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Jomo’s fruit trees 2: Reviewing the proposal 

Meanwhile, back at the Institute … 

Jomo’s proposal is being considered at a meeting between his own institute and
the three ministries concerned. The meeting spends a lot of time discussing 
details and responsibilities and expressing concerns about workload. However 
they are sufficiently interested to set up a steering committee. 

As regards the main objective, some of the comments are: 

 Who are the target groups? What are they expected to do?

 Can we know what the outcomes will be in terms of improved practices,
understanding and attitude?

 People are mostly concerned about having enough food – quantity rather
than quality. Will they think fruit trees are important? What are their
motivations?

 How will we/they keep it going?

Jomo goes back to the drawing board. Among other things he rewords the main 
objective, which now becomes four: 

He also puts in a lot of new ideas - a school poetry  
competition about fruit, a fruit fair, “Banana” T-shirts, recipes. 

Jomo’s boss and the steering committee are satisfied and 
give the go-ahead. 

 Families and schoolchildren will grow and eat more

fruit throughout the year.

 They will recognize the value of fruit in the diet.

 They will know how to prepare and preserve fruits.

 Project households will pass on their knowledge and

skills to others.
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 Activity 7 Jomo’s fruit trees: Revising objectives

Are you satisfied? Have the objectives improved?  yes  no     

If so, how? 

b. Is anything important missing from these main objectives?

c. Have you any further recommendations or questions?

You will explain 

some of these 

questions in the 

tutorial 

a.
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3.3 Your project objectives 

Project action A: Your project objectives 

Your own project’s educational objectives are quite easy to produce.

 You should make practices the main action objective and indicate the
action outcomes, i.e. the objectives should say who will do what as a
result of your project.

 Knowledge, motivation, attitudes and perceptions should be supporting
objectives.

 You may want to add other objectives about sustaining practices in some
way.

Keep your ambitions small - very little can be achieved in three more sessions! 
Write your objectives as complete sentences with a subject, verb and object. Use 
the present tense. 

Project objectives 

3.4 Quantities and indicators 

What is a SMART objective? What is an indicator? 

In development projects, objectives are supported by quantified targets and 
indicators/ benchmarks which are needed for monitoring progress and 
evaluating outcomes. Once the simple objectives have been established, they are 
often refined into SMART objectives (Specific – Measurable – Achievable –
Relevant – Timebound).
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMART_criteria). 

 The objectives are quantified when they say exactly what is to be
achieved in what time (e.g. a 10% increase in consumption of ASFs over
one year). This gives specific measurable targets to achieve and dates to
achieve them by, which makes them timebound.

Your project 

objectives will be 

discussed in the 

tutorial.
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 Indicators are established to make it possible to see if the target has been
met. For liver consumption, for example, it is hard to have a direct
indicator (e.g. observations of children’s meals throughout the year) but
there could be a proxy indicator e.g. the sales of liver in the community
could indicate at least whether consumption has increased.

You will see some examples of quantified targets and indicators in Part B of 
the Niger objectives (Unit 7 Resources, 1, p. 4). 

We are not going to discuss targets and indicators for your own project: it is 
simply too small and too short! In the last meeting in Unit 9 participants should 
discuss progress and whether it can be measured. 

If you are interested in extra practice with objectives, there is an optional extra 
section. Ask your tutor. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 3: NUTRITION EDUCATION 

OBJECTIVES 

In assessing or developing nutrition education interventions, the main aim 
should be to achieve sustainable changes in practice, supported by knowledge, 
motivation and beliefs, skills and knowhow, and facilitated by an “enabling 
environment” and social support. All these needs must feature in the objectives. 

Some dangers can be avoided by making sure that there are explicit educational 
aims, giving priority to action outcomes, and formulating objectives as learning 
outcomes. 
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Section 4. Messages and core information 

4.1 Messages 

“Messages” have become a main feature of 

nutrition education programs. They are found for example in 

 food-based dietary guidelines e.g., “Use less salt”

 big campaigns, e.g. “Eat five portions of fruits and
vegetables every day!”

 lists of dos and don’ts such as
the ‘Essential Nutrition Actions’
(gloss; Guyon & Quinn 2011).

Good messages 

What makes a good message? 

First, it has to be agreed by the professional community 
that it is the right message, so that everyone is  
“on the same page”.

But there is much more to a good message: 

 It has one main audience (e.g. mothers, old people, the general public).

 It is addressed directly to that audience.

 It is clear and easily understood.

 It is short and can easily be memorized, repeated and passed on.

 It does one thing only, e.g. recommends an action, suggests a motivation,
gives one piece of information.

 It is striking and memorable.

 It has a motivating picture (e.g. showing the action or the results of the
action).

 Activity 8 Messages for Niger 

The VAD campaign in Niger aimed to inform the community that eating liver and 
dark green leaves would protect the health of women and young children, to 
make people aware of the importance of these foods and to advise people to 
eat them regularly. 

©Mel Futter 
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Below are some messages suggested for the campaign. 

You are thinking of messages for the community - for example the women on the 
next page.  

a. Which message is most likely to make you think about taking action?
Comment on the messages.

1. Ensure that mothers and young children include vitamin-A rich foods

in their diets for proper immunity and growth.

2. Mothers! Eating liver and green leaves regularly protects your health

and your children’s health.

3. Mothers and young children, eat more liver and dark green leafy

vegetables to protect your health! Family members, give them first

priority.

4. Save money on medicine! Don’t let your children get sick! Give them

liver once a week and green leaves every day.

b. Which one would you choose for the campaign?
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c. Describe the picture you would put with this message. It should inform or
inspire (or both). Make sure it is very simple and can be easily understood.

©FAO/Desirey Minkoh
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The role of messages 

Messages are important. They reflect objectives and spell out clearly what 
people should know and need to do. They can ensure that people receive the 
same information and advice from all sides. 

However, messages are just one tool in the nutrition education box. They need 
to be supported with discussion, understood, implemented, put into action, 
practised, “owned” and passed on. 

You can see some of this happening in the discussion card below. The card is 
used in a meeting with expectant fathers, to discuss reasons and actions to be 
taken. The picture shows what is meant to happen as a result of the meeting - 
the healthy wife eating extra food, the husband showing approval and support. 

Message 

Husband, make sure that your pregnant wife 

has an extra meal every day to keep up her 

strength 

Discussion: 

What do you see in this picture? 

In your community, do husbands advise their 

pregnant wives to eat additional food? Why? 

How can we help pregnant women to eat what 

they need? 

 Pregnant women need to eat more food than usual.

 They need a variety of foods, particularly animal products (meat, milk,
eggs, etc.), plus fruits and vegetables.

 Ripe papaya and mango, orange-fleshed sweet potatoes, carrot and
pumpkin are especially good.

(Adapted from ENA, Guyon and Quinn 2011). 
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 Activity 9 Messages and gender 

a. How would expectant fathers in your country react to this kind of meeting?

b. Would they come to further meetings about infant growth, feeding etc.?

Social marketing messages 

Some campaigns spend a lot of time and money researching the most powerful 
messages, testing them and deciding how to deliver them. If you have time, look 
at the Alive and Thrive training videos to see how it is done (see box). 

Training videos 

Alive and Thrive has prepared three videos on the development of 
communications strategy: building a strategy, concept testing and pretesting. 
Excellent viewing for professionals who want to use the mass media. 
http://www.aliveandthrive.org/research-to-action 

Social marketing (gloss) specialists are experts in developing messages1. They 
take a very systematic approach to getting the messages right and supporting 
them with other actions. 

1 http://www.slideshare.net/stephendann/social-marketing-communications (Dann n.d.) is a

simple clear presentation on social marketing. Stead et al. 2007 

http://oro.open.ac.uk/20470/2/Ross_et_al.pdf give a very good (but long) review of social 
marketing principles and strategies.

This activity 

will be 

discussed in the 

final tutorial 
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Let’s look briefly at the process then try it out. 

The marketing mix: five elements 

The traditional commercial “marketing mix” is based on four P’s: 
product, price, place and promotion.

Social marketing often adds another P, for people2. 

In social marketing - 

 The “product” is usually not an object but an action - e.g. getting an
inoculation, taking a supplement. Other things may be added to make the
product attractive:  for example, it may “sell” a sense of security, or
modernity, or social solidarity, just as advertisements for cars or
cosmetics “sell” the idea that the product can make you glamorous or
successful.

 The “price” is what it costs the actors not only in money but in time,
inconvenience, discomfort, loss of status, etc. - i.e. all the things which
stop people doing the action.

Some of the questions are: 

People Who are the target group and other actors? What stage 
of change are they at (see box below)? What do they 
know and believe? What are their external 
circumstances (e.g. facilities, resources, access)? 

Product What are we “selling”? -  e.g. an action, a feeling, a state of 
health? (n.b. Just one thing at a time.) 

Price What does it “cost”? - e.g. money, effort, new decisions, 
inconvenience? What is the “competition”? - e.g. other 
habits which are hard to break, status and aspirations, 
commercial pressures. 

Place (and time) Where is the promotion done and where does the target 
action take place? Home, supermarket, canteen? 

Promotion What is the approach? Does it appeal to head or heart? 

2 http://www.torbenrick.eu/blog/marketing/rewrite-the-ps-of-marketing/
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How does it make the action small, easy and attractive? 
How does it keep people doing it? 

These questions are discussed to develop a marketing strategy, including 
“messages”. 

Stages of change 

Pre-contemplation People are not aware of the idea or the need 

Contemplation They are aware and are starting to think about it 

Preparation They are deciding what to do 

Action They are trying things out 

Maintenance They adopt the practice in the long term. 

(Prochaska & Di Clemente 1986). 

 Activity 10 Promoting handwashing in schools assessed 

Suppose you want to promote handwashing in a school. 

Answer the questions below for a school situation you know. 

Try to put yourself into the minds of the schoolchildren. 
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People 

a. The main actors are the schoolchildren. Who are the other important
players?

b. What do the main actors already know and do (or not know and do) about
handwashing? What stage of change are they at?

c. What are the external circumstances (Facilities? Rules? Resources?)

Product 

d. What is the single main handwashing practice you want to promote?  An
action? A method? An occasion? Frequency? Remember, go for one thing
only. (Choose and explain.)

e. What else are you “selling”? What should children associate with this action?
Personal pride? Health? Social conformity? A belief? (This will be part of your
message.) (Choose and explain.)
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Price 

f. What is the main “cost”? ( n.b. Remember this is not mainly about money.)
(Choose and explain.)

Place & time 

g. Where and when should the action be promoted? (Choose and explain.)

Promotion 

h. Message. Think of a good message for the children. It should “sell” the
practice and the ideas to motivate them; it should be simple, clear and easy
to remember, and easy for teachers/parents to promote. There is an example
below - but think of your own.

i. Picture. Describe the picture to go with your message.

j. Strategy. How else can the practice be promoted? Reminders? Prizes?
Lessons? Monitoring? Demonstrations? Notices? Take-home messages?
(Think of two ideas)
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Project action B: Provisional messages 

Find two suitable messages for the participants in your own project. 

Think of how they could be illustrated to give them visual impact. 

Message Illustration idea Aim 

 Action/practice?
 Knowledge/understanding?
 Attitude/perception?

n.b. Participants choose the messages. In your project session, the participants 
should have the first say in deciding on messages for themselves and their 
friends and families. They may think of something better or simpler than your 
ideas. Or of course they may not. 

One possible message 

- This message links 

the practice of 

handwashing to the 

idea of health with a 

picture to remind 

children what to do. 

If you don’t want to be sick:

Wash your hands! 
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4.2 Core information 

Messages are valuable but messages are not enough. Practice, experience, 
support, discussion and an enabling environment are needed. Some basic 
knowledge is also essential in the long term.  

People have a right to the facts. Moreover, accurate knowledge is armour 
against misinformation, myths, scares, “factoids”, taboos and commercial 
manipulation. 

Some dangerous misunderstandings about food are very common: for example,  
whole populations believe that “white meal” is best, that the only essential food 
is the staple (ugali, nsima) and that preserving food at home is “primitive” 
(Noack & Pouw 2014). 

Notorious misinformation 

People need knowledge to protect themselves! 

 In South Africa a dietary cure for HIV/AIDS was proposed consisting of
beetroot, lemons, garlic, beer and African potatoes.

 A large manufacturer claimed that soda drinks are good for people in
Africa because everyone needs water in a hot climate.

 There were rumours in Pakistan that iodized salt causes infertility; as a
result aid workers were attacked.

 In a schoolbook distributed by a large chocolate manufacturer, a mother
tells her child that chocolate is better than a sandwich for helping her to
pass exams.

Professional toolkit 

Nutrition educators need to have wide technical knowledge of nutrition. But they 
also need to have basic facts at their fingertips, core information about key 
nutritional and health issues. This is part of a nutrition educator’s professional 
toolkit. It should: 

 be accurate and up to date

 answer obvious questions, i.e. it should be exactly what people need to
know

 explode popular myths

 be easy to understand, remember, and pass on
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 be supported by examples, explanations and real cases.

This instant information kit is usually built up on the job over time. Start now! 

 Activity 11 Collect facts about handwashing 

 Go back to the subject of handwashing.

 Gather the essential information. Use the form below.

 Check your information for completeness, accuracy and simplicity.

 Then prepare a two-minute talk.

Essential information about handwashing

a. What are the key questions?

b. What are the essential facts? (i.e. the answers to the questions).
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c. What is the essential advice for action?

d. What are the wrong ideas and poor practices?

True or false? 

A collection of basic truths and untruths can be made into a true/false quiz as a 
quick exercise to introduce or revise a subject. It can be done individually or in 
teams. For example: 

Say if these statements are true or false. For an extra point, explain your answer.

 Washing hands is important to protect your health. True/False? 

 You don’t need to wash your hands if you can see they
are clean.

True/False? 

 You must have soap to wash hands properly. True/False? 

 Etc…

You may be 

called on to 

give your talk 

in the tutorial 
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Preparing a very short talk for your project meeting 

For your project meeting you should prepare a three-minute talk raising key 
questions and giving core facts about fruit and vegetables. This is a general 
information talk, not about personal actions. 

n.b. A three-minute talk cannot create conviction! It can only contribute to the 
process. 

Project action C: Presenting core information on F&V 

 Choose two or three questions on which to build your talk.

 Gather essential information on the table below. Statistics are not
necessary.

 Keep it short, specific, memorable, simple and clear, and not technical.

 Rehearse the talk:  make sure it is not longer than three minutes.

 Consider some kind of visual aid to reinforce your points (advice in
Section 6).

a. What are the key questions?

b. What are the essential facts? (i.e. the answers to the questions)
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c. What is the essential advice for action?

d. What are the wrong ideas and poor practices?

An indignant man in Tanzania. 

Your talk will 

be discussed in 

the tutorial 

Am I a goat 

that you are 

giving me leaves 

to eat? 

©FAO/Simon Maina 
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 4: MESSAGES & CORE 

INFORMATION 

“Messages” in health education are short, simple and clear and designed to 
stimulate a specific action or attitude in a specific audience. Social marketing 
messages aim to make the desired actions attractive and convenient and to 
reduce obstacles and “competition”. People also have the right to basic 
information which will support their actions, protect them from misinformation 
and enable them to influence others. 

Section 5. Motivations 

In Unit 5 you had your own experience of changing your food habits. You may 
also have studied theories about motivation in Unit 5A (theory). You therefore 
know something about 

 what moves you to change what you do

 the motivational power of an intervention.

In this section you are looking at both, including the motivations in your own 
project group.  

But first, two different kinds of motivation. 

Extrinsic and intrinsic motivations 

 Mother A is feeding her child well because she wants to keep her healthy.
This motivation is intrinsic. She sees the action as good and does it for its
own sake.

 Mother B is feeding her child well because she is given good food by a
project. This is an extrinsic motivation. She may be interested in the
action itself or she may not, but we can assume that she is interested in
getting the free food.
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 Activity 12 Mixed motivations 

Most motivations are mixed. 

a. Students know this well. For example, do you study in order to get a good
grade and stay on the course? OR to impress your tutor? OR because the
subject interests you? Which motivation is intrinsic?

b. Children know all about mixed motivations too. Do they eat green
vegetables because their parents tell them to? Because they like them?
Because they are hungry? Because they think green vegetables are healthy?
Which motivation is extrinsic?

c. Project participants also have mixed motives. Do people go to meetings for
the knowledge, or because the chief tells them to? Do “volunteers” do the
work because they are interested or for the “incentive”? Which of these
motivations are intrinsic?

Both kinds of motivation work, but they are more or less long-lasting and self-
sustaining. Temporary extrinsic incentives can be useful in starting people off. 
Intrinsic interests generally last longer, for example what keeps people going 
(and also makes them adaptable to new ideas) is an intrinsic interest in health 
and the desire to feed themselves and their children properly. 

These motivations are already there. Your job is therefore not only to create 
motivation, but more than that, to find it and feed it. 

You don’t want to be healthy and live a long life? 

You don’t want your children be smart and beautiful, 

get a good education and have good jobs? 

No problem! Stay away from nutrition education! 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez ©Sokoine University of Agriculture 
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A motivation checklist 

Below are ten recipes for improving motivation, mostly intrinsic. They are about 
what everyone can do, with a little help from friends, family and educators. 

1. Observation Open one’s eyes to own/family’s/others’ 
dietary beliefs, practices, preferences, 
attitudes, circumstances. 

2. Strong beliefs Build own beliefs in benefits and risks; link to 
own health and life concerns. 

3. Knowledge Increase one’s  knowledge; get rid of some 
myths and misconceptions. 

4. Social influences Share, interact (get support, discuss, pass 
on), care for family. 

5. Habits and familiarity Engage in action, start a habit, get 
experience. 

6. Skills Get the necessary knowhow, become skilled, 
show others. 

7. Reducing obstacles Find ways to make things easy, reduce 
workload, save time. 

8. Interest & enjoyment Talk about food, find out, taste and 
appreciate good food. 

9. The habit of evaluation Look for, see and feel the effects of good 
diet. 

10. Self-determination Make your own decisions and choices and 
keep going. 

Other ENACT students put 2, 5, 7 and 10 at the top of the list of their personal 
motivators. 

Think which of these most influenced you in your own experiment with diet. 
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Jomo’s fruit trees 3: Strategy 

Jomo’s project has not started but the strategy is ready. 

How motivational is it? 

 Agricultural extension services will distribute fruit
tree saplings (young trees) to households and
schools in the pilot districts.

 Three meetings will be held in each community
about the value of fruit in the diet, including
demonstrations of preparing and preserving fruit.
Community leaders, household heads and
schoolteachers will be invited, but the meetings are
open to all. “Banana” T-shirts and recipes will be
distributed and participants will be asked to pass on
the information to others.

 Three school lessons about the value of fruit for health
will be developed and distributed to schools. There will
also be a leaflet of ideas, e.g. for a poetry competition,
a school play, and a fruit fair.

 Activity 13 Jomo’s fruit trees: Motivations assessed 

There are two target groups in the fruit tree project: 

A. Schoolteachers (and schoolchildren) 

B. Householders (and their families) 

Choose one of the two target groups, A OR B. 

Go through the motivation checklist above and ask the relevant questions, e.g.: 

 As a result of this project, will they open their eyes?

 Will they see the importance for their health?

 Will they strengthen their beliefs?

 Will they get the necessary knowhow?

 Etc.

Pick out the most motivating or demotivating points in the strategy and explain 
them in the table below. 

©
FAO

/Giulio N
apolitano 
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Target group 

a. What is likely to motivate or demotivate the actors? (3 things)

b. What would you recommend adding to the strategy to add to motivation?
(one thing)

c. Are the extra ideas important? (T-shirts, food fairs etc.) If so, how?

So what should educators do about motivation? 

Press all the buttons!

Create a good climate, open up all the possibilities, discuss what people want to 
do and why. Encourage and be interested. Let people ask the questions they 
want to ask and make their own decisions. 

Build on intrinsic motivations, but take account of other important 

motivations.

Some intrinsic motivations are desire for health, fear of sickness, enjoyment of 
good food, group solidarity, interest in food and behaviour, care for one’s 
children and hope for their futures. Some powerful extrinsic motivations are 
getting good value for money, belonging to a group with a common purpose, and 
showing off to friends! 
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Your own meeting 

You are about to have a meeting with your project group. This meeting is already 
planned and structured with motivation in mind. You need to be aware of this so 
that you do not leave out steps or actions which can make people feel involved 
and interested. 

Project action D: Motivations in the meeting 

 Look through the outline of the meeting you are going to hold - see the
notes at the end of this Unit.

 What elements are likely to build motivation, interest and engagement?
Refer to the motivation checklist at the beginning of this section.

 Make a list.

Example: Sharing information. Participants have things to report and you have 

things to tell. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 5: MOTIVATIONS 

Some of the most powerful motivations for improving diet are intrinsic, for 
example a genuine concern about one’s own health or the health of the family, 
interest in food, pride in achievement and actual engagement in decisions and 
actions. External incentives may be useful triggers to action but may lose their
effect in the long term. Some important obstacles or demotivators are 
inconvenience, expense, cost in time and lack of support. 

c. Describe the picture you would put with this message. It should inform or
inspire (or both). Make sure it is very simple and can be easily understood.
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Section 6. Communications: visualization 

6.1 What are visual aids? 

Example 1.   A famous chef is  
giving a talk about American diet. 
He wheels a barrow full of sugar  
onto the stage, tips it up and  
pours the sugar on the floor.   
He says: 

“This is the amount of sugar that 
one American child consumes  
over five years from drinking  
sweetened school milk. A  
government that allows  
this is guilty of child abuse!”  
(http://www.ted.com/talks/ 
jamie_oliver.html). 

Example 2.    Malawi has produced a poster which shows two boys side by side. 
Both are twelve years old, but one is nearly twice as tall. The headline says: 

“Let us unite to end stunting” 

©Jamie Oliver 
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These are examples of “visual aids”: pictures and drawings, actions, photos, 
objects, cards, posters, symbols, diagrams and figures, gestures and mime which 
illustrate, explain, recall or represent ideas, situations and processes. 
Demonstrations and videos are also powerful visual aids. 

Visual aids can provide frameworks for discussion, guidelines for practice, 
settings for looking at processes, records of group outlooks - and not least, relief 
from listening and a change of focus. 

What visual aids are available for public nutrition education in your country? 

6.2 Why do it visually? 

Visual information has high impact 

and is highly memorable. 

 As they say, seeing is believing.

 They also say one picture is
worth a thousand words.

 Some old people say: “I hear
better with my glasses on!”

I’m your teacher. Do what I say, 

not what I do. 

Seeing, saying, hearing, doing 

It is said that after two weeks we 
remember 

 20% of what we hear

 30% of what we see

 50% of what we see and hear

 90% of what we ourselves say
and do.

(Dale 1957) 

©FAO/Rik Moors 
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Of course, we also need to hear, say and do, we need to know the meaning of 
what we see, and we need to reinforce one kind of understanding with others 
(check the box above). But seeing is the most powerful single sense. 

This is one reason why it matters for educators to live up to the advice they give. 
If it is possible to compare words and deeds, people will always give weight to 
what they see. 

Why nutrition education needs visuals 

Nutrition education in particular needs visuals for many reasons. 

 Nutrition is invisible.

 Food is bulky and hard to carry around.

 The education is often a long way away from the food.

 Visuals make abstract things concrete.

Visuals make nutrition visible. 

It is difficult for most people to grasp nutrition. It is all invisible or abstract - 
nutrients, food groups, bacteria, food functions, physical effects. Most people 
don’t at heart believe in nutrition because they can’t see it and they have no way 
of checking what they are told. 

 They can’t trust their instincts (which may tell them that what matters is
feeling full).

 They can’t see the links between food and health, causes and effects (if a
baby cries, is it because of what she ate?).

 There are hundreds of ideas about food around - how can they tell what
is true? (Even nutritionists don’t know everything about how nutrition
works).

Visuals make food “portable”. 

Food is heavy, perishable, costs money and can’t be carried around a lot.  If we 
want to talk about food groups, food values, food combinations, we need 
substitutes for foods which people can handle, sort, label and discuss - cards, 
tokens, objects, pictures. 
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Visuals bring food practices to life. 

Food action takes place in markets, homes and kitchens, gardens, cafeterias. 
These are often a long way from where nutrition education is going on. There are 
two solutions to this: people can practise in the real settings (homes, shops); or 
they can “visualise” the settings, with mime, drama, demonstrations, videos, 
photos etc. 

Visuals make the abstract concrete. 

Talking about diet and health involves abstract ideas such as value for money,

health, consumption, growth, problems, attitudes, proportions, priorities. The 
best way to handle them is often with a simple visual - a path, a map, a chart, a 
table, a symbol. 

Food ….. 

… you can see it, smell it, taste it

but 

nutrition 

is invisible 

©FAO/Riccardo Gangale 
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6.3 What works well? 

Often visual aids are not used because people do not know what to do with 

them. 

 In clinics, they stick posters on a wall and forget them (see Unit 5).

 In hospitals they leave out piles of leaflets until they are gone. They
usually do not find out what people do with them.

 At national level they may spend months producing a visual “food guide”
to go with the dietary guidelines, but health workers may not know how
to use it.

Visual aids are aids! They support other activities. 

They have to be activated - discussed, explained, criticised, imitated, applied. 

They should also be re-used: taken home, explained to friends, copied, imitated. 

Support Activation    Re-Use 

Below are some examples of visuals in action. 

Get a feel for what works best. 

 Activity 14 Mixing the modalities 

Which do you think would be most effective (i.e. interesting, memorable, likely 
to inspire action, easy to prepare)? Give them points from 1 to 3 (3 is top). 

Point 

1. Presenters use pictures to support talks about diet.

2. A video drama shows people eating healthy foods, but doesn’t
mention food.

3. Cookery demonstrators give a running commentary to bring out the
meaning of what they are doing.

4. A facilitator presents a simple diagram, asks participants to
interpret it and then answers questions about it.

5. Participants mime the hygiene actions they take in food
preparation, explaining what they are doing and why.
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Point 

6. Striking posters of dietary guidelines are displayed in health
centres.

7. Group members take photos of their children’s meals once a week,
show them to each other, and discuss what dietary changes they
have made.

8. Groups role-play how they train their own children in handwashing,
and compare.

9. Students present a PowerPoint about their field work, with photos
and quotations, and answer questions.

10. Mothers discuss what to say to friends who are using breastmilk
substitutes, then write their messages on big paper speech bubbles
and hold them up.

a. One of my top choices
Reason

b. According to the Key, I believe that…

 Activity 15 Purpose and use 

Look at the first set of visual ideas in ‘Visual approaches’, Unit 7 Resources, 2, 
Set 1, pp. 4-7. 

a. What are the advantages and disadvantages of visualization compared to the
standard approach? Be very specific, as in the example below.

b. Which ones could be passed on - i.e. re-used by group members with friends,
families, schoolchildren?

See the 

Student’s Key. 

This activity will 

be discussed in 

the tutorial.
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Advantages and disadvantages 
of visualisation 

Can it be passed on? 

Example: 

A. Causes of 

diarrhoea 

Advantage: Puts the problem in 

a familiar setting and links it to 

physical experience. 

Disadvantage: Time-consuming. 

Easy to do again with one’s 

family or with a class of 

children. 

B. Paper meals 

C. Mapping 
food sources 

D. Problem 
trees 

6.4 Homemade visuals 

Some visual aids, such as dietary guidelines, posters or plasticated pictures for 
community sessions, are professionally made. However, homemade ones can be 
just as useful. 

Do not spend a lot of time preparing them: they should be simple, cheap, easy 
and quick to find or make. Participants too can make them: there are usually 
more participants than facilitators, so they can produce much more and they get 
very involved. 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in the 

tutorial 
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 Activity 16 Do it yourself 

First, gather some ideas about at least three of these questions: 

a. What objects can be used to represent people?

b. What can participants themselves represent?

c. What can help to inspire dialogue/role-play without making people self-
conscious?

d. How can we represent particular settings and situations - e.g. cooking,
mealtimes?

e. What simple symbols can we use?

f. How can we gather ideas, examples, experiences from a group (e.g. ways of
preserving food, wild foods available)?

g. What visual aids can participants make or find themselves?

Then consult the second set of visual ideas in Unit 7 Resources, 2, 
‘Visual approaches’, Set 2, pp. 8-10. 

Be prepared to 

say at the 

tutorial what 

ideas you can 

add to the ideas 

in the Unit 7 

Resources 
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What are they saying about her cooking? 

In a situation, all kinds of figures can be used to stimulate dialogue. 

 Activity 17 Homemade visuals assessed 

You should do this activity individually. 

 Choose two of the situations below and suggest some kind of visual
support.

 Try to apply the principles you identified in Activity 14.

 Be very practical - assume that you have very limited resources in time,
money and skills (e.g. even finding good pictures can take hours!).

A. Action for health: Abstract 

The purpose.   People share ideas of what they do to achieve good health and 
avoid sickness, and what attention they give to food & diet. 

Standard approach.   Raise the questions and have a discussion. 

B. Junk food: Portable 

The purpose.   The group decides what “junk food” is and assesses how 
important it is in their diet. 

Standard approach.   The facilitator gives a definition and names some examples 
or the group brainstorms a list and discusses whether each one is a junk food 
and why. 

? 

©Jane Sherman 
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C. Making meals: Practices 

The purpose.   The group discusses food groups, food functions, good meals and 
nutritional value of particular foods. They need to be able to see the foods, talk 
about them and combine them. 

Standard approach.   Use lists of foods. 

D. Dangers of diarrhoea: Visible 

The purpose.   Parents understand the dangers of diarrhoea for infants and why 
ORS drink and replacement foods are necessary. 

Standard approach.   Facilitators explain that diarrhoea removes liquid, foods 
and micronutrients, leaving the body unprotected. 

Situation Visual support 

Your ideas 

should be your 

own. But 

compare them 

with the ideas in 

Unit 7 Resources 

‘Visual 

approaches’, Set 

3, pp. 10-12. 
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Project action E: Preparing visuals 

In the outline for your project meeting, suggestions are given for visual support 
for: 

 discussing ideas of health and diet (‘Road to health’, Unit 7 Resources pp. 
10-11)

 recording personal fruit and vegetable consumption (‘paper doll chain’, 
Unit 7 Resources, p. 8) (n.b. A piece of plain paper can be used instead.)

You also need to think about visual support for your presentation of core 
information. 

Think of one simple way to illustrate your points. 

(Pictures of fruit and vegetables are of course the most obvious. Any other 
ideas?) 

Jomo’s fruit trees 4: Implementation 

Jomo is back… 

In Jomo’s new program, the first activities go quite well – plant varieties are 
selected, target groups are identified, activities are completed on time, inputs 
are available, qualified personnel are employed. This is not a small achievement. 

The fruit fair and the T-shirts don’t get off the ground but the “fruit poetry” 
competition for schools is very popular. 

However two things seem to be lacking: belief and skills. People are willing to 
plant the saplings, but they are not very committed and they often don’t turn up 
to meetings. In schools, staff and children often do not know how to look after 
the plants and many young trees die in the holidays. The agricultural 
extensionists don’t have the time to monitor all the trees planted and it’s not in 
their job descriptions. 

It also seems that the three scheduled community sessions about the food value 
of fruits are not enough to build a real interest in fruit. People think that fruit is 
nice but not worth a lot of trouble.  

Your ideas will 

be discussed in 

the tutorial.
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 Activity 18 Jomo’s fruit trees: Implementation problems 

Were you right in your predictions about motivations? 

Jomo has identified two problems, which are related. 

 The neglect of the young trees because of lack of skills.

 The general lack of commitment, awareness and belief.

How could he have avoided them when designing the project? Make one specific 
suggestion about objectives or activities he could have included. 
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 6: COMMUNICATIONS: 

VISUALIZATION 

Visual aids are any kind of visual support: not only pictures, maps, diagrams and 
videos, but also people, actions, objects and gestures. They are especially useful 
for nutrition education because many nutrition processes are invisible, and 
because it is important to be able to reproduce real-life actions and settings. 
Effective aids can be ready-made or can be made cheaply and easily by 
facilitators or participants. Visuals are most powerful if they are combined with 
other inputs, and need to be activated, interpreted, used and passed on. 
Anything that can be taken away, re-used or recreated at home magnifies the 
message. 

Section 7. Handover 

Whose objectives are they? Here is the dilemma: 

 Most people don’t see dietary problems, the effects of poor diet, the
risks or the need to do anything different.

 Most people don’t have dietary objectives. Some want more food or
more tasty food. Some want to lose or put on weight, cut down on salt or
sugar or red meat. These are not objectives, they are just vague desires
and intentions.

 In fact most people don’t have objectives or action plans at all.

What are your dietary objectives? 

? 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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On the other hand, nutrition projects and programs do have objectives and 
action plans. They have decided what the participants should do. 

This takes away people’s freedom of 
thought and action. It may be necessary in 
emergencies, but it is not a good recipe for 
a long-term relationship, and it doesn’t 
work well for sustainable changes in 
practice. 

What’s the alternative? 

Questions for participants to ask themselves 

People need eventually to think and act for themselves, especially about diet. 

Your own experience tells you it’s not always easy. Many people don’t have 
much experience of managing what they eat. It may take time, support and 
practice. 

Some of the questions that people need to ask themselves are below. You have 
already asked yourselves these questions in your own dietary experiment. 

We want you to do 

this because we know 

what’s good for you 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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They seem to say: 



Self-questions 

1. What’s the aim?

2. What are we doing now? What do we think/feel about it?

3. Do we see a problem? What is it?

4. Who else is involved? What do they think about it?

5. What do we need to know, the key facts?

6. What do we need to do? What are the messages for action?

7. Do we really think it matters? Do we want to do something now?

8. How do we do it? What’s the plan?

9. What are the difficulties? Can we manage?

10. How are we doing? Can we see progress?

11. Can we keep it up? How?

12. Can we pass it on? To whom? How?

Project action F: Self-questions in the project 

In your project session, which of the above questions do participants ask and 
answer for themselves? 

 If you have done the session already, answer from your experience.

 If you have not done the session, interview someone who has.

 If you can’t do either of these, check through the guidelines for running
the meeting (Instructions Part C).

Tick in the right-hand column of the table above. 

Then check the Student’s Key and see if you agree. It will bring out some of the 
reasons for the activities in the session. 

If people ask themselves these questions and answer them for themselves in 
your project session, you and they will get a rich picture of their ideas and 
actions.  
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Jomo’s fruit trees 5: Getting it right 

All’s well that ends well… 

When Jomo goes on a monitoring tour of the project, he finds that one project 
area is doing slightly better than the others. Fewer trees have been planted, but 
they are all doing well and the householders and schools appear committed. 

The reason is strange: the local manager, a lazy man, had handed over the job to 
his assistant Julia. She had no time to spare. Her solution was to put up a notice 
to say that anyone who was interested could come for advice, information  
and ready-to-plant trees at a given time each week. Only a few people  
came, mostly women, but they were naturally the most interested and  
the most capable, so their trees did well. 

Julia was afraid that the trees were not reaching the people in most need, so she 
made a bargain with the people who came:  if they wanted more trees, they 
must convince a neighbour or friend to come too and must show him/her what 
to do. This “bribe” seems to be working: numbers are gradually increasing. 

... Jomo goes back to the office with a new philosophy ...

 Activity 19 Jomo’s fruit trees: Secret of success 

a. What is the moral of this story? Does it tell Jomo that he should:

 give jobs to overworked people?

 limit expectations?

 use the experience that exists? 

 encourage people to “opt in” (choose if they want to participate)?

 put women in charge?

 encourage lazy managers?

 go for small but solid progress?

 give more responsibility to junior staff?

 always delegate?

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the final 

tutorial 
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OR? 

b. Should Jomo approve of Julia’s “bribe scheme”? Are there any risks?

Unit 7: Objectives, messages, motivations 
Student's Book
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 7: HANDOVER 

In the long run, people need to take charge of their own diet. Part of the job of 
nutrition education is to make it possible for them to do this, for example by 
encouraging observation and exploration, sharing experience, discussing, 
planning and decision-making. This can be done even in very short nutrition 
education sessions. 

Section 8. Review & preparation for the tutorial 

Review of work 

Individual 

a. Check that all your activities have been completed as far as possible.
b. Look through the ‘Guiding questions’ and add to the notes you made at the

beginning.

Project team 

With your project team, write your report (see ‘Instructions for project work D: 
Analysis and report’ at the end of this document). 

Preparation for the tutorial 

In the tutorial you will 

 follow up your work in the unit

 report on progress in your own project.

If you have time you may do one of these extra activities: 

 Prepare objectives for tackling food safety in food markets (see 
‘Adulterated food in markets’ in Unit 7 Resources, pp. 13-15).

 Prepare some ad hoc visual aids (see ‘Trying out visuals’ below).
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Trying out visuals 

Look briefly through the situations below and think how you would support them 
visually. You may try them out in the final tutorial. 

a. Sleeping child

We often need to know what people really say so that we can practise
changing the conversation. Role-play is one way to find out. For example:

A teacher sees a child asleep in class (perhaps because of short-term hunger). 

What does a typical teacher say? 

What does a typical child reply? 

Recall your own schooldays and create a realistic dialogue. 

 How could you create a role-play setting with a chair, a book and a piece
of chalk?

 What would you do after that?

b. What did you have for lunch?

It is late afternoon. A group of young men are talking about what they ate for
their midday meal. They have all learnt about balanced meals and are ready
to comment on each meal and say how it could be improved. At the end they
will say something about the diet of the whole group.

 What visual(s) could be used to represent different meals, record their
composition and gather all the class’s comments together?

 What could be done after that?

c. Animal foods

What are the best-known animal source foods and what animals do they
come from?

 How could a group gather this information from its members and
organize it visually?

 What could they do next?

This is the end of unit 7. 
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Instructions for project work 

Aims 

The aims of this session are to 

 discuss the links between diet and health

 gather information on participants’ F&V consumption and compare it
with recommended F&V consumption

 discuss the importance of F&V consumption:  essential facts, risks,
benefits and action messages (n.b. The next meeting will focus on more
specific foods)

 plan for small individual actions in the coming week

 prepare for the following session.

You need to 

A. Arrange the meeting (1½ hrs) 

B. Prepare and rehearse 

C. Hold the meeting 

D. Write up the report 

A. Arranging the meeting 

Roles

 Take turns facilitating.   Individual team members can take responsibility
for facilitating each part of the meeting (with the support of others or of
participants). This gives everyone a turn (and a rest) and varies the pace
and focus.

 When not facilitating, take a back seat. Whenever possible, facilitators
who are not directly involved should “take a back seat”: literally, sit
among the participants. In this way they get an idea of what it is like to be
in the group and find out whether they can see or hear, if the instructions
are clear, what the group are saying among themselves, what they are
doing in group work and so on. This is one of the most valuable
experiences an educator can have.
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B. Preparing and rehearsing 

 Estimate your own daily consumption of fruit and vegetables in the same
way as the participants are doing, so that you can all compare notes.

 Prepare the necessary visual aids and contributions:

o the Road to Health sketch map - no need to draw this beforehand but
remember what it looks like. (Unit 7 Resources 2, ‘Visual Approaches’
Set 3, p. 10)

o plain sheets of paper, one for each person, or paper doll cut-outs
(Unit 7 Resources, 2, ‘Visual approaches’, Set 2, p. 8)

o your notes for your talk about fruit and vegetables, with the key
questions written in large letters on cards or half-pages (Project
action C).

n.b. Have your own messages ready (Project action B), but give priority to 
good messages produced by the participants. 

 Make sure there is a suitable wall to display things on, and find some way
of sticking up paper/cards on the wall.

 Rehearse each part. You do not have much time in the meeting and
rehearsal is essential. Each part has to be clear, simple and unhurried but
also very short.

 Prepare healthy refreshments - even just a cup of tea!

C. Holding the meeting 

Beginning (5 mins) 

Welcome the participants back by name and set the time-frame (1½ hours). 

Aims.   Explain there is a lot to do: 

 Talking about actions for health

 Talking about what we have been eating this week

 Discussing why fruit and vegetables are important

 Deciding what to do and how

 Planning for the next meeting.
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Advice for project meetings 

“I recommend to my fellow students that they be patient and very humble 

in handling project meetings with participants.” 

(A Kenya student) 

The road to health (15 mins) 

Ask if everyone is concerned about good health and why. So what do we all do to 
achieve good health? 

 Draw a sketch-map of the Road to Health.3

 Participants suggest things we do to achieve health, or actions which
don’t lead to good health. Sketch/write up the first two, then let
participants continue to add to the sketch-map.

At the end, everyone looks back at the whole picture, and discusses: 

 How much is about what we eat? A lot? Not much?

 Does it appear that we think diet is important to health?

n.b. Keep the map - you may need it later.

So what do we eat? Information on F&V consumption (25 mins) 

Taking turns, demonstrate the F&V you yourselves have eaten during the week: 

 Take a sheet of paper or a paper figure, write your own name at the top.

 Divide it up as shown and stick it up in a visible spot.

 In the upper part, explaining as you go

o draw circles to show the approximate number of F&V per day

o draw squares to show the number of different F&V all together.

Participants take a paper each and do the same, explaining to a partner.  

Participants stick up their papers, look at them all and say if the group is eating a 
lot of F&V or not very many. 

3 It’s much more interesting for participants if you draw it on the spot, rather than preparing the
sketch beforehand.
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Discuss why fruit and vegetables are important (15 mins) 

This part is vital! You should have done some preparation in Project Action C. 

One facilitator handles each point. Keep an eye on time. 

 What do the experts say? Present world recommendations for F&V
consumption in a memorable way. Keep it simple and clear. Participants
compare with their own consumption and comment on the gap.

 Why are F&V so important? Why do they matter?

o Read out the key questions prepared in Project Action C and hand
them out on cards to individual participants for safe keeping.

o Pairs discuss answers briefly with each other and see if they agree.

o Present short vivid answers to the three questions, giving essential
facts.

o Answer questions from the group.

 Where do people go wrong? Mention any wrong ideas and poor practices
with fruit and vegetables. Participants say if they recognize them, and
give other examples.

 What are the messages for all of us? Participants say what the obvious
messages are. Keep them short and clear - e.g. Eat more fruit and
vegetables and Eat more kinds of fruit and vegetable. Two participants
volunteer to write them out large on two big pieces of paper for next
time.

Decisions (10 mins) 

 Can we eat more F&V? Is it worth a try? Do we want to involve others –
e.g. children, wife/husband, friends? Participants answer individually.

 Making it easy. Suggest that

o it is good to start small, just one small action each day

o it can add to OR replace something else eaten every day

o it should be easy to do - cheap, tasty, easy to get, no problem to
prepare

o it should fit into existing routines.

Action plans: decide what to do and how (10mins) 

 Suggestions: Participants make suggestions for themselves. Each decides
on one thing to do.

 Project team: The project team also announce their decisions.
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Ending (10mins) 

 Recap.   The three card-holders present the three key questions again and
the group answers.

 Recycling the records.   Participants take home their personal papers,
explain them to their families, bring them back next week and report
what the family said.

 Snacks.   If possible, participants bring one healthy snack to the next
meeting to share.

 Goodbyes.   Say thank-you and arrange to meet again

D. Writing up the report 

Analysis and report 

After the meeting, produce a report in Project Dossier 3 (below). The 

report should contain an account of the project meeting, including 

 preparation and preparation time

 attendance and timing

 conduct of the scheduled activities: completion, deviations from the
outline,4 group response and interest in each part. Describe what went
well and not so well, explain successes and problems and note interesting
comments or reactions.

 comments on any other issues.

Division of work 

Divide the work between you, for example: 

 Team member 1: project preparation and the first two parts of the
session

 Team member 2: parts 3, 4 and 5

 Team member 3: parts 6 and 7 and other issues.

You may find other ways to divide it up. 

4 Some of the best education is a deviation from plan, because it responds to immediate needs 
and interests, and because there is no guarantee that the plan is right for this group at this time 
in this place.  But in this case try to stick to the outline, as the following session depends on it.
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Give a title to your part. Put your name on your part. 

Check the other parts to make sure that there are no important gaps and no 
overlap. 

Marking 

The marking is organized like this: 

 10 marks individually for your part of the report

 10 marks each for the report as a whole.

Compiling the report 

 If you are writing on computer, cut and paste the other parts into your
own report.

 If you are writing on hard copy, first produce just one copy of the whole
report to give your tutor (so you do not have to write out your own part
three times). Ideally, you should photocopy this copy so that you can
keep a record of the whole report.
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Project dossier (3): Preparing for action 

Part 1: 

Name 
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Part 2: 

Name 
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Part 3: 

Name 
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Student’s Key 

 Key to Activity 1 KAPP needs in Niger 

Do the Niger objectives show 

 a general objective which the specific objectives support? Yes 

 aims for improving knowledge, attitudes, actions and
practices?

Yes 

 non-educational needs (e.g. resources)? Yes 

 Key to Activity 2 Jomo’s goals and objectives 

To be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 3 Head, heart and hands 

Do these aims relate directly to nutrition education? (Yes/No) 

 To increase production & consumption of legumes in the
community (example)

No 

 To raise people’s appreciation of the food value of legumes
(example)

Yes 

 To install handwashing facilities in all Alpha District schools No 

 To convince people that good sanitation reduces disease in
infants

Yes 

 To supply well-balanced school meals in poor districts No 

 To get good food value for money when shopping Yes 
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 To recognize and reject junk food Yes 

 To reduce stunting No 

 To get children into the handwashing habit Yes 

 To ensure continuing supplies of high-quality seeds and
seedlings

No 

 Key to Activity 4 Hierarchy 

a. Which of the ‘Food shopping’ objectives (a) to (d) would you put at the top of

the hierarchy?

Answer: (b) Consumers shop wisely for nutritional value.

b. In these two projects, which objective would you put first, as the main
outcome to which the others contribute?

Answers: Good eating: (5) Prepare and eat balanced meals.

Complementary feeding: (2) Feed infants well for growth and health.

 Key to Activity 5 Action outcomes 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 6 Niger objectives 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 7 Jomo’s fruit trees: Revising objectives 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 
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Project action A: Your project objectives 

Your objectives will be discussed in the tutorial..

 Key to Activity 8 Messages for Niger 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 9 Messages and gender 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 10 Handwashing in schools 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

Project action B: Provisional messages 

Check that you have phrased two messages and illustrated them to give them 
more visual impact. 

 Key to Activity 11 Collect facts about handwashing 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

Project action C: Presenting core information on F&V 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 12 Mixed motivations 

 Students know this well. Which motivation is intrinsic?

The subject interests you.
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 Children know all about mixed motivations too. Which motivation is
extrinsic?
Their parents tell them to.

 Project participants also have mixed motives. Which of these motivations
are intrinsic?

Going to meetings for the knowledge. Doing the work because you are

interested.

 Key to Activity 13 Jomo’s fruit trees: Motivations 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

Project action D: Motivations in the meeting 

 Open eyes to own/family’s/others’ dietary beliefs, practices, preferences,
attitudes, circumstances.

Participants have opened their eyes over the past week to their own

practices in F&V consumption - perhaps their families’ too.

 Build beliefs in benefits and risks; link to own health and life concerns.

(a) Participants are hearing from you about the benefits of F&V and

linking this to their own ideas of health. (b) They should now see the gap

between what they are doing and the recommended practice.

 Increase knowledge and drop some myths and misconceptions.

(a) Participants are hearing core information and recognizing

misconceptions. They should be asking a lot of questions. (b) They also

learn to ask and answer the key questions themselves.

 Share, interact (get support, discuss, pass on), care for family.

(a) Participants are sharing information about their own practices with

you and with each other, comparing notes etc. (b) They take the

information home to share with their own families. (c) If the group is

beginning to take action, they will want to keep up with the other

members.

 Get engaged, start a habit, get experience.

Participants go away from this session ready to start a new habit.
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 Get the necessary knowhow, become skilled, show others.

No skills involved yet.

 Find ways to make it easy, reduce workload, save time.

This comes later, when participants have started on the experiment and

have run into a few problems.

 Talk about food, find out more, taste and appreciate.

This should go on all the time.

 Look for, see and feel the effects.

Too early for this, but they should be able to see at least small changes in

their own practice after this session.

 Make own decisions and choices.

In this session, participants make their own decision about how, where,

when etc. to start their own small experiment in increasing F&V

consumption. They will keep their own personal records. Of course, they

are also free to decide not to act. (n.b. Making this option clear often

makes people decide to act after all!).

 Key to Activity 14 Mixing the modalities 

The important elements in these mixtures are: 

1. a “text”, i.e. a talk or commentary
2. a picture, photo, video, poster, PowerPoint etc.
3. active interpretation
4. live action (e.g. drama, mime, demonstration, role-play)
5. contributions from participants/actors
6. interaction - e.g. questions, discussion
7. a personal element, drawing on own experience.

Pick out the items you marked as most effective (with a score of 3) 

Assess your reactions: 

 If you chose 2 or 6, you think that visuals alone can have a big impact.

 If you chose 3, 4 or 7, you think that people need to actively interpret

what they see.

 If you chose 3, 5 or 8, you think that seeing live action is important.
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 If you chose 5, 7, 8 or 10 you think that participants can make their own

visual aids.

 If you chose 4, 7, 8 or 9, you think people need to interact about what they

see.

 If you chose 5, 7, 8, 9 or 10, you feel that personal content has a lot of

impact.

Other ENACT students 

 gave high marks for impact to items 1, 4, 7, 8 and 9

 gave lower marks to 2 and 6 because they were unsupported by other
modalities (speech, action, interaction).

 Key to Activity 15 Purpose and use 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 16 Do it yourself 

Your ideas will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 17 Homemade visuals 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

Project action E: Preparing visuals 

Your ideas for visuals will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 18 Jomo’s fruit trees: Implementation problems 

Both these issues should have come up in a situation analysis, or just from 
common sense. 

The neglect of the young trees due to lack of skills.   This problem started with 

the objectives which did not foresee the need for training. Demonstrations on 
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how to care for young tree support and monitoring should have been included in 

the objectives. 

The need to build belief and commitment.   This was included in the 

objectives but clearly the need for awareness and belief was 

underestimated since most of the players evidently didn’t believe in the 

value of the project. It would have been a good idea to explore people’s 

ideas attitudes and knowledge further and build in much more education 

linking fruit with health concerns and more hands-on practice in improving 

existing meals snacks and preserves. 

 

Project action F: Self-questions in the project 

Which questions do participants ask themselves and answer for themselves in 
the session? 

Some points about the purpose of the activities are in bold. 

Question  Comments 

1. What’s the big aim? Yes Participants talk about what they do for health, 

which is one of their big aims. They don’t 

discuss other big aims. 

2. What are we doing 
now? 

What do we think/feel 
about it?  

Yes Part 2: They say what they do to achieve health 

- and so they are able to decide if they see diet 

as important for health. 

Part 3: They talk about how many fruit and 

vegetables they consume.They compare with 

what others do and get a picture of what is 

usual. 

3. Do we see a 
problem? What is it? 

Yes Part 4.1: participants hear about the 

recommendations for F&V consumption and are 

able to compare with their own habits. They 

should do this explicitly, out loud, so they can 

all agree that they all (probably) don’t eat 

enough. 
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Question  Comments 

4. Who else is 
involved? What do 
they think about it? 

Yes Part 7: this question is about family, not about 

other group members. When participants go 

home they will talk to their families and find 

out what they think. Families are a very 

important factor in food behaviour. 

5. What do we need to 
know, the key facts?  

Yes In Part 4.2: the educators tell the meeting some 

of the key facts. The participants ask and 

answer the same questions themselves in Part 

7, when they recap. In this way they begin to 

make the questions and answers their own. 

6. What do we need to 
do? What are the 
messages for action? 

Yes Part 4.3: participants use the information they 

have heard to make their own suggestions on 

messages for action. 

7. Do we really think it 
matters? Do we want 
to do something now?  

Yes Part 5: participants say whether they personally 

want to take action (they will need to feel that 

it’s quite easy) and whether they will involve 

other people. 

8. How do we do it? 
What’s the plan? 

Yes Part 6: participants decide what exactly they 

will do (and so do the project team). 

9. What are the 
difficulties? Do we 
think we can manage? 

No Not done in this session. Difficulties will emerge 

at the next session. 

10. How are we doing? 
Can we see progress? 

No Too early to see progress. 

11. Can we keep it up? 
How?  

No Too early for this - you can’t talk about keeping 

it up until you have made it a habit. 

12. Can we pass it on? 
To whom? How? 

Yes Part 7: they talk to their families and report 

back at the following session. 

 Key to Activity 19 Jomo’s fruit trees: Secret of success  

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial.  
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Glossary 

You will find longer explanations of many of these items in the main course 
glossary. 

Alignment.   Pronounced a-line-ment. In educational objectives, alignment is the 
match between objectives, activities and assessment - i.e. you aim to do 
something (objective), you practise doing it (activities) and you evaluate to see if 
you can do it or have done it (assessment).  Lack of alignment reveals that one of 
the essential elements does not fit.  

Change agent.   A change agent is a person who helps organizations or groups to 
transform themselves. 

Essential Nutrition Actions (ENAs).   A package of preventive nutrition actions 
aimed mainly at women and young children during the first 1 000 days.  They 
include Infant and young Child Feeding (IYCF), micronutrients and women's 
nutrition. 

Learning outcomes.   Often used in educational contexts as a substitute for 
objectives to ensure that the objective represents an actual end-result (e.g. 
people eat more eggs) and not just an intention or an activity (e.g. to inform

people about eggs through a series of talks and demonstrations). 

Social marketing.   Social marketing is “the application of marketing principles to 
the design and management of social programs”. It is a form of behaviour 
change approach which aims to “sell” a practice by getting the right action 
message to the right people through the right medium. 
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Extra section 

or those who are interested in further practice with objectives, this 
section expands Sections 2-3 of Unit 7 ‘Goals and objectives’ and 

‘Nutrition education objectives’. 

Assessing objectives1.
Here is a checklist for assessing nutrition education objectives in an intervention. 

a. Does this intervention need nutrition education?
– i.e. are there people who need to change what they do and think?

b. If so, do the objectives explicitly aim at nutrition education, i.e. KAPP?
c. Are actions (practices, skills etc.) the main educational objectives?
d. Do other objectives deal with attitudes, beliefs, knowledge, lifeskills, etc?
e. Do the objectives state what the main actors will do as a result? (i.e. are they

about what participants will do and not about what projects/programs will
do?)

f. Do the objectives consider all the main players?
g. Do the objectives take into account other non-educational needs?
h. Do the objectives include sustainability?

 Activity 1 Assess nutrition education objectives 

a. At the end of this document there are some nutrition-related objectives (A-
G). All but one are worded as “program objectives”, but in some the

participants’ action outcomes are also clear, while in some they are not.
What are their strengths and limitations as nutrition education objectives?
Read each one and comment on it below (use the checklist above where
necessary).

F 
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A. Afghan nutrition education and food security program 

B. Zimbabwe community food and nutrition program 

C. Orange-fleshed sweet potatoes in Mozambique 

D. Applied nutrition project, Kenya 
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E. EFNEP desired outcomes and results 

F. Madagascar school & community food & nutrition surveillance & education 
program 

G. Five-a-day local community initiative 

b. The 15-minute video ‘Orange Revolution’ about the orange-fleshed sweet
potato (OFSP) (C above) is very well made http://vimeo.com/2278794. View
it and find all the other objectives mentioned - some in support of the first
three, some new ones, and some which are spin-offs rather than objectives.
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Writing objectives2.

The anaemic women 

This case follows from the situation analysis in Unit 4. 

A group of women in a community have recognized how dangerous childbirth 
can be. 

They come together to discuss it. After a while they agree on the baseline 
situation. Here is what they say: 

Everybody says we should get 

iron tablets at the clinic. 

We don’t know the best foods to 

eat. 

We cook what we know and we 

always feed our men first. 

The clinic doesn’t give us much 

information and advice and 

sometimes no tablets either. 

We’re pregnant and we’re all 

anaemic. We don’t know how big 

this risk is. Our families don’t 

know either. 
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 Activity 2 Writing objectives from a situation analysis 

What would be suitable objectives for a nutrition education project for this 
community? Consider all the important players. 

Remember: Write objectives as statements of the expected outcomes. 

NOT 

o Women should be aware of nutrition needs in pregnancy

OR Women will be aware of nutrition needs in pregnancy

BUT 

o Women are aware of nutrition needs in pregnancy.

AND (final non-educational objectives): 

o Fewer pregnant women die in childbirth

OR Fewer women are anaemic.

Educational objectives (knowledge, awareness, attitude, action & practices). 

Targets and indicators3.
A nationwide one-year official project aims at improving fruit and vegetable 
consumption. During the situation analysis baselines are established which will 
provide indicators for assessing outcomes at the end of the project. 

Unit 7: Objectives, messages, motivations
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 Activity 3 Targets and indicators 

a. Discuss the following questions together and note your answers.

Action objectives 

 What could be a suitable target in fruit and vegetable consumption?

E.g. 1 extra serving per day? A 10% increase?

What would be realistic and easy to measure?

 Would you estimate fruit and vegetable consumption separately?

 What could the indicator(s) be? E.g. people buy more, cook more, eat
more?

 Can you rely on self-reports for accurate estimates of consumption?

Unit 7: Objectives, messages, motivations
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Attitudes 

What could be a good indicator of 
positive or negative attitudes? 

The intention to carry on? 

Positive responses to a set 
of statements about 
feelings about fruit & 
vegetables? (See the 
attitude checklist in the 
box, devised for children.) 

A more functional exercise 
– e.g. saying what you 
would choose from a set of 
snacks, planning a good 
meal, pointing out favourite 
foods from pictures? 

Knowledge 

What could be a good indicator of increased knowledge? 

Answers to quiz questions or true/false statements? 

More functional exercises – e.g. giving the seasonal availability of a 
number of fruits and vegetables, demonstrating how to prepare them to 
conserve food value, saying which ones can be eaten raw or which ones 
are rich in particular micronutrients etc. 

An attitude checklist 

General attitude 

 Eating fruit and veg every day
keeps me healthy.

Attitudes to vegetables 

 I like trying new veg

 Most veg tastes good

 I like raw veg

 My friends eat lots of veg

 Most of my friends like raw veg as
snacks

 I hate cooked veg.

Attitudes to fruit 

 I like trying new fruit

 My friends eat a lot of fruit

 Most of my friends like fruit as a
snack

 Most fruit tastes bad to me.

(Newell et al. 2004). 
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b. Here are three project objectives: one for action, one for knowledge, one for
attitude.

 People eat more fruit and vegetables

 People value fruit and vegetables more

 People know what fruit and vegetables do for their health

Quantify them and suggest indicators. 

Quantified objective Indicator 

Problems with objectives4.
Here are three of the big pitfalls to be avoided in formulating objectives. 

Mistaken assumptions 

Many initiatives assume that people will eat better if (for example)… 

 they learn some facts about nutrition

 they produce more food

 their incomes rise

 new foods become available.

They often learn the hard way that their assumptions are mistaken. They need to 
think about what else is necessary - which usually includes nutrition education. 

Message: spell out the assumptions, then see what’s missing. 
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Short sight 

Very often there is no vision for sustainability. Some interventions may cost too 
much to keep going, or need a lot of outside expertise, or require capacities 
which don’t exist locally. They therefore need strategies and resources to 

improve their chances of carrying on (e.g. training, regular budget, funded posts, 
premises). There may therefore need to be an objective which specifically aims 
at making the resulting practices self-sustaining. Having an explicit 
“sustainability” objective makes it possible to plan for the future and put the 

necessary strategies in place. 

Message: build in sustainability 

Mismatch 

In education there is often a mismatch between objectives and activities – i.e. 
what people are actually practising is not what is aimed at. For example children 
may have fun finding words for foods in a word square but this probably only 
practises reading and spelling and will not help them to eat better. Likewise, 
students in the health professions complain that their education is very 
academic: they spend all their time writing exams and do not get enough 
practice in what they will actually do in professional life. 

Message: check that activities match objectives 

 Activity 4 Three pitfalls 

Pick two cards from the four on the next page. Which of the above problems do 
they represent? 

Card 

Problem represented 

Tell your colleagues. 
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Calcium diet 

A project aimed to show that nutrition 
education alone can help old ladies to 
improve their calcium intake. For a 
year the project paid daily visits to 
villages, held classes, did cookery 
demonstrations, gave out leaflets of 
calcium-rich foods and trained old 
ladies to monitor their diets. The 
project proved that it was possible. 
However the approach was so costly it 
was not repeated. 

Drama and worms 

The aim was to reduce helminth 
infections. Villages were sensitized to 
the dangers of worms through 
community drama. This was so 
popular that eventually several of the 
dramas created were broadcast by a 
regional station, creating great local 
pride and interest. The effect on 
helminth infections was not assessed. 

Radio messages 

A social marketing campaign on 
breastfeeding practices believed that if 
women heard messages often they 
would put them into practice. They 
disseminated radio messages, jingles 
and songs, which reached a wide 
audience and were very well 
remembered. However, the campaign 
had a significant impact on only one 
breastfeeding practice (early 
initiation): other practices were not 
much affected. 

Village bakery 

A community worker persuaded some 
village women to start up a bakery 
cooperative, using special fortified 
flour. The business thrived. The 
community worker kept the accounts, 
set aside savings and shared out 
earnings each week. Then she went 
away for a month. When she returned 
she found that the women had shared 
out all the money and closed down the 
bakery. They simply had more urgent 
needs. 
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Materials for activity 1 

Some nutrition-related objectives 

n.b. The objectives below are not quantified but are stated simply, as is usual in 
the introduction to a project/program document. This makes it easier to focus on 
wording and content. 

A. Afghan nutrition education and food security project 

One objective 

To integrate practical nutrition education messages in ongoing community 

development, literacy, food security and agricultural programs. 

B. Zimbabwe community food and nutrition program 

Main objective 

To involve and assist communities in high-risk areas to identify their food and 

nutrition problems and implement appropriate interventions to address the 

problems. 

C. The orange-fleshed sweet potato in Mozambique 

Video: The Orange Revolution: http://vimeo.com/2278794 

The orange-fleshed sweet potato is rich in vitamin A and, if substituted for the 
white variety, can significantly improve diet. After trials, the research team came 
to the conclusion that the OFSP should be distributed countrywide in 
Mozambique. 

The video script outlines the objectives: 

“…To make OFSP a sustainable part of everyone’s life they (the team) would have 

to achieve three things. The first was to inspire a whole population to adopt the 

new food. OFSP would have to replace the commonly grown white-fleshed variety 

that lacked vitamin A. The second objective was to teach people the importance 

of vitamin A in orange-fleshed sweet potatoes and other foods, as well as how to 
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cook and prepare the new crop so that they would want to change the way they 

fed their families. The third was to generate customer demand for OFSP in a 

country where there was none at all. By generating a demand for OFSP, the 

market chain would be complete. Farmers would want to grow a crop they could 

make money from. To achieve such huge goals a wide range of new skills were 

needed ...” 

D. An “applied nutrition project” in Kenya 

Two of the objectives: 

 To increase food production of households by 60 percent

 To increase the percentage of mothers practising exclusive breastfeeding

of their infants until six months of age.

E. The “desired outcomes” and results of EFNEP 

Four objectives and two target groups: 

Slides from a presentation:   Low-income nutrition education through the land-
grant universities: domestic programs with potential global implications 

USDA/USAID Meeting, Washington DC 
15 February 2012 
Helen Chipman, PhD, RD 
National Program Leader 
Food & Nutrition Education 
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Desired Outcomes – 4 Core Areas

• Diet Quality and Physical Activity

• Food Security

• Shopping Behavior and Food Resource
Management

• Food Safety

Program Results - Adults

Improve their diets

Improve their nutrition practices

Stretch their food dollars farther

Handle food more safely
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Program Results - Youth

Now eat a variety of foods

Increase knowledge about 
nutrition 

Increase ability to select low-cost, 
nutritious foods

Improve food safety and 
preparation practices

F. Madagascar expanded school and community food and 

nutrition surveillance and education program 

One of the objectives: 

To sensitize communities to the problems of malnutrition and poor hygiene, and 

to take adequate measures to tackle the causes. 

G. Five a day 

Four objectives: 

 Increasing consumption of fruit and vegetables

 Increasing awareness or knowledge

 Changing attitudes and beliefs

 Increasing access to fruit and vegetables.
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Keys and comments

 Key to Activity 1 Assess nutrition education objectives 

a. What are their strengths and limitations as nutrition education objectives?

A. Afghanistan

This is a “program objective”, i.e. it is something to be done by managers/
educators. It therefore does not look at the practical actions to be expected
from those who receive the messages. It may have been successful
(depending on the nature of the messages, the quality of the programs into
which the messages were integrated, and what was done with the messages).
However the actual impact of the messages cannot be evaluated.

B. Zimbabwe food and nutrition program

This is both a program objective and a participant objective. It aims at actions
by the main actors, says who the actors are and what they will do, focuses on
nutrition and has some possibilities of sustainability. (There is an ambiguity –
who will “implement appropriate interventions” - the program or the
communities?)

The objective does make assumptions about communities’ ability to act for
themselves and the program’s ability to help them do so. In the event the
evaluation showed that these assumptions were not fully justified.

C. Orange-Fleshed Sweet Potato in Mozambique

These are all program objectives but they do make clear the actions which
consumers and farmers are expected to take (adopt the new food, recognize
its importance, demand it as consumers; grow and market OSPs). These
objectives recognize the importance of understanding and belief, and of
several kinds of action. They show real awareness of the size of the task of
changing food behaviour and also of non-educational factors such as market
forces and the interaction of production and consumption.

D. Kenya applied nutrition project

D1. Increasing food production by 60%. This is a “program objective”. It is a
purely agricultural aim which may not have any effect on nutrition (e.g. if the
same food is produced, or the surplus is sold), and does not apparently
involve nutrition education.
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D2. The breastfeeding objective implies education, focuses on action and tells 
us who will do what. It is still a program objective, but the actions expected of 
mothers are clear (exclusive BF until six months). However there is no 
indication of what will motivate mothers to do this, or how the behaviour will 
be maintained. 

E. EFNEP nutrition education desired outcomes and results 

These are the only objectives so far which focus on action outcomes, not on 
program objectives. The bottom two slides (which are called “results”) show 
the actual nutrition education objectives/outcomes, including practices and 
knowledge. They build on EFNEP’S four core areas of action shown in the top 
right slide (which are called “desired outcomes”). 

F. Madagascar school and community food and nutrition program 
surveillance and education program 

Two more program objectives. The program will raise awareness in 
communities. This implies education; however, changes in practices are not 
mentioned. The only action mentioned (tackling the causes) is apparently to 
be taken by the program; it sounds as if the communities are not expected to 
improve their practices themselves, but only to become aware of the 
problems. 

G. Five a day program 

A program objective, but it makes the action outcomes by the players quite 
clear. There are no objectives dealing with motivation and attitude, and no 
consideration of environmental influences (e.g. access to fresh fruit and 
vegetables) or other players (e.g. supermarkets, doctors, health facilities). 

n.b. This particular program produced good gains in knowledge, 
understanding and awareness, but (like many others) it had very little effect 
on people’s practices/actions. 

b. Other objectives mentioned in the OSP video

New objectives: exclusive breastfeeding, promotion of new bread 

Support: training producers of vines and seeds, teaching how to store 
OFSP 

Spin-offs: OFSP acquires status (sold in supermarkets!); male farmers 
start to grow OFSP. 
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 Key to Activity 2 Writing objectives from a situation analysis 

Some possible objectives: 

Final objective, non-educational 

 Fewer women die in childbirth OR Fewer pregnant women are anaemic.

Educational objectives 

 Families, especially mothers, husbands, older women and teenage girls,
are fully aware of the risks of anaemia in pregnancy and how to avoid
them (iron-rich foods, iron tablets). (Knowledge, awareness)

 Breadwinners are willing to pay the costs of improving diet for vulnerable
women. (Attitude)

 Clinics inform women adequately, supply supplements and check
compliance. (Action)

 The community puts pressure on clinics to do this and monitors their
performance. (Action and attitude)

 Pregnant and lactating women take the full course of recommended
supplements. (Action)

 Pregnant and lactating women can identify economical iron-rich foods.
(Action, knowledge)

 Women generally consume iron-rich foods and know how to cook them.
(Action, skill)

 Community leaders lead opinion about anaemia and set an example.
(Attitude, action)

 Key to Activity 3 Targets and indicators 

Open answers, but should show realistic targets and assessable indicators. 

 Key to Activity 4 Three pitfalls 

Calcium diet Short sight – there is no vision for sustainability 
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Drama and 
worms 

Mismatch between objectives and activities 

OR  Unproven assumptions about the effects of drama

Radio 
messages 

Mistaken assumption that hearing a message will lead to action 

OR Mismatch between objectives and activities (hearing is not 

 acting)

Village bakery Mistaken assumption – that people who have urgent financial 

needs will be able to ignore them in order to carry on with a 

 business with more long-term benefits
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1. Objectives from Niger
Here are the Niger objectives for nutrition and nutrition education from Unit 6. 

General nutrition objective.   To reduce vitamin A deficiency in rural 
communities 

Part A: Specific objectives 

 Both men and women should know that eating liver and green leaves
regularly protects their health. (knowledge)

 Both men and women should see the importance of vitamin A for
mothers and young children. (attitude)

 Women and young children should eat more liver and DGLVs. (practices)

In order for this to happen: 

 Gardeners should grow more green leaves

 Men should buy liver* regularly and take it home OR

 Women should buy liver* to share with young children.

A note on liver in complementary feeding.   A chronic problem in complementary feeding is the 
lack of adequate micronutrients, in particular Vit A, B vitamins, iron, calcium and zinc. Animal-
source foods are the only or main source of several of these. Liver is rich in iron, zinc and vit A, 
hence WHO has recommended one rounded teaspoon of cooked liver per day for 
complementary feeding. However, doubts have been raised: 1) Vit A can be adequately sourced 
from plants. 2) Providing small quantities of liver daily is seen as impractical. 3) Since liver is rich 
in retinol, there is a danger of overdosing if children get Vit A from other sources such as 
supplements. For these reasons some guidelines suggest that children under 1 year should not 
eat liver, but other suitable animal-source foods such as eggs, milk, insects and small whole fish. 
Micronutrient-rich cereals and legumes and food fortification are also valuable, but should not 
replace normal food-based strategies. (Allen 2008, Muehlhoff 2013).

©FAO/Roberto Faidutti 
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Part B: Quantified objectives (targets) 

 80% of men and women associate VAD with diarrhoea, measles,
respiratory illness, infant death and night blindness.

 80% of men & women can name six foods which are rich in vitamin A.

 60% of parents (men and women) buy 50 francs worth of liver per week,
to be shared with children under six.

 60% of women and children eat fresh green leaves with oil twice a day.

 Fresh green leaves are available in homes and markets 9 months in the
year.

2. Visual approaches

Visual approaches: Set 1 

A. Causes of diarrhoea: Setting a scene 

Diarrhoea can threaten infants’ lives and affect their growth. Everyone needs to 
recognize where it comes from and the essential defences, in particular 
handwashing. 

Purpose of activity: to identify sources of infection in the environment. 

Standard verbal approach: Explain the dangers and discuss prevention 
measures. 

A visual and experiential approach: The group invents a village scene. 

 Participants create and locate imaginary sources of infection and vectors
(e.g. a rubbish heap in one corner of the room, a pond where cows drink
in another corner, an open well and a flock of goats, latrines just outside
the door, flies, cockroaches, mice, dogs, a baby sick next door, two young
children playing outside, food and drink exposed to the air).

 Using this imaginary scene participants tell or walk through several
“stories” of how the infection spreads and who is involved.

 This leads to a discussion of preventive routines, in particular
handwashing with soap and running water (the main solution).

4
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B. Paper meals 

Purpose of activity: To recall components of balanced meals, and 
plan meals. 

Standard verbal approach: Question & answer, verbal description. 

Visual approaches: Meals are described visually. 

Food plates.   The US “food plate” shows the components and also 
the proportions. You can also draw meals on paper plates or just on 
circles of paper. 

Star meals.   Easy to draw is the “star meal”: it has the staple in the middle, and 
in the four points of the star it puts animal-source foods and legumes, fruit, 
vegetables, and oil and flavourings. With food cards, you can plan balanced 
meals by putting the cards onto the points of the star. 

C. Mapping food sources 

The purpose: To establish where people get their food, how far they go, how 
often, what supplies are available etc. so they can compare notes and discuss 
difficulties. 

 n.b. This version of the food plate mixes food groups and nutrient groups

©Mel Futter 
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Standard verbal approaches: Individuals describe their situations one by one, OR 
interview each other and report back, OR write it down. 

A visual approach (mapping): As a start to exploring food sources, group 
members together draw a sketch map on a large poster (or on the ground) to 
show where they live and where their food and water come from. They mark in 
distances, shops, types of supplies, transport etc. Everyone then talks about the 
map, showing where they go and what they do. 

D. The problem tree 

Whenever there is a big problem, people need to analyse it and look at the 
causes before suggesting solutions. 

Purpose: To gather ideas about the causes and effects of a problem 

Standard verbal approach: Discuss/analyse the problem, take notes, write up 
the findings. 

A visual approach:  Use a Problem Tree. 

 Participants describe the problem (the trunk of the tree).

 They brainstorm causes (roots) and effects
(branches and leaves).

 They write all causes and effects on
cards and display them on the tree.

 They draw connections
between them.

 For every cause, they ask
Why? This gives even deeper
roots.

(ARC 2006, Snowdon et al. 2008). 

Effects 

Problem 

Causes 
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High infant  
death rate from  

diarrhoeal diseases. 
WHY? 

Mothers are not breast-
feeding exclusively – they give babies 

porridge or breastmilk substitute 
prepared with unclean water. 

WHY? 

Mothers  
believe 

breastmilk does 
not satisfy 

infants 

Poor sanitation. 
WHY? Other 

Clean water is 
not available 

Mothers believe 
porridge is an 
adequate food 

Families do 
not know that 

dirty water 
makes infants 

sick 

Grandmothers 
insist on 

traditional 
practices 

Problem tree shown as a 
hierarchy of cause and 
effect
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Visual approaches: Set 2 

The second set shows some ideas grouped around functions and resources. 

A. What can be used to represent people? 

Almost anything can represent people in a story or 
dialogue – a stick, a lump of clay, a photo. Human figures 
can be made in chains by folding paper and cutting 
around an outline. Search YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com paper doll chains 

Fold paper and cut out a chain 

B. What can participants themselves represent? 

Group members can represent almost anything – a fly, a candy bar, a baby, a 
water pump. Just ask for volunteers (Who will be the fly? What food do you want
to represent?) 

C. What can help to inspire role-play? 

 Dialogues can be inspired by simply holding
up speech bubbles cut out of paper or
cardboard.

 Big spoons or sticks with faces or names on
them stand in for puppets. It is easy to pass
on roles by handing on the stick.

 A hat or scarf can show who is the father,
the aunt or mother, and can also be passed
on for others to try the role.

  What are they saying about her cooking? 

D. How can we represent settings and situations (e.g. 

cooking, mealtimes)? 

Any setting, process or situation can be created in any environment. People have 
no trouble imagining that a table is a cookstove, books are plates, crumpled 
paper is leftover food and they themselves are a horde of predatory bacteria in 
search of lunch (participants can draw them themselves). 

? 
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E. What simple symbols can we use? 

Use known symbols and logos if they are recognized. 

Use smileys for groups to vote on a proposal (people can make their own). 

Use the symbol for salt iodisation if it’s known in your country. People  
should be able to explain it, find it on labels and containers, point it out 
to others and say why it is important. 

F for fortified.   Some countries label foods F if they are fortified. 

Ways of remembering (mnemonics*). Number fingers 1 to 5 
to remember the Five Keys to Safer Food (WHO 2006). 

1. Keep clean

2. Separate raw and cooked.

3. Cook thoroughly.

4. Keep food at a safe temperature.

5. Use safe water and safe foods.

Colour.   Use the colour code to pick out fruit and vegetables rich in 
micronutrients. 

green orange  yellow 

©FAO/Ivo Balderi ©FAO/Rocco Rorandelli ©FAO/Rocco Rorandelli

©Mel Futter 

Predatory 
bacteria in 
search of lunch 
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*Mnemonic.   Pronounced nemonic. A way of remembering something. E.g. Go, Grow, Glow is
a mnemonic for remembering the three main functions of food (energy, growth and health). 
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F. How can we gather ideas? 

Cards.   Participants note down ideas on cards, one idea per card, post up all the 
cards and then classify them. This allows everyone to see the ideas of the whole 
group. 

G. What visual aids can group members make themselves? 

Groups can and should produce their own visuals (preferably in their own time!). 

This can be good nutrition education, not the sign of a lazy facilitator! For 
example: 

 Collections of real things (realia*): labels, samples of preserves, food
advertisements, TV slogans, receipts (e.g. to work out prices). A notice
board or scrapbook is good for display.

 Documentary records of their own progress (photos and objects).

 Records of “group think” exercises which collect the group’s knowledge,
experiences, perceptions or ideas (e.g. a seasonal food availability
calendar, a map of fruit trees in the village, plans for reviving a local
bakery, a problem tree).

Visual approaches: Set 3 

A. Road to health 

Health 

Long life 

Illness 

Fatigue 
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*Realia.   Pronounced ray-ah-lia. These are real objects used in education, usually as visual aids
in a classroom context - e.g. real fruits, actual advertisements or labels, cooked dishes. 

What do we do for our health? 
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The facilitator draws the picture above,  
explaining that it shows the roads to good 
health and poor health in all our lives. 

Participants discuss the questions: 

 What do we do for our health?

 What do we do that is not good for
our health?

They mark the answers on the map with  
words or pictures, or write/draw on cards 
and stick them up. 

At the end they ask themselves 

 How much attention did we give to food and diet - on both the paths?

 How important are food and diet on the path to health?

B. Junk food display 

The group decide on a rough definition of junk food. Members prepare for the 
following session by each collecting things to represent pieces of junk food – e.g. 
a soft drink can, a piece of an ice cream cone, a candy bar wrapper, the slogan of 
a TV ad for instant noodles. The group then inspect each item, discuss the 
ingredients and how the food is processed, rank the items in order of 
“healthiness” and say how often they eat this food every day. 

n.b.   Facilitators should not try to 
guide participants towards the 
subject of food for health at this 
point. When participants have 
completed the picture they will be 
able to see for themselves how 
much importance they give to 
food and diet in their idea of 
health. 

pixabay
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C. Representing foods 

There are two good ways of representing foods so that they can be freely moved 
around, combined, grouped etc. 

Food cards can easily be made by a group of participants, with a picture and the 
name of the food on one side and details on the other. Each group member 
makes one or two, and the group’s best artist is called on to improve the 
pictures. They should be posted up right away so that everyone gets practice in 
identifying them. They are easy to replace when they wear out. 

Group members represent foods.   People choose to represent particular foods 
– e.g. carrots, rice, eggs. They become informed about their “own” nutritional 
value and about their “own” food group, how they are cooked etc. They 
represent and talk about their adopted foods, join hands with other foods to 
make meals, describe how they are grown and preserved etc. From time to time 
they brief each other and exchange roles. 

This is a serious long-term exercise, but can also be very funny. 

D. Dangers of diarrhoea 

A “baby” is made out of a plastic bottle or gourd, with a face drawn on it. The 
bottle/gourd is open at the top and also has a hole in the bottom. The facilitator 
explains that this is like a baby with diarrhoea – open all the way through - and 
demonstrates how when the baby has diarrhoea all the food and water that goes 
in pours out again. The group discusses what this means and why it is essential to 
replace the lost liquids. ©Mel Futter 
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3. Adulterated food in markets
This case study may be used in the final tutorial. 

How can we make sure that the food in our markets is safe? 

Part 1: The situation 

Here is a contribution to an online forum discussion on food safety in markets 

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano
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Dear Forum Members, 

We have been working as nutritionists on the National Food Policy Capacity 
Strengthening Program (NFPCSP), whose goal is to ‘ensure a dependable food 
security system for all people at all times’. Food safety is one of its priority issues. 

Food safety is a major public health concern here. 

 Food growers, particularly fruit and vegetable growers, resort to
unscrupulous use of pesticides and insecticides.

 The wholesalers and retailers use artificial toxic colourants, ripening
agents and preservatives.

 The food handlers do not have adequate knowledge of the hygienic and
sanitary aspects of food handling, preparation and service, and do not
believe in their importance.

There is no effective control system, and sometimes it is hard to find a single 
food item in the market which is not contaminated or adulterated. The helpless 
consumers risk consuming heavily contaminated food. Unaware of the rampant 
use of toxic substances, they continue to buy and eat foods, mostly not even 
aware of the potential dangers. 

The need is to develop and implement a comprehensive national system for food 
safety, quality and food control, giving priority to assessing and preventing risks 
in the distribution of safe food along the entire chain from production to 
consumption, with regular inspections and enforced sanctions. 

Questions for discussion 

1. Who are the players? (There are six groups)

2. What attitudes and practices are mentioned?

3. What training and education needs are mentioned?

4. What would be appropriate objectives for a program? (Formulate
the main objective and the supporting objectives.)

Part 2: Strategies 

It’s not difficult to agree on what should happen. The real question is how to 
tackle this - who should take the lead and what they should do. 
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Here are some replies from other contributors: 

A. From Nepal: Consumer groups 

“Well, here consumer groups are quite active, although they are mostly occupied 
with checking malpractices with weights and measures. We could make good use 
of active consumer clubs to raise consumer awareness. We also need more 
education materials and media campaigns.” 

B. From Denmark: Public safety reports 

“In Denmark, the health and safety inspectors put smileys on the reports of 
restaurants and food stores which have satisfied food safety standards. The 
smileys are then displayed in those stores and restaurants and on their websites 
for all to see. The scheme has raised food safety standards and is very popular 
with the consumers.” (http://www.findsmiley.dk/en-US/Forside.htm) 

C. From Nigeria: Labelling 

“How does the public know if they are getting safe food? In Nigeria, people know 
to always look out for a NAFDAC registration number on packaged foods. This is 
their proof that the product is safe. NAFDAC has done extensive sensitization 
campaigns on what to look for in regulated products.” 

D. From South Africa 

“We have had some success with the press and the other media. We hold regular 
press briefings and point the finger at danger areas, and we mount some well-
publicised prosecutions. It’s getting to be a popular subject with the public 
because it’s quite dramatic sometimes.” 

(Adapted from posts by Harun Yusuf & Lalita Bhattacharjee, Purna Chandra 
Wasti, Keya Chatterjee, and Eva O. Edwards; FSN Forum 2009) 

Questions for discussion 

1. What are the proposed solutions?

2. Which proposed solutions involve raising consumer awareness?

3. What solutions are proposed in the first forum posting?

4. What strategies might work in a country which has many markets, few
resources and a poor record on corruption? (Propose your own ideas).

Safe 

Food 
For 

All 
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Links – Student’s book 

 Training videos
http://www.aliveandthrive.org/research-to-action

 The marketing mix: five elements
http://www.torbenrick.eu/blog/marketing/rewrite-the-ps-of-marketing/

 What are visual ads?
http://www.ted.com/talks/jamie_oliver.html

Links – Unit resources 

 Smiley - Danish food safety certification scheme
http://www.findsmiley.dk/en-US/Forside.htm

Sample report: http://www.findsmiley.dk/NR/rdonlyres/DBCFA9E9-5397-
46B7-A9B4-F0CD63424A65/0/Detail_Engelsk_Udfyldt.pdf

Links – Extra section 

 The orange-fleshed sweet potato in Mozambique
http://vimeo.com/2278794
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Section 2. Goals and objectives 

 Activity 1 KAPP needs in Niger 

Do the Niger objectives show: 

a general objective which the specific objectives support? (Yes/No)

aims for improving knowledge, attitudes, actions and practices? (Yes/No)

non-educational needs (e.g. resources)? (Yes/No)

Jomo’s fruit trees 1: The project proposal 

 Activity 2 Jomo’s goals and objectives 

a. What are the goals and objectives here?
b. How would you arrange them in a hierarchy?

First, choose the most suitable diagram below, A or B.

Then fill in Jomo’s goals and objectives in the right diagram.

 Diagram A Diagram B 
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c. Is anything important missing from Jomo’s main objectives?

Section 3. Nutrition education objectives 

3.1 Nutrition education objectives 

The KAPP focus  

 Activity 3 Head, heart and hands 

Here are two aims which are linked to nutrition. 

Are they directly concerned with nutrition education? 

Yes/No 

To increase production & consumption of legumes in the community No 

To raise people’s appreciation of the food value of legumes Yes 

Here are some more. Decide if they relate directly to nutrition education. 

Yes/No 

To install handwashing facilities in all Alpha District schools

To convince people that good sanitation reduces disease in infants

To supply well-balanced school meals in poor districts

To get good food value for money when shopping

To recognize and reject junk food 
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To reduce stunting 

To get children into the handwashing habit

To ensure continuing supplies of high-quality seeds and seedlings

Who does what 

The hierarchy  

 Activity 4 Hierarchy 

a. Which of the food shopping objectives (a. to d. on p. 17 of the Student's Book) would you put at the top of the
hierarchy as the main objective?

b. On p. 18 of the Student's Book are sets of objectives for two different projects. In each case, which objective
would you put first, as the main action outcome to which the others contribute?

Good eating: 

Complementary feeding: 

 Activity 5 Action outcomes 

Get into the habit of converting “program objectives” into “action outcomes”: 

The program aims to … The action outcome is that … 

Example:…explain to school cooks how to make 

balanced meals 

… school cooks plan and make balanced meals
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The program aims to … The action outcome is that … 

… demonstrate fruit preservation techniques to
small farmers.

… promote food variety in complementary feeding.

… disseminate clear correct information about food
safety to households.

… encourage urban teenagers to consume healthy
snacks.

… show families how to cook orange sweet potatoes.

3.2 Assessing nutrition education objectives 

 Activity 6 Niger objectives 

a. Check the Niger objectives again (Unit 7 Resources, 1, p. 3.)

Ask the eight questions on pp. 21-22 of the Student's Book.

For which question(s) would the answer be No?
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Jomo’s fruit trees 2: Reviewing the proposal 

 Activity 7 Jomo’s fruit trees: Revising objectives 

Look at Jomo’s revised objectives on p. 23 of the Student's Book. Are you satisfied? Have the 
objectives improved? (Yes/no). 

If so, how? 

a. Is anything important missing from these main objectives?

b. Have you any further recommendations or questions?

3.3 Your project objectives 

Project action A: Your project objectives 

Refer to p.25 of the Student's Book.  

Project objectives
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Section 4. Messages and core information 

4.1 Messages 

Good messages 

 Activity 8 Messages for Niger 

a. Which message is most likely to make you think about taking action?
Comment on the messages.

1. Ensure that mothers and young children include vitamin-A rich foods in their diets for proper
immunity and growth.

2. Mothers! Eating liver and green leaves regularly protects your health and your children’s health.

3. Mothers and young children, eat more liver and dark green leafy vegetables to protect your health!
Family members, give them first priority.

4. Save money on medicine! Don’t let your children get sick! Give them liver once a week and green
leaves every day.
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b. Which one would you choose for the campaign?

c. Describe the picture you would put with this message. It should inform or inspire (or both). Make sure it is very
simple and can be easily understood.

The role of messages 

 Activity 9 Messages and gender 

Look at the “Message” box on p. 30 of the Student's Book. 

a. How would expectant fathers in your country react to this kind of meeting?

b. Would they come to further meetings about infant growth, feeding etc.?
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Social marketing messages 

 Activity 10 Promoting handwashing in schools assessed 

Suppose you want to promote handwashing in a school. Answer the questions below for a school situation you 
know. Try to put yourself into the minds of the schoolchildren. 

People 

a. The main actors are the schoolchildren. Who are the other important players?

b. What do the main actors already know and do (or not know and do) about handwashing? What stage of change
are they at?

c. What are the external circumstances (Facilities? Rules? Resources?)

Product 

d. What is the single main handwashing practice you want to promote?  An action? A method? An occasion?
Frequency? Remember, go for one thing only. (Choose and explain)

e. What else are you “selling”? What should children associate with this action? Personal pride? Health? Social
conformity? A belief? (This will be part of your message.) (Choose and explain)
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Price 

f. What is the main “cost”? ( n.b. Remember this is not mainly about money.) (Choose and explain)

Place & time 

g. Where and when should the action be promoted? (Choose and explain)

Promotion 

h. Message. Think of a good message for the children. It should “sell” the practice and the ideas to motivate them;
it should be simple, clear and easy to remember, and easy for teachers/parents to promote. There is an example
below - but think of your own.

i. Picture. Describe the picture to go with your message.

j. Strategy. How else can the practice be promoted? Reminders? Prizes? Lessons? Monitoring? Demonstrations?
Notices? Take-home messages? (Think of two ideas)

1. 

2. 

Project action B: Provisional messages 
Find two suitable messages for the participants in your own project. 

Think of how they could be illustrated to give them visual impact. 
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Message Illustration idea   Aim 

 Action/practice?
 Knowledge/understanding?
 Attitude/perception?

1. 

2. 

4.2 Core information 

Professional toolkit 

 Activity 11 Collect facts about handwashing 

Refer to p. 38 of the Student's Book. 

Essential information about handwashing

a. What are the key questions?

b. What are the essential facts? (i.e. the answers to the questions).
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c. What is the essential advice for action?

d. What are the wrong ideas and poor practices?

Project action C: Presenting core information on F&V 

Follow the instructions on p. 40 of the Student's Book. 

a. What are the key questions?

b. What are the essential facts? (i.e. the answers to the questions)
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c. What is the essential advice for action?

d. What are the wrong ideas and poor practices?

Section 5. Motivations 

Extrinsic and intrinsic motivations 

 Activity 12 Mixed motivations 

Most motivations are mixed. 

a. Students know this well. For example, do you study in order to get a good grade and stay on the course? OR to
impress your tutor? OR because the subject interests you? Which motivation is intrinsic?

b. Children know all about mixed motivations too. Do they eat green vegetables because their parents tell them
to? Because they like them? Because they are hungry? Because they think green vegetables are healthy? Which
motivation is extrinsic?

c. Project participants also have mixed motives. Do people go to meetings for the knowledge, or because the chief
tells them to? Do “volunteers” do the work because they are interested or for the “incentive”? Which of these
motivations are intrinsic?
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A motivation checklist 
Look at the checklist on p. 44 of the Student's Book. 

Think which of these most influenced you in your own experiment with diet. 

Jomo’s fruit trees 3: Strategy 

 Activity 13 Jomo’s fruit trees: Motivations assessed 

Read p. 45 of the Student's Book. Pick out the most motivating or demotivating points in the strategy and explain 
them in the table below. 

Target group 

a. What is likely to motivate or demotivate the actors? (3 things)

1. 

2. 

3. 

b. What would you recommend adding to the strategy to add to motivation? (one thing)

c. Are the extra ideas important? (T-shirts, food fairs etc.) If so, how?
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Project action D: Motivations in the meeting 

 Look through the outline of the meeting you are going to hold - see the notes at the end of this Unit in the
Student's Book.

 What elements are likely to build motivation, interest and engagement? Refer to the motivation checklist at
the beginning of this section.

 Make a list.

Example: Sharing information. Participants have things to report and you have things to tell. 

Section 6. Communications: visualization 

6.1 What are visual aids? 

What visual aids are available for public nutrition education in your country? 

6.2 Why do it visually? 

Why nutrition education needs visuals 

6.3 What works well? 

 Activity 14 Mixing the modalities 

Which do you think would be most effective (i.e. interesting, memorable, likely to inspire action, easy to prepare)? 
Give them points from 1 to 3 (3 is top). 

©FAO/Rik Moors 
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Point 

1. Presenters use pictures to support talks about diet.

2. A video drama shows people eating healthy foods, but doesn’t mention food.

3. Cookery demonstrators give a running commentary to bring out the meaning of what they are
doing.

4. A facilitator presents a simple diagram, asks participants to interpret it and then answers questions
about it.

5. Participants mime the hygiene actions they take in food preparation, explaining what they are
doing and why.

6. Striking posters of dietary guidelines are displayed in health centres.

7. Group members take photos of their children’s meals once a week, show them to each other, and
discuss what dietary changes they have made.

8. Groups role-play how they train their own children in handwashing, and compare.

9. Students present a power point about their field work, with photos and quotations, and answer
questions.

10. Mothers discuss what to say to friends who are using breastmilk substitutes, then write their
messages on big paper speech bubbles and hold them up.

a. One of my top choices

Reason 

b. According to the Key, I believe that…
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 Activity 15 Purpose and use 

Look at the first set of visual ideas in ‘Visual approaches’, Unit 7 Resources, 2, Set 1, pp. 4-7. 

a. What are the advantages and disadvantages of visualization compared to the standard approach? Be very
specific, as in the example below.

b. Which ones could be passed on - i.e. re-used by group members with friends, families, schoolchildren?

Advantages and disadvantages of 
visualization 

Can it be passed on? 

Example: 

A. Causes of 

diarrhoea 

Advantage: Puts the problem in a familiar 

setting and links it to physical experience. 

Disadvantage: Time-consuming. 

Easy to do again with one’s family or 

with a class of children. 

B. Paper meals

C. Mapping food 
sources

D. Problem trees

6.4 Homemade visuals 

 Activity 16 Do it yourself 

First, gather some ideas about at least three of these questions: 

a. What objects can be used to represent people?
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b. What can participants themselves represent?

c. What can help to inspire dialogue/role-play without making people self-conscious?

d. How can we represent particular settings and situations - e.g. cooking, mealtimes?

e. What simple symbols can we use?

f. How can we gather ideas, examples, experiences from a group (e.g. ways of preserving food, wild foods
available)?

g. What visual aids can participants make or find themselves?

 Activity 17 Homemade visuals assessed 

You should do this activity individually. 

 Choose two of the situations given on p. 55-56 of the Student's Book, and suggest some kind of visual 
support. 

 Try to apply the principles you identified in Activity 14. 

 Be very practical - assume that you have very limited resources in time, money and skills (e.g. even finding 
good pictures can take hours!). 

Situation Visual support 
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Situation Visual support 

Project action E: Preparing visuals (No writing required.) 

Jomo’s fruit trees 4: Implementation 

 Activity 18 Jomo’s fruit trees: Implementation problems 

Were you right in your predictions about motivations? 

Jomo has identified two problems, which are related. 

 The neglect of the young trees because of lack of skills. 

 The general lack of commitment, awareness and belief. 

How could he have avoided them when designing the project? Make one specific suggestion about objectives or 
activities he could have included. 

Section 7. Handover 
Questions for participants to ask themselves 

Some of the questions that people need to ask themselves are below. 

Self-questions 

1. What’s the aim? 

2. What are we doing now? What do we think/feel about it? 

3. Do we see a problem? What is it? 

4. Who else is involved? What do they think about it? 

5. What do we need to know, the key facts? 
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6. What do we need to do? What are the messages for action? 

7. Do we really think it matters? Do we want to do something now? 

8. How do we do it? What’s the plan? 

9. What are the difficulties? Can we manage? 

10. How are we doing? Can we see progress? 

11. Can we keep it up? How? 

12. Can we pass it on? To whom? How? 

Project action F: Self-questions in the project 

In your project session, which of the above questions do participants ask and answer for themselves? 

 If you have done the session already, answer from your experience.

 If you have not done the session, interview someone who has.

 If you can’t do either of these, check through the guidelines for running the meeting (Instructions Part C in
the Student's Book).

Tick in the right-hand column of the table above. 

Jomo’s fruit trees 5: Getting it right 

 Activity 19 Jomo’s fruit trees: Secret of success 

a. What is the moral of this story? Does it tell Jomo that he should:

 give jobs to overworked people? 

 limit expectations?  

 use the experience that exists? 

 encourage people to “opt in” (choose if they want to participate)? 

 put women in charge? 

 encourage lazy managers? 

 go for small but solid progress?  

 give more responsibility to junior staff? 

 always delegate? 
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OR? 

b. Should Jomo approve of Julia’s “bribe scheme”? Are there any risks?

Instructions for project work 

Follow the instructions on pp. 67-72 of the Student's Book. 

D. Writing up the report, Project dossier (3): Preparing for action 
Part 1:  

Name:  
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Part 2: 

Name 
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Part 3: 

Name 
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Assessing objectives1.

 Activity 1 Assess nutrition education objectives 

a. In “Materials for Activity 1” on p. 13-16 of the Extra section there are some nutrition-related objectives (A-G). All
but one are worded as “program objectives”, but in some the participants’ action outcomes are also clear, while

in some they are not.
What are their strengths and limitations as nutrition education objectives? Read each one and comment on it
below (use the checklist on p. 3 of the Extra Section where necessary).

A. Afghan nutrition education and food security program

B. Zimbabwe community food and nutrition program 

C. Orange-fleshed sweet potatoes in Mozambique 

D. Applied nutrition project, Kenya 

D1. 

D2. 
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E. EFNEP desired outcomes and results 

F. Madagascar school & community food & nutrition surveillance & education program 

G. Five-a-day local community initiative 

b. View the 15-minute video ‘Orange Revolution’ about the orange-fleshed sweet potato (OFSP) at
http://vimeo.com/2278794. Its main objectives are described on p. 13-14 of the Extra Section. Find all the other
objectives mentioned - some in support of the first three, some new ones, and some which are spin-offs rather
than objectives.

Writing objectives2.
The anaemic women 

 Activity 2 Writing objectives from a situation analysis 

Look at pp. 6-7 of the Extra Section. What would be suitable objectives for a nutrition education project for this 
community? Consider all the important players. 
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Educational objectives (knowledge, awareness, attitude, action & practices). 

Targets and indicators3.

 Activity 3 Targets and indicators 

a. Discuss the following questions together and note your answers.

Action objectives 

 What could be a suitable target in fruit and vegetable consumption?

E.g. 1 extra serving per day? A 10% increase?

What would be realistic and easy to measure?

 Would you estimate fruit and vegetable consumption separately?

 What could the indicator(s) be? E.g. people buy more, cook more, eat more?

 Can you rely on self-reports for accurate estimates of consumption?

Attitudes 

What could be a good indicator of positive or negative attitudes? 
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The intention to carry on? 

Positive responses to a set of statements about feelings about fruit & vegetables? (See the attitude 
checklist in the box, devised for children.) 

A more functional exercise – e.g. saying what you would choose from a set of snacks, planning a good 
meal, pointing out favourite foods from pictures? 

Knowledge 

What could be a good indicator of increased knowledge? 

Answers to quiz questions or true/false statements? 

More functional exercises – e.g. giving the seasonal availability of a number of fruits and vegetables, 
demonstrating how to prepare them to conserve food value, saying which ones can be eaten raw or which 
ones are rich in particular micronutrients etc. 

b. Here are three project objectives: one for action, one for knowledge, one for attitude.

 People eat more fruit and vegetables

 People value fruit and vegetables more

 People know what fruit and vegetables do for their health

Quantify them and suggest indicators. 

Quantified objective Indicator 

Problems with objectives4.

 Activity 4 Three pitfalls 

Pick two cards from the four on p. 12 of the Extra section. Which of the problems on p. 10-11 of the Unit 7 Extra

section do they represent?

Card 

Problem represented 
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Unit overview 

Background 

nit 6 leads students through situation analysis to planning and strategy.
Unit 7 deals with the “front end” of planning: objectives, messages,
motivation and essential information. These are all huge subjects, some 

associated with an extensive procedural apparatus, some laden with theory and 
ideology, and the whole complicated by the different histories, practices and 
terminologies of different disciplines: nutrition, education, development 
programming and project formulation. 

The treatment in the unit is necessarily superficial. It aims mainly to help 
students recognize and apply some basic points, for example that nutrition 
education needs to have its own objectives and its own particular kind of 
objective; that it needs to express its aims well if it is to achieve them; and that 
motivations are diverse and depend upon active engagement as well as on 
personal conviction. 

Nutrition educators are generally expected to handle “front end” activities such 
as raising awareness and motivation, delivering information and messages, and 
facilitating discussion of needs. In the learning process for nutrition education 
(Unit 4), however, we have seen that this is only the beginning of the story and 
that this focus can over-emphasize the educator’s upfront role at the expense of 
the facilitative one, and downplay the role of participants and the importance of 
practice and experience. Nevertheless it is something that needs to be done and 
done well, hence the attention given in this unit to packaging core information. 

In their own project, students and participants are prepared to gather some 
actual data on consumption habits, learn some new facts, discuss what can be 
done, and make some small-scale plans for action. The elements practised in the 
unit are essential ingredients of the students’ own project meeting. 

U 
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UNIT SUMMARY 

Planning and strategy are spread over Units 7 and 8. Unit 7 deals mostly with 
planning: the objectives that come out of the situation analysis, the “input”
(messages and essential information) and how it is presented, and the 
motivations that move people to action. 

 After the Introduction, Section 2 ‘Goals and objectives’ looks at the
difference between goals and objectives, establishes their purposes, and
shows how they can be arranged into a hierarchy. It also launches the
story of Jomo, who has bright ideas about planting fruit trees but some
trouble in getting his objectives right.

 Section 3 ‘Nutrition education objectives’ looks at what makes good
nutrition education objectives and how to assess them, and touches on
quantified objectives and indicators. Meanwhile Jomo revises the
objectives for his fruit tree project.

 In Section 4 ‘Messages and core information’ students see how messages
are used in nutrition education, look briefly at developing strategies in
social marketing and try their hands at developing messages. They also
practise selecting and presenting essential core information on important
nutrition issues.

 ‘Motivations’ (Section 5): Students explore extrinsic and intrinsic
motivations in changing food habits and the potential for motivation in
Jomo’s project and their own, and discuss what approaches a nutrition
educator should take.

 Nutrition education has particular need of visual support. In Section 6
‘Visualisation’ students look at why, and think about how visual aids work
best. They also pick up some easy economical ways of making facts, ideas
and processes visible and memorable. In their own project they try out a
few visual aids.

 Section 7 ‘Handover’ highlights the issue of ownership, which is essential
to sustainability, and suggests how project participants can hand over the
initiative. In the meantime Jomo finally discovers a solution to his project
implementation problems.

The unit prepares students for their own project session by helping them to 
develop objectives and messages, gather key information, identify motivating 
elements and prepare visual aids. 
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Extra section 

An extra section on objectives is available to students who are interested in 
getting more practice with assessing and writing objectives, adding targets and 
indicators and identifying problems. It is included in the Tutor’s folder, together 
with its own Key. This can be made available online or printed out if students ask 
for it. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 Why do objectives matter?

 What are good nutrition education objectives?

 Whose objectives are they?

 How are nutrition messages developed?

 What essential information do people need on key issues?

 How are people motivated to improve their diet?

 Why does nutrition education need visual aids?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Establish objectives, develop and promote 

messages, raise awareness, and build motivation and commitment 

to act 

This unit will help students to 

 follow a recognized framework for developing an intervention

 recognize some purposes and uses of objectives

 establish what makes nutrition education objectives valid and workable

 try out the process of developing behavioural and motivational messages

 select and rehearse core information on given nutrition issues

 recognize different kinds of motivation, and how they work in context
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 recognize the value of visual aids in nutrition education and use some
aids

 understand how to promote ownership in project participants.

For their own project, they will 

 draft objectives and messages and gather key information

 plan for building motivation and commitment to action

 conduct a second meeting with their project participants in order to

o agree on goals

o gather information on fruit and vegetable consumption

o build understanding, conviction and motivation for improving diet

o help participants to assess own readiness to act

o facilitate planning of first steps and use of informal monitoring

o prepare for the following meeting.

Cross-cutting elements 

Special dietary needs Main focus on public needs and general nutrition 
education, for example food safety and good diet. 

Gender issues Men’s receptivity to nutritional messages about 
children is touched on in Section 4.1 and explored 
further in the tutorial. Gender is also an element in the 
climax to the running story of Jomo’s fruit tree project. 

Communication skills Using visual aids for a range of purposes, e.g. 
stimulating discussion, recording actions, gathering 
information and highlighting needs, giving key 
information briefly and simply. 

Study skills Selecting, synthesizing and presenting key information 
on nutrition issues; analyzing cases. 
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Supporting project work 

Materials and resources 

If possible, help students with their project sessions by providing 

 plain sheets of A4 paper (about 20 per project group)

 flipchart paper (2 or 3 sheets per project group)

 marker pens

 cards (or paper to tear up) (about 10 per project group)

 pins or stickers for attaching paper to walls.

Preparation for the tutorials 

Goals and objectives (Sections 2, 3 and 7) 

Own experience.   Before the tutorials, recall your own experience of handling 
objectives in projects, programs and courses, the various “rules” you know and 
what you feel is important for students to know and understand. If you know the 
objectives of any well-known programs or projects, take them to the tutorial so 
students can check if they are “program objectives” or “learning outcomes” (see 
Student’s Book Section 3.1). 

Visual support.   Since this unit deals with visualisation, set a good example by 
putting up a homemade visual of Head, Heart and Hands (Student’s Book Section 
3.1, ‘ The KAPP focus’), to represent the three main kinds of educational 
objective. They can all be quickly sketched, or put together from pieces of card, 
rubber gloves etc. 

Further activities in tutorials 

There are possibilities of further activities in both tutorials if time permits.  
Before conducting the tutorials, check through the guidelines below and make 
your choices. 
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The mid-unit tutorial 

The mid-unit tutorial reviews progress, compares answers, airs opinions, gives 
guidance, familiarizes tutors with the activities and with student problems, and 
reduces time pressure on the final tutorial. 

This tutorial should be held after students have completed Section 4. 

Suggested answers and comments are in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

Extra tutorial activities (details are in the notes below) 

 Discussing the possible responses of husbands and fathers (Activity 9)

 Evaluating handwashing messages (Activity 11)

 Information capsules (reinforcement of Section 4.2)

1. Introduction 20 mins 

Handwashing messages 

At the beginning of the tutorial, students should post up the messages they have 
developed for promoting handwashing in schools (Activity 10). The class looks 
over them for five minutes before the tutorial starts, and picks their favourites. 

Introduction 

 Students report on progress so far.

 As regards their project work, discuss whether they have all

o organized the meeting with project participants

o written their project objectives (project action A)

o written some project messages (project action B)

o prepared the core information for their project meeting (project
action C)

o rehearsed the meeting (especially with regard to roles and timing).

Remind them that they will need to remember how to draw the Road to Health 
map (in Unit 7 Resources, 2, ‘Visual approaches’ Set 3). They should also decide 
whether they will use plain sheets of paper for food consumption records or cut 
out paper dolls (Unit 7 Resources, 2, ‘Visual approaches’ Set 2) (both students 
and tutors have strong preferences!). 
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Project teams say if they are comfortable with the outline of the meeting and the 
timing. 

Remind students that ideally the meeting should be held after completing 
Section 6 on visualisation. But they will still be able to manage even if that’s not 
possible. 

2. Discussing the coursework 90 mins
Sum up the argument of the text (as outlined below) and discuss each activity. In 
general: 

 Individual students suggest answers and the class and tutor comment.

 If there is real disagreement, discuss it: it may be that the question is
ambiguous or confusing, there is not enough information in the text, or
there are genuine misconceptions – all of which are important.

 Encourage students to answer each other (some polite disagreement is
desirable).

(Section 2 Sb. Goals and objectives) 

Own experience 

 Say something about your own experience of objectives and their
importance.

 Find out if students know the objectives of their other courses: this raises
the question of how useful objectives are to the learners themselves.

Quiz 

What do you know about objectives? Students call out answers to a quick quiz. 
(Accept any single correct answer – most of the questions are recycled later). 

1. What is an objective?
2. Why are objectives important?
3. How are objectives used?
4. Are there any other names for educational objectives?
5. How is an objective worded?
6. What makes a good nutrition education objective?
7. What is an indicator?
8. What is a SMART objective?
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Educational objectives 

Stress that we are talking about educational objectives – i.e. KAPP. Students 
explain “head, heart and hands”. Display the visual if you have one. 

Activity 1: KAPP needs in Niger (self-checking)
Do the Niger objectives show the overall nutritional objective, have separate 
KAPP objectives (knowledge, attitude, perceptions, practices) and non-
educational objectives? (They do!) Review points from the unit:

 What is the difference between goals and objectives - size, specificity,
distance

 Why are objectives needed? - shared aims, anchors, accountability,
alignment and evaluation

 What is alignment and why does it matter? - in education, objectives,
activities and outcomes are aligned to give a coherent action-based
framework:

Jomo’s fruit trees 1: The project proposal (self-checking) 
A student reads out the episode. Ask if the class would like to change the name 
Jomo to something local. Discuss if the situation is typical of your country. 

Activity 2: Jomo’s goals and objectives (tutorial discussion) 
Students discuss the questions (see Full Answer Key for Tutors). 

a. What are Jomo’s goals and objectives? Goal: improved nutrition, Objective:
increased fruit consumption, Sub-objective: increasing fruit tree cultivation.

b. How would you rank them? - Diagram B is better, showing the expected
pathway.

c. Is anything important missing? - Any kind of KAPP objective which links fruit
cultivation to fruit consumption: it does not follow that people will eat more
fruit if they grow more (or even that they will want to grow more). Plus some
mention of the people involved.

We want to do X. 

We practise doing X. 

We are able to do X. 
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(Section 3 Sb. Nutrition education objectives) 

What do NE objectives focus on? (KAPP = Head, heart and hands) 

Activity 3: Head, heart, hands (self-checking)
Which objectives are about nutrition education? It will be interesting to hear 
if students agreed with the Student’s Key.

Who does what? 

 How are NE objectives worded? (subject-verb-object, e.g. X does Y)

 What kind of objective is usually the main one? (Action – we must aim at
practices).

Activity 4: Hierarchy (self-checking)
What was probably the main objective in each case? (1 b; 2e, b). Again, 
interesting to know if students had other ideas.

 Program objectives and learning outcomes.   Students explain the
difference and why it matters (program objectives are carried out by the
program/project, learning outcomes are things done/felt/perceived by
the participants).

Activity 5: Action outcomes (tutorial discussion)
No Student’s Key, see Full Answer Key for Tutors. Students say how they re-
worded the program objectives (there may be some variation in the answers).

 Assessing nutrition education objectives.   Students recall some of the
questions which should be asked about the objectives of nutrition-related
projects.

Activity 6: Niger objectives (tutorial discussion)
a. Eight questions to ask about the Niger objectives. Which question got the
answer No? (Only question 8 on sustainability objectives) 

b. Explaining the questions
Students explain what questions 2, 5 and 8 mean and why they are 
important (for comments see Full Answer Key for Tutors): 

 Do the objectives explicitly aim at nutrition education?

 Do the objectives state what people will do as a result?

 Do the objectives include sustainability?
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Jomo’s fruit trees 2: Reviewing the proposal 

A student reads out the episode. 

Activity 7: Jomo’s fruit trees 2: Revising the objectives (tutorial discussion)
The class discuss answers to the questions:  How have the objectives improved? 
Is there anything missing? Have you any further recommendations? (See Full 
Answer Key for Tutors). 

Project action A: Own project objectives 

A few students read out their own project objectives (they should all be similar). 
The class check the wording and say if they cover 

 the practices aimed at (eat more F&V and eat more kinds of F&V)

 knowledge and attitudes (e.g. know the food value of F&V, value F&V)

Commend students who also have objectives about sustainability and involving 
others. 

 Quantities and indicators

Students explain the acronym SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, 
timebound). 
Briefly practise converting a generally worded objective into a SMART one – e.g. 
Families will eat more fruit → Families in Zeta District with initial low F&V 

consumption will have increased fruit consumption by 20% in the third year of 

the project. 
Students can then suggest indicators and proxy indicators for assessing the 
achievement of this objective – e.g. increased numbers of thriving fruit trees, 
spot checks on family meals, sales of fruit in local shops, FGDs or interviews, 24-
hour recalls etc. 

Extra section 

There is not enough time in this unit to develop these skills. If any students want 
to do more work on objectives, offer them the extra section included in the 
Tutor’s Folder for independent study. 
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(Section 4 Sb. Messages and core information) 

(Section 4.1 Sb. Messages) 

Students recall any well-known nutrition “messages”. Why have they

remembered them? (e.g. interest, frequency, medium, wording?). Did they have 

an effect? What makes a good message? 

Activity 8: Messages for Niger (tutorial discussion)
No Student’s Key, for comments see Full Answer Key for Tutors. Students say 
which message(s) they selected and why (2 & 4 are the better choices). 

They display their pictures or show them to their neighbours in the class. 

 What part do messages play in the process of change? How can they be
supported and activated? Stress that they are important, but only a part
of the change process.

Activity 9: Messages and gender (tutorial discussion)
 Is it a good idea to send messages to prospective fathers as well as to

prospective mothers, as in the pictured example? Would it work in this
country? Students discuss briefly.

Extra activity 

What fathers and husbands can and will do.   If time permits, extend the 
discussion of gender roles: How supportive are husbands and fathers? 
Suppose that, in a second meeting, fathers discuss what else they think they 
should or could do to support their wives. Which of the following might they do? 

 advise their wives what to eat

 explain to households (including older women) about good diet for
pregnant women

 find out what advice about mothers’ diet is given in the local hospital or
clinic

 talk about this with other men and discuss why it matters

 find out about recommended birth weight

 find out how to check that a baby is growing properly after it is born

 meet again to compare experiences.

Social marketing messages 

 Students who were able to watch the Alive and Thrive video report how
the messages were developed and tested.
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 Students recall the five Ps of the social marketing mix (people, product,
price, place and promotion) and explain what each one deals with.

Activity 10: Promoting handwashing in schools (assessed) 
The answers to this activity are mostly subjective. Don’t go through the whole 
question. Ask students to choose their favourite message from those they 
displayed at the beginning of the tutorial, and to defend their choices according 
to the given criteria (simple, clear, easy to remember and easy for teachers/ 
parents to promote, and, if possible, something more than just telling children 
what to do and why it is good for them). 

Project action B: Provisional messages 

Students say what messages they have thought of for their projects. Emphasize 
that in real life the participants themselves should have the opportunity to 
decide the message. 

(Section 4.2 Sb. Core information) 

 Stress the importance of accurate information. Students mention a few
common pieces of nutrition misinformation and say how much each one
can affect diet.

Activity 11: Collect the facts about handwashing (tutorial discussion)
Go through the information the students have collected in the table (there are 
suggestions in the Full Answer Key for Tutors). 

 Two volunteers deliver 2-minute talks about handwashing containing the
essential questions, facts and myths. Suggest that an easy way to
structure a talk is simply to ask the important questions, then answer
them.

 After each talk, the class suggest ways to make them more accurate,
more complete, simpler, clearer, shorter, more compelling etc.

Extra tutorial activity 

Point out that a true/false quiz is an easy way to review/revise or introduce a 
subject, which they can use themselves to revise the information they present 
about F&V. If there is time, give an oral T/F quiz on handwashing to illustrate 
(students call out answers). 
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What do you know about handwashing? 

1. You really need soap when you wash hands; water is not enough. T 

2. You don’t need to wash your hands if you can see they are not dirty. F 

3. You should always wash hands after going to the toilet. T 

4. Children should learn not to put their fingers in their mouths. T 

5. You should wash your hands after eating, not before. F 

6. You must use running water when washing hands. T 

7. Washing hands protects you from many diseases. T 

8. You can save water by washing all in the same bowl. F 

n.b. For a few questions students can be asked to explain their answer for an 
extra point. 

Project action C: Presenting core information 

Students say what core information they have selected about fruit and 
vegetables for their own project meeting and show each other their pictures. 
There are suggestions for the content of the talk in the Full Answer Key for 
Tutors. 

n.b. Section 6 will help them to reinforce their session with appropriate visuals. If 
there is time, one or two project teams can rehearse their presentations and can 
suggest a few items for a T/F quiz (for the end of this project session or the next). 

Extra activity: Information capsules 

If there is time left at the end of the tutorial, repeat the exercise on selection and 
presentation of core information (Activity 11). Small groups pick a subject, use 
the table given in Activity 11 to brainstorm essential facts (as with handwashing), 
and make a two-minute presentation. The class comments on good points. 
Possible topics are 

Soda drinks Pumpkin Red meat Constipation 

Fish Raw food Steaming, not boiling Beer 

OR students may choose their own topic. 
(15 mins preparation, 5 mins per group for presentations). 
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3. Looking forward 10 mins 

Check with students that they will be able to complete the unit before the final 
tutorial, including the meeting and the report. 

Wish them happy working. 

The final tutorial 

1. Check on completed work 15 mins 

Progress.   Students report if they have successfully completed all the activities. 

Guiding questions.   Look again through the Guiding questions. Students recall 
their answers at the beginning of the unit and say if they have anything to add. 

Project work.   Check on progress with the project meetings. Those who have 
already held meetings can report on how the meeting went and may be able to 
advise others. Points to check are: 

 How was the attendance?

 Did you cover the ground, and manage the time?

 Did the meeting discuss health actions? Did you use the Road to Health
map?

 Was there good feedback on F&V consumption? Was the information
visible to all, and did each participant have an individual record?

 Did the presentations go well? Did you use visuals? What was the
reaction?

 Did participants come up with mini-action-plans? Did they seem
interested?

 What was the mood of the meeting?

 Did you wrap up well?

 Did you have any problems with facilitating / turn-taking /observing?

Encourage them to put a lot of detail into their reports, and organize them well. 
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2. Follow up on coursework 1 hr 

Check through activities 12-18 as below. 

(Section 5 Sb. Motivations) 

 Why is nutrition motivation difficult? What makes it easy? Students make
some suggestions from their own experience.

 What is the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation?
Students explain and give examples.

Activity 12: Mixed motivations (self-checking)
Students recap which motivations are extrinsic or intrinsic (see Full Answer Key 
for Tutors). Take this opportunity to stress that:

 there is nothing wrong with extrinsic motivations except that they may
not last

 intrinsic motivations may take a long time to grow

 habits are also strong motivations: eating well or poorly can be
maintained by habit just as much as by intention.

The motivation checklist.   Students say which of the motivations in the checklist 
influenced them most in their own dietary experiment. 

Activity 13: Jomo’s fruit trees: Motivations (assessed)
Students suggest a few answers to the question of what is likely to motivate or 
demotivate people in Jomo’s fruit tree project and how the motivation could be 
raised. 

Project action D: Motivations in the meeting (self-

checking) 

This is an important exercise: students need to recognize the many potentially 
motivating elements in the meeting. It also serves to familiarise students with 
the meeting activities. 

Students say what they think are the most motivating elements in their project 
session. Add your own opinion. 

(Section 6 Sb. Visualisation) 

Present any visual, or hand round a pair of glasses and ask who can see 
nutrition? Discuss: 
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 Why is visualisation important in nutrition education? (e.g. to make things
more memorable, visible, portable and concretely “present”)

 Students give examples of any visual aids they know for nutrition
education.

Activity 14: Mixing the modalities (self-checking)
Some students say what their top choices were and why and what they conclude 
(from the Key) about their own perceptions (see Full Answer Key for Tutors). 
n.b. There is room for personal differences. 

Activity 15: Purpose and use (tutorial discussion) 
Students suggest the advantages and disadvantages of visuals B, C and D (some 
ideas are in the Full Answer Key for Tutors). Stress the value of re-using a visual: 
if it can be passed on, i.e. used again with others, it becomes a magic bullet! 

Activity 16: Do it yourself (self-checking & tutorial discussion)

Go through each question. There are suggestions in the Unit 7 Resources, 2, but 
students should have their own ideas to add to these.

Activity 17: Homemade visuals (assessed) 
Students should have found their own ideas for visuals for the situations given 
(two each). In the tutorial, one volunteer suggests an idea for each box and the 
class comments on its force and practicality. There are some ideas in the third 
set of visuals in the Unit 7 Resources: students say which they think they could 
use themselves. 

Project action E: Preparing visuals 

Students say whether they think the visuals added (or will add) an important 
element to their own project meetings. 

Jomo’s fruit trees 4: Implementation 

A student volunteers to read out the episode. 

Activity 18: Jomo’s fruit trees: Implementation problems (self-checking)
The group suggests what Jomo could have done in his objectives or strategy to 
avoid the problems (lack of belief/motivation, lack of skills). Ask for ideas which 
are different from those in the Student’s Key.
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Project action F: Self-questions in the project (self-

checking) 

The activity is meant to help students see how their project session can enable 
participants to take the initiative. Students say if they think these elements will 
work well - or did work well if they have already carried out the session. 

Jomo’s fruit trees 5: Getting it right 

A student volunteers to read out the episode. 

Activity 19: Jomo’s fruit trees: The secret of success (tutorial discussion)
The final story from Jomo’s project is a lesson in handover:  the managers “back 
off” and the participants “opt in”. Students say what they think the moral is and 
whether Julia’s “bribe scheme” would work. Give your own opinion. 

3. Other activities 30 mins 

Further activities in this tutorial depend on time available and interests of 
students/tutors. 

A. Case study: Adulterated food in markets 

Part 1 is an exercise in formulating objectives. Part 2 is about how to tackle 
the problem. The case material is in Unit 7 Resources, 3, pp. 13-15, and the 
suggested answers are in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. If time is short, the 
class may do only Part 1 instead of both parts. 

B. Ideas for visual support 

Students have the following three situations in Section 8 of their books. In 
groups, they work out some good ways to provide visual support. Some 
suggestions are given in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 
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Trying out visuals 

Look briefly through the situations below and think how you would support them 
visually. You may try them out in the final tutorial. 

A. Sleeping child 

We often need to know what people really say so that we can practise changing 
the conversation. Role-play is one way to find out. For example: 

A teacher sees a child asleep in class (perhaps because of short-term hunger). 

 What does a typical teacher say?

 What does a typical child reply?

Recall your own schooldays and create a realistic dialogue. 

 How could you create a role-play setting with a chair, a book and a piece
of chalk?

 What would you do after that?

B. What did you have for lunch? 

It is late afternoon. A group of young men are talking about what they ate for 
their midday meal. They have all learnt about balanced meals and are ready to 
comment on each meal and say how it could be improved. At the end they will 
say something about the diet of the whole group. 

 What visual(s) could be used to represent different meals, record their
composition and gather all the class’s comments together?

 What could be done after that?

C. Animal foods 

What are the best-known animal source foods and what animals do they come 
from? 

 How could a group gather this information from its members and
organize it visually?

 What could they do next?
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4. Preparation for Unit 8 15 mins 

An introductory power point is available containing the guiding questions, unit 
objectives, an outline of the outside activity and other questions to be discussed 
for Unit 8. It covers the same ground as the notes below. 

Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 8 and encourage students 
to suggest some answers, to establish the way they see things at the moment. It 
is good if there are different answers and some different points of view. Remind 
them that they will come back to the guiding questions in the final tutorial. 

Prepare project work.   Look through the project work outline at the beginning 
of the unit together with the students and discuss any problems of 
implementation. Emphasis the need for rehearsal and timing. 

Optional sections and group work 

Activity 1 Problems with drinks has one version for countries where social 
drinking is a problem and one for alcohol-free countries. Discuss with students 
which they would prefer. n.b. It is less demanding on tutorial time if they all do 
the same one. 

Activity 6: Trying out activities: In this activity students are expected to try out 
some activities (Unit 8 Resources Doc 2) and prepare in groups to present them 
in tutorials (15-20 mins for each presentation). Two can be done in the mid-unit 
tutorial and two in the final tutorial. Organize the work (or ask students to do 
so): 

 Students form groups of 3 or 4.

 Each group is allocated a set of activities (A, B, C or D) from Unit 8
Resources, 2.

Outline what students should then do for Activity 6: 

 Each group member studies one of the activities in the allocated set and
tries it out (e.g. with a friend).

 The group meets to prepare a presentation (15-20 mins). In the
presentation they should (a) mention the 3 or 4 activities they have
studied and what they are good for (5 mins), and (b) carry out one
activity with the class (15 mins). The activity must be actually done, not
simply described.

 Groups present and conduct the activities in both tutorials.
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n.b. If there are too many students for every group to do a presentation, indicate 
that in the tutorial a sample of groups will be chosen to present, while other 
groups comment on what the presenters do. 

Date and time of next tutorials.   Arrange or confirm the time of the next 
tutorials. For the mid-unit tutorial, students should have completed Sections 1-3 
(Activities 1-8) and should have prepared a group presentation/demonstration 
of a learning activity. 
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SLIDES TO INTRODUCE UNIT 8 
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UNIT 8 

• After establishing objectives and messages
comes the process of trying things out and
practising, getting support, getting around
obstacles, and passing on the understanding
and experience.

• This process is essential to establishing new
practices but is often neglected.  UNIT 8 is
about planning this program and deciding on
some of the activities and resources to use.

 

2 



THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• Information and messages are not enough. What

else is needed to change practices?
• How is a nutrition education program developed?
• What are some common learning activities, why do

them, and how?
• What resources and materials are needed?
• How can existing resource materials be activated or

adapted?
• What materials are available online?
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:    
Design and implement learning programs and activities in line with 
project objectives and best practices 

This unit will help you to: 
• design a program of activities to realize given objectives
• recognise important principles for standard learning activities and

how to use them in nutrition education
• suggest and select learning activities for given scenarios
• assess learning resources for their practicability and probable

effect
• activate and adapt existing information, education and

communication materials
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

For your own project, you will 
• hold a third meeting with the project group to

– gather and discuss feedback on participants’ first
experiments with diet

– discuss solutions to common problems
– share knowledge and experience of some

micronutrient-rich fruits and vegetables
– set up a task for the following meeting to explore

attitudes and practices with other such fruits and
vegetables
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PROJECT 

In your project meeting you   
• gather feedback on everyone’s attempts to eat more, 

and more kinds of,  fruit and vegetable  
• discuss problems and plan next steps 
• do a mini-presentation on some specific fruit and 

vegetables rich in micronutrients 
• ask participants to choose other particular fruits and 

vegetables to find out about themselves 
• prepare for the following session 
Finally you write a short report about the meeting and 
complete a checklist about sessions to date 
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WHAT OTHERS DID IN THE 
MEETINGS 

If you are interested to know what other ENACT 
students did in their meetings, have a look at 
what they wrote. 
• (Some project reports, Document 4 in the

Unit 8 Resources p.25).
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VIDEO AND PHOTOS 

• If you have a video camera or a good mobile phone,
consult with participants to see if they would like to
take a few  photos or video sequences of their
meeting.

• Participants can play back sequences later to recall
their own ideas and opinions.

• Short sequences can also be used to support your
project report.

NB Do not take photos without participants’ permission! 
It is their decision. 
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES 

Activity 1:   Problems with drinks 
• This activity has one version for countries

where social drinking is a problem and one
for alcohol-free countries.

• Discuss with your tutor which you will do.

9 



GROUP PRESENTATIONS 

In Activity 6 you try out some activities and prepare in groups 
to do a 20-minute presentation-demonstration in a tutorial.  
Organize the work now. 
• Form groups of 3 or 4. 
• Each group takes ONE set of learning activities (A, B, C or 

D) from Unit 8 Resources Doc 2. 
• Each group member studies ONE activity in the allocated 

set and tries it out (e.g. with a friend). 
• The group prepares a presentation-demonstration 

– briefly describing the activities in the set and what they are 
good for (5 mins) 

– carrying out one activity with the class (15 mins).  
The activity must be actually done, not simply described! 
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TUTORIALS 

For the mid-unit tutorial you need to complete  
• sections 1-3  
• activities 1-8.   
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Enjoy your work! 
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Unit overview 

UNIT SUMMARY 

ou have looked at establishing objectives and formulating messages. 
Now comes the whole process of trying things out and practising, getting 
support, establishing habits, getting around obstacles, and passing on 

the understanding and experience. Unit 8 is about planning this program and 
deciding on some activities and resources to use. 

 How do people make changes and keep them up? The process is often
neglected in nutrition education. The ‘Introduction’ (Section 1) highlights
this “implementation gap” through the stories of Amos, who is trying to
cut down on beer, and Fatou, who is trying to cut down on soda drinks.

 Section 2 ‘Creating programs’ looks at two proposals for nutrition
education, one in a school district and one in a hospital, which aim to
reinforce existing programs with practice and support. You assess these
proposals, then design some elements of a nutrition education program
yourself.

 In Section 3 ‘Learning activities’ you try out several well-known learning
activities, decide what they are good for and see how they might help to
carry out a program.

 In Section 4 ‘Learning resources’ you compare ready-made learning
materials (e.g. posters, leaflets) with real-life resources (food, kitchens,
markets) and suggest resources of both kinds for a course for cooks.
Finally, you look at how to activate and adapt existing materials and take
a look at some materials available online. In your own project you and
your group make progress in improving practices.

Y 

4

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 Information and messages are not enough. What else is needed to
change practices?

 How is a nutrition education program developed?

 What are some common learning activities, why do them, and how?

 What resources and materials are needed?

 How can existing resource materials be activated or adapted?

 What materials are available online?
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Design and implement learning programs and 

activities in line with project objectives and best practices 

This unit will help you to 

 design a program of activities to realize given objectives

 recognise important principles for standard learning activities and how to
use them in nutrition education

 suggest and select learning activities for given scenarios

 assess learning resources for their practicability and probable effect

 activate and adapt existing information, education and communication.
materials.

For your own project, you will 

 hold a third meeting with the project group to

o gather and discuss feedback on participants’ first experiments with
diet

o discuss solutions to common problems

o share knowledge and experience of some micronutrient-rich fruits
and vegetables

O set up a task for the following meeting to explore attitudes and
practices with other such fruits and vegetables.

5
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OUTSIDE ACTIVITY FOR PROJECT WORK 

This is the trying out stage of your project. 

You have all tried over the past week to increase the fruits and vegetables you 
eat, and also the kinds of fruit and vegetable. This session will discuss what 
progress people have made and how they feel about it. 

The session will also focus on specific micronutrient-rich fruits and vegetables 
which are commonly available in the area, how they are regarded and how they 
can be prepared. A central part of this session is your own presentation of one of 
these foods. Your presentation will be a model for participants, who will do the 
same kind of presentation in the following (last) session.  

Aims.   The specific aims of the meeting are for participants to: 

 give feedback on try-outs and discuss problems

 learn about high-value fruits or vegetables, and

 find out about them for themselves.

Resources and preparation.   Your team will need to prepare: 

 a short list of micronutrient-rich fruits and vegetables commonly available

 a card for each, with its name and a little information on its food value

 a colour code token

 a 3-minute presentation about one food

 (if possible) a snack made from the food presented, for tasting.

Divide the tasks between you. 

Rehearsal.   Again, you need to rehearse the whole session in advance, to make 
sure that it will fit into the time and that everything goes smoothly. Some parts 
can be estimated - you do not need to try out everything in real time. 

Timing.   You can prepare your meeting right away and hold it whenever is 
convenient. 

Complete instructions are at the end of this unit in ‘Instructions for project 
work’. Look at them now. 

6
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Main text and study activities 

Section 1. Introduction 

1.1 The implementation gap 

Do you remember all the 
elements of nutrition 
learning?1 (there is a 
summary in the box). 

We’ve come to the middle of 
the process, where people 
know what they want and 
have decided to act.  

A lot of nutrition education 
programs stop here. 

But this is only the “front 
end”. Reviews and reports 
keep pointing out the need 
for more in the “action 
phase”: practice, more 
experience, support, 
discussion, follow-through. 

This is where understanding 
becomes practice and people 
begin to see and feel results. 

1 These were introduced in Unit 4.

The learning process in nutrition 

education 

1. Recognize a problem, its effects and
causes

2. Explore attitudes, practices, influences

3. See possible solutions through
demonstrations, models, experiences,
guidelines, new information

4. Decide to act - motivations, messages,
objectives

5. Try new practices -  turn information
into action

6. Explore ways and means, plan, get
support

7. Practise & monitor, build habits, check
progress

8. Get and give feedback - discuss, reflect,
evaluate

9. Maintain the practice

10. Share it - pass it on, tell the world

7
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Details of this part of the process are 
seldom given in reports. One reason 
is that many people have very little 
idea of what to do or how. 

The implementation gap 

This is the “implementation gap”. We will try to fill it in this 

unit. n.b. Be prepared to explain this picture in the tutorial. 

1.2 What’s needed in developing a nutrition education 

program 

You know that to develop a program thoroughly we have to take account of 

 KAPP needs (knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions)

 other needs determined by resources or circumstances

 all the parts of the learning process (see box above)

 principles of successful nutrition education2 such as

2 Discussed in Unit 5

Reports on community based 

breastfeeding activities often do not 

discuss the process used for engaging the 

community. (WHO et al. 2008). 

You will use 

these principles 

of successful 

nutrition 

education as a 

checklist in

Activity 2
Activity 2

8

  Getting the idea  Getting going Carrying on

What do we do here?
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1. consultation and involvement
2. the social scene and the influence of other players
3. direct experience and action
4. communication and life skills (gloss)
5. building on existing knowledge and experience
6. habituation (getting used to new things, repetition, recycling)
7. ownership and control
8. passing things on.

n.b. You will use these principles as a checklist in Activity 2. 

To illustrate, let’s look at Amos and Fatou: two middle-class people who have 
enough knowledge and motivation to set up their own programs - and no 
problems with resources. Yet they find that implementation is a long and tricky 
process, with many ups and downs. 

Amos has a problem with beer-drinking, which is a real issue in many countries. 
For Fatou it is fizzy drinks and fatness. 

If you do not want to talk about alcohol, do Fatou’s story. 

 Activity 1 Problems with drinks 

Do one of the two stories. 

A. Amos and the beer 

Background 

Amos is 35 years old. He has a good job but he drinks a lot. He has beer at 
lunchtime and beer in the evening. He goes out drinking with friends two or 
three times a week and at weekends. His brother-in-law is his main drinking 
companion. 

His wife and uncle have advised him to drink less and his doctor has given him a 
leaflet about liver damage. He himself can feel that he is leading an unhealthy 
life. He wakes up late, feels sleepy in the afternoon, and no longer does any 
sports. He agrees he is turning into a couch potato and it’s a good idea to cut 
down on beer. He is not an alcoholic and knows he can change the habit - 
although he fears it will ruin his social life. 

9
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We can see that Amos is ready to act. He has 

 the information and the understanding

 the motivation

 (some) willpower.

a. His main goal (gloss) is to:

improve his social life 

save money 

be healthier 

keep his family happy 

reduce beer drinking 

His main objective (gloss) is to: 

improve his social life 

save money 

be healthier 

keep his family happy 

reduce beer drinking 

Action 

What should Amos do to cut down? What’s the program? He tries a lot of things 
to start with (in the Table below). 

b. Which do you think are realistic, i.e. likely to work?
Why?/Why not?

Reminder: 

Remember the 

difference 

between a goal 

and an 

objective?  

10
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Good 
idea/bad 
idea/possible 

Reason/comment 

1. He keeps a count of how much he
drinks each day.  

2. He reads about liver damage and
reminds himself whenever he takes 
a drink. 

3. He finds two friends who have also
decided to reduce their drinking. He 
starts to eat lunch with them in a new 
place, where they try out other drinks.

4. He puts something in his beer to
make it taste bad.

5. He tries (but fails) to persuade
his brother-in-law to cut down 
too. In the end they agree to go 
out together just once a week.

6. He decides to cut out beer in
the middle of the day 
completely.  

7. He takes up football again and
gets into training. Now he has less 
free time at weekends. 

8. He puts aside the money he is
saving on beer (in a beer can?). 

9. He goes to the doctor every 3
months to check on his health.  

See the Student’s Key

Also be ready to

 explain your choices

 in the tutorial 
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c. Some of these actions are mainly about self-control/willpower (WP) and
some are mainly about changing the context (CC).

Which way would you advise people, WP or CC? 

B. Fatou and the fizzy drinks 

Background 

Fatou is 26 years old and in good health. Her problem is sugary soda drinks – all 
kinds. She drinks them with her two best friends in the morning and afternoon, 
and to keep awake while she is studying. She even has one at breakfast. She 
knows about nutrition and she has calculated that she is drinking about 250 
grams of sugar per day3 - nearly 2 kilos a week. She is putting on weight and she 
knows that so much sugar is not good for her, so she has decided to cut down. 
Fashions in her country are changing too: fat is out and slim is in. She is quite 
determined. 

Unfortunately, her friends and family do not think it’s a problem, so she is on her 
own. However she is ready to act. She has 

 the information and the understanding

 the motivation

 quite a lot of willpower.

3 1 small can of a popular soda drink has 39 grams of sugar. Fatou drinks 6-7 cans a 
day = 234-273 grams.

“Be strong-minded! Make up 

your mind and stick to it!” 

Create new habits and remove 

temptation: try other places, 

other people, other times, other 

tastes. 

12
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a. Her main goal is to:

follow fashion 

drink fewer fizzy drinks 

keep her family happy 

be healthier and slimmer 

save money 

Her main objective is to: 

follow fashion 

drink fewer fizzy drinks 

keep her family happy 

be healthier and slimmer 

save money 

Action 

What can she do to cut down? What’s the program? 

She tries several things to start with (in the table below). 

b. Which do you think are realistic, i.e. likely to work? Why? Why not?

Good idea/Bad
idea/Possible 

Reason/Comment 

1. She decides to reduce gradually,
cutting out morning drinks to 
start with. 

2.So that she won’t be tempted,
she makes excuses not to go out 
in the morning with her friends.

3. She reads leaflets about NCDs
and reminds herself of the risks every 
time she feels like a fizzy drink.  

4. She changes from her
favourite drink to another. It is still 
full of sugar, but she hopes she will 
drink it less often because she 
doesn’t like it very much. 

Reminder: 

Remember the 

difference 

between a goal

and an objective? 
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Good idea/Bad 
idea/Possible 

Reason/Comment 

5. In the evenings she is trying
green tea - she doesn’t like it, but it 
does keep her awake for studying.  

6. She confesses her problem to her
friends. They promise to support her 
by only drinking tea in the mornings. 

7. She joins a women’s traditional
dancing class for fun.  

8. She weighs herself every two
weeks to see if she is 
making progress. 

c. Some of these actions are mainly about self-control/willpower (WP) and
some are mainly about changing the context (CC).

Which way would you advise people, WP or CC? 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

Even if the aim is clear, it is often not obvious how to achieve it and maintain it. 
This is the “implementation gap”. Some strategies are establishing new habits, 
increasing knowledge, getting social support, changing the context etc. Groups 
need to try out their own solutions in their own settings. 

“Be strong-minded! Make 

up your mind and stick to 

it!” 

“Create new habits and remove 

temptation: try other places, 

other people, other times, other 

tastes.” 

Check the 

comments in 

the ‘Student’s 

Key’. Also be 

ready to 

explain your 

choices in the 

tutorial.
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Section 2. Creating programs 

You will soon try your hand at designing a nutrition education program. 

To prepare for this we will look at two program proposals,4 designed by the same 
nutrition education team. In both, the idea was not to start from scratch, but to 
improve what was already there. In your working life you will often find yourself 
in this situation. 

Imagined stories.   In preparing the proposals, part of the team’s task was to 
imagine the experience of the target group. They wrote imagined “stories” to 
include in their proposals. Later they compared the stories with participants’ real 
experiences. (This is a good low-cost check on the quality of program design, and 
you will be doing it too.) 

Activity 2 Two program proposals assessed 

Document 1 ‘Two program proposals’ in Unit 8 Resources, pp. 3-11 outlines 
two proposals, including “imagined stories” of the experience. 

Divide the work with a partner, taking one case each. You will work in depth on 
only one, but you will discuss the imagined stories later. 

4 n.b. These are both based on real experiences, but have been put  together from various 
sources in order to show a variety of approaches.
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“We are thinking about how people will 

react to our program, so we are making up 

an imagined story about it. Afterwards we 

will ask people to describe their experiences 

and see how they compare.” 
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Case A: Snacks at Alpha middle schools 

The situation 

In Alpha district middle schools, children are taught about healthy foods. 
However, it seems that their knowledge is not reflected in their own food 
choices, for example when they buy snacks from the vendors in the school 
playground. 

National school health policy is mainly concerned with hygiene and safety. Now 
policy is being developed to deal with nutrition. One objective is that children eat 
healthier snacks at school. A small survey has been done and several schools are 
to be involved in a pilot study. The nutrition education team has put forward a 
proposal for action. 

Look at the case information in Unit 8 Resources, Document 1, and answer the 
questions below. Give practical concrete answers, not abstract general ones. 

Questions 

a. Why were (1) national policy and (2) existing curriculum thought to be
inadequate?

1. 

2.

b. Do the program activities reflect the objective?

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano 
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c. Are all the main principles of nutrition education reflected in the proposal?
Check carefully the list of principles in Section 1.2, and note any which are
not particularly obvious here.

d. Find two things in the proposal that are likely to make the program work, and
say why.

1. 

2. 

e. How can progress be checked/monitored? (Find some simple economical
way).

f. Choose two things which might not work, and say why.

1. 

2. 

g. What in particular is needed to keep the program going in the long term?

h. Should the fourth lesson have been included in your opinion? Why?/
Why not?

i. Read the imagined “story” of the children’s experience and say if the project
team’s idea seems realistic.

17
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Case B: Breastfeeding in Beta district 

Beta district has four hospitals and 23 
health posts, some fully manned, some 
part-time. The new medical director for the 
district would like to see breastfeeding 
practices improve: in particular she is 
concerned with increasing exclusive 
breastfeeding (EBF) in the area, now at 32% 
and declining, and she wants to see it done 
through regular services, rather than 
through short-term campaigns. There is no 
significant extra budget available. 

Look at the case information in Unit 8 Resources, Document 1, and answer the 
questions below. Give practical concrete answers, not abstract general ones. 

Questions 

a. Find three things lacking in the hospitals’ current approach to breastfeeding
practices.

b. Do the program activities (in both hospital and community) practise the
objective?

c. Are all the main principles of NE reflected in the proposal? Check carefully
the list of principles in Section 1.2 and note down any which are not
particularly obvious in the proposal.

©FAO/Ivo Balderi 
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d. Find two things in the proposal that are likely to make the program work, and
say why.

e. Choose two things which might not work, and say why.

f. How can progress be checked/monitored? (Find some simple practical way).

g. What in particular is needed to keep the program going in the long term?

h. Hospitals insist that mothers do certain things. Choose one high-priority thing
that mothers should insist that hospitals do.

i. Read the imagined “story” of the mother’s experience and say if the project
team’s idea seems realistic.

You will discuss 

the imagined 

stories in the 

tutorial. Take the 

Unit 8 Resources 

with you.
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Activity 3 Reality check 

You are about to design your own program. The success of a program depends 
on realistic expectations. You need good judgement of what can be achieved by 
a particular group, with the resources available, in a given time. 

Many planners expect far too much too fast and sometimes promise rapid 
results which only happen a long time later - or never. So take this advice: 

Lower expectations! 

Don’t promise the moon! 

a. Predictions and promises

All the predictions and promises below were made by ENACT students.
Which would you say are realistic?

Predictions

1. After a discussion participants will realize their unhealthy habits
and change them.

2. A practical demonstration will excite shoppers who will start
cooking healthy snacks.

3. After two lessons children will be able to identify some healthy
snacks in shops.

Promises, promises, promises

1. “Your children will be top of the class if they eat a good breakfast

every day.”

2. “Eat balanced meals and take a lot of exercise. In a few months

you will feel different.”

3. “Plenty of fruit and vegetables will make you a football champ.”
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b. Stories

And below are two “imagined stories” about the results of NE interventions,
both from Kenya. Which one sounds more realistic, and why?

Cooking sessions 

“I attended four “good home cooking” sessions with my husband. I got to learn 

what balanced and healthy meals are made of and I learnt new and interesting 

ways of cooking our local foods: they tasted much better than the old way and 

did not cost a lot. My family now enjoys eating the food I prepare and my 

teenage daughter no longer runs for fries from the streets for dinner. My married 

sisters were interested so I taught them how to prepare the dishes too”. 

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano 

Showing the sisters how to prepare healthy meals
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Junk food on campus

‘’I went to the campus tuck-shop today and asked for chips. To my amazement 

there were no chips and they told me that there would be no more fatty foods or 

junk foods. I could have a vegetable sandwich, fruits or healthy drinks. 

Wow, amazing! A friend tells me she had a similar experience in another shop. At 

least for once these people care about our health.” 

Activity 4 Creating a program assessed 

In this activity you plan an outline of a nutrition education program for one 
situation. 

You do not have to produce a detailed program. What is important is that you 
have a clear picture of the situation, a simple action objective, realistic activities 
moving towards the objective, some guiding principles, a plan for maintaining 
the practice and a suggestion for monitoring. You should call on your 
understanding of situation analysis (Unit 6) and your knowledge of objectives 
and motivations (Unit 7). 

Important!   Don’t just “go by the book”: use your instincts too. Create a 
program which will make sense to you and to everyone else and which you 
would want to implement. 

Make sure that your readers and your participants will understand the aims and 
activities. 

For the situation and setting, choose one of these: 

A case already covered in this course: 

 The youth club (from Unit 6)

 Students aiming at healthy eating on a budget (Unit 5 Section 4)

 The Niger VAD project (Unit 6)

 Jomo’s fruit trees (Unit 7) - an improved version of the project.
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OR 

A target group you know well, with one single objective - for example: 

 A community mothers’ group: mothers add legumes to complementary
foods.

 Schools: more children eat breakfast, and more eat good breakfasts.

 A marriage preparation class: participants prepare basic balanced meals.

 Canteens: staff prepare and promote healthy snacks.

Think through the whole program before you write it up. 

Keep it short and simple. 

23
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Creating a nutrition education program 

Short description of target group and other players, situation and needs 

Specific action objective 

Outline of the program 

 Main steps (Who will do what?)

 Principles reflected in the program

 Suggestion for monitoring (something easy to organize)

The important 

activities are 

those done by 

participants. They 

should reflect the 

objective.
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 A simple practical strategy for maintenance/sustainability (gloss).

The story 
Short imagined account of the experience of a typical participant (use “I” or 
“we”).  

SUMMARY OF SECTION 2: CREATING PROGRAMS 

Some secrets of creating a successful program are realistic expectations, building 
conviction and ownership, an action program, a high level of engagement by all 
the main players, ease and accessibility, habituation, and strategies for 
troubleshooting and maintenance. 

Try to imagine 

people’s 

difficulties and 

plan for them
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Section 3. Learning activities 

Many activities are used by educators in organized learning - for example, 

You have certainly experienced some of these. This section aims to 

 introduce you to a few activities that you may not have experienced often

 discuss how and when to use such activities in nutrition education.

3.1 What’s the point? 

Why use them? Participants usually enjoy activities; they liven up a learning 
session and keep people from falling asleep; often they give the facilitators a rest 
from talking. 

But what are they for? For example, what is the purpose of role play? Why do 
group work? Why listen to a lecture when you could read it or look it up on 
internet? Why do a case study when you could listen to a lecture? What is the 
effect of a guessing game? 

Activity 5 Starting position 

 Many educators and students do not see the point of these activities, or
see them as an extra fun element which takes up time which could be
better spent.

Case studies 

Quizzes 

s
Guessing games 

Observations Demonstrations 
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 Others think these activities are good in themselves. They love doing
drama, case studies or brainstorming, but they sometimes are not sure
what the purpose is.

 Some think that the best food and diet education takes place in a natural
way, through cooking, eating, shopping and discussing, without special
learning activities.

Where do you stand? Explain your starting position. 

At the end of this section you will choose two activities that you think are very 
suitable for nutrition education, and say why. Think about it as you work through 
the section. 

3.2 Trying out activities 

In Unit 8 Resources, 2, ‘Learning activities’ (pp. 11-34) several activities are 
described, together with examples, ideas on how to use them and samples for 
trying out. 

In the next activity, you will each try out a “learning activity” on your own or with 
a friend, then meet in groups to compare them, prepare a brief presentation 
about them, and prepare to demonstrate one of them. This will require a little 
organization. 

Activity 6 Trying out activities 

 The activities are in four sets (A, B, C, D), three or four in each set.

 Make a study group of 3 or 4. You will be allocated one set for your
group.

 Each group member studies one activity in your group’s set. Divide them
between you.

 Meet in your group to prepare a short presentation-demonstration on
the activities in your set, to be presented in the tutorial. Your
presentation will be structured like this:

Your group (3-4 

students) may 

be called on to 

present and 

demonstrate an 

activity in one of 

the tutorials
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o Briefly describe the activities in your set (5 mins) - e.g. What do they
consist of? Are they easy to do/ attractive? What do participants get
out of them?

o Demonstrate one activity from the set, using the class as typical
participants (15 mins). You may need to shorten the activity, but you
must actually carry it out, not just describe it.

Activity 7 Final choice

Here again are the activities you have considered in this section: 

 brainstorming (gloss)

 case studies

 demonstrations

 drama

 guessing games

 interviews by participants

 observation

 pair/groupwork

 questions/research

 quizzes

 role-play (gloss)

 stories

 talks and presentations

Choose two you think are particularly useful in nutrition education, and say why. 

n.b. Be concrete. Think what the activity really contributes. E.g. People probably 
learn more when they prepare drama or discuss it than when they just view it. 

Activity Reason 

Your choices 

and reasons will 

be discussed in 

the tutorial
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 Activity 8 Activities in a program assessed 

In this activity, do either ‘Alpha schools’ or ‘Beta district hospitals’. The learning 
activities in the school program are more structured; the hospital training is more 
individual and in the community program the women’s role is mainly support. 
(You may want to follow up the choice you made in Activity 2, but you don’t 
have to). 

A. Alpha schools 

In the school lessons described in the Alpha schools proposal (Unit 8 
Resources, pp. 3-7) there is scope for several organized learning activities. 

Look back at the lessons and the children’s account and say at what point(s) each 
of these could be done (i.e. by the children, not by the teacher!). 

Lesson 

Observations 1 Example: children observe snacks that other children 

are eating in the playground, and report back. 

Presentations 

Role-play 

Brainstorming 

Quiz 

Choose one of the above and discuss how you would organize it if you were a 
class teacher. What would you do? What would the pupils do? 

Activity and lesson 

Steps: Who does what? 
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B. Beta district hospitals 

a. During Maria’s stay in hospital the nurse was training her and her friend in an
informal way for future peer counselling in the community.
This is what Maria and Esi learnt to do in the hospital.

How did they learn to do it? Match up the learning and the method. 
Choose more than one answer if you wish. 

Learning A/B/C/D Method 

1. To explain to others
how to breastfeed

A. By repeatedly talking about 
own experience 

2. To breastfeed correctly
themselves

B. By demonstration and practice 

3. To describe what
happens in hospitals

C. By talking through the poster 

4. To explain why proper
breastfeeding matters

D. By telling stories 

b. If you were advising on community health in the area, how would you ask
Maria and Esi to help? What exactly could they do? Be very specific.
(Recognize that they can only give support, and that they must be treated
well.)
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An interesting answer from a student in Tanzania 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 3: LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

The most important activities in nutrition education are (1) realistic (and 
enjoyable) practice of the target actions (shopping, cooking, choosing, planning 
etc.), (2) making observations, and (3) talking about good eating and how to 
achieve it. There is also a great range of learning activities which can be drawn 
on (role-play, quizzes, stories): in any situation educators should have an idea of 
the purpose of the activity and how effective it is. They also need a lot of practice 
to become skilled and set up activities easily.

Section 4. Learning resources 

What about learning resources? 

There are ready-made ones and real-life ones. Which do you prefer? 

“If I were in charge of community 

health in Maria’s area, I would 

request her to give out testimonies 

of her experience. This will include 

her successful story with regard to 

breast feeding. And I do believe 

many people will understand her 

since she comes from the familiar 

area and more people are likely to 

believe. So Maria will be an 

ambassador of breastfeeding in 

her community.”
community”.
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4.1 Ready-made and real life learning resources 

Ready-made materials are specially created to be used in nutrition education: 
for example, flipcharts, posters, TV and radio ads, booklets and leaflets, 
guidelines. 

Real-life resources (gloss) are things that are available in the real environment, 
for example: 

 Real things (e.g. food, crops, equipment, facilities - kitchens, running
water, taps)

 Real people who are influencing change, or who can be observed or
interviewed

 Real places (e.g. markets, shops, eating places) which can be observed or
used

 Real actions (e.g. cooking demonstrations, tours, informal chats and
conversations)

 Participants’ own experiences, skills, and memories.
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Here are some examples of using different kinds of learning resource. 

Example A: You find yourself sent to a remote village to do a session on 
handwashing and food hygiene. You have no resources with you. 

You use your wits. You ask your group to give you a tour of the village. They point 
out the handwashing and sanitation arrangements and say how they are used. 
Then you all sit under a tree, discuss what children need to know about food 
hygiene, and decide where to put up some homemade notices about 
handwashing. 

In Example A you are using real-life resources - the village and its facilities, the 
experience of the villagers, an everyday discussion about what to do, and some 
paper for notices. People in the village can do the same another time, or you can 
do the same in other villages, so it sets a good example for imitation. 

Example B: Your group meets in a church hall. You have a flipchart set. You show 
a picture of a village with a latrine, a tippy-tap, a chicken, a cooking pot, a rat, a 
fly and a lot of covered food. Your group describes the picture, finds all the 
sources of contamination and explains why it is important to cover food. You 
follow up with a discussion of how people cover their food. 

©Mel Futter 
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In Example B you are using a ready-made resource (the flipchart), reinforced 
with the experience and observation of the audience (a real-life resource). The 
flipcharts can be used over and over, by anyone. 

Example C: You are involved in a project to make TV spots about food hygiene. 
One shows a mother cooking. She visits the washroom: when she comes back 
she uses only water to wash her hands, and returns to cooking. The TV animation 
shows germs coming from her hands, and germs on the food which she serves 
her family. There is a jingle with a message about soap. 

In Example C you are making a ready-made mass media resource. It could 
arouse a lot of interest. It will be shown for a year or two, but then will probably 
be no longer available. 

How would you rate the impact of these three events on practices? Think hard. 

Activity 9 Learning materials & real-life resources

a. Here are some cases you have already met. In each one:

 what ready-made materials were used?

 what real-life resources were used (apart from the educators
themselves)?

Discuss your 

answers in the 

tutorial 
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Situation Ready-made 
materials  

Real-life resources 

The women in 

the rural 

community 

 (Unit 4) 

Example: A poster  

(used by the 

community worker) 

Example: 

 cooking demonstrations

 foods

 own expertise in farming (rabbits)

 own home cooking facilities

 group discussions.

Amos and the 
beer (this unit) 
OR Fatou and 
fizzy drinks (this 
unit) 

The school-
children who 
brought their 
own snacks to 
school (this unit) 

Your own 
project group 

b. Which do you think was more important for forming (or not forming) new
habits?

For Amos, the leaflet about liver damage OR his friends OR his football?

For Fatou, the leaflets about NCDs OR the new drinks she tried? 

For the schoolchildren, their schoolbooks OR their own snacks? 

For your own group, the ‘Road to health’ picture, OR their own food records? 
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Activity 10 Props for cooks

You are working with a group of professional cooks and you need to think about 
learning resources. 

What ready-made materials and what real-life resources might help the cooks to 
do the things below? 

a. To plan and produce delicious, nutritious, economical meals which will
appeal to clients

b. To get better nutrition value for money when shopping

c. To use cooking methods which conserve nutritional value

d. To apply strict food safety practices
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4.2 Activating and adapting existing materials 

Do you remember the survey of IEC materials in India (Unit 5, Section 5)? The 
leaflets buried in cupboards? The unreadable posters stuck high up on the walls? 

By contrast, do you remember the well-used picture books about infant feeding 
left in the communities? (Unit 5, Section 5)? 

Many nutrition materials are isolated or are distributed without suggestions of 
how to use them, as if they could have an effect by just existing. They need to be 
activated. 

To do this, ask these questions: 

 Who will use them?

 How exactly can they be used?

 How can they change what people do?

 How can they continue to have an effect?

In the next activity there are two cases where activation is needed. Choose one 
and work with a partner. You will present your ideas in the tutorial. 

Activity 11 Activating IEC

A. Food-Based Dietary Guidelines 

Suppose your country has produced national food-based 
dietary guidelines. Their aim is to develop knowledge and 
understanding, build motivation and change practices. At 
the moment, however, the guidelines are only words on 
paper. 

How can they be turned into action? 

It is agreed that distributing and displaying the guidelines is not enough. What is 
needed are some ideas for activation by health workers, teachers, group leaders 
etc. in many different settings - community centres, workplaces, health centres, 
hospitals, educational institutions.  

Various possibilities have been suggested: 

Some of the guidelines 

 Eat different types of food daily.

 Eat lean meat and less meat fat.

 Reduce sugar intake.

 Use less salt.

 Eat fewer highly-processed foods.
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 a five-minute video

 a “talk package” for speakers at meetings, on TV and radio

 comic books with stories

 guidelines for counseling and discussion

 SMS messages

 a handout for websites.

However, these are just platforms or vehicles. They all need to be put to use. 

Choose one and say 

a. what it should contain
b. how it can be used so that people are moved to action
c. how it can be re-used so that the effect is maintained.

Example: A short video is a very sustainable resource. Content:  It should be 

based on a few simple questions – e.g. Is sugar dangerous? What foods have a lot 

of sugar? How can we reduce sugar? How to use: Raise the questions, play the 

video and follow up by discussing the questions and what we can do personally. 

How to maintain: Anyone who has participated can reuse the video in exactly the 

same way. 

Have your own 

ideas first. You 

will discuss them 

in the tutorial. 

Then look at the 

comments in the 

Student’s Key.
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B. Five keys to safer food 

You are visiting a poorly-staffed Health 
Centre. There are two old posters of the Five 
Keys to Safer Food on the walls. The full copy 
of the poster is in the Unit 8 Resources, 3, pp. 
35.Look at it now.

The posters are full of important information 
and advice, but they have been there for a 
long time and are generally ignored. People 
have seen them so often that they don’t “see” 
them anymore. They are full of small print, 
which not everyone can read easily. They are 
in English, while the main local language is 
Swahili. Some of the messages are not very 
relevant to the local population.  

Even if they were more exciting and understandable, they would still not be very 
useful, because turning written advice into personal action is not a general habit 
in the community. 

This material needs help. 

Suggest two ways the Centre can activate these posters so that 

 the messages are shared and reach those who need them

 they have some effect on practices in the community

 it does not cost much in time or money (e.g. you can’t re-design it, pay a
translator or run special extra sessions).

Focus on what staff and clients can do and make sure that clients are not left 
passive, just reading or listening, but are playing an active role. 

Have your own 

ideas first. You 

will discuss them 

in the tutorial. 

Then look at the 

comments in the 

Student’s Key.
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4.3 Language problems: adaptation 

Let’s focus on a problem shared by many nutritionists: 

No-one can understand them. 

They talk like a book. 

Technical talk is part of a nutritionist’s job: it is usually essential in passing exams 
and talking to other professionals. 

But nutrition educators also need to talk to ordinary people. In Unit 2 you 
practised giving good explanations which people could understand. You also 
have to be able to “translate” other people’s formal technical language into 
informal non-technical language. 

Some nutritionists are very good at this. Others are terrible. 

Here is a little practice. 

Activity 12 Rephrasing assessed 

A. Malnourished mother 

The dialogue below is from the script of a comic book story. The nutritionist’s 
points are numbered (1-6). 

Nutritionist: 

Mother: 

Nutritionist: 

Mother: 

Nutritionist: 

Your children are suffering from severe acute malnutrition with 
complications. (1) 

No o o o o, what does this mean? 

They did not receive proper nutrition. (2) 

They will stay here in hospital with you for a few days. (3) 

I can’t! I need to go back home. 

You are suffering from severe anaemia (4) and you are 
pregnant! (5) 

You have to take care of yourself, your children and your baby! 
(6) 
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a. Which three points did the mother probably understand?

1 3 5 

2 4 6 

b. Reword the other points so that
the mother is more likely to
understand.
The first one is done for you.

Number Rewording 

1 

Example: Your children 

haven’t been eating 

properly and now they are 

very ill. 

 ©FAO/Giulio Napolitano 
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B. Colostrum

The extract below is from a leaflet produced for a National Breastfeeding Week, 
aimed mainly at health workers. 

Can you make it easier to read, and easier for health workers to explain to 
mothers? You may need to reword a lot. 

Some of the things that make it difficult (underlined in the text) are: 

 technical terms (e.g. secretion, immunoglobulin etc.)

 formal language (a number of, of great benefit to, optimal)

 a lot of nouns instead of verbs - in the last sentence, use verbs instead.

Colostrum 

Colostrum is the first secretion from the breast for the first few days after 
delivery. It is very important for the child. It is high in immunoglobulin and a 
number of other protective factors of great benefit to new born infants. It 
immunizes the child against most of the bacteria and viruses. Right 
positioning and attachment along with comfortable posture of the mother 
ensure optimal breastfeeding of the infant. 

http://www.breastcrawl.org/pdf/why-is-breastfeeding-so-important.pdf 
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4.4 Online materials for nutrition education 

If you are able to access the internet easily, you may be interested in online learning 
resources, many of which are well-researched, useful and good to look at. A small 
selection is given in Unit 8 Resources, 4, ‘Online learning resources’ pp. 36-38. 

Activity 13 Online materials

Select one of the online resources in the document and find out about it on the 
internet. 

Comment on how useful it might be in your own context. 

Add a mention of any other good online materials you know. 

There are a lot of good free learning resources 

online 

Discuss with your tutor the possibility of creating a small 
library or bank of learning materials for students to look 
through and try out. With online resources, the only cost is 
downloading and printing a copy. If all share the work, it is 
easy to do and makes a good project. 

Copy or print 

your answer so 

that you can 

display it at the 

tutorial to share 

your findings. 

You may also be 

able to post it on 

Facebook or an 

online forum.

Go, Grow, Glow 

flipcharts developed 

for Ghana 

http://www.thehealthcompass.org/
sites/default/files/project_examples/Go

%20Growflipchart.pdf 
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 4: LEARNING RESOURCES 

Ready-made and real-life learning resources both have advantages and 
disadvantages. Hands-on, real-life practice is a powerful activity, but can usually 
be reinforced by a little ready-made material (a lot of useful materials are 
available online). On the other hand, IEC materials generally need activating and 
cannot be expected to have much effect on their own. Technical and formal 
language may also be a barrier. 

Section 5. Review & preparation for the tutorial 

Review of work 

Individual 

 Check that all your activities have been completed as far as possible and
you have not left any questions unanswered.

 Look through the ‘Guiding questions’ and add to the notes you made at
the beginning.

Project team 

With your project team, write your report (see ‘Instructions for project work’ at 
the end of this document). 

Preparation for the tutorial 

In the tutorial you will: 

 follow up your work on the unit

 report on progress in your own project

 (possibly) present some learning activities

 prepare support activities for a hospital’s nutrition IEC program (see
below).
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Tutorial activity: The case of Dr Muxi’s leaflets 

Below is some material for a case you may discuss in your final tutorial. You may 

like to look through it before the tutorial - but don’t prepare it now. 

The case of  Dr Muxi’s leaflets

Dr. Muxi is the Head of Community Health at Kappa Medical School. She teaches 
paediatrics and nutrition to medical and nursing students. Part of her job is to 
improve nutrition education in the clinics, hospitals and community centres 
where her students go every year to do observation, medical practice, 
internships and surveys. She would like to focus on IYCF, micronutrient 
deficiencies, fruit and vegetables, childhood obesity, adolescent lifestyles and 
adult NCDs. 

Dr Muxi is well aware that it is not only the patients who are ignorant about 
nutrition, but also the health service staff and her own students, not to mention 
the Medical School itself. She would like them also to learn something as they 
help with the IEC. 

She has a small budget for IEC materials (e.g. leaflets, pamphlets, posters). 
Normally the Department prints out nutrition leaflets and gives them to students 
to distribute. However she has some doubts that this is enough. She is concerned 
that 

 the Department cannot supply large numbers of leaflets year in and year
out

 the information is not reaching everyone who needs it

 leaflets alone may not be very effective and they cannot
estimate the effect

 some of the leaflets are not particularly appealing or
comprehensible

 nobody has a lot of time to spare, especially the students.
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An extract from one of the existing leaflets 

 

 

 

a. Recap the important points.

b. Ask the questions:

 Who needs the information?

 Who can use the materials?

 How can they be used?

 How can they fit into existing activities?

 How can they have most effect?

 How can they continue to have an effect?

Eat five a day.   Eat a variety of five portions of 
fruit and vegetables in a day. Fruit and 
vegetables contain vitamins and other 
nutrients which are required in small amounts 
to control chemical reactions in the body. We 
call them micronutrients. Vitamins A, C and E 
for instance are also called anti-oxidants 
because they remove dangerous chemicals 
generated during body processes which can 
damage our cells and cause cancer. 

Research has shown that eating five portions of 
fruits and vegetables a day reduces the 
incidence of some cancers, heart disease, 
diabetes, hypertension and stroke. Fruits and 
vegetables also contain potassium and improve 
our blood pressure. They also contain a lot of 
fibre which reduces constipation and the risk of 
bowel cancer. 

Reduce your intake of refined sugars and eat 

more complex carbohydrates. Carbonated 
drinks such as Coke and Fanta, fruit juices, 
cakes, sweets and rich desserts contain a lot of 
refined sugars. They cause our blood sugar to 
rise and fall rapidly and cause us to put on 
weight. These frequent swings in our blood 
sugar level affects the way we control our 
blood sugar and increase our risk of developing 
diabetes. Aim at eating more complex 
carbohydrates even as snacks. 
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c. Brainstorm in groups what Dr Muxi can do to ensure that

 everyone learns something

 actions/ materials have maximum impact on understanding and practice

 materials are not wasted

 impact is evaluated (if possible).

Consider various kinds of IEC - leaflets, posters, badges, labelling. 

Remember that no-one has much spare time and there is very little money. 

d. Come up with one economical, attractive, easy, effective idea.

e. Present your idea. You have three minutes!

This is the end of unit 8. 
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Instructions for project work 

Your project has now moved on to 
trying things out.  

You have all tried over the past week to 
increase the fruits and vegetables you 
eat, and also the kinds of fruit and 
vegetable. 

This session will discuss the results. 

Aims 

The aims of the meeting are for participants to: 

 give feedback on try-outs and discuss problems

 learn about high-value fruits or vegetables, and

 find out about them for themselves.

A. Preparation 

Divide up the following tasks among your team. 

n.b. Have some spare paper figures/record sheets in case participants have lost 
theirs. 

Lifesaver list 

Make a list of 10-12 very nutritious fruits and vegetables available locally. There 
are some possibilities in the box - you may know others. 

Food cards 

Write the name of each food in large letters on its own card or small piece of 
paper. Also write on the card what it is rich in and how it protects you. On the 
other side of the card write four questions: 

No-cost colour codes 

Green      Orange  Yellow 

 Three scraps of coloured paper
or card or cloth clipped together

 A leaf, a scrap of orange peel or 
pumpkin skin and a bit of 
banana peel strung on a wire

 A “traffic light” drawn on a scrap
of paper with 3 coloured pens
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 What do people think of it?

 What does it do for us?

 How and where do we get it?

 How can we prepare it?

Colour code 

Make a no-cost colour code (above). 

Presentation 

Choose one food card. 

 Draw a picture of the food on
the card (however badly)

 Ask a few ordinary people:

o How often do you eat this
food?

o Does it have high value as
a food?

 Prepare a 3-minute presentation about this food, covering

o what people think of it

o its real nutritional value (do not mention micronutrients unless your
audience is used to them, but do explain what the foods do for your
health)

o how to get it (grow or buy it), where, what price

o dishes, how to prepare it, ways to eat it + if possible, interesting
details - how grandma cooked it, regional dishes.

 If possible, prepare a snack made with this food to share with the group.

 Rehearse the session to make sure it will go smoothly and fit in the time.

n.b. If you are interested to know what other ENACT students did in their 
meetings, have a look at what they wrote (‘Some project reports’, in the Unit 
8 Resources, 5, pp. 39-44). 

Lifesavers 

All these foods prevent disease, help to make strong 
blood and make the body work properly. 

 Leaves of amaranth, baobab, cowpea and
eggplant – all rich in iron, vit A and vit C

 Carrot and pumpkin, rich in vitamin A

 Sweet red pepper, rich in vit A and vit C

 Baobab fruit and juice, rich in iron, zinc and
vitamin C

 Mango, rich in vits A and C

 Papaya, grapefruit and guava, rich in vitamin C

and some oilseeds:

 Melon seed and pumpkin seed, rich in iron,
zinc and many other micronutrients
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B. Holding the meeting 

Beginning  

 Welcome participants, set the time frame (1½ hours)

 Ask: What are we going to do in this session? - i.e.

o Discuss if we have eaten more fruit and vegetables since the last meeting

o Learn about some very high-value fruit and vegetables

o Choose a fruit or vegetable to find out about.

 Recap from last session - participants recycle the three questions and the
answers.

 Introduce the three new questions for this session (but don’t answer
them now).

These are the three questions for this session 

- can you remember them for later? 

o Q1. Can you name three lifesaving fruits and
vegetables?

o Q2. How do fruits and vegetables protect our
health?

o Q3. What are the colours to look for?

Participants memorise one each to ask later. 

Report on trials 

How did we do on try-outs? Look at progress, problems and reactions. 

 The project team present their own achievements on their own paper
figures.

 Participants do the same. They report if they have managed to eat (i)
more F&V or (ii) more kinds of F&V. They give details of problems,
reactions at home etc.

 Congratulate each other on whatever progress has been made.

 Discuss briefly how we’ll go on – how to improve next week?

Special foods and dishes 

 Present the lifesaver foods selected - ask if everyone knows them, when
they are available and what colour they are. Explain that these foods are
lifesavers and point out the colours. Wave around a colour code.
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GUESS! 

It’s large, round and 
hard. 
It needs cooking. 
It keeps for a long 
time. 

 Describe your presentation food without saying its name, giving
three clues. Participants guess.

 Do a mini-presentation about this food; participants add their own
knowledge.

 (If possible) Produce a snack made from it (e.g. pumpkin slices?)
and share a taste.

Snack time 

Those who have brought snacks present them and share them around. 
Collect positive comments on nutrition value, taste (maybe also low cost). 
Point out and praise any which are low in sugar, salt and fat. 

Own food choice 

 All participants select a food from the list to find out about for next time
(through talking to family/friends, own observations) and take the
relevant card. Two or three volunteer to make mini-presentations next
time (they should draw a picture on it if possible).

 They recall (following your presentation) what they should find out (the
questions are also written on the back of the card):

o What do people think of it?

o What does it do for us?

o How and where do we get it? (Best kind, price, how to grow etc.)

o How can we prepare it?

If possible, they should bring a sample to taste. 

 Discuss how they will find out about “their” chosen food, who they will
talk to, and what questions they will ask.

Ending 

 Fact recap.   Participants ask and answer this session’s three key
questions (and promise to remember them for next week).

 Next step.   They recall the next step they have decided to take in the
coming week.
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 Colour code.   Participants discuss if they can make a colour code to hang
up at home. How? With what? What would they tell people about it? If
time permits, the group makes up and rehearses an explanation.5

 Goodbyes.   Say thank-you and arrange to meet next time.

C. Completing the checklist 

After the meeting, review your project sessions so far. Below is a checklist of 
some aspects of the three sessions you have conducted. Which do you think 
have been particularly true? 

n.b. The contents of the checklist are not assessed – you can be as honest as you 
want to be. Complete it together. 

5 For example: "These are the colours of many fruits and vegetables such as……………...  The

colours yellow, orange and dark green mean that these foods keep you healthy.  Look for these 

colours in the market.  Give these foods to your children."  But let the participants make up 

their own.  You can always improve it.
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Checklist.   Have the sessions had:

a variety of activities 

physical activity and direct hands-on experience (at home if not in the 
session) 

eating, sharing and enjoying 

recapping and recycling information in the session and outside 

participants contributing own experience 

participants taking away ideas/ questions and bringing back reactions 
and observations 

some initiative from participants 

good attendance 

good organization 

good timing 

D. Writing up the report 

Together produce a report in ‘Project dossier (4)’ below. 

n.b. If you are interested, there are some extracts from previous ENACT project 

reports in the Unit 8 Resources, 5, ‘Some project reports’, pp. 39-44). 

Contents 

Your report should include: 

 Preparation e.g. lifesaver list, food cards, colour code, presentation,
snacks if prepared, rehearsal

 The session: feedback on progress in F&V consumption, problems, home
reactions; resolutions for next week; new input (presentation), discussion
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 Other: attendance, punctuality, timing, interest and motivation of
participants, participation, snack time, willing volunteers for next week,
other points.

Division of work 

Divide the work between you. 

Write one of the three parts and add your name. 

Check the other parts to make sure that there are no important gaps and no 
overlap. 

Marking 

The marking is organized like this: 

 10 marks individually for your own part of the report

 10 marks each for the report as a whole.

Compiling the report 

 If you are writing on computer, cut and paste the other parts into your
own report.

 If you are writing on hard copy, first produce just one copy of the whole
report to give your tutor (this way you do not have to write out your own
part three times). Ideally, you should photocopy this copy so that you can
keep a record of the whole report.

 If you have a lot to say, you may want to add an extra page.
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Project dossier (4): 

Part 1: Preparation 

Name  
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Part 2: Feedback from try-outs & new input 

Name  
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Part 3: General comments 

Name  
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Student’s Key 

 Key to Activity 1 Problems with drinks 

A. Amos and the beer 

a. Amos’s main goal is to .be healthier

His main objective is to .reduce beer drinking

b. The answers are very subjective:  they depend on the personality of Amos
and also on the personality of the person answering the question. Here are
some mixed comments. See if you agree.

Good idea/ 
Bad idea/ 
Possible 

Reason/Comment 

1. He keeps a count of
how much he drinks 
each day.

Bad idea Strong-minded, and could help to 

monitor progress, but needs constant 

motivation and self-control. May not 

help to stop drinking. 

2. He reads about liver
damage and reminds 
himself whenever he 
takes a drink.

Bad idea Probably impractical because it will 

be hard to remember, especially in a 

social context. He might also get 

bored with repeating the message. 

3. He finds two friends
who have also decided to 
reduce their drinking. He 
starts to eat lunch with 
them in a new place, 
where they try out other 
drinks.

Good idea/ 

Possible 

Amos can reduce temptation by 

changing place and companions, if 

the place is convenient. Starting small 

is a good idea. If they continue to 

enjoy each other’s company, and if 

they all keep it up, they could build 

some real peer support. But there are 

a lot of IF’s! 
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Good idea/ 
Bad idea/ 
Possible 

Reason/Comment 

4. He puts something in
his beer to make it taste 
bad.

Possible Unlikely to work. Why should he buy 

the beer at all if it will taste bad? He 

is likely to stop doing it quite soon. 

5. He tries (but fails) to
persuade his brother-in-
law to cut down too. In 
the end they agree to go 
out together just once a 
week.

Bad idea Persuading others is difficult. 

Compromising on the number of 

outings might work – but Amos could 

end up “binge-drinking” with his 

brother-in-law, whose attitude is 

permissive. 

6. He decides to cut out
beer in the middle of the 
day completely.

Possible Cutting down gradually should work, 

and linking it to one part of the day is 

a good idea – although he might want 

to compensate in the evenings. 

7. He takes up football
again and gets into 
training. Now he has less 
free time at weekends.

Good idea Change of habit, change of lifestyle, 

less time for drinking and taking his 

mind off beer – could work well if the 

other footballers are not big drinkers. 

8. He puts aside the
money he is saving on 
beer (in a beer can?). 

Good idea This could work if saving money is a 

big motivation for Amos; it also shows 

how much money he was losing, 

which could be a “wake-up call”. Or of 

course he might spend the money on 

more beer! 

9. He goes to the doctor
every three months to 
check on his health. 

Possible This could help if he can see signs of 

progress, if the doctor knows about 

his aims and reinforces them, and if 

he normally pays attention to the 

doctor’s advice. If he does not see 

much change it will be very 

discouraging. 
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c. How would you advise people?

Again, this depends on the personalities of the adviser and the advised.

Willpower of course matters, but some people know that they can’t rely on

willpower, and in that case advice doesn’t help very much. Appealing to

willpower also makes people think that their choice will be hard and

unpleasant.

Most people find they also need the support of context, so we need both kinds

of advice.

B. Fatou and the fizzy drinks 

a. Her main goal is to .be healthier and slimmer

Her main objective is to .drink fewer fizzy drinks

b. The answers are very subjective: they depend on the personality of Fatou and
also on the personality of the person answering the question. Here are some
mixed comments. See if you agree.

Good idea/ 
Bad idea/ 
Possible 

Reason/comment 

1. She decides to reduce
gradually, cutting out 
morning drinks to start 
with. 

Good idea Changes of habit are a good idea and 

cutting down gradually can help. But 

the longer it takes, the more chance 

of backsliding if there is temptation. 

2. So that she won’t be
tempted, she makes 
excuses not to go out in 
the morning with her 
friends. 

Bad idea She’s trying to break the social habit 

but she risks offending her friends, 

and is making things hard for herself. 

3. She reads leaflets about
NCDs and reminds herself 
of the risks every time she 
feels like a fizzy drink. 

Bad idea Hard to remember to do this in a 

social context. The message might 

also lose its effect with time.  
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Good idea/ 
Bad idea/ 
Possible 

Reason/comment 

4. She changes from her
favourite drink to another. 
It is still full of sugar, but 
she hopes she will drink it 
less often because she 
doesn’t like it very much. 

Bad idea? If her body craves the sugar, then she 

may come to depend on the new 

drink in spite of the taste. If she just 

wants the taste, then this might work. 

But it requires a lot of willpower. 

5. In the evenings she is
trying green tea – she 
doesn’t like it, but it does 
keep her awake for 
studying. 

Possible It is good to look for alternatives. This 

is a real change of habit: she could 

come to like the green tea if she 

continues long enough. 

6. She confesses her
problem to her friends. 
They promise to support 
her by only drinking tea in 
the mornings. 

Good idea/ 

Possible 

She now has some social support and 

friends are influential in the choice of 

foods. But will her friends keep it up, 

especially if they think she’s mad? 

7. She joins a women’s
traditional dancing class 
for fun. 

Good idea If she enjoys it and keeps it up, this 

will make her fitter and help her lose 

weight, so she will see progress. 

8. She weighs herself
every two weeks to see if 
she is making progress. 

Possible Good if she can see progress – but not 

if she is compensating for the fizzy 

drinks by eating other sugary foods. 

c. How would you advise people?

Again, this depends on the personalities of the adviser and the advised.

Willpower of course matters, but some people know that they can’t rely on

their own willpower, and in that case advice doesn’t help very much.

Appealing to willpower also makes people believe that their choice will be

hard and unpleasant.

Most people find they also need the support of context, so we need both kinds

of advice.
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 Key to Activity 2 Two program proposals 

This is an assessed activity. Make sure you give practical concrete answers, not 
abstract general ones. Feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 3 Reality check 

Predictions and promisesa.

Predictions: 3 is the most realistic expectation

Promises: 2 is a reasonable promise

Storiesb.

There will be different reactions to these stories. Here are some comments:

Cooking sessions: realistic

In some cultures husbands would not attend a cooking session, but otherwise

the story seems quite probable. The fact that the meals are healthy is a

bonus, but may not be the deciding factor. Other important factors are that

they taste good, are easy to make, not expensive and above all popular with

the family.

Snacks on campus: improbable

Everyone’s favourite snacks have disappeared overnight. This is not going to

be welcomed immediately! Someone who goes to a tuck shop expecting chips

is not likely to be delighted and impressed when offered a piece of fruit.

Generally vendors introduce new foods alongside the existing range, knowing

that people do not change their habits fast and need time to get used to new

things.

 Key to Activity 4 Creating a program 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 
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 Key to Activity 5 Starting position 

To be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 6 Trying out activities 

Presentations and demonstrations by students in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 7 Final choice 

To be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 8 Activities in a program 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 9 Learning materials & real-life resources 

What ready-made materials and real-life resources were used? a.

Situation Ready-made 
materials  

Real-life resources 

The women in 

the rural 

community (Unit 

4) 

Example: A poster 

(used by the 

community worker) 

Example: 

 cooking demonstrations

 foods

 own expertise in farming

(rabbits)

 own home cooking facilities

 group discussions
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Situation Ready-made 
materials  

Real-life resources 

Amos and the 
beer (this unit) 
OR Fatou and 
fizzy drinks (this 
unit) 

A leaflet on liver 

damage   

Leaflets on NCDS 

 friends and family

 football team/aerobics class

 something to make beer taste

bad

 other drinks as substitutes (and

money to buy them)

The school-
children who 
brought their 
own snacks to 
school (this unit) 

Instructions for 

teachers  

 children’s knowledge &

experience

 the playground & other children

 home cooking facilities

 parents (advice, supervision)

 photos taken by the teacher?

Your own project 
group 

Paper dolls 

(used for records) 

Road to Health 

(used for mapping 

group actions) 

 people in the group (experience)

 own families

 own home facilities

 group discussions

b. Which was more important for forming new habits?

This is a matter of opinion.

 If you only chose the answers in bold, then you are a great believer in

ready-made resources.

 If you did not choose any of those in bold, then you think that real-life

resources are powerful. See if you agreed with your colleagues.
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a. To produce delicious, nutritious, economical meals which will appeal to
clients.

ready-made materials: recipe books, meal planning charts

real-life resources: existing menus, dishes to taste, descriptions of 

others’ special dishes 

b. To get better nutritional value for money when shopping

ready-made materials: chart of foods on which to record prices

real-life resources: tour of market, seasonal availability calendar, 

calculators 

c. To use cooking methods which conserve nutritional value

ready-made materials: poster of cooking methods, video, power point

real-life resources: pots, pans, cookers, ingredients, demonstrations 

d. To apply strict food hygiene practices

ready-made materials: posters, reminder notices, checklists, TV spots and

videos 

real-life resources: kitchen facilities (for demo and practice), cleaning 

materials. 

You may have found others. 

 Key to Activity 11 Activating IEC 

A. Food-Based Dietary Guidelines 

Also to be discussed in the tutorial. 
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There are many possible answers, but we should be able to see that people are 
actually moved to do something and are not just being talked at. Some 
possibilities: 

 A “talk package” can be put together for speakers. Content: It can include

short texts, visuals, illustrative stories, a powerpoint, questions for discussion

and take-away reminder cards. How to use: Speakers present, but the

audience needs to contribute, e.g. their own ideas, answers to (real)

questions, matching stories from own experience, suggestions for action.

Pairs and groups will be useful. There should be guidelines for presenters.

How to maintain: Interested speakers can be trained by example and

presented with the package to use for themselves.

 Comic books.   Content: Comic books should contain stories about diet and

health, with convincing backgrounds, real choices, and pictures targeted at a

particular audience or age-group. There should be a few important questions

to discuss. How to use: People talk through the stories, predict and explain

outcomes and suggest changes. They can also invent missing scenes and

dramatise them, swap gender roles in the story or change the dialogue and

re-tell the story for their own lives. How to maintain: Books can be passed on

and stories re-told.

 Guidelines for counselling or discussion.   Content and use: Counselling 
guidelines could advise on helping people to assess their own diet, discussing 
causes and effects of poor diet, giving cases and examples, helping people to 
interpret the guidelines (e.g. what are highly processed foods? how much 
sugar is too much?), deciding what to eat more, or less. How to maintain: 
People discuss how to pass on information and advice to others, and who 
needs it.

 SMS messages have many uses.   Content and use: There can be follow-up 
reminders, they can ask questions and say where to find answers (Are you the 
right weight? Text this number to find out…), and they can give specific advice 
(Give your children more fruit!). How to maintain: They can also ask people 
to pass on messages.

 A website handout.   Information can be posted directly on friendly websites

and facebook pages. Content: It can contain short explanatory texts, pictures,

stories, audio recordings etc. Use: There should be interaction possibilities,

e.g. forums for discussion, a helpdesk, FAQ, links to further information and

appeals for personal stories. How to maintain: Not everyone has internet
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access. There should be downloadable questions, pictures and quizzes for 

users to ask their friends. 

 Different kinds of handout and poster.  There are many ways of making the

guidelines more accessible (although accessibility alone does not lead people

to action).

Some ideas suggested by ENACT students are: 

 The food guideline document will be graphically illustrated, then
laminated so it will last longer.

 It will have a hanging knob, so it can be hung up anywhere, taken
down and used in discussions.

 It can be made into a decoration for sitting and dining rooms.

 It will be used as a table mat in the home, the cafeteria and canteen.

It can be given as a school prize to hang up at home.

B. Five keys to safer food 

Also to be discussed in the tutorial. 

Open answers. Some ideas for activating the posters are below. They depend 
mainly on having clients waiting, who have some time to spare. The actions cost 
nothing and take only a few minutes of staff time. 

Transmit, translate, transform

 Waiting clients who can read well explain the poster to others while they are

waiting. Those who know English interpret and write in some key words in

Swahili.

 Educated clients translate one important message each into Swahili, then

check others’ translations.

 Clients copy the messages in big letters and pin them up. (The paper can be

key-shaped.) n.b. It does not matter how often they do this. There will always

be new people.

 Waiting children copy the pictures and pin them up, with their names on

them. Other children match the pictures with the messages and read them

out (good reading practice – proud parents).
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 Clients pick out the messages they think are most needed by the community.

 Children tell people how they do what the message says.

 Staff turn the messages into questions and post them up. Clients ask each

other the questions.

 Clients memorise a question and take it home to ask their children.

Lend the poster

 School teachers borrow the posters and the questions. Older children make

copies to take home or to display in school.

 Anyone who is doing a cooking demonstration takes the poster along to

reinforce messages about food hygiene.

 Community groups borrow a poster for discussion and demonstration.

Members select one message for discussion, say what they do and what

others do and why.

 Key to Activity 12 Rephrasing 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 13 Online materials 

To be discussed in the tutorial. 
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Glossary 

You will find longer explanations of many of these items in the main course 
glossary. 

Brainstorming.   A way of gathering a group’s ideas before sorting or evaluating 
them, first developed to generate original ideas for solving problems. In 
brainstorming all ideas are accepted: it is not a test, or a way of finding out what 
people know. 

Goal.   A long-term aim. In projects, a goal is usually a broad aim which the 
project contributes to but cannot achieve by itself in the time frame. 

Life skills.   The capacities that help people to manage their lives – for example 
dealing with other people, coping with problems, making decisions, weighing up 
situations. In nutrition education they are particularly important because food 
and diet involve a lot of decisions, self-management and social influences. 

Objective.   An aim which can be achieved by specific planned activities. In this 
course the emphasis is on action objectives which are achieved by the main 
actors - e.g. lorry drivers get better meals on the highways; mothers exclusively 
breastfeed their babies for the first six months. 
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Real-life resources.   Things that are available in the real environment: real 
things, real people, real places, real actions, when used for learning. Real-life 
resources have great impact, but are not always available. 

Role-play.   An exercise in which people are asked to imagine that they are 
themselves or another person in a particular situation and to behave exactly as 
they feel that person would. As a result of this they learn something about the 
person and/or situation (adapted from Nestel and Tierney 2007, ‘Role-play for 
medical students learning about communication’). Unlike improvised drama, 
role-play does not have a pre-determined outcome. 
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Sustainability.   Defined as “the capacity to endure” (Wikipedia), it is a key 
indicator of success in nutrition education, which aims at long-term changes in 
practice. Sustainability may apply to nutrition improvements, interventions, 
behaviour change or education which is passed on naturally. 
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1. Two program proposals

Case A: Snacks at Alpha middle schools 

In Alpha District middle schools, children are taught about healthy foods. 
However, it seems that their knowledge is not reflected in their own food 
choices, for example when they buy snacks from the vendors in the school 
playground. 

The nutrition education team looked at 

 the background

 the parties involved

 research into school snacking habits

 national policy and school policy

 the existing curriculum

The nutrition 

education 

team 
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A few key facts about Alpha District Middle Schools

  

Snacks consumed & influences 

A survey showed that the most popular snacks 
consumed in the playground are high in sugar, fat, 
energy or salt. Top snack choices are popcorn and 
sweets, then fritters, biscuits and buns. 

Children’s snacking habits are influenced by cost, taste, 
availability, and the amount of pocket money they have 
to spend. 

Spending power 

There are big differences in pupils’ spending 
power. About one-third have nothing to spend, 
one third have very little (5-40 cents a week), 
and one third have nearly a dollar a week each. 

School staff 

School staff are personally interested in food and diet 
but are not very aware of how their pupils eat or how 
their diet could be improved. 

They themselves are seen to eat quite a lot of 
junk food at school. 

Vendors 

There are several vendors in the school grounds.  
They are licensed and have regular health and 
safety inspections. 

School meals 

There is no school meals program. 

The curriculum 

Students have lessons about nutrient functions, food 
groups and balanced meals but not about junk food or 
about the food value of snacks. The lessons are 
interesting but they aim to inform rather than to change 
what children do. 

PTA

Most of the schools have an active parent-

teacher association. 
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The nutrition education team’s proposal 

Main objective: Schoolchildren eat healthier snacks.  

A. National school policy 

should insist on these points: 

 Schools adopt an overall health and nutrition policy.

 Schools and PTAs promote healthy snacks for children
and for school hospitality.

 Only vendors selling healthy snacks are permitted inside
school grounds.

B. A two-pronged educational program: 

1. School lessons on snacks

Four lessons aimed at changing behaviour are planned, one a week: 

 Lesson 1.   What snacks do we eat and buy? Children discuss and
describe. 

o Homework. Children note what other children are eating at break &
report.

 Lesson 2.   What are good snacks and why? What can we prepare
ourselves?

o Homework. Children talk to their families about bringing snacks to

school; they learn at home to prepare snacks, and bring them to

school.

 Lesson 3.   Presenting and promoting own healthy snacks

o Homework. Children write instructions for preparing a healthy snack,

get parents to check what they have written, then bring it to school.

 Lesson 4.   Should junk food be banned at school? Children discuss.

o Homework. Children discuss the question with friends and family &

report.

However, Lesson 4 was dropped for fear it would raise doubts about the 
program. 
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2. Collaboration between parents and school

Before the lessons begin, parents and school staff meet to do these things: 

 discuss the situation: what snacks the children are buying and eating, the
importance of snacks for children and what snacks are healthy or
unhealthy

 draw up a list of healthy economical snacks

 decide how to control the sale of snacks in the school grounds

 agree to set a good example at home and at school

 discuss what snacks the children can prepare at home and bring to school

 learn about the lessons to come so that everyone is prepared for action

 agree to discuss progress at a later meeting.

The debate in lesson 4 

I think it is great that they are 

banning junk food.  Sure, it 

tastes nice, but it can kill you in 

the end! 

I don’t agree. We should be able 

to eat what we want if we are 

paying for it ourselves! 

© Cristina Álvarez
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The children’s response to the lessons 

(As imagined by the nutrition education team) 

We had three lessons on snacks, one a week. 

 In the first one we talked about the snacks we eat, what they cost, where
we get them and which ones we like best.

o The homework was to look at what other children were eating in the
playground, and report back. We also asked the vendors which
snacks were most healthy.

 In the next lesson we talked about what snacks are good and why. We
made a list and said which ones we could make ourselves.

o The homework was to ask our parents if we could make our own
snacks and bring them to school, and to learn how to prepare other
snacks.

 In the third lesson we showed the snacks we had brought and said why
they were good. Some of us explained how to make them. We talked
about how we would explain to people why our snacks are good and why
we liked them.

o The homework was to write down how to make a healthy snack, so
that we could have a book of recipes for the whole school. The
teacher said that if we continued to bring good snacks she would
take some photos for the book, and we could put our names in the
book.

Now the vendors at school are all selling healthy snacks. We like the healthy 
snacks.  But we also like unhealthy snacks, even if they are not good for us.  

Some of us are still buying sweets and biscuits outside the school. 

Case B: Breastfeeding in Beta District 

Exclusive breastfeeding (EBF) in Beta District is now at 32% and declining. The 
new district medical director wants to see this figure improved through the 
efforts of the regular health services, in particular the hospital maternity service 
and the rural clinics. 

BF = Breastfeeding EBF = Exclusive breastfeeding 
BFHI = Baby-friendly hospital initiative 
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The nutrition education team looked at 

 the background

 hospital policies and practices

 research into the promotion of EBF

 mothers’ attitudes

A few key facts 

Every facility providing maternity services and care for newborn infants should 
follow the ten steps to successful breastfeeding (see below) promoted by the 
Baby-Friendly Hospital Initiative (BFHI). Beta District hospitals are all aiming 
for Baby-Friendly status, but the Ten Steps are not yet completely in place.  
The nutrition education team first checked (     ) the steps which were being fully 
implemented in all the Beta District hospitals. 

Ten steps to successful breastfeeding  
(http://www.breastcrawl.org/pdf/who-bfhi.pdf) 

Have a written breastfeeding policy that is routinely communicated to 
all health care staff. 

Train all health care staff in skills necessary to implement this policy. 

Inform all pregnant women about the benefits and management of 
breastfeeding. 

Help mothers initiate breastfeeding within a half-hour of birth. 

Show mothers how to breastfeed, and how to maintain lactation even 
if they should be separated from their infants (for special treatment). 

Give newborn infants no food or drink other than breast milk, unless 
medically indicated. 

Practise “rooming-in” - allow mothers and infants to remain together 
24 hours a day. 

Encourage breastfeeding on demand. 

Give no artificial teats or pacifiers (dummies or soothers) to 
breastfeeding infants. 

Foster the establishment of breastfeeding support groups and refer 
mothers to them on discharge from the hospital or clinic.  

8
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Home births 

50% of births in the district do not take place in hospital. Instead, women are 
advised by local health posts or assisted at home by traditional birth attendants. 

Follow-up  

Research shows 

 a strong need for follow-on BF support in the
community, to maintain improvements initiated
by hospitals

 very good effects on EBF of “peer counselling”,
i.e. home visits from volunteer mothers in the
community

 difficulties with maintaining regular
volunteer teams (e.g. high turnover).

IEC: video 

The medical service has a video on breastfeeding (in English) from Medical Aid 
Films. 

IEC: posters 

Clinics and hospitals have BF posters on display, but they are all in English, not in 
the two local languages 

Sources: AED/LINKAGES (n.d.), WHO et al. (2008), Semenic et al. 2012, Pérez-
Escamilla (2007), and  Medical Aid Films (2011). 

The nutrition education team’s proposal 

Main objective: More mothers in the district breastfeed exclusively 

The proposal aims to  

 build on existing education for mothers in the hospital

 enhance the natural communication between mothers in the community

 provide support to the community health service in peer counselling,
especially for mothers giving birth at home.

Video still from “Food for 

Life: Breastfeeding”, 

© Medical Aid Films 

2011
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A. Education for mothers attending the hospital 

In the course of their normal treatment, some mothers attending hospital will 
not only learn what to do for themselves but will practise explaining and 
demonstrating some essential practices to others. This will mainly be achieved 
during their stay by daily practice in 

 describing BF practices and attitudes in their own community

 discussing what happens in the hospital and the advice given

 talking about their own infant feeding practices

 describing and explaining their own hospital experience day by day

 understanding BF IEC (posters, video) and explaining it in their own
language.

B. Extending BF learning to the community 

 Before leaving hospital, some mothers will volunteer to help a few other
mothers in their community for a short period in the future.

 On arriving home, they will introduce themselves to local clinic staff and
in due course will be invited to a meeting at the clinic. At the meeting

o they will recall their hospital experiences and the recommended BF
practices, using the video to refresh their memories

o they will discuss the possibilities of helping the community, e.g.
supporting health workers by describing their own experience to
other mothers, explaining posters etc.

10
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A mother’s response 

(As imagined by the nutrition education team) 

I went into the hospital for the birth of my second child. 

The hospital has a whole book of rules about what you should do. You 
have to start breastfeeding right after the baby is born; the baby stays 
with you all the time so you can feed it whenever it wants; they show you 
how to hold the baby and attach it and how to empty each breast. They 
don’t let you use formula or a dummy or any other food or water; and 
they tell you to go on doing this for six months at least. 

Some of these things were new to me. I had an easy birth and I was 
interested. So was my friend Esi, so the nurse started to give us more 
attention. Every time she showed us something, she said Now do it again,

Maria and Esi: show me how it’s done and tell me why. Every day she 
said: Tell me what happened yesterday! And how do you explain that? She 
told us a story of two sisters who fed their babies differently: sadly one of 
them died. She told us to remember the story so we could tell our friends. 

There was a poster about breastfeeding on the wall and the nurse got us 
to explain it to her in English and then again in our own language. Other 
mothers came to listen, and we explained to new mothers coming in. We 
did the same with the breastfeeding video. 

When we left the hospital they asked if we would like to help other 
mothers in our community to do breastfeeding properly. There will be a 
meeting at the Health Centre in two months. No pay, but it will only be 
for a short time. 

2. Learning activities

Below are four sets of three or four activities which can be done in nutrition 
education, with some suggestions for ways of trying them out. 

A. Exposition/showing 

B. Exploring/finding out 

C. Handling facts 
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A. Exposition/showing 

How can people see what happens and what others do and say? 

Drama - Role-play - Stories - Demonstrations 

1. Drama

Scripted drama is used in scenes in training materials, comic books, soaps, radio 
plays and of course TV. It is very memorable and is a good trigger for people to 
talk about their own perceptions and experiences. A single 3-minute video scene 
can be used in a huge variety of ways. 

Improvised drama is sometimes 
called role-play (see (2) below) but 
it is usually closer to scripted 
drama, i.e. it is planned and 
rehearsed (role-play is freer). 
Improvised drama can present 
problems,  raise questions or 
deliver messages. 

Realism is very important! (See box) 

Example: an improvised scene.

A young pregnant woman at the hairdresser’s explains to a friend why 
she is not planning to breastfeed. She thinks it will ruin her figure.  
Her husband agrees. What would you say to her? 

When doing drama, be true to life 

 Do doctors make diagnoses without asking questions?

 Do boys love getting free advice from their friends?

 Are people suddenly converted to ideal behaviour?

Life’s not like that! 

Get real! 

12
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How to use improvised drama 

Don’t just present a scene and stop! Use it for discussion. For example: 

 Start by presenting the basic situation and the characters in person.

Give a lead question for the audience to think about, to be discussed at
the end – e.g. Is Dorcas right? What would you say to her?

 Make a break in the drama at least once so the audience can discuss the
possible outcomes and give the characters advice.

 At the end, discuss the outcome. Is this what usually happens? What is
your own experience?

Recycle it 

Preparing drama takes time. If your drama is good, try to save it so you can use it 
again. Record it on a video camera or a good mobile phone. Some tips: 

 Sound quality. Do sound tests first to find out where to put the
microphone. Don’t record in a classroom: find a place with a lot of carpet
and soft furnishings to absorb noise.

 Length. If you have only one camera and cannot edit, keep it very short!

 If you don’t have video, take four or five still photos
which can be linked into a picture story and enacted
by others. You can also print the pictures large, stick
blank speech bubbles on them
and ask people to suggest what
they are saying.

What are they saying? 

? 

© FAO/Cristina Álvarez
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Try out one of these scenes

 A mother and child are in a bar, shop or supermarket. The child is
attracted to the biscuits (at child’s eye-level) and starts to plead for them.
What does the mother do?

 Two young mothers (friends) are at the clinic weighing in their one-year-
old babies. They don’t understand the nurse’s advice about infant
feeding. What’s the problem?

 A student goes to a snack stall to get his usual breakfast (chips + sauce).
The stallholder says they are only serving healthy snacks and offers him a
fruit. What’s his reaction?

2. Role-play

Take note! Role-plays are not improvised drama. They are not worked out in 
advance and presented by a few actors. Instead they are open-ended and 
experimental. You are asked to put yourself in the position of a person in a 
particular situation and to try to imagine how that person would react. 

One use of role-plays is to explore household attitudes – e.g. 

 Think of your family meals, now or in the past. What are some typical
conversations about food and mealtime behaviour? OR

 Does your family talk about the money spent on food? What do they say,
when, to whom?

Another purpose is to “change the conversation” in real life. People often need 
to talk differently to those who influence their lives (parents, health workers, 
food vendors, husbands, peers, bosses). In role-play they try out the 
conversation beforehand in various ways so that they will be able to say what 
they mean and influence others. Most people have “rehearsed” some important 
conversation in advance in this way. 

Examples of role-play 

Some conversations that are worth rehearsing or exploring are: 

 mothers asking nurses for information about supplements

 children discussing the possibilities of breakfast with parents

 colleagues promoting healthy foods at work to sceptical friends

 advocating for nutrition education in ministries, universities,
organizations.
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Try it out 

Try out one of these role-plays 

 You and a school friend have brought healthy snacks to school (roasted
cassava, groundnuts and bananas – or other). Your classmates have
crisps, biscuits, fizzy drinks and sweets. They laugh at your food. What do
they say? Can you defend yourself? What do you say?

Try this out in small groups. Then compare versions and choose the
most effective, i.e. the one which works best to build self-confidence
in the healthy eaters.

 You are Martha, a young wife. Your household is receiving a regular
cash handout in a social protection scheme. Most of the extra
money is going on seeds, fertilizer and farm equipment. You think
some of it should go on better food for the family, especially the
growing children. However you are not sure how to talk about this
in the family, or when, or with whom.

Discuss how this conversation would normally go, taking the roles, then
try it out in different ways to find a good approach. Present it and discuss
if it would work.

3. Stories

Most things in nutrition are “stories”: crop cycles, food processing, digestion, 
diet, illness, feasts and celebrations, cooking. Nutrition also plays a part in other 
important life stories - divorce, love, bringing up families, economic success. 

Stories feel closer to reality than statistics, and are more memorable and easier 
to understand than abstract information. 

 

 

Which will people remember? 

Which one would you put first? 

Abstract information 

Excess food consumption and insufficient 

exercise can lead to overweight, which 

increases the risk of heart disease. 

Story 

Our Chief of Police Jonah eats huge meals 

and sits at his desk all day. He is getting very 

fat and has already had one heart attack. 

©Mel Futter 
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Example: a story to match 

Most people know a real story which matches or contrasts with another real 
story. 

Hope is a nice girl, but she used not to eat well.  
She had spots.  She was gloomy and shy and a 
bit pudgy.   

Then she started to eat better and gradually 
she became more lively and more beautiful. 

Do you know anyone like her? 

How to use stories 

 Actively collect real cases. They are your best resource. Start with the
stories in Unit 1.

 Tell people these stories. Ask them if they have stories to match. Recall
the stories often and suggest that they pass them on.

 Ask people to make up their own stories: e.g. Tell the story of a girl child
who had a poor diet all her life: childhood, work, motherhood. What
happened? How did it turn out?

 In all stories make sure that

o the characters have names
o the setting is clear
o the events are in sequence
o there is a picture if possible (a photo, an object, anything to focus the

attention).

Try it out 

 Shopping.   Groups separately create the story of a person who went
shopping with $1.1 What was his/her name? Where did s/he go? What did
s/he buy? They tell their stories, then discuss: Who got the best food
value for their dollar?

1 Think of an equivalent sum in your own currency.

©FAO/Ivan Grifi 
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 How did the baby get diarrhoea?   Separate groups think of one way it
could have happened, then tell their stories. Everyone discusses how to
prevent this happening in each case.

 Town and country.   A family moved from country to town. Why? How
did their diet change? Participants think of the family members and give
them names. Pairs adopt one family member each and think of what
changed for him/her. Then they tell the story of the whole family,
member by member.

4. Demonstrations

If something new has to be done, people have to see it, believe it’s good, be 
convinced they can do it, and try it out, before they will adopt it. Arrange for 
demonstrations and try-outs wherever possible. Some things that need 
demonstrating are ways of preparing or preserving food, cooking techniques, 
equipment, food hygiene practices. 

How to do demonstrations.   Demonstrating is an art!

 Start by asking what people normally do; raise interest in the best way to
do things.

 Explain that they will see a good new way; mention the advantages.

 Ask for a volunteer or two to help (very important).

 Show the things/ingredients you’re going to use. Mention cost if it
matters.

 Demonstrate, with the volunteers’ full assistance. As you go, explain what
you are doing and why (this is called the “patter” or “spiel”).

©FAO/Jane Sherman 
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 Sum up.   Say all the important points again, or (better) ask your audience
to sum up.

 Discuss what people want to do.

The first time, practise beforehand! You need to decide what the volunteer(s) 
will do, where to put things so they are at hand, and what to say (your “patter”). 
You also need to see how long it takes. 

Example: a rural cooking demonstration.

Parents try out preparing good complementary foods 

Try it out

Try demonstrating one of these: 

 The right way to wash hands

 Sun-drying fruits and vegetables

 Steaming food (with no special steaming equipment)

 How to make ORS drink for diarrhoea (if you don’t know, it’s time to find
out!).

B. Exploring /finding out 

How can people find out for themselves? 

Observation - Asking questions - Interviews 

1. Observations

This is not about observation by educators and researchers but about 
observation by the main actors themselves. Observation makes people aware 
of their own environment and starts a lifelong habit of understanding and 
questioning what is done. (Most formal education doesn’t do this.) 

Make observation an everyday element in nutrition education. It is motivating 
and is an easy way of finding out about food and what people do and think. It’s 
simple: you just look, say what you saw and discuss it. 
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How to use observation 

Limit it E.g. 

Look at two labels on soda drinks 

Compare the prices of three kinds of cooking fuel 

Find ten food advertisements 

Find the cheapest fruit on the market

Say what to do E.g. 

Count the number of different kinds of fruit tree in the 
village 

Draw three foods stored at home 

Fill in a table of foods eaten 

Check how much sugar is mentioned on the label 

Decide how to report 

(tip: reduce the time) 

E.g.  

Tell us all the cooking fuels you found 

Write up the prices for different kinds of rice 

Tell your partner how you smoke fish in your province 

Add to the list of exotic imported foods 

Draw conclusions 

and discuss 

E.g.  

So why do we leave so many mangoes to rot? 

So wood is the cheapest fuel?  Cheapest in money or in 
time? 

Are more expensive kinds of rice better food? 

Try it out 

This example is only for students of nutrition education, that is, for people like 
you. The question is: 

How much do the national media talk about nutrition and good food? 

a. Look at today’s newspapers, all the way through - OR
b. Look through three popular magazines - OR
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c. Watch one evening’s TV, OR read the program notes - OR
d. Listen to 2-3 hours of local radio (not a continuous music program!) - OR
e. Surf the web for half an hour to find local blogs or websites on the

subject.

 Report on how much time/space is given to nutrition and good food.

 Draw conclusions.

n.b. The first two can be done in any group if a newspaper or magazine is 
available. Just tear out the pages and distribute them. If everyone scans a few 
pages each it takes no time. 

2. Asking questions/research

People are permanently interested in food and eating and have great curiosity. In 
any good discussion of food and eating plenty of questions will come up. For 
example: 

Why do we need iron?a.
Is it easy to grow carrots?b.
What are the clinic’s openingc.
hours?

Do avocadoes grow well roundd.
here?

Why do people need coffee?e.
Where can the school get cheapf.
fruit for the children?

How long does brown rice keep?g.

Should girls not eat eggs?h.
Is beetroot good for the blood?i.
What’s wrong with red meat?j.
Are flying ants good food?k.
Are the school meals welll.
balanced?

How fresh should fresh vegetablesm.
be?

Is coffee bad for the digestion?n.

How to use questions that come up in discussion 

It is not the facilitator’s job to know all the answers. Even expert nutritionists 
cannot answer all these questions. But it is the facilitator’s job to encourage 
people to find out answers and share their findings. Any group has dozens of 
contacts and sources, a network waiting to be used. Make sure that people go 
away from a meeting with some questions answered and other questions to 
answer for themselves. 

One way to handle a difficult question: 

 People discuss what the answer might be (this raises interest and
expectations).

 They decide if it’s important and if so, they post the question on the wall.
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 Volunteers adopt questions to which they think they can find an answer.

 They go away and find out what they can and report back when they
have an answer.

 When the question is answered, the answer is posted underneath the
question.

Try it out 

Try this out, then get your colleagues to do it too. 

Supposing all the above questions came up in a discussion. 

Which questions could you answer as an expert?1.
Choose one and give a clear, simple, accurate answer2.
Which ones could probably be answered by people on their own3.
initiative?
Which ones are probably not worth pursuing?4.

3. Interviews

Ask your neighbours if …. Ask a grandmother when … 

Ask your colleagues what … Ask a farmer how many … 

Ask your family how much … Ask a teacher why …. 

Ask your children where …. Ask a health worker how …. 

We are talking about interviews carried out by participants. Informal interviews 
are an important component of nutrition education. Like observation, they are a 
simple way of finding out what people do, think and have experienced about 
food and diet. Most people like interviewing and being interviewed. Interviewers 
begin to see the social picture; interviewees become more interested in food and 
good eating. 

Examples 

Mothers tell about children with eating problems; old people talk about changes 
in diet; foreigners describe different food habits;  farmers tell what they know 
about cowpeas or rabbit-rearing; boys say how they harvest wild honey; 
everyone has ideas of what is good food and whether Fat is Beautiful. 
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One question for several people 

Different kinds of interview 

Some ways in which participants can do their own interviews: 

 An expert is invited and interviewed by a group.

 Individuals find their own interviewees in their own environment (as in
the picture).

 One or two people ask several different people the same question, to get
a range of opinion (this is the “vox pop” interview you sometimes see on
TV).

 Friends interview each other.

Tips for interviewers 

 One or two questions are enough.

 Keep questions simple and try them out in advance.

 Ask permission: Can I ask you a few questions about …. ? and say thank-
you at the end.

 Choose a good time and place.

 Keep the interview short, less than 5 minutes.

 Show interest, follow up, probe (don’t ask questions mechanically, like a
robot!)

From Nutrition Education 
materials for Zambia © 
FAO/Mel Futter 
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 Share and discuss the answers with other interviewers.

 SMS interviews are quick and cheap, and are recorded.

Interviews can of course be recorded on film or audio (e.g. on a mobile phone). 

Try it out 

Organize a group to do one of these things: 

 Interview each other about what they can cook and how they learnt to do
it.

 Ask this question at home or at work:  If you had 10% extra to spend on
food each week, how would you spend it, and why?

C. Handling facts 

How can people grasp the facts, get to know them, remember them? 

Talks and presentations - Information kits – Guessing games - Quizzes 

1. Talks and presentations

Nutrition educators give plenty of talks and presentations, but participants, even 
children, can also give talks (see picture below). Giving a talk is a big incentive to 
gather information and organize ideas; it makes the content memorable for the 
speakers and builds their confidence. Disadvantages are that most people are 
not expert speakers and can be boring, shy, long-winded or incomprehensible – 
so talks should be kept short. 

How to use talks and presentations 

Some tips on organizing talks and presentations by group members. 

 Give a model of what is wanted. For example, the facilitator does the first
one, then asks others to do the same kind of thing. In this way everyone
knows the length, the level of detail, the style and the points to be
covered, without needing much instruction.

 Some tips:

o Keep it voluntary:  some people are shy.
o Keep talks very short and impose strict time limits.
o Suggest that each talk has a visual or an object to focus on.
o Organize some presentations in small groups (less intimidating, makes

it easier to ask questions, allows more people to speak, frees the
facilitator to listen in).

o Never have more than three talks in a row.
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o Have joint talks – two or three people on the same subject, one
minute each.

o Follow up with questions, comments, or discussion – and a round of
applause.

Example 

The example below from a school textbook shows presentations by pupils in 
groups. The textbook is presenting a model for children to follow in their own 
talks. 

Try it out 

Some interesting “how to” talks have been given by group members. Some 
topics were: 

 How to cope with strange foods

 How to catch termites

 How to make West African pumpkin soup

 Why I never read food labels

From Nutrition Education 
materials for Zambia © 
FAO/Mel Futter 
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a. Choose your own topic and prepare a “how to” talk which others can use as a
model.

b. Allow some follow-up questions and comments.
c. Get the audience to suggest topics for their own “how to” talks to come.
d. Program a “talks session” for all.

2. Information kits

Every topic in nutrition education has 

 a real, practical key question (e.g. What should I feed my one-year-old
child?)

 understandable answers (the essential facts) (e.g. a balanced diet, with
frequent meals)

 some examples (e.g. maize porridge with green leaves, beans or fish, and
mashed guava)

 some wrong answers (e.g. no, just maize is not enough, the child will not
grow well)

Examples 

There are examples in Unit 7, Section 3.2 on collecting key information. 

How to use an information package 

This information mini-kit is a magic bullet: so much can be done with it. 

Educators can use the key questions to 

 express objectives

 provide names for sessions

 open a session, sum it up or recall it.

Participants can 

 discuss possible answers

 take the question home and come back with answers

 find more examples

 correct misinformation

 give mini-presentations to answer the question

 answer the question in a test.
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Try it out 

You have already tried out these information kits in Unit 7. 

If you would like to try another one, this is your opportunity! 

3. Guessing games

Guessing games are an enjoyable way of reinforcing and expanding knowledge. 
In a typical game people have to find out what someone is thinking of by asking 
questions. 

Here are two well-known guessing games, with examples. 

Twenty questions 

One person or team decides on 
something to be guessed and the 
others have twenty yes/no questions 
to find out what it is. E.g. 

 Team 1: thinks of melon seeds

 Team 2: asks questions – e.g.

o Is it a food? (Yes)

o Is it from an animal? (No) etc.

If they guess the right answer in 20 
questions or less, Team 2 wins the 
point. 

There is a real skill in asking the right 
questions, not duplicating, summing 
up, eliminating pointless questions etc. 

What is it? 

One person or team describes 
something. 

The others call out their guesses or ask 
supplementary questions. E.g. 

 Team 1: thinks of a pumpkin and
describes it:

o It’s large, round and hard. It

needs cooking. It keeps for a long

time.

 Team 2:

o Is it orange? Is it a pumpkin?

How to use guessing games 

Any guessing game is good for ending or starting a meeting. 

 Introduce a subject and catch attention - e.g. I’m thinking of something
you drink if you are ill. It doesn’t taste nice but it’s easy to make and it
saves lives – what is it?
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 Review and share knowledge at the end - e.g. any member picks out
anything which has been mentioned and describes it. Others guess what
it is.

Try it out 

Two guessing games for schools:  try them out with your friends. 

Describe a food 

Describe a food for your friends to 
guess. Do not say its name. 

Say – 

 what it does for us

 how we eat it

 how it tastes

 where it comes from

 how we get it

 what kind of food it is

 what it looks like

What is it stored in? 

Is it a good way to keep cowpeas? Why? 
Why not?  

Think of a food which is stored in your home. 
Ask your friends to guess how it is stored. 
Discuss if it is a good way to store the food, 
and why. 

 

4. Quizzes

Quizzes are short tests of knowledge with quick questions and short answers.2 

How to use quizzes 

Quizzes generally only test fragments of knowledge, so they are not good for 
evaluating practices, attitudes or wider understanding. But they are excellent for 
recycling information already studied, especially if people make up some of the 
questions themselves. For maximum learning and interest, organize quizzes 
where 

 learners test each other (in pairs, groups or teams)

2 Multiple-choice answers also possible but are quite difficult to devise and not so good for oral
games.

  At home I have got  
some dried cowpeas. 
Guess what I keep  
them in. Guess if it is  
open or closed.  
If it is closed, guess  
 how it is closed. 

You guessed it! 

I keep my cowpeas 

shelled and mixed 

with ashes in a 

small sack on a shelf 

in the kitchen.

From Nutrition Education 

materials for Zambia, © 

FAO/Mel Futter 
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 at least 50% of the people know at least 50% of the answers (this
encourages people)

 it is public and oral (everyone mentally answers all questions and hears all
answers)

 it is competitive – there are teams, or people take turns answering
questions.

Example 

Below is part of a quiz with multiple-choice answers (written or oral). It comes 
after sessions on food preserving (group members also did some real food 
preserving).

Food preserving Points 

1. How does food preserving work? (choose one)

a. By pounding

b. By keeping food warm and damp

c. By putting food in bags and bottles

d. By killing bacteria

1 

2. Why do pumpkins keep so long? Because…(choose one)

a. They are orange

b. They have thick skins

c. They have seeds

1 

3. What do bacteria not like?   (choose six)

a. Dark

b. Boiling

c. Warmth

d. Water

e. Light

f. Salt

g. Alcohol

h. Air

i. Vinegar

j. A lot of sugar

3 

(½ point each) 

4. Give three ways bacteria can move around

a.

b.

c.

3 
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Try it out 

a. Try out the quiz above with a friend. Take it in turns to ask the questions.
b. Make up a True/False quiz about food facts and food myths: things that

everyone should know, and that everyone can understand. Here are the
first 4 items:

 Being very fat is dangerous for health. T/F 

 The colour of a food has nothing to do with its food value. T/F 

 Fish heads are good for the brain. T/F 

 If you cook vegetables in water, don’t throw away the water. T/F 

Add four more. 

c. Try out the eight items on your friends, then ask them to supply another
one each. Pick the best four to add to the quiz.

d. Take the whole quiz home and try it on your family.

D. Discussion 

How can people share knowledge, opinions and experience?  

Brainstorming - Case studies and unfinished stories - Pair and group work3 

1. Brainstorming

Brainstorming is not a question-and-answer session, or a test, or a way of finding 
out what people know before providing the answers. Originally, brainstorming was 
meant to loosen up the brain, make people “think outside the box” and produce 
original ideas for solving difficult problems which could then be evaluated in 
depth. It is now usually just a way of gathering a group’s ideas on a subject so that 
people can see what others know and think before having a 

3 Focus group discussions are not included here because these are usually planned enquiries with 
the aim of gathering information and views for use by others.
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purposeful discussion on the subject. You did a mini-brainstorming with your 
group in Unit 6, when you asked them to say all the things they do for health. 

How to do brainstorming 

There are three steps in the process. 

1. Explain the purpose and establish the ground rules. The brainstorming
aims to get everyone’s knowledge/ideas “out there” in order to facilitate
discussion of the issue. All ideas or points people want to make, right or
wrong, will be gathered.

2. For a limited time (e.g. 5 minutes), group members call out ideas and
write them up, or write them down on cards and then display them. This
is all done without discussion or comment. All ideas are accepted.

3. The group stops brainstorming. They then organize or prioritize the ideas,
and start the discussion.

Examples 

A group of nutritionists brainstormed all the determinants of poor nutrition, 
wrote them on cards and organized them into concentric circles: biological, 
conditioning, socio-cultural and environmental. They then discussed how 
national policy could respond to this complex picture.  

30
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Try it out 

The following ideas are simpler. Try one of them with a partner or group: 

 Think of all the foods we eat every day. Brainstorm and display. Then stop
and discuss how they can be classified into groups (there are many ways
of doing this).

 Think of all the jobs to be done in the home and who does which – men
or women? Brainstorm and make a list. Then discuss the balance of tasks
and the reasons.

 Where does all our money go? Brainstorm a list. Then put them in order,
the biggest expense first. Where does food come in the list?

 What are all the ways people get animal-source foods? Brainstorm. Then
put them in order, with the easiest and cheapest at the top.

2. Case studies and unfinished stories

A case is a story of real-life events centring on a real problem. Many cases are 
“unfinished stories” which describe the situation and the problem, but not the 
resolution. In a case study people analyse what happened and why by discussing 
the case questions. They may predict how the story will evolve or make 
suggestions for handling the problem. Case studies bring out the complexity of 
situations and their causes and the variety of possible solutions. 

Examples 

You have done many case studies in this course, for example the stories in Unit 1, 
the case of stunting in a rural community (Unit 4), the situation analysis about 
VAD in Niger (Unit 6) and the serial story of Jomo’s fruit tree project (Unit 7). 

Below is a simpler case from a nutrition education course for teachers. It is 
meant to bring out the fact that, although there are many reasons for falling 
asleep in class (boredom? bad teaching? too much football?), short-term hunger 
or anaemia might be among them. 
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The Case: A child falls asleep in class 

The teacher notices the child and tells him to wake up. He wakes up but is very 

inattentive and can’t answer her questions. The teacher is angry and gives him a 

bad mark. She says he is always doing this. 

Case questions: 

 Who are the key players? What are the key facts?

 What is the immediate problem?

 What are the possible reasons why the child falls asleep?

 In any case, what is the best response from the teacher?

How to use case studies 

 First, find your case and know what it can be used for.

 Create the case questions (the questions above about key facts and key
players, core problem, causes and possible responses) are fairly typical.

 Present the story in whatever way you wish (drama, dialogue, reading
aloud, notes)

 Discuss the questions.

 Draw conclusions.
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Try it out  

Below is an “unfinished story” (from a newspaper) which can raise discussion 
about gender roles and rights in the home. Try it out on your colleagues or friends. 

The wife who could not cook 

Anson Ikona, a farmer from Livingstone, lived with his wife’s terrible cooking for 
13 years. "I loved delicious food," Mr. Ikona said, "and I hated it when I saw 
another woman cook better than my wife. I wished that I could marry someone 
else." 

Last year, he decided to chase her and find a woman who could cook meals the 
way he wanted. He did not have to look far. Another woman won his heart with 
her cooking. He told his wife Mary to get ready to leave because a great cook 
was coming to take her place. 

"When my husband told me he was going to chase me for another woman, I felt 
hurt and confused," Mary Mwanza said. "How did he expect me to satisfy his 
taste when I did not know how to cook?" The dishes she made were the only 
ones she knew. 

Some questions.   This is a real story. 

a. Who are the main characters?
b. What are the essential facts of the story?

o What was the problem?
o Why did Mr Ikona act like this?
o How did Mary feel?
o Could this happen in your country?

c. What do you think happened in the end?

o Mr Mwanza chased Mary and got a new wife.
o Mary Mwanza learned to cook and stayed with her husband.
o Mr Mwanza learned to cook.
o Mr Mwanza decided to stay with Mary in spite of her bad cooking.
o Mary Mwanza left her husband, started a shop and made a good

living.

d. What would be the best end to the story? Why?

From Nutrition Education 

materials for Zambia, © 

FAO/Mel Futter 
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3. Pair and group work

You already have experience of pair and group work. What does your experience 
tell you?  

Any group can divide into pairs or smaller groups for particular activities and 
then report back to the whole group. This is an advantage in nutrition education, 
where sharing experience is a big factor in learning. In a large group, discussion 
can be unbalanced: the facilitator may steer the discussion, there is only time for 
a few to speak, and often these are the boldest and most talkative ones. 
Generally, any activity which requires discussion or exchange of experience is 
best done first in pairs or small groups. 

Keep a limit on the time. To avoid lengthy feedback, each pair/group gives just 
the best idea or the main point and does not repeat ideas already presented.   

Examples 

 A community group of new mothers who know each other are asked if
they have had problems with breastfeeding. Some say yes, some say
nothing. The facilitator asks them to talk to the person next to them and
see if they have anything in common. The facilitator wanders round,
listening in. After five minutes, the facilitator recalls the whole group,
mentions three problems that came up more than once, and discusses
what advice the whole group can give.

 In a Farmer Field School all farmers are discussing a seasonal food
availability calendar pinned on the wall. They divide into smaller groups,
each of which adopts three crops they know well. These small groups
discuss when the crops are available, and mark up their part of the
calendar. After this, the whole group surveys the completed calendar and
picks out the main foods lacking at different times of the year.

Try it out 

Here are three ideas which fit into different topics. Try them out among 
yourselves and then choose the most productive one to try out with a group. 

 (Eating) Share advice on how to avoid indigestion (for a leaflet on healthy
eating).

 (Media) Get some ideas on good ways to promote pumpkin in a national
TV campaign.

 (Cooking) Share your worst and best experiences of cooking and pull out
advice for novice cooks.
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3. Poster: Five keys to safer food
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4. Online learning resources

n.b. These web URLs were all active at the moment of publication but there is no 
guarantee that they will not change or be removed in future. It is recommended 
that tutors and students update and add to the list every year. 

International nutrition education materials 

There are many materials for nutrition education available on the web, but most 
have a western orientation, focusing on obesity and lifestyle. You may like to 
look at 

USDA http://teamnutrition.usda.gov/library.html 
http://fnic.nal.usda.gov/lifecycle-nutrition 
http://fnic.nal.usda.gov/consumers 

TALC www.talcuk.org/ (Teaching Aids at Low 
Cost for healthcare) 

BREASTCRAWL http://www.breastcrawl.org/breastfeeding-
resources.shtml 

Nutrition education materials for development 

 Many excellent websites deal with development and
nutrition but not many with nutrition education or
nutrition education materials. Water Aid is particularly
good on education about water and sanitation.
http://www.wateraid.org/uk/search?search=Education

 In the US site Harvest of the Month the Educator’s Corner
has a good survey tool for children’s food KAPP
http://www.harvestofthemonth.cdph.ca.gov/EdCorner/ind
ex.asp

 Johns Hopkins University has developed for Ghana a
comprehensive set of learning and counseling materials for
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healthy child feeding called Eating Healthy for Good Life. 
http://www.thehealthcompass.org/sites/default/files/proj
ect_examples/Go%20Growflipchart.pdf 

 FAO Nutrition Education and Consumer Awareness on school nutrition
education
http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation/49740/en/

has some purpose-built materials for nutrition education in development.
Search for

o Country Projects: where you can find school-based materials in
English (click on Africa, then Zambia) and in Spanish (click on Latin
America / Caribbean)

o Feeding Minds Fighting Hunger: offers school materials, an
interactive “youth window” and a site on the Right to Food.
http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/nutritioneducation/49742/e
n/

o Nutrition education in Primary schools: is a curriculum development
package.

o Setting up and running a school gardens: a manual with a focus on
nutrition, has a Teaching Toolkit at
http://www.fao.org/docrep/012/i1118e/i1118e00.htm

Videos to adapt and use 

There are many excellent videos available online which can be used in full or 
selectively, taking out short clips, still pictures, soundtrack, stories. Here is a 
sample: 

 Growing up in Malawi.   A documentary series based on an Action Aid
project funded by Credit Suisse
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NR0OHcY5_4M

 Medical Aid films on Vimeo.   http://vimeo.com/medicalaidfilms
especially the three Food for Life films (in both French and English):
“What a pregnant woman needs”, “The first hours after delivery” and
“What and when to feed your child”. They are UK based but have a
development orientation.

 Why poverty?   The website has an excellent series of short free films.
There is not much on nutrition except a very good two-minute film,
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“Morris’s bag” on urban farming in a Nairobi slum. 
http://www.whypoverty.net/video/morris-bag/ 

 Living Proof (One Org)   http://www.one.org/livingproof/en/stories/all/
has a series of very good videos on development. Not many are about
nutrition, but try “Their daily bread” on food fortification in Egypt.

 Alive and Thrive.   TV spots for Ethiopia have already been mentioned in
this module. http://aliveandthrive.org/. The cultural context is very
specific, but many can be adapted to other countries – including the focus
on the men’s role in child nutrition.

 Global health media.   http://globalhealthmedia.org/ have produced a
series on newborn care in a number of languages, including Swahili. Some
are for health professionals, but some are more popular. The “Story of
Cholera”, an animated film, http://globalhealthmedia.org/story-of-
cholera/videos/the-story-of-cholera/ has voice-over narration, so it can
be commented in any language, with the existing soundtrack turned
down. Most of the film can be used to discuss general sanitation.

An information site for adaptation 

Finally, a site of interest to educators: www.our-africa.org. In this project 
teenagers make short documentaries about their countries and build their own 
website. Each country deals with the same themes (see Zimbabwe page), with a 
section on food and daily life. The site can be used for comparing countries, as a 
stimulus for producing own videos, for discussing what to say about food, or 
explaining how things are done (e.g. how bread is baked or palm wine is 
brewed). 
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5. Some project reports

Below are four reports from ENACT student project meetings in Kenya, Ghana 
and Tanzania, slightly reduced and adapted. 

A. Bananas and banana cake 

This report talks about: preparation for the meeting, including preparing a snack 

and a recipe; presentation of a fruit (bananas); shared reports of progress made 

by participants and the project team, problems and mutual encouragement; F&V 

colours; and recapping the content of the meeting at the end. Good atmosphere. 

Preparation.   Food cards were made on banana, guava, mango, pawpaw, 
orange, carrots, green pepper and avocado. We wrote the four questions on the 
back. The food presented was banana since all the participants eat this fruit. 
Banana cake was made as a snack and the recipe was also written to give out.  

Progress.   Most of the participants were consuming more of their usual choices 
of fruit and vegetables but had not improved in variety. One said he could not 
consume a variety because of the lack of F&Vs in his environment. We 
(facilitators) also showed our progress. We talked about how difficult it was for 
us also to get a variety and to consume more. They were happy to hear these 
things since they could relate their experience to ours. We encouraged each 
other to put in more effort the following week. 

The presentation.   The presentation on banana was so much fun. Some said 
they preferred the local banana since the “foreign” ones had a lot of chemicals. 
Some said bananas give good skin and help one to sing beautifully. 

Colour.   When they were asked what they looked for when buying F&Vs, nobody 
thought of the colour, all they were concerned with was the sanitary conditions 
around the seller, the condition (F&Vs should be spotless) and the source; some 
felt most F&Vs had a lot of chemicals.  

Recap.   At the end, they were  
asked some questions on what 
they had learnt for the day;  
and they gave impressive  
answers showing they  
actually listened especially  
about the three colours  
to look out for  
and their benefits. 

©University of Ghana 
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B. Wild fruit and vegetables for motorcycle drivers 

This report talks about: preparations for the meeting (with special attention to 

wild indigenous foods and additions to the colour code); progress made, 

problems encountered and how to overcome them; whether F&V should be 

peeled; and in particular the nutritional value of wild local foods. Lots of 

interaction and enquiry in the meeting. 

Planning and preparation.   The main activity was to identify the wild indigenous 
fruits and vegetables which are readily available to the motorcycle drivers, e.g. 
baobab, tamarind, roselle and amaranth, and try to find out some nutritional 
facts about them. Coloured cards were prepared to illustrate the importance of 
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variety: yellow, orange, red, dark green, purple and white and a checklist of 
different coloured fruits and vegetables. 

The meeting was conducted in the evening at 4:00 pm up to 6:00pm, the time 
the drivers had proposed. They were punctual. After a short introduction, each 
one gave feedback on the progress of F&V consumption. Most reported to have 
increased the consumption of fruits, but some failed to consume a variety of 
vegetables because they ate from food vendors. They were advised to eat from 
different food vendors or even to tell the food vendors about the importance of 
variety. I was happy because this suggestion came from the project participants 
themselves. 

Colours.   When each coloured card was raised up the participants were asked to 
mention fruits or vegetables with that particular colour.  One of them joked: 
“Men are colour blind so it may be difficult”. But to his surprise, everyone was 
able to mention something. 

Yellow: bananas, pineapples, jackfruit, oranges (sweet lime), mangoes. 

Orange: Orange mangoes, carrots, pawpaws, tangerine. 

Red: water melons, tomatoes, red palms, beetroot. 

Green: dark green leafy vegetables, avocadoes. 

Purple: the outer skin of the eggplant and zambarau. 

White: apples, pears, baobab. 

The participants were told that each colour has unique nutrients which benefit 
the body. One participant asked “If the outer skin of the eggplant is good, why do 
most women peel it off?” He was told it is due to lack of knowledge. Several 
examples were given of similar practices. And the important messages were that 
some vegetables do not need to be peeled, and that it is very important to 
consume fruits with different colours. 

Lastly the drivers were thrilled to find that baobab, tamarind, roselle plant and 
amaranth are rich in micronutrients such as Vitamin C, Calcium, Iron and Zinc, 
especially because they are readily available at the market and very cheap. These 
foods are often viewed as foods for people with low socioeconomic status or for 
children. 

The meeting was very good indeed since the participants were active and they 
received the new information with great delight and were very eager to put it 
into practice.  
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C. Eating fruits and vegetable in Mwande street 

This report talked about: preparing materials for the session  including recipes for 

cooking demonstrations); opening the meeting with questions;  reports on 

progress and problems (including husbands’ attitudes); F&V colours;  and 

participants volunteering to make presentations at the next session. Successful 

meeting.  

Preparation.   The project team assigned themselves different tasks which 
included making a lifesaver list of 10-12 very nutritious fruits and vegetables 
available locally, making food cards, making a non-cost colour code, preparing 
the presentation and lastly preparing the recipes for cooking demonstrations. 

Opening the meeting.   The presenter introduced 3 questions for the session: 

1. Can you name three lifesaving fruits and vegetables?

2. How do fruits and vegetables protect our health?

3. What are the colours to look for?

Feedback on progress.   Many participants had increased the number of fruits in 
terms of kinds. Three among nine had added three kinds of fruits and one 
vegetable from last week. The fruits mentioned were oranges, mangoes, 
‘’guavas’’, ‘’pawpaws’’, pineapples, bananas and grapes; while vegetables 
included amaranth, pumpkin, pumpkin leaves, carrots, cucumbers and 
‘’matembele’’ (sweet potato leaves). Problems included family food budgets, and 
weak response of husbands towards fruit compared to other family members.  

Presentation.   A presenter explained the importance of fruits and vegetables. 
For example amaranth is rich in Vit A and very important in protecting us from 
diseases. Participants asked several questions such as why vegetables should be 
cooked for a very limited time compared to meat and beans,  
and why the colour of the food should be observed.  

Preparation for the following session.   Three  
participants chose food cards and volunteered  
to make mini-presentations at the next session. 

©FAO/Filipe Branquinho 
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D. The delicious dandelion 

This extract from a long report talks about the presentation of a free, nutritious, 

delicious wild food: the dandelion. 

A presentation was made on the selected vegetable (dandelion), its nutritional 
composition and health benefits and how it can be prepared. All the team 
contributed. 

How often do you use dandelion? 

 Hannah adds dandelion to fried eggs.

 Michelle mixes it with her salad.

 Freda does not like it at all and cannot replace her lettuce with dandelion.

Does it have high value? 

 All the participants agreed that dandelion has a high nutritional value at a
zero cost.

 Michelle also added that dandelion spoils faster than other vegetables.
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How do you obtain dandelion? 

 Around the neighbourhood/backyard farm.  It’s free!

How do people use dandelions? 

 Use dandelion to replace lettuce/mix it in vegetable salads. (Michelle)
 Blend as a green drink. (Asantewaa)
 Boil and drink as tea.
 Add to other fruits to make smoothies.
 Use as a vegetable in eggs.
 Try to use it raw instead of boiled.
 Chew as a snack. (Miriam)

Health benefits.   Isaac concluded the presentation. 

 Dandelion calms anger.

 It is used to treat/manage dysmenorrhea, eye inflammation, jaundice,
gall bladder problems, cancer and appendicitis.

 It cleanses the liver.

 It helps with headaches and emotional imbalances.

 It strengthens the immune system.

 The facilitators advised that everyone should try to eat dandelion as it is
free and available.

Advice for project meetings 

from a Kenya student 

“I recommend to my fellow students that they be patient and very humble in 
handling project meetings with participants.” 
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THE CASE OF
DR MUXI’S LEAFLETS 



 

 Dr Muxi teaches paediatrics 
and nutrition to medical and 
nursing students  

  

 

  

Head of Community Health, 
Kappa Medical School.  



Part of her job is to improve nutrition education in the 
clinics, hospitals and community centres where her 
students go every year to do observation, medical 

practice, internships and surveys .    



 

She would like to focus on  
IYCF  
micronutrient deficiencies  
fruit and vegetables 
childhood obesity 
adolescent lifestyles 
adult NCDs  



  

Patients  

Health 
service 

staff   

Students  

Medical 
School  

Dr Muxi is well aware 
that it is not only the 

patients who are ignorant 
about nutrition, but also 
the health service staff 
and her own students, 

not to mention the 
Medical School itself.    



    She has a small budget for IEC 
materials (e.g. leaflets, pamphlets, 
posters).   

Normally the Department prints out 
nutrition leaflets and gives them to 
students to distribute.   However she 
has some doubts that this is enough.   



She is concerned that 
 the Department cannot supply large numbers of 

leaflets year in and year out 
 the information is not reaching everyone who needs it 
 leaflets alone may not be very effective and they 

cannot estimate the effect 
 some of the leaflets are not particularly appealing or 

comprehensible 
 nobody has a lot of time to spare, especially the 

students  

 



Ask the six questions 
 
Who needs the information? 
Who can use the materials? 
How can they be used? 
How can they fit into existing activities and 

procedures? 
How can they have most effect? 
How can they continue to have an effect ?  



 Review the facts of the case.
 Brainstorm in groups what Dr Muxi can do to ensure that everyone

learns, actions/materials have maximum impact, materials are not
wasted, impact is evaluated (if possible).

 Consider possible settings for action
 Consider the best use of the existing leaflets.
 Consider any other kinds of IEC – posters, badges, labelling, 

demonstrations, songs.  Don’t forget that no-one has much spare 
time and there is very little money.

 Come up with one economical, easy, effective idea .





Assessm
ent 

Assessed activities for unit (max 30) Criteria for assessment are: 

 all activities completed

 clear and comprehensible answers

 honest independent work & no evidence of
copying answers

 evidence of careful reading &
comprehension

 interest and originality

Overall completion of workbook (max 10) 

Outside activity (max 20) 

Total (max 60) 
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Section 1. Introduction 

1.2 What’s needed in developing a nutrition education program 

 Activity 1 Problems with drinks 

A. Amos and the beer 

Read about Amos on p. 9 of the Student's Book. 

a. His main goal is to: His main objective is to: 

 improve his social life 

 save money 

 be healthier 

 keep his family happy 

 reduce beer drinking 

 improve his social life 

 save money 

 be healthier 

 keep his family happy 

 reduce beer drinking 

Action 

What should Amos do to cut down? What’s the program? He tries a lot of things to start with (in the Table below). 

b. Which do you think are realistic, i.e. likely to work? Why?/Why not?

WP/CC Good idea/bad 
idea/possible 

Reason/comment 

1. He keeps a count of how much he drinks each
day. 

WP 

2. He reads about liver damage and reminds
himself whenever he takes a drink. 

WP 

3. He finds two friends who have also decided to
reduce their drinking. He starts to eat lunch with 
them in a new place, where they try out other 
drinks. 

CC 

4. He puts something in his beer to make it taste
bad. 

WP 
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WP/CC Good idea/bad 
idea/possible 

Reason/comment 

5. He tries (but fails) to persuade his brother-in-
law to cut down too. In the end they agree to go 
out together just once a week. 

CC 

6. He decides to cut out beer in the middle of the
day completely. 

WP/CC 

7. He takes up football again and gets into
training. Now he has less free time at weekends. 

CC 

8. He puts aside the money he is saving on beer (in
a beer can). 

WP 

9. He goes to the doctor every 3 months to check
on his health. 

WP/CC 

c. Some of these actions are mainly about self-control/willpower (WP) and some are mainly about changing the

context (CC). Which way would you advise people, WP or CC?

B. Fatou and the fizzy drinks 

Read about Fatou on pp. 12 of the Student’s Book. 

a. Her main goal is to: Her main objective is to: 

 follow fashion 

 drink fewer fizzy drinks  

 keep her family happy 

 be healthier and slimmer 

 save money 

 follow fashion 

 drink fewer fizzy drinks  

 keep her family happy 

 be healthier and slimmer 

 save money 

Action 

What can she do to cut down? What’s the program? She tries several things to start with (in the Table below). 

b. Which do you think are realistic, i.e. likely to work? Why? Why not?

Unit 8: Implementation 
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Good idea/Bad 
idea/Possible 

Reason/Comment 

1. She decides to reduce gradually, cutting
out morning drinks to start with. 

WP 

2. So that she won’t be tempted, she makes
excuses not to go out in the morning with 
her friends. 

WP/CC 

3. She reads leaflets about NCDs and
reminds herself of the risks every time she 
feels like a fizzy drink. 

WP 

4. She changes from her favourite drink to
another. It is still full of sugar, but she hopes 
she will drink it less often because she 
doesn’t like it very much. 

WP/CC 

5. In the evenings she is trying green tea -
she doesn’t like it, but it does keep her 
awake for studying. 

WP/CC 

6. She confesses her problem to her friends.
They promise to support her by only 
drinking tea in the mornings. 

CC 

7. She joins a women’s traditional dancing
class for fun. 

CC 

8. She weighs herself every two weeks to
see if she is making progress. 

WP/CC 

c. Some of these actions are mainly about self-control/willpower (WP) and some are mainly about changing the

context (CC). Which way would you advise people, WP or CC? 
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Section 2. Creating programs 

 Activity 2 Two program proposals assessed 

Case A: Snacks at Alpha middle schools 

Look at the case information in Unit 8 Resources, Document 1, p. 4 and answer the questions below. Give practical 
concrete answers, not abstract general ones. 

a. Why were (1) national policy and (2) existing curriculum thought to be inadequate?

1. 

2. 

b. Do the program activities reflect the objective?

c. Are all the main principles of nutrition education reflected in the proposal? Check carefully the list of principles
in Section 1.2 of the Student’s Book, and note any which are not particularly obvious here.

d. Find two things in the proposal that are likely to make the program work, and say why.

1. 

2. 

e. How can progress be checked/monitored? (Find some simple economical way).

Unit 8: Implementation 
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f. Choose two things which might not work, and say why.

1. 

2. 

g. What in particular is needed to keep the program going in the long term?

h. Should the fourth lesson have been included in your opinion? Why?/ Why not?

i. Read the imagined “story” of the children’s experience and say if the project team’s idea seems realistic.

Case B: Breastfeeding in Beta district 

Look at the case information in Unit 8 Resources, Document 1, pp. 7-8, and answer the questions below. Give 
practical concrete answers, not abstract general ones. 

a. Find three things lacking in the hospitals’ current approach to breastfeeding practices.

1. 

2. 

3. 

b. Do the program activities (in both hospital and community) practise the objective?

Unit 8: Implementation 
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c. Are all the main principles of NE reflected in the proposal? Check carefully the list of principles in Section 1.2 of
the Student’s Book and note down any which are not particularly obvious in the proposal.

d. Find two things in the proposal that are likely to make the program work, and say why.

1. 

2. 

Choose two things which might not work, and say why. 

1. 

2. 

e. How can progress be checked/monitored? (Find some simple practical way).

f. What in particular is needed to keep the program going in the long term?

g. Hospitals insist that mothers do certain things. Choose one high-priority thing that mothers should insist that
hospitals do.

h. Read the imagined “story” of the mother’s experience and say if the project team’s idea seems realistic.

Unit 8: Implementation 
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 Activity 3 Reality check 

a. Predictions and promises

All the predictions and promises below were made by ENACT students. Which would you say are realistic?

Predictions

 1. After a discussion participants will realize their unhealthy habits and change them
 2. A practical demonstration will excite shoppers who will start cooking healthy snacks
 3. After two lessons children will be able to identify some healthy snacks in shops

Promises, promises, promises 

 1. “Your children will be top of the class if they eat a good breakfast every day.”

 2. “Eat balanced meals and take a lot of exercise. In a few months you will feel different.”

 3. “Plenty of fruit and vegetables will make you a football champ.”

b. Stories

Read the two “imagined stories” on pp. 21-22 of the Student's Book. Which one sounds more realistic, and why?

Cooking sessions 

Junk food on campus 

 Activity 4 Creating a program assessed 

Read the instructions on pp. 22-23 of the Student's Book. 

Creating a nutrition education program 

Short description of target group and other players, situation and needs 

Unit 8: Implementation 
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Outline of the program 

 Main steps (Who will do what?)

 Principles reflected in the program

 Suggestion for monitoring (something easy to organize)

 A simple practical strategy for maintenance/sustainability.

The story 

Short imagined account of the experience of a typical participant (use “I” or “we”). 

Specific action objective 

Unit 8: Implementation 
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Section 3. Learning activities 

3.1 What’s the point? 

 Activity 5 Starting position 

Look at p. 26-27 of the Student's Book. Where do you stand? Explain your starting position. 

3.2 Trying out activities 

 Activity 6 Trying out activities 

No writing required. 

 Activity 7 Final choice 

Look at p. 28 of the Student's Book. Choose two activities you think are particularly useful in nutrition education, and 
say why. 

Activity Reason 

 Activity 8 Activities in a program assessed 

A. Alpha schools 

In the school lessons described in the Alpha schools proposal (Unit 8 Resources, pp. 3-7) there is scope for several 
organized learning activities. Look back at the lessons and the children’s account and say at what point(s) each of 
these could be done (i.e. by the children, not by the teacher!). 

Unit 8: Implementation 
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Lesson 

Observations 1 Example: children observe snacks that other children are eating in the 

playground, and report back. 

Presentations 

Role-play 

Brainstorming 

Quiz 

Choose one of the above and discuss how you would organize it if you were a class teacher. What would you do? 
What would the pupils do? 

Activity and lesson 

Steps: Who does what? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

B. Beta district hospitals 

a. During Maria’s stay in hospital the nurse was training her and her friend in an informal way for future peer
counselling in the community. This is what Maria and Esi learn to do in the hospital. How did they learn to do it?
Match up the learning and the method.

Learning A/B/C/D Method 

1. To explain to others how to breastfeed A. By repeatedly talking about own experience 

2. To breastfeed correctly themselves B. By demonstration and practice 

Unit 8: Implementation 
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Learning A/B/C/D Method 

3. To describe what happens in hospitals C. By talking through the poster 

4. To explain why proper breastfeeding matters D. By telling stories 

b. If you were advising on community health in the area, how would you ask Maria and Esi to help? What exactly
could they do? Be very specific. (Recognize that they can only give support, and that they must be treated well.)

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Section 4. Learning resources 

4.1 Ready-made and real life learning resources 

Look at examples A-C on p. 33-34 of the Student's Book. How would you rate the impact of these three events on 
practices? Think hard. 

 Activity 9 Learning materials & real-life resources 

a. Here are some cases you have already met. In each one:

 what ready-made materials were used?

 what real-life resources were used (apart from the educators themselves)?

Unit 8: Implementation 
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Situation Ready-made materials Real-life resources 

The women in the 

rural community 

 (Unit 4) 

Example: A poster  

(used by the community 

worker) 

Example: 

 cooking demonstrations

 foods

 own expertise in farming (rabbits)

 own home cooking facilities

 group discussions.

Amos and the beer (this 
unit) OR Fatou and fizzy 
drinks (this unit) 

The school-children who 
brought their own 
snacks to school (this 
unit) 

Your own project group 

b. Which do you think was more important for forming (or not forming) new habits?

For Amos, the leaflet about liver damage OR his friends OR his football?

For Fatou, the leaflets about NCDs OR the new drinks she tried? 

For the schoolchildren, their schoolbooks OR their own snacks? 

For your own group, the ‘Road to health’ picture, OR their own food records? 

 Activity 10 Props for cooks 

You are working with a group of professional cooks and you need to think about learning resources. 

What ready-made materials and what real-life resources might help the cooks to do the things below? 

Unit 8: Implementation 
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a. To plan and produce delicious, nutritious, economical meals which will appeal to clients

Ready-made materials 

Real-life resources 

b. To get better nutritional value for money when shopping

Ready-made materials 

Real-life resources 

c. To use cooking methods which conserve nutritional value

Ready-made materials 

Real-life resources 

d. To apply strict food safety practices

Ready-made materials 

Real-life resources 

4.2 Activating and adapting existing materials 

 Activity 11 Activating IEC 

A. Food-Based Dietary Guidelines 

Look at the suggestions for activating food-based dietary guidelines on p. 37-38 of the Student's Book. 

Unit 8: Implementation 
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Choose one and say 

a. what it should contain
b. how it can be used so that people are moved to action
c. how it can be re-used so that the effect is maintained.

Example: A short video is a very sustainable resource. Content:  It should be based on a few simple questions – e.g. 

Is sugar dangerous? What foods have a lot of sugar? How can we reduce sugar? How to use: Raise the questions, 

play the video and follow up by discussing the questions and what we can do personally. How to maintain: 

Anyone who has participated can reuse the video in exactly the same way. 

B. Five keys to safer food 

Look at p. 39 of the Student's Book. Suggest two ways the Centre can activate these posters so that 

 the messages are shared and reach those who need them

 they have some effect on practices in the community

 it does not cost much in time or money (e.g. you can’t re-design it, pay a translator or run special extra
sessions).

Focus on what staff and clients can do and make sure that clients are not left passive, just reading or listening, but 
are playing an active role. 

1. 

2.

Unit 8: Implementation 
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4.3 Language problems: adaptation 

 Activity 12 Rephrasing       assessed 

A. Malnourished mother 

The dialogue on p. 40 of the Student's Book  is from the script of a comic book story. The nutritionist’s points are 
numbered (1-6). 

a. Which three points did the mother probably understand?

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 

b. Reword the other points so that the mother is more likely to understand. The first one is done for you.

Number Rewording 

1 Example: Your children haven’t been eating properly and now they are very ill. 
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B. Colostrum 

Look at p. 42 of the Student's Book and complete the paragraph below. 

To breastfeed properly, mothers should… 

4.4 Online materials for nutrition education 

 Activity 13 Online materials 

Select one of the online resources in the document and find out about it on the internet. Comment on how useful it 
might be in your own context. Add a mention of any other good online materials you know. 

Section 5. Review & preparation for the tutorial 
(No writing required.) 

Unit 8: Implementation 
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Instructions for project work 

C. Completing the checklist 

After the meeting, review your project sessions so far. Below is a checklist of some aspects of the three sessions you 
have conducted. Which do you think have been particularly true? 

n.b. The contents of the checklist are not assessed – you can be as honest as you want to be. Complete it together. 

Checklist.   Have the sessions had: 

 a variety of activities 

 physical activity and direct hands-on experience (at home if not in the session) 

 eating, sharing and enjoying 

 recapping and recycling information in the session and outside 

 participants contributing own experience 

 participants taking away ideas/ questions and bringing back reactions and observations 

 some initiative from participants 

 good attendance 

 good organization 

 good timing 

Unit 8: Implementation 
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D. Writing up the report 

Project dossier (4): 

Part 1: Preparation 

Name  

Unit 8: Implementation 
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Part 2: Feedback from try-outs & new input 

Name  
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Part 3: General comments 

Name  
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Unit overview 

Background 

mplementing nutrition education is a very large field of activity. Some areas 
we have regretfully had to leave out of this unit. We list them here in case 
universities are interested in including them in a Masters level qualification 

or in an extension of this ENACT module. 

Organizing learning – how to institutionalize it, accommodate stakeholders, 
recruit and retain volunteers, fund capacity development and training, upscale 
pilots, decide timing, frequency and length. These have been major concerns in 
projects and programs and much has been learnt about what will and will not 
work in different contexts. The subject needs at least an extra unit. 

Creating a nutrition education program from scratch – for example to fill the 
many program gaps where nutrition education should be (e.g. in food security, 
school curricula, school feeding, growth monitoring). This was also too big a task 
to be covered in this unit. 

Creating nutrition education materials, e.g. for schools. This is an expert task 
and should only be tried when there is the possibility of piloting and revision. 

Using and adapting video material.   The increasing quantity of excellent video 
material on the internet should be more widely used in nutrition education. 
However, it needs to be used selectively; exploiting video well (rather than just 
showing a film) requires expertise and practice; and at the moment internet 
access is not available in many nutrition education settings. 

This unit focuses instead on a more fundamental priority. Information and 
messages, studied in Unit 7, are often the only available resource, but are 
seldom enough to build the familiarity, the social acceptance and the long-term 
influence needed to change dietary practice for the better. The unit looks at 
programs and activities which can fill this “implementation gap”. With some 
practical ideas and experience in this area students should be able to respond to 
the most immediate professional demands made on them. 

I 
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UNIT SUMMARY 

 The ‘Introduction’ (Section 1) highlights the “implementation gap” in
which information, messages and motivations are turned into established
social practices, using the stories of Amos, who is trying to cut down on
beer, and Fatou, who is trying to cut down on soda drinks.

 Section 2 ‘Creating programs’ looks at two proposals for nutrition
education, one in a school district and one in a hospital, which aim to
reinforce existing programs with practice and support. Students assess
these proposals, then design some elements of a nutrition education
program themselves.

 In Section 3 ‘Learning activities’ students try out several well-known
learning activities, decide what they are good for and how they might
help to carry out a program.

 In Section 4 ‘Learning resources’ students compare ready-made learning
materials (e.g. posters, leaflets) with real-life resources (food, kitchens,
markets) and suggest resources of both kinds for a course for cooks.
Finally, they look at how to activate and adapt existing materials, and
take a look at some materials available online.

In students’ own project meeting, participants report on attempts to increase 
the amounts and variety of fruits and vegetables consumed. This is followed by a 
focus on specific micronutrient-rich fruits and vegetables; participants undertake 
to find out more and to report back the following week. Students write a report 
on the meeting. 

n.b. There are some project reports from other ENACT students in the Unit 8 
Resources ‘Some project reports’, 5, pp. 39-44. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

4

 Information and messages are not enough. What else is needed to
change practices?

 How is a nutrition education program developed?

 What are some common learning activities, why do them, and how?

 What resources and materials are needed?

 How can existing resource materials be activated or adapted?

 What materials are available online?
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Design and implement learning programs and 

activities in line with project objectives and best practices 

This unit will help students to 

 design a program of activities to realize given objectives

 recognise important principles for standard learning activities and how
to use them in nutrition education

 suggest and select learning activities for given scenarios

 assess learning resources  for their practicability and probable effect

 activate and adapt existing information, education and communication
materials.

For their own project, they will 

 hold a third meeting with the project group to

o gather and discuss feedback on participants' first experiments
with diet

o discuss solutions to common problems

o share knowledge and experience of some micronutrient-rich fruits
and vegetables

o set up a task for the following meeting to explore attitudes and
practices with other such fruits and vegetables.

5
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Cross-cutting elements 

Special dietary needs The unit draws on a range of cases and also recycles 
several of those studied in the previous units. Schools 
and hospitals are the main settings, with a focus on 
breastfeeding and snacking. 

Gender issues Women’s role and status as household cooks is the 
focus of the “unfinished story” discussion activity in the 
Unit 8 Resources; gender is also a significant element in 
the introductory cases of Amos and Fatou and their 
problems with drinks. 

Communication skills Understanding and using a range of communicative 
learning activities (e.g. role-play, quizzes) for specific 
purposes; adapting technical language to a lay 
audience. 

Study skills Putting instructions into practice; case study analysis. 

6
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Supporting project work 

Materials and resources 

 Students are expected to prepare a few food cards for this project session
and a “colour code”. There are suggestions for no-cost approaches, but
small supplies of coloured card and marker pens would be helpful, and
somewhere to store them.

 Students are also advised to take a sample of the fruit or vegetable they
are promoting as a snack. If students say they cannot afford this, do not
insist, but do stress that only a token is needed. For example, one
banana or carrot in slices is enough for a project group, and the cost can
be divided between the project team.

Monitoring visit 

If you are planning a monitoring visit to students’ projects, the third project 
meeting in this unit would be a good time. 

 Students have got to know their project participants and should be at
ease with them.

 The session is well programmed and easy to run, although it needs good
preparation.

 Participants will be talking about their first efforts to improve their diets
(at this point any improvement is to be commended) and discussing
obstacles and ways to continue. It is a good opportunity to see how
students encourage discussion and initiative.

 Students are also being asked to evaluate their own approach: the
completed checklist in the Student’s Book will be included in their project
report. This can supplement the tutors’ review and advice.

Your visit should be informal, supportive and as unobtrusive as possible. You may 
wish to add your comments on the session to the students’ project reports. 

Preparation for the tutorials 

Your own experience.   Before the tutorials: 

 recall your own experience of nutrition education programs and specific
activities

7
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 get acquainted with documents 1 and 2 in the Unit 8 Resources (the two
case studies and the set of learning activities), and identify which learning
activities you could endorse (or not) from personal experience

Preparation for Activity 6 ‘Trying out activities’.   Check that students know 
what to do for Activity 6 in preparation for their tutorial presentations. The 
guidelines given in the Preparation for Unit 81 are reproduced in the box below. 

Student presentations of learning activities (Activity 6) 

Students cannot just read about learning activities: they must be tried out and 
experienced. In Activity 6 students are expected to try out some activities and 
prepare in groups to present them in tutorials. Each presentation should take 15-
20 mins. Two can be done in the mid-unit tutorial and two in the final tutorial. 

Organizing the work for Activity 6: 

 Students divide into groups of 3 or 4.

 A set of activities (A, B, C or D) is allocated to each group.

 Each group member studies one of the activities in the allocated set and
tries it out (e.g. with a friend).

 The group meets to prepare a presentation (15-20 mins). In the
presentation they should mention the activities they have studied and
what they are good for (5 mins), and then carry out one activity with the
class (15 mins). The activity must be actually done, not simply described.

n.b. If there are too many students for every group to do a presentation, take a 
sample of groups, and ask other groups to comment on what is done by the 
presenters, either in the tutorial or in writing. 

Further activities in tutorials 

If time permits, there are extra activities in both tutorials. 

1 Preparation for Unit 8 in Unit 7 Tutor’s Guide and the PowerPoint introduction to Unit 8
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messages or language for rounding out Section 4.
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Mid-unit tutorial.   A quiz for students to experience the learning value of 
question and answer in quiz form. 

Final tutorial.   A further case study ‘Dr Muxi’s leaflets’ on how to activate IEC 
materials. If you plan to use this, check through the briefing material in the 
Annex and the introductory PowerPoint ‘The case of Dr Muxi’s leaflets’. 

The mid-unit tutorial 

The mid-unit tutorial should be held after students have completed Sections 1-3, 
up to Activity 8. You will find suggested answers and comments in the Full 
Answer Key for Tutors.

n.b. Timing is important in this tutorial, as at least two student presentations 
have to be fitted in. 

1. Introduction 10 mins 

 Students report on progress and problems so far

 As regards their project work, discuss whether they have all

o organized the meeting with project participants

o prepared and rehearsed the meeting

o had some ideas about a suitable snack to take (n.b. it need only be a
sample!).

o If not, they should think about it soon.

 Check that students are prepared to make their presentation-
demonstrations for Activity 6, and agree which groups will do them (at
least two groups in this tutorial). Remind them that they have to actually
demonstrate the activity, not just describe it and that they will have only
20 minutes each.

9
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2. Discussing the coursework 100 mins

Students’ presentations 

In general: 

 If there is real disagreement, discuss it: it may be important.

 Encourage students to answer each other (some polite disagreement is
desirable).

(Section 1 Sb. Introduction) 

Recall the two major phases of nutrition education – the “front end” (research, 
messages, objectives) and the “long tail” of practice, habituation, discussion, 
feedback and promotion which should follow. Students explain the illustration of 
the implementation gap in 1.1 and explain the importance of filling it. 

Activity 1: Problems with drinks (self-checking & tutorial discussion)
Students say which story they studied and which strategies they thought were 
most likely to help Amos or Fatou (question b) and why. They may want to 
agree or disagree with the comments in the Student’s Key and say whether they 
advocated willpower or changing the game (question c). Sum up some of the 
principles for success that students identify (e.g. social influences, direct action, 
distraction, changing habits, life skills. Bring out the importance of individual 
differences.

(Section 2 Sb. Creating programs) 

For programs, as for individuals, the main question is What will work? Mention 
successful or unworkable projects you have seen and pass on tips from your own 
experience. 

Activity 2: Two program proposals (assessed) 
Students have responded to either the school program (Case A) or the hospital 
breastfeeding program (Case B). This question is assessed, so do not go through 
the answers in detail. Instead, students spend a few minutes in pairs telling each 
other the “imagined stories” and discussing how realistic they sound (question i). 
Add your own comments. 

Activity 3: Reality check (self-checking)
Students say if they agreed with the Key. Take this opportunity to reiterate the 
importance of realistic expectations. A problem with many educators is that they 
believe people will change what they think and do overnight.
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Activity 4: Creating a program (assessed)
This major assessed activity gives students a wide choice of subject. Students say 
if there was any difficulty in making the choice or in understanding what was to 
be done. Say you look forward to reading their program ideas. 

(Section 3 Sb. Learning activities) 

Students look through the starting list of learning activities and briefly pick out 
those they know well and those they are not so familiar with. 

Point out that most education systems and programs do not use most of these 
activities. 

Activity 5: Starting position (opinion question)
Raise the question: Do these activities have any real advantages compared (for

example) with traditional approaches? Students say briefly where they stand; 
give your own opinion.

Activity 6: Trying out activities (to be presented in the tutorial)
The second question is Which have the most to offer? The only way to find out is 
through experience at both the facilitating and the receiving end. In this activity 
students have each tried out one learning activity and shared the experience 
with their group, who should be prepared to demonstrate one learning activity in 
the tutorial.

Call on at least two groups (more if possible) to make their presentation/ 
demonstration. 
Allow 20 minutes for each. 

Activity 7: Final choice (tutorial discussion)
From their experience in Activity 6, students have decided which of the learning 
activities they think are most useful and why.

 Read out the activities, get a show of hands and write up the votes.

 Students give reasons for their top three choices.

 Add your own comments and recommendations.

 Stress that their decisions must be provisional, especially if they are not
familiar with all the activities or have not seen them done well.

Activity 8: Activities in a program (assessed) 
So how do the activities fit into a program? Mention that this activity follows up 
the cases in Activity 2. The learning activities in the school program are more 
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planned and structured; the hospital training and the community program are 
also planned but are more individual, and the women’s role is mainly support.

Extra activity: quiz 

If time allows, do a quick quiz with the class in two teams (see box). 

Then discuss its learning value as a substitute for, or supplement to, direct 
instruction such as reading OR “teacher talk”. 

Quick quiz for nutrition students 

Tell us: 

1. Two foods which are plant stems (e.g. celery, rhubarb, sugar cane)
2. A food which is a flower bud (broccoli, artichoke)
3. Two drinks made from seeds (e.g. coffee, coconut milk)
4. Two fruits full of oil (e.g. olive, avocado)
5. An underground food which is in fact a modified leaf (e.g. onion, garlic)
6. A kind of bark which is used as a spice (cinnamon).

3. Looking forward 10 mins 

Check with students that they will be able to complete the unit before the final 
tutorial, including the meeting and the report. 

Wish them happy working. 
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The final tutorial 

1. Check on completed work 15 mins 

Students report if they have successfully completed all the activities. 

Project work.   Check on progress with the project meetings. Students report any 
difficulties or successes and comment briefly on the checklist they completed in 
their project report (at the end of the Student’s Book). Was there anything that 
they felt came out very well? Anything that could be better? 

Guiding questions.   Look again through the Guiding Questions. Students recall 
their answers at the beginning of the unit and say if they have anything to add.  

Online learning activities.   Check that students have found out about online 
learning activities and noted important points on a card/piece of paper. Ask 
them to pin them up on a board or wall for later. 

Presentation-demonstrations of learning activities.   Remind students that we 
have some more presentations to complete: the tutorial will start with these. 

2. Follow up on coursework 90 mins 

Final presentation-demonstrations.   Two more groups make their presentation/ 
demonstrations of learning activities (40 mins) following up Activity 6.

(Section 4 Sb. Learning resources) 

Activity 9: Learning materials and real-life resources (self-checking) 
What are ready-made resources and real-life resources? Students give a few 
examples of real-life resources and ready-made resources. They then discuss 
their relative value, calling on their answers to question b and the introductory 
examples dealing with sanitation and food hygiene. n.b. There is much to be said 
for both kinds of resource: the aim is to see the full picture, and also to make full 
use of what is actually there.

Activity 10: Props for cooks (self-checking)
Students think of the resources required for a course in nutrition education for 
cooks. Since answers are open, there are many possibilities. Students say if they 
found other resources to add to the ones in the answer key.
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Activity 11: Activating IEC (self-checking & tutorial discussion)
Students have worked in pairs to produce creative ideas for activating IEC, 
choosing either national food-based dietary guidelines or a food safety poster. In 
the tutorial, pairs join up with other pairs to make groups of four, present their 
plans and pick out the best ideas to share with the class. Circulate and listen in. If 
ideas are of high quality, give this exercise more time. 

Activity 12: Rephrasing (assessed) 
Why it is difficult for many nutritionists to make themselves understood? Two 
students (only) volunteer to read out before-and-after versions of (A) the 
hospital nutritionist’s advice in the dialogue for schools, and (B) the colostrum 
passage. Other students comment and suggest improvements. 

Activity 13: Online resources (tutorial discussion) 
Referring to the information they have posted up, students report briefly on any 
promising materials they found, so that the whole class can benefit.

You may also want to discuss with the class the possibility of creating a small 
library or bank of learning materials and visual aids for students to look through 
and try out. With online resources available, the only cost is downloading and 
printing a copy. If all share the work of research it is easy to do and makes a good 
project. 

Extra tutorial activity 

If time permits, do ‘The case of Dr Muxi’s leaflets’. The notes are in the Annex 
at the end of this Guide. 

 The case outline and instructions are self-explanatory. They are in the
Student’s Book for reference, in the Annex and also in the introductory
PowerPoint of The Case.

 Some comments and suggestions to add to the tutor’s own are also given
in the Annex.

 Procedure:

o Introduce the case with the short PowerPoint ‘The case of Dr Muxi’s
leaflets’.

o Students work in groups to produce ideas for activating and extending
a hospital’s nutrition education in the community.

o Groups make final three-minute presentations of their ideas.
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3. Preparation for Unit 9 15 mins 

An introductory power point is available containing the guiding questions, unit 
objectives, an outline of the outside activity and other questions to be discussed 
for Unit 9. It covers the same ground as the notes below. 

Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 9 and encourage students 
to suggest some answers, to establish the way they see things at the moment. It 
is good if there are different answers and some different points of view. Remind 
them that they will come back to the guiding questions in the final tutorial. 

Prepare project work.   Go through the project work for Unit 9. Discuss any 
problems of implementation. Point out that Section 6 should be done before 
holding the last meeting of the project, even if it means breaking the order in the 
unit. Mention that they will be developing evaluation questionnaires, which 
should be checked by their tutor, and that they may need to make a few 
photocopies. 

Optional sections.   In the Tutor’s Folder there is an extra section with further 
work on the basic process of outcome evaluation. Students who are interested 
may request it from the tutor. 

Date and time of next tutorials.   Arrange or confirm the time of the next 
tutorials. For the mid-unit tutorial, students should have completed Sections 1-3, 
Activities 1-10. 
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Annex: The case of Dr Muxi’s leaflets

Materials 

The resource materials are at the end of the Student’s Book. 

They are also available on the short introductory PowerPoint ‘The case: Dr 
Muxi’s leaflets’. 

a. Present the case, using the PowerPoint OR talking through the resource
materials in the Student’s Book.

b. Ask the six questions

1. Who needs the information?
2. Who can use the materials?
3. How can they be used?
4. How can they fit into existing activities and procedures?
5. How can they have most effect?
6. How can they continue to have an effect?

c. Students brainstorm in groups what Dr Muxi can do to ensure that everyone
learns, actions/ materials have maximum impact, materials are not wasted,
impact is evaluated (if possible). They should consider:

 settings for action

 the best use of the existing leaflets

 other kinds of IEC – posters, badges, labelling, demonstrations, songs.
Don’t forget that no-one has much spare time and there is very little
money.

They should come up with one economical, easy, effective idea. 

d. Groups present their ideas. They have three minutes!
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For the tutor: Comments on the Case study 

Q1. Who needs the information? 

There are at least four groups who need better nutrition understanding: the 
hospital patients, the medical students, the health professionals in the various 
facilities and possibly the hospital management. Each has different needs. 

Q2. Who can use it? 

Students can get information out there, health professionals can activate it, and 
hospital patients and clinic clients can take it away and use it. 

Qs 3-6. How can the leaflets be used? 

This is the subject of the group work, which has to take into account the settings, 
the existing procedures, the potential effectiveness of the action and how it can 
be maintained (the remaining three questions). 

General advice 

 Natural human interactions should be used as much as possible.

 All written or visual IEC should be accompanied by suggestions for action/
interaction.

 Health staff or medical students should (wherever possible) try out
suggestions before putting them into practice, and report back on their
experiences.

Some ideas for activating IEC materials 

Students may think of plenty more! 

Procedures with posters.   To get maximum value out of a poster, here are some 
ideas: 

 Clinic staff/medical students practise explaining posters to
patients/clients

 Staff or students explain posters to waiting patients and answer
questions (or first ask the patients to explain the poster, and start a
dialogue)

 Patients or clients explain the poster to others who are waiting

 Waiting children (or even parents) copy the poster on free blank half-size
poster sheets, then post them up at home or school and explain them to
their families or friends.
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 Children test their parents and friends (or vice versa) on what the poster
says.

 Posters are circulated to schools, with suggestions for discussion and
action.

 Schoolchildren make up simple cautionary stories, with their own
drawings of the protagonists, to stick up around the posters.

 Old posters can be cut up into do-it-yourself jigsaws for children.

Our Chief of Police Jonah eats huge meals 
and sits at his desk all day. He is getting 
very fat and has already had one heart 
attack. 

Badges 

Students put single nutrition questions on large homemade cardboard badges – 
e.g. Who needs Five A Day? Why do we like these colours? (green-orange-yellow), 
with the answer on the back. They pin on the badges whenever they go to the 
field. When someone reads off the question, they answer it, then sign the badge, 
hand it over, and ask the new badge-holder to repeat the process with someone 
else. 

Leaflets 

 Leaflets have very simple clear questions on the front and answers on the
back – e.g.

o How many fruits do you eat every day? How many vegetables? Why
does it matter?

o What are three ways a child can do better at school?

Staff use the questions for counselling, then hand over the leaflet to be taken 
away. 

 For leaflets giving specific advice, add a counselling sheet with
appropriate questions –

o Which of these actions do you think you can take?

o How will you do it?
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o Are there any problems? How can they be tackled?

o Who will support and encourage you?

o How will you keep it up?

o When can we talk about it again?

These can be used for counselling, or patients take the questions away to discuss 
with others. 

 Make leaflets hard to get. Put up a notice to say that they are available on
request.

 Improve the language of existing leaflets – e.g. the sample extract can be
made more accessible by

o lowering the level of technical and medical knowledge required

o giving more specific examples and advice

o spelling out the risks and benefits more urgently and clearly

o lowering the expectations – most populations can’t achieve five a day

o making the visual locally relevant (the plate shows a western diet +
knife and fork)

o giving advice which is not so exclusively focused on the nutrition
transition.

Rewriting the leaflet would be a good task for nutrition students. 

Labelling 

 A hand-out gives suggestions of handmade labels which can be displayed
in cafeterias, on drinks machines etc.

 A hand-out gives guidelines for hospital food and refreshments.

Tests and demonstrations 

Health staff have a battery of simple visual tests and demonstrations which they 
can use in their work. Mini-demonstrations can show 

 the iodine in salt

 the quantity of fat in fried food (roll it in kitchen paper)

 how many spoons of sugar there are in a fizzy drink

 how much green vegetable to add to infants’ porridge

 the amount of starch in a potato (grate it into water and let starch sink to
bottom)
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Students do a project to identify what health staff find difficult to explain to 
particular audiences and to devise suitable mini-demonstrations. 
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UNIT 9 

• The end of this course is in sight, and your
project will have its last meeting in this unit.  It is
time to look back and assess the experience.
This is part of the process of evaluation.

• Throughout the unit your task is to identify the
needs for evaluation in nutrition education, to
convince others of its importance and to
promote participant involvement.
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• What is monitoring and evaluation and what 

types and levels are there? 
• Why is evaluation important?  What is it for? 
• What is special about evaluation for nutrition 

education? 
• What is the full evaluation process and what 

expertise does it require? 
• What can be done informally, on a small scale? 
• How can/should all the players be involved? 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:  
Recognise the need for evaluation and develop an 
evaluation outlook 
 
This unit will help you to: 
• identify types, levels, stages and steps of monitoring 

and evaluation 
• recognise and explain the purposes and uses of 

evaluation and its value in demonstrating 
effectiveness of interventions and improving 
approaches 

• interpret evaluation reports and say how the findings 
can be used 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

• recognize the urgent need for evaluation in 
nutrition education and the current gaps in 
program design 

• argue for nutrition education evaluation and 
propose an M&E project component 

• justify and promote participant involvement 
in evaluation 

• personally develop an “evaluation outlook” 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

For your own project, you will 
• identify the purposes of your own project 

evaluation 
• design and carry out a participant evaluation 

and write a report 
• use project evaluation findings to improve 

your own approach 
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PROJECT 

• In the last project meeting you will discuss 
progress, review and extend knowledge of 
micronutrient-rich fruits and vegetables and 
discuss the future. 

• Immediately after this meeting the participants 
will do their own evaluation. You plan and 
organize this but you do not participate in it. 

• Your project report will describe the 
preparation, the conduct and content of the 
session and the findings of the evaluation. 
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OPTIONAL SECTION 

• There is an extra section with further 
work on the BASIC PROCESS OF 
OUTCOME EVALUATION. 

• Those who are interested should  
ask their tutor for a copy. 
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SECTION 6 

• Section 6 is about preparing the participant 
evaluation for your project.  
It comes near the end of the  
unit because it follows  
logically from Section 5, but  
it needs to be done before  
you hold your last meeting. 

• Project teams can work through Section 6 
when they need it, any time during the unit. 
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STUDENT’S KEY 

In this unit you can correct some of the activities 
yourself in the Student Key at the end of the 
workbook.    
• Think about the question,  

discuss it and answer it  
BEFORE consulting the Key,  
even if you are in a hurry.  

• Your tutor will check your  
workbook to see if you  
have done this.  

Otherwise you will only learn like a parrot! 
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TUTORIALS 

For the first tutorial you need to complete  
• Sections   1 - 3 
• Activities 1 – 10 
• and take time to look at Section 6! 
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Enjoy your work! 
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Unit overview 

UNIT SUMMARY 

he end of this module is in sight, and your project will have its last 
meeting in this unit. It is time to look back and assess the experience. 
This is part of the process of evaluation. 

Throughout the unit your task is to identify the needs for evaluation in nutrition 
education, to convince others of its importance and to promote participant 
involvement. 

 Section 1 ‘What is evaluation?’ shows how evaluation extends through
the whole process of an intervention and is planned from the start. You
identify different types of evaluation and their place in the project cycle.

 In Section 2 ‘Main evaluation actions’ you look at the main activities
involved in evaluation and interpret the evaluation findings of an
integrated intervention. Finally you propose an evaluation for a small
project on better breakfasts in schools.

 In Section 3 ‘Why evaluate?’ you examine the purposes and uses of
evaluation and apply them first to your own mini-project and then to
other real examples, giving some consideration to the importance of
learning from failure. You distinguish between evaluation expertise and
evaluation outlook and assess your own evaluation outlook.

 ‘Evaluation in nutrition education’ (Section 4) presents and analyses the
main evaluation gaps in nutrition education design. You practise
explaining needs and proposing improvements, and use an established
international checklist to rate an existing project (your own).

 Section 5 ‘Who evaluates?’ makes the case for participatory evaluation
as well as professional evaluation, proposing that everyone can develop
an “evaluation outlook”. You add some participatory M&E activities to
the evaluation you proposed in Section 2.

 Section 6 ‘Your own project evaluation’ is specifically for preparing your
participants’ evaluation of your own project. It can be done at any time
before the last project meeting, along with the usual ‘Instructions for
project work’.

T 
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 In the final Section 7 ‘Review & preparation for the tutorial’ you check
activities and review your opinions about evaluation in preparation for
the final tutorial.

n.b. An extra section, ‘Basic process of outcome evaluation’, outlines the 
essential steps in more detail and gives a little practice in them. If you are 
interested, ask your tutor. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What is monitoring and evaluation and what types and levels are there?

 Why is evaluation important? What is it for?

 What is special about evaluation for nutrition education?

 What is the full evaluation process and what expertise does it require?

 What can be done informally, on a small scale?

 How can/should all the players be involved?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Recognise the need for evaluation and develop 

an evaluation outlook 

This unit will help you to 

 identify types, levels, stages and steps of monitoring and evaluation

 recognise and explain the purposes and uses of evaluation and its value
in demonstrating effectiveness of interventions and improving
approaches

 interpret evaluation reports and say how the findings can be used

 recognize the urgent need for evaluation in nutrition education and the
current gaps in program design

 argue for nutrition education evaluation and propose an M&E project
component

 justify and promote participant involvement in evaluation

 personally develop an “evaluation outlook”.

5
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For your own project, you will 

 identify the purposes of your own project evaluation

 design and carry out a participant evaluation and write a report

 use project evaluation findings to improve your own approach.

OUTSIDE ACTIVITY FOR PROJECT WORK 

The last stages of your mini-project are mostly for looking back and forward: 
reviewing, evaluating and planning for the future. 

 In the project meeting you will discuss progress, extend knowledge of
micronutrient-rich fruits and vegetables and review knowledge.

 Immediately after this meeting the participants will do their own
evaluation. You plan and organize this but you do not participate in it.

 Your report on the session includes a report on the evaluation findings.

Aims.   The specific aims of the project meeting in this unit are to

 check on progress in fruit and vegetable consumption

 discuss the value and use of further micronutrient-rich fruit and
vegetables

 review knowledge from the last three sessions

 wind up

 (for participants) evaluate the sessions.

What to do immediately.   To see what you need to prepare, look now at 

 Section 6 (to prepare the participant evaluation)

 ‘Instructions for project’ work at the end of the unit.

6
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Main text and study activities 

 Introduction: What is evaluation? Section 1.
You have experimented with your own diet and your own project and you have 
looked at dozens of nutrition education campaigns, projects and programs. It’s 
natural to ask questions like these: 

Does it work? 

Why? Why not? 

Will it last? 

These are evaluation questions. 

Evaluation is: 

A purposeful, systematic and careful collection and analysis of information used 
for the purpose of documenting the effectiveness and impact of programs, 
establishing accountability and identifying areas needing change and 
improvement. (Wall n.d.) 

Evaluation is attracting more and more attention. People want to see results. 
Policymakers and donors want to see that money is not wasted. 

However, evaluation is complex and often not well understood, not well done or 
not well used. In nutrition education it may be lacking or misdirected. Getting it 
done, getting it done properly, and getting the findings applied are some of your 
main challenges as nutrition educators. 

This unit is not a course in evaluation. Learning to do evaluation professionally 
takes a lot of expertise and practice - for example the World Bank (2004) 
recommends several days of training for every element of evaluation. Instead, in 
this unit we want to do these things: 

 convince you that evaluation matters, especially for nutrition education

 introduce some basic principles

 show what is urgently needed

7
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 discuss who is involved and how

 prepare you for your own project evaluation.

If you have time you can also look through a minimum evaluation process in an 
extra section. Ask your tutor. 

1.1 Evaluation questions 

Here’s the story of a household nutrition “project”. 

Look at it closely. Was it successful? 

Buying beans 

a. Mama has taken advice about the household diet and has decided that the
family should eat more beans.

b. She sends Edward on his bicycle to buy beans at the market.
He is fast and willing. However there is no carrier on the
bicycle and Edward is not a good shopper.
He buys beans which are mouldy and
expensive and on the way back he
falls off, loses half the beans
and hurts his knee.

Next time Mama sends Edward’s little sister Mildred. She 
is slow but capable. She brings back 10 kg of good beans. 

©FAO/Jose Cendon 

©FAO/Olivier Asselin 
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c. The family eats better for several weeks.

d. Mildred learns to ride Edward’s bicycle and becomes the family’s main
food shopper.

 Activity 1 Buying beans (1) 

To evaluate this “project”, here are some questions we could ask. Answer them 
orally first. Then check in the Student’s Key. 

a. Mama’s plan

1. More beans for the family is the aim - is this what is needed?

2. What is Mama’s initial strategy for getting the beans? Is it a good one?

b. The shopping

3. How does the shopping go? What goes wrong and why?

4. How is it put right? What happens in the end?

c. After the shopping

5. Do they achieve what they aimed at?

d. In the longer run

6. Will this change in practice last?

7. What else has changed and for whom? Is it important?

9
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1.2 Types and stages of evaluation 

Even on this small scale, such “evaluation questions” make sense. People make 
decisions like these every day. 

In a formal evaluation, the questions are much the same, but the stages and 
types of evaluation are distinct and have their own names. 

Do you know them all? Check in the table below. 

Sample questions from an IYCF 
project 

Program design evaluation

(can be done any time, including in the 
design stage of an intervention) 

 Is this what is needed?

 Are the assumptions correct?

 Is the approach effective?

 Can the activities continue and
the effects last? (assessment of
sustainability)

 Do mothers need to learn
better IYCF? Are the
objectives right?





Monitoring or process evaluation

(during interventions) 

 Are we making progress?

 If not, why not? How can we put
it right?

Checking actions and outputs during the 
intervention, keeping track, adjusting 
activities. 

 Are the mothers learning?

 Are they attending meetings?

 Are the facilitators doing a
good job?

 Were they trained?

 What are the difficulties?

10
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Sample questions from an IYCF 
project 

Outcome evaluation

(at the end, or every year in an ongoing 
program) 

 What have we achieved?

 How does it compare with
before? And with others?

 Where do we go from here?

Followed by dissemination and 
discussion. 

 Have mothers adopted better
IYCF practices?

 Will they maintain the
practices?

 Are the children healthier?

 Who needs to know?

Impact assessment

(during/after implementation) 

 What has changed, and for
whom? (positive or negative,
intentional or not)

 Will this last? (assessment of
sustainability)

 Are new practices still going?

 Have they spread?

 Are mothers spending more
or less money on food?

 What else has changed?

n.b. You will find definitions of different kinds of evaluation at the end of this 
unit. 

 Activity 2 Buying beans (2) 

Compare the types and stages of evaluation in the table with the four sets of 
questions you asked and answered in ‘Buying Beans (1)’. What kind of evaluation 
does each set of questions represent? 

Discuss first, then check in the Student’s Key. 

a. Questions about Mama’s plan

b. Questions about the shopping

11
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c. Questions about the results

d. Questions about the longer run

Evaluation in the project cycle 

You are already familiar with the project cycle, which establishes goals and 
objectives through situation analysis and then sets up activities which are 
intended to lead to the goals. You have been involved in this process all through 
this module. 

Here it is again: 

A. Formative 
research 
•Research the situation
•Identify needs and

aims

B. Intervention 
design 
•Develop objectives
•Decide strategy/

approach

C. Implementation 
•Carry out activities
•Fix problems

 D. Results 
•See what has

happened
•Think about what

comes next

E. Later 
•Effects are maintained

(or not)
•There are other side-

effects

We need beans 

Decide to buy/ 

cook beans 

Send Edward to 

the market 

Edward goes to the market 

Mildred goes to the market 

Mama cooks beans 

Family eats beans 

Family goes on 

eating beans? 

Mildred goes 

shopping on 

bike 
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 Activity 3 Evaluation in the project cycle 

Where do the different kinds of evaluation fit into the project cycle? 

a. Label the diagram above with the different kinds of evaluation.
(nb. One part of the cycle is not normally evaluated by itself).

b. Which one of these kinds of evaluation seems to you most important?

Why? (The reasons are more important than the choice). 

Some Ghana students gave top priority to process evaluation. Do you agree? 

 “Implementation or process evaluation is important because it does not
wait until the harm has been done, it corrects along the process.”

 “It is important to know where adjustments need to be made for a
fruitful outcome.”

 “It can benefit from feedback from participants along the way.”

SUMMARY OF SECTION 1: WHAT IS EVALUATION? 

Evaluation looks at the aims and approach of an intervention, how it is 
conducted, its outcomes and its impact. It is not an add-on or an afterthought, 
but part of the framework of an intervention, and needs to be planned from the 
start. Formal evaluation is an extensive and expensive undertaking, with 
prescribed actions and rigorous controls to ensure valid findings. 

This question 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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 Main evaluation actions Section 2.
So what do evaluators do?  

What are typical evaluation actions? Why are they needed? 

Read about the main actions below, then complete the summaries in Activity 4. 

2.1 Main actions in a formal evaluation 

Assessing the overall design 

We first need to look at the project document containing the objectives, the 
strategy/approach and the proposed activities, and try to understand the 
program logic (gloss) - that is, the assumption that these activities will produce 
the desired results. We ask questions like these: 

 Will this intervention meet the needs? Are these objectives the best
things to do? Are they based on adequate formative research (situation
analysis, KAPP survey, literature review etc.)? Do they take account of
previous experience?

 Are the strategy and approach right? Will they have the effects we want?
Do they take account of theory and best practice? Are the strategies for
sustainability feasible?

 Are the activities feasible? Can they be done in the time? Are there
enough funds? Is the capacity available?

You will see a more comprehensive checklist in Section 4 (The Assessment 
Checklist). 

Baseline and endline studies 

We need to know the situation before the intervention, so that we can compare 
it with the situation at the end and see what has changed. This is the reason for 
making a preliminary “baseline study” (gloss) of the practices, influences, 
knowledge, attitudes, circumstances, resources and obstacles which are there 
before the intervention begins. We ask questions like: What are people eating?

What do they think about it? A baseline study may include questionnaires, 
interviews, focus group discussions, records, data from documents etc. It 
includes many of the questions asked in a situation analysis (as in Unit 6) but 
focuses on what is targeted in the objectives. 

The baseline study is paralleled by an endline study (almost identical content; 
gloss) which is done at or near the end of the intervention. Its findings are 
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compared with the baseline findings to see what has changed and if the 
objectives have been met. 

If the intervention involves large numbers of people, the evaluators need to 
select a representative sample of participants for these studies, keeping in mind 
age, gender, socio-economic class, environment and other parameters. 

Control group 

We not only need to look before and after, we also need to know that the 
results are due to this intervention, not to other external events and influences. 
The idea is to try to see what would have happened if there had been no 
intervention. We therefore need to set up a parallel control group (gloss), 
with similar characteristics, circumstances and influences to those of the 
experimental group, if possible quite far away, so they will not be influenced by 
the intervention. The same baseline and endline surveys have to be done with 
both groups, preferably around the same time. At the end there will therefore 
be at least four sets of data to compare: 

Before After 

Experimental group Data Data 

Control group Data Data 

Monitoring 

During the intervention we want to check that we are making progress towards 
the outcomes. We therefore need indicators (gloss) – i.e. ways of measuring 
progress (milestones) or ways of checking that activities have been done 
properly (benchmarks). All these checks will be recorded and reported. E.g. if the 
objective is health workers become good facilitators, we might record that  

 half the 350 health workers have been trained (a milestone, 50% to go)

 a practical try-out shows that 60% of the workers follow at least 7 out of
10 of the recommended guidelines (a benchmark).

Some indicators will need quantities (e.g. numbers or percentages of health 
workers) and others will need criteria or standards (e.g. what it means to 
facilitate well). It is sometimes difficult to find good indicators which are easy to 
observe (e.g. how do you show how many households in a region are consuming 
iodised salt?). 
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Impact assessment 

This kind of assessment looks at long-
term changes that may be due to the 
intervention. They may be positive or 
negative, intended or unintended. 
Impact assessors can use the same 
instruments as baseline and endline 
studies. Focus groups help to capture 
unexpected outcomes. 

An impact assessment is often used to 
gauge whether the project’s effects 
have been sustained, i.e. how long new 
behaviours and attitudes last. This is 
particularly important in nutrition 
education because it is essential that 
new practices last and spread. 

 Activity 4 Evaluation actions 

Read through the section above on main evaluation actions. 

a. Fill in the summary table below. Do this for yourself before checking in the
Key. You will need to be able to explain each item clearly.

Evaluation actions What is it for? Why is it needed? 

1. Using a checklist for evaluating
project design 

2. Doing a baseline study

3. Doing an endline study

What was the impact? 

A social assistance program was set 
up to improve food security in low-
income families. The families were 
given vouchers for buying extra food. 

After some years, however, 
researchers found that the benefits 
were linked to increasing obesity 
among the beneficiaries: they were 
buying more food with their vouchers 
but not more healthy food. 

An education program was therefore 
introduced to help the participants 
practise healthy diet and lifestyle and 
spend their food vouchers wisely.  

(Savaiano et al. 2013) 
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Evaluation actions What is it for? Why is it needed? 

4. Establishing an experimental
group 

5. Establishing a control group

6. Using indicators

7. Assessing impact

b. Which of these activities are necessary to an outcome evaluation?

1 4 

2 5 

3 6 

c. Using the numbers, put all the actions in Qa above in the order they
would normally occur. Think about it!

n.b. If you are interested in doing more practice with the stages of an outcome 
evaluation, ask your tutor for the extra section, ‘Basic evaluation process’. 

Your answers 

will also be 

discussed in the 

tutorial 
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2.2 “Reading” an outcome evaluation 

The main goal of the ENAM project in Ghana was to improve the diet and 
nutritional status of children under five. However it had a number of diverse 
objectives, including nutrition education, and it evaluated the nutrition 
education component together with the others. 

We will look at the evaluation of this project for several reasons: 

 To see how it integrated several different sorts of objective

 To see how the evaluation was structured

 To practise “reading” the graphics and drawing the right conclusions

 To see if the project worked:  if this approach was successful and cost-
effective, it could be repeated elsewhere, for example in your country.
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assessed  Activity 5 The ENAM project evaluation 

Look at the Unit 9 Resources, 1, pp. 3-5, ‘The ENAM project evaluation’. 

 Read the brief description of the ENAM project.

 Study the graphics from the presentation of the evaluation findings.

 Answer the questions below.

a. What was the main aim of the project?

Good nutrition  Food security 

Nutrition education Income generation 

b. What kinds of outcome are shown in the evaluation slide?

Nutrition  Food security 

Nutrition education Income generation 

c. What groups of people are compared?

d. What kinds of nutrition education outcome are evaluated?

practices knowledge  

e. First box: Nutrition knowledge

1. Which groups improved their knowledge?

Control 
group only 

Intervention 
group only 

2. What is interesting about the answer to (1.)?

19
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f. Second box: Household food security

1. Were the two groups at the same level to start with?

Yes No 

2. Which group(s) improved?

Control 
group only 

Intervention 
group only 

3. Which group improved more?

Intervention group Control group 

g. Third box: Animal-source-food intake by children

1. Consumption of ASFs increased, but which foods?

poultry and fish   

powder all of them 

only livestock meats 

only poultry 

2. What do you conclude about children’s consumption of ASFs in the
intervention?

3. What do you conclude about children’s consumption of ASFs in the
control group?

h. Fourth box: Nutrition status (put A, B or C)

1. Which group’s nutrition status improved the most?

2. Which group’s nutrition status did not improve?

3. Which group’s nutrition status improved to some extent?

4. How do you explain this?

20
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i. What is the main finding of the evaluation?

j. If you were thinking of adopting this approach in your own country/district,
what else would you want to know? What questions would you ask?

2.3 Adding evaluation 

Now put evaluation activities into place in an actual program. 

 Activity 6 Better breakfasts 

There is strong evidence that children who eat before coming to school are more 
attentive in class and learn better. A national school service has therefore asked 
schools and parents to encourage children to eat a good breakfast at home 
before school. 

Alpha District is planning to use a small grant to develop a project called “Better 
Breakfasts” involving ten opt-in schools, children, parents and health services. 

The objectives are below (box). 

Objectives: better breakfasts for schoolchildren 

 Parents, schools, children and community believe in the value of a good
breakfast for health and school success.

 Parents, schools, children and community know what a good breakfast is
and how to make it.

 More schoolchildren eat breakfast, and better breakfast, before coming
to school.

 The changes are maintained.
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a. Check what the objectives cover:

Practices? Attitudes? 

Knowledge? Resources? 

Skills? Sustainability? 

At the moment no evaluation is planned. You and your colleagues would like to 
persuade the District to evaluate the project with your help, and with the 
participation of the schools, children, parents and health workers. 

If this comes off, which of the points below should be 

 found out before starting? Example: 1, 4, 9, 13, 14 

 looked at in the project design?

 monitored during the project?

 evaluated at the end?

 assessed in the long term (if possible)?

©FAO/Paballo Thekiso 
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1. the number of children eating breakfast and what they are eating

2. the value of school-parent-health service meetings to discuss progress

3. the suitability of the chosen activities for achieving the aims

4. parents’, schools’ and children’s attitudes to the value of breakfast

5. timely production of materials (e.g. school lessons, recipes) for promoting
breakfast

6. quality of school lessons

7. the time all the activities actually take

8. children’s and parents’ efforts to produce better breakfasts, and their
difficulties

9. how breakfast is regarded by the rest of the community

10. the number of ex-schoolchildren who still eat good breakfasts 5 years later

11. questions of feasibility and sustainability, e.g. circumstances, obstacles,
procedures (e.g. getting lessons into the curriculum), capacity (e.g. training
teachers), time frame (e.g. for creating a community recipe book, growing
other foods for breakfast consumption)

12. the possibility of setting up a control group (another set of ten schools)

13. the difference between these “better breakfast” schools and other schools

14. involvement and commitment of community leaders.

 Activity 7 Proposing M&E for better breakfasts 

You are invited to a joint meeting of the district Parent-Teachers Association 
(PTA), the Community Council and the Health Services. At this meeting you want 
to suggest a small M&E component in the Better Breakfasts project. 

On the next page are some things you might say (1-9), and on p. 25 there are 
some words (A to G) for filling in the blanks. 

 Write A to G in the blanks.

 Add something of your own at the end (Q. 10) to make it more persuasive.

 Then read it aloud to each other. Sound convincing!

n.b. You will present the finished version of the speech in the tutorial. 

n.b. If you do 

not agree with 

the Key, 

mention this in 

the tutorial. 
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1. Relating to the needs

''This breakfast project seems an 

excellent idea because … 

2. Looking at the objectives

"Your project is not just about 

what children eat. You have 

several kinds of aims … 3. Proposing M&E

''It would be a good idea to study

the scheme carefully to see how 

it goes. There are advantages in 

doing this … 

4. Making the offer

''If you are interested, we would be 

very glad to participate in this. We want

to see how the project will work and to

get more practice in research'' (Continue) 5. Describing the first steps

''What would it involve?  

There are some big steps that 

should be taken at the start … 

6. Outlining the baseline enquiry

''In particular there are some 

specific questions we need to ask 

before starting, for example … 7. Explaining the need for

monitoring 

''People will be taking part in 

many activities in the scheme: 

meetings, breakfast preparation, 

etc. The idea is to take careful 

note of what goes on week by 

week … 

8. Thinking about sustainability

''We will always be thinking 

about if the scheme can 

continue after the end of the 

year, and how. 

For example … 

9. Looking forward to outcome/impact evaluation

''At the end of the school year, there will be a meeting to discuss what we  

found out, talk about the effects and see if we have made progress. Then we can

decide what to do next." 
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Things to add 

A.  “How many children eat breakfast and what do they eat? Do people 
generally think breakfast is important? What do people think is a good 
breakfast? What do schools teach about breakfast?” 

B.  “You would be able to show that it works (or doesn’t work), improve the 
project and keep it going, perhaps get more funds.” 

C.  “We can all observe and discuss the activities and record what people say 
about them.” 

D.  “A good breakfast is brainfood! 

 It helps children to study well all morning

 It gives energy, builds the body and protects health

 It is a habit to set up for all your life.”

E.  “We need to: 

 find out what people already think, do and say – families, children,
teachers, health services (baseline KAPP study) – for example, what
people eat, how much time they have in the morning etc.

 study another district too, where they do not have this scheme, so we
can compare.”

F.  “For example, we need to think about 

 how people can pass on their understanding and skills to others

 keeping the subject on the agenda of the PTA

 keeping the school lessons going and improving them.”

G.  “As well as making sure that children have breakfast, everyone needs to 
know what a good breakfast is, and how to make one, and believe in its 
value for children at school.” 

Error message! 
Everything was just great!!! 

You will 

present your 

final version in 

the tutorial 
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Often an evaluation questionnaire
for participants is just a “feel-good smile sheet”  for 
participants to express  their general satisfaction and say 
that they enjoyed themselves and learnt a lot.  It is also 
often dreamed up at the last minute. But in an evaluation, 
everyone (especially participants) should be able to say what 
has concretely been achieved.
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Take an example. There have been some hands-on cooking lessons in a deprived 
neighbourhood to help householders make economical balanced meals and get 
their families eating them. You hear the two facilitators, Harry and Hope, having 
this discussion. Make a group of three and join the dialogue.  

Evaluation error 1: evaluation as an afterthought 

Harry:  Tomorrow’s the last session. Participants need to do an 
evaluation.  

Hope:  What shall we ask them? 

Harry:  Ask if they enjoyed it, if they learnt a lot, if they liked the 
refreshments. 

 You:  (add some questions in the space below) 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 2: MAIN EVALUATION ACTIONS 

Main evaluation actions spring from the situation analysis and the objectives of 
the intervention. The overall design, its purpose and strategy should be assessed. 
For the outcome evaluation a control group may be established, and a baseline 
study carried out, to be paralleled by an endline study to see what has changed. 
Indicators are established for measuring progress towards the objectives. Even in 
small informal evaluations it may be valuable to introduce some of these ideas 
and be able to explain them to the people involved. 

You will 

present your 

dialogue in the 

tutorial 
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 Why evaluate? Section 3.
Plenty of interventions are never formally evaluated. So why evaluate? 

According to Baker & Bruner (2010) there are three main purposes or uses of 
evaluation: 

a. For accountability: to show that the job has been done properly

 to donors, supervisors or employers, ministries

 to participants and stakeholders

b. For development: to see what works and what does not, and why

 in order to show progress, success (or failure)

 in order to improve the approach or select actions

c. For research: to provide the evidence base for policy and planning.1

These purposes may all be present, or one or two may be the main focus. 

3.1 Examples, purposes, uses 

For example, do you remember the food security program described in Unit 3? 

1 A lot of small-scale research is done in order to complete a Master’s degree. If it is well done
and produces valuable findings, it should be published.

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano
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Example: Changing actions, changing outlook 

 The “program logic” at the start was that if households increase food
production, children’s diet will improve.

 Monitoring during the program showed that activities were being carried
out as planned and food production was increasing significantly, but that
children’s diet was not improving.

 The program therefore introduced a nutrition education component to
improve child feeding practices.

 At the end of the program the final outcome evaluation showed that
increased production combined with education improved child feeding,
although still not enough. It identified illness due to poor sanitation as a
major contributor to child malnutrition.

 The project report challenged the original program logic, saying that
increasing food production was not enough in itself to improve diet. It
recommended that in the next phase nutrition education should
continue and sanitation should also be tackled.

 Activity 8 Uses of evaluation: an example 

a. What was the main use of evaluation in this project? Think about it!

For accountability For development For research

b. How exactly was it valuable?

 Activity 9 Evaluation in your project 

As you read the next section, ‘Purposes and uses of evaluation’, answer the 
questions in the text for your own project. At the end, come to a conclusion 
about the main reasons for your own project evaluation. You will report on this 
in the tutorial. 
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Purposes and uses of evaluation 

Any evaluation may have several uses, but most have a main purpose. 

A. For accountability 

A1. Accountability upwards 

Accounting “upwards” (to donors or sponsors, to government, to management) 
is one of the commonest reasons for monitoring during implementation and for 
showing successful results at the end. 

Staff and managers of projects and services need to show that the job has been 
properly done, e.g. funds have been spent and activities carried out as planned. 
This involves keeping accounts, paying attention to costs, planning work, 
measuring indicators, collecting data, producing reports and much more. In state 
programs the annual budget sometimes depends on proof that the job is done 
properly and the outcomes were worth the expense. 

In your own project (1): 

In your project you are accountable to your university through your tutors. 

What are you doing to keep them satisfied that you are doing it properly? 

A2. Accountability to participants and stakeholders 

An intervention should also be accountable to the participants and stakeholders - 
individuals, households, groups, communities. 

Often “participatory evaluation” is simply consultative: managers discuss aims 
and progress with participants and stakeholders, take their advice, report back to 
them periodically and discuss outcomes. This gives everyone a voice, shares 
essential information and experience and helps to ensure consumer satisfaction. 

However, it is not fully participatory. In a fully participatory evaluation, the main 
actors have their own objectives; monitor their own actions, their progress and 
the situation around them. This can build ownership and commitment and 
makes changes more sustainable: essential in improving personal and family 
diet. It can be done in parallel with a formal evaluation. 

The first principle 

“We hold ourselves 
accountable both to 
those we seek to 
assist and to those 
from whom we 
accept resources.” 
(IFRC 2011) 
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In your own project (2): 

How do participants check progress/ outcomes for themselves? 

Do they see it as their own business or as something imposed upon them? 

B. For development – to see what 

works and what does not, and why 

B1.To show progress and success (or 
failure) 

One of the main motives for 
evaluation is to see and measure 
success. 

Some kinds of evaluation are 
internationally standardised. In IYCF, 
for example, the indicators and 
evaluation framework developed by 
experts are available for use 
worldwide (WHO 2008). This enables 
countries and organizations to say 
where progress is being made, to 
monitor national progress and to 
compare with other countries and 
regions. 

More reasons for evaluating 

1. What gets measured gets done.

2. If you don't measure results, you
can't tell success from failure. 

3. If you can't see success, you can't
reward it. 

4. If you can't reward success, you're
probably rewarding failure. 

5. If you can't see success, you can't
learn from it. 

6. If you can't recognize failure, you
can't correct it. 

7. If you can demonstrate results, you
can win public support. 

(Popular saying, attributed to Osborne 
& Gaebler 1992) 
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Apart from wanting to see and measure success, there is a real need to show it 
too (to donors, participants, the public, the world). Visible success inspires 
participants and implementers and can also mean more funds and ammunition 
for advocacy. 

For nutrition education, which has been so little evaluated, it is a top priority to 
show that it can produce lasting changes in practices, attitudes and 
understanding. 

In your own project (3): 

What progress have you and your participants been able to see? 

B2. To improve the approach or select the most effective actions 

Evaluation findings must be used - to improve the intervention as it goes along, 
to show up gaps in the design or the need to change the approach, to feed into 
policy decisions. This sounds obvious, but findings are often not used. 

Some reasons are: 

 Not everyone has the time, resources or courage to learn lessons and try
new strategies. It requires a powerful (and shared) desire to fix things, a
“can-do mentality”.

 Some organizations are open to change but have the opposite problem:
they have so many recommendations that they can’t absorb them all
(McHarg 2012).

 For learning, failure is as valuable as success, often more valuable.
However for many people failure means blame and shame: they are
tempted to suppress negative evidence and report only positive results
(McHarg 2012, Pritchard 2012).

“Evaluations need to demonstrate success, but also need to learn about how 

to do better. These ideas do not always go well together!” 

(adapted from O’Flynn 2010) 
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In your own project (4): 

Is there anything that you will do better next time? Give an example 

C. Research - to build the evidence base for policy and strategy 

In all development work, governments, donors and development organizations 
are looking for evidence-based solutions.  

These come from purpose-built randomized controlled trials (gloss) or from 
reviews of research which compare alternative solutions and cost-effectiveness. 
For example, here are some names you should know: 

 The SUN movement (gloss) was inspired by the Lancet 2008 series of
research reviews which identified ten cost-effective solutions for
maternal and child undernutrition (Lancet Series 2008).

 Organizations such as J-PAL (gloss) at MIT research large-scale strategies
needed to solve priority problems (e.g. What are the secrets of success in
community programs? What keeps children at school?), comparing
solutions and assessing cost-effectiveness (gloss).

 The Cochrane Collaboration (gloss) produces systematic, internationally
recognized reviews of research in human health care and health policy.
For example a review of the effect of 14 WASH (water, sanitation and
hygiene) interventions on child growth concluded “some WASH
interventions …. may slightly improve height growth in children under 5
years of age” (Haddad 2013). Since this is not a very strong finding, it
suggests that we may need to look more closely at WASH interventions!

The need for evidence 

“Initiatives to promote intake of fruit and vegetables must be based on 

scientific evidence. Evaluating projects is essential to learn what works 

and what does not.” (FAO/WHO 2005) 
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In your own project (5): 

Do you see any potential for research? If so, what? 

Summary of evaluation purposes and uses 

Here is a summary of the purposes and uses described above for use in your next 
activity. 

A1. For accountability to donors, employers, governments 

A2. For accountability to participants and stakeholders 

B1. For development, to show progress, success or failure 

B2. For development, to improve the approach/select actions 

C.  For research, to provide the evidence base for policy/planning 

In the Student’s Key 

you will find some 

answers from other 

ENACT students. 

Your answers will

probably be different

probably be different

You will be called on 

to report your 

answers and 

conclusions briefly at 

the tutorial, so 

spend a few minutes 

preparing for this.
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Finally, what do you conclude is the main purpose of evaluating your own 
project? 
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 Activity 10 Looking at other examples 

In the Unit 9 Resources, 2, pp. 6-13, there are seven examples of monitoring and 
evaluation, looking at process, outcomes and impact. The first two are used as 
examples. 

 Make a group of two or three and divide up the five other examples (C-G)
between you. Make sure you cover all of them in your group.

 For your own examples:

o decide the main finding(s) of the evaluation and why it is important
o say how the findings were used or could be used.

 Share your answers with your group.

Remember! You are not looking at the purposes or uses of the intervention but 
at the purposes and uses of the evaluation! Keep them distinct in your mind. 

Example of M&E 
(give letter and 
name)

Main finding(s) (if known)
and their importance 

What purposes/uses? 
(give letter and brief 
explanation)

Example: 

A. Outcome 

evaluation of a 

research project on 

home gardens, Kwa-

Zulu, South Africa 

Increasing production of 

yellow and dark green leafy 

vegetables in home gardens, 

together with nutrition 

education, can increase 

consumption and improve 

the vitamin A status of young 

children. 

This is an important finding 

because it shows how 

children’s diet can be 

improved naturally through 

household actions. 

(B1) A clear aim was to 

show success with a 

given approach 

(household gardens plus 

NE). 

(B2) The findings could 

be used to promote this 

approach elsewhere (but 

we don’t know if this has 

happened). 
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Example: 

B. Little monitoring 

checks 

We don’t know the findings. 

However, this is important 

because people are 

monitoring their own actions. 

(B1) All are checks on 

progress 

(B2) If progress is poor, 

these checks could help 

to change the approach. 
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Example of M&E 
(give letter and 
name)

Main finding(s) (if known)
and their importance 

What purposes/uses? 
(give letter and brief 
explanation)
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Example of M&E 
(give letter and 
name)

Main finding(s) (if known)
and their importance 

What purposes/uses? 
(give letter and brief 
explanation)

Check the 

purposes and uses 

in the Student’s 

Key. Prepare to 

present the 

findings in the 

tutorial.
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The value of failure 

Failure may be more common than success, but it doesn’t get so much publicity. 
This is a shame, as failure is one of the main ways we learn:  see the website 
below. Take a look at it if you can: the story of the village bakery is particularly 
interesting. 

http://www.admittingfailure.com/ 

On this website, development professionals tell the stories of what went wrong 
in their activities and why, in the hope that others can learn from their mistakes. 

Error message! 

What do you say if things go wrong and you are responsible for reporting 
progress? 

Do you admit failure or do you hide it? 

Martha and Mercy are facing this dilemma. Can you give them some creative 
advice? 

Make a group of three and join the dialogue. 

Evaluation error 2:  Hiding failure – is there an alternative? 

Martha: Only about 30% of mothers have turned up to our group 
meetings. They say they live too far away and don’t have the 
time. The fact is, they don’t really think the meetings matter, 
and in any case they prefer to go to other NGO meetings 
where they get some good food. 
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You: So will you mention this at the stakeholders’ meeting 

tomorrow? 

Mercy: 

You 

Not really. We could mention the rains; they were very heavy 
this year. 

No-one wants to hear about what went wrong. 

“It could be a problem later if you don’t mention it now. Why 
not say…. 

3.2 Evaluation outlook and capacity 

Expert skills 

Professional evaluation is a skilled task demanding considerable technical 
expertise and experience, for example in interviewing techniques, statistical 
techniques and data processing. This is clear from the many manuals and 
dedicated websites devoted to improving M&E (e.g. betterevaluation.org; IFRC 
2011; IFAD, 2002) and also from research articles which show the full process at 
work. 

How evaluation experts talk 

“We addressed the potential threat 

to internal validity posed by selection 

bias analytically through use of a 

child-level fixed effects model and 

through control for household-level 

confounders.” 

(Low et al. 2007) 

This sentence is from an 
evaluation of orange sweet potato 
promotion. Can you understand it?  

It is only here to show how 
professional evaluators talk. If you 
think you know what it is about, 
explain it to your class! 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the final 

tutorial 
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Evaluation outlook for all 

This expertise is important if you want the conclusions to be watertight. 

Just as important, however, is an overall grasp of the idea of evaluation and a 
real interest in understanding what is happening.  

This “evaluation outlook” can be strengthened by anyone who wants to look 
at their own practices or those of their families or communities (see Section 5 
‘Who evaluates?’). 

AN EVALUATION OUTLOOK 

10 evaluation attitudes 

Wanting to know how things work 

Believing that things can improve 

A capacity for objectivity 

Following things through from beginning to end 
(needs-aims-results-uses) 

Thorough documentation (checking, recording) 

Being fussy about detail 

A head for facts, figures & statistics 

Learning from errors and failures 

Seeing the limitations of the findings 

Applying findings and persuading others to apply them. 
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For yourself 

Some general messages are: 

 Always evaluate in some way.

 Allow for trial and error.

 Publicise success.

 Praise those who tell tales of disaster, and learn from them.

 Make sure that evaluation findings and observations are used.

 Keep up with research.

 Get an evaluation outlook and encourage it in others.

 To do M&E professionally, get training.

Career opportunities 

Evaluation can also be a career opportunity for you. Nutrition education has an 
urgent need for both the skills and the outlook. If you are interested in 
developing them, check the document ‘Training in monitoring and 
evaluation’ (Unit 9 Resources, 3, p. 14) for a list of training courses, manuals 
and other resources. 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 3: WHY EVALUATE? 

Evaluation may have several purposes:  to account for activities and spending, to 
see what works and how to improve it, or to provide reliable research data for 
policy decisions. It is therefore an essential process. Formal evaluation requires 
high-level research skills and statistical capacity, but anyone can develop an  
“evaluation outlook” through testing assumptions, assessing processes and 
results, publicizing success, learning from failures and making sure that findings 
are used. 

We need educators who think people count 

and educators who enjoy counting people. 

If you are not good at both, team up and 

support each other! 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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VSO says 

“We seldom receive requests from 

developing countries for 

nutritionists, and almost never for 

experts in nutrition education.” 

VSO (Voluntary Service Overseas) 2013. VSO is a 
large volunteer recruitment agency based in 
London. 

 Evaluation in nutrition education Section 4.
Nutrition educators are carrying a flag which says: 

However, as you know, most people do not know the 
importance of nutrition education. Many countries are only 
beginning to see the need. 

This is the problem of visibility which you met at the very start 
of the course, back in Unit 1. Even where nutrition problems 
are recognized, people do not see what nutrition education 
can do or how it should be done. 

This is why evaluation matters: we not only need to know
more, we also need to show more, so that people will 
understand that nutrition education makes a difference. 

Some of the biggest problems with nutrition education evaluation are in the 
program design:  gaps in objectives, which lead to inadequate monitoring, no 
outcome evaluation for nutrition education and therefore no evidence of impact. 
One of your jobs is therefore to make sure that in the design of the program 

 nutrition education is actually evaluated

 there are explicit nutrition education objectives (for outcome evaluation)

 the approach and activities are specified (for process evaluation)

 sustainability is built in throughout.

These are the first things you need to check, and this is where you may also need 
to develop your powers of persuasion. 
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4.1 Make sure that nutrition education is evaluated 

Very often there is simply no evaluation of the 
outcome or impact of nutrition education. For 
example, it is rare to find any assessment of 
outcomes or impact relating to: 

A. School lessons on nutrition and health 
B. Media programs about nutrition and    
health (e.g. radio phone-ins) 
C. Regular promotional activities and 
campaigns (e.g. National Breastfeeding Week)

 
D. Nutrition counselling in clinics and hospitals 
(e.g. advice to new mothers) 
E. Food-based dietary guidelines and manuals. 

As a result we often do not know what effect these activities have on the people 
they should help. 

Is this the case in your country? 

Discuss this at your tutorial. 

What was the effect of the 

nutrition education? 

F&V campaigns not evaluated 

“Fruit and vegetable 
promotional activities are taking 
place in many countries. 
However their effectiveness is 
either not being evaluated at all 
or not being reviewed with 
sufficient rigour. 

This is particularly the case in 
developing countries.” 

(Pomerleau et al. 2005) 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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 Activity 11 Why don’t they evaluate? 

It is true that M&E can be time-consuming and expensive. 

Can you suggest any other general reason for not evaluating in any of the cases 
above? 

Take two of the cases above (A. to E.) and suggest specific reasons. 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the final 

tutorial 
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 Activity 12 Growth Monitoring Plus 

In campaigns, nutrition education often takes the form of promotional activities. 
Here is an example: 

Song and dance 

In a GMP program in one health district, local NGOs were invited to contribute 
promotional activities about IYCF (posters, theatre, video, songs, dances and 
talks) at the regular growth monitoring sessions for a whole year. The aims were 
to increase attendance, improve children’s diet and growth, and raise parents’ 
awareness and knowledge. 

Children’s growth was monitored as usual but the contribution of the 
promotional elements was not evaluated. 

a. Would you expect a significant impact of the promotional activities on:

attendance? feeding practices? children’s growth? 

b. Suppose you have to decide whether to continue the promotional
program, and perhaps extend it to other districts. How could you roughly
assess - simply and cheaply - the effects of the promotional activities on
any of these? (Choose two).

Attendance: 

Feeding practices? 

Children’s growth? 

To be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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Error message! 

One thing that often slips through the evaluation net is training. Sometimes 
there is a knowledge test or a “smile sheet” with questions about satisfaction, 
but very often trainees go back to work without much practical experience of 
handling the job. 

Here are two organizers, Asha and Paul, talking about the training. Make a 
constructive suggestion. Make a group of three and join the dialogue. 

Evaluation error 3: no evaluation of training 

Asha:   We have hired a university nutrition department to train 300 
nutrition education facilitators. 

You: And are they learning to facilitate well? 

Paul: Well, they are getting a lot of lectures and they say they are 
learning a lot. We are meeting the trainers tomorrow. 

You: (make some suggestions about evaluating training) 

Your answers 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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4.2 Make sure that evaluation looks at the right things 

The second thing to look at is what is evaluated. 

Frequently the only gain assessed is knowledge, sometimes attitudes. 

Yet the commonest error in nutrition education, as you know, is to assume 
that knowledge will  turn into action. The acid test is whether people change
what they do, and this means evaluating changes in actual practice.  

 Activity 13 What is evaluated? 

 

 

Have people changed what they 

actually do? 

The schoolchildren can all sing a song about 

iodine, and 82% of them can explain why 

iodised salt is needed. 

This campaign is a success! 

Excellent, they are more aware, and they 

sing beautifully! But tell me - 

Did you find out if they are using iodised 

salt? 

Another evaluator replies: 

A proud evaluator speaks of his achievements: 
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Below are some more real statements from evaluators. 

Answer them. 

 Give some appropriate praise to show you appreciate the achievement.

 Point out what still needs to be evaluated.

 Suggest a practical way to evaluate changes in practice.

n.b. Don’t try to improve the intervention itself, only the evaluation. 

“30,000 women have been reached by our messages on complementary 
feeding and 86% of those women understand them.” 

Example: “That’s a great achievement. However, we need to know if their 

understanding has turned into action. Is it possible to find out if complementary 

feeding practices have actually improved, by asking some of the women what 

their children ate that day?” 

a. “73% of the community can now name four local foods rich in vitamin A.”

b. “Our campaign has been successful: people’s attitudes to F&V are more
positive.”

c. “The old people’s club has put together a book of traditional recipes and
distributed 200 copies to local schools.”

Your answers 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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4.3 Make sure that evaluation takes account of the 
approach 

In programs, policies, project documents, reports and evaluations, there is very 
often no mention of how nutrition education is done. It appears to be a sealed 
black box with unknown contents. 

This may be because nutrition educators do not write the reports. 

But in any case it shows that project management has no means of evaluating 
what is going on: in this aspect they are walking in the dark. 

In this course you have given a lot of attention to approach. For example, in Unit 
5 you looked at three different nutrition education approaches on a university 
campus and decided which were most involving, communicative, cost-effective, 
long-lasting etc. 

 Activity 14 Why look at the approach? 

a. What kind of evaluation assesses the approach?

b. Why is it important to look at the educational approach and not only at the
outcomes?

c. Say two things you would look for in the educational approach:

How was it done? 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 

Check in the 

Student’s Key – 

but write your 

own answers 

first! 
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4.4 Make sure that evaluation aims at sustainability 

Thousands of interventions have proved that they can work in the short term but 
not in the long term: they are unsustainable. 

Sustainability, “the capacity to endure” (Wikipedia 2014) (gloss),  in practice has 
many meanings.  In this context it can mean that people maintain changes in 
practice; or that they continue to have access to the foods and services they 
need; or that there are resources to repeat the intervention and upscale it.2 

The following factors are all important in sustainability: 

Costs and resources.   A sustainable intervention survives on normal budgets and 
on available resources - for example, if the intervention depends on frequent 
house visits, then there must be money in future budgets to pay for the visits.  If 
machines are involved (e.g. pumps, small oil extractors), spare parts and people 
with maintenance skills must always be available in future. 

Institutionalization and capacity.   If the intervention depends on institutional 
actions (e.g. maternal counseling or school lessons), the relevant services must 
be in place, willing to carry out the actions, and capable of doing them well. 

Nutrition education can make a nutrition intervention more sustainable. For 
example, restoring malnourished babies to health involves not only treating the 

2 n.b. “Sustainable development” and “sustainable diets” are important concepts which use
“sustainability” in a much wider sense. See the main glossary.

Will it last? 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez 
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babies but also educating mothers to make sure that the children do not become 
malnourished again. 

Force of habit.   People may change their dietary patterns for short periods but 
gradually go back to what they did before (remember the herders in Unit 6 who 
refused to eat fish?). This is why long-term impact assessment matters. It may be 
necessary to remind people constantly or get them to remind each other - or just 
try another way. 

Education materials.   Essential talks, educational activities, good stories, 
messages, all need to be captured and made available to others in a usable form. 
Too many trainers just walk away with their notes - a tremendous waste of time 
and money! 

Piloting and upscaling.   Trying something out on a small scale (doing a pilot) is 
obviously a good idea. If the pilot is successful then the intervention may be 
upscaled to a larger area. The difficulty is to provide the same conditions which 
made the pilot successful: the same resources, personnel, individual attention 
and interest, visits etc. 

 Activity 15 Is it sustainable? assessed 

If you are looking at a project idea or an intervention design, ask if it will be able 
to continue on its own when the funds run out. 

Here are four (real) intervention plans, with different levels of sustainability. 
Give each one a rating, explain what makes it sustainable or not, and ask the 
appropriate questions, as in the example. 

n.b. Remember you are not thinking only about what effects the program will 
have, but about whether the effects can last and be multiplied. 

Rating: How sustainable? 

1: Not very 

2: Some potential 

3: Quite high 

4: Very high 
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The intervention What makes it sustainable (or not)? 

Example: Nutrition education materials 

“The plan is to develop nutrition 

education materials for schools in 

collaboration with the Ministry of 

Education. Teachers in three pilot 

districts will be trained to use the 

materials, and will try them out. After 

this, the Ministry will review the 

materials and decide if they are suitable 

to include in the mainstream 

curriculum.” 

Rating: 2-3

Good strategies: The piloting will 

show if the materials are workable, 

and the Ministry’s collaboration and 

approval are essential. The questions 

are mainly about resources and 

institutional capacity: 

 Who will train all the other

teachers in the country? (a big

program of work)

 Who will pay for the materials for

all the other schools in the

country?

a. Old women and calcium
deficiency

“This research project aims to find out if 
old women in rural villages can increase 
their calcium consumption with locally 
available foods. Baseline and endline 
data on nutritional status, practices and 
attitudes in three villages will be 
collected and there will be a one-year 
education campaign on calcium-rich 
foods, with tasting sessions, cooking 
demonstrations, radio broadcasts, 
weekly visits to villages, and family 
education about old people’s diet.” 

Rating 

Comments 
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The intervention What makes it sustainable (or not)? 

b. Soya

“This nation eats rice and wheat but the 
children are not getting enough high-
protein foods. We plan to introduce soya 
beans across the country. This will mean 
selecting the right strains for the climate 
and terrain, training farmers to grow the 
beans, and establishing mills and plants 
to produce soya flour and soya milk.” 

Rating 

Comments 

c. Media campaign

“We are planning a TV campaign with 
simple motivating messages to 
encourage the consumption of 
indigenous vegetables. This is in 
collaboration with stakeholders who are 
organizing production, marketing and 
other kinds of local promotion. After the 
campaign year the TV spots will be made 
available on DVD and online, together 
with notes on how to use them, for 
schools, colleges, organizations, health 
services and community groups.” 

Rating 

Comments 

4.5 Evaluating a nutrition education program 

The international checklist below has been used for rating the design of nutrition 
education projects and programs offered by institutions in various parts of the 
world. It asks key questions about process and approach and is an instrument 
which you can use in your future work. Use it now to assess your own project. 
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 Activity 16 The international assessment checklist 

Project team 

Take a look (preferably with all your project team) and 

 tick () points you have covered in your own project (even though on a
small scale)

 cross (X) the ones which deal with evaluation (which you have not fully
covered yet)

 double-cross (XX) any which you will probably not achieve in this module.

Features of the project/program  X XX 

a. It takes into account the nutritional and dietary needs of
the target group.

b. It explores the knowledge, attitudes, practices and
perceptions of individuals as well as their needs and
priorities.

c. It explores the influences on behaviour and outlook,
social and material.

d. Among its objectives it includes changes in practices, as
well as knowledge gains and attitude change.

e. Its objectives include changes in people’s environments
(social, physical and institutional) to help them fulfil the
proposed practices (e.g. sale of healthy foods at school,
involvement of community leaders, improved health
services).

f. It is committed to long-term efforts to achieve sustained
behaviour change and includes sustainability in the
project design.

g. It is based on methodologies that promote learning from
practical experiences and from solving the problems that
affect the participants.

h. It empowers the beneficiaries so that they can make the
intended changes, helping to develop their abilities,
confidence, skills and sense of ownership.
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Features of the project/program  X XX 

i. It develops capacity in the nutrition educators and
facilitators as necessary (e.g. in technical knowledge of
nutrition or horticulture; consultation, facilitation,
communication or counselling; design and management
of interventions).

j. It manages programs efficiently and effectively (e.g.
carrying out activities as planned, responding to
feedback, creating viable and dynamic groups).

k. The assessment shows that the desired changes in
practices, skills, attitudes, knowledge, circumstances and
community support were achieved.

l. The assessment shows that positive effects are likely to
be maintained.

m. The program is related to a nationwide strategy/policy.

n. The program interacts productively with all the sectors
and stakeholders concerned.

Adapted from ‘Examples of best practices in food and nutrition communication 
and education in the English-speaking Caribbean’ (Morris 2012) 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 4: EVALUATION IN NUTRITION 

EDUCATION 

Evaluation is often missing or misdirected in nutrition education, yet it is urgently 
needed to show that nutrition education works, and also to show what works. 
The intervention designs of nutrition-related interventions therefore need to be 
checked to see that nutrition education is evaluated, with explicit objectives that 
aim at practices as well as at knowledge and attitudes; that the educational 
approach is fully described; and that sustainability is built in. A general checklist 
is useful for reviewing programs. 

Teams report 

in the 

tutorial 
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 Who evaluates? Section 5.

5.1 Attitudes to monitoring and evaluation 

How do you feel about M&E? 

Bored? Sceptical? Interested? Passionate? 

Mixed responses are not unusual. Here are some of them. 

School staff and parents were asked 
to monitor a school handwashing 
program. Many were happy about it, 
but a lot of teachers thought it was 
an extra imposition in a heavy 
workload, and some parents felt that 
schools were interfering with home. 

A survey by the World Bank (World 
Bank 2004) found that “communities 
were not interested in M&E if they 
were only going to monitor externally 
funded projects. Instead, they sought 
a means of monitoring and evaluating 
their own development.” 

The International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD 
2002) found that many of their staff saw M&E as a “policing 
exercise”, aimed at keeping them honest and focused on the 
job in hand, and were not very interested or motivated. 

It seems that evaluation has most appeal if it is relevant to the people who do it 
and is used by them to improve their own situation or promote their own case. 

Instead, there is often very little ownership of this kind.  Evaluation is carried out 
by management or by a research team and the results are reported “upwards” 
to a donor, a ministry or an institution, often not even mentioned to 
participants. 

There is nothing wrong with these actions except that they exclude the main 
actors, the people who are supposed to benefit. We can call this “exclusive 
evaluation”. 
Here are Esi and Edward, two project managers, talking about evaluating the 
Better Breakfast project. Make a group of three and join the dialogue. 
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Error message! 

Evaluation error 4: Exclusive evaluation 

Esi: Our “better breakfast for school children” project will be evaluated by 
a team from the university. They have already carried out a baseline 
study and established a control group. At the end of the intervention 
they will collect data from a sample of the target audience, draw 
conclusions about the impact and present their report to the Ministry. 

You: Who else will know the results? 

Edward: The sponsors, of course, and the district education authorities. 

You:           No-one else? 

5.2 Who can evaluate? 

These are ethical questions as well as practical ones. So far we have talked about 
consulting participants about evaluations and letting them know the findings. 
The more radical question is whether ordinary people themselves are able to 
plan and carry out evaluations themselves - in interventions which are intended 
to affect them. 

Most people certainly cannot do a carefully designed professional evaluation like 
some of those you have looked at. 

Your answers 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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On the other hand, most people are capable of measuring progress in some way 
and generally want to know if their actions work and why. Evaluation comes 
naturally when people take action for health: they want to see if the medicine 
works and if they feel better after taking it. Farmers evaluate all the time, 
checking if crops are growing well, comparing yields, or monitoring market 
prices. They can do this because they repeat the experience every season, again 
and again. 

But most people are also sloppy evaluators. They may use the wrong criteria, 
forget about monitoring or make mistakes in analysing causes. This is also true 
for communities: the World Bank (Methods and Approaches) found that 
communities implemented local development plans but “did not systematically 
re-visit or re-adjust those plans”. There is a lot of room for improvement. There 
is a need for an “evaluation outlook” (Section 3 above) and some practice. 

Within a project framework, people can contribute to all aspects of their own 
M&E. This allows them to see where they are going and to have an idea of 
whether they have made progress. It builds both capacity and ownership. 

©FAO/Sia Kambou 
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 Activity 17 Participant M&E for better breakfasts assessed 

Remember the objectives of the Better Breakfasts project? 

Objectives for better breakfasts 

 Parents, schools, children and community believe in the value of a good
breakfast for health and school success.

 Parents, schools, children and community know what a good breakfast is
and how to make it.

 More schoolchildren eat breakfast, and better breakfast, before coming
to school.

 The changes are maintained.

In Activity 6 you proposed an evaluation framework for the Better Breakfasts 
project. Some of the monitoring and evaluation actions will be carried out by the 
participants. 

These activities should be motivational as well as fact-finding! They should have 
the effect of uniting people in a common shared purpose, should be obvious and 
easy to do and attractive, with visible findings which can be discussed by 
everyone involved.3 

Below are some of the elements which might be monitored or evaluated and 
some suggestions for ways this could be done by participants at no cost in 

3 What is described here is a form of Action Research.  The aim is to get reasonably accurate

findings which will help participants to become aware of their situation and make their own 

decisions. There is naturally a tension between these aims and objective, statistically valid data-

gathering. However it is not an EITHER/OR choice: participatory M&E can be carried out 

alongside a more scientific evaluation by an outside team.

©FAO/Paballo Thekiso 
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money and very little in time and effort. They will be discussed at a meeting of 
the PTA before the project begins. 

Propose some activities for the last three elements. Say who would do what, as 
in the examples. Aim for collaboration and enjoyment, not criticism! 

Elements to be monitored or 
evaluated  

Possible monitoring or evaluation actions by 
participants 

a. What children have for
breakfast.

Example: For homework, 10-year-old children 

keep breakfast diaries for a week at the 

beginning of the project, and for a week at the 

end. They share what they write with their 

families and make their own before-and-after 

comparisons. 

b. The process and conduct
of the project (decisions
taken, consultations,
implementation,
effects).

Example: At PTA meetings parents discuss the 

process and conduct of the project and (at the 

end) its effects and the potential for carrying on. 

c. Parents’ and children’s
ideas of the value of
breakfast before and
after the intervention.

d. The quality of school
lessons and their
contribution to the
objectives.

e. The challenges of
producing good
breakfasts every day,
and ways of meeting the
challenges.
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 5: WHO EVALUATES? 

Evaluation is a skilled job, but experts do not have a monopoly: most people are 
interested in seeing results and can improve their capacity and interest in 
evaluation. If they can see progress themselves they will be more interested in 
maintaining improvements and more able to handle other dietary changes. 

 Your own project evaluation Section 6.
It is impossible to do a proper evaluation of your own project! The numbers are 
too small and the time is too short. Moreover your main aim has been to raise 
interest and motivation and try out approaches, not to make objective 
observations and gather data. 

But it is still possible for you and the participants to discuss results and learn 
lessons. You will need to look at  

 Process (what went as planned, what went wrong and why)

 Product (effects, outcomes).

Participants can give their impressions of the management of the sessions and of 
their own achievements or challenges. They can also talk about “comfort factors” 
- the room, the lighting, the noise etc. - but don’t spend too much time on these 
questions. 

The participant evaluation will take place at the end of your final group meeting 
in this unit. It needs a little advance organization, in particular to decide what 
questions should be asked and how the session should be organized. 
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Preparing questions for the participants 

Here are some possible questions for the participant evaluation. Most can be 
answered quickly and easily, but some are more open. 

Process 

1. Did you enjoy the sessions? (a lot, quite a lot, not so much)
2. Were they clear and well managed? (very, fairly, not very)
3. Were they too long/too short/just right?
4. Were there any practical difficulties (e.g. in attending)? (open question)
5. Were the discussions interesting? (very, fairly, not very)
6. Did everyone contribute? (all, most, not many)
7. How could the organization be improved? (open question)

Product 

8. Did the meetings make you interested in improving diet? (very, fairly, not
very)

9. Did you personally find out anything important? (open question) Can you
give an example?

10. Do you think the project achieved its aims? (most, some, a few)
11. In particular, did you/your family make some changes in your diet? (open

question)
12. What were the problems with changing diet? (open question)
13. Do you think the changes will continue? (definitely, probably, possibly)
14. Did you pass on any information or ideas to other people? (a lot, some, not

much) Can you give an example?
15. Do you think this kind of meeting would be useful to others? (very, fairly, not

very) Who in particular?
16. Do you think these meetings could or should continue? How? (open

question)

General 

17. What else would you like to comment on? (open question)
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Project action A: Tailoring the questions 

Your questions should reflect your objectives. 

a. Make a selection from the questions above, and think what specific points
you want to follow up. For example, if one of your first discussion
questions was What do you think is a good diet? ask this question again to
see if the answers have changed.

b. Reduce the total number of questions to ten.
c. Pre-test the questions.   Ask another ENACT student to answer the

questions. See if the questions make sense and produce the right kind of
answer. n.b. If you have to explain anything to the respondent, the
question may need changing!

d. Finalise your ten questions.   Write them out in the Annex to the project
report at the end of this document.

Organizing the participant evaluation 

Your project’s participant evaluation will be limited to a short set of questions at 
the end of the last session. How to handle this? You are looking for several 
different things: 

 freedom of expression and a good reflection of the range of opinion

 clarity and accuracy in  the recorded responses and ease of processing

 a good ending to the project.

Some important considerations are: 

 All answers should be anonymous.

 Everyone should understand all the questions.

 Everyone should know all the questions before they begin to answer
them. (This helps to ensure that answers are relevant).

 The project team should not interfere with or influence the answers.

 If the answers are recorded in writing by a participant, the project team
should go through the written answers before the recorder leaves to
make sure they are understandable.

There are several ways of organizing this short evaluation session, depending on 
the level of literacy in the group, the number of participants, their capacities etc. 
Consider the approaches below and decide what will suit your situation best. 
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A. Independent whole-group discussion 

The group selects its own facilitator and recorder. The facilitator presents and 
clarifies all the questions, then the group discusses each question in turn and the 
recorder summarises their answers on a single questionnaire.  The project team 
leaves them alone to do this.  

The recorder needs to be able to (a) capture answers faithfully; (b) record 
answers to open questions clearly; (c) give an idea of majority or minority 
opinions; (d) note down interesting individual comments. If no-one in the group 
wants to do this, the group may ask the project team to sit in a corner and keep 
notes, or an outsider can be brought in. 

 This approach encourages people to say what they think and will
maintain some group solidarity. Disadvantages are that the records may
not be clear, and that the project team, if not present, may not fully
understand the group’s responses.

B. Individual completion of questionnaires 

The questionnaire is distributed to all participants. The questions are read out 
and clarified, then participants complete the questionnaires individually. The 
project team can be present but does not try to influence answers. At the end 
the questionnaires are collected. If participants have internet access, they can 
also answer the questions online, or (if practical) take the questionnaires home 
and return them later. 

 This approach does not reinforce group identity (this may or may not
matter at this stage). With highly literate groups, it allows for the full
expression of individual opinions (some may need extra paper to express
themselves!). With lower literacy, written answers often give much less
information than speech and the resemblance to filling in official forms
may also inhibit freedom of expression.

C. Small group discussion 

The questions are presented to the whole group and clarified if necessary.  
Participants form their own small groups of two to four. Each small group 
appoints a recorder, discusses the questions and completes one questionnaire 
for their group. 

 This allows for fairly free expression and can deal with mixed levels of
literacy. Although the project team cannot interfere, they are not
prevented from unobtrusively “listening in”. A disadvantage is that the
separate sets of responses may be unclear or hard to compare, so it may
be difficult to identify majority opinions.
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D. Evaluation led by the project team 

The project team holds a focus group discussion with the group. One member of 
the team presents the questions and facilitates the discussion, while the others 
record answers on a single questionnaire and note interesting individual remarks 
and reactions. 

 Advantages are that the project team are directly informed about
participants’ opinions and can keep clear and detailed records which do
not need to be individually processed afterwards. The danger is that free
expression is limited if the team is over-controlling or asks leading
questions, or if participants are tempted to give “expected” answers
rather than true ones, or to conceal criticisms in order to be polite to
their facilitators. This approach is therefore not generally recommended.

Project action B: Choosing the approach 

Which approach will you use, and why? 

 Review & preparation for the tutorial Section 7.

Review of work 

Individual 

 Check that all your activities have been completed as far as possible and
you have not left any questions unanswered.

 Look through the Guiding Questions and add to the notes you made at
the beginning.
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Project team 

With your project team, write your report (see ‘Instructions for project work’ at 
the end of this document). 

Preparation for the tutorial: attitudes to M&E 

What attitude would you adopt to monitoring and evaluation at this point in 
your career? Say yes OR no and explain why or why not. This will be discussed at 
the tutorial. 

a. I would take a cautious interest, and do some observation and small-scale
experimentation

b. I would decide to carry out full M&E in major nutrition education activities.

c. I would hand M&E over to the experts (if available)

d. I would aim to do some training to increase my skills in M&E.

This is the end of unit 9. 
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Instructions for project work 

You need to: 

A. arrange the meeting (1hr + ½hr for evaluation session) 

B. prepare for the meeting and organize the participant evaluation 

C. hold the meeting 

D. set up the participant evaluation and collect the answers 

E. write up the report. 

A. Arranging the meeting 

Aims 

Don’t forget: these are not the facilitators’ aims, but the aims of the whole 
meeting. 

 to check on progress in fruit and vegetable consumption

 to discuss the value and use of other micronutrient-rich F&V

 to review knowledge from the last three sessions

 to wind up the project

 (for participants only) to evaluate the sessions.

Roles 

 During the progress check, one of the project team should note down
how many participants are maintaining increased F&V consumption, and
any doubts and uncertainties in the answers to the Key Questions.

 At the end, one of the team should collect all paper records of
consumption. You cannot guarantee that everyone will bring them, and
of course they may not be accurate, but you can use them in your report
to illustrate your methodology.
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B. Preparing for the meeting 

 F&V consumption. In the week before the last meeting, consume at least
two extra portions of F&V yourselves per day, and if possible one new
fruit or vegetable, and record them on your record-sheet. This is so that
you can honestly report your own progress! n.b. Try to find foods that
are cheap and commonly available, e.g. fruit in season or wild leaves.

 Prepare presentation. Prepare some brief information for a presentation
on one more micronutrient-rich fruit or vegetable. Respond to the
questions given out in the last session (see box). n.b. Don’t be too
technical and don’t make it too long:  the participants should have time
to make their own presentations, ask
questions and discuss.

 Road to Health. If possible, re-use the
drawing you made in the first session.

 Key questions. Prepare three more key
questions on cards for this session –
e.g. about the specific F&V you have
discussed in the meetings
(value for money, availability, seasonality). Recall the other key
questions from the previous two sessions (in case participants have
forgotten them).

 Participant evaluation. You have already decided the questions to ask for
the participant evaluation (Section 6, Project action A). Make sufficient
copies for recorders, facilitators, groups, individuals according to the
approach you have chosen. If necessary, keep a blank master copy for
collecting responses.

 Rehearse the session.

C. Holding the meeting 

Before the start of the session, organize the participant evaluation if necessary – 
for example you may need to set aside time for briefing recorders and 
facilitators. Tell them to limit discussion to two minutes per question. 

Beginning (10 mins) 

 Welcome.   Welcome everyone and thank them for coming.

 Set the time frame (1½ hours including participant evaluation at the end)

 Aims.   Discuss today’s program (participants should already know most
of this):

Questions about F&V 
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o checking on progress
o talking more about specific fruits and vegetables
o reviewing knowledge
o discussing the future
o winding up and saying goodbye
o evaluation: giving their opinion about all the sessions.

 Check that “question-holders” from the last two meetings can remember
their key questions:  they will need them later.

 Hand out the three new key questions (also needed later).

Check on progress (10 mins) 

 Display the Road to Health again, or draw two lines to show the road.

 Participants and project team report if they have continued to eat more
F&V, and more kinds of F&V (giving details or reasons why not) and say if
they have taken some steps on the road. Write all the names on the
road.

 The group congratulates those who have made a lot of progress. All
discuss if they can maintain progress next week and after.

More fruits and vegetables (25 mins) 

 The project team presents a new fruit or vegetable. Participants add
ideas about ways to prepare the food, information about price etc.

 Volunteer participants present other foods in the same way.

Break time (10 mins) 

If participants have brought snacks, take a break. 

Key question quiz (10 mins) 

Everybody by now should have a key question. Each person stands up and calls 
out his question and anyone who can answers. This can also be done in teams. 
One of the project team should note any doubts or wrong answers. 

If you wish, add another question for people to take away and discuss with 
others – e.g. How much salt do we eat? Do we need more or less? 

Goodbyes and thank-you’s 

Congratulate the participants and thank them for their participation. Wish 
everyone long life and health! Hand over to the evaluators. 
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D. Participant evaluation 
Setting up the evaluation.   Hand over to whoever is doing the participant 
evaluation. Remind them about the time allowance (average two minutes 
per question unless everyone has plenty of time and wants to stay on for 
longer).

Checking answers after the evaluation session.   If you have not recorded the 
answers yourselves, go through them with the recorder to make sure you can 
understand them. 

E. Analysis and report 

Together produce a report in Project Dossier (5) below. 
Discuss your preparation, how the session went, how you handled the 
participant evaluation and what the results were. 

Contents 

Your report should deal with: 

 Preparation: e.g. fruit or vegetables chosen for presentation, key
questions prepared, development of the evaluation questions,
refreshments if any, rehearsal.

 The session: attendance and timekeeping; progress on the Road to
Health and feelings about it; new input (presentations by team and
participants), question and answer with key questions; snack time (if
any); interest and motivation of participants.

 Evaluation report: conduct of the evaluation session and report on the
findings, with the evaluation questions given in the Annex.

Division of work 

Divide the work between you. 
Write one of the three parts and add your name. 

Check the other parts to make sure that there are no important gaps and no 
overlap. 

Marking 

The marking is organized like this: 

 10 marks individually for your own part of the report

 10 marks each for the report as a whole.
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Compiling the report 

 If you are writing on computer, cut and paste the other parts into your
own report.

 If you are writing on hard copy, first produce just one copy of the whole
report to give your tutor (this way you do not have to write out your own
part three times). Ideally, you should then photocopy it so that you can
keep a record of the whole report.

 If you have a lot to say, you may want to add an extra page.
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Project dossier (5) 

Part 1: Preparation 

Name 
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Part 2: Report on the session 

Name 
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Part 3: Report on participant evaluation 

Name 

The evaluation questions should be in the annex below. There is no need to 

repeat each question in full in your summary, but make it clear which questions 

you are referring to. 
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Annex to project dossier (5):  

Participant evaluation questions 
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Student’s key 

 Key to Activity 1 Buying beans (1) 

a. Mama’s plan

1. More beans for the family is Mama’s aim - is this what is needed?

Yes, provided that: 

 the advice given to Mama is good

 Mama knows what beans are best

 she knows how to cook them

 the family will eat them etc.

2. What is Mama’s initial strategy for getting the beans? Is it a good one?

Mama is going for speed and willingness (and perhaps age), but seems to 

have overrated Edward’s capacity. 

b. The shopping

3. How does the shopping go? What goes wrong and why?

Edward buys the wrong beans, spends too much, falls off his bike and loses 

half the beans. He is not very capable and the bicycle is not well equipped. 

4. How is it put right? What happens in the end?

Mildred takes over: although slow, she is competent and reliable and has her 

own way of carrying shopping. 

c. After the shopping

5. Did they achieve what they aimed at?

Yes, the family ate more beans for weeks. 

d. In the longer run

6. Will this change in practice last? Yes, provided that
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 the family like the beans

 Mama continues to cook them

 they are not too expensive

 Mildred is still available for shopping (e.g. not at school all day) etc.

7. What else has changed and for whom? Is it important?

Mildred has learnt to ride a bicycle and the family’s shopping capacity has 

improved. 

 Key to Activity 2 Buying beans (2) 

What kind of evaluation does each set of questions represent? 

a. Mama’s plan:

b. The shopping:

c. Results:

d. The longer run:

Program design evaluation 

Monitoring/Process evaluation  

Outcome evaluation 

Impact and sustainability assessment 

 Key to Activity 3 Evaluation in the project cycle 

a. Label the diagram

A. Formative research is not evaluated, except as it contributes to intervention

design. 

B. Intervention design – program evaluation

C. Implementation - process evaluation/monitoring

D. Results – outcome evaluation

E. Later – impact evaluation

b. Which kind of evaluation is most important?

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial.
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 Key to Activity 4 Evaluation actions 

a. Summary table of purposes

Evaluation actions What is it for? Why is it needed? 

1. Using checklists for evaluating
project design 

To see if the project design meets the needs 

and has a strategy which will fulfil its aims 

2. Doing a baseline study For establishing existing KAPP, resources 

etc. which are to be measured again at the 

end 

3. Doing an endline study For collecting equivalent data at the end in 

order to make a before-and-after 

comparison 

4. Establishing an experimental
group 

To make sure that the evaluation looks at a 

representative sample of participants 

5. Establishing a control group To check that the results of the intervention 

are actually due to the intervention’s 

activities and not to other influences 

6. Using indicators To measure progress towards the objectives 

during implementation 

7. Assessing impact To see if intended effects last and what 

other side-effects may have resulted. 

b. What activities are needed for an outcome evaluation?

2, 3, 4, 5, 6

c. In what order would all the activities normally occur?

1 – 4&5 – 2 – 6 – 3 – 7

 Key to Activity 5 The ENAM project evaluation 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 
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 Key to Activity 6 Better breakfasts 

a.
What the objectives cover
Practices √    Knowledge √    Skills √   Attitudes √    Resources -  Sustainability  √

b. Which of the points should be:

 found out before starting? 1, 4, 9, 13, 14 

 looked at in the project design?  3, 11, 12, 13, 14

 monitored during the project? 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14

 evaluated at the end? 1, 4, 9, 13, 14 

 assessed in the long term (if
possible)?

10 (possibly also 1, 4, 9, 13 & 14) 

 Key to Activity 7 Proposing M&E for better breakfasts 

Matching activity: 

1. D 2. G 3. B 4. - 5. E 6. A 7. C 8. F 9. – 

Evaluation error 1: Evaluation as an afterthought 

This topic will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 8 Uses of evaluation: An example 

a. What was the main use of evaluation in this project?

Of course the evaluations were set up for accountability, and in any case were

a form of research. However, they were used mainly for development. The

findings changed what was done in the project and should affect the design

of future projects.
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b. How exactly was it valuable?

The evaluations were valuable because they showed that the starting

assumption (the project logic) was mistaken: to reduce malnutrition in

children, increased food production needs to be supported by nutrition

education and improved sanitation.

Good answers to Qb from ENACT students 

“Without evaluation there was no way project managers were going to know 
that just increasing food production was not a sufficient strategy to improve the 
children’s diet.” (Ghana) 
“They were able to see that increasing food production was not enough and that 
it had to be coupled with sanitation and NE to make it effective.” (Kenya) 

 Key to Activity 9 Evaluation in your project 

Here are some answers to the questions from other ENACT students. 

In your own project (1).   In your project you are accountable to your university 
through your tutors. What are you doing to keep them satisfied that you are 
doing it properly? 

 We give the tutor a schedule of meetings and ensure that meetings are held

as planned.

 We give weekly reports on project sessions.

 We share the outcomes of sessions during tutorials.

 We host tutors’ monitoring visits to the sessions.

In your own project (2).   How do participants check progress and outcomes for 
themselves? 

Do they see it as their own business? 

 They check the attendance of other participants.

 They keep tables or diaries of F&V eaten during the week.

 Some are very engaged, but some do not see it as their business.

In your own project (3).   What progress have you and your participants been 
able to see? 

 There is increased consumption in variety and amount of F&V.
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 Participants are making an effort and discussing problems.

 There is increasing enthusiasm for attending meetings.

In your own project (4).   Is there anything that you will do better next time? 
Give an example. 

 Better scheduling (when most people are not going to the fields)

 Managing time better so people are not discouraged

 Including influential key participants like headmen

 Handing over more: participants leading more in sessions

 More informal chats about how aims are being achieved

 More hands-on experience like shopping and visiting markets.

In your own project (5).   Do you see any potential for research? If so, what? 

n.b. Your own project is too small and short to do any real research and it was 
not set up for research (e.g. no baseline, control group or indicators, no careful 
selection of representative participants). But any project experience can suggest 
ideas for research. Here are some ideas from ENACT students. 

 We can look into what affects F&V consumption, even in the rich with more

money than knowledge.

 We can look into the consumption of locally available F&V.

 We can follow up next year to see what has changed.

In your own project (6).   Finally, what do you conclude is the main reason for 
evaluating your own project? 

 To see if there is progress and significant impact.

 The main question is whether people are putting the message into practice.

 Process: For me, the main evaluation will be on the reasons for low and late

attendance.

 Process: I want to find out the challenges which have impeded participants’

progress.
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 Key to Activity 10 Looking at other examples 

Example of M&E What purposes and uses? 

Example 

A. Outcome evaluation of a research 

project on home gardens in Kwa-Zulu 

(B1). A clear aim was to show success 

with a given approach (household 

gardens + NE). 

(B2) The findings could be used to 

promote this approach elsewhere (but 

we don’t know if this has happened). 

Example 

B. Little monitoring checks 

(B1). All are checks on progress 

(B2). If progress is poor, these checks 

could help to change the approach. 

C. Horticulture and nutrition 

education 

(B1). The evaluation demonstrates a 

failure (improved horticulture with NE 

did not improve nutrition status) and 

explains the probable reason (helminth 

infections). 

(B2). This could provide guidance for 

future interventions and strategies. 

D. Clean water (1): Comparing cost-

effectiveness in five research studies 

(B2). Findings of evaluations, compared 

in a research review, can be used to 

guide strategies for making clean water 

available. 

E. Clean water (2): A surprising barrier 

to clean water: human nature. 

(B1). The purpose of the studies was to 

explore what worked and how far it 

worked. The article suggests that an 

underlying barrier is psycho-social: if 

conviction is lacking, so is the will to 

create new habits, even if the actions are 

easy and free. No solutions are 

suggested. 
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Example of M&E What purposes and uses? 

F. An income generation project: 

impact assessment 

(B1). The impact assessment showed why 

the project had to close (it created social 

disruption). No suggestions are made for 

changing the game by tackling the 

gender discrimination. 

G. EFNEP (gloss)
annual outcome evaluation 

(A1). For accountability to budget holders 
(the government). 

(B1). To show success. 

Evaluation error 2: Hiding failure 

This topic will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 11 Why don’t they evaluate? 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 12 Growth monitoring plus 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

Evaluation error 3: No evaluation 

This topic will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 13 What is evaluated? 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 
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 Key to Activity 14 Why look at the approach? 

a. What kind of evaluation assesses the approach?

Approach can be assessed (1) when looking at the program design, or (2) as

part of the process evaluation.

b. Why is it important to look at the educational approach and not only at the
outcomes?

 It can show what approaches work, for example: Is it better to run a

national campaign or work through local health services? Is personal

counselling more effective than radio jingles? How can television help?

Are leaflets and labelling worth the money? Does the middle class benefit

most from information campaigns?

 It can show what approaches have more lasting effects, for example:

o What is the cost? (in time, resources, manpower, expertise)

o How self-sustaining is it? (Will it continue of its own accord?)

o Will it continue to be run by an existing institution?

o Will there be people with the capacity to maintain it?

c. Say two things you would look for in the educational approach

Answers are subjective – but they should reflect your own principles. We

would recommend that you always include practice and problem-solving.

 Key to Activity 15 Is it sustainable? 

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 16 The international assessment checklist 

Project teams report in the tutorial. 
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Evaluation error 4: Exclusive evaluation 

This topic will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 17 Participant M&E for better breakfasts

This activity is assessed; feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

Project action A: Tailoring the questions 

Make sure that you selected ten questions, pre-tested them, revised them and 
have written them out in the Annex to the project report. 

Project action B: Choosing the approach 

Check that you have made it clear which option you have selected, and given a 
good reason. 
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Glossary 

You will find longer explanations of many of these items in the main course 
glossary. Some M&E definitions are grouped below at the end of this unit 
glossary. 

Baseline/endline studies.   A baseline study is an analysis of the current situation 
to identify the starting points for a program or project, i.e. what you hope will 
change.  In nutrition education the startpoints are usually knowledge, attitudes, 
practices and perceptions, together with aspects of the enabling environment 
(e.g. resources, facilities). An endline study, at the close of the project, looks at 
the same factors to see what has changed as a result of the intervention. 

Cochrane Collaboration.   An association of experts which produces systematic, 
internationally recognized reviews of research in human health care and health 
policy (Cochrane Reviews). 

Control group.   In experiments, the aim is to see what effect a particular 
intervention has.  This is done by carrying out the intervention with a treatment 
group or experimental group, and comparing the results with an  equivalent 
control group which does not benefit from the intervention. 

Cost-effectiveness.   Cost-effectiveness is the relationship between what you 
spend on an activity and what effect you achieve – i.e. value for money. 

EFNEP.   Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program, a federal program 
which runs nutrition education classes for low-income families across the USA. 

Endline study.   See Baseline/endline studies. 

Indicator.   A means of measuring progress or outcomes in a project. 
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J-PAL.   The Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL) is a global network of 
researchers who use randomized evaluations to provide evidence for decisions 
on development policy. (http://www.povertyactionlab.org/) 

Program logic.   Program logic sets out what a project will do and how it will do 
it. It represents a theory or set of assumptions about what will happen. These are 
represented in a matrix called the Logical Framework. 

Randomized controlled trial.   An experimental research intervention carried out 
(a) with a control group and an experimental group and (b) by selecting people 
randomly from a large population in order to have a representative sample. 

SUN (Scaling up Nutrition).   A country-led movement with hundreds of national 
and international organizations and groups working to improve health through 
better nutrition.  It focuses mainly on reducing stunting and maternal and child 
health. (http://scalingupnutrition.org/) 

Sustainability.   Defined as “the capacity to endure” (Wikipedia 2014), it is a key 
indicator of success in nutrition education, which depends for its effect on 
permanent long-term changes in practice. Sustainability may apply to nutrition 
improvements, interventions, behaviour change or education which is passed on 
naturally. 

Some M&E definitions 

Assessment, appraisal, 
evaluation 

All these terms have much the same meaning, but 
some are typically used in particular contexts. For 
example, people talk about 

 impact assessment more often than about
impact evaluation

 academic assessment of students’ work, not
evaluation

 evaluation as part of a project or program (mid-
term evaluation and final evaluation).
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Some M&E definitions 

Evaluation 
(all kinds) 

A purposeful, systematic and careful collection and 
analysis of information used for the purpose of 
documenting the effectiveness and impact of 
programs, establishing accountability and identifying 
areas needing change and improvement. (Wall n.d.)  

Impact assessment The systematic analysis of lasting or significant change 
– positive or negative, intended or not – in people’s
lives brought about by an action or a series of actions. 
(Roche 1999) 

Monitoring or Process 
evaluation 

A check on the progress of implementation to see (for 
example) if activities have been carried out as planned 
and on time, if the products are up to standard, or if 
the allocated budget has been spent as planned, in 
order to analyse reasons for shortfall and decide how 
to bring the activities back on track. 
(Adapted from Wikipedia 2015 ‘Project management’). 

Outcome evaluation Outcome evaluation, or summative evaluation, 
assesses the effectiveness of an intervention in 
producing the desired belief, skill, and behavioral 
outcomes within a target population. The fundamental 
assumption is that the outcomes can be attributed to a 
specific set of activities. (Adapted from CDC 2013) 

Program evaluation A systematic method for collecting, analyzing, and 
using information to answer questions about projects, 
policies and programs, particularly about their 
effectiveness and efficiency.  It covers all other forms 
of evaluation, and can also assess formative research, 
design, planning, cost effectiveness and sustainability. 
(Rossi et al. 2004) 
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Overview 

or those who are interested, this section expands Unit 9 by giving more
information about the basic process of outcome evaluation (gloss) and a
little practice with the main concepts. The mini-activities are self-

checking, with answer keys at the end of the section. 

We have seen some of the reasons for evaluating and why it is so important in 
nutrition education. We have also looked at some of the main problems - the 
missing or misdirected evaluation of nutrition education in all kinds of 
intervention. 

Let us suppose that we have looked at the intervention design. It has aims which 
reflect real needs, nutrition education objectives are in place, it aims at actual 
practices, the approach is likely to succeed, and there are strategies for 
sustainability. 

It is then worth going ahead with the outcome evaluation. 

F 

3
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The basic process

1. Basic steps in outcome evaluation

Outcome evaluation is what most people mean when they talk about evaluation. 
You already know a lot about it. Check the steps below that you are already 
familiar with. 

Evaluation activities before the intervention 

A. Design the evaluation. 
       Decide on the plan for the evaluation and the time frame.
 B. Review the objectives.  

 See if they are relevant, clear, correctly worded and properly  
      reflect the nutrition  education aims. 
C. Establish/review the indicators (gloss). 
D. Decide the kind of information wanted. 
E. Decide how to collect and record it. 
F. Create evaluation instruments, pre-test them and revise them. 
G. Build capacity to carry out evaluation activities  

(e.g. interviews & focus groups). 
H. Establish the intervention group and the control group (gloss). 
I. Carry out the baseline study (gloss); process  

and analyse the data. 

At the end 

J. Carry out the endline  
study (gloss) and compare 
findings with the baseline. 

K. Write the report,  
disseminate, discuss. 

L. Take action. 
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2. Parts of the process

A. Design the evaluation 

At the beginning you decide on the design of your evaluation. 

 Decide how to sample the participants - i.e. how many people to study
and how to make a representative selection from all the participants.

 Will it be a before-and-after design, with a baseline study and an endline
study? These two studies ask the same questions in the same way to see
what has changed.

 Having a control group allows you to make comparisons with the
intervention group to see if changes are due to the intervention or would
have happened in any case. The two groups have to be as equivalent as
possible and fairly far apart

 Activity 1 Evaluation design 

a. Remember these evaluations in the Unit 9 Resources?

EFNEP HORTICULTURE & NE ENAM 

i. Which one compares before and after in
both experimental and control groups? 

ii. Which one compares experimental and control
group outcomes, but not (apparently) before and 
after? 

iii. Which one compares before and after
but (apparently) without a control group? 

Which of these designs is likely to be most convincing? 

Why? 
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B. Review the objectives 

Check that there are nutrition education objectives and that they include 
practices as well as knowledge and attitudes. Objectives relating to nutrition 
education may deal with: 

 Nutrition status (the goal), which may be measured directly, e.g. growth
or weight, blood tests, physical symptoms and …

 Dietary practices and diet-related practices such as consuming a more
varied diet, growing vegetables, nutrition-conscious shopping, and …

 Knowledge, attitudes and perceptions, e.g. understanding the
importance of diversity in infant feeding, valuing vegetables, recognizing
junk food and …

 Resources and circumstances which can facilitate changes in practices,
e.g. establishing clean water sources, supplying fruit tree saplings and …

 Sustainability actions e.g. producing training materials, developing
capacity, institutionalising services, establishing healthy food outlets,
and…

 Activity 2 Reviewing the objectives 

Add an example for each of the above from any projects you know about. 
See if your 

colleagues 

agree with 

your choice 
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C. Review or establish indicators 

You may need to review the indicators or create your own. A good indicator is 
reliable, valid and easy to check, e.g. 

Objective: Iodised salt is available and accessible to all.

Good indicators: 

 Stocks of iodised salt are available in the store at all times (do a monthly
check).

 The price of iodised salt is the same as or less than other salt (do a price
check).

 A representative sample of consumers pick out iodised salt in the store.

 Activity 3 Good and poor indicators 

Below are some poor indicators for the iodised salt objective. What is wrong with 
them? 

Indicator Why is this a poor indicator? 

A representative sample of 
consumers say they can get iodised 
salt easily and cheaply. 

Shopkeepers state that they stock 
iodised salt throughout the year. 

Mothers explain the value of iodised 
salt in an interview. 
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D. Decide the type and quantity of information needed 

The same information should if possible be gathered in more than one way. 

Get both qualitative and quantitative data (see box). 

Adding up money spent on fruit, or looking at hospital admission statistics, 
gives you “hard” quantitative data (gloss) which you can count or measure; 
holding a focus group discussion gives you rich complex information mixed 
with opinion, i.e. “soft” qualitative data (gloss). 

Quantitative and qualitative data 

 Quantitative methods look at numbers (e.g. counts, proportions,
averages etc.) which can be statistically analysed. Methods are
observations, records, structured interviews and questionnaires.
Example: 40% of households spend more than 2 hours a day collecting
water.

 Qualitative methods aim at in-depth understanding of attitudes,
opinions, motives and behaviour, difficult to quantify. Methods are
observations, case studies, focus groups etc. Example: In community
meetings, women explained that they spend a lot of time collecting
drinking water, and so have little water for household hygiene.

 Which? Qualitative data have often been considered more subjective
(biased) and quantitative methods more objective (unbiased). But in fact
both can be subjective or objective. A mixed-methods approach is
recommended, measuring what happened quantitatively and examining
how and why it happened qualitatively. (Based on IFRC 2011)

Triangulate your data 

Most data sources are not 100% reliable (especially people!) so aim to get data 
from more than one source. This is called triangulation (gloss). For example, if 
you want to know who eats most of the meat in the family, ask wives, husbands 
and children separately, and also observe if possible (observation is generally 
more reliable than self-report). 
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Ask very few questions 

Imagine that you ask three groups of 20 people the same three questions. This 
will give you 180 answers to be processed. You will be able to compare the three 
answers, the three groups, the people within each group, the averages for each 
group etc. etc. You could spend days on it. Generally, evaluators ask too many 
questions and are flooded with unnecessary data. The secret is to start out with 
a very clear idea of what you want to know and only ask the questions that will 
give you these answers. 

 Activity 4 Triangulation 

Which of these data could be triangulated through both observation and report? 

 Household vegetable gardens increase in number.

 Gardens provide a range of foods rich in vitamin A throughout the year.

 Children are consuming more DGLVs.

 Parents have greater knowledge of vitamin A-rich foods.

 Young children’s serum retinol levels are higher.

9
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E. Decide how to collect and record it 

There is plenty of advice on how to collect and record nutrition data but not so 
much on how to gather nutrition education data on practices, understanding, 
attitudes etc. Here are some of the most common. 

Recording practices 

 Observation e.g. sales of snacks, handwashing, use of chlorine
dispensers, quantity of junk food on sale, food hygiene practices in street
food, food storage in the home. n.b. It is difficult to observe regular food
preparation, consumption or distribution in households.

 Documentation and records e.g. attendance (at school, at clinics, at
meetings), hospital admissions, growth charts.

 Self-report (what people say they do) e.g. 24-hour food recalls, food
diaries, tallies (e.g. beans in a cup), reports of observed home food stocks
and practices etc., ticking True/False statements – e.g. I eat a lot of fruit
to keep me healthy; I eat several different kinds of grain every week.

 Semi-structured interviews or focus group discussions about what is
done and why, e.g. the advice people receive about child feeding, what
foods they give to children as treats, what crops they grow and why etc.

Using pictures for assessing nutrition knowledge 

 Choose the healthiest drink you can see from four pictures.

 Choose the best breakfast from three pictures.

 Pick out the risks to healthy food in a picture of a dirty kitchen.

 Put a ring around all the pictures of animal-source foods.

10

Assessing knowledge and understanding 

Knowledge is the most frequently assessed aspect of nutrition education. Some 
instruments are: 

Questionnaires or interviews with multiple-choice or short answers
including pictures with spoken instructions, especially for children.
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 Simulated actions, cases, stories. For example respondents can

o mime good handwashing and explain why they do it like that

o say what foods to add to a particular meal to make it more nourishing

o hear a story about how a man grew very fat and suggest how it might end

o choose a suitable reply to someone selling powdered milk for babies.

Assessing attitudes, opinions, perceptions 

 Attitude questionnaires.   Attitude and opinion questions can be included
in questionnaires, often using a Likert scale (see box).

A Likert scale 

(Read aloud or written) Do you think children should learn about nutrition
at school? 



(Respondents underline one of the smileys, or one of the phrases)

Agree strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
 disagree

 Focus groups can vote on choices or express opinions

 Open and semi-structured interviews can probe attitudes and
perceptions in follow-up questions – e.g. What should pregnant women
not eat? Why not?

 Activity 5 Methods of data collection 

As you look through the data collection methods above, pick out two or three 
which are harder/ more quantitative (H) and two or three which are softer/
more qualitative (S). 

11
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F. Create evaluation instruments 

There are several free online programs which help you to create questionnaires 
and surveys (e.g. www.surveymonkey.com/Surveys; www.quicksurveys.com). 
However, it is the content and formulation of the questions that matter.

Although surveys and questionnaires look easy to make and do, it is very difficult 
to create good ones by instinct, even if you know what you want to find out. You 
have met some of the problems: too many questions, the wrong questions,
questions which imply answers, or have several possible answers, or are vague or 
unclear; multiple-choice questions where the “wrong” answers are more correct 
than the “right” ones; pictures which can easily be misinterpreted (even the 
expressions on “smileys” can be misread by respondents). 
Do not trust questionnaires! 

Experienced evaluators advise: 

 Use “soft” approaches to develop “hard” ones – e.g. have an open group
discussion on a subject before creating a questionnaire.

 Pre-test your instrument in real-use conditions. Revise it, then pre-test again.

 If it has to be delivered in another language, get it translated and then
get it re-translated back into the original language as a check.

 If it is to be delivered orally, train people to ask questions in a friendly
interested way but without revealing their own attitudes or suggesting
that there is a “right” reply.

 Think whether you should ask for written answers or spoken answers.
Depending on the respondents, the answers themselves can be quite
different in the two modalities.

 Activity 6 A bad question 

An interviewer asks questions about how parents train their children to wash 
hands. Here is one of the questions and answers. What is wrong? How would you 
improve it? 

Question: When do you tell your children to wash their hands? 

Answer: Every day. 

12
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G. Build capacity 

Evaluation requires a lot of skills, e.g. carrying out interviews, facilitating focus 
group discussions, analysing data. They have to be carried out very precisely to 
ensure that the conditions are the same for all groups and interviews, that the 
data are not affected, that answers are recorded clearly and accurately, that all 
operations are checked. This usually requires training and practice. 

 Activity 7 Training enumerators (gloss) or interlocutors 

What training should be given to the people who carry out surveys, give out 
questionnaires or do interviews? Suppose you are planning to carry out “semi-
structured interviews”, i.e. interviews which follow a prescribed set of questions, 
but can have follow-up questions or clarification questions. You will train 12 
interlocutors who will operate in pairs. Which actions below are desirable (D), 
essential (E), or optional (O) for the training? 

Training 

1. Go through the questions to understand them and to recognize
their purpose.

2. Explain the procedures (courtesies, timing, location, checking etc.).

3. Give written instructions on what to do and go through them.

4. Practise the interviews with each other, with an observer to
comment.

5. Try out the interview in pairs in the field, in realistic conditions.

6. Review answers given by trial respondents.

7. Practise classifying and recording the data.

8. Discuss problems and solutions.

Implementation 

Carry out the interviews and record the data. 

13
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H. Establish intervention and control groups 

Research studies ideally want not only to find out what happened to the people 
involved in the intervention, but also to compare it with what would have 
happened to people if they had not been involved. This is called the 
“counterfactual”. Since it is impossible to find out what did not in fact happen, 
research gives a great deal of importance to establishing a control group to 
represent the “counterfactual”:  a group as close to the intervention group as 
possible, which does not take part in the intervention and is not affected by it. 
Part of the baseline study consists of describing the two groups, together with 
their starting differences (e.g. more, fewer, younger, older, healthier, sicker etc.). 
Comparing the two groups at the end is part of the endline study. 

There are several different methods of selecting a control group - for example 

 randomisation (establish a suitable group, then randomly select a number
of them to take part in the experiment and leave the others as the
control group)

 matching (establish two groups which are equivalent in the ways that
matter).

However, equivalence is difficult to achieve. 

 Activity 8 Selecting a sample 

Can you see any dangers in these two approaches to selecting a control group? 

Dangers 

Random selection of households 

The intervention is aimed at women in a village with 
children under two years of age. The intervention 
children are to be given a special food (also available 
in shops) and their caregivers will be shown how to 
prepare it. Eligible households in the community are 
identified street by street and every second eligible 
household is selected for the intervention. The 
other eligible households form the control group. 
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Matching men 

A study of health risks to bus drivers is to be 
followed by an intervention promoting recreational 
exercise and dietary diversity. All the bus drivers are 
men, overweight, over 40 years of age, with 
sedentary lifestyles. The proposed control group is a 
group of men (all overweight, over forty and 
sedentary) who attend a retirement club for ex-civil 
servants. 

I. Carry out the baseline study; collect data, process and 

analyse 

Data1 for the baseline study is collected and then “cleaned” by removing 
incomprehensible or incomplete data. The data are then processed and 
analysed. Most data processing is done with special analytical software packages 
such as SPSS (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SPSS), which you will need to learn to 
operate. It can give averages; calculate percentages; break down data by age, 
gender etc; plot graphs; show correlations (correlations are relationships 
between factors – e.g. do girls grow taller in households with latrines?). It will 
also calculate the significance of the findings – e.g. if one group is ill more often 
than another, we need to know if this is a real difference or just a random 
variation. Even experienced scientists often draw the wrong conclusions.

1
 The word data is sometimes treated as plural (as it was in the original Latin) and sometimes as

singular (especially by scientists who never studied Latin). Most people now use the singular, i.e. 
the data has been collected rather than the data have been collected.

“To make people count, we 

need to count people“ 

Lee Jong-Wook, Director 

of WHO 2003 
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 Activity 9 Electronic data collection 

Compare the two methods of data collection below. What advantages do you 
see in electronic data collection? Are there any disadvantages? 

Paper forms Electronic data 

Forms from a survey on child 
vaccination in one district in Zambia, 
collected physically by surveyors 
going from house to house. The 
whole country is covered in this way. 
The data are then input into a 
computer, analysed and published. 

A health worker completes a form 
on her mobile phone and transmits 
the data. The information is received 
immediately, and can be analysed 
and distributed right away. 

http://www.ted.com/talks/joel_selanikio_the_surprising_seeds_of_a_big_data_
revolution_in_healthcare.html 
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Unit 9 Webspot: MAGPI data collection 

https://www.magpi.com/login/auth 

Free electronic data collection software from Global Health/Datadyne allows you 
to create survey forms and enter data. It is already in use in Cameroon, Ghana, 
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Uganda and Zambia. 

Explore the possibilities: 

 Go to the site.

 Register (it’s free) and log in.

 View the instructional video (also at http://vimeo.com/channels/magpi)

 Start to create a questionnaire, with a title and a first question.

See how far you get and report back at the tutorial! 
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J, K, L. At the end of the intervention 

You do an endline study, very similar to the baseline study, with some added 
enquiries (e.g. about participants’ experience of the project and their 
expectations for the future). You process the data in the same way, then 
compare it with the baseline findings and with the control group and draw 
conclusions. 

It is then time to write the report, to share your findings with stakeholders and 
participants, to discuss what has been learned and to decide on ways forward. 

SUMMARY OF EXTRA SECTION: BASIC PROCESS OF 

OUTCOME EVALUATION 

Much of the work of an outcome evaluation is done before the intervention 
starts, in the evaluation design, planning, selection of groups, development of 
indicators, baseline study etc. Capacity needed for carrying out the evaluation 
should also be assessed at the start. 

Methods of collecting and recording data depend on the circumstances 
(manpower, literacy, time available). If possible, data should be triangulated 
(collected from more than one source). Quantitative and qualitative data can 
supplement each other. Evaluation instruments should be pre-tested in realistic 
conditions and revised, and training for enumerators and interlocutors should 
focus on accuracy, understanding, courtesy and realistic practice. Electronic 
media and software can make data collection and analysis faster, cheaper and 
more reliable. 

Further training 

If you are interested in professional training in monitoring and evaluation, you 
can find several online courses mentioned in Unit 9 Resources, 3, Training in 
Monitoring and Evaluation. 
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Keys and comments 

 Key to Activity 1 Evaluation design 

a. i. ENAM ii. HORTICULTURE AND NE iii. EFNEP

b. ENAM is the most convincing design, as it shows more conclusively what is
actually due to the intervention, taking account of other influences which
may have affected the groups.

 Key to Activity 2 Reviewing the objectives 

Open answers: get comments from your peers. 

 Key to Activity 3 Good and poor indicators 

Indicator Why is this a poor indicator? 

A representative sample of 
consumers say they can get 
iodised salt easily and 
cheaply. 

Consumers may not know what iodised 
salt is or how to recognise it. They may 
give this answer because they think it is 
expected, or because they are thinking of 
some other kind of salt. 

Shopkeepers state that they 
stock iodised salt throughout the 
year. 

Shopkeepers may not know the difference, 
or they may think this is an official check 
and they have to give the “right answer”, 
or they may make a habit of saying that 
they always have things in stock.

Mothers explain the value 
of iodised salt in an 
interview. 

Even if mothers can explain the value of 
iodized salt, it does not mean that they 
can get it easily, or that they use it, or 
even that they believe it matters. 
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 Key to Activity 4 Triangulation 

All the questions could be answered by both observation and report except the 
last (serum retinol levels) – although it would take a lot of time and effort to 
check up on what the children are eating. 

 Key to Activity 5 Methods of data collection 

“Harder” (more quantitative) methods are: 

(1) observation, (2) documentation, (3) self-report (although not always reliable), 
(4) semi structured interviews, (5) multiple-choice questions and very structured 
self-reports, (7) attitude questionnaires.

“Softer” (more qualitative) methods are: 

(4,8) focus group discussions, (4,9) open and semi-structured 
interviews, (6) simulated actions and demonstrations.

Many can be both soft and hard, depending on the questions. 

 Key to Activity 6 A bad question 

There are at least three things wrong with this question! 

a. The question is ambiguous – is it about the times when parents speak to
their children or about the times when children wash their hands? The
respondent has assumed the first.

b. The question is not open: it assumes that parents do tell children to wash
their hands – we do not know if this is true but it sounds as if we think it is.

c. The question implies that a positive answer is expected (respondents had
better pretend that they tell their children to wash their hands even if they
don’t!)

A better approach would be to find out if children do wash their hands 
(preferably by observation), ask parents how they learn to do it and then get
details of the parents’ role. 
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 Key to Activity 7 Training enumerators or interlocutors 

All the actions are essential. Unfortunately training is often limited to the first 
three actions, so that potential problems and improvements are not identified. 

 Key to Activity 8 Selecting a sample 

Can you see any dangers in these two approaches to selecting a control group? 

Random selection of households 

The intervention is aimed at women 
in a village with children under two 
years. The intervention children are 
to be given a special food (also 
available in the shops) and their 
caregivers will be shown how to 
prepare it. The relevant households 
in the community are identified 
street by street and every second 
household is selected for the 
intervention. 

A lot of risks. Some are: 

 Ethics: It may appear that the
intervention children are getting
special treatment. This could
create bad feeling in the village.

 Contagion: the households are
very close together: it is likely that
the non-intervention households
will find out all about it and
possibly even get hold of the food
for their own children.

Matching men 

A study of health risks to bus drivers 
is to be followed by an intervention 
promoting recreational exercise and 
dietary diversity. All the bus drivers 
are men, overweight, over 40 years 
of age, and have sedentary 
lifestyles. The proposed control 
group is a group of men (all 
overweight, over forty and 
sedentary) who attend a retirement 
club for ex-civil servants. 

The main difficulty is in matching the 
groups. There could be very significant 
differences which the researchers have 
not taken into account – e.g. age, level of 
education, existing home diet, income, 
access to information, time available for 
making changes.  All these factors could 
affect what happens in the period of the 
intervention. It might be better to take 
another group of bus drivers instead of 
the civil servants. 
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 Key to Activity 9 Electronic data processing 

Advantages Electronic data processing can save time and money and give 
more reliable results. It also helps in “cleaning” the data. 

Disadvantages There are the usual problems with internet connections and
making sure that people have working mobile phones and paid 
phone time. And of course it’s still possible to make mistakes 
inputting the data. 
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Glossary 

You will find longer explanations of many of these items in the main course 
glossary. 

Baseline/endline studies.   A baseline study is an analysis of the current situation 
to identify starting points for a program or project, i.e. what you hope will 
change. In nutrition education the start points are usually knowledge, attitudes, 
practices and perceptions, together with environmental aspects (e.g. resources, 
facilities). At the close of the project an endline study looks at the same factors 
to see what has changed as a result of the intervention. 

Control group.   In experiments, the aim is to see what effect a particular 
intervention has. This is done by carrying out the intervention with a treatment

group or experimental group, and comparing the results with an equivalent 
control group which does not benefit from the intervention. 

Enumerators.   People who collect data for a census, survey or other research. 

Indicator.   A means of measuring progress or outcomes in a project. 

Outcome evaluation.   An outcome evaluation assesses whether and how far an 
intervention produces the desired beliefs, attitudes, skills and practices. 

Qualitative data.   Qualitative (soft) data have to do with attitudes, opinions, 
motives and behaviour and are difficult to quantify. 

Quantitative data.   Quantitative (hard) data are easy to measure (e.g. counts, 
proportions, averages) and can be statistically analysed. 
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Triangulation.   Using two or more methods of enquiry in order to find out the 
same facts. If different methods give the same result one can be more confident 
of their accuracy; if they disagree it will be in doubt. 
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1. The ENAM project evaluation

ENAM = Enhancing child nutrition through animal source food management 

Brief description 

The ENAM project in Ghana (2004-2009) aimed to increase young children’s 
access to animal source foods (ASFs) for improved nutrition, on the grounds that 
ASFs were a vital source of micronutrients and made a significant difference to 
children’s growth and cognitive function (Allen 2003). 

In the ENAM situation analysis (Colecraft et al. 2006) some of the barriers to 
increasing ASFs for young children were found to be “low income of caregivers, 
poor producer-consumer linkages, inadequate nutrition knowledge and skills of 
extension staff and caregivers, cultural beliefs, and inequitable household food 
distribution” – mainly a mix of lack of resources and lack of education. 

The idea was therefore to help to increase household income sustainably and 
combine this with nutrition education about IYCF. Hence the intervention 
consisted of 

 nutrition and business education

 microcredit loans

 weekly group meetings for nutrition education and for loan repayments.

Baselines were established and control groups set up. 
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More about the ENAM project 

The ENAM project was very well documented and supported by research. Find 
out more about it from these resources: 

Video about the ENAM project Hidden Hunger: http://vimeo.com/14063199 

Two articles: Colecraft et al. 2006, and Colecraft et al. 2012 (see References) 

The ENAM project: the evaluation findings 

Some of the evaluation findings were presented by Prof Grace Marquis at a 
conference in 2011. 

Here are some of the PowerPoint slides showing some of the main results of the 
project. 

4
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Note.  These PowerPoint slides only present the broad results. It would be good 
to know, for example, what proportion of the intervention community were 
participants, if they were selected or self-selecting, what other events were 
taking place during the project, the methodology of the nutrition education 
element, how the results were measured etc. The full evaluation report gives 
much more information. 

n.b. The words on the Nutritional 
Status box are: 

 Participant/intervention
community

 Non-participant intervention
community

 Non-participant control
community
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2. Examples of monitoring and evaluation

A. Home gardens in Kwa-Zulu: an outcome evaluation 

Article abstract 

Aims.   The aim of the study was to determine whether the dietary intake of 
yellow and dark-green leafy vegetables and the serum retinol concentrations 
of children improve with a home gardening program. 

Design.   A home gardening program was integrated with a community-based 
growth-monitoring system in a rural village. Data were collected at baseline and 
20 months after implementation of the program. The dietary intake, serum 
retinol concentrations, and growth of 2–5-year-old children, and maternal 
knowledge regarding vitamin A, were determined. A neighbouring village served 
as a control village. 

Results.   In the experimental village, 126 home gardens were established, 
representing approximately one-third of the households. At follow-up, children 
from the experimental village consumed yellow and dark-green leafy vegetables 
more often and had significantly higher serum retinol concentrations than did 
children from the control village. Maternal knowledge regarding vitamin A 
improved significantly in the experimental village. 

Conclusion.   A home gardening program integrated with a primary health care 
activity, linked to nutrition education, and focused on the production of yellow 
and dark-green leafy vegetables significantly improved the vitamin A status of 2–
5-year-old children in a rural village in South Africa. 

(Adapted from Faber et al. 2002) 
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B. Little monitoring actions 

People check what is happening and keep an eye on their food environment: 

 In South Africa, parents learn to understand their children’s growth charts
and discuss them with the health worker.

 In a works canteen in Zimbabwe, fruit has been put on sale for a trial
period. The manager checks the sales each day to see if people are buying
and sales are going up.

 In Zambia, older schoolchildren check each day to see that younger
children have washed their hands before eating.

 In Ghana and Sudan, Amos and Fatou keep an eye on their consumption
of beer and fizzy drinks.

 College students concerned about junk food keep a food diary for a week.

 Consumers learn how to test common foods for adulteration (see below).

Kitchen tests for adulterated foods 

Coffee powder 

Adulterant.   Chicory powder (adds 
bulk and colour). Can cause diarrhoea, 
stomach disorders, giddiness and 
severe joint pains. 

Test.   Gently sprinkle coffee powder 
on the surface of water in a glass. The 
coffee will float whereas chicory will 
start to sink within a few seconds. The 
falling chicory powder will also leave a 
trail of colour behind from the 
caramel it contains. 

Ice cream 

Adulterant.   Washing powder (gives a 
bright white sheen and a lighter 
flavour). Can cause severe stomach 
and liver disorders.

Test.   Squeeze a 
few drops of 
lemon juice on the 
ice cream. If it 
starts to froth and 
bubble, washing 
powder is present.

(Sinha 2012) 

© FAO/ Giulio Napolitano 
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C. Horticulture and nutrition education: a long-term 

outcome evaluation 

Abstract from an article 

Objective 

To evaluate the long-term effects of a horticultural and nutrition education 
intervention in ten villages in rural Tanzania. 

Evaluation actions 

Mothers and their children aged 6-71 months (n = 236) from an a.
experimental and a control area were interviewed after the intervention 
about knowledge and practices related to vitamin A nutrition. 
Intake of vitamin A-rich foods by the children during the seven days priorb.
to the interview was recorded.
Stools were examined for helminths.c.
Serum samples were analysed for retinol and C-reactive protein (CRP) (nd.
= 146) for the children aged 12-71 months.
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Results 

Knowledge and practices were more favourable to vitamin A intake in the a.
experimental area than in the control area. 
Increased consumption of green leaves was associated with higher serumb.
retinol.
The experimental area had lower serum retinol levels than the controlc.
area. One likely confounder1 was the higher helminth infestation in the
experimental area than in the control area. Children with helminths (n =
94) had a lower mean serum retinol level than those without (n = 52).

Conclusions 

Food-based vitamin A programs can make sustainable improvements in 
knowledge and dietary practices but these may not be reflected in increases in 
serum retinol. Program implementation and evaluation should take 
confounders* such as helminth infestation into consideration. 

(Adapted from Kidala et al. 2000) 

D. Clean water (1): comparing cost-effectiveness 

A comparative program evaluation of five research studies focusing on 

methods and costs 

The most cost-effective methods of reducing diarrhoeal focus on cleaning 
water to break the transmission of diarrhoeal disease.

Although it is possible to deliver uncontaminated, chlorinated water to 
households through pipes, this is usually prohibitively expensive in the 
developing world. Policymakers have to consider more cost-effective options. 

Adding disinfectant after water has been collected 

 kills germs

 avoids the problem of re-contamination during transport and storage.

1 A confounder is an extra unplanned element (an “extraneous variable”) which affects the
results.
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One of the most cost-effective ways to reduce diarrhoea is through free delivery 
of chlorine through dispensers at water sources. 

(Adapted from J-PAL 2013: 
http://www.povertyactionlab.org/policy-lessons/health/child-diarrhea). 

Reduction in diarrhoea incidents per $1000 spent 

Free chlorine dispensers at water sources Kenya 494 

Free home delivery of chlorine Kenya 333 

Encasing water sources in concrete Kenya 305 

Free home delivery of chlorine Pakistan 115 

Handwashing promotion with free soap Pakistan 71 

(http://www.povertyactionlab.org/policy-lessons/health/child-diarrhea) 

©FAO/Amos Gumulira 
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E. Clean water (2): an article 

Informal program evaluation focusing on methods 

A surprising barrier to clean water: human nature
In many parts of the developing world, drinking a glass of water can be deadly — especially for 

young children. But getting clean water to people has been a surprisingly hard problem to solve. 

At first, it was seen as an engineering problem: if there's no clean water, dig a well. But when 

researchers actually tested the water in the homes of people who got water from clean wells, they 

often found contamination. Maybe the container used to fetch the water wasn't clean, or the cup 

used to scoop out the water. Or children carried the water in open buckets and stuck their hands in 

it. 

An alternative was to get people to use chlorine. In Kenya little bottles of chlorine are cheap and 

widely available. Problem solved? "If only it was that easy," says Evan, from the NGO 

Innovations for Poverty Action in Kenya. “Getting every household to use chlorine proved to be 

extraordinarily difficult.” Surveys show that only a small percentage of people in Kenya buy the 

chlorine. 

The latest approach is to place the chlorine right next to the spring or well. A free dispenser 

releases a measured amount into the containers people use. A tiny bit is enough for 20 litres of 

water. "It's very simple," says Evan. "A lot of its success is in its simplicity." It’s also very cost-

effective. 

However if you test the water in homes in villages where there are dispensers, only 40 percent 

contain chlorine. It seems that many people do not use the dispensers. Some don't like the taste; 

some don't believe in it; sometimes they just forget. 

This would be frustrating, says Evan, if it weren't so familiar. "I've had malaria five times now”, 

he says. "I have a bed net hanging above my bed, and I don't use it." 

People everywhere — in rural Kenya, in New York, wherever — just don't always do all the 

things they are supposed to do. 

In richer countries they don’t have to worry about human nature, as they pipe clean water direct to 

people’s homes. But it's going to be a long time before that happens in rural Kenya. 

(Adapted from an article by David Kestenbaum 2013) 

If only it was that easy! 
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F. An income generation project: impact assessment 

An income generating project for women in Tanzania was very successful in 
providing women with money that they could use for feeding and educating their 
children.  

The women in the community were delighted with the success of the project. 

 Monitoring reports confirmed that the project was doing what it said it
would do.

 The mid-term review and first evaluation noted that it was an effective
and well-conceived project.

But the evaluation process did not explore the social impact. Although the 
women were happy, other members of the community were not. 

After a period of time, the project had to close as too many of the women found 
that having access to their own income led to tensions and violence within their 
homes. 

One of the unintended and negative impacts of the project 
was that some women were being forced (sometimes  
with violence) to hand over their earnings to their  
husbands, who used the money as they saw fit. 

(Adapted from O’Flynn 2010) 
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G. EFNEP annual outcome evaluation 

The Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP), funded by the 
US Department of Agriculture (USDA), runs practical nutrition education 
courses and activities across the United States. 

EFNEP carries out an annual evaluation and produces an annual report. 

Below is one slide from a presentation of the 2012 evaluation to USAID and 
USDA by Helen Chipman, the EFNEP national program leader, and some of her 
notes for talking about the slide. (see USDA 2012) 

Financial year 2011 

Data on EFNEP Adults.   Notes 

 Improve program participants’ diets
- including consuming an additional
cup of fruits and vegetables

 Improve their nutrition practices -
such as making healthier food
choices and reading nutrition labels

 Stretch their food dollars farther -
such as planning meals and
shopping with a grocery list

 Handle food more safely - such as
storing and thawing food properly

13
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3. Training in monitoring and evaluation

Do you want to train in monitoring and evaluation? 

M&E training would certainly be useful to you in your professional future. 
If you are interested, here are some manuals and courses to try out: 

M&E  Fundamentals: a self-guided mini-course 

By Nina Frankel & Anastasia Gage (2007). MEASURE Evaluation + USAID 
http://www.cpc.unc.edu/measure/publications/ms-07-20 

“This mini-course covers the basics of program monitoring and evaluation in the 
context of population, health, and nutrition programs. It also defines common 
terms and discusses why M&E is essential for program management.” The course 
can be taken online to earn a certificate at 
https://training.measureevaluation.org/certificate-courses/ir. 

Project/Programme Monitoring and Evaluation Guide 

IFRC (International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies) (2011) 
http://www.ifrc.org/Global/Publications/monitoring/IFRC-ME-Guide-8-2011.pdf 

For reference. A fairly comprehensive guide to monitoring and evaluation 
procedures, with an emphasis on emergency situations. 

Participatory video for monitoring and evaluation 

http://www.insightshare.org/engage/services/pv-monitoring 

http://www.insightshare.org/sites/default/files/Participatory%20Video%20and%
20the%20Most%20Significant%20Change%20Technique%20-
%20How%20it%20works.pdf 

“Participatory video makes monitoring and evaluation engaging, compelling and 
fun. It is perfect for community groups, NGOs and other bodies seeking an 
authentic and participatory means of learning from their projects in 
interventions.” This participatory evaluation through video, story and the “most 
significant change” technique is a real alternative to conventional approaches to 
M&E. 
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Links – Student’s book 

 Admitting failure
http://www.admittingfailure.com/

 Sharing information to improve evaluation
http://betterevaluation.org/

 Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program Impacts
http://nifa.usda.gov/sites/default/files/resource/2013%20Impact%20Report_0.pdf

 J-PAL website
http://www.povertyactionlab.org/methodology/what-evaluation

 Magpi data collection system
https://www.magpi.com/login/auth

More information about Magpi:

o http://www.theguardian.com/global-development-
professionalsnetwork/2013/aug/07magpi-health-data-collection-ict4d

o http://healthmarketinnovations.org/program/magpi-mobile-health-
data-collection

o http://www.ted.com/talks/joel_selanikio_the_surprising_seeds_of_a
_big_data_revolution_in_healthcare.html (video talk)

o Participatory video for monitoring and evaluation
http://www.insightshare.org/engage/services/pv-monitoring
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Links – Unit resources 

 Video about the ENAM project (Hidden Hunger)
http://vimeo.com/14063199

 J-PAL: Diarrhea
http://www.povertyactionlab.org/policy-lessons/health/child-diarrhea

 Measure Evaluation
http://www.cpc.unc.edu/measure/publications/ms-07-20

https://training.measureevaluation.org/certificate-courses/ir.

 Project/Programme Monitoring and Evaluation Guide
http://www.ifrc.org/Global/Publications/monitoring/IFRC-ME-Guide-8-
2011.pdf

 Participatory video for monitoring and evaluation
http://www.insightshare.org/engage/services/pv-monitoring

http://www.insightshare.org/sites/default/files/Participatory%20Video%
20and%20the%20Most%20Significant%20Change%20Technique%20-
%20How%20it%20works.pdf

Links - Extra section 

 Online programmes for surveys, questionnaires
www.surveymonkey.com/Surveys

https://www.quicksurveys.com

 The surprising seeds of a big-data revolution in healthcare
http://www.ted.com/talks/joel_selanikio_the_surprising_seeds_of_a_big
_data_revolution_in_healthcare.html

 Magpi data collection system
https://www.magpi.com/login/auth

Instructional video
http://vimeo.com/channels/magpi
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Section 1. Introduction: What is evaluation? 

1.1 Evaluation questions 

 Activity 1 Buying beans (1) 

No writing required 

1.2 Types and stages of evaluation 

 Activity 2 Buying beans (2) 

Compare the types and stages of evaluation in the table with the four sets of questions you asked and answered in 
‘Buying Beans (1)’. What kind of evaluation does each set of questions represent? 

a. Questions about Mama’s plan

b. Questions about the shopping

c. Questions about the results

d. Questions about the longer run

Evaluation in the project cycle 

 Activity 3 Evaluation in the project cycle 

Where do the different kinds of evaluation fit into the project cycle? 

a. Look at the diagram on p. 12 of the Student's Book and match A-E below with the different kinds of
evaluation. (nb. One part of the cycle is not normally evaluated by itself).
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A. Formative research 

B. Intervention design 

C. Implementation 

D. Results 

E. Later 

b. Which one of these kinds of evaluation seems to you most important?

Why? (The reasons are more important than the choice). 

Section 2. Main evaluation actions 

2.1 Main actions in a formal evaluation 

 Activity 4 Evaluation actions 

Read through the section  on main evaluation actions on pp. 14-16 of the Student's Book. 

a. Fill in the summary table below. Do this for yourself before checking in the Key. You will need to be able to
explain each item clearly.

Evaluation actions What is it for? Why is it needed? 

1. Using a checklist for evaluating project design

2. Doing a baseline study

3. Doing an endline study
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4. Establishing an experimental group

5. Establishing a control group

6. Using indicators

7. Assessing impact

b. Which of these activities are necessary to an outcome evaluation?

1 4 

2 5 

3 6 

c. Using the numbers, put all the actions in Qa above in the order they would normally occur. Think about it!

2.2 “Reading” an outcome evaluation 

 Activity 5 The ENAM project evaluation assessed 

Look at the Unit 9 Resources, 1, pp. 3-5‘The ENAM project evaluation’. 

 Read the brief description of the ENAM project.

 Study the graphics from the presentation of the evaluation findings.

 Answer the questions below.

a. What was the main aim of the project?

7
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Good nutrition Food security 

Nutrition education Income generation 

b. What kinds of outcome are shown in the evaluation slide?

Nutrition Food security 

Nutrition education Income generation 

c. What groups of people are compared?

1. 

2. 

3. 

d. What kinds of nutrition education outcome are evaluated?

knowledge practices attitudes/perceptions 

e. First box: Nutrition knowledge

1. Which groups improved their knowledge?

intervention group only control group only both groups 

2. What is interesting about the answer to (1.)?

f. Second box: Household food security

1. Were the two groups at the same level to start with?

Yes No 
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2. Which group(s) improved?

Intervention group only Control group only Both groups 

3. Which group improved more?

Intervention group only Control group only 

g. Third box: Animal-source-food intake by children

1. Consumption of ASFs increased, but which foods?

only livestock meats poultry and fish powder 

only poultry all of them 

only fish powder 

2. What do you conclude about children’s consumption of ASFs in the intervention?

3. What do you conclude about children’s consumption of ASFs in the control group?

h. Fourth box: Nutrition status (put A, B or C)

1. Which group’s nutrition status improved the most?

2. Which group’s nutrition status did not improve?

3. Which group’s nutrition status improved to some extent?

4. How do you explain this?

i. What is the main finding of the evaluation?
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j. If you were thinking of adopting this approach in your own country/district, what else would you want to
know? What questions would you ask?

2.3 Adding evaluation 

 Activity 6 Better breakfasts 

a. Check what the objectives cover:

Practices? Skills? Resources? 

Knowledge? Attitudes? Sustainability? 

At the moment no evaluation is planned. You and your colleagues would like to persuade the District to evaluate the 
project with your help, and with the participation of the schools, children, parents and health workers. 

b. If this comes off, which of the points on p. 22 of the Student's Book should be

 found out before starting? Example: 1, 4, 9, 13, 14 

 looked at in the project design?

 monitored during the project?

 evaluated at the end?

 assessed in the long term (if possible)?

 Activity 7 Proposing M&E for better breakfasts 

Look at p. 23-24 of the Student's Book. On page 24 are some things you might say (1-9), and below them are some 
words (A to G) for filling in the blanks. Write A to G in the blanks. Add something of your own at the end to make it 
more persuasive. 

1. Relating to the needs 2. Looking at the objectives

3. Proposing M&E 4. Making the offer
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5. Describing the first steps 6. Outlining the baseline enquiry

7. Explaining the need for monitoring 8. Thinking about sustainability

9. Looking forward to outcome/
impact evaluation

10. Your own ending:

Error message! 

Look at the dialogue on26 of the Student's Book. Add your questions in the space below. 

Section 3. Why evaluate? 

3.1 Examples, purposes, uses 

 Activity 8 Uses of evaluation: an example 

a. What was the main use of evaluation in this project? Think about it!

For accountability For development For research 

b. How exactly was it valuable?
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 Activity 9 Evaluation in your project 

Purposes and uses of evaluation 

Refer to the Student's Book, p.29. 

A. For accountability 

A1. Accountability upwards 

In your own project (1): 

In your project you are accountable to your university through your tutors. 

What are you doing to keep them satisfied that you are doing it properly? 

A2. Accountability to participants and stakeholders 

In your own project (2): 

How do participants check progress/ outcomes for themselves? 

Do they see it as their own business or as something imposed upon them? 

B. For development – to see what works and what does not, and why 

B1.To show progress and success (or failure) 

In your own project (3): 

What progress have you and your participants been able to see? 

B2. To improve the approach or select the most effective actions 

In your own project (4): 

Is there anything that you will do better next time? Give an example 

Unit 9: Monitoring and evaluation 
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C. Research - to build the evidence base for policy and strategy 

In your own project (5): 

Do you see any potential for research? If so, what? 

In your own project (6):  

Finally, what do you conclude is the main purpose of evaluating your own project? 

 Activity 10 Looking at other examples 

Look at Unit 9 Resources, 2, pp. 6-12, and pp. 34-35 of the Student's Book. Complete the table. 

Example of M&E (give letter 
and name) 

Main finding(s) (if known) and their 
importance 

What purposes/uses? (give letter 
and brief explanation) 
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Example of M&E (give letter 
and name) 

Main finding(s) (if known) and their 
importance 

What purposes/uses? (give letter 
and brief explanation) 
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Example of M&E (give letter 
and name) 

Main finding(s) (if known) and their 
importance 

What purposes/uses? (give letter 
and brief explanation) 

The value of failure 

Evaluation error 2:  Hiding failure – is there an alternative? 

Look at p. 37-38 of the Student's Book and complete the dialogue. 

 “It could be a problem later if you don’t mention it now. Why not say…. 

Section 4. Evaluation in nutrition education 

4.1 Make sure that nutrition education is evaluated 

 Activity 11 Why don’t they evaluate? 

It is true that M&E can be time-consuming and expensive. 

Can you suggest any other general reason for not evaluating in any of the cases on p. 42 of the Student's Book? 
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Take two of the cases above (A. to E.) and suggest specific reasons. 

Case: 

Case: 

 Activity 12 Growth Monitoring Plus 

Look at p. 44 of the Student's Book. 

a. Would you expect a significant impact of the promotional activities on:

attendance? feeding practices? children’s growth? 

b. Suppose you have to decide whether to continue the promotional program, and perhaps extend it to other
districts. How could you roughly assess - simply and cheaply - the effects of the promotional activities on any
of these? (Choose two).

Attendance: 

Feeding practices? 

Children’s growth? 
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Evaluation error 3: no evaluation of training  

Look at p. 45 of the Student's Book. Make some suggestions about evaluating training. 

When you meet the trainers ask them: 

4.2 Make sure that evaluation looks at the right things 

 Activity 13 What is evaluated? 

Below are some more real statements from evaluators. Answer them. 

“30,000 women have been reached by our messages on complementary feeding and 86% of those women 
understand them.” 

Example: “That’s a great achievement. However, we need to know if their understanding has turned into action. Is 

it possible to find out if complementary feeding practices have actually improved, by asking some of the women 

what their children ate that day?” 

a. “73% of the community can now name four local foods rich in vitamin A.”

b. “Our campaign has been successful: people’s attitudes to F&V are more positive.”

c. “The old people’s club has put together a book of traditional recipes and distributed 200 copies to local
schools.”
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4.3 Make sure that evaluation takes account of the approach 

 Activity 14 Why look at the approach? 

a. What kind of evaluation assesses the approach?

b. Why is it important to look at the educational approach and not only at the outcomes?

c. Say two things you would look for in the educational approach:

1. 

2. 

4.4 Make sure that evaluation aims at sustainability 

 Activity 15 Is it sustainable? assessed 

Here are four (real) intervention plans, with different levels of sustainability. Give each one a rating, explain what 
makes it sustainable or not, and ask the appropriate questions, as in the example on p. 51 of the Student's Book. 

Rating: How sustainable? 

1: Not very 

2: Some potential  

3: Quite high 

4: Very high 

The intervention What makes it sustainable (or not)? 

a. Old
women
and
calcium
deficiency

Rating 

Comments 
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The intervention What makes it sustainable (or not)? 

b. Soya Rating 

Comments 

c. Media
campaign

Rating 

Comments 

4.5 Evaluating a nutrition education program 

 Activity 16 The international assessment checklist 

Project team 

Take a look (preferably with all your project team) and 

 Tick (or write y) for points you have covered in your own project (even though on a small scale)

 cross (X) the ones which deal with evaluation (which you have not fully covered yet)

double-cross (XX) any which you will probably not achieve in this module.

Features of the project/program y X XX 

a. It takes into account the nutritional and dietary needs of the target group.

b. It explores the knowledge, attitudes, practices and perceptions of individuals as
well as their needs and priorities.

c. It explores the influences on behaviour and outlook, social and material.

d. Among its objectives it includes changes in practices, as well as knowledge gains
and attitude change.

e. Its objectives include changes in people’s environments (social, physical and
institutional) to help them fulfil the proposed practices (e.g. sale of healthy foods at
school, involvement of community leaders, improved health services).
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Features of the project/program y X XX 

f. It is committed to long-term efforts to achieve sustained behaviour change and
includes sustainability in the project design.

g. It is based on methodologies that promote learning from practical experiences and
from solving the problems that affect the participants.

h. It empowers the beneficiaries so that they can make the intended changes, helping
to develop their abilities, confidence, skills and sense of ownership.

i. It develops capacity in the nutrition educators and facilitators as necessary (e.g. in
technical knowledge of nutrition or horticulture; consultation, facilitation,
communication or counselling; design and management of interventions).

j. It manages programs efficiently and effectively (e.g. carrying out activities as
planned, responding to feedback, creating viable and dynamic groups).

k. The assessment shows that the desired changes in practices, skills, attitudes,
knowledge, circumstances and community support were achieved.

l. The assessment shows that positive effects are likely to be maintained.

m. The program is related to a nationwide strategy/policy.

n. The program interacts productively with all the sectors and stakeholders
concerned.

Section 5. Who evaluates? 

5.1 Attitudes to monitoring and evaluation 

Error message! 

Evaluation error 4: Exclusive evaluation 

Look at p. 56 of the Student's Book and complete the dialogue. 

You: No one else? 
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5.2 Who can evaluate? 

 Activity 17 Participant M&E for better breakfasts assessed 

Look at p. 58-59 of the Student's Book and complete the table. Say who would do what, as in the examples. 

Elements to be monitored or evaluated  Possible monitoring or evaluation actions by participants 

a. What children have for breakfast. Example: For homework, 10-year-old children keep breakfast 

diaries for a week at the beginning of the project, and for a week 

at the end. They share what they write with their families and 

make their own before-and-after comparisons. 

b. The process and conduct of the
project (decisions taken,
consultations, implementation,
effects).

Example: At PTA meetings parents discuss the process and conduct 

of the project and (at the end) its effects and the potential for 

carrying on. 

c. Parents’ and children’s ideas of the
value of breakfast before and after
the intervention.

d. The quality of school lessons and their
contribution to the objectives.

e. The challenges of producing good
breakfasts every day, and ways of
meeting the challenges.
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Section 6. Your own project evaluation 

Project action B: Choosing the approach 

Look at pp. 63-64 of the Student's Book. Which approach will you use, and why? 

Section 7. Review & preparation for the tutorial 

Preparation for the tutorial: attitudes to M&E 

What attitude would you adopt to monitoring and evaluation at this point in your career? Say yes OR no and explain 
why or why not. This will be discussed at the tutorial.

b. I would decide to carry out full M&E in major nutrition education activities.

c. I would hand M&E over to the experts (if available)

d. I would aim to do some training to increase my skills in M&E.

a. I would take a cautious interest, and do some observation and small-scale experimentation
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Instructions for project work 

E. Analysis and report 

Project dossier (5) 

Part 1: Preparation 

Name 
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Part 2: Report on the session 

Name 
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Part 3: Report on participant evaluation 

Name 

The evaluation questions should be in the annex below. There is no need to repeat each question in full in your 
summary, but make it clear which questions you are referring to. 
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Annex to project dossier (5):  

Participant evaluation questions

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9. 

10.
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The Basic Process 

Section 1. Basic steps in outcome evaluation 

Section 2. Parts of the process 

A. Design the evaluation 

 Activity 1 Evaluation design 

a. Remember these evaluations in the Unit 9 resources?

EFNEP HORTICULTURE & NE ENAM 

1. Which one compares before and after in both experimental and control
groups?

2. Which one compares experimental and control group outcomes, but
not (apparently) before and after?

3. Which one compares before and after but (apparently) without a
control group?

Which of these designs is likely to be most convincing? Why? 

B. Review the objectives 

Check that there are nutrition education objectives and that they include practices as well as knowledge and 
attitudes. Objectives relating to nutrition education may deal with: 

 Nutrition status (the goal), which may be measured directly, e.g. growth or weight, blood tests, physical
symptoms and …

 Dietary practices and diet-related practices such as consuming a more varied diet, growing vegetables,
nutrition-conscious shopping, and …
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 Knowledge, attitudes and perceptions, e.g. understanding the importance of diversity in infant feeding,
valuing vegetables, recognizing junk food and …

 Resources and circumstances which can facilitate changes in practices, e.g. establishing clean water sources,
supplying fruit tree saplings and …

 Sustainability actions e.g. producing training materials, developing capacity, institutionalising services,
establishing healthy food outlets, and…

 Activity 2 Reviewing the objectives 

Add an example for each of the above from any projects you know about. 

C. Review or establish indicators 

 Activity 3 Good and poor indicators 

Below are some poor indicators for the iodised salt objective. What is wrong with them? 

Indicator Why is this a poor indicator? 

A representative sample of consumers say they can get 
iodised salt easily and cheaply. 

Shopkeepers state that they stock iodised salt 
throughout the year. 

Mothers explain the value of iodised salt in an 
interview. 
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D. Decide the type and quantity of information needed 

 Activity 4 Triangulation 

Which of these data could be triangulated through both observation and report? 

Household vegetable gardens increase in number. 

Gardens provide a range of foods rich in vitamin A throughout the year. 

Children are consuming more DGLVs. 

Parents have greater knowledge of vitamin A-rich foods. 

Young children’s serum retinol levels are higher.

E. Decide how to collect and record it 

 Activity 5 Methods of data collection 

No writing required. 

F. Create evaluation instruments 

 Activity 6 A bad question 

An interviewer asks questions about how parents train their children to wash hands. Here is one of the questions 
and answers. What is wrong? How would you improve it? 

Question: When do you tell your children to wash their hands? 

Answer: Every day. 
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G. Build capacity 

 Activity 7 Training enumerators  or interlocutors 

Look at p. 13 in the Extra Section of the Student’s Book. Which actions below are desirable (D), essential (E), or 
optional (O) for the training? 

Training Desirable (D), essential (E), or 
optional (O) 

1. Go through the questions to understand them and to recognize their purpose

2. Explain the procedures (courtesies, timing, location, checking etc.).

3. Give written instructions on what to do and go through them.

4. Practise the interviews with each other, with an observer to comment.

5. Try out the interview in pairs in the field, in realistic conditions.

6. Review answers given by trial respondents.

7.Practise classifying and recording the data. 

8. Discuss problems and solutions.

H. Establish intervention and control groups 

 Activity 8 Selecting a sample 

Look at p. 14-15 of the Extra Section in the Student’s Book. Can you see any dangers in these two approaches to 
selecting a control group?  

Dangers 

Random selection of households 
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Matching men 

I. Carry out the baseline study; collect data, process and analyse 

 Activity 9 Electronic data collection 

Compare the two methods of data collection described on p. 16 in the Extra Section of the Student’s Book. What 
advantages do you see in electronic data collection? Are there any disadvantages? 
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Unit overview 

he last part of the project process covered in this module is monitoring
and evaluation, the subject of this unit. Evaluation has great importance
for nutrition education, which is so often neglected and which is still in 

the process of proving its worth. 

However evaluation is a vast subject: it has different philosophies and a great 
range of websites, manuals, guidelines and training courses. Learning to do it 
systematically takes much more time and practice than one unit of one module 
in an undergraduate degree. 

Unit 9 is therefore not a course in evaluation, and does not aim to enable 
students to carry out an evaluation. Many elements of systematic evaluation are 
only briefly mentioned. Instead the unit aims to convince students that 
evaluation matters and to promote an “evaluation outlook”; to look at the basic 
processes and introduce some key principles; to show what is urgently needed in 
intervention design for nutrition education; to discuss who is involved and how; 
and to prepare students for their own project evaluation. 

Students who are interested in getting a little more practice can ask their tutors 
for an extra section called ‘The basic process of outcome evaluation’ (with Key) 
for self-study. This is included in the Tutor’s Folder. 

UNIT SUMMARY 

Section 1 ‘What is evaluation?’ shows how evaluation extends through the 
whole process of an intervention and is planned from the start. Students identify 
different types of evaluation and their place in the project cycle. 

In Section 2 ‘Main evaluation actions’ students look at the main activities 
involved in evaluation and interpret the evaluation findings of an integrated 
intervention. Finally they propose an evaluation for a small project on better 
breakfasts in schools. 

T 
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In Section 3 ‘Why evaluate?’ students examine the purposes and uses of 
evaluation and apply them first to their own mini-project and then to other real 
cases, giving some consideration to the importance of learning from failure. They 
distinguish between evaluation expertise and evaluation outlook and assess their 
own evaluation outlook. 

‘Evaluation in nutrition education’ (Section 4) presents and analyses the main 
evaluation gaps in nutrition education design. Students practise explaining needs 
and proposing improvements, and use an established international checklist to 
rate their own project. 

Section 5 ‘Who evaluates?’ makes the case for participatory evaluation as well as 
professional evaluation, proposing that everyone can develop an “evaluation 
outlook”. Students add some participatory M&E activities to the evaluation they 
proposed in Section 2. 

Section 6 ‘Your own project evaluation’ is specifically for preparing participants’ 
evaluation of their own project. It can be done at any time before the last project 
meeting, along with the usual ‘Instructions for project work’. 

In the final Section 7 ‘Review & preparation for the tutorial‘ students check 
activities and review their opinions about evaluation in preparation for the final 
tutorial. 

Extra section 

An extra section about the ‘Basic process of outcome evaluation’ outlines the 
essential steps in more detail and gives a little practice in them. Interested 
students may ask their tutor for it. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What is monitoring and evaluation and what types and levels are there?

 Why is evaluation important? What is it for?

 What is special about evaluation for nutrition education?

 What is the full evaluation process and what expertise does it require?

 What can be done informally, on a small scale?

 How can/should all the players be involved?
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Recognise the need for evaluation and develop 

an evaluation outlook 

This unit will help students to 

 identify types, levels, stages and steps of monitoring and evaluation

 recognise and explain the purposes and uses of evaluation and its value in
demonstrating effectiveness of interventions and improving approaches

 interpret evaluation reports and say how the findings can be used

 recognize the urgent need for evaluation in nutrition education and the
current gaps in program design

 argue for nutrition education evaluation and propose an M&E project
component

 justify and promote participant involvement in evaluation

 personally develop an “evaluation outlook”.

For their own project, they will 

 identify the purposes of their own project evaluation

 design and carry out a participant evaluation and write a report

 use project evaluation findings to decide how to improve their own
approach.

Cross-cutting elements 

Gender issues The problem of gender discrimination is highlighted in 
one of the case studies. 

Communications skills Presenting a proposal, querying assumptions, 
developing evaluation questions, writing a report, 
making suggestions. 

Study skills Interpreting graphics, analysing evaluation reports. 
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Supporting project work 

Participant evaluation 

Students complete their project work in this unit and hold their last project 
meeting. They will be making use of their own projects in some of the unit 
activities and will be organizing a participant evaluation. Remind them to look at 
Section 6 if they have not already done so and check that they have selected 
their evaluation questions and their approach to handling the evaluation in the 
session. 

Photocopies 

Students may need a few photocopies for evaluation questionnaires. Check how 
many copies are required by the approach they have adopted. 

Preparation for the tutorials 

Own experience.   Recall your own experience of evaluation, especially of 
nutrition education, to share with students.  

Unit resources.   Check through the Unit 9 Resources to see what students will 
be reading or viewing. 
n.b There are 7 short evaluation texts in Resource Document 2, but each student
has to read only two. 

Check through the extra section ‘Basic process of outcome evaluation ‘in your 
folder. Interested students may ask you for a copy to do on their own. 
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The mid-unit tutorial 2 hrs 

For the first tutorial students should have completed Sections 1 to 3. This is quite 
a lot of ground to cover. If students are hard-pressed, you may decide to stop the 
first tutorial after Activity 9, leaving a little more to do in the final tutorial. 

1. Introduction 15 mins 

a. Ask if students have ever been involved in evaluation; share your own
experience of evaluation and bring out its importance, especially for nutrition
education.

b. Students report briefly on progress and problems so far.
c. As regards project work, students say if they have all looked through (1) the

instructions for the project work and (2) Section 6 about the participant
evaluation. Deal with questions or arrangements (e.g. photocopies of
questionnaires).

d. Call for volunteers who would willing to role-play the “Evaluation Error”
dialogues 1 and 2 as they come up in this tutorial.

2. Discussing the coursework 90 mins 

Sum up the argument of the text and discuss each activity. In general, individual 
students suggest answers and the class and tutor comment. If there is real 
disagreement, discuss it and encourage reasoned argument. 

(Section 1 Sb. What is evaluation?) 

(Section 1.1 Sb. Evaluation questions) 

Activities 1 & 2: Buying beans (self-checking)
Illustrate the stages and types of evaluation at the simplest level. Ask if students 
had any comments or queries. 
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(Section 1.2 Sb. Types and stages of evaluation) 

Run through the 4 types of evaluation in 1.2 (program design, monitoring, 

outcome evaluation and impact assessment) and recall the project cycle. 

Activity 3: Evaluation in the project cycle (self-checking & tutorial discussion)
a. Students briefly say where the different kinds of evaluation fit into the normal
project cycle. 

b. No Student’s Key. Students discuss which kind of evaluation they think is
most important and why (there are some notes in the Full Answer Key for 
Tutors). Give this a reasonable amount of time, as it can reveal how well 
students understand the different kinds of evaluation. 

n.b. Students may have a strong bias towards one or other kind of evaluation 
(see the examples from Ghana in favour of monitoring in the Full Answer Key for 
Tutors). Commend all good reasons given but try to establish the importance of
all the forms of evaluation. 

(Section 2 Sb. Main evaluation actions) 

(Section 2.1 Sb. Main actions in a formal evaluation) 

Check through the main actions outlined in Section 2.1. Students pick out any 
terms that are new to them (e.g. indicators, benchmarks). They should be able to 
explain the need for a control group as well as a before-and-after comparison, 
and to distinguish between an outcome evaluation and an impact assessment. 
However, do not spend long on this: it is only a first introduction. 

Activity 4: Evaluation actions (self-checking)
Students have already checked all the answers to this activity. Call on volunteers 
to explain the need for a few of the items in (a) without referring to the Key. 
Remind students that there is an extra section on evaluation processes if they 
are interested. 

(Section 2.2 Sb. “Reading” an outcome evaluation) 

Activity 5: The ENAM project evaluation (assessed) 
This is a classic exercise in interpreting an evaluation report (much more detail is 
available in the report, which students can read if they wish). Students comment 
briefly on the logic or sustainability of the project and its potential for their own 
countries. 

(Section 2.3 Sb. Adding evaluation) 
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Activity 6: Better breakfast for schoolchildren (self-checking)
This activity sets up Activity 7 (the setting is also repeated later in the unit). 

 Students have already checked the answers but should now sum up key
points: who will be involved (parents, school, teachers, children) and how
(planning, teaching, learning, preparing breakfasts, doing homework).

 Students say if they agreed with the key on all points: they may want to
argue for a different classification, since most points can be considered at
most stages.

Activity 7: Proposing M&E for better breakfasts (self-checking)
Student presentation: Pairs should have prepared their “speeches to the PTA”, 
adding their own concluding remarks. One pair volunteer to deliver the speech 
to the class as if they were addressing the PTA (5 mins). Advise the class that 
they should respond as the PTA, with questions and comments (5 mins). They 
may then suggest changes or additions. 

Evaluation error 1: Evaluation as an afterthought 

Student role-play: Two or three volunteers perform the dialogue with their own 
ending. The class suggest other questions that could be asked in the evaluation 
(there are some ideas in the Full Answer Key for Tutors).

n.b. Point out that ideally the evaluation could run itself: the participants would 
know the aims of the meetings and would be able to say themselves if they have 
been achieved. 

(Section 3 Sb. Why evaluate?) 

(Section 3.1 Sb. Examples, purposes, uses) 

Students give the three main purposes (or uses) of evaluation (accountability, 
development and research). 

Activity 8: Uses of evaluation: an example (self-checking)
Students say if they remembered this food security program from Unit 3 and if 
they agreed with the Key. They say briefly how the evaluation was used for 
development. 

Activity 9: Evaluation in your project (self-checking & tutorial discussion)
In response to the text on ‘Purposes and uses of evaluation’, project teams (OR 
individual team members) should have prepared six comments on how their own 
projects monitor and evaluate, and have checked the comments of other ENACT 
students in the Student’s Key. Depending on the time available 
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 either ask two project teams to report to the class

 or put project teams together in pairs so they can report to each other.

Circulate, listening in to what they say. 

Activity 10: Looking at other examples (self-checking & tutorial discussion)  
Each student should have studied two of the evaluation examples in the Unit 9 
Resources and checked the Student’s Key on their purposes and uses. Now the 
class look together at the main findings and discuss their value and interest. 
Comment yourself on the two given examples, A and B, then go through the 
others one by one: students explain the main finding and say why it is important 
or interesting (there are notes in the Full Answer Key for Tutors). 

The Value of Failure 

a. Students say which of the evaluations report failure or partial failure (C –
helminth infections, E – actions for clean water, F – income generation) and
say how useful the evaluations could be in these cases.

b. Students report what they found on the Admitting Failure website.

Evaluation error 2: Hiding failure 

Student role-play: Volunteers present the second role-play dialogue. The class 
suggest other endings and say if they are realistic. There are some responses 
from other ENACT students in the Full Answer Key for Tutors. 

(Section 3.2 Sb. Evaluation outlook and capacity) 

Evaluation outlook.   In Section 3.2 students use a checklist to assess their own 
“evaluation outlook”, and say if they are “cut out for M&E”. Ask them to report.

Extra possibilities.   If there is time, the class can respond to some of the points 
in the text on Purposes and Uses of Evaluation in Section 3.1. For example: 

 Which motto would you choose from the box ‘More reasons for
evaluating’ (part B1 of the text, p. 30)?

 How should we respond to research evidence which undermines our
own beliefs? e.g. Does the low impact of WASH programs in the
Cochrane Review (part C of the text, p. 32) mean we do not need to
promote good sanitation so strongly?
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3. Looking forward 15 mins 

Check with students that they will be able to complete the unit before the final 
tutorial, including the meeting (with the participant evaluation) and the report. 

Wish them happy working! 

The final tutorial 2 hrs

1. Check on completed work 15 mins 

a. Students report if they have successfully completed all the activities.
b. Guiding questions.   Look again through the Guiding Questions. Students

recall their answers at the beginning of the unit and say if they have anything
to add.

c. Project work.   Check on progress with the project meetings, which should
have been held by now, together with the participant evaluation. Those who
have already held meetings can report on how they went and may be able to
advise others.

d. Evaluation error role-plays.   Call for volunteers who would like to role-play
the “Evaluation Error” dialogues 3 and 4 in this tutorial as they come up.

2. Follow up on coursework 90 mins

 (Section 4 Sb. Evaluation in nutrition education) 

Section 4 is about nutrition education in particular, especially the gaps in 
program design. 

Students say why evaluation is so important in nutrition education and what they 
have to look out for (making sure that NE is evaluated; that it has its own NE 
objectives, aiming at practices; that the approach is described and assessed; and 
that sustainability is built into objectives and assessment). 

(Section 4.1 Sb. Make sure that nutrition education is evaluated) 

Activity 11: Why don’t they evaluate? (tutorial discussion)
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No Student’s Key. Students form small groups (2-4) and exchange ideas about 
why the listed public NE activities are so often not evaluated (some reasons are 
suggested in the Full Answer Key for Tutors). Two groups report back and the 
class contributes. Add your own comments on the situation in your country and 
welcome positive suggestions for change. 

Activity 12: Growth Monitoring Plus (tutorial discussion) 
No Student’s Key. Students stay in their groups to discuss how the impact of 
promotional activities in a GMP program could be assessed. Advise them to pin 
down their ideas, making them practical and concrete, and to think about the 
cost in money, time and personnel. Groups report back their best ideas. 
Emphasize: 

 the value of a control group (quite feasible)

 the need for some kind of baseline information (also feasible)

 the difficulty of getting reliable data in this informal setting

 the shifting population (hard to get regular data, especially if the
promotion is successful and new people keep turning up).

Evaluation error 3: No evaluation of training 

Volunteers perform the dialogue. The class discuss what kind of assessment 
would be relevant. Emphasize that on-the-job practice or simulation is essential. 
Mentoring or working in pairs would also be good training. 

(Section 4.2 Sb. Make sure that evaluation looks at the right things) 

Activity 13: What is evaluated? (tutorial discussion)  
No Student’s Key. The focus is on evaluating actual practice, not just knowledge 
or “reach”. Three individuals volunteer an answer for each case: the class 
comments and makes constructive suggestions. (There are some suggestions in 
the Full Answer Key for Tutors.) Make sure that students focus on how to 
improve the evaluation (changing the focus of the evaluation questions), not on 
how to improve the intervention. 

(Section 4.3 Sb. Make sure that the evaluation takes account of the approach) 

Activity 14: Why look at the approach? (self-checking)  
Talk through the questions and hear some of the students’ answers. Look for 
strong reasons for including approach in the evaluation. Praise those which 
reflect students’ own thinking and are not just copies of the ideas in the 
Student’s Key.
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(Section 4.4 Sb. Make sure that the evaluation aims at sustainability) 

Activity 15: Is it sustainable? (assessed) 

Students explain 

 the different kinds of sustainability (e.g. enough money to carry on,
someone to do the job, materials to use, familiarity and practice,
established belief and conviction)

 why sustainability is so important in nutrition education.

To check the activity, students look again at the example, then individuals 
suggest a rating for each of the remaining three cases and say why. (Do not 
commit yourself too clearly to “right answers”, since this is an assessed 
question.) Say that you look forward to reading students’ individual analyses. 

(Section 4.5 Sb. Evaluating a nutrition education program) 

Activity 16: The international assessment checklist (opinion question)
No Student’s Key. Students have used this checklist to assess their own projects. 
Project teams report how well their projects performed and which questions did 
not apply (e.g. (e) changes in people’s environments, (l) results of assessment, 
and (n) collaboration with other sectors). Mention that this checklist was first 
developed in Latin America, where institutes offering nutrition education are 
fairly widespread.

(Section 5 Sb. Who evaluates?) 

(Section 5.1 Sb. Attitudes to monitoring and evaluation) 

Since negative attitudes and indifference to M&E are not uncommon, it is worth 
asking how students themselves feel at this point and if they can explain these 
attitudes. 

Evaluation error 4: Exclusive evaluation 

Volunteers present their dialogue. Discuss how school participants might feel 
about being excluded from an evaluation of their project.

(Section 5.2 Sb. Who can evaluate?) 

Students say what they personally are naturally interested in evaluating (e.g. 
their own medical treatment, parents’ approaches to bringing up children, a film, 
a transport system, their own lecturers?). They discuss whether people generally 
need to improve their capacity for making judgements. 
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Activity 17: Participant M&E for better breakfasts (assessed)  
Run through the instructions for the activity and the examples. Discuss a further 
example (not given) – e.g. 

How could you assess the number of schoolchildren eating breakfast at home 

each day according to the criteria? 

(The problem is that once people have the idea that eating breakfast is the 
approved thing to do, they may give “approved answers”. Both children and 
parents may do this and usually there is quite a difference between what the two 
groups report.) 

Three students make brief suggestions for each of the remaining elements (ideas 
of breakfast, quality of lessons and efforts to produce breakfasts). Say that you 
look forward to reading everyone’s ideas. 

(Section 6 Sb. Your own project evaluation) 

In this section students prepare the participant evaluation for their projects. 
They have to produce a list of evaluation questions (selecting from a set of 
suggestions) and to decide on how they will approach the evaluation session 
(selecting from a number of options). 

 Remind students that their final list of evaluation questions should be
attached to their report in an annex.

 Project teams say which approach they have chosen for gathering
evaluation data and why.

(Section 7 Sb. Review & preparation for the tutorial) 

Attitudes to M&E 

If there is time, students discuss what attitude to M&E is most appropriate for 
them at this point in their professional development. Some answers are 
suggested below. 

a. Take a cautious interest, and do some observation and small-scale
experimentation. Certainly the best approach at this time – there is a lot to

learn about evaluation.

b. Decide to carry out full M&E in major activities. Students are not ready for

this yet – very few people are!

c. Hand over to the experts (if available). Yes, good to see how they do it. But

students should keep an eye on the purposes and the outputs, especially if the
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experts are statisticians who don’t know the field and cannot interpret the 

intentions of the questions.

d. Aim to do some training to increase my skills in M&E. If students find this field

interesting, there are many useful courses and manuals. See Unit 9 Resources,

Training in M&E, Document 3.

Tutors may have their own ideas of how to compromise between interest and 
inexperience! 

3. Preparation for Unit 10 15 mins 

An introductory power point is available containing the guiding questions, unit 
objectives, an outline of the outside activity and other questions to be discussed 
for Unit 10. It covers the same ground as the notes below. 

Guiding questions.   Ask the guiding questions for Unit 10 and encourage 
students to suggest some preliminary answers. It is good if there are some 
different points of view. Remind students that they will come back to the guiding 
questions in the final tutorial. 

Choice of outside activities.   In Unit 10 students have a choice of three outside 
activities. These are set out in the first part of the Students’ Book, together with 
some of the considerations about which choice to make. Go through the options 
with the students and establish who will do what.   

Final tutorial debates.  If there is time in the final tutorial, students may like to 
take part in a debate. A choice of two debates is presented in Section 7 (Review 
and preparation for the final tutorial). Ask students to look over them briefly and 
think about which one they would prefer.   

Final course evaluation.   Point out that there is a final course evaluation at the 
end of the Student’s Book. Students should try to complete the form by the final 
tutorial. 

Date and time of next tutorial(s).   Arrange or confirm the time of the next 
tutorial(s). For the mid-unit tutorial, students should have completed Sections 1-
3, Activities 1-10. 
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UNIT 10 

• Your project is complete and you are starting 
the last unit of ENACT.  At the end of this unit 
you will  assess the ENACT course itself . 

• The unit asks you now to look further, to see 
how nutrition education fits into the wider 
context of action for better eating, and how 
you can bring environmental and educational 
influences together to make a real difference 
to people’s health.   
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Discuss the guiding questions now: 
• What determines the food environment? 
• What are the environmental barriers and obstacles to 

healthy eating and who can act to overcome them?   
• What can governments and services do to promote 

healthy eating and regulate unhealthy foods? 
• What can social action do? 
• What is the role of the nutrition educator in relation 

to environmental constraints? 
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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective:   
Contribute to a multi-level intervention aimed at 
improving some features of the local food environment    
 
This unit will help you to: 
• identify environmental factors that determine food 

choices and influence nutritional outcomes  
• become familiar with actions and guidelines for 

tackling environmental obstacles, including own 
government’s policies and actions 

• recognize citizens’ rights and avenues for action 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
/OUTCOMES (cont.) 

and will give you practice in 

• identifying who can act and what they can do  
• recommending realistic actions to improve 

the food environment 
• planning nutrition education to support 

“environmental” interventions 
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Further instructions at the end of the Student’s Book. 

OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES 

You have a choice of THREE outside activities: 
• IMPROVING CANTEEN FOOD  - study food in the 

canteen, talk to customers, interview the 
manager and make proposals for change. 

• IODIZED SALT – observe the products available, 
talk to a shopkeeper, interview customers, and 
draw up proposals for action. 

• PRESENTATION  TO PROFESSIONALS – present your NE 
project to a professional audience and  have a 
follow-up  discussion. 
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Further instructions at the end of the Student’s Book. 

OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES:  
decide now! 

The three activities are outlined in the first part 
of the Student’s Book, with some comments 
which will help you to make your choice. 
Review them now and discuss the options with 
your tutor.  You need to decide soon. 
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OTHER OPTIONS  

• In your final tutorial (if there is time) you 
have a choice of debates.    
– One is about  the role of nutrition educators:  

should they stick to “educating” or should they be 
active in changing the food environment? 

– The other is about “Food Freedom”:  should 
governments try to control the food industry, or 
should they let people eat what they like? 

• Before the final tutorial, decide which you 
would prefer. 
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TUTORIALS 

For the FIRST TUTORIAL you need to complete  
• sections   1 - 3 
• activities 1 - 10 
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Enjoy your work! 

Are you going to have a party? 
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Unit overview 

UNIT SUMMARY 

 In Section 1 ‘How our surroundings influence what we eat’ you look at
what is meant by the “food environment” and all the factors (apart from
education) that determine access to a healthy lifestyle and diet.

 Section 2 ‘The need for integrated action’ presents a case study from an
urban area where there are health problems which could be reduced by
incorporating locally available vegetables into the diet. You look at the
main players and their roles, attitudes and challenges, and see the need
for integrated interventions.

 Section 3 ‘Salt iodization and nutrition education’ studies the case of salt
iodization and shows how educational and environmental actions
interact. You review the strategy options for ensuring access and
promoting consumption: the roles of legislation and enforcement,
incentives and education. This leads to developing the outline of a
national strategy and a plan for consumer education which will support
the package.

 In Section 4 ‘Who should act?’ you analyse the socio-ecological model of
the various levels of social organization (communities, services, industry,
government) whose action - or inaction - influences health outcomes. You
apply the principle of promoting interaction between individuals and the
other levels of society in order to make the environment more nutrition-
friendly. This leads to the following two sections on the role of the state
and the possibilities for social action.

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez
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 Section 5 ‘Top down: state action’ considers what governments and
public authorities can do to build a healthy food environment:  for
example restricting access to unhealthy products, improving public
services, training and educating, and the obstacles to successful state
action with nutrition initiatives.

 In Section 6 ‘Bottom up: social action’ you review the scope for social
action to improve public services and identify some of the keys to
success.

 Section 7 is the unit review and preparation for the final tutorial.

For your outside activity you have three options, to be discussed with your tutor. 

At the end of this unit there is an overall course evaluation. You can complete 
this at any time. It will help if you note particular points you would like to bring 
up at the final tutorial. 

In the final tutorial you will discuss what nutrition education is concerned with. Is 
it only about helping people to achieve a healthy diet, or does it also involve 
ensuring that they are able to do this? This is a theme throughout the unit. 
Another debate choice for the final tutorial is about the controversial question of 
the freedom to eat what you like, even if it’s not healthy. 

©FAO/Cristina Álvarez
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THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What determines the food environment?

 What are the environmental barriers and obstacles to healthy eating and
who can act to overcome them?

 What can governments and services do to promote healthy eating and
regulate unhealthy foods?

 What can social action do?

 What is the role of the nutrition educator in relation to environmental
constraints?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Contribute to a multi-level intervention aimed at 

improving some features of the local food environment 

This unit will help you to: 

 identify environmental factors that determine food choices and influence
nutritional outcomes

 become familiar with actions and guidelines for tackling environmental
obstacles, including own government’s policies and actions

 recognize citizens’ rights and avenues for action

and will give you practice in: 

 identifying who can act and what they can do

 recommending realistic actions to improve the food environment

 planning nutrition education to support “environmental” interventions.

In your outside activity you may conduct a survey, carry out an interview or make 
a presentation to an outside audience. 

6
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OUTSIDE ACTIVITY 

You have three choices for the Outside Activity. Discuss your preferences and the 
logistics with your tutor. Together decide what is feasible. 

Option 1: Assess the possibility of improving canteen food 

You work in a team of four. 

 You approach the canteen manager, explain your purpose, get his/her
agreement and find out a little about canteen policy and constraints.

 You study the food available and find out what clients eat and what else
they would like.

 You identify some changes that you think are nutritionally desirable and
attractive to clients.

 You present your findings to the manager, and discuss the proposed
changes.

 You report on the findings and the discussion, and assess the possibility of
improvement.

Should you choose this option? 

 If there is only one canteen, several teams can carry out observations and
surveys, but the manager should be interviewed by the tutor, on behalf of
the students, in the tutorial.

 This option requires tact and understanding: canteen managers know a
lot about food management. They will be ready to listen but probably
don’t want to be lectured!

Option 2: Assess awareness and use of iodized salt and propose action 

You work in a team of four, in two pairs. 

 You go to a shop, observe the availability of iodized salt and common salt,
and interview the shopkeeper.

 You interview some consumers about how they perceive iodized salt
(importance, availability, recognition, use, cost etc.)

 With the information collected, you suggest what can be done to improve
the household use of iodized salt in the area.

Should you choose this option? 

 This activity should only be done if iodized salt is not universally used in
your country.

 It should ideally be done by more than one team, otherwise the findings
are very limited.
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Option 3: Make a presentation to a professional audience 

You work in your project team. 

The idea is to make a 20-minute presentation about your nutrition education 
project (Units 6-9) to an interested professional audience, followed by a 20-
minute discussion. 

 With the help of your tutor, you identify a suitable professional audience
(e.g. hospital staff and nurses, academic staff in your own faculty, medical
students, health professionals or working nutritionists, Ministry of Health
staff, adult education organizations, staff of NGOs or aid organizations).
The audience should be at least 5 people.

 You contact them, explain the purpose, fix a date and time.

 You find out some essential information about the audience so that you
can adapt your presentation to them: what work they do, their
knowledge of nutrition, how nutrition education is relevant to their work
or to them personally.

 You prepare for the presentation, rehearse and ask your tutor to review
your presentation.

 You make the presentation and hold a follow-up discussion.

 You write a report.

Should you choose this option? 

 This option spreads the word about nutrition education in the
professional community.

 It is good professional practice but may need more time than the other
two options.

 The presentation session may have to take place at a later date, to allow
for finding a time convenient to your hosts. The assessment may
therefore be delayed.

You will find detailed instructions in the section ‘Outside activity’ at the end of 
this unit. 
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Main text and study activities 

You have seen that the need for nutrition education is everywhere. But you also 
know that there are problems which education alone cannot solve. 

What if people cannot afford a healthy diet? Or don’t have the seeds to grow 
diverse foods, especially vegetables and fruit? Or can’t access the food they need 
(for example, if iodized salt is not available in the shops)? What if national 
nutrition education can’t compete with multi-million dollar commercial 
advertising and the permanent availability of sugary drinks and fast foods? Or 
contaminated water makes people sick, no matter what they eat? Or what if 
people don’t have the time or energy to collect fuel and water and boil 
vegetables: a fatty snack from a street vendor is quicker and more satisfying! You 
will have come across some of these problems in your own project. 

And what if public services are inefficient, underfunded or understaffed so that 
food safety regulations are not enforced; health care is not available; school 
meals are nutritionally inadequate? 

Our food choices are shaped by the food environment, the physical, economic and 
social surroundings that influence what we eat by determining what food is 
available, what is affordable, and what is acceptable. The food environment is 
shaped by many factors: global trends (like food price fluctuations or climate 
change), national issues (like national food and nutrition policies such as support to 
farmers or school meals programs), or local conditions and infrastructure (like the 
state of the roads, the distance to markets, shops, the nearest water or fuelwood 
supply). Depending on our surroundings, it may be very hard to choose healthy 
foods and very easy to choose unhealthy foods, or there may be very little choice. 

Most countries have therefore acknowledged that states have an obligation to 
improve the food environment. But governments are often slow to act, or may 
not recognize the needs. The question is therefore who can (or should) act to
change the food environment, and how?

And within this question, how should nutrition educators act if they are to be 
effective and create real change? They can’t single-handedly change the world:  
some situations are beyond their control. Should they walk away until the other 
problems are solved, or get involved in areas which seem to be outside their 
professional domain? If so, how should they do this? 
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Section 1. How our surroundings influence what we 
eat 

You have some experience of the obstacles to changing food practices. 

 In your own dietary experiment in Unit 4 you noted what made it hard to
change your food patterns and you interviewed fellow-students about
their problems.

 In your project you saw your project participants’ difficulties in making
changes.

 Activity 1 Environmental constraints 

a. In these experiences, what difficulties did you discover that could not be
solved with nutrition education alone? List them below. Then (in column2)
say how easy they might be to resolve (easy, quite hard, very hard).

n.b. Family and social influences can count as “environmental”, but not personal 
factors. Check that you have not included any individual constraints e.g. ideas, 
knowledge, outlooks, preferences, established habits. 

Environmental obstacles to changing food 
practices 

How hard to 
resolve? 

Source 
(question b) 
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b. These are all examples of “environmental constraints”. Environmental
constraints include influences from all of these:

 the economic environment (income, savings, land ownership, job security
etc.) …

 the food environment (what food is grown, how it is marketed and
distributed, what  is imported, what is available, how much it costs, what
competing foods) …

 the physical environment (quality of land, buildings, water etc.) …

 the policy environment (e.g. regulations on food quality, import
standards, processing etc. at institutional or national level) …

 the institutional environment, e.g. public services for health, education,
water; rules and norms in institutions and organizations (e.g. workplaces,
schools, eating places) …

 the information environment (advertising, food labelling, education) …

 the social environment (opinions, attitudes and practices of family, peers,
community, society as a whole, work pressures and time constraints) …

Which kinds of constraint did you identify? Complete column 3 of the table 
above. 

Which kinds of constraint did not come up? 

economic  

food  

physical  

policy  

institutional 

information  

social  

Why do you think you didn’t mention them? 

c. Some of the problems encountered by participants in your projects are
given below. How could institutions, local government or the state help
with these?
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 No way of preparing their own food at work

 High price of fruits in low season

 Advertising for junk foods

 Activity 2 Following food-based dietary guidelines 

Of course “environmental obstacles” and “educational obstacles” go hand in 
hand. One of the reasons for poor diets is that people don’t see the need to 
change, or are caught in the habit. These are educational barriers, but there are 
also many material obstacles. 

In Unit 2 we looked at some national food-based dietary guidelines (gloss). They 
are based on local needs and practices. But how easy are they to follow for 
ordinary people? 

Here are the Namibian Food-based Dietary Guidelines. 

 Eat a variety of foods.

 Eat vegetables and fruit every day.

 Eat more fish.

 Eat beans or meat regularly.

 Use wholegrain products.

 Use less salt, and iodized salt whenever possible.

 Eat at least three meals a day.

 Avoid drinking alcohol.

 Consume clean and safe water and food.

 Achieve and maintain a healthy body weight.

 No land in urban environments to grow food
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Imagine you are a person living in Namibia. Give yourself an identity (e.g. old 
smallholder farmer, urban housewife, student, teenage girl) and write it at the 
top of the tables on p. 15 (Who are you?) 

 Choose three guidelines which your Namibian person needs to follow.
Write them in the first column of the table.

 Think of what may prevent ‘you’ from following these guidelines. Write
these obstacles in the second column.

 In the third column, label them ‘environmental’ (related to the context)
or ‘educational’ (related to what people think or perceive:  skills, culture,
preferences, old habits). They may also be a mix (‘both’).

 Compare your findings with those of other students in the Student’s Key.

 Draw a personal conclusion about the balance of educational and
environmental influences and the interaction between them.

©FAO/Jon Spaull
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The three tables below give you some examples. Fill in the table on the next 
page in the same way. 

Who are you? Smallholder farmer 

Guideline Constraints and obstacles Environment, 
education, or both? 

Eat a variety of 
foods 

But most days I can only have 
maize. 

both 

It’s what I grow. both 

And maize is the food that matters. education 

Who are you? Long-distance lorry driver 

Guideline Constraints and obstacles Environment, 
education, or both? 

Eat three meals a 
day 

But I don’t have time! I grab a 
snack when I can. 

both 

But I get enough food, I think. I’m 
fat enough! 

education 

Who are you? Small-town bartender 

Guideline Constraints and obstacles Environment, 
education, or both? 

Avoid drinking 
alcohol 

It helps me to relax. It’s my way of 
managing stress. 

education 

And in my job there is always 
alcohol around. 

environment 
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Who are you? 

Guideline Constraints and obstacles Environment, 
education, or both? 

Count up the “environmental” and “educational” influences: including the ones 
in the example. What can you conclude about the balance? 

SUMMARY OF SECTION 1: HOW OUR SURROUNDINGS 
INFLUENCE WHAT WE EAT 

The food choices of individuals and communities are influenced not only by 
“educational” factors such as people’s knowledge, habits, skills, beliefs and 
attitudes, but also very strongly by “environmental” factors which affect the 
availability of healthy (or unhealthy) foods – such as land to grow them, time to 
prepare them, access in the markets, or actions by governments, institutions and 
companies to promote or restrict them. 
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Section 2. The need for integrated action 
The FBDGs aim to reach the consumer. But as you have seen it’s not just a 
question of individual food choices. Consumers are at the end of a long food 
chain (producers, processors, transporters, wholesalers, retailers, consumers) 
and all the players in the chain are affected by environmental and educational 
influences as well as by each other (consumers consume what vendors sell and 
what farmers and the food industry produce). This opens up the issues of what 
nutrition educators need to be aware of and what kinds of action they may want 
to take. 

A well-known study of the promotion of nutritious indigenous plants in East 
Africa looked at how the main players saw their situations. (If you are particularly 
interested in this study, you can look at the PowerPoint ‘Kinabo – Recipes for 
Success’ in the resources for this unit). 

2.1 The case 

In a medium-sized town in East Africa, health problems caused by poor diets are 
widespread. 

 Vegetables and fruits are eaten very little, and above all there is a lack of
variety.

 Many indigenous vegetables are under-utilised because they are
considered “poor man’s food”.

 Older people say they used to eat local vegetables: they are very good if
cooked in the right way.

 Fruits are available in season but expensive.

 Many people never cook at home. Instead they buy from street vendors.
They like to buy fried and fatty foods, which are tasty and make them feel
full.

A consortium of universities and aid organizations is interested in “increasing the 
nutritional status of underprivileged groups … through better production of and 
access to traditional fruits and vegetables”. 
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2.2 Focus groups 

How do the people concerned see their situations? 

As part of the situation analysis, six groups of people were asked for their views: 
representatives of the three main players and of the three government services 
who support them or control them. 

The three main players 

 Farmers/producers

 Food vendors

 Consumers

The three government services 

 Agricultural experts

 Urban authorities (who control sale of street food and conditions in food
markets)

 Health services (including nutritionists)

 Activity 3 What they said 

In the Unit 10 Resources 1, pp. 3-6, you can read what each group said. 

Make a group of 3 to 6, and divide the roles between you. Some of you may need 
to take more than one role and wear two hats. If so, choose one main player 
(producer, vendor, consumer), and one government service (agricultural expert, 
urban authority, health service). 

Individually, read what your group(s) said and answer the questions. 

n.b. Stick to what the groups said – don’t add extra information which you 
assume is true! 

a. Which group(s) did you read about?

b. Did they say anything about other groups?

17
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c. Ideally, how could the group(s) you read about contribute to improving
local diet (i.e. what is their potential to improve nutrition in the
community)?

d. What are their needs? What problems do they have in doing their jobs
successfully? (quite apart from the question of indigenous vegetables – see
(e) below)

e. What difficulties/advantages do they see in producing/selling/consuming
more indigenous vegetables? (quite apart from their other problems in (d)
above).

2.3 Visions, obstacles, ways forward 

This kind of analysis shows the range of problems which make it physically 
difficult to carry out the job of producing and supplying good food. 

These difficulties are so urgent that they can completely overshadow people’s 
concerns about long-term health and diet. All through the picture there is the 
shared “blind spot” that we have seen in this course: an ignorance of what good 
diet is, and a working belief that it is not a priority: that food quantity is what 
matters. 

18
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 Activity 4 Come together 

Meet in the same group as for Activity 3 (vendors, farmers, consumers etc.) to 
explore the obstacles and think of ways forward. It is essential that this is done in 
a group so that you can see the whole picture. 

“Why not use less 
pesticides and fertilizer?” 

“If I don’t use pesticides 
and fertilizer, I won’t be 
able to grow anything.” 

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano
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A. Barriers 

 

In your group, ask each other the following questions in turn. Answer the 
questions in your roles. If you have two roles, change them when you answer. 

(n.b. You can add details, but don’t change the basic situation: it confuses the 
picture.) 

Ask the producers: 

 What are your problems in doing your job successfully?

 Why don’t you try some new crops? It would increase the variety of foods
available.

Ask the agricultural services: 

 What can you do to help the producers? Can you reduce some of the
obstacles?

Ask the vendors: 

 What are your problems in doing your job successfully?

 Why not try some new recipes? You might be able to sell more.

 Why not use more indigenous vegetables in your dishes? People might like
them.

“We sell what people love to eat: this way we 
both benefit. Yes, we are aware of the health 
issue but if we do not sell the foods people 
enjoy eating, our business will collapse. I have 
children to take care of. People should find 
their own ways to protect their health, you 
can’t stop them from eating, can you?” 

“Why not stop selling 
junk food? It isn’t good 
for people.” 

Salym Fayad CC BY 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons, modified

A. Barriers
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Ask the urban authorities: 

 What can you do to help the vendors? Can you reduce any of the
obstacles?

Ask the consumers: 

 Why not cook at home more? You could make more healthy meals.

 Why not eat more fresh vegetables? It would be good for the family’s
health.

Ask the health workers and nutritionists: 

 What can you do to help the consumers? Can you reduce any of the
obstacles?

B. Moving forward

After your question-and-answer session, make two practical concrete 
suggestions for reducing the barriers. They should involve more than one group 
and also improve communications between the groups. 

You may want to take a look at the Power Point ‘Kinabo – Recipes for Success’ in 
the Unit Resources to enrich your ideas. 

2.4 Conclusion 

Some nutrition education cannot be effective without a whole series of other 
actions, such as mobilising local authorities, assisting producers to form 
cooperatives, providing street vendors with better facilities or improving food 
safety inspections. 
Nutrition educators may feel that they want to participate in this, or may say 
that it is not their business. 

Your ideas 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial. 
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What kind of nutrition educator are you? Look at the pictures. 

The woman? 

The man? 

I’m a nutrition educator. I help people to improve 
their diets. Sometimes the problem is truly a matter 
of education, but usually it’s mixed with other 
completely different problems. If people are learning 
about their foods, it has to be possible for them to get 
the food they need. I have to know about their 
difficulties and see what else needs to be done. So in 
the end I have to be not only a nutritionist and an 
educator, but sometimes also a lobbyist and an 
organiser, and many other things. 

I am a nutrition educator: I know about 
diets and about nutrition education. I don’t 
know much about finance, international 
agencies, agriculture, water supply, or 
public administration. I can only do one job! 
I help people to eat better, but other people 
need to do their jobs to make the right 
foods available. If the administration is 
inefficient and understaffed, that’s not my 
fault. 

©FAO/ Cristina Álvarez

©FAO/ Cristina Álvarez
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 2: THE NEED FOR INTEGRATED 
ACTION 

All the players in the chain from producers to consumers are affected by 
environmental and educational influences and are also affected by each other. 
Nutrition educators need to be aware of these interlocking needs, outlooks and 
actions and to be involved in discussing how they can be tackled through 
integrated action. 

Section 3. Salt iodization and nutrition education 
People in Tanzania were not growing, selling, cooking or consuming many highly 
nutritious local vegetables, although they were suited to the climate and easy to 
grow. 

Why don’t people eat certain foods? 

 “It’s not available,” is one of the answers.

Why is it not available? 

 One answer is that no-one is supplying it, or that it is too costly.

And why is no-one supplying it? 

 It may be because no-one is demanding it.

What creates demand? 

 It is not only money: it’s a mix of education and money.
More demand also makes the right foods cheaper, so more people can
afford them.

Supply and demand in the free market are not the only forces at work. 
Other questions are about: 

 Policy: Who has decided which foods are needed?

 Price: Who takes the risk of growing and marketing? Who pays the price?

 Quality control: Who is enforcing and checking quality?

The case of salt iodization brings out some of these complexities and shows how 
“educational” and “environmental” action interact. 
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(quoted by McNeil 2006) 

3.1 The situation 

A. The need 

Iodine is one of the micronutrients essential to health. Check that 
you know some essential facts: 
Some facts about iodine 

 Everyone needs iodine every day. The body cannot produce its
own iodine.

 Even slight iodine deficiency in pregnancy can lead to poor intellectual
development of children.

 Pregnant women need about 50% more iodine than other women.

 25% of the world’s households consumed iodized salt in 1990. Now it is
about 70%.

 Some foods rich in iodine are seafood, fish and dairy products.

 The amount of iodine in food crops depends on the level of iodine in the
soil.

B. The remedy 

Salt iodization is often considered the greatest public health achievement of the 
20th century. Everyone consumes salt, and iodization is a cheap and straightforward 
process. The overall cost is only about five US cents per person covered. Most of 
this money goes on education and communication, although there is also a small 
cost to private companies for equipment and supplies. By adopting national salt 
iodization programs which are mandatory (required by law), many countries have 
drastically reduced iodine deficiency disorders (IDDs, gloss). 

C. Supply and demand 

It sounds simple, but it isn’t! 

24

“Find me a mother who wouldn’t sell her last blouse to get 
iodine if she understood how it would affect her fetus.”

Jack C. S. Ling, chairman of the International Council for Control of 
Iodine Deficiency Disorders, a committee of about 350 scientists 
formed in 1985 to champion iodization. 
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 Activity 5 No-one buys it 

Iodized salt? No-
one sells that here. 

Iodized salt? No-one buys that here. 

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano

©FAO/Felipe Branquinho
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a. What is the problem in the pictures? Explain it to your group.

b. How can education and action (e.g. by government, industry) come
together to tackle this problem?

D. National situations 

 Situations vary from country to country.

 Iodine deficiency may be a major problem, a minor problem, or not a real
problem.

 The public may be very aware of the need for iodine, fairly aware or not
very aware.

 Iodized salt may be highly available and competitively priced, or not very
available and relatively expensive.

 As regards salt iodization, these are some country situations:

1. The land is naturally rich in iodine and/or the diet contains a lot of
seafood; no need for salt iodization.

2. Salt iodization is mandatory and strictly enforced, and usage is high.
3. Salt iodization is mandatory but not well-enforced and plain salt is

freely available (e.g. some producers do not observe the law; cheap
salt is smuggled across the border); hence usage is not high.

4. Salt iodization is mandatory and only iodized salt is available, but the
level of iodine is insufficient, and there is little inspection for quality.

5. Salt iodization is mandatory, but only for products sold to the public:
restaurants, hotels and the food industry are not obliged to use it.
Hence those who eat out a lot or eat a lot of processed food may not
get their recommended daily dose.
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6. Iodized salt is available everywhere and is recommended in national
food guide-lines, but it is twice the price, so most people choose not
to buy it.

 Activity 6 Your country situation 

Use the points above to make a rough assessment of the situation in your own 
country. 
Try to get a true and up-to-date picture, but don’t spend a lot of time on it. 
Estimate: 

the general picture (choose one of the 
situations 1-6 above) 

the prevalence of IDD (compared to other
 countries) 

national awareness of the importance of 
iodine and the value of iodized salt 

the kinds of salt available in the shops/markets 

and at what prices 

3.2 Strategies 

If iodized salt is the solution, the questions are how to promote it and what role 
should be played by producers, individual consumers, retailers, government etc. 
There are several answers. 

A. Nutrition education 
B. Legislation and regulations 
C. Subsidy 

You can 

check your 

estimates 

with your 

tutor in the 

tutorial. 
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D. Better administrative action to enforce existing laws and controls 
E. A mix of these 
F. Letting the situation take care of itself.1 

 Activity 7 Broad strategies 

a. Which of the above strategies (A – F on the last page) do you think are
needed to improve the following situations? Make your choice, and explain
it.

In country W, salt iodization is mandatory and strictly enforced (all salt in 
shops is iodized) and usage is high. (This is country situation 2 above.) 

In Country X, salt iodization is mandatory but not well-enforced: a lot of plain 
salt is still available and used. (This is country situation 3 above.) 

In Country Y, iodization is mandatory but the legal level is not set high 
enough. (This is country situation 4 above.) 

1Also called laissez-faire (pronounced lessay-fair)
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In Country Z, iodized salt is recommended in dietary guidelines but there are 
problems getting people to use it because the price is high. (This is country
situation 6 above.) 

Photo by Ferdinand Reus - Licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0  

A salt harvester in Lac Rose, Senegal, a sea-
water lake with a 40% salt content. To 
protect his skin he rubs it with shea butter.
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In Turkmenistan (see box) did they have the best idea? 

One way to fix it 

b. In these situations, which of these two professional nutrition educators do
you identify with more, and why?

 

 

It is a question of access, but also of knowledge and 
attitudes. Even when the iodized salt is available and 
people can afford it, most people don’t know how much it 
matters. Education can create this awareness among the 
public. Education at policy level can create the demand for 
legislation to ensure that people have easy access as well 
as knowing what to look for. 

This is a problem of access, not of attitudes. If 
there is no iodized salt in most shops and it 
costs more, I’m not going to tell people to eat 
something which they can’t find or which is too 
expensive. Make it available, then we will 
promote it. 

© FAO/Cristina Álvarez
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deficiency in his country. He simply declared plain salt illegal and ordered 

shops to give each citizen 5 kilos of iodized salt a year at state expense. 

(McNeil 2006)



Implementation challenges: cost, standards, controls, enforcement 

Supply and demand is not the only question. When you decide on strategy you 
have to think about saving money, protecting jobs and avoiding cheating and 
corruption. 

It’s not easy to find the best way to achieve these things. 

 If you set up rules, standards, laws or regulations, they will need
inspection, monitoring and controls. Someone has to check the process at
the salt works, the contents of the product (e.g. the level of iodine), the
use of the product (e.g. in restaurants and food factories), the labelling (is
it correct, complete and understandable?), the sale of unlicensed
products in shops, the imports at the border etc. Who will pay for the
army of inspectors needed? What is actually feasible?

 If new standards and processes are to be implemented, there will be
costs: for equipment, materials, training, subsidies etc. If the price of the
product has to be kept low, the costs can’t be passed on to customers.
Who will pay?

 Solutions have to be sustainable, feasible and acceptable. For example,
cooperatives may be an option – if there is a cooperative tradition.
Labelling may have an effect - if the labels are clear and people have a
habit of reading them. Fines and inspections may work – if those who
administer them are efficient and incorruptible.

 Activity 8 Feasible solutions 

Here are three cases where making a change has met obstacles. 

The question in all the cases is: What is a feasible solution? 

For each case some solutions are proposed. Choose the one you think is 
most/more feasible and say why. Consider cost, administration, institutional 
capacity, social acceptability and anything else.  

Case 1: Livelihoods of small-scale salt producers 

In Senegal, there are thousands of small-scale salt producers.2 Salt iodization is a 
problem for them:  they need to take their salt to the iodization plant, unload it 

2 See for example Dibocor’s salt on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kz8MCfZF97g
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a. Provide portable iodization plants and train small-scale producers to.
operate and service them.

b. Create a cooperative of small-scale producers to run their own iodizationĀ
plant.

Choice and reason: 

Case 2: Eating out can damage your health! 

Until recently, it seemed that salt iodization had eliminated iodine deficiency in 
most industrialised countries. But in Europe and the USA, for example, it is 
becoming more common (ICCIDD 2015; Vitti et al. 2003). One reason is that 
people eat out a lot more now, and restaurants are not obliged to use iodized 
salt. 

Solutions: 

a. Make iodized salt mandatory in all food service locales, and establish
regular inspections.

b. Encourage the public to ask eating places what kind of salt they are using.
c. Offer salt sample testing as a public service for a few hours a week (in this

way the public would become the inspectors).

Choice and reason: 

Case 3: Unconventional salt for the poor 

Several studies have shown that even when iodization is mandatory, poor and 
vulnerable groups are still getting less iodine. In South Africa, for example, poor 
areas get salt from “alternative” sources which are not adequately iodized. 
“These alternative sources include distributors of agricultural salt, small general 
dealer shops called spaza shops, street vendors and salt sachets placed in the 
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packaging of maize meal bags. Country-wide, around 30% of low socio-economic 
households obtained their salt from unconventional sources compared to less 
than 5% in high socio-economic households.” (Jooste 2005) 

Solutions: 

a. Stamp out alternative sources with strong-arm methods such as fines.
b. Promote iodized salt strongly long-term, through health services and

school lessons: not only what to buy, but also what to avoid and why.
c. Promote iodized salt through a campaign on TV, public transport and

markets where cooked food is sold.

Choice and reason: 

3.3 National strategy: expert consultation 

One of the roles of nutritionists and nutrition educators is to help to shape public 
policy and legislation (national or local) by talking with policy-makers and 
decision-makers. Educators should also have a say in the implementation of 
policy and choice of strategies. 

@FAO/Giorgio Cosulich
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Take this case: 

Suppose you are working in an African country which is classified as having 
moderate iodine deficiency3 and which has no national salt iodization 
strategy.  Iodized salt is available but is twice the price of non-iodized salt, and 
is not much consumed. There is no regulation of imports or sales and no 
control of quality, except by the producers themselves. 

You are asked to contribute to an expert consultation on national salt iodization 
strategy, which will come up with some recommendations. (A wider stakeholder 
consultation, including consumer groups, unions, community representatives, 
the food service industry etc. will come later.) The expert group includes 

 staff from the government Bureau of Food Standards and from the
Ministries of Health, Economy and Industry, and Education

 nutritionists and nutrition educators

 representatives of the salt producers in the country (big and small)

 representatives of international aid agencies and NGOs.

The consultation will discuss the needs, issues and capacities and hear different 
standpoints. 

 Activity 9 Preparing for the expert consultation 

In your first tutorial you will role-play the expert consultation. Here you prepare 
for it. 

 Roles. There is a set of roles in the Unit 10 Resources 2, pp. 7-8. They
will be allocated in the tutorial, so you cannot prepare your role yet.

 Briefing. Before the tutorial, check through the country situation
described in Section 3.3.

a. Make a list below of questions which are likely to come up in the
consultation meeting (some examples are already given).

3 You can see a map (2006) of IDD across the world at 
http://www.who.int/vmnis/iodine/status/summary/median_ui_2007_color.pdf?ua=1
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Your questions may have to do with analysis of the current situation; aims 
(nutritional or educational); livelihoods; regulation, coverage and 
compliance; the product, price and packaging; the education, awareness or 
capacity-building required etc. Share your questions with others (normally 
they would be circulated before the meeting). 

Examples of questions to be discussed 

Do we have a separate strategy for large-and small-scale salt producers? 
(livelihoods) 

Do we rely on the good will of producers to implement regulations and maintain 
standards, or do we have sanctions? (compliance) 

Will producers need to learn about the health benefits of iodine? (education) 

Will consumer education/information be necessary? Will there be an adequate 
budget? (education) 

Your questions 

b. In the key, note a few important questions which you missed and add them
to your list.

 Underline in your list what you see as the top three key questions

 Think how you might answer them.

c. After the expert consultation meeting, record the three main
recommendations of your discussion and briefly justify them.
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Recommendations of the expert consultation 

 Activity 10 National communications campaign 

The case continued.   After consultations and reports, the government has 
decided to promote iodized salt under a government certification scheme. 
Producers who wish to participate will agree to certain standards, be entitled to 
use an authorised logo and label, and benefit from a subsidised price. The 
subsidy will depend upon producers maintaining the correct levels, hence there 
will be regular spot-checks on quality. 

Since the program will not be mandatory, promotion will depend heavily on 
education and awareness-raising. Iodized salt will be included in the national 
nutrition education and communication strategy, the national dietary guidelines, 
the school curriculum, and the training of health workers. Information will be 
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available to schools and health services about how to test for the presence of 
iodine and how to do public demonstrations of the tests.4 

A small budget has been set aside to launch the government-sponsored product 
in a short campaign which will focus on the risks and benefits, the price, the 
appearance of the product and how to recognize and avoid plain salt. The budget 
allows for some preliminary situation analysis, identification of target audiences 
and message development. Costs have to be kept down, so campaign designers 
will need to balance expensive TV time against other approaches. For cost-
effectiveness, the materials, activities and interest groups generated by the 
campaign should be re-usable in the long term (e.g. in schools, clinics, 
communities, workplaces and other suitable settings). The campaign should also 
be able to demonstrate impact in relation to the KAPP aims. 

You are part of the group which is brainstorming ideas for the campaign. 

 First, note what the campaign needs to do.

 Think of some ideas and make your own notes. It is essential that you do
this first.

 Read ‘Salt iodization in Kazakhstan’ in the Unit 10 Resources 3, pp. 9-11.

 Design your campaign. n.b. Get some inspiration from Kazakhstan but be
faithful to your own ideas. You have a better idea of what will work in
Africa; your country is different from Kazakhstan and your campaign is
not funded by USAID!

 Write a short outline proposal for the campaign. Bear in mind:

o situation analysis, target groups and objectives

o ‘people’,  ‘product’, ‘place’, etc.

o sustainability (e.g. re-use of materials, repeating or maintaining
activities)

o measuring impact.

4 It is quite easy to test for the presence of iodine in salt and is often done by science teachers 
using household chemicals (see e.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jVV0o5sl1g). However 
getting an accurate reading of the amount/level of iodine is more technical (see e.g. Pandav et al. 
2000).
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Your tutor 

will give you 

feedback on 

this activity. 
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 3: SALT IODIZATION AND 
NUTRITION EDUCATION 

The case of salt iodization brings out well the interaction of environmental and 
educational actions. This form of micronutrient supplementation has been 
extremely successful in reducing IDD across the world. But it remains to choose 
the best strategy for promoting consumption: cost-effective, sustainable and 
effective practically, politically and financially. Some approaches are to create 
demand through education and let the market respond; mandate salt iodization 
and enforce standards (e.g. inspecting products, banning imports); incentivise 
producers; or fix prices to the public. The success of strategies (both educational 
and environmental) will also depend on estimating feasibility well: the cost of 
interventions, national capacity and manpower, infrastructure, institutional 
strength and popular attitudes, understanding and readiness to change. 

©FAO/Giulio Napolitano
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Section 4. Who should act? 

What killed Amarech? 

Do you remember the story of Amarech, who died in childbirth of anaemia? 

Many things led to her death:  basic poverty (not enough food in the household), 
culture (she married very young), gender attitudes in household food distribution 
(culture again), family ignorance about dietary needs and symptoms (lack of 
education), poor counselling in the health services, her own ignorance (no doubt 
very little schooling), her personal dislike of iron tablets, her friends’ bad advice.  

So who or what was most to blame? 

Whatever the answer, Amarech herself did not have much say in the matter. It is 
often said that people make their own food choices, but people’s choices are 
very limited when they have little control over their wider environment. 
Amarech was killed by the mountain of cultural, social, economic and 
institutional burdens imposed by her whole environment. 

© Antonio Cetraro
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4.1 The social-ecological model 

Educators need to take account of all these levels of social influence and action 
when they explore people’s situations, weigh up what affects them most, plan 
for interventions which can change their lives and mobilise them to take action 
for themselves. 

This is one of the main messages of the Social-Ecological Model (McLeroy et al. 
1988). If you did Unit 5A (Theory), you may remember this main point: 

The social ecological model of health promotion moves away from a 
psychological model which puts responsibility for change entirely on individuals 
towards an interaction between individuals and society. The model suggests that 
many social dimensions need to be considered when thinking about how 
nutrition education may affect individuals, and that in turn, the food 
environment needs the support of many individuals at many levels in order to 
change. 

The diagram is a simple way to represent the social-ecological model. It shows 
the various levels of social organization which are involved in action for health. 

It seems obvious but it has some radical implications. 

Spend a little time seeing what the diagram represents. 

Culture and beliefs 

Systems and environments 

Policies and laws 

Public services/infrastructures 

Organizations 

Communities 

Individuals 
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 Activity 11 The social-ecological model 

a. Explain the graphic to each other

No need to write, but decide your answers before you check the Key. 

 Why do the circles get wider and wider?

 Why do they recede from front to back?

 Which influence is not represented by a circle?

 Why is that?

 Why do all the circles meet at the base (instead of being concentric, for
example)?

 Do you think the levels are separate? In how many levels could you put a
public boarding school?

 Which of these levels were not involved in Amarech’s case (as far as we
know)?

b. What belongs in each level?

Categorise.   Where would you put the following? Divide them between you 
and write them in the table below. Some may fit into more than one slot. 
Then see if you agree. 

 workplaces

 the economic system

 food companies

 mobile phone companies

 governments

 shops and markets

 national food security policy

 religion

 sports facilities

 entrepreneurial spirit

 public transport

 the media

 professional qualifications

 gender attitudes

 electricity supplies

 your best friends

 climate

 your town, city or village

 irrigation systems

 taxes on food
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Where would you put them? 

 Culture and beliefs

 Systems and environments

 Policies and laws

 Public services/infrastructures

 Organizations

 Communities

 Individuals

c. Megatrends

Seven “megatrends” have been identified which will “shake the foundations on 
which our past approaches to (development) programs were built” (Jackson 
2015). They are:  

 Climate change  Demographic shifts

 Geopolitical shifts  Natural resource scarcity

 Social/economic inequality  Urbanization

 Technological transformation and innovation

Where do they all fit into the SEM picture? 

This activity is 

too easy to have 

a Key. If you 

have any doubts, 

bring them to 

the tutorial.
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4.2 Links with other models 

An interesting question is how the SEM relates to other models such as the 
UNICEF causes of child undernutrition presented in Unit 1 and the behaviour 
change models in Unit 5A. However this unit is already long enough! If you would 
like to discuss this question, consult your tutor. 

4.3 The level of action 

Why does the SEM matter? 

You have seen how many dimensions have to be taken into account when you 
are looking at the environmental influences on good nutrition, and how often 
they are simply not considered. The SEM presents the dimension of social action 
and asks who is responsible, who is competent to act, and how they can be 
moved to action. It also asks how states, civil society, commerce, industry and 
social action can interact to improve health and nutrition. This means (for 
example) interaction between the sectors, between the state sector and the 
private sector, or between the public and the government, e.g. through 
consumer organizations, community groups or individuals. 

The SEM therefore has two messages for nutrition educators. 

1. We need to explore the interacting spheres of influence (as in the
indigenous vegetable project). This has to do with situation analysis.

2. We need to see what action is possible and at what levels, and what kind
of interaction is needed to bring it about. This has to do with designing
interventions.

 Activity 12 Raising the level of support 

You have seen a range of settings for action in this course. 

Below is an example of some ways of “raising the level of support” in the 
workplace. 
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Situation          
Difficulties      
Level of action 

Other possible levels of action (environmental 
or educational) 

Working mothers in the 
workplace (e.g. plantations, 
processing plants). 

Difficulties with feeding 
babies, finding good meals in 
the area at lunchtime 

Level of action: individual 

Examples: 

Levels: individuals - organizations 

Cheap healthy midday meals offered by works 
canteens through mobilisation of workers and 
management through unions.  

Environmental 

Levels: individuals-organization 

Facilities at the workplace for lunchtime 
cooking and childcare, negotiated by working 
mothers with management.  
Environmental

Take your own situation below and consider other possible levels of action 
(Even if they are not easy to achieve, there should be some room for action). 

Situation          
Difficulties      
Level of action 

Other possible levels of action (environmental 
or educational) 

Poor student diet on campus 

Difficulties: poor access to 
healthy foods, cost of fresh 
fruit and vegetables, 
temptation of convenience 
foods, lack of time, lack of 
facilities and expertise in food 
preparation 

Level of action: individual 

Your ideas 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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circulated to workplaces by Women’s Rights 
Association. 

Educational 
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 4: WHO SHOULD ACT? 

People’s health can be influenced by action – or by inaction – at many levels of 
society. Social-ecological models identify these levels and suggest that positive 
change can result from an interaction between individuals/communities and the 
other levels of social organization such as institutions, public services, policies 
and laws. There is therefore a case for more responsibility for public health on 
the part of organizations, but also for more social action and the experience and 
confidence to make it happen. 

Section 5. Top-down: state action 
The SEM shows that the state is a major player in protecting the health of its 
citizens. 

 What should it do?

 What can it do?

 What are the difficulties?

5.1 The Right to Food (RTF) 

Does the state have a duty to see that 

its people are well fed? 

Do citizens have a right to food? 

Take a moment to think about these 
questions. Then read about the Right 
to Food on the next page. 

An FAO Right to Food publication 
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The right to food 

Adequate food as a human right was first formally recognized by the United 
Nations in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) in 1948. The right 
to food is spelt out in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights (1966) as the "right to an adequate standard of living, including 
adequate food", as well as the "fundamental right to be free from hunger" and is 
expressed in terms of the duties of the state to its citizens. 
(FAO 2015, Wikipedia 2015b). 

In signing the Covenant, states agree to take steps “to the maximum of their 
available resources to achieve progressively the full realization of the right to 
adequate food” (Articles 2(1), 11(1) and 23). Many countries are committed to this 
Right either through their own constitutions or through signing the Covenant. 

The Right to Food has been elaborated with case studies and (voluntary) guidelines 
( http://www.fao.org/righttofood/right-to-food-home/en/). In particular, 
Guideline 10 outlines what states should undertake to do for nutrition, and 
Guideline 11 deals with nutrition, education and awareness-raising. 
None of the guidelines is enforceable. However, states may decide to take the 
Right to Food as the basis for national legislation (see box).

 Activity 13 Interpreting the Right to Food 

As you understand it, what does the “right to food” mean for citizens? What can 
they expect or demand from their government if it has signed the Covenant? 
(e.g. food security? food aid in emergencies? vitamin supplements? school 
meals? food standards legislation? education about good nutrition?) 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 

The Right to Food in India
In India in 2013 the National Food Security Act converted existing provisions 
for food security into legal entitlements. Some of these provisions were free 
hot meals for children 6 months to 14 years, take-home rations for pregnant 
women and lactating mothers, and 5k of food grains (rice, wheat or millet) 
for 75% of the rural population and 50% of the urban population. Under the 
act these became legal rights: government was obliged to provide them and 
citizens could demand them. (Wikipedia 2015a). 
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5.2 What states can do for better nutrition: guidelines and 

frameworks 

The Right to Food Guidelines 
http://www.fao.org/righttofood/right-to-food-home/en/ 

The RTF guidelines indicate some areas in which states should take action. They 
are broad and general and do not specify what steps are to be taken. For 
example: 

 In Guideline 10, states are encouraged to take steps to strengthen dietary
diversity, healthy eating habits and food preparation, prevent unbalanced
diets, increase production and consumption of healthy and nutritious
foods, promote home and school gardens, disseminate information on
the feeding of infants and young children and counter misinformation on
infant feeding, promote health and good sanitation, eradicate
discriminatory gender practices, promote food safety and respect cultural
differences relating to food.

 Guideline 11 recommends education, literacy and other skills, agricultural
and environmental education, education in business, human rights, food
safety and related capacity building for professionals.

The ICN2 Framework for Action  
 (www.fao.org/3/a-i4436e.pdf ) 

At the Second International Conference on Nutrition in Rome in November 2014, 
delegates from most UN member states discussed and endorsed a Framework 
for Action, a blueprint for state action for better nutrition (FAO/WHO 2014). 

The Framework can be used as a checklist for governments and as a basis for 
advocacy by nutritionists, and you should be familiar with it. It is divided into 
sections addressed to different government sectors. For example, some 
recommendations for the agriculture and food security sector are very relevant 
to nutrition and nutrition education: 

© FAO/Giorgio Colusich de Pecine
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Recommended actions for sustainable food systems promoting healthy diets 

 Recommendation 8: Review national policies and investments and
integrate nutrition objectives into food and agriculture policy,
programme design and implementation, to enhance nutrition sensitive
agriculture, ensure food security and enable healthy diets.

 Recommendation 9: Strengthen local food production and processing,
especially by smallholders and family farmers, giving special attention to
women’s empowerment, while recognizing that efficient and effective
trade is key to achieving nutrition objectives.

 Recommendation 10: Promote the diversification of crops including
underutilized traditional crops, more production of fruits and vegetables,
and appropriate production of animal-source products as needed,
applying sustainable food production and natural resource management
practices.

There are recommendations for many other areas of state action for better 
nutrition, including actions to address stunting, wasting and childhood obesity, 
water and sanitation, anaemia, food safety, and more. 

 Activity 14 The ICN2 Framework for Action 

Here are a few recommended actions covered in the Framework for Action, in 
the sections on nutrition education and information, social protection and 
breastfeeding: 

Recommended actions for nutrition education and information 

Promote the national food-based dietary guidelines 

Recommended actions on social protection

Provide school meals

Breastfeeding

Involve fathers in child feeding
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a. What other actions would you have recommended to include in the
Framework? Brainstorm one more for each area.

b. Scan (read quickly) the extract from the Framework in the Unit 10
Resources 4, pp. 11-12, to see if your ideas are covered. (n.b. They should
be, but some important actions may have been neglected. There is always
room for advocacy.)

c. What is the number of the recommendation which covers the adoption of
the ENACT course?

5.3 What do governments do? 

As you can see, the Guidelines and the Framework for Action are very wide and 
do not specify how the actions are to be achieved. This is all the more reason 
why we should look very closely at particular recipes for improvement to see 
that they are localised and practical and have a good record of success. For 
example, how do you best “strengthen local food production and processing”? 
(Recommendation 9 in the FFA) 

 With inputs (seeds, irrigation schemes)? provision 

 By training in Farmer Field Schools? education/training 

 With subsidized fertiliser? provision/encouragement 

 By improving access to markets (e.g. building
roads)?

enablement 

 By giving women land rights? policy/enablement 

 With advice from the extension services? services 

 With a mix of some or all?

These are some of the strategy choices that government planners make:  do they 
provide, educate and train, encourage and enable, make and enforce laws and 
regulations, or give service support? 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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 Activity 15 State actions 

Below are some actions which caught the headlines. You will recognize some of 
them. 

India prepares to guarantee right to food for 

800 million people 

But doubts persist about the 

government's handling of such an 

ambitious programme to deliver 

subsidised goods nationwide. 

It was Grain Festival Day, when the 

poor in Madhya Pradesh state in 

central India are supposed to be 

able to buy subsidised wheat, rice 

and other goods through one of the 

country's most important social 

programmes. But there was little 

cheer in the tiny stone homes near 

the city of Shivpuri. Villagers were 

complaining that their local ration 

store was always short on supplies. 

"I don't remember the last time I 

saw rice," said a villager named 

Narayan ... "How can my family 

survive?" 

(Reduced and adapted from Gowen, Washington Post, 2013)

ENACT, a training course in nutrition education for Africa, has now been launched for 
general use.  The course is aimed at undergraduate students of nutrition.  Similar 
courses may be used for training government service staff such as health workers, 
hospital staff and in-service nutritionists, as well as for advocacy briefings for ministry 
officials of Agriculture, Education and Health. 
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Goodbye, Big Soda: New York Becomes First City to 

Ban Large-Sized Soft Drinks 

On Thursday the New York City 
Health Department became the first 
in the nation to ban the sale of 
sugared beverages larger than 16 oz. 
at restaurants, mobile food carts, 
sports arenas and movie theatres. 

It’s a bold experiment in the anti-
obesity campaign, and while it’s 
widely supported by health 
professionals, it’s not popular with 
food retailers or most city residents. 
(Park, TIME Magazine, 2012) 

Chess champion eats salt 

In the Kazakh state campaign for iodized salt 
the world chess champion Anatoly Karpov,  
who is a hero throughout the former Soviet  
Union for his years as champion, joined  
the fight. “Eat iodized salt,” he advised  
schoolchildren in a television  
appearance, “and you will grow up  
to be grandmasters like me.” 

(McNeil 2006)

Rashtriya Mahila Kosh (RMK)  
under the Ministry of Women and Child Development 

The Indian government aims to meet 

the credit needs of poor women and 

raise their economic status through 

the National Credit Fund for Women 

(RMK n.d.). The micro-finance 

services provide a client-friendly 

loaning mechanism for housing, 

family needs and livelihood activities, 

for example starting small 

businesses such as keeping a dairy 

cow, food preserving, rope-making 

(see ‘Success Stories’ at 

http://www.rmk.nic.in/).
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a. Classify these examples in column 2 of the table below.
b. Comment on each one in column 3, e.g. Good idea - Bad idea - Unlikely to

work - Expensive - Good for raising awareness - or any other comment you
want to make.

Intervention What kind? Comment 

India prepares to 
guarantee RTF 

ENACT, a training 
course 

Goodbye, Big Soda 

Chess champion eats 
salt 

RMK government 
micro-credit service 
for women 

c. Think of other state actions which can promote good nutrition or improve
the environment for it.

 Put them in the middle column of the table below.

 Check in the Student’s Key, which has a list of other actions.

 Select a few actions from the Key which you think are particularly
desirable and put them on the right of the table.

This gives you a personal agenda for priority state action. 
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Type of action Your examples Other important examples 

Provision 

Education/training 

Encouragement/ 
facilitation 

Policy/regulation 

Service/provision/ 
encouragement 

d. Of all the state actions listed in the Key, which ones do not need the
support of any form of nutrition education? (n.b. Nutrition education
includes direct education, briefing, awareness-raising, capacity building.)

Consult the 

Student’s Key 

Also to be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 

FAO/©Alessandra Benedetti
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5.4 State action and nutrition education 

The up side 

State action often aims at getting the public to change their ways, so the field 
should be crowded with nutrition educators. 

 They should be advocating for particular state actions, raising awareness
of policy makers and programmers about (for example) food advertising,
curriculum content, food subsidies, policy and strategy on food and
nutrition security.

 They should be promoting/explaining/interpreting/supporting state
programs aimed at consumers or at professionals – for example, about
healthy food in schools and institutions, safety practices for food vendors,
Essential Nutrition Actions, food labelling, dietary guidelines.

 They should be enabling citizens to make best use of state services – for
example, discussing food supplements provided for children, role-playing
visits to clinics and hospitals, talking about school meals.

The down side 

But we know that the need for nutrition education is often a blind spot. 
Remember the three projects in Unit 35 where project managers asked: You think
we need nutrition education? What? Where? Nutrition education was essential 
but was simply missing. 

As you have seen, nutrition education of some kind is desirable or essential in 
almost all state actions for improving nutrition and food security. However, the 
state in particular often does not see the need:  there may be no government 
unit responsible for nutrition education, so the subject doesn’t come up in 
proposals and meetings. 

Putting nutrition education into the public agenda may be part of your job for a 
long time ahead. 

5 Unit 3, Activity 12, ‘Filling the gap’: projects were about raising rabbits, micronutrient 
supplements for children, and school meals.

Remember! 

Always review 
programs for state 
action on nutrition 

or food security
 to see where 

nutrition education 
is needed. 
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5.5 What is feasible? 

When a government decides to act, a question is always whether its proposals 
can be made to work. This depends on costs and resources, available manpower 
and capacity, skills, capacity and training, attitudes, adequate infrastructure, 
competent working institutions, relationships between sectors, trust, standards 
of communication and collaboration, incentive and motivation, cultural 
acceptability and sustainability – among other things! 

A. State challenges 

Some barriers to successful state action which you may recognize are: 

1. lack of resources
2. poor services (e.g. inadequate supplies, absent staff, poor

communication)
3. lack of capacity
4. difficulties and costs of enforcing regulations
5. coping with the nutrition transition and big commercial interests
6. corruption or indifference in state employees
7. poor infrastructure (lack of roads, clean water, power)
8. government preoccupied with other matters (e.g. war, emergencies).

 Activity 16 State challenges 

Can you give concrete examples of any of these? 

This activity 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 
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B. Sectoral perspectives 

A special challenge for nutrition and nutrition education is that they are inter-
sectoral: they cut across Health, Education, Agriculture and Social Welfare. 

Theoretically nutrition should benefit from state action, which can call on so 
many areas of expertise, but in reality there are problems of integration. For 
example: 

 Nutrition and nutrition education are still often no-one’s responsibility.

 All sectors need training in nutrition.

 Each sector has its own objectives at every level, and it is difficult to move
beyond them.

 Collaboration and coordination are complicated – where do people find
the time for multi-sectoral meetings? Who is in charge of a multi-sectoral
team? Who do they report to? What geographical areas do they cover
(they often all have different boundaries)? Who pays?

All sectors also need to see the need for nutrition education, as they have their 
own “silo outlooks” about the root causes of malnutrition. 

 The health sector tends to see diseases and to think in terms of treatment
and cure.

 The agriculture sector perceives shortfalls in food supplies and puts its
faith in productivity.

 Economists see poverty as the culprit and focus on income generation
and growth.

 The education sector thinks of nutrition as a subject to be taught and
knowledge to be mastered - which may or may not result in better eating.

You may have come across these outlooks already. 

Nutrition should be the business of 

every sector (Agriculture, Health, 

Water, Education). Building 

partnerships across these sectors is 

essential. 
(Yewelsew Abebe, Alive and Thrive, Ethiopia) 
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C. Estimating feasibility 

For all these reasons, a big question about any proposed state action is how well 
the government can handle it. It takes a lot of knowledge, practice, experience 
and expertise to estimate the feasibility of an intervention. 

Let’s look at one case that you are already familiar with from this unit. 

 Activity 17 How will it work? 

Here is the case you met before: 

The country has moderate iodine deficiency and no national salt iodization 
strategy. Iodized salt is available but is expensive and not much consumed. 
There is no regulation of imports or sales and no control of quality except by the 
producers themselves. 

The proposal is to promote iodized salt under a voluntary government 
certification scheme. Producers who wish to participate will agree to certain 
standards, use an authorised logo and label, and benefit from a subsidised price. 
There will be regular spot-checks on quality and sales and also on imports.  

Promotion will depend heavily on education and awareness-raising. There will be 
a short public campaign to launch the product, iodized salt will be included in the 
school curriculum and health workers will be trained to recommend it. 

The Ministries involved will be Health, Education and Industry (which includes the 
Bureau of Food Standards). Industry will be the lead Ministry.

Global iodized salt logo, 
developed for the 
International Council for 
the Control of iodine 
deficiency disorders 
(ICCIDD) 
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How will the scheme work? 

A.  Responsibilities, costs 

The government will need to take these actions: 

1. Consult experts and stakeholders
2. Legislate and lay down standards
3. Brief the industry and other stakeholders
4. Promote iodized salt to the public
5. Educate long-term through the school system
6. Establish and implement controls, checks and sanctions
7. Assess health impact at 5-year intervals

a. Which ministries will be very involved in which actions? (give the numbers 1 - 7)

o Health

o Education

o Industry and Food Standards

b. Which actions will particularly require cross-sectoral collaboration?

c. Which activities are short-term/one-off (one year’s budget)?

d. Which activities are long-term (ongoing costs)?

e. Which activities are likely to be very expensive?

B. Capacity and risks 

Some of the specific planned activities are in the table below. 

a. Which ones will take a lot of extra government manpower?
b. Who will need training or briefing to do the job?
c. What activities might not work well and why?
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Activity a) A lot of
extra 
manpower? 

b) Who will
need 
training or 
briefing? 

c) Risks?

Manufacturers will produce iodized 
salt (IS) to standard requirements 

Inspectors will regularly check salt 
quality in production, in shops and in 
school meals 

Customs officers will check unlabelled 
brands 

Curriculum developers will integrate 
IS in the curriculum and produce 
learning materials 

Teachers will deliver school lessons 

A team will develop and implement a 
publicity campaign 

Health workers will counsel the public 
about IS 

The Ministry of Health will carry out 
an impact analysis every five years 

5.6 Your own government 

What does your state do? What else would you like it to do? 

 Activity 18 Your own government 

a. Existing government provisions

Do you know of any specific policies, laws, regulations, programs or other 
state actions in your country which help to promote healthy eating? 

Make a list on the next page. 

Leave some space in the box so you can add to your list when you share 
your information in the tutorial. 

will be 

discussed in 

the tutorial 

In the Key 

there are some 
responses from 
other students. 
You will also 
share your 

information in 
the tutorial.
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b. Make a proposal for government action

Consider these questions: 

 What single specific environmental or educational action (or both) by
your government is most needed to support or promote better nutrition?

 Who will it benefit?

 Why have you chosen this action?

 Would it be cost-effective and sustainable?

Individually, decide on one new action, or more extensive action, you think your 
state should aim for. Refer back to Activity 15c to see what your first ideas were. 

Describe your proposal. Try to be realistic! You should 

 describe the proposed action briefly

 show that it will meet an obvious need, and for whom

 indicate who will be responsible for it, who will be involved, and the
professional capacities required

 outline the main activities

 give some idea of what activities/inputs will cost most and how to
achieve sustainability

 think of the risks and how they might be avoided/minimised

 suggest how impact might be assessed.
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SUMMARY OF SECTION 5: TOP-DOWN/STATE ACTION 

State obligations to promote food security are laid down in the Right to Food, 
which forms part of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (1966). Guidelines for government action are outlined in the ICN2 
Framework for Action for nutrition (FAO/WHO 2014). However, governments 
have not only to select the focus of action but also to decide on strategy:  
whether to legislate and regulate, encourage or facilitate, strengthen local 
services, educate or simply provide inputs (e.g. food, vouchers, meals). Their 
decisions are determined by their circumstances, history, resources, capacity 
and administrative structures. 
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Section 6. Bottom-up: social action 
Everyone in the world has had some experience of public services which don’t 
work properly. You probably have your own bureaucratic horror stories to tell. 
But sometimes the failures of services may be life-threatening 

 Activity 19 The story of Akib 

Read the story of Akib (Unit 10 Resources 5, pp. 13-14). 

What went wrong? 

a. The system failed in four ways: four things which should have happened
did not happen. What were they?

b. There were also two environmental conditions which made the situation
worse.

6.1 Improving government services 

This kind of threat to child health is not uncommon (see box). 

Mothers sent away from clinic 
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“I was once at the district clinic when more than 20 women arrived in the 
morning but the nurse was not there. In the afternoon she appeared and told 
the mothers she would be so busy with other patients that she couldn’t see 
them. The mothers were disappointed and went back home. One of them told 
me: “We lack medical personnel in this area and so the service is reduced. This 
is why many mothers don’t bring in their children for monthly check-ups”. 
(A student from Tanzania)
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Improving the system 

What could be done for (or by) Akib and his mother? 

Below are some common proposals for improving the system. 

a. “The authorities should set targets for performance, increase
inspections and enforce penalties for corruption and inefficiency.”

b. “The public services should provide information on how well they
are performing.”

c. “Staff need to be paid more and to work in a more motivating
environment.”

d. “Staff should be promoted according to merit and performance,
not just seniority.”

e. “Communities should determine what public services they want,
and be involved with the authorities and the staff in discussion and
evaluation of targets and performance.”

Dorothy Voorhees CC BY 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons, modified
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Ask yourself these questions: 

 Which of these are top-down actions by the state?

 Can they improve the services?

This is the subject of furious debate among service staff (you may like to discuss 
it further at another time). 

 Which ones involve the public, the clients?

 Can the public services be improved by the people who use them?

These are the questions for this section. 

6.2 “Bottom-up” social action 

You have seen some of the difficulties of carrying out reform from above. 

But what about reform from below? 

What can people themselves do to make society work for them? 

“Bottom-up” approaches are ways of reaching up the levels of social organization 
in order to influence them. In the social-ecological model, people and 
communities need to interact with the state services, the bureaucrats, the 
organizations and even the law. The Right-to-Food coin has two sides: on the one 
hand states have duties to their citizens; on the other hand, citizens have rights, 
and may need to assert them. 

How? In the rest of this section you will collect some of the keys to success in 
social action.

 Activity 20 Why don’t people act? 

It can be done. Here’s one story about successful social action: 

Stealing our water 

“The residents in Kisumi (Kenya) protested about constant shortages of water 
supply because a private developer was diverting water systems for his own use. 
The issue became public and captured the attention of the media and social 
workers, who reported it and helped to solve it by drawing other parties in. This 
is a good example of how people can defend themselves when they know what 
their rights are and how to go about it.” (From a Kenya student). 
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Ask yourself: 

 Why don’t people take action? Why was Akib’s mother helpless?

 Why didn’t she (for example) complain, write a letter, visit the local
council, organize a demonstration, form a protest group, boycott the
clinic?

Oxfam East Africa CC BY 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons, modified
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a. Brainstorm some of the reasons.

b. Tell your own story of how people tried to make the system work, and
succeeded or failed.

 Activity 21 Keys to success in social action 

In the table below are some secrets of success. The ones you saw in ‘Stealing our 
water’ have been checked: these people knew their rights, they had all the right 
information, they got publicity, and they had expert help. 

Stealing our 
water 

CDD Parent 
Centre 

a. Know your rights

b. Know what to do and how

c. Know what others are getting

d. Have all the necessary
(accurate) information

e. Form a group, have meetings,
organize

You will bring 

the reasons 

and stories 

together in 

the tutorial 
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Stealing our 
water 

CDD Parent 
Centre 

f. Share the work as much as
possible.

g. Publicise

h. Keep all documents &
correspondence.

i. Get good advice /support/
leadership

j. 

k. 

Could you organize an action of this 
kind in your country? 

Here are two more cases of social action: 

Case A: Community-Driven 
Development in Uganda 

Case B: Parent Centre 
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A nutrition educator in the USA 
helped an urban group of women to 
provide better food for their families. 
Rather than limiting herself to giving 
nutritional advice, she encouraged 
the group to discuss the obstacles 
they saw to better diets. The first 
thing the women said was that stores 
in their (poor) area of town charged 
higher prices for the same foods than 
in middle class areas. 

Read about what happened next in 
Unit 10 Resources 6 p. 15. 

Read about the Uganda study in 
the Unit 10 Resources 6 pp. 14. 

In community-driven development 
(CDD), people determine what public 
services they want, and are involved 
with the authorities and the service 
staff in discussions about targets and 
performance. However there are 
different ways of doing CDD, some 
more successful than others. 
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b. Check the elements which contributed to their success and mark them on
the table above. If necessary, add more items to the list in the table.

c. Say if you think you could organize an action of this kind.

d. What would you say are the keys to success in social action? Pick your top
three and explain your choice.

SUMMARY OF SECTION 6: BOTTOM-UP/SOCIAL ACTION 

Public services are sometimes thin on the ground, under-resourced and 
understaffed. This poses real dangers for the health of vulnerable groups such as 
women and young children. Where services are weak, people may need to assert 
themselves. To do this they need to know their rights, have access to all the 
necessary (accurate) information, meet and organize themselves and find out 
what to do. Generating the confidence and the competence to take social action 
may be one task of a nutrition educator. 
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Section 7. Review and preparation for final tutorial 
In the final tutorial you will 

 follow up your work on the unit

 discuss your conclusions

 give feedback on the course as a whole.

Before you go to the tutorial, complete the course evaluation questionnaire at 
the end of this document. 

Debates 

As well as going through the unit activities in the final tutorial, you may take part 
in one of the two debates below if there is time. Take a look and decide which 
you would prefer, so that you can discuss this with your tutor. 

Debate 1: What is nutrition education? 

Here are two arguments. Choose your own position. 

A. Nutrition education is a process which leads to a change in behaviour. It 
involves enabling people to adopt better diets. This includes creating the 
conditions in which change is not only possible but easy, by giving dietary advice 
and demonstrations, but also by working to ensure better access to land, water 
and healthy food, more equitable social systems (including gender relations), 
restrictions on deceitful marketing, better legislation, better public services and 
the recognition of the right to food by governments. All these things are part of 
the nutrition education package. 

B. Nutrition education is an event in which learning takes place. It changes the 
consciousness of the learners and helps them to adopt different practices. So 
although many other things may be necessary to make learning possible, these 
are not actually “education”. Nutritionists do many different jobs: some study 
the effects of different foods on the body, others lobby the government to 
protect the rights of the poor, others educate people about diets and health. 
These are all necessary activities, but only the last one is “nutrition education”. 
Nutrition education is part of the package. 

Why is this distinction important? 

One day nutrition education may be a required competence in your job 
description. Depending on the way it is defined, you could find yourself doing 
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very different things. Or perhaps one day you will be writing job descriptions for 
nutrition educators and managing their work, or creating a nutrition education 
division in an agency or government department. When they hear that you do 
nutrition education, some people may criticize you for “educating people about 
food they can’t afford to eat”. You need to be able to explain your position, both 
from a theoretical and a practical point of view. 

Debate 2: Food freedom 

Should we be free to choose what we eat? 

Do we need the state to look after our diet, control food quality etc? 

Should we put our diet in the hands of the medical profession? 

Are we at the mercy of Big Food? 

Or can we look after ourselves? 

Unit 10 Resources 7, 8 and 9 talk about these questions. They are all about the 
“western” diseases: obesity and other NCDs and their relationship with diet. 

 Margaret Chan of the World Health Organization claims that the food
industry is aggressively trying to sell us food that is bad for our health.

 The American Medical Association has decided to classify obesity as a
disease needing treatment.

 The Mayor of New York has tried to restrict the sale of soda drinks in the
city. The drinks manufacturers and a lot of the public are opposed.

Decide where you stand. 

Party? 

NOW you have completed the ENACT course, it’s time for a party. 

Here’s one idea. If you are not too busy preparing for exams and still have time, 
energy and interest, consult your tutor about the idea of organizing an ENACT 
open hour to present your final findings and celebrate the end of the course with 
personal reminiscences, a competition for Best Project Photo, and (healthy) 
drinks and snacks. 

This is the end of unit 10. 
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Outside activities

You have three choices for the Outside Activity. You should have discussed your 
preferences and the logistics with your tutor and decided what is feasible for the 
whole class. 

Option 1: Improving canteen food 

Work in a group of four. 

The idea is to assess the possibility of improving the nutritional quality of 
canteen food, considering students’ preferences and environmental constraints. 

n.b. Do not deal with questions of food safety and hygiene: stick to nutrition.
Divide the work between the four of you. Keep each other informed at all points. 

A. Introduction, permission and brief interview 

n.b. If several teams are doing this activity, the tutor may make these 
arrangements and may invite the canteen manager to talk to the group. 

 Present yourself to the canteen manager, explain what you would like to
do (see B below) and ask for his/her permission and comments.

 Ask him/her to describe briefly the canteen policy and the main
constraints (e.g. price, availability, conserving foods). This will give you
some ideas about the scope for change.

 Arrange to meet again after your enquiry (see C below).

B. Observation and survey: finding out what people eat and what they want 

Activity B1. Observation: the canteen situation6 

You already have your own experience of the canteen. Draw up an observation 
schedule for gathering more systematic information. Your observations should 
cover the following points: 

6 n.b you cannot do a large-scale survey! A real survey would have to be much more extensive. 
Your report will be fairly impressionistic, but you can make a few quantitative observations to 
support your impressions.
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 Who eats in the canteen and why (convenience? price?)

 Are the prices acceptable for students?

 (very broadly) What food is offered? (e.g. hot meals, cold meals, snacks,
beverages)

 How much choice is there? (very little – quite a lot – a good range)

 (very broadly) What foods/dishes are most commonly consumed?

 (very broadly) What is the nutritional quality of the canteen food? (e.g.
what does a main meal normally consist of in terms of food groups and
balance; how much variety is there; quantity of snack foods high in
salt/sugar/fat; amount of fresh fruit and vegetables).

Carry out a half-hour observation.   Do this at a busy time. Keep a low profile:  
don’t ask questions or interact, just observe. 

Write up your findings (the first section of the report). 

Activity B2. Survey of consumers: What do people eat and what do they want? 

Draw up a short list of questions for consumers. Some main questions are: 

 What do you normally choose to eat?

 Why? (e.g. price, taste, habit, quantity, ideas of food value)

 What other food choices would you like?

 What else would you like to have in the canteen? (e.g. music,  a
suggestion box).

Talk to at least 10 consumers. Make notes on their responses and list their 
suggestions. n.b. Do not suggest your own ideas to them or tell them what they 
should be eating! Keep your survey as objective as possible. 

Discuss possible improvements with your team. Select two proposals which you 
think would improve the nutritional quality of canteen food, taking into account 
student preferences, and constraints already identified by the manager. 

Write up your findings and your proposals (the second section of the report). 

C. Discussion with management about the feasibility of change (whole team) 

The canteen manager is the best source of information on canteen policy, 
consumer demand, and practical difficulties. 

Draw up a short list of points for discussion. For example: 

 canteen policy and any history of previous changes
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 what the customers have said

 your two proposals for change

 the feasibility of making changes.

Interview the manager. This can be done by individual teams or by several teams 
in tutorial time. You could also brief your tutor to interview the manager in the 
tutorial, or submit a list of questions to the manager which s/he can respond to 
in a talk. 

n.b. DON’T be critical and DO respect the canteen’s policy: it is likely to be 
based on demand and necessity. 

Write a report on the discussion.  Report and comment on the manager’s 
responses and assess the feasibility of making the changes proposed. This is the 
third section of your report. 

©FAO/ Cristina Álvarez
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REPORT ON CANTEEN FOOD 

Introduction.   Actions taken, with dates, times, names and places. 

Section 1: Observations in the canteen (about 150 words) 
Include the list of points observed and summarise the observations. 
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Section 2: Consumer survey and proposals for change (about 150 words) 

a. Include the exact questions asked and summarise the responses.
b. Outline the proposals for change and explain your choice. They should take

into account nutrition needs, client preferences and feasibility for the
canteen management.
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Section 3: Report on discussion and assessment of feasibility (about 150 words). 
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Option 2: Awareness and use of iodized salt 

Work in a group of four (2 pairs). 

 The purpose is to assess the availability of iodized salt and consumer
awareness and use.

 Make sure that different teams visit different shops and interview
different consumers.

Part 1. Availability in the shops (first pair) 

Find out about the availability of iodized salt and complete the table below. To 
do this: 

a. Go to a local shop, see what iodized salt is available and note the prices. If
possible, do this by direct observation.

b. Interview the shopkeeper. (Don’t forget to say thank-you.)

Availability of iodized salt in the shops 

Does the shop sell iodized salt?  Yes         No 

(If so) Is it identified on the label/ by logo?    Yes         No 

(If so) What does it cost? (note cost per weight if 
necessary) 

Does the shop sell plain salt (non-iodized)?    Yes         No 

What does it cost? (note cost per weight if necessary) box 

Which kind of salt sells better?    Yes         No 

Can the shopkeeper explain the difference between the 
two? (e.g. the particular value of the iodized salt?) 

   Yes         No 

Where does each kind of salt come from and who are the suppliers? 

Non-iodized 

Write up your findings (the first section of the report) 

Iodized 
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Part 2. The consumer picture (second pair) 

Talk to at least 8 consumers (4 each). Use the questionnaire below. Add 
additional questions that you think are relevant/important. Try to get a mixed 
picture: you could interview people coming out of the shop, your parents, 
friends, etc. 

Write up your findings. Include information on interviews (age, gender, 
occupation) and draw conclusions about consumers’ perceptions and practices. 

Questionnaire on perception and consumption of iodized salt 

a. Do you know what iodized salt is?

Interviewee 1    Yes         No 

Interviewee 2    Yes         No 

Interviewee 3    Yes         No 

Interviewee 4    Yes         No 

b. (If so) How do you recognize it (e.g. it has a logo, it’s written on the
packet)?

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

c. Is it available in the local markets/shops?

Interviewee 1    Yes         No 

Interviewee 2    Yes         No 

Interviewee 3    Yes         No 

Interviewee 4    Yes         No 
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d. Do you (and your family) buy and consume it?

Interviewee 1    Yes         No 

Interviewee 2    Yes         No 

Interviewee 3    Yes         No 

Interviewee 4    Yes         No 

e. Why?/Why not?

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

f. Do you know the health benefits of iodized salt?

Interviewee 1    Yes         No 

Interviewee 2    Yes         No 

Interviewee 3    Yes         No 

Interviewee 4    Yes         No 

g. (If so) Where did you hear about it?

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 
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h. BOX (open question 1)

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

i. BOX (open question 2)

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

Part 3. With the information collected, decide what can be done to improve 

the household use of iodized salt in the area (whole team). 
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Part 1: The availability of iodized salt (about 100 words) 

Availability, price, source, sales 
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Part 2: Consumer awareness and practices (about 150 words) 

Age, gender and occupation of interviewees and their perceptions and practices 
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Part 3: Recommendations for action (about 100 words) 

Possible actions to improve the household use of iodized salt in the area 
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Option 3: Presenting to a professional audience 

Work in your project team. 

The idea is to make a 20-minute presentation about your project to an interested 
professional audience, followed by a 20-minute discussion. 

 With the help of your tutor, identify a suitable professional audience (e.g.
hospital staff and nurses, academic staff in your own faculty, medical
students, health professionals or working nutritionists, Ministry of Health
staff, staff of adult education organizations, NGOs or aid organizations).
Your audience should be at least 5 people.

 Contact them, explain the purpose, fix a date and time.

 Find out some essential information about the audience: what work they
do, their knowledge of nutrition, how nutrition education is relevant to
their work or to them personally. Write a paragraph about them.

Preparation for the presentation 

Name cards.   If the audience is small, prepare cards for people to write their 
names on. Names must be big enough to read at a distance. 

Visual aids.   PowerPoint, flipchart, photos. If you will be using a PowerPoint, 
make sure that a projector and screen are available, and arrive early so you can 
check that they are working. 
n.b. Reduce slides/flipcharts to a minimum. The main interest of this 
presentation is you and your story. Photos can be very powerful. 

Rehearse and reduce.   Divide up the presentation and tasks. Rehearse so you 
can meet the time limits. Don’t try to cover everything: cut down to the most 
interesting points. 

Review.   Your tutor should review your presentation before you go to the 
session. 

Presentation (20 mins max) – A possible outline 

Content Notes 

Welcome and self-introductions 2 mins Name cards if necessary 
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Content Notes 

Introduction 
Say you have done a very small 
experimental project aiming to 
achieve a small change in practice. 
You plan to tell the story and you 
look forward to the audience’s 
comments at the end. 

1 min 

Nutrition background 
The dietary focus of the project and 
why it matters: the relevant nutrition 
issue, the related food/dietary 
practices and attitudes, the health 
effects. 

2 mins Adapt to audience’s 
knowledge –  

Either Did you know that…? 
OR Of course you know that… 

What happened 
Recruitment: who was recruited and 
how, problems and successes. 
Introduce some participants by name 
(they are the heroes of the story). 
Photos can help. 

First session (Intro/situation analysis) 
What was done in the session & 
participants’ responses. Home task. 

Second session (Input) Feedback 
from participants on practices. What 
was done in the session. Home task. 

Third session (Implementation, 
reinforcement) Feedback from 
participants on F&V consumption.  
What was done in the session, 
including participants’ contributions. 
Participants’ plans for action. 

Final session (Evaluation) What was 
done in the session: progress, 
knowledge review. Evaluation. 

12 mins Go through the project 
phases. 

In each part: 

a. first tell the “story” of what
happened, people’s actions
and reactions, problems.
Use photos if possible and a
few quotations from
participants.

b. then give any objective
“scientific” information that
you gathered.
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Content Notes 

The principles and the experience 

 Sum up the main principles
you tried to follow.

 Sum up product/outcomes –
actual effects on knowledge,
attitudes, practices

 Sum up what you learnt
about the process (e.g.
participants’ attitudes,
difficulties, successes)

 Draw some conclusions about
nutrition education.

3 mins What principles did you 
consciously try to follow? e.g. 

 following the project
process

 involving participants

 building
interest/motivation

 stimulating discussion

 getting outside action
practice between sessions,
and feedback

 involving outsiders (by
proxy)

 showing and
demonstrating

 recycling/recapping info
etc.

The discussion 

 Present some questions to
the audience:

 Have you personal
experience of diet change?

 Do you see any relevance to
their own work?

 Would you like to know more
about ENACT?

 Other comments and
questions?

Ask if you can take a photo of the 
audience. 

20 mins Divide the tasks of facilitation 
and recording. 

Take notes on the discussion 
for your report. 
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REPORT ON PRESENTATION 

Date, time and place of presentation 

Section 1: Description of audience 

a. preliminary information
b. who was present and how many,  interest shown

Section 2: Report on presentation 
How the presentation and session were handled (e.g. poster/PowerPoint/
visual aids), length, delivery (who did what) 
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Section 3: Follow-up discussion 

Report on questions and comments and conclusions about the success of the 
session.  

Attachments: 

The presentation (poster or PowerPoint and other visuals, e.g. photos) 
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Student’s key 

 Key to Activity 1: Environmental constraints 

a. What difficulties did you discover that could not be solved with nutrition
education alone?

Some answers given by other students 

Food environment/physical environment: 

 Availability – out of season/not in shops/access to markets

 Cost - high cost out of season/big family to feed

 Competition – street foods/cheap and tasty/kids cry for them7

The physical environment: 

 Difficulty of home production – no space for home gardens/lack
of water/rented accommodation/predation by livestock

 Poor infrastructure (e.g. roads, transport)

Information environment: 

 Advertising of junk food

Social and economic environment: 

 Time – mothers at work/tired/no time for preparing food

 Social influences – peer influences/men think F&V are for
women & kids

n.b. The classifications can vary – the environments overlap. 

b. Constraints not mentioned

Most answers did not mention the policy environment and the institutional 
environment. This is probably because the project and the personal dietary 
experiment both focused on individual change. 

7 Children demanding sweet things in shops: this is known as “pester power” in the US.
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c. Some solutions (there may be others)

 No land in urban environments to grow food: local councils offer
allotments with secure fencing

 No way of preparing own food at work: businesses make space and
facilities available

 High price of fruits in low season: subsidies for fruit farmers, home
preserving

 Advertising for junk foods: legal restrictions on food advertising.

 Key to Activity 2: Following food-based dietary guidelines 

Here are some other students’ answers. There may be different ones. 

Eat a variety of foods Example: Small farmer

Most days I can only have maize. It’s 
what I grow. 

And maize is the food that matters. 

EN/ED 

ED 

Eat vegetables and 
fruit every day 

They are only available in season. 
The price is high. 
We have no technology for preserving 
food. 
We need more filling foods. 
We have no water for gardens to grow 
vegetables. 
Meat is more important. 

EN 
EN 

EN/ED 

ED 

EN 

ED 
Eat more fish Fish is expensive. 

Fish is contaminated. 
Fish is not available. 
I prefer sausages. 

EN 
EN 
EN 
ED 

Eat beans or meat 
regularly 

Beans are food for the poor. 
Meat is too expensive. 
Beans take a long time to cook and need 
a lot of fuel. 
(Some mistaken perceptions: there are 
other ways of cooking beans; only a little 
meat is needed) 

ED 
EN/ED 
EN/ED 
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Use whole-grain 
products 

I don’t like the sour taste, not used to it. 
Whole-grain foods don’t keep well. 
It’s an old-fashioned food. 
All the flour available in the shops is 
milled. 

ED 
EN/ED 
ED 
EN 

Use only iodized salt, 
but use less salt 

It costs more. 
It’s not readily available. 
It might be a fake. 
I need snacks and I only like salty ones. 

EN 
EN 
EN/ED 
ED 

Eat at least three 
meals a day 

Example: Long-distance lorry driver 
I don’t have time! I grab a snack when 
I can. 
But I get enough food, I think. I’m fat 
enough! 

EN 

ED 

Avoid drinking alcohol Example: Small-town bartender
It helps me to relax. It’s my way of 
managing stress. 
And in my job there’s always alcohol 
around. 

ED 

EN 

Consume clean and 
safe water and food 

We have no safe water supply. 
Well water is perfectly safe – I always 
drank it as a child. 
It takes time to purify and costs too 
much. 
Boiled water is tasteless. 

EN 

ED 

EN/ED 

? 

Achieve and maintain 
a healthy body weight 

My husband will leave me if I grow thin; 
he will say I have HIV. 
Being big is healthy in my society. 
I am always working and don’t have time 
to go to the gym. 

ED 

ED/EN 

EN/EN 

Draw a conclusion about the balance of educational and environmental 
influences. 

Some comments 

 Balance: Both kinds of influence can be very strong, but every situation is
different.

 Interaction: In some situations an “environmental” difficulty can be
overcome with education (e.g. the time it takes to cook beans, the
perception of the high cost of meat).
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 Key to Activity 3: What they said 

c. Ideally, how could each group contribute to improving local diet?

Producers could grow more varied and nutritious crops, including indigenous 
vegetables, and use pesticides and fertiliser better. 

Agricultural experts could advise on nutritious crops, how to increase and 
diversify production, how best to handle pesticides, how to store, process 
and market crops and how to plan for climate change. 

Street food vendors could sell less cheap fatty foods, more vegetables and a 
greater variety of vegetables, cook them in healthier ways and offer more 
interesting dishes. 

Urban authorities could encourage street vendors to provide healthier foods 
and could help with premises, facilities and licences; they could also make life 
easier for producers. 

Consumers could do more home cooking, buy and eat better, and create 
demand for more variety (and also for lower prices).  

Health workers and nutritionists could advise and educate on the value of 
dietary diversity and of indigenous vegetables. They could also analyse 
nutrient content to identify nutritious local foods, and create recipes. (They 
do not mention it, but they could also train the vendors in food hygiene 
and suggest good dishes to cook.)

d. What general needs and problems do they perceive in doing their jobs?

Producers see a lot of constraints on production and marketing: climate, land 
ownership, water use, and harassment from local authorities about 
production methods, pests and crop diseases, storage of seeds, conflicts 
about sales.   

Agricultural experts: With new crops there is a danger of new diseases and 
pests. In any case, farmers are resistant to change. They need better 
methods of fertilisation and pest control. 

Street food vendors: There are problems with facilities and storage, prices, 
conflicts with urban authorities, licences and evictions. They need new 
recipes to attract customers. 

Urban authorities: They have problems with regulating and controlling 
urban  vegetable growers and vendors and relocating them. They also 
suspect vendors of colluding with thieves.  

Consumers: They have no time or money for home cooking. 
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Health workers: There are many serious health problems due to poor diet. 
(They do not speak about difficulties of tackling dietary problems.) There are 
also technical difficulties in analysing traditional dishes. 

e. Barriers to and benefits from producing, using, buying indigenous veg

Producers.   Barriers: It is risky to grow new crops which may attract new 
pests, or be lost to bad weather, or not be saleable. In any case they do not 
know what to grow. 

Agricultural experts.   Barriers: There are risks of new pests and new 
diseases with new crops.   Benefits: There may be some market demand, 
they are easy to grow and the knowledge exists in the community among the 
older people.  

Street food vendors.   Barriers: People may not like more vegetables. They 
(the vendors) don’t know a lot of vegetable recipes and they don’t know 
where to buy other vegetables. Storage may be a problem, as fresh F&V 
decay fast.   Benefits: New dishes could attract customers: a good 
commercial opportunity. 

Urban authorities (?) 

Consumers.   Barriers: Cooking at home requires time and money for oil and 
fuel. In any case vegetables are poor men’s food, and “exotic” vegetables are 
difficult to grow and expensive.   Benefits: (?) 

Health services.   Barriers: The oil used in cooking can be a danger to health. 
The nutritionists are having difficulty in analysing dishes for nutrient content.  
Benefits: More varied vegetable consumption would benefit health. 

 Key to Activity 4: Come together 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 5: No-one buys it 

a. What is the problem? Explain it to your group.

In the simplest interpretation, there is no supply because there is no demand, 
and it is no use creating demand (e.g. through promotion and education) 
unless there is the possibility of (quality) supply. 
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b. How can education and action (e.g. by government, industry) come
together to tackle this problem?

Nutrition education can help to create demand, while government and 
industry can ensure supply. 

Questions remain about national policy, cost and quality control/
enforcement. 

Note that if only iodized salt is available to the population, there is no 
obvious need for nutrition education, since people will buy it anyway. Do you 
agree? 

Some good answers from other students 
A classic supply/demand answer from Kenya: The shopkeeper says that he 
doesn’t stock iodized salt because no one will buy it. This implies that the 
iodized salt is available in the larger market where the shopkeeper gets his 
stock. If people recognized the importance of iodized salt (through nutrition 
education), they would ask for it more and the shopkeeper would have to 
stock it to meet the people’s demands. 
An answer from Tanzania which raises the question of enforcement: People 
need to be able to make an informed choice about iodized salt. But the 
administrative action to enforce existing law is another problem: industry is 
taking this lightly because of the weak enforcement of the law. 

 Key to Activity 6: Your country situation 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 7: Broad strategies 

a. Which of the strategies (A-F) do you think are needed to improve some of
the country situations? Make your choice, and explain it.

In Country 1 salt iodization is mandatory and strictly enforced (all salt in

shops is iodized) and usage is high. Solution (F): Let the situation take care
of itself - no need for action - but monitor IDD in the population.

In Country 2 salt iodization is mandatory but not well enforced: a lot of

non-iodized salt is still available and used. Solutions (A) and (D): Do
nutrition education and take better administrative action to enforce
existing controls. Both educational and environmental actions are needed.
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In Country 3 iodization is mandatory but the legal level is not set high

enough. Solutions (B) and (D). Change the existing legislation/regulations/
standards, monitor products and impose fines if necessary. There is a
need to inform producers and distributors, but no particular need for
education.

 In Country 4 use of iodized salt is recommended in dietary guidelines but
there are problems getting people to use it because the price is high.
Solutions (A), (B) and (C). Do nutrition education, institute a price subsidy
if possible, and possibly legislate for mandatory iodization. There is a need
for education, but better access is essential through price and availability.

 In Turkmenistan, did they have the best idea? A unilateral State
intervention can have good results. However, a participative approach
with the involvement of civil society and the private sector could have a
more sustainable impact.

b. In these situations, which of the two professional nutrition educators do
you identify with more, and why?
Open answer.

 Key to Activity 8: Feasible solutions 

Some possible answers. Students may have found better ones. 

Case 1. Livelihoods of small-scale salt producers 

Possible solutions: 

a. Provide portable iodization plants and train small-scale producers to operate
and service them. The cost of providing plants would be high, since there are
thousands of producers. It’s hard to imagine who could pay for this.

b. Create a cooperative of small-scale producers to run their own iodization
plant. This might work if distances are not too great, transport is not too
expensive, and the salt producers have the habit of cooperation and
experience in running an organization. They would need help with the initial
investment.

Neither of these is a good solution! 

Case 2. Eating out can damage your health! 

Possible solutions: 
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a. Make iodized salt mandatory in all food service locales, and establish
regular inspections. The inspection costs would be very high.

b. Encourage the public to ask eating places what kind of salt they are using.
Educational but might not work if iodized salt is not seen as important.
More education would be needed.

c. Offer salt sample testing as a public service for a few hours a week (in this
way the public would become the inspectors). Same as (b). Could be
successful only if there is already a widespread understanding of the
importance of iodized salt.

Case 3. “Unconventional salt” for the poor 

Possible solutions: 

a. Stamp out alternative sources with strong-arm methods such as fines. It
would be impossible to control all the sources and would require huge
teams of inspectors. In any case most of the salt is probably not actually
illegal.
Promote iodized salt strongly long-term, through health services andb.
school lessons: not only what to buy, but also what to avoid and why.
Mobilising the public services is often a long process, but need not be
expensive and should be sustainable. However it should be accompanied by
social action to reduce the price.
Promote iodized salt through a campaign on TV, public transport andc.
markets where cooked food is sold. A public campaign is usually expensive.
It might work but the impact might be short-lived especially if the cost
remains high.

 Key to Activity 9: Preparing for the expert consultation  

a. Make a list below of questions which are likely to come up in the
consultation meeting. Some possible questions are:

Situation 

Current situation 

 What is the level of IDD in the country?

 What is the current consumption and sale of iodized and non-iodized
salt?
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 What is the current level of access/availability of iodized salt? (= price
and distribution)

 What is the current level of awareness of the value of iodized salt in
the population?

Aims 

 What level of consumption are we aiming at?

 What is the % targeted reduction in IDD?

Strategy 

Regulation and coverage 

 Should iodization be mandatory? Or will non-iodized salt still be freely
available?

 Where will the regulations apply? (e.g. in restaurants, processed
foods, school meals?)

Compliance 

(Example) Do we rely on the good will of producers to implement 

regulations and maintain standards, or do we have sanctions? 

 What checks and controls can be put in place? Will they work?

 Will imports and other sources of non-iodized salt be controlled?

 Will subsidies or incentives be required? For whom?

Livelihoods 

(Example) Do we have a separate strategy for large-scale and 

small-scale producers? 

Product and price 

 What price will be aimed at?

 Will there be a branding and certification scheme to show which salt is
iodized?

 Will there be health information on the labels/packages? Logos?
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 If so, what kind of consumer education is needed? For whom?

 Which approach is better - a short-term awareness-raising campaign
or long-term education through schools and health services?

 What training/capacity building is needed? For whom?

Evaluation 

 How will we measure impact? (in terms of nutrition and in terms of
practices)

Note a few important questions which you missed and add them to yourb.
list.

Some student answers 

Coverage  

 What if the TFDA (Tanzania Food and Drug Authority) include regulations
on iodized salt in restaurants and make routine inspections?

 How to ensure that hotels, restaurants, canteens use iodized salt? How
would they react to a compulsory order?

 How can we stop people eating out?

Compliance 

 How can salt producers be made to comply with the regulations/
standards? What can be done if the law is violated?

 How much does it cost to enforce compliance?

Price/access 

 How to make iodized salt cheaply accessible to the poor?

 To achieve a lower price, can we subsidise, e.g. offer iodization services to
small producers for free or reduce tax for large producers?

Livelihoods 

 How to enable small salt producers to iodize and compete, so they don’t
lose their livelihoods?

Education 

 Why not place stickers in homes to encourage use of iodized salt, just like
the malaria stickers to encourage sleeping under bednets?

 Why not display posters in supermarkets and restaurants?
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 Key to Activity 10: National communication campaign 

This is an assessed activity, feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 11: The Social-Ecological Model 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 12: Raising the level of support 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 13: Interpreting the right to food 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 14: The ICN2 Framework for Action 

This activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 

 Key to Activity 15: State actions 

This activity will also be discussed in the tutorial. 

a. Classify the interventions
Intervention What kind? 

India prepares to guarantee RTF Provision 

ENACT, a training course Education/training 

Goodbye, Big Soda Policy/regulation 

Chess champion eats salt Encouragement/facilitation (Education?) 

RMK micro-credit service for women Service support (Provision?) 
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b. Examples of state action to improve nutrition and the food environment

Examples 
Provision School meals, take-home rations, RUTFs, food vouchers, 

social protection payments. 

Education/training School/university curricula and materials, teacher 
training, public campaigns, NE in projects, professional 
training in nutrition counselling, NE training in agricultural 
extension. 

Encouragement/ 
facilitation 

Food-based dietary guidelines, promoting iodized salt, 
adoption of codes of practice (e.g. ENAs, standards for 
Baby-Friendly Hospitals). 

Policy/legislation/ 
regulation 

Legislation on land and water rights and land use; food 
and nutrition security policy; regulations on food 
standards and food safety;  nutrition standards for foods 
in schools, worksites and hospitals; restrictions on certain 
foods or drinks/import restrictions (e.g. alcohol, soda 
drinks or trans fats) for certain ages or in certain places;   
banning of dangerous or polluted foods;  taxes on 
products (e.g. alcohol); subsidies on healthy products (e.g. 
iodized salt, staple foods);  restriction of advertising (e.g. 
of commercial breastmilk substitutes or junk food aimed 
at children); labelling; food-handling measures;  
inspections and controls. 
Some of these are handled by specialised institutes. 

Service support Water and sanitation, waste disposal, subsidised sports 
facilities, health services providing nutrition counselling 
and supplements. 

c. Which of the above do not need the support of nutrition education?

This part of the activity will be discussed in the tutorial 

 Key to Activity 16: State challenges 

Personal answers. 
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 Key to Activity 17: How will it work? 

a. Responsibilities, costs

 The government will need to take these actions:

1. Consult experts and stakeholders
2. Legislate and lay down standards
3. Brief the industry and other stakeholders
4. Promote iodized salt to the public
5. Educate through the school system
6. Establish and implement controls, checks and sanctions
7. Assess health impact at 5-year intervals

 Which ministry will be very involved in which actions? (give the numbers)

Health 1, 3, 4, 7
Education 1, 4, 5
Industry and Food Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 

 Which actions will particularly require
cross-sectoral collaboration? 1 and 4

 Which activities are short term/one-off? 1, 2, 3, (4?)

 Which activities are long term? 5, 6, 7

 Which activities are likely to be most expensive? 4, 6, 7

b. Capacity and risks

This part of the activity will be discussed in the tutorial. 
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 Key to Activity 18: Your own government’s actions 

a. Existing government provisions

Some students’ answers about laws and regulations in force in their countries 

 The Public Health Act establishes regulations and inspections for food
handling, sanitation and water services.

 The Foods, Chemicals and Substances Act analyses food additives against
given thresholds.

 Actions of the Food and Drugs Authority:

o Approval is given to new food products before being launched on the
market.

o New food serving areas of centres (e.g. butchers, shops) are inspected
and licences are granted, which can be withdrawn if regulations are
not observed.

o Unauthorized imported foods cannot be sold in the markets.

 There is high taxation of unhealthy foods (e.g. alcohol, highly processed
foods).

 There are established standards for foods offered in schools, canteens
and food outlets.

 The sale of unhealthy snacks in and around schools is banned.

 There is a ban on the sale of subsidized maize to local businessmen who
sell it on cheaply.

 There is a restriction on the production or sale of oil manufactured from
unknown raw materials (some have proved to have carcinogenic
materials).

 To promote EBF, there is a ban on the advertising and promotion of
formula milk.

b. Make a proposal for government action

This part of the activity is assessed, feedback will be provided by your tutor. 

 Key to Activity 19: What went wrong? 

a. Service actions
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 The health posts were locked.

 There were no communications to tell people the services were not
available.

 The service ran out of RUTF.

 The food distribution was a month ago.

b. Environmental conditions

 There was no transport for Akib’s mother to get to the health post.

 The harvest was poor.

 Key to Activity 20: Why don’t people act? 

To be discussed in the tutorial 

 Key to Activity 21: Keys to success in social action 

Your tutor will give you feedback on this activity 
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Food-based dietary guidelines.   Food-based dietary guidelines give a set of 
easily understood food rules for the general population, based on local needs 
and practices. They often also have a visual guide such as a food pyramid or food 
plate, which show the foods in each category and the recommended proportions 
of each food group. FBDGs provide information to help people make healthy 
food choices and thus achieve a healthy diet. 

IDD.   Iodine deficiency disorders are health effects due to of lack of iodine in the 
diet. Goitre is usually the earliest clinical sign of iodine deficiency. In pregnant 
women, severe chronic iodine deficiency can cause major damage to the 
development and growth of the fetus, as well as miscarriage, stillbirth and 
cretinism.  In infants and children, less severe iodine deficiency can also reduce 
IQ. In adults, mild-to-moderate iodine deficiency can cause goitre as well as 
impaired mental function and work productivity. 
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FINAL COURSE EVALUATION 

As you answer the questions, make a note of any points you would particularly 
like to share with your class. 

A. General value 

a. In your opinion, how valuable is this module for people planning to work in
the field of nutrition education /public health /health promotion?

Essential Interesting but not essential Quite important 

b. What for you are the three most memorable things in the module? (they
could be anything: a discussion in a tutorial, a single fact, a story, a
comment by a colleague, a disagreement)

c. Make some general suggestions on how the module could be improved.

B. Aims and objectives 

a. Main aims and content

The main aim of the ENACT module was to build your working capacity in the 
general competences below. Tick those you think were accomplished well. 

Observe and analyse existing nutrition education actions and 
interventions, understand what is going on in your own country and 
have ideas of how to improve it. 
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Plan and implement: go through all the steps of carrying out a nutrition 
education project, both through case studies and by trying it out on a 
small scale. 

Advocate for nutrition education: practise your role as a messenger, 
advocate for nutrition education and gather the evidence to make your 
case. 

Communications: develop some of the communication skills needed in 
nutrition education (e.g. interviewing, explaining, demonstrating, 
counselling, facilitating) 

Independent activity: work independently, consult with colleagues, carry 
out your own enquiries, develop own opinions and begin to form your 
own educational style 

C. Course content 

a. Contextualisation.   The module is intended for all African countries but
also refers to international actions and to activities in other parts of the
world. Students and tutors are expected to add extra information about
their own national context and to draw comparisons.

1. Was the content generally relevant to your own country (text,
discussions, case studies, activities)?

Very Not very Fairly 

2. Would you like more in the course about

the world in general other countries 

Africa in general your own country 

b. Main content coverage

Suggestions have been made to include additional units in the module (see table 
below): 

1. Do you think more units should be added to the course?
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Yes definitely

 Possibly

 Probably not

2. Select your answer for the first two proposed topics, and add a third of your choice.

a unit on nutrition education in national policy 

a unit on the use of the mass media for nutrition 
education (e.g. radio, TV, the Press, SMS, internet and 
social networks) 

c. Overnutrition and undernutrition

In relation to your own country, did the module keep an appropriate balance 
between undernutrition (including micronutrient deficiencies) and overnutrition 
(overweight, obesity and the nutrition transition)? 

There should be more attention to overnutrition and the nutrition 
transition 

There should be more attention to undernutrition 

The balance was about right for our country 

D. Process: working methods, balance, time

a. General approach
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The approach in this module has been a combination of (a) self-study, both 
group and individual, (b) tutorial, (c) outside activities (including project work), 
(d) tests. 

1. Is this different from your normal studies?

Very Not very Fairly 

2. Did you find the approach acceptable?

Very Not very Fairly 

Aspects you liked Aspects that could be improved 

b. Time required

Were most of the units 

… too long? … about right? … rather short?

Was the module as a whole 

… too long? … about right? … rather short?

E. Outside activities 

a. Value of outside activities

1. How did you value the outside activities in general?

Essential Not really essential Quite important 
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2. The project work (Units 6-9) is more demanding and time-consuming
than the single outside activities (Units 1-4 and 10). Bearing this in mind,
would you say:

The project is worth doing? 

It could be replaced with other single outside activities? 

It is worth doing but could be made less demanding by 

F. Materials and resources 

The course materials consist of a workbook, Unit Resources (mostly reading), 
PowerPoints, audio and online videos (optional because of difficulties with 
power supply and web access in some countries). 

Would you prefer more or less (select more or less) 

More/less Reading More/less Audio

More/less PowerPoints More/less Video

G. Assessment 

Indicate if the evaluation methods listed below were appropriate to assess your 

work, and if they took you a reasonable time to complete.

Fair? reasonable time? 

Assessment of your written assignments 
on the workbook  
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Evaluation of the assessed questions 

Evaluation of the two written tests 

Evaluation of the outside activity
and of project work 

H. Any other comments? 

Thank you for completing this course evaluation form 
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1. Indigenous vegetables in Tanzania

(Adapted from Kinabo 2012) 

Health problems caused by poor diets are widespread. Dietary diversity is low, 
and yet there is a variety of indigenous foods which are neglected – not 
produced, not marketed and not consumed. This project is interested in 
“increasing the nutritional status of underprivileged groups … through better 
production of and access to traditional fruits and vegetables”. During the 
situation analysis a literature review is carried out and there are interviews 
with key stakeholders. 

The literature review 

The literature review shows that national and local government statistics at all 
levels do not include data on vegetable production. A number of studies have 
been made of indigenous dark green leafy vegetables, showing very promising 
nutritional profiles for some of these, in particular Ocimum gratissimum (African 
basil), Cleome gynandra (African cabbage), Moringa (Drumstick tree), Talinum

triangulare (Waterleaf, Ceylon spinach) and Vernonia (ironwood). 

Interviews with key stakeholders: what they said 

Producers 

Producers say that they often lose their crops because of 
adverse weather conditions. Most of them do not own the 
land they work on, and often there are arguments over 
land and water use. They get no support from the 
government. Sometimes the local authorities make trouble 
for them about the land they use and the way they grow 
their crops. 

They grow vegetables that include tomatoes, cabbages and 
onions and use many types of pesticides to control pests 
and diseases that attack these crops. They do not have a 
clear idea of which pesticides might be dangerous, or in 
what quantity. It is difficult to store seeds in a way that 
protects them from deterioration. 
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They agree that if they organised themselves into cooperatives they could have a 
‘bigger voice’, and afford to buy and share important tools and irrigation 
equipment. They try to sell their produce in the markets but there are often 
conflicts about this. 

 They know that some vegetables are considered good for health, but they are 
not sure which ones are most beneficial. They do not believe they could make 
more money by investing in new crops – it would be too risky. 

Agricultural experts 

Agricultural experts suggest that more scientific fertilization and pest control 
methods would improve production. 

Local vegetables have sometimes been shown to have good market value. They 
generally require only minimal inputs. Older people know about them and use 
them. The nutritional profiles of many local plants could be improved, but it is a 
problem getting producers to act on this information. There is also a risk that 
more intensive production might lead to new pests and diseases. 

One local group of producers lost all their crops and abandoned production as a 
result of very heavy unseasonal rainfall. 
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Street food vendors 

Street food vendors say that cheap, fatty and 
refined starchy foods sell well, and their 
consumption is increasing. They don’t include a lot 
of vegetables in the food they sell, and they don’t 
know a lot of vegetable recipes. Amaranth and 
Chinese cabbage are the most used vegetables. 
Customers might buy foods made with other 
indigenous vegetables such as cassava leaves, night 
shade, cowpea leaves and others but the street 
vendors don’t know where to buy these. They are 
interested in learning new recipes and cooking 
methods to make local and indigenous vegetables 
more tasty and healthy, as they see this as a good 
commercial opportunity. Many of them have 
bought licenses and pay taxes, but the authorities 
often make their lives difficult. Sometimes they are 
evicted from their stalls and moved to less 
profitable locations – sometimes the police even 
demolish their stalls in the night. 

The operators were already organized in 
cooperatives in the two market places examined. 

Many of the vendors are unable to read or write. They complain about lack of 
proper working facilities, seasonality of prices, frequent conflicts with urban 
authorities and poor storage facilities. 

Urban authorities 

The urban authorities see urban vegetable growers and vendors as problems 
because of unregulated production and sale, food safety risks, unlicensed land 
and water use etc. Often, they say, street vendors witness crimes but do not 
report them – sometimes they are suspected of working with the thieves. They 
are planning to move many of the vendors from the town centre to regulated 
and more hygienic locations, but this has caused a lot of unrest. 

Consumers 

Consumers say they don’t eat a lot of vegetables; it is hard to cook vegetables at 
home – you need cooking oil, which is expensive, or a lot of water and fuel, 
which is always a problem. In any case, they see vegetables as poor men’s food. 
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Because of this people have tried to grow or buy exotic foods, but this is 
expensive and difficult. More and more consumers choose to eat out: home 
consumption is declining because people are busy. Some women say that the 
water used to cook vegetables should be re-used for cooking, but not everyone 
agrees with this. 

Health workers and nutritionists 

Health workers and nutritionists say 
that poor diets in the area lead to a 
variety of serious health problems, 
principally as a result of insufficient 
intake of micronutrients and an 
inadequate supply of energy and 
proteins. Poor diets make people more 
vulnerable to diseases such as malaria 
and complications resulting from 
HIV/Aids. The amount of vegetables 
currently consumed is usually too 
small to make a meaningful 
contribution to micronutrient intake. 
They think that greater and especially 
more varied vegetable consumption 
would improve health, but warn that 
vegetables are usually cooked with a 
large amount of oil, which can 
constitute another health hazard. 

Nutritionists complain that they lack 
equipment for analysing nutrients in 
foods. It is hard to analyse traditional 
dishes because of the lack of 
‘standard’ recipes, different 
preparation procedures, different 
ratios of ingredients for similar dishes 
and different ingredients used for 
similar dishes. 
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2. Roles for expert consultation on salt iodization

A. Representative of the Ministry of Economy and Industry 

You know that salt iodization is a cheap process. You think it should be 
possible to get producers to pay most of this. The country’s economy is in a 
bad way: costs must be kept low. As far as possible, the country needs to 
avoid importing salt. 

B. Representative of the Ministry of Health 

You are a doctor who advises the Ministry of Health and an expert on IDD. 
You know the IDD situation in the country and the terrible consequences on 
mental and physical development. You feel that the only remedy is to make 
sure that all salt sold is iodized and this must be controlled by spot checks. 
You also insist that a certain level of iodine content must be mandatory and 
must also be checked. 

C. Representative of the salt producers in the country (big and small) 

Major producers.   You are afraid that extra costs will be passed on to 
producers.  You are already struggling against competition from international 
imports and from unlicensed small producers. If the government wants 
iodization they must pay for it! You would like trade protection from 
imports. If the government insists on imposing standards they must also 
police them and impose sanctions on those who don’t comply. 

Small producers.   You risk losing your livelihoods and the country risks 
losing a valuable local industry unless the iodization process is made easy 
and cheap. 

D. Nutrition educator 

You know resources will be wasted if nutrition education is not done 
properly. This means the right approach, an adequate budget, and some 
sustainability. You want a situation analysis to identify current attitudes and 
practices. You think that a national communications campaign is needed at 
the start, but it must be supplemented and maintained in the long term by 
community nutrition education, maternal counselling in the health services 
and some input to the school curriculum. 
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E. Representative of the Ministry of Education 

You want to protect children’s health but changes to the curriculum take 
time.  In the short term it is possible to introduce some supplementary 
learning materials on iodized salt but funds are needed to develop, pilot, 
print and distribute the material and brief the teachers. You would want to 
collaborate with the Ministry of Health as you don’t have a nutritionist on 
the staff. People often don’t realize how challenging it is to organize all this! 
You would like to have an idea of how much lesson time is required. 

F. Representative of an international NGO involved in nutrition 

Your organization has some experience of community nutrition education. 
You see this as a good opportunity to work with government to carry out 
education on salt iodization and to train educators (teachers, health workers) 
to carry on the job. You are not sure which ministry you can partner with. 
You believe that nutrition education is essential but also that effective 
education will depend on supplies of iodized salt which are reliable, of good 
quality, well-priced and easy to identify. 

G. Government Food Standards Bureau 

International standards exist for salt iodization (e.g. re process and levels) but 
in your country the process is voluntary and does not have to be policed.  You 
collaborate with the Ministry of Agriculture in the oversight of food safety 
and you deal with contamination issues in fresh produce. However you have 
only a small team of inspectors for visiting all the food processing plants in 
the country. It’s very hard to enforce standards. If your job is to expand you 
will need more staff. 

H. Group facilitator 

Your task is to identify the main recommendations of the group and explain 
them. 

 Present the main questions for discussion:  Is the situation serious? What
are the aims? What should the strategy be?  How can it be successfully
implemented?

 Give each member in turn 2-3 minutes to speak and respond to previous
speakers, and 2-3 minutes to respond to questions and comments.

 At the end, sum up and get the group to agree on their three main
recommendations and the reasons for them. (n.b. You do not have to
propose a comprehensive strategy.)
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3. Salt iodization in Kazakhstan

(Abbreviated and adapted from McNeil, The New York Times, 2006) 
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In the 1990s, when the worldwide campaign for salt iodization began, the world’s 
greatest concentration of iodine-deficient countries was in the landlocked former 
Soviet republics of Central Asia.

All of them — Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrghzstan — saw 
their economies break down with the collapse of the Soviet Union. Across the region, 
only 28 percent of all households used iodized salt.

Dr. Toregeldy Sharmanov, who was the Kazakh Republic’s health minister from 1971 
to 1982, when it was in the Soviet Union, said the problem was serious even then.
In 1996, UNICEF, which focuses on the health of children, opened its first office in 
Kazakhstan and arranged for a survey of 5 000 households. It found that 10 percent 
of the children were stunted, opening the way for international aid. (Stunting can 
have many causes, but iodine deficiency is a prime culprit.)

In neighboring Turkmenistan, President Saparmurat Niyazov solved the problem by 
declaring plain salt illegal in 1996 and ordering shops to give each citizen 5 kilos of 
iodized salt a year at state expense.

In Kazakhstan, President Nursultan A. Nazarbayev was supportive. But, as soon as 
Parliament began debating mandatory iodization in 2002, strong lobbies formed 
against the measure.

“They promoted their products in the mass media, saying iodized salt was 
dangerous,” he said, shaking his head. So Dr. Sharmanov, the national Health 
Ministry, Ms. Sivryukova and others devised a marketing campaign.

The country’s biggest salt company was at first reluctant to cooperate, fearing higher 
costs, a UNICEF report said. Cardiologists argued against iodization, fearing it would 
encourage people to use more salt, which can raise blood pressure. Also against the 
idea, Dr. Sharmanov said, were private companies that sold iodine pills.
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Comic strips starring a hooded crusader, Iodine Man, rescuing a slow-witted student 
from an enraged teacher were handed out across the country.

A logo was designed for food packages certified to contain iodized salt: a red dot and 
a curved line in a circle, meant to represent a face with a smile so big that the eyes 
are squeezed shut.

Also, Ms. Sivryukova’s network of local charity women stepped in. Her volunteers 
approached schools, asking teachers to create dictation exercises about iodized salt 
and to have students bring salt from home to test it for iodine in science class.

The teacher, she said, reassured him that it was not his fault. “Children very quickly 
start telling their parents to buy the right salt,” she said.

Even the former world chess champion Anatoly Karpov, who is a hero throughout 
the former Soviet Union for his years as champion, joined the fight. “Eat iodized 
salt,” he advised schoolchildren in a television appearance, “and you will grow up 
to be grandmasters like me.”

By late 2003, the Parliament finally made iodization mandatory.



4. Extract from the ICN2 framework for action
(FAO/WHO 2014)  www.fao.org/3/a-i4436e.pdf

Recommended actions for nutrition education and information 

Recommendation 21: Conduct appropriate social marketing campaigns 
and lifestyle change communication programmes to promote physical 
activity, dietary diversification, consumption of micronutrient-rich foods 
such as fruits and vegetables, including traditional local foods and taking 
into consideration cultural aspects, better child and maternal nutrition, 
appropriate care practices and adequate breastfeeding and 
complementary feeding, targeted and adapted for different audiences 
and stakeholders in the food system.
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 Recommendation 20: Build nutrition skills and capacity to undertake
nutrition education activities, particularly for front line workers, social
workers, agricultural extension personnel, teachers and health
professionals.

Recommendation 19: Implement nutrition education and information 
interventions based on national dietary guidelines and coherent policies 
related to food and diets, through improved school curricula, nutrition 
education in the health, agriculture and social protection services, 
community interventions and point-of-sale information, including 
labelling.



http://www.fao.org/3/a-mm215e.pdf


Recommended actions to promote, protect and support breastfeeding 

 Recommendation 29: Adapt and implement the International Code of
Marketing of Breast-milk Substitutes and subsequent relevant World
Health Assembly resolutions.

 Recommendation 30: Implement policies and practices, including labour
reforms, as appropriate, to promote protection of working mothers.

 Recommendation 31: Implement policies, programmes and actions to
ensure that health services promote, protect and support breastfeeding,
including the Baby-Friendly Hospital Initiative.

 Recommendation 32: Encourage and promote – through advocacy,
education and capacity building – an enabling environment where men,
particularly fathers, participate actively and share responsibilities with
mothers in caring for their infants and young children, while empowering
women and enhancing their health and nutritional status throughout the
life course.

 Recommendation 33: Ensure that policies and practices in emergency
situations and humanitarian crises promote, protect and support
breastfeeding.
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Recommended actions on social protection 

 Recommendation 22: Incorporate nutrition objectives into social
protection programmes and into humanitarian assistance safety net
programmes.

 Recommendation 23: Use cash and food transfers, including school
feeding programmes and other forms of social protection for vulnerable
populations to improve diets through better access to food which
conforms with the beliefs, culture, traditions, dietary habits and
preferences of individuals in accordance with national and international
laws and obligations, and which is nutritionally adequate for healthy
diets.

 Recommendation 24: Increase income for the most vulnerable
populations by creating decent jobs for all, including through the
promotion of self-employment.



5. The story of Akib

(McOyoo 2013) 

On a visit to Mapocha health post in Gola Reso district, Nuba, on 30th November 
2012, we meet the mother of Akib Hussein seated outside the locked health post, 
hoping against hope that the Health Extension Worker (HEW) will come to the 
facility and attend to her. It is around 12.30 pm and several other mothers who 
came for the Outdoor Therapeutic Program care review have gone back home. 
She tells us that she decided to wait longer because her child is in a bad state and 
she has never managed to get the medical care that her son desperately needs, 
except on the day that the HEW told her that her child qualified to be admitted 
for Outdoor Therapeutic Program care. Unfortunately on that day, he was not 
given any ready-to-use therapeutic foods (RUTFs) as stocks were finished. 

One week later she returned to the health post, but she found the facility locked. 
She decided to walk 8 km more to the next nearest health facility but 
unfortunately after two hours walk she finds the same thing: Ferah health post is 
also locked. The reason she is given is that it’s a public holiday “idd areffa 
October 26th”. She walks back home sad, which is another three hours walk. She 
has spent three-quarters of the day trying to get help for her son but she returns 
empty handed. 

When we meet them it is her third attempt to get help from the Mapocha health 
facility and unfortunately it is the same scenario. The health facility is locked and 
this time we are told the HEW is out at the local town attending a meeting called 
by the district officials. 
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When we ask how long the child has been underweight and in this physical 
condition, she says the boy was born thin. Apparently at nine months old, the 
boy is still being exclusively breastfed as the mother feels he can’t manage to 
digest other foods. Moreover, there is not much option of foods to give the baby 
at home. She admits that she is registered for General Food Distribution. 
However the last distribution was in October and they do not know when they 
will receive the next one. When we end the interview with her the HEW has not 
been seen. Moreover the few community members who have now arrived  
confirm that the local health post is locked most days. They confirm that the 
food security in the district is bad as the harvest was very poor. The few farmers 
who got the best harvest will only have enough supply for one month and that 
will be depleted by January 2013. The majority of households are definitely at 
risk of having no food in the next few weeks. 

6. Two experiments in social action

Case A: community-driven development in Uganda 

Summary of the study 

The study compared two different models of Community-Driven Development 
(CDD) which aimed at improving the provision of primary health care in nine 
districts in Uganda. 

In the first model, which used a standard CDD approach, the community 
participated in meetings to determine what they wanted from the health 
services and monitored the achievement of these targets, on the basis of 
information provided by the health authorities themselves. In the standard 
model, it was found that the health authorities would seriously and 
systematically underestimate problems like staff absenteeism. 

In the second model, two new elements were added to the design. First, 
information was provided to the community about their rights in terms of health 
care. Second, information on the performance of the health facilities was made 
more objective and less easy to manipulate. (This information included 
comparative data on the relative performance of different health facilities, so 
that users could easily compare their own services with others.) 

The study found that the first type of intervention was ineffective in the long 
term, while the second produced lasting improvements. (Björkman et al. 2012) 
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Case B: The parent centre (USA) 

(Contento 2007) 

[A] nutrition education program for social change involved low-income women 
who met weekly informally over coffee at a Parent Centre (Travers 1997). The 
issue of common concern to them was feeding their families on a low income. 
The nutrition educator posed questions that led to group dialogue and 
discussion, out of which emerged the group’s perception that foods cost more in 
low-income neighbourhoods. This led them to make a structured comparison 
study of prices for foods in their local stores and prices in stores of the same 
chain in middle-income neighbourhoods. 

 Role of the nutrition educator. The nutrition educator provided technical
assistance on this task. When their findings showed that prices in inner-
city stores were consistently higher than in middle-income
neighbourhoods, the women came to realize that the difficulty they had
in getting adequate nutrition was partly the result of social inequalities.
They came to the decision to write to the stores to express their concern
about inequities in pricing and quality. This resulted in the chain store
lowering the prices within the low-income neighbourhoods. The nutrition
educator facilitated the process by obtaining a word processor and
writing the letter with them. This success led to a sense of
empowerment. The activity also led them to recognize that their welfare
allowances were not adequate to meet their needs. The impact of this
information on them personally was a relief from self-blame as they
realized that their inability to purchase enough food for their families was
not because of their personal inadequacies but because of government
policy.

 Parent action. This then led them to take action toward change. They
wrote letters to political leaders and worked with other community
groups, resulting in some increase of the welfare allowances. Finally,
when some time later there was an attempt to close the Parent Centre
because of budget cuts, the women organized a march on City Hall and
got media attention, which prevented closure.
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(Adapted from WHO 2013) 

During her opening address at the 8th Global Conference on Health Promotion in 
Helsinki, Finland on 10 June 2013, WHO Director-General Dr. Margaret Chan said 
the following: 

Today, getting people to lead healthy lifestyles and adopt healthy behaviours 
faces opposition from forces that are not so friendly. Not at all. 

Efforts to prevent non-communicable diseases go against the business interests 
of powerful economic operators. In my view, this is one of the biggest challenges 
facing health promotion. 

It is not just Big Tobacco anymore. Public health must also contend with Big 
Food, Big Soda, and Big Alcohol. All of these industries fear regulation, and 
protect themselves by using the same tactics. 

Research has documented these tactics well. They include front groups, lobbies, 
promises of self-regulation, lawsuits, and industry-funded research that confuses 
the evidence and keeps the public in doubt. 

Tactics also include gifts, grants, and contributions to worthy causes that cast 
these industries as respectable corporate citizens in the eyes of politicians and 
the public. They include arguments that place the responsibility for harm 
to health on individuals, and portray government actions as 
interference in personal liberties and free choice. 

This is formidable opposition. Market power readily 
translates into political power. Few governments prioritize 
health over big business. As we learned from experience 
with the tobacco industry, a powerful corporation can 
sell the public just about anything. 

Let me remind you. Not one single country has 
managed to turn around its obesity epidemic in all 
age groups. This is not a failure of individual will-
power. This is a failure of political will to take 
on big business. 
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8. Is obesity a disease?

(Adapted from Dailey, BBC News, 2013) 

Last week, the American Medical Association voted to classify obesity as a 
disease. But is being fat the same thing as being sick? 

The decision came at the annual meeting of the American Medical Association 
(AMA). 

And at a stroke, a third of the US population became diseased. 

Though obesity has been a health issue in the public eye for decades, doctors are 
not always equipped or prepared to help patients treat and prevent obesity-
related illnesses. 

AMA president Ardis Hoven says the vote will encourage doctors to change that, 
and will provide more training and education for both doctors and patients. 

For Americans who went to bed feeling fine and woke up with a disease, the new 
designation is alarming. 

"Pretty uniformly people are not real happy about it," says Lesley Kinzel, senior 
editor at the website XOJane.com and author of Two Whole Cakes: How to Stop

Dieting and Learn to Love Your Body. 

"It says that a fat person is inherently sick, and in need of special treatment for 
this visible sickness," she says, noting that at least a third of people who are 
classed as obese don't have any increased risk for diabetes or cardiac problems. 

Some also worry that classifying obesity as a disability removes an element of 
personal responsibility. "Are people going to start taking time off work and 
claiming disability because they are obese? If restaurants are offering [high-
caloric] items on the menu, does that open the door for people to sue?" asks 
Judy Gaman, a health and wellness consultant at Executive Medicine of Texas. 

"When you take personal responsibility out of the equation, it opens the door for 
a lot of other things." 

Marlene Schwartz, the acting director of the Rudd Center for Obesity and Food 
Policy at Yale University, says that calling obesity a disease could allow for obese 
people who require medical interventions to get the help they need. 
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9. NY Health Board approves ban on large sodas

(Adapted from Lerner, CNN, 2012) 

 New York City's Board of Health voted Thursday to ban the sale of sugary drinks 
in containers larger than 16 ounces in restaurants and other venues, in a move 
meant to combat obesity and encourage residents to live healthier lifestyles. 

"It's time to face the facts: obesity is one of America's most deadly problems, and 
sugary beverages are a leading cause of it," said New York Mayor Michael 
Bloomberg in a statement earlier this month. "As the size of sugary drinks has 
grown, so have our waistlines -- and so have diabetes and heart disease." 

But the move is expected to draw further protest from the soda industry and 
those concerned about government involvement in their personal choices. 
Critics have attacked the ban as "misguided" and "arbitrary". 

New York City spends an estimated $4 billion each year on medical care for 
overweight people, the mayor said in an earlier statement. One in eight New 
Yorkers also suffers from diabetes, a disease often linked to obesity, his office 
noted, calling sugary drinks "the single largest driver of these alarming increases 
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in obesity." About 58% of New York City adults are considered overweight or 
obese, the mayor added. 

In 2007, the Bloomberg-appointed health board adopted a regulation that forced 
restaurants to almost eliminate the use of partially hydrogenated vegetable oils 
and spreads, the main sources of trans-fats in the U.S. diet. 

The ban would not apply to grocery stores. 

Video: New Yorkers debate ban on big sodas 

 http://edition.cnn.com/2012/09/13/health/new-york-soda-ban/ 
ban/index.html?hpt=hp_t3 (mins 00.36-01.04) 

The video shows a public hearing about the ban at the NY Department of Health. 
Two of the participants are shown giving their opinions.  
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Links – Student’s book 

 Dibocor’s salt (video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kz8MCfZF97g

 Degree of public health significance of iodine nutrition

http://www.who.int/vmnis/iodine/status/summary/median_ui_2007_color.

pdf?ua=1

 Test for iodine in table salt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jVV0o5sl1g

 Right to Food Guidelines

http://www.fao.org/righttofood/right-to-food-home/en/
 The ICN2 Framework for Action (ICN2)

http://www.fao.org/3/a-mm215e.pdf
 Rashtriya Mahila Kosh

http://www.rmk.nic.in/

Links – Unit resources 

 New York health board approves ban on large sodas (video)
http://edition.cnn.com/2012/09/13/health/new-york-soda-
ban/index.html?hpt=hp_t3
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Links – Tutor’s guide 

 Dibocor’s salt (video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kz8MCfZF97g
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Introduction 
• Sub-Saharan Africa bears a heavy burden of nutrition-related

health problems.

• Principally due to

o poor diets low in micro-nutrients, energy and proteins,
o consumption of cheap fatty and refined starchy foods,

o low consumption of fruits and vegetables,

o diseases such as malaria and complications resulting from

HIV/Aids.



Introduction  
Close to 1,000 species of vegetables and twice as many local fruits 
exist in Africa (Maundu et al., 2009), in Tanzania 105 have been 
identified. 

 

Indigenous (dark green leafy) vegetables:  

• are locally available 

• the nutritional value of some is very high 

• knowledge of use often accessible 

• generally require only minimal inputs 

• have good market value 

 

But most of them are under-utilized, because:  

• they are viewed as poor-man’s foods  

• stigma has forced many communities to grow and purchase exotic 
foods (which is unsustainable) 

 



Mineral composition of selected 

vegetables with high content in 

micronutrients 

Vegetables  Zn Mn Ca Fe Mg Cu 

Likolowoga  4.01 5.55 1103.8 24.7 278.5 0.85 

Figiri  5.69 3.54 373.7 19.2 - 1.41 

Pumpkin leaves  3.42 3.21 741.95 14.4 296.3 0.97 

Cassava leaves  6.92 7.41 1081.2 12.6 287.5 0.80 

Nyadudwe  4.08 3.63 1624.2 13.3 356.5 0.61 

Tembele Bangi  3.44 13.39 914.1 24.2 382.8 1.88 

Mkalifya  5.19 3.15 327.5 42.5 353.0 1.53 

Lifweni   (amaranth) 2.55 6.86 1895.5 42.2 921.5 0.78 

Tembele viazi vyekundu  
(s. Potato leaves) 

0.20 0.41 65.4 1.4 20.87 0.08 

Nyamulula  5.81 4.38 453.0 17.4 387.0 1.42 



Goal 
To increase the nutritional status of underprivileged groups in 

Tanzania through better production of and access to traditional 

fruits and vegetables. 

 



Objectives 
• To enhance access to improved knowledge on production and 

processing of indigenous vegetables and fruits. 

 

• To provide targeted and relevant information about nutritious 

foods and the role of indigenous fruits and vegetables in 

health. 

 

• To assist in the marketing of indigenous fruits and vegetables 

and their products.  

 



Specific objectives 
 

• To evaluate the effects of soils, climate and farmer practices on 
production and nutrient content of indigenous vegetables and 
fruits.  

 

• To facilitate the availability of sufficient quantity of quality seed 
for valuable indigenous vegetables and fruits.  

 

• To produce new knowledge of the effect of processing on nutrient 
components/palatability of indigenous vegetables and fruits.  

 

• To put into place a communications strategy to address various 
issues related to the effect of indigenous vegetables and fruits on 
nutrition and health.  

 
 

 



Tanzania Approach 
 

1. Empowerment of small ‘commercial’ vegetable growers in 

urban areas to promote vegetable production 

2. Empowerment of food vendors to promote vegetable 

consumption 

3. Analysis of nutrient content of common vegetable dishes 

4. Implementation of a communications strategy 

 

Consisted of 4 components: 



1. Commercial vegetable growers 

Three sites were identified: Morogoro, Mlandizi, DSM 

 

Needs assessment and situation analysis were conducted: 

Main findings: 

• Vegetable producers were highly fragmented 

• Majority of them don’t own the land 

• There were many conflicting interests among themselves 

• DSM and Mlandizi sites were extremely vulnerable to weather 

conditions - eventually dropped out. 

 



1. Commercial vegetable growers 

Process of empowerment 
• Sensitization meetings to 

identify needs, problems 

and opportunities 

• The identified need was to 

form a cooperative group 

so as to have ‘bigger voice’ 

 



1. Commercial vegetable growers 

Process of empowerment 

• Training on group formation  

• Project facilitated writing of a constitution for the cooperative group 

(with involvement of the Local Government in the area) 

• The Nguvu Kazi Vegetable Growers Cooperative Group was formed 

and launched  

• 27 founding members registered: 20 Males and 7 Females 

• The group was supported with ‘seed money’ to start a revolving 

fund for members to improve their working capital (tools, seeds, 

plot rent).  

 



1. Commercial vegetable growers 

Challenges encountered 
• Lack of entrepreneurial self-driven attitudes among the members 

• Conflicting interests among stakeholders 

o Access to land plots and market outlets 

o Benefits of possessing key production tools 

• Vulnerability to weather-related hazards  

• Low government recognition in terms of input supports (e.g. 

subsidies); market information; statistical data on contribution to 

food security and economy 

• Poor marketing infrastructure 

 



2. Empowering street / market site 

food vendors 
Two places were identified in DSM (Magomeni Market and Tandale 
Market) 

Needs assessment and situation analysis were conducted: 

Main findings: 

• Vegetable Amaranth and Chinese cabbage were the most used 
vegetables 

• Although customers were fond of other indigenous vegetables such 
as cassava leaves, night shade, cowpea leaves, etc. they could not be 
supplied.   

• The operators were already organized in cooperatives in the two 
market places 

• Knowledge on ‘nutrition best practices’ of handling vegetables was 
highly lacking 

 



2. Empowering street / market site 

food vendors 
• Trained 55 females and 5 

males on ‘nutrition best 

practices’ for handling 

vegetables to ensure maximum 

nutrient retention and 

enhancing palatability 

• Followed up the operators and 

their customers in 

collaboration with local 

government in the area 

 



2. Street / market site food vendors 

Challenges encountered 
• Lack of entrepreneurship self-driven attitudes among the 

members 

• High rate of illiteracy (not being able to read or write) 

• Lack of ‘proper’ working facilities 

• Frequent conflicts with local government authorities 

• Prices determined by seasonality 

• Poor storage facilities  

• Limited knowledge of vegetable recipes 

 



3. Analysis of nutrient content of

vegetable dishes 
Nutrient content 
(g/100g) N Min. Max. Mean SD 

Tanzania 
Iron 32 0.74 24.94 10.52 7.00 

Zinc 32 0.61 4.07 2.16 0.95 

Selenium 32 0.37 1.15 0.70 0.21 

Vitamin A 32 0.47 72.99 30.02 19.97 
 Kenya 
Iron 20 3.34 22.04 11.68 6.33 

Zinc 20 0.77 3.34 1.97 0.68 

Selenium 20 0.44 1.38 0.91 0.22 

Vitamin A 19 3.41 92.51 33.37 21.73 



3. Analysis of nutrient content of

vegetable dishes 

Challenges encountered 

• Lack of equipment for analyzing nutrients in foods

• Lack of ‘standard’ recipes

• Different preparation procedures

• Different ratios of ingredients for similar dishes

• Different ingredients used for similar dishes



4. Implementation of a

communications strategy 
Questions considered: 

• Who are the relevant stakeholder groups?

• What is to be communicated?

• How is the message communicated?

• When is it communicated?

• Relevance of the project to the different stakeholders (High,

Medium, or Low)



4. Implementation of a
communications strategy 

Who are the relevant stakeholder groups? 

• General public

• Operators of popular eating places

• Vegetable growers

• Government & National Health Systems

• Local Support Institutions

• Entrepreneurs



What should be communicated to whom?
General public Popular eating 

places 

Government / 
National 
Health System 

Vegetable 
growers  for 
market  

Local Support 
Institutions 

Entrepreneur
s 

• Importance of
IFV to 
nutrition & 
health 

• Processing
methods 

• Production

• Income
generation 

• Importance of
conservation 

• Importance
of recipes 
with IFV for 
customers 

• Best ways of
handling and 
cooking 
vegetables for 
enhancement 
of nutrients 
and 
palatability 

• Reduced
morbidity & 
mortality  

• Effect on
productivity 

• National
identity / 
national 
heritage 

• Nutritive
values of IV 

• Sustainable
way of 
alleviating 
malnutrition 

• Importance
of being 
innovative in 
the 
production  

• Concerns for
food safety 

• Opportunity
to change 
their lives 
(poverty 
alleviation) 

• Need to
network 

• Complement
arities of 
project to their 
efforts 

• Nutrition
contributes to 
other 
objectives 
(such as AIDS 
mitigation, 
health, 
education…) 

• Income
opportunity 

4. Implementation of a communications strategy



Lessons learned-1 
• Focus on household level or women for nutrition education has not 

significantly improved the nutrition situation in many African 

countries. 

• Consumption patterns have changed and increasingly people opt to 

eat out. Thus, home food preparation is continually declining.  

• Preparation of vegetables is not done properly hence reduces the 

potential for improving nutritional status of consumers 

• Often the amount of vegetables consumed is too small to make a 

meaningful contribution to micronutrient intake  

• Limited inclusion of vegetables in the fast food systems 

• Limited access to ingredients that improve palatability and 

availability of nutrients (cooking oil) 

 

 



Lessons learned-2 
• Limited understanding of the safety of vegetables due to use of 

unpermitted pesticides and fertilisers in vegetable production 

• Conflicts between vegetable growers and urban authorities 

• Need to increase awareness of urban authorities on the contribution 

of urban vegetable growers to adequate and balanced diets 

• Need to include vegetable production data to national statistics 

•  A large number of groups need nutrition education and 

communication in the vegetable sector: HHs, vendors, producers, 

consumers, policy makers and enforcers, etc. 

• Education and communication strategies should be specific for the 

various categories of stakeholders. 
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Section 1. How our surroundings influence what we eat 
You have some experience of the obstacles to changing food practices. 

 In your own dietary experiment in Unit 4 you noted what made it hard to change your food patterns and you
interviewed fellow-students about their problems.

 In your project you saw your project participants’ difficulties in making changes.

 Activity 1 Environmental constraints 

a. Follow the instructions on p. 10 of the Student's Book.

Environmental obstacles to changing food practices How hard to resolve? 

(easy/quite hard/very hard) 

Source (question b) 

b. Look at p. 11 of the Student's Book. Which kinds of constraint did you identify? Complete column 3 of the
table above.

Which kinds of constraint did not come up? 

economic physical information policy 

food institutional social 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Why do you think you didn’t mention them? 

c. Some of the problems encountered by participants in your projects are given below. How could institutions,
local government or the state help with these?

 No land in urban environments to grow food

 No way of preparing their own food at work

 High price of fruits in low season

 Advertising for junk foods

 Activity 2 Following food-based dietary guidelines 

Look at the Namibian Food-based Dietary Guidelines and follow the instructions on p. 12-13 of the Student's Book. 

Who are you? 

Guideline Constraints and obstacles Environment, education, or 
both? 

Count up the “environmental” and “educational” influences including the ones in the example. What can you 
conclude about the balance? 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Section 2. The need for integrated action 

2.2 Focus groups 
Read the case study on p. 16 of the Student's Book. 

 Activity 3 What they said 

In the Unit 10 Resources 1, pp. 3-6, you can read what each group said. 

a. Which group(s) did you read about?

b. Did they say anything about other groups?

c. Ideally, how could the group(s) you read about contribute to improving local diet (i.e. what is their potential to
improve nutrition in the community)?

They could ….. 

d. What are their needs? What problems do they have in doing their jobs successfully? (quite apart from the
question of indigenous vegetables – see (e) below)

Their problems are (list) … 

e. What difficulties/advantages do they see in producing/selling/consuming more indigenous vegetables? (quite
apart from their other problems in (d) above).

Difficulties: 

Advantages: 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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2.3 Visions, obstacles, ways forward 

 Activity 4 Come together 

A. Barriers 

(No writing required.) 

B. Moving forward 

After your question-and-answer session (part A on pp. 20-21 of the Student's Book), make two practical concrete 
suggestions for reducing the barriers. They should involve more than one group and also improve communications 
between the groups. 

1. 

2. 

Section 3. Salt iodization and nutrition education 

3.1 The situation 

 Activity 5 No-one buys it 

a. What is the problem in the pictures? Explain it to your group.

b. How can education and action (e.g. by government, industry) come together to tackle this problem?

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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 Activity 6 Your country situation 

Use the points On page 26 of the Student’s Book to make a rough assessment of the situation in your own country. 
Estimate: 

a. the general picture (choose one of the situations 1-6 on page 26 of the
Student’s Book)

b. the prevalence of IDD (compared to other countries – high, medium, low?)

c. national awareness of the importance of iodine and the value of iodized salt
(high, medium, low)?

d. the kinds of salt available in the shops/markets (plain, iodized, both)

e. and at what prices

3.2 Strategies 

 Activity 7 Broad strategies 

a. Look at the strategies A – F on pp. 27-28 of the Student's Book. Which do you think are needed to improve the
following situations? Make your choice, and explain it.

In country W, salt iodization is mandatory and strictly enforced (all salt in shops is iodized) and usage is high. (This is 
country situation 2.) 

In Country X, salt iodization is mandatory but not well-enforced: a lot of plain salt is still available and used. (This is 
country situation 3.) 

In Country Y, iodization is mandatory but the legal level is not set high enough. (This is country situation 4.) 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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In Country Z, iodized salt is recommended in dietary guidelines but there are problems getting people to use it 
because the price is high. (This is country situation 6.) 

b. In these situations, which of these two professional nutrition educators on p. 30 of the Student's Book do you
identify with more, and why?

 Activity 8 Feasible solutions 

Case 1: Livelihoods of small-scale salt producers 

Read case 1 on p. 31-32 of the Student's Book, and choose your solution. Give your choice and reason: 

Case 2: Eating out can damage your health! 

Read case 2 on p. 32 of the Student's Book, and choose your solution. Give your choice and reason: 

Case 3: Salt for the poor 

Read case 3 on p. 32-33 of the Student's Book, and choose your solution. Give your choice and reason: 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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3.3 National strategy: expert consultation 

 Activity 9 Preparing for the expert consultation 

a. Follow the instructions on p. 34 of the Student's Book. Make a list of questions which are likely to come up in 
the meeting.

b. In the key, note a few important questions which you missed and add them to your list.

o Underline in your list what you see as the top three key questions

o Think how you might answer them.

c. After the expert consultation meeting, record (in thebox below) the three main recommendations of your
discussion and briefly justify them.

Recommendations of the expert consultation 

1. 

2. 

3.

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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 Activity 10 National communications campaign Assessed 

Follow the instructions on p. 36-37 of the Student's Book, and write a short outline proposal for the campaign. 

Section 4. Who should act? 

4.1 The social-ecological model 

 Activity 11 The social-ecological model 

b. What belongs in each level?

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Categorise.   Where would you put the items in the list on p. 42 in the following table? 

Where would you put them? 

 Culture and beliefs

 Systems and environments

 Policies and laws

 Public services/infrastructures

 Organizations

 Communities

 Individuals

c. Megatrends

Where do the seven megatrends on p. 43 of the Student's Book fit into the SEM picture? 

4.3 The level of action 

 Activity 12 Raising the level of support 

Look at p. 44-45 of the Student's Book. Take your own situation below and consider other possible levels of action. 

Situation            Difficulties 
Level of action 

Other possible levels of action (environmental or educational) 

Poor student diet on campus 

Difficulties: poor access to healthy foods, 
cost of fresh fruit and vegetables, 
temptation of convenience foods, lack of 
time, lack of facilities and expertise in food 
preparation 

Level of action: individual 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Section 5. Top-down: state action 

5.1 The Right to Food (RTF) 

 Activity 13 Interpreting the Right to Food 

As you understand it, what does the “right to food” mean for citizens? 

5.2 What states can do for better nutrition: guidelines and frameworks 

 Activity 14 The ICN2 Framework for Action 

Look at p. 49 of the Student's Book. 

a. What other actions would you have recommended to include in the Framework? Brainstorm one more for
each area. Add your suggestions in the answer boxes.

Recommended actions for nutrition education and information 

Promote the national food-based dietary guidelines 

Recommended actions on social protection 

 Provide school meals

Breastfeeding 

 Involve fathers in child feeding

b. (no writing required)

c. What is the number of the recommendation which covers the adoption of the ENACT course?

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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5.3 What do governments do? 

 Activity 15 State actions 

Look at the examples on p. 51-52 of the Student's Book. 

a. Classify and …

b. comment on these examples, following the indications in the Student's Book.

Intervention What kind? Comment 

India prepares to 
guarantee RTF 

ENACT, a training 
course 

Goodbye, Big Soda 

Chess champion eats 
salt 

RMK government 
micro-credit service 
for women 

c. Think of other state actions which can promote good nutrition or improve the environment for it.

 Put them in the middle column of the table below.

 Check in the Student’s Key, which has a list of other actions.

 Select a few actions from the Key which you think are particularly desirable and put them on the right of the
table. 

This gives you a personal agenda for priority state action. 

Type of action Your examples Other important examples 

Provision 

Education/training 

Encouragement/ facilitation 

Policy/regulation 

Service/provision/ 
encouragement 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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d. Of all the state actions listed in the Key, which ones do not need the support of any form of nutrition
education? (n.b. Nutrition education includes direct education, briefing, awareness-raising, capacity building.)

5.5 What is feasible? 

 Activity 16 State challenges 

Look at the barriers to state action (1-8) on p. 56 of the Student's Book. Can you give concrete examples of any of 
these? 

 Activity 17 How will it work? 

Look at pp. 58-59 of the Student's Book. 

a. Which ministries will be very involved in which actions? (give the numbers 1 - 7)

Health 

Education 

Industry and Food Standards 

b. Which actions will particularly require cross-sectoral collaboration?

c. Which activities are short-term/one-off (one year’s budget)?

d. Which activities are long-term (ongoing costs)?

e. Which activities are likely to be very expensive?

A.     Responsibilities, costs 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Some of the specific planned activities are in the table below. 

a. Which ones will take a lot of extra government manpower?

b. Who will need training or briefing to do the job?

c. What activities might not work well and why?

Activity a) A lot of extra
manpower? 

b) Who will need
training or 
briefing? 

c) Risks?

Manufacturers will produce iodized salt to standard 
requirements 

Inspectors will regularly check salt quality in 
production, in shops and in school meals 

Customs officers will check unlabelled brands 

Curriculum developers will integrate IS in the 
curriculum and produce learning materials 

Teachers will deliver school lessons 

A team will develop and implement a publicity 
campaign 

Health workers will counsel the public about IS 

The Ministry of Health will carry out an impact analysis 
every five years 

5.6 Your own government 

 Activity 18 Your own government 

a. Existing government provisions

Do you know of any specific policies, laws, regulations, programs or other state actions in your country which help to 
promote healthy eating? 

B. Capacity and risks 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Make a list. Leave some space in the box so you can add to your list when you share your information in the tutorial. 

b. Make a proposal for government action. Follow the instructions on p. 61 of the Student's Book.

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Section 6. Bottom-up: social action 

 Activity 19 The story of Akib 

Read the story of Akib (Unit 10 Resources 5, pp. 13-14). What went wrong? 

a. The system failed in four ways: four things which should have happened did not happen. What were they?

1. 3. 

2. 4. 

b. There were also two environmental conditions which made the situation worse.

1. 2. 

6.1 Improving government services 

6.2 “Bottom-up” social action 

 Activity 20 Why don’t people act? 

Read ‘Stealing our water’ on p. 65 of the Student's Book. Ask yourself: 

 Why don’t people take action? Why was Akib’s mother helpless?

 Why didn’t she (for example) complain, write a letter, visit the local council, organize a demonstration, form a
protest group, boycott the clinic? 

a. Brainstorm some of the reasons.

b. Tell your own story of how people tried to make the system work, and succeeded or failed.

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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 Activity 21 Keys to success in social action 

In the table below are some secrets of success. The ones you saw in ‘Stealing our water’ have been 
checked.  

a. Read cases A and B on p. 68 of the Student's Book.

b. Check the elements which contributed to their success and mark them in the table. If necessary, add more
items to the list in the table.

c. Say if you think you could organize an action of this kind.

Stealing our 
Water 

CDD 
Parent 
Centre 

a. Know your rights
 

b. Know what to do and how

c. Know what others are getting

d. Have all the necessary (accurate) information
 

e. Form a group, have meetings, organize
 

f. Share the work as much as possible

g. Publicise
 

h. Keep all documents & correspondence

i. Get good advice /support/ leadership
 

j. 

k. 

Could you organize an action of this kind in your 
country? 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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d. What would you say are the keys to success in social action? Pick your top three and explain your choice.

Section 7. Review and preparation for final tutorial 

Outside activities 

Option 1: Improving canteen food 

REPORT ON CANTEEN FOOD 

Introduction.   Actions taken, with dates, times, names and places. 

Section 1: Observations in the canteen (about 150 words) 

Include the list of points observed and summarise the observations. 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Section 2: Consumer survey and proposals for change (about 150 words) 

a. Include the exact questions asked and summarise the responses.

b. Outline the proposals for change and explain your choice. They should take into account nutrition needs, client
preferences and feasibility for the canteen management. 

Section 3: Report on discussion and assessment of feasibility (about 150 words). 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Option 2: Awareness and use of iodized salt 

Part 1. Availability in the shops (first pair) 

Follow the instructions on p. 77 of the Student's Book. 

Availability of iodized salt in the shops 

Does the shop sell iodized salt? 

(If so) Is it identified on the label/ by logo? 

(If so) What does it cost? (note cost per weight if necessary) 

Does the shop sell plain salt (non-iodized)? 

What does it cost? (note cost per weight if necessary) 

Which kind of salt sells better? 

Can the shopkeeper explain the difference between the two? (e.g. the particular 
value of the iodized salt?) 

Where does each kind of salt come from and who are the suppliers? 

Iodized 

Non-iodized 

Write up your findings (the first section of the report) 

Part 2. The consumer picture (second pair) 

Refer to p. p. 79 of the Student's Book. 

Questionnaire on perception and consumption of iodized salt 

a. Do you know what iodized salt is?

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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b. (If so) How do you recognize it (e.g. it has a logo, it’s written on the packet)?

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

c. Is it available in the local markets/shops?

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

d. Do you (and your family) buy and consume it?

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

e. Why?/Why not?

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

f. Do you know the health benefits of iodized salt?

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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g. (If so) Where did you hear about it?

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

h. BOX (open question 1)

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

i. BOX (open question 2)

Interviewee 1 

Interviewee 2 

Interviewee 3 

Interviewee 4 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Part 3. With the information collected, decide what can be done to improve the household use of iodized salt in 
the area (whole team). 

REPORT ON AWARENESS AND USE OF IODIZED SALT 

Introduction: Action taken, with dates, times, names and places 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Part 3.1: The availability of iodized salt (about 100 words) 

Availability, price, source, sales 

Part 3.2: Consumer awareness and practices (about 150 words) 

Age, gender and occupation of interviewees and their perceptions and practices 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Part 3.3: Recommendations for action (about 100 words) 

Possible actions to improve the household use of iodized salt in the area 

Option 3: Presenting to a professional audience 

REPORT ON PRESENTATION 

Date time and place of presentation 

Section 1: Description of audience 

a. preliminary information

b. who was present and how many,  interest shown

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Section 2: Report on presentation 

How the presentation and session were handled (e.g. poster/PowerPoint/visual aids), length, delivery (who did 
what) 

Section 3: Follow-up discussion 

Report on questions and comments and conclusions about the success of the session. 

Unit 10: The wider picture 
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Unit overview 

Background 

here is a lot of controversy over the role of nutrition education in 
tackling malnutrition. Some believe that “structural causes” or “macro-

contextual factors” are far more powerful than education, and that doing 
nutrition education is an excuse for not tackling the real roots of malnutrition: 
inequality, social forces, dangerous practices by industry and other non-
educational blocks. This unit argues instead that “educational” and 
“environmental” approaches must go hand in hand, and asks what nutrition 
education can do to tackle the environmental constraints. 

Since the causes of malnutrition are many and complex, the unit also argues that 
nutrition and nutrition education must act and interact both across the sectors 
(in food security, health, social protection, community development and 
education) and also at all levels of society (from individuals, through 
organizations and services, to legislation and policy). 

This raises a question about the nature of the profession: what is, or is not, the 
responsibility of a nutrition educator? Is it limited to situations in which learning 
takes place, or does it also involve creating the conditions where learning can be 
applied? The answer will depend on people’s views, the situations they find 
themselves in and the limitations on their roles (junior staff usually don’t have 
the freedom to break new ground). However, the ENACT course is about 
effective nutrition education. This means, first, that we should not give advice 
that people are unable to apply, for example about eating foods they cannot 
afford or access. Second, it implies that educators must be concerned with the 
conditions which enable people to improve what they eat – for example through 
analysing the situation and exploring the environment, identifying and discussing 
obstacles, facilitating social action, publicizing needs, talking with other services, 
dealing with organizations and advocating for action by local government. 

Of course what they can do depends on what is possible, but the food 
environment is not something educators can ignore, and this is endorsed by the 
movement for “situated learning”. Even if it not in the job description, it is part 
of the blueprint for action! 

T 
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UNIT SUMMARY 

In Section 1 ‘How our surroundings influence what we eat’ students look at 
what is meant by the “food environment” and all the factors (apart from 
education) that determine access to a healthy lifestyle and diet. 

Section 2 ‘The need for integrated action’ presents a case study from an urban 
area where there are health problems which could be reduced by incorporating 
locally available vegetables into the diet. Students look at the main players and 
their roles, attitudes and challenges, and see the need for integrated 
interventions. 

Section 3 ‘Salt iodization and nutrition education’ studies the case of salt 
iodization and shows how educational and environmental actions interact. 
Students review the strategy options for ensuring access and promoting 
consumption: the roles of legislation and enforcement, incentives and education. 
This leads to developing the outline of a national strategy and a plan for 
consumer education which will support the package. 

In Section 4 ‘Who should act?’ students analyse the socio-ecological model of 
the various levels of social organization (communities, services, industry, 
government) whose action - or inaction - influences health outcomes. They apply 
the principle of promoting interaction between individuals and the other levels 
of society in order to make the environment more nutrition-friendly. This leads 
to the following two sections on the role of the state and the possibilities for 
social action. 

Section 5 ‘Top down: state action’ considers what governments and public 
authorities can do to build a healthy food environment: for example restricting 
access to unhealthy products, improving public services, training and educating, 
and the obstacles to successful state action with nutrition initiatives. 

In Section 6 ‘Bottom up: social action’ students review the scope for social 
action to improve public services and identify some of the keys to success. 

Section 7 is the unit review and preparation for the final tutorial. 

For their outside activity, students have three options, to be discussed with the 
tutor. 

Students also complete a course evaluation questionnaire (at the end of the 
Student’s Book) to be discussed in the final tutorial. 
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In the final tutorial students discuss what nutrition education is concerned with.  
Is it only about helping people to achieve a healthy diet, or does it also involve 
ensuring that they are able to do this? This is a theme throughout the unit.  
Another debate choice for the final tutorial is about the controversial question of 
the freedom to eat what you like, even if it’s not healthy. 

THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 

 What determines the food environment?

 What are the environmental barriers and obstacles to healthy eating and
who can act to overcome them?

 What can governments and services do to promote healthy eating and
regulate unhealthy foods?

 What can social action do?

 What is the role of the nutrition educator in relation to environmental
constraints?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES 

Main objective: Contribute to a multi-level intervention aimed at 

improving some features of the local food environment 

This unit will help students to: 

 identify environmental factors that determine food choices and influence
nutritional outcomes

 become familiar with actions and guidelines for tackling environmental
obstacles, including their own government’s policies and actions

 recognize citizens’ rights and avenues for action

and will give them practice in 

 identifying who can act and what they can do

 recommending realistic actions to improve the food environment

 planning nutrition education to support “environmental” interventions.
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In their outside activity they may conduct a survey, carry out an interview or 
make a presentation to an outside audience. 

Cross-cutting elements 

Communication skills Interviewing; presenting; simulating negotiation. 

Study skills Planning and carrying out a small investigation; report 
writing and summarizing. 

Background note on the Social-Ecological 
Model and other models 
In the ENACT course the social-ecological model (SEM) is first mentioned in Unit 
5A on Theory. It comes up again in this unit (Section 4) as a framework for 
discussing levels of action for change (in particular, the state, the services, 
organizations and the public) and the interaction between them. 

A question which naturally arises is how this model relates to other models dealt 
with in the course. Although it is an interesting point, it was felt that it would 
make the unit too long. The students are advised (Section 4.2) to consult their 
tutor if they are interested, hence we have added some notes here on the links 
between the models as we see them. 

The UNICEF diagram 

The UNICEF diagram of the causes of child undernutrition (Unit 1). This displays 

 the immediate causes that affect individuals: inadequate diet and
disease.

 the underlying causes of poor diet and health that relate to households
and communities: food insecurity, lack of proper care, an unhealthy
environment lacking facilities and services.

 the basic causes: poverty, lack of resources or distorted control of
resources, lack of education. This level includes regulations or lack of
them (e.g. advertising standards).

The link.   The SEM levels represent the social systems behind the causes, hence 
all the levels relate to all causes of child undernutrition at every level. However 
the “basic causes” relate more to the upper end of the SEM diagram, and the 
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immediate causes” come closer to individuals and communities shown at the 
lower front end of the SEM. 

Theories of nutrition education

Theories of nutrition education (for example those in Unit 5A) deal with 
influences on people’s behaviour, knowledge and attitudes which move them to 
take action for their own health: their beliefs about health, social influences on 
their behaviour, how they make up their minds, how they develop habits and 
build self-confidence in their actions. 

The link.   Many behaviour change models focus mainly on personal motivations, 
and social influences are assumed to be informal and cultural rather than 
institutional (e.g. a friend’s opinion rather than a hospital’s policy). In the SEM, 
on the other hand, all levels of social organization are considered, especially 
institutions responsible for actions which affect people’s dietary choices. Hence 
the SEM can be seen as complementary to many behaviour change models. 

If you wish, you can use these links for recapping previous study: 

 Students reconstruct, or describe from memory, the UNICEF diagram of
the causes of child undernutrition (the three levels, their contents and
connections), and discuss the connection with the SEM.

 If students have studied Unit 5A on theory, they recall some behaviour
change theories and discuss how they link to the SEM.

Preparation for the tutorials 
Choice of outside activities

Students have a choice of three outside activities. These are set out at the 
beginning of the Student’s Book, together with some considerations about which 
choice to make. The options should have been discussed at the end of Unit 9 in 
the preparation. If not, organize this discussion with students as soon as possible. 

Interviews with canteen managers 

Some students may have chosen to study the food on offer in the university 
canteen and to interview the canteen manager. A problem arises if several teams 
plan to do this and there is only one canteen (managers will not be pleased to 
give several identical interviews!). In this case, it is suggested that the tutor 
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contacts the canteen manager beforehand to discuss the situation, and invites 
him/her to meet all the teams in a group. At this meeting students can submit 
their questions to be asked by the tutor, the manager can respond to questions 
from the floor, or the manager can be briefed on questions submitted 
beforehand and respond to them in a straight talk. 

Review the unit materials 

Read through the Resources and the Student’s Book and try out some of the 
activities. Also look through the Recipes for Success PowerPoint.1 This is 
recommended to students for extra reading if they find the project interesting. 

Iodized salt (Section 3).   Assemble your knowledge of salt iodization in your 
own country: the level of IDD and the trends, the history of iodization, 
regulations, actual levels of consumption, price and availability.  If the issue is 
important in your country, view the 14-minute YouTube video ‘Dibocor’s salt’ 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kz8MCfZF97g) and decide whether you 
would like to use it in the first tutorial. 
n.b. You might want to simulate the expert consultation for your own country 
(see ‘The Expert Consultation’ in the first tutorial notes) instead of for the case 
given in Section 3.3. This will mean creating a real description of the national 
situation to replace the one in Section 3.3, and more realistic roles for students 
(see Unit 10 Resource 2, pp. 7-8). 

National policy on food and nutrition security.   Ensure that you can direct 
students to your own government’s food and nutrition security strategy. If 
possible, compare the policy with the recommendations in the ICN2 Framework 
for Action (Unit 10 Resources 4). 

Also make your own summary list of government actions which favour good 
nutrition and the food environment, to supplement the students’ ideas in 
Section 5.6, Activity 18. 

Debates in the final tutorial.   A choice of debates is offered for the final tutorial, 
one about the role of the nutrition educator and one about “food freedom”.  
Students are advised to think about which they would prefer to do (n.b. “Food 
Freedom” will take a little longer to prepare). Look through the notes on the 

1 The presentation refers to the Tanzanian intervention which was carried out in Morogoro, a

town with a population of about 210, 000 (and the location of Sokoine University, an ENACT 

partner). Sokoine University was responsible for implementing the project in Tanzania. 
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debates (in the notes on the final tutorial below) so you can discuss the choice 
with students. 

The mid-unit tutorial   2 h 10 mins

(Sections 1-3 SB.) 

1. Introduction 10 mins 

Students report on progress and problems so far 

 with the activities in the Student’s Book

 with organizing and carrying out their chosen outside activities.

Remind students that they should complete the course evaluation questionnaire 
before the final tutorial. 

2. Follow up on coursework 60 mins
Since the theme of the unit is environmental obstacles, starting with students’ 
own experience, go straight to discussing Activity 1. 

(Section 1 SB. How our surroundings influence what we eat) 

Activity 1: Environmental constraints (self-checking) 
Students recall their own experiences of “environmental” (not educational) 
obstacles in their projects and in their own experiments in dietary change. The 
class reports briefly on what kinds of constraint they didn’t list and why not 
(perhaps they did not see effects from the policy environment or the institutional 
environment). Add your own professional experiences of major “environmental” 
obstacles to good nutrition, where education would clearly not be enough. 
Go straight on. 
Activity 2: Following food-based dietary guidelines (self-checking) 
To illustrate the difficulties on an individual level: 

 Three volunteers present their chosen personas and the problems they
will face in achieving just one guideline.

 The class comments on the balance of “educational” and
“environmental” obstacles found. (Previous students’ findings were fairly
balanced, but this student group may be different.) Comment on any
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interesting perceptions reported: e.g. the importance of personal tastes, 
fear of fraud, cooking time, fashion, contamination (for fresh F&V, this is 
a real problem). 

(Section 2 SB. The need for integrated action) 

One element of the “food environment” is the other players in the food chain.  
What messages did students pull out of the Tanzania indigenous vegetables 
project? (E.g. It showed how each group’s problems enhanced the difficulty of 
improving the supply and consumption of healthy foods.)  
Students recap all the players in the food chain. Make the contrast between this 
approach and the “individualist” approach of their own project. 

Activity 3: What they said (self-checking) 
Check that students have read the reports on focus group discussions with 
producers, agricultural experts, vendors, urban authorities, consumers and 
health workers/nutritionists, answered the questions and checked their answers. 

Activity 4: Come together (tutorial discussion) 
If there is time, students can separate physically into “role groups” – farmers, 
vendors etc. (students with two “hats” can choose which group to join). This 
grouping is not essential but makes the activity more interesting. 

a. Barriers.   Students have already tried out this question-and-answer about
problems and solutions. Pose the questions in the Student’s Book to each
group in turn and allow other groups to respond briefly.

b. Moving forward.   Students propose other solutions which have not
already been mentioned.

(Section 3 SB. Salt iodization and nutrition education) 

The second case, about salt iodization, shows very clearly how “educational” and 
“environmental” actions interact in deciding national strategy to combat IDD. 

Some facts about iodine.   Students say which facts they knew and which they 
didn’t. 

Activity 5: No-one buys it (self-checking) 
What are the problems? Students briefly explain the supply-and-demand cycle 
illustrated by the pictures and suggest how the vicious cycle can be broken.  
Which comes first, supply or demand? 

Activity 6: Your country situation (tutorial discussion) 
Check students’ answers about your own country and if possible give a little 
background. 
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If your country situation could be improved in this regard, discuss what could be 
done and how education and communication interventions could be integrated 
with other solutions. If there is time and interest, show the 14-minute YouTube 
video ‘Dibocor’s salt’ or parts of it 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kz8MCfZF97g). 
If your country does not have significant IDD, move on. But point out that 
iodization makes a particularly interesting case study because it has been so 
successful, because it is a fine example of what a country can do, and because it 
illustrates both educational and environmental approaches (regulation). 

Activity 7: Broad strategies (self-checking) 
Students recap the strategies for promoting use of iodized salt at the beginning 
of Section 3.2 (nutrition education, legislation/regulation, price subsidy, better 
enforcement of existing regulations, a mix, laissez-faire). 
Students say if they had any problems with the activity. 

Activity 8: Feasible solutions (self-checking) 
The activity points up the fact that even the easy solutions are not easy! Three 
country cases are proposed. Students have selected solutions. 
Check that students agreed with the Key, and note that education is essential in 
some cases and not in others. 

Activity 9: Preparing for the expert consultation (self-checking) 
These activities prepare for the expert consultation for a given country case. See 
‘The expert consultation’ below. 

Activity 10: National communications campaign (assessed) 
Criteria for assessing this question can be found in the Full Answer Key for 
Tutors. 

3. The expert consultation 50 mins 

This simulated meeting brings together representatives of several parties (but 
not all stakeholders) to discuss iodization strategies for a given country case. 

Students have not yet been allocated their roles for this meeting (in the Unit 10 
Resources 2, pp 7-8). However in Activity 9 they have prepared for the meeting 
by 

 identifying relevant questions to be discussed at the meeting

 briefing themselves on the country situation and thinking about possible
answers to questions.
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A. Groups 

 Either divide the whole class into seven groups and give each group a role
(the facilitator’s role will be taken by you or by a capable student)

 Or divide the whole class into groups of eight, each including a student
facilitator, and enough people to represent all the roles. Each group will
run an independent discussion. Students pick their roles (if there are
some smaller groups of 6 or 7, some students can take a double role).

B. Briefing 

 Students have 5 minutes to study their roles and decide what is
important to their interests.

 Outline the order of the meeting (for both A and B):

o The facilitator should introduce the meeting and explain its aims (to
make recommendations on iodization strategy).

o The facilitator calls on each representative in turn to speak (max 3
mins). This is followed by comments or questions (max 2 mins).
Facilitators keep track of time. Speakers can of course respond to
others during their own interventions.

o If there is time, allow 10 more minutes for open discussion.

o The facilitator calls for priority recommendations, and appoints a
scribe to record them. Three main recommendations are identified
(by vote or by consensus) and displayed.

C. Rules 

Students suggest rules for the meeting, e.g. 

 Don’t suddenly invent major new facts.

 Keep to your time limit.

 Assume (or at least pretend to assume) that people are telling the truth.

 Be courteous: thank other speakers, do what the facilitator asks, don’t
interrupt or challenge directly.

D. Hold the meeting 

E. Recommendations 
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4. Looking forward 10 mins 

Check with students that they will be able to complete the unit before the final 
tutorial, including outside activities and reports. 

Remind them again to complete the course evaluation questionnaire at the end 
of the Student’s Book before the final tutorial. 

Wish them happy working. 

The final tutorial 2 hrs

(Sections 4-6. SB) 

1. Introduction 15 mins 

Progress.   Students report if they have successfully completed 

 the workbook

 the outside activity.

Guiding questions.   Look again through the Guiding Questions. Students recall 
their answers at the beginning of the unit and say if they have anything to add. 

2. Follow up on coursework 60 mins 

Sections 4-6 develop the idea of a socio-ecological approach to nutrition 
education, first mentioned in Unit 5A. This unit looks in particular at the 
implications of the claim that “many social dimensions need to be considered

when thinking about how nutrition education may affect individuals, and that in 

turn, the environment needs the support of many individuals in order to change.” 
Section 5 therefore deals with institutional action, “top-down” intervention by 
governments and services, and Section 6 with what groups or individuals can do 
“bottom-up” to improve their access to good diets. 

(Section 4 SB. Who should act?) 

Activity 11: The Socio-Ecological Model (self-checking & tutorial discussion) 

 The questions here are only designed to make students look closely at the
SEM diagram. Ask if there any disagreements.
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 Do a memory test: students recall the different levels of the social-
ecological model.

 Ask one or two check questions about the diagram – e.g. Which influence
on people’s behaviour is not represented by a circle? (culture)  Why not?
(because culture affects everything)  Why do all the circles meet at the
base? (because in that way all can influence each other).

 Students say why the model matters (e.g. because individuals’ power for
change is limited; because the model claims that action can be stimulated
at every level, and that individuals and groups can exert their own
influence on the social structure).

Links with other models.   If students demand to discuss this, refer to the 
background note ‘The Socio-Ecological Model and other models’ at the beginning 
of this Tutor’s Guide. 

If there is time, use this activity for recapping previous study. If not, move on. 

Activity 12: Raising the level of support (tutorial discussion) 
In line with the message of the SEM, students have been asked to think of how 
to move out of a constraining situation by getting support from other levels of 
action. 
They have considered what actions could be taken, and at what level, to improve 
their own dietary situation on campus. Call for realistic suggestions (there are a 
few in the Full Answer Key). Remind them that “environmental” actions may not 
work without “educational” actions and vice versa, and advise them that even 
cost-free changes in the status quo take organization, effort and stamina. (Those 
who have chosen the canteen option for the outside activity may find this out by 
direct experience.) 

(Section 5 SB. Top-down: state action) 

The Section begins by looking at two agendas for state action:  the Right to Food 
and the ICN2 Framework for Action. 

Activity 13: Interpreting the Right to Food (tutorial discussion) 
Raise the essential question: What does the state undertake to do for its citizens 
when it endorses the Right to Food? Students should have grasped these ideas: 

 The RTF does not mean that the state MUST provide food directly to
people.

 It does mean that the state undertakes to do its best (which will depend
on its resources and capacity) for people threatened by food insecurity
(e.g. through war, poverty, emergencies).
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 The RTF can be used politically, for example to press for particular
strategies for better nutrition such as food aid, agricultural policies,
education.

Activity 14: The ICN2 Framework for Action (tutorial discussion) 
The next question is: What guidelines are there for state actions to improve food 
security and nutrition? Students should mention the RTF guidelines and the ICN2 
Framework for Action. They say  
a. what actions they thought should be included in the Framework for Action
b. whether they were covered in the extract from the Framework
c. which Recommendation covers the ENACT course (Recommendation 20, on

capacity building).

Activity 15: State actions (self-checking & tutorial discussion) 
a. Students sum up the different ways the state can act with regard to food

security and nutrition and give examples:

 Providing (e.g.  food, agricultural inputs, school meals)

 Educating/training (e.g. campaigns, schools, courses for professionals)

 Facilitating or encouraging (e.g. subsidies, promotions)

 Policy, regulation (e.g. banning, restricting, compelling, controlling)

 Providing services (e.g. agriculture, health).

b. They recall which of the five ideas appealed to them, and why.
c. They give examples of other state actions which they selected as particularly

important for promoting good nutrition or improving the food environment.
Make your own comments on what you see as top priorities.

d. Students say which of the state actions listed in the key probably do not need
any kind of NE (the main candidate is legislation on land and water rights).

Activity 16: State challenges (tutorial discussion) 
Students gather examples of the challenges faced by states. 

Activity 17: How will it work? (self-checking & tutorial discussion) 
Assessing the feasibility, cost, resources, capacity and manpower required in any 
given initiative always requires a lot of experience: this exercise is just to get an 
idea of the issues. Students have checked part (a) in their own Key. 

Go through their answers to part (b). Suggested answers are in the Full Answer 
Key, but most of them are open to discussion. It may be worth reminding 
students that impact assessment is a skilled and time-consuming job. 
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Activity 18: Your own government (tutorial discussion & assessed) 
Part (a): tutorial discussion and part (b): assessed. 
Finally, students consider what might be priorities for government action to 
support improved nutrition. 

a. Groups have prepared lists of their own government actions in the field of
food security and nutrition and have found other state actions mentioned in
the Student’s Key. They pool all their ideas and extend their individual lists.
Add your own suggestions. Advise them to look at the government’s food
and nutrition policy and strategy if these are available.

b. This part is assessed. Each student should have developed a personal
proposal for an urgent, necessary, cost-effective and sustainable state action
to support or promotion better nutrition. A few students mention their
proposals. Say that you look forward to reading the details and the reasons
for their choices.
Criteria for assessing this question can be found in the Full Answer Key for
Tutors.

(Section 6 SB. Bottom-up: social action) 

Activity 19: The story of Akib (self-checking) 
Students say if they have heard or seen any stories like the story of Akib, where 
the services failed to deliver. Go straight on. 

Activity 20: Why don’t people act? (tutorial discussion) 
Students explain the difference between “self-help actions” (independent of the 
system) and “bottom-up” actions (designed to make the system work properly). 
They suggest some reasons why people don’t take action (there is a checklist in 
the Full Answer Key) and recount their own stories of successful (or unsuccessful) 
social action. 

Activity 21: Keys to success in social action (assessed) 
Students have analysed three stories of successful social action and have 
suggested some of the recipes for success. Although this question is assessed it 
will do no harm to ask students what they put as their top choice (there is no one 
right answer). 
Also discuss if they think they could organize social action of this kind, or if they 
think it’s unrealistic in their own context. If they are sceptical, suggest that the 
best idea is to start small. If they are over-confident, you may want to sound 
some warning notes, for example: 

 In all three stories there was some kind of institutional support.

 In all the stories it took time and effort: a lot of stamina may be needed.
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 People may not know where to find information and expertise.

Criteria for assessing this question can be found in the Full Answer Key for 
Tutors. 

3. The debates 30 mins 

If there is time for a debate, choose one of the following: 

Debate 1: What is nutrition education? 

Two roles (A & B) for nutrition educators are presented in Section 7 of the 
Student’s Book. Students choose which one they personally support, then debate 
and vote. 

Debate 2: Food freedom 

In the tutorial, students divide into two groups: 

 Those who think that Big Food is a menace to good health and must be
curbed by state and international action.

 Those who think that people are responsible for their own health and
that governments should not prescribe what people eat or in any way
limit their free choice of foods.

Each group looks at the three articles in the Unit 10 Resources 7, 8 and 9. They 
can divide them among themselves. 

Groups present their arguments, debate and vote. 

4. Course evaluation 15 mins 

Check that students have completed the course evaluation forms at the end of 
their books. n.b. Do not discuss their comments until all have completed their 
questionnaires individually, as it is easy to be influenced by others’ opinions. 

Do not go through all the questions, but ask students to comment on particular 
points they wanted to make. 

n.b. You may be able to find volunteers to collate the findings from all the 
questionnaires and present them to the class. 
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5. Presentations and celebrations Extra time! 

At the end of a semester course, students and staff are often busy preparing for 
exams. However, here is one possibility for ENACT to go out with a bang, which 
does not require much organization or expense. The idea is mentioned briefly in 
the students’ book: students will raise it if they are interested and have time to 
spare. If they do not, leave it. 

ENACT open hour 

Organize an informal session where ENACT students can present their findings 
and impressions from the two survey activities (‘Canteen’ and ‘Iodized salt’), try 
out their project presentations (OA 3), and describe the main results of their 
course evaluation. This could be combined with a celebration of the successful 
completion of the ENACT course, including personal reminiscences and project 
photos, and suitable (healthy) drinks and snacks. Anyone who is interested can 
attend. 
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